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Canada Gross
For '52 Over

On Arbitration

$100,000,000

MayCueTOA's

Box

Office at

Allied's Policy

Starr Says TO A Board
Will Discuss Subject

New High;

Taxes, $13,000,000

TORONTO,

30—The

all

The decision of Allied's board of
directors on whether to pursue an
arbitration system "could very well"
determine what stand the Theatre

1952, according to preliminary tabula-

America

Sept.

Cana-

dian Government today disclosed that
the total annual box-office gross of
film theatres in the Dominion was
in
slightly more than $100,000,000
tions,

1951.

Owners

of
will
take on the

compared with $96,000,000 in
This is the first time in Cana-

were

There

approximately

3,000
the end of
1952 and the Government report observed that although drive-ins had
shown a relatively large increase for
the fifth time, the total revenue from
this type of theatre represented six
per cent of aggregate gross.

theatres

of

all

types

at

Half -a- Billion in
Technical Aids at
SMPTE Meeting

president,

that

ANTHONY QUINN starts
SCOURGE OF GOD,"

production today In Rome in the title role of "ATTILA,
was announced by the noted Italian producers, PontiDe Laurentiis. This spectacle story of history's most dread invader is being shot in
TECHNICOLOR and for wide-screen exhibition. It is skedded for 1954 U.S. release.
it

(Advt.)

Europe on
Project Soon

Corwin

MPA

to

BOT Ready with 25
TV Sets by Oct 24

will take

TOA

"The Living Desert"

up the

issue

of arbi-

tration

at its

executive session which will
Alfred Starr
be held in Chicago preceding
the organization's national convention
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, starting

Nov.

1.

Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, revealed here on Monday
that Allied directors would discuss the question of whether
(Continued on page 6)

Achievement Awards
To Be Given Today
To Fabian, Rosen
PHILADELPHIA,

Sept.

30.—Zone

Stanley Warner
Corp. will present S. H. Fabian, president, and Sam Rosen, executive vice-

managers

on Monday.

40 to 50 per cent of this
(Continued on page 3)

the

board definitely

MPEA

Some

said

here yesterday.
Starr stated

TV

New York

TOA

Starr,

Preliminary steps to establish a pubTwenty-five theatre television sets
lic relations program in France, Italy for leasing will be available by Oct.
and Germany on behalf of the Amer- 24 under Box Office Television's
ican film industry will get under way newly-announced policy, it was disshortly with the departure to Europe closed here yesterday.
of Al Corwin, of the public relations
The policy, especially aimed at
staff of the Motion Picture Associa- smaller theatres, calls for the leasing
improvements
and
Technological
equipment at "a nominal fixed
changes in motion pictures and tele- tion of America and the Motion Pic- of
ture Export Association.
fee" for any theatre television shows
vision which may add up to half a
Corwin plans to leave here for that are accepted. The current BOT
billion dollars or more are on the
Frankfurt,
Germany, on Tuesday. attraction, telecasts of the Notre Dame
agenda for the 74th semi-annual conThere, he expects to confer with Marc home football games, kicks off Oct. 17.
vention of the Society of Motion PicSpiegel,
European manager,
William P. Rosensohn, BOT viceture and Television Engineers, open(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
ing its five-day session at the Hotel
Statler in

Alfred

subject,

dian theatre history that the hundredmillion-dollar mark has been surIn addition to theatre revpassed.
year paid
last
the patrons
enue,
$13,000,000 in amusement taxes, compared with $11,374,000 in 1951.

of

the

"Man

of Achievement"
in recognition
of aggressive leadership.
Making the actual presentation on
behalf of the Philadelphia personnel
will be Martin Quigley, publisher of
president, with

awards here tomorrow

Cinerama's 'Party'

[Walt Disney]
said that some publishing- companies often bring out a text book
the sole purpose of making a contribution to science or culture,
with the monetary possibilities a secondary consideration. In a sense,
it might be said that Walt Disney has followed that procedure in delivering7 "The Living Desert," but there is one definite departure from the
publishers' line of reasoning. Disney, in offering- this picture, certainly
is making- a contribution to the industry as a whole, but "The Living
Desert" stacks up as a sure-fire money-maker. Perhaps it will require
some special handling to attract the initial audience, but once that audience has been attracted, word-of-mouth advertising should do the rest.
is

Marks

1st

Birthday

General Omar Bradley and Lieutenant General W. A. Burress were
invited guests at last night's anniversary celebration at the Warner Theatre here, celebrating the first birthday
of "This Is Cinerama" on Broadway.
Others invited were Celeste Holm
and Claudette Colbert, who were
scheduled to be on hand to greet the
group of returned prisoners of war
from Korea who received special invitations for the party, which took
place at the conclusion of last night's

performance. Hosts were Si. H. Fa(Continued on page 3)

ITfor

(Continued on page 6)

Amend Complaint

in

$87,690,000 Suit

plans, the Disney organization will place the picture
selected theatres with the campaign slanted at specially
selected audiences. Disney is a smart showman and perhaps he knows
best. But judging from the comments of a very critical preview audience,
this picture can play almost any type of theatre and can thrill patrons

An amended complaint in the $87,690,000 Skouras Theatres anti-trust
suit against distributors and circuits
was served on the defendants here
yesterday.
The amended complaint, which
pares down the original brief from 124
to 33 pages, adds Loew's and 20th

(Contimied on page 6)

(Contimied on page 6)

Under present

in

specially
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Personal
Mention

Review

ARTHUR

THERE

'So Big"
New

Coast.

•

Shapiro,

son

of

Bob

'

Shapiro, Paramount Theatre executive manager, has left here for Syracuse University.

McNamara

has been
secretary of the
Canadian Association of Equipment
Distributors.

Arth ur

named

1

managing

•

Donald Kirkley, screen and stage
reviewer for the "Baltimore Sun," has
been relieved of those duties to write
column for the paper.

a television

•
J.

Robert Hoff, Ballantyne Co. ex-

ecutive vice-president, has left
for Buffalo on the first leg

Eastern

Omaha
of

an

trip.

•

Meyer Hutner,

20th Century-Fox

associate publicity manager, returned
to

New York

<H3

{Warner Brothers)

B. KRIM, United Artists
president, will leave
York by plane tomorrow for the West

Martin

Thursday, October

yesterday from

Pitts-

burgh.

•

are tears and laughter in this picture. Human beings, their joys
and sorrows, fill the screen in a story which is broad and rich. Most of
the ingredients for excellent box-office returns are contained in this Warner
release and they should pay off handsomely.
Topping the cast is Jane Wyman, a marquee name with a big following.
Her role in "So Big" should win her new fans.
This adaptation ot the Edna Ferber novel of the same title attempts to tell
the story of what made America grow, in terms of people. And it does so
in a large measure successfully.
It is because of this basic approach that
the picture should find a wide audience. An audience, incidentally, which will
come out of the theatre, with a good feeling, a glow left after participating
in a rich experience. There are weaknesses in the picture, weaknesses in this
reviewer's opinion, which grow out of crowding too much in one film. But
these weaknesses are minor compared to the overall impact of the picture.
The flashback device is employed at the outset. It picks up the story of
a young woman, Miss Wyman as Selina, being left penniless and alone after
the death of her father.
But this young lady, although used to wealth,
utilizes her pluck to adjust. She becomes a school teacher in a Dutch settlement outside of Chicago known as "New Holland." There, she boards with
the Pool family, becomes involved in their lives, especially the life of their
gifted young son, Roelf, played extremely well by Richard Bemer. At a
church social she meets Pervus Dejong, played by Sterling Hayden, a hardworking Dutch farmer, and marries him. And again she is successful in
assuming a new role, that of a wife and mother.
Most everything she touches, most everyone she becomes involved with,
is enriched by the vitality of her personality. Throughout the story, her undercurrent approach to life, taught to her by her father, that there are only two
types of people that count, the "emeralds" and the "wheat," is brought to the
fore. The "emeralds" are the people of talent and the "wheat" are the people
who work, descriptions which will be passed along by the thousands who
will see this film.

Leon Roth, United

Artists pubindependent prothe father of a daughter born

with

liaison

licity

ducers is
to Mrs.

Roth

Sept. 19.

•

Joseph A. Walsh, Paramount Pictures branch operations manager, returned here yesterday from Pitts-

burgh.

•

Shirley Cohen, Carroll Pictures
secretary, is in Manhattan General
Hospital, where she underwent an ap-

The

story winds up with her son, portrayed as an adult by Steve Forrest,
coming around to his mother's way of thinking, after an unsuccessful
courtship of Nancy Olson, a talented artist. The story outline does not do
justice to the film for it leaves out the human ingredients, the struggle of
the farmers, the feeling of falling in love, the get-together at a church social,
finally

which make this a very worthwhile picture.
Others in a very competent cast include Elisabeth Fraser, Martha Hyer,
Walter Coy, Tommy Rettig, Roland Winters and Aucquest Aubuchon.
Henry Blanke produced, while Robert Wise directed, from a screenplay
by John Twist.
:

Running

time,

101 minutes.

General audience classification.

Release date,

Murray Horowitz

Oct. 31.

pendectomy.
•

Milton Dureau, independent
tributor of
there from

New
New

dis-

Orleans, has returned

Lett,
sales
manager of
Productions, Charlotte, has returned there from New Orleans.
•

Scott

Howco

Pandro
has

ducer,

M-G-M

Berman,

S.

The

York.

returned

pro-

Hollywood

to

HERALD

Report on

INSTITUTE

the status of

of Industry

Opinion

•
de Lisio, of the M-G-M pubdepartment, has left here for a

Mike

vacation.

results of a fact-finding

O. G. Gryder, of Talgar Theatres,
Jacksonville, has returned there from
North Carolina.
•
O. Williamson,

combined

Warner

dis-

thinking of the industry on
the outlook for 3-D'- features,
will appear-

manager in Atlanta, has returned
there from Jacksonville.
trict

•

Edward Morey,
president, left
for Boston.

Schwartz Hails Bow
Of CinemaScope
Sol Schwartz, president of RKO
Theatres,
acclaims
CinemaScope as having "indeed opened
wonderful new vistas for the
motion picture industry" in a
letter to Spyros Skouras, 20th

Century-Fox
mending the

president,
comon the intro-

latter

duction of the anamorphic process and its "fabulous success."

"Without your untiring efSchwartz wrote, "Cine-

forts,"

maScope could not have been
born as a shining star to guide
cur industry to goals it has
never before achieved."

US Film Firms

Step

Out of Dutch Bond
American
notice

of

distributors today served
their withdrawal from the

Dutch Bioscoop Bond, following a
long-standing dispute over rental
terms, it was disclosed here by the
Motion Picture Export Association.
The withdrawal, which is tantamount to vacating the market, takes
effect as of Dec. 31.
An
spokesman here held out the possibility
that an agreement
may be
reached before the withdrawal takes

MPEA

effect.

Agreed on 3-D Films

The

dispute

centers around Dutch
retain the percentage
32y2 per cent rentals on
American films, while U.S. firms seek
35 per cent on straight deals and a
sliding scale of \7 l 2 per cent to 40
per cent on percentage arrangements.
insistence
limit of

to

/

The Dutch agreed to negotiate on
3-D films and panoramic pictures.
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that a
meeting of MPEA foreign managers
will take place here tomorrow presided over by
Johnston.

MPEA

president Eric

Grand Relieved
Of 2 -Week Limitation
Chi.

By a court order signed in Chicago
yesterday, the
Grand Theatre
in that city was given permission to
bid, negotiate and contract for pictures
for an unlimited run.
This action came as a result of litigation commenced by the Grand to
free itself from the two-week limitation imposed a number of years ago
in the Jackson Park case.
further
hearing in the case is scheduled for
'

survey, and the

Italy.

•

W.

3The

•

Milton Krims, director, and Errol
Flynn, arrived in New York on
Tuesday from

1953

RKO

from London.

licity

1,

Allied Artists vice-

New York

on Tuesday

•

Norman

Jackter, Columbia Picbranch manager in Albany,
tures
N. Y., was in Watertown from there.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

A

some time

in

November.

End Segregation at
S-W and K-B Houses
WASHINGTON,

in this week's issue of

Motion Picture Herald

Stanley

Warner

—

Sept. 30.
circuit
and

The

K-B

Neighborhood Theatres here have issued orders banning racial segregation
in their Washington area theatres.
The action came following the disclosure earlier in the week that the
three local Loew's theatres have been
operating on a non-segregated policy
since last spring.

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
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Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building
William R. Weaver, Editor, Hollywood 7-2145; Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Adverti singRepresentative, FT 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative, 11
North Clark Street, FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club. Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI;Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
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of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Mexico Owners Must
Use French Glasses
— ExMEXICO CITY, Sept.

SMPTE
(Continued from page 1)
cost figure applies to

new

30.

di-

hibitors
here are less enthusiastic
about playing third-dimension pictures
because they fear the recent order of
for motion pictures, the rest to
Liiis City Amusements Supervision Deand
color television, theatre
partment that they must provide specsubscription television, and a
That
tacles fresh and free will stand.
few other new communications
,ear stems from the rejection by a
developments.
Federal court here of the injunction
Among the corporations represented suit against the order brought by
sessions of Mrs. Rosa Elena Cavidies, concesthe convention, all
at

mensions, 3-D systems and
stereophonic sound apparatus

TV

will be open to representatives
of financial and marketing management as well as to engineers, will in-

which

clude Eastman Kodak, RCA, Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing, WolAviation,
Bendix
Optical,
lensak

Westinghouse, Westrex, General Precision, DeVry, General Electric, National Broadcasting, Philco, Motorola,
American Telephone and Telegraph,
Bausch & Lomb, Polaroid, Wolff
Studios, Cinerama, Mole-Richardson,
Carbon and Dr. Edgar
National
Zurich, Switzerorganizations to
be represented at the meeting include

A.G.,

Gretener,

of

Government

land.

the National Film Board of Canada,
the
U. S. Signal Corps Pictorial
Center, U. S. Naval Photographic
Center also the National Radio InUniversity
of
the
stitute
and
;

Rochester.

The convention

will

run from MonBecause of the

—

TV

—

Name Committeemen

SMPTE

Meet

Appointment of three members of
the luncheon and banquet committee
to work on arrangements for the meetings of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers convention
here next week was announced yesterday by Emerson Yorke, chairman.
John Stott, vice-president of Du-Art
Laboratories, will serve as luncheon
and banquet sales manager. John Mc-

Cullough, director of conservation of
the Motion Picture Association of
America, will be luncheon liaison, and

Vincent Gilcher, technical director of

Radio City

Music Hall,

will

be

in

charge of sound.

SMPTE

to Consider

New Light Formula
A new electrolytic
may make

formula which

possible to make motion
pictures with 50 per cent less light
will be among the items for consideration by the Society of Motion Picture
it

and Television Engineers

TV

(Continued from page

DETROIT,

Sept. 30.— An address by United States Senator
Homer Ferguson will be the
highlight of the industry meeting for exhibitors at the annual
election
and
conference
of
Michigan Allied on Oct. 29. Addresses by Robert Coyne of

he added, has taken two booths at the
convention in order to demonstrate its
equipment, specially made for snjialler
theatres.
said following the Oct. 24 date,
there will be 25 theatre
sets available monthly thereafter. The 'total

He

COMPO,

on "The Admission
Tax Campaign," and by Wilbur
Snaper,

president

on "Trade

Allied,
will

precede

TV

of national
Practices,"

the

number

Robe,"
at

which

is

Film

will

available,

he

depend entirely on

BOT

The
plan, which eliminates the
outlay of capital by theatres for the
purchase of equipment, calls for two
types of equipment. For large theatres,
regular
projection equipment
will be used. For smaller theatres,
BOT's specially designed equipment
will be completely portable and will
require no installation cost. The plan

being

RCA

m

Deals Decried

made

be

demand.

Fox Theatre

the

to

pointed out,

Senator's

speech.
After luncheon at the Hotel
Statler,
delegates
will
view

"The

1)

president, said that he will announce
the fee in his address on Monday to
the Allied convention in Boston. BOT,

with CinemaScope. Entertainment with dinner will follow at
the
E 1 w o o d Casino in
Windsor.

was

A

call for the elimination of

"under-

the-table" deals for television films
was issued here yesterday by Edwin
H. James, senior editor of "Broadcasting Magazine," in an address at
a luncheon given by the National

Television Film Council in honor of
Mel Gold, founder and
board

NTFC

chairman.

James forecast the stabilization of
number of TV stations on the air
in the U. S. by 1955. Such stabiliza-

unusual number of subjects to be
covered this year, arrangements have
been made to run two different sessions on Wednesday simultaneously.
One will deal with television color
and film reproduction in the morning,
and kinescope in the
theatre
afternoon while the other meeting
will be an all-day public forum on
stereophonic sound.
Radio City Music Hall Glee Club
of 30 voices, Lester Lanin and his
dance orchestra and lyric tenor Bobby
White will be featured performers at
the convention of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
at the Hotel Statler next week.

For

Special

BOT Ready

Ferguson to Talk at
Michigan Allied Meet

featured

the

Monday-thru-Friday Meeting
day through Friday.

sionaire for the spectacles. The court
agreed with the Department's reason
of eye infection for insisting upon
fresh spectacles for each 3-D patron.
Exhibitors had been renting glasses
for 12 cents, refundable upon return.

3

he said, underscores the need for
film distributors to end the practice of making special deals below the
tion,

TV

quoted price.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief consultant to RCA, who was toastmaster
for the occasion, read many telegrams
paying tribute to Gold.

WB Given All Rights
To 'Helen of Troy'
HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 30.

— Final

arrangements have been completed
whereby all rights and interests in the
script and production of "Helen of
Troy," formerly scheduled for production by P'onti de Laurentiis of Italy,
have been acquired by Warner Brothers for immediate production in Rome.
Jack L. Warner, who recently re-

TV

established, according to Rosento increase
substantially
the
number of theatres that will be able
to
handle any forthcoming closed
circuit shows.

sohn,

Be Offered
Old Goldwyn Films
to

Corwin

Europe

to
Howard Pictures, headed by Mrs.
Samuel Goldwyn, reportedly will offer
(Continued from page 1)
a group of old Goldwyn pictures to
television networks within the next who is currently in Holland negotiatThe Tuesday
few weeks, with Manny Reiner, Gold- ing with the Dutch.
wyn's foreign sales manager, expected departure date will depend on Spieto handle the negotiations. Reiner cur- gel's availability in Frankfurt, it was
rently is in Europe but presumably stated.
The project, originated by MPAA
will start on the sales project when
he returns here in about two weeks. president Eric Johnston in light of the
He was formerly sales manager for importance of the foreign market,
G.

L.

Cowan

Television Productions

and

sales vice-president for PSI-TV.
It is reported that the list includes
titles released as far back as the early
1930's.

for
relations
countries

calls

_

the

man

retention
in

each

of a public
of the three

to correct misinformation
about the American film industry and
create a favorable climate of opinion
Goldwyn Productions officials here for American films. Corwin is excould not be reached yesterday for pected to be abroad from six to eight
weeks.
comment on the report.

Japan's Crown Prince Cinerama Party

Honored by
HOLLYWOOD,
Imperial Highness

AMPP
Sept. 30.

—

(Continued from page

His

Crown Prince Aki-

bian,

1)

president

and Lowell

of Stanley Warner,
Thomas, co-producer of

the picture.

Others slated to be on
hand were Fred Waller, inventor of
Producers at a luncheon held in the the process, and Lester Isaac, exhibition manager for S-W Cinerama Corp.
turned from Rome, stated that a budstudio attended by 200 repreget of approximately $6,000,000 has sentatives of the major studios, Hollybeen set for the picture and that pro- wood guilds and unions, civic officials
duction will start immediately at the and stellar talent. AMPP Board ChairItalian Cine Citta studio. Production man Y. Frank Freeman presided at
of "Helen of Troy" has been delayed, the speakers' table, and George MurPlans for the installation of Cinemahe said, because of the fact that the phy emceed the entertainment.
Scope and widescreen equipment in
de Laurentiis production of "Ulysses"
South America and the West Indies
still is some weeks from completion.
will be discussed by A. F. Baldwin,
Warner confirmed his company's plans Virginia
vice-president and export manager of
to film the picture in wide-screen
National Theatre Supply, who has beWarnerScope and in WarnerColor.
an extensive trip through Brazil,
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 30.— Repub- gun
Colombia, Venezuela, Mexico and the
lic Pictures has contracted with Virwhich is said to offer better reproduc- ginia Van Upp to write and produce Indies.
Eighteen CinemaScope installations
tion of both black-and-white and color "Big Whisper," a story concerning
motion pictures on home television operation of the German underground, already have been sold in Mexico,
and the latest information on in Germany. The deal, concluded with Baldwin said before leaving on the
sets,
four-track magnetic striping reproduc- H. N. Swanson, representing Miss trip. Acceptance of the new processes,
he added, is widespread South of the
tion. Because of the industry-wide in- Van Upp, is the first under the stuterest in stereophonic sound, a special dio's recently announced direct-finan- border and is steadily increasing in all
sections.
added all-day session open to the pub- cing policy.
lic has been scheduled for Wednesday,
hito of Japan was honored today by
the Association of Motion Picture

MGM

South American Trip
Started by Baldwin

Van Upp

Signed by Republic

concurrent with the regular Wednesday meetings.
The convention gets under way
Monday with a luncheon meeting at
which motion picture and television
all
industry
leaders,
representing
phases of their media from financial
management to sales, production and
exhibition, will hear a keynote address
by Henry J. Taylor, radio commenta-

at its 74th
semi-annual convention which gets
under way at the Statler Hotel here
on Monday.
Other topics on the agenda include
dubbing techniques which synchronize
practically any dubbed-in language to
the lip movements of the actors on the
screen, a new television film scanner tor and news analyst.

Technicolor Dividends
A dividend of 25 cents a share

WB

on

Technicolor's new $1 per share common stock and 50 cents a share on
the old no-par common that was not
exchanged was announced here yesterday by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president, following a board meeting. The
dividends are payable on Oct. 26 to
stockholders of record on Oct. 19.

Signs Brando
HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 30.— Marlon

Brando has been signed by Jack
Warner, vice-president of Warner
Brothers in charge of the studio, to
star in "Mr. Roberts," it was disclosed
here.
It marks
Brando's return to
after a two-year absence, since

WB

he starred
Desire."

in

"A

Streetcar

Named

has the finest performance £
actress since
is

Johnny

Belinda'/

the prize-winner of

all

the

Edna Ferber novels that
scome screen smashes/
is

very, very big/

Bros, present
RBER'S
\

Prize

vAK|pv

Nove

niqnK

STEVE FORREST EL'SABETH

FRASER. MARTHA HYER- WALTER COY- RICHARD BEYMER TOMMY RETTIC
ROLAND WINTERS- JACQUES AUBUCHON screen play by JOHN TWIST music by max stein er THIS PICTURE ALSO CAN BE EXHIBITED ON
»«« --Robert wise
PRODUCED BY

HENRY BLANKE

•

W IDE SCREENS

:
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"The Living Desert"

Arbitration
resume

should

negotia-

tions for an arbitration system
at their three days of sessions
prior to the opening of the
Allied convention in Boston
on Monday.
starting
Allied board is scheduled to

The

start its

meetings tomorrow.

would not comment on the
possibility of TOA withdrawing from
Starr

further arbitration meetings if Allied
He
dropped the matter completely.
only indicated that Allied's position
could have a bearing on TOA's arbitration policy.
president,
The

TOA

who was here
connection with convention plans,
said that trade practices would receive "a lion's share of attention" at
in

practices, he
arbitration, will
print shortages,

These

conclave.
in addition to
include film rentals,
the Senate Small Business Committee
hearings and other subjects that are
serious problems for
described as
exhibitors.
Starr said that efforts were being
made to attract exhibitors who never
conhave attended a national
vention before, as well as those who
"These
have attended infrequently.
exhibitors," he said, "should make
They
attendance this year a must.
and to
owe it to themselves, to
the

said,

TOA

TOA

the

industry."

Registration Is

Heavy

The heavy advance registration indicates that the 1953 convention will
be the greatest in industry history,
Starr said, asserting that it is particularly significant that the trade show,
which this year is being combined
with that of the Theatre Equipment
and Supply Manufacturers Association, has been completely sold out.
Starr said that probably the most important phase of the convention will
be the TOA-TESMA equipment and
new processes forum and the general
meeting of theatre concession buyers

here

is

nature

Sept. 30.— J. R. Grainger,
president of
Pictures, has arrived here for sales conferences with
Continental
Joseph Bellfort,
manager, and executives of the French

RKO

RKO

He

accompanied by Al
Crown, foreign manager.
Maurice and Frank King have also
arrived from Munich, Germany, where
they are completing cutting of "Carstaff.

is

nival Story," for

tween a pepsis wasp and a tarantula, and a fight-to-the-finish between
male beetles. A highly amusing episode is a courtship
dance by two scorpions, appropriate^' set to the music of a hillbilly

a pair of shiny

square dance.
Rarely,

moments.

if

have the

ever,

To photographers

cameras captured such natural dramatic
N. Paul Kenworthy, Jr., and Robert H.

Crandall must go most of the credit for the footage, with additional
photographic praise going to Stuart V. Jewell, Jack C. Couffer, Don
Arlen and Tad Nichols for their contributions. A fine narration script
was prepared by James Algar, who also directed, Winston Hibler and
Ted Sears, with Hibler doing a good job of narrating. The music, too,
adds much to the enjoyment of the film, thanks to musical director Paul
Smith and the orchestration by Edward Plumb.
Credit sheets which are handed to critics attending previews sometimes distort the true ingredients of a picture. But in this instance the
film can be summed up in these few lines from the "The Living Desert"
credit sheet. "In material and presentation, in thrills and marvels and
revelations, Disney achieves a spectacular piece of informative entertainment beyond any previous chapter in his pictorial book of nature." That
summarizes modestly, believe it or not, "The Living Desert."
As a curtain raiser, Disnev is attaching a delightful animated cartoon
titled "Ben and Me," which is a mouse's conception of the career of
Benjamin Franklin. While it is entirely foreign to the theme of "The
Living Desert," it sets a good mood.
Running time, including "Ben and Me," 90 minutes. General audience

AL STEEN

classification.

first

section.

"Man

six-month

of
Achievement
to local Stanley

Awards" contest open
Warner managers.

Be Stressed
Also on the luncheon dais will be
Harry Kalmine, vice-president and
general manager of Stanley Warner,
and Ted Schlanger, the circuit's
Philadelphia zone manager, who will
Selling to

conduct the entire meeting. They will
call for aggressive selling during the

upcoming

drive.

contest will be conducted on a
monthly basis with a grand prize winner, selected March 1, to receive an
all-expenses paid trip to Hollywood.
All fields of achievements in connection with theatre operation will be
embraced in the contest.

Amend Complaint
(Continued, from page 1)

Century-Fox as co-conspirators.
In
the original complaint, which was dismissed on the technical grounds that
it was
too long, no indication was
made of Loew's and 20th-Fox as coconspirators.
The suit, refiled in Federal District
Court here, came just under the deadline set following the original rejection of the complaint by Federal Judge
John F. X. McGohey.

Most Majors Named
The

Polaroid-Depix Case Nord to Use Color

For Allied Show
To Get Early Trial
Eastern demonstration
BOSTON, Sept.
— In an opinion The
30.

first
of
the Nord 3-D system utilizing color
film will be held Monday in conjunction with the national convention of
Allied States Association in Boston,
it was disclosed here.
Previous demonstrations in the East employed black
and white films for the system which
uses
only one projector and one

Cost to Be Outlined

Depix Started Action

The Boston demonstration

will

be

However, because of the substantial held at the Exeter Street Theatre.
sums involved, Judge Sweeney said On hand for the show will be Nathan
that he would order the case tried as Supak, president of Nord Process,
promptly as possible.

The

Inc.,

of Minneapolis;

Roy

Clapp, in-

bv Depix. ventor, and Edward Lachman, sales
filing
suit
for
patent
infringement manager. Exhibitors will be told the
against Polaroid. The latter filed a cost of the Nord projection unit and
counter-claim of the same nature, and the probable number of pictures that
for violation of the trademark law. will be available in the Nord system,
action

was

suit,

involved in the suit, which charges
unreasonable clearance and runs and
conspiracy designed to favor affiliated
circuits, including Warner Brothers
and
Theatres. The suit was

RKO

brought
four

Skouras

by

affiliated

Theatres

companies.

and

The

amount of damages sought on behalf
each

plaintiff

is

as

follows

Skouras Theatres, $85,503,000; Theatre and Cinema, Inc., $981,000; Philhamboro, Inc., $174,000; Youngstown
Theatre
Corp.,
$135,000;
Modern
Playhouses, Inc., $897,000.
Defendants, under stipulations, will
have 30 days to answer the complaint.

initiated

"The adjudication

of the

color were scheduled on the Coast
yesterday at the studios of Paramount
and Columbia.

Zeppelin Transferred

Williams Joins Century

operations in the Philippines. Zeppelin
will also supervise the installation and
servicing of Westrex recordine equipment in studios in the Western

Reopenings Set for
3 Chicago Houses

CHICAGO, Sept. 30— The HinsNord demonstrations dale, Hinsdale, 111., will reopen under
employing Technicolor and Eastman
new management tomorrow after bewas

rights of
the parties must be determined prior to
taking action which might be prematurely damagine to either party,"
the court said in its opinion.

Pacific areas.

believed to be the largest
anti-trust action filed by exhibitors in
the industry's history, named as defendants every major distributor with
the exception of Loew's and 20th-Fox.
In addition, 44 plaintiff theatres are

of

camera.

it

stated.

H. V. Zeppelin, formerlv manager
Rollo Gillespie Williams, designer
of Westrex Corp.'s subsidiary com- of lighting installations as well as
panies in Japan, China, and Argen- author of textbooks and
on
CHICAGO, Sept. 30.— The "Chi- tina, has been transferred to the Far the subject, has joined thearticles
sales encago Sunday Tribune" for this com- East. While responsible for
Westrex gineering division of Century Lighting Sunday, Oct. 4, will feature a fullpage picture story on the film "Martin
Luther," now showing at the Loop.
The page will be on the back of the

1)

The

RKO.

'Chicago Tribune' to
Hail 'Luther* Sunday

from Page

ner group, but also the kickoff of a

raw.

in the

theory of "the survival of the fittest" is given visual proof. To describe
each of the fights for survival would take many columns, but a few
that stand out can be summed up. There is the Kangaroo Rat mother
which defends her young by kicking dust in the eyes of an invading
snake; the chase after a trespassing bob cat by a family of javelinas;
the mortal combat between a hawk and a snake; a battle between two
male turtles for the love of a feminine observer; the ferocious duel be-

late yesterday.

PARIS,

(Continued,

Filmed in color by Technicolor in the Arizona desert, the picture has
no cast except the animals, reptiles and birds that live there. Darwin's

handed down today in the patent in"The nation's leading experts in fringement and trademark violation
Polaroid
action between the
theatre equipment, supplies and new legal
processes will be on hand at the Corp. and Depix Corp., Federal Judge
equipment forum to answer any ques- George C. Sweenev in U. S. District
tions the exhibitors may have," Starr Court here held that because of the
said.
"If the answers to our current involved and technical nature of the
problems are available, they'll be issues, he could not grant Polaroid's
motions for a preliminary injunction
found in Chicago."
Starr returned to his Nashville and summary judgment.

Grainger Arrives in
Paris for Confabs

1953

whether they are bobby-soxers or college professors with Ph. D degrees. Motion Picture Herald and Motion
Picture Daily, at a luncheon at the
It is the first in Disney's "True-Life Adventure Series."
The late Douglas Fairbanks used to incite spine-tingling emotions Barclay Hotel, climaxing the day-long
with his swashbuckling swordmanship. But it is doubtful if the fictional meeting. Presentation of the awards
gallantry of Fairbanks' characterizations could ever match the real-life, will mark not only the conclusion of
fight-to-the-death combats of the desert creatures that are seen in "The the first six months of the FabianLiving Desert." To use two very trite expressions, here is stark realism; Rosen leadership of the Stanley War-

and supervisors.

home

1,

Achievement

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

they

Thursday, October

ing, Inc., as color lighting consultant.
In addition, he will concern himself

with the application of lighting to
theatres, television studios and various
display installations.

ing operated as the Salt Creek summer theatre since last June by

producer Marshall Migatz.
Charles
Avgeris, formerly with the Westmont,
Westmont, 111., will operate the house
on a double feature, two-changes-per-

week

policy.

The Saybrook, Saybrook, 111., will
reopen next month after being closed
since early August.

Ted Tokarz's Holiday, Round Lake,
destroyed several months ago by
windstorm, will be rebuilt as a
Quonset, following the recent settlement of damages by the insurance
111.,

a

company.

Thursday, October

1,

1953
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Pola-Lite Building

3-D Machines for

Reviews

United Kingdom

"The Joe Louis Story"
(

7

Films Are Still Top
Canadian Medium,
Says Fitzgibbons

U nited Artists)
COUPLE
of the boys
A
Silliphant-

were whooping it up, over near Madison Square
Garden, the other night, arguing about the entertainment and boxoffice potentialities of "The Joe Louis Story." Two took off to Loew's 72nd
Street Theatre to see a "sneak" preview of the motion picture which depicts
the life of the "Brown Bomber." The one who said that the picture would
viewers, it was revealed here by S. G. not mean much, box-office-wise, or entertainment wise, probably bet on the
Fassoulis, president of the company. wrong side in the Marciano-LaStarza fight, for here is smashing entertainTrue View, Ltd., of England, will ment.
Stirling Silliphant, the producer, spent some of his years in publicity and
manufacture the glasses at its plant,
which is now ready to turn out the promotional work with Disney, Hal Home and 20th Century-Fox. We knew
lens material, Fassoulis said.
The him fairly well in the latter spot. But never thought he was a motion picture
Brooklyn machinery will supplement producer. Our opinion has changed.
The story of the great Bomber-boy has humor, warmth and inspiration.
True View's production.
An arrangement made by True Capably cast is_ Coley Wallace, as the Bomber. His performance is so illuView with the J. Arthur Rank Or- mined with insight, charm and conviction as to reflect much creditably on
ganization places foreign distribution the_ directorial talent of Robert Gordon. Performances of high professional
Hilda
of the 3-D glasses through the Rank polish are turned in by Paul Stewart as sports writer Tad McGeehan
subsidiary, G. B. Kalee, Ltd.
The Simms as Marva Louis, and James Edwards as trainer "Chappie" Blackburn.
The story picks up the life of Louis as a hungry, ambitious kid from the
Rank company's deal gives the glasses
distribution in the United Kingdom streets of Detroit who decides that boxing gloves instead of a violin should
and British possessions, Europe, Latin be the symbol of his career. Traced with interest and candor are his first
painful lessons in the art of mayhem, then on to the winning of the heavyand South America.
The all-plastic frames, under the weight crown from Jim Braddock, his colorful reign as champion, and his
Pola-Lite trademark, will be manu- ultimate knockout at the hands of Rocky Marciano. A rich variety of incidents
factured
by the British Xylonite rounds out the arresting screenplay by Robert Sylvester.
This is not entertainment in the orthodox boy-meets-girl style. But it does
Group, one of England's largest plassucceed in making into popular entertainment the highlights of Louis' life.
tic manufacturers.
Footage of Louis' great fights have been fitted into the narrative. To many
Construction of two large machines
for the production of all-plastic 3-D
glasses in the United Kingdom has
started at the Brooklyn plant of the
Pola-Lite Co., manufacturers of 3-D

XX

;

Carver Trust Action

Moved

to Charlotte

A

motion by distributor defendants
the $2,225,000 anti-trust case filed
by Carver Theatres, Inc., of Wood
Hill, S. C, to move the suit from
New York to Charlotte, was granted
here by Federal
Judge Sylvester
in

Royal Beal, Buddy Thorpe, Ruby Goldstein, Ralph Stantley, Anita
Larkins Trio, Herb Ratner, David Kurlan, Norman Rose, Josef
Draper, Ossie Davis.
Running time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. September re-

Jones,

Ellis, Ellis

lease.

Ryan.

The

they alone will be worth the price of admission. There is Louis' defeat at
the hands of Max Schmeling and the return bout in which he virtually annihilated the German pugilist. Then there is the Max Baer fracas, and the
many others that made fistic history. Some adroit editing by David Kummins adds a final good touch to this Walter P. Chrysler, Jr., presentation.
Others in the cast are James Edwards, John Marley, Dotts Johnson.
Evelyn Ellis, Carl (Rocky) Latimer, John Marriott, P. Jay Sidney, Isaac

plaintiff seeks

damages because

of

alleged unfair clearance practices.
All major distributors were named.

"The Royal African

Rifles"
Hollywood, Sept. 28

(Allied Artists)

THE

Fidelity Pictures in

Bankruptcy Action
HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

30.— An

in-

voluntary bankruptcy petition against
Fidelity Pictures, Inc., has been filed

by the Loan and Finance Company,
Inc., in an action based on incompleted payment of a promissory note
in connection with the financing of
"The House by the River." Counsel
for Fidelity expressed confidence that
the matter can be adjusted without
bankruptcy action.

Gene Martel Signed

By Princess Pictures
Gene Martel, formerly a director for
Paramount Pictures, has been signed
by Princess Pictures as producer on
a group of feature films. He will leave
for Europe today to start pre-production on the films, which will be made
in Munich,
Paris,
Casablanca and

Rome. They

will be released

and distributed by Vitapix Corp. under the
recently-announced
agreement
with
Princess.

top players in this jungle adventure story are Louis Hay ward, always a good marquee name, and Veronica Hurst, who was co-starred
with Richard Carlson in "The Maze." The personalities and the brilliant color
by Color Corp. of America (Cinecolor) make the picture a more impressive
entertainment package than it might have been with lesser people and shot
in black and white. As it stands, it is commercially useful material that should
earn its way in all but the most critical communities.

World War

The time is
I, and Hayward is seen,
at the picture's opening, in command of a British naval vessel which has
brought machine guns to the African colonials who, without them, would be
certain to fall before the advance of the well-equipped German forces that are
sure to be sent against them. In the opening sequence he is slugged and the
machine guns are taken from the ship by enemy agents, apparently destined
for transport inland. Hayward is then assigned to special duty and masquerades as a hunter by way of tracing and retrieving the guns. This he
accomplishes after long, complex and dangerous adventures and misadventures.
Richard Heermance produced the picture, which was directed by Lesley
Selander from a script by Dan Ullman. Others in the cast are Michael Pate.
Angela Greene, Steven Geray, Bruce Lester, Barry Bernard, Robert Osterloh.
John Warburton, Pat Aherne and Roy Glenn.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. September
the eve and outbreak

of

release.

(

Witness to Murder*
For U.A. Release

Lotherington Upped
By RKO in Australia

Distribution rights to "Witness to
Douglas G. Lotherington has been
Murder," produced by Chester Erskine appointed acting managing director of
and directed by Rov Rowland, have RKO Radio Pictures Australasia, to
been acquired by United Artists, it succeed Ralph Doyle, who resigned.
Lotherington has been general sales
was disclosed by Arthur B. Krim,
president.
The film stars Barbara manager of the Australasian sales ofStanwyck.
fice since 1933. Prior to that he served
Haysix years with M-G-M and 10 with

Bartlett Retires as

EK's

Ad Manager

ROCHESTER,

Sept. 30.—J.
Bartlett, director of advertising

ward
Eastman Kodak, and a veteran oi
40 years of service with the company

for

Rhodes Joins Rainbow

has retired. He will continue as consultant on advertising matters.
Bartlett in 1924 won a Harvard
Award for advertising with his line,
"Keep a Kodak Story of the Chil-

Stanley F. Rhodes has joined Rainbow Pictures as a producer-director.
For the past four years Rhodes has
been with the Air Pictorial Corps of
the U. S. Air Force, having been
separated recently with the rank of

dren."

captain.

Paramount

in

Australia.

TORONTO,

third quarter of the fiscal year, president J. J. Fitzgibbons of Famous
Players Canadian Corp., referred to
the successive stages of development

from the days of the first outstanding
silent films and enthusiastically concluded "The motion picture industry
:

continues to be the undisputed medium
for providing the greatest entertainment at prices to fit every budget."
Fitzgibbons pointed out that CinemaScope installations had been completed in two FPC theatres, the Imperial at Toronto and the Capitol at
Winnipeg, and the company has arranged to install the equipment in
other Canadian cities. Famous Players had contracted for the Canadian
rights to "The Robe," the first CinemaScope production.

Cites Success of Color

The Famous Players
of

the success

—

GLOVERSVILLE,

Schiners

N. Y., Sept. 30.
has been elected

TV

president told

of color television in

Great Britain with the Lawrence color
tube developed in the Chromatic Television Laboratories in which Paramount has a substantial interest. "Reports received by Paramount president
Barney Balaban were that the color
quality was excellent," Fitzgibbons declared in his report.
"With the marked improvement in
the quality of new motion pictures and
the recent technical developments, the
success story of the motion picture industry is being repeated. Three great
milestones in our history were the
first great silent films, the introduction
of color and the first presentation of
sound. Now we have entered another
era with the introduction of such great
new technical developments as the
wide-screen, stereophonic, 3-D, and
revolutionary new methods of filming
and projection," Fitzgibbons stated.

Discharge Record at
Will Rogers Hospital
Fourteen tuberculosis patients at
Will Rogers Hospital at Saranac received
medical
discharges
during
September, "establishing a rate of
healing that surpasses any one-month
period since the hospital opened 27

was stated here.
join the growing "alumni"
of Will Rogers Hospital, which presently comprises nearly 1,300 members
of the amusement industry.
"This success in healing," says A.
Montague, Will Rogers president,
"should drive home to every individual
employe in our industry the vital
importance of the annual Christmas
Salute Drive for funds to maintain and
advance the healing and research work
of 'our own' hospital
and should
inspire an enthusiastic sense of resnonsibilty to the approaching 1953
Christmas Salute appeal."
years ago,"

it

They now

.

.

.

Orlando Gets Zama
WB Italian Post
Umberto

Adams Heads

30.-In a report

Sept.

to the shareholders at the close of the

moted
for

Orlando

has

been

to the post of general

Warner Brothers

headquarters

in

pro-

manager

with
succeeding
Orlando, who

in

Italy,

Rome,

Mario Zama, resigned.
Seymour Adams
president of the Schiners, social or- has been sales manager for Warners
ganization of home office employes of in Italy for the past few years, joined
the Schine Circuit.
the company in 1935.
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Century-Fox has everything

fill

your needs with these

great boxoffice attractions!
THERE'S NO BUSINESS
LIKE

Sfci
Century-Fox

BUSINESS!

.

Now

Available

. . .

Astrolite Screens

. .

YOUR SCREEN FOR
FOR ALL-TI E AND
The only screen that makes EVERY
seat a good seat for CinemaScope,
wide screen, 3-D and 2-D • •
.

and
Magniglow Astrolite screen is here now
it's wonderful for CinemaScope— for other wide screen
systems— for 3-D and 2-D. Exhibitors who have seen the
theatre-tests of Astrolite came away thrilled with "the
finest screen we have ever seen." Radiants greatly expanded production facilities are in full swing. Astrolite
Yes, the

ONLY ASTROLITE GIVES YOU

MORE UNIFORM

BRILLIANCE

.

all-purpose screens are

now

for

Gradual dimming
of

"A"

image

custom

very large theatres.

no other screen like Astrolite and
no other screen can deliver as much. It is the only fully
optically engineered screen. Only Astrolite offers you
greater brilliance plus more uniform distribution of light
reflection so that every seat in the house is a good seat.
(The charts on this page are based on actual laboratory

Remember

SCREEN

.

available in stock sizes at

attractive low prices— and also in larger sizes

made

.

there

is

tests of the 3 leading screen fabrics). That's

why— when

an Astrolite your audience immediately notes
the difference— and likes it!

you

install

OFFICIALLY

APPROVED BY 20th CENTURY FOX
'

No

SCREEN
|

"B"

j

perceptible drop

— andthen sharpdrop
at great

angle

Energy return 91.5%
Energy return
about 70%-77%

Demonstrations of Astrolite wide
screens have won the enthusiastic
approval and public endorsement of the executives and engineers of 20th Century Fox. They
have announced without reservation that Astrolite meets the high
standards required for perfect

r-

Energy return
about

70%

enjoyment of CinemaScope.
Astrolite screens are officially approved standard equipment for

CinemaScope

installations.

Maximum
for

ASTROLITE

SCREEN

even pictureno perceptible drop

Clear,

in brilliance

possible energy return
reflective surface

any
is

Don't Buy

Any New Screen

about

93%

until

you

have seen an actual demonstration
of the Astrolite All-Purpose Screen

Vow

Available

.

.

Astrolite Screens

.

.

.

TODAY, TOMORROW
FOR ALL PURPOSES
the only screen that gives
you ALL the features you need
More uniform

1

brilliance for

every seat

2
3

Does not fade, washable, easy

4

Optically engineered

Greater

all

5
Buy

light reflection

— to

keep clean

to

dimension effect for

retain 3

seats

Fungusproof and Flameproof

Astrolite

is

New

. • •

the screen you will eventually have to

reduced

longer years of brilliant service.
Astrolite

now— and

•Trade Mark, U.

S.

&

It will give

So why not

you

install

an

save expensive replacements?

Prices
now

available at greatly

prices.

Up

—$2.10 per
—$3.00 per

50 ft.
Over 50 ft.

buy— in

demand. Furthermore, Astrolite screens represent real
economy. The special exclusive surface does not darken.
can be easily and quickly washed.

Lower

Astrolite Screens are

order to give your customers the quality of projection they

It

the theatre

without need for boosting amperage

Avoid
Costly Replacements

Astrolite

in

to

sq.

ft.

sq.

ft.

Your dealer or Radiant engineers will be glad to furnish
accurate charts showing the exact size that best fits your
theatre. We urge you by all means to see a demonstration

of Astrolite

before you

Write, wire or phone us

purchase a new screen.

today— or contact your

Foreign Patents Applied For

Exclusive World-Wide Licensee under Gtowmeter Magniglow Developments

ASTROLITE
RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
World's Largest Projection Screen Manufacturer

2627 W. Roosevelt Road, Chicago

8, Illinois

CRawford 7-6300

dealer.
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In the

World
• with

WASHINGTON,

Sept. 30.— Spypresident of 20th
Century-Fox, will arrive here tomorrow from New York for the opening
of "The Robe" in CinemaScope at the
Capitol Theatre. The opening will be
a high fashion event to which 300

RAY GALLO

Skouras,

P.

officials, ambassadors and
and notables from Washington society have been invited.

government
their staffs

attention

to

the

introduction

new photographic dimension

KANSAS

CITY,

of the
process.

30.—Twen-

Sept.

Century-Fox's "The Robe" was
festively ushered in here last evening
at the Orpheum Theatre before a blue
ribbon invited audience hosted by
Elmer C. Roden, president of Fox

are completely
this year's Tesma

booths

More than

100 firms will display their
the show, which also
marks the 20th anniversary of Tesma.
at

•

ceding the start of the picture. Newspaper photographers and newsreels
will record arrival of the guests, and
and radio hook-ups will beam
interviews and color commentary to

TV

A new "Snow-Boy"

Dixie cup
designed for use in serving "Sno- Washington-at-home audiences.
Balls" and "Sno-Cones," has been
Elaborate preparations for the openmarketed by the Dixie Cup Co. of ing of "The Robe" have been proThe new cups are gressing
Easton, Pa.
for many weeks, in which all
cone-shaped to fit the hand, have a
areas of community life have particismoothly rolled brim and are offered
pated. Unprecedented newspaper covin a six-ounce size.
erage, and television and radio com•
ment are arousing public enthusiasm
Four changes in the sales organisato record heights.
tion of General Precision Laboratory
at Pleasantville,N. Y'., made to expand
Merchants Cooperating
activities
and
television
broadcast
offer more engineering services to
Leading merchants have been distelevision broadcasters have been an- playing signs and posters welcoming
nounced by Blair Foulds, vice-presi- "The Robe" and CinemaScope while
The new engineers and their theatres in the area have been running
dent.
assignments include E. Arthur Hnn- cross-plug trailers calling audiences'
;

gerford,

Jr.,

named manager

of

the

department; Nathaniel M.
Marshall, designated Eastern district
television

Edward

Manso, southeastern district manager, and Robert
F. Johnston, manager of the Midwest.
manager;

Texas-Compo Korea

Fund

A

frame is assembled, and then varied
as might be needed for future requirements, has been announced by H. R.
Mitchell
& Co., Hartselle, Ala.
Called the "Bowline Screen Frame,"
the unit can also be quickly adjusted
to any degree of tilt.
To obtain the
desired curve in a matter of seconds,
the proper radius is simply laid off on
the floor and the screen frame set
directly over the position line, the

manufacturer explains.
adjustable so that
can be obtained.

Height is also
any aspect ratio

amount

patched
president

check in
Sept. 30.—
$67,551 has been dis-

of

Dr.

to

Milton

the

of

Eisenhower,

Korea

American

Foundation. This sum, sent by R. I.
Texasthe
chairman
of
Payne,
Korean Drive, represents
funds raised by audience collections

COMPO

in

theatres in the

Texas

territory.

$30,000 for Koreans
From the Carolinas

some $30,000
relief

in

the

recent

Korean

drive.

Mrs. Walter

Griffith,

retary of the Theatre

executive sec-

Owners Asso-

of a

de-

&

To

Sullivan'
Bijou Oct 27

equipped with an poet W. S. Gilbert and Maurice Evans
"Alnico V" magnetic element to as the composer Sir Arthur Sullivan,
snap up and hold tramp iron com- will have its American premiere at
ing in its path.
Attached to each the Bijou Theatre here on Oct. 27.
side of the magnet's face is a stain- The film, which has color in Techniless steel deflector designed to pre- color, will be presented on a reservedvent damage of the face if large seat, two-a-day basis. Special festivities are planned for the opening night.
objects are encountered.
steel

and

is

Sept. 30.

WASHINGTON,

National Theatres engineer R. H. McCullough personally supervising CinemaScope installations on a round-theclock schedule, the circuit will open
the "Robe" in more than a dozen
western cities within the month, the
company has disclosed. Gala-type premieres will be staged in principal centers, with Hollywood personalities at-

Sept. 30.

— The

President today ruled out any possibility that the Administration will ask
Congress next year for a general retail sales tax. He and Treasury Secretary
Humphrey made statements
saying that the Treasury had decided
this retail field was exclusively the
province of states and municipalities.

They very carefully did not,
however, rule out the possibility of a general manufacturers
excise tax or of new selective
retail or manufacturers' excise
taxes.
In fact, the President
emphasized that excises have
always been a part of the Federal tax system. The Treasury

now studying how to re-assort the excises, the President
said, adding that he did not

is

— With

know what conclusions the Department would come up with.
It

was believed

istration

that

if

the

Admin-

had decided to try to enact
sales tax, it would have in-

a retail
cluded some services in the tax base,
quite possibly theatre tickets. Theatre
tickets could not be reached under a
tending.
manufacturers' sales tax. However,
The film opens tonight at the Fifth if the Administration should decide
Avenue Theatre in Seattle. Other against any general sales tax and inopenings are the Orpheum, Portland,
stead continue to rely on selective
Oct. 8; Fox, Spokane, Oct. 12; Caliexcises, the whole question of repeal
fornia, San Diego, Oct. 21
Fox, Tucor reduction of the ticket tax would
son, and Fox, Phoenix, Oct. 28, with
be open.
openings in Oakland, Sacramento and
In vetoing the Mason admission tax
Fresno the same day, and openings in
repeal bill in August, the President
Bakersfield, Stockton, San Jose, Reno
promised he would support at least a
and Eugene, Ore., on Nov. 4.
reduction in the tax next year, buft
the industry will again fight for complete elimination of the 20 per cent
;

Open 'Young Caruso*
Oct. 12 at New York

"The Young Caruso," Americanlanguage film featuring the voice of
Mario Del Monaco, "Met" tenor, will
open Oct. 12 at the New York Theatre here, initiating Brandt Theatres'

new

policy of presenting first-run en-

gagements of "A" films at the house.
The picture, which stars Gina Lollobrigida and Ermanno Randi, recounts
the childhood and early struggles of
the great tenor. It is distributed by
F. E. Releasing Corp.

—

CHARLOTTE, Sept. 30. North
and South Carolina theatres collected

headquarters of the campaign, and has
been acknowledged by Dr. Milton
signed to remove tacks, nails and Eisenhower, the President's brother,
other tramp iron from highways who headed the drive.
and large parking lot areas in a
short period of time.
Developed
by the Eriez Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa., 'Gilbert
the sweeper can be pushed by hand
or pulled by truck and is made in
three strengths and four widths.
Lopert Films' "Gilbert and SulliIt has a removable handle of tubu- van," starring Robert Morley as the
lar

HOLLYWOOD,

I.

ciation of North and South Carolina,
said the money has been forwarded to

•

"Super-Sweeper" is the name
new magnetic road sweeper,

A

DALLAS,
the

new curved frame for wide-screen
projection, so designed that the desired radius
of
curvature can be
established on the stage after the

Totals $67,551

President

tieth

Midwest Theatres.
Assembled at the theatre to see the
sold out for
first
Military Parade Scheduled
CinemaScope production here
trade show, according to Roy Boomer,
were civic and business leaders, insecretary of the Theatre Equipment
On Skouras's agenda is a luncheon dustrial and society persons, leading
and Supply Manufacturers' Associa press conference with 50 editors and exhibitors, and newspaper, TV and
The trade show is being held publishers. He will be the host at radio executives.
tion.
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chi
the local debut of the first CinemaTheatre-front and lobby activities
cago Oct. 31-Nov. 5 concurrently with Scope production this evening.
The preceding the unreeling were broadthe annual convention of the Theatre event will be one of the most colorful cast by station KCMO, while thouOwners Association as well as with in Washington annals, with a military sands of citizens jammed areas adjathat of the Theatre Equipment Deal- parade to the theatre, theatre-front cent to the Orpheum to view proceeders' Association and that of Tesma. ceremonies and lobby interviews pre- ings and personalities.
products

1953
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ros

DISPLAY

1,

Skouras in Washington for Sales Tax Plan
THEATRE
Premiere of 'The Robe
Ruled Out By

Equipment
•

Thursday, October

Faichney Resigns
USIA Film Post
James B. Faichney, chief of film
production in the Motion Picture
Service of the United States Information Agency, has submitted his
Cheever Cowdin,
resignation to J.
director of the Motion Picture Service, pointing out that the curtailment
of production resulted in "little or no
need for my services."
Cowdin accepted the resignation "with deep
regret."

Goldberg to Vacation
Leon Goldberg, whose resignation
as vice-president, treasurer and a director of Universal-International is
effective Oct. 16, plans to vacation at

Springs, W. Va.,
return to New
York he will make a decision as to
his future plans.

White

Sulphur

thereafter.

On

his

levy.

Reade Joint Operator
Of 'Frisco Theatre
Effective today, the Bridge Theatr
San Francisco, a unit of Schwar:
Theatres of California, will be oper
ated jointly by Schwarz and Walter
Reade Theatres, Eastern circuit. In
a joint statement, issued simultaneously by Walter Reade, Jr., in New
in

York, and by Maury A. Schwarz,

San Francisco,

in

was

disclosed that
the intimate, art-type house will become an additional link in a new
nationwide circuit of theatres playing
the best of film fare imported from
abroad as well as selected product
it

from Hollywood.

The first feature to be shown by the
Bridge under the new policy will be
"The Cruel Sea."

Business Is Good

Around Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE, Sept. 30.

—

Business hereabouts has been
pretty good recently.
Several
Fox houses that were closed
during the summer months
have reopened. Some independent theatres have also reopened. The word here seems
to be that if you have a good
picture, you will have good
business.

^

MOTION PICTURE
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74.

NO.
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NEW
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Story Material SMPTE
'53

Holds 3-D Fate,

Survey Reveals
'Herald Institute' Poll
Tells Medium's Status
That 3-D

pictures, at least in their

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Award

the

Institute's
theatres in

exhibition panel own
representative
areas

ranging
than 7,500 to
big city operations. More than
Jj£t per cent of those answering
awn (Continued on page 5)

from towns

of less

K.C. Firm Acquires

were
Fred Waller, inventor of the Cinerama process, has been named to receive the "Progress Medal Award" of
the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers for 1953.
The award, the highest honor bestowed by the society, will be presented to Waller Monday evening as
the climax of the opening day sessions
of the 74th semi-annual
convention, which will be held at the

Zeiss Lens Rights

{Continued on page 5)

today

"Man

of

of a Council for

CinemaScope
Skouras Says Project
Awaits Enough Houses

"Motion Picture Herald" and
Motion Picture Daily made the
presentation at a luncheon at
the Barclay Hotel on behalf of
S-W Philadelphia zone managers, who are meeting here.

By

Oct.

1.

— Com-

merce Secretary Sinclair Weeks said
a "scientific, motion picture and photographic products division" would be
one of 25 industry divisions

new

a

and

in

business

defense

services administration formed

today to take
over the funct
o n s of the
National Pro-

Film Progress, a non-profit organization to promote better three-dimen-

duction Authority.

The

division

be

headed
D.

will

by Nathan
Nathan Golden

NPA

film division

Department

The

Golden, who
headed the
and the Commerce

film division before that.

new Business and Defense
(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 5)

SIMPP To

Set
Export Policy

The board

Up

of directors of the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers is scheduled
to
meet in Hollywood next
week for the purpose of formulating a policy for its recently
formed
export
association.
Meanwhile, Charles Mayer, former executive of the Motion
Picture
Export
Association,
who has been doing research
work for the SIMPP, has made
no decision on becoming associated with the Society's research organization, as previously reported.

A.

OTTEN

Oct. 1.— Spyros
P. Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, said here today that newsreels
in color would be made in CinemaScope as soon as there were enough
theatres equipped for CinemaScope
projection.

Skouras told a press conference held in conjunction with
the Washington premiere of

"The Robe" that CinemaScope
"would definitely be adapted to
newsreels as soon as we have
theatres."

sufficient

The new

process would give much more
life to newsreels, he said, and
would add considerably to the
showing of events such as the

World

Series.

His company now has over $150,000,000

invested in equipment
(Continued on page 5)

for

i

sional pictures, was disclosed here
yesterday by Robert H. Odell, execu-

Practical

J.

WASHINGTON,

Appoint Golden Head
Of New Film Gov't
Unit Replacing NPA
WASHINGTON,

ewsr eels In

with

in recognition of their aggressive leadership.
Martin Quigley, publisher of

3-D

Exclusive distribution of the Zeiss tive secretary.
Odell, former magazine executive
projection lens in the United States
has been acquired by the Drive-In and reviewer for the National Board
Theatre Manufacturing Co. of Kansas of Review, sent out letters to 500 inCity.
Francis W. Keilhack, sales dustry leaders in production, exhibimanager of the company, closed the tion, distribution and allied fields indeal for distribution of the German viting their participation in the counproduct during a recent European cil. The organization, he added, hopes
(Continued on page 5)
trip.
In
addition
to
the
lenses,

presented

IN

Achievement" awards

Organize Council to
Promote 3-D, Other
New Screen Media
The formation

TEN CENTS

20th-Fox Plans

Oct. 1.—
Si
H. Fabian, president of
Stanley Warner Corp., and Sam
Rosen, executive vice-president,

SMPTE

of

Honor Fabian, Rosen
For Leadership
PHILADELPHIA,

Goes to Waller
For Cinerama

SMPTE

Members

Impartial

News in Color

present phase, have run their course
as money-making attractions is revealed
today by "Motion Picture
Herald" in its latest analysis by the
Herald Institute of Industry Opinion. Hotel Statler in New York from
However, it is pointed out that for Monday through Friday.
the most part the medium was not
"The tremendous catalytic effect"
given a fair chance by producers and of Waller's work on the entire mothat additional rentals asked by dis- tion picture industry was cited by the
tributors, plus the cost of equipment,
in its announcement of the
did not give exhibition a fair chance. award. "The work of Fred Waller in
To a lesser degree, the analysis shows visualizing the possibilities and putting
that given good story values and to practical use the peripheral vision
proper technical use of the medium, an phenomenon, first as a gunnery trainer
occasional 3-D picture would still have for military use and second as what

powerful box-office drawing power.

and

1953

2,

Citation

Progress

Concise

Agenda

Asks Court to Rule
On 'La Ronde' Ban

—

WASHINGTON,

Oct. 1.
The
distributors
"La Ronde" today
of
asked the U. S. Supreme Court to
strike out New York State's ban on
showings of the film. At the same
time, the state urged the court to sustain the New York Court of Appeals
ruling that censorship of the film is
justifiable.

Commercial

Pictures

Corp.,

dis-

(Continued on page 5)

Board Gathers for
3-Day Pre-Convention Meet

Allied

$482,022 for

Weeks
A

BOSTON,

Oct. 1.— Members of Allied States' board of directors arriving
here today for the three days of board meetings starting tomorrow afternoon,
predicted that the annual three-day convention opening on Monday will be
one of the most practical convention
experiences, from the standpoint of in those fields the demonstrations of
small and average-size theatre opera- new processes which will be available,
tion, that has been available to -exincluding a performance
of
"The
hibitors in many years.
Robe" in CinemaScope at the
The Allied chieftains pointed to Memorial Theatre, and to the various
such
subjects
the
on
convention types of new equipment which will
agenda as open forums on the new be on exhibit at the convention trade
projection
and sound reproduction show, or specially demonstrated elsetechniques to be conducted by experts
(Continued on page 5)
;

RKO

Two

of 'Robe'

record-breaking
two-week
gross of $482,022 was chalked
up by "The Robe" at the Roxy,
it was disclosed here yesterday.
The total gross, including the
admission tax, was $578,427 for
the first two weeks, which ended Wednesday.
The second week's gross, exclusive of the tax, was a tremendous $217,595, following an
opening week's gross of $264,427.

Friday, October
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Joy's 'The Robe' Suit

Personal
Mention
HAROLD
ists

NEW

ORLEANS,

amended form of
Allied Art- been agreed upon

MIRISCH,

vice-president,

Dismissed in N. O.

en

is

route

here from London aboard the "Queen

Mary."

Oct.

1.

— An

dismissal of the suit brought by Joy
Theatres, Inc., against 20th CenturyFox Distributing Corp. and Para-

mount Gulf Theatres, Inc., in which
claimed alleged damages growing
CineJoy
Harold Reeves, president of
Richard Dickson, Na- out of distribution of "The Robe."
rama, Inc.
in Federal Court
tional Theatres executive, and Arthur The suit was heard
Skelly
L. Mayer, former executive director here today before Judge J.
of the Council of Motion Picture Or- Wright.
ganizations, will participate in WCBSBidding System Amended
TV's program "An Eye on New
In consideration of dismissal of the
York" on Sunday from 3 :30 to 4:00
the distributor has agreed to
suit,
P. M.
•
insert in its printed form of bid
Louis Weintraub, Pavelle Labora- solicitations the following clause:
•

;

sales promotion manager, has
been named chairman of the public relations committee of the New York
County American Legion.
•
Jerome M. Evans, Universal Pictories

tures exploitation representative, will
leave New York at the weekend for

Chicago.
•

the

'In

event 'The Robe'

is

awarded to

any exhibitors as a result of a bid submitted pursuant to this invitation then all
bids as have been submitted to this corpoation

will
our district
mitted bids,

available for inspection at
office to all who have sub-

be

which have not been accepted

for a period of seven days commencing from
the date of notification to you that an

award has been made.

It

is

further agreed

between parties hereto that change of policy
as to system of bidding as represented by
the insertion of the foregoing paragraph in

Dimitri Tiomkin, composer, will be the aforesaid bid invitations is considered
Distributing Corp. as
guest on Sunday's Cinema Time by 20th Century-Fox
n experimental change which it binds itself

a

ABC

radio show, 8:35 to 9:00 P.M.,

EST.
•

Joe Dolgin, of the Pine Drive-in
Theatre, Waterbury, Conn., and Mrs.
Dolgin, will leave on Dec. 1 for Los
Angeles.

to keep in existence for a term of one year
subject to renewal, if said system works
out satisfactorily to the distributor.
'That it is further understood that the
agreement will be terminated if for any
reason the bidding system in whole or in
part is declared to be illegal and it is
further agreed that under the altered system of bidding as provided herein 20th

FCC

WASHINGTON,

Oct. 1.—The
Federal Communications Commission is working up a com-

plete listing of all film interests
engaged in telecasting.
The list will cover both companies and individuals and will
extend both to those already
licensed and those applying. It
will probably be several months
The
before the list is ready.

Commission

has

already

worked up a similar listing for
newspaper interests in TV.

Arthur, Producer, Is
Re-engaged by U-I
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 1.— Edward
vice-president of UniversalInternational, has re-engaged Robert
Arthur as producer. Arthur, who left
U-I in 1950 to join the Warner

Muhl,

and

studio,

report

will

Columbia,

subsequently
to

the

studio

Monday.

The agreement with Columbia provides that Arthur may return there in
March for the production of "The
Long Gray Line."

Mack,

Filmack
Trailers, will return to Chicago today
from New York.
Irving

head

of

stood that Joy Theatres. Inc., will not be
any longer bound by this agreement if at
any time 20th Century-Fox Distributing
Corp.
this

Publicist Guild Sells
Radio Show to
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 1.—The Pub-

NBC

the

"The Robe"

•

Sid Kulik, of Bell Pictures, was
in Albany, Gloversville and Buffalo
from New York.

violates

letter

or

the

spirit

of

agreement in any particular."
will open at the Saen-

ger as scheduled on Oct.

A

personalities

and

other

Hollywood

institutions

dealt

with in subsequent broadcasts.
The Guild will allocate its revenue

SW

—

KANSAS

The of Universal's Milwaukee branch, has
CITY, Oct. 1.
Orpheum of Fox Midwest been named buyer and booker in the
here had more than 5,000 patrons for Milwaukee office of Stanley Warner
1900-seat

TV

usual

motion pictures on home

TV

have been considered comparable.
The only adverse remarks were to

the effect that attention was kept conto its emergency fund.
centratedly throughout because of both
the picture itself and the presentation,
and there was a feeling of having
missed something if viewing or hearing lagged or did not alertly take in
all the wide screen.
Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert
There was a preview Tuesday night
Films Distributing Corp., today will for about 300 guests including civic
leave by plane for London, where he leaders, and church people.
will confer with Sir Alexander Korda
regarding distribution of Carol Reed's
\

Lopert to London for
Confabs with Korda

"The Man Between" and "The Cap
Paradise," which is now in
tain's
release.

While

London, Lopert also will
complete arrangements to film the new
Roland Petit ballet, "A Day in 24
Hours."
in

Report 'Captain' Record

"The Captain's Paradise," new Alex
Guinness comedy which opened Monday at the Paris Theatre here, is reported by the house management to
have broken the day-after-opening record with gross receipts of $2,817.

MTYTTrw p
PTPTTTRF DATTV Martin Oiiiriev
MOTION
jVrj
,
k n
Sundays and
hohdays.
by
^ ul^w
|fe -?^.ls

New

York.

WUlfamR.

'

Martin QuiKley,

Pres^

|^"ft ;„

ferfESrt
Washington,
FR

North Clark

Street.

direction of
filming the
Deerfield Fair as part of a reported
large Cinerama production.

Goldman Buy-Booker

the five shows yesterday, the opening
Guild has sold its half-hour day "The Robe," at a dollar, $1.25 and
radio show, "Hollywood Story," to $1.50 admission. Comments were exthe NBC network. The program will cellent, both for the CinemaScope
premiere on Sunday, from 5 to 5 :30 presentation and for the picture itself.
The first Many patrons remarked on the imP.M., originating here.
broadcast will be "The Wally Reid possibility of such effects on a home
Story," with Tom Mix, Valentino,
screen however large, though the

Academy and

The crew, under the
de Rochemont is

Louis

'The Robe Impresses In Milwaukee for
Kansas City Patrons Dave Goldman, formerly manager

licists

the

Commission.

7.

9

Fditor-in-Chief and Publisher;

Corp. by Alex Halperin,

zone

manager

for
Midwest operations.
Golden is an industry veteran, having
been in distribution and exhibition.

AMPP

Will

HOLLYWOOD,

"The Sophie Tucker Story," a
cavalcade of show business for the
past 50 years, prepared by Joe Laurie,

Morton Sunshine and John Effrat,
and featuring George Jessel as nar-

Jr.,

rator, will be presented for the entertainment of 1,500 guests at the Sophie
Tucker Jubilee Dinner to be held Sun-

the Waldorf-Astoria
auspices of the Jewish
Theatrical Guild.
Participating in the cavalcade will
be Tallulah Bankhead, Deborah Kerr,

day night
under the

Betty Hutton, Jane Froman, Milton
Berle, Gertrude Berg, Shelton Brooks,
who wrote "Some of These Days,"
Adolph Zukor, Joe E. Lewis, James
Barton, Fritzi Scheff, Gene Buck,
Jack Pearl, Andre Kasen, Smith and
Dale, Jack Whiting, Joe E. Howard,
Martha Raye, Sid Caesar, Blanche
Ring, Patsy Shaw, Edward G. Robinson and Celeste Holm.
Miss Tucker yesterday sent a check
for $500 to the Cinema Lodge of
B'nai B'rith, following a presentation
to her on Wednesday night of an
"Honor Scroll" by the Lodge.

Paramount's 3-D musical, "Those
Redheads from Seattle," will be publicized to an audience said to be more
than 40,000,000 persons throughout the
areas covered by the CBS Network
on Sunday evening when Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" television

show

will present the picture's stars,
Mitchell and Teresa Brewer, in
a "live"
preview of scenes and
songs from the production.
Now playing at Loew's State
Theatre, New York, and in other key

Guy

TV

theatres,

picture's

Ed

show may be redoubled by

Sullivan
the

fact
that newspapers in every city where
the television program will be seen

carry

will

weekend

advertisements

spotlighting the treatment of the picture on the
show.

TV

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

MOCAMBO
starring

CLARK GABLE

William Jacobs, 65
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 1.— Private
for William Jacobs,
Brothers' producer, who
died yesterday, will be held at Forest
Lawn Cemetery tomorrow. Jacobs,

service

and

WB

since

1938,

AVA GARDNER

by

JAMES CAGNEY.

Warner

died after a long illness. Before entering motion picture he wrote, produced and booked vaudeville acts
through his Chicago agency.

•

TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

calor

who had been with

Paramount

Official

siding.

funeral

this

promotion impact via the

Oct. 1.— The AsPicture Producers

sociation of Motion
will entertain Hon. Raul Apold, Argentina Minister of Information, and
Mrs. Apold, at dinner in their honor
Monday night, at the Beverly Hills
Hotel, with Y. Frank Freeman pre-

65,

at

Be Host NEW YORK THEATRES

To Argentine

a

Lion » in

the Struts
Technicolor
Midniglit feature
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S-W

For Testimonial to
Sophie Tucker

Sullivan Treatment
For Para. 'Redheads'

Cinerama Filming
In New Hampshire

25-man crew started the CineraCentury-Fox Distributing Corp. specifically ma filming of "The Greatest Little
binds itself not to disclose to anyone in Show on Earth," at Deerfield, N. H.,
J. R. Grainger, president of RKO advance of the opening of all bids of any
according to the New Hampshire
from
in
Rome
Radio, has arrived
pictures any of the details of the bid of
State
Planning
and
Development
any of the bidders, and it is further underParis.

1953

'Cavalcade' Planned
Listing Film

Interests in Video

bid solicitation has
as a result of the

2,

•

~

2-2843.

Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco. London.
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TECHNICOLOR
IS
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REGISTERED TRADE-MARK OF

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT

T.

KALMUS, PRESIDENT

AND GENERAL MANAGER
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New

Procedure for
U.S. Tax Reporting
On Admissions

—

WASHINGTON,

Oct. 1.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue T.
Coleman Andrews reminded firms
collecting admissions and other Federal excise taxes that a new reporting
form will be required to be filed for
the first time this month.
The new form was substituted for
reporting the admission tax and certain other excise taxes on a quarterly
rather than a monthly basis. Taxpayers must file the new form on or before the last day of the month following each quarter. The first return on
the new form is due not later than
Oct. 31, covering the months of July,
August and September. Excise taxes
must still be deposited monthly with
Federal Reserve banks or authorized
commercial banks.

Harris in S.F.

New

Circuit Plan

SAN FRANCISCO,
Harris,

P.

On
Oct.

buyer

film

for

1.— Jack
Walter

Reade Theatres of New York, is here
for conferences in connection with the
establishment of a new nationwide circuit of theatres specializing in imported pictures as well as selected
Hollywood- product. Harris will confer with Maury A. Schwarz, president
•of Schwarz Theatres, on the launching of the Bridge Theatre here, which
today became a joint operation of the
Reade and Schwarz organizations.
Discussions with exhibitors in Los
Angeles, Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis,
Philadelphia and Boston are in progress to consummate affiliations similar
to that of the Bridge, whereby exhibitors will participate in the distribution profits on selected pictures
as well as on their basic theatre oper.

ations.

AA's Callahan Gets
Levin's Boston Post
BOSTON, Oct. 1.—Jerry Callahan,
Allied Artists salesman here, has been
named city salesman, succeeding Nathan Levin, who was promoted to the
position of branch manager in the
Allied Artists Detroit exchange.
Frank Hyland, upper New England
salesman for the company, will take
over the territory formerly handled by
Callahan.

To Screen Papal Conclave
"The Secret Conclave," which shows
for the first time on film a meeting
summoned in the Sistine Chapel of the
Vatican for the election of a Pope,
will be taken aboard the liner "Constitution" tomorrow and will be shown
on the ship at sea to a group of
'

90 Archbishops, Bishops and other
Catholic prelates enroute to Italy for
the dedication of a

new

building at the

Rome.
by I.F.E. Re-

North American University

The

film is distributed
leasing Corp.

in

Drive-ins Closing Early
CLEVELAND, Oct. 1. — Drive-in
theatres in this area are starting to
close early in spite of continued good
weather. The Amanda Drive-in, Arlington and the Skyline at Wooster
have closed for the season.
Many
others, including the BlueSky, Wadsworth and Lorain, Lorain, are open
weekends only.

TNT

Reviews

1953

Offers Closed

TV

Circuit Color

In Large-Screen

"Torch Song"
Hollywood, Oct.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr)

1

HERE'S

a story about show business that is a natural for the people of
also for the millions of others who traditionally make
show business their business. It has Joan Crawford in a career-crowning
performance as a high-handed musical comedy star whom everybody likes to
see but nobody likes, and it has Michael Wilding as a pianist who teaches
Both of these
her about herself and gets taught about himself in return.
players give compelling portrayals of difficult and not altogether admirable
characters, and the incomparable Marjorie Rambeau is present in an off-beat
stage-mother role that balances their stormier characterizations. Gig Young,
Henry Morgan, Dorothy Patrick and James Todd head up the accomplished
support.
It is a money picture for as long as show business is in business,

show business and

maybe longer.
The scene is

2,

The

first

large-screen color telefor closed-circuit

vision is available
business
meetings
uses,

it

and

promotional

was announced here by Nathan

L. Halpern, president of Theatre Net-

work Television. The announcement
was made at a TNT color tele-session
held by the Frank H. Lee Co., Danbury, Conn., manufacturers of hats, for
its retailers at the Plaza Hotel.

Business Use Emphasized

Having launched nationwide busiBroadway theatre, and always it is New York, ness meetings through its black-andthe swank, expensive New York of the tall, costly apartment buildings, the white facilities this past year, TNT
high-priced, well-dressed New York of the slick magazines, but with the will now establish large-screen color
ring of reality so far as the world of the theatre and its people is concerned. television for business uses. "A new
The time is now, and Miss Crawford is a footlight star who makes life system of business communication for
miserable for her working associates during the rehearsals in progress during nationwide or regional company meetprincipally a

the period of the story. When her pianist walks out without notice she is
surprised and displeased to find Wilding, introduced simply as a professional
musician called in to take over the vacated stool, is unafraid of her and
directly critical.
Later on the audience is let in on the fact that Wilding
is a former drama-music critic, blinded in the war, who has carried with
him the memory of seeing her on the stage the night before he enlisted and
who paid the deserting pianist to desert so he could get close to her. It's a
long and interesting time before she learns this also, and a logical ending

comes.

Four songs, by four different sets of tip-top song writers, are used to
striking advantage in the course of a script by John Michael Hayes and
Jan Lustig, based on a story by I. A. R. Wylie.
Production, a sparkling job, is by Henry Berman and Sidney Franklin, Jr.,
and the direction, an excellent work, is by Charles Walters.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Oct. 23.
R.

provided by Tele-Sessions
is
through the medium of closed-circuit
television,"
"LargeHalpern said.
ings

screen color television will accelerate
the growth of closed-circuit television
as a regular form of business communication to customers, dealers, distributors, company personnel and stockholders."

from Katzman
1954 for Columbia
WEAVER HOLLYWOOD, Oct.
—

WILLIAM

in

16

1.

Sam

Katzman's 1954 program for Columbia

"Something Money Can't Buy"
(

Rank-Universal)

C TORIES

about young couples with children struggling to get along in
day and age are not new under the cinematic sun, whether British
or American.
But "Something Money Can't Buy" starts off with much
promise and a good cast and seems to be getting to the core of middle-class
marriages until about half way through the picture. Then the writers, Pat
Jackson and James Lansdale and the director, Jackson, forsake the little
hardships and smiles that they started with and proceed to make a quasi-

C3

this

sophisticated farce out of the remainder.
They finally reach the point that
the title tries to make, but it's a long time getting there.
Patricia Roc and Anthony Steel, two very charming and talented British
players, well-known to American audiences, play the young couple.
After
the war, they live in comfort in Germany where he is an administrator with
the British Occupation Forces.
But when they return to England and
civilian life, they find they must face the rigors of both with a diminishing
bank account. He goes back to his job, which is low-paying, frustrating,
unimportant and, at its best, dull. Steel decides to leave his rut and goes out
seeking his fortune. While he is being financed for a mobile catering van,

Roc starts an employment-secretarial-what-have-you agency.
As
expected, they are both successful, while their marriage heads the other way.
It's all resolved happily with the young lady giving up her lucrative business.
Steel and Miss Roc perform adequately, hampered somewhat by little
character development. A. E. Matthews, giving Steel financial aid, provides
the most fun and Moira Lister plays his daughter with the hint of being the
third party in a triangle.
Joseph Janni produced this J. Arthur Rank
British presentation.
Others in the cast are David Hutcheson, Michael Trubshawe, Diane Hart,
Charles Victor, Henry Edwards, Mary Hinton, Joss Ambler, Michael Brennan, Helen Goss, D. A. Clarke-Smith, Mara Lane, John Barry, Joe Linnane,
Dennis Arundell, Oscar Quitak, Irene Prador, Johnnie Schofield, Owen
Miss

Brookes and Margaret Vyner.
Running time, 83 minutes.

General

audience

classification.

October

release.

Pictures will consist of 16 films, 10
of which will have color by Technicolor.
Seven writers have been
assigned to write the -screenplays for
Nine
the properties already selected.
more writers will be added shortly to

prepare the remainder.
The seven are John T- Williams,
who will write "The Law Versus
:

Arthur
Orloff,
Douglas Heyes,
George
"Bat Masterson, Badman"
Worthing Yates, "William the ConKid";
Billy
the
"Pirates of Tripoli"

;

queror"
Jack Garis, "Legions of
Hannibal"; Frank L. Moss, "Lost
C'ty of the Aztecs" Teddi Sherman,
"Indian Scout."
With three other writers finishingscreenplays for the balance of Katzman's 1953 films for Columbia, there
are 10 authors engaged at the producer's Sunset Blvd. Studio. De Vallon Scott is writing "The Sacaren
Blade," screen version of the Frank
;

;

Yerby

best-seller
Robert E. Kent is
completing "The Miami Story," and
Samuel
Newman is assigned to
"Jungle Man Eaters," last of the current
"Jungle Jim" series starring
Johnny Weissmuller.

WASHINGTON,

To Present 'Carmen'
In Color Telecast
The
in

first

full

hour

NBC presentaNBC Tele-

color will be the

vision Opera Theatre's initial telecast
this season, set for Oct. 31, of "Carmen."
It will be broadcast in the
compatible color system, allowing viewers with standard black-andwhite television sets to receive the

RCA

;

Standard Contract
For Films on Video
special

tion

;

Three Dimension and
General Film Sign
General
process

all

Film

Laboratories

will

3-D

pictures to be produced in the next 12 months by Three
Dimension Pictures, Inc., in accord-

television

pointed

film

Oct.

1.

— A

committee ap-

by the National Association

of Radio and Television Broadcasters
will have as its first project the working out of a standard film contract for
the use of
stations and film companies.

TV

was announced by NARTB
Harold E. Fellows as he
ance with an agreement signed by appointed members of the committee.
Alfred
ducing
sales

Zimbalist,

company,

chief

of

head of the proand Alton Brody,

General.

The

contract

program in black-and-white.
covers five films. The first on the
The colorcast will be made under schedule is "Cat Women on the
experimental authorization of the Fed- Moon," slated to start Oct. 12 on the
eral Communications Commission.
Goldwyn Hollywood lot.

This

president

The committee will hold its first
meeting in Chicago on Oct.
13.
Chairman of the committee will be
Harold See of San Francisco, and
members are Martin Campbell of
Dallas and Raymond W. Welpott of
Schenectady, N. Y.

Friday, October

2,
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Board

Allied

(Continued from page

Story Material Factor

ideas

and programs for

sampling have had personal
experience in running 3-D pictures in their theatres and 70
per cent have played an average
of five such pictures each. None
had played fewer than two.

Allied's film clinics.

The
been

entire

mornings of the
days have

convention

aside for the film
clinics and, as is customary,
they will be divided into individual groups, each composed
of similar operations, such as
subsequent - runs,
first - runs,
drive-ins and the like.
set

No one, apparently, was anxious to
give the impression that Allied will
step out of character next week and
concern itself exclusively with the
quiet earnestness of solving business
and operating problems exclusively.
It is being freely predicted that there
will be, as is customary at Allied
conventions, plenty of unrestrained
concerning
distribution
utterances
practices and sales policies and terms.
Will Consider

this

in-

creasing theatre attendance and generally improving the lot of the subsequent-run and small town theatres.
In addition, it was pointed out, full
exchange of film buying information
among exhibitors from all parts of
the country will feature sessions of

three

COMPO

Insofar as the board sessions are
concerned, they will be occupied, apart
from routine business, with establishing reports and recommendations on
matters to be brought before the convention proper, including such items
as whether -or not Allied should again
participate in industry arbitration discussions, renew its membership in the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations, or express itself on such topics
as the new campaign for admission
tax repeal and the recent Senate
Small Business Committee report on
problems of the independent exhibitor.

While most of the criticism of 3-D
was directed at the kind of pictures
made in it so far, the study indicated

Indications are that most of
the board's decisions will not
be disclosed until they are sent
to the convention in the form
of reports or recommendations
closing session next
at the

Wednesday.
Both the three days

of board meetto be presided over by Abram

F.
Myers, chairman and general
counsel,
and the three-day annual
national convention to follow, will be
held at the
Sheraton-Plaza Hotel
here.
No election of officers is scheduled
to be held during the board meetings
here.
Allied's winter board meeting,
to be held in Washington next February,;
will
the
elect
officers
for
ensuing year.
i

1)

Services administration will be in the

Commerce Department, as was NPA.
The new administration will serve as
a focus for cooperation between industry and government, as did the
Commerce film section before the
Korean war.

Gualino to

Rome

Renato Gualino; president of
the Italian Films Export Releasing
Organization, will leave here by plane
Dr.

for Rome. He is expected
to return to the U.S. in November.

tomorrow

industry

people

feel

the

patron. An average of 54.5 per cent of
exhibitors advocated this as against
37.1 per cent who thought cardboard
viewers were satisfactory and only 8.4
per cent who were in favor of plastic
frame glasses sterilized and re-used.
The sale of permanent glasses has not
been extensively tried.

Light Voted Satisfactory
of the exhibitor

members expressed the opinion
that single film 3-D would give the
medium another chance provided the
panel

other conditions of good story value
and reasonable price were fulfilled,
most of them indicated that this was
not because of grave dissatisfaction
with the present methods of projection.
A total of 78.6 per cent reported that
synchronization of the two films was
good and 85.1 per cent reported a
satisfactory amount of light on the
screen.

There were some significant
differences in the areas represented in the voting on the
main question of the present
drawing power of 3-D pictures.
Among exhibitors representing
cities of over 100,000 in population only 9.8 felt that the medium continues to be a strong

SMPTE Award
(Continued from page

known

(Continued from page 1)

plus factor in attracting extra
business.
In
cities
between
30,000 and 100,000 only 25 per
cent thought so; cities of 7,500
to 30,000 brought in 14.3 per
cent and towns of less than
7,500 brought 14.8 per cent who

thought

The

production
this question, showed 33.3 per cent who
thought 3-D still powerful and
in distribution there were only
25 per cent.
so.

panel, polled also

on

However, a number of "cooler
heads" indicated in their opinions that
3-D properly handled and occasionally
used could be a strong adjunct in
giving the box-offke a lift. This provided it was not used too often.

One exhibitor pointed out significantly that if a producer could see
the reaction in an audience of children
to arrows coming out of the screen
would know what

thev

Although a number

to

do with

hibitors feel that it is principally the
story that has been wrong so far,
was the fact that a large number of
them indicated that they felt patrons
had no serious objection to wearing

be better than the present ones.

A

(Continued from page

1)

as

K.C. Firm
1)

American company's specifications so
that they will fit American projectors
without modifications of any kind,
Keilhack said, adding that proper adjusters will be furnished by Zeiss.
Delivery has been promised to start
month.

of

ness."

Temporary Board Named
of

directors

Odell as executive director,
Al O'Reefe, vice-president in charge
to
of sales for the Pola-Lite Co., and
BUFFALO, Oct. 1. The Dipson Chester Ross, executive vice-president
circuit has taken over the operation of of National Film Service. Other inthe Mancuso Theatre in Batavia. The corporators are Edward T. Ingle, at
house has been operated for five years Washington, former director of radio
by Dominick Mancuso. Dipson also and television for the Republican Naoperates the Dipson Theatre in Bata- tional Committee, and Julian Jawitz,
general counsel.
via.
includes

Dipson

—

CinemaScope process,
press conference.

attended

the

"The Robe" opened
at

at all times.
In the evening a
special premiere was given for Cabinet
filled

Supreme

members,

Embassy

Row

notables,

'La Ronde'

Ban

on film exhibition. Any such
prior restraint, the distributor contended, can be sustained only under a
restraint

narrowly drawn statute designed to
meet a "clear and present danger" of
substantive evil to the community. In
the case of "La Ronde," there is
neither any clear and present danger
nor any narrowly drawn statute, the
Justices were told.
'Vagueness' Claimed
The words "immoral" and "tend to
corrupt morals" used in the New
York law as grounds for censorship,
the nation's "are so vague and indefinite as to

15,000-or-more theatres are equipped,
the average grosses, as compared with
negative costs, have been tremendous.
Hollywood is just now starting to put
out its first top quality 3-D pictures.
If they don't receive every assistance,
it will probably be the first time in
American industrial history that an
industry
participated
in
destroying
something that was doing great busi-

The temporary board

Batavia House

projection.

Council on 3-D

Although only 4,200

this

CinemaScope

Skouras said he expected that "The
Robe," first picture to be made in
CinemaScope, would open in Paris
either on Nov. 8 or 10 and would be
followed by openings in Rome, Stockholm, Frankfort and Berlin, with a
London opening set for Nov. 19. The
picture will play in Australia and New
Zealand starting in mid-November, he
said, and during November and December would play in "practically all
of the important cities in the world."
Professor Henri Chretien, inventor
of the anamorphic lens used in the

total of 62.8 per cent of exhibitors
(Confirmed from page 1)
voicing an
opinion
declared
their
patrons would not object to the necestributors of "La Ronde," filed a petisity of wearing viewers provided the
tion asking the high court to give
quality of the pictures improves. This
motion pictures the fullest possible
total was highest (70.8) among exprotection from state censorship prior
hibitors in towns of between 7,500
to exhibition.
and 30,000 and lowest (58.1 per cent)
Basing its appeal largely on the
in towns of less than 7,500.
They hold there's nothing the matter Supreme Court decision in "The
Miracle" case, the company argued
with 3-D that a good story can't fix.
that the sections of the New York
Education Law under which the film
was banned violate the First and 14th
amendments, since they impose a prior

:

late

for

Court justices,
high-ranking
Armed Forces officers and other govviewers. This in spite of the fact that ernment officials.
they believed permanent viewers would

effect

(Continued from page

production,
Skouras
with the investment spread out
in many countries all over the world.
In addition, he explained, 20th-Fox
has invested more than $15,000,000 in
equipping theatres with stereophonic
sound and other equipment necessary

9 :30

Cinerama, and the tre- to help every type of new dimensional
of this work on the film,
whether
3-D
with
glasses,
motion picture industry through the CinemaScope,
Cinerama,
Warnerstimulation of intensified development, scope, or Todd-AO.
It
will urge
engineering and exploitation activity, Hollywood producers to "cast their
represents a significant advance in the pictures" to that specific medium best
development of motion picture tech- suited to a particular story, said Odell.
nology," said the SMPTE.
Membership of the Council, he
Waller is a fellow of the society, stated, will be selected from leaders
president of Vitarama Co. and chair- in every field of the industry.
man of the board of directors of
Declared Odell "3-D pictures have
Cinerama, Inc.
brought new life to the box-office.
is

mendous

CinemaScope

said,

this morning at
Loew's Capitol Theatre.
Theatre managers said that attendance
Little Objection to Viewers
was steady throughout the day and
Another indication that most ex- that the 3,500-seat house was almost

3-D!

1)

Drive-In will handle U.S. sales for
other Zeiss theatrical equipment.
The lenses are being made to the

Appoint Golden
(Continued from page

man}'

that

most satisfactory answer to the problem of viewers is to promote the sale,
through theatres or stores, of permanent 3-D glasses to be owned by the

1

ings,

CinemaScope

{Continued from page 1)

1)

where. They also stressed that considerable attention during the three days
will be paid to the development of
practical

5

—

offend both the safeguards of the First
Amendment and the due process requirements of the 14th Amendment,"
the distributor claimed. It said the
high court, in "The Miracle" case,
had left open the question of whether
censorship was permissible "under a
clearly drawn statute designed and applied to prevent the showing of obscene films," but added that "La
Ronde" was not any such case. The
Justices were told that while the film
deals with the subject of illicit love,
the presentation was beyond reproach.
In its brief urging the court to
sustain censorship, New York State
said that "from beginning to end the
.one theme of the film is promiscuity
and seduction." It emphasized that the
_

New York

Appeals Court had found
words "immoral" and "tend to
corrupt morals" were not vague or indefinite and could be clearly applied to
that the

this

film.

Cauldron boil
Difficult

though they

. . .

may

and

kettle bubble

be, situations like these

do come

off;

• . •

thanks to the care with

which film and chemicals are keyed to specific photographic situation and production methods;
thanks, also, to the rigid control of processing solution strength
In

this

area

—

in

production, distribution,

and

and temperature.

exhibition,

too— representatives

of the

Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film are proud to serve the industry.

To maintain
.

.

invites inquiry

this service,

from

all

the Eastman

members of

Kodak Company has branches

the industry. Address: Motion Picture Film Department,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast
York 17, N. Y. Midwest
Division,

Division,

6706 Santa Monica

Division,

342 Madison Avenue, New

137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Blvd.,

at strategic centers

Hollywood 38, California.

2,

Illinois.

West Coast
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SHERWIN KANE

T HERE

IS LITTLE DOUBT that
average exhibitor is becoming more confused daily
about continuing innovations in
Most want
technical processes.
the equipment which will permit

the

I

make use of the
new developments. Few have suf-

YORK,

Cold to Arbitration

Heavy Schedule

their theatres to

information on which to
base a decision concerning equipment that will best meet their
present needs.
ficient

Many

such exhibitors, unable to
afford multi-units, hesitate to make
any installation for fear that,

14 Walt Disney

not serve desirable product in other processes,
either on the market or on the
that

or

it

will

way.

30 Months
By AL STEEN

the

ing

average exhibitor

with

some

much-needed counsel that
Allied
States president Wilbur
Snaper invited E. O. Wilschke
and L. D. Netter, Jr., of Altec
Service Corp. to address Allied "s
annual convention in Boston this
week and to conduct there an
open forum at which the puzzled
exhibitor may put his questions

and get informative answers.
•

One

of the main points certain

to be raised at the Allied forum

will release 14 features
the next two-and-a-half years,

a record schedule, it was revealed
here at the weekend by Leo Samuels,
sales manager of Disney Productions.
The lineup consists of four live-action
features,
two full-length cartoons,
three "True Life Adventures," three
in the "People and Places" series and

It was in the hope of eliminating
some of the confusion and provid- two

Deneau Will Assist
Sidney G. Deneau has been named
sales
E.
assistant
to
K.
O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp. by A.

of the live-action fea"20,000 Leagues Under
(Confirmed on page 7)

Deneau

net income of $1,100,000 for the

39 weeks ending Sept. 26 was reported on Friday by 20th CenturyFox Film Corp. The figure, according to preliminary estimates for the
period, is equal to 40 cents on each
the
the

Sidney Deneau

the

country.

In

that

experience

and in the subsequent public and
trade acclaim given to CinemaScope, Netter reports an impression frequently encountered that
the advent of the single film sound
system characteristic of CinemaScope has obviated all necessity
for the separate magnetic reproducer now in use for the threechannel separate sound track.
As a practical matter, Netter
(Continued on page 2)

of

to

Allied

engage again

in

negotiations for
an industry arbitration sys-

tem. There
was, instead,

oppo-

course, on

the

and

in

one hand,

and

several sales cap a c i t i e s He
then joined the

noticeable

such a

sition to

n

i

-

on

difference,
the other.

Wilbur Snaper

Fabian
circuit.
The board's
In 1942 Deneau decisions, although presumably final,
entered the may not go to the convention until
Armed Services the closing business session on Wedand on his re- nesday. It is possible, therefore, that
turn to civilian some of them, notably that on par-

life he became general manager of the
Schine circuit.
In 1947 he became associated with
the Selznick Releasing Organization,
as general manager of distribution in
(Continued on page 7)

tury-Fox,

abroad of CinemaScope and some
of those for the current engagements of "The Robe" throughout

for

strong

served

Council

board members

in the industry with the old
Fox Film Co.

.

Seen as $1,100,000

7)

start-

ed

39-Week Income of
20th Century-Fox

For

Schwal-

president
berg,
of the company.

One

year,

.

year in the

Motion Picture Organizations.
However, according to reliable reports, there was no strong demand
on the part of

general

W

another

for

Paramount' s O'Shea

re-releases.

was discussed by Netter with this of the 2,769,486 shares.
corresponding period last
department recently.
(Continued on page
Altec, on behalf of 20th Cendid the installations for
the trade demonstrations here and

Oct.

tures,

A

SHERWIN KANE

(Convention Program on Page 6)
4.—The Allied States' board of directors, meeting
here over the weekend in advance of the opening tomorrow of Allied's
annual convention at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel, expressed itself in
favor of renewing Allied's membership

BOSTON,

Walt Disney

it

Meeting Could Have Final Say Wednesday;
Desperate Exhibitors Seek Business Help,
Feel Arbitration Can't Solve Real Problem
By

Features In

whatever their choice, adequate
during
product may not be available for

TEN CENTS

1953

5,

Board OK's Compo;

Allied
Still

MONDAY, OCTOBER

U.S.A.,

74th Semi-annual Meet

New Techniques Usher in
SMPTE Convention Here
The 74th semi-annual convention of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers opens here today at the Hotel Statler, amid technical
screen and sound developments which
offer great promise to the industry. fields. In addition, there will be social
The five-day meeting will feature events, including an industry-wide getmore than a dozen sessions devoted to together luncheon and a banquet and
various phases of motion picture and dance.
Henry J. Taylor, radio commentator
High on the
television technology.
agenda this evening will be the So- and analyst, will deliver the keynote
ciety's annual awards for outstanding speech at the luncheon meeting today,
(Continued on page 7)
achievement in various communications

ticipation

in

arbitration

talks,

could

undergo some change before the con(Contintted on page 6)

Allied's 1954

Goes

to

Meet

Washington

—

BOSTON, Oct. 4.
Allied
States has chosen Washington
as its 1954 convention city. The
conclave will be held Nov. 15
through 17 at the Shoreham
Hotel and the annual TESMA-

TEDA

trade show and exhibition will be held in connection with it.

The convention will be preceded by board of directors
meetings to be held on Nov. 13
and

14.

An

Allied-sponsored conven-

tion of drive-in theatre operators has been scheduled for
Cincinnati, Feb. 15-17, 1954, at
the Netherlands Plaza Hotel.

.
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Personal
Mention
QOL SCHWARTZ,

O

RKO

Howard,
from

of

William W.

vice-president, are in Boston

New

York.
•

will

recorded

exhibitor stereophonic sound
and secretary of Allied of Iowa-Ne- separate film.
braska, in New York at the weekend

Charles Jones, Elma,

la.,

en route to the Allied convention in
Boston, reported the arrival on Sept.
27 of Lavonne Jones, his and Mrs.

installations

require the separate reproducer if it is their intention to
play other companies' films with
still

a

If

complete transition

is

on

to

take place, it is evident at this
child.
stage that it will be six months
Jones' fifth
•
to a year or longer occurring. In
Irving Ludwig, Walt Disney Prothat
time, exhibitors who wish to
ductions domestic sales supervisor, and
companies' pictures replay
all
Al Margolies, will leave New York
Chicago.
stereophonic sound
for
today
with
plane
corded
by
•
will require both types of magnetic
Allan G. Smith, manager of Nareproducers, namely, the "penttional Theatre Supply here, is in the
or "button-on" reproducer
house"
New York Eye and Ear Hospital for
for stereophonic sound on the
eye treatments.
•
single film with picture, and the
to

•

Alfred Crown,

RKO

manager, will leave

Radio foreign

Rome tomorrow

Bombay.

for

•

•

Otto Preminger has arrived
from Hollywood.

Persons prominent in the civic and
of the city and nation
joined notables in all branches of the
entertainment industry last night in
life

paying tribute to

Sophie

Tucker

at

the Golden Jubilee dinner tendered her
at the Waldorf Astoria under the
auspices of the Jewish Theatrical
Guild.

weekend

that quick
agreement could be reached for a new
pact on the basis of reports from Motion Picture Export Association offices
in Paris.
at the

The French, it was stated, are
seeking to pare down the number of
permits from 110 the 90 plus 20
under the current agreement to 70.
In addition, it was stated, the French
are seeking to eliminate or reduce the
so-called
"capital
account"
under

—

—

which American film companies remitted some extra revenues earned
by U.S. films in France.
The French, Swedish and Italian
situations were discussed at a meet-

MPEA

corded on separate

situation.

It

is

many

for

film.

such basic information that
small exhibitors are seeking

opportunities to obtain.

political

dim here

those with stereophonic sound re-

and which the Allied forum conhere ducted by the Altec executives
will constitute one of their early

City and Nation Join
In Tucker Tribute

agreement expiring
next month, prospects were considered

For exhibitors unable to be
present at the Allied convention

on

MPEA

equipment

of the deal recently concluded regarding
lira
heretofore frozen Italian

Six Films Completed,
Six Others Started

by the
there is available from Altec an
Six
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 4.
illustrated
booklet
informative,
pictures have been started, and a like
developments
in
the
covering
number have been completed.
stereophonic sound field, which
New undertakings are "Ghost of
may be had on request to the O'Leary," "Arrow in the Dust" and
"Yukon Vengeance" (Allied Artists)
company.
"White
Christmas"
"Sabrina
and
Fair" (Paramount), and "Magnificent
Obsession" (Universal-International).
in
Shooting was concluded on "Bomba
and the Golden Lion" (Allied ArCities
tists),
"Space Station U. S. A."
(Tors)
"Man in the Attic" and
Twentieth Century-Fox's "The "Three Young Texans" (Panoramic,
Robe" in CinemaScope will be show- for 20th-Fox) "Miss Baker's Dozen"
ing in 26 situations across the country (M-G-M), and "Dial
for Murder"
by the end of this week, with 11 key (Warner).
openings scheduled through next Fri-

—

;

M-G-M

Signs Ferrer
For Film on Romberg 'The Robe'
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 4.—Jose FerThis
rer has been signed bv M-G-M to
"Deep in My Heart," Sigmund
Romberg biography, which starts film-

star in

ing in January. Ferrer recently completed leading character roles in "The

Caine
Mutiny"
Thompson."

and

"Miss

Sadie

26

Week

;

day.
the

Milwaukee

—

ances.

CHICAGO,

Oct.

4.—Two

Die
veterans

industry, Clyde Elliott, 62,
long-time distributor here, and Joseph
Berinstein, 68,
projectionist at the
Avalon Theatre for the past 30 years,
died here Thursday. Each is survived

the

by

his

Production, they said, has started

tion.

on "Atilla," and negotiations are proceeding with Paramount regarding

The

three pictures,

it

was explained,

have been made

in English, and for
the foreign market, they will be dubbed in the required language. Under

the arrangement of Ponti and De
Laurentiis with Paramount, the pictures are 100 per cent Italian-financed
with Paramount putting up certain
guarantees depending on the company's distribution arrangement upon
delivery of a print.
"Ulysses," which stars Kirk Douglas
and Silvana Mangano, and is in color
by Technicolor will be received in the

U. S. in December,

it

was

stated.

The

picture was described as the costliest
ever made by European producers.
The cost was put at $2,500,000. Ponti
and Dino De Laurentiis left here for

Hollywood on Friday and
for

Rome

will depart

next Friday.

The

picture opens

tomorrow

at

M

Big Increase in US
Admission Tax Take
WASHINGTON,

Oct.

4.— General

admission tax collections for July, reflecting June business, were up considerably from June collections but were
slightly below those of July, 1952, the
Internal

Revenue Bureau

said.

Butler Signed to
New Warner Pact
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 4.—Jack L.
has
executive
producer,
Warner,
signed David Butler, director, to a
new long-term Warner Brothers contract.

As one of the
new contract,

first

pictures under

Butler has been assigned to direct "The Talisman." The
picture will be made in wide-screen,
the

WarnerScope and WarnerColor.

Allied Artists

Has

13

Figures released over the weekend
were not exactly comparable to those
Einfeld Back from South
used previously in Motion Picture
Allied
Oct. 4.
On 'Robe' Openings
Daily. Bureau officials said the strictly
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of comparable figures had been delayed Artists has 13 unreleased features in
20th Century-Fox, will return to New slightly and would be available later. its backlog, the greatest number in the
York today from Memphis, Birming- But all figures released now do indi- company's history, Walter Mirisch,
executive producer, has disclosed. Adham and Indianapolis where he final- cate the general movement.
ized plans for the opening of "The
They indicate general admission tax ditionally, the company has two feaRobe" in those cities. Einfeld will collections for July of about $28,300,- tures currently filming, with color in
go to Boston today for the premiere 000, compared to about $26,269,741 in Technicolor, and two more scheduled
to start shooting this month.
there.
June and $28,369,934 in July 1952.

Unreleased Features

Elliott, Berinstein
of

Paramount will distribute in the U. S.
and Canada as part of Paramount's
seven-picture-a-year deal with the two
producers. Acting as interpreter for
the two Italian producers was Dr:
Renato Gualino, president of the Italian Film Export Releasing Organiza-

;

Memorial in Boston and in the
Saenger in New Orleans, the Denver
MILWAUKEE, Oct. 4.
The in Denver, the Malco in Memphis and
Milwaukee premiere of "The Robe" the Indiana in Indianapolis on Wedwill be held at the Fox-Wisconsin nesday.
Thursday openings are slated
Theatre on Oct. 22. Opening night ad- for the Orpheum in Portland, Ore.,
mission will be $4.80. The following Radio City in Minneapolis, Hippoday the film will start an extended drome in Cleveland, Metropolitan in
run at a price scale ranging from 98 Houston and the Majestic in San An"The Robe" opens in Oklacents to $1.50 in the afternoon to a tonio.
top of $1.80 for the evening perform- homa City's Criterion on Friday.

'Robe* to

production deals between independent
Italian producers and major American
distribution-production firms was forecast at the weekend by Carlo Ponti
and Dino De Laurentiis, Italian producers visiting the U. S.
The Italian producers, who now
have a co-production tie-up with Paramount, based their contention on what
they described as the considerable state
of uncertainty in Hollywood regarding new techniques.
Ponti and De Laurentiis said they
have completed shooting in Italy and
the Mediterranean of "Ulysses," which

was informed that the distribution.
On another property,
government has agreed to "Matnbo," they said, distribution will
free convertibility as of Aug. 15, while be done by Paramount.
$1,500,000 is due from Italy shortly,
Three Made in English
perhaps this week, in the first phase

problems

new techniques,

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
An increase in the number of co-

Swedish

owned by American companies.

•

forum
posed

MPEA

The

US-Italian Deals

film

ing of the
foreign managers
here on Friday, presided over by
president Eric Johnston, who
returned to Washington at the weekend.
It was considered likely that
Johnston would go to Paris shortly
to head up the American negotiating
team in light of the deteriorating

Anthony Dawson, actor, returned separate magnetic reproducer
New York at the weekend from

Hollywood.

the extension of the Franco-

who contem- American

CinemaScope

plate

1953

Hears French See Growing Number
Situation Worsens
Of Co-production
With

explained, exhibitors

5,

MPEA

• .

(Continued from page 1)

president

Theatres, and

Mondays-October

widow.

HOLLYWOOD,

—
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and audiences agreed

DENVER

in

PORTLAND

(Tabor and Webber);

(Mayfair);

BUFFALO

OMAHA (Admiral

(Century);

and Chief);

SALT LAKE CITY

SURE-FI
FIRST ENGAGEMENTS

(Capitol)

Another

BIG

ONE

thru

IT'S

PROVE

IT!

UA

NEW YORK HAS GONE CinemaSc
ScopC LOS ANGELES HAS GON
GONE OnemaScop£ DALLAS H

HAS GONE CinemaScopE KANS
DETROIT HAS GONE OnemaScoPI
SEATTLE HAS GONE OnemaScoPI
Scope SALT LAKE CITY HAS GOIN

GONE CinemaScop£ SAN FRA

EVER
THE

IS

MODER

PLAYING TO THE

ENTERTAIN!
I NOW Thejjobe
!

TECHNICOLOR

SOON

!

Marilyi

CHICAGO HAS GONE Cinema
CinbmaScop£ PHILADELPHIA HAS
GONE CinemaScopE ATLANTA
CITY HAS GONE CinemaScopE
IUFFALO HAS GONE OnemaScop£
WASHINGTON HAS GONE Cinema
CinemaScop£ PITTSBURGH HAS
ISCO HAS GONE OnemaScop£
>£

I

I

ADHERE
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•

Betty

GRABLE

•

Lauren BACALL

in

How To Marry A

Millionaire

TECHNICOLOR
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Board

Allied

ALLIED STATES ASSOCIATION OF M.

vention ends, but that

is

not

now

re-

was not disclosed whether the
board would make a recommendation
It

on the matter to the convention and
invite discussion and a vote or merely
report its attitude and ask for ratiIn, either
case, observers
fication.
here for the most part feel the board

MONDAY, OCTOBER
9:00 A.M.
2 :00 P.M.

would be overwhelmingly upheld.
a noticeable lack of
among the Allied
rank-and-file for arbitration, the
general feeling expressed in preconvention conversation being
that the smaller exhibitor today
is

-

enthusiasm

3:00 P.M.
3 :45 P.M.

confronted with problems for
which he feels arbitration can

is

offer

him no

solution.

frequently-heard report here is
would not have been
on the board's agenda, or before the
convention at all, but for the informal
meeting of representatives of various
exhibitor organizations in New York
on Sept. 21.
As a result of that
meeting, it is said, Wilbur Snaper,
Allied president, agreed to ask that
the subject be placed on the board's
agenda solely to obtain an expression
as to whether or not Allied would

new

arbitration meetings, if called.
No request that the
board discuss arbitration was received
from any other individual in Allied,
according to the reports.
participate

Need

in

Tax

for

Many of them are holding on
to their theatres almost wholly
in the hope that tax exemption
can be won in the next session
Congress.
They are impressed
with
the
job
the
tax committee did this
year and are hopeful that success will crown its efforts next

time

to

withdraw

COMPO.

no
from

feel that this is

own

Col. H. A. Cole
chairman of the effective tax
mittee, and Allied's Trueman
Allied's

busch

is

Convention. Sponsored by Motion Picture Advertising Service Co.; United Film Service, Inc.;

Allied Board Meets

Registration
Hotel Lobby. Personalized Gifts.
Review of Trade Show Oval Room, State Suite,
Foyer.

10:00 A.M.

Film Clinics
Large Cities
Copley Room.
Circuit Buyers
Back Bay Room. Drive-ins
Hub Room. Small Towns and Sub Runs Ballroom Rostrum.

and

some

solve

of

his

2 :00 P.M.

theatre

most

improving and building
business
on factual ap;

jection

and

new

sound

techniques in proreproduction; to

demonstrations of

new

the exchange
formation.

of

to

In

processes,
film buying

and
in-

Snaper, film prices, and
the selling policies of distributors, are
subjects high on the agenda for discussion, and will treat (1) discriminatory practices, (2) shortage of film
and (3) the holding back of releases;
(Continued in Column 4)
fact, said

Luncheon for Registered Conventioneers

Ball-

Exhibitors in Convention
Ballroom. Open Forum. Discussions. Speakers: Steve Broidy, Allied

Open forum on new sound

Corp.

5:30 P.M.
6:30 P.M.

Adjournment.

—New England Sea Food Dinner—En— John Hancock Hall — Dorothy
Quincey
Your Host— The Coca Cola
Company.
—Parlors 131-133.
Cap

Cocktails

tertainment

Nite
Special

Hospitality Suite

Performance of "The Robe" in CinemaScope at RKO Memorial Theatre for all registered convention delegates.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7
9:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.

6:30 P.M.

Registration
Hotel Lobby.
Review of Trade Show Oval Room, State Suite,
Foyer.
Committee Meetings Suites to be assigned.
Exhibitors in Convention Ballroom. Informative Speakers. Reports. Conclusions.
Cocktail Hour
Hub Room and Lobby Lounge.

8:00 P.M.

Sponsored by Pepsi Cola.
Industry Banquet
Ballroom.

10:00 A.M.
1 :30 P.M.

—

Celebrities.

Address by James

Deputy V.

S.

Nations.

to the
exhibitor's practical, day-to-day

problems is neither premature
nor overemphasized by this convention would appear to be
to by the decline in
attendance, particularly of those
from points West of the Mistestified

sissippi,

J.

Representative to

the

United

is

frankly

Official registrations will not begin

tomorrow morning but advance

indications are that the total will be
in the neighborhood of 700 to 800, in-

cluding guests and non-Allied memThis is several hundred less than
attendance at Allied conventions for
the past several years and, moreover,
is
being drawn mainly from the
populous, nearby Eastern regions.
Many exhibitors from distant points
are arriving as members of "car
pools," reducing and sharing expenses.
A number of other delegates are here
as representatives of their regional
Allied organizations, which are paying their expenses.
The scene here leaves no doubt that
many exhibitors are perplexed and
hard-pressed.
They are looking to
Allied and the annual convention for
answers.
There is no doubt, either,
that a determined effort to furnish the
answers will be made at this conbers.

vention.

Lawrence with New
US Defense Service
WASHINGTON,

Oct.

4.— George

Lawrence, an executive of the Bausch
and Lomb Co. in Rochester, N. Y., has
been named deputy director of the Scientific,
Motion Picture and Photographic Products Division of the new
Business and Defense Services Adminreports to division director
Golden.
Lawrence will be on leave from his
Bausch and Lomb post to serve the
government for six months without
compensation. After that time, he will
be succeeded by another industry offi-

Leaders. Nathan D.

Wadsworth,

which

ascribed to inability of many
exhibitors to bear the cost of
the trip.

istration,

Civic

full.

That so much attention

until

and equipment processes, conducted by E. O,
Wilschke and L. D. Netter, Jr., of Altec Service

com-

of

proaches to the

Ladies Day Program
Tour of New England's
Historic Places of Interest. Luncheon at Wayside Inn. Return Trip to Glass Flower Exposi-

Artists president.

Rem- 12:00 Mid.

urgent problems.
Emphasis is being
placed,
in
convention sessions, on

methods

—

—

room.

co-

authorized to continue in those posts
by the board and convention.
Snaper points out that this convention has been designed insofar as possible to help the average exhibitor

meet

—

tion.

12:30 P.M.

is

insurance rates, he said, will also be
discussed in

9:00 A.M.
9 :30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

Marcus

Allied.

(Continued- from Col. 1)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6

governing
Both are destined to be

triumvirate.

Foyer, State

Independent Exhibitors, Inc.

—
—

director

tional

Opening of Trade Show

Suite.

is

convention here as likely candidates to
succeed Wilbur Snaper as president.
Snaper is completing his second
year in the post and no Allied president has served more than two terms
since Col. H. A. Cole served three,
from 1939 through 1941. Hence delegates here are of the opinion that
Snaper will not be a candidate for
reelection next January. Wolfberg is
secretary of national Allied and na-

Suite, Oval Room.
Open House for Delegates and Wives Hospitality Suite, Parlors 131-133. Open During Entire

COMPO's

one of

room, Polaroid Corporation.
Film Clinics, Future
Official Notices Regarding
Agenda. Speaker, Al Sindlinger: Theatre Re-

names of John Wolfberg of Denver
and Ben Marcus of Milwaukee are
being heard mentioned at the annual

6:00 P.M.

COMPO

They

Hotel Lobby. Personalized Gifts
Registration
to Registrants.
Opening Convention Session Ballroom. Call to
Order and Greetings by Norman Glassman, Convention Chairman. Official Welcome by Wilbur
Snaper, National Allied Pres. Keynote Address.
Demonstration of Improvements of 3-D Ball-

BOSTON, Oct. 4.— While the annual election of Allied States' officers
will not be held until the winter meeting of the board of directors, the

for Rocky Mountain
treasurer of national
Allied and national director for Allied
of Wisconsin.
Most delegates believe that the president will be from the West.

of

year.

Wolfberg, Marcus

Official

The

COMPO

1953

4:00 P.M.

Relief Vital

board's recommendation on renewal of membership in
also
virtually certain to
is
be upheld,
whether or not it is submitted to debate in the convention.
The exhibitors here, for the most part, and
their associates at home, are in dire
need of relief from the Federal admissions tax.

5

search.

One

that arbitration

5,

Mentioned as Allied
Presidential Timber

Sheraton Plaza Hotel—Boston

likely.

There

EXHIBITORS

CONVENTION PROGRAM

(Continued from page 1)

garded as

P.

Monday, October

cial.

Monday, October

5,

SMPTE

Meet

In the

to be attended

is

by key execu-

tives of the various motion picture and
television companies. In the afternoon,

•

under the chairmanship of J. A.
Maurer, with W. H. Deacy, Jr., as
vice-chairman, there will be an SMPTE meeting devoted to basic principles
of stereophony and stereoscopy. W. B.

"T*HE

New York

changes

and direction.
Tonight the society will present

as well as
other highlights of
the convention to which

the "Journal Award,"
"Samuel L. Warner Memorial
Award," the "David Sarnoff Award
and the honor generally regarded in
circles as

"Prog

This year the
Progress Medal Award, as has already
been announced, goes to Fred Waller
Arthur
the inventor of Cinerama.
Laughren will receive the Sarnoff
Medal. Herbert Barnett,

SMPTE

president, will preside at the
session.

awards

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT
OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24
1912, AS AMENDED BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH
AND JULY 2,

3,

1933,

1946
(Title 39, United States Code,
Section 233)

SHOWING THE

OWNERSHIP,

MANAGE-

MENT AND CIRCULATION.
daily

Of Motion Picture Daily, published
(except
at

New
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The owner

tion,
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full
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and
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ities

bona

we would

in
fide

as trustees, hold stock
a capacity other than

and securthat

of

RAY GALLO

a

owner.
The average

Makes Bid 20th-Fox Income

To Underwrite 3-D
Canadian Conversion
A unique arrangement which would
underwrite the installation of 3-D
equipment in Canadian theatres is
being offered by the Pola-Lite Co.,
manufacturers of the new, all-plastic
3-D glasses, it was disclosed here at
the weekend.

(Continued from page 1)

company's net was $1,277,000, equal
to 46 cents per share.

The company showed a net income
of $942,000 for the 13 weeks ending
Sept. 26, as compared with a net loss
of $865,656 for the previous quarter,
and with a net of $1,123,000 earned
for the corresponding quarter of 1952.
The net for the latest quarter is equal
to 34 cents per share.
Last year's
figure was 41 cents.

three
plans for supplying Pola-Lite glasses

The

arrangement

outlines

Canadian exhibitors, based upon an
order of 3,000 pairs of glasses each
month for 24 months. The purpose

to

to accelerate the equip-

of the offer is
ping of theatres,

it

was

stated.

those Canadian exhibitors who
are not equipped at all, Pola-Lite will
give, "absolutely free," an all-purpose
screen, it was stated, and the follow-

To

Deneau
(Continued from page
the U.

S.

and Canada.

1)

Deneau

left

Selznick to become vice-president in
charge of sales for Lopert Films.
will start his new assignment on Mon
day, Oct. 12.

H

ing

with

The

will
be
screen
requested, it was
stated, but an additional charge will
be made for any screen exceeding 375

accessories.
furnished to

Hur
Planned by M-G-M

Remake

of 'Ben

released

CinemaScope, but also

in

be
dimen-

will

available in standard
sions. "20,000 Leagues" is expected to be released in Nov.,
1954, and will be sold with Disney's first CinemaScope "Donald Duck" cartoon short subject. The cartoon features will
be "The Lady and the Tramp,"
in which the characters are

dogs,

and "Sleeping

Beauty."
be ready in
Feb., 1955, and it is planned to
make "Sleeping Beauty" a
Christmas release in the same

The former

will

the middle of next year in CinemaScope, Samuel said.
Samuels said that two additional
features in the live action category
are being planned by Disney. One is

"The
will

Colorado Expedition," which
recount the experiences of Cap-

who was the first to travel
length of the Colorado River,
while the other will be "The Great
Locomotive Chase," dealing with an
episode in the American Civil War.
These will be ready in 1955.

tain

Powell

the

Campaign

for 'Pinocchio'

The campaign on "Pinocchio" will
be similar to that which was utilized
on the reissue of "Snow White," according to Charles Levy, Eastern publicity director for Disney.
Irving Ludwig, domestic sales supervisor, said merchandising plans are
well along on the lineup.

King Fea-

tures, he said, again will distribute to

approximately 65 newspapers, colored
comics telling the story of current and
upcoming Disney releases. King Features started this policy with "Peter
Pan" and will continue these cartoon
serializations.

placement specialists

size

"Ben-Hur"

will

come

to the screen

new big-scale production
by M-G-M. The decision to schedul
square feet.
To those exhibitors who have either the story was made after conferences
Nicholas M. Schenck
a painted screen or an all-purpose here between
information is required from daily, weekly,
Inc., and Dor
Loew's,
president
of
show
them
to
semi-weekly
and
tri-weekly
newspapers screen which will enable
in charge of
3-D pictures, and are not otherwise Schary, vice-president
only.) 5,272.
production.
will
Pola-Lite
stated,
was
equipped, it
(Signed) Theo. J. Sullivan,
Business Manager give "absolutely free" the necessary
The original story, made by M-G-M
number of copies of
issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the twelve months
preceding the date shown above was: (This
5.

1)

two cartoon

like

equipment: electrical inter-lock
two synchronous motors, two
as to
magazines, two portunder pairs of 25-inch
holders hold polarized filters, and other 3-D

circumstances
and conditions
which stockholders and security
who do not appear upon the books of the

company

with

•

the Sea" and the
features will be

In addition to the "Fellow Awards,"
there will be a dinner and dance
with no speeches. Jack Servies of
National Theatre Supply and Emerson Yorke have worked very hard to
make both the convention and the
If
you haven't
party worthwhile.
procured tickets for the banquet, be
sure to do so soon as there will be
lots of good talent and entertainment.

its

the

(Continued from page

•
year.
In order to allow everyone to recover from the effects of the night
to call your attention.
"Rob Roy" is slated for release
•
before, Thursday morning is being
next February, and so is the re-release
This evening the awards' session left open. The afternoon program
of "The Wonderful Adventures of
will be preceded by a dinner for remains the same.
Pinocchio,'' both of which will be dis•
SMPTE president Herbert Bartributed by RKO Radio. Other feamorning
the
regidar
Friday
nett.
members,
comBoard
award
finds
tures, except those in the "True Life
mittee chairmen and their wives session augmented by Ben Schlanger's
Adventure" bracket, are subject to disreport on an analysis of data collected
attend.
tribution negotiations with RKO on
•
in a nationwide survey of theatres by
feature-by-feature basis,
Samuels
For tomorrow morning the Sound his Theatre Engineering Committee.
said. The "True Life" group will be
ladies:
a
And
don't
there
forget
is
been
cancelled
Committee's report has
See your sold and distributed independently for
and instead three papers on new jour- nice program for you.
Disney.
track magnetic sound reproducers will hostess about the special trips around
town.
Will Shoot in Switzerland
John Hilliard will "emcee"
be read.
•
the open discussion on new equipment
As a companion picture to "Lady
and production techniques. An afterIn next week's column we'll report
and the Tramp," Disney is shooting
noon session of the Film Dimensions further events of the convention. In
a "People and Places" 50-minute subCommittee will be informative to those the meantime if you're not a member
ject in Switzerland.
Others in this
Tomor- of the Society, please stop at the ininterested in CinemaScope.
series will be "Morocco" and "Siam."
row night the Signal Corps meeting, formation desk and one of the aides
The first in the "True Life Advenoriginally slated to be held at the Pic- will supply you with application data.
ture" series is "The Living Desert,"
to
switched
Incidentally, if you still don't have a
torial Center, has been
which will be released in November.
the Hotel Statler.
hotel room, look up Lee Jones of
This will be followed next June by
•
Neumade Products Corp., New York "The Vanishing Prairie" and, in late
Wednesday evening the banquet will who is handling reservations for the
1954, by "The African Story."
be held, preceded by a cocktail party. convention.
"Fantasia" will be re-released about

its

the

SMPTE

today

Friday.
There are several
last-minute program

through

distance

the highest of all, the
ress Medal Award."

convention

Motion Picture

neers will be held at
the Hotel Statler in

RCA

communications engineering

semi-annual

•

and Television Engi-

in acoustics, will disthe basic principles of stereophonic sound, J. E. Volkmann of
deal with multi-channel sound
will
svstems and space acoustics, and D. L.
Mac Adam will have as his subject
stereoscopic perceptions of size, shape,

honors,

74th

of the Society of

J-

Snow, consultant

cuss

Disney

THEATRE

Equipment World

(Continued from page 1)

which
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1953

in

1954

|"obert

in a

each

Sworn

to

and subscribed before me

28th day of September,
(seal)

(My commission

this

1953.

Rose W. Hornstein.
expires

March

30,

1955.)

synchronizers and accessories. In addition, it was stated, such theatres
will get the equivalent of $500 credit,
that

is,

4,200 pairs of glasses.

era, represented three
work in Italy and Hollywood
It was presented in 1925 as a road

the
years'
in

show.

motion pictures

is

CJoldfarb
tv

—

radio

— theatres
Qgency

silent

1650 b'way

pi

7-8050

How I feel about

LIFE

Watch the audience
Every time I go to a movie I spend less time
watching the picture than the audience.

Movie audiences

my

are

boss,

and have been

ever since the days of our Crystal Hall on

Square back
I

in 1903. In 191 2

was a gambler when

Union

everybody thought

paid $40,000 for Sarah

I

Bernhardt's "Queen Elizabeth." But

I

watching a

knew

of audiences, and

lot

I

had been
that

people came not just to see the pictures move,

moved

but to be
That's

why

themselves.

I've

always had a fellow feeling

with the founders of LIFE magazine. Like us,
they set out to find

emotion through

new ways of conveying

pictures.

For example, sometimes LIFE photographers
use a camera as
in the story.

if it

were the eye of a character

The camera

sees the pig with the

eye of the farmer, the baseball as the player
sees

it,

studies

the great painting as the connoisseur
it,

the microbes as they appear under

a microscopic eye. Seeing through other eyes
is

always fun.

But the thing I like best about LIFE is the
impact it has on readers. It's my old game of
watching audiences. What is making that woman's eyes open wide as she reads? I lean over
her shoulder and see that she's reading a LIFE
article on painless childbirth. What's making

They are studying
dreamed up by a LIFE

those first-graders so quiet?
the plan of a space ship
artist!

LIFE is a great magazine because no one reads
it

without feeling a wide variety of emotions.

If

you don't

believe

By

it,

just

watch the readers.

ADOLPH ZUK0R
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74.

NO.

68
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Add Terms To
Allied Okay of

NEW YORK,
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U.S.A.,

6,

TEN CENTS

1953

Exhibitors Urged to Gain

Arbitration

Voting Control of Majors

Rentals, Pre-Releases,

Hits Misuse of

Bidding Are Issues
BOSTON, Oct. 5.— Allied States
has upped the ante over last year for
its further participation in an industry
arbitration conference.
The

board

Media as 'Waste'
At SMPTE Meeting
By

A

MURRAY HOROWITZ

warning

to the industry that

directors
meeting
here not only reaffirmed the position

technique
should

not be

took at its winter meeting last February when it proposed the establishment of an all-inclusive system of

used

to sell

of

it

now

adds, in view of
developments since, that it can see
"no practical benefit to Allied members in any arbitration plan that does
not"
Provide for the arbitration of film
f[
rentals and selling policies on a
national and regional basis;
arbitration, but

New

"otherwise

new

s

un-

mer
chandise" was
-

salable

b y
ar nett,
president
of the Society
of Motion Picture and Tele-

B

vision

and
That does not prohibit the initiation of competitive bidding on any
situation except upon the written

Herbert Barnett
luncheon
address opening
the 74th semi-annual
con(Continued on page 8)

(Continued on page 7)

Para. Division

Mgrs. Meet

Engiin

Snaper Joins
'Triumvirate

A

Oct.

5.— The

Allied

week-long meeting of Paramount board of directors, having approved
division
managers and home office renewal of Allied's membership in
executives will be held in New York the Council of Motion Picture Orbeginning
next
Monday,
A.
W. ganizations for another year, today
Schwalberg, president of Paramount named Wilbur Snaper, Allied presiFilm Distributing Corp., disclosed
(Continued on, page 7)
here yesterday.
The meeting, which has been called
in acccordance with Schwalberg's polof having the field managers assemble periodically to analyze current
and future product, the market and
advertising - publicity - exploitation de-

First of Its

—A

SHERWIN KANE

suggestion that exhibitors gain voting control
of several major producing-distributing companies to initiate policies
designed to insure against shortages of product and the adoption of sales
practices more desirable to independent exhibitors was advanced by
Trueman Rembusch as keynote speaker for Allied States' annual convention, which opened at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel here today.
Oct.

5.

control

with

Not C0MP0,
Vital: Rembusch

Allied,
Is

BOSTON, Oct. 5.— Persons who
advocate turning over trade practice
problems and other functions of an
exhibitor

trade
association
to
the
Council of Motion Picture organizations understand neither the functions
of exhibitor association work nor the
limitations of COMPO's functions as
defined by its charter, Trueman Rembusch, one of the governing triumvir (

Continued on page 7)

suggested

a

Roy M. Brewer, who

adequate

representation

might be
obtained by the
purchase of as
little as 10 per
tors,

at

here

Broidy who said that
the deal had been closed at the week-

yesterday

some

of

companies' outstanding
stock
exhibitors
"by
who will guarantee playdates

resigned re-

officially

on the

boards of direc-

IATSE

was revealed

ex-

of

hibitors

cently as international representative
of the
on the Coast, has joined
Allied Artists as an executive assistThe
ant to president Steve Broidy.
affiliation

voting

that

company or companies,

cent

going
T.

end.

Rembusch

who

com-

prices

parable

by

to

the

market,"

then,

Rem-

busch suggested,

Broidy stressed the point that
in no way par-

Brewer would

ticipate in Allied Artists' labor
relations.
Brewer, Broidy said,
will be involved in many phases
of the company's activities and
will work closely with vice-pres-

G. Ralph Branton and
Harold Mirisch, executive pro-

could "secure the voting rights of sufficient shares of stock owned by large
investment houses to secure control of
the company."

"The investment houses would turn
(Continued on page 6)

idents

(Continued on page 8)

Kind

icy

(Continued on page 8)

of

To Steve Broidy

his

SMPTE

BOSTON,

By

BOSTON,

Roy Brewer Joins AA
As Exec. Assistant

U That countenances the pre-release
of pictures even on a limited scale,

neers,

to

Sees Expansion

yesterday

Herbert

Study Rembusch Proposal;
Sees Better Trade Practices a Result

Committee

Rembusch

here

sounded

Allied Votes Unanimously to Appoint a

Columbia and Nord in Deal
For 1- Strip, 3-D Process
Columbia Pictures has completed an arrangement to utilize the Nord extended area system of single-strip three-dimensional film.
Following a series of meetings betw een Columbia and Nord executives at
the Hollywood studio, during which
the latter demonstrated a number of being conducted at the Coast Technisample pictures printed by the Nord cal laboratory, which will make the
process, Columbia agreed to make im- Nord prints for Columbia, and the
mediately available to exhibitors who first film to be made available to exso request them, prints in the Nord hibitors who request it in the new
system of any of the studio's films process will be "Gun Fury," color by
which have been made, or which will Technicolor picture.
Other unreleased Columbia 3-D
be made, in 3-D.
(Continued on page 8)
At present final color tests are

Next Allied Meet
In Milwaukee
BOSTON,

Oct. 5.— The 1954
States national convention, combined with the annual
trade
show, will be held in Milwaukee, Oct. 12-14.
An inadvertent error in
Allied

TESMA TEDA

Motion

Picture

Daily

today

named Washington

as the convention city for next year.
The Allied convention and
trade show will be held in the

Milwaukee City Auditorium.
drive-in convention
scheduled for Feb. 2-4, 1954,
at the Netherland-Plaza Hotel
Allied's

is

in Cincinnati.

The
Allied's
will be

winter

board

meeting
of

of
directors

held at the Terrace
Plaza Hotel in Cincinnati on
Feb. 5-6.

•
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To Effect New UA
Liaison Program

Personal
Mention

Tuesday, October

Some 3-D Features
Find Going Tough

'Robe' at $190,000

Wins Over 'Yanks'

Max

E. Youngstein, vice-president
"The Robe" at the Roxy continued
United Artists, and Leon Roth, to rack up record grosses here this
ZUKOR, chairman of newly-appointed publicity coordinator week, with matinee business just as
Paramount's board of directors, on the Coast, have left here for Holly- brisk as ever despite the competition
program of of the World Series. Other attracthe
and George Weltner, president of wood to launch
Paramount International, will leave strengthened collaboration in the ad- tions along Broadway which did exvertising-publicity field between the cellent business include "Mogambo,"
New York for Europe on Saturday.
company and its Hollywood producers. "Little Boy Lost," and "From Here
•
Youngstein will be in Hollywood to Eternity."
Charles A. Smakwitz, Stanley
For the third week at the Roxy,
Warner zone manager in Albany, will about a week, visiting independent proUnited "The Robe" is expected to hit a terrihave charge of arranging and lighting ducers now readying films for
Roth, who has been assistant fic $190,000, exclusive of the admisArtists.
in a photographic contest to be conpublicity manager here, will assume sion tax. The first week of "Mogammeeting
annual
the
of
part
as
ducted
his new post on his arrival in Holly- bo" at Radio City Music Hall is due
;of the New York State Associated
Press members at the Biltmore Hotel wood and will make his permanent to register a good $147,000. At the
headquarters in the company's offices Rivoli, an excellent $44,200 is forecast
here on Oct. 18-19.
•
at the Goldwyn studios.
for the second week of "Little Boy
Roth's publicity operations, which Lost." Still doing smash business is
Mrs. Norman Glassman, wife of
of Fran- "From
Here to Eternity" at the
the general chairman of the Allied will be under the supervision
of Capitol, with $72,000 indicated for the
National convention in Boston, is be- cis M. Winikus, national director
designed ninth week.
ing treated for a throat infection at advertising publicity, will_ be
to speed and improve liaison between
"Those Redheads from Seattle," in
the Lowell General Hospital.
•
Hollywood and the company's home 3-D, opened to a satisfactory estimated $20,000 at Loew's State for its
Sid Ginsberg and Mrs. Ginsberg office in New York.
first week.
are the parents of a son born Friday
Party for Roth
at Kew Gardens General Hospital.
$23,264 for 'Paradise'
More than 125 members of the inFather is publicity director of Trans
"The Captain's Paradise" at the
dustry, primarily from the advertising- Paris Theatre has set
Lux Theatres Corp.
a new house
•
publicity field, attended a farewell
non-holiday attendance record, with
Martin,
Mrs.
party for Roth at Sardi's Restaurant $23,264 racked
Olen Martin and
up for the first week,
Drive-in Theatre, here on Friday evening.
of the Tri-City
it was disclosed here yesterday.
a
of
parents
the
memBucyrus, O., are
Executives of United Artists,

In Chicago Houses

of

ADOLPH

UA

daughter.

It

is

their first child.

bers

•

Harold J. Fitzgerald, president of
Fox Wisconsin, has been named city
director of the 1954 March of Dimes
Campaign

Tom

in

Milwaukee.
•

Rodgers,

Jr.,

Trans Lux The-

atre executive, and Mrs. Rodgers are
the parents of a boy born in Lawrence
Hospital, Bronxville.

Concetta

Ann

Maraucci,

of the

RKO

Radio New Haven exchange
staff, married Angelo Riccitelli, also
of New Haven.

Abraham

A. Spitz, veteran exhibProvidence, is in St. Joseph's
Hospital there following a stroke.
•

of

the

advertising-publicity

de-

partments of virtually every film company here, representatives of independent producers, advertising and pub;

A national sales meeting to discuss
merchandising procedures for the coming months and the handling of the
first
CinemaScope productions has
been called by Al Lichtman, 2'0th Century-Fox director of distribution, for
'Order'
Thursday and Friday. The sessions,
to be held in New York, will be atA plan to underwrite the installa- tended by division managers, assistant
tion of 3-D equipment in U. S. thea- division chiefs, all branch managers
tres in return for a minimum order of the company's 38 domestic and
pledge for 3-D glasses is being con- Canadian offices, and the home office
sidered by the Pola-Lite Co., manu- sales staff.

Pola-Lite Considers

Plan for

US

facturers of all-plastic glasses.
This was disclosed here yesterday
by a Pola-Lite spokesman who said
Pola-Lite was considering the adopHarold Mirisch, Allied Artists tion of the same plan, now being convice-president, has arrived here from sidered for Canadian exhibitors. The
spokesman said that the plan, as pubEurope aboard the "Queen Mary."
•
lished in Motion Picture Daily on
Monday, has not been offered, as yet
B. G. Kranze, general sales manto Canadian exhibitors, and that a deager of United Artists, will leave here
cision on the matter will be made
on Wednesday for Toronto.
shortly by the company. The spokes•
man held out the possibility that if
Carlo Ponti and Dino de Lauren- adopted, the plan might also be oftiis, Italian producers, have arrived in
fered to U. S. exhibitors.

New

York.

•

Alfred Crown,
Bombay,

The meetings will be conducted by
Lichtman, will be assisted by W. C.
Gehring, executive assistant general
manager, and assistant sales
sales

Radio foreign

Rome

today for

India.

Utica Funeral Held

For Nathan Robhins
UTICA, N. Y., Oct. 5.— Funeral
services for Nathan G. Robbins, 57,
at one time the principal theatre operator of this city, who died suddenly
of heart disease on Sept. 30, were con-

Christopher Award
To 'Little Boy'

thur Silverstone.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of the
corporation, will address the opening
session, while a discussion of advertising, publicity and exploration plans
will be conducted by vice-president
Charles Einfeld.
Division managers to attend are
Martin Moskowitz, Empire State C.
Glenn Norris, Atlantic; T. O. McCleaster, Central
Peter Myers, Canada
M. A. Levy, Midwest; H. G.
Ballance, Southern, and Herman Wobber, Western.
Assistant division managers to be present are Paul S. Wilson, Southern, and Bryan D. Stoner,

lected for the Christopher Award as
one of the two outstanding pictures of
1953. "The Robe" was the other selection.

A

six-minute film showing Crosby
presenting the award to producers
William Perlberg and George Seaton
was shot over the weekend. The film
ducted here by Rabbi Jerome Lipnick. will be included in a special telecast
Robbins' first theatre venture in to be aired later this month over more
Utica was a partnership operation of than 100 stations in the U. S. The
_

the old Majestic.
Robbins also
founder of Robbins Film Co.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

was subject
"Little

also

Boy

will

Lost."

show highlights

of

Western.

at the box-office unless
the picture itself is good, three 3-D
films are finding tough going here,
with one, "The Moonlighter," being
pulled after only one week at the B
and
United Artists, and the other
two, "Devil's Canyon" at the
Grand and "Wings of the Hawk" at
the McVickers, drawing badly.
On the other hand, "The Robe,"

K

RKO

packing them in following its
Midwest premiere at the State Lake,
still

expected to hit close to $90,000 in
second week, a negligible drop
from the $97,000 of last week; and
"Martin Luther," running slightly
ahead of its opening session of $21,000,
is expected to do $22,000 in its second
week at the 600-seat Loop.
is

its

Among
Holiday,"
at the

the new pictures, "Roman
chalking up a so-so $50,000

is

in its local debut "The
hitting a light $8,500 at

Chicago

Actress"

is

;

the Monroe and "The Beggar's Opera" is heading for a satisfactory
"Beauty and
$5,200 at the Ziegfeld.
the Outlaw," new title here for "Ride,
Vaquero," is down to a mediocre $15,000 at the Woods "Arrowhead" and
"The Vanquished" are racking up a
good $17,000 in their second week at
the Roosevelt, and "Cinerama," hitting a near-capacity $45,000, still is
going well on night performances said
nearly so on matinees.
"From Here to Eternity," has
$30,000 in prospect for the fifth week.
;

;

Cochran Publicity-Busy
A heavy publicity schedule has been
mapped out for Steve Cochran, who
arrived from Germany last week after
"Carnival Story"
Interviews by
Brothers.
writers of seven fan magazines and appearances on two radio shows last
week will be followed this week by
guest shots on three more radio programs "Strike It Rich," "John Conte"

completed

having

King

for

:

to Hollywood."

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center.

"MOGAMBO"
starring

CLARK GABLE
and

Loan

Negotiations through

•

AVA GARDNER

TECHNICOLOR — An IM-G-M Pictureji
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

color

by

>

STARTS TOMORROW
.a.^P^Mi
m BARBARA

Technicolor Floats
$5,000,000

5.— Bearing out
comment that 3-D is

Oct.

meaningless

;

;

Paramount's
"Little
Boy Lost,"
starring Bing Crosby, has been se-

CHICAGO,
recent editorial

W. Aaron and Ar- and "Broadway

managers Edwin

;

RKO

manager, will leave

20th-Fox Sales Meet
Thursday, Friday

members of the trade
licity agencies
press and New York newspapers and
national magazines were on hand.

itor of

Hollywood from

1953

6,

M OARY
Cooper-Stanwyck

Lehman Broth-

ers have been completed by Technicolor, Inc., for private placement of a
$5,000,000 note at
per cent, due
Oct. 1, 1969. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
president of Technicolor, stated that
proceeds of the note will be used for

4H

ihWarnerPhonic Sound

a

Ruth Roman- anthowQmn

LES

BAXTER™^

"'^ORCHESTRA
Midnighl Feoty-ff
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NOT SINCE

THE

BOSTON

TEA PARTYsuch

hubbub

the Hub!

in

America's

Famed Showmen Take Over Boston!

NATIONAL ALLIED CONVENTION
The Great Independent Theatre Event of

the year. Largest

assemblage of leading theatre owners in the distinguished
history of Allied.

Good

luck, gentlemen!

Next Come Those Battling Brothers!

"ALL THE
Just

BROTHERS WERE VALIANT

what the public wants

in

(Technicolor)

action-romance! Brother

against brother for a beautiful bride. Fight with monsters

of the deep! The Pearl Fortune! South Sea Idyll! Mutiny
at sea! It's

got everything plus great

Stewart Granger,

Ann

Blyth and

cast:

Robert Taylor,

many more!

Then Comes The Year's Sensation!

"MOGAMBO

(Technicolor)

tWO years [except "Quo Vad/'s" and "Ivanboe") in Frisco.
Tops "King Solomon's Mines" at Radio City Music Hall, N.Y.
Biggest in

1

right in the

middle of World Series competition. Clark Gable,

Ava Gardner and
The Boston Party Goes

KISS
At

last!

The famed musical

the screen with
hilarity.

ME

its

hit

cast

of thousands.

It's

On and On!

KATE" (Ansco

Color)

of two continents comes to

glorious musical score,

its

romance and

Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel, Ann Miller head

the talent -happy cast.

Mogamboxoffice

.

1
"LITTLE BOY LOST' JOINS
SUCH ILLUSTRIOUS COMPANY
AS 'THE ROBE,' 'ROMAN HOLIDAY,'
'FROM HERE TO ETERNITY'

AND 'STALAG
—Frank

1

7'."

Quinn,

Hew

York Mirror

Boxoffice results too place

it

with the year's biggest -as first

engagements
Francisco,

in

New

New

York, San

Orleans, Baltimore

and Los Angeles, among others,
get

it

off to a spectacular start!

JHR<*

THIS FULL PAGE AD IN LIFE-LOOK-SATURDAY

EVENING POST

together with ads

in

Parents' Magazine

and other national media, kicked off the powerful,
all

-penetration selling that

PARAMOUNT

is

putting

behind Bing Crosby's greatest heart -appeal

hit

.

.

V

In all great movies there are vital little
things so big in human understanding that
they have the power to

You know that

move you

deeply.

pictures like "Come Back,

Little Sheba," "Shane," "Stalag 17"

and

"Roman Holiday" are richly endowed with
these qualities. And so, too, does "Little Boy
Lost" possess the same common denominator,
humanness. It presents Bing Crosby in his
most unusual, most dramatic role with a
unique cast drawn from the best of the
French cinema.

Even more than its successful predecessors, "Little Boy Lost" is bound to be a
motion picture you will never forget!

and

now...
a

PERLBERG- SEATON

LITTLE

production

BOY LOST
STARRING

BING
CROSBY
CLAUDE DAUPHIN
WITH CHRISTIAN FOURCADE AS THE LITTLE BOY
PRODUCED BY WILLIAM PERLBERG DIRECTED BY GEORGE SEATON
WRITTEN FOR THE SCREEN BY GEORGE SEATON
•

BASED UPON THE STORY "LITTLE BOY LOST" BY MARGHANITA LASKI
MUSIC BY JAMES VAN HEUSEN

NEW SONGS-LYRICS BY JOHNNY BURKE

•

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

;
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Allied

Moves

(Continued from page 1)

of the plan, Wolexhibitor's viewpoint
needs to be made known to company
directorates.
The current trend to
class patronage of theatres, drawn by
quality product designed to attract
them, he said, together with film shortages, "is sounding the death knell of

theatre owners to own stock in picture companies.
He also cited the law of self-defense, which, he said, is equally valid
in law as in nature.
Myers added
there is nothing inherently wrong in
producers-distributors
owning theatres.
Divorcement, he said, stemmed
from the use of monopolistic powers to
discriminate against independent ex-

small exhibitors."

hibitors.

tnittee

was assured."

trol

Itemizes Cost

By way

illustration,

of

Rembusch

asserted that exhibitors would need to
acquire approximately 330,000 shares
Pictures at the current marof
ket price of three and a fraction per
share to obtain the basic 10 per cent
interest. He estimated that Indiana,
as a two and one-half per cent distribution area, with some 520 theatres
served out of the Indianapolis exchanges, would, as part of the exhibitor purchasing" group, absorb 8,250
of the shares at an estimated cost of
$25,781, or an approximate investment
This example,
of $49 per theatre.
Rembusch said, if extended nationally,
would hold close to the per
theatre costs.
As possible exhibitor candidates for
the board of directors of a company
in which exhibitors obtained the projected interest, Rembusch mentioned

RKO

of Illinois Allied, Ben
of Wisconsin Allied, and Sam
Pinanski of this city, who is not an
Allied but a Theatre Owners of Amer-

Jack

Kirsch

Marcus

ica official.

The results
Rembusch told

of

such action,

the convention,
"re-establish competition
in the sale of films, would assure an adequate flow of pictures to theatres and would
give exhibitors a voice in pro-

would

duction with which they could
eliminate "a lot of low-grossing, arty pictures."
Rembusch said he has been
assured by financial "experts"
that the scheme "will work and
distribution won't change its
ways, exhibition could achieve
if

freedom from
domination by distribution and

its

goal of

.

.

.

production."

Rembusch's proposal was warmly
received by the convention.
resolution incorporating suggestions by
Ben Marcus of Milwaukee and Lee
Wolcott of Eldora, la., proposing that
an Allied committee be appointed to
study the advisability of exhibitor investments in several companies, bu
not to the extent of obtaining voting
control, as contemplated by the Rem-

A

busch plan, was adopted unanimously
by the convention.

Wilbur
will

Snaper,

name

the

Allied

members

president,
of the com-

MITCHELL MAY,

Jr.

cott

before

the

convention

closes

Specializing
in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720

W.

6th

St.,

Los Angeles

the

censing

of

"The Robe"

to

theatres

having screens approved by the company "is correct, in my opinion." The
Miracle
Mirror screen, Rembusch
"is much superior and "inferior
screens will ruin CinemaScope presentations and turn the public against
the new medium, just as it was turned
against 3-D, mainly because of inferior
projection of the latter medium."

said,

Skouras to Speak Today
Snaper, Allied president,
Wilbur
Rembusch Treats Technology
told reporters that Spyros Skouras,
Rembusch gave extended time, as 20th-Fox president, will address the
-xperience made a pessimist of him. well, to the need for establishing inafternoon's
He learned, he said, that box-office dustry-wide policies for utilization of convention at tomorrow
session, presumably to answer queseceipts have gone down four to five the new technical processes. He asked
The the convention to decide which systems tions concerning CinemaScope adjer cent annually since 1947.
dressed to him by Snaper followingleadership,
brains
and
industry
ack of
it wanted, in what forms and at what
meeting.
yesterday's
Allied
board
Jole said, have hurt theatres more costs, and pledged Allied leadership
Skouras will be accompanied to the
ihan the tax or television.
to work for the goals set by the con- convention by William Gehring, 20thvention. He reminded, however, that Fox assistant sales manager.
'Voice in Several Companies'
a variety of new techniques with an
Skouras planned to be in Boston
Marcus urged that exhibitors could adequate supply of product for them
tomorrow
for the premiere here of
accomplish more by acquiring small and standardized equipment available
"The Robe" at the RKO Keith Memb ocks of stock in several companies
nan by investing $1,000,000 in one. A
,oice in several companies, he said,
\vould help insure a source of supply
for small exhibitors. The investments
c_>uld be made, he said, both as Allied
units individually and as National Al.ied as a unit.
He suggested that
10,000 shares be acquired in three or
.'our major companies, asserting that
with such a voice at stockholders'
meetings, exhibitors would be able to
promote a better understanding of
their problems.
After the resolution to appoint an
investigating committee had been seconded by Leo Jones of Upper Sandusky, Ohio, Cole suggested that a
proxy committee be named to vote
die stock at company meetings.
The

proposal was endorsed by

Ben Berger
Texas

of Minneapolis, Jerry Silver of
Rube Shor of Cincinnati.

md

Samuelson

in

Favor

exhibitors
reasonable
costs, orial Theatre.
at
should not be overlooked.
In referring to distribution, Remwide-screen can be used continu- busch's keynote speech called again for
ously on any type of picture and its Allied's suggested inauguration of "innovelty Value soon will be exhausted, centive selling" and the abandonment
he said. But a variety of techniques, of policies and terms that are driving
used appropriately, can stimulate new thousands more theatres out of busipublic interest in motion pictures and ness, he charged.
In this connechold it longer.
tion, however, Rembusch commended
Charles M. Reagan, Loew's distribuReferring individually to the
tion head, for his offer of aid to disnew processes, Rembusch said
tressed theatres. "I know he is sinof 20th Century-Fox's Cinemacere and that he is carrying out his
Scope: "Whatever its potento

A

;

RKO

of the

Warner

gan and

we must

save

it
is
not going to be
available to many theatres for
a long time, if ever. In this
convention, we are anxious to
learn what is being done to
increase the supply and lower
the price of the anamorphic

"It

families.

John Wolfberg of Denver urged that
the committee to be appointed also

is

said, "to

Scope

is

if

the answer

is

find ways and means to
reduce costs or persuade 20thFox to adopt Warners' announced rental policy for equip'yes,'

ment."
In
also

his

keynote address,

Rembusch

examined

the present state of
3-D, asserting that poor quality pictures and terms asked bv distributors
made it "an exhibitor's nightmare."
He said 3-D is now associated in
the public mind with "poor entertainment and the novelty appeal is not
enough to overcome the handicap." As
a result, he added, "many theatres are

look into the possibilities of exhibitor
financing of independent production,
asserting that he has observed unemployment among technical people in

stuck with 3-D equipment, in some
cases not yet paid for, and with a
dearth of acceptable product for it."

Hollywood.
Jack Kirsch, of Chicago, also spoke

with those

in

favor of the proposal.

Myers Scans Legal Angle
Abram F. Myers, Allied chairman
and general counsel, discussed some
the legal considerations involved
asserting that in the theatre divorcement cases the Department of Justice
had "back tracked" on the policy i
had followed since 1914 by permitting
the stock of the divorced companie
to be distributed among the holder;
of film companies.
If it is proper.
Myers said, for holders of film companies' stocks to own stock in theatre
companies also, then it is proper for

Rembusch, however, placed himself

who

believe that

3-D does

have something to contribute to exhibition and that its worth should be
determined quickly through production
of better pictures in the process.

Rembusch claimed that scarcity of equipment and high
prices for the new technical developments

is adversely affecting small and subsequent run
theatres in the same way that
pre-releases do by withholding product from such theatres
and creating unreasonable clearances over them.

—

He

said,

20th-Fox's

however, that he believed
policy

of

conditioning

suit."

Regretting the lack of industry statistics and available research which
would permit future course-charting

for you," Rembusch
determine if Cinemaanother additive we

should use, and

the

However, Mr. Rea-

his company alone cannot
situation. Other companies

must follow

facts,

Sidney Samuelson of Philadelphia,

members

policy generally.

as a business builder,
face the fact that, according to present plans and
tialities

lenses.

speaking in favor of the proposal, said
he had made a study of company stoc^
owned bv members of boards of directors. It showed, he said, that about
half of Columbia's stock is owned by
directors, with Harry and Jack Cohn's
holdings accounting for 32 per cent.
Directors of 20th Century-Fox, he
said, own 2.8 per cent of the stock
Loew's directors, 1.1 per cent Paramount, 1.9;
Pictures, about 24
per cent owned by Howard Hughes
Universal, more than 50 per cent
owned by Decca Records, and Warners, about 27 per cent owned by

of

•

1953

Also advocating the plan, Col. H.
A. Cole, who served as co-chairman of
.he last tax repeal campaign, said the

CO., INC.

INSURANCE

said

6,

Gain Voting Control of Majors

to

Wednesday evening.
During discussion
Rembusch

over these voting rights,"
said, "because of the value inherent in
guaranteed playdates. Banks would
furnish production money because of
the assets represented by guaranteed
playdates once the film company's con-

Tuesday, October

li-

said,
have
and, Rembusch
would
alerted the industry years ago to the
attendance recession now being experienced,
Rembusch said that the
prevention of further theatre closings
is a "must" for distribution if it, too,
is not to go "down the drain" also.
He said that preservation of the
theatre, not the payment of dividends,
should be the major company policy
at this time.
Rembusch pinned the Presidential
veto of the Mason Bill to exempt admissions from the Federal tax directly
on Secretary of the Treasury Humphrey but assured the convention that
the 1954 tax campaign is in good
hands and with the same cooperation
from the field as was accorded this
year, "the tax will be eliminated."

He also pinned the blame for
Allied's rejection of the 1952
arbitration draft on major company attorneys who, he charged, changed the provisions so
extensively it became unacceptable to Allied.

He

said that Allied's belief that film
rentals would be arbitrable stemmed

statements
made by Spyros
Skouras, and cited page 753 of the
Senate Small Business Committee record for confirmation.

from

Tuesday, October

6,
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Criticism of

Myers

On

Arbitration

Hit

By

Myers Quotes Kann
In Stressing 'Story'
BOSTON, Oct. 5.— Abram

Allied

BOSTON,

5.— Allied

Oct.

States'

board of directors went on record at
its meeting here expressing "indignation" at the "unwarranted criticism
and shabby treatment" accorded Abram
Myers, Allied board chairman and
general counsel, "in connection with
Allied's course
tration."

reference

in

arbi-

to

proposed industry arbitration plan

last

the Allied board's statement is
generally accepted here as referring to
that report.

year,

The board

said
arbitration)

(on

out strongly for "the story" as
the real factor that brings the
public to the theatres at the
Allied States convention here.
Myers cited "Motion Picture
Almanac's" "The Great Hun-

by the late
as
a "splendid
selection" of the all-time great
films.
Some were milestones
in production, he concedes, introducing new techniques of
one kind or another. But all
had "story" value above everything else, he says.

Red

compiled

Kann,

my line? Why, See For Yourself," says manager of Paris
Theatre, /V. Y. C.
And it's the same in every other house across
the country showing "THE 7 DEADLY SI1SS!"
"What's

Ratified'

course

"Allied's

:

F.

Myers, Allied States chairman
and general counsel deprecated
the "new gadgets" and came

dred,"

Although not mentioning the Senate Small Business Committee report
which criticized Myers without naming him for Allied's rejection of the

'Unanimously

was

and

initiated

Terms Added

(Continued from page 1)
approved by the board of directors
and unanimously ratified by the Chidemand of one of the exhibitors
cago convention (last year)."
involved.
The board statement went on to say
While asking for the inclusion of
that it now "records
of
its

all

actions

and

taken

all

made by Mr. Myers on

approval
statements
the

subject

of arbitration."

the board's urging.

benefits.

dent, as its representative
erning triumvirate of

on the gov-

COMPO,

Trueman

placing

T. Rembusch.

re-

Rem-

A

Our day-by-day problems

COMPO

New

York, and Yamins and Sam
Pinanski, Theatre Owners of Amer-

in

ica's

COMPO

representative, in

tration draft."
"If these changes which we have
drawn up in our resolution were made,

however,

Allied,

The

Allied board reappointed Col.
H. A. Cole as co-chairman of the
admissions tax repeal campaign, to serve again with Pat McGee

COMPO

Denver,

TOA's

co-chairman.

ate of

COMPO

asserted

'Main Street* Opens
Oct. 13 at Astor
Street

open Oct.

13

Broadway"

to

at

the

will

Astor Theatre

The Lester Cowan

production,
being released by M-G-M, was produced in cooperation with the Council
of the Living Theatre, which will
large cast of
share in the proceeds.
stage and screen stars play themselves
here.

A

Governor Herter
Lauds Exhibitors
BOSTON,
Herter

commended

Oct.
of

to

1)

Paris,

New

York City.

16 weeks at the Clay, San Francisco, and

weeks at Roth's

10

14 weeks at the

still

going strong.

Washington, D. C.

Plaza,

World Playhouse, Chicago, and

still

turning

them away.
weeks at the Coronet,

12

No American

ness.

5th

Dallas, to

unprecedented

busi-

picture has stayed that long.

week at the Vagabond, Los Angeles

— an

all-time

record.

Krim,

Detroit

— biggest

business

in

the

theatre's history.

Dated with Fox West Coast, Interstate in Dallas, Warner
Bros., and all leading circuits coast to coast.

and an Allied leader,
message to Allied's

winning

point to

COMPO's

success in

elements of the industry
to a united effort for Federal tax repeal,

all

Rembusch

said,

and argue that

COMPO

demonstrates that
logical organization to
this

is

the

bring

about
unity in trade practices. "They overlook one point, "Rembusch asserted.
"All elements of the motion picture industry had parallel interests in the
tax campaign, whereas in matters of
trade practices there are divergent intrests. That's where the exhibitor organization's work comes in.
couldn't even attain unanimity of viewpoint and effort among its own members on what's to be done in the public
relations field, particularly how misconduct of stars should be handled."

5.— Gov. ChrisMassachusetts

exhibitors in his
the Allied States
convention in session here.
"You have consistently taken
an active part in community
affairs
and have generously
assisted in scores of worthy
charitable activities," the Governor stated.

message

his

20 weeks at the

3rd week at the

COMPO

from page

LOOK AT THE RECORD:

COMPO

in the picture.

tian

in

LET'S

convention delegates here.

Many

"Main

Not

(Continued,

of foreign films

along with an

arbitration plan," he added.

Mas-

sachusetts.

of

we might go

The "From Here To Eternity"

of

Nathan Yamins, of Fall River, dealing with distributors will not be
Mass., was named alternate to Snaper, solved by the present proposed arbithus permitting regular and convenient consultation among the
triumvirate, through Snaper and Al
Lichtman, distribution's representative,

THE 7 DEADLY SINS

rentals in the arbitration plan
Allied rejected last year, Allied then,
presumably, was prepared to accept
the 1952 plan's provision for two pre-

busch informed the board that because
of personal reasons concerned with his
family and business he would be unable to continue in the post, despite

(Continued from page 1)

—

film

releases annually from every participating distribution company and made
no strong stand for the competitive
bidding restriction now proposed.
member of the Allied board, following the meeting, paraphrased the
board's resolution on arbitration in
the following words
"The actions of the distributors
have given us no reason to believe
that they will give us any practical

Named

Snaper

7

Delay

RKO

Hearing
Until Thursday

Hearings on the minority suit
brought against
Pictures were
postponed in New York Supreme
Court from yesterday to Thursday.
Counsel for the plaintiffs, Louis
Schiff and Jacob Sacks, filed answering affidavits, but more time was
needed by the defendant for study.

RKO

MICHEIE MORGAN

WANK VIUARD

A

GERARD PHIUPE
FRANCOISE ROSAY

Franco-London Film

VIVIANE ROMANCE
NOEl-NOEL
ISA MIRANDA

— Presented

by Arthur Davis

Released, with pleasure, by

ARLAN

PICTURES,
NEW YORK
MU 2-3056

511 FIFTH AVE.,

Phone:

CITY

inc.

;;
;

:

;;
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SMPTE

Meet

{Continued from page

Brewer Joins Allied

Tuesday, October

Artists

ducer Walter Mirisch, as well as
vention being held at the Hotel Statler
"As important
the president.
Declared Barnett
as the techniques may be which have
Declaring that
was honored to
been introduced over the past year,
have Brewer join his organization
to
no industry on earth is rich. enough
Broidy said that for many years Brewwaste, them on selling otherwise un
er had been a "driving force for the
saleable
merchandise.
Furthermore,
good of .the film industry in the postthe "industry cannot expect these dehe held as the IATSE representativevices to carry them forever."
assigned to West Coast studios, as
salvaBarnett said the long range
well as on the many industry" welfare
tion of the industry depends on how
committees to which he gave so mucn
well it has learned from the past not
of his time and effort."
to lapse into a false sense 'of security,
Brewer Answers Rumor
but rather to study its responsibilities
The
to.,the" paying audience.
Brewer said he had accepted Broidy's
president called, the current period
offer in preference to other 'offers, be"the most competitive era the motion
cause he recognized Allied Artists as
picture has ever known."
an expanding company "that is fast
becoming one of the most important
Sees Industry 'Re-awakening'
organizations in the industry." Comelcoming the new techniques, he menting on the report that he had been
said "the industry has brought a reoffered the post as executive director
awakening which shows promise of re- of the Theatre Owners of America,
storing motion pictures to an im- Brewer
said it was true that he had
portant economic position."
He also had a talk with
vice-president
stressed the importance of the small Walter Reade,
Jr., but that it was
independent exhibitor to the industry, merely an exploratory conversation
explaining that the small houses shape and that he already had agreed
to the
the film-going habits of the American Allied Artists deal.
Brewer added
audience.
that despite the fact that he would not
The co-featured luncheon speaker, be involved in AA's labor relations,
Henry J. Taylor, radio commentator, he expected to continue to concern
spoke about world conditions, high- himself with the Communist problem.
lighting the importance of Germany
Broidy, who returned last week from
in the anti-Communist struggle.
two weeks of business conferences in
The Society announced at the London, said that he might not have
luncheon the election of three new made himself clear in a press conferofficers and six new members of its
ence there in regard to second features
board of governors for terms be- and the possible discontinuation of the
ginning Jan. 1, 1954.
Elected were: production of the "Bowery Boys" seAxel G. Jensen, of Bell Telephone, ries.
He asserted that "he almost
as engineering vice-president
Barton would rather lose his right arm" than
Kreuzer, of the
Victor Division, to lose the series, because they are
as
financial
vice-president
George profitable to all. concerned. Often, he
W. Colburn, George W. Colburn "aid, the so-called second feature can
Laboratory, Inc., as treasurer F. N. "carry" the first feature on a program.
Gillette and G. C. Misener, as governors for the Society's Eastern district
R. O. Painter and R. H. Ray, John B. McCullough, of the Motion
as governors for the Central District, Picture Association of America
EdHenry J.
and L. D. Grignon and R. E. Lovell, ward S. Seeley, Altec
Barton Kreuzer,
Eastman
as governors for the society's Western Hood,
district.
RCA; Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Warner
Ralph Hetzel,
Brothers;
At the afternoon session,
Earl G.
John G. Frayne, Westrex
W. B. Snow, consultant on
Hines, General Precision Equipment
acoustics, delivered a paper on
Peter Mole, Mole-Richardson Co.
stereophonic sound, highlight-

AA

TOA

;

RCA

;

;

;

need

the

is

for

3-D,

widescreen

or

by producer Robert Lippert to the effect that the market for lower budgeted pictures was diminishing, Broidy
indicated that this was only a point
of view.
If smaller pictures can be
made at a profit, there is no reason
to stop making- them, he said. If the
market has dropped for such product,
he added,
has offset the loss by
increased bookings with a greater
money return. Drive-ins, he said, have
been a big factor in this regard.
Broidy said that Allied Artists
would release 35 pictures between now
and next August, an increase of three
productions.
All but one already are
completed.
If the
rumored product
shortage should materialize,
is
in a position to speed up its release
schedule and augment it with the production of more pictures, he said.
Asked if he knew the reason for the
recent increased stock activity on the
stock market, Broidy said it may be
because people know that the "company is going to do all right."
Broidy and Brewer will attend the
Allied convention in Boston during
the next two days. Broidy will return
to the Coast Thursday night, while
Brewer will stay East for a few days
to acquaint himself with the New

AA

AA

York

office.

1-Strip,

3-D

(Continued from page

1)

;

MPAA

;

of

Eastman

;

Kodak, who

pointed out the new technique
puts an added responsibility on
producers and directors, for it
glaringly

John W. Servies, National Theatre
Supply Norwood L. Simmons, Eastman Kodak; Jack Goetz, Republic,
and Emerson Yorke, producer.

shows up

faults.

Others on the dais for the luncheon
Barnett and Taylor were

besides

Scientists

opment

and threewide-screen motion

of color television

and

dimensional
pictures.

Trade Show Adds to
Convention Interest
BOSTON,

Oct.

5.—The trade

show being held

at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel here in connection with the Allied States
annual convention extends
through three large exhibition
halls on the street floor of the
hotel.
Technical
equipment
and accessories are vying with
concessions merchandise both
for size of display space and

exhibitor interest. The exhibits
were well attended throughout
the day.

The Society's "Journal Award" was
shared by R. J. Spottiswoode, N. L. Spottiswoode and Charles Smith for their coauthored paper, "Basic Principles of the
Three-D'imensional Film," judged the best
of technical papers published in the Society's journal during the past year.
Alsu
cited for outstanding technical papers were:
Willy Borberg, C. R. Carpenter, L. P.
Greenhill. G. C. Higgins, L. A. Jones, Otto
H. Schade, Norman Collins and T. C.

MacNamara.
Arthur

V. Loughren, of the Hazeltine
received the David Sarnoff Gold
Medal Award "for his contributions to the
Corp.,

development
Recipient

of

compatible color television "

of

Memorial Award

the

pictures available in the Nord process
will be "The Nebraskan," "Miss Sadie
Thompson,"
"Drums
Tahiti,"
of
"Jesse James vs. the Daltons" and

"The Mad Magician."

Samuel

L.

Warner

outstanding technical
the
industry
was Dr.

for

contributions
to
W. W. Wetzel, of the Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co.
The Society presented its annual Progress
Medal Award to Fred Waller, chairman of
the board of Cinerama, Inc., for his development of the Cinerama process.

meetings: E. K. O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount Film Distributing
Corp.
Hugh Owen, executive assistant to O'Shea and Eastern and Southern division manager J. J. Donohue,
Central Division manager, Chicago
A. M. Kane, South Central division
manager, Dallas Howard G. Minsky,
Mid-East division manager, Philadelphia
G. A. Smith, Western division,
Los Angeles Gordon Lightstone, Canadian division, Toronto.
Also, John G. Moore, Eastern divi;

;

;

;

;

_

sion

manager,

assistant

W.

Boston;

Gordon Bradley, Southern division assistant, Atlanta; H. Neal East, Western division assistant, Los Angeles
Henry Randel, Metropolitan New
York district manager, and Monroe
R. Goodman, executive assistant to
Schwalberg.

Oscar A. Morgan, general
manager in charge of short suband Paramount News; Sidney

Also,
sales
jects

Blumenstock, assistant national director
tion

of

advertising-publicity-exploita-

and advertising manager

Robert
Rubin, assistant to Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount
Sidney G.
Deneau, newly-appointed general sales
assistant to O'Shea.
Also, Martin Friedman, head of the
playdate department; Arthur Dunne,
head of the bidding department Ben
Schectman, head of the contract department; Fred Leroy, head of the
statistical
department;
Joseph
A.
Walsh, branch operations manager,
;

J.

;

and Al

Fitter, assistant to

Aims

to

Owen.

End 10% Tax

In Philadelphia

Conducting the negotiations with
Columbia for the Nord company were
PHILADELPHIA. Oct. 5.
ReNate Supak, president
Dr.
Roy peal of the 10 per cent Philadelphia
Klapp, inventor of the process, and amusement tax will be definitely
urged
Danny Elman.
during budget hearings so that the

—

;

Honored

In the evening, 13 scientists and
engineers were honored for outstanding technical achievements, including
individual contributions to the devel-

board

its

;

;

;

14-week sales drive honoring

Cinema Scope.
chairman, which will end Dec. 5, also
As an indication of the comwill be discussed at the meeting.
pany's flexibility, Broidy pointed
Special sessions dealing with adout, the lapse of time between
vertising,
publicity and exploitation
the decision to make the 3-D
will be conducted by Jerry Pickman,
"The Maze" and the initial
vice-president in charge of the three
booking was only nine weeks.
promotional facets.
The following will also attend the
Commenting on the recent remarks

.

W

1)

AA

would "upgrade" velopments, will take place at the
its product, but that it would maintain
home office with Schwalberg presiding.
a flexible operation so that it can feed
Progress of the "Adolph Zukor
the demands of the market, whether Golden Jubilee Salute," Paramount's

,

SMPTE

(Continued from page

Broidy said that

:

ing six types of sound systems.
Another paper dealing with
stereoscopic
perceptions
was
delivered by D. L. MacAdama,

Paramount

(Continued from page 1)

1)
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6,

To

Sell

amusement industry will get the relief
which it is entitled, said Councilman-At-Large Victor H. Blanc who

Nord Equipment

to

Outright to Exhibitors

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

Nord system equipment
single-strip

projection

5.

—

The

required for

of

3-D

films

from Columbia and from other

dis-

tributors who are expected to follow
the Columbia example will be sold
outright to exhibitors, through regular
equipment dealers, at approximately
$1,500 per theatre, according to Daniel
Elman, co-owner of the Nerd System

Corporation.

The equipment,

which

consists of an

working

optical device with no
parts, that is placed before

the projector lens, inside or outside
the booth, will make 3-D available to
as many as 10,0000 theatres not nowequipped
for
two-projector
stereo,

Elman
3-D

said.
The Nord system gives
picture in 1.8-to-l aspect ratio.
It has been learned that Warners,
Paramount and Allied Artists, and
possibly others, have representatives
assigned to cover the Nord demonstrations being given at the Allied

a

convention

in

Boston.

has been prominent as an attorney in
the motion picture industry.
Blanc
also said receipts have shown a steady

drop

in

cuts

be

would

this

field

made

in

and suggested that
budget items that

offset the loss of this revenue.

The amusement

tax ordinance
passed on June 29, 1937, and
yielded nearly $38,500,000.

Hope

for

was
has

Tax Relief

Voiced by Martin
BOSTON, Oct. 5. — Rep.
Joseph

W.

Martin,

Jr.,

Speaker

of the House, in a message to
the Allied States convention
here, said he "looks forward to
the day when our national
finances will make tax relief
for theatres a reality.
I hope

some relief can be favorably
considered after Jan. 1."

MOTION PICTURE
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Multi-Track Aid

Media
New
SMPTE Moves
On

Confusion Can

2 Groups Meet Today
For Tentative Rules

Be

Healthy,

Allied Told

Industry engineers swung into moyesterday to establish tentative
operating standards for multi-track
magnetic sound reproduction, at the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers convention, now in
tion

session at the Hotel Statler.

"what some
people term con-

that

fusion

was
Steve Broidy

Division and branch managers of
20th Century-Fox's 38 domestic and
Canadian offices are assembling in
New York for a Cinema Scope sales
convention called by Al Lichtman, diof

distribution,

Friday

at

the

for

Park

tomorrow

"You

Sustained Campaign

in

he

cont

inued,

would

Robe," "How to Marry
(Continued on page 5)

A

can't sit there with

s t

i

1

BOSTON,

Oct.

offers

the
"

1,"

join in the

new

Council of

Mo-

than $10,000,000
the development and proof
ducti on
in

Organizations

profitable
and
that it has pro'shot in the arm

campaign
repeal

Federal admissions tax was
made at the Allied States annual convention
here today by

Col.

H. A. Cole

Col.

A

H. A.

1 1 i

e d

'

CinemaScope

for
the

of

Cole,
co-

s

chairman of the tax campaign.
Cole warned that the "entire job"
(Continued on page 5)

Reading Habits Change

Of Theatre Ads Cut

RKO

J. R. Grainger, president of
Pictures, returned to New York yesterday from a European tour during
which he held sales meetings in London, Paris and Rome. He had been

away from New York since mid-August when he left for a series of do(Contimied on page 6)

in-

vested more

to

Picture

tion

he said,
Century-

Fox has

roots"

exhibitors

exhibitors.

"20th

to

it,"

told

Realizing

that,"

ad-

monition

equipment.
Spyros Skouras

Doing

so, taxed
resources
of our 250-million-dollar corporation.
But we were convinced it had to be
done.
Our sole aim was to help exhibitors, to aid them in keeping their
theatres open and to make a contributor £»wfi?<i on page 4)

the

Buying Group
Still

Studied

BOSTON,

Oct. 6.— Allied leaders
are giving thought to the formation of a national film buying and
booking organization, which was the
subject of a meeting of regional Allied
still

By

TV, Sindlinger Says

officials in

Grainger Back from
Overseas Meetings

public

the

that television
free and expect
patrons to pay

Skouras

6.— A strong

"grass

2-D and

same square screen

you for

be

for all of us."
Because of the new media, Broidy
said, the public is hearing about the
rejuvenated picture business, "talking
about movies, reading about them and,
above all, getting in the theatre-going
habit again."
Broidy stressed that there is no reason to believe that because the indus-

Effect

the

For Repeal of Tax
Is Urged by Cole

Sheraton

Hotel.
Field sales captains, joining with
the home office sales staff, will chart
merchandising plans on the company's
first CinemaScope releases, including

"The

any

world,

(Continued on page 5)

SHERWIN KANE

here today.

adding that confusion can be
healthy and

exists

—A

stirring plea to independent exhibitors to
Oct. 6.
save their businesses by embracing the new technical developments
was made by Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox,
at the Allied States annual convention at the Sheraton-Plaza hotel

there

film

sitting

Tomorrow

and

exciteIf

the

"we

20th to Meet

in

is,

reality,

ment."
weren't

vided a much-needed

rector

9

BOSTON,

BOSTON, Oct. 6.—Asserting that
the word "confusion" is heard too frequently in the industry, Steve Broidy,
president of Allied Artists, told the
Allied
convention here today

The move was highlighted at
the stereophonic sound panel
discussion moderated by John
K. Hilliard, following the presentation of three papers from
three equipment companies offering reproducers for multitrack magnetic use in conjunction with the Cinema Scope system.
it

Urges Independent Exhibitors to Utilize
Techniques 'To Save Their Businesses ;
Says 20th 'Welcomes' All Developments
By

MURRAY HOROWITZ

During the panel discussion,
pointed out that a vital need
(Continued on page 6)

Essential

Is

For Existence: Skouras

Standards

For Sound

By

TEN CENTS

1953

BOSTON,

—

Oct. 6. Newspaper readership of the amusement pages has
declined from 40 per cent in 1948 to 19 per cent in 1953, if Philadelphia is a
criterion, according to Al Sindlinger, head of Sindlinger and Co., business
analysis.
Speaking at the national
Allied convention here today, Sind- newspapers, 52 per cent read the
linger analyzed the effectiveness of comics, 42 per cent the sports section,
newspaper advertising in a television 13 per cent the radio section and 40
per cent the amusement section. Furmarket.
he added, 32 per cent
In Philadelphia in 1948-49, during thermore,
an average day, 67.3 per cent of all checked their local suburban theatre
Sindlinger
exIn
potential theatre-goers read one or listings.
1948,
more newspapers, Sindlinger said. plained, 30 to 40 per cent of the
(Continued on page 10)
Among those who read one or more

Chicago

last spring,

it

was

confirmed at the national convention
here today.

One national Allied director told reporters the project involved numerous
and complex problems and that very
little progress toward their solution
has been made to date. However, the
plan was discussed briefly at the board
of directors meeting here and informally among interested Allied officials
at the convention. No legal problems
are believed to be involved, the Allied
(Continued on page 5)
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Decca Buys Another

Personal
Mention
DAVE

KATZ, Roxy

Theatre executive, will leave here today for
Arbor, where he will visit his

Ann

P.O. Ruling
Cuts Mail Costs

daughter, a student at the University

6.— Decca

Oct.

Records has reported to the Securities and Exchange Commission the
purchase in August of another 23,800
shares of Universal Pictures common,
bringing its total holdings to 568,375
shares.

of Michigan.

The purchase was

reported in the
listing of trading by offi-

•

Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Schloss- latest SEC
members in film comman have announced the engagement cers and board
pany stocks. N. J. Blumberg reported
of their daughter, Caryl, to David
selling 400 shares of Universal, leaving
Picker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
shares, and Harold I. Thorp refather is an execu- 100
Picker.

Picker's

tive of Loew's,

Inc.

•

Arthur Gutowitz,

manager

office

for Walter Reade Theatres, is
father of a daughter born Friday to

the

Mrs. Gutowitz

Maternity

at Central

Hospital.

•

Mike Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey at M-G-M, was speaker last
night at the opening of the 1953-54
season of the University Club of New
Rochelle.

Mayor Lawrence

Shields, owner

of the Victory Drive-in, Columbus,
Ga., is a candidate for re-election in

the Oct. 21 Democratic primary.

•

Bob
Rialto

manager of the
Atlanta, has been
chairman of theatres for the

Moscow,

Theatre,

named
1953 Red Feather Campaign.
•

pneumonia.
•

Rutherford

William

and

Dozier, CBS-TV producer, were married here yesterday at the home of
Dozier.
e
talent

Hollywood

will

chief,

New

from

return

York

to

on

Friday.

Y. Frank Freeman was listed as
having bought 300 shares of Paramount Pictures for a total of 1,100
At Columbia, Jack Cohn
shares.
common
of
shares
1,500
bought
through a trust account. At the end

August he held 25,697 shares
account and 42,294 in

Walter
ing

of

office,

Thomas
M-G-M's
are

Betty

and

Charlotte book-

New York

in

from

there.

•

RKO

Radio assistant
E. J. Smith,
foreign sales manager, will return to
New York from Australasia next
week.
•

Isabelle Auston, publicity head of
Roxy Theatre, will leave here
Friday for two weeks in Florida.
•
Lawrence Lipskin, Columbia In-

the

ternational executive, will leave
York today for London.

New

M-G-M

Floyd Stowe, of
Service, Jacksonville,

Stowe Booking
was in Atlanta.

•

Peter

can

benefit

can be sent as ordinary mail
without addresses to specified
areas. All the mailer has to do
is to ask the postmaster how
many persons live in the area
which he wants to cover, then

number of pieces to
the Post Office. Postage must
be prepaid. Deliveries will be
deliver that

to

an entire Post Office

area or to specified neighborhoods as the sender desires.
This eliminates the necessity
for addressing mail to occupants
at certain addresses or to box
holders.

AMPA School Will
Open

in

_

MILWAUKEE,
of 20th

tion

Oct.

6.— The mo-

Century-Fox

to dismiss
Riverside Theatre's petition to
prevent the Wisconsin Theatre from
showing "The Robe" first run in Milwaukee has been taken under advise-

the

ment by U. S. District Judge Julius
Hoffman. Standard Theatres alleges
that the Wisconsin cannot run a picture more than two weeks under the
provisions of the Towne decree without express permission of the court,
even though the Towne has agreed to
waive any objection to the extended
run, and Judge Hoffman has granted
the Riverside attorney, Emil Levin,
additional time to find authority or
precedent for intervention of a third
party, other than the plaintiff or defendant, in the operation of a decree
unless the third party can show evidence of the decree operating to his
_

detriment.

Collusion Denied

November

Should Levin be unable to find such
authority or precedent, Judge Hoffman has indicated that he will grant
the Fox motion to dismiss the River-

in

Name

Carl Cooper to

Head Film Council
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

6.

—

The

(AFL)
Hollywood Film Council
unanimously elected Carl Cooper to
presidency, succeeding Roy M.
Cooper, internaBrewer, resigned.
tional vice-president of IATSE, had

temporary charge

of

IATSE

interests
appointment of

the
Brewer as international representative
during the 1946 studio strike, and has
resumed IATSE leadership, under
temporary appointment by president
Richard F. Walsh, including current

prior

to

struction in the fundamentals of motion picture advertising, publicity and
exploitation.

Robert Lee

Named

and Screen Extras Guild public
tions executive,

was appointed

rela-

to

act

for the council in like capacity.

Communications Unit

Set for Maryland
Oct.

6.— Catholic

lay organizations, banding together to
fight any abridgement of Maryland's
film censoring law, will hold a mass

6.— Presi- meeting here on Thursday. TwentyRobert
E. nine groups will be represented and
dent Eisenhower has named
Lee, chief investigator for the House an audience of more than 1,500 per-

WASHINGTON,

Oct

Appropriations

member

of

the

Talent Aide, Dies

Dowling in New York
— Allan
HOLLYWOOD, Oct.
6.

Dowling, executive producer of Allan
Dowling Productions, today flew to

registered for July.

Mary McCaffery, talent department
Radio here since
assistant with
1934, died yesterday after a brief illFuneral arrangements have not
ness.
been set but services will be held in

RKO

St. Funeral ParBronx.
Miss McCaffery began her industry
"Hedda Gabler" there. Fie will also career with First National Pictures,
attend a meeting of the stockholders joining Warner Brothers when that
absorbed First National.
of City Investing Company and con- company
fer at United Artists concerning dis- She was well known in both Hollytribution plans for "Donovan's Brain." wood and in New York.

Coast Union Aver. $116 New York en route to Europe to exHOLLYWOOD, Oct. 6. — The plore production facilities for filming
August was $116.16, representing a
very small decrease from the $116.91

from Hollywood.

Pro-Censor Meeting
BALTIMORE,

to

Bureau of Investigation.

re-elected also.

I

producer,

coming from them, will be heard by
Judge Hoffman on Oct. 14.

Mary McCaffery,

average weekly earnings for craft
union workers in studios here during

John Boulting, M-G-M

it
was
sessions at the Astor,
stated, will be held in larger quarters
as a result of the increased interest
in the school, which is devoted to in-

The

Committee, to be a sons is expected.
The announced purpose of the rally
Federal Communicais
to "defend and strengthen" the
tions Commission.
state's
present film-censoring statute,
Walkreplace
Paul
A.
Lee, 41, will
major er, whose term expired July 1. Lee's which law is not in line with the
with
negotiations
contract
studios.
appointment rounds out the full mem- recent Supreme Court decision outRalph Claire, business agent for the bership of the seven-man commission, lawing sacrilege as grounds for cenStudio Drivers, Local 399, was nomi- and gives Republicans a four-to-three sorship on the state level.
nated for the presidency but with- majority for the first time.
Before
drew in favor of Cooper and was re- serving with the House Appropriaelected vice-president of the council. tions Committee, Lee had extensive
All other officers of the Council were experience in top jobs of the Federal

Boudoures, producer, will
arrive here today from Hollywood.

New York

theatres

from a ruling by the Post Office Department, which has announced that advertising matter

his

G

in

all

6.— The

Buck Harris, Screen Actors Guild

production
head, will leave here for the Coast
on Saturday.

is

that

O., Oct.

Ohio advises members

AMPA

here

Dore Schary,

of

In Milwaukee Suit
Involving 'Robe'

The 1953-54 showmanship school,
conducted by the Associated Motion
own name.
Picture Advertisers, will be held at side petition. Meanwhile, the Towne,
1,000 the Hotel Astor here beginning early
bought
Goldstein
Morey
represented by Thomas C. McConnell
shares of Monogram common, making in November, it was disclosed here
and
James Smith, is preparing a brief
his total holding 2,100 shares. Sam yesterday
by Lige Brien,
denying the allegations of collusion
shares,
Monogram
sold
1,500
Wolf
president,
and
Maurice
Bergman, between the Towne and 20th Centurydropping his total to 1,250 shares. showmanship school chairman.
Fox and has made formal application
Harold J. Mirisch bought 200 shares
committee conducting to the court for permission to license
The
Mandell
Harry
through his controlled
the school includes Bergman, Brien, "The Robe" to the Wisconsin for an
and Co., the firm's total holding. Arthur De Bra, Albert Floersheimer, extended run.
Mirisch also owns 1,320 shares in his Jr., Blanche Livingston, Harry McThe application for an extended run,
own name and 47,575 shares through Wiiliams and Gordon White.
which was not filed originally because
the Kenilworth Investment Co.
Brien said a date for the opening the Towne had indicated that no obsession will be announced shortly. jection to such
a run would be forthof

the trust

the

Beatty

ITO

of 1,500.

William Meiklejohn, Paramount
studio

COLUMBUS,

made

1953

AMPA

Rose Morgan, secretary to John
P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern sales manager, has recovered from bronchial

Ann

ported selling his entire holdings of
1,000 shares of Universal common.
Charles P. Skouras was listed as
having bought 2,500 shares of National Theatres common for a total
holding of 37,100 shares. John B. Bertero reported buying 400 shares for a
1,400 shares and Willard
total of
Keith bought 500 shares for a total

7,

Towne Edict Factor
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23,800 'IP Shares
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GET SET
FOR REAL BOX-OFFICE ACTION
WITH THIS EXCITEMENT- CHARGED

DRAMA FROM

PARAMOUNT!

Hi
That
"Shane"

Tough

Guy

Meets
His

Match...
IN

TWO

BEAUTIFUL,

DEADLY

ADVENTURESSES
IN INTRIGUE-

TORN
TANGIER!

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR
starring

JOAN

[Fontaine
Written and Directed by

JACK

ROBERT

CORINNE

Fiance ©alvet Iougias
CHARLES MARQUIS WARREN

•

Produced by Nat Holt

:

;
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Skouras in Plea lor Utilization
{Continued- from page 1)
tion to the preservation of a great in-

dustry."

"CinemaScope," Skouras said, "is a
What its future is, I
success today.
don't know. I don't say CinemaScope
But let
is the answer to everything.
else bring on something betWe'll welcome it. We want to

someone
ter.

stay in business."

Skouras appeared at the convention in response to a series
of questions concerning CinemaScope and the relations of
20th-Fox with equipment concerns engaged in the production
of lenses, screens and sound
equipment used in the system,

which had been propounded by
the Allied board at its meeting
The 20th-Fox president
here.
was in Boston for the local premiere of "The Robe" in Cine-

maScope

at

the

Memorial Theatre

RKO

Keith

tonight.

He

convention accompanied by William Gehring,
assistant sales manager; Charles
Einfeld, vice-president, and Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and
Canadian sales manager.

appeared

Snaper Reports a 'Distinct Reaction'
To Allied''s Stock Acquisition Plan
BOSTON,

Oct. 6.— Wilbur Snaper, Allied States president, told the
annual convention today that Allied's proposal that independent
exhibitors acquire stock in several major companies to obtain a
voice in company affairs at stockholders meetings created a distinct
reaction in New York and elsewhere. "People are taking this idea
seriously," Snaper said. He added that he had been told by a number
of exhibitors attending the convention that they already owned stock
in major companies and knew of other exhibitors who also did. Snaper
estimated that 25,000 such shares probably are represented at Allied's
convention, and that many exhibitors are prepared to buy more.
"Look at the trouble that's been caused in some companies with
less stock ownership involved than that," he said.
Snaper will name a committee tomorrow to study the possibilities
of the proposal and report back to the Allied board at a later meeting.

the nature of the questions put
the board and the fact that the
entire convention was invited in advance by Allied officials to submit

From

put to
to be
additional
Skouras, it appeared that_ Skouras
might be in for a difficult time. This
impression was heightened when a half
questions

hour after Skouras's scheduled appearance he had not arrived and the
impatience of convention officials was
apparent. Skouras had been detained

maScope

a reality

it.

He was

applauded on numerous occa-

and warmly at the close
and answer pe-

sions

of the question
riod.

a press conference in connection
with the local premiere of "The Robe'
and by a visit to Gov. Christian Herter at the Executive Mansion here.

Skouras agreed at one point to authorize a joint test with Allied of

"The Robe"

Moreover, many Allied officials
have been openly critical, in writing
and in convention remarks, of 20thFox's sales policies in connection with
CinemaScope equipment and of the
cost of that equipment.

was acwarm welcome and

However,

Skouras

corded a
after answering fully and frankly all the board's questions, he
further won over his audience
by the earnestness of his account of his and his associates'

Skouras Answers
'Arbitration' Report
BOSTON,

Oct.

spokesmen

—

6.

in

Allied
recent

months have given wide

circulation to an assertion that Allied's insistence upon the inclusion of arbitration of film rentals in any arbitration plan set

up by the industry had been

in

several

theatres

in

widely separated exchange areas with
and without CinemaScope equipment
and stereophonic sound. Presumably a
standard print of "The Robe" would
have to be used for the latter. The
purpose of the test would be to give
skeptical exhibitors an opportunity to
appraise for themselves the additive
values offered by CinemaScope.
Skouras made it clear, however,
that he is convinced the company's
policy is right and that exhibitors, if
they are to remain in business, cannot stand "pat" with standard equip-

ment.

Replies to Questions

Replying to questions put by the
Allied board, Skouras said that CinemaScope Products, Inc., is wholly

owned by 20th-Fox and was organized to finance equipment manufacturers for the production of Cinema-

Scope equipment. He said that the
Miracle Mirror Screen had been acquired by 20th-Fox between 1935 and
1937 and that it had been developed
with some help from Hurley Screen.

Skouras said 20th-Fox has no
interest in Radiant
Manufacturing Co., but that it
had advanced $250,000 to Radifinancial

ant to enable it to aid in the
production of screens for CinemaScope. It was designed to
avoid a supply bottleneck,
Skouras said, and Radiant is
free to sell to anyone.

1953

New Media
stroy our business," Skouras said, and
added "The Robe" if released in standard form would gross the same as
"David and Bathsheba," but its CineScope gross will be two to four times
larger.

Arrangements have been made with
equipment companies by 20th-Fox to
extend credit to exhibitors for the installation of CinemaScope equipment,
as needed, and with ample time in
which to make payments for it.
CinemaScope equipment is not yet
available

for

drive-ins

but

problems have been licked
made available to them.

when
it

the

will

pays $1,255
foot for CinemaScope screens which are sold by
dealers at $2.10 with the dealers'
20 per cent commission, adversquare

and overhead, 20th-Fox
profit on them.
Skouras invited Allied to appoint a committee to visit and
inspect the screen manufacturtising
is

making no

ing plants.

Skouras told the convention
20th-Fox "is not wedded to any
screen" but does insist that
whatever screen is used for

That there are very few theatres
which
would
require
structural
changes to accommodate CinemaScope

CinemaScope presentations must

installations.

have the ability to diffuse light
evenly over the entire screen
surface to provide uniform visi-

That 20th-Fox is hopeful that by the
end of November a sufficient supply of
CinemaScope equipment to meet immediate needs will be available.

bility in all parts of a theatre.

Miracle mirror and Astrolite, he
only screens they
know of which can do that.
said, are the

Skouras said he believes the indusfuture depends on how success-

try's

That in setting terms for CinemaScope productions 20th-Fox will take
the added costs to exhibitors into account and will have in mind the conviction that the company cannot stay
business

ful the

in

ishes

make money,

small exhibitor is. "If he vanthe industry would vanish."
"But the industry won't vanish," he
said with emphasis.
He then related the origin of 20thFox's interest in Eidophor, in the
search for something new and better
to offset television competition at its
height several years ago.
He described the next six months as
the most demanding and upsetting of
any like period in his business career.
"We lost patience with ourselves and
with our associates.
were touchy,

We

unreasonable and barked at
each other day in and day out," he
said, "in our desire to bring Cinemairritable,

Scope

to reality."

Skouras noted that the first
was delivered to Darryl F.
Zanuck for production purposes
only last January and that since,
10 CinemaScope pictures have
been made ready and "The
Robe" is being acclaimed by the
lens

public in
country.

many

parts

of

the

if

the

exhibitor

doesn't

too.

That extreme care

will be exercised
improved, to guard
the investments of those who install

as the equipment

it

now.

is

Improvements

definitely will

continue to be sought.

Skouras concluded by again
emphasizing that 20th-Fox is
convinced it cannot exist without the small exhibitor and that

CinemaScope was developed
"not to put you out of business
but to keep you in it."
Rembusch announced that the Allied
board also had sent inquiries to al!
companies as to whether or not they
would make single track sound prints
available with productions made in
CinemaScope. He said the following
replies were received: Paramount not

making

pictures

in

CinemaScope

United Artists, two CinemaScope productions planned but not with stereophonic sound, as of now
Universal,
its
CinemaScope productions will be
available
in
standard prints also;
Radio, no CinemaScope productions planned as of now.
;

CinemaScope, he said, could have RKO
no provision been restricted to a few theatres and
for CinemaScope Products, Inc., to 2()th-Fox still could have prospered.
Replies from other companies were
pay any commissions to 20th-Fox that "But," he said, "believe me, that was not received today.
the relationship is solely that of an in- not our purpose.
We wanted only to
dependent subsidiary.
He said no do something to help keep the exhibagency is involved in marketing the itor and the industry alive."
Skouras Promises
Miracle Mirror Screen that it is the
At the conclusion of Skouras's statecompany's own development and prod- ment,
a previously designated Allied
Skouras said there

is

;

;

encouraged, if not actually supported by Spyros P. Skouras,
20th Century-Fox president.

Skouras

confronted

Abram

F. Myers, Allied chairman and
general counsel, at the Allied

convention

today
and
convention:
"What I said was that, as an
exhibitor, I would be in favor

stated

here
before the

of arbitrating film rentals. But
told you that my people
I
wouldn't go for it."

be

Twentieth-Fox

per

a profit on our investment," he said,
"but there is no certainty of that." He
said there is no profit potential from
installation of screens for 2'0th-Fox,
and that no separate investment in the
equipment companies has been made.

and the rea-

sons for engaging in

at

States

make Cina-

six-months' drive to

at the

by

ot

7,

uct.

States

for

lenses;

$5,000,000
for
including investments
abroad $2,000,000 for screens, including research, and many millions for
sound equipment, totalling more than
$10,000,000 for all. "We hope to make
lenses

in

;

all,

On

were Abram
Myers, Benjamin Berger, John Wolfberg, Sidney Samuelson and Nathan
Yamins, with Trueman Rembusch as
panel took over.

Marketing of the screens will be in
part through dealers, Skouras said, and
whether or not a profit will be realized will depend upon sales volume and
costs.
He said his company's investment is over $3,500,000 in the United

it

moderator.

Many Angles Covered
The questioning of Skouras and
Gehring by the panel brought out the
following

Standard

prints

of

CinemaScope

productions can be made but 20th-Fox
will not do that because "it would de-

122-Degree Lens
BOSTON, Oct. 6.— Discussing

hoped-for improvements in the
CinemaScope process at the Allied States convention here today, Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox
president, said there will be
available next year a 122-degree

Bausch & Lomb camera lens
which will increase the audience depth illusion in CinemaScope productions.

Wednesday, October
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350 Register
At Conclave
BOSTON,

Oct. 6.— With the bulk
of registration of Allied convention
delegates from distant points concluded today, the total approached the

350 mark.

There are in attendance numerous
unregistered visitors and guests and
a further influx is expected here tomorrow to attend the closing banquet,
for which 750 or more reservations
have been made.

The attendance mark

convention is not disappointing since convention organizers and Allied leaders
were fully aware in advance that the
distressed business condition of numerous small-town and subsequentrun theatre operators would prevent
many who normally would be present,
at the

from attending.

"Modest Convention"
In his keynote speech to the opening session of the convention yesterday, Trueman T. Rembusch took cognizance of the situation in these

words
"Compared
:

to the huge turnouts (at
Allied conventions) in New York and
Chicago this is a modest convention.
That it is not a record-breaker in the
matter of attendance should occasion
neither astonishment nor disappointment. Indeed, the wonder is that so
many exhibitors have gathered here.
Poor business and the remoteness of

Boston

from
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Midwestern

Allied's

strongholds, and not lack of interest,
are responsible for the lessened attendance.

BOT and

Polaroid
Skouras Late; Broidy
'A Double Feature'

Executives Heard

At Convention

BOSTON,

A

BOSTON,

nation-wide
Oct. 6.—
"technical service program" in which
the Polaroid Corp. will invest $500,000
to perfect the quality of stereo projection throughout the United States,

was revealed here by Jackson Turner,
Polaroid 3-D Viewer sales manager,
at the Allied States national convention.

W.

P. Rosensohn, vice-president of
Box Office Television, Inc., outlined
the firm's plan to develop theatre television by leasing equipment to theatres and guaranteeing a supply of program attractions. Box Office Television offers to pay all capital costs,
line

all

costs.

It

charges and all production
proposes to split grosses 50-

50 with participating exhibitors. For
prolarge theatres a regular
jector would be installed with the
theatre paying installation costs of
approximately $3,000 and then $100
Small
per use for the first 20 uses.
prohouses would use a portable
jector on which there would be no
special installation charge and a use
fee of $50 for the first 30 programs.

RCA TV

TV

In an extensive institutional
campaign, Polaroid will make
available to the 4,700 U. S.
theatres now equipped to show
3-D films, special synchronization and control equipment expressly developed to "take the
guess work out of 3-D projection," a kit of special filters
and an illustrated manual for
projectionists.

The complete "package," moreover,

conclusion.

than cost, he added
Dr. W. A. Shurcliff, Polaroid Corporation, explained the new equipment
developed by that company to insure
proper projection of 3-D pictures. It
consists of a monitor to check on synchronization and a control device to
bring the two projectors into exact
alignment. Polaroid also has developed
a focusing filter and a brightness
match filter. Dr. Shurcliff said that
variation of up to 30 per cent in
brightness between the two images
produces objectionable eye strain.
Yesterday morning, the Nord 3-D
single strip system was demonstrated
for the delegates in the hotel ballroom,
with a large attendance and genuine
interest evidenced.

All convention sessions, film clinics,
technical demonstrations and the trade
exhibits, nevertheless, are being well
attended by the delegates.

Buying-Booking
(Continued from page 1)
director said, those most difficult of
solution being concerned with organization and administration.
At the Chicago meeting on the plan
last spring, it was reported, efforts
were made to induce Jack Kirsch,
head of Illinois Allied and a buyingbooking service there, to undertake
organization of the project but Kirsch
was represented as feeling that his
time did not permit taking on the task.

other name has been heard mentioned here as an alternate director
of the project, should it be furthered.

No

will

vise the installation, Turner said. For
other houses the outfit will be offered
at a flat price of $95, considerably less

_

New Music

20th-Fox Meeting
(Continued, from page 1)

Service

Formed on Coast
HOLLYWOOD,
Music Service,

Inc.,

Oct.

6.—M.

S.

I.

has been formed

to provide producers with the
services of a complete music depart-

here

_

Herbert Spencer and Earle
ment.
"Beneath the 12-Mile Hagen, principals in the organization,
were music arrangers at 20th CenturyReef" and "Prince Valiant."
Conducting the sessions will be Fox for 17 and seven years, respecAmong their latest picture
Lichtman, assisted by W. C. Gehring, tively.
executive assistant general sales man- credits as a team are "With A Song
ager, and assistant sales manager Ed- in My Heart," "Call Me Madam" and
win E. Aaron and Arthur Silverstone. "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
Spencer and Hagen have appointed
Spyros P. Skouras, president, will
speak at the opening session, and Al Fisher, who for 14 years was busiCharles Einfeld will ness manager of the 20th Century-Fox
vice-president
outline promotional plans for the up- music department, as their production
coming product on Friday morning. manager.
Millionaire,"

_

convention luncheon

was not scheduled

to

but who
address

the convention until tomorrow,
agreed at once to take over the

open time and deliver

his speech

forthwith.
Said Broidy: "This shows you
exhibitors the value of having
a double feature available."

Broidy
(Continued from page

1)

is

;

A

Study
Of Insurance

Plan

—

BOSTON, Oct. 6. The Allied
States board of directors meeting at
the Sheraton Plaza Hotel here appointed a committee headed by Irving
Isaacs of Boston, president of Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of New England, to make a study of possible inequities in insurance rates for theatres.

Isaacs and a local committee have
been assembling data locally for some
time on present theatre insurance
rates. Their study shows, it was stated,
that despite the introduction of new
safety
film
and other precautions
against fire hazards, theatre insurance
rates have been unchanged for the
past 20 years.
The efforts of the new Isaac committee will be to undertake a similar
study on a national scale in an effort
to obtain reductions in prevailing theatre

changing that it is not going to
be as good it is going to be better,
he said.
"What we need to do is to recognize the nature of the change and go
to work to make the change fit the
requirements of the new industry,"
Broidy added. "The public is demanding more from us than they have demanded in the past. People no longer
just go to the movies
but they are
going to see a picture in greater numbers than ever before. In the terms of
our individual patron, we are no
longer competing for his money we
are competing for his time."
Broidy asserted that Hollywood is
meeting its problems with action.
There has been a rebirth in the art of
picture making, he said, adding that
"no longer are the producing companies thinking in terms of manufacturing product on an assembly line basis."
try

—

be furnished free to theatres
using Polaroid viewers, with the services of RCA Service Co., Inc., and
Altec Service Corp. provided to super-

interest

Oct. 6.— When Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
president, was late in showing
up for the Allied States convention forum on
CinemaScope
here this afternoon, Steve Broidy,
Allied
Artists
president,
who had been a guest at the

—

manifested in
this convention by those who wanted
to attend but felt they could not afford to, gives heart-warming assurance that they are with us in spirit
and are looking to us for greater accomplishments," Rembusch said in

"The deep

5

insurance

rates,

it

was

stated.

Serving on his committee are Sidney
Samuelson, John Wolfberg and Leon
Back.

Skouras, Schwartz

Hosts at 'Robe' Show
BOSTON, Oct. 6.— Spyros P.
Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, Sol A. Schwartz, president of
Theatres, and Charles Einfeld,
vice-president of 20th Century-Fox,
were hosts at the opening of "The
Robe" in CinemaScope before a celebrity-packed audience at the Keith's
Memorial Theatre this evening.
Bringing out dignitaries from every
walk of life to the Hollywood-styled
event, the guest roster was headed by
Governor Christian A. Herter, Boston

RKO

then listed the strong pictures Mayor John B. Hynes and Archbishop
from each company and said the com- J. Cushing.
A special midnight performance of
panies were backing up their pictures
"The
Robe" was also held, for delewith the most intensified advertising,
gates attending the Allied States conpublicity and exploitation campaigns
vention here.
that they have undertaken in years.
not
waiting
for
the
"They are

He

discover these fine
"but are heralding them through every possible
medium to awake the potential
audiences to the top entertainment in store for them. National advertising budgets are

public

to

films,"

he

new high with many dollars
being spent to pre-sell the product that eventually will fill the
at a

till

at

your theatres."

Broidy said that
corporate

Col. Cole

said,

name

of

in

November

Monogram

the

will be

changed to Allied Artists. When the
change is officially announced, Broidy
said, there will be others which will

Urges

(Continued from page

1)

of contacting legislators needs to be
done again and that there is less than
three months' time in which to do it.
"We have lost ground in the last 60
days with members of the Congress,"
said. "Where we had 400 members
on our side last summer, we now have
only 300 or less."

he

The President's veto of the Mason
was costly, Cole said, because
many Congressmen pledged to> support
repeal of the tax now see the matter

Bill

"signify our organization has attained
its proper place among leading major

in a different light, and others, not
too well sold on the theatres' case before, are on the side of the Adminis-

companies."
"A great many decisions have to be
made. But they must be the result of
trial and error. I don't think any one
in the entire industry is in a position
to make hard and fast pronouncements
about the shape of things to come."

tration now.
Cole said the Treasury's plans for
next year do not embrace total elimination of the admissions tax and that
he even "takes with a grain of salt"
Administration's assertion that
the
"some relief will be granted after

AMPP

Hosts Diplomat
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 6. — Sir

Makins, British Ambassador
United States, and Lady Makins
were guests today at a luncheon given
for them by the Association of Motion
Picture Producers at the Beverly
Y. Frank Freeman was
Hills Hotel.

Roger
to the

chairman.

Jan. 1."
"If the same job that was done in
the last campaign is not repeated now,
Cole warned, "the new campaign will
be lost." He said that exhibitors are
showing too much complacency about
tax repeal now and urged them to
make return visits at once to the legislators in their home territories and
obtain their renewed pledge to vote
again for repeal of the tax.

;
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SMPTE

Owner-Projectionist
Canada Drought May
Cut Theatre Power

Defended Editorially
(Continued from page 1)
for test film which would prove the
adequacy of the installation. No such
test film currently exists, it was stated,
due to the relative "sudden" advent

of

CinemaScope.

In order to act with the maximum
believes
dispatch on what
to be a "serious" situation, two committees will take up the problem today
in order to establish the necessary
The
tentative operating standards.
two groups are the sound committee
and the magnetic sub-committee. Both
groups are slated to arrive at tentative operating standards today so that
the
can proceed to make the

SMPTE

SMPTE

which would be forwarded to
equipment manufacturers and service
test film

companies.

During the morning

session, papers

multi-track sound reproducers for composite films were presented by C. C. Davis and H. A. Manley, of Westrex Corp., J. D. Phyfe and
and S. W. Athey,
C. E. Hittle,
Willy Borberg and R. A. White, General Precision Laboratory.
Dr. E. K. Carver, of Eastman
Kodak, predicted that the use of new
sprockets and sprocket-hole dimensions
required for CinemaScope will increase film life.
Two advances in magnetic recording
processes were revealed by Dr. Wilfred W. Wetzel, technical director of
the magnetic recording division of

on the

first

RCA

;

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul.

The new advances

revealed by Dr.
process for applying
multiple magnetic sound tracks to
35mm. film and a play-back head for

Wetzel

are

a

She was
ready to forget
she'd ever

Wednesday, October

6—

When ElOct.
of a neighborhood
theatre, gave his projectionist a vacation and then operated the machines
himself because he could not afford a
substitute, the union picketed his house.
Dodge was willing to join the union
but, being a proprietor, he was not
permitted.
local newspaper had this
to say editorially about the situation
"When a union or anybody else says
that a man may not perform any duty
in his own business without being unfair to organized labor, the time has
come to organize employers against
unfair principles of union rules. If the
Constitution has been distorted to such
a point, it has failed to protect the
employer, the employee and the patron."
CINCINNATI,

stun Dodge,

Oct. 6.
As a
excessive heat and
drought during August, theatres
in Ontario may face a power
shortage this winter, requiring
the use of auxiliary generators.
Robert H. Saunders, chairman
of the Ontario Hydro-Electric
Commission, has warned that
the water supply for scattered
hydro-electric plants has been
seriously reduced and that reresult

A

:

of
that there is already
an organization of employers for this
purpose and adds, "it seems to us that
exhibitor associations such as this
could very well argue points of this

nature with the unions."

magnetic

sound

reproduction

in

theatres.

The system for applying multiple
tracks of coated tape to film, called the
"Scotch-Track" laminate film process,
is made possible by an applicator machine developed by Dr. Wetzel and
his research staff.
With the new process, it
was
claimed, uniform high quality of sound
reproduction is assured, because precision-coated tape of superior quality
can be directly applied to the projection film.

1953

14 Will Serve
j

On Committee

of

Of JD A Dinner
Fourteen executives are serving as
E. Youngstein's co-chairmen in
the industry's drive on behalf of the
1953 Joint Defense Appeal, it was announced here by William J. German,
of W. J. German, Inc., general chair-

Max

man

strictions on power consumption will probably have to be

JDA

of the

amusements

division.

Youngstein, vice-president of United
Artists, is serving as dinner chairman.
The JDA industry-wide drive will
start with a dinner in honor of Harry
Brandt, president of Brandt Theatres,

imposed.

Grainger Back

on Oct.

the

at

21,

Waldorf-Astoria

Hotel.

(Continued from page 1)

The Independent Theatre Owners

Ohio points out

—

TORONTO,

owner

7,

mestic sales conferences in the West
and Midwest and for studio parleys in

Hollywood.
In his overseas talks, Grainger said
yesterday, he dispelled the idea that
prevailed in some quarters, that the
U. S. film industry was faring badly,
due to_ shifts in interests of the people.
He said that European managers were
surprised to learn that more than 4,000
drive-in theatres had been built in the
United States in recent years and were
doing big business.

industry is helping JDA raise
York's share of the $5,000,000
needed to finance the activities of the
American Jewish Committee and the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

The

New

B'rith.

The co-chairmen
Allied

Artists
Circuit

are Steve Broidy,

Max

;

Cohen,

A.

Cinema
Leonard H. GoldenAmerican
son,
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres James R. Grainger,
RKO Pictures; Al Lichtman, 20th
Century-Fox A. Montague, Columbia
;

;

;

Pictures
L. D. Netter, Altec Service Corp.
Samuel Rinzler, Randforce
Amusement Corp.
Herman
Robbins, National Screen Service;
Milton Rackmil, Universal Pictures
;

Drive-ins

are

almost

unknown

in

Europe.

Grainger said that he informed the
Europeans that the industry here was

;

;

Fred
a healthy condition despite the Sam Rosen, Fabian Theatres
Spyros
down-beat attitude taken by some peo- Schwartz, Century Circuit
ple, adding that "too much loose talk Skouras, Jr., Skouras Theatres, and
Richard Walsh, IATSE.
was our greatest enemy."
in

;

;

Wednesday, October

7,
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No Ohio Tax on

Sale

Of 3-D Viewers
To Exhibitors

given away, howwithout any additional charge,
the exhibitor must pay the sales tax
If the glasses are

ever,

collect

it

be-

cause in that case the exhibitor has
not purchased them for re-sale, the
ITO has informed its members. The
association claims that although some
distributors have collected sales
taxes from exhibitors, they have no
legal right to do so.
of

"Furthermore,
that

we know

in
of,"

some
an

instances

ITO

bulletin

the distributors have collected
a sales tax and have not issued stamps
which is a violation of the law."
Continuing, the ITO points out to
states,

members
"You are further advised

Sets

Name 6 for M-G-M
Training Class

6—

Ohio
O., Oct. 6.
exhibitors do not have to pay a sales
tax on 3-D glasses which are purchased for re-sale to the public, according to a ruling by the State Sales
Tax Division in answer to a query by
the Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio. The same holds true, the ITO
type of
reports, of the permanent
glasses which are rented to the public.

and the distributor must

MPTA

Convention Dates

—

COLUMBUS,

Virginia

7

:

that

if

you

The executive training class for
The
RICHMOND, Va., Oct
board of directors of the Virginia Mo- selected M-G-M field personnel will
tion Picture Theatre Association has begin Oct. 19, when six salesmen arset the dates for winter and summer rive at the home office for two weeks
of scheduled sessions with company
meetings for next year.
executives
and
department
The one-day winter meeting will be sales
The objective is to prepare
held Jan. 27 at the Jefferson Hotel in heads.
Richmond. The annual summer con- trainees to fill executive positions in
vention is set for the Chamberlin the field when and as opportunities
Hotel at Old Point Comfort, May for advancement arise.
Trainees are Ben Bebchick, Boston
24-26.
President Leonard Gordon and ex- Edward R. Susse, Buffalo
Jerry
Vernon L.
ecutive secretary Carlton Duffus will Baerwitz, Los Angeles
make a swing around the state start- Smith, Dallas Charles H. Turner,
ing Oct. 13, holding meetings in each Jacksonville, and Clarence A. Keim,
Congressional district.
Plans will be Chicago.
formulated at these meetings for legislation to be brought up at the upcoming Virginia State Legislature and
;

;

;

for the national tax

repeal fight.

Jack Benny M.C. at
'Brotherhood' Dinner

Chicago's Tax Totals
Up Over Last Year

Says Independents
Benefit by Cut-backs
In Film-Making
HOLLYWOOD,
making, as

Oct.

6,— In

film-

sometimes happens

in

other businesses, a let-up in the activity of the big major interests will
frequently result in an expansion of
Milton
operations of independents,
Sperling told the
Santa Barbara
Chamber of Commerce while a guest
speaker at a luncheon.
The ill wind of current cut-backs
in some major studio production activity blows good for the independent
field by freeing a lot of top stars for
outside film ventures, opportunities
ordinarily denied the box-office heavyweights by the majors in busier times,
Sperling asserted.

'Nobody Loses'

CHICAGO,

Oct. 6.— Reflecting a
continuing rise in box-office receipts,

it

"Nobody

loses,"

the producer,

now

from pushing negotiations for services of
theatre in September, on August re- several top stars in his own indepen"The
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 6.
Jack- ceipts, were up 10 per cent over last dent production line-up, stated.
Benny will be master-of-ceremonies year, rising from $93,939 to $103,079. independent gets a freer hand in his
at the first Motion Picture World Totals for the year to date from thea- star casting, the majors are relieved
Brotherhood dinner, which will be tres are $979,484, against $958,659 in of the salary overhead on idle stars,
held Oct. 15 at the Beverly Hills 1952, a rise of roughly two per cent. and the players themselves have the
One big contributor to the improve- opportunity of selecting their own
Hotel.
Jack L. Warner is chairman
of the committee preparing the event, ment was "This Is Cinerama," which vehicles and of thus frequently adwhich is sponsored by the National had its first full month in August, vancing their careers."
although business was very good here
Sperling is dickering for Humphrey
Conference of Christians and Jews.
during the summer months. October Bogart to star in "Dream Street," the
collections,
on
September receipts, Robert Sylvester story with a Broadif
a patron buys three tickets and ordinarily show a drop from the previ- way background, to be made under
three pairs of glasses for 15 cents each, ous month, but "Cinerama," "The his United States Pictures banner for
handle it as two tickets and two pairs Robe" and "From Here to Eternity" Warner release.
He is also seeking
Spencer
Tracy from
of glasses and then another ticket and are offsetting the usual seasonal de- to
borrow
city

amusement tax

collections

—

are selling glasses for 15 cents a pair
and a patron buys three admission
tickets and three pairs of glasses, you
are obligated to obtain a vendor's liThe
cense and charge a sales tax.
same holds true of glasses being sold
at 10 cents a pair when a patron buys
The
five pairs or more at one time.
In that way
simplest way to avoid the nuisance of another pair of glasses.
collecting sales tax is to handle each the entire transaction is exempt from
tax."
sale of more than 40 cents separately

cline in the rest of the theatres here

M-G-M

at a

high

on a 1953-style "Scarface."

level.

WARNER BROS.
TOOK THE PRIZE-WINNER
0FALL EDNA FERBER'S
NOVELS AND MADE A
MOTION PICTURE SO BIG

OVERPOWERS
JOHNNY BELINDA'/
THAT

IT

Edna Ferber's Pulitzer
Prize Novel
6.S ^-&
.

m-

STARRING

STERLING HAYDEN NANCY OLSON
•

"""

STEVE FORREST Elisabeth

eraser. martha hyer. Walter coy-richaro bevmer- tommy rettig
ROLAND WINTERS- JACQUES AUBUCHON SCB££N piatbiJOHN TWIST music by«a> steiner
...oouct.i.,

HENRY BLANKE

for the top spot in his pro-

and should keep the collection figures jected "The Hoodlum," which centers

rosert wise

;

;
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S.

Reviews

Oct.

Supreme Court opened

6.—The U.
1953-54

its

war
THE Korean
minor

front is highlighted in this Columbia release. However,
But it still may get by with some
it's a
film, practically plotless.
general audiences who will go for a war film, despite its faults.
What there is of the story tells of a small platoon of infantry led by
Sergeant John Ireland. After successfully capturing a cave and smashing a
roadblock, the men return to camp for some fun at the U.S.O.
Then they
are assigned to clean some snipers out of a thicket, which they accomplish
with the aid of a raw replacement, Lon McCallister. Up to then he felt he
was being pushed around by not being able to assist in the more rugged
adventures.
That's the rather tepid tale, and except for John Ireland's always sincere
performance, the acting is also undistinguished. There are no women in it
except for some U.S.O. hostesses, who do nothing to aid the story.
Some
of the action scenes are interesting but like the rest of the picure, walk
when they should run.
Jerry Thomas produced this picture independently and Cy Roth directed,
from a story and screenplay by Wyott Ordung.
Others in the cast include Hal March, George E. Stone, Norman Leavitt,
Myron Healey, Don Haggerty and Tris Coffin.
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification. October release.

term, but the initial session was devoted to swearing in the new Chief
Justice Warren and other formalities.
The court will really get down to
business next Monday, when it will
hand down decisions on whether to
review hundreds of cases piled up over
the summer and when it starts hearing arguments on cases already taken.
The Justices have six film cases before them. The court has already taken two cases the so-called Partmar
case, involving Fanchon and Marco
damage claims against Paramount Pictures, and the Crest case, involving
the right of neighborhood theatres to
bid for first-run films.
Four more cases are awaiting the
Justices' decision as to whether lower
court decisions should be reviewed.
Two of these involve the constitutionchalality of state film censorship
Republic
lenges to Ohio's ban of the film "M"
this is a formula western, with Allan (Rocky) Lane starred,
and New York's ban of the film "La
two points set it off from others its time, the Spanish-American war,
The third case challenges
Ronde."
Otherwise, the ingredients are familiar, including
Charlotte's and its villain, a dentist.
constitutionality
of
the
"blue law," banning film showings be- an abundance of riding and shooting.
During the war, there were many raids on cattle herds which were needed
tween 6:30 P.M. and 9:00 P.M. on
Sundays. The final case is an appeal to feed the American forces. "Rocky" Lane is investigating them and goes
by the Jackson Park Theatre from a to Clarksburg where many ranches have been looted. Working under cover,
lower court ruling that the Rio reor- he gets a job in Eddy Waller's grain and feed store. Waller's handyman is
ganization under the consent decree in cahoots with the local dentist who is the leader of the rustlers. The stolen
Theatre in Chicago cattle are hidden until they can cross the border and Lane catches the handyfreed an
from observing the licensing provi- man stealing some feed for them. Before he can tell the whole story, he is
sions of the Jackson Park decree.
Lane then works out a successful plan for capturing the gang and
killed.
locating the cattle, with the aid of Waller, his daughter and the ranchers.
This features Phyllis Coates as the girl and Stephen Chase as the villain.
Rudy Ralston was associate producer while Harry Keller directed and Arthur
Orloff wrote the screenplay.
Others in the cast are Roy Barcroft, Edward Clark, Tom Monroe, Stanley
Conclusion of a global distribution Andrews, William Tannen and Black Jack.
deal with the European production
General audience classification.
September
Running time, 54 minutes.
team of Ponti-de Laurentiis covering release.
its entire lineup to date was revealed
here by Jules Levey. Under the arrangement, Levey acquires the rights
to distribute these films in all territories where they previously have not

—

"El Paso Stampede"

—

ALTHOUGH

:

RKO

Ponti-de Laurentiis

Product to Levey

Jessel to Repeat

been released.
Carlo Ponti and Dino de Laurentiis
currently are in Hollywood. When
they return to New York late this
week, Levey will conclude discussions
with them for the production of a

program

of

new

In 3-Day Meeting

Pioneers' 'Emcee'

George Jessel will again act as
toastmaster of the annual dinner of
the Motion Picture Pioneers, it was
disclosed by Jack Cohn, president of
organization. Jessel will officiate
the 15th anniversary dinner, which
this year will honor Paramount president Barney Balaban, at the Astor
at

Warners

to

Produce

Gen. Patton's Life
WASHINGTON,

Hotel on Nov.
Jessel

Oct.

is

12.

currently

star

of

6.—Warner American Broadcasting network

an

TV

show.

on filming the
General George

Cleveland Exhibitors

storv

of

the

late

S. Patton.

Again

Scope and WarnerColor.

turn to the

the film.

This

the second such assignment,
having been given to Frank
Mantzke, of Minneapolis.

the

is

first

months, an address by Fitzgibbons
being an early feature.
Among others scheduled to deal
with individual topics in this meeting
are vice-president R. W. Bolstad, J. J.
Fitzgibbons, Jr., general manager of
Theatre Confections, a subsidiary
Pete D. Brown and George Cuthbert
for
General Theatre Supply Co.
James R. Nairn, head-office advertis-

manager;

ing-publicity

supervisor

Wolfe,

and thea-

maintenance
Angus MacCunn,
and others.
Included in stirring developments
are the forthcoming introduction of
tre

;

secretary,

CinemaScope
key

cities,

at a number of units in
including the Capitol thea-

Windsor and Ottawa in Onand the Toronto Imperial and
Capitol at Winnipeg.

tres

at

tario,

RKO

of

Canada In
Drive'

TORONTO,

RKO

—

S.

J.

construction

of

Oct. 6.— All of the six
distributing branches in Canada
united to honor their district

CHICAGO, Oct. 6. Details re- have
garding demonstrations and sales of manager,

Carl

Peppercorn,

during

were November. A special sales and bookdiscussed at a three-day meeting here ing campaign has been set up by the
of sales and technical personnel.
The branch chiefs, who include Jack Labow
demand for the screen, the Radiant of Toronto, where Peppercorn has his
Arthur Elliott, CalManufacturing Co. revealed, has been headquarters
so great that the emergency meeting gary; Harry Cohen, Montreal; Ken
Snelgrove, St. John
was called.
Jimmy Davie,
Attending were
Verne Schultz, Vancouver, and Myer Nackimson,
Midwest
manager
Tom Wood, Winnipeg". Exhibitors are joining
Southeast
George Koch, Eastern Sea- forces with the exchange personnel in
board; Howard Wilson, Midwest; paying tribute to Peppercorn.
Peppercorn came to RKO Radio as
Howard Karp, New York
Tony
Coorlim, sales analyst Harry Pollay, a youngster in 1927. He became asto
general
sales
manager
Southwest manager, and Jack Kell- sistant
man, in charge of export sales Sey- Charles Boasberg in March, 1947, and
mour Jacob, assistant to the president was promoted to Canadian district
Agis I. Mahalakis, president of Glow- manager in April, 1951.
Labow will serve as campaign dimeter Corp.
Adolph Wertheimer,
rector
during the period.
vice-president of Radiant
Fred Kislingbury, Western manager
Mark
Marbet,
New England manager
Radiant advertising and sales managers Milt Sherman and Herschel
Feldman, and Bill Russell, sales man'MINNEAPOLIS, Oct. 6. The
ager and technical adviser of the
3-D medium continues its progress in
Glowmeter Corp.
this area.
In addition to the El Lago
and East Lake theatres, city houses
'Desert'
Is
which recently installed the new equipment, five suburban theatres have comthe

Magniglow

Astrolite screens

;

:

;

TV Series

in
CLEVELAND,

—

"Lights,
Oct. 6.
Questions," television show
by loca'
sponsored on Station

Camera,

WXEL

downtown

first-run theatres, will

;

;

re-

airways on Thursday. The

heard from 7 :00 to 7 :30
P.M. each Thursday, features a panel
composed of the heads of first-ru.
theatres who are asked to answerquestions submitted by the public aiv
which relate to motion pictures. A pair
of passes goes to each person sub-

program,

Dixie Enterprises, of Kansas City,
will distribute "Martin Luther" in the
Kansas City territory in accordance
with an agreement just signed by
W. H. Gaffney, of Dixie, and Cresson
E. Smith, sales manager of Louis de
Rochemont Associates, producers of

vision of Morris Stein, Eastern division general manager.
Head-office officials unfolded plans,
policy and prospects for the coming

;

The studio immediately assigned
writers to work on the screenplay and
began moves designed to get the story
before the cameras at the earliest possible time. The as yet untitled picture
will be filmed in wide-screen Warner-

Sign 'Luther' Deal
For Kansas City

where some 100 managers and others witnessed a presentation of the new technique, described
as the start of another era for the
industry by FPC resident J. J. Fitzgibbons.
Managers from all parts of the
Eastern Provinces buzzed with excitement as the start was made for the
three-day business program in the
King Edward Hotel under the superof the circuit,

;

the

Brothers has received from the Department of Defense official priority
life

TORONTO, Oct. 6.— The annual
Eastern division managers' conference
of Famous Players Canadian Corp., a
feature of the 34th year of the country's
largest chain, opened here yesterday
with a demonstration of CinemaScope
at the Imperial Theatre, largest unit

Magniglow Personnel 'Peppercorn

As

the

films.

Managers

Division

(Columbia)

WASHINGTON,
S.

1953

3-Day Toronto Meet
For Famous Players

Supreme Court
Starts 1953-54 Term;
Warren Sworn in
"Combat Squad"
U.

7,

mitting a question that is used, anr
prizes go to those who stump th
experts on the panel.
On the panel are Frank Murplv

;

;

;

;

3-D Progress Rapid
In Minneapolis Area

—

Debut

For Sutton

in

Set

N.Y.

Loew's Theatres division manager
The world premiere of "The Living
Dick Wright, Stanley Warner district Desert," Walt Disney's first full-length
manager Max Mink, RKO city man- feature of the True-Life Adventure seager, and Frank Silverthorn, Hippo- ries, will be held at the Sutton Thedrome manager.
atre here at a date still to be set.
;

They are the Gem
Theatre, Plainview, Minn. the Roxv,
Langdon, N. D.
Hill,
Hillsboro,
Wis.
Forest Lake Theatre, Forest
Lake, Minn.
and the Grand at Halpleted installations.

;

;

;

;

lock,

Minn.

DON'T STACK THE CARDS

YOUR 3-D

ST

PROFITS!

Prove to yourself that your patrons see
3-D best through Polaroid® glasses!
Brand

Polaroid Brand

The

"X"

*"

.

•„

optical quality of the glasses

you supply can make or break your
potential profits on 3-D. Inferior

show

glasses will spoil any

for your

patrons— and stack the cards against

(

your coming 3-D pictures.

V.

You can prevent this from happening
simply by checking the quality of the
glasses yourself— before you buy.
It's

J

TEST: Wet thumb and press against glasses. Take
handkerchief and try to rub off. Fingerprints are almost impossible to rub off inferior lenses and polarization is often
destroyed completely. You'll find fingerprints can be rubbed off
genuine Polaroid lenses without damage.

FINGERPRUNT

On the right
tests. Any pair of

quick and easy.

are three simple

glasses should pass

all

three with

flying colors— if your patrons are
to enjoy 3-D.
mmwrn

You'll find that genuine Polaroid 3-D

Glasses pass these tests, and any

other quality tests, easily. Their high
optical quality

maintained by the

is

same careful quality

control

that

Polaroid Corporation uses on goggle
lenses

So

made

for the

Armed

Forces.

why take chances? Order genuine

DISTORTION TEST: Hold

glasses at arm's length. Close one eye,

and look through one lens at a distant straight line. Move
glasses back and forth. Through genuine Polaroid 3-D Glasses,
the line will stay straight. Through inferior lenses line will appear wavy. Patrons will see a watery, fuzzy picture.

Polaroid 3-D Glasses and be sure.
" *•*.*« 1,0

IMPORTANT!
Polaroid 3-D Glasses

are

now

your

available from

RCA THEATRE

SUPPLY DEALER.

TEST: Take two viewers. Hold one upside down against
the other. Look through lenses at light. Inferior lenses that are
not correctly polarized will let through light from wrong image
and patrons will see "ghosts". Genuine Polaroid lenses are
polarized correctly. Each eye sees only the image intended for it.

BLACKOUT

;,

Wednesday, October

Gov't Film Budget

Much Too

Television-- Radio

Says DeMille
Oct.

6.

— Pro-

ducer Cecil B. DeMille has told government officials that an adequate
government overseas film program
cannot be carried on with the present
budget allowance.
Congressional slashes in the appropriations for the U. S. Information

Agency resulted in cutting the film
program from a requested $10,000,000
to $3,000,000 in the current fiscal year.

Shortly before Dr. Robert L. Johnson
head of the information program, he was told by DeMille, film
quit as

consultant for the program, that the
U. S. is falling far behind the Soviet

Union

in

Mille

repeated

USIA

officials

film

propaganda,
this

and De-

observation

to

with Pinky Herman,

THE RAPID STRIDES

currently taking place on the part of
the Television Industry as regards color transmission will be
graphically demonstrated tomorrow when CBS will hold a
press conference at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel during which it will

unveil its new CBS Hy-Tron Picture Tube in conjunction with
other major and important new developments in pick-up, transmission and equipment for use with the new Industry-proposed N.T.F.C.
The Hy-Tron tube, said to be a vast
compatible color system.
improvement over the tube in use today, is the result of a two-year
research and experiment project, it was announced by Bruce A.
Coffin, Prexy of CBS Hy-Tron and not only reduces costs considerreceivers will obtain them
ably but manufacturers of home
within a few weeks.
ft
ft'
ft

TV

Producer Peter Arnell is justifiably proud of the double
by his "Wheel of Fortune" CBS-TV program. Last May it was awarded the Certificate of Merit by the Encyclopedia Brittanica "for consistent demonstration of good
neighborliness and application by TV of the
Golden Rule," and more recently was signally honored by Gen. George C. Kenney,
who awarded to Hubbell Robinson, Jr., and
the program the Air Force Association's

here last week.

Ballantyne Engineer
Officials to Chicago
Oct.

6.

— The

Ballan-

yne Co. will send to the TESMA
convention and TOA show in Chicago a full force of technicians, engineers and company officials to supplement the showing of its recentlyintroduced package for wide-screen

citation for "saluting the individual heroes
of the U.S. Air Force in war and peace."

techniques.

The company here has listed the
following personnel to be in attendance
R. S. Ballantyne, president
J. Robert Hoff, executive vice-president
Ho M. Brown, chief engineer
Edward J. Nelson, research engineer
Howard Floerchinger, sound engineer,
and A. Joe Chantry, regional sales

.

.

.

Dynamic Films,

year of

celebrating

its

fifth

TV

film production, has enlarged its
York headquarters to provide for
larger sound stages, made necessary by in-

New

:

Peter Arnell
creased production schedules.
Warren
has signed Constance Bennett for the
stellar role in "Twentieth Century," which will bring back

;

.

.

.

Wade

"Broadway WOR-TV Theatre" on Columbus Day.
Boston Thrush Judy Tremaine has been signed to a recording contract by Brunswick Records.

manager.

.

Nature-Film Rights
Acquired by Salzburg
Exclusive distribution rights to several short subjects narrated by John
V an Coevering, sports columnist and
TV personality, have been acquired
by J. Milton Salzburg. Among them
are "Sharp Eyes," "Dude Ranch,"
"Fun with Bluegills," "What Bird Is
That?" and "Bird Neighbors."
Salzburg also has obtained distribution rights to the first 13 units of a
series entitled "Adventure Out of
Doors" and to films made at the National Music Camp at Interlochen,

TV

Mich.

.

ft
ft
ft
Sales Head of Filmack Studios, Dan Mack, has added four
new additions to his staff. Included are Hal Lansing, formerly
with
Chicago John Thorsen, formerly with the
division
of ABChicago; Pat Collopy of Filmack's theatre sales, and Hal
Tate, former Chicago deejay and also head of his own
produc-

WGN,

TV

;

TV

That good-looking young warbler, currently seen
on the "Kate Smith Show," is Jeff Clark, formerly vocal star of
the Hit Parade radio series. Jeff is managed and coached by Jimmy
Rich, who guided Dinah Shore to stardom.
"Senator" Ed
Ford's fine NBComedy series, "Can You Top This?", has resumed
Mondays thru Fridays at 10 :00 P.M. quarter hour series with Peter
Donald, Harry Herschfield, Ward Wilson and former New Jersey
Governor Harold Hoffman giving with the jokes. Roger Bower
directs the program, which started back in 1940 over Mutual and
subsequently switched to NBC.
Thomas L. Milana will head
tion firm.

.

.

.

.

.

TV's newest

.

.

.

.

distribution office located in Dallas.

ft
ft
ft
Russell has returned from a vacation in New England
with an occasional visit to the race track in East Boston.
Todd experienced a thrill when a race track usher there recognized him and gave him special attention. "But," said Russell, "I'd have been thrilled even more if some of the nags on
which I'd wagered a quid or two had recognized me instead
and had applied themselves more diligently to their tasks."
Ace
director Dave Rich is CBStarting his fifth consecutive year with "Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts." Most
unique in view of the fact that Rich is no longer exclusively
with CBS and this particular program is strictly a house-built

Todd

California on

U

YHE

HOLLYWOOD"
Board United's famous
DC-6 Mainliner

one-stop

to Los Angeles at noon,
arrive at 7:55 p.m. Deli-

cious United lunch and
dinner aloft. Also "the
Advance Hollywood" and
"the Overnight Holly-

wood."
Local times quoted

.

TV

Interstate

finest service to

1953

{Continued, from page 1)

distinction attained

OMAHA,

7,

Theatre Ads

Small,

WASHINGTON,

—

:

Motion Picture Daily

10

.

.

.

potential film-goers could name attractions playing in their local theatres.
Through the years, he continued, from
1948 to today, when television saturation grew to over 80 per cent in
Philadelphia, the change taking place

newspaper

in

readership

could

be

noted.

Sindlinger

then pointed out the
average-daily newspaper
readership between 1948 and 1953,
which showed the following
Sports
up to 47 per cent from 42 per cent.
and radio up to 60 per cent from
13 per cent.
Amusement page down
ot 19 per cent from 40 per cent.
"Depth interviewing today reveals
that amusement page readership is
more generally confined to display advertising of first-runs and reviews,"
Sindlinger said.
"But, what is more
important, and we think a clue to the

change

in

:

TV

plight of the neighborhood theatre, is
that readership of theatre listings of
subsequent and neighborhood attractions today is down to 9.3 per cent
from 32 per cent in 1948.

Seeks 'Infrequent Patron'
Sindlinger said that one of the reasons for the decline in box-office,
particularly at the neighborhood level,
is
the loss of communication with
potential audiences, particularly the
infrequent patron.
"If the infrequent movie-goer had
completely lost interest in attending
the movies, that would be one thing,
but there is much evidence that this
is
not so," Sindlinger said.
"There
are three measurable factors that
govern the gross of individual attractions
(1) Know-about; (2) Wantto-see, and (3) Know-where-playing."
Sindlinger gave a few general conclusions from the findings of the last
:

few months
If

"Know-about"

of

attractions

is

running at about 10 to 12 per cent
ahead of last year. This is due primarily to the use of television to
exploit pictures and higher magazine readership.
ff

"Want-to-see,"

tion

of
to

"The

with

the

excep-

Robe" and "From

Here
Eternity," is averaging
about the same as last year,
"Know-where-playing" of attractions at first-run theatres is five to
10 per cent ahead of last year, but
still 50 per cent under the normal
of
1948.
However, the "knowwhere-playing" when a picture plays
day-and-date in multi-subsequent
runs is no better than last year.
Sindlinger's statistics were based on
a survey for a client, and Philadelphia was chosen because his company considered that city a good
laboratory in which to follow the impact of television.
ff

TV

(CBS) and produced package.
ft

LOTSA DOTS

ft

ft

Greater L.A. Press Club in association
with the City of Hope will sponsor a telethon via
from
Saturday at 11:00 P.M. thru Sunday to 4:00 P.M. to raise funds
to erect another wing at the City of Hope.
Klaus Landsberg
will produce the program which will originate at the Carthay
Circle Theatre.
Deejay Art Ford will start a new two-hour
platter -N B Chatter series, "The Big Preview," on Saturday, with
Parker Gibbs producing-directing. When better records are made
Ford will play them.
.

.

.

KTLA

.

.

.

— 0f

(itnt

inn* jfl*

ifflhf^ft>

MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
if Three channel interlock projection
• 16mm interlock projection
MOVIEIAB THEATRE SERVICE INC.
61? W. 54th St., N Y. 19. N. V. . JUdion 4-0367
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Reviews

National
Pre-Selling
TO FILL THEATRES' new

60

The

Veils of

Charity

Bagdad

screens with beautiful background
scenery,
Hollywood studios transported directors, actors and technicians
of two companies to the Canadian
Rockies. The companies of "River of

TJ ERE

a grand scale Arab adventure.
As an Arabian Nights con
is a very good specimen.
It is loaded with suspense
intrigue, violence, rioting and familiar figures of adolescent
mythologies
There are dancing girls, slaves, mountain tribes, palace guards, the Grand
Vizier and the Pasha.

*A

as

Philadelphia Greets

»»

Universal

wide-

Benefits

is

glomeration, this

Cinerama Premiere
PHILADELPHIA, Oct. — Governors of three
6.

States, the mayor and
1,500 civic leaders and socialites wel-

comed the premiere of "This Is Cinerama" in the Boyd Theatre here last
night. The opening night was under

Victure Mature, who seems these days destined to remain in the Middl
Return" and "Far Country and
Saskatchewan" were sent on location East, is the agent of Sulemein the Magnificant, ruler of the Ottoman Empire the sponsorship of the Philadelphia
to Banff and Jasper National Park. His job is to ascertain what the Pasha of Bagdad is up to. This he does by
Inquirer Charities, Inc.
Sensing the new trend in picture-mak- getting a job as chief assistant to the Grand Vizier, by making love to the
Representing the fifth U. S. metroping "Look" sent along a camera crew Vizier's wife and also by introducing the Vizier himself to a very special olis to see Cinerama since it opened
to photograph the stars in the rarified dancing girl.
on Broadway a year ago, PhiladelThe information garnered amounts to this the Vizier and the fat, amiable phia played host to Governor Fine of
air of the Rockies.
Among the stars
was Marilyn Monroe, who slipped but cruel Pasha are hoarding gold so they can bribe mountain tribes and then Pennsylvania, Governor Driscoll of
while wading to a raft and tore an march on the capital. Mature spoils all this by invading the palace with his New Jersey and Governor Boggs of
ankle ligament.
Joe DiMaggio vis- troupe of dedicated friends, acrobatic wrestlers all, by then taking the gold Delaware. Mayor Joseph Clark of
ited Monroe during her immobiliza- fighting the palace guards, killing the Vizier, and capturing the Pasha.
H Philadelphia acted as official greeter.
resolves the problems of romance by offering gold to the Vizier's wife, Vir
tion. Photographs of the Canadian adCinerama officials, including Lowell
venture appear in the current issue of ginia Field, and love to the dancing girl, Mari Blanchard
Thomas, president of Cinerama Pro"Look."
The corps of wrestlers and adventurers, Mature's faithful followers and also ductions S. H. Fabian, president of

No

:

;

•

the story of a winsome girl of
17 fighting with all the fervor of
youth for her great dream of going
on the stage. She meets a Harvard

adherents of his boss, the Sultan, are certain to especially gain juvenile atten
tion.
Leon Askin is a fine Pasha, with German accent and a pathetic dedica
tion to the pleasures enjoyed by his tummy.
Guy Rolfe is cultured, although
villainous, as the Grand Vizier. William R. Cox wrote the story and screen
play, and George Sherman directed.
Albert J. Cohen produced. Others in
the cast are Jim Arness, Palmer Lee, Nick Cravat, Ludwig Donath, Jackie
Loughery, Howard Petrie, Charles Arnt, Glenn Strange, Sam Stein and Dave
Sharpe.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. For November

boy who

release.

"The Actress"

is

represented by

a splendid ad in the October issue
of "Seventeen."
At first glance it

appears to be editorial material.

It

tells

her marriage and

offers

security instead of a stage career. I
haven't seen the picture but will
bet three to one on the boy from

Harvard.
Also in the issue is a striking
full page ad on "Those Redheads

The Fighting Lawman
is

a

deputy

shows that he

marshal
is

Warner;

Hazard

Reeves,

president of Cinerama, Inc., and Lester Isaac, general manager of Cinerama theatre operations, were here
for the benefit.

Big Advance Sale

A

record advance sale of close to
$jO,000, with tickets at a premium
for the next 10 weeks, was recorded
prior to the opening.

Jacobs and Horwits

(Allied Artists)

MORRIS
WAYNE
Western. And he

Stanley

in this better-than-average
not a superman while performing

Form New Agency

from Seattle."
The picture is in his duties. In fact, not until the end does he discover that the girl he has
Opening of the Arthur P. Jacobs3-D with color and features a song been trying to protect is a clever little double-crosser who is looking out only
Al Horwits public relations office in
titled "Take Back Your Gold."
for herself. This factor, plus some good dialogue and acting, raises the picture New York
was announced here.
•
several notches above others in this category.
Horwits, who last week resigned
"Dial
for Murder's" star, Ray
The simple story line tells how Morris captures one of four bank robbers from his executive post at
UniversalMillamd, was interviewed by Louella
and eventually learns from him where the other three are hiding under

M

Parsons for the Oct. 4 issue of "Pic
torial Review."
Also in the issue is
a full color page ad on "Mogambo."
•

"The

Fugitive's" star, Richie An
drusco, an eight-year-old boy, appears
in a motion picture for the first time
While Richie was seeing himself on
the screen for the first time a "Life'

photographer

took

candid
camera
uninhibited reactions.
They appear in the current issue with
scenes from "The Fugitive" which is
is
having its premiere here at the
Normandie Theatre.
In the same issue a pictorial story
demonstrates graphically how Ameri
can dialogue replaces a foreign-Ian
shots

of

guage
try

in

for

his

film

imported to

this

coun-

general theatre release.
•

"Dangerous Crossing" receives
double recognition in the October
issue

of

panion."

"Woman's Home Com-

one of the pictures
recommended by Philip Hartung.
In addition, "Dangerous Crossing"
and its star, Jeanne Crain, are spotlighted in a full-color page ad for
Lustre-Creme Shampoo.
It is

•

A

page and one-half full-color ad
spotlighting Victor Mature and "The
Robe" appears in the current issue of
"Collier's." It advertises Victor
turc's
favorite "Man-Appeal"

Ma-

crook's sister is also living there and she must be
protected, for once the trio finds out her brother has been killed, her life
would be in danger. The girl promises to help the lawman, but instead sees a
way to get rid of the others and get the money for herself. They all get
killed eventually, including the not-so-innocent young lady, either by each
other or by the marshal.
Morris and Virginia Grey, as the unprincipled girl, give solid performances
And there are enough action scenes to please the Western fans in addition
Vincent M. Fennelly produced this very competent
to general audiences.
film with Thomas Carr doing the directing and Dan Ullman the screenplay.
Others in the cast are John Kellogg, Harry Lauter, John Pickard, Rick
Vallin, Myron Healy and Dick Rich.
Running time, 71 minutes.
General audience classification.
September

assumed names.

The

and executive aide
William Goetz and was with Uni-

versal for over 11 years.

The new organization is set up to
represent motion picture and industrial
accounts not only in Hollywood and
New York, but also in 11 key U. S.
cities.
The company also maintains
offices

in

London,

Rome

Paris,

and

Mexico

City.
special unit

field.

"Shadows of Tombstone"

Robert C. Reilly, formerly assistant
director

(Republic)

of

publicity

for

Warner

Brothers and director of publicity for

a well-written Western starring Rex Allen that should be liked
where this type of picture does well. The plot is not sensational but
the dialogue and acting are better than average and the situations seem to
have a fresh approach.
Rex is a rancher in a town run by a crooked sheriff and a saloon owner.
He has captured a bandit who works for the sheriff and the latter is forced
to put him in jail to escape the town's ire.
When the girl who runs the
town's newspaper admits she's afraid to attack the sheriff in print, Rex
decides to run for sheriff himself. The two crooks frame Allen on a murder
charge. When he escapes, the girl helps him in trying to force the crooks
Eventually justice gets its reward but not before some dandy
into the open.
fistfights have ensued and a climactic fight in the hills seems to spell the
end for the hero.
Allen's performance is competent, and once more he does not sing except
His sidekick, Slim Pickens, provides the
in accompaniment to the credits.
usual comedy and Jeanne Cooper plays the female journalist.
Emory
Parnell and the perennial villain, Roy Barcroft, as the sheriff and saloon
William Witney directed for associate
iceeper are properly treacherous.
producer Rudy Ralston with Gerald Geraphty doing the screenplay. Others
in the cast are Ric Roman, Richard Avonde, Julian Rivero and Koko.
General audience classification.
Running time, 54 minutes.
September
is

meal
which can be purchased in Super
Markets located in 37 states. The ad
carries a listing of the markets where
the meal can be purchased.
release.
"Collier's" also sent a camera crew
to the Canadian Rockies to make photographs of Marilyn Monroe and the goes before the cameras on Thursday. man.. Also, Al Green has been signed
cast of "River of No Return." The
Reynolds also revealed the signing to direct "Walking John," which will
photographs in full-color appear in the of Felix Feist to handle the direc- star Edward Arnold in a dual role,
current issue.
torial reins on this drama, based on This is scheduled to start Oct. 12 with
HAAS an original by Hannah Grad Good- David Hire as associate producer.

WALTER

director of publicity
to

A
has been set up to
handle accounts in the radio-television

release.

THIS

International studios to enter into parnership with Jacobs, will fly East from
Hollywood next month to start New
York operations. Horwits was studio

Sun
the

Valley,

Idaho,

West Coast

Herbert

function

will

office as

Named Head

Of Canadian Unit
TORONTO, Oct. — Walter
6.

B.

Herbert of the Canada Foundation has
been elected chairman of the sixth
annual competition for made-in-Canida pictures in 1953, it was announced
by the management committee of the
Canadian Film Awards.
The Canada Foundation is an oranization for the promotion of culture in the Dominion.
One of its
executive supporters is L. W. Brockington, president of Odeon Theatres
of Canada.
Six classes of pictures, ranging
from theatrical features to amateur
non-theatre films, will compete for
the awards.
The sponsoring groups
are the
Canadian Association for
Adult Education, Toronto the Canada Foundation, and the Canadian
Film Institute, Ottawa, formerly the
National Film Society.
;

I

in

an associate.
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Schary Reports

MGM

Sets Its

Sights

on 40

Productions
20 in Backlog and 20

New

Ones Scheduled

Following conferences with NichM. Schenck, president of Loew's,
Inc., and other executives here, Dore
Schary, vice-president in charge of
production, has announced plans for
schedule of
M-G-M. Schary said that the program will be consistent with that announced at the recent sales confercompany stateence in California.
ment issued here yesterday said that
"there will be fewer pictures but each
will represent size and importance."
Forty-five are on the current calendar
future

the

production

A

year's schedule.

"Exhibitors may be assured
of a plentiful supply of product
from M-G-M of at least 40 pictures,
over an undetermined
company.
period,"
said
the
With a current backlog of 20
(Continued on page 2)

TOA

Bids Executives

To Attend Chicago
Meet Next Month
Theatre Owners of America has inthe presidents and sales managers of producing and distributing
companies to attend its 1953 convention and trade show at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel in Chicago on Nov. 1-5.
TOA president Alfred Starr said that
a "good percentage already has accepted and I am sure that most of

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

8,

OnfArbitration Demands
SMPTE

Agrees on
Working Standards
For Stereo Sound
MURRAY HOROWITZ

Agreement was reached on working standards for the design and operation of multi-track stereophonic
sound recording equipment, similar to
that used in conjunction with CinemaScope, at the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers convention here yesterday at the Hotel
Statler.

The accord was reached by
the sound committee, presided

over by John K. Hilliard, which
(Continued on page 2)

Outlines Requirements for Its 'Probable*
Participation in New Industry Confabs;
Standard Wide-Screen 2-1 Ratio Asked
By

BOSTON,

—

SHERWIN KANE

Oct. 7.
Allied States today approved the more stringent demands stated by its board of directors earlier as the price
of its further "probable" participation in new industry arbitration
conferences called for standardization of wide screens at a two-to;

Need for A Variety of
Presentation Forms
Seen by Wilschke
A

Two-Day
Meet Today

20th Opens
Sales

Plans for the handling of the

first

CinemaScope releases and pictures
made by Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic Productions will be developed
here today and tomorrow by 20th
Century-Fox's Canadian and domestic
division managers, assistant division
managers, branch managers and the
(Continued on page 4)

Prominent at

one ratio asked computation of subsequent-run clearances from the end
of the "usual length" of a run in the
prior theatre, and called upon 20th
Century-Fox to continue to make and
release films in standard dimensions
during the transition period to CinemaScope, as well as to test screens and
sound systems other than those presently approved by 20th-Fox for Cine;

BOSTON, Oct. 7.— variety of
presentation techniques "at the present
time" was recommended for exhibitors
by E. O. Wilschke of Altec Service
Corp., in an address to the Allied
States national convention here today.
Wilschke said he believes about three
presentation forms would not be too
costly and would be good for exhibition for the time being.
In a subsequent open forum following his talk he told the convention
that 20th Century-Fox's CinemaScope
is

designed on "sound economic facts"
(Continued on page 4)

maScope presentations.
The foregoing were among

the

more

important resolutions adopted by Allied's annual convention as it came to
a close at the Sheraton-Plaza Hotel
here late this afternoon.
The Allied board's resolution on arbitration, which was adopted unani-

mously by the convention, says that
it can see "no practical benefit to its
members in any arbitration plan that
does

not provide for arbitration of
rentals
on a regional and national
basis
that countenances pre-releases
on even a limited scale, and that does
not prohibit initiation of competitive
;

bidding except at the demand of an

'Clinics'

exhibitor."

vited

them

TEN CENTS

1953

Allied Upholds Directors

By
olas

YORK,

Even should

Equipment Supplies, Costs
Major Items at Allied Meet

fit

to

meet

all

distributors see
of these Allied

requirements, and there is no
expectation among Allied members that they will be even
partially met, Allied declares
(Continued on page 4)

will attend."

Starr reported advance registrations
(Continued on page 4)

Theatre TV Plans
Before NETTC In
Chicago Nov. 2
Specific suggestions for exhibitor
action on theatre television networking
will be detailed at a meeting of the
National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee scheduled for Nov. 2
in the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
Si Fabian, chairman of the
committee, said here yesterday that
the
would make a report on

NETTC

(Continued on page 5)

BOSTON,

Oct. 7.— For perhaps the first time in the quarter of a century
of Allied State's existence, equipment su pplies and costs, rather than sales terms
and policies for film distribution occupied the center of the stage at an annual convention of the organization.

Technicolor Net

The Allied meeting which ended
here today, by design, put the spotlight on the new technical processes to
bring light to the membership and
The consolidated net profit after provide answers for most of the quesThat the
taxes on income of Technicolor, Inc., tions confronting them.
for the nine months ended Sept. 30, same topic would run over into Allied's famed film clinics and hold the
1953, is estimated to be $2,121,518.
The nine-month net is equivalent to center of the stage in most of those,
But that's
$1.10. per share on the new stock out- too, was not pre-planned.
standing as compared to $1,499,507 or what .happened, particularly in the
80 cents per share for the first nine clinics, for large city theatres.
Abe Berehs'on of New Orleans, remonths of 1952, according to Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president and general, porting on the subsequent-run clinics,

Five to Study

Stock-Buying

Increases Sharply

manager.

(Continued on page 5)

BOSTON,

Oct. 7.— Wilbur Snaper,
president,
today apMarcus of Milwaukee,
Nathan Yamins of Fall River, Mass.,
Ruben Shor_of Cincinnati, Jack Kirsch
of Chicago and himself to the committee which the Allied convention
here authorized to study the possibilities of Allied members purchasing the
stock of major film companies -Ho insure independent exhibitors a voi,ce at
(Continued on page 4) ,n
Allied
States
pointed Ben

!

:

;

:

Thursday, October

Motion Picture Daily
Special Plaque for

Personal
Mention

Brown

Continue to
Represent Pioneers

Spyros Skouras

A special plaque, citing Spyros P.
Skouras for his contributions to goodwill through motion pictures, and toward keeping the public awareness of
iCPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th Cen- religion alive through specific films
Chaeles such as "The Robe," will be presented
president
tury - Fox
W. C. to the 20th Century-Fox president
vice-president
Einfeld,
Gehring, executive assistant to the Tuesday by Herman Steinkraus, nageneral sales manager, and Arthur tional chairman for "National Bible
Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian Week," Oct. 19-25, and head of the
sales manager, returned here yester- Bridgeport Brass Company.
day from Boston:
The presentation, on behalf of the
•
Laymen's National Committee, will be
Louis W. Schine, of the Schine made at 20th-Fox's New York office.
circuit, became a grandfather when
his daughter, Mrs. Ross H. Higier,
of Gloversville, N. Y., gave birth to a
Y. Projectionists
son at the Littauer Hospital there.

O

Harry Joe Brown

two organizations.
Brown, as in previous

years,
will handle all details concern-

ing the organizations on
reporting directly to
Coast,
Harry J. Takiff and Marvin
administrative
execKirsch,
utives of the Pioneers in New
the

.

N.
In Tribute to Zukor
A

Joseph I. Breen, director of the
Production Code Administration, accompanied by his wife, left here yes-

N. Y., Oct. 7.—
resolution of tribute to Adolph

terday for the Coast.
•

passed unanimously by the
State Association of Projectionists
and Projectionists Local No. 108,
IATSE, at their combined convention

Feldman,

GENEVA,

on

Universal
Pictures general sales manager, has
left New York for San Francisco and
Los Angeles.

Charles

J.

"

50 years in

his

the;

York.

joint

Zukor
industry was

MGM Productions

New York

(Continued from page 1)
productions, about 20 more will
go before the cameras and be
completed in the fiscal year ending in Aug., 1964. These productions will be selected from
27 stories which have been pur-

here.

The convention was

will continue

to function as West Coast representative of the Motion Picture Pioneers and the FounPicture
Motion
dation
of
Pioneers, it was disclosed here
by Jack Cohn, president of the

;

•

to

presided over

by Earl Tuttle of Local No. 396,
Seymour Moses, Loew's Interna- Binghamton, who is president of the
chased and prepared for producCharles F.
tional director in Holland, will arrive state projectionists group.
tion in script form.
is secretaryin New York from there today by Wheeler, Local No. 108,
presiSeveral of the productions will be
treasurer. Arthur J. O'Neill is
plane.
dent of Local No. 108, Wheeler is made in CinemaScope, some in threesecretary-treasurer, and E. Francis dimensions, and all will be photoIrving Sochin, Universal Pictures
graphed for the M-G-M wide-screen.
is business manager.
Larham
short subjects sales manager, will reAll will be made with Stereophonic
trip.
a
field
from
tomorrow
turn here
sound and most will be in color.
•
As announced earlier this week, a
Chester Weaver, booker for the Certified
"big-scale production" of "Ben
new
Onalaska Theatre, Seattle, is confined
heads the list of M-G-M picHur"
to his home following a heart attack.
BOSTON, Oct. 7.—The streamlin- tures for 1954. It is expected that
•
reporting procedure is this will be made in CinemaScope, as
Prof. Henri Chretien, inventor of ing of theatre
being discussed well as wide-screen.
CinemaScope's anamorphic lens, left the principal subject
meeting
of field managers
Other new properties listed by
regional
at
a
New York yesterday for Paris.
of Certified Reports, Inc., now being Schary are
•
held at the Sheraton-Plaza Hotel here
"The True and the Brave," starring
Bill Foreman, head of the Foreunder the chairmanship of Jack H. Clark Gable, Lana Turner and Victor

Reports
Holds Boston Meet

man

to

circuit of drive-ins, has returned
Seattle.

Levin, president. George O' Heron
the New England division director.

Los Angeles from

West Memphis Stays Honor
MEMPHIS,

Oct. 7.— The West
City Council met

Hy

Levine
75th Birthday

On

Censorship Action

is

HARTFORD,

Oct. 7.— Hy Levine,
Connecticut film distributor,
today to discuss film censorship and was honored tonight on the occasion
postponed action. The council met of his 75th birthday at a dinner-dance
after chairman Fordyce said he was sponsored by the Variety Club of
tired of "his city being a dumping Connecticut, Tent No. 31, and the
ground for movies banned by censors industry of New England.
Several
in Memphis." The council decided to hundred persons were in attendance.
contact Hollywood's Motion Picture
Production Code and other cities to
determine their method of censorship.

Memphis Arkansas

veteran

Jack Ellis Acquires

Meanwhile "The Moon Is Blue,"
showing at the Joy Theatre in West
Memphis, and "Rain," showing at
Sunset Drive-in, continue to draw
good crowds from Memphis. The pictures were banned by censors in Mem-

U. S. distribution: "So Little
Time," a MacDonald Pictures pro-

for

"Broken
"The Ringer,"
Horseshoe," "Murder at 3:00 A.M."

duction;

and "There

Welles' 'Othello'
To United Artists
Orson Welles'

film version of

Shakespeare's

"Othello,"

Was

a

Young Lady."

Mary McCaffery

Wil-

The

pro-

funeral

was ment
I

'

tery.

starring

Van Johnson, Dewey Martin, Walter Pidgeon and Louis Calhern; "Bad Day at

"7

for 7 Brothers," Jane Powell,
Richards and Russ
Keel,
Jeff

Brides

Howard
Tamblyn;

"Beau Brummell" (England).
Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor and
Peter Ustinov; "Deep in My Heart," Jose
Ferrer; "The Glass Slipper," Leslie Caron;
"King's
Stewart Granger;
"Moonfleet,"
"Green
Thief," stars to be announced;
Fire," Clark Gable and Eleanor Parker.
"Scarlet Coat," starring Robert
Also,
Taylor and Michael Wilding; "My Most
Intimate Friend," Lana Turner and Ava
Gardner; "Athena," Esther Williams, Tanet
"Quentin
Leigh and Debbie Reynolds
Durward" (England), stars to be announced; "Love Me or Leave Me," Jane
Powell; "St. Louis Woman," Ava Gardner,
Gene Kelly and Frank Sinatra; "Galveston
Flood," stars to be announced; "Many
Robert Taylor and
Cross,"
to
Rivers
Eleanor Parker; "French Quarter," Fred
Astaire and Dolores Gray; "Hit the Deck."
Jane Powell, Debbie Reynolds and Vic
"One More Time," Eleanor
Damone;
Parker; "The Paris Story," Ava Gardner,
and "Montmartre," starring Leslie Caron,
Cyd Charisse and Pier Angeli.

Porter Hall Dead
of Mary McCaffery,
RKO HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 7.—Funeral
for
assistant

will be in St.

Raymond's Ceme-

SMPTE Agrees
(Continued from page 1)

met in the afternoon to act on
what the SMPTE believed to be
a "serious" situation. Representing 20th Century-Fox at the
meeting was Earl I. Sponable,
research director and key figure
in the development of the composite four-track sound system
utilized by 20th-Fox.
The working standards adopted

at

yesterday's meeting will be incorporated in a series of test films which
will be

forwarded to equipment manu-

facturing firms and theatre servicing
organizations.
The test films, which
will be made under the auspices of
the SMPTE, should be ready in about
30 days, it was estimated by Hilliard.
There will be eight sets of test films
made, Hilliard stated, each set measuring the adequacy of another phase
of the equipment and installation. The
principal sets, he explained, will measure the sound balance of the individual leading speakers so that a true
over-all stereophonic effect is obtained
and will determine the overall performance in frequency range.
Hilliard pointed out that the adoption of working standards will allow
equipment designers and installers to
proceed at an accelerated rate for
CinemaScope type sound, adding that
many theatres throughout the world
are now planning to exhibit CinemaScope productions.
The principal individual speakers
in the four-track sound system, he
stated, are the three behind the screen.

AT&T

Executive Speaks

Addressing the convention on networks for theatre television, F. A.
Cowan, of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co., pointed out the
desirability of obtaining A. T. & T.
long-line

facilities

basis, rather

TV

Services

duced and directed by Welles, who former talent
stars in the title role, has been ac- Radio, who died Monday, will be held
A Solemn Required for release by United Artists, tomorrow morning.
it
was announced in Hollywood by quiem Mass will be sung at the
Arthur B. Krim, president of U.A. Church of St. Simon Stock. Inter'Othello," a Mercury production,
filmed in Italy.

8,"

1953

on a regular use
than on an occasional use
He also
Black Rock," starring Spencer Tracy, by basis, the current practice.
Richard said that A. T. & T. will be able to
directed
by
Schnee,
Charles
Brooks; "Valley of the Kings," Robert furnish greater band widths for theTaylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos Thompson
atre
if they are required. Cowan
and Kurt Kasznar; "Brigadoon," Gene
Kelly and Cyd Charisse; "The Student added that A. T. & T. was preparing
Prince," Ann Blyth and Edmund Purdom; for color
for theatres, too.
In
"Panther

Mature;

;

Pictures

Jack Ellis, of Ellis Films, has
acquired the following five new films

phis.

liam

New

Five

Squadron

8,

TV

response to a question, he said he saw
no likelihood of A. T. & T. reducing
its

line

and local loop charges.

The semi-annual banquet and dance
was held at the same hotel last night.
The more than 400 guests at the
banquet witnessed the awarding of the
15 annual SMPTE fellowships, which
went to Merle H. Chamberlin, LeRoy
M. Dearing, Russel O. Drew, Carlos
H. Elmer, Frank N. Gillette, Gerald
G. Graham, Sol Halprin, A. V. Loughren, Ralph E. Lovell, Arthur J. Miller,
John V. Servies, Kenneth Shaftan, T.
G. Veal, Charles L. Townsend and

Raymond
of

J.

Spottiswoode, the latter

England.

WB Re-signs Walsh
To Long-Term Pact
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. — Raoul
7.

Walsh has been signed by Warner
be held tomorrow after- Brothers to a new long-term exclusive
Hollywood Presbyterian directorial contract. Jack L. Warner

services will
noon, at the
Church, for Porter Hall, 65,

who died
Tuesday, following a heart attack. The
distinguished character actor is survived by his widow and a daughter.

that Walsh's first assignment
under the new contract will be direction of the as yet untitled picture on
the life of Gen. George S. Patton.
stated
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Allied Resolutions

Wilschke
(Continued from page

and reported that Altec in

its

single film.

Wilschke endeavored

to

calm exhib-

worries about supply of new
equipment for the technical innovations, pointing out to them that even
processes was
all
if equipment for
available for every theatre now, they
still would lack sufficient product with
Installations over
which to use it.
the next year will meet the requirements of many theatres, he estimated.
Meanwhile, Wilschke advised, "study
your own situation, estimate your
product available, and then investigate
the sound
processes
now on the
market carefully and" with an eye to
itor

the future."
"If the new type of product won't
be available to "you for four months,"
Wilschke& pointed out, "you don't need
that equjphient today."
jj

L. D. Netter

only that "we might go along
with such an arbitration plan."

service

Heard

Appearing with Wilschke was L.
D. Netters Jr., Altec sales manager.

The

Arbitration, as a matter of fact, was
the least mentioned subject at the
If there
entire three-day convention.

any interest

is

in

it

among conven-

delegates, it failed to mainfest
itself when the board's resolution was
There was no disput to a vote.
cussion or debate on it from the floor
tion

it
was adopted wholly without
comment from the chair.

and

An observer here cannot escape the
conviction that, if industry arbitration

resolution calling for standardization of screen and sound systems
was offered by Sidney Samuelson,
president of Eastern Pennsylvania Allied, and is the same as that adopted
last month by the board of that orIt calls for the adoption
ganization.
of the 2-to-l ratio for all wide screens,

The

,

words for the latter. "They have done an engagement which extends beyond
the
a good job in meeting that big, simul- the traditional length of -a run in
theatre.
prior
taneous demand," he said, "I can't follow some exhibitors in thinking that
The resolution concerning

was

a poor job."
said that what is called "confusion" in the industry's current situation is merely many competent technicians working "feverishly to improve
or to bring in something new."

Reynolds Has Plans
For Sovereign Firm
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 7.— First production schedule announcement for the
newly reorganized Sovereign Productions was made here by Stuart Reynolds, president and executive producer, who stated that with top budgets and box-office casts, the production parade under the supervision of
,

Edward Gray and Rudolph Monter,
will be led off with "Eye of the Beholder," starring Richard Conte.

Art Theatre Manager
A

desirable position

art theatre

manager.

is

open for an experienced
Phone or wire to:

JACK SPRINGER
Academy

Street,

Newark, N.

Phone Mitchell 2-7000

began

the

resolution urges 20th-Fox to
test different screen installations than
those presently approved by it "with
a view to lifting the ban on such installations of compatible with accepted
standards of exhibition" in order to
encourage a wider market in the

The

consider releasing its productions
on conventional film to drive-ins and
theatres which cannot be converted to
CinemaScope "on terms and conditions that will reasonably protect
the theatres that play such productions
in CinemaScope," rather than reserve
to

STANLEY-WARNER THEATRES
17

by exconvention's
pressing
Skouras,
Spyros
to
thanks
who
20th-Fox,
of
president
yesterday's
before
appeared
session here to answer questions concerning the company's
process. It states that "we are
encouraged" by Skouras's offer
to test "The Robe" in a number
of typical theatres using only
the single track sound and asks
that such tests be made "as
quickly as possible" and that
the results thereof be communicated to the trade.

CinemaScope

needed equipment and supplies.
The resolution also asks 20th-Fox

WANTED

J.

prints for non-theatrical purposes "harmful to the motion picture

such

business."
It closes by asking for the production and release by 20th-Fox of a
substantial number
of
conventional
films during the period of transition
to CinemaScope "to relieve the serious film shortage resulting from 20thFox's decision to produce pictures

1)

stockholders' meetings with a view to
influencing company policies and promoting a better understanding of their

problems.

No chairman of the committee was
designated. The group will study the
proposal, first advanced here in the
convention keynote address of Trueman Rembusch of Franklin, Ind.

When

their study has been completed
will report back to the Allied

only in CinemaScope."

they

Convention resolutions were presented by Leon Back of Baltimore.
unanimously.
adopted
All
were

board with recommendations, probably
at the winter meeting in Cincinnati in
February.
Snaper told the convention ,at its
close today that Allied "intends to
pursue this project vigorously. There
has been much discussion of it al-

Among them was one adopted earlier
dependent upon Allied's participathe Allied board decrying criticism
by
tion, then there wuf'J^no industry
High and low in Allied of Allied's chairman and general
arbitration
counsel, Abram F. Myers, for his
ranks look upon it as no solution to
alleged part in Allied's rejection last
the problems which concern them.
year of the proposed industry arbitra-

two' described the background,
including CinemaScope, which has a.
components and functions of the new
2.55 to 1 ratio, as the most desirable
processes' and techniques introduced
for all theatres, including drive-ins.
recently, reminding that the essentials
It also calls for standardization of
Nevertheof few 6'f' them are new.
stereo sound systems and authorizes
less, it was stated, the present period
the Allied board to take such actiomas
is unlike the introduction of sound,
may
be required to further the purbecause sound had experimentation and
poses of the resolution.
tests over a period of years before it
The resolution on clearances for
was widely adopted, whereas the pressubsequent runs was directed at the
ent new techniques, although known
problem of availabilities for small
for some time, have not had the benetheatres, as affected by extended runs
fit of complete testing yet.
It asks that in
prior theatres.
Wilschke expressed optimism for the in
order
to eliminate the delayed availafuture of 3-D, expressing the opinion
complained of, distributors
bilities
that poor presentation has largely
compute
the clearance "to which a
current
for
its
setresponsible
been
run theatre is subjected,"
subsequent
back.
He believes that improvements
an
now on the market and to come can from the end of the first week of
engagement
of any picture in the prior
correct the situation.
week is the usual
Although conceding that some of the run theatre, if one
the
new equipment put on the market was length of a run therein, or from
period may be the
whatever
end
of
inadequate, due, he said, to the overa prior engagenight demand and the unpreparedness usual length of such
completion of
from
the
and
not
ment,
of manufacturers, Wilschke had good

He

(Continued from page

is

Introduced by Samuelson

8,

1953

Stock-Buying

(Continued from page 1)

1)

operations has not yet encountered any
showing the
difficulties
in theatres
four-track sound and picture on the

it

Thursday, October

The resolution, reported
Motion Picture Daily,
exonerates Myers and states that Altion plan.
earlier in
lied's

was approved
members in con-

arbitration action

by the board and

its

vention.

Several Others Adopted

Other resolutions adopted expressed
the convention's thanks to New England Allied and its convention officials
as hosts to this year's gathering; to
Col. H. A. Cole of Allied for his
services to the industry tax repeal
campaign, as co-chairman, and included Allied's pledge to support the
new tax repeal campaign to Trueman Rembusch for his services as
Allied's representative on the governing triumvirate of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, for his
work on the last tax repeal campaign
and for his keynote address at the convention here to Rube Shor of West
Virginia Allied for his presentation
before the Senate Small Business
;

;

Committee

of his advanced admission
price case in connection with the
licensing of Walt Disney's "Peter
Pan," which presentation, the resolution said, "so completely exposed the
illegality of the practice employed that
it
unlikely it will ever again be
is

TOA

Bids

(Continued from page 1)
for the convention were heavy and indications were that it would be the
largest and most important in industry history.
TOA, he said, plans to
give emphasis, "as never before," to

showmanship and glamor.
Industry Leaders Invited

Among

industry leaders invited, are

M.

Robert

also adopted

a resolution thanking Wilbur
Snaper, Allied president, for his
contributions to Allied and for
conducting the convention sessions here.

A

report on theatre fire insurance
rates was presented to the convention
by Irving Isaacs of New England Allied, who has headed a regional committee here engaged in a study which
tends to show that theatre fire rates
have not declined in the past 20 years
despite the conversion to acetate film
and the adoption of other fire prevention precautions.
The report asked for the cooperation of all Allied units in obtaining
data on a national scale designed to
strengthen the case for reductions in
the theatre, rates. The convention approved the report and authorized appointment of a committee to direct the
work of compiling the needed data.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

l

.

;

;

;

Brothers.

20th Sales Meet
(Continued from page 1)

home

It will be the
meeting of sales heads
of the company since the advent of
CinemaScope.

first

office sales staff.

general

CinemaScope productions to be
covered in the discussions are "The
Robe," "How to Marry a Millionaire,"
"Beneath

9

In First Half of 53
Oct. 7.— Film imports
to Canada in the first half of 1953 increased to $3,942,000, compared with
$3,129,000 for the same period of 1952.
The total for June was $617,000, up
from $565,000 for the same month ol
last year.

Twelve-Mile

the

Reef,"

"Prince Valiant" and "Hell and High

Water."

Lichtman

to Preside

Al Lichtman,

director of distribupreside at the sessions.
President "Spyros P. Skouras will address the sales representatives this

tion,

will

Others

morning.

Canada Imports Rise
OTTAWA,

:

Lowell
Thomas, Cinerama Harry Cohn and
Abe Montague, Columbia Roy DisSamuel
Disney
Productions
ney,
Goldwyn and Robert Mochrie, Goldwyn Productions
Bernard Jacon,
I. F. E.
Robert L. Lippert and Arthur A. Greenblatt, Lippert Pictures
Nicholas M. Schenck and Charles M.
Steve Broidy and
Reagan, Loew's
Maurice Goldstein, Allied Artists
Herman Robbins and George F. Dembow, National Screen.
Also, Barney Balaban and A. W,
James R.
Schwalberg, Paramount
Grainger and Charles Boasberg, RKO
Pictures Jack Broder, Realart Herbert J. Yates and C. Bruce Newbery,
Skouras, Al
Spyros P
Republic
Lichtman, and William C. Gehring,
20th Century-Fox William J. Heineman and Bernard G. Kranze, United
Artists Alfred E. Daff and Charles J.
Feldman, Universal Harry M. Warner and Ben Kalmenson, Warner
Astor;

Savini,

;

resorted to."

The convention

ready."

Lichtman

W.

C.

general

in

the

Gehring,
sales

who

will

join

discussions will be
executive assistant

manager

;

Edwin

W.

Aaron, Western sales manager, and
Eastern
and
Arthur
Silverstone,
Canadian sales manager.
Tomorrow, Charles Einfeld, vicepresident, will detail advertising and
other promotion plans to pre-sell the
attractions.

Thursday, October
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Ohio, Indiana Allied

Appointed Exclusive
Agents for BOT
BOSTON,

Oct. 7.— William Carexecutive secretary of Allied
Theatre Owners of Indiana, and Robert Wile, executive secretary of Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
Allied
the
States
at
concluded
national convention here agreements
with William Rosensohn, vice-president of Box-Office Television, Inc.,
under which the two Allied organizations will be exclusive agents in their
BOT's
sponsorship
of
states
for
theatre television setup.
theatre
plans to furnish
projectors on a per-use rental basis,
sharing 50-50 in receipts from a miniprograms
mum of 20 theatre
roll,

TV

BOT

TV

promised for next year.

RCA TV

For large

theatres,
proExhibitors
jectors will be available.
will be required to pay the estimated
$3,000 installation charges, plus $100

Interest in

No CinemaScope

Equipment

(Continued from page 1)
the Allied convention that the
consensus was that 3-D has about
worn out its novelty in the East and
Midwest, but still offers a plus attraction in most parts of the South.
Producers of 3-D films, he said, had
better turn out something good if the
fortunes of the 3-D youngster are not
to be permanently wasted.
told

The
said,

clinic

showed, Berenson

that

many

exhibitors

"wasted" money by surrendering
to salesmen's persuasions and
buying unneeded new generators, rectifiers and other items

when

installing

3-D,

when

some

with
favoring

competitive
it,
others

bidding",

opposed.
runs for

Efforts to get advanced
drive-ins, he said, are not worthwhile
at the great increase in film rentals
at which most are obtained.
Rifkin ended his report on one of
the few prosperity notes heard at this

convention.
In the drive-in clinics,
he said, "there was not much wailing
or complaining.
Business has been
good."

Nathan Yamins brought

the

equipment they had would have
sufficed. He advised exhibitors
to proceed with caution in this
field in the future.

in

what

their competitor bid, what
offer will obtain a picture and

He

ing

drive-ins

the large city first run clinic
report which, he said, found
competitive bidding "not on the
level; crooked, in fact."
He
said that exhibitors are told

described the situation pertainscreens as
"confused''
and
urged 20th Century-Fox not to seek
per use for the first 20 uses. Smaller changes in CinemaScope which could
theatres
will
be equipped with a render present equipment obsolete. His
Snaider portable
projector and clinic, Berenson said, favored a variwill pay no installation fee, and $50 ety of techniques for the theatre but
for each of the first 30 uses.
felt that within that variety, there is
Allied units in Ohio and Indiana room for standardization of some esclaim as members 75 to 80 per cent sentials.
It is
of the theatres in those states.
Irving Dollinger of New Jersey, rethe intention to offer the deal only to porting on small city first runs, said
Allied members.
an exception and
that clinic was
to

TV

Asks Theatres to Aid
In Promoting U.N.

5

showed most concern for film prices.
conclusions
were that bidding

Its

should be permitted only when instituted by the exhibitor and that, where
bidding does exist, exhibitors will do
better if they refrain from it and split
the product with their competitor inBids, he said, should be availstead.
able for inspection by all parties for
30 days after their submission, in the
opinion of his clinic.
The product

that all bids are rejected sometimes and exhibitors told what
they should bid the next time.
His clinic, too, came up with
the
conclusion
that
bidding
should be used only at the instigation of exhibitors and that
"if you have it, get rid of it
split the product rather than
bid."

He warned

exhibitors to stay

away

from

high percentage deals, citing
terms on a number of popular pictures and asserting that they were
changed when exhibitors were prepared to make deals.
Yamins said
still more important than any of the
new processes to the exhibitor is what
he's paying for film.
Leo Wolcott, of Iowa-Nebraska
Allied, reported on the small town

or

3-D for Republic
Now, Says Yates
BOSTON, Oct. 7.— Republic has no
plans at this time to produce 3-D or
CinemaScope films, H. J. Yates, president, told Allied States board of directors in a wire responding to a
query, put to all companies, as to
whether single sound track film prints
of productions made in the CinemaScope process would be made available to exhibitors.
Yates said that Republic plans to
produce for standard and wide screens,
using one sound track, to provide exhibitors with pictures which can be
played "without the installation of
costly equipment which may become
obsolete." He cited Republic's "The

Columbia's "From
as examples that
the new techniques are not essential to
big-grossing pictures.
In another reply received to the Allied board's query today, Charles M.
Reagan, general sales manager of
Loew's, stated that his company had
not yet decided on a release policy for
the two CinemaScope productions on
its schedule, the first not being set for
Quiet

Man" and

Here

to Eternity"

release until December.

Replies from other companies were
received and reported earlier.

Members See

Allied

Polaroid 'Sync' Unit

Oct. 7.— An actual theof the special 3-D
demonstration
atre
Oct. 7.— American theasynchronization and control devices
tre owners were asked tonight by Amthat Polaroid Corp. is making availbassador James J. Wadsworth, Depclinics.
He also warned against com- able to U. S. theatres in its halfuty U. S. Representative to the United
petitive
bidding
and recommended million-dollar
Service
"Technical
Nations, to aid in world peace goals
splitting the product, instead.
He Program," was a highlight today of
by giving screen time to the U. N. shortage will become more serious, said small town experience with 3-D
the Allied States convention here.
Dollinger' s report predicted, pointing has not been good
films.
to date, blaming
Held at the University Theatre in
increasing
runs
length of first
Speaking at the annual banquet to the
poor product, high terms and bad pre- Cambridge, under the direction of
which closed Allied States' national in large cities as an example, in addi- sentation. However, he reported conL. W. Chubb, engineer of the Polaroid
convention here tonight, Wadsworth tion to the reduction of film produc- siderable interest by the clinic
in the Corp., the special screening demondescribed some of the goals of U. N. tion schedules.
Nord single strip process and prom- strated to more than 100 convention
and the work it is doing around the
ised 3-D processes not requiring the delegates how "sync" errors in 3-D
Likes 'Pittsburgh Plan'
world and related how the American
use of viewers.
He said there was
exhibitor could give valuable assistWhere the pinch already is felt, his considerable interest also in wide- projection can be almost immediately
detected and corrected with the Polaance to both.
clinic recommends the Pittsburgh plan
screen in the small towns and recom- roid 3-D "sync" monitor and control
business
specific
the
primary
in
a
under which all theatres
"I agree that
mended proper presentation methods, which together permit projectionists to
of motion pictures is entertainment. "break" area get together and offer
employing standard width subjects for correct mis-synchronizations down to
But entertainment can also be instruc- a territorial "first run" with coopera- contrast.
1/10 frame by the turn of a knob.
tive," Wadsworth said. In helping tell tive advertising and other factors, for
series of actual monitors, mounted at
This has worked
the U. N. story you can give your a specific picture.
Says 'Class' Audience Hurts
the rear of the orchestra, permitted
audience both, without boring them or out to the advantage of both exhibitors
members of the audience to see for
doors.
driving them away from your
and distributors, Dollinger reported,
His clinic brought in complaints
number of you do show them but with both doing better than they would against high terms, long clearances themselves how the unit works, and
of the 3-D "sync"
we need more of you to help us reach have normally. His clinic was con- and the tendency of current films to an animated display
exhibit
in the lobby.
on
control
was
the millions with the U. N.'s stories." vinced, Dollinger said, that "there is attract a "class" audience that poses
this
earlier
announced
Polaroid
no such thing as a national sales a problem for small town theatres.
the 3-D "sync" unit, tothat
week
policy."
Those theatres, he said, had a business
special 3-D filter kit,
Julian Rifkin reported on drive-in upturn early last summer but it gether with a
would be distributed without charge
clinics,
revealing
that
there,
(Continued from page 1)
too, lasted only until major network
to theatres using Polaroid viewers,
equipment problems were in the fore- programs returned to the air.
and to other houses equipped for 3-D
the recent Federal Communications front. Experiments with wide screens
town
showsaid
small
Wolcott
the
at the less-than-cost price of $95 for
Commission's hearings in regard to in drive-ins, he said, showed screens
man needs tax relief, good product the complete "nackage." At the conConcrete
allocations.
theatre
with wings added were not successful, at fair, flat rentals, decent playdates
clusion of the demonstration Jackson
decision
plans resulting from the
but an experiment in Kansas City re- and new technical processes within
Turner, 3-D Viewer sales manager,
will be laid, he said.
sulted in success for a 30-foot screen. their dollar limit.
On the other hand, announced that within 10 days a mailPartial
that
success
for
3-D
in
ruled
drive-ins
the
showhe
urged
exhibitor
to
better
In June,
the
ing piece would go out to exhibitors
was reported, but some also said they manship, better programming and betcommon carriers transmitting
outlining the details of the program.
had removed their 3-D equipment.
only theatre television programs
ter
operation of his theatre.
He
new seamless screen is on the way, called upon other exhibitors to join
should be permitted to use the
Rifkin said, and may be of value. He with Allied members in helping to
frequencies currently allocated
cautioned drive-in operators to go achieve those aims.
to other common carriers.

BOSTON,

BOSTON,

A

A

Theatre

TV

TV

TV

FCC

FCC

A

FCC

At

that time the
said that in
passing upon the applications for special theatre television common carriers, it would consider, among other
points, whether the limited use proposed constitutes an efficient, economical and otherwise sound utilization of
radio frequencies whether service on
such a limited basis to users will be
;

slow on investments

new

in

equipment

in

gg

processes.

He

reported varied experiences of

Arnall on Coast

jflS

FILMACK

HOLLYWOOD,

adequate, efficient and rendered at a
reasonable cost
public need and demand for the service, and whether existing radio and wire facilities are
adequate to meet the public demand.
;

Oct. 7.— Ellis G.
the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers, has arrived here for conferences
preparatory to meetings planned for
the week-end or early next week.
Arnall,

president
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SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER RAVES:

"New comedy smash
...Marry

hit

at

Orpheum!

Me Again drew more laughs

than any other comedy of recent

Marie Wilson &
Robert Cummiiigs

memory !... It's fortunate in having
two stars who know the fun-making
business thoroughly!... Marie Wilson

wins favor before large and laughing
audiences! .. .The house

and the applause

was packed

terrific

!'.'..

AND THE

BUSINESS EVEN TOPPED THE RAVES!

AGAIN
with RAY
Produced by

WALKER

•

ALEX GOTTLIEB

MARY COSIA
•

•

JESS BARKER

Written and Directed by

FRANK IAS HUN
Distributei

R

K

!

RADK
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Report

Challenge of CinemaScope Product Listed
3-D's Seen for 'Life or Death
Sixteen ^Scope
Skouras

70%

of Larger

U.S. Theatres

CinemaScope was one

of "life or death," Spyros P. Skouras,
Century-Fox, told the company's sales convention here
yesterday at the Park-Sheraton Hotel. Company executives knew that 20thof

of

20th

Fox was

Samples Views,
Sizes in U. S. Survey

NewTypePrint
Developed By

MURRAY HOROWITZ

of the theatres in
the U. S., seating 500 and more, either
have converted or plan to convert to

3-D and wide screen projection by the
end of 1953, according to a report which will
be made today
to the convention here of the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television En-

Technicolor
of a

which

said to have greatly increased definition and smoothness was
revealed yesteris

day by Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,

president
of Technicolor.
Kalmus said
that on all
screens, par-

report,

on

a

SMPTE sam-

i c u 1 a r 1 y
on
large
screens,
the prints made
by
the
new

t

w ill be
made by Ben
pling,

Ben Schlanger

S c h 1 a nger,
chairman of the
Society's theatre engineering commit(Continued on page 6)

new and improved

Technicolor dye transfer color release
print

gineers.

The

US Tax Income
WASHINGTON,

Oct.

8.— Gen-

eral admission tax collections in July,
reflecting
June box-office business,
were the highest for any 1953 month

reported so far, according to the Internal

Revenue Service.

put July collections at $28,152,118, up sharply from June collections
(Continued on page 6)
It

T
Herbert Kalmus

was

It

e

c

h n

i

agers
staffs

uct

and

home

office

sales

attending. Current prod-

and promotional plans

be analyzed. A.

W.

will

Schwalberg,

president of Paramount film
Distributing Corp., will preside.
Schwalberg and E. K. (Ted)
O'Shea, vice-president, will deliver addresses on Monday.

that

the

initial

strip

Banquet Closes Meet
Of Famous Players
TORONTO, Oct. — The four8.

day

conference of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. at the King
Edward Hotel here concluded last
night with a banquet for upward of
200 managers, partners, executives and
eastern

special

Morris

Para. Sales Meet
Paramount will open a full
week of sales meetings here
on Monday, with division man-

explained

guests.
The chairman was
Steii\ eastern division manager.

emphasis was given to
(Continued on page 6)

the

Delay Launching of
Fight TV Series

Of Next Year

"in

tury

spite of the
desperate

CinemaScope

Sixteen

productions,

10 to be made by Panoramic Productions and other
independently-made
films will be released by 20th Cen-

meet the

-

Fox

be-

'tween

state

month

of the business,
in order that
screen lens and

Spyros Skouras

this

and the

end

of

year,

Al Licht-

next

sound equipment could be provided to
theatres in a miraculously short time."
Skouras stated that in his opinion,
"in all the history of this industry, no
distribution department of any com-

man, director of

opening

session

pany has ever

of
a
national

two-day

with such determination or has achieved so much
as our own has in this tribute to a
rallied

great man in our business.
Within
a very short time, you men of distribution have achieved a feat which

(Continued on page 6)

-

process
showed greatly
improved color

photography
employs
single
(Continued on page 4)

Final

To Open Monday

more

c o lo r

quality.

Sharp Rise in

of

than $10,000,000

emergency,

Development

By End

an invest-

ting

to

Films

Lichtman Gives Lineup
At Sales Meeting Here

said, commitment

Over 70 per cent

based

stak-

n g its existence and its
future on its
belief in Cinema Scope, he
l

SMPTE
By

The challenge

president

UA

Will Handle AA
Films in Australia
United Artists will distribute Allied
Artists product in Australia, according to a joint announcement made by
Arnold M. Picker, vice-president of
U.A. in charge of foreign distribution,
and Norton V. Ritchey, president of

distribution,

said

terday

yes-

at the

sales

meeting here at
the Park Sheraton Hotel.

Al Lichtman

Lichtman asserted that the
calibre of pictures scheduled for release in the coming months "will see
(Continued on page 6)

'Stereo'

Sound

In 1,000 by J an.

More than 1,000 theatres in the
United States will be equipped with
A.A.'s foreign subsidiary.
the single-film stereophonic sound sysDetails of the agreement, which is
tem by the end of 1953, Al Lichtman,
effective immediately, were worked
director of distribution, told sales exout in Sydney by Ron Michaels,
ecutives of the company yesterday at
U.A.'s managing director in Australia,
a sales meeting here.
and William Osborne, A.A.'s repreThe output of new sound heads,
sentative in the territory.
_

A

contract has already been nego-

tiated with the Hoyts circuit, which
will showcase the entire program of

Allied

Artists
theatres.

pictures

in

all

Johnston Says U.

Economy

A

The

of

its

S.

Model

projected weekly series of fight
telecasts will begin Nov. 17 instead
Ala.,
Oct. 8.—
of Oct. 27 as originally scheduled, it America's economy is a working model
was disclosed here yesterday by Leo by which "we can demonstrate to other
Rosen, formerly in charge of opera- peoples the advantages which are potions for Theatre Television Associ- tentially theirs," Eric Johnston, presiates,
a subsidiary of Cappel-Mac- dent of the Motion Picture AssociaDonald.
tion of America, said here tonight in
The new launching date was an- an address before the "Birmingham
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 4)

BIRMINGHAM,

(Continued on page 6)

Fox West Coast Unit
Compresses Districts
LOS ANGELES, Oct. 8.— Realignment of Fox West Coast
Theatres' districts to bring administration into line with present booking problems was announced here by general manager George Bowser. He said
consolidating five districts into
three will enable each district
manager to handle theatres having comparable booking and
operational conditions with
which to contend.
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Personal
Mention

150 Register Early for TO A Meet;
Wallerstein Sees A Record Turnout

president of
here Monday

J.

RKO

Radio, will leave
Atlanta

Charlotte,

for

and Jacksonville.
•

Rube Jackter, Columbia
assistant

manager,

sales

Jackter, have returned to
from Europe.
•

Pictures

Mrs.

and

New York

M-G-M

studio pro-

New York

ABC
New Media

Goodlatte of

To Study

•

RKO

Theatres vending
D. J. Goodlatte, managing director
bead, will leave New York over the
of Associated British Cinemas, has
weekend for Chicago.
•
arrived in New York from London
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M publicity to study various new media in exhibimanager, yesterday celebrated his 18th tion.
Goodlatte said that he was not sure
wedding anniversary.
that the situation here was any clearer
than it was in England but that, in
'A'
effect, he wanted to compare the confusion.
He will see "The Robe."
"This Is Cinerama" and various 3-D
Goodlatte
pictures
and_ processes.
The national Legion of Decency, in also will confer with Steve Broidy,

Lee Koken,

Legion Qualifies

Listing for 'Robe'

L

A

in its
placing "The Robe" in Class
current listing, stated, "While this
film deals with incidents of Sacred
history in a reverent and inspirational
manner, it is to be noted that it is
a fictional narrative and contains
variances from, and omissions of,
Scriptural and historical accuracy."
In the same listing the Legion
and
placed ten other films in Class
four in Class B.
In Class A, Section 1, in addition
to "The Robe," are "The Village" and

A

ABC

president of Allied Artists.
holds the British franchise for
product.
Goodlatte said he did not plan to

AA

go to Hollywood on
confine
in

his

New

studies

this trip, but will

to

developments

York.

CinemaScope Shows
For Foreign Lands

Far East demonstrations of CinemaEight films Scope will continue at a rapid pace,
Thunderbolt."
in Class A, Section 2, are "Blowing with 11 major city showings of the
Wild," "Botany Bay," "Cinque Po- new photographic dimension process
veri in Automobile," "Ettore Fiera- scheduled for later this month and
mosca," "The Moonlighter," "Prison- next, 20th Century-Fox disclosed.
ers of the Casbah," "Torch Song" and
Installation of theatres with screens,
"Wings of the Hawk."
stereophonic sound equipment and proIn Class B are "Decameron Nights," jection lenses is being accelerated for
"Fiamma Sulla Laguna," "Mogambo" the immediate demonstrations of Cineand "Paris Model."
maScope as well as the release of
"The Robe" abroad around the end of
"Titfield

Merchants Reopen

the year.

Showings, to which government officials,
prominent exhibitors and the
(III.)
press will be invited, are scheduled for
CHICAGO, Oct. 8.— The Walnut Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland, WellTheatre, Walnut, 111., is reopening on
Bangkok,
Manila,
ington,
Tokyo,
a part-time basis, and will run SunSingapore, Bombay, Johannesburg and
Mondays,
Wednesdays,
and
days,
Portuguese East Africa.
Saturdays, with local merchants, who
are backing the theatre on a cooperative basis, underwriting a free show
every Wednesday to lure shoppers
into town. The son of the local newspaper publisher and the theatre proA meeting of the Motion Picture
jectionist will be co-managers of the
Export Association will be held here
house for the merchants group.
presitoday, presided over by
Ben Eisenberg, former branch man- dent Eric Johnston, who is due in
ager of Monogram's Chicago office and
from Washington.
a veteran exhibitor, is reopening the
Meanwhile, it was indicated that
Royal Theatre, Chicago, closed since Griffith
economist,
Johnson,
early spring, tomorrow.
might leave shortly for Paris to pave

Walnut

In a move that is said to be "revolutionary," Jules Levey plans to release
"The She Wolf," produced in Italy by
Ponti-de Laurentiis, in its Italian version for general
distribution
in
this

House

Meeting of MPEA
Slated Here Today
MPEA

c o

un

tr y.

Despite the
Italian dialogue,

the

head, will leave
tomorrow for Hollywood.

Dore Schary,
duction

Levey Sets 'She Wolf
In Italian Tongue
For Regular Runs

of

L. WALTON, execuEDWARD
R. Grainger,
assistant to
tive

—

Oct. 8. Advance registration for the Theatre Owners
America convention at the Conrad Hilton Hotel here No. 1-5
already total 150 exhibitors and others associated with the industry,
convention chairman David Wallerstein said today.
"Judging from past experience," he said, "this number registering
so far in advance indicates a record attendance, greatest in TOA
It also is indicative of the importance these leaders and
history.
top men from allied interests attach to this year's business meetings
and trade show."
Wallerstein said that additional registrations were coming in daily
from all parts of the country.

CHICAGO,

1953

9,

action

is

such that it is
easy for patrons
who do not understand Italian
to
follow
the

Screen Extras Guild
Lists Pact Demands

story easily, Lesaid here
yesterday.
He
added
that
a
novel
innovation may be inJules Levey
serted to clarify
some of the sequences, but that this
would be held to a minimum.
The decision to release the picture
generally without dubbing or superary, 1958. The Association of Motion imposed titles resulted from comments
Picture Producers, the Society of In- made by a few non-Italian speaking
dependent Motion Picture Producers selected audiences following previews.
and the Independent Motion Picture It was found that there was little or
Producers Association are the film no difficulty in getting the full meanorganizations included in the pro- ing of the story, he said.
posals.
Levey stated that "The She Wolf"
would be the first of several foreign
pictures he will import which would
permit general distribution in their
original dialogue.
Releasing arrangements for "The She Wolf" have not
Oct. 8.— Superior
been set.
Judge Frank G. Swain today authorized the foreclosure of a chattel mort-

HOLLYWOOD,

A

miniOct. 8.—
annual wage, paid vacations, old
age pension, and wage increases ranging between 10 and 15 per cent, are
proposed by the Screen Extras Guild
in representations made today to all
motion picture producer associations,
and to the Alliance of Television Film
Proposals are provided
Producers.
for in a contract that runs to Janu-

vey

mum

Order Foreclosure
Against Roberts
HOLLYWOOD,

gage by Bank
of Evil" and

of America on "Force
"Body and Soul," to sat-

Nigel Bruce Dies
HOLLYWOOD, Oct.

—

8.
Nigel
aggregating $215,030 Bruce, 58, character actor perhaps
on loans made to Roberts Productions, best known for his portrayal of Dr.
Inc., for their production.
Watson in the Sherlock Holmes series

isfy indebtedness

The

original

loans,

made

in

1946

The
and 1948, exceeded $2,500,000.
jurist appointed a commissioner to
auction the films.

SIMPP

Meetings Set
For Today, Monday

which starred Basil Rathbone
title

erly

role, died

Hills

in the

here today at his Bev-

He was

home.

stricken

with a serious heart ailment early last
August. Funeral services will be held
Monday afternoon at Pierce Brothers
chapel in Santa Monica. His widow
survives.

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 8.— Ellis G.
Arnall, president of the Society of
Motion Picture ProIndependent
ducers, will meet with the executive
committee tomorrow and with the full
membership on Monday, reporting on
results of a recent Anglo-American
pact meeting in Washington. He will
submit plans for operating the newlyformed Independent Motion Picture
Export Association, Inc.

Republic's Altschuler

To Tour Far East
Richard

W.

Altschuler, president of

Republic Pictures International Corp.,
planed out of New York for Los Angeles last night on the first leg of a
the way for the projected trip there six-week tour of the company's Far
The extension of the Eastern branches.
of Johnston.
U.S. -Franco pact expires in NovemAltschuler will confer with Republic
ber and, according to word from president Herbert J. Yates at the stuheadquarters in Paris, the dio in North Hollywood before flying
negotiations
is
current
status
of
to Tokyo.
He subsequently will visit
clouded by French efforts to cut the the Philippines, Hong Kong, Thailand,
number of picture permits to U.S. Malaya, Indonesia and Sydney, returning to New York on Nov. 20.
companies, and other factors.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

"MOGAMBO

It

starring

CLARK GABLE

•

AVA GARDNER

TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

calor by

and

MPEA
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Decision Is Reserved

In

RKO

Of

Radio Suit

2 Stockholders

New York Supreme
Samuel

Industry Observance

Court Justice

yesterday reserved
decision in minority stockholders' suit
Pictures and the comagainst
pany's cross-motion to dismiss or
abate the suit.
RKO's position was supported by
of
behalf
in
submitted
affidavits
Samuel Goldwyn Productions and
Walt Disney Productions, which dis-

DiFalco

RKO

The two inthrough RKO.
dependent producers, commenting on
the bid by the two minority stock-

(Continued, from page 1)

Columbus Day, Monday, will be
observed by most of the major
companies here. M-G-M,
Radio and 20th Century-Fox
will close for the day, while
half-holidays will be given employes of Columbia, Paramount,
United Artists, Universal, Re-

RKO

Warner and the MPAA.
plans of Monogram have
not yet been determined.
public,

The

tribute

holders to put the company into receivership, said that if such an eventuality occurred they would cancel
their distribution arrangements with
was also supported by
RKO.
a representative of the Atlas Corp.,
which holds a stock interest in the

RKO

Technicolor

Of Columbus Day

'Desert'

Debut

Friday, October

to

Aid

Damon Runyon Fund
The Damon Runyon Memorial Fund

35mm.

Contrary
color negative film.
to general usage, he said, this negahorizontally through a
tive moves
modified black-and-white camera and
the scenes are recorded on an area
equal to two full frames of normal
color negative.

Doctor Kalmus' explanation of the
process

follows

"Working from such a double frame
negative the process and methods developed by Technicolor make possible
the manufacture of a standard 35mm.
Technicolor release print in which the
images are of normal size and posiand which may be combined
tion,
with either photographic or multiple
magnetic type sound tracks.
Such
release prints can, of course, be projected on any screen including large
screens, and in any aspect ratio from
1.5 to 1 or larger if desired by the
producer or exhibitor.
Since these

sponsor the world premiere of
"The Living Desert," Walt Disney's
first full-length True-Life Adventure,
which will be held at the Sutton Thecompany.
RKO, which pointed out that it is atre here in November, the exact new improved Technicolor dye transnow operating at a profit, charged date to be determined.
fer release prints are of normal size
The entire proceeds of the opening
that the suit represents a waste of
and position in every respect no spewill
turned
over
to
be
a
corporate assets due to the time, effort night event
cial projection lens in the theatre is
and legal expenses involved in answer- hospital in New York to be desig- necessary.
administrators
the
of
the
nated
by
contended that a
ing the suit.
"This new development emsimilar suit is now pending in Nevada Runyon Fund.
ploys the principle of recordcourts.
9
ing substantially more picture
detail on the negative than cusIs
tomary heretofore in order to
enable prints to be made for
SEATTLE, Oct. 8.—An all-time
standard theatre projection
Ex- first-week record for films in this
CITY, Oct. 8.
which clearly and accurately
has been set by "The Robe." Folhibition of British pictures in Mexico city
reproduce all the elements of
lowing an opening-night
premiere
has been halted because great Britain
the scene, especially when large
gross of $4,000 at the 5th Avenue Theis not disposed to make the reciprocal
screen projection is required.
atre, the first seven days brought in
film screening pact that Mexico de"Technicolor has been working on
Britain, explained a spokes- $45,000 on a continuous, non-reservedmands.
the new system for more than 18
man for the British Embassy here, seat basis.
The 5th Avenue made the change- months, resulting in the introduction
does not consider that pact necessary,
over
to
CinemaScope for about of the laboratory steps which are
holding that any really good picture
uniquely dependent upon the Technican be successfully played in England $35,000.
will

RKO

'The Robe in Seattle
Sets lst-Week Mark

British Product

Blocked in Mexico

—

MEXICO

The Emwithout any pressuring.
bassy, though, refuses to talk officially
The spokesman
about the case.

color dye transfer process.
The new
method is already in operation in moderate volume at Technicolor's Holly-

'Robe' a Sellout at

FCC
New

9,

1953

Two

Rejects

Color Systems

As 'Merely Paper'
WASHINGTON,

Oct.

8.—The

Federal

Communications Commission
refuses to consider two proposed color
television

systems because it believes
"merely paper systems."
The systems eliminated from consideration were proposed by Otto
Luther, New Preston, Conn., and by
Marshall Soghoian and S. L. Cooke,
they are

Jr.,

still

Richmond.

of

The Commission

said neither system
had complied with the FCC requirement that anyone proposing a new
color plan must have put an experimental signal on the air and delivered sample receivers to the Commission's laboratories.

At the same time the Commission
announced the detailed arrangements
for next week's color television demonstration in

New York

The

City.

demonstration will be held on Thursday, Oct. 15, on the Starlight Roof
of the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, starting at 11 :30 A.M. The public will be
barred.
The demonstration will include color broadcasts by National

Broadcasting, Columbia Broadcasting
and Allen B. DuMont Laboratories.
The Commission has said that following these tests it would adopt stan-

dards proposed by the National Television
System Committee, if the
standards meet all requirements.

Puts $1,000 Price
Tag on Color TV
A

price tag of $1,000 for a home
receiver using the new
Colortron
tube
of
the
Columbia

color

TV

Broadcasting System was seen here
yesterday by David Cogan, president

CBS-Columbia, Inc.
Cogan
was present at the unveiling
stressed that really good Mexican
8.— The Saen"Technicolor will not be supplying of the tube for the press at the Walpictures always do well in Britain. ger Theatre, seating over 3,000 perFollowing the demonbecause it is expected that dorf-Astoria.
He cited the recent case of "The For- sons, played to capacity last night at cameras
the producers can accomplish this stration, which was quite impressive,
gotten" as an example. That picture the
mid-South premiere of "The
themselves by the necessary modifica- Cogan estimated the price, adding
broke all records for the theatre that

New Orleans Debut
New Orleans, Oct.

wood

Robe."

played

it,

it

was

said.

British

ex-

hibitors are still free to play Mexican
pictures, their sole rule being that they
will only book films that they consider
indicated that British progood.
ducers recognize that criterion in do-

He

ing"

business with Mexico.

The Mexican ban

irks

tests

distributors

The ban
British pictures here.
blocks exhibition of six new British
films.

Columbia Dividends
In Cash and Stock
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 8.— Directors
of Columbia Pictures today declared
a dividend of 25 cents on the common
stock, including voting trust certificates, payable Nov. 5 to stockholders
of record on Oct. 22.
Also declared was a 2y-> per cent
stock dividend on the common and on

payable in
certificates,
Dec. 7 to stockholders of
record on Oct. 23. Cash will be paid
where fractional shares are held.
trust

common on

London 'Murder' Opens
"Murder on Monday," produced by
London Films, and based on a play
by R. C. Sherriff, had its American
premiere this week at the Plaza Theatre here, released in this country by

Arthur Mayer-Edward Kingsley,

Inc.

made

employing

black-and-white

already

demon-

most

of the stuAfter successful
Paramount studios,

the
the
Paramount

at

that he believed that the cost to the
buyer would gradually decrease.
The half-hour program used to
demonstrate the new compatible color
television tube was "emceed" by Ed
Sullivan, who introduced skits featuring Carmen Miranda, Gene Autry and

modified
cameras, they decided to photograph his rodeo troupe
the later routine
sion show and radio program were
their entire production, 'White Christ- was picked up direct from Central
broadcast from the theatre lobby, with
The definition and clarity of
mas, using this process, thus being Park.
night and supper club entertainers as
the first to use it on a feature picture. the indoor shots were good, although
guests.
"Technicolor will soon be in a po- the outdoor shots seemed less clear.
CBS president Frank Stanton, who
sition to undertake the processing of
a number of important features using was also present, stated that he would
$9,582 'Robe'
welcome the possibility of pooling
In its first day's business on "The this new print method."
knowledge and color techniques with
Robe" in CinemaScope, the
the other networks.
Keith Memorial

Prior to the opening, a live televi-

of

voting

tions
standard
to
dismissal of
cameras.
Federal Judge J. Skelly
"Technicolor has
Wright filed by the Parorama Thestrated the process to
atre to prevent the showing at the
dios in Hollywood.
Saenger, alleging conspiracy with 20th

The opening followed

a suit by

Century-Fox, the distributor.

of

plant.

;

Record

RKO

Theatre in Boston
broke all existing house records with
the opening day's figure of $9,582 net,
the

circuit

reported

Johnston Says

P.

H.

(Continued, from page 1)

Depix

Polaroid
Set Back

Public Affairs Forum. JohnVs.
remarks stressed the "splendid
same house were "The Bells of St. job" that American businessmen are Trial Is
Mary," which opened on Christmas doing in building up goodwill and
BOSTON, Oct. 8.— Trial of the
Day in 1945 with a net of $6,522; respect for the entire nation and also patent infringement
actions involving
"Cinderella" at $7,731, and "Joan of their potential
contribution to future Depix Corp. of Brooklyn and PolarArc" at $7,365 in 1949, it was said.
American relations with the rest of oid Corp. of Cambridge, Mass., was
the world.
put over for three months by Federal
Johnston said that "given the right Judge George C. Sweeney in Federal
Bert
to Coast
kind of atmosphere and adequate en- Court here.
Bert Orde of "Redbook" will arrive couragement and
incentive, there is
Depix initiated the action chargin Hollywood on Monday, from New every
reason to believe that the Amer- ing Polaroid with infringement of two
York. He will stay on the Coast for ican business community
will continue 3-D viewer patents held by Alvin M.
10 days visiting studio executives. to relieve official
aid programs by Marks, Depix president.
Polaroid's
Orde will have with him William promoting development
and under- counter-claim alleges that the Marks
Terry, advertising manager of "Red- standing in
the fields in which it can patents are invalid and charges that
book," who will stay at the Beverly function most
effectively and legiti- Depix is infringing on four Polaroid
Hills Hotel

The

nearest

here yesterday.
highs at the

box-office

News"

ston's

:

Orde

with Orde.

mately."

patents.

to

%e /953
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SMPTE Reports on TV

Lichtman
(Continued,

from page

SMPTE

said, five of which are in CinemaScope with color by Technicolor, one
standard film in Technicolor, one in
Eastman Color and five in black and
Leading the October product
white.
Others are
roster is "The Robe."
"Thy Neighbor's Wife." starring
Hugo Haas, Cleo Moore and Ken
Carlton, and "Vicky," starring Jeanne
Crain and Jean Peters.

man

'Millionaire' in

November

November releases are "How To
Millionaire," in CinemaMarry
Betty
starring
Scope - Technicolor

A

Monroe,

Marilyn

Grable,

Lauren

David Wayne, Rory Calhoun,
Cameron Mitchell and William PowEastell, and "Miss Robin Crusoe," in
Bacall,

color,

starring

Amanda

Blake,

George Nader and Rosalind Hayes.
December releases are "Beneath
the 12-Mile Reef," in CinemaScopeTechnicolor, starring Terry Moore,
Robert Wagner and Gilbert Roland;
"Man Crazy," an S. Harmon and P.
Neville
starring
Irene Anders and Coleen Moore, and the first
Panoramic Production's release, "Man
in the Attic," starring Jack Palance,

Voran

production

Brand,

Christine

White,

Constance Smith and Byron Palmer.
January releases are "Prince VaCinemaScope-Technicolor,
in
liant,"
starring Robert Wagner, Janet Leigh,
and
"Justice
Aherne,
and
Brian
Brown," a Panoramic Production
Ritter,
Thelma
Hunter and Debra Paget.

starring

Jeffrey

February releases are "Hell and
High Water," in CinemaScope-Technicolor, starring Richard Widmark,
Bella Darvi and Cameron Mitchell,
and "Gatling Gun," a Panoramic Production in Technicolor.

Introduced by Gehring
Introduced by executive assistant
general sales manager W. C. Gehring,
Lichtman said that the needs and
problems of theatremen of every situation will govern the type and quantity of pictures to be produced.
Lichtman, greeting the assembled

and assistant division managers and branch heads of the comCanadian
domestic and
pany's 38
offices, opened his remarks by saluting
Spyros P. Skouras.
division

'Stereo'

Sound

(Continued from page 1)

Lichtman

RCA,

said, is

General

being accelerated by
Precision,
National

SMPTE

an

theatres last

(Continued from page 1)

29.3 in the 501 is the talk of our industry and the
group; and 74.6 per envy of the trade."
cent in the less than 500-seat group.
Skouras referred to the current
sales drive in honor of Al Lichtman,
In round percentage figures,
director of distribution, and pointed
the analysis stated that 33.2 per
out that its "record-breaking result
cent of those theatres replying
has been a shining part of the unevidenced no interest in conprecedented performance of every deverting to 3-D. Schlanger compartment of this company since we
mented that many replies cardecided only nine months ago to
ried notations that the smaller

seating capacity unit

questionnaire sent to 8,000
May. However, the re-

the compilation of physical dimensions and about 250 for utilization
on questions regarding 3-D and widescreen plans.
in

Schlanger

number

of

circuits

and

said the greater
replies came from
larger theatres, ofhe termed a repre-

fering what
sentative sampling,

while the
smaller theatres
comparison, and

from
were few in
their comparative lack of representation must be weighed in
replies

;

theatre owner was waiting for
a single projection 3-D system.

launch CinemaScope as a means of
turning the tide in our business and
overcoming the competition of tele-

The wide-screen

vision."

tured

group

situation was picas follows, broken down into
one, theatres which seat 500 or

group two, theatres with a 501
to 1,500 seating capacity; and group
three, theatres with over 1,501 seats.
Only 3.6 per cent of group one, the
survey stated, have installed widescreens
six per cent in group two
and 13.6 per cent in group three, the
less

;

;

theatres

with the largest seating ca-

pacity.

Smaller theatres showed a wide inin installing wide-screens by
the end of 1953.
Forty per cent of
He
considering the analysis.
the smaller theatres, forming group
disgeographical
the
termed
one, replied in the affirmative on plans
tribution of replies good.
to install wide-screens by the end of
Regarding responses on new media, 1953; 68.1 per cent made a similar
the report stated that 88 per cent of response in group two, and 59.3 per
theatres seating 1,501 and more have cent in group three.
converted to 3-D, while 49 per cent of
However, 56 per cent of the theathose seating between 501 and 1,500 tres seating less than 501, in group
have converted and only 14.2 per cent one, stated that they have no plans
of those seating less than 500 have to install wide-screens
26 per cent
It is to be re- replied in a similar vein in group two
been set up for 3-D.
membered, it was pointed out, that and 27 per cent in group 3, the theamost of the replies were received be- tres with the greatest capacities.
tween June and August and the picture
Picture-Heights Itemized
may have changed somewhat since
then.
The average maximum picture
In response to the question whether height available, according to the same
they plan to convert to 3-D by the grouping by seats as used previously,
end of 1953, eight and a half per cent was as follows
14 feet 8 inches for
of the group seating the largest capaci- theatres in group one, with less than
ties stated that they did, while 21.5 501 seats
19 feet 2 inches for group
per cent of the 501-1,500 seating group two, and 21 feet 6 inches for group
replied in the affirmative and similarly three.
11 per cent of the smallest theatre
The importance of the height was
group.
stressed due to the fact that in most
No plans to convert to 3-D projec- circumstances it governs the maxiBroken
tion were found to be overwhelmingly mum aspect ratios available.
in the smallest seating capacity group. down into the same grouping, the
Broken down into seating capacity average maximum aspect ratios was
1.7 to 1 for group
groups as above, the percentage of put as follows:
theatres which stated they had no one, with less than 500 seats; 1.9 to
plans to convert to 3-D were as fol- 1 for group two, and 2.2 to 1 for
lows 3.4 per cent in the 1,500 or more group three.
terest

;

;

:

;

:

TV

Fight Series

U.S.

(Continued- from page 1)

field

and Rosen's

from

the

Tax Income

$26,269,741,
the
1953 monthly total.

of

fight

with the
Rosen, who

tions

affiliation

second

highest

The July

were comparatively

collecslightly be-

for
which
1952,
July
to $28,369,934.
Total July admission tax collections,

hind

sales promotion firm.
said he has re-scheduled the series in
order to permit new contract terms
for exhibitors, said that he severed
his association due to policy differences.
The new terms for theatres,

those

amounted

including general admissions, cabaret
taxes, and taxes on various overcharges, amounted to $32,118,629, compared with $32,692,511.

Theatre Supply, Motiograph, West- as disclosed by Rosen, are of $250 adpayment to cover facility
and Century, with production vance
r-ex
quotas being raised every month since charges against 40 cents for every seat
There will be no charge for
the development of the four-track-on- sold.
one-film process early in the summer. unsold seats, he added.

Lauds Zanuck, Einfeld
Singling out Darryl Zanuck, production head, and Charles Einfeld,
vice-president,

for

their

efforts

in

making CinemaScope known to the
public, Skouras said that "now we
have the happy privilege of receiving
acclaim everywhere for 'The Robe'
and the new medium in which it was
created."
Skouras assured the sales
personnel that the company could look
forward confidently to the continued
success of CinemaScope with other

which

pictures

"We

"of

said,

it

will release.

have the satisfaction," Skouras

knowing

that in fighting to

preserve ourselves, we have served our
industry and above all the theatres
after a
period in which declining
grosses brought them, in many instances, terrific misfortune."

Van

Fleet Praises Skouras

At 20th Sales Meeting
Gen. James A. Van Fleet,

a member of the 20th-Fox board of directors,
attended the company's sales meeting
here yesterday.
In addressing the
sales personnel he said, "It is a joy
I never knew a greater
to be here.
man than Spyros Skouras. He's a
great, human fellow.
He's got the
stuff that makes the wheels go around,
that makes an outfit click and makes
a fighting army fight."

Famous Players
(Continued-

from page

1)

prospects for a bright future with the
help of
CinemaScope and kindred
achievements in the key address by
President
Fitzgibbons,
who
J.
J.
pointed to the record of one third of
a century of leadership in film entertainment by Canada's largest and oldest circuit.

(Continued- from page 1)

nounced following the withdrawal of

Cappel-MacDonald

1953

to 1,500 capacity

numbering 400,
plies were meager,
approximately 350 of which were useful

9,

CinemaScope

(Continued from page 1)

1)

a revitalized motion picture industry tee. The analysis of theatre plans for
once more asserting its pre-eminence new techniques and the physical diLichtman mensions of theatres in the U. S., was
in the entertainment field."
committee,
said that shooting had been completed prepared by the
on 10 CinemaScope productions as assisted by the Motion Picture Assowell as five of the 10 films being made ciation of America.
The compilation of statistics, which
by Leonard Goldstein's Panoramic
offers many insights into such quescompany.
Twelve pictures will be released be- tions as maximum screen dimensions
tween October and February, Licht- and related problems, was based on

man

Friday, October

Motion picture Daily

6

Barney Balaban, the "Pioneer of
the Year" in the States, wired greetings from New York to Fitzgibbons,

who

is

Canada's chosen "Pioneer of

the Year."

Dinner speakers
cluded

manager

last night here inLightstone, general
of Canadian Paramount Pic-

Gordon

and Dr. A. W. Truema, commissioner of the Canadian Government National Film Board.

tures,

Seeks Projectionists
Six Chairmen Named
To Handle Panics
For 'Night of Stars'
BOSTON, Oct. 8.— Revising his

The sales director also predicted
Rosen said that theatres have shown
Arthur Knorr, James Sauter, Mar- original argument that two men in a
an even sharper upswing in stereo- a wide interest in the series.
He vin H. Schenck, Louis K. Sidney, Ed booth are necessary in Massachusetts
phonic sound production after the first added that he is currently negotiating Sullivan and Robert M. Weitman will theatres because of the danger of fire
of the year both for the domestic and with a new organization to provide serve as chairmen of the advisory in a projection booth, the Commisinternational markets, based on in- financing and that the announcement council for the forthcoming 20th an- sioner of Public Safety, in his appeal
creasing exhibitor orders.
of this affiliation will be made within nual "Night of Stars," which will take to the Supreme Court, now bases his
Meanwhile, "The Robe" in Cine- the next few days.
place at Madison Square Garden here argument not on a fire hazard but on
maScope will be opened in 109 doAn announcement from TTA stated on Nov. 23. Proceeds of the benefit the possibility that some member of
mestic and Canadian theatres by Nov. that it would continue its interest in show will got to the United Jewisb the theatre audience might start a
I

26,

Lichtman

told the meeting.

closed circuit

TV

for industrial use.

Appeal.

panic.
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Fall's

YORK,
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13,

Keynote of Meeting

In History of Paramount

Blame Production Slump
For Product Shortage
By AL STEEN
of product lineups
announced by distributors for fall release, the schedules show a decline of

Despite the

lists

approximately 33 pictures under the

number announced

for
tribution a year ago.

autumn

dis-

October -November -December
release announcements of all companies
a year ago totaled 102 feature produc-

The

A

tabulation of releases announced for the same period this year
shows a total of 69 pictures. Although
tions.

announcements

of

forthcoming

re-

usually are flexible and often
subject to change, it appears doubtful
that the total for the balance of this
year will equal that of the fall of 1952.
The production slump in the spring
and early summer is blamed by some
for the apparent product shortage that
may face theatres during the early
winter. The situation was foreseen and
many theatres have been turning to re( Continued on page 7)
leases

Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, yesterday addressed the
opening session of the company's scheduled week-long meeting in New York
of division managers and home office executives. Some 24 executives, including
assistant division managers and heads
of various home office departments, are

'The Robe' Calibre of

Promotion Planned
For 20th-Fox Films

Asserting that every exhibitor will
reap profits from CinemaScope productions, Al Lichtman, 20th Century-

Fox

director of distribution, stated
at the closing session of the company's national sales conference here
that exhibitors already are benefiting substantially by the grosses be-

ing chalked up by
new boon, he said,
ning.

"The Robe."
is

The

the
which,

maScope productions, 10
standard Panoramic Produc-

Jmmk

r

Mm

jk^LW
\

Mm

tions and other
films which the

conference,

volume of

sales
history."

A.

W.

berg,
of

SMPTE

meetings, he
The
pointed out, were attended by
600 engineers and technicians
and were the first held by the
Society since theatre installa-

Schwalpresident

Paramount

Film

Distributing Corp., is
presiding at all

Barney Balaban

Schwalberg and E. K.
(Ted)
O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount
(Continued on page 7)

Zukor, Weltner Off

On

of

the

company's

na-

tional

sales

that

Einfeld stressed

all

openings of CinemaScope pictures, as
well as other major attractions, will
be supervised and conducted as important regional and local events.
Describing the care and planning
opening
"The
being exercised in
Robe" in first engagements, Einfeld

emphasized that commensurate jobs
be undertaken to pre-sell the
(Continued on page 6)

will

'Jubilee'

Journey

Adolph Zukor, board chairman of
Paramount Pictures, and George
Weltner, president of Paramount International,

left

(Continued on page 6)

over the
for Paris, the first
capitals they are

scheduled to visit during October and
November in conjunction with the
worldwide industry celebration of
Zukor's 50 years in the film business.

The Zukor-Weltner itinerary, described as tentative in the sense that
(Continued on page 7)

Extended
For Brandt Tribute

Facilities

The response

of the industry for
reservations to the forthcoming testimonial dinner to Harry Brandt, president of Brandt Theatres, has caused
the dinner committee to move the
event to the grand ballroom of the
Waldorf-Astoria here on the evening
of
Oct. 28, it was announced by
E. Youngstein, vice-president of

Max

(Continued on page 7)

Net, After Taxes

Monogram

Pictures' Profit

For Fiscal Year, $411,113
HOLLYWOOD,

had

produced

sufficient

experience to evolve a
pattern on which the industry
could lay the groundwork for
recommendations of standards
and the solution of various
problems.
Barnett declared that the 600 dele-

(Continued on page 10)

Johnston to Paris
To End Stalemate

New York

weekend by plane
of five European

only the begin-

This prosperous period, he continued, will last as long as outstanding
CinemaScope pictures are made. Quality of production coupled with the

tions
field

sessions.

year and next.

Addressing a

MURRAY HOROWITZ

By

Statler last week.

company will
distribute this

session

Charles Einfeld

is enjoying the greatest

its

Burnett Stresses Work
Of SMPTE Convention
firmer foundation for the industry's use of new techniques such as
3-D, wide-screen and stereophonic
sound, was seen by Herbert Barnett,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, in
the wake of SMPTE's 74th semi-annual convention held here at the Hotel

meeting,
said
the
company, "is being
held at a time

in

Foundation

A

when Para-

comprehensive program of promotion, rivaling that of "The Robe,"
was outlined here at the weekend by
Charles
Einfeld,
vice-president
of
2 0th CenturyFox, for the
company's lineup of 16 Cine-

JP

CinemaScope Benefit
To All: Lichtman

attending

mount

A

New Media
Now on Firmer
See

Drop 33 From Greatest Volume of Sales
1952 Period

TEN CENTS

1953

An attempt to end the stalemate in
France will be made by Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Export Association, who is slated to
leave for Paris probably tomorrow.
The decision on Johnston's trip,
which also may take him to Spain,
was made here on Friday at a meeting of the
board of directors.
president, when he leaves
The
for the French capital, will join Grifeconomist, who
fith Johnson,
left here on Friday.
The present four-month extension
of the U. S. -Franco pact expires in
(Continued on page 10)

MPEA
MPEA
MPEA

Polaroid Sets Plans

For 3-D Vectograph

—

Monogram Pictures Corp. consolidated net
Oct. 12.
Conferences to utilize the Vectofiscal
year ended June 27 was $761,113, as com- graph 3-D process in conjunction
for
the
taxes
before
profit
with Technicolor are currently unpared with $589,259 for the preceding
derway in Cambridge, Mass.
Steve Broidy Federal income taxes was required.
fiscal year, president
The 1953 net income was equivalent
Attending the meetings are technidisclosed in the annual report released
to
53 cents per share on the 775,218 cians of the Polaroid Corp., developof
provision
After
weekend.
the
at
$350,000 for Federal income taxes, the shares outstanding at the year-end. ers of the process which employs one
income amounted to $411,113, The year's gross income of $9,994,000 standard projector, and Technicolor
net
which figure compares with $589,259 compares with the previous year's technicians. Polaroid officials, claimin 1952.

At

that time

no provision for $9,223,700.

(

Continued on page 10)
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TEVE BROIDY,

Allied

New

"Blowing

•
left

Oct.

here by plane

Theatre

on Saturday for Rome.
•

Mandel,

Harry

director of
publicity, will return

national

19,

At

many

productions,

the

Paramount

debut

in

Angeles, members of the AdvenRKO Theatres Los
turers Club, a group of globe-trotand
advertising
ters and an affiliate of New York's

New York

to

Club, will be guests
club members will

Explorers

today from Miami Beach.
•

who

Vanderveer,

Willard

by

led

of

be

The

honor.

Loren L. Ryder, head of the Para- served with Admiral Byrd at both the
mount sound engineering department, North and South Poles.
Warner
will arrive in Hollywood by plane Pathe will report the event.
today from New York.
The premiere of "The Beggar's
•
Opera" in Washington has been
Sir Carol Reed, producer-director, planned as a benefit for the Multiple
and Lady Reed<, accompanied by Ilya Sclerosis Association.
The AmbasLopert, arrived in New York from sador from Great Britain and many
Paris yesterday.
members of the Diplomatic Corps have
The saturation adverbeen invited.
Nai Kosol, director of the United tising, publicity and promotion camFilm Service of Bangkok, Thailand,
Allied Artists distributor, has arrived
in the U. S.

paign

F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal Pictures Southern and Canadian sales
manager, will leave New York today

in

WMAL-TV,

descrip-

WGAY

and

station

the story of the picture

in

record

stores.

capitalized on the fact that the
classic.

-

•
assistant to the
president of Monogram International,
will return here today from Pittsburgh.

Satori,

Many Applying

includes

book shops and music from the

Ferber

Harbert, motion picture
editor of "Good Housekeeping," left
New York at the weekend for the

William

film

For "So Big," Warner Brothers has

Ruth

Coast.

the

for

on radio stations
WBMS, films on television

tions

production

for Houston.

for

Edna

now

considered a
The premiere in Indianapolis
held at a time when 15,000
will have assembled there
Indiana State Teachers conExecutives of the convencooperating with local War-

novel

is

be
teachers
for the
vention.
tion are
ner
representatives
make the
to
premiere of the picture a gala event.
Additionally, the debut will be accorded heavy television, radio and
newspaper coverage.
will

Signs 2 Series
Pioneers Membership For Film Syndication
The film syndication division of the
Abraham A. Spitz, 100-year-old American Broadcasting Co. on Frishowman from Providence Wallace day completed arrangements for the
;

wood, are among the many new members of the Motion Picture Pioneers

who

syndication of "Racket Squad," a series of 98 half-hour episodes produced
by Hal Roach, Jr., and the "Playhouse" series of 26 episodes, also 30minute productions.
They will be
made available for sale on a first-

will be inducted at the 15th annual dinner at the Hotel Astor, which come, first-served basis.
will honor Barney Balaban as the
George T. Shupert, vice-president
Pioneer of the Year, on Nov. 12.
of
in charge of syndication, disOthers are Max Alexander, M. & closed that the division will shortly
A, Alexander Productions, Holly- open offices in Chicago and Hollywood Herbert Berg, publicist Jay wood. They will be under the superBonafield,
Pathe producer; L. vision of Don L. Kearney.
M.. Conrad, Meadville, Pa., exhibitor
Harry L. Dembow, Media exhibitor;

ABC

;

4,000

;

RKO

A

of
executive personnel
series
switches and promotions has been ef-

fected abroad by Americo Aboaf, vicepresident and general sales manager
of Universal International, following
realignment of the organization over-

pounds of 3-D

seas.

Heading the list of changes is the
appointment of Tony Garcia, formerly

in Trinidad, to general manager in Venezuela, replacing Robert
Ferber, who has resigned.
Garcia
joined U-I in July, 1952.
Walter
Lambert, formerly with the J. Arthur
Rank Organization overseas, will take
"Alexander the Great" will be the over the Trinidad post.
Y. K. Yao, who has been with Unifirst picture to be made by Robert
Rossen for United Artists release versal for 15 years as head of its
under a tentative two-picture deal, the China office will move to Singapore
The picture will to fill the vacancy left by the elevaproducer disclosed.
be made on location in Greece, Persia tion of former Singapore manager
and India and will start in the late Wallace Orr to general manager in
Orr replaced Arthur Doyle,
spring or early summer of 1954. Ros- Japan.
sen will produce and direct the pro- who was recently appointed Eastern
duction as well as write the screen- and Far Eastern supervisor.
Geoffrey Boret, assistant to manThere will be no cast selecplay.
tions until the script is completed, aging director William Broun in InRossen said, adding that he expected dia, has been named manager in Into use both British and American donesia to fill the position left open
by the resignation of George Hyder.
players.
Rossen' s second picture under the Charles Oechsner, formerly sales extentative deal will be "Fame," an ecutive with M-G-M in Switzerland
replace
Andre Cosandey, reoriginal by Rossen and Jerome Weid- will
man.
This picture is expected to signed, as U-T manager in Switzerland.
start late next fall.
Rossen is scheduled to leave here
tomorrow for Italy where he will
produce
"Mambo," with Vittorio
Gassman, Silvana Mangano and possibly Shelley Winters.
While abroad
SYDNEY, Oct. 5 (By Airmail.)—
he will scout locations for "Alexander
Otto Camphion & Son, industrial film
the Great."
producers here, have been engaged as
Australian representatives for Vistarama. By the terms of the contract,
signed by Camphion and Carl Dudley,
president of Vistarama Corp. and
Dudley Pictures, Camphion will hanWith dle all deals involving use of the
Oct. 12.
four new pictures starting and three Dudley anamorphic lens system in
production Australian films. William Camphion
completed,
the
pictures
chart showed a total of 22 pictures in will fly to Hollywood early next
month to close co-production deals inwork.
Started were
"Paris Bombshells," volving Vistarama.

manager

'Alexander' First

Rossen

UA

Film

Appoint Australian
Vistarama Agent

22 Productions in

Work on

ABC

Ford, star of Hollywood and the New
York stage, and Albert S. Rogell and
Alfred L. Werker, directors of Holly-

About

at the Circle
in Indianapolis on Oct. 21.

"Blowing Wild"

In Areas Abroad

eye glasses are being shipped
monthly via United to equip
persons in various cities.

and "So Big,"

the

Executive Personnel

CHICAGO, Oct. 12.—Threedimension motion pictures have
added a new item of air freight,
according to E. L. Dare, manager of air cargo sales for
United Air Lines.

three promo-

working on

at

Air Freight

Item from Glasses

Theatre in Los Angeles on Oct. 16;
"The Beggar's Opera," at the Silver
Spring Theatre in Washington, on

York.

Carlo Ponti and Dino Laurentiis,
Italian producers,

Wild,"

New

field

crews in the

the openings of as

Artists

Hollywood

returned to

president,

Friday from

Warner Brothers has
tional

the Coast

—

HOLLYWOOD,

:

Allied Artists
"Massacre at Moccasin Pass," Columbia; "Congo Killer"
(Trinity), Independent;
Across the River," Universal-Inter;

''Drums

national.

Completed were

:

"Arrow-

the Dust" and "Yukon Vengeance,"
Allied Artists; "Valley of the Wild
Stallion," Republic.

NEW YORK THEATRES

in

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

Youngstein Is Back
From Coast Confabs

MOCAMBO"
starring

;

D. Gelber and Jack Hattem, InterBen Hershfield, Tuboro Circuit
junga, Cal. Joseph T. Lissauer, SkirCharles Seball Theatres, Cleveland
gall,
Philadelphia
Morris Spiers,
Philadelphia Joseph Varbalow, Savar
J.

;

;

;

;

;

Lea Trust Action Is
Postponed to Nov. 30
WASHINGTON,

Oct. 12.— Trial
has been postponed until Nov. 30 in
the Lea anti-trust case, pending in

Camden Morris Wax, PhilaThomas L. Walker, Bank of District Court here.
Trial had been set for Oct. 8,
America
and Harry H. Zehner,
MPAA executive, Hollywood. Some postponement was granted on

Corp.,
delphia

;

;

;

50

applications are currently being
processed.
The dinner chairman will be Eric
A. Johnston, and George Jessel will
again be toastmaster.

ground
Caskey

that
is

defense

in a hospital.

1953

Universal Realigning

Plan Big Openings
For 3 WB Pictures

Personal
Mention

13,

but
the

John
Leonard Lea,

counsel

Danville, Va., exhibitor, is suing eight
major distributors and several exhibitors for better clearance.

Max

E. Youngstein, vice-president
of United Artists, returned to his New
York office yesterday following a
in Hollywood, where he met
independent producers in conjunction with the launching of the
company's stepped-up program of pro-

week

CLARK GABLE

AVA GARDNER

TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

color

and

•

by

with

ducer-distributor collaboration
advertising-publicity field.

in

the

Youngstein was accompanied to
Hollywood by Leon Roth, the company's newly-appointed Publicity Coordinator on the West Coast, who will
remain there, with headquarters in
United Artists offices at the Samuel

Goldwyn

M GARY

m BARBARA

Cooper Stanwyck

/Z,^ps£
LOWS

ARMSTRONG
stars

THE
,m WarnerPhonic

a

Sound

Ruth Roman- Anthony qdinn

^--

estbaMidnight FeotuM

studios.
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Seeking
To Break Deadlock
On Eady Extension

'Inferno' in 2-D Set

Still

LONDON,

Asides

& Interludes
—by James Cunningham

Oct. 12.— The Cinema-

trograph Exhibitors' Association has
submitted two more plans for consideration by other trade associations in
a further attempt to break the present
deadlock confronting the trade in its
effort to reach an agreement on a voluntary extension of the Eady levy.
These are in addition to the exhibitors'
proposal for a tax rebate scheme
which the Board of Trade has now
passed to the Treasury.
This rather revolutionary proposal
suggested that when a British first
feature is screened, a proportion of
the entertainment tax should be rebated and divided in agreed proportions between the producer of the film
and the exhibitor showing it.

KRS Refused Support
The Kinematograph Renters'
ety,

3

however, virtually killed

Soci-

this

when

one
In a

By

20th for Release

In

UK

Theatres

LONDON,

THE COMPARATIVELY CONSERVATIVE HOLLYWOOD

of this

shorn of everything, so they say, but a few Cadillacs, a mere handful of yachts, and some field-stone estates spotted hither and yon, all
with private swimming pools attached, must bow, graciously, to the overlord
of whatcha-got-to-show-for-it, keed, King Farouk, who fled his throne a
year ago, and who they now find, at this late date, left behind 24 minor palaces
count 'em a rest house, four luxurious palaces, three first-class museums,
20 yachts and motorboats, 70 limousines, loads and loads of jewelry, etc., etc.
And the world criticises our closely cuddled conservative Hollywood.
era,

—

—

ft

ft

ft

an Indian Scout who works for the New York public
relations firm of Norton & Condon. Murray's Big-Chief scouting, these days,
is to plant something in the news desks' tepees about the opening, this week,
at New\ York's Sutton Theatre, of a motion picture titled "Tanga Tikaf'

Murray Segal

—

it

is

tickles.

"You know," said Murray, " 'Tanga Tika' ittas filmed in Tahiti, and it has
in its cast many players who might well become toppers in Motion Picture
Herald's famous poll, 'Stars of Tomorroiv.' Among those future stars," added
Murray, "are Adeline Tetahaimuai, Faaturuma Etaeta, Raau Faanoanoamaa,
Mcreti Pwrahurahu and the cute little Timi Tefaaora."
We wish each of these players success, but warn them with those names
to be careful in territories where exhibitors have been complaining about

Oct. 12.— W. J. Kupper,
20th Century-Fox's managing director
here, sprang a surprise on the industry when he announced that his company will release its 3-D subject "Inferno" as a conventional 2-D picture.
Kupper, stating that he felt the decision would be welcomed by a large
number of exhibitors in competitive
situations already feeling the shortage
of first-class pictures, pointed out that
the film would have only a limited
showing if released in 3-D.
The number of theatres at which it
could be presented in 3-D he added,
would probably not exceed 120.
large number of these are not No. 1
theatres in the town so that, by releasing the picture in 3-D the public,
as a whole, would not be given the
opportunity of seeing "Inferno."
Trade and national newspaper crititcs almost unanimously praised "Inferno," as the best of the 3-D pictures
to date, saying that the picture would
have equal merit without polaroid

A

it refused support.
the CEA, Sir David Griffiths, president of the KRS, said that
as exhibitors had already recommended unfair trade practices.
glasses.
acceptance of the rebate scheme to the
ft
ft
ft
Hitherto distributors here have exBoard of Trade without prior contells us that Bob O'Donnell's Interstate Circuit in Texas is hornploited the 3-D versions before offersultation with other sections of the
industry, no useful purpose would be tooting the distributor's famous "Nostradamus" series of shorts, produced by ing them as conventional pictures and,
served by the inclusion of the item on Carey Wilson. You oldtimers, and picture pioneers, like Jack Cohn, will indeed, contrary to current reports
from America that 3-D was on the
the agenda of the next meeting of the remember old "Nosty." He really goes away back.
Anyway, Interstate Circuit of Texas, is using a one-sheet promoting the way out, these pictures continue to be
four associations. But that may be an
great box-office boosters throughout
academic point for it is understood "Nostradamus" series to "See and Hear the New Prophecies of
in 1953. Stranger Events Britain.
Of All Things Yet to Come! All
decision was dictated by
that the
the American renters' refusal to agree Did Come True! He Predicted the Atom Bomb Over 400 Years Ago."
Does the FBI know about this, Producer Carey Wilson? And, while making
to any scheme which is discriminatory.
Of the other alternative plans sug- this subject, when you learned about "Nosty's" 400-year-old knowledge of
gested by the exhibitors neither meets the Atom Bomb, did you communicate with Dore Schary, or Nick Schenck,
the producers' demand for a guaran- or our Hollywood Bureau?
ft
teed £3,000,000 or, in fact, have yet
ft
ft
been adopted officially by the CEA.
Elstun Dodge, an exhibitor of Cincinnati, gave his projectionist his
AmerOct. 12.
It was on the latter grounds that
annual vacation, but felt that he could not afford a substitute, and, being ica's exhibitors today are more than
the British Film Producers' Associaever concerning themselves with the
a licensed projectionist, he ran the machines himself.
tion last week postponed any further
long-range plans of producers and are
For this, the union picketed Elstun's theatre.
trade
asdiscussion between the four
notably anxious to meet and talk with
this, Elstun provided the pickets with rocking chairs.
For
sociations until exhibitors are in a
film-makers, Nat Holt, producer of
position to submit a definite scheme.
ft
ft
ft
Paramount's "Arrowhead," declared
intimaIn view of the government's
The
industry's hard-pressed efforts to melt every one of us into a cauldron here following his return from a twotion that the trade has only until the
week trip around the country to meet
of happiness and goodwill is paying off.
end of October to arrive at an agreed
Champion
in none other than the flame-haired Rhonda Fleming, with theatre operators.
have
a
formula, it may be assumed that the
Exhibitors, Holt found, not only are
who, we are told by Emily Belser, of INS, ridicules film stars for hiding
four associations will make one more
vitally interested in the product that
behind dark glasses.
out
a
hammer
to
determined effort
Right out in public, Rhonda hwrles the challenge, "I zvant to meet all the will be available, but also would like
voluntary scheme acceptable to all.
people I can. I'd like to make a trip around America just shaking people's a voice in the planning of subjects to
Increased Levy Feared
be dealt with on their screens.
hands and telling them how grateful I am for everything"
"In the theatremen's opinion," said
One difficulty preventing voluntary
Emily Belser further tells us that Readhead Rhonda insists she would
agreement is the producers' insistence like to go on a barnstorming tour "like a campaign politician, passing out Holt, "it's very important that producers know what not to make, as
on an annual £3,000,000 which under cigars and kissing babies."
the present scheme would mean exWhile we are on the subject, we name some ho p-skip-and- jumpers zvho well as what to make."
Holt believes that his many years as
hibitors would have to pay an in- have been barnstorming, not like campaign politicians, not passing out cigars,
creased levy. Producers will have to not kissing babies, but tirelessly shaking people's hands _all over the place, an exhibitor are paying off because of
give way in this demand if an agree- —Spyros Skouras, who scoots around the Hemisphere like Mickey Mantle, his experience with the public and
because he has had personal contact
ment is to be reached.
and James Ross Grainger, the Speedball Traveler, to cite but two.
with exhibitors through the years.
Another point exhibitors want
ft
ft
ft
"The important thing," Holt thinks,
cleared up is their break figure disavailannounced
the
Westrex
Corporation
The ordinarily very sedate
"is for studio people to get out into
They object to
pute with the KRS.
ability of its latest technical development, the R9 Stereophonic Repro- the field and meet those who exhibit
the renters' policy of "trading by resoducer. "This reproducer," says a formal announcement from the West- their pictures, just as it's important for
lution" rather than individual trading
rex Corporation, "is sometimes called 'penthouse,' 'sandwich,' or 'button- exhibitors to drop in on Hollywood
which
exhibitor,
between renter and
Note from Terry Ramsaye to his secretary: "Call the
on.'"
now and then for an exchange of
principle has recently been confirmed
register the title "From Here to Maternity." . . . Not directly related viewpoints."
and
Film
General
Rank's
Arthur
by J.
to the motion picture industry, but related, nevertheless, is the District
Distributors.
Court sentence of a $4,000 fine in Glen Rose, Texas, levied on native
35-cent can of beer in bone-dry Somervell
J. E. Phipps for selling a
Film company boss to office boy: "I'm surprised at you!
County. .
Do you know what they do with boys who tell lies?" Office Boy: "Yes,
FRANCISCO, Oct. 12.—
they get old enough, the firm sends them out as salesmen."
sir.
Ward Pennington, who resigned early
new pact calling for a $7.50
ft
ft
ft
this year as Paramount branch manRadio pubweekly increase for
the
Frolic
manager
of
Theatre,
Bierman,
at 851 East 55th Street in
Carlos
the
ager in Denver to go in business for
between
licists has been concluded
message to Irving Mack, publisher of a mag- himself, is returning to his one-time
distributing company and the Sign- Chicago 15, 111., sent a problem
"Inspiration," and, after much red tape, Irving sends to us from post as sales manager for the
Pictorial and Display Union, Local azine called
company
of a mother to Exhibitor Bierman, all hands in San Francisco.
No. 230, the organization to which Chicago this problem message
problem
•He succeeds Jack Stevenson who
The new contract seeking a solution the
publicists belong.
"Mr. Bierman: Can you get Bert back in the show? He
stepped up to branch manager when
is retroactive to last Dec. 15.
had an accident and came home to change clothes."
H. Neal East was named assistant to
similar agreement was reached
assured, Exhibitor Bierman, and Mr. Mack, the situation will be Western division manager George A.
Rest
the
union
and
the
recently between
taken up immediately with the Eric Johnston office.
Smith.
Theatres.
publicists of

at birth
letter

to

MGM

NEW

DAMUS

KRS

NOSTRA-

Exhibitor

Wants

to

Meet Producer: Holt
—
HOLLYWOOD,

We

.

RKO Radio Publicists

Get $7.50 Increase
A

.

MP A A

.

.

Pennington Returns
To 'Frisco Para. Post

.

SAN

When

RKO

;

A

RKO
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coming your
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Walt Disne y, Columbia ,

Universal-Internationa l, United Artists,
Allied Artists

and 2Qth Century- Fox.
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Promotion
(Continued from page

other soon-to-be-released films, including "How to Marry a Million12-Mile Reef,"
aire," "Beneath the
"Prince Valiant" and "Hell and High

Water."
Standard pictures discussed were
"Thy Neighbor's Wife," "Vicki,"
"Miss Robin Crusoe," "Man Crazy,"
"Man in the Attic," "Justice Brown,"
and "Gatling Gun."
Long range planning and a flexibility of approach to publicity, advertising and exploitation will be followed, he said, to insure the proper
selection and timing of campaigns
utilizing national and local media.
Stating the conviction that it is the
task of the company's sales and pro-

motional staffs to work in conjunction with exhibitors in mapping campaigns, he added that showmanship
can be demonstrated for every type
of picture.
He offered personal thanks to the
studio's Harry Brand for his launch-

(Continued from page

"Tanga Tika"
(Divight Long-George Schaefer)

WHEN

a charming and urbane young adventurer named Dwight Long
a few years ago took a boat to Tahiti and stayed there two years
shooting pictures of what he saw, the result was "Tanga Tika," a handsome,
smartly-made feature-length film. In presenting a study of life on the Pacific
island of the title, the footage is unexcelled in its beauty, intelligence and
imagination.
slender, narrative thread (purporting to be a Tahitian legend)
that runs through the story is pretty much standard plot. But the picture
has so many visual riches as to easily overcome this.

However, the

Long not only was the photographer, but also did the direction and shared
the production with Arch Monson. The discriminating film fan has much to
be grateful to him. The picture catches the mood and tempo of the country
as well as its exotic customs, its occupations and diversions. The story itself
concerns a young native who is very much in love with a native girl and plans
marriage as soon as he earns enough money. One day the man gets caught
in

a hurricane and winds up marooned on an uninhabited

Months

roll by,

and eventually fearing him dead, the

atoll.

girl is

is

The cast consists of Adeline Tetahaimauai, Paul Meoe, Alice Swenson,
Tumaatura, Roter Soui, Governor Anzani, Mayor Poeui, Captain Darr and

last spring.

members

of 20th's advertising, pub-

Ah

Fu.
time, 75 minutes. - General audience classification.

licity
and exploitation departments
release.
and the field force by Einfeld for their
team effort in launching CinemaScope
and "The Robe."
cago, president Irving H. Levin has

Filmakers Regionals
Will Start
HOLLYWOOD,

Tomorrow

Oct. 12.— FilmakReleasing Organization will hold
its first regional sales meeting Oct.
14-15 at the Blackstone Hotel, Chi-

ers

The second meeting will
the Warwick Hotel, New

be held at
York, Oct. 25-26, and the
San Francisco next month.

"The Bigamist,"
starring

Edmond

Projection

Room

Visited

Adjourning the meeting Lichtman
an inspection tour of the

proposed

home

office projection room to familiarize the sales leaders with the new
screen, sound and lens equipment nec-

Murray Silverstone Leaves
For 3-Month Overseas Trip
throughout
Murray Silverstone, president

Los Angeles
Accolades were also paid

announced.

—

—

will. However, thanks to a cruising American yacht, the
able to get back just in time to claim his beloved.

An offstage commentary runs through the film and sprinkled
are native songs, and many dances.

Running

audience-participating qualities of the
new medium will bring the public back
to theatres in record numbers, he
added.
It is in the best interests of production, distribution and exhibition
to keep CinemaScope the hallmark of
entertainment, and that together and
only together will the industry keep
its dominant position in the field of
mass entertainment, he said.

essary for CinemaScope.

ing of CinemaScope in
to

1)

about to marry

another against her

young man

1953

Lichtman

Review
1)

13,

FRO

third

in

production

Joan Fontaine, Ida Lupino,
O'Brien and Edmund Gwenn,

will be screened at

iter's

each meeting.

For November

Canadian Exports
In A Sharp Drop

First Call to

OTTAWA, Oct. 12.— The Canadian
government reports exports of films
declined to $2,880,000 in the

months

of

$3,202,000

first

eight

year compared with
year ago in the same

this

a

of

Century-Fox's

International
left here yesterday on a threemonth business trip to Europe and the
Middle and Far East to survey theatre installations of CinemaScope and
supervise preparations for openings
abroad of "The Robe."

20th
Corp.,

Be London

First stop will be London, following
which he will travel to Paris, Rome,
Israel, Nairobi, Johannesburg, Bombay, Calcutta, Bangkok, Hong Kong,
Tokyo, Manila, Singapore, Indonesia,
Australia, and New Zealand. He will
return to the U. S. near the end of

December.

period.

upcomin

Ig
for

will

be

an Oscar and certain

very

much

in

performance

the runninj
in it!

A

gre

Tuesday, October

13,
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Zukor
allowance has been made

for changes
as follows

BURGESS MEREDITH

1-2; Frankfurt, Nov. 3-4; Stockholm,
Nov. 4-6; Paris, Nov. 6-9. They are

scheduled to leave Paris by plane for
10.

Russell Holman, Paramount production executive, will leave New
York by plane on Friday for Rome
where he will join Zukor and Weltner.
The following day the three will be
the first Paramount home office execuPonti-De"Ulysses,"
tives
to see
Laurentiis production made in Italy
and the Mediterranean, which Paramount has contracted to release in

North America.
In each of the European capitals he
Zukor is scheduled to meet with
artists,
leaders,
civic
statesmen,
writers, film producers and theatre

(Continued from page

vitality

this

production, which offers

;

madcap complications.

of

When

the girl

finally

from the

train

all

the

about her come to grief.
Renown Pictures production, presented by George Minter, it was produced by Anatole De Grunwald and directed by Gordon Parry.
Others in the cast are Kathleen Harrison, Julian Dalbie, Jose de Alneyda,
Kenneth Cove, Henry Pascal, Karel Stepanek and Glyn Lawson.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification.

A

:

studio's bid

neWyman will be
her magnificent

*reat picture!"
LOUIS S0B0L
his

Each

two executives outlined

basic

in

of the
princi-

around which the sessions to follow will revolve. They thereby paved

ples

the
in

way

for addresses by executives
of the various facets of

charge

operation.

Speakers today will include Jerry
Pickman, vice-president in charge of
advertising-publicity, who will conduct
specal sessions on promotion.
Pictures on which the meeting is
"Roman Holiconcentrating include
day," "The Caddy," "The War of the
Worlds," "Little Boy Lost," "Those
Redheads from Seattle," "Flight to
Tangier," "Cease Fire," "Here Come
the Girls," "Forever Female" and
:

masculine illusions

1)

- in

keynoting the meeting.

"Money from Home."
alights

division, announced that the following
United Artists, who is serving as din- executives are active as associate
Barney BalaOriginally, the dinner chairmen in the drive
ner chairman.
was to be held on Oct. 21 in the Sert ban, Robert S. Benjamin, Nate J.
Blumberg, Jack Cohn, Ned E. DeRoom of the Waldorf.
The dinner is being given to pinet, S. H. Fabian, Matthew Fox,
Brandt in behalf of the Joint Defense Leon Goldberg, Will H. Hays, Harry
Appeal of the American Jewish Kalmine, Mac Kriendler, Arthur B.
Committee and the Anti-Defamation Krim, Charles C. Moskowitz, Nicholas Schenck, Adolph Schimel, Abe
League of B'nai B'rith.
William J. German, of W. J. Ger- Schneider, Samuel Schneider, Spyros
man, Inc., who is serving as general P. Skouras, Albert Warner, Edwin
chairman of the JDA amusements Weisl, and H. J. Yates.

»r

to

an intriguing journey through Europe. The story begins in Paris and ends
in London, with scenes of Berlin in between, furnishing backgrounds which
have the allure of a travelogue. As a story, the picture lacks the authority
of conviction and frequently has a repetitive quality.
Most men have had their private fantasies about women, especially beautiful
women. The picture takes one such woman, Paula Valenska, and then
examines the daydreams she evokes in three men on a train, a Frenchman,
an American officer, Meredith, and an Englishman,
Jean-Pierre Aumont
Richard Murdoch.
To the Frenchman she appears an elegant lady, born to wealth and distinction, but alas, she is only a model posing in opulent clothes and expensive
cars. The American has all sorts of illusions about her being caught up in
the evil grip of a black marketeer and having to sing in his nightclub or else
be turned over to the police. An attempt to rescue her from this imaginary
dilemma gets Meredith into some nasty difficulties. To the Englishman, she
is a famous actress and his acquaintance with her embroils him in a series

visits,

Brandt Tribute

lends

1)

Film Distributing, yesterday shared

(Renoivn Pictures-United Artists)

;

wperators.

(Continued from page

"The Gay Adventure"

that may be necessary, is
Paris, Oct. 11-17; Rome, Oct. 18-25;
London, Oct. 25-Nov. 1 Paris, Nov.

on Nov.

Paramount

Review

(Continued from page 1)

New York

7

column throughout America!

Hilton Quits as Head
Of UA's Print Dept.
Robert Hilton, head of the print
department at United Artists, has resigned that post after an association
of 26 years with the company.
He
intends to

William

make
J.

his

home

Heineman,

in Florida.

UA

vice-

president in charge of distribution,
stated that Hilton's resignation has
been accepted "with regret."

Big 'Pre-Sale' Drive
For 'Walking Baby*
David A. Lipton, vice-president of
Universal-International, has prepared
a comprehensive national pre-selling
advertising campaign for the comBaby
pany's musical, "Walking
Back Home." Color advertisements
have been placed in 11 national magazines and three major Sunday newspaper supplements having a combined
readership in excess of 100,000,000.
Additionally, the campaign for the

My

which stars Donald O'Connor
and Janet Leigh, includes tie-up copy
led off by a full-page color advertisement for Lux, featuring Miss Leigh,
picture,

in

seven national magazines, also nine

Sunday papers.

;
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Golden Says Spain
Wants Production
Deals With U.S.
Production interests in Spain are
"anxious" to make co-production deals
with American producers, Herbert
Golden, of the amusement industries
division of the Bankers Trust Co.
here, said upon his return from Europe
the weekend. Golden said that
at
Spanish producers have plenty of pe-

setas to invest if Americans can provide the stars, directors and scripts.
Golden said that production facilities
in Spain are adequate, with three large
combination of
studios in Madrid.

A

weather which

factors, including ideal

the construction of interior
settings on outside back lots and magnetic tape recording, enable producers
to turn out good pictures at comparatively low costs. Because of the recent
drought, the studios have been faced
with electric power problems but Golden said that the situation was being
corrected.

permits

"The Black Knight"

for

Tuesday, October

New

THEATRE

In the
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Orleans Greets

Colosseum Meeting

Equipment World
•

13,

•

•

With

RAY GALLO NEW
here

with

ent

seum

of

City's 'Keys'
ORLEANS,

Oct. 12.— Pres-

for the meeting of the Colos-

Motion Picture Salesmen are

Ray Wild,

THE

74th semi-annual convention
of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers came to an

end at the Hotel Statler

in

New York

last Friday, and plans for the 75th are
already underway.
Regular registration at the convention was over 500,
and about 200 additional guests attended the technical sessions daily. Incidentally, almost 200 of the fair sex
were in evidence this year, and, believe it or not, some of them were to
be seen at the technical sessions as
well as at the special events arranged
for them.
•

of Dallas, president and
chairman of the meeting senior vicepresident James H. McCormick, Decatur, Ga.
secretary Floyd R. Klingensmith, treasurer Tom McKean and
Hall for Their direction.
We would assistant treasurer C. A. Blakely,
also like to thank Bill Reddick of the Oklahoma City general counsel David
eastern
viceGerman-Eastman raw stock distribu- Beznor, Milwaukee

who handled

projection equipment
at
the technical sessions and Bill
Hecht of International Projector and
Charlie Mueller of Radio City Music

sin

;

;

;

;

tion office, Bob Cunningham of
tional Screen Service, and Sam

Na-

president

W.

D.

Bugie,

Albany,

committeeman Earl Wright.
verman of General Precision, all of New Haven Ross Williams, Cincinwhom assisted us and Norma Huber nati; Milton Simon, Chicago; William
Wink, Omaha E. E. Shinn, New Orit the membership desk.
leans Robert Des Sommes, New Or•
And speaking of memberships, we leans Glen Haricard and H. Swanacquired 15 new members at the son, Salt Lake City.
Greetings to the Colosseum and
convention, which, along with 850
Sil-

N. Y.

;

;

;

;

;

The convention banquet Wednes already enrolled this year, puts us
day night was fully attended. Em- very close to our quota of 1,000.
erson Yorke, as chairman, did a Let's hope that more applications
Columbia bang-up job.
Yorke, who is an will be coming through the mail.

"keys to the city" have been presented
J. McCloskey, City Commissioner acting in place of Mayor

by Bernard

De

Lesseps.

Spain active
•
member as well as
with Alan Ladd starred. This is a secretary of the Atlantic Coast SecThere simply isn't the space to give
Warwick Films British quota picture tion, also supervised the entertain- more than a brief mention to some
in
which is being made by Irving Allen ment. His wife, known profession- highlights of the technical sessions,
and Cubby Brocolli. Golden said that ally as Selita Palmer, is the com- but we 'would like to call attention to
a French company also was making a poser of a new lullaby, "Bye-Lo," the following: the multi-track magpicture in -Spain, titled "Blood and which was sung by Bobby White, netic
sound reproducers of Westrex
WASHINGTON, Oct. 12.—U. S.
Light," starring Zsa Zsa Gabor.
tenor.
and General Precision; RCA's prac- film companies had $111,700,000 inWhile production in England has
•
tical applications for the nezv techvested in foreign countries in 1950,
not improved, Golden said that he
Committee heads zt'ho were so much niques; DeVry's film exchange for- according to the U. S. Department of
optimism
found a greater degree of
responsible for making the convention eign language conversion equipment
Commerce.
there now than existed a "ear ago. a success appear in a group picture Eastman's
The information was developed in
projector; A. T.
\&mm
imhas
atmosphere
The economic
below.
Missing when the photo was T.'s netzvork facilities for theatre tele- the 1950 census of business. The inproved in Britain and there is a defi- taken zvas Leonard Bidwell
Lomb's anamorpliic vestment consisted mainly in equity in
of RCA, vision; Bausch
nite upbeat feeling, he said.
who also deserves recognition for his lens; National Carbon's high intens- foreign branches and subsidiaries.
handling of press arrangements a job ity carbons; Polaroid's 3-D projec- Commerce officials said the low investhe has done for
for nearly tion device for synchronization, and ment in proportion to annual remittances or earnings was inherent in the
11 years.
others.
•
•
nature of the industry, where only a
to Oct.
Don't forget to prepare for the nominal investment is needed to estabAnd while we're extending thanks
for work well done, we want to com- spring convention to be held at Wash- lish a branch or subsidiary, which then
M-G-M's pliment
of
engagements
Test
distributes far more valuable films and
John Krulish and Manny Ges- ington May 3-7.
"Kiss Me Kate" will start Oct. 28
collects far larger amounts. Of course,
instead of on Thursday, as originally
some of the investment is in producrelease

being

is

produced

SMPTE

in

$111,700,000

U.S.

Foreign Investments

TV

_

&

&

—

Delay Test Runs of

SMPTE

28

'Kate'

The delay was necessitated
planned.
by the lack of prints.
The plan calls for the musical to
be exhibited in both 3-D and conventional versions in six situations, in
Columbus, Evansville, Dallas, Hous-

tion facilities, too.

Western Europe Leads
The

was in Westwhere $55,900,000 was
invested. Canada came next with $22,)00,000, and Latin America accounted
ern

Rochester and Dayton.
Meanwhile, further technical tests
will be conducted in Radio City Music
Hall here this week to determine

ton,

for $16,900,000.

All other areas accounted for the
remaining $16,000,000.

the Hall's vast audiPrints
projection.
from "Kiss Me Kate" or "Arena"
Hall
will be used in the tests.
spokesman said that before a policy
decision can be made on whether to
feature a 3-D attraction at the large
adaptability
torium for

of

3-D

Says Public Doesn't

A

showplace, conclusions must be made
A
first on the mechanical aspects.
decision on whether the 3-D version
of "Kiss Me Kate" will be booked
at the Hall awaits the return from
Hollywood of Russell V. Downing,
president,
is

it

was

indicated.

expected to return

Three

largest investment

Europe,

New

in

a

Downing
week.

Drive-ins

In Florida, Georgia

What
CHARLOTTE,

Oct.

Wants
— "You
12.

can't ask the public what it wants to
see; you just have to make pictures
and hope they'll come to see them,"

IT
Sv[VIa p'-p
r 1 L

CONVENTION ARRANGEMENTS

were under

the direction of the group shown above. From
are Skipwith W. Athey, program committee chairman;
Mrs. Emerson Yorke, eo-hostess of the ladies' program committee;
John W. Servies, convention vice-president; Mrs. Herbert Barnett,
co-hostess of the ladies' program committee; Emerson Yorke, luncheon and banquet committee chairman, and Marie Douglass, hospitality desk hostess.
left to right

ATLANTA,

Oct. 12.— Three new
drive-ins will be added to the growing
One of the three
list in the South.
has just started, the second is under
construction and the third is in the

It

Haven, Fla.

It

will

have room for

The opening date is set for
It will feature a
early December.
giant-size screen to permit the showing of all types of media pictures.

H. Finlayson Dead
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 12.—James

/.

500 cars.

planning stage.
J. D. Younge has opened his drivein for 250 cars in High Springs, Fla.
The Martin and Thompson Theatre,
Plans for a de luxe drive-in have Hawkinsville, Ga. has started work
been completed by B. B. Garner, pres- on a new 400-car drive-in at Blaxident of the Talgar Theatre in Winter ley, Ga.

says Jerry Wald, executive producer
for Columbia Pictures.

Wald told Emery Wister, film
editor of the "Charlotte News," that
"the public doesn't know what it
wants."
the average person were asked,
he'd like to see a movie about an
insane asylum, he'd say no. But 20th
Century-Eox just went ahead and
"If

if

made 'Gentleman's Agreement' and
was a pretty successful picture."

it

Speaking of the new filming and
projection systems, he said: "No one

Henderson Finlayson, one of the orig- system will predominate. Some picKeystone Kops of the Mack Sen- tures will be good in 3-D, some in
nett days, was found dead at his home CinemaScope, some just wide-screen.
on Friday. In recent years he had It's the picture that counts, anyway.
played some character roles in films If the picture is good the public will
inal

as

well as on television.

turn out."

High Costs"

is

piping the tune, and your costs-of-

living are following merrily ... and blindly ... along.

You'll find, by examining their path in the

Bureau of Labor

from 1939

Statistics reports of the

to 1952, that

including FOOD, FUEL,

period

your high-cost-of-living

RENT and CLOTHING

.

costs

have raced upwards to a 92.8% peak. Then look

at

Exhibitors Digest findings of an increase in your

THEATRE EOUIPMENT and SUPPLIES
about the same period

how much you've paid
Your

.

.

.You can

this

of

98.9% for

easily see just

piper!

dollar sings a different tune, however,

when you note

the negligible increase, IF

ANY,

you've received from NSS, during the same period.

Compare all your costs with the LOW COST,
Service- With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby.

mmmY,\C%e€ft

service

\J PMZfB/wr of me mousmy

;

Tuesday, October
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Barnett

Johnston
{Continued,

from page

Television- Radio

1)

November and indications to date, according to word from Paris, are not
promising. The French, it was stated,
are seeking to pare down the number
of permits from 110— the 90 plus 20
under the current agreement
it
was
In addition,
French are attempting

—to

reported,

70.

the

to eliminate or-

reduce the so-called "capital account"
under which American film companies
remitted some extra revenues earned
by U. S. films.
At Friday's meeting, Johnston, with
the support of 20th Century-Fox president Spyros P. Skouras, highlighted
the problem of getting more revenues
out of the Far and Near East. Johnston noted that India with a population of 350,000,000 brings in only a
remittotal of about $1,000,000 in
tances to U. S. film companies. Cooperative action is needed, he stressed,
to cultivate the Indian market.

The

Spanish

situation,

it

was

pointed out, remains unaltered following discussions here and in Washington to evolve an interim agreement. Under present circumstances
with no pact in effect, no new American product is being shipped into
Spain, nor is any revenue being taken
out.

MPEA

Meanwhile, Fay Allport,
British manager, was slated to arrive

with Pinky Herman,
SOCONY- VACUUM OIL CO. will pick up the tab

.

R.Q.L.,

dentally,

who

ir

started as a disk jockey over

WMGM),
.

.

N. Y., Oct. 12.— Fabian's
Grand will show six Notre Dame college football games, booked for theatre
telecasts by Box Office Television.
The initial game will be played on
Oct.

17.

The admission
announced, but
than a dollar,

Dame

Notre

price has not yet been

probably will be less
according to reports.

it

football

games are now

.

.

in the

that she alone prevailed upon the comic "not
to bob his nose when urged to do so by his
agent and friends."
Last year the 134 items bearing his
name earned about $22,000,000 for Roy Rogers Enterprises.
However, since Roy's entrance into
last January this total
has increased so rapidly that the cowpoke's financial advisers,
Osborne & Ward, believe the 1953 sales figure will hit the
$30,000,000 mark.
ft
ft
ft
.

.

.

TV

&

will

Ollic," with last
Burr Tillstrom's NBClcvcr "Kukla, Fran
Sunday's program, celebrated its sixth anniversary on TV. The
Kuklapolitan Players have figured prominently in almost every
phase of RCA-TV development and experiments since 1939 and

is

last

being

broadcast over radio station
under sponsorship of a local
bank. Whether the afternoon telecasts

WOKO,

draw substantially in face of this,
a question which industry people
here are debating.

Asbury Theatre Puts $1

Tag on

'11'

Telecasts

ASBURY PARK,

N. J., Oct. 12.—
James Theatre here which has
booked the Notre Dame football tele-

The

St.

charge $1.00 per seat, including admission tax. Tickets will be
on sale in advance.

casts

will

The

St.

James management

said tha*

arrangements will be made for
Notre Dame alumni, and that cheering
special

sections will be set aside in the theatre
each week for the fans.

HOWARD

£.

STARK"

Brokers and Financial Consultants

TELEVISION STATIONS
f9 E.

RADIO STATIONS
53th St., N. Y.
EL

August were featured

5-0495

RCA

compatible color telecasts.

.

.

.

.

Fall Releases
(Continued from page 1)
issues and foreign product to
their programs.

&

ft

ft

ft

A

year ago, October-December reannounced by the various companies were as follows Allied Artists,
Columbia, 13;
Lippert, eight;
10;
:

eight Paramount, nine Reseven; RKOi Radio, seven;
20th-Fox, 15; United Artists, six;
Universal, 12 Warner Brothers, seven.
This year, announcements to date
Allied Artists, nine
are as follows
three;
Lippert,
three;
Columbia,
M-G-M, seven; Paramount, five; Republic, three; RKO, eight; 20th-Fox,
eight; United Artists, 12; Universal,
seven, and Warner Brothers, four.

M-G-M,

.

(Continued from page 1)
ing that the Vectograph process will
be the "mechanical solution to 3-D,"
estimate that the system should be
fully developed and ready for use
The process, it was
within months.
stated, requires no addititional equipment on the standard projector and
eliminates the possibility of faulty proSeen with polarizing specjection.
tacles, it employs a right and left eye

image on a positive

Wide

interest

.

.

.

TV

.

print.

the

in

process

was.

major studios during
the recent visit to Hollywood of Dr.
Edwin H. Land, Polaroid's president.
Special enthusiasm, it was stated, was
Paramount, Warner
evidenced
by
Brothers and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
evidenced

by

'SHOWPLACE OF THE EAST"
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MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
o Three dimensional projection
if Three channel interlock projection

.

.

;

;

Polaroid Sets Plans

•

38-year-old Fred Coe, producer of
"Mr. Peepers," "Bonimo" and "Playhouse" (Philco and Goodyear) is NBCelebrating his eighth year.
PSI-TV will
handle sales and distribution of "Readers Digest Theatre"
series, currently being filmed by Chester Erskine Productions
at the Hal Roach Coast studios.
Sylvania's third annual
Awards will be made at the Hotel Pierre in New York
on Dec. 1, Deems Taylor again heading the Committee of
Judges.
Sally & Marvin Clark, whose platter of "Game
of Broken Hearts" was the hill-billy sensation three years
ago, have another potential hit parader in their arrangement
of "Little Sweetheart of the Mountains," the rural ditty of 20
years ago.
.

out

leases

.

LOTSA DOTS

fill

.

Joseph Schildkraut has arrived in N.Y. from Hollywood to "host"
a nezu weekly dramatic series, "DuMont Presents Joseph Schildkraut," which zvill preem next Wednesday at 8:30 P.M.
Ray
Benson produces with Barry Shear handling the directorial reins.
Gloria dcHaven, former M-G-M star, who started her professional career as a vocalist with Bob Crosby's band, will make
her TV debut next Tuesday at 8:00 P.M. when she'll guestrill
on Bob Hope's initial telecast of the season. Jim Jordan, Jr.
(son of Fibber
Molly), will direct the series.

619

16mm interlock projection
MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE. INC.
W 54th
N Y 19. N. Y. •JUdton 4-0367
St.,

mm

BEST.

.

TV

.

Specialists to Motion Picture Industry

in

Among the top highlights of the
convention, he stated, were the adoption of tentative working standards
for composite multi-track sound reproduction equipment and the outlining of
problems to be solved and the pitfalls
to be avoided in the production and
presentation of 3-D pictures.

:

November issue of
"Woman's Home Companion" and reveals
hubby Bob

files

Robert Q. Lewis

ALBANY,

WHN

.

.

to

zations, will return to their respective
headquarters armed with new knowledge for the continued improvement
of motion picture entertainment.

;

Arms," which he wrote with Ned Washington.
This team's composition, "Do Not
Forsake Me, Oh My Darlin'," copped the
Dolores Hope proOscar last year.

would be turned down.

theatres,

public,

(now
has been turning in an excellent job as regular sub for Arthur GodDimitri Tiomkin, who is curfrey.
rently composing an original musical score
for Hal Wallis' forthcoming Paramount 3
D-ramatic "Cease Fire," filmed on the batKorea, might have another
tlefields
in
Academy Awards winner in "Brothers in

TOA

Carry 'IV Games

.

.

Starting Dec. 1, the American Chicle Co. will co-sponsor
on alternate weeks with the Swanson Products Robert Q.
InciLewis' ABC-TV program, "The Name's the Same."

A

Albany

for the entire

.

ik

ft

labora-

studios,

equipment manufacturing concerns and servicing organi-

tories,

WNEW

.

representing

gates,

.

London for participation in industry conferences there on the voluntary
establishment of an Eady Plan.
bid for financial support for next
month's Theatre Owners of America
convention was received at Friday's
meeting.
Although no action was
taken, sentiment expressed indicated
that the
bid, like that of Allied,

in

(Continued from page 1)

1953-54 NBC Symphony radio programs which will start on
Sunday, Nov. 8 (6:30-7:30 P.M.), with Maestro Arturo Toscanini
conducting most of the concerts. This program was established 16
years ago and will continue to originate at Carnegie Hall.
won't release Art Ford so Freddy Robbins will deejay
"The Big Review" platter-chatter series which Parker Gibbs proStarting tomorrow WOR-TV
duces every Saturday via NBC.
will unveil two new crime-detection series, namely "Badge 714,"
starring Jack Webb as "Joe Friday" (early "Dragnet" films) and
"Captured," a Phillips
"Captured," formerly titled "Gangbusters."
H. Lord production, stars Chester Morris and will be spotted every
Wednesday at 10:00 P.M. with "Joe Friday and Frank Smith"
taking over at 9:00 P.M. on the same night. ... A natural piece
We refer to last week's "Place the Face,"
of national promotion.
CBS-T Vehicle, during which Lew Breyer of the Milwaukee office
of Universal-International was recognized by guestar Tony Curtis
as the manager of a Bronx movie house who ejected Tony from the
theatre 15 years ago when he admitted tossing a water-filled paper
bag from the balcony. Tony's latest UI flicker, "The All-American,"
was then given a terrific pitch.

in

Grand

1953

13,
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FILMACK
SPECIAL

TRAILERS

SOME STRAIGHT TALK

PROJECTION
"How much more

light

do

I

tion everyone's asking today.

need for

my new movie

Now is the

time for

system?" That's the ques-

specific, factual

data on light

requirements for 3-D and expanded screen projection.

With

need in mind, research and development engineers of National
Carbon Company have collaborated on a treatise on screen light for the new
this

motion-picture systems.

HERE'S

WHAT

THIS

FREE BOOKLET
£

Range

of screen sizes suitable to each of
lighting carbons listed
below for 3-D and wide-screen projection.

the

new "National"

CONTAINS:

Answers, based on original research, to many of
the projectionist's problems, presented in a form
he can easily apply to his own physical set-up.

Information anyone can use for a better understanding of the lighting
problems peculiar to exciting new stereoscopic and wide screen systems.

"NATIONAL" CARBONS FOR NEW PROJECTION SYSTEMS
CARBON

TYPE OF LAMP

Non-rotating, Reflector-

7,

Rotating, Reflector

8,& 9mm"Suprex"
9, 10,

& 11mm

10mm
13.6mm

Rotating, Condenser

FREE

GET YOUR

AMPERES

H.

H.

42-75
75-115

I.

115-135

"Hitex"
I.

& "Hitex"

125-180

COPIES OF THIS IMPORTANT ARTICLE
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

The terms "National" "Suprex" and
,

,

"Hitex" are trade-marks of
Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
A

Division of Union Carbide

30 East 42nd

Street,

and Carbon Corporation

New

30 E. 42nd Street,
Genf7emen:

New York

17,

Please send me postpaid and without charge,
copies of your new article on screen light for the
motion picture systems. No obligation, of course.

(PLEASE PRINT

York 17, N. Y.

Name
District Sales Offices:

Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,

New

Company _

York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

In Canada: National Carbon Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

N. Y.

Address
(Signed)
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Salesmen Vote

Three of Paramount
In 2-D and in 3-D
W.

Schwalberg, president of
Film Distributing
Corp., yesterday announced at
the meeting of division managers that because of the many

A.

TEN CENTS

1953

14,

Ben Kalmenson
Preside at W. B.

Terms Approved

impartial

to

For Export Data

SIMPP Okays

Sales Meetings

Paramount

New

Pact;

To

Get $5 Raise
$1

A Day

Increase for

Road Expense Allowed

NEW

wage and expense allowance

increase.

The new pact would give a
$5 a week across-the-board salary hike for all film salesmen,
plus a $1 per day increase for
on-the-road expenses, raising
the allowance from $9 to $10 a
day.
City salesmen would re(Continued on page 6)

Columbia's Division

Managers
Meeting

in

2-Day

in N. Y.

Columbia Pictures has scheduled a
two-day division managers meeting at
the Warwick Hotel here tomorrow
and Friday, it was announced yesterday by A. Mon-

who
side

manager,
will
at

pre-

both

sessions.
Attending in
addition to the
division
managers will be key
home

stone Hotel.
Warner prod-

and
department
heads and a
representative

of the Canadian
A. Montague
organization.
High on the agenda of the meeting

(Continued on page 10)

TOA

Banquet Speaker
A. Van Fleet, U.S.
and a member of 20th
Century-Fox's board of directors, will
Gen.

James

Army,

retired,

for

release

during the next

4-Week Gross

Hits $3,000,000

four

months

will

highlight
conferences.

the

Productions
Twentieth
Century - Fox's
Robe" had grossed $3,000,000

"The
at

to

grossing commensurate earnings in
other playdates.
By the end of this week, the picture will be playing in 31 key theatres.
It
opened yesterday at the

Paramount

in Syracuse and will open
(Continued on page 10)

Significant Victory

be the principal speaker at the "President's Banquet," which will climax the

Theatre Owners of America's annual
convention in Chicago on Nov. 5 in
(Continued on page 4)

—

J.

A.

Service Plan

be discussed

to

Abroad

Ben Kalmenson
Sterling

Big,"

Market Product

Is Deferred

—

HOLLYWOOD,
bers

of

Oct. 13.
Memthe Society of Independent
Picture
Producers
today

Motion
unanimously approved inauguration of
a complete and
thorough for-

eign

include "So

the

close of business Monday after being
in
release about four weeks in 25
situations, the company disclosed yesterday, claiming a new world boxoffice record.
Recording a total gross of more
than $1,000,000 alone in its New York
Roxy engagement in four weeks, the
company reports that "The Robe" is

By

executives

Fleet to Be

Black-

the

at

uct

'Robe'

Foreign Field

tomorrow Move

"Those Redheads from Seattle"
and "Flight to Tangier" for
both 2-D and 3-D exhibition.

WASHINGTON,

office sales

Van

company's district
managers
beginning here

starring

proad-

r a m as
vanced by

g

president

(Continued on page 10)

and

aides

his

will

immedi-

ately begin
collecting

Oct.

13.

his

Arnall

staff.

Argentina
End Film Pact Talks

Ellis

and

Arnall

MPAA,

WASHINGTON,

in-

field

formation

Jane Wyman,
Hayden and Nancy Olson

data

and make arrangements for
a tour of world

— Of-

ficials of the Argentine government
Ellis Arnall
and the Motion Picture Association of
film capitals to
America today wound up two days of get
up-to-the-minute information conconversations here looking toward a
cerning licenses, export and monitary
(Continued on page 6)
restrictions and foreign distributors.
Ultimately, the independent Motion
Picture Export Association, export
(Continued on page 4)

Supreme Court Agrees To
Hear Censor Appeal Case

general

tague,

Oct. 13.— Ben Kalmenvice-president
in charge of distribution, will preside
over a two-day sales meeting of the

Warner Brothers

ORLEANS,

Oct. 13.— The
Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesmen, in convention here, approved the
recommendation of its executive board
to accept a new proposed contract with
distributing companies calling for a

sales

requests from exhibitors and
exhibitor
organizations, Paramount is making available immediately prints on "Sangaree,"

CHICAGO,

son,

Theatre Case

To Supreme Court
WASHINGTON, Oct.
— The
13.

Supreme Court was asked today to
rule that a Los Angeles
District

OTTEN

Court erroneously dismissed without

Oct. 13.
The Supreme Court has agreed to take another
look at the power of the states to censor film showings. The justices agreed
to hear an appeal challenging the right of Ohio to ban the showing of the
film "M."
The appeal was brought
by the film's distributors, Superior
Films, Inc. The Ohio Supreme Court
British
upheld the action of Ohio's censors
"harmful."
banning the film as
The high court's decision to review
Adolph
Oct. 13.
the Ohio court ruling could open the
chairman
of the board of
Zukor,
way for a significant victory for the
Paramount Pictures, will be
industry in its fight against state cenguest of honor at a banquet
Motion Picture Association
sorship.
and ball to be given by the inofficials were jubilant over the action.
dustry here at the Mayfair
trying
to
get
The industry has been
Hotel on Oct. 29.
the court to expand on its ruling in
In addition, Zukor will attend
"The Miracle" case, when it held that
the Royal Film Performance
New York State could not censor
at the Leicester Square Odeon
The industry
films as "sacrilegious."
on Oct. 26 and will be entercensorship
prior
would like to see all
tained by the Cinema Veterans
struck down as unconstitutional.
here on Oct. 30.
The "M" case will be argued late
(Continued on page 4)

Industry

To Honor Zukor

LONDON,

L. A.

trial

triple-damage

a

counter-claim

Partmar Corp. against
three Paramount companies.
Partmar had filed the counter-claim,
charging that Paramount has been
brought

by

engaging

in

an unlawful conspiracy,

Paramount had brought suit
1947 against Partmar the lessee

after

—

—

in

of

(Continued on page 6)

Wilkinson Reelected
Conn. MPTO Head
NEW HAVEN, Oct. 13.— George
H. Wilkinson, Jr., of Wallingford,
was unanimously reelected president
of the Motion Picture Theatre Ownof Connecticut at a luncheonmeeting here. Irving C. Jacocks, Jr.,
of Bradford, and Herman M. Levy,
(Continued on page 4)
ers

;

:

Wednesday, October
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HAROLD

Allied arthas returned

vice-president,

ists

Hollywood from London.

to

•

grandson of the
Pictures chairman, and

Adolph Zukor
Paramount

5th Independent Film
Bought by 20th-Fox

Perlberg, Seaton

MIRISCH,

II,

HOLLYWOOD,

Three industry personalities have
been singled out to receive Christopher
Awards for the third quarter of this
Spyros Skouras, president of
year.
20th Century-Fox, received the citation for the CinemaScope production
Awards also were
of "The Robe."
presented to producer William PerlGeorge
writer-director
and
berg
Seaton for their Paramount produc-

"Man

distributors in the Bos-

RCA

Supply,
ton area.

•

Sal Adorno,

M

Sr.,

manager

75,

of

Theatres, Middletown, Conn.,
observing his 45th year in the in-

& D

is

dustry.

•

Jerry Zigmond, United Paramount
Theatres Western division manager,
today from Hollyis in San Francisco
wood.
•
of the M-G-M exdepartment, returned here
tour.
yesterday from a cross-country

Frances Lane,

ploitation

Edward Klein,

of

Bay

Memorial

Boston, is in Massachusetts
Hospital there for observation.

Ted Routson, manager

W

a business
in Florida following

home

trip to

New York

president of
returned
has
Atlanta,
Pictures,
Astor
Florida.
there from

William Richardson,
•

Tack Weiner,
in

New

press repreOrleans, has arrived

York.

Al Crown,
arrived

M-G-M

New

sentative in

in

RKO

Bombay,

from Calcutta.

Robert
will

New

writer-producer,
York today for

Europe.

Dan

M-G-M publicity
New York for a va-

S Terrell,

director, has

left

cation.

Nunnally Johnson,
ducer, has arrived here

writer-pro-

from Europe.

Reiner Returns from
Trip to the Continent
sales

man-

Manny Reiner, foreign
ager of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
has arrived in New York after a
three-week visit to Bonn, Cologne,
Frankfurt, Berlin, Munich, DusselRome, Brussels and Pans,
dorf,
where he attended the premiere openings of "Hans Christian Andersen"
Radio
and conferred with
This trip culmibranch managers.

RKO

seven months of worldwide
travel in connection with 'Andersen."

nates

Sidney

Harmon

under

the

Security

Pictures

banner,

has

Company Heads Will

top news events of the last eight
years. Dr. Frances Horwich received
"Ding Dongan award for her
School," as did producer Judith C.
Waller and director Rainald Warrensmith, Jr.

UJA

Aid

NBC

Benefit

have agreed to serve as honorary
chairmen of the advisory council for
Women's Club Federation
the forthcoming 20th annual "Night
Awards Scroll to Skouras
A special scroll honoring Spyros cf Stars," which takes place at MadiSkouras and the first CinemaScope son Square Garden on Nov. 23. Proproduction, "The Robe," will be pre- ceeds from the benefit show will go
sented today to the president of 20th to the United Jewish Appeal, to further its work of Israel resettlement
motion picture
and
refugee relief.
committee of the General Federation
Assurances are said to have been
of Women's Clubs.

the

given executive director Samuel Blitz
by most of the major studios that as
many of their top stars as will be
available will be flown to New York
to participate in the performance.

Dean Gray Edwards, chairof the national organization's motion picture division, will make the
presentation at the company's home
office.

Page, Circuit Owner
In Louisiana, Dead
—
NEW ORLEANS, Oct.

Film Board Honors
William P. Murphy
Members

By

PETER BURNUP

!

LONDON,

13.— The four
Oct.
trade associations met
here today in their continuing effort
to agree on a basis for continuance
of the Eady Plan voluntarily. Some
progress was reported to have been
made but no formal announcement
British

was

film

issued..

The meeting was

held

in

conse-

quence of a conference of trade leaders last week with Sir Maurice Dean
of the Board of Trade, who reminded
them that they have only three weeks
remaining in which to agree upon voluntary action, failing which, the goveminent has warned it will move to
put the Eady Plan on a statutory
basis.

Barney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg,
Jack Cohn, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Spyros Skouras and Albert Warner

13.

New York

Say

3

British

Million

Pounds Needed

producers

insist that they
£3,000,000 annually from
the Eady funds but have submitted no
balance sheets to exhibitor representatives to justify the figure. Exhibitors
counter that the box-office yielded only
£2,750,000 to the Eady fund this year
and that the difference-, if the producers' figure is to be accepted, must
be made up by the government either
as a subsidy to producers out of the
Exchequer Fund, or in a reduction of
the entertainment tax to a degree
which will enable exhibitors to meet
the present levy.
Since a direct, government subsidy
to production appears to be out of
the question at this time, exhibitors
say they will agree to any levy which
This, in
leaves them in the black.
turn, demands a reduction in the en-

will require

Film W. W. Page, head
tertainment tax scale.
of the amusement
gave a company which
F. W. Allport, Motion Pictures Asbears his name operluncheon at the Hotel Astor in
of America representative
sociation
ating a circuit of theatres in Louisihonor of William P. Murphy, who
here, returned from New York ahead
ana, died in sleep at his home in
recently resigned as local branch manof schedule to observe developments
Robeline,
La.,
on Saturday night.
ager for Republic to become Southern
in the Eady last-minute endeavors.
Surviving are his widow,
Mary
division manager and film buyer for
One thing which demands his immedaughter, Becky, and one grandchild.
B. S. Moss Theatres.
diate attention is the "break-figure"
exhibitors
which
Murphy, who starts his new duties
controversy with
Edward A. Bonns, 65,
next week, was presented with a scroll
arises in Eady debates.
Dies in San Francisco
by his hosts.
Would Drop Old Formula

Board

of

of

the

Trade

yesterday

SAN FRANCISCO,

•

Rossen,

leave

foreign manager,
India, yesterday

star-

fifth deal in the last year for
outside product, other producers
being Leonard Goldstein, Edward L. Alperson, Bert Friedlob and Andrew Stone.

Mrs.

of the Play-

13.—

Oct.
feature

been purchased by 20th-Fox for
distribution. It is the company's

man
discharged
house Baltimore, has been
there.
Hospital
Sinai
from
•
A Scully has returned to his

Crazy,"

Brand and produced and written last November by Philip Yordan and

and director Charles Christenson for
their work on NBC's "Assignment
Tomorrow," the Aug. 23 panorama of

Century-Fox by

State Films,

M-G-M,

Ltd.,

13.— Ed-

65, industry veteran,
at his home here of a

died suddenly
heart attack. He retired from business a month ago when he resigned
as manager of the Enean Theatre,
Concord, Calif., for the Blumenfeld

Chester Friedman will join M-G-M,
beginning next Monday, as press
for

Oct.

ward A. Bonns,

Friedman Will Join
M-G-M in Canada
representative

of

chain.
Bonns was with matter of film rentals.
American
Warner Brothers on the East Coast renters hitherto refused to concede the
for many years
also worked as ex- point.
ploitation man for Universal Pictures.
One of Allport's immediate concerns

Theatres

Canada, it was disclosed here yesterday by Howard Dietz, vice-president
and director of advertising-publicity.
For the past six years, Friedman has
been editor of the "Showmandiser"
section of "Boxoffice" magazine.
Friedman will succeed Arthur Manson, resigned, and will work under

;

There are no survivors.
place in San Francisco.

Burial took

Irving Barker Passes
ALBANY, N. Y, Oct. 13.— Irving
H. Barker, 71, director of the New
Theatre in Hoosick Falls, who was
found dead in a chair at his home,
was buried in Albany Rural Cemetery
on Monday.

the supervision of Emery Austin, ex
ploitation manager for M-G-M, out
company's
Toronto headof
the
quarters.

Col. Dividend $1.06 lA

Kopp

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 14.—Columbia Pictures, at a board of directors
meeting held here, declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06*4 per share on
the $4.25 cumulative preferred stock
of the company, payable Nov. 16 to
stockholders of record on Oct. 30.

Exhibitors demand that the old
break-figure formula be abandoned.
They are reinforced in the demand
by the J. Arthur Rank break-away.
Rank has said that he favors individual dealings with his customers in the

Services Held

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 13.— Funeral
held
yesterday
for

They
culent mood in that regard.
will assuredly raise the point forcefully in their talks with Government
officials

over Eady.

They

are defi-

nitely in the mood of accusing American film salesmen of endangering
Anglo-American relations. And that
is

an extremely touchy business
now.

this

side just

were
Kopp, 41, attorney and
partner in the law firm of Gang, Friday of lukemia.
He was at one
Kopp and Tyre. Kopp, specialist in time resident counsel for M-G-M
services

Robert

j

will be to discuss with the American
group here some way of accommodation in the vexed matter of individual
trading with the customer.
Exhibitors are in an extremely tru-

E.

entertainment

field

contract law, died

here.
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Again on Future
Of Eady Tax Plan

Neville

ring

Eugene Zukor, also of the
Paramount organization, has arrived tion, "Little Boy Lost," starring Bing
Crosby.
in Europe from New York.
•
In the television field, awards went
Ernest J. Comi has been named to producers William McAndrew and
general manager of Capitol Theatre James Fleming, writer Arthur Holch
son of

1953

British Trade Meets

Awards for Skouras,

Personal
Mention

14,

SHOWS- OCT. 26

THEATRE TRADE

Important To
We

Read

This!

have planned the Theatre Trade Shows of M-G-M's marvelous color musical "KISS

KATE"

in a

manner

suited to the stature of this

famed musical

hit

ME

of two continents.

The Theatre Trade Shows make it possible for showmen to see how "KISS ME KATE" is
presented in both 3-D and flat, with wide screen and stereophonic sound, in full color glory.
At the Theatre Trade Shows, with audiences, you

will realize

how M-G-M,

creator of the screen's

greatest musicals, has immortalized another great stage property in a screen production rich with
its

See

famed songs,
it

Big in

and enter M-G-M's "Lucky 7" showmanship contest

M-G-M presents "KISS
Whitmore
Subber

eye-filling in its spectacular beauty,

•

•

its

for

renowned entertainment

qualities.

Big Money Prizes!

ME

KATE" starring Kathryn Grayson • Howard Keel Ann Miller • with Keenan Wynn • Bobby Van • James
Kurt Kasznar • Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley • Based upon the play produced on the stage by Lemuel Ayers and Arnold Saint
Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter • Play by Samuel and Bella Spewack • Photographed in Ansco Color • Print by Technicolor
Directed by George Sidney • Produced by Jack Cummings
THE

IS M-G-M's FIRST CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION
"KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (Technicolor)

COMING INDUSTRY EVENT

)

;

Motion Picture Daily

4

Van

Will

Fleet

Hear

(Continued from page 1)
the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
to

which

The

company

TOA

Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association and the Theatre
Equipment Dealers Association.
General Van Fleet served in both
World Wars and commanded United
Nations forces in Korea. He holds
top decorations of five countries.
In announcing the general as the
banquet speaker, Alfred Starr,
president, said
"We are particularly
happy to have such an outstanding
American of worldwide reputation and
respect as the principal speaker to
climax what I'm sure will be the
largest and most important convention
and trade show in the history of the
motion picture industry."

this year or early next year, with a
decision unlikely for a month or more
following the argument.
The justices did not act on another
film censorship appeal, one challenging
the right of New York State censors
to ban the film "La Ronde" as "immoral."
The justices might act on
this appeal in the next few weeks, or
might wait until the court reaches a
final decision in the

"M"

case.

In another interesting action,
the high court refused to review a case in which a North

TOA

:

drive - in
operator
Carolina
challenged a local "blue law,"

banning film showings between
certain hours on Sunday. The
state
courts
had upheld a
Charlotte city ordinance to this
and the high court dismissed an appeal from these
state decisions on the ground
that there was no "substantial
federal question" in the case.
effect,

freedom of speech and the press and,
therefore, violates the First and 14th

14,

1953

SIMPP

(Continued from page 1)
ban-

presidents
have been invited, will be attended by
representatives and those of the
quet,

'M' Case

Wednesday, October

(Continued from page

arm

of

the

Society,

will

1

engage

selling product abroad, but this

is

in

now

Amendments.

deferred by a vote of members until
the information program is completed.
Twenty-five producers and repreand indefinite.
sentatives gathered at a luncheonThe Ohio Supreme Court in a meeting at the Beverly Hills Hotel
5-to-2 decision said that the free and were told by Arnall
"It is my
speech and free press guarantees are belief that independent producers have
not without limit, and that while films a great opportunity to move into a
could not be banned as sacrilegious, dominant position in production of
"there still remains a limited field in quality motion pictures.
Unsettled
which decency and morals may be pro- condition of the industry holds a real
tected from the impact of an offend- challenge for the independent producer
ing motion picture film by prior re- who courageously determines to supstraint under proper criteria."
De- ply the need for superior pictures of
spite the distributor's plea that the outstanding entertainment value.
The
film was of high and moral purpose future presents many problems, but
and of artistic execution, the majority they can be solved. Independent proof the state court found that actually duction holds the answer to most of
much of the film was obscene, immoral them."
and tends to promote crime.
Sees Prosperity for Independents
It also claims that the
unconstitutional because the
standards for censorship are vague

law

is

:

Brought by Drive-in Operator
Independent
producers
the
face
The
test of the North Carolina blue greatest era of prosperity, Arnall said
(Continued from page 1)
law was brought by Charles B. prior to his departure for Atlanta.
The court agreed to decide whether McGee, operator of the North 29 He based his forecast on the reducof New Haven, were likewise unaniHe tion in the number of pictures by
mously reelected treasurer and execu- the Federal Communications Commis- Drive-in Theatre in Charlotte.
sion can ban radio and television challenged
Charlotte
ordinance, majors and the demand by exhibitors
a
tive secretary, respectively.
Two new members of the board of "giveaway" shows. The FCC had enacted under the authority of the for more product, plus the necessity
directors were elected, Harry Fein- appealed to the high tribunal after a State law, banning film showings be- for somebody "to supply the market."
As majors' backlogs exhaust themstein of New Haven and Albert M. special three-judge federal court in tween the hours of 6 :30 P.M. and
He empha- selves, financing for independents will
Pickus of Stratford. The balance of New York struck down most of a set 9 :00 P.M. on Sunday.

Reelect Wilkinson

reelected
included
board
E.
Alperin
of
Southington
Michael
Louis A. Brown of Hamden
Harry
Browning of Boston B. E. Hoffman
of New Haven
Jacocks Arthur M.
the

;

;

;

;

Lockwood of Winsted Samuel Rosen
and Harry F. Shaw of New Haven
;

Sam Weiss

Stamford, and Irwin
Wheeler of New Canaan.
of

Commission

rules aimed at doing
giveaway
programs.
NBC, CBS and ABC all are urging
the Supreme Court to uphold the

of

away

with

lower court's action curbing the Commission's power.
In the "M" case, the film's distributors claim that Ohio's censorship
law is invalid as a prior restraint on

good part of his business ease up, he said. "I am very opticomes during those hours, and there- mistic about the future of independent
fore, the law has the effect of de- production."
priving him of his business. He also
He said, "At long last, the most
argued that the Charlotte television fruitful field of picture-making will
station is allowed to operate and show be the independent field. Why, even
films during those hours, and that majors are going into independent
therefore the ordinance unfairly dis- production through setting up different
sized that a

criminates against theatre owners.

companies."

NEXT WEDNESDAY THE FIRST OPENING

WOMAN-APPEAL ATTRACTION SINCE \
BELINDA— EDNA FERBER'S PULITZE
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Group

Set Exhibitor

Small Businessmen 's Unit

In Campaign for

Rogers Hospital

5

Within

FTC Is

Board Expanded

Suggested

Moe Silver, Stanley Warner execuCHICAGO, Oct. 13. — Federal FTC's investigating activities be
who is national exhibitor chair- Trade Commission Chairman Edward "improved and expanded."
Meanwhile in Washington, Attorney
man for the Will Rogers Memorial F. Howrey suggested today that a
tive,

Hospitals' annual Christmas Salute, separate small business division be esannounced here yesterday that a full tablished within the commission to
complement of exhibitors has been ap- work on complaints by small firms.
pointed in every exchange area for the
"One of the principal com1953 campaign.
plaints of small businessmen,"
"This year's Salute drive for funds
he told the convention of the
to 'help care for our own' opens toNational Association of Retail
morrow, Oct. 15, with most distribuDruggists, "is the mystery and
tor and exhibitor chairmen holding
surrounding their redelay
kick-off meetings," said Silver. "The
quests for action against unfair
goal this year is $250,000 with all of us
competitors or other suspected
pledged to reach it. We will appeal
(anti-trust law) violators. They
to every man and woman employed
say they drop their complaints
in our industry for signatures and
in the hopper and never hear
contributions, seeking a minimum of
from them again unless and un'one hour's pay' from every individtil a formal complaint is issued.
ual."
One of the duties of the small
The national exhibitors committee for the
business division would be to
Christmas Salute comprises Albany, Saul
Ullman and Charles Smakwitz Atlanta, E.
keep small concerns informed
E. Whitalcer and John W. Harrell; Boston,
and to expedite the movement
Charles Kurtzman; Buffalo, George Mcof their matters through the
Kenna; Charlotte, Scott Lett; Chicago',
Cincinnati, Philip Chakeres;
commission."
Jack Kirsch
:

;

;

Cleveland, Bert Lefkowitz; Dallas, William

O'Donnell; Denver, William Hastings;
Des Moines. Leo Wolcott; Detroit, Jim
Sharkey and Art Robinson; Florida, Guy

J.

Kenimer; Indianapolis, Marc Wolf; Kansas
Los Angeles,
City,
Elmer Rhoden, Jr.
Memphis, Herbert Kohn.
Milton Hossfeld
Also, Milwaukee, Ben Marcus; MinneBurke; New Haven, Harry
apolis, Tom
Feinstein and Harry Shaw
New Orleans,
Henry Plitt; New York, Charles B. Moss;
Oklahoma City, Morris Lowenstein and
Ralph Drewry; Omaha, Glenn K. Slipper;
;

;

;

Philadelphia,
Ted Schlanger; Pittsburgh,
Harry Handel; Portland. Tom Walsh and
Art Adamson; St. Louis, Edward B. Arthur
Salt Lake City, Arthur Jensen and
Roger Mender.hall; Seattle, Bill Conner;
Washington, Morton Geiber.
;

»F

General Brownell announced that his
special anti-trust study committee has

also

suggested

that

the

Rogers Hospital Gets
Croy 'First Copies'
Homer

Croy, author of "Our Will
informal life story of the
humorist,
this
week donated first
copies of the book to the Variety
Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
Accepting for the
at Saranac, N. Y.

Rogers,"

hospital

were

Abe

Fred Schwartz.

Montague

and

From Five

to Six

WASHINGTON,

Oct.

13.

— The

by-laws of the Stanley Warner Corp.
have been changed to expand the
board of directors from five to six
persons, according to a company statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

gotten off to a fast start.
He said
the committee has broken its work
down into various sub-committees, and
The six directors, it was stated, will
that a first meeting of all groups will be divided in two classes, one threetake place here tomorrow to go over man group holding office until the anagenda and work up a final study plan. nual meeting in 1954 and the other
He said the committee would prob- group holding office until the 1955
ably recommended some anti-trust law annual meeting.
changes, but that this did "not mean
that enforcement of existing anti-trust
policies will be relaxed."

UA

Three Suggestions Advanced

Among suggestions likely to be put
before the study committee are many
of those which have been offered in
Congress in recent years
To give
Federal courts discretionary authority
:

to award less than treble damages in
private anti-trust suits to increase the
fine in government suits
and to give
the Justice Department subpoena powers in connection with its preliminary
investigation work.
Brownell also said that a drive is
on in the anti-trust division to clean
up long-outstanding cases and make
the division's workload as nearly current as possible. Heavy emphasis will
continue to be put on working out
consent decree settlements, he declared.
think consent
"I
decrees
;

;

Howrey

Stanley Warner's

should be used whenever an honest
decreed can be obtained," the Attorney
General said.

Will Distribute
'Yesterday, Today'
and

"Yesterday

Abner

Today,"

producer

Greschler's 60-year cavalcade of the movies, narrated by
George Jessel, has been acquired for
release by United Artists.
Including scenes from motion pictures from 1893 to 1953, "Yesterday
and Today" presents famous screen
stars in some of their greatest roles,
among them Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,
Mary Pickford, Marie Dressier, Lon
Chaney, Harold Lloyd, Tom Mix and
Rudolph Valentino.
J.

Alexander Flies East
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 13.— Arthur
Alexander,

of

Productions,

M. & A. Alexander

left

here by plane today

for Eastern conferences
distribution.

THE BIGGEST

RNERS' JOHNNY
PRIZE WINNER
EDNA FERBER'S
PULITZER
PRIZE NOVEL

INSPIRES

JANE WYMAN'S
FINEST

PERFORMANCE.'

on

TV

film

;;
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new

film

remittance
Argentina.

agreement permitting some
of U. S. earnings from

Los Angeles Partmar Theatre,
which was owned by Paramount.

the

Partmar attorney Russell Hardy
spokesman said that told the high court that the Los
"there has been no definite decision" Angeles court had decided to try the
and that further exchanges would be eviction suit first and then try the
Conseseparately.
However, he emphasized counter - claim
necessary.
Partmar
did
not
and
said,
Hardy
yesterday
quently,
here
meetings
the
that
today were conducted "in a very introduce any evidence in support of
friendly atmosphere, like the British its conspiracy charge during the evicAt the end of the trial,
tion trial.
talks."

A MPAA

Representing the Argentine government was Raul Apold, Secretary of
the
for
in
Sitting
Information.
were president Eric A. Johnston, vice-president Ralph Hetzel and

however, Hardy explained, the District Court denied the eviction suit
and at the same time threw out the
counter-claim, finding that no con-

Western Hemisphere manager Robert

Court of

lower

Corkery.

court.

MPAA

Aim of the meetings was to reach
a new agreement setting out terms for
bringing American films into Argentina

time

and for getting out— for the
many years some of
in

first

—

the

American film earnings there.
Apold will return to Argentina tomorrow to report on the meetings,

MPAA

spokesand, according to the
man, "He'll be in touch with us again
official said he
This
later."

MPAA

did not know whether Apold would
return to the U.S. later, whether Corofficial
kery or some other
would go to Argentina, or whether
future negotiations would be carried

MPAA

on by cable and

letter.

MPAA

Apold was the guest

of the
dinner and screening tonight.
Top State Department and embassy
were invited to the affair,
officials
which featured a showing of Walt
Disney's "The Living Desert."

at

a

existed.

spiracy

The Ninth

Circuit

Appeals upheld the

Jackson Chance

in Rebuttal

Chance, Paramount attorney, told the court that in order
for the lower court to have thrown
the eviction suit it would have
had to find that no conspiracy existed.
He explained as a result of the Paramount case decisions, the company
was confused about the legality of its

out

agreement

with

and franchise
In order to get clarificaPartmar.
tion, he said, Paramount brought the
lease

eviction suit.

"We

further

conduct

get
clarification," he said, adding that the
lower court had found the franchise
and the lease valid, thus permitting
"If the
Partmar to keep its lease.

had

to

go

to

trial

to

negotiations

on

MPAA

An

—

future
goes to Italy, Spain or other European countries where there are now
will be fixed after he
film problems
arrives in Paris and will depend on
ston's

—

how

difficult

the French negotiations

prove.

UK

Oct. 13.— Sinclair F.
distribution executive
whose career went back to the early
days of the industry, died here following a lung operation.
Ditcham started with Buffell's Imperial Bioscope and ultimately held
important positions with Gaumont,
National.
International
and
First
After serving with the European Motion Picture Co., he later became
managing director of Universal Pictures, Ltd., and of General Film Distributors.

69,

He

retired in

trolite

fabric.

William

B.

On

Duck

Walt Disney's 3-D Donald

cartoon, "Working for Peanuts," will
be available for bookings the latter
part of this month, it was announced

here yesterday by Sid Kramer,

Radio short subjects

sales

General release of the
been set for Nov. 13.

Russell,

vice-president

charge of sales for Glowmeter, also
said his firm is manufacturing a 120
feet by 48 feet screen for the Hall,
which he claims is to be the largest
motion picture screen in the world.
He said the huge screen would be
used for such projection as CinemaScope, while the smaller screen would
be for standard films.
in

Hall spokesman confirmed the
order on the smaller screen, but said
that,
as yet, no decision has been
reached on the very large screen.

Glowmeter disclosed that it is now
tooling a plant in North Tonawanda,
The finished product for
N. Y.
the Astrolite screen, it was explained,
done by the Radiant Manufacturing
Corp. of Chicago.

is

TOA

Affiliate Sets

Memphis Meet Dates
MEMPHIS,

Sets Release
3-D 'Duck'

RKO

manager.

cartoon

has

two years, when the
lease held by Partmar Corp. expired.
Only absentee from the bench was

tres for the past

Justice Jackson. All justices present
took an active part in the questioning
of the two attorneys, including Chief

Warren.
Partmar Corp. is wholly owned by
Fanchon and Marco, Inc. The counter-claim suit was brought against
Paramount Pictures, Paramount Theatres, Paramount Film Distributing
Corp., Charles Reagan, Barney Balaban and Y. Frank Freeman.
Justice

Service

1946.

RKO

The Partmar Theatre has been
operated by United Paramount Thea-

Screen for Hall

A

LONDON,

Ditcham,

UPT

National Film Will

Confirmed by Theatre

Ditcham, 69;
Film Executive

S. F.

the

Chance said that Partmar has accepted the part of the lower court
decision in its favor, that is, the part
permitting it to keep the theatre.
Then, he continued, it came before the
Supreme Court "saying there was a
conspiracy and the lower court should
have tried the counter-claims."
Hardy declared that Paramount had
cancelled the franchise after the lower
court decision and that Partmar "had
received no benefits from the franchise."
In addition, he said, the burden of proof or disproof of conspiracy
had rested on Paramount during the
lower court trial.

Operated by

13— The

annual
Motion Picture
convention of
Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi has been set
Sessions will be held
for Dec. 7-9.
at the Hotel Gayoso in Memphis for
Leon Roundtree,
affiliate.
this
president, said a board meeting will
Oct.
the

TOA

be

held

later

this

month

to

plan

a

program. National speakers will be
invited, and 3-D, wide-screen, theatre
television and taxes will be on the
agenda for discussion, he said.

ceive a daily expense increase of
75 cents a day, going from $4 to
$4.75 a day. Minimum salary for
salesmen with 12 months' experience was set at $80 a week.
The remaining provisions of the
contract will remain the same
as those in the existing pact.

said,

Glowmeter Makes

French-American

film problems.
official said that Johnwhether he
itinerary

judge found no conspiracy," he
"then he properly disposed of
counter-claims for damage."

W.

Jackson

Johnston Leaves Today for
French-American Talks
A new 70 feet wide and 33 feet
WASHINGTON, Oct. 13.— Motion high screen has been ordered by Radio
Picture Association of America presi- City Music Hall, it was disclosed here
dent Eric A. Johnston will leave New yesterday by the Glowmeter Corp.,
York tomorrow afternoon for Paris manufacturers of the Magniglow Asto

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

1953

Salesmen

L.A. Theatre Case

Film Pact

14,

Walt Disney

Officers of the salesmen's association
reelected.
They were Raymond
W. Wild, Sr., Dallas, president
James McCormick, Atlanta, first vicepresident
(newly
elected)
Glenn
Haviland, Seattle, second vice-presi-

were

;

dent

Jack Eckhardt, Chicago, execuand Edgar E. Shinn,

;

secretary,

tive

New

Orleans, treasurer.

A

committee was appointed to investigate a group insurance program
for members.
The committee will
select the most favorable policy among
those submitted to the convention by
insurance companies.

five

Committeemen Elected

District

committeemen were elected
as follows
Gordon Bugie, Albany,
and Floyd Klingensmith, Pittsburgh,
Eastern zone K. L. Dotterer, Indianapolis, and D. C. Chapman, Central
William Wink, Omaha, and Paul
vVeiss, Minneapolis, Midwest
Tom
McKean, Oklahoma City, and T. P.
Thompson, New Orleans, Southern,
and Wayne Bateman, Los Angeles,
and Bill Tomlinson, San Francisco,
District

:

;

;

Western.

H. B. Mosely of New Orleans was
appointed assistant treasurer, Norman
Lougee of Chicago, secretary, and L.
Seidelman of

J.

Christian

of

Milwaukee and V.

Dallas,

publicity

direc-

tors.

National Film Service, Inc., will
It was voted to hold the next conhandle the physical distribution and vention in Chicago at a date to be
other aspects of Walt Disney's first determined next year.
True Life Adventure program, "The
David Beznor, general counsel of
Livjng Desert," Leo F. Samuels, gen- Colosseum, will be in New York this
eral
sales
manager of the newly- week to implement the action of the
formed Buena Vista Film Distribut- convention.
ing Co., announced.
The Buena Vista organization will
distribute the program, including actual sales, booking, advertising and
publicity coincident with the release
Oct. 13.— Before
of "The Living Desert."
launching preparatory work in SeAll other exchange functions, inville on "A Matter of Life and Death,"
cluding billing, collection, cashiering,
which he will direct for Leonard Goldservicing of accessories, prints and
stein's Panoramic Productions, Hugo
trailers will be undertaken by National
Fregonese revealed he will fly to ZaFilm Service.
greb,
Yugoslavia,
to
confer
with
nation-wide exchange operation, Christian Petanjek,
film production
headed by James P. Clark of Phila- chief over there, on a package deal
delphia, National Film Service, has
offered the director.
established complete facilities for these
Petanjek, who recently saw "Pampa
functions in its 33 branch offices.
Barbara" and "When Words Fail,"

Fregonese Considers
A Yugoslavian Deal
HOLLYWOOD,

A

AMPA

Showmanship

School Starts Nov. 5
The 1953-1954 term of Showmanship School conducted by the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers
will open Thursday evening, Nov. 5,
at the Hotel Astor.
Sessions will be
held there every Thursday from 6:15
to 8 :00 P.M.
Six sessions will be
conducted during November and De-

cember and

more

early in 1954.
The
and discussion will be
concerned largely with the problems
of the integration of advertising, publicity and exploitation into the business of production, financing, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures,
as well as to several specialized subjects, including those having to do
with the export field.
six
lectures

which Fregonese directed in Argentina in 1947 but which are only now
showing in Yugoslavia, has offered to
deposit the director's salary as well as
that of any stellar names he can bring,
in a New York bank.
The producer
wants Fregonese to direct "Alexander
the Great."

2-D Treatment for
'A Star Is Born'
HOLLYWOOD, Oct.
— War13.

"A

Star

trying

to

Born," originally
announced for 3-D and then for anamorphic WarnerScope process, started
filming yesterday in 2-D and big
screen.
Jack L. Warner announced
that plans were changed because the
musical is an "intimate story" and
hence best results can be achieved by
ner's

not

Is

stretch

it

out

to

"enormous area" of WarnerScope.

the
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National
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Lippert Closes

Reviews

Product Deal for
United Kingdom

Pre-Selling
"Louisiana Territory"
66T17ALKING My

VV

Home"
t

ads

color

will be represented by

"Seventeen,"

"Look,"

in

"McCall's,"

"Redbook,"

Back

Baby

"Collier's,"

"Parade"

"American Weekly,"
"This Week."

and

"The Robe's" full-color ad which
appeared in the New York edition
of "Pictorial Review's" Oct. 11 issue
gives the reader the impression of
looking at a CinemaScope picture.
The ad is almost twice as wide as
it is high, which makes it necessary
to turn the magazine around to read
it.

•

Ruth Harbert reports a

fascinating
issue of "Good
Housekeeping," about Duke, the seeing-eye dog who appears vaith Michael
Wilding and Joan Crawford in "Torch
Song." Wilding's role in the picture
is that of a blind pianist. Duke, a see-

November

story in the

take
in g-eye boxer, soon learned to
"stay," "down," "sit,"
ana's
c oyn

—

m

"come,"
right,"

"forzvard," "to left," "to
"pop up (hurry up)" from

(RKO

D

Radio Pictures)

Duke zvas supposed to hate Joan
Crawford and snarl at her. Joan loves
dogs Duke must have sensed that and
refused to growl at her. Fortunately

—

for the director, a boxer's face is naturally rugged-looking, so by dubbing
in a growl now and then, the effect on
film was achieved.

•

"Elephant Walk," reports "Life," in
the current issue, "takes place on a
Ceylon plantation whose owner built
his manor across the path elephants
used from jungle to river." In this
episode, a herd of elephants, asserting
ancient rights, march through the
house, breaking furniture, upsetting
kerosene lamps, causing general consternation. The actual shooting of the
scene in Hollywood brought consternation to the studio. The script called
for a fire in the manor. "Trying to
escape the flames, the elephants made
for the side lines, scattering assistant
directors like flies."

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 13.— Robert
in celebration of the 150th anniversary of the Louisiana
I.
Lippert planed in after a month
purchase has turned out the first third-dimensional full length docuaway from his desk for regional sales
mentary. Many of the scenes, done in Pathe color, are arresting. The picmeetings on "Sins of Jezebel" and a
ture, however, tends to be overlong, lacking somewhat in dramatic content.
to Europe to discuss co-producA short narrative scene showing Robert Livingston, U. S. Ambassador to hop
tion deals.
France, negotiating with Napoleon and Tallyrand for the purchase of the
In London, Lippert set a new agreeLouisiana territory opens the film. What follows is the conceit of having
ment with James Carreras of ExcluLivingston, portrayed by Val Winter, revisit the territory in 1953. He comsive Films, calling for eight Angloments on the growth and today's vitality of such cities as Minneapolis, Des American co-productions during the
Moines, Kansas City, St. Louis, Little Rock and New Orleans.
coming year. First of these, "BlackThe greater portion of the film is spent exploring New Orleans, its huge out," (formerly "Murder by Proxy"),
Quarter,
night
life,
the
old
French
and
finally
the
Mardi
picturesque
its
port,
is
now shooting with Dane Clark
Gras. Interwoven in the New Orleans story is a light-weight modern-day starred.
romance. The highpoint of the film is the portrayal of the Mardi Gras, the
Lippert also set tentative arrangebehind-the-scenes preparation and the climax on the day of celebration.
ments for other co-production deals
Others in the cast include Leo Zinser, Julian Meister, Phyllis Massicot and on the Continent. He was joined on
Marlene Behrens.
the overseas trip by William Pizor,
Jay Bonafield and Douglas Travers produced, while Harry W. Smith di- his foreign sales chief.
rected from a screenplay written by Jerome Brondfield. John A. Norling

KO-PATHE

was technical director.
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience

classification.

Release date,

Everest Picture
"Flight to Tangier"
Hollywood, Oct. 13

(Nat Holt-Paramount)

A MIGHTY LIKELY LIST

of names and a sensible use of stereoscopy
exploitation easy for a showman playing this Nat
Holt production in strikingly brilliant color by Technicolor. The marquee
names are Joan Fontaine, Jack Palance, Corinne Calvet and Robert Douglas,
and it is a circumstance of special usefulness in promotion of the film that this
is the one in which Palance, seen heretofore exclusively as a man of malevolence, turns out to be a good guy and, in fact, gets the gal. In view of the rate
at which Palance has progressed in public favor during the past year, his
could well turn out to be the key name in the merchandising of the present
picture
The story by Charles Marquis Warren, who also directed the picture, is set
in contemporary Tangier, a free city, and everybody in it is connected in
some way to black market operations of one kind or another, a Tangier industry closely tied in with international intrigue involving, not very clearly
but very sinisterly indeed, some Iron Curtain country, some airplanes, and
some large sums of money. Miss Fontaine plays an American girl, in Tangier
to meet a flyer who appears to have just perished in a wrecked plane. Palance
plays his buddy, an American war pilot staying over to fly a few shady assignments for the black market boys. Miss Calvet is seen first as a slinky young
woman intimate with the meanies and their operations, although she gets
whitewashed later on after she and Miss Fontaine and Palance have escaped,
evaded, eluded (and so on) the baddies throughout a pursuit so protracted
that the reasons for flight tend to be forgotten before the end is reached and
explanations made. The story is strictly an active iob.
Running time 90 minutes. General audience, classification. For November
to

make

William

release.

R.

Weaver

The Steel Lady
Reporting on "Plunder of the
Sun," Philip Hartung in the October

issue

of

"Woman's

Home

Companion" says "It has adventure
and mystery in Mexico with Glenn
Ford, Patricia Medina and a fine
cast with stunning

photography of

Mexico."
•

Speaking about "Little Boy Lost,"
in the October issue of "Redbook,"
Florence Somers reports "The world

—

serious acis topsy-turvy nowadays
tors like Laurence Olivier are singing,
and singers like Bing Crosby and
Frank Sinatra are playing straight
roles."

When reviewing "Little Boy Lost,"
Florence said, "a well handled adult
theme, French scenery and a delightful cast
ture."

makes

this

a

charming

pic-

"The Living Desert" will receive
Medal of Special
the "Parents
Merit." The announcement will be
made in November issue of "Parents'
Magazine." The presentation of the
will be made in Hollywood
Walt Disney by Phil Willcox.

medal
to

WALTER HAAS

Imperial Acquires

Murray Horowitz

Oct. 15.

combine

Wilding.

New

(Edward Small-United

A

SIMILARITY OF
John Wayne

Artists)

THEME

exists

between "The Steel Lady" and the

picture, "Island in the Sky."

In both productions a plane
with slim chances of being found and supplies running low. In "Island
in the Sky," the locale is snow country, while "The Steel Lady" takes place
in the blistering Sahara. In the latter, the men are a more adventurous crew,
less realistic and somewhat handicapped by trite dialogue and situations.
The four trapped men had been scouting for oil lands in the desert when
they were caught in a sandstorm. They are forced down and the plane is damaged beyond repair. But as luck would have it, the sandstorm also uncovered
a German tank which had been buried since the war. So they repair "The
Steel Lady" and try to reach a French army post many miles away. One
member of the quartet, however, proves to be the villain of the piece and
causes them much trouble along the way. Besides being a drunkard, he discovers some jewels hidden in the tank which he plans to keep for himself.
When the tank begins to run low on water, the men reach an Arab encampment on an oasis. What with the Arabs recognizing the old German tank,
their knowledge of the stolen gems, one of the crew being shot, a lack of
water and general all-around danger, the boys have quite a time of it before
they are rescued and their drunken pal proves to be a hero.
Rod Cameron is the star of this melodrama and he plays the leader of the
team with conviction. Richard Erdman, as the mechanic (from Brooklyn, of
course) does well with the little he's given. Tab Hunter, who is co-starred,
plays a radio man with little feeling. The best performance is given by the
fourth member, John Dehner, the whisky-lover.
E. A. Dupont directed with emphasis on action. Richard Schayer wrote the
screenplay from a story by Aubrey Wisberg. Grant Whytock produced. It is a
presentation by Edward Small who has made a number of actionful melois

lost,

dramas

recently.

Others in the cast are John Abbott, Frank Puglia, Anthony Caruso, Christopher Dark, Dick Rich, Charles Victor and Carmen d' Antonio.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. October release.

Acquisition of "Climbing Mt. Everest," feature-length documentary in
color produced under the supervision
of the Swiss Foundation for Alpine

Imperial Film DisAmerica for distribution
in the United States and Canada, was
disclosed here yesterday by William
Research,

by

tributors of

Shelton,

C.

president

of

Imperial.

had not been decided whether the picture would be
turned over to a major company for
release or handled by his own comShelton said that

it

pany.

Climber Is Featured
Bhotia, who climbed the
featured in the picture which
is said to contain the highest authentic
footage ever attained by a motion picWinner of
ture camera, 28,250 feet.
the Grand Prix at the recent International Alpine Film Festival in Italy,
the production also was selected for
showing at the Berlin Film Festival
where it won highest honors.
James Ramsey Ullman, author of
"The White Tower," has written the
English narration for the American
presentation.
Co-cameraman for the
film was Norman G. Dyhrenfurth,
professor on leave from the University
of California at Los Angeles and
said to be the first American to have
reached top height on Mt. Everest.

Tensing

peak,

is

Dr. Clinchy to Speak

At

NCCJ

Dinner

HOLLYWOOD,

—

13.
Oct.
Dr.
Everett R. Clinchy, president of the

World Brotherhood and of the American branch of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, will be
the principal speaker Thursday at the
first Motion Picture "World Brotherhood" testimonial dinner, according to
Jack L. Warner, chairman for the
banquet, which will honor Mervyn
Leroy.
Louis B. Mayer will make
the
presentation to Leroy of the
Brotherhood citation for work in advancing brotherhood among all men
in his 25 years as a film director.

Millard Mitchell Dead
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 13.— Millard
actor whose success on the
stage in the 20's resulted in
his being signed for Hollywood roles
which he filled for many years, died
here today in his 51st year.
Mitchell,

Broadway

EDWARD

SPIERS

Indianapolis

W.

E.

JAMES MYERS

FINCH

WM. CARMICHAEL

MILTON LIPSNER
Washington, D. C.

San Francisco

Dallas

Oklahoma

HOWARD

MILTON GURIAN

City

ROSS

Des Moines

Cincinnati

NATE DICKMAN
Albany

That's

how one

ing into a
F. E.

play

DYER

in

theatre owner, with a talent for putting a

few words,

describes the vital role the branch

lot

of

mean-

manager can

the success story of the exhibitor.

Charlotte

We

believe that this

ager, for he

is

is

encouraged

He
DUER

is

about

to

in

man-

terms of your needs

will.

demonstrate that policy of friendship— and you can too-

more convincingly than ever

Denver

a film sale

to think of

good

...your prof its... your

C. J.

especially true of the Allied Artists branch

in

the forthcoming Allied Artists Branch

Managers' National Championship celebration, from October 31, 1953
to

January 29, 1954. This unusual testimonial event has been designed

to give the honors, as well as the prizes, to

your "best friend"

business. The sales drive in your territory will be given the
Allied Artists branch

IRVING MARKS
Minneapolis

manager. Likewise, the sales drives

other branches will bear the

names

ship. His

in

your

in all

to merit

your friendship

revenue than any previous product

in

company's

him win the national championwill

be backed by a

lineup of outstanding attractions which promise to yield

NAT FURST
New York

of the

of their respective managers.

territory to help

genuine desire

show

name of your

Allied Artists will be sincerely grateful for your support of our

representative

in

more boxoffice

Allied Artists' exciting history.

Vice-President

and General Sales Manager

JACK FELIX
Portland

ma

JOHN PAVONE

ED CRUEA

New Haven

Seattle

M. SCHWEITZER
St.

Louis

BEN ABRAMS
Boston

m.

j. e.

McCarthy

Los Angeles

RAY COPELAND

NAT NATHANSOf

Kansas City

Chicago

Ft
MAX GILLIS
Philadelphia

WILEY PRICHARD
s

Memphis

'

Some
'

HENRY GLOVER

New

Orleans

of fhe Oufsianding

"Releases Timed for

:Your Branch

Managers
mark STEVENS

Sales
Drive!

in

w ith DOROTHY MALONE

"FIGHTER ATTACK"

Color starring
STERLING HAYDEN, JOY PAGE, J. CARROL NAISH
IDA LUPINO.

in

HOWARD DUFF

in

"JENNIFER n

"DRAGONFLY SQUADRON"

in

3-D

JOHN HODIAK, BARBARA BRITTON, BRUCE BENNETT

sta rring

LOUIS

HAYWARD

in

"The ROYAL AFRICAN RIFLES"

in

Color

VERONICA HURST

co-starring

RICHARD CONTE, JOAN BENNETT, WANDA HENDRIX
n "HOUSE
IN THE SEA"

"THE MAZE"

RICHARD CARLSON, VERONICA HURST

starring

LEO GORCEY, HUNTZ HALL

o„ d

THE BOWERY BOYS m "PRIVATE EYES

"THE GOLDEH SBOL"
played by

ng

BO MBA

of the

JUNGLE

JOHNNY SHEFFIELD

WAYNE MORRIS

WILD BILL ELLIOTT

"VIGILANTE TERROR"

"IE.IAS

"The LITTLE RASCALS'
in

m

BADMAN"

9

The Funniest Shorts
in the World!

RAY TRAMPE
U.

E.

HOBBS

Atlanta

ABE WEINER

SOL FRANCIS

DON TIBBS

NAT LEVIN

HARRY BERKSON

Pittsburgh

Omaha

Salt Lake City

Detroit

Buffalo

OLIVER TRAMPE
Milwaukee

—

;;
;
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'Robe' Four- Week Gross

Columbia
(Continued from page

will be a discussion of sales and distribution plans for forthcoming prod-

headed by "Miss Sadie Thomp3-D with color by Technicolor,
starring Rita Hay worth and Jose
Ferrer with Aldo Ray; "It Should
Happen to You," starring Judy Holhday, introducing Jack Lemmon, and
uct,

son,"

co-starring Peter Lawford with
chael O'Shea; and "The Caine
tiny,"

Mu-

Kramer's Technicolor

Stanley

version of

Mi-

Herman Wouk's

Pulitzer

Prize-winning novel, starring HumVan
Ferrer,
Bogart,
Jose
phrey
Johnson and Fred MacMurray.
Also scheduled for a prime position
at the meeting is a discussion of further distribution and liquidation plans
for the Columbia lineup now in re-

14,

1953

Kalmenson

(Continued from page 1)

I)

;;

(

Continued from page

1

)

gambo," at K..dio City Music Hall, "Calamity Jane," color in Techniwas predicted to hit a sturdy $152,- color musical starring Doris Day,j
Tne long- Howard Keel and Allyn McLerie;
Alabama, Birm- 000 tor its second week.
the Denver, Denver
"From "Hondo," a Wayne-Fellows Warnergrand
pertormer
ingham, and the Paramount, Nash- standing
Here to Eternity" was due to regis- Color production in 3-D, starring
ville.
ter a neat $65,000 for its 10th week John Wayne; "The Beggar's Opera,"
starring
at the Capitol.
Technicolor musical
Lau-i
'Robe' Grosses $80,000
A healtny $40,000 was seen for the rence Olivier "Thunder Over the
For Boston House Mark
week of "Little Boy Lost" at Plains," WarnerColor, starring RanBOSTON, Oct. 13.— "The Robe" third
bowed dolph Scott
the Rivoli, while "Stalag 17
"The Eddie Cantor
will
here
Theatre
at Keith's Memorial
Technicolor,
with
Keefe
out of the Astor after a fine $18,500 Story,"
hit a new record of $80,000 in its
for its 10th week. The current Astor Brasselle and Marilyn Erskine, promanagethe
to
according
week,
first
Broadway," duced for the studio by Sidney Skolment.
At $1.50 top, the film opened attraction, "Main St. to
had its premiere yesterday. A fairly sky "The Phantom Ape," in Warnerlast Wednesday and benefited from
good $63,000 was indicated for the Color and 3-D, starring Claude Dauthe half-holiday on Monday.
second and final week of "Blowing phin, Karl Maiden, Patricia Medina
"The Diamond
Wild" at the Paramount, which fea- and Steve Forrest
'Luther'
and
Robe'
'The
tures Louis Armstrong on stage. "So Queen," a Melson Production in SuStill Pacing Chicago
starring
Fernando
Big" will open at the Paramount pei Cinecolor
CHICAGO, Oct. 13.— "The Robe," next Wednesday.
Lamas and Arlene Dahl "The Boy
heading for a great $85,000 in its third
from Oklahoma," WarnerColor, starweek at the State Lake, and "Martin
'Redheads' Replaced
ring Will Rogers, Jr. "Three Sailors
Luther," hitting a sensational $21,500
A Girl," Technicolor, starring
in and
from
Seattle,"
Redheads
"Those
in its third session at the Loop, conJane Powell, Gordon MacRae and
Monday
replaced
by
3-D,
was
with
here,
tinued to pace business
Nelson,
and
"His
Majesty,
State after Gene
Cinerama still close to capacity with 'Torch Song" at Loew's
O'Keefe,"
Technicolor, starring Burt
the
racking up a moderate $10,000 tor
at
stanza
eleventh
in
its
$45,000 plus
At Lancaster.
last six days of its second week.
the Palace, "The All-American" and
seen
Mayfair
good
was
a
$18,200
the
District Managers Attend
"Golden Blade" turning in a very good
of "The Caddy,"
opening week of $25,000 at the Roose- for the fourth week
District
managers attending the
while a fair $10,000 was reported for
velt and "From Here to Eternity"
are
meet
Norman
J. Ayers, Eastern,
sixth week the second and final week of "Danstill going strong in its
gerous Crossing" at the Globe. "Three with headquarters in New York Wilin Fort Worth.
premieres tomorrow in

Worth

today at the
It

set

is

for

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

lease.

Executives to Attend

;

Among

those attending the meeting
from the home office, in addition to
Montague, will be: Rube Jackter, asLou
sistant general sales manager;
Astor, Louis Weinberg and Irving
Wormser, circuit sales executives
executive
sales
George
Josephs,
Maurice Grad, short subjects sales
manager H. C. Kaufman, manager
Joseph Freiof exchange operations
berg, manager of the sales accountSeth Raisler, manaing department
ger of the contract department Vincent Borelli, assistant to circuit sales
executives and Sydney Singerman and
;

;

;

;

at the Oriental at over $30,000 for the
"Ride, Vaquero"
current session.
at the

S.

Central division; R. J. Ingram, Southeastern division; B. C. Marcus, Mid-

Underwood,
H. Rogovin,
New England division H. E. Weiner,
division manager for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
L. E. Tillman, Northwestern division
and Harvey Harnick, sales manager
of
Columbia Pictures of Canada.
Also in attendance will be Wayne
Ball of Los Angeles and Ben Lourie
division
west
Jack
Southwestern division
;

;

I.

;

of Chicago.

of

the

with a weak-

and

is

being replaced to-

"War of the Worlds." "Wings
Hawk" and "Fair Wind to

peats in the week preceding the opening of its next first-run program.
Other second week grosses, none
too sharp, are $37,000 at the Chicago
for "Roman Holiday," $40,000 for
"Beggar's Opera" at the Ziegfeld, the
Monroe is off to $5,500 in its third
week with "The Actress" and the
Grand is looking for a fairish $10,000
in the opening stanza of "Plunder of
the Sun" and "Spaceways," while
"Shoot First" and "The Great Jesse
James Raid" are chalking up a good
$18,000 at the United Artists to help

a very rough

offset

From

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

13.

—

J.

Eldon Peek, of Oklahoma Theatre
Supply Co., Oklahoma City, and Missouri Theatre Supply Co., Kansas
City, has arrived here to confer with

Magnasync Manufacturing Co. execuon multi-channel sound reproduction equipment to be installed in

tives

commonwealth circuit, KansasMissouri, and the Video Circuit, Okla-

the

homa-Texas.

week

last

week

"The Moonlighters" and "Kid

with

Peek Confers on
Sound Equipment

Rome"

;

ish $11,000

day by

Woods

George Berman, assistant managers of
Java" are being shunted aside by the
exchange operations.
McVickers to make way for two reDivision managers present will in-

Nat Cohn, New York division
A. Galanty, Midwest; Carl Shalit,

from

;

bowed out

;

clude

opened at the liam G. Mansell, Central, with head"The Big Heat" quarters in Philadelphia Robert H.
Globe yesterday.
Art W.
racked up a moderate $8,400 for the Dunbar, Alidwest, Chicago
Anderson,
North
Prairie,
Minnelast five days of its second week at
apolis
Hall Walsh, South Prairie,
the Criterion, which is now featuring
St. Louis
W. O. Williamson, Jr.,
"Devil's Canyon."
Southeast, Atlanta
Ed Williamson,
Southwest, Dallas Henry M. Herbel,
Industry Leaders to
West Coast, Los Angeles
Haskell
Welcome Betty Hutton
M. Masters, Canada, Toronto, and
Many top industry executives are Robert Smeltzer, with headquarters in
slated to attend the opening engage- Washington.
George Lefko, Chicago
ment of Betty Hutton and the Inter- branch manager, is also attending.
Palace
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in
national Show at the
here tonight. During the Betty Hut- charge of advertising and publicity,
ton stage run, the Palace will return arrived here by plane today from Burbank for the meetings.
Home ofto its two-a-day policy.
Girls

Left Field."

'The Robe' Leads B'way
Box-Office Parade
"The Robe" at the Roxy again

led
box-office parade, bolstered by the Columbus Day holiday.
The fourth week of "The Robe"
was expected to hit a smashing $199,000, exclusive of the admission tax.
The total four-week gross, including
admission tax,
will
be
over
the
$1,000,000 at the Roxy, a figure which
is claimed to be a world record.
Another excellent grosser, "Mothe

Broadway

3

hrs.

25 min.

AMERICAN
7b CHICAGO
I0NST0P EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR
From 9:00

a.

m.

fo

8:00 p. m.

;

;

;

;

;

RKO

Among

those invited are
Si Fabian, Harry

Barney

Brandt,
William Brandt, Leonard Goldenson,
Harry Kalmine, Joseph Vogel.

Balaban,

fice

executives

present

fabs include Albert
uel

Schneider,

for

the

con-

Warner and Sam-

both

Roy Haines, Western

vice-presidents
division sales

manager; Jules Lapidus, Eastern and
Canadian division sales manager
John F. Kirby, Southern division
to
Norman H. Moray, short subjects
sales manager
Ed Hinchy, head of
CAMDEN, N. J., Oct. 13.— RCA's the playdate department Bernard R.
new magnetic stereoscope soundhead Goodman, supervisor of exchanges
McGuire,
auditor
will be demonstrated at the joint an- Robert
of
exnual convention and trade show of the changes Gil Golden, advertising manTheatre Equipment and Supply Manu- ager; Larry Golob, East Coast pubWilliam Brumberg,
facturers'
Association, the
Theatre licity director
Equipment Dealers Association and field exploitation head, and Charles S.
the
Theatre Owners of America, Steinberg, assistant Eastern publicity
director.
Nov. 1-5.

RCA

Show New

Sound Equipment

;

;

;

;

In

the

RCA

Victor booth

at

the

Conrad Hilton Hotel, in Chicago,
the company will also exhibit new

Gelbspan

controlled-horn-angle stage speakers,
auditorium speakers, and the all-new

Sales

Now

V-P,

Head of Roach

Herbert Gelbspan, who has been in
"Audio-Sync" amplifiers.
charge of the New York office of Hal
Other equipment to be shown in- Roach
Studios for several years, has
clude RCA's new wide-arc lamp and
been elected vice-president in charge
latest
items
projection
of
equipment, drive-in theatre equipment, and

new

theatre chairs and carpet.
Before the convention, the theatre
equipment section of the
engineering products department will hold
its
theatre
supply
dealers
annual
meeting at the hotel on Oct. 30. More
than 100
theatre supply dealers,
district sales representatives and
suppliers, as well as members of the
sales division in Camden, will participate in the sales program.
Several informal sales clinics will also
be conducted during the week of the
trade show.

RCA

RCA

RCA

of sales.

Gelspan has been with the Roach
organization for
15
years,
having
started with the company as a bookkeeper.

Motion Picture Building
723

Seventh Avenue
York, N. Y.

tvSew

Approximately 2,000 square feet
Vaults available

Phone:

Dickens 2-4859

0ie tot
Typical American families

.

.

.

a dea/r

like the Minuits, for instance

CoMPANiON-approved movie. From coast

.

.

to coast

are forever dealing themselves off the nearest

.

.

.

.

from

L. A. to

Nieuw Amsterdam

.

.

Companion approval always means box office.
because more than four-and-a-half million women count
on the Companion for authoritative movie news and guidance each
month. These wonderful women happen to form the most
It's all

intensely Zoyo/

Currently advertised
in

the

And

MGM

Take the High Ground

MGM

640

in our little land today.

you have the reason why Hollywood has

more money

in the

Companion during the

than in any other monthly magazine.*

The Actress

THE CRO WELL -COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY,

there, gentle reader,

invested

COMPANION

movie audience

FIFTH AVENUE.

NEW YORK

19, N.

Y.- PUBL1SHERS OF WOMAN'S

last

seven years

'Except, of course, the fan magazines.

HOME COMPANION,

COLLIER'S,

THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE

Only a few more weeks

until

THE SECOND GREAT PICTURE
IN

ClN

SK "
""HOW

GLASSES

20th century-fox presents

Marilyn fi/[ONQO£

Betty

6.

-I

G&AQLB

Lauren BACALL
an d

William

POW£lL

in

TECHNICOLOR

Tell

'em that the gals are coming... MM... and wafcft the records

fall!
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Forums Slated
Republic Talking
'Crazylegs' Deal

Concessions to

George Schaefer, who holds the
distribution rights to "CrazyAll American," is discusslegs
ing a releasing deal with Republic Pictures for the production. The deal is reported to be
near the consummation stage

—

Be Accented At

TOA Conclave

and may be announced

CHICAGO,

Oct.

14.—Three

ses-

May Cut Damages

Against Milwaukee
House on 'Robe'

Justice Dept.

CHICAGO, Oct. 14.— The Standard Riverside's petition for an injunc-

Would Amend

sin Theatre, Milwaukee, for its firstrun in that city was denied today by
Judge Julius Hoffman of the U. S.
District Court here.
The denial was based on the failure

week.

Schedule Three Sessions
For Chicago Meeting

Injunction Is Denied

tion enjoining 20th Century-Fox from
licensing "The Robe" to the Wiscon-

late this

of the Riverside attorney, Emil Levin,
to produce evidence of legal precedent
or authority for an outside party to
enforce the provisions of a decree
when one of the parties involved
waives rights or permits an exception
to the decree's provisions. In this in-

Hearings Expedited
For Radio and TV

TEN CENTS

1953

15,

Trust Laws
Endorses Move

Cut

in

to

Allow

Damage Awards

WASHINGTON,

Oct.

14.

— The

concerning theatre concessions
Justice
Department
has
endorsed
legislation to give Federal courts diswill be held in connection with the
cretion to award less than treble
annual Theatre Owners of America
convention here on Nov. 1-5, it was
damages in private anti-trust suits.
Towne
Theatre
had
waived
stance
the
WASHINGTON, Oct. 14.— The
revealed today by Abe Z. Bloom,
At present, Federal judges
objection to the Wisconsin, a defendconcessions committee chairman. Federal Communications Commission
must
award treble damages
bookTowne
anti-trust
case,
ant
in
the
The meetings will be attended by top announced certain changes in its poliwhenever an anti-trust suit deing "The Robe" for an extended firstexpedite
complecies
designed
the
to
theatre concession officials and manufendant is found guilty. In the
tion of hearing's on applications for run, although the Towne decree limits
facturers.
past session of Congress, House
first-runs in defendant theatres to two
new radio and television stations.
Judiciary Committee chairman
The first conference will be
The changes require each applicant weeks. This led the Riverside to step
Reed (R., 111.) sponsored a bill
the
held on Sunday, Nov. 1, by the
had
won
Wisconsin
the
in
after
to provide, in advance of a hearing,
to permit the judges to award
concessions committee, to
certain detailed information not now picture, in an effort to enforce the
anything from single to treble
be followed by a parley of
required.
This information concerns two-week provision of the decree. In
damages.
members who wish to discuss
(Continued
on
page
3)
background and experience of the aptheir individual problems with
plicant,
proposed programs, equipThe Justice Department has now
the committee.
The final and
ment, management and staffing and
submitted its views on the bill to the
key session will be a forum on
estimated expenses. The FCC said
committee.
While the department's
Monday afternoon, with a panel
this information would facilitate the
stand has not been made public, it
of experts from exhibition and
work of the hearing examiner and the
was learned that x\ttorney General
manufacturers to give answers
various parties in arriving at the
Brownell has backed the bill with cerand guidance to those with
points at issue in each proceeding.
The first regional meeting to dis- tain safeguarding qualifications.
questions.
Meanwhile, the Commission ap- cuss the new admission tax repeal
The department apparently is takBloom said that many independent proved applications for three new campaign will be held in Pittsburgh ing the stand that at present, many
television stations, in Orlando, Fla., next Thursday, Oct. 22.
Col. H. A.
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
Mason City, la., and Cape Girardeau, Cole, co-chairman of the Council of
Mo. This brings to 448 commercial Motion Picture Organizations' tax
and 22 educational station applications repeal committee, will attend the sesgranted since the lifting of the freeze sions and outline plans for the new
(Continued on page 3)
in July, 1952.
sions

By New FCC

Policy

TOA

TOA

TOA

Tax Repeal Meeting

In Pittsburgh Oct. 22

Named

Circuits

Pa. Trust Suit Asks

In

Concessions Suit

$300,000

Charging failure to pay percentages
due from the gross receipts of concessions

in

five

Long

Island

The

contend in the action
(Continued on page 3)

plaintiffs

Indecision on 3-D
Reflected on
The
rent

indecision

regarding the

drawing power of 3-D was
Capitol

Theatre telecasts of the home Notre Dame football games will be launched
on Saturday, with 10 theatres in nine cities joining the network, Box Office
Television, the agency which booked the series, disclosed here yesterday.
The kick-off game of the six-game

TV

vs.

series

Notre Dame.

will be Pittsburgh
It will be seen in

Century's
following theatres
Prospect,
and
Brooklyn,
Marine,
St. James Theatre,
Flushing, N. Y.
Asbury Park, N. J. Grand Theatre,
Albany, N. Y. Hollywood Theatre,
Detroit Rivoli, Toledo Marbro and
Indiana Theatre,
Crown, Chicago
the

curre-

on Broadway this week, with
and Radio City Music
Hall undecided on two major attractions, whether they will be played in
the

Nine -City Net Will Launch
Notre Dame Games on Sat.
theatre

BVay

flected

:

Set 15th Series of

Disney Cartoons

;

;

;

;

;

;

Indianapolis

;

Paramount, Des Moines

;

3-D or in conventional form.
Orphe'Um, Omaha.
The Hall has booked M-G-M's
Sports broadcaster Harry Wismer
"Kiss Me Kate," which will be tested will handle the play-by-play narra(Continued on page 3)

PHILADELPHIA,

Via Theatre Television

theatres,

owners of the houses yesterday filed
suit in New York Supreme Court
against Skouras Theatres Corp., Metropolitan Playhouses and Circuit Vendors, Inc., asking $200,000 in damages
and an accounting. The theatres had
been leased by the owners to Skouras
and Metropolitan.

(Continued on page 3)

Damages

Titles and release dates of 12 subjects in the 15th series of Walt Disney

Technicolor cartoons were announced
here by Sid Kramer,
Radio
short subjects sales manager.
The titles and their dates are
"Football (Now and Then)," Oct. 2;
"Rugged Bear," Oct. 23 "Working
(Continued on page 3)

RKO

;

Oct.

14.—An

anti-trust
suit
seeking $300,000 in
treble damages has been filed in Federal
Court here by the Roosevelt

Drive-In Theatre, Levittown, Pa.,
which is asking for the right to license
product on national release.
The plaintiff claims that the Roosevelt is not in substantial competition
with Trenton or Philadelphia, but
that pictures are first released in those
cities
as well as in Center City,
(Continued on page 3)

Will Rogers Salute
Drive Starts Today
The annual Christmas Salute to the
Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital starts moving toward its goal
of $250,000 to fight tuberculosis in
the

amusement

campaign

industry, today.

The

extend

through the'
Christmas holiday season, ending on

Jan.
In

will

15.

once-a-year campaign
(Continued on page 3)

this

for

s

;

Thursday, October

Motion Picture Daily

MPAA

Koken, Fitzgibbons
On Popcorn Board

Personal
Mention

$1,723,000

Oct. 14.— Lee Koken
Theatres, New York, and
Fitzgibbons, Jr., of Theatre
J.
J.
Confections, Ltd., Toronto, have been

RUSSELL HOLMAN,

RKO

Paramount
Pictures Eastern production manelected to the board of directors of
ager, will leave here tomorrow by
the newly-formed International Popplane for Rome.
corn Association at the ninth annual
•

Jack Cohn, Columbia

Pictures ex-

ecutive vice-president, left New
yesterday by plane for London.

York

•

Douglas
booker
Joyce

in

Hermans,

Albany, N. Y.,

Bloomer

in

Paramount
will marry
Patrick's

St.

convention

of

Associa-

National

the

Popcorn Manufacturers here.
Fitzgibbons previously was elected
tion of

president of the new organization.
Other officers elected included Bert
:

Nathan, Theatre Popcorn Vending
Corp., Brooklyn, first vice-president
A. J. Schmitt, Houston Popcorn and
Supply Co., Houston, second vicepresident, and Harry Alver, Premier
Popcorn Co., Watseka, 111., treasurer.
Thomas J. Sullivan was reelected executive vice-president and secretary.

Church there on Sunday.
•
Jacqueline Maurer, of the Hal
Roach Studios, will be married to
Milton Macy on Sunday at the Club
Elegante in Hollywood.
Among the subjects discussed at the
•
convention were the saleability of
Palace
the
owner
of
Bill Roth,
pre-popped corn vs. popping "on locaTheatre, Gallatin, Tenn., on Sunday
tion" and the preference of containers,
celebrated the 40th anniversary of the
bags or boxes. It was the opinion of
opening of the house.
•

Mo Rothman,

the delegates that locality dictated the

United Artists
manager, has arrived in

from Paris.

here yesterday by the Motion
Picture Export Association, it

was disclosed.
Under the clause, which

A

F. Thomas, Altec Service
Corp. treasurer, has left here on a
cross-country trip to company offices.

Paul

B'way Assn. Gives
Scroll to 'Robe'
The Broadway Association

yesterthe first

day awarded a scroll to
CinemaScope production, "The Robe,"
for the better business it is bringing
Spyros Skouto the Broadway area.
ras, president of 20th Century-Fox,

•
Mrs. Walter Beck, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, left accepted the scroll from Robert K.
here yesterday by plane for Rome.
Christenberry, president of the asso•
ciation, at the company's home office.
Herman Imand, assistant manager
"The Broadway
The award reads
of the Shaker Theatre, Cleveland, has Association salutes 20th Century-Fox
been inducted into the Army.
on the advent of its first Cinema•
Scope production, 'The Robe,' and
Martin Bender, headquarters engi- the better business in the Broadway
:

neer for Altec Service Corp., has returned here from Buffalo.

•

area

which

picture

has

outstanding
promoted."
this

motion

The New York

•

State

Optometric

president, Spyros Skouras. acclaiming the optical progress represented

•

Dave Shia, owner
St.

Clairsville,

Ohio,

of

theatres

in

three-month-old boy.

Moe
burgh

by CinemaScope.

has adopted a

Silver, Stanley Warner Pittszone head, is a New York

Delay 'Kiss' Test
For 3-D to Oct. 29
The delayed date for the M-G-M
Me

Kate"
test engagement of "Kiss
in six situations is Oct. 29 instead of

visitor.

William F. Broidy, producer, has Oct. 28, according to a company
New York by plane for Holly- nouncement here yesterday.

an-

left

Initially the experiment to test the
drawing power of 3-D was to start

wood.

at a

Stevens has arrived in
York by plane from Hollywood.

New

to the

ning of American movie makers" was
attacked here in a letter to the editor,
signed by Manning Clagett, associate
director of public relations for the
Motion
Picture
Association
of

America.

The article, titled "A Dangerous
European Luxury Hating America,"
was published in the Oct. 12 issue.
:

—

another dangerous but convenient
hating American motion
pictures.
This kind of absurd and
damaging generalities," Clagett continued, "can only make suspect the
:

validity of his contributions to better

U.S. -Europe

understanding."

British film trade associations, according to reports received here by the
Motion Picture Export Association

1,000 in

Md. Group

producers' subsidy
which would be cut from £3,000,000
annually to £2,300,000.
Ratification
by the four associations, it was reported, is expected within two weeks,
before the Oct. 31 deadline set by
the British Board of Trade. Separate
meetings on ratification of the agreement, which extends the plan three
years from its expiration date of
Aug., 1954, will be held by British
Film Producers Association, Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association,
Kinematograph Renters Society, and
the Association of Specialized Film
Producers.
of

the

Endorse Censorship
— Motion
BALTIMORE, Oct.
14.

picture censorship and strengthening
of the statute under which it now
functions in Maryland won unani-

mous endorsement from approximately
1,000 men and women who
their feet in acclamation at

rose

a

to

rally

held here under sponsorship of the
Catholic Committee for Decency.
Those present gave a vote of confidence
to
the
present
Maryland

Board

Censors and agreed to ask
lawmakers to continue the
functions of the body and to modernize and strengthen the law under
which it operates.

all

of
state

of
29
Catholic
resentful of secular assaults
upon the validity of the Maryland motion picture censorship statute, gathered at the meeting which was piloted
by the Knights of Columbus and several other Catholic groups.

Representatives

societies,

RKO Sales Drive

to

Honor Bob Folliard
Oct.

14.— Bob

Folliard, chief of
Radio's Eastern district, will be honored with a
sales drive for December.
Folliard
in Jan., 1920 as a saleswent to

since July,

The

district

manager

1942.

RKO

branches participating, together with exhibitors,
are headed by Charles Zagrans, Philastaffs

of

delphia manager and leader of the
drive
Hatton Taylor, Boston Bar;

;

ney Pitkin, New Haven
Dave Silverman, Pittsburgh, and Joe Brecheen,
Washington.
;

Dual World Premiere
For RKO 'Honduras'

RKO Radio's "Appointment in
Honduras," produced by Benedict
Bogeaus, directed by Jacques Tourneur and starring Glenn Ford, Ann
Sheridan and Zachary Scott, will have
Clarke Sets 3 Disney
Theatre, Columbus, O., and Loew's its world premiere at the Missouri
Ned Clarke, Walt Disney foreign State, Syracuse, N. Y., on Oct. 29, Theatre, Kansas City, on Nov. 4, and
Majestic Theatre, the Palace Theatre, Cleveland, on
Interstate's
sales manager,- has returned to New and
York following a two-month sales trip Dallas, on Oct. 30. The conventional Nov. 5, Charles Boasberg, general
to England and the Continent, to set version with stereophonic sound will sales manager, announced.
"Appointment in Honduras" is in
up the release of "Peter Pan," "Sword open Oct. 29 in Loew's Theatre,
Loew's State, color by Technicolor. It was photoand the Rose," and Disney's forth- Rochester, N. Y.
coming "Rob Roy, the Highland Houston, and Loew's Victory, Evans- graphed in Scenic-Scope, with multiorthophonic sound.
ville, Ind.
Rogue."
Mark

"Life"
magazine
"criminal cun-

in

article

which referred

meeting of representatives of the four

RKO
Fred Pfeiff, headquarters engineer Association today will give a special
for Altec Service Corp., has left New award to 20th Century-Fox and its man, and has been
for Jacksonville.

An

Magazine

'Life'

in

RKO

Gives 'Scope

Hollywood.

In

— luxury

three-year voluntary extension of

Eady Plan was agreed upon

PHILADELPHIA,

Mrs. William H. Pine, wife of the
Optometric Association
Paramount producer, will leave here
Award

Blasts Attack

Clagett, in his letter, contended that
the British writer "spoiled an otherwise penetrating analysis by indulging

Report Eady Plan
3-Year Extension

reduction

•

York

re-

sulted in yesterday's remittance,
a total of $5,000,000 in additional dollars to American film
companies is viewed as likely.

It from its London office.
in saleability.
Charles type of operation
said that the East and West prewas
Under the agreement, it was stated,
Continental
the pre-popped corn, while the the only provision of the Eady Plan
New York ferred
Midwest enjoys popping on location. which was changed dealt with the

Sam Galanty, Columbia Pictures
Mid-East division manager, has arrived in New York from Washington.

for

first portion, totaling $1,723,000, of the sale of frozen
lira to an Italian industrial firm
under terms of the Italo-U. S.
film agreement was received

assistant to

Smadja,

Monday

The

the

1953

On Film Producers

Italy Received

CHICAGO,

of

from

15,

Sid Rose Again UA
Chicago Sales Mgr.
Because of doctor's orders, Sid
Chicago branch manager for
United Artists, will assume his former

Rose,

manager
was announced by

post as sales

of that branch,

it

B.

G.

Kranze,

general sales manager.

The shift of Rose has necessitated
the return of Central district manager
Harry Goldman to the position of
Chicago branch manager, which he
held prior to Aug. 18. The changes are
effective immediately and the post of
Central district manager will remain
vacant for the time being.

today, but was moved to Oct. 28.
The three theatres scheduled to play
the 3-D version with stereophonic
sound are Loew's Ohio or Broad

;

FILMACK
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TRAILERS
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15,
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Dame

Notre

tary.

BOT's

in

TV

equipment
plan to lease theatre
was described as running high by
He said that approxiRosensohn.
mately 200 requests for the leasing of
equipment have
Snaider theatre
The biggest
been received to date.
bottleneck in acting on the bids, Rosensohn said, is the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., which, he
said, must survey each situation before
establishing line clearances and the

TV

availability of local loops.
Rosensohn
indicated that
would concen-

BOT

Middle West

leasing

in

could not predict
but
whether A. T. & T. clearances could
smaller
be procured in time for
theatres to join the football network.

equipment,

Grand

And

to

Charge 85c

50c for

Game

ALBANY,

N. Y., Oct. 14.— Fabwill charge 85 cents for
adults and 50 cents for children for
the Box Office Television presentation of the Notre Dame-Pittsburgh
football game Saturday.

Grand

ian's

Trust Laws
dicts

and
in

cision

in anti-trust

suits

ALEC

Lemkow

and Nicolas Phipps.
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience

Tutte

{Continued from page 1)

less

being
Coyne,

Other regional meetings are
according to Robert
set up,

counsel for COMPO.
Skouras,
P.
Charles
president of National Theatres, has
agreed to serve as chairman of the
Southern California tax repeal camAl O'Keefe, who
paign committee.
served as chairman of the Southern
California group during the last campaign, has moved to New York.
special

Deny Injunction

than

Request

The Motion Picture

Pioneers, whose
annual dinner takes place Thursday
evening, Nov. 12, at the Astor Hotel
here, urges all men of the industry

Publicity Staff

eligible for membership
their applications before

The rapid expansion of Cinerama's
national field publicity and advertising
organization, under the direction of
John Joseph, publicity director, was
disclosed here.

to

send

in

Nov. 1.
Pioneers president Jack Cohn advises that all men who have been engaged in production, distribution, ex-

Harry Weiss has arrived in Washington to handle the engagement at the

laboratory work for a
years are eligible to
belong to the organization of film
veterans, who will honor Barney Balaban, Paramount president, as this
year's "Pioneer of the Year."
Cohn points out that there are no
dues or assessments in belonging to
nominal initiation is
the Pioneers.
the only entrance fee, plus the price
of the dinner for those attending.
This year Eric Johnston is chairman,
George Jessel toastmaster.
hibition

minimum

Manson,
formerly M-G-M field man in Toronto, will assume the same post in Pittsburg. Oscar Kantner is in charge of
press and advertising for Los Angeles,
William Green in Detroit, Lucille
Ballantine in Chicago, and William
Brooker in Philadelphia. The Lynn
Arthur

or

of 25

A

New York

engagement and also serves as national public relations consultants.

owner of the Cove
Cove; the Calderone
Corp., owner of the Valley Stream
Theatre,
Valley
Stream, and the
Erone Corp., owner of the Calderone
in Hempstead.

I

the

hospital

as

make

his

personal

Corp.,

Theatre,

Glen

3-D Indecision

A. Montague of Columbia Pictures,
president of the Will Rogers Hospital,
asks everyone in the industry to "consider the purposes and achievements
re-

certain that this

year's Salute, which is more important now than ever before, is an illustrious success, and to give as much
as one possibly can, and to get others
to contribute as well."

Wirthwein Attending

Montana ITO
Pioneers HOLLYWOOD, Oct. Meet
14.— Harold

A pplications by Nov. 1

Expand Cinerama

handles the

'53

Montague Voices Plea

sponsibility, to

the light of this decision, the Wisconsin is free to go ahead with its scheduled opening of "The Robe" on Oct.
22, and 20th-Fox's petition for an extended run on the picture in Milwaukee was taken under advisement.

RKO

office

Theatre in Hempstead; the Hempstead Theatre Corp., operating the
Rivoli
in
Hempstead; the School

funds to "help care for our own,"
volunteer
committeemen throughout
the country will seek contributions
from every employee in the industry
in the amount of "at least one hour's
pay."

of

{Continued from page 1)

RKO

Farnol

release.

{Continued from page 1)

Meanwhile,

Named as defendants are Warner
Pictures, Paramount,
Brothers,
20th Century-Fox, Columbia, UniverStanley
sal, Loew's, United Artists,
Theatres.
Warner and

;

Named

dors, Inc.
They want an accounting
for the years 1949 through 1952.
The plaintiffs are the Rivoli Theatre
Co.,
operating the Hempstead

Street

drive.

$50,000.

Theatre

October

Tax Repeal Meeting Will Rogers Salute

activities have caused a loss of profits
amounting to $50,000 and the loss of

Warner

classification.

lose ver-

necessitating a delay of 28 days for
It was charged that
the Roosevelt.
the defendants' alleged conspiratorial

not

;

Circuits

{Continued from page 1)

be

—

—

Pa. Trust Suit

to

—

—

collect nothing because a detheir favor would mean

value

GUINNESS

—

harsh, huge treble damages. The department argues that if the courts had
discretion, these plaintiffs might win
decisions and collect actual damages,
and would be better off.
Further hearings are planned on
this bill when Congress returns next
year. The department's attitude might
change if the special anti-trust study
committee set up by Brownell comes
up with a different view of this bill.

property

1)

theatre owners and circuit concession
(London Films-Lopert Films)
men already had pledged to attend the
scores again in this London Films production, being meetings, adding that "their acceptdistributed here by Lopert Films. With "The Captain's Paradise," the ance to attend and to participate in
wry Englishman who has won favor in American "art" houses, continues his our discussions indicate an optimism
unbroken line of hit comedies.
which emphasizes the 'upbeat' attiBased on an amusing though tenuous idea a ferry boat captain with a wife tude which is a prelude to this conat each end
the film is in actuality a satire on one man's idea of paradise. vention."
Reasoning that no one woman can be all things to her husband, the captain
The concessions forum Monday
arranges to keep a sober housekeeper-type wife in Gibralter, while sharing a afternoon will consist of a panel of
home with a fun-loving, exotic Spanish girl in North Africa across the straits. committee members with Bloom as
Playing the two wives, and both giving performances to equal that of moderator. The agenda will include
Guinness, are Celia Johnson and America's Yvonne DeCarlo, here making talks by representatives of concession
a very auspicious comic debut as the double-crossed Spanish girl. Being the manufacturers, including Lester Rosswomen that they are and possessors of the spirit unpredictable, the two wives kam of the Quaker City Chocolate and
eventually shatter Guinness' paradise in a fashion that almost but not quite
Confectionary Co., for candy
Harry
shatters the great Guinness buoyancy and manly pride.
Bresler, president of the Bresler Ice
Told in flashbacks by the captain's admiring assistant, the film opens slowly, Cream Co., for ice cream, and speakcarefully setting the scene of the two domiciles run by the Jekyll and Hyde. ers for popcorn and soft drinks, to be
In North Africa he does flamenco dances and acts the Pepe Le Moko of the announced later.
local casbah. In Gibralter he is the meek, porridge-loving pillar of the
Panel members, representing all
straight-laced British community.
parts of the country, will discuss items
The complications arise when Guinness, in the words of his assistant, which are selling well in their par"begins to get careless." Switching homecoming presents by mistake, he ticular territories.
This will be folgives his English wife a bikini bathing suit and his Spanish doll an apron. lowed by a question and answer period
The key to the ultimate denouement is that both wives are overjoyed with in which all persons are invited to
the switch, since each dreams of another life. To the captain's surprise and participate.
chagrin, each eventually walks out on him having found the carefully planned
paradise a tremendous bore. That, however, is not quite the end.
As played by the three stars and written by Alec Coppel and Nicolas Phipps.
{Continued from page 1)
from an original by Coppel, the film tells its fragile story in carefully balanced
scenes, beautifully directed and edited to make the whole as light as a feather.
that a conspiracy existed to conceal
Anthony Kimmins produced and directed that which is sure to be one of
the gross receipts from the concessions
Guinness' biggest money-makers in the American market.
which were serviced by Circuit VenOthers in the cast include Charles Goldner, Miles Malleson, Bill Fraser,

{Continued from page 1)
plaintiffs

{Continued from page

1'

"The Captain's Paradise

tion of all of the games, assisted by
Bill Rosensohn, BOT sales manager,
who will do the color and commen-

trate in the

Concessions

Review

(Continued from page 1)

Meanwhile, the interest

3

{Continued from page
by

the distribution
situations in both
tional form.
conducting its

The
own

1)

company in six3-D and convenHall,

in

turn,

is

limited to
the_ technical problems, but a policy
decision as to whether the picture will
be projected in 3-D will be made by
Russell V. Downing, Hall president,

when he
Downing

returns

tests,

from

due to
the weekend.
"Kiss
is

dentally, will
the Hall.

the Coast.
return here at
Me Kate," inci-

"Mogambo"

follow

at

"Miss Sadie Thompson," which like
"Kiss Me Kate" has been filmed for
both 3-D and conventional projection,

Wirthwein, Allied Artists Western
sales manager, is in Billings, Mont., will be the Capitol's next attraction,
attending the two-day convention of following the run of "From Here to
the Independent Theatre Owners of Eternity."
Columbia, the productiondistribution company, and the CapMontana.
On his return, he will stop in Salt itol, however, will have ample time
Lake City to confer with Don V. to reach a decision, benefiting from
Tibbs, branch manager, regarding re- the "Kiss Me Kate" tests, which will
lease in that area of his company's be launched beginning Oct. 29. "From
Here to Eternity" is expected to be
"Jack Slade."
held over until December.

McFadden

Will Head
Cartoons
Panoramic Publicity Disney
{Continue
d from page

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 14.— Frank
McFadden, who has been assistant
publicity
Universal's
director
at
studio, has resigned that post and on
Oct. 26 will report to Leonard Goldstein as publicity director of Panoramic Productions.
He will supervise both the publicity and censorship

departments.

for Peanuts,"

Nov.

11

;

1)

"Canvas Back

Donald," Dec. 4; "How to Sleep,"
Dec. 25; "Spare the Rod," Jan. 15"Donald's Diary," Feb. 5; "The Lone
Chipmunks,"
Feb.
26;
"Dracon
Around," March 19; "Grin and Bear
It,"
April 9; "The Social Error"
April 30, and "Chips Ahoy," May 21

IS

SO-0-0-0 GOODr-LOUELLA PARS

MUCH

THE RUNNING FOR AN OSCAR
IN 'SO BIG', THE WOMEN USED THEIR HAN
IN OUR PARTY SNIFFED SUSPICIOUSLY. A
IN

Edna Ferber's Pulitzer Prize Novel

"JANE WYMAN CERTAINLY WILL BE VERY
,FTER HER MAGNIFICENT PERFORMANCE
KERCHIEFS FREELY- THE STALWART MEN
3REAT, GREAT PICTURE!" -LOUIS SOBOL
THIS
>y

•

Richard Beymer

•

Tommy

Rettig

Roland Winters

•

Jacques Aubuchon

•

Screen play by John Twist

•

PICTURE ALSO

Music by Max Steiner

CAN
•

BE EXHIBITED

ON

WIDE SCREENS

Produced by Henry Blanke

•

Directed by Robert

3RD QUARTER REPORT

Paramount
Leads Industry
In Boxoffice
Perlberg and Seaton's

Champions!
"ROMAN HOLIDAY," "SHANE"
AND "THE CADDY"

SEPTEMBER TOPS, REPORTS
MOTION PICTURE HERALD
chamnine months of

Paramount has had more
pions during

the

first

boxoffice

this year

than any other company in the

industry,

is

the findings of

The Motion

Picture Herald's poll based on the gross

revenue at key city theatres throughout

THOSE REDHEADS

FROM SEATTLE

the country.

THE SCORE BY
Jan. thru Sept.

PARAMOUNT
Next Company

.

COMPANY
1953

14

9
8
7

it

6

4
ii

4

TANGIE
3-D and

2

TOTAL

54

Color by Technicolor

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

74.

75

DAILY
NEW

YORK,

MasonBillVeto Kan.-Mo.
Results in

Few Meets
KANSAS

Price Hikes
'Herald' Survey

Shows

U.S.A.,

ITO

Oct.

CITY,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

End

A

15.
Oct.
meeting of exhibitors of the KansasMissouri exchange area will be held
here Oct. 27, starting with a luncheon,
under the sponsorship of the Allied

By

—

ture of the program will be reports
President Eisenhower's veto of the from delegates of the unit who atMason tax relief bill resulted in only tended the national Allied convention
few cases of raised admission in Boston.
a
prices
in fact, a survey reveals that
These
Beverly
included
Miller,
exhibitors throughout most of the president of the unit, and Jay Wooten,
country have held the line against in- board member and former president.
creasing their price scales.
The board of directors will meet that
The survey, conducted by "Motion day, also. Both gatherings will be
Picture Herald," covered 24 cities and at the Aladdin Hotel.
towns in key areas and revealed these
;

highlights

Waste

HENRI KAHN

Oct. 12 (by AIR MAIL)
Government decrees ending the ban
on double bills and ordering the elimination of waste in production are
among the latest developments in the
motion picture business here.
Double features had been taboo in
the capital and other large cities ever
since the war because of a shortage of
materials.
In addition, recently declining attendance served a warning that unless

Independent
Theatre
Owners
of
Kansas-Missouri. An important fea-

Exhibitors Hold Line

of

PARIS,

{

Continued on page 5)

cities

reported

no

price increases as a result of the
veto, although three of the situations showed that there had
been some increases in the year
prior to the death of the bill.

Only two

cities

reported gen-

by a large proportion of theatres in the last two
months; seven others reported
eral increases

trends
towards
(Continued on page 5)

definite

in-

SDG

Seek $75,000 from

Companies for

JDA

WB

to Stress

Media Variety
In New Lineup
No One Formula,

Sales

Meet Told by Kalmenson
CHICAGO,

Oct.

15.

—

Warner

Brothers will utilize a variety of media
in the production of its forthcoming
program and will not settle on any
one formula, Ben Kalmenson, vicepresident in charge of distribution,
said here today at the company's sales
meeting of district managers and home
office
executives at the Blackstone
Hotel.

:

Thirteen

TEN CENTS

1953

French Lift Ban
On Duals; Order

27
—

16,

Picks 'Top Six'

In Director Category

Kalmenson said that the product would be designed to make
the best possible use of the individual
whether

story's
in

possibilities,

wide-screen,
3-D, 2-D "or

War-

nerScope,
anyindustry and
Oct. 15.— The rething else."
B'rith are aim- sults of balloting by members of the
ing to raise $75,000 for the Joint De- Screen Directors Guild for the six
"Each story will be available in the
fense Appeal before the industry-wide best-directed pictures for the period form which gives it maximum box-ofJDA dinner in honor of Harry Brandt, from Jan. 1 through Sept. 30, 1953, fice returns," Kalmenson told the sales
president of Brandt Theatres.
The were released late last night by meeting. "We are selling motion picdinner will be held Wednesday, Oct. George Sidney, Guild president. The tures
stories,
multi-million-dollar
28, in the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria.
six films, and their directors are
production values not aspect ratios
All firms in the industry will be "Lili,"
Charles
Walters
"Come and dimensions. The most important
canvassed prior to Oct. 28. It is ex- Back, Little Sheba," Daniel Mann
dimension of every picture is how deep
pected that by direct solicitation of "Shane."
George
Stevens;
"From it hits the public."
the distribution, exhibition and pro- Here to Eternity," Fred Zinnemann
Kalmenson said that among the first
duction fields, the goal of $75,000 will "Roman Holiday," William Wyler,
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
and "The Robe," Henry Koster.

HOLLYWOOD,

The motion picture
Cinema Lodge of B'nai

—

—

;

Two More Features
Acquired by U. A.
"War

Clouds," Western

TV

drama pro-

duced by Aubrey Schenck and PIoward W. Koch, and "Robinson Crusoe,"

'53

said to be the first film version of the
Daniel Defoe classic in 25 years, will
be distributed by United Artists in accordance with agreements just signed
by Arthur B. Krim, president of UA.

Frisch

"Robinson Crusoe," which was produced by Oscar Dancigers and Henry
Erlich, was filmed in Pathe Color on
the West coast of Mexico.
It was
completed last month in two versions,
in English and Spanish.
A Christmas
release is planned by UA.

Drive Set Record

Formed

Named

'Brotherhood^

Head '54
Week Drive

UHF

cies for telecasting.

The

Emanuel Frisch of Randfor ce Amusement Co. and president of the MetroMotion Picture Theat res Association will be chairman of the amusement industry division of the National Conference of Christians and Jews for
politan

the 1954 Broth-

Week
campaign,

Gov't

16mm

Action

which

is

counsel of Loew's, and a pioneer of

Postponed 15 Days

annual!

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 15.— Because of illness of counsel, Columbia and RKO today were

February.

given 15 days more to answer
the Government's anti-trust suit
which seeks to force release of
16mm versions of features to
television and other outlets. All
other defendants except Republic have filed replies, with that

company expected
from today.

to be heard

Brotherhood

held

Week

endeavors

in

will be known as
Television Association.
It
will represent
broadcasters before
the
Federal
Communications
Commission, carry on research in the
field, attempt to win advertisers
for
stations, and serve as a
(Continued on page 5)

the

ceptance of the

ment w a s announced at a

chairman of the amusement division.
Schwartz reported total collections in
the campaign of $117,825, which ex-

Frisch's

in

ac'

ing

of

ceeded the collections for the previous
year by $36,627 and which was approximately $1,000 more than the
previous campaign high record, set

meet-

the

amusement
division of

NCCJ

RKO

of

appointluncheon

at the

association

UHF

UHF

UHF
UHF

amusement industries.
The meeting also heard

the report
Sol Schwartz, president of
Theatres, on this year's Brotherhood
Week campaign, of which he was

y

in Capital

WASHINGTON, Oct. 15.—
group of
television broadcasters
has formed a new association to promote wider use of ultra high frequen-

to

the

erhood

Industry Group

Emanuel Frisch

Waldorf-

Astoria Hotel yesterday by J Robert
and general
vice-president
Rubin,

in

1947.

Schwartz reported that collections
were made by 1,449 theatres for this
(Continued on page 4)

Annual AB-PT Meet
To Begin Monday
The annual meeting

of theatre
executives of affiliated companies of American Broadcast-

ing-Paramount Theatres will
open on Monday and continue
through Wednesday at Shawnee, Pa.
Leonard H. Goldenson,
AB-PT
preside.

president,

will

—
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Sixteen

Personal
Mention

4 Finished for

Oct. 15.— Sixteen films,
10 of them with color in Technicolor,
are in various stages of production at
the studios of the J. Arthur Rank
Organization. Additionally, four new
films have already been released in
England, but are still awaiting their
American premieres. These four are

FARNOL,
LYNN
leave here for the Coast by plane

will

tomorrow, returning early next week.

Alvin Ganzer, Art Rosson, Ed

Al

and

will

Sheving, of the Para-

Up" location
New York today by

mount "Living
leave

Rank

LONDON,

publicist,

Wade

Now in Work,

It

"Genevieve," "Project M. 7," "Both
Sides of the Law" and "Always A

unit,

plane

Bride."

for Hollywood.

The

•

include "The
Zanzibar"
of

A. Llopis de Olivares has started
his 20th year as commentator for
Noticiario Metro News of the
for Spanish-speaking countries.
_

16 pictures

now

Love

production
Lottery," "West
in

"The Rainbow
and
Jacket," all with color in Technicolor,
and two black-and-white comedies,
"Highland Fling" and "Meet Mr.

Day

•

George E. Landers, Hartford division manager for the E. M. Loew's
Theatres, and Mrs. Landers have
there for Hollywood.
left

'Romeo and
"The

Million

Know What

Included

Juliet'

Pound

"You

Note,"

Sailors Are," "Romeo
"The Seekers," "Doc-

Jack P. Harris, film buyer for and Juliet,"
Walter Reade Theatres, and Mrs. tor in the House," "The Purple
Harris, have returned to New York Plain" and "The Beachcomber."
Black - and - white productions in
from the West Coast.
m
work include "Personal Affair," "The
Kidnappers," "A Day to Remember"
and "Trouble in Store."

Jeff Livingston, Universal Pictures Eastern advertising manager,
left

New York

yesterday for

Wash-

ington.

$500,000

•
Allied Artists
Toronto, has left there
for Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.
•

manager

in

Herb Steinberg, Paramount Pictures publicity director, will leave here
Monday for the West Coast.

to

•

B'nai B'rith Award
To Schary Dec. 20
annual

from

Award"

Oct.

"Man -

of

-

er's

advertising-publicity

representa-

tives.

15.— The
- Year

Justice Dept. Will

the

Hills
Beverly
B'nai B'rith will be presented to Dore
Schary, production head of M-G-M,
at the Biltmore Bowl on Sunday eveSelection of the site
ning, Dec. 20.
and date was made by a special committee of the organization, the lodge
and chapter of which are headed by
Alvin Malinow and Mrs. Dorothy

the

Shut Boston
WASHINGTON,

Office
Oct.

15.

— The

economy move.
The Department

notified Sen. PurConn.) that a survey showed
work of the Boston office
could be carried on without impairment of service by personnel from the
(R.,
that the

tell

Sid Rogell and Stanley Bergerman
have been named honorary chairmen
and Albert E. Isenberg general chair-

New York

and Washington

offices.

man

at the presentation dinner.
Previous recipients of the award
were Artie Stebbins, Al Jolson, Darryl
Zanuck,
George
and
Jessel
Charles P. Skouras.

street easel displays outside both

Grand and the nearby Pal-

the

beam

the message:

Pittsburgh,
Tech, Oct.

first

Oct.
24,

two games
17,

and

Georgia

we

will

show
exclusively
Oct. 31; Penn, Nov. 7;
Iowa, Nov. 21; So. Calif., Nov.
definitely

Navy on

28."

Twentieth
Century-Fox's
second
major production to be released in
the CinemaScope process, "How To
Alarry A Millionaire," color in Technicolor
comedy
starring
Marilyn
Monroe, Betty Grable and Lauren
Bacall,

will

world premiere

have a simultaneous
at two Broadway the-

The picture is scheduled to
have a reserved seat invitational debut
on Thursday evening, Oct. 29, at both
the Rivoli and Globe theatres.
The multiple premiere will see the
entire Times Square area illuminated
by a battery of klieg lights, with both
show spots completely refurbished and
specially decorated for the occasion.
atres.

What

is believed to be the first dual
ever attempted for a motion
picture opening will highlight festivities surrounding the premiere, which
will in addition receive intensive coverage by press, radio and newsreels.
Personal appearances will be made at
both the Rivoli and Globe by Miss

telecast

Herzbrun, Attorney

Bacall.

Dies in Hollywood

Shea Managers Meet

Oct.

15.— Henry

Wm.

Steege, Retired
Exhibitor, Is Dead
GREAT FALLS,

Mont., Oct. 15.—
William Steege, 75, well known theof
the Rocky
atre owner-operator
Mountain region, died after a two
weeks' illness.
He was at one time

Salt

Lake

New Paramount

Pal

Pact Is Signed
George Pal
Paramount to

has

been

signed

by

a new long-term producing contract, with "Conquest of
Space" as his next production.

15.—Richard

Morris, 70, retired projectionist, with
the Oriental for 26 years, the McVickers and the Monroe during his
career, was buried at Forest Home
Cemetery yesterday.
He is survived

Associated with Paramount for the
past three years, Pal's current film is
"The War of the Worlds."
"The
Naked Jungle," starring Eleanor

by his widow.

next Paramount release.

Parker and Charlton Heston,

is

his

City.

He

Oct. 27 in Pittsburgh

'Deadly Sins' to Apollo
"The Seven Deadly Sins," bi-lingual
omnibus of seven short stories which
recently concluded a 20-week American
premiere engagement at the
Paris Theatre here, has commenced
a moveover run at Brandt's Apollo.

retired in 1949.

David Pence Dies;
Was Neth Manager
COLUMBUS,

Oct. 15.— David
M. Pence, 45, general manager of J.
Real Neth Theatres for the past 15
years, died suddenly last Sunday following a heart attack. He is survived
by his widow, Dorothy; a son, David

Michael

Morris Funeral Held
Oct.

office."

Copy in newspapers, plus that
on window cards, hand bills and

Dual Premiere for
'Millionaire,' 2nd
In CinemaScope

Inter-Mountain division manager for
the Fox Circuit, with headquarters in

Justice Department on Nov. 30 will
close its anti-trust division field office
in Boston.
The closing is part of an

Rice, respectively.

CHICAGO,

box

1953

Herzbrun, 68, industry attorney, officer and director of several motion

secretary-treasurer of pany's New York home office attended
J. Glick,
Hollywood by representatives of United Artists,
left
Pictures,
Republic
last night for New York.
Benagoss Productions director and
producer Anatole Litvak and Ted
Loeff and Myer P. Beck, the produc-

HOLLYWOOD,

—

HOLLYWOOD,

9

H.

seventh

of the Notre DameGeorgia Tech contest on the
subsequent Saturday are "an
experiment
its continuation
depends on your support at the
telecast

16,

The annual general meeting of all
Shea Circuit managers will be held
A starting budget for advertising, picture enterprises, died here today. in Pittsburgh" on Oct. 27 and 28, acpublicity and exploitation of $500,000
A native of New York City and a cording to Gerald Shea, president.
has been set by United Artists for graduate of New York Law School, Topics to be covered will include
"Act of Love," starring Kirk Doug- Herzbrun had served the industry Thanksgiving
and
Christmas-New
las, it was announced here by Francis since 1912.
He joined Paramount as Year's bookings, advertising, exploitaM. Winikus, national director of ad- resident attorney in 1926, an associa- tion, promotion, coming product and
3-D,
vertising-publicity for U. A., which tion which continued until 1937, when playing
policies,
wide-screen,
is releasing the Benagoss production.
he resumed general law practice in CinemaScope, personnel, labor relaThe budget, matching the record Los Angeles, continuing as counsel to tions and concessions.
figure set for "Moulin Rouge" as the Paramount and director of the AssoThe meeting will be attended by the
largest in United Artists history, was ciation of Motion Picture Producers. 22 managers from New York, New
established at a meeting in the comEngland, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Vaughan,

L.

Budget

Promote 'Love

Vital Maura de Castro, Brazilian
circuit owner, and Mrs. de Castro,
are visiting in New York from Rio.
F.

Advertising by Fabian's Grand
the Box-Office Television
presentation of the Notre DamePittsburgh game on the theatre's screen Saturday has taken
the candid turn that it and a
for

"Attend the

Also with color in Technicolor are

•

Fabian Run Stresses
Experiment in TV
ALBANY, N. Y., Oct. 15.—

ace,

Lucifer."

Friday, October

;

his

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

O.,

mother and two

sisters.

Rockefeller Center

MOCAMBO
starring

CLARK GABLE
color by

Harriet Parsons Set
For Hughes 9 'Susan 9
HOLLYWOOD Oct. 15.— Harriet

and

recently.
Frank
named director.

Tashlin has

Filming will
soon as current negotiations
for three top stars are completed.
been

AVA GARDNER

TECHNICOLOR — An

Picture

/zspsa:

.WarnerPhonic Sound
.

M-G-M

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

M OARV
BARBARA
Cooper Sihnwyck

Parsons has been assigned by Howard
Hughes to produce "Susan Slept
Here," comedy by Steve Fisher and
Alex Gottlieb, which RKO Radio acquired

•
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Color Television Is

SEC Drops Forms On

Shown Here for
FCC Members

Gross Sales Reports
WASHINGTON,
Securities and

TV

sets yesterday
color
tuned in three separate shows from
various parts of the city to the Starlight Room of the Waldorf-Astoria
here for the benefit of the Federal

Fifteen

Communications Commission.
The demonstration was staged by

15— The
Oct.
Exchange Commission

At

same time, the Commission
proposed new rules to give a company's management more power to
judge which stockholder proposals
DuMont Television Network. The should go into proxy statements. For
NTSC is seeking FCC approval of its example, under the new rules, a management would be empowered to leave
color tube.
out of its proxy statements proposals
Not Close to Production
that were repeatedly defeated in preAlthough the demonstration was an vious stockholder meetings.
National Television Standards
Committee, in cooperation with the
Radio Corporation of America, Columbia Broadcasting System and the

indication

of

things

to

come,

it

lines, should the new color
tubes be approved soon.
The first part of the show was put
from the Coand
on by

assembly

NBC

RCA

where

Theatre,

lonial

were dressed

a

in

riot

performers
color to
system.
The
of

demonstrate the NTSC
second part of the show was presented
with CBS color equipment, while
DuMont Laboratories utilized ultrahigh frequency signals in its portion.

Fine Arts Acquires
Three from London
Fine Arts Films has acquired U.S.
rights

to

three

features

They are
from London Films.
"Twice Upon a Time," written, produced and directed by Emeric Pressburger and starring Hugh Williams
and Elizabeth Allan; "Folly to Be
Wise,' a Launder-Gilliat production,
starring Alastair Sim, and "The Passionate Sentry" (released in England
1

"Who

as

Goes

There!"),

produced

The
brought
against

moved

$15,000,000

A

being conducted by Marty Wolf,
assistant general sales manager.
The meetings are being conducted
in behalf of Altec's fifth annual sales
drive, with Wolf acting as national
is

The

drive,

termed

"ServiScope," in honor of the industry's various new presentation techniques, is under the direction of L. D.
Netter, Jr., Altec sales chief, and will
run until Dec. 5.

Sol Konecoff Heads
U.A. Print Dept.

GIRLS"

1

BOB HOPE TONY MARTIN
ARLENE DAHL ROSEMARY CLOONEY
•

•

co-starring

MILLARD MITCHELL

•

WILLIAM DEMAREST

Fred Clark • Robert Strauss
Color by TECHNICOLOR
Produced by PAUL JONES • Directed by CLAUDE BINYON
Screenplay by EDMUND HARTMANN and HAL KANTER
with

closer to trial yesterday follow-

agreement

by
on the issues to be
ing

suit

anti-trust

Chesapeake Industries
Loew's and RKO Theatres
opposing

counsel

"FLIGHT TO TANGIER"

tried.

pre-trial stipulation, it was reported, will be submitted in Federal
The
District Court here on Oct. 26.

The

starring

JOAN FONTAINE JACK PALANCE
CORINNE CALVET ROBERT DOUGLAS
•

being pressed by Chesapeake

is

Industries as the
dissolved Eagle

owner
Lion

•

of the nowClassics.
It

Color by

ELC

had been denied access
to the New York market because of
an alleged product split by Loew's and
charges

RKO

Rose Buys Rights

Written and Directed by

CHARLES MARQUIS WARREN
NAT HOLT

Produced by

to

Packard's 'Moses'
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 15.— Theatre
and television rights on a worldwide
basis to the Biblical film, "Moses,"

TV

Films Before
Sovereign Cameras
5

TECHNICOLOR

Theatres.

Promotion Meetings
Being Held by Altec

captain.

starring

by

which Fred M. Packard produced in
directed by Anthony Kimmins,
association with the J. Arthur Rank
with Nigel Patrick, Valerie Hobson
Organization, have been acquired by
and Peggy Cummins.
Rose, California cattle and oil
Tom
The three films are scheduled to
man. Added sequences will be made
American
premieres
their
have
here in time for holiday release.
shortly.
Packard produced "Moses" in England and Egypt, with color in Technicolor and stereophonic sound for
wide-screen exhibition.
series of sales promotion meetings in the South and Southwest
division offices of Altec Service Corp.

COME THE

Closer to Trial

and

sales

"HERE

the

Chesapeake Suit

suit

distribution

Monday, October 19, 1953

TV

would take at
least two years or more before color
TV sets could even start coming off
agreed that

officials

PARAMOUNT TRADE SHOWS

has dropped its quarterly report form
for gross sales and operating revenues.
Some 2,000 firms, including major
film companies, have been filing these
reports.
The Commission first proposed to cancel the form in August,
and now has made its decision final.

the

3

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

15.— Five

feature video films under the banner
Sovereign Productions are curof
rently being shot at Eagle Lion Studios. Among films before the cameras
are "Foggy Night" and "Eye of the

Beholder."
it
was announced by
Reynolds, president, that Joseph Sistrom has joined Sovereign as
associate producer.

Meanwhile,

Stuart

PLACE OF SCREENING

CITY
ALBANY

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway

ATLANTA

PARAMOUNT

PROJ.

ROOM,

BOSTON

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

PROJ.

ROOM, 58-62

PROJ.

ROOM, 464

PROJ.

ROOM, 305-7

PROJ.

ROOM, 1306

BUFFALO

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

CHARLOTTE

CHICAGO

Two

as

as

'A'
'B,' 7
Sol
Konecoff, assistant head of
United Artists' print department here,
Decency
in
of
The National Legion
has been promoted to head the depart- its current listing has placed "Marry
ment, effective Nov. 1, by William J. Me Again" and "The Veils of BagHeineman, vice-president in charge of dad" in Class B.
distribution.
Konecoff will replace
Seven films have been placed in
Robert Hilton, who resigns Oct. 31 to Class A. In Section I are "El Paso
take up residence in Florida.
Stampede," "Gilbert and Sullivan" and
Konecoff has served in the industry "So Big." In Section II are "Champ
since 1943 and formerly was with for A Day," "La Favorita," "The
Eagle-Lion as assistant print depart- Night Is My Kingdom" and "Those
ment head.
Redheads from Seattle."

St.,

W.

N.

Berkeley

St.

Franklin St.
So. Church

St.

So. Michigan Ave.

CINCINNATI

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638

CLEVELAND

PARAMOUNT

PROJ.

ROOM,

1735

DALLAS

PROJ.

ROOM,

401 N. Pearl Expressway

DENVER

PARAMOUNT
PARAMOUNT

PROJ.

ROOM, 2100

DES MOINES

PARAMOUNT

PROJ.

ROOM,

DETROIT

PARAMOUNT

PROJ.

ROOM, 479

INDIANAPOLIS

PARAMOUNT

PROJ.

ROOM,

JACKSONVILLE

KANSAS

CITY

LOS ANGELES
MEMPHIS

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS

NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY
OKLAHOMA

CITY

OMAHA

Legion Listing Rates

154 Walton

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

PORTLAND
ST.

LOUIS

SALT LAKE CITY

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

WASHINGTON

Central Parkway
E.

23rd

St.

Stout Street

1125 High Street

116

Ledyard Ave.

West Michigan Ave.

FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 W. 20th St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 S. Liberty St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Ave.
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 N. 12th St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive St.
.. PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st So. St.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave.
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N. W.
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WB

Lineup

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)
the new
WarnerScope process will be "Helen
of Troy."
This is scheduled for impictures

for

distribution

mediate production in Rome with an
estimated budget of $6,000,000.
Asserting that the emphasis on top story
properties would be the keynote of the
said

'Top Stories' Promised
"Warner Brothers intends to con-

_

tinue and to expand the policy of top
stories indicated by some of the recent Warner deals for current bestsellers
like
the Book-of-the-Month

High and the
Wayne, directed
by William A. Wellman 'Battle Cry,'
club selection, 'The
Mighty,' to star John

;

Leon

Uris' novel
George Stevens'
production of Edna Ferber's 'Giant,' to
be directed and produced by George
Stevens in association with Henry
Ginsberg
'So Big,' Edna Ferber's
Pulitzer prize story, starring Jane
Wyman, Sterling Hayden and Nancy
Olson, directed by Robert Wise 'Mr.
Roberts,' Broadway hit, a Joshua Logan-Leland Hayward production, and
Alfred Hitchcock's 'Dial
for Murder' in WarnerColor, starring Ray
;

;

;

M

Grace

and Robert
Cummings, directed by Alfred HitchMilland,

Kelly

cock."

acquired Warner story
"Anastasia," current London stage hit scheduled for Broadway
stage presentation this fall.
Among other Warner properties
is

which Kalmenson mentioned as forthcoming productions of the Burbank
studio were
The

life story of General George S. Paton which the Warner studio has just
received priority from the Department of
Defense; "East of Eden," based on John
Steinbeck's best-seller, to be directed and
produced by Elia Kazan; "The Talisman,"
Sir Walter Scott's novel, made in WarnerScope and WarnerColor, David Butler directing; "Triple Jet Ace," from the Korean
war exploits of Captain Joseph McConnell
"A Star Is Born," which returns Judy Garland to the screen, and also starring James
Mason.

ton,

"The Eddie Cantor Story,"
color, starring

in

Techni-

Keefe Brasselle, and Marilyn

Erskine, produced by Sidney Skolsky and
directed by Alfred E. Green; "Calamity
Jane," starring Doris Day and Howard Keel
in a Technicolor musical, directed by David
Butler; "Gown of Glory," from the bestseller by Agnes Sligh Turnbull, to be produced by Henry Blanke; "Black Ivory,"
from the Polan Banks novel; "pirate, Jean
Lafitte"; "Land of the Pharaohs," to be produced and directed by Howard Hawks;
"Hondo," in 3-D WarnerColor, starring
John Wayne in a Wayne-Fellows production, and introducing Geraldine Page; "Daniel
and the Woman of Babylon;" "Rear

Guard," J. Warner Bellah's "Saturday Evening Post" story, starring Guy Madison, in
WarnerColor, David Butler directing.

"Them!,"

a

science-fiction

story,

starring

Edmund Gwenn, James Whitmore, James

Arness and Joan Weldon, Gordon Douglas
directing; "His Majesty O'Keefe," in Technicolor, starring Burt Lancaster with Joan
Rice, directed by Byron Haskin
"Lucky
Me," starring Doris Day, Robert Cummings,
Phil Silvers, Eddie Foy, Jr., and Nancy
Walker, directed by Jack Donohue; "The
Boy from Oklahoma," in WarnerColor, starring Will Rogers, Jr. and Nancy Olson, directed by Michael Curtiz, and "The Bounty
Hunter," in 3-D WarnerColor, starring Randolph Scott, with Dolores Dorn and Marie
Windsor, directed by Andre de Toth and
produced by Sam Bischoff.
;

Also

Hollywood, Oct.

(Metro-Goldivyn-Maycr)

"Three

Technicolor,

A

Sailors and
Girl," in
starring Jane Powell and Gorwith Gene Nelson, directed by

don MacRae
Roy Del Ruth; "The Phantom Ape," in
3-D WarnerColor, starring Karl Maiden,
Claude Dauphin, Patricia Medina and Steve
Forrest, directed by Roy Del Ruth, and
"Thunder Over the Plains," starring Randolph Scott, with Lex Barker and Phyllis
Kirk, produced in WarnerColor and directed
by Andre de Toth.

15

—

NAMES,

this production by Pandro S. Berman of the
color, action, story
Ben Ames Williams story about the breed of men who go down to the
sea in ships (1850) has all of these in plenty.
Of the names there are Robert Taylor's, Stewart Granger's, Ann Blyth's
and the late Lewis Stone's, to mention only the topmost in a long list.
Of color there is Technicolor, in this case a singularly congenial suiting of
tones to sequences ranging from tranquil to violent.
Of action there are harpoonings and landings of whales, man-to-man fights
with fists and knives, to name only the politer weapons, storms at sea, clashes
with island natives, outright and cold-blooded murders, and finally a mass
Also, there is
scrap as violent, long and bloody as the one in "Shane."
romance, a three-sided situation centering around two brothers and a girl,
and there's a secondary relationship, between one of the brothers and an
island maiden, which comes technically under the same heading.
As filmed this time, using a script by Harry Brown and directed with
directness and vigor by Richard Thorpe, the story opens with Taylor, as the
younger of the sea-going Shore boys, taking over the captaincy of a whaling
vessel which his brother, Granger, is said to have deserted in an island port
while under the influence of liquor and perhaps other inducements. Taylor
and others believing Granger cannot have done this, and must therefore be
dead instead of missing, the younger brother marries Miss Blyth, once
expected to wed Granger on his return, and takes her with him on his voyage back to the islands, where, he hopes, he can find out what happened to
The latter turns up with a tale about having been saved by
Granger.
natives while in high fever, subsequently meeting up with outlaws with
whom he joined up in a successful search for pearls, and the brothers are
reunited.
Later Granger tries to take Taylor's wife from him, together
with his ship and its crew,, and go back after the pearls, but Taylor stands
out against the mutineers Granger has lined up and the story comes to a
satisfactory conclusion in the mass fight mentioned above.
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. 13.
R.

WEAVER

"The Glass Web"
(Universal)

originally for 3-D presentation, Universal
interesting picture available also in a 2-D version.
It

3-D form and a very good job was done in three-dimensional production.
first and best news about this murder mystery is that it is an excellent
thriller and utilizes a new setting for its well-told story.
The second and most amusing news is that the new setting used for the
story is the television industry, and that the baddies in the story are tele

The

writer and a researcher

—a

circumstance which
would do
no good if it were true, as it probably never was, that the
depicting of Hollywood people as bad citizens has damaged the motion
picture business.
(Of course "The Glass Web" isn't going to do the
trade any harm, but it does sort of suggest that reciprocity in a matter like
that has its points.)
The
setting is a distinctly interesting background for both the action
and the characterizations in the script by Robert Blees and Leonard Lee
(from a novel by Max Simon Ehrlich). It facilitates a convenient handling
It extenuates
(or does it?) an opening episode of
of the time factor.
murder-with-gun photographed in a way forbidden for screen producers.
It gives credence to characterizations that would seem implausibly extreme
otherwise. Arid finally it provides a finale that never tips its mitt, until the
All this adds up to the values of a smartly conceived
fatal shot is fired.
and executed melodrama.
Edward G. Robinson, John Forsythe and Kathleen Hughes portray with
researcher, writer and actress principally concerned
evident relish the
Both of the former have been contributing to the latter's
in the mystery.
luxury, which is of a sort to prompt many a young miss to haunt
studios henceforth, and suddenly she's found dead in her chambers, with
Since they habitually cooperate with the
which both men are familiar.
police in preparing their weekly crime-show ("Crime of the Week," they
call it, and it's supposed to present them even fresher from the griddle than
"Dragnet" does) they are on the scene in a flash and in the police's
confidence automatically.
So they decide to telecast this one, without
waiting for its solution, and that's the situation in which the finale is
worked out. It's much more fascinating and suspenseful than a synopsis
can indicate.
Albert J. Cohen produced the picture, and Jack Arnold directed it, both
doing handsomely with a subject that must have tempted them to go for
gimmicks (well, they did throw in a couple of little ones, strictly for
stereoscopic purposes) instead of sticking to melodrama.
Others in the cast are Marcia Henderson, Richard Denning, Hugh Sanders,
Jean Willes, Eve McVeagh, Harry O. Tyler, John Hiestand, Clark Howat'
Bob Nelson, John Verros, Helen Wallace and Benny Rubin.
Running time, 81 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
actress, a

TV

TV

TV

TV

TV

not

Schwartz was commended by Rubin
on his conduct of the campaign and
was presented with an NCCJ plaque
in
recognition of his work.
The
RKO Theatres president, in turn, gave
credit for the results to his campaign
assistants,

particular,
thanking
for his handling of

in

Morton Sunshine

the annual Brotherhood Week dinner
of the amusement industries division.

An NCCJ

was presented

plaque

to

Sunshine by Schwartz.
In his report, Schwartz termed the
1953 campaign unsatisfactory in view
of results the industry is capable of
achieving when it extends its full cooperation to a worthy cause.
He
pointed out that approximately 90 per
cent of the industry did not participate
and that some small town theatres,
operating only nights and weekends,
collected more for the campaign than
did some Broadway first runs.

Aims

at $250,000

"There should of a minimum of 5,000
theatres collecting an average of $50
each, or a total of $250,000, to make
such a campaign as this successful,"
Schwartz

said.

Suggestions for increasing industry

making this Rinzler of Randforce. Seadler sugis
was reviewed in gested that the Conference name be

the

—an

ceding campaign figure.

;

PRODUCED

vision people

1)

year's campaign, which also represents
an appreciable increase over the pre-

and public interest in the campaign
were made by Si Seadler of M-G-M
Max Youngstein, United Artists
Hollyzvood, Oct. 15 Austin Keough, Paramount, and Sam

recently

property

(Continued from page

Were Valiant

WILLIAM

'Anastasia' Included

A

'Brotherhood'

All the Brothers

in

Warner program, Kalmenson

Friday, October 16, 1951

changed to the "National Brotherhood
Conference" and was told that similar
suggestions have been made and are
being appraised by the J. Walter

Thompson

agency.

Youngstein urged the industry either
to "do a job" for the Conference or
devote its energies to something else.
He also contended that publicity for
the campaigns tends to emphasize the
educational aspects of the brotherhood
objective and is too timid about asking for contributions with which to
carry on the work of the Conference
which, he reminded, is the real aim of
the drive.

Necessity for Aid Stressed

Both

Rinzler

and

Youngstein

that campaign leaders must
have help. In this connection, Youngstressed

stein

RKO

commended

Harry

Mandel,

Theatres

director,

for

this year's

advertising-publicity
his effective work for

campaign.

Rubin said that Schwartz, Harry
Brandt, Eugene Picker, Youngstein
and others to be named will be available as aides to Frisch in the coming
campaign.
Pledging his best efforts,
Frisch said
"If we don't hit our
goal, it will not be because we haven't
:

tried."

Among

others present, in addition
those
already
named,
were
Charles M. Reagan, Richard Walsh,
Herman Robbins, Walter Reade,
to

William German,
Walton Ament,
H. M. Richey, Arthur Israel, Leon
Bamberger, John Cassidy and trade
paper publishers and editors.

set.

Winston City Manager
Illinois Drive-in

CHICAGO,

Sold

15.—The

Kerasotes circuit has taken over the Rosenberg & Youngblood Pekin Drivein,

Pekin,

111.

Oct.

Bradford House Closing

CHICAGO,

Oct.

15.—Ansel Win-

RKO

long-time manager of the
CHICAGO, Oct. 15.— Rudd Loh- Grand here, has been promoted to
renz is closing his Bradford Theatre,
Theatres city manager for DayBradford, 111. He plans to shutter the ton, Ohio. Tyrus Anderson is taking
house on Oct. 19.
over as manager of the Grand.
ston,

RKO
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Price Hikes

Kleine 1914 'Caesar'
Offered by Tarbox

(Continued from page 1)

HOLLYWOOD,

creased prices and two were
said to be seriously considering
raising scales on an over-all
All seemed to indicate that
instead of flat, over-all price increases, exhibitors were tending
to raise prices according to inOne "Herdividual pictures.
correspondent estimated
ald"
that the number of "advanceprice" pictures had increased by
at least 100 per cent this year
Cities

Kansas

with narration and sound
track shortly. It will be released theatrically, to television,
schools, colleges. The picture
originally was brought to this
country by George Kleine, pioneer distributor.

reporting definite price inAtlanta, Cleveland,
include
City, Memphis, Milwaukee,

Mobile, Hartford, Winston Salem and
Of these only Memphis
Savannah.
and Kansas City seem to have raised
on a big scale.
All five of Memphis' first run houses
and a majority of the neighborhood
houses raised prices following the
veto of the bill.
Increases in Kansas City, estimated
to have been made by at least 20 per
cent of the city's theatres,

were accom-

panied by announcements to the effect
that prices there have not gone up in
some cases for as long as 10 to 12
years.

Some Boosts

—

role,

last.

creases

15.

M-G-M is going to have competition for its "Julius Caesar."
Charles H. Tarbox, distribution
veteran and owner of the Film
Classic Exchange here, is putting out the Italian-made "Julius
Caesar," produced in 1914 with
Antonio Novelli in the title

basis.

over

Oct.

in Atlanta

TV

Organization
(Continued from page 1)

clearing house for public information

on the new frequencies.
Acting executive secretary of the
group is Melvin A. Goldberg of Washington and New York City, formerly
engaged in television sales planning,
promotion and economic market research and trade paper activities. He
has served as a consultant to the U. S.
Information Agency and as deputy director of the Office of Research and
Evaluation in that agency.
General counsel of the new association is William A. Roberts, senior
partner in the Washington law firm
of Roberts & Mclnnis and long active
Among his
in television law work.
firm's clients is Allen B. DuMont

$75,000 for

In Milwaukee, although there has
not been an overwhelming trend towards increased prices, two circuits
and one theatre have increased their

JDA

French Ban
(

Continued from page

1

15.

national council of the Congress of something were done pretty soon, the
Industrial Organizations, meeting this French cinema would have to depend
week in Buffalo, will act on an appli- on government aid, rather than on the
cation of the Film Craftsmen's Guild, business done by its product.
Dual programs may now be put
a group of motion picture workers
on under certain conditions. The law
here, for affiliation with the National
each program must include
Association of Broadcasting Engi- says that
a full length feature less than 10 years
neers and Technicians (CIO), markold and may include any other fulling the fourth, time the CIO has atlength feature over 10 years old. Furtempted to gain a foothold in films.
ther, it may include any number of
The guild was organized secretly on
shorts of any age.
broad
basis,
taking
all
film
in
worka
National
Cinema
However, the
ers, including producers and creative
Centre issued a communique indicattalent in all kinds of films, from
ing that it might be some time before
theatrical and television down to adthe new order could go into effect,
vertising spots and Government picsince some kind of reorganization is

The

guild

operation
of

of

was formed with the cothe Hollywood chapter

NABET.

In the application, the guild asked
to state what, if
CIO and
any, action would be taken by them
"in the event of jurisdictional disputes
with IATSE and other groups."

NABET

Depinet, Walker on

Travelers Aid Drive

necessary.

The government has also issued several other orders of interest to the
trade.
special committee is to be
set up to watch over the spending
This means that proof subsidies.
ducers will have to cut clown on all
Further the government will
waste.
inform all who are financially interested in a film what that film is earning both at home and abroad.

A

Avoid Double-Subsidies
There also

will be a careful watch
subsidies granted by the
government for special services. For
example, films which publicize in one
way or another the activities of a

on

Ned

Depinet, former president of
Radio, and J. Miller Walker,
general counsel of that company, have
accepted the co-chairmanship of the

RKO

motion picture division in the campaign of the Travelers Aid Society of

New York

to raise $364,000.

Depinet and Walker, who will encourage industry support of the organization, will join 150 other citywide business leaders in helping to
achieve the goal.

special

government department generally receive government aid. Under the new
order, it will be impossible for two
departments

separate

to

subsidize

Five theatres in Hartford, belonging to the Hartford circuit
and Perakos Theatre Associates, have raised prices and a
general increase throughout the
state
all

is

anticipated.
situations

where the "Her-

correspondents reported price
increases already in effect, or contemplated, one thing appeared certain
that the subsequent run houses
felt the need for an increase more
acutely than first-run.
ald's

:

Many
Cities

Cities 'Steady'

reporting

mission prices

steady

fairly

ad-

and no concerted ac-

tion to raise as a result of the loss
of tax relief include Albany, Boston,
Buffalo, Columbus, Denver, Detroit,

Jacksonville,

Miami,

Minneapolis,

suffice.

the government intends to
up a Superior Cinema Council,
made up of politicians and representatives from all sections of the industry.
This organization will watch the progress and development of the industry
and act in an advisory capacity.
Because of the general call for
The
economy, and because of the high cost
Finally,

set

3-D for 2 Theatres

Of Military Services
—
WASHINGTON, Oct.
15.

Army and

Air Force Motion Picture

of

color,

is

it

unlikely

that

many

Service will shortly install 3-D equip- French color films will be made durin two of its theatres, according
ing the coming year.
The announcement was made by to director Fred Bund. The equipArtists
Max E. Youngstein of United
ment is being installed in two theatres
and William J. German of W. J. in the St. Louis area.
Bund said
Youngstein is the in- these theatres had been chosen because
German, Inc.
dustry's dinner chairman while Ger- they were near the service's engineerman is general chairman of the amuse- ing depot in St. Louis, and thus engiOct. 15.— The Ottawa
A. W. neers could easily study the new techments division of JDA.
Board of Control, as well as other inSchwalberg, Paramount Film Distrib- niques and make recommendations as
terests in this capital city of Canada,
uting Corp., is serving as dinner chair- to how widely 3-D should be used at
is making a determined effort to inman for Cinema Lodge.
other Army and Air Force posts.
duce the government to reconsider its
It has not yet been decided which
decision to move the National Film
tested.
Board from this city to Montreal.
New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Port- 3-D sysetm would be
The present government plans call for
land and San Francisco.
expenditure
than
the
of
more
Slate
Elect
The only increases noted in
$4,000,000 on new buildings for the
areas
outlying
in
were
Boston
BUFFALO, Oct. 15. The New board, to be located in Ville St. Lauor in situations playing 3-D
York State Association of Com- rent, a suburb of Montreal.
films, with the price increases
munity Theatres, meeting in Cornell
plea to Prime Minister Laurent
presumably going, in many
University, has elected the following was made here last week by Mayor
cases, for the polarizing viewers.
John Van Der Voort, Charlotte Whitten of this city, who,
new officers
increased
reports
Columbus
Glens Falls, president; Mrs. Harvey speaking for the Board of Control,
prices on a picture-to-picture
Osgood, Jamestown, vice-president
pointed out that the city is prepared
basis only.
Mrs. David Kirschner, Rome, secre- to donate 27 acres of land for new
Irwin Mechanic, Middletown, buildings for the Film Board and tG
Reported by the Jacksonville cor- tary
Mrs. Edward Blodgett, establish a low-rental housing project
respondent was a decrease, rather than treasurer, and
Dr.
Sieber, Lyons Walls,
Edward
as living quarters for the board's
an increase.
Kirschner,
Mrs.
and
George,
Alfred
personnel.
In Portland, where the theatre
scene is dominated by Evergreen, J. directors.

ment

Ottawa

in Plea to

Retain Film Board

Community

—

A

:

;

J.

Motion Picture Building
723 Seventh Avenue

New

York, N. Y.

Approximately 2,000 square feet
Vaults available

Phone: Dickens 2-4859

a

when a subsidy from one would

film

OTTAWA,

scales.

In

Film Craftsmen Seek
To Join Radio Union
HOLLYWOOD, Oct.
— The

tures.

Price increases in Atlanta have been
primarily in the field of children's admissions, at the Paramount, Loew's
The reported inGrand and Roxy.
crease in Savannah and Winston Salem all have been on the part of Laboratories.
drive-ins, with the Winston Salem
drive-in prices going up as much as
20 per cent.
Price increases in Cleveland after
(Continued from page 1)
the tax veto, at the subsequent run
day
Garden and Southern, actually are a be reached or topped before the
said, will
was
it
This,
dinner.
the
of
part of a trend towards higher prices
which is said to have been evident in enable division chairmen to dispense
As in other com- with the usual card-calling formula
the city all year.
lengthy dinner
munities, the exhibitors in Cleveland and will allow for a
stage,
have found that the public doesn't program featuring stars of
radio.
and
screen
admissions
hesitate to pay increased
to top films.

5

Parker and Hamrick, no changes

However, it is
are contemplated.
interesting to note that all the city's
theatres have adopted a "family" policy which has proved successful
admitting free all children who are

Smith Joins Magna

U. S.

BUFFALO,

cisco, like the others in this

Oct. 15.— Lou Smith,
formerly Buffalo reporter and veteran
has
representative,
press
industry
joined Magna Corp., holding company
projection process
for the Todd-

reports increases
individual picture basis.

in the

accompanied by an
cities,

adult.

San Frangroup of
only on an

AO

which has been undergoing
Regent Theatre.

tests

here

3

TELEVISION RIGHTS

OFFERED
Action Well Made

Detective
Story Pictures. 27 Min. Each.

Fast

Box No.

16

Motion Picture Daily
1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Cauldron boil
Difficult

though they

• • •

may

and

kettle bubble

be, situations like these

do come

off;

• • •

thanks to the care with

which film and chemicals are keyed to specific photographic situation and production methods;
thanks, also, to the rigid control of processing solution strength
In

this

area

—

in

production, distribution,

and

and temperature.

exhibition,

too

—representatives

Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film are proud to serve the
To maintain
•

:

.

invites inquiry

this service,

from

all

the Eastman

members of

Kodak Company has branches

Division,

Division,

6706 Santa Monica

Division,

at strategic centers

342 Madison Avenue, New

137 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Blvd.,

industry.

the industry. Address: Motion Picture Film Department,

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast
York 17, N. Y. Midwest

of the

Hollywood 38, California.

2, Illinois.

West Coast
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Over 'Pay-As-You-See'

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 18.—
Paramount's "Forever Female"
will be the first entertainment
film to have its premiere over

Indebtedness

prior

television
lease.

$2,000,000
Made Two

WASHINGTON,

Sept.

30,

at

the

week-

the

SEC

was

stated, stemmed from the Oct.
1952, agreement with the First National Bank of Boston, the Bank of
it

1,

decreasing thereafter
by a fixed amount of $1,500,000 annually. All loans under the agreement,
Sept.

it

30,

was

1953,

stated,

mature

on

Sept.

30,

1957.

The SEC

also

was informed

that

Detroit Music Hall

Tops Million-Mark
With Cinerama
second

Cinerama

theatre to
the Music

pass the $1,000,000 mark is
Hall in Detroit, while the Warner, in
Hollywood, also featuring "This Is
Cinerama" is rapidly approaching the
$1,000,000 mark, it was disclosed here
at the weekend.
Altogether, it was stated, the film
has grossed close to $5,000,000 in five
(Continued on page 3)

i

B.

U.A. Schedule Arranged for

m,

Goldberg
signed

re-

several
ago as

vice-

president,
treasurer and

WASHINGTON,

Leon Goldberg

those offices,

Will Appeal 'Moon'
in Jersey City

MPAA

United Artists and Stanley Warner
file an appeal immediately from
Jersey City's Court Judge Thomas
will

who went to Paris last
work on French-Amer-

to

J.

Stanton's

decision

banning:

"The

was expected to Moon Is Blue" from showing in StanNear East today ley Warner's Stanley Theatre or in

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page 3)

Annual 'Christmas

Salute'

The industry press was urged on Friday to aid in giving wider circulation
to the story of the Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac,
N. Y., in order to help win greater support for this year's annual Christmas
Salute, one of
the hospital; R. J. O'Donnell, former
the vital fundraising
president Charles Einfeld, director of
activities for the hosadvertising and publicity for the campital.
paign
Moe Silver, exhibition chair;

Academy Member
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 18.— Gunther
Lessing, vice-president of Walt Disney
Productions, has resigned from the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences in what he said is a protest
against the addition to the board of
governors of two more major studio
representatives.
He charged domination of the Academy by the major
studios.
An early reply from the
Academy is expected.

mas

man, and Charles E. Lewis, general

manager

of the hospital.
O'Donnell reported that last year's

paign opened ofon Oct.
15 and will continue until Dec.
25.

tubercu-

Eastman

keynote speaker.

Herbert Bar-

nett, president of the Society of

Motion Picture and Television
(Continued on page 5)

Effect

Via Use of Mirrors
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

18.—A new

wide-screen system developed in Holland and getting its effect through
mirrors
attached
to
photographic
lenses and then to projection lenses is
being shown here to studio heads by
Ted Briskin, Revere Camera Co.
president, who is negotiating for the
U. S. rights, and J. Vandersande, of

(Continued on page 5)

Waller, 16 Others

To Join Pioneers

Christmas

ficially

Requests for
help in publicizing the hospital,
which cares for

of

state circuit, Dallas, will be the

Wide Screen

For Rogers Hospital Opens

ChristSalute cam-

Hyndman

Kodak, will be the moderator at
the forum he will be introduced
by E. D. Martin of Martin Theatres, Columbus, Ga. Robert J.
O'Donnell of the Texas Inter-

Dutch System Gives

Seek Trade Press Help

The

pointed out. that speeches would be
held to a minimum so that the forum's
purpose, which is to answer equipment
questions that are puzzling exhibitors,
may be achieved.

;

;

Lessing Resigns as

of the most important figures
the theatre equipment and manufacturing fields will participate in the
new processes forum which will be

D. E.

Ban

stated.

ican film problems,
leave there for the

Some

in

of the held on Wednesday, Nov. 4, in connecboard of direc- tion with the annual convention of
tors of Univer- the Theatre Owners of America at
sal - Inter na- the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
t i o n a 1
after The TOA, in announcing the particithree years in pants in the forum at the weekend,

Associated
with
the
investment
(Continued on page 3)

MPAA

Johnston,

Panel and Speakers

member

Unchanged

Oct. 18.— Eric A.
Johnston, who was scheduled to be in
the Near East this week as a special
Ambassador of President Eisenhower,
will retain his post as the active president of the Motion Picture Association of America during his mission.
This was underlined by
officials at the weekend following the
White House announcement on Friday regarding the appointment. There
will be no leave of absence for Johnston from his
post, it was

Wednesday

Have Leaders
In Equipment

here

president.

Johnston Status at

MPAA

was

it

financial

(Continued on page 3)

The

Kr

weeks

_

America, National Trust and Savings
Association, and the Manhattan Co.,
under which maximum loans of $15,000,000 were made available up to

2,

Arthur

by

that

indebtedness had
from $11,000,000 to
its

reduced
$9,000,000 by two payments of $1,000. 000 each during the month. The
loans, on which payments were made,
been

Nov.

disclosed

A

end.
of

Arrangements have been

Ginger Rogers, William Holden
and Paul Douglas and was produced by Pat Duggan.

Oct. 18.—
reduction of $2,000,01)0 in the outstanding' indebtedness of Columbia Pictures
was reported by the Securities and

Columbia informed

re-

for the film to be used in
Telemeter pay-as-you-see tests
starting next month in Palm
The picture stars
Springs.

Payments Last Month

as

theatre

United Artists' board of directors
has elected Leon Goldberg to be vicepresident in charge of finance, a new
post.
Goldberg will take office on

made

$1,000,000

Exchange Commission

to

TEN CENTS

1953

New U.A. Post Quizz Panelists
To Goldberg TO A Forum to

Paramount Premiere

Columbia Cuts

19,

Charles Einfeld

lar members of the industry, were
made by Abe Montague, president of

Salute garnered 101,000
signatures, representing donations of
at least $1 each, for a total of $125,000. While this is the largest single
source of revenue, it provides only
half the minimum annual financial requirement to operate and maintain the
Will Rogers Hospital and its essential
laboratory work.
O'Donnell suggested that the mini(Continued on page 3)

Fred Waller, inventor of Cinerama,
heads the latest list of new industry
pioneers, bringing the total accepted
.

to date to 46, it was revealed at the
weekend by Jack Cohn, president of
the Motion Picture Pioneers.
Some

50 other applications are now being
processed by the admissions committee which consists of Cohn, William
(Continued on page 3)

;;

Monday, October
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HOLLYWOOD,

V. DOWNING, president of Radio City Music Hall,
is
expected here today from Hollywood.
•
Thomas O'brien, Columbia Pictures branch manager in Boston, has
been named chairman of the motion
picture distributors group for the 1954
United Red Feather campaign for
Metropolitan Boston.
•
Universal's
Blake,
Foster M.
Western sales manager, left here yes-

RUSSELL

San
Portland,
Seattle,
terday for
Francisco, Los Angeles and Chicago.
•
Roy M. Brewer, executive assistant to Steve Broidy, Allied Artists
president, has returned to Hollywood
from

New

York.
•

Harvey Appell, Columbia

Pictures
the fath-

salesman in Albany, N. Y., is
er of a daughter born to Mrs. Appell
on Sept. 30.
•

18.—The
Oct.
production chart shows a healthy increase of seven points for a total of
work. Nine were
in
29 pictures
started and two were completed.
"Off the Record"
Started were
(Lindsley Parsons), Allied Artists;
"Saracen Blade" and "Little Giant,"
:

Columbia "Cat Women on the Moon"
(3-D Pictures), Independent; "Pan;

ther Squadron," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; "About Mrs. Leslie" (Hal WalParamount; "Johnny Guitar,"
lis),

Republic

UniversalBorn,"

"Tanganyika,"

;

"A
International
Warner Brothers.

Star

;

Is

New York

from

returned
vice-president,
at the weekend.

tures

here

from the Coast

•

Russell Holman, Paramount production executive,
day by plane for

left

New York

Fri-

Rome.

honors.

Blumenstock Here
Discuss Promotion

legs'

to

Following the close of Warner
Brothers sales meeting in Chicago,
Mort Blumenstock, vice-president in
charge of advertising and publicity,
continued on to New York, arriving
over the weekend. While here, Blu-

Reynolds Gets

Name

Talent for Sovereign
HOLLYWOOD,
heavily

on

Cooper and Burt Lancaster will costar

in

"Vera Cruz," $3,000,000 ad-

venture spectacle with color in Technicolor which will be produced in
Mexico by Hecht-Lancaster Productions. The film will be released by
United Artists, the second film to be
made by Hecht-Lancaster for

UA

distribution.
Apache," will

"Bronco
The
go before the cameras
first,

today.

Oct. 18.— Irving H.
newlythe
president
of
Levin,
organized filmakers releasing organization, which held its first regional
meeting at the Blackstone Hotel here
on Thursday and Friday, revealed
that the company's first release will
be "The Bigamist," starring Joan
Lupino,
Edmond
Fontaine,
Ida

O'Brien, and Edmund Gwenn. Filmakers heretofore has released thru
the major distributors.

List

Week's Victors

In Altec Sales Drive
Top honors

for the second week of
"ServiScope" sales drive being
conducted by Altec Service Corp.,
have been taken by the Northeastern
division of New York, under division

the

manager C. S. Perkins. Second place
goes to the Eastern division, Newark,
under L. J. Patton, while the runner-

estab-

starring roles in Sovereign's currently shooting General Electric ThePlayers signed
film series.
atre
include Dennis Morgan, Joyce Hold-

TV

Marjorie Rambeau,

Peter

Law-

New
Howard

deadlines
Dietz,

M-G-M

in

licity

T

Va.

Don

;

Newborn,

Newark;
phia

;

McBurney, Charleston, W.
Cole, Washington
Bruce
;

Atlanta; Glen Pinckney,
Clyde McCrork, Philadel-

"Red" Pierce, Boston

;

Ed Ly-

Nashville
Charles Bosworth,
Detroit and William Zeidlik, Dallas.

Contests

have

are John

man,

been

set

vice-president

by

ning.

The Canadian debut

of

the

first

CinemaScope production is expected
to be a top event to which leading
government figures, celebrities, prominent exhibitors, the press, and civic
and social leaders have been invited.
Joining Skouras from New York at

and exploitation, for exhibitors

mailing in entries in the company's

Brothers
Nov. 6, "Kiss

the

Were

Valiant"

by

Me

Kate" by Nov. 18,
"Escape from Fort Bravo" by Nov.
27 and "Easy To Love" by Dec. 18.

the
president of Paramount Pictures, will
sing a number of songs at a luncheon
today of the Greater New York
Women's Committee of the American
Technion Society at the WaldorfAstoria. The luncheon was called as
an initial move to raise funds for
student dormitories at Greater Technion, Israel Institute of Technology
in Haifa. She will share the program
spotlight with Congressman Jacob K.
Javits and star Martha Scott.

mous Players Canadian.

Are Held
For Henry Herzbrun
Services

HOLLYWOOD,

18.— Funeral
Herzbrun, 68,
prominent attorney and onetime general manager of production and vicepresident of Paramount, were held
today in Beverly Hills. Succumbing
to a heart attack Thursday, Herzbrun
leaves
his
widow, formerly Doris
Green two sons, Steven and Robert
three brothers, Walter, talent agent
Bernard, Universal-International art
department head, and Arthur, of New
York, and a sister, Mrs. Irwin Kurtz
of New York.
services

Oct.

Henry

for

;

E. Comer, M-G-M
Seattle Official, Dies
/.

SEATTLE,
Comer,

54,

18.—Joseph Earl
manager here for

Oct.

office

John McGinley. New York, leads
the field engineers in the drive, closely

M-G-M,

died

Hospital

followed by H. Lateltin, New York;
J. E. West, Charleston, W. Va., and
L. B. Taylor, Richmond, Va.

following

Comer

company's

division,

with
E. O.

headquarters at Newark, by
Wilschke, Altec operating manager.
McLean will temporarily assume
the duties of G. M. Pinckney, Eastern
branch manager, who has been compelled to forego traveling while rePinckney
covering from an illness.
will remain in the Altec organization
in another capacity until able to return
to his managerial activities.

Altec Promotes

Muzzy

L. N. Muzzy, formerly field engineer in the Southern division of Altec
Service Corp., has been promoted to
the post of field representative for
the company. He will work out of
Asheville, N. C.

a

in

Doctors

heart

attack.
in Min-

M-G-M

where he bewas also head
booker in Los Angeles and Salt Lake
City. He became office manager here
neapolis 37 years ago
came head booker. He

in

Eastern

10

Oct.

started with

Names McLean
Acting Branch Head
Norton
D.
McLean,

Altec

"Lucky Seven" Showmanship Confield representative
Campaigns on "Torch Song"
S.
must be mailed by Tuesday; "Take of Altec Service Corp., has been
the High Ground" by Oct. 27, "All named acting branch manager of the
tests.

ager,

;

of

charge of advertising, pub-

Filmakers' First Will Balaban's Wife Aids
Be 'The Bigamist'
Mrs. Barney Balaban, wife of
CHICAGO,

Oct. 18.— Spyros P.
president of 20th CenturyFox, and J. J. Fitzgibbons, president
of Famous Players Canadian Theatres,
will co-host the Canadian premiere of
"The Robe" in Cinema Scope at the
Imperial Theatre here Thursday eve-

and Arthur Silverstone, Eastern
and Canadian sales manager.
Peter
Vohs, and features James Millican, Myers, Canadian division manager,
Bob Waterfield, Bob Kelley and the whose headquarters are here, and V.
men of the Los Angeles Rams Pro- J. Beattie, Toronto exchange manager
fessional Football Team.
for the company, will also attend the
premiere as will top executives of Fa-

18.— Draw- up

Oct.

Hollywood's

MGM Deadlines

Gary

film co-stars Elroy 'CrazyHirsch, Lloyd Nolan, and Joan

is the
Southern division, headed
by M. G. Thomas. The drive will
lished stellar ranks, Edward Gray terminate on Dec. 5.
Among the branch managers Fred
and Rudolph Monter, in charge of
production for Sovereign Productions, Hall, of the Northeastern division,
Runners-up
have signed a new bevy of names for New York, is leading.

ing

en,

—

TORONTO,

Skouras,

will be W. C. Gehring,
executive assistant general sales man-

The

Hecht-Lancaster 2nd New
In 'Lucky
For Release by UA
Oct. 18.

last Friday by Herbert J.
Yates,
president of Republic. The deal was
signed in New York by C. Bruce
Newbery, Republic vice-president and
director of sales, and George Schaefer,
representing the producer.
Plans for a Midwestern world
premiere are now being formulated,
as is a program of saturation bookings throughout Wisconsin and Mich-

tune Hunter," Republic.

ford and Virginia Bruce.

HOLLYWOOD,

Daily last Thursday, Republic Pictures will distribute "Crazylegs," the
Hall Bartlett production which is the
story of Elroy 'Crazylegs' Hirsch,
famous football player now with the
Los Angeles Rams, it was disclosed

Completed were: "Mad Magician"
Small), Columbia; "For- igan, where Hirsch won All-American the premiere

Fri-

day aboard the "United States" for
London.
•
Leo F. Samuels, Walt Disney Productions sales manager, was in Chicago at the weekend from New York.
•
Nate B. Spingold, Columbia Pic-

For 'Crazylegs' Film Debut Thursday at
As predicted in Motion Picture Toronto Imperial

(Edward

Dr. J. G. Frayne, engineering man- menstock will supervise campaigns
ager of the Hollywood division of now being organized for forthcomWestrex Corp., is in New York from ing Warner productions "So Big,"
the Coast.
"Hondo," "The Eddie Cantor Story"
•
and "Calamity Jane."
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, producerdirector, sailed

1953

Republic Distributor 'Robe' in Canadian

Big Spurt in Coast
Feature Production

Personal
Mention

19,

1936.

&

Condon

to

Handle 'Beat DeviV
Santana-Romulus Productions has
engaged Norton & Condon, publicists,
to handle a special campaign on "Beat
the Devil," which United Artists will
release. Filmed in Italy, the picture
stars
Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer
Jones and Gina Lollobrigida, with
Robert Morley and Peter Lorre.

Soule Acquires Three
Frank Soule has acquired the rights
to three feature films, "Potter of the
Yard," "Too Many Detectives," and
"Mr. Beamish Goes South," for
for the United States. The films have
never been shown in theatres, on
or non-theatrically in the
stations,

TV
TV

U.S. it was said.
from Europe.

They are imports
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'Christmas Salute' Opens
{Continued from page 1)

mum

goal for this year's Christmas
Salute should be $150,000. He pointed
out there was a possibility the Hollywood Permanent Charities Committee
might not meet its goal this year and
that the Rogers Hospital, as a participant, accordingly would be apportioned less than was to be anticipated,
had the goal been achieved. Such a
deficit would have to be made up from
other financing sources.
Einfeld said the trade press could
be of invaluable help in making the
Will Rogers Hospital and its work
better known, asserting that in many
sections of the country there are numerous industry members unaware of
existence. Examples were cited of
exhibition employes stricken with tuberculosis who received delayed or
inadequate care in their home environits

ment, not knowing they were eligible
for or that their industry maintained
one of the most advanced hospitals for
treatment of tuberculars in the counRemarkable cures of such intry.
dividual cases have been effected on

their eventual transfer to the
institution.

Saranac

Einfeld urged that continuous trade
press attention be accorded the hospital for the dual purpose of making
its facilities known to the widest possible industry audience and encouraging financial assistance for it in a year
in which the task of gaining it presents more than the usual difficulties.
Admissions to the hospital are near
the maximum possible, it was reported, and plans have been made for
adding- more rooms, as well as expanding the laboratory experimental work.
Both projects must wait upon the

Timed
Playdates

to

availability of financing.
Silver also emphasized the need for
trade press help in this year's fundraising effort.
His personal attitude

toward being called upon to devote
his time and work to the campaign, he
a privilege, not a
such a cause."
Hosts at the luncheon, held at 21
Club here, were Einfeld and Al Licht-

said,

is

that "It

burden, to

work

is

in

man.

Appeal 'Moon' Ban

Pioneers
{Continued from, page 1)

{Continued from page

Heineman, Marvin Kirsch, Herman
Robbins and Harry Takiff.
Besides Waller there are 16 others
They are Ben
on this week's list.
Caplon, Columbia Pictures, and Joseph Gins, Universal, Washington
Oscar J. Howell, Capital City Supply
Hiller Innes and AusCo., Atlanta
tin C. Keough, Paramount
David T.

1)

any other theatre in the city. Judge
Stanton handed down his verdict at

weekend

the

after

seeing the picture

showing which was attended by city officials and attorneys

at

a

private

for the circuit.
The distributing

company, upon be-

ing informed by the judge of his decision, asked for a compromise under
Katz, Roxy Theatre, New York; which an age limit would be attached
O. S. Lam, Lam Amusement Co., to the admission of patrons. But this
offer was rejected by the judge.
Rome, Ga..
The action stemmed from an appliAlso Maver H. Monsky, Universal,
Denver William H. Pine, Paramount cation by Stanley Warner for an inproducer, Hollywood; Elias S. Sut- junction to prevent city interference
ter,
United
Theatres
Enterprises, with the showing of the film at the
Previously,
Kansas City
Herbert B. Sobottka, theatre.
Bernard
J.
Seattle
William C. Thomas, Para- Berry, director of Jersey City's municmount producer, Hollywood Jack B. ipal public safety, had directed police
Underwood, Columbia Pictures, Dal- to seize the picture and arrest Arthur
las
David B. Wallerstein, Balaban & J. Manfredonia, manager of the StanKatz, Chicago Quinn Williams, Val- ley, invoking an ordinance against the
ley Center, Cal, and Sid M. Zins, showing, possession or advertising of
alleged "indecent or obscene films."
Columbia Pictures, Washington.
The 15th annual dinner of the
Pioneers will take place at the Astor
Hotel, Nov. 12.
;

;

;

;

kVL V

in

C\1P\

*\ 1

;

;

;

;

Goldberg

Named

{Continued from page

Cinerama
{Continued from page 1)
cities

thus far.

Openings are

slated

more key houses between now

for 15

and mid-1954, beginning with an engagement starting Nov. 5 at the Warner, Washington.
"This Is Cinerama," in its second
year in
grossed
run.

New York

City,

already has

Music Hall, Detroit, where the Cine-

rama

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp. In
Dec, 1941, he was elected treasurer
of RKO Radio Pictures, a post from
which he resigned in Oct., 1943, to
become manager of the RKO studios
in Hollywood.
Goldberg was elected
vice-president of RKO in 1946, mov-

has passed the $1,000,000
mark, shattering the box-office record
of the house established by "Gone
With the Wind." In Hollywood, the
film is in its fifth month, while smash
business is being recorded in Chicago

Drive-ins in
TAMPA, Fla,
drive-in theatres

to

Universal-International

in

Tax Area
Oct.

now

18.—The

11

in the city will

minimum
city.
Some

the

the
high as $750.
in

for theatres
theatres pay as
set

2

BOSTON
AUGUST 23

need

torial

Pic-

CHICAGO
AUGUST 30

Review's

flexibility

BALTIMORE

— to get

SEPTEMBER 20

of the

PITTSBURGH
the impact of ad-

vertising

pages

9

•

SEPTEMBER 27

DETROIT

.

color

AUGUST 30

MILWAUKEE

inserted to

AUGUST 30

1950.

coincide with play-

Columbia Debt

dates

SAN FRANCISCO
AUGUST 23

{Continued from page

Abe

Montague, vice-president, has
surrendered 11,227 common stock purchase warrants issued to him under
his option grant from Columbia.
No
cash or any other consideration was
paid by Columbia in connection with
the cancellation of the purchase war-

790 shares of

common

stock issuable

under purchase warrants, compared
43,429 shares as of Nov. 30 1952

from coast-

to-coast

1)

have to pay $200 license fee if the rants and option, it was stated.
board of representatives follows comColumbia, in addition, reported that
mittee recommendations.
The $200 as of Sept. 30, 1953, there were 48,is

"From Here To

film

and Philadelphia.

fee

NEW YORK
AUGUST

like

Eternity"

banking firm of Goldman, Sachs for
11 years, from 1923 to 1934, Goldberg
entered the motion picture industry in
April of the latter year as treasurer

on its Broadway
opened March 25th at the ing

$2,225,000

It

1)

Even box office smashes

to

over

LOS ANGELES
SEPTEMBER 27

a

SEATTLE
three-month

period.

Advertising

OCTOBER 25

in

PICTORIAL REVIEW can be bought
individually,

Sectionally,

Nationally
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THEATRE Review

(Continued from page 1)

Equipment "Donovan!
RARE

's

Brain"

(Dowling -United Artists)

a science-fiction thriller that seems to be more scientific
But such is the first part of "Donovan's Brain," which is
realistic, well-acted and provocative. However, as the picture builds toward
. . . its climax, it loses some of its quality and finally it emerges as just an
interesting, though well-made thriller.
Lew Ayres and Gene Evans are research doctors, experimenting in keeping
• • with
animal tissue alive. They are successful with a monkey and when an airplane
accident victim dies at their place, Ayres wants to> continue his experiments
on a human brain. It does remain alive and able to give off sound waves.
"PACKAGES" for Ayres then wants to make personal contact with it through thought transincluding ference, tests of which have been successful at Duke University. It is then
sound,
stereophonic
"button-on" reproducers for four-chan- that the brain begins to take effect on his personality. Only intermittently does
nel magnetic sound and complete or he escape from its power. While under its influence he plans to continue the
partial audio systems, have been placed dead man's notorious business dealings. This leads to crime and death and not
on the market by the Magnasync Mfg. until the brain is destroyed is he set free.
Most of the thrills are derived from watching the brain seemingly "breathe"
North Hollywood, Cal.
Ltd.,
Co.,
Called the "Magnaphonic P-435," the and appear to get larger and more grotesque as the film progresses. It's effec"button-on" reproducer features the tive and eerie. However, Ayres, who is always a good performer, plays too
dual-flywheel "Synkinetic" film trans- much the Dr. Jeykll character when he appears to take on some of Donovan's
port; precision, sealed roller bearings characteristics. After all, the man was supposed to be human, even though
wicked. Nancy Davis, as his wife, and Evans are quite competent.
in all film rollers; and a loop-adjustThis fairly interesting version of the Curt Siodmak novel was written and
ment roller and arm for the CinemaScope 28-frame sound-lag adjustment directed by Felix Feist and produced by Tom Gries. It is a Dowling Producon any standard projector. Alternate tions presentation.
Others in the cast are Steve Brodie, Liza K. Howard, Tom Powers, Michael
equipment "packages" offered by the
company have audio systems ranging Colgan, Kyle James, Stapleton Kent, Peter Adams, Victor Sutherland, John
from those for theatres where no Hamilton, Harlan Warde, Paul Hoffman, William Cottrell Tony Merrill,
stereophonic sound equipment has been Faith Langley, Mark Lowell and Shimen Ruskin.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. September release.
installed at all to those for theatres
having power amplifiers already.
•
Production of a new "all-purpose"
screen for theatres is now underway
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
at the Da-Lite Screen Co., Chicago
The new screen, called Odelphi Optical Co. of Holland. Ex- to discuss economic development of
plant.
"Wonder- Lite," was developed espe- ecutives of Paramount, 20th Century- the area with officials of the local
MPAA officials said it
cially for 3-D and wide-screen pro- Fox and M-G-M have viewed the governments.
was Johnston's understanding with the
jection and is described as of extra- process.
Briskin said any aspect ratio desired White House that he would be free to
strong fabric with a "controlledprocess" aluminum coating which can be achieved through curvature of return to Paris whenever his presence
does not tarnish and is flame and mirrors, but the mirrors in projection there was needed for film negotiamust correspond to the taking appar- tions. Griffith Johnson and Ted Smith
mildew resistant.
Mirrors being used in the dem- of MPAA will conduct the French
atus.
onstration are at a 2.55-to-l ratio, and film talks in Johnston's absence.
"Kalistron" is the name of a new
Briskin declared that footage shot in
It was
understood that Johnston's
plastic wall covering adapted to reanamorphic CinemaScope can be pro- mission in the Near East would remodeling needs in theatres and placed
jected by them.
quire his presence there now for two
on the market by the U. S. Plywood
weeks or longer, and that he might
The covering is
No Distortion, Says Briskin
Corp., New York.
have to return there for further work
a transparent vinyl sheet with its
There is no color aberration nor at a later date. However, MPAA officolors fused on the under side of the
distortion with mirrors, Briskin said, cials emphasized that Johnston was not
sheet to nwkc them immune to the
By this and the cost is one-third of the Cine- leaving the industry, that he had
marring effects of tvear.
maScope equipment. Mirrors also are agreed to serve only in this one spemethod of application the colors are
adaptable to 16mm. and eight mm. cial mission, and that he had to be
'material
resistant.
The
abrasive
photography and projection, he de- drafted to take this job.
chairs
scrape
shows no marks zvhen
clared.
House announcement
^ Th e White
the walls or if heavy articles are
Friday said the U. S. Government bebanged against the surface, according
lieves
that the
interests
of world
to the nmnu-facturer. It comes in 32
Ballots
peace call for every possible effort to
standard colors and in rolls 54 inches
create conditions of greater calm in the
'53 Elections
zoide.
Clearing is by soap and water
Near East, and pointed out that State
or mild detergents.
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 18.— Ballots Secretary
Dulles had been in the area
•
for the annual election of officers and last spring.
of the Screen Actors
Two carbons for high-amperage op- board members
Has Ambassadorial Role
mailed
Guild
were
out over the weekfor the illumination of wideindeed

than

World

is

fictional.

RAY GALLO

EQUIPMENT

Dutch System

SAG

Johnston Status

Engineers, is slated to address
the forum on the subject of the
technician's place in the industry and the value of more coordinated research.
R. H. Heawill give a brief
cock of
resume on the historical aspects
of various processes with emphasis on present day items.

RCA

The

panel of experts which will anthe exhibitors' questions will
consist of J. Robert Hoff, president of
the Theatre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Association Ray Colvin, executive director of the Theatre Equipment Dealers Association
Walter Green, president of National
Theatre Supply R. Kriebel, general
sales manager of the Polaroid Corp.
J. R. Johnston, sales manager of National Carbon
J. F. O'Brien, assistE. O.
ant vice-president of
Wilschke, operating manager of Altec
L. E. Pope of Fox Midwest, and
J. C. Skinner of Texas Interstate.
Special technical addresses will be
delivered by Barnett for Cinerama

swer

;

;

;

RCA

;

;

Edward

Lachman for Nord, Inc.
Earl Sponable for CinemaScope M.
L. Gunzburg for Natural Vision, and
;

Dick Orear for Commonwealth TheThere will also be representatives of Moropticon and Todd-AO.

atres.

To Discuss 'Trouble

MPEA

Spots' Before
A meeting of the Motion

Picture

Export Association will be held here
tomorrow to discuss problems ranging
from France to Burma.
Included

on

the

agenda,

it

hike the amount of remittances from
37^2 per cent to 40 per cent of earnreport on latest developings.
ments on the French negotiations is
expected to be heard, in addition to
a discussion on the recent effect of
Brazilian import restriction. Other
trouble spots on the agenda include
Burma, Holland, and Argentina.

A

Mails

For

eration
screen and 3-D pictures have been
added to the "Lorraine" line of car-

bons manufactured by Carbons, Inc.,
Boonton, N. J. An announcement by

Edward Lachman,

president

of

the

company, lists the new carbons as an
"Orlux" 10mm., 140-ampere special
grade; and an llmm.x20-inch, 120-ampere Grade 552-09. All carbons in the
line, it is added, are now called "Orlux."

•

Harold P. Sherer has been elected

Motion Picture Building
723 Seventh Avenue

New

York, N. Y.

Approximately 2,000 square
Vaults available

Phone: Dickens 2-4859

-feet

independently-nominated
16
entered
race,
with
nominated by the guild committee for
the 16 vacant positions on the board.
Fortunio
The added starters are
Bonanova, Charles Delaney, Terry
Frost and Frank Marlowe, for threeyear terms on the board Jack Hickey,
twb-year term, and Barry Kelley,
one-year term.
end,

as

six

candidates

:

Continued

the

"I am
Eric Johnston to the

nouncement

Presidential

an-

now

sending Mr.
Near East as mv
personal representative with the rank
of Ambassador to explore with the
:

governments of the countries of that
region certain steps which might be
expected to contribute to an improvement of the general situation in the
region."
The statement listed various problems that Johnston is to take
up with the Arab and other leaders
executive vice-president of the Hert- in the Near East, and the various apner Electric Co., Cleveland, subsidi- proaches he is to make in the way of
ary of the General Precision Equip- solving some of these problems.
ment Corp., New York. Sherer has
been vice-president in charge of engineering for the past several years
Oct. 18.— Five theand associated with Hertner for 13
years.
He is a graduate electrical atres onerated by Hartford Theatres
engineer of Ohio State University the Colonial, Central, Lenox, Lyric
and has been active in the electrical and Art, have dropped matinee perequipment field since obtaining his formances on Monday to Friday, inclusive.
degree.
;

Five Drop Matinees
HARTFORD,

was

stated, is the situation in Italy, where
U.S. film companies are seeking to

Regularly scheduled daily flights.
See your travel agent or call

Trans

World

Airlines.
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Business Slow

At Debut Of
'Grid' Video
Notre

Dame Game

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

Determine
Whether Music Hall
Plays 'Kate' in 3-D
Tests

Eisenhower
To Zanuck Tribute

Invite

HOLLYWOOD,

Fails

To Pull Theatre Patrons

19.—
Oct.
President Eisenhower has been
invited to be the principal guest
at the Screen Producers Guild
"Milestone Dinner" Nov. 22
honoring Darryl F. Zanuck, who
was one of the top industry figures in the Presidential campaign last fall.

A decision as to whether or not
Radio City Music Hall -will rise the

The

initial

football

game

last

was picked up by
nine theatres in eight cities, was a
disappointment from the standpoint of
attendance, although the reception was
Saturday,

which

reported as being excellent, according
to a checkup here and by Motion
Picture Daily field correspondents.

AB-PT Nine-Month
Earnings Jump
To

$7,559,000

word-of-mouth

$7,559,000,

of

and

Theatre in Brooklyn and
(Continued on page 4)

Walsh

in

On New

Oct.

in

general
of

his

year, the earnings were $5,435,000, including $3,970,000

from operations
and the balance

pointed out.
consolidated earnings
for the third quarter of 1953, Golden(C ontinued on page 4)

The estimated

set-

stay

the contemplated
here, he replied,

(Continued on page 4)

Convention Action

UK

Representative

some" of

in

an industry

arbitation plan, concede that as of
now there is no prospect of getting
new meetings on arbitration under

way.

Russell

Downing

2)

Exhibitors

Oppose Eady Plan
LONDON,

Oct 19.— Ratification of
agreement to extend the Eady

•

"Arbitration
may not be
dead," one of them expressed it,
"but it is in a state of coma, at
least, and I see no chance of reviving industry-wide discussions
on it within the next year."

The

is

based in

.

(Continued on page 5)

Plan for another three years is regarded here as a foregone conclusion
except in the case of exhibitors.
Cinematograph Exhibitor Association's general council is scheduled to
meet Wednesday to consider the matter and the trade is making no predictions concerning the action it will

distribution attitude

large part on the convention stand of
Allied States which, despite the fact
that some Allied executives contend
"keeps the door open," some distributors regard as closing the door more
firmly than before.
Allied not only persisted in its demand that any discussion of arbitration include the arbitration of film

Jessel,

Show

ABC

to

Radio

Highlight

TOA's Banquet

(Continued on page 2)

CHICAGO,

Oct.

19.— George Jes-

be master-of-ceremonies at the
annual banquet of the Theatre Owners of America's convention and trade
show here on the night of Nov. 5 in
the Conrad Hilton Hotel.
At the
same time, Jessel will broadcast his
weekly
radio show, "George
Jessel Salutes," with Paul Whiteman
and his orchestra.
Gen. James A.
Van Fleet will be the principal speaker
at the banquet which will be attended,
sel will

Denies 'Domination'

Engel

execu-

distribution

them participants

last year's efforts to draft

(C ontinued on page

the

TO A
'

theatre's own con
ditions before a decision is made. He
added that he would want to be cer-

period last

Seen Comatose
For Present

tives,

conven-

Some

Is

Couldn't Change Status

Criticizes Lessing for

'Misgu ided 'Academy A Hack

talks.

Asked concerning
length

same

in capital gains, the report

president Richard F. Walsh said here
today on his arrival from New York
that the primary purpose of his trip
is to aid Hollywood locals in winding
up negotiations with major studios on
collective bargaining contracts supplanting those expiring Oct. 25. Some
of the locals have reached agreements
in preliminary discussions with the
companies, he declared, but others
tled

the

L. Goldenson

19.— IATSE

have problems which have to be

in

a report to
stockh o 1 d e r s
yesterday. For

Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD,

full

Arbitration

Down-

tional
versions
will be screened
at the Hall so

Gold-

enson stated

the

Studio Workers

and

president

Leonard

Ma-

Pacts for

$4,377,000

was capital
gains,

of Pittsburgh.

Locally the Century Circuit's

V.

which $3,182,000 was that they can
be
from operations appraised under the

be between Notre Dame and
Georgia Tech. Last Saturday's
game was between the South
Bend college and the University

_

Me

after

the Music Hall,
said
yesterday
on his return
here from the
Coast.
Downing said
both
the
3-D

Patron reaction was good,
however, and it may be that

rine

''Kiss

ing, president of

Estimated net earnings of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres for
the first nine months of 1953 were

advertising by
those who attended the kickoff
telecast will stimulate business
for the next game, which will

M-G-M's

consideration of
all
the factors
involved,
Rus-

theatre telecast of the

Dame home

of

Kate" will be made only

sell

Notre

to

3-D version

TEN CENTS

20, 1953

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 19.— Samuel Engel, chairman of the membership
committee of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, on Sunday
loosed a blast at Gunther Lessing, president of the Society of Independent

ABC

TOA members, by memTheatre Equipment and
(Continued on page .5)

in addition to

bers

of

the

Motion

Industry Leaders to
Lecture for AMPA
Top ranking

industry executives and

others

in production, exhibition and
distribution, as well as experts in specialized branches of promotion, will

be among the lecturers to be heard
during the second session of the
Showmanship School of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, which

(Continued on page 5)

Picture Producers, for his
"irresponsible, flagrant and misguided"
attack upon the organization.
Lessing, who resigned in protest to
what he called "loading of the board
of governors with major studio representatives," was met with a vehement

denunciation by Engel, who pointed
out that Lessing, if he were sincere,
would, during his three years of membership, have contributed something to

promote the

interests of the
but did absolutely nothing.

"We

Academy

never even heard from him
(Continued on page 5)

West Coast Branch
Of NTFC Studied

Golden Chairman of
Variety Int'l Confab

The possibilities of establishing a
Nathan D. Golden, head of the
West Coast chapter of the National motion picture division of the Business
Television Film Council looms great- and Defense Services of the Uj S. DeLouis D. Snader, president of the partment of Commerce, Washington,
National Society of Televison Pro- has been named by Jack Beresin, chief
ducers, Hollywood, and Melvin L. barker of Variety Clubs International,
Gold, chairman of the board of the to be chairman of the mid-winter
National
Television
Film Council, meeting of the organization, which
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)

er.

;
;

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

Charles Skouras
Adds NT Holdings
WASHINGTON,

from the Coast. He
was accompanied by David Golding,
in

New York

advertising-publicity director of Gold-

wyn

'Kate' Tests

Productions.

revealed today.
This
Skouras's holdings to

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century-

Fox

president, today will be a speaker
the silver jubilee banquet of the
National Conference of Christians and

tain

would

brings
42,310

shares.

at

Jews

Baltimore.

in

More Committeemen

industry commercial artist, has returned here from
Japan and Korea, where he executed
drawings of soldiers as a feature of
Camp Shows.
the

Vincent Trotta,

USO

Lou Brown,

director of advertising

Will Aid Pioneers
Committees working to make the
Motion Picture Pioneers dinner at the
Astor Hotel on Nov. 12 "the most
successful

in

the

organization's

that

the

15

and publicity for Loew's Poli-New years," have been expanded by Jack
England Theatres, has been elected Cohn, Pioneers president.
Heading the list, as in the past, are
treasurer of the Spring Glen ComHarry J. Takiff, secretary-treasurer,
munity Association of New Haven.
•
and Marvin Kirsch, vice-president,
Benjamin Lorber, head of Univer- who as administrative executives are which it is presented. He commended
Pictures' insurance department, in complete charge of the dinner hon- Hollywood producers for doing "a
sal
oring Barney Balaban,
Paramount
will address the convention of the
good job."
American Gas Association next Mon- president, as the "Pioneer of the
"They are really trying to turn out
Year."
day in St. Louis.
quality product," he said, "and many
Three Confirmed This Week
fine pictures on the way testify to
the success they are achieving."
L. D. Netter, Jr., general sales
Others confirmed this week are Ted
manager of Altec Service Corp., has Sullivan, Quigley
left

New York

for a trip to the

Publications execuCharles Alicoate, "Film Daily"

Mid-

west.

tive

;

Eady Plan

and Jack Levin, who will
handle admissions and new inductees.
executive,

M-G-M

(Continued from page 1)

CEA's important Hampshire
Mersereau, "Boxoffice" execu- take.
is
handling the
membership branch, for example, already has intional department, has returned to tive,
campaign drive, assisted by Harry Joe structed its delegates to the general
Hollywood from New York.
Brown on the West Coast. Gil Jo- council to oppose the voluntary plan
M. H. Brandon, Sr., president of sephson, New York exhibitor, will for Eady.
Other branches are expected to take
Film Transit, Inc., Memphis, has left again handle the physical arrangements of the dinner.
the same line, the thought being that
there for Los Angeles.
Maurice Bergman, Universal Pic- exhibitors will have no voice in the
tures executive, is chairman of the way producers spend the money proArmand Deutsch, M-G-M produc- publicity committee, and Dave Bader, vided out of their box-offices under
er, is in New York from Hollywood.
Commonwealth executive, is assisting a voluntary plan, whereas that would
him as trade press contact.
not necessarily be the case should the
Bert Friedlob, producer, will leave
government impose a statutory Eady
here tomorrow for Europe.
Plan on the industry, instead.
Bob Vogel,

of the

interna-

Don

Industry
Starts Tax Fight
LONDON, Oct. 19.— The

committee has been formed

consisting of the presidents and
secretaries of the associations,
which will draft a document to
be presented to the government
setting forth the case for the industry.
Supporting the indusdry's presentation will be a factual account of exhibition's parlous fiscal position, to be prepared for the Cinematograph
Exhibitors Association by the
accounting firm of Stoy, Hayward & Co.

and 'Luther'
Lead Chicago

'Robe'
Still

CHICAGO, Oct. 19.— Consistency
of several films continues to feature
the Chicago scene, with "The Robe"
going strong at the State Lake
fourth week and promising a
good $80,000, "Martin Luther" still
hovering around $20,000 in its fourth
session at the Loop, "From Here to
Eternity" rolling up a strong $28,000
still

in

its

in its seventh stanza at the Oriental,
Is Cinerama" entering its

and "This

fourth month at the Palace with a
strong $48,000 for the current week.
The outstanding newcomer of the
week is "War of the Worlds," backed
by a heavy television campaign aimed
at the juvenile trade, which is winding up its first week with $35,000'.
Other openings included "The Cruel
Sea" at the United Artists, hitting a
disappointing $18,000;
and "Three
Girls from Rome," struggling to top
a

meagre

$7,000.

_

"The All-Ameri-

can" and "Sea Devils" are turning in
a good second session of $16,000 at the
Roosevelt, but "Plunder in the Sun"
There are plenty of exhibitors who and "Spaceways" are sagging to a
dismal $6,000 at the
Grand
prefer governmental control with all
and "The Beggar's Opera" is off to
its embarrassments to the unchecked
disbursement of money to producers $3,500 at the Ziegfeld.
MEMPHIS, Oct. 19.—The Ten- whom they look upon as generally an
nessee Theatre Owners has adopted unrealistic class.
The plan for voluntary continuance
resolutions pledging a continuous fight
of
Eady would raise approximately
for tax relief on a state level and
ticket
praising COMPO's tax repeal com- £2,250,000 annually through a
mittee for its work. Tennessee's Sen- levy at the rate of one-quarter penny
shilling; oneators and Congressmen were thanked on seat prices of one
for their support of tax repeal legisla- half penny to two shillings, two-pence,
RADIO

Tennessee Owners
Paramount Fieldmen Continue Tax Fight
Leave New York
With the exception of A. M. Kane,
South Central division manager, Dallas, who has remained in New York
for additional days of home office conferences, the field sales executives who

attended last week's Paramount meeting in New York have returned to
their respective headquarters.
The

RKO

NEW YORK THEATRES

tion.

Stacey

Wilhite,

Cookville,

and three-quarter penny on
Tenn., above that.

managers and was elected president of the TTO
home office executives opened Monday, M. C. True, Shelbyville, vice presiOct. 12, and continued through Sun- dent
Charles Simpson, Chattanooga,
day, Oct. 18, with A. W. Schwalberg, treasurer, and George Gaughan, Mempresident of Paramount Film Distrib- phis, executive secretary. This action
uting Corp., presiding.
was taken at a directors' meeting held
meeting

of

CITY MUSIC HALL

all prices

Rockefeller Center

It

division

;

Executives who have returned to
their field headquarters include: Howard G. Minsky, Mid-east division
manager, Philadelphia
J. J. Donohue, Central division manager, Chicago; George A. Smith, Western, Los
Angeles Gordon Lightstone, Canadian
general manager, Toronto; W. Gordon Bradley, assistant Southern division
manager,
Atlanta;
John
G.
Moore, assistant Eastern manager,
;

;

in

The new
lows

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

slate of directors is as fol-

:

R. B. Gooch, Selmer; M. E. Rice,
Brownsville Ed Sapinsley and J. A.
;

West, Memphis; W. F. Ruffin, Jr.,
Covington R. D. Page, Mt. Pleasant
;

Kermit

Transamerica Case
To Supreme Court

Nashville
Walter
Morris, Knoxville; Robert B. Wilby,
Atlanta
Jay Solomon, Chattanooga
Earle Hendren, Erwin
Cowan Oldham, McMinnville, and Alfred Starr,
Stengel,

;

;

;

;

starring

CLARK GABLE

•

AVA GARDNER

by TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

color

WASHINGTON,

Nashville.

Boston H. Neal East, assistant Western manager, San Francisco.
Nashville.
;

1953

British

tax.
A-

not.

Downing expressed himself as favoring a variety of new projection and
screen techniques, remarking that if a
theatre utilizes any one system without variation, the novelty value soon
disappears and audiences will look
upon it as the expected standard.
On the other hand, a variety of techniques used interchangeably and with
pictures best suited for the one employed, can sustain novel features of
presentation longer, he pointed out.
He observed that Hollywood technicians still are working on new developments and out of such efforts
may come something even better than
the
techniques
already
available.
Downing said, however, he agrees
with those who hold the story to be
more important than the technique in

20,

four
industry associations here have
begun a concerted campaign for
reduction of the entertainment

3-D version could be

projected perfectly, and that if that
version demonstrated itself to be a
plus factor for the public and boxoffice it would be used.
Otherwise, it

and Exchange Commission

ties

,

(Continued from page 1)

—

Oct. 19.
Charles P. Skouras, a director
and president of National Theatres, purchased 5,200 shares of
the company's $1 par common
stock in September, the Securi-

SAMUEL GOLDWYN has arrived

Tuesday, October

Oct.

19.—The

and

Department has asked the Supreme Court to review an Appeals
Justice

turning down a government attempt to break up Transamerica Corp.
The Federal Reserve Board voted
in March, 1952, to break up the giant
bank holding company, but the U. S.
Court of Appeals in Philadelphia last
The
July set aside the board order.
Justice Department has now appealed
that decision to the high court.

Court decision

STARTS TOMORROW
Warner Bros.

JANEWYMAN
Midnight f«Ot«r#
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WORLD
"UA has a sure-fire winner! Headed for b.o. wal- variety
laps among all kinds of audiences!"

PREMIERE

DETROIT,

-

- showmen's

draw!"

''A strong

"Excellent!

Smashing good motion

trade review

picture enter-

— M.

tainment!"

P.

HERALD

"Packs a powerful dramatic wallop, sure to be
enjoyed by all who see it! Fine for eveyone!"

- HARRISON'S

REPORTS

"Should draw vast attendance! Has considerable
- film daily
b.o. potential !"

"Headed

for b.o. glory

among

all

CAPITOL

RECORD-BREAKING
CROWDS POINT TO
A BOXOFFICE
HAYMAKER!

kinds of audi-

—

ences!"

BROADWAY

* WATCH

DAILY VARIETY

CHICAGO,

LOS ANGELES, SEATTLE,

DENVER AND NEW YORK

COMING UP!

THE JOE LOUIS STORY

with paul stewart
JAMES EDWARDS -JOHN MARLEY
DOTTS JOHNSON and introducing COLEY WALLACE as JOE LOUIS

HILDA SIMMS

A

Walter P Chrysler,

Ir

•

Presentation

Produced by

Stirling Silliphant

Original Screenplay by Robert Sylvester

-

•

Directed by Robert Gordon

Music by George Bassman

Another BIG

ONE

thru

Tuesday, October

Motion Picture Daily

AB-PT

Grid' Video

Television--Radio

(Continued from page 1)
Prospect in Flushing, both houses
having seating capacities of approximately 2,000 each, were less than oneWalter Reade's 1,558fourth filled.
seat St. James Theatre in Asbury
Park, N.'. J., was reported to have
sold only about one-fourth of its
Prices were scaled up to $1.50.
seats.
for the two circuits said
here yesterday that they would "play
along" for at least two more telecasts
before deciding whether to continue
An escape clause in the conthem.
tracts permits withdrawal after the

Spokesmen

third game.

In Omaha, the 3,000-seat Orpheum
had a disappointing attendance of 600
and manager Don Shane said it was a
matter of "wait and see" what the
Tri-State circuit planned to do for

The price
future gridiron offerings.
was $1.20 with a 76-cent admission
The picture was
tag for students.
clear and the slim crowd cheered the
game.
Hollywood
Detroit's
Although
Theatre did not have a sellout, the
advance sales for the Georgia Tech
game next Saturday have been heavy.

The

audience reaction was excellent,

the

management

reported,

and

the

enthusiasm was high, particularly over
the fact that the viewers were taken
right into every huddle.

At

Paramount TheaDes Moines, the house was less

the 1,700-seat

tre in

than one-third filled and, on the basis
of the poor attendance, the Tri- States
Theatres Corp. has decided not to
continue the experiment there after its

commitment

The

Theatre

in

WE

in the
of Glass," the new situation-NBComedy radio series
which is scripted by Gertrude Berg in which "Mol— ," beg
pardon, "Sophie" (Gertrude Berg) will star. Program, with a
Catskill hotel resort the locale, bows in Friday at 9:35-10 P.M.
It will be produced by Cherney Berg, directed by Ken MacGregor, and features Joseph Buloff, Ann Thomas, Arnold Stang
and Harold Stone. And as Molly would say, "Mazeltoff, zol
When Jack Lord, ex-NYU star football
zein mit glick."
player, was on the Coast this past summer he turned down a
.

to six

MGM

Oct.

19.— Despite

telecast of the Notre Dame-Pittsburgh
football game Saturday, Essane'ss and

K

executives are optimistic about
attendance at the forthcoming telecasts
of the Notre Dame games because of
the excellent reception and good audience reaction at the Essaness Crown

B &

K

Marbro.

The

3,978-seat
Marbro sold approximately 1,500
and 650 people attended the
seats,
Both
event at the 1,225-seat Crown.
theatres charged $1.50 plus tax.

and

Walsh

in

Hollywood

Y

Sometimes these
"I don't know.
things can be settled in a day, and
sometimes it takes two weeks."

Walsh is still undecided whether he
name a permanent successor to
Roy M. Brewer, international repre-

will

sentative here who resigned recently.
The post is being filled temporarily by
Carl Cooper, international vice-presi
dent.

E.

STARK"

Brokers and Financial Consultants

TELEVISION STATIONS

RADIO STATIONS
EL
58th St., N. Y.
to

.

,

accepting the
.

.

The

.

Kathi Norris

.

many lucrative offers to guestint.
"Little Washington" episode of

'Death Valley Days" TV series will be teleday of this month to coincide with
the 89th birthday of Nevada. Story depicts the action, color and
historical importance of Carson City (State Capital) back in 1878.

5-0405
Motion Picture Industry

it

it

Dimitri Tiomken heard the Clark Dennis Tiffany
waxing of "Granada," he invited the Irish tenoriole to fly to
Hollywood to do the behind the scenes warbling of "Emerald
Isle" in the Warner Bros, pix, "His Majesty, O'Keefe," starring Burt Lancaster. Lyric was penned by Ned Washington,
co-writer with Tiomken of the 1952 Acamedy Award winning

"Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My

tune,

Jessel's Oct. 25

ABC-TVehicle

ance of Evelyn

Ward

Darlin',"

.

.

.

George

will launch the initial appearwith the clever Blackburn Twins. La
Ward's predecessors in this fine act include Janet Blair,
Martha Stewart, Vivian Blaine and Marion Colby.
Howard Todman, business manager of Goodson-Todman Productions, hospitalized with virus pneumonia and has entire
industry rooting for him.
.

it

it

.

Man

and Fran Keegan. Produced by Joe Fisher, the series will be based
on insurance rackets and will be filmed in the East at the Par sonnet
Studios.
When Brig. General Julian Brown, USMC, presents
Peter Arnell with a Marine Corps citation on Friday's CBSTVehicle, "Wheel of Fortune," he'll be greeted by his former leatherneck chauffeur, Osgood Cairnes, who is now a cameraman on this
show.
Talented scripter Lynn Marcen, after several years on
.

Per share earnings on 3,967,518
shares of common stock outstanding
were 22 cents, including 20 cents from
operations, for the third quarter of
1953,
after
preferred dividends of
$133,390, and $1.82 per share, including 71 cents from operations, for the
first nine months of 1953, after preferred dividends of $354,928. In 1952,
with 3,300,830 shares of common outstanding and no preferred stock, earn*;
ings per share for the third quarter\
were 58 cents, including 49 cents from
operations, and for the first nine
months $1.65 per share, including
$1.20 from operations.
The earnings reported for 1953 re-/
fleet a profit in the operations of the
theatres and a loss in the operations
of the broadcast division for the third
quarter and for the year to date.
Theatre earnings for the third quarter, and for the year to date, are above
those for the same period of 1952.
According to Goldenson, 20th Century-Fox's pioneering CinemaScope
production, "The Robe," opened in
several of the company's key theatres
in September and has been playing to
outstanding grosses.
The success of
these early engagements would seem
to lend substance to the feeling that
wide-screen presentations can make' an
important contribution to the motion
;

picture industry, he said.

NTFC

Coast

Branch

(Continued from page 1)

New

York, have concluded negotiawhich had received a set-back a
few weeks ago when Snader voiced
his objection to an organization houstion

all of

TV

film entities, rather than

strictly a producers' organization.

Snader, who has returned to the
has agreed on the
in
principle, if West Coast producers,

NTFC

Coast,

and television stations and

distributors

advertising agencies will agree to the
formula of a council of
"peace," instead of "war-parties."
Gold has stressed the advisability
of such a plan, which is said to have
been pursued successfully for more
than five years by his organization.

NTFC

Howard Leaving

for

RKO Theatre Talks
W. Howard, vice-president
Theatres, will leave here today for a trip to the Midwest, where
he will preside at a series of managers' meetings called to discuss theatre operations and new product.
His
first stop will be Cincinnati, where
William

TV

credits include several toppers, will direct a new series of telefilms
(all-color) "The
from Hartford," co-starring Richard Aden

.

gains.

.

it

Graham, ABClever writer-director, whose radio and

.

from capital gains.
For the same
quarter in 1952, the net earnings weT'e
$1,927,000, including $1,627,000 from,
operations and the balance in capital

ing

When

.

Specialists

.

Kom

Joe

50 E.

.

.

Meadowbrook. Frank, a former ork pilot himself, told Stan Fritts that he rates the dance
music supplied by the Kom Kobblers with the
top bands.
His exclusive NBContract
prevents Tom (Seven Year Itch) Ewell from

(Continued from page 1)

HOWARD

.

Beautiful and talented Kathi Norris, who handles the General
Electric commercials on both the "Ray Milland" and "Joan Davis"
telefilm series, has just returned to Gotham
from a week's tour of the sponsor's Louisville,
Ky., and Syracuse, N.
plants.
Into
.,
our trusty chariot and out to Cedar Grove,
N. J., where we howled at the musical clowning of the drollest musical aggregation in the
country, the
Kobblers, at Frank Bailey's

it
dis-

appointing receipts for the large-screen

B &

.

.

cast last

Chicago Grosses Disappointing
But Exhibitors Are Optimistic

CHICAGO,

.

contract because he wanted a Broadway show
Back in Gotham, he made TV appearances on numerous
programs, and then the break he gambled for: he's just been
signed by Alan Mowbray for the comedy-drama, "Flame-Out,"
which Mowbray wrote and will direct, and is slated for BroadGerry Gross and Norman Baer,
way late in November.
co-producers of four current video panel and quiz shows, have
just signed former Yankee great Tommy Henrich to emcee a
new weekly sports series. "The Tommy Henrich Show" will be
sponsored by Marvel Oil Co.

seven-year

Indian-

from three

.

first.

which had been scheduled to
carry the game, did not join the net-

that it would carry
of the games.

son said, were $1,009,000, including
$946,000 for operations and $63,000

"House

apolis,

work because of its presentation of
"The Robe." The house announced

(Continued from page 1)

with Pinky Herman,
KNOW that there will be NO stone-throwing

ends.

Indiana

20, 19Sf*«

.

.

of

RKO

he

will

remain

"The Robe"

for the
at the Albee

opening of
Thursday.

Other cities on the Howard itinerary include Chicago, Minneapolis, St.
Paul and Dayton.

the Coast, is back in New York with several fine
being interviewed by producers here.
.

KOPS COPS AWARD ... Dan
WAVZ, was awarded first prize ($500)

.

.

TV stories. Rates
ADD HEADLINESU. S.

Kops, manager of station
by Howard Dietz as winner

of the national radio managers' contest for "best advertising campaign on the MGMusical, 'The Band Wagon.'
Sportscaster

"...

Harry Wismer, with two daily network programs, and weekly Saturday and Sunday football game broadcasts, will start a 15-minute
football round-up program for the Armed Forces Radio.

TELEVISION RIGHTS

OFFERED
3

Made Detective
Story Pictures. 27 Min. Each.

Fast Action Well

Box No.

16

Motion Picture Daily
1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

:

,

j

Tuesday, October

20,

Motion Picture Daily
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No Admission Charge
For Trade Exhibit
No

charge whatever will be
for admission to the 1953

made

TESMA-TOA

trade

Chicago, according to
of the Theatre

show

in

officials

Equipment and

Supply Manufacturers AssociaCiting an impression to
tion.
the contrary, they state that any

member

exhibitor or
of a theatre staff is welcome to attend
the trade show at any time
without charge either for registration or for admission to the
exhibits. The exposition opens
at Chicago's
tel

Conrad Hilton Ho-

Oct. 31, and will continue

through Nov.

5

AMPA

Review
Here Come the

Girls

9f

(Continued from page 1)

(Paramount)

TICKET-SELLING NAMES
Bob
THE
Dahl and Rosemary Clooney,
generous
of

Hope, Tony Martin, Arlene

display of eye-catching show
girls, numerous rich production
in dazzling color by Technicolor,
and an assortment of sprightly tunes are among the readily salable assets
offered the exhibitor in "Here Come the Girls." The Paul Jones production,
directed by Claude Binyon, is a well-dressed musical comedy which audiences
a
scenes

should find to their liking.
Hope is a bumbling chorus boy infatuated with Miss Dahl, star of the
1900 stage musical, "Here Come the Girls." In turn, he is loved by Miss
Clooney, a chorus girl in the show.
Vainly believing his talents are not
appreciated, Hope gets a chance to replace Tony Martin as leading man
and Miss Dahl's swain when a jealous maniac, played by Robert Strauss,
attacks Martin, injuring him, and escapes with a threat to kill any suitor of

Miss Dahl's.

5.

being used as a decoy to lure the mad killer
into police
that his superior talent has won him the star
role over Martin.
He pursues Miss Dahl ardently, on and off stage,
neglecting his true love, Miss Clooney, and in turn is pursued determinedly
by the killer. The climax is reached as the show opens on Broadway, with
Hope finally made aware of his danger by Miss Clooney, and the killer
(Continued from page 1)
engaged in a last desperate effort to kill Hope in the theatre.
rentals, but also eliminated pre-releases
The story by Edmund Hartmann and screenplay by Hartmann and Hal
from further discussions. It had agreed Kanter, however, is less satisfying on the whole than the colorful production
last year to permit two pre-releases
numbers and wholly engaging song and dance sequences. Good supporting
annually to each company. Allied fur- performances are contributed by Zamah Cunningham and the late Millard
ther asks for elimination of competi- Mitchell as Hope's parents
William Demarest as a detective, and by a
tive bidding, except when sought by an number of specialty acts.
Outstanding song numbers include "Ali Baba
independent exhibitor.
Be My Baby," sung by Miss Clooney "Heavenly Days," by Martin, and
In its report last summer, the Sen- "The Show Starts Right Away," by Miss_ Dahl.
ate Small Business Committee held
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For December
that film rentals are not a proper subrelease.
Distributors go
ject for arbitration.
along with that as solidly today as
they did a year ago.
Joins
In some quarters it is reported that
(Continued
page
from
1)
MINNEAPOLIS, Oct. 19. Gil
Allied's leadership is split on the subBraaten, formerly of the advertising
ject of arbitration, some influential exSupply Manufacturers Association and
hibitors being in favor of giving it a
and publicity department of Minnesota
the Theatre Equipment Dealers Assotrial, while others are adamant in the
ciation which will hold their conven- Amusement Co., has joined the sales
stand taken by the board and approved
staff of National Screen Service here
tion at the same time.
by the convention in Boston earlier
The Jessel show, which had a preThe average Allied mem- miere last Thursday night, each week
this month.
ber goes along with that stand, feel- salutes
a prominent organization of the
ing that arbitration promises him no nation. On the night of the
consolution for his most pressing probvention banquet, the Theatre Owners
lems.
of America will be saluted not only
presenting "the greatest mass
for
Agenda
On Chicago
media of entertainment, but also for
Arbitration is on the agenda of The- its service in behalf of the welfare
atre Owners of America's national of local communities and of the naconvention in Chicago next month tion."
and, should the subject of renewal of
The half-hour show will be broadnegotiations be put to a vote there, cast during the banquet in the grand
would be overwhelmingly in ballroom at 8:00 p.m., CST.
favor of it, as it has been for the past

Hope

is

unaware that he
hands, assuming

is

Arbitration

;

;

SHERWIN KANE

Jessel

at the Hotel Astor.
the lecturers to be heard, together with the subjects which they
Alfred E. Daff exwill discuss, are
ecutive vice-president, Universal Picfinancing and budgeting of pictures
tures and their advertising; S. H.
Stanley Warner
Fabian, president,
Theatres and Fabian Theatres operation of theatre circuits and their
advertising Wilbur Snaper* president,
Allied States Association trade asso-

will

Show

NSS

Braaten

—

TOA

open Nov. 5

Among

,

:

—

—

—

;

importance in community and
Charles M. Reagan,
industry affairs
general sales manager, M-G-M Pic-

ciations'

;

tures

— distribution

American market

of
;

the
in
Rosenfield,

films

Jonas

director of public relations, ItalFilms Export distribution and
promotion in the U. S. of the foreignmade film; Oscar A. Morgan, short
manager, Paramount
sales
subject
Pictures short subjects, their production, program building, promotion.
Maurice Bergman, executive. Uniindustry and company
versal Pictures
public relations Robert Gillham, vicepresident and account executive, CunJr.,

—

ian

—

—
;

Walsh Advertising
ningham
and
Agency the place of the advertising

—

agency

in

motion picture promotion

Max

E. Youngstein, vice-president,
United Artists the distribution and
promotion of independently produced
pictures John Joseph, director of advertising and publicity, Stanley Warner Cinerama the new screen techniques and their effect on advertising;
Joseph Gould, advertising consultant
special handling for the exceptional
picture from the small producer-dis-

—

;

—

tributor.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY

TOA

several years.

However, without
pation, the
of injecting
arbitration.

TOA

Allied's

action

is

any meaningful

partici-

incapable
life

Engel Blasts
(Continued from page 1)

into

l^iik e color

gives you

he sent in his letter of resignaEngel declared.
A dispute arose over making Y.
Frank Freeman and E. J. Mannix pro

in

every scene

until

tion,"

Golden Chairman
(Continued from page 1)

For

is

CHICAGO*
1327 S.

FILMACR
SPECIAL

WABASH

NtW YORK:
(30 NINTH AVE.

TRAILERS

mean

probably true in the past that
management had perhaps less representation than it enjoys now," Engel
declared, "but it wasn't until we had
become financially independent and
sustaining that we dared invite to
our board representatives of management. We didn't until then for fear
that we might be accused of the very
same charges that Lessing now
makes."

the utmost in Lijelike

to

your next picture.

NEW YORK:

TRafalgar 6-1120
105 East 106th Street

"silly."

"It

who demand

answer is Pathecolor. Phone either New York or
Hollywood for your showing of the Pathezolor
Demonstration Reel and see what Pathecolov can

A

BEST

those

35mm color reproduction, plus 24-hour processing
service and world-famous Pathe Lab quality, the

representatives of the recentlyLescreated administrative branch.
will be held at the Statler Hotel
Washington, Nov. 20 and 21. Golden sing, along with 85 other members of
choice
also is chairman of the Heart Commit- the Academy, were given a free
of remaining in their original branches
tee of Variety Clubs International.
committee of four has been named or transferring to the new one.
No other member drew the wrong
to receive the delegates coming from
the 42 tents representing the U. S., inference, no other member protested,
Canada, and while some preferred to stay in
Ireland,
England,
Japan,
Mexico and Germany. The commit their original branch, others gladly
Each
tee comprises Jack Fruchtman, Or- transferred, Engel pointed out.
ville Crouch, Morton Gerber and Jack branch has only two representatives
on the board, Engel declared, and a
Flax.
charge of "major studio domination"
tern

HOLLYWOOD: Hollywood

is

9-3961

6823 Santa Monica Blvd.

Both

New York

35 MM

•

and Hollywood Have Complete

16MM

^^e'Laboratories,

COLOR

•

Inc.

is

•

a subsidiary of

Laboratory Facilities

BLACK AND WHITE
Chesapeake Industries,

Inc.
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•
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•

•

REILLY RAINE

.

Screen Play by
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•
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•
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Acute Situ ation

Beresin Reports

Interest in Stock-Buying

Variety Tents

Most of Europe

Exhibitor interest in Allied's proposal for the buying of stock by theatrein major companies has been "tremendous," Abram F. Myers, Allied
general counsel, said here yesterday. Allied members have been sending in
suggestions both

men

Tents This Year Set for
W. Germany, Frankfurt Loew's Will
Oct. 20.— "Before the year is out, there will hardly
be a capital in Europe that won't have
a tent," Variety Clubs International
chief barker

PHILADELPHIA,

Jack

Beresin

told an election
meeting of the
Philad e 1 p h i a
It was
tent.
first
Beresin's
appearpublic

ance

in
since

European
having

the
his
trip,

arrived

from Paris
just

a

few

hours

Jack Beresin

before
the meeting.
"

Europe

Variety

i

n

a real, living, vibrant force,"
Beresin told the large meeting, in
stressing the increasing significance

Push

tions are
studied.

Might Be Advisable

being

By AL STEEN

Myers

said that the
idea
"holds

Arthur M. Loew, president of
Loew's International, has called an
M-G-M "European Panoramic Convention" to be held in Brussels and
Antwerp, Belgium, Nov. 22-25.
Loew, who will be accompanied
from here by Samuel N. Burger, international sales manager, will meet
with Dave Lewis, regional director of
Continental Europe, and with all of
M-G-M's territorial managers, sales
publicity chiefs in

Eu-

rope.

While the convention will afford an
opportunity to screen films and discuss sales policies, it will also high(Continued on page 4)

promise" and
that

a

it

can

be

constructive

move

"if

prop-

erly handled."

The stockbuying plan was
Abram F. Myers
proposed at the
recent Allied convention in Boston by

Trueman Rembusch, who asserted that
voting control of a company, with adequate representation of exhibitors on
the board of directors, might be obtained by the purchase of as little as
10 per cent of outstanding stock. The
purpose would be to initiate policies
(Continued on page 4)

Goldwyn Is Asked to Dorsett Shows
Reissue 'Best Years'

Rules on Statute

New

Sound System Here
A

demonstration of the Dorsett
of directors of the GenFederation of Women's Clubs, "Panaphonic" sound system was held
representing 12,000,000 members, yes- here yesterday for representatives of
terday called on Samuel Goldwyn "as the Altec Service Co., Loew's, WarThe date of the final decree in the an important public service" to re- ner Brothers, Paramount and the trade
consent judgments governs the statute release "The Best Years of Our press.
The system, which utilizes cue conof limitations in anti-trust suits, Judge Lives."
In reporting the unanimous action trols on the film strip, does achieve
Sylvester Ryan of Federal District
directional sound from various speakCourt ruled here yesterday.
of the Federation's board, Mrs. Oscar
ers in the auditorium.
However, the
Dean
and
Mrs.
Judge Ryan's ruling was in favor A. Ahlgren, president,
Leonica Amusement Corp. Gray Edwards, national film chair- screening room employed at yesterof the
which claimed that the unlawful acts of man said re-release of the film would day's demonstration was very small
major distributors in restraint of serve as an "important and stimulat- and it is difficult to judge its perfor(Contitmed on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
trade put the Leonia Theatre, Leonia,

The board

N. J., out of business in 1935. Judge
Ryan's ruling, in the $1,800,000' antitrust action which now goes to trial,
held that under the Clayton Act the
limitations

is

Of

suspended

Halt Making
Films Abroad

to

TV

any one

HOLLYWOOD,

—

The
Oct. 20.
F. of L. Film Council
today started a crack-down on foreign
television filming by declaring to be
"runaway production" the proposed
television
film
series
to
be made
abroad by John Austin, head of the
Hollywood A.

(Continued on page 4)

territory.

"Irreparable damage may be done
if the shortage becomes more acute,"
Snaper said here yesterday. "Many
theatres may be better off if they
<IJ[

would close

for a few days a week
rather than play reissues and lowgrossing pictures. The way the

Broadway situation is shaping up,
the flow of product will become a
trickle," he added.
Because of the reputed dearth of
pictures plus the long Broadway runs,
theatres that play product "off Broadway" have a number of blank spots
(Continued on page 5)

Chairmen Named for
TOA Meet Sessions
CHICAGO, Oct. 20.— Chairmen of
business sessions and toastmasters for
the luncheons at the 1953 convention
and trade show of the Theatre Owners of America in Chicago on Nov.
have been named by David Walconvention chairman. All sessions will be in the Conrad Hilton
1-5

May Shift Rank Firm to Make
'Millionaire' Bow
CinemaScope Parts
20th-Fox

(Continued on page 4)

Move

The predicted product shortage apparently has arrived and the situation
is becoming a major threat, according
to independent exhibitors who operate subsequent-run houses and firstruns following initial engagements in
key cities. The product pinch is particularly felt in the New York area
but, in the opinion of Wilbur Snaper,
president of national Allied, the problem is not local and not restricted to

eral

Of Limitations

of

Sees Threat
Says Part-Week Closing

Myers said, and
these sugges-

Tan' Screens in
Foreign Houses

managers and

and

voluntarily

on request,

is

(Continued on page 4)

statute

Product Pinch

Plan 'Tremendous': Myers Here; Snaper

Will Blanket

U.S.

TEN CENTS

1953

Heavy business being done by the
Rivoli Theatre here with "Little Boy
Lost" may cause 20th Century-Fox
to shift the scheduled premiere of
Millionaire" at
"How to Marry
that house to another theatre. The
CinemaScope production originally
was set to open at the Rivoli and the
Globe on Oct. 28, but indications now
are that the Bing Crosby picture will
stay at the Rivoli for another five or

A

six weeks.
fairly
It
is

certain

that

(Continued on page 4)

"Mil-

LONDON,

lerstein,

Hotel.

The schedule is
1 :30
P.M.

Sunday

as follows

Concessions
(Continued on page 5)
:

:

—

Oct. 20.
J. Arthur
20th Century- Fox jointly
announced here today completion of

Rank and

New

agreement for Rank's British
and Precision Engineers to
manufacture CinemaScope lenses and

For Spanish Pact

an

Optical

screens here. _. _
The statement added that distribution will be handled through

Rank's

G. B.-Kalee equipment company domestically and in some overseas areas.
It is reported, however, that other
such
as
equipment manufacturers
(Continued on page 4)
.'.!.

,

Effort Slated

A new effort to^break the stalemate in Spain will' be made shortly
by American representatives, it was
learned

Motion

here yesterday following a
Picture Export Association

meeting.
Slated to go to Madrid shortly for
(Continued on page 4)

;
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Ahlert,

Personal
Mention
NICHOLAS

SCHENCK,

M.

Ex-ASCAP

Milton R. Rackmil, Universal
Pictures president, and Alfred E.
Daff, executive vice-president, have
arrived in Los Angeles following a
'round-the-world business trip. They
are expected in New York before the
end of the week.
•

RCA
ASCAP

member

of the board of directors for
Services will be held tomorrow at 2:30 at Universal Funeral
Chapel here.
During his presidency, the first network television licensing agreement
was negotiated with the telecasters.

Ahlert composed the score for Marion
Davies' first talking picture and for
"Free and Easy," Buster Keaton's
sound production. Among his
first
well known songs were "Mean to

Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th Centurn-Fox vice-president, will leave
Me," "Walking My Baby Back
today aboard the "Queen Mary" for
Home," "I'll Get By" and Bing CrosLondon, Paris and Rome.
theme song, "Where the Blue of
by's
•
the Night Meets the Gold of the Day."
Milton E. Cohen, United Artists
Survivors are his widow and two
Eastern division manager, and Mrs. sons, Fred,
Jr., and Richard.
Cohen have announced the engage-

ment of their daughter, Natalie
Diane, to A. Alan Friedberg, a student at Harvard Law.
•

Al

Fitter,

Owen,

•

M-G-M

"Motion Picture Herald" as a "very
interesting summary of what is needed

Southern division manager, is the
father of a daughter born yesterday
to Mrs. Fitter at Greenwich Hospital.

Dore Schary,

vice-president in charge of production, will be
guest speaker Saturday on the "Lec-

ture Hall"

show

program over NBC.

The

Hollywood.

will originate in

•

Spyros P. Skoubas, 20th Century-

Fox

Kirsch Cites 'Herald'
For Screen Article
CHICAGO, Oct. 20.— Jack Kirsch,
president of Allied Theatres of Illinois, in a bulletin distributed to all
Allied members here today directs the
attention of the membership to J. D.
Elderkin's article in the Oct. 10 issue
of the Better Theatres' section of the

Hugh
to
Eastern and

assistant

Paramount

president, will leave

New York

today for Baltimore and Washington,
e

present all types of 'wide screen'
techniques." He also urges all members to read the "three very informative charts describing width sizes of
screens for every aspect" in order to
acquire a basic knowledge of the new
screen techniques so that they may be
discussed intelligently at an Allied
general membership meeting to be
held Thursday at the Illinois Allied
to

Schussel,
Eastern
division manager for I. F. E. Releas- headquarters.
ing Corp., will leave here by plane

Seymour

today for Pittsburgh.

Edward E. Sullivan, 20th Century-Fox publicity manager, will sail
for
Europe today on the "Queen
Mary."

Renoir and Goldheck
To Make 'Van Gogh
9

Director Jean Renoir and producer
Willis Goldbeck will sail today aboard
on the Liberte for Paris where they
will

Para. Field Meetings

the

produce "Van Gogh," based on
life

has been

Are

Oct. 20.
Charles P. Skouras, president
National Theatres, today was
named chairman of the banquet
to be held in honor of King
Paul and Queen Frederika of
Greece to be held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
Nov. 14. The Royal couple also
will be hosted by the Association of Motion Picture Producers at a luncheon Nov. 13 at
the Paramount studios under
the chairmanship of Y. Frank

20 years.

•

Now Under Way

the painter.
signed to star

of

Van
in

Heflin

the

title

role.

The

picture will be produced in both

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Fred E. Ahlert, 61, former president of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, died
Buildof a heart attack in the
ing here yesterday. He was
president from 1948 to 1950 and a

Freeman.

National Guard Cites

HCC

Today

HOLLYWOOD,

—

Oct. 20.
The
U. S. National Guard Association will
award their annual Public Service
Citation to the Hollywood Coordinating Committee tomorrow at the organization's 75th anniversary banquet

Balboa Park, San Diego.

Seven
Hollywood personalities, featured on
the entertainment program, who will
accept the award on behalf of the
at

HCC

are

:

Johnny Grant, Peggy King,

Pat Moran, Andre Previn, Eddie
Samuels, Ginny Simms and Jack
O'Connor.

To Use Skiatron for
Closed Circuit
An

TV

experimental program, utilizing

the Skiatron subscription television
system, will be held today for the
New York Academy of Medicine over
from 4:00 to 4:30 P.M.
Key segments of the program, in
which recent advances in atomic medicine will be demonstrated by medical
leaders, will be telecast in scrambled
form, so that the general public
channel
watching on the
will receive them blurred, while the
invited audience will see the clear
pick-up.

WOR-TV,

WOR-TV

Set 'Caesar' Bows
For Coast, Phila.
M-G-M's

:

;

New Pact for
To Direct

Wise;

'Troy'
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 20.—Robert

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Tonight's premiere of "Sea of Lost
Ships" at Keith's Theatre in Washington will be attended by many topranking civic and military figures,
who will join Republic Pictures executives in paying tribute to the adventure drama which highlights the
activities of the U. S. Coast Guard

on International Ice Patrol.
Herbert J. Yates, Republic president, this afternoon will honor Vice
Admiral Merlin O'Neill, Commandant
of the Coast Guard, and his staff, at
a luncheon to be held at Washington's

A

dinner will be given

by Admiral O'Neill tonight to Yates
and Mrs. Yates at the Metropolitan

The Chicago opening of the picture
tomorrow also will be featured by the
presence of Coast Guard and other
military personnel.

Olson-Turpin Tilt on
On CBS Radio, TV
Tonight's title bout between Carl
(Bobo) Olson of Honolulu and Randy
Turpin of England for the middleweight championship of the world will
be broadcast and telecast Coast-toCoast by CBS under the sponsorship

The New
of Pabst Brewing Co.
York City area will be "blacked out"
to television, but will be included in
the radio broadcast of the 15-round
contest, which will start at 10 P.M.,

EST.

'Proxies'

For the

Amendment

SWG

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

Ballot
20.

—

An

amendment which would change the
constitution of the Screen Writers
Guild to limit the tenure of proxies
to one meeting will be on the ballot
of next month's annual election, the
Guild board has ordered, upon receipt
of a petition bearing 95 signatures.

Holders of proxies have been given
credit in the past for eliminating Comaffairs.
munist influences in

SWG

"Julius Caesar" has been

Nov. 11 two-a-day opening
at the Four Star Theatre, Los Angeles, it was disclosed here yesterday.
set for a

Grainger to Studios
For Product Confabs

Wise has been signed by Warner
Conferences with Howard Hughes,
Mideast manager Howard G. Minsky
Brothers to a new contract and has C. J. Tevlin, vice-president of RKO
Los
Angeles,
Western
manager been assigned to direct "Helen of Radio in charge of studio operations,
George A. Smith; San Francisco, as- Troy" in Rome. Production is sched- and other West Coast executives are
sistant Western
manager H. Neal uled to start early in December.
planned by J. R. Grainger, president,
East; Boston, assistant Eastern manWise's new pact was the result of who left New York last night for
ager John G. Moore, and Atlanta, as- his direction of "So Big." Previously Hollywood.
He will remain on the
sistant Southern manager W. Gordon he had directed "Three Secrets" for Coast for two weeks before returning
Bradley.
Warner.
to New York.
;

'Ships'

Club.

French and English dialogue and will
Paramount branch managers' meet- be shot in sections of France where
The picture has also been set for
ing will be conducted this week by Van Gogh lived and painted. United
Aldine Theatre, Philadelphia, on
division managers to discuss policies
the
Artists will release.
Meanwhile,
and marketing plans established at
Renoir was the director of "The a continuous run policy.
last week's meeting in New York of
in New York the picture is expected
Illusion"
and
"The
"Grand
River,"
division managers and home office
its two-a-day engagement at
Southerner," among others. Goldbeck to end
executives at which A. W. SchwalBooth Theatre in about another
formerly was executive producer for the
berg, president of Paramount Film
two weeks, moving over to some
David O. Selznick.
Distributing Corp., presided.
Broadway house for a continuous run.
Meeting cities and the division executives who will conduct the local
parleys are as follows
Kansas City,
South Central division manager A.
M. Kane Chicago, Central division
manager J. J. Donohue Philadelphia,

To Welcome

Carlton Hotel.

The
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Industry Executives,
Coast Guard Officers

Skouras to Greet
Rulers of Greece

President, Dies

of
president
Loew's, and
Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president and treasurer, plan to leave here
for the Coast on Friday.

Wednesday, October

7 DAYS IN

HAWAII
$
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441

New York), including

round -trip transportation
and hotel accommodations
Fly United DC-6 air tourist
service all the way, with stopover on the West Coast, if you
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STATE

MUSIC HALL

Next
„ K ISS

ME KATE"

1
("Mogambo'
Grace Kelly)

— Tech.— Clark Gable, Ava Gardner,
("Kiss Me Kate" — Ansco Color —

{"Torch Song"
Wilding)

•

Kathryn Grayson,

Howard

Keel,

Ann

Miller)

TRANS-LUX 52nd

Tech.

•

— Tech.—Joan Crawford,

Michael

All Star Cast

("All The Brothers Were Valiant"—

— RobertTaylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth)

ST.

BOOTH

LI LI

JULIUS

8th Month!

THE
ACTRESS

CAESAR

and going strong!
Longest Run Hit
on Broadway!

5th

Month

1

.

(Spencer Tracy,

Jean Simmons,
Teresa Wright)

(Tech.

— Leslie Caron,

Jean Pierre

Mel

Ferrer,

(Marlon Brando, James Mason, John

Aumont)

Gielgud, Louis Calhern,

Edmond O'Brien,

Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr)

mE

(Ansco Color

BROADWAY
PARADE

Richard

Widmark,
Karl
Maiden,

"Just a

COMING INDUSTRY EVENT

IS

M-G-M's

FIRST

I'm joining
the Parade!"

IS

CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE"

Elaine
Stewart)

VERY M-G-M-M-M!
E

minute

{Technicolor)

:
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Variety Tents in Europe

Loew's
company's drive to get immediate
installation
panoramic
of
screens in major theatres of Europe.
Loew's International has taken the
lead in this regard by equipping all
of its own theatres with the new allpurpose screens, and is urging its customers to do the same.
light the

Belgium was selected as the site of
the conference, it was said, because
the newly installed panoramic screen
in the Metro Theatre, Antwerp, "is
one of the largest and finest in all
Europe, and therefore capable of demonstrating not only a technically
perfect show but also the commercial
value of wide-screen installation," said

Loew.

Spanish Situation
(Continued from page 1)
talks

on a new agreement are Eugene

Van

Dee,

MPEA

representative

in

MPEA

Johnson,
economist now in Paris. Johnson's
scheduled departure from Paris for
Lebanon brought no reports of progress on a new U.S. -Franco film pact.
at its meeting, meanThe
Griffith

MPEA

while, reaffirmed the policy of American film companies not to purchase

any Spanish permits
agreement is worked

until

new

a

of the international aspect of Variety.
He predicted that tents will be established in West Berlin and in Frankfurt within six months. There is even
a chance that the 1955 international

convention would be held in London,
There will be a dozen
he added.
delegates from the
ing to Dallas for

London
the

unit

He

said

the

rapid

called on

of

chief
barker
Ralph
the election proceed-

local

Pries handling
ings here, the following were named
to
the board
Norman Silverman,
Lou Goffman, George Beattie, Earle
Sweigert, Lester Wurtele, Max Gillis, Leo Posel, Mickey Lewis, William
:

Banks, Harold Cohen and Bob Adelman.
In addition, five former chief
barkers are automatic board members
fervently that upon his arrival in Pries, Edward Emanuel, David SupoLondon to attend the meeting, his tie witz, Ted Schlanger and Victor Blanc.
was quickly snipped off by Variety The board will meet within one week
men and the special Variety tie (blue to elect officers for the next year.
All
appointments become effective
field with a spattering of red hearts)
was substituted, a must for every Jan. 1. Named as representatives at
Dallas convention were Mike
British Variety member during a con- the
Felt, delegate
vention.
Jack Greenberg, and
The chief barker also visited Dub- Harold Cohen, alternates.
;

TV

Rank Firm
(Continued from page 1)

RCA

Filming-

we

that the problems of
again face many of

feel

the picture will

Board Members Named
With

acceleration

because

independence.

forthcoming

Variety influence was typified by the
London tent's third annual convention attendance where some 750 were
on hand. He reported that the new
has already established three
tent
children's play-grounds with a fourth
In a humorous vein,
in preparation.
he said the spirit has caught on so

(Continued from page 1)

Prime Minister Eamon ing" contribution to the solution of
deValera and was thrilled when the the problems of the returning serviceIrish statesman pulled out a clipping man.
from a 1918 newspaper picturing the
Mrs. Ahlgren and Mrs. Edwards, in
two shaking hands after Beresin's a wire to Goldwyn, said in part:
offer of aid in raising funds for Erin's
"We urge you to do this at this time
lin,

com-

meeting next March.

21, 1953

Goldwyn

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Rome, and

Wednesday, October

Abroad

(Continued from page 1)

our boys returning from Korea and
in our opinion no finer exemplification

of

the

American

way

of

life

could interpret these problems to the

American

people.
believe that

"We

it
will strike a
responsive chord in the hearts of all
and inspire a sympathy and an understanding sorely needed in these difficult times.
consider 'The Best
Years of Our Lives' one of the great
classics of the screen, and we will be
glad to bring it to the attention of
our members as an important and
stimulating contribution to the soulstirring challenge of adjustment for
our ex-service men."

We

Dorsett Shows
(Continued from page 1)

mance

in larger theatres on the basis
of yesterday's show.
Loyd G. Dorsett, president of the
company bearing his name, said the
system was now in use in houses of
the Video Theatre Circuit in Oklahoma. He estimated the cost to exhibitors at $1,000, exclusive of additional speakers and amplifiers, adding
the qualification that the other speakers are not expected to be comparable
to the horn speaker in the center of
the screen. Dorsett said the industry's
reception to his system would deter-

Austin Television Corp., which would
have starred Bruce Bennett under the
title "Overseas Assignment." Austin,
tures
seeking the cooperation of the Film
they have picture permits for sale to
Council and to avoid national action
American film companies. It was
learned that about 40 permits have and the number of orders on hand, of the A. F. of L., whose last convenbeen distributed to local Spanish com- but a BOPE spokesman promised an tion backed the Council's stand on
panies, most of whom had never han- announcement shortly in regard to foreign production, had submitted several scripts for Film Council okay.
dled American pictures before. The both.
The Council today was told by a
Meanwhile, exhibitor resistance to
projected discussions on a new pact
will come on the heels of the failure stereophonic sound persists here, with special committee that a majority of mine his marketing and production
to agree on an interim agreement, further dvelopments believed to be the scenes were interiors, which could plans.
The system, as explained by Dorsett,
ruled out by American companies as waiting upon the opening of "The be just as well filmed in Hollywood;
Robe" in London and on the public that there were no action sequences can be utilized for any film made with
being too costly.
On the Caribbean situation, the reaction thereto. Moreover, some ex- requiring foreign location shooting, conventional sound. After cueing,
approved a request calling for hibitors who already have installed and that process and background shots which is done manually now on the
sound track of the film, sound in varithe cancellation of all exhibition of panoramic screens and who hold an- could be utilized here.
ous parts of the auditorium can be
American pictures in Guatemala City amorphic lenses express concern over
achieved.
The system, it was added,
as of Nov. 1 in protest against the whether or not these will meet the
employs only one speaker behind the
standards insisted upon by 20th-Fox
local tax.
screen
and differs in multi-track
for presentation of its CinemaScope
(Continued from page 1)
stereophonic sound in that the cueing
productions, and what to do about it
to insure against product shortages is done on the single sound track.
otherwise.
The Dorsett Laboratories of Norand more desirable sales policies.
Myers is in New York for a few man, Okla., it was stated, is currently
days to discuss some unfinished busi- engaged mainly in electronic work for
ness that was left over from the con- the Army and for oil companies.
Coast to coast and Transatlantic!
(Continued from page 1)
M. H.
vention with president Wilbur Snaper.
items,
he
said, need "folA
number
of
suit
government
during the period the
being
pending and that the suspension lowing through," among them

The

out.

reaf-

came in the midst of overfrom Spanish distributors that

firmation

and Western, also are prepared

to make and distribute Cinema Scope
requisites.
Both parties momentarily are withholding any information on prices

MPEA

Stock-Buying

Limitations Rule

is

CONSTELLATION
SKY TOURIST
Regularly scheduled service

New York
NewYork

-

San Francisco

-

New York

-

Chicago

Los Angeles

-

Chicago

New York

-

London

New

-

Paris

York

$99*
$99*
$33*
$76*

Los Angeles

$275
$295

*Pederal Tax Extra

See your travel agent or

TWA,

Trans

ACROSS THC

U.S.

World

call

..

.

A

comthe theatre insurance study.
mittee was appointed at the convention
to make a study of possible insurance
inequities in rates for theatres.

Work

Starts on

U-I Studio Building

Judge Ryan's decision was claimed
to be the first such ruling on the statute of limitations in U. S. District
Court here. Counsel for' the plaintiff

May

Shift

(Continued from page 1)
lionaire" will not make its debut on
the Oct. 28 date, but will be set back
at least a week. It is reported that
20th-Fox is dickering for another
theatre to open with the picture dayand-date with the Globe.

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 20.— Ground
was broken here yesterday for a new
two-story building to accommodate
studio

Universal-International's

ad-

was Sperry, Weinberg and Ruskay, vertising and promotion departments.
with Joseph A. Ruskay and Joseph
President Milton R. Rackmil, who
H. Muller of counsel.
first
of dirt, said

turned the
spade
in a brief speech that the construction
of the building was only one phase
Control to
of a $350,000 building program.
Oct. 20.— Samuel
Other executives who attended the
^
Shure, circuit owner and operator, ceremonies were N. J. Blumberg,
has assumed complete control in the board chairman Alfred Daff execureorganization
Inkar tive vice-president
of
National
Edward Muhl,
Heaters Co., of Glendale. The heater production vice-president David Lipis a portable air conditioner for cars ton,
vice-president, and Morris

Shure

;

FLY

New

20th-Fox

action.

Inkar
HOLLYWOOD,

Airlines.

AND OVERSEAS

holds true for the interim consent decrees in the case of Paramount and
others, altering only when final consent decrees are entered.
The court also held that the six
rather than the three-year statute of
limitations governed the Leonica suit,
rejecting the contention of the defendants that the suit was a penalty

,

;

;

at

drive-in theatres.

Weiner, studio manager.

(ffllT

fftfn

fflTr*

(flff (fll* (flft
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MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
ir Three channel interlock projection
•

16mm

interlock

projection

MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE. INC.
619 W 54th St.. N Y. 19. N. Y. • JUdfon 6-0367
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Review

Pre-Selling

"Jack Slade"

Snaper
(Continued from page

Clark

1VJ. Gable,

shown as a superis
conventional hunter's dress in
the forward pages of "Life's" current
He, singlehandedly, with the
issue.
aid of a modern firearm, protects Ava

man

in

Gardner

and

Grace

Kelly

from a

rhinoceros, which is taking its morn
ing constitutional, a herd of giant African elephants and a snarling pair of
leopards that appear to resent the visit
their African homeland of Miss
Gardner and Gable. The photographs
were made by a whimsical press agent
who parlayed a single photograph into
in

a jungle phantasmagoria.

THIS

BIG-SCALE BIOGRAPHY

"Take the High Ground," reports
Philip Hartung in the November issue of "Woman's Home Companion," "is a fascinating love story
produced by Dore Schary, mainly
concerned with how youngsters are
won away from bubble gum and
made into "G. I.'s." Star Richard

Widmark knows that "only
well-trained fighter survives in

the

com-

bat."

a

killer

Jack Slade, unlike most of the bloodier bad men of the West, did most of
his killing on the right side of what passed for the law in his time and
place.
That was post-Civil
killed his first man by
Colorado.
accident when a boy of 13, then witnessed the shooting down of his father,

He

War

wantonly, by stage robbers.

•

who

ran his string of
homicides to 22 before slowing down is first of all a powerful Western,
and, second, a penetrating consideration of the dynamics and the standards
of the professional gunslinger.
Strictly as a movie, it's an outright, bloody
and steadily surprising story in which Mark Stevens, Dorothy Malone and
Barton MacLane register individually compelling portrayals which score
collectively with extraordinary impact.
As a biography set down with
candor and without shaping sympathy for its principal or against him, yet
with right and wrong clearly in view at all times, it is an excellent example
of filmic presentation.
From either of these viewpoints, or any other, "Jack
Slade" is a box-office bull's eye.
of

This

set

up a revenge impulse

in

him, but

it

that made him expert with weapons.
When it was over he
turned gunman in earnest, taking a job as guide and guard of a wagon
train, a post entailing the killing of several would-be bandits, and he got
into full swing with his gun when given charge of a division of stagecoach
territory with headquarters at Juleburg. There he met and married a girl
who stuck by him until the town folk, who at first idolized him, tired of his

was the war

unbridled drinking and too ready shooting-irons which finally mowed down
one of them by accident. Long before this he had given up trying to understand his own behavior, and resigned himself to the inevitability of a bullet
The end is not far away,
that will bring him death instead of triumph.
when he flees outraged local authority, but it is not a formula finish.

in the issue.

by Lindsley Parsons, easily his best, and the direction,
The production
very sure and steady throughout, is by Harold Schuster. John Burrows was
associate producer.

"Little Boy Lost," "The Living
Desert," and "Island in the Sky," are
among a representative group of pictures reviewed in the October issue of
"Seventeen."

a circumstance of importance that he functioned also as dialogue
supervisor, keeping the film free of the linguistic bloopers and anachronistic
slang that blow up so many Westerns.

Five other pictures are reviewed

•

"Those Redheads from Seattle,"
whose star, Rhonda Fleming, is redhaired, competes with some very delicious looking Brach's chocolates, in
a full page colored ad appearing in
the Oct. 25 issue of 'American Magazine."
This reader's palate always
finds chocolates very agreeable. However, looking at Rhonda Fleming's
red hair and blue eyes is like getting a glimpse of Paradise through

binoculars.

•

Robe" has received the
"Parents Magazine Medal of Extraordinary Achievement." On only
three previous occasions has "Parents" made this special award to a
motion picture. The medal was presented to Al Lichtman by Phil Willcox, executive on the staff of "Parents Magazine."
•

who

stars in "The Joe
Louis Story" returns to the ring determined to become champion in real
life, reports "Look" in the current isfighter

The

sue.
lace.

fighter's

He was

The
and

it

script

by Warren Douglas

is

a smooth and finely balanced work,

is

Others in the cast are John Litel, Paul Langton, Harry Shannon, John
Harmon, Jim Bannon, Sammy Ogg, Nelson Leigh, Ron Hargrave, John

Halloran and Richard Reeve.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience
Nov. 8.

name

is

Coley Wal-

hired for the

title

role

Street to Broadway's"
"Pictorial Review's" Oct. 18
issue has as its basic theme Tallulah
Bankhead's recollections of the pitfalls in becoming a Broadway star.
While Tallulah's. reactions are usually
violent, they are always both interesting and entertaining.
in

Walt Disney's "The Living Desis named the picture-of-themonth in the November issue of
ert"

It is

atres that have availability two weeks
after Broadway opening foresee a crisis in the product situation.
Some exhibitors fear that the pressure may be reflected in the recent
demands for increased film rentals,
claiming that the scarcity of potentially big grossing pictures has the
distributors more firmly in the "driver's

seat."

Snaper pointed out that the predic-

made of a threatened product
shortage at the recent national Allied
convention in Boston came true quicker than had been expected. The pinch
tions

now

is

The

definitely here,
difficulty

hibitors

say,

is

he

said.

of the problem, exthat "nothing can be

done about it."
with production.

The answer

rests

An Allied bulletin in August treated
the subject as follows: "A word of
warning to subsequent-runs and small
town theatres there will be a shortage
of product because of curtailment of
production and the production of pictures that thousands of small theatres
are not equipped to show. When buying film and planning for future dates,
keep it in mind. Buying under pressure can result in destruction of theatres through contracts."
:

(Continued from page 1)

committee meetings, Abe Z. Bloom,
concessions committee chairman; 8:00 P.M., executive committee
meeting, Walter Reade, Jr., executive

TOA

Monday: 2:00 P.M.: Theatre conAbe Z. Bloom; 4:00

cessions forum,

P.M., open board of directors meeting, Charles P. Skouras, chairman.
Tuesday 10 :00 A.M. Industry dis:

:

cussions session, John Balaban, hon-

orary convention chairman, and David
chairman
convention
Wallerstein,
12:30 P.M., luncheon, Roy Cooper;
2-00 P.M., industry discussions sespresident.
sion, Alfred Starr,
Wednesday: 10:00 A.M.: Industry
discussions session, S. H. Fabian and
P.M.,
12:30
Wolf son;
Mitchell
luncheon, Nat Williams; 2:00 P.M.,
Industry discussions session, E. D.
Martin.
Thursday: 10:00 A.M.: Industry

TOA

ALTEC SERVICE
has the answers!
Altec Engineers assisted in the research

and development of the new motion picture
sound projection and techniques.
Their advanced technical background and
unequalled know-how work for you, when you
call on your Altec Service Man to install
and service your booth and sound equipment.

The "Main

"Redbook."
"Redbook's"
Award.

Release date,

who

Chairmen Named

by Sterling Silliphant, producer of the
picture, because he looks and moves discussions session, H. H.
(Heck)
amazingly like the former heavy- Everett; 12:30 P.M., luncheon, Tom
weight champion.
Edwards; 2:00 P.M., industry dis•
cussions session, Joseph Rosenfield.

ad

classification.

booking sheets.

their

tor

vice-president.

"The

The

is

1)

One exhibioperates a theatre within
a short distance of the Metropolitan
area said yesterday that he still had
no picture to open a week from Sunday. With "The Robe" in for a long
run at the Roxy, "From Here to Eternity" at the Capitol, "Little Boy Lost"
at
the Rivoli and "Mogambo" at
Radio City Music Hall, outlying the-

Hollywood, Oct. 20 on

(Allied Artists)

OGAMBO'S" STAR,

5

now

annual

eligible for
Silver
Cup

WALTER HAAS

'Hans' Strong in

Foreign Dates
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" currently is playing in 26
cities in Italy, the company disclosed
RKO Radio officials in Rome
here.
predict that the Italian grosses on the
picture will exceed those of every
other country on the Continent.
The production has completed its
second week at the Central Theatre
in Panama City, grossing more than
Heavy grosses also are re$8,000.
ported from Antwerp and Brussells.

An

Altec Service Contract

trouble-free operation at
It

— get

is

your assurance of

minimum

cost

the facts now.

The

finest in technical

service for theatres.
161 SIXTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

13, N.Y.

NEW YORK HAS GONE CinemaScoPE
CHICAGO HAS GONE CinemaScoPE LOS

ANGELES HAS GONE CinemaScoPE
BUFFALO HAS GONE CinemaScoPE NEW
ORLEANS HAS GONE CinemaScoPE SAN
ANTONIO'S GONE CinemaScoPE BIRMINGHAM'S GONE CinemaScopE INDIANAPOLIS
HAS GONE CinemaScoPE ATLANTA'S GONE
Cinemascope Portland's gone Cinema
ScoPE HOUSTON'S GONE CinemaScoPE
KANSAS CITY'S GONE CinemaScoPE SAN
FRANCISCO'S GONE CinemaScoPE BOSTON
HAS GONE CinemaScoPE WASHINGTON'S
GONE CinemaScoPE MEMPHIS HAS GONE
CinemaScoPE CLEVELAND'S GONE CINema
ScopE SEATTLE'S GONE CinemaScoPE
PHILADELPHIA HAS GONE CinemaScoPE
DALLAS HAS GONE CinemaScoPE DETROIT
HAS GONE CinemaScoPE SYRACUSE HAS
GONE CinemaScoPE SALT LAKE CITY HAS
GONE CinemaScoPE PITTSBURGH'S GONE
CinemaScoPE DENVER HAS GONE Cinema
ScoPE NASHVILLE'S GONE CinemaScoPE
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By PETER
Oct.

21.— The Cinema-
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TEN CENTS
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ALLIED

LONDON,

and

1953

Proposed Settlement National Project
Of Eady Plan Turned
Down by the CEA

Must Establish
Tax Support

Concise

S

tograph Exhibitor Association's general council today rejected the proOrganization
posed Eady plan settlement by a vote
of 33 to 30. The provincial branches
Set by
were especially adamant.
It
was
Deadline Is Set
agreed that the branches be called
Unit in
Later
within 10 days to a meeting to submit their views to the head office.
Test'
Allied States regional units are
The events then revealed that it
The deadline for obtaining pledges
rallying in support of the projected
had sufficient dimensions to be called
Eight theatres in six cities are slated organization of regional film buying
of support from Congressmen and
a revolt and the general council then to carry Saturday's telecast of the
Senators in the industry's new camgroups which it is planned eventually
was recalled.
Notre Dame-Georgia Tech football to weld into a national buying organipaign for the elimination of the FedThe producers today accepted the game, which is expected to be a much
eral 20 per cent admission tax has
zation, it was learned authoritatively
exhibitors' previous proposals.
better box-office draw than last Satbeen set for Dec. 1, it was revealed
yesterday.
Since a direct, government subsidy urday's opener.
here yesterday by the Council of MoGroundwork for the project has been
to production appears to be out of the
Bill Rosensohn, Box Office Televition Picture Organizations.
done with a minimum of publicity
question at this time, exhibitors say sion sales manager, said reports from
over the past six to nine months. Only
they will agree to any levy which the field are encouraging, adding that
€f In response to a letter sent
two confirmed news "leaks" are on
by Col. H. A. Cole and Pat
leaves them in the black. This, in turn, the event should be the "acid test" for
record, one originating in Chicago
McGee, co-chairmen of the
demands a reduction in the entertain- the grid series.
The two theatres when a meeting of Allied leaders and
National Tax Repeal Campaign
ment tax scale.
which dropped out of the football net, regional
representatives
was held
Committee, urging immediate
British producers had insisted that according to Rosensohn, are the Orthere last spring to discuss plans for
action in the tax repeal drive,
(Contimied on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)
the national film buying set-up, and
several state committee chairthe other at the recent Allied national
men have already reported the
convention in Boston, where it was
Is in
names of several Senators and
ascertained the subject had. been disCongressmen who have recussed at meetings of the board of
newed their pledges to vote for
directors, at which encouragement rerepeal of the tax.
portedly was given.
The
industry's goal of $75,000 for
Judging of showmanship campaigns
State
and Congressional district
Present indications are that the first
the Joint Defense Appeal "has almost for
the
third
quarterly
Quigley will be in the Midwest and that it may
committees were requested by Cole
been reached," reports William J. Awards, conducted by the Managers'
(Continued on page 3)
{Continued on page 3)
German of W. J. German, Inc., and Round Table of "Motion Picture
Max E. Youngstein of United Artists. Herald," will be held tomorrow
to
German is general chairman and morning in the offices of the Quigley
in
Youngstein is dinner chairman of the Publishing Co. here.
JDA dinner in honor of Harry
The judges will be Leon BamTJ'
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)

By December

Western

Eight Theatres Take
May Be
Next Grid Game
East
For 'Acid

by

COMPO's Committee

Ask Industry

Aid
Radio Free Europe
WASHINGTON, Oct. 21. — The

picture industry was asked
today to support the Crusade for
Freedom's $10,000,000 year-long drive
to carry on the operation of Radio

Free Europe.
Two Crusade

ban, president of

and

Louis

assistant,

Barney BalaParamount Pictures,

trustees,

A.
Novins,
Balaban's
attended
meetings
here

throughout the day at which the
Crusade's aims for the campaign were
outlined.
They were accompanied by
{Continued on page 3)

Walsh Seen

For

Treasurer

World Wide Sales Drive by
UA To Run for A Year
Arthur B. Krim, president of United Artists, yesterday announced
the launching of a year-long, world •wide observance of the 35th
anniver-

sary of the

United Artists is an event of major
importance not only to our company,

mark

the
mileprincipal
stone in the
will

industry," Krim
"For the continued existence
and growth of United Artists over so
long a time reflects the continued
health and growth of independent film
production, the continued faith of exhibitors throughout the world in independently-produced films and the unflagging interest of the public in the
motion picture industry."

but

to
stated.

company's hiso r y throughout the coming
year and will
b e highlighted

t

by the commemoration
the

April

1919,

o

f

17,

United Artists.

"We

feel

the 35th

the

Krim added: "The American
motion picture industry has a
great tradition both in our own

Arthur Krim
anniversary

of

financial officer of

United Artists.

Decision on filling the vacancy at
Universal will be made by Milton R.
Rackmil, president, on his return here
from an around-the-world business
trip, on which he was accompanied by
Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-presi-

(Contimied on page 6)

entire

d

incorpo-

ration of

F.
Walsh,
comptroller,
treasurer and assistant secretary of Universal Pictures Co., is
regarded as a likely successor to Leon
Goldberg as vice-president and treasurer of the company.
Goldberg resigned the post recently and has since
been named vice-president and chief
assistant

company that

Chain Theatres, Inc., divestiture
hearings which had been adjourned by Judge John Knight
in Federal Court here until today have again been postponed
for several weeks by consent of
both sides. The exact date for
resuming the hearings will be
set in a few days.

Line

Eugene

35th Anniversary

founding of the

Schine Divestiture
Hearings Postponed
BUFFALO, Oct. 21. — Schine

On

To Judge QP Award
Entries Tomorrow

Industry Goal
Sight for JDA

motion

January;

(Continued on page 6)

Five-Week 'Robe'
Take Is %1-Million
"The Robe"

at the Roxy Theahere passed the $1,000,000
mark yesterday, at the end of

tre

its fifth

The

week.

$1,000,000 gross total, exclusive of the admission tax,
was reached following a sturdy
fifth week's gross of $150,000.

;

Thursday, October

Motion Picture Daily

2

To Show

Personal
Mention

KMTA

TOA

First

Tax Repeal Drive

Service Film Nov. 3
"Courtesy

Contagious,"

Is

first

in

instructional
the
films for theatre staffs, will be given
its first showing for theatremen on
Nov. 3 at the Theatre Owners of
America convention in the Conrad

projected

series

Board Asks

of

KANSAS

CITY,

Oct.

21.— Recom-

Finalize

Pact;

1953

22,

Salesmen's

Runs

Until

Feb. 17, 1955

developing in the
City exchange area a thor-

mendations

for

Kansas
The new contract between the
oughly integrated and intensive cam- Colosseum of Motion Picture Salesboard
repeal, men and the distributing companies
tax
admission
for
paign
counsel, will return to Washington
through cooperation between the Al- was formalized here yesterday by
from New York today.
exhibitor groups David Beznor, general counsel of the
an- lied and the
Hilton Hotel in Chicago,
•
The film in the area, were made Wednesday by Colosseum, who was in New York
here yesterday.
nounced
Robert Kaufman, formerly Conwill be shown at the luncheon on the the board of directors of the Kansas- from his headquarters in Milwaukee.
necticut exploitation man for 20th
Missouri Theatre Association.
third day of the conclave.
The pact is retroactive to Feb. 17
the
recently
in
more
Century-Fox and
and extends to Feb. 17, 1955, making
December Meeting Discussed
Runs 15 Minutes
Paramount home office exploitation
it, in effect, a two-year deal.
department, has joined CBS-Radio in
film, which was prepared by
The board discussed also plans for
The
The agreement gives all salesmen a
promotion
Los Angeles as program
Filmack Trailer Co., in cooperation the association meeting Dec. 1 and 2 $5 a week across-the-board salary inmanager.
with TOA, stresses the importance^ of at Kansas City, when there will be crease plus a $1 a day hike for on-theconcourtesy by theatre employes. Running presented reports on the
Mike Simons, assistant to H. M. time is approximately 15 minutes. Irv- vention at Chicago. The board rec- road expenses, raising the allowance
from $9 to $10 a day. City salesmen
Richey at M-G-M, will be guest ing Mack, president of Filmack, will
ommended to the committee on the will receive a daily expense increase
the
of
luncheon
a
speaker today at
be present and will explain how the Kansas City convention that there be of 75 cents a day, going from $4 to
Rotary Club at Mt.
Pleasantville
picture will be made available to ex- displays of equipment, because of the $4.75.
Minimum salary for salesmen
Kisco, N. Y.
If reception of "Courtesy interest of exhibitors in new processes
exhibitors.
with 12 months' experience has been
•
expectations,
meets
Is Contagious"
and devices, and their desire to know set at $80 a week. Other provisions
Jack O'Bryan, of the United Art- other films dealing with various asabout them.
of the previous contract remain the
this
again
Portland,
Ore.,
ists office in
pects of theatre operation and managesame.
year will be the master of ceremonies ment will be produced,
said.
for the Show-of- Shows staged by the

MYERS, Allied States
ABRAM F.chairman
and general

TOA

TOA

TOA

TOA

Shriners.

•
Murray Silverstone, president of
International
Century - Fox's
20th
Corp., has arrived at Johannesburg,
South Africa, from New York.

Select

Ampex

for

Tentative Trial Date
Borde and Krause in 'Oklahoma! Sound
Set for Poster Suit
PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 21.— The
Post
New RKO Radio
The Ampex multi-directional stero'

phonic sound system has been selected

monopoly action brought by the Inde-

Seymour Borde and Lloyd W. for "Oklahoma !," the first picture to pendent Poster Exchange against Na•
Krause
have been named RKO Radio be filmed in the new Todd-AO proc- tional Screen Service and distribution
Samuel N. Burger, general manmanagers
for Los Angeles and ess, it was disclosed here yesterday. companies has been tentatively set for
branch
International Corp.,

ager of

Loew's

Charles
Ampex also announced that major trial in Federal District Court here
manager.
theatre companies have and are con- on Nov. 9.
Boasberg,
Europe.
Meanwhile, however, Federal Judge
branch
manCohen,
formerly
tracting for the company's sound sysHarry
•
ager
of Los Angeles, and Stanley tem, which will be demonstrated to the William H, Kirkpatrick said he will
Russell W. Hadi.ey, Jr., ParaJacques, formerly manager of Cincin- trade here this morning at the Rivoli take under advisement a motion by
mount International Far Eastern disNSS to dismiss the suit.
Theatre.
nati, recently resigned.
trict manager, hes left New York for
Borde has been sales manager in
the West Coast.
Chicago since 1946. He joined RKO Ampex Now Marketing
to
•
15 years ago, beginning as booker in Theatre Sound Systems
manthe
Harris,
wife
of
Mrs. Ted
Chicago.
He also served as branch
CITY, Cal., Oct. 21.
aging director of the State Theatre,
manager in Des Moines. Krause has
A petition for the adoption of an
Hartford, has returned there from
The Ampex Corp., long active in
been a salesman in the Cincinnati the
Louisville.
field of magnetic recording, now ordinance permitting the banning of
Reoffice covering the city territory.
complete theatre sound "immoral shows and motion pictures"
is offering
placing Borde as sales manager in systems
for the showing of Cinema- has been presented to the PoughkeepEdwin J. Smith, Jr., RKO Radio Chicago is Harold Copeland who has
Scope and other processes using sie, N. Y., Common Council by
assistant foreign sales manager, has
been a salesman at RKO's Denver stereophonic sound techniques. Alex- church groups protesting the showing
returned to New York from Austra- exchange.
ander M. Poniatoff, Ampex president, there of "The Moon Is Blue."
lasia.
The Council adopted a resolution
in outlining the new service featured
the company, stressed the fact that calling for an investigation of the
by
in
Joe Friedman, of Warner's home
all components, from magnetic sound- city's powers to ban the showing of
office exploitation staff, has left here
heads to loudspeakers, are built by films regarded as immoral.
will

leave

New

York

today

for

respectively, by
sales
general

Cincinnati,

—

'The

Robe'

e

40

reported

company itself as units of the
Century-Fox yesterday the
multi-directional sound sysAmpex
that "The Robe" will be

showing

in

Twentieth

Alfred Crown, RKO Radio foreign
manager, today will arrive in Djakarta, Indonesia.

20th Century-

Fox merchandising manager, has
here for upstate New York.

left

40

throughout

situations

the country by tomorrow.

The

Earl W. Wingart,

film,

which opened Tuesday

Dana, Universal

Pictures
here yes-

Eastern sales manager, left
terday for Boston and Washington.
•

Harold Wirthwein,

Five sizes are offered priced at

from $4,500

to $10,300.

Allied Artists

•
to

take over as office manager of Universal-International in Seattle.

'Decameron' Goes
To Fine Arts Here
The Fine Arts Theatre

Skouras to Rochester
For 'Robe' Premiere
ROCHESTER,

N. Y., Oct. 21.—

Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, will attend the gala premiere of "The Robe" to be held here
Friday night at the RKO-Palace. He
accompanied by his sons,
will be
Spyros, Jr., and Plato. While in the
city, Skouras will meet with Bausch
& Lomb and Kodak officials who were
instrumental in the development of
Ernest L. Scanlon has resigned as CinemaScope. B. & L. gave its attentreasurer of Cinerama Productions tion to lens development and manuKodak provided a
while
Corp., effective Oct. 31, it was dis- facture,
;

Western sales manager, has returned
to Hollywood from Salt Lake City.

Phil Stanton has been named

tem.

at

the New Theatre, Baltimore, and yesterday at the California, San Diego,
will open in four theatres today, the
Liberty, Beaumont
Fox, Spokane
St. Louis, St. Louis, and the Albee,
Cincinnati.
Tomorrow the production will bow
Imperial,
at the Palace, Montreal
Toronto, and the Palace, Rochester.
;

T.

REDWOOD

Dates by Tomorrow

for Minneapolis.

P.

Ask Poughkeepsie
Ban 'Immoral' Films

selected

York

the

outlet
premiere
of

as

for

has been
the

New

"Decameron

RKO

Nights,"
Boasberg,
Charles
Radio general sales manager, dis"Decameron
closed here yesterday.
Nights," in color by Technicolor,
stars Joan Fontaine and Louis Jourdan.
It will be presented following
close of the current run of "The Cruel
Sea."

Scanlon Resigns as
Cinerama Treasurer
closed here yesterday.

No

successor

special color process.

M. Kane, Paramount South- has been named.
Also attending the premiere will be
Central division manager, has left
Scanlon, who will become a special Earl Sponable, director of research
New York for Dallas.
Sol A. Schwartz,
consultant to the corporation, will for the producers
c
RKO Theatres, and
of
leave here early in November for Los president
Huntz Hall will leave Hollywood Angeles, in connection with his con- Harry Mandel, national director of
publicity-advertising.
sultant post.
late this week for New York.
A.

FILMACK
SPECIAL

;

TRAILERS
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Group

Allied

Asides

(Continued from page 1)
ready to begin operations early
The plan calls for the
next year.
formation of an Eastern buying organization as rapidly as circumstances
in individual areas permit, with an
over-all, national administration to be
brought into being as soon as development of the set-up warrants.

Virginia.
Successful organization of both the
Western and Eastern areas would be
followed by an amalgamation of the
two with some sort of over-all unity

between them,

it

is

believed.

The

national film buying project,
while not officially an Allied activity,
would recruit most of its strength from
Allied membership and Allied officials

undoubtedly would be prominent

in its organization

However,

and administration.

noted that some Allied
areas, notably in the East, are less enthusiastic over the project than those
it

is

the West.

in

This

undoubtedly

persuaded
to regard
the plan as not properly one for organizational sponsorship, although certainly within the realm of Allied's inhas

-by

See Action Early in

'54

Principal proponents of the plan are
understood to be Jack Kirsch, president of Illinois Allied, and James

—

housewives, golfers,
offices

and factories

has

case

a

of

workers

all

—everyone
who

'nerves,'

RELAXATION

can't

"Nearly everybody knows that
tension and stress are harmful. Research by noted doctors and clinics
shows that the basic trouble with
50 per cent of their patients is
caused by today's fast pace," says
Mr. Barnett.
" 'Easy Lessons in Relaxation' is a
trt wotw m whom! m
OOlE> ..AS OUWII MAVII
10" double-face 78-RPM record. It
plays eight minutes and in this time
gives the basic information that it would take weeks and months to acquire
through special study courses," adds Mr. Barnett.
May we gently suggest to all of those troubled souls in these days of confusion, clearances, CinemaScope, arbitration, arbitrary rentals, trust suits,
media, forced sales drives, forced press agentry, color television, 3-D, 2-D,
wide-screen, narrow-screen, charity drives, admission tax drives, landlord
foreclosures, exhibitor conventions
we're out of breath that you relax.

We

—

—

relaxed after that.

ft

Randforce Amusements.

The funds

raised

JDA

will help
finance the activities of the American
Jewish Committee and the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith.

COMPO

letter declares.

Radio Free Europe
Skouras,

president

of

20th

In addition to supporting the Radio
Europe operation, the crusade
also hopes to use the $10,000,000 fund
to organize resistance in Communist

be milk the way the cow made it with
no cooked tinge of pasteurization in it. The cream will come off with a skimmer, no whirring separator, and it will be so thick it will hold a spoon upright
in the pitcher.
With luck, too, there'll be buttermilk as it came from a
patient hand churn on the back porch, flecked with the gold of tiny butterflakes.
There might be, too, some sparkling cider, with just an edge of
authenticity in it. There will be no radio, no televison, and the party line
telephone should be out of order.
It will be perfection if the reading lamp casts the mellow yellow glow that
comes from kerosene, so appropriate to illuminate the pages of last week's
country paper. There can be adventure in seeing what is the latest in the
"boiler plate" syndicate type that fills the smudged columns.
After that to be awakened by a big red barnyard rooster announcing the
dawn, breakfast of home cured ham and fried cornmeal mush with white
then back down the little road, nosing into the broad, mad
clover honey
turnpike speedway to be again a flying speck among the racing thousands in

Balaban and Skouras are expected
to announce details on the industry's

a

is

of the old days linger.

into slow stream

patterns.

That

will

—

Free

countries.

satellite

cooperation after they return to

Next Grid Game
(Continued from page 1)

pheum, Omaha, and Paramount, Des
Moines.
The remaining theatres are
the same as last Saturday, he added.
Rosensohn, meanwhile, left here last
night

for Pittsburgh to address a
meeting of Allied of Western Penn-

His topic

sylvania.
atre

be the thethe leasing ar-

will

medium and

rangement for equipment which
ft

ft

ft

New

York.

TV

that river of haste.

is

BOT

offering to theatres.

—

Mack-Aroons, by Irving Mack: Fun is like insurance the older you get,
Letting the grass grow under your feet just means
more it costs you.
mower trouble.
If you don't enjoy what you have now, how can you be
happier with more?
Modern girls would rather be well-formed than wellI'm saving my money. Some day it may be worth something.
informed.
Customer: "I'll take the dollar dinner." Waiter: "On white or rye?"
the

.

.

.

.

.

.

Quigley Awards
(Continued from page 1)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sales promotion manager of
Radio Pictures Fortunat Baro-

berger,

RKO

;

nat, director of publicity of

ft

ft

This has happened before, and it will happen again
The management, or someone, of the Paris, Illinois, Exchange Club mailed
Don't forget our
out postcards to men in the community reading "Darling
date at 8 p.m. on Oct. 28." The card was signed "Dorothy."
One wife planned to start divorce proceedings and another kicked out a
The cards were
picture window during an argument with her husband.
"teasers" for a Dorothy Lamour revue booked in there as a club benefit but
the members admitted that the post-card idea "appears to have been a
:

mistake."

ft

ft

ft

Tips to Scenario Writers: The Dawsonville, Georgia, cops have
recaptured John R. Hardy, fugitive from a life sentence for the poison
The Wisconsin Public Service Commisliquor deaths of 41 persons.
sion just approved the sale of the Antigo Farmers' Telephone Company
to the new Antigo Telephone Company for one dollar.
.

.

.

—

Universal

and Vincent Trotta,
commercial artist and former head of
Paramount's and National
Screen
International,

ft

;

ler of

be

ft

_

;

should

a delegation at a

hope of somewhere discovering a little island in time where
Perhaps up some narrow gravelled road there
will be a farm which is a home, not a motorized food factory.
It should have
a shaded, mossy spring house where crocks of milk stand cooling on washed
stones where clear water gurgles through, between sweeping fringes of moss
There

some

JDA

;

Senators

meeting, that each Senator and Congressman should be contacted individually and that
should be
kept advised of progress.
Although admitting that the tax
situation in Washington has become
worse, the letter underscores the cochairman's confidence in success.
"This industry can win relief from
the 20 per cent tax this session," the

Spyros

dorf-Astoria.

:

and

made preferably by

Terry Ramsaye went away the other day on a 3,000-mile tour to revisit Century-Fox, and Benjamin Berger,
America and scenes familiar before his days were filled with concern of North Central Allied independent thehectic, striving New York and fantastic Hollywood. Here is Terry's bon atre owner and Minnesota chairman
voyage piece in his column in last week's "Motion Picture Herald":
for the Crusade.

on Wednesday, Oct. 28 in
the grand ballroom of the Hotel Wal-

support for the JDA as
vice-chairmen of the motion picture
division. They are Joseph Bernhard,
of Joseph Bernhard Productions Benjamin Kalmenson* Warner Brothers;
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Columbia Pictures; Charles E.
(Chick) Lewis,
"Showmen's Trade Review" Charles
Moss, of B. S. Moss Theatres Louis
Phillips; Walter Reade, Jr., of Walter Reade Theatres, and Harold Rinz-

gressmen

(Continued from page 1)
ft

Brandt, president of Brandt Theatres,

rallying

contacts so that we will know how
they stand now.
In view of the
changing conditions our thanks for
past support must be followed up or
combined with new assurances.
"Our deadline is Dec. L
must
know by that date what our strength
is so that our plans may be set for
the opening of Congress."
In urging early action the letter
pointed out that contacts with Con-

We

A PLEASANT PRESCRIPTION
FOR HIGH TENSION PEOPLE

in

who

sleep, eat, or think straight.

to be heid

in

to report on the progress
of their pledge-seeking activities by
the end of this week.

;

that the record "fits right into our
troubled times a pleasant prescription for all high-tension people
tired business executives, professional
and sales people, writers, teachers,

(Continued from page 1)

Eight Vice-chairmen Active
German and Youngstein noted that
eight executives are actively engaged

and McGee

;

Goal Near

The
division hopes to reach
the goal before the dinner so that
there will be no need for fund-raising
on the night of the affair. According
to the two chairmen and the many
motion picture executives who are
serving on committees, present indications are that the figure will be topped
before Oct. 28.

James Cunningham

THE

Sharkey, buyer for Co-Operative Theatres of Michigan. Their zeal is said
to be responsible for the more rapid
organization of the Midwestern group
than the Eastern one, and leads to the
expectation that they may be in business early in 1954.
An objective of 2,000 playdates is
mentioned as an eventual possibility
for the national set-up.

JDA

(Continued from page' I)

"The present Washington situaArthur C. Barnett Agency, in Chicago, is promoting a record you tion," Cole and McGee stated, "makes
know, one of those disc things. It is titled "Easy Lessons in Relaxation." it imperative that we push ahead immediately
with
our
Congressional
We have Arthur Barnett's word

some national Allied leaders

terest.

Tax Support

& Interludes

be

Plan Eventual Amalgamation
Presumably, the Midwestern organization would
embrace membership
from Pittsburgh to Minneapolis and
South to the Gulf.
An Eastern organization, planned to follow, would
take in the territories from New England through Maryland and West

3

Service's

art

departments

in

New

York.

Warner 'Favorite Son'
CLEVELAND,

Oct.
21.—Albert
vice-president
of
Warner
Brothers, yesterday delivered an address at Governor Lausch's Sesquicentennial
luncheon
as
an
Ohio
"favorite
son."
In
the,
evening,
Warner was introduced by Bob Hope
on the
network and attended a
"favorite sons party" at the Hotel
Carter.

Warner,

NBC

ALL THIS..
'Marilyn

MONROE
Betty

GRABLE
Lauren

BACAU

Cinemascope TOO!

ow To Marry
TECHNICOLOR
and

co-starring

William

POW£U

.

,

.

Thursday, October
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CEA

UA Sales Drive Review
country

and

also

(M ayer-Kingsley)
HIS is a delightful

throughout

the entire world. Through this
worldwide, year-long celebration of United Artists' 35th
anniversary, we intend to call
attention to that tradition and
to emphasize, for the public at
large, that our company and the
entire industry is doing its utmost now to maintain that tradition and that we will extend
it far into the future."

they will require £3,000,000 annually

study of an old ne'er-do-well who turns his village
-l upside down with the aid of fate and charm. The other characters, however, are stock in nature and sometimes dull in execution. The villains are so
nasty that the audience wants to hiss, and the good people are right out of
Grimm and Andersen. Although the picture tries to satirize too often to be
considered a fairy tale, it does have many amusing moments, thanks to Eddie
Byrne as the beloved bum.
The very small town of Hayhoe in England is expecting a visit from the
Prime Minister because of its high productivity and its almost 100 per cent
employment. The "almost" represents the old rogue who would rather drink
and philosophize. The village council (an ornery quartet who are up for
Paying tribute to United Artists reelection) is determined to have a perfect record. So they connive to have
and its founders and to the motion the old gentleman put in the almshouse which has been unoccupied for many
industry as a whole, the years. Here he must abide by rules laid down 400 years previously. When a
picture
celebration will involve the company's new vicar arrives, he discovers Byrne is entitled to 6,000 pounds per year.
entire force in this country and abroad, From thereon, a number of circumstances occur which leave Hayhoe with a
new council and Byrne with a new job.
Krim said.
Most of the humor is derived from the leading character. The accompanying
complete program of events for
the anniversary year will be an- narration strives too heavily to be funny, and so does the burlesque on politics
and small towns. None of the cast names is well-known here even for art
nounced shortly.
audiences, but the performances, in general, keep up with the whimsical
quality of the story. Jane Barrett, as the reprobate's granddaughter, is attracY.,
tive and makes the most of a part that's trite at best.
"Time, Gentlemen, Please!" is based on R. J. Minney's novel, "Nothing to
'
Lose." The screenplay was by Peter Blackmore. Herbert Mason and Lewis
Gilbert produced and directed, respectively. It's a Group 3 production. Others
Washington and Toledo are vying in the cast are Hermione Baddeley, Raymond Lovell, Dora Bryan, Robert
with New York in welcoming Warner Brown, Marjorie Rhodes, Thora Hird, Ivor Barnard, Sidney James, Eddie
Brothers' "So Big," film version of the Martin, Sydney Tafler, Joan Young, Marion Stone and Patrick McAlinney.
Edna Ferber novel. From WashingRunning time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. September release.
ton, the producers have received a
wire from the General Federation of
Women's Clubs, members of which largest advertisers are using coopera'IA'
attended a special preview of the film, tive copy on the theme that "Our
MINNEAPOLIS,
Oct.
Frank
21.—
Big,
"the
Values
Are
So
etc."
and which cited the production as
Here in New York the Paramount Schilken, who resigned from Local
type of picture greatly needed today."
In Toledo, where "So Big" opens Theatre is offering free admission to No. 219, IATSE, three weeks ago,
today, the picture has been heralded any person bringing a hard-cover copy has withdrawn his resignation and
on the city's television and radio sta- of the Ferber novel. All books will resumed his post as business agent
of the unit.
tions, while many of the community's be presented to hospital libraries.
'",'V

A

Washington,
Toledo Hail So Big'

from the Eady funds but have submitted no balance sheets to exhibitor
representatives

Schilken Back with

I

and

.

.

their boy-friends

a girl

.

.

.

.

.

.

and her boy-friend

and even her family

.

.

.

to

the

justify

figure.

had

countered that the
box-office yielded only £2,750,000 to
the Eady fund this year and that the
difference, if the producers' figure is
to be accepted, must be made up by
the government either as a subsidy
to producers out of the Exchequer
Fund, or in a reduction of the entertainment tax to a degree which will
enable exhibitors to meet the present
Exhibitors

levy.

With only 10 days of the governmental ultimatum remaining, the exhibitors

must work

move

await the

They now

fast.

of the distributors.

Walsh Seen
(Continued from page 1)

N.

On Seventeen s say-so

Rejects

(Continued from page 1)

"Time, Gentlemen, Please!"

(Continued from page 1)

1953

22,

The two are now in Hollywood
and are expected to arrive here today
or tomorrow.
A meeting of the Universal board

dent.

of

directors

Tuesday

at

is

scheduled

Walsh appointment could

Name Bob

be taken.

Eisenhauer

Bob Eisenhauer, information
tor of the

next

for

which time action on the

direc-

Chesapeake and Ohio Rail-

way, has been appointed director of
public relations for Chesapeake Industries, the parent company of Pathe
Laboratories, Inc., it was disclosed
here yesterday.

and her girl-friends

go to more movies!

A

girl

.

.

.
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DAILY

IN

FILM

NEWS
VOL.

321

NO.

74.

NEW

80

from Hollywood

Not
Quantity Seen
For Next Year
Quality

If

Shortage Not as Severe

As

next year

is

€f

of 321 features

are scheduled to be produced

companies

now

by the

This figure, rep-

in 1954.

resenting a decline of 103 features
from the number of films released
in 1953, does not include backlogs
from 1953, new independent product, reissues and British and foreign
product.
€f

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Fatally

Stricken at

Home

Charles E. ("Chick") Lewis, editor
and publisher of "Showmen's Trade
Review" and executive vice-president
of the Variety
Clubs-Will Rogers
Memorial HosWmKBtmmtmmrmtm pital at Saranac
Lake,
Y.,
N.

Acquisition

by

United Artists of
Lopert Films

five current releases of

Distributing Corp., as well as future

product to be made by Ilya Lopert
and Robert Dowling, was disclosed
here yesterday by Arthur B. Krim,

UA

UA

president, and Lopert.
will
handle the pictures only in the United
States and its possessions.
The films
will be distributed as Lopert-United
Artists releases, the agreement being
effective immediately.
The five pictures are "Gilbert and
:

(Continued on page 7)

WILL PRODUCE
IN CINEMASCOPE
Signatories to

New

died suddenly of
a heart attack

Warner Brothers has concluded
deal

health prior to
the attack, having been at his
as usual
office

the
dur ng
week.
Charles E. Lewis
Lewis was 57
years old. He is survived by his
widow, Marjorie R. Lewis, and two
daughters, Patricia Ann and Judith
Ellen. Funeral will be held here Sunday at 11 A.M., from Riverside Me-

closed.

WB

Will Honor

Krim

The worldwide United
anniversary

sales

Artists' 35th
drive will honor
president of the

vice-president AlCI Both
bert
Warner, and 20th-Fox
president Spyros P. Skouras
hailed the move as underlining
cooperation within the industry
to eliminate confusion in order
to serve the best interests of the
business.

i

Warner

Albert

Al Lichtman

Columbia Net

Warner

morial Chapel.

Lewis was one of the early national
officers of the

Variety Clubs Interna-

and in that capacity became
( Continued
on page 6)

tional

in-

Pictures'

Is

for. the

$803,000

exchange employees and
companies have concluded nego-

tiations for a

new

contract, after ap-

proximately 11 months of intermittentThe agreement was
conferences.
reached late Wednesday night between
negotiating commitheaded by Clarence Hill of 20th
Century-Fox, and Local No. H-63,

the

distributors'

tee,

with

Russell

Moss representing

corresponding

rise of $139,000.

52

taxes
Federal
with $2,246,000

the

for
income
provision
52 weeks ended last
June was $1,207,000, compared with
$1,443,000 in the previous year.
Per share earnings for the year
were 99 cents. In the previous year,
share earnings amounted to 78 cents.
Outstanding shares on June 30 totalled
687,436, compared with 670,669 last

Estimated

taxes

the

for

year.

union.

settlement was made on the
a $4 per week increase for
each employee, plus other terms which
were described as "the elimination of

The

basis

of

Predicts

New Media

End Dual Shows

Will

(Continued on page 6)

Banned Films in
Md. to Get Hearing
3

BALTIMORE,
four

films

22.—Three of
banned by the Maryland
Oct.

Arthur B. Krim,
Board of Censors will have an omnicompany, it was announced here yes- bus hearing on Oct. 28, according to
terday by William J: Heineman, vice- an agreement among opposing atpresident in charge of distribution, and torneys.
Arnold M. Picker, vice-president in
The pictures in question before Balcharge of foreign distribution.
timore City Court Judge Herman
The sales drive will be an integral Moser on that date will be "The Moon
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)

of

new

including wide-screen, threedimension and other technical developments, will make it necessary for
exhibitors who have been rooted in
the double-bill policy to think seriously about adopting single-feature
programs, it was predicted here yester-

by

its

utilizing

plans to pro-

duce pictures in the WarnerScope
anamorphic system, which was similar
to
CinemaScope and the process
known as Vistarama.

The

conclusion of negotiations

marked by a
lias

it

Net
was

$2,149,000, compared
in the 1952 period.

New York
their

before

profit

Set

net

weeks ended June 27
was $942,000, compared with a net of

profit for the 52

weeks of 1952, a

Pact

estimated

Brothers,

CinemaScope, ended

Up $139,000
Columbia

N.Y. Exchange

a

with 20th Century-Fox for the

production of "many" of its top productions
in
CinemaScope, separate
statements issued by the heads of the
respective companies yesterday dis-

good

The growth and acceptance

Anniversary Drive

Pact Makes Deal with 20th
On System, Minimum
Of 6 Top Films Listed

yesterday at his
home in Scarsdale, N. Y. He
had been in ap-

parent

TEN CENTS

1953

WB

57,

Despite all the talk of product
(Continued on page 6)

Current and Future
Lopert Product Is
Acquired by UA

23,

Lewis,

shaping up somewhat on

A minimum

S. A.,

Eliminating 'Confusion'

situation for

the slack side, it will not be as tight
as many exhibitors anticipate, "Motion
Picture Herald" today will point out
as the result of a survey of current
production plans of 11 companies.
Side-stepping consideration of the
new screen techniques, the survey will
reveal the following product facts

U.

Charles E. ('Chick')

First Anticipated

Although the product

YORK,

WB

was

announcement that
alreadv begun production in
(Continued on page 7)

Majors to Exhibit
Product Displays
At TOA Meeting
CHICAGO,

Oct.

22.— All

major

companies will have exhibits on current and future product at the 1953
Theatre Owners of America convention at the Conrad Hilton Hotel here
on Nov. 1-5.
The displays will be
placed in the foyers and corridors
leading to the
meeting halls.
"The companies will stress the
quantity and quality of pictures that
are now available and soon to be
(Continued on page 6)

TOA

media,

Find

Show
An

Ampex Sound
'Excellent'

excellent demonstration

of

the

day by Oscar A. Morgan, Paramount Ampex multi-directional stereophonic
short subject and newsreel sales man- sound system was held here yesterday
the

in

ager.

time," said Morgan, "definite evidence of what might
be called a trend toward single bills.
Three-D pictures, for the most part,

"There

is

at this

(Continued on page 7)

the

Rivoli

Theatre.

Utilized for

show were three behind-the-screen

speakers and four auditorium speakers.

There was

clarity

and

sound, which on occasion

fibre in the

came from

(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
Mention

Canadian Industry
Meeting Dates Set
TORONTO, Oct. 22. —

MILTON

R. RACKMIL, Universal Pictures president, and Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president,
will return here at the weekend from

Hollywood, completing an eight-week
'round-the-world

trip.

•
Al Gardiner, former Warner and
Universal salesman now operating
theatres in Logan and Woodbine, la.,
Bluffs hospital folis in a Council
lowing an automobile accident near
Logan.
•
William Ornstein, M-G-M trade
contact, has had his story, "Almost a
Hero," accepted for dramatization on
radio

WMGM.

station

heard Sunday

at -12:30

Beck,

Final

dates have been set for the series
of trade meetings in Toronto during
the week of Nov. 23 at the King

Edward Hotel, along with an equipshow and social functions.
The revised dates are:
ment

National committee,
23,
Cf Nov.
Motion Picture Exhibitors Asso-

A

TORONTO,

formallyOct. 22.—
attired invited audience of government
officials,
social,
business and civic
leaders,
stars of the entertainment
world and members of the trade and
press were guests tonight of Spyros
P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, and J. J. Fitzgibbons, head
of Famous Players Canadian, at the

premiere
of
"The Robe," which
opened at the Imperial Theatre. The
CI Nov. 24-26, Motion Picture In- Canadian Broadcasting Co. and stadustry Council of Canada, Mayor tion CKEY tape-recorded interviews
A. J. Mason, Springhill, N. S., with Skouras for re-broadcast tochairman.
morrow.
A civic welcome to Skouras was
Nov. 25, Motion Picture Theatres
ciations,

Morris Stein, chairman.

<]I

Association of Ontario,
Culloch, Petrolia, Ont.,

J.

will

P.M.

Theatre, Baltimore, and Mrs.
left there for Italy to

CI

Nov.

25,

banquet

Picture
Pioneers,
Hotel, president
N.
chairman.

From New York to attend the
Canadian
Royal
York opening with Skouras were William
A.

Taylor, C. Gehring, executive assistant general sales manager, and Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian sales
manager.
Famous Players Canadian will introduce Cinema Scope shortly at 20 of

Overrule Defendants

its

leading units across the country.

"The Robe"

will open its Montreal
engagement tomorrow at the Palace
Robert K. Hawkinson, RKO
WAUSAU, Wis., Oct. 22.—U. S. Theatre, followed by scheduled openRadio assistant foreign manager, has
Patrick T. Stone in Federal ings Oct. 29 at the Capitol theatres
Judge
returned here following several weeks
Court here has overruled a series of in Winnipeg and Vancouver.
of hospitalization.
motions by exhibitor defendants who
•

•

Leo Greenfield, Albany, N. Y.,
branch manager for Universal-Inter-

week

for

New

Haven.

•
formerly with the
J. Arthur Rank Organization in England, has arrived in Toronto from
London.
•
Frank Harris, manager of the
United Artists exchange in San Francisco, has returned there following an

Guy Verney,

illness.

#

M-G-M

H. M. Richey,

executive
here, will attend the annual convention
of the Theatre Owners of America in

Chicago Nov.

1-5.

•
Eddie Klein, head of Bay

State

Films, Boston, has returned to his
Brookline home following hospitalization.

David A.

•
Lipton,

attacked the percentage suits against

them brought by

six distributors.

De-

fendants are the Hollywood Theatre
and Stardusk Highway Drive-in at
Eau Claire, and the Stardusk Drivein at Superior.
Named specifically
are Sheldon Grengs, Stardusk Theatres, Inc., and Tower Theatres, Inc.
The exhibitor motions had sought to
sever each action between the individual and the corporate defendants and.
to dismiss each action for allegedly
failing to meet Federal jurisdictional
requirements.
The motions also
sought to strike from the complaint
all reference to alleged frauds committed by the individual defendant at
the Hollywood Theatre prior to the
date the corporations were formed and
to make the complaints more definite
and certain in various aspects.
Plaintiffs in the case are Columbia, Warner Brothers, Loew's, 20th
Century-FDx, Universal and
Radio.

RKO

Universal
is
due in

Pic-

Para. Studio Hits

•

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 22.— Parawith five major productions
before the cameras, hit a production
peak this week for the year. Shooting
has just begun on "Living It Up,"

mount,

and "Legend of the Inca."
"Living It Up" toplines Dean Martin,
Jerry Lewis and Janet Leigh.
Norman Taurog is directing and Paul
Jones is producing.
"Legend of the Inca" is being directed by Jerry Hopper with Mel
Epstein producing.
Also currently shooting are
Irving Berlin's "White Christmas" in
color by Technicolor, starring Bing
Crosby,
Danny
Kaye,
Rosemary
Clooney and Vera-Ellen, produced by

Robert Dolan and directed by Michael Curtiz; Billy Wilder's "Sabrina

December

Independents
Meet on Product
NEW

Atlanta

'Dave Prince Month'

—

.

staff,

will

Sunday from Hollywood.

Charles

Eternity" today becomes the
second longest-run film in the
history of the 34-year-old Capitol Theatre here as it plays the
third day of its 12th week. In
its run so far at the Capitol, the
picture has played to over 1,000,000
admissions
and has
grossed
after taxes, in excess
,

of $1,250,000.

The only feature to have
played longer at the Capitol was
"Moulin Rouge," which stayed
15 weeks earlier this year. Previous holder of second place
was "Gone With the Wind"
which held at the theatre for
11 weeks and two days in 1939.

Rogers,

R.
producer, has arrived in
from the Coast.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

arrive

here are John

Mangham,

Atlanta,

Herman

RKO

leans.

To Be Demolished
The Center Theatre here, built 21
years ago as one of the key units of
Rockefeller Center, will be demolished
starting next May to make way for a
19-story, $11,000,000 office building.
The theatre was opened to the public in 1932 as a motion picture house.
Among the well-known films presented there were "White Horse Inn,"
"The

Way"

American

Great Waltz."

and

"The

The

structure subsequently featured stage spectacles, ice
shows and grand opera. In 1950 the
theatre was leased to
for the
presentation of "live" television shows.
With the present expiration of that
lease, the decision to supplant the
structure with an office building was
reached.

Sunday Fight
ATHENS,

Tenn.,

Is

Won

Oct.

22.— One

of the longest and most determined
fights ever made for the right to

show Sunday

films

ended in victory

here when, after a four-week "trial"
period, the City Council voted four
to one to permit Sunday performances
at hours other than during church services.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
,

Rockefeller Center

MOCAMBO
starring

CLARK GABLE

•

AVA GARDNER

by TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

color

and

Warner Bros.

«im«*

veteran district chief. Prince has been

Fred Meyers and Southeastern district manager for the
Cliff Wallace, Memphis, J. Francis company since joining the organizaindependent White,
Charlotte,
and Harold F. tion in 1940.
New York Cohen and Joy M. Houck, New OrIra Stone, local RKO manager, will
Beiersdorf,

N. Y. Center Theatre

:

in
A. A. Ward, vice-president of Altec
to
Lansing Corp., has returned to Beverly Hills from New York.
•
ORLEANS, Oct. 22.— New
Dr. J. G. Frayne, Westrex Corp. product will be the major topic of disATLANTA, Oct. 22.
December
engineering manager, has returned to cussion at a meeting of Southern in- will be
"Dave Prince Month" in this
Hollywood from New York.
dependent distributors, slated for Sun- territory
as
Radio's
four
•
day, at the Roosevelt Hotel.
branches in the Southeastern district
John Schmitz, of the M-G-M stuAmong those scheduled to attend join forces to pay tribute to their
technical

'Eternity' at Capitol
Columbia's "From Here to

NBC

Peak Production

Shearer and David H. Preus Fair" in which Humphrey Bogart,
tures vice-president,
New of David
the
Minneapolis
law firm of Audrey Hepburn and William Holden
York this morning from Hollywood.
Shearer, Byard, Trogner and Peters share starring honors, and Hal Wal•
lis' "About Mrs. Leslie," with Shirley
Martin Moskowitz, 20th Century- represent the distributors with Sar- Booth and
Robert Ryan starred, digoy
and Stein, of New York, of
Fox New York division manager, was
rected by Daniel Mann.
counsel.
in Gloversville Wednesday from here.

dio

Take for

of

In Wisconsin Suits

soldier son.

national, left there this

$1,250,000

;

It

have

visit their

Toronto in Tribute
To 'Robe,' Skouras

D. Mc- held this morning at City Hall.
Among the many prominent officials
chairman.
in the audience were Leslie Frost,
CI Nov. 25-26, exhibition of theatre Premier of Ontario
Alan Lamport,
be equipment, supplies and confectionMayor of Toronto, and Stefanos
ery.
Rockanas, Greek vice-consul.

•
Harold E. Fellows, president of
the National Association of Radio and
Television Broadcasters, was in Atlanta this week from Washington.
•
Ben Beck, associate owner of the

Uptown

Friday, October 23, 1953

Dallas,

JANEWYMAN
«S> SUING

HAlN-NANCIfOlSt

be drive leader.
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THE BOX-OFFICE
CHAMPION
OF THE YEAR
• • .

and still doing
smash business!

fyl/lf*
book

it

Buy and
for your

best playing time!

your

RKO

Exchange today!

color by

TECHNICOLOR

Copyright Walt Disney Productions

•

With BOBBY DRI5C0LL
as the Voice of Peter Pan

Distributed

by

RKO

Radio Pictures

.

.

.

CASH REWARDS ARE TREMENDOUS

AS THE BOXOFFICE DISCOVERS

LITTLE
a

BOY L(j

PERLBERG-SEATON

ALL-TIME RECORD

PRODUCTION

set in Philadelphia

. .

ONE OF TOP GROSSERS EVER

in Baltimore ...

WEEK'S GROSS IN FIVE DAYS

in

New

Orleans

...

>a

RIGHT UP THERE WITH STALAG 17
p au i and
New Haven, as well as smaller situations
like Hazelton, Pa.

I

and Modesta, Calif

MATCHING RECORDS OF COME BACK, LITTLE SHEBA
in Buffalo, Easton,

HELD OVER

6 weeks

Miami and

New York,

St.

Louis

.

.

6 weeks Los Angeles,

3 weeks San Francisco. Des Moines and Duluth too

BIG-SOCKO-BEST- SMASH!

reports Variety

San Francisco, Cincinnati,

St.

from

Louis and Seattle ...

. .

STARRING

BING
SBY
CRO
CLAUDE
DAUPHIN

WITH CHRISTIAN FOURCADE
AS THE LITTLE BOY

PRODUCED BY WILLIAM PERLBERG
DIRECTED BY GEORGE SEATON
WRITTEN FOR THE SCREEN BY

GEORGE SEATON
BASED UPON THE STORY LITTLE BOY LOST" BY MARGHANITA LASKI
BY JOHNNY BURKE
MUSIC BY JAMES VAN HEUSEN

Walter Winched

NEW SONGS-LYRICS

•

AND

Louella Parsons,

WOMAN WHO SEND
MORE MEN AND WOMEN TO THE

THE MAN AND

BOXOFFICE THAN ANY OTHER OPINION-

MOULDERS, DISCOVERED
'The big town

is

IT

TOO:

flocking to Crosby's latest

PARAMOUNT

movie, one of the warmest and most appealing of entertainment. Full of laughs and
tears.

One you can take your kids

to."

- Winchell
"Paramount has another winner.
to take your

whole family

to

see

I

beg you
it.

This

is

today with this and

is

the hottest

company

THE CADDY

ARROWHEAD THE WAR OF THE WORLDS
ROMAN HOLIDAY. And great ones
coming up,

like

BOTANY BAY

unquestionably the finest Crosby picture
since 'Going

My Way*!"

— Parsons

CEASE FIRE and HERE COME THE GIRLS.

——
Motion Picture Daily
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1954 Product
(Continued from page

shortage this year, the total number
of films to be released in 1953
424 shows a substantial increase
over the total of 384 films released

—

The Christmas holiday

Radio City Music Hall will
to Love,"
starring Esther Williams, Van
Johnson and Tony Martin.

The

The

increase in the number of
CI
1953 releases over 1952 is not accounted for by the increase in the

There will be
of reissues.
33 reissues this year, compared with
27 last year, an increase of only six,
while 1953 releases will exceed the
previous year's by 40.

number

in

the

survey

picture

M-G-M's "Easy

be

picture,

filmed in color

Technicolor
in
Cyprus
Gardens, Fla., will be shown in
conjunction with the
Hall's
traditional
Christmas
stage
show.

Ampex Show
(Continued from page 1)

RKO

;

backlog of

the

1953 product.
Last
year M-G-M released 43 new films.
Radio's plans for 1954 were
sketched in London last month by
James R. Grainger, president. Emphasizing that his company intended to
stay in the double feature market, he

RKO

RKO

said

would make 16

to 18 films

next year.

At

same time Grainger said this
number of films would be augmented by another six from independthe

total

ents as well as about 10 reissues. This
expects to release 31 new

RKO

year

films.

The United Artists schedule calls
for 36 films for 1954, compared with
51 this year.
However, since its role
is that of distributor of independent
product, it can be assumed that the
number of films which will have been
released by the company by the end

a speech by Barney Balaban,
president of Paramount Pictures, at a
September testi-

luncheon for Adolph
New York. Balaban
said the company's 1954 release
schedule will equal this year's

monial

Zukor
in

to Join

EOT

Grid Net Oct. 31
The

first Stanley Warner theatre TV-equipped house to line
up for the Notre Dame football
telecasts being offered by Box
Office Television is the Stanley,
in Baltimore, it was disclosed
here yesterday.

The

Stanley has booked the

Navy-Notre
for Oct. 31.

Dame game

slated

in

number

(30).

Paramount

leased 22 new films
plus one reissue.

in

re1952,

Another company talking increased
is Herbert J. Yates' Republic

Toward

the middle of this
year Yates foresaw the so-called "B"
picture's demise and the company's
policy of concentrating henceforth on
fewer but more expensive productions.
Actually, the company next year plans
between 15 and 20 such films. This
compares with Republic's 22 releases
set for this year.
Allied Artists' production remains
fairly constant.
Its total scheduled
35
for 1954
is only one less than in
Pictures.

— —

Companies' Plans Outlined
Companies which to date have
scheduled exhibits at the convention
are
Columbia Pictures, keynoting
its display with the 850-pound model
of the U.S.S. "Caine" used in filming
"The Caine Mutiny."
Also highlighted will be "Miss Sadie Thompson" and "It Should Happen to You."
:

lineup of 29 also

is

the

_

Lauded by Industry Executives
and

;

Exchange Pact

Haven.

atres

understood

that
Richard
Walsh, international president of the
IATSE, had agreed to grant strike
permission to the exchange employees
if a settlement had not been reached
It

this

is

week.
Publicist Pact

Pending

as

division

and

circuit

general

manager in New York State and New
England and, later while with Homack
Construction Co., built about a dozen
theatres.

He entered the trade paper field in
1928 with "Motion Picture News" and
following the consolidation of the
"News" with "Exhibitors HeraldWorld," which formed the present
"Motion Picture Herald," Lewis con-

Meanwhile, Local H-63 is preparing
to resume negotiations for a new pact
for Paramount home office employees
tinued in charge of the Managers
and Paramount publicists.
H. Round Table department of the
J.
Mandlebaum, Federal Mediation Com- Herald.
He started "Showmen's
missioner, yesterday was arranging
Trade Review" in 1933.
for a meeting between the Paramount
In addition to his posts with Variety
management and the union. It is ex- International, Lewis was a member
pected that parleys on a new pact for
of Motion Picture Associates, and of
the
Paramount publicists will get Motion Picture Pioneers.
under way early next week.

3

Banned Films

Set

(Continued from page 1)
Barring any cutbacks, the coming
year will see approximately 47 new Is Blue," "Mom and Dad," and "The
films from Columbia, 36 from Univer- Story of Bob and Sally," the distribusal and 27 from Warners.
Not in- tors of which are fighting the ban.
cluded in the Universal total is an
The fourth film, "Street Corner,"
unspecified number of special British which was banned by the censors, refilms from J. Arthur Rank. This year ceived a nod from the court, which
Universal handled eight in that cate- called the censor's action "arbitrary
gory.
and capricious." Following the court's
Seen as inevitable results of the decision, censor board chairman Sydtightening product situation are (1) ney Traub refused to affix the cen;

Variety Clubs International.

;

this year's total.

increasing numbers of reissues
(2)
increasing use of short subjects to
augment programs; (3) a growing
market for foreign films; and (4)
longer individual runs.

terested in the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital at a time when it was
threatened with closing for lack of
support. Lewis aided not only in saving the institution, which ministers to
tubercular members of the industry
and their families, by helping to gain
industry financial assistance for it, but
also was instrumental in effecting the
part sponsorship of the hospital by the

Since then Lewis devoted his time
self to the hospital, its mainteMetro - Goldwyn - Mayer will have nance, expansion and improvement,
an animated "surprise" exhibit, dis- and to fund-raising activities in its
behalf, to the exclusion of many of his
playing current and future product.
Paramount Pictures will spotlight business and personal activities. Only
"Paramount Pictures and Personali- last Friday he participated in a luncheon in New York to help launch the
ties."
Republic will herald forthcoming annual Christmas Salute for the hospital, at which his untiring efforts on
product for the next three months.
Twentieth Century-Fox will feature behalf of the institution, its welfare
CinemaScope, showing the application and its patients, were warmly extolled
of the medium to the average theatre. by such speakers as Abe Montague,
United Artists will have a three- president of the hospital R. J. O'Dondimensional exhibit, pointing out the nell, a former president Charles Einfeld,
luncheon chairman, and Moe
"UA Big Ones of the Future."
Universal principally will stress its Silver, exhibition chairman for this
forthcoming production, "The Glenn year's "Salute."
"Chick,"
as
he was
familiarly
Miller Story."
Warner Brothers will play up forth- known throughout the industry, spent
coming product, underlining producer- his entire workinsr life in motion picdirector George Stevens' "The Giant." tures. At the age of 13 he started as
Allied Artists, RKO, and others a studio boy for the old IMP Comare expected to join in presenting ex- pany and continued with other enterprises of the late Carl Laemmle, Sr.
hibitors.
He handled road shows of "Paul
Rainey's African Hunt" for Jungle
Film Co., later preparing and editing
the film for state's rights. He handled
(Continued from page 1)
distribution for World Best Film Co.,
certain salary inequities and the stand- which made Capt. Jack Bonavita aniardization of hours of employment." mal pictures in Florida.
The salary increase is retroactive to
In Exhibition in 1916
Dec. 1, 1952.
Closing of the New
York exchange workers' contract
In 1915, Lewis joined Kinetophoto
leaves only three key cities in which Corp. as Eastern sales manager for
negotiations have not been concluded. its K. C. Booking Co. He went into
They are Boston, Buffalo and New exhibition in 1916 and operated the-

1953.

The Lippert

(Continued from page 1)

David

Wallerstein, con
vention chairman, said today. "These
displays also will emphasize the upbeat attitude that is becoming more
and more pronounced by both ex
iiibitors and the public."

budgets

same as

S-W

available,"

by

are Allied Artists, Columbia, Lippert,
M-G-M, Paramount, Republic,
various and all sources. Used in conRadio, 20th-Fox, United Artists, Uni- junction with the demonstration were
versal and Warner Brothers.
reels from "The Robe," an Altec test
No one of these companies has com- reel, and clips made especially by
mitted itself to a hard-and-fast 1954 Ampex.
Some of the most realistic
production schedule.
The "Herald" effects were achieved by the sound of
possible
figures are based in-so-far as
an incoming train.
on recent product pronouncements or
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
on policy statements by leading com- Skouras Theatres, which will dispany officials. This is the case with tribute and install the equipment
Allied Artists, Lippert, M-G-M, Parathrough a subsidiary corporation, unmount, Republic, RKO, 20th-Fox and
der the supervision of Altec, made a
United Artists, with the others
few introductory remarks. Mel SprinColumbia, Universal and Warners
kle, in charge of theatre operations
none of which has indicated any anticifor Ampex, said that the cost of the
presumably maintainpated cutback
equipment, exclusive of installation
ing their current production pace.
charges, ranges from $4,500 to $9,000,
Leading the companies planning a
according to the size of the house.
marked decrease in production are
He estimated that the cost of the
M-G-M and 20th Century-Fox.
Ampex equipment at $9,000 for the
13 in CinemaScope
Roxy. The subsidiary company owned
The total of 22 films scheduled by by Skouras Theatres is the Circuit
Construction Co.
2'0th-Fox in 1954 (compared with 41
M. H.
new films in 1953) includes 13 features in CinemaScope and nine features produced by Leonard Goldstein's
of next year will be somewhat more
Panoramic Productions.
It does not
than 36.
include an unspecified number of indeThe clearest indications as to
pendent films.
what Paramount intends for the
Although M-G-M has indicated it
coming year were contained in
will
put only 21 films before the

cameras next year, current plans, outlined by Dore Schary, call for the
release of approximately 30 films, the
nine extra presumably coming from

'Chick' Lewis

(Continued from page 1)

for

in 1952.

Companies included

Majors to Exhibit

'Love' to be Hall's

Christmas Film

1)

Friday, October 23, 1953

sor's seal to the film, claiming new
evidence purporting to show that the
film was "indecent and obscene."
He
has petitioned Judge Moser for a rehearing.

S chine Hearing

Of Suit for Nov. 23
BUFFALO, Oct. 22.—Through
an agreement between the government and attorneys for
Schine Chain Theatres, hearings

on the Schine divestiture case
will be resumed on Monday,
Nov. 23 and it is understood
that hearings really will start at
that time. They have been postponed several times. The hearings will be held in Federal

Court here before Judge John
Knight.
;

Motion Picture Daily
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WB -'Scope
(Continued from page

"A

(Republic)

WITH

Star

Is

The deal, according to
Skouras, was negotiated by Al Licht-

properties.

man, distribution director of 20thFox.
"I believe the
Declared Skouras
trade will applaud Warner Bros, for
eliminating confusion and adopting the
:

CinemaScope process. Warner Bros,
has spent a great deal of money and
effort in research, and now, together,
we can accomplish greater things than
ever before."

Albert Warner, in a separate statement, said he felt CinemaScope "is
best suited for many of the important
productions we plan." He added, "we
are adopting CinemaScope in an effort to clarify and standardize for
the exhibitors and the public a single
process, thus eliminating any possibility of confusion."
Jack L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production, announced the
following CinemaScope plans
"We believe that many of the

stories announced last
week for production at our studio will
be greatly enhanced by means of

world-famous

CinemaScope presentation.
"We have already begun
production in CinemaScope of
'A Star Is Born,' which marks
to the
screen; 'Helen of Troy' begins

Judy Garland's return

production in Rome Dec. 1,
with an estimated budget of six
million dollars; we are completing 'Rear Guard,' starring Guy
Madison; soon to go into production in CinemaScope is the
world-renowned stage hit 'Mr.
Roberts'; 'The Talisman,' by
Sir Walter Scott; and the current best-seller 'Battle Cry' by

Leon

Uris.

Skouras, in his statement, pointed
out that the swing to CinemaScope by

WB

assures exhibitors and the public
of an "even greater flow" of CinemaScope productions, adding that 10

CinemaScope productions already have
been completed by 20th-Fox.

He

listed,

WB,

the following
companies which have plans to proin

addition

to

(Continued from page

"Crazylegs"

1)

Born,"

of

Honor Krim

Review

featuring the return to the screen of
Judy Garland, and plans CinemaScope
production of five other top-budgeted

CinemaScope

Hollywood, Oct. 22

ELROY 'CRAZYLEGS' HIRSCH

ture, entirely factual, and in part consisting of films of the many games
which he played, can be accurately called the first completely honest football picture ever made.
That does not mean merely that it is documentary, and undramatic, for the
non-game portion of the picture is enacted, with Lloyd Nolan, Joan Vohs and

other professional actors playing roles of real people not present to play
themselves, and the Hirsch story is dramatic far beyond most purely fictional
dramas written for the screen. To everybody who knows football or cares
about knowing it better than they do, this pictnre is a "must" of the highest
order. (People who are ag'in football rate no consideration here.)
The story of "Crazylegs" Hirsch, twice collegiate Ail-American (once for
Wisconsin, again for Michigan) and in 1950 the most-valuable-player in
professional football, begins, in the picture, in his high school days, continues
on through his collegiate phase, and into the professional-football years, including the present. It is in considerable measure the story of the American
boy as it used to be written in the copy books, and still is in boys' hearts.
Poor, shy, hard-working and earnest, the lad finds on the football field a
parity with his fellows denied him elsewhere. He reacts with a determination
and. perseverance that have a part in his swift advance to football fame, and
his early handicaps seem well behind him when an injury deprives him (the
doctors say permanently) of the co-ordination that is indispensable in his

News

Warner Deal
The New York Stpck market

of their team-mate Hirsch, are the members of the professional Los Angeles
Rams, great football names all.
Available for all the aspect ratios from standard up to 1.85 to 1, even
2 to 1 under pressure, the picture is fabulously rich in gridiron action such
forward-passing as you never saw, save when it happened and if the screen
hadn't already gone wide, wider, widest this would have been reason enough

%

part of the year-long, global celebration of the anniversary of United
Artists' founding.
The drive will be launched in the
United States and Canada on Nov. 15
and will continue for six months, until
parallel international
May 15, 1954.
sales
drive,
involving all branches
outside the United States and Canada, will begin on Dec. 1 and will be
conducted for a full year.
key date in both the domestic and
foreign sales drives will be April 17,
1954, marking the exact 35th anniversary of the incorporation of United

A

A

Artists.

Prizes in the drive will be the
ever given by the company.
drives, branches
As in preceding
will be separated into groups so that
exchanges of approximately equal
grossing potential will compete against
each other.
largest

UA

Lopert Product
(Continued from page 1)
Sullivan," a London Films production
in
color
by Technicolor, starring

Robert Morley and Maurice Evans,
which opens here on Tuesday at the
Bijou Theatre on a two-a-day sched-

"The Captain's Paradise," starAlec Guinness and co-starring
The cast also includes James Millican, Bob Waterfield, Bob Kelley, James Yvonne De Carlo and Celia Johnson,
Brown, John Brown, Bill Brundige, Norman Field, Win Hirsch and the Los now at the Paris Theatre here "The
Angeles Rams.
Man Between," starring James Mason,
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. For November Claire Bloom and Hildegarde Neff, a
release.
Carol Reed production, which will
have its American premiere at the

for

its

doing

so.

ule

;

ring

;

The Women's

Committee of the
Variety Club Foundation to Combat
Epilepsy has presented a check for
$2,500 to Dr. H. Houston Merritt for
the New York Variety Club Clinic
Columbia Presbyterian Medical
at
Center. The gift was made by W. J.
German, president of the Foundation,
from the proceeds from the women's
committee cocktail party in honor of
Sophie Tucker.
In making the gift, German assured
Doctor Merritt that a similar check
would, be given at the time of the an-

Double

WASHINGTON,

Oct.

Commerce Department's
headed

by

22.

"The Moon

— The

move

its offices back to the Commerce
Department Building over the week-

end.

For

the past year, the division,
which for years had been in the Commerce Building, has been in the new
General Accounting Office Building.
That was the headquarters of the

National Production Authority, under
which the film section was operating
since the outbreak of the Korean

War.
Recently

the

film

division

was

on paper back to Commerce as part of a newly-formed
Business and Defense Services Adtransferred

ministration in Commerce. Now the
physical transfer is being made.

Bills

(Continued from page 1)
are shown singly giant screen showings involve a single feature; top
quality productions without new techadvantages are being shown
nical
singly with increasing frequency."
Morgan made his observations on
the occasion of Paramount's celebra;

tion of "Oscar Morgan Week," which
will start Sunday and run through the

following Saturday.

Canada Pushes Plans
To Move Film Board
— Canadian
OTTAWA, Oct.
22.

Government

that plans
for transferring National Film Board
operations to Montreal from Ottawa
will proceed despite criticisms.
Tenders are being called for the new
$5,000,000 building to be constructed
in a suburb of Montreal.
officials

insist

following

the

run of

"Fan Fan the
Tulip," starring Gerard Philips and

film division,
Golden, will

Nathan D.

here

Victoria

Women

Present Nate Golden Unit
Back in Old Home
Foundation Check
V. C.

of

re-

—

—

but had not sent in their checks.

acted favorably yesterday to the news
that Warner Brothers would use the
CinemaScope process in "many" of its
most important productions.
On a turnover for the day of only
9,300 shares, 20th-Fox stock advanced
from 14^ to 16, a gain of lMs point.
Warner advanced
to close at 11^4
on a turnover of 1,500 shares.
The
20th -Fox stock has hovered around
15 after losing- about two points following the opening of "The Robe" at
the Roxy Theatre here five weeks ago.

1)

How

he overcomes this seemingly final disaster and moves on toward
his sports destiny are told in a fine film produced and written by Hall Bartlett, the young producer of "Navajo" and directed by Francis D. Lyon.
In the cast and playing themselves, as they did and are doing in the life
calling.

:

Up On

portraying himself, this pic-

in

duce in CinemaScope M-G-M, Walt nual award drawing for two Cadillac
Disney, producers of United Artists, sedans in connection with the FoundaUniversal-International, Allied Artists
tion.
He explained, however, that
and Columbia Pictures.
many industry members hold tickets

20th-Fox Stock

7

Gina

Is

Blue"

Lollobrigida,

release,

Clair's

;

now

and "Night
comedy,
a

in national
Beautie," Rene

Franco-London

Films production.

Partnership With Dowling
Lopert will concentrate his efforts
on production in a partnership arrangement with Dowling, head of City Inparticipating in
vesting Co., with

UA

co-financing.
However, it was explained yesterday that Lopert would
supervise the distribution of the current product as well as those to be
Lopert will leave for
produced.
Europe in 60 days to prepare for the
first two pictures to be produced under the plan. They are "Time of the
Cuckoo," to go before the cameras
in Venice in April, and "Beauty and
the Beast," being written by S. N.
Behrman for production in England
later in 1954.
Under a flexible policy, Lopert and
Dowling will deliver two pictures
yearly to
for the next "few years,"
according to Krim.
The media in
which the films will be made has not

UA

been determined.

Melcher-Day Film
For WB Release
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 22. —

The

Martin Melcher Productions will produce "Yankee Doodle
12
Join
8 Areas Franchised
Girl," starring Doris Day
in private
Jaffe to
International
United
HOLLYWOOD,
of
Oct. 22.—Twelve life Mrs. Martin Melcher borrowed
The product
Herb Jaffe, television film syndi- Film Corp. will be handled by fran- new members have been admitted to for the film from Warner Brothers,
They by which company the picture will be
cation executive, has been appointed chisers in eight territories in accord- the Screen Producers Guild.
Eastern sales manager of Motion Pic- ance with an agreement signed with are John C. Champion, Pat Duggan, released. It will be the first of sevof Thomas S. Gries, Richard V. Heer- eral films which Melcher will make
vice-president
Liebeskind,
tures for Television, Inc.
Jaffe, who Nat
resigned as senior account executive International. The territories are Den- mance, Howard W. Koch, Jack Pol- for WB.
Miss Day now is completing "Lucky
of the Music Corporation of America ver, Salt Lake City, Chicago, Mil- lexfen, Dick Powell, Ben Schwalb,
musical which also features
to take the
post, will handle waukee, Indianapolis, San Francisco, Sam Spiegel, Richard Wilson, Aubrey Me,"
Wisberg and Albert Zugsmith.
Robert Cummings and Phil Silvers.
Los Angeles and Seattle Portland.
East Coast sales.
newly-formed

More

MPTV

Herb

MPTV

—

SPG

—
—

WB
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20th-Fox Shares

SHERWIN KANE

2 14 in

Up

Two Days

A

\/\V/
V

nounced late last week to
produce "many" of its
most important dramatic properCentury-Fox
20th
the
in
ties
CinemaScope system was news of
major import to the entire industry.

Increasing

as

does

it

the

pool of Cinemaproductions available to
theatres in the coming months, its
rapidly growing

Scope

will be effecencouragement to many ex-

natural consequence
tive

hibitors

the

gain of 1% points was registered
by 20th Century-Fox
stock on the New York Stock
Exchange Friday, matching the
gain made the previous day.
The issue closed at 17^5 on a
turnover of 26,600 shares in
Friday's trading.
Reports that exploratory
drillers had struck oil on 20thFox's Westwood lot gave new
support to the stock after
initial impetus had been given

by announcement that Warners
will use the CinemaScope system in production.

to

install

Cinema-

Scope equipment in their theatres.
more theatres equipped
In turn,
with CinemaScope will insure the
of an ever-increasing
of pictures in that system.

TV and

20th-Fox Sets
Shorts for '54

Study Media Needs

Theatrical

Rights to 4 Films
Theatrical and television rights to
four British pictures, two of which
formerly were released by United
Artists and two by Universal, have
been acquired by Producers Representatives and its
associate company,
Major Film Productions.
The pictures are "Mr. Drake's Duck," starring Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and
Rolande Donlan, and "Obsessed," starring Geraldine Fitzgerald and David
Farrar, which were
releases, and
"The Years Between," starring Val-

TV

UA

Hobson, Flora Robson and Mi"Thunder Rock,"
with James Mason, Lilli Palmer and
Redgrave, formerly distributed by

erie

Illinois Allied

HasEquipment
Buying Plan
Group Purchasing Will
Be Studied by Unit

—

CHICAGO, Oct. 25. A group
equipment purchasing plan will be
initiated by Allied Theatres of Illinois
and a committee has been appointed by
president Jack
Kirsch to study
the
p r oj ec t

Universal.

The television sales will be handled
by Irving Lesser through Major Film.
Seymour Poe, through Producers
{Continued on page 4)

20th Century-Fox short
•
subject filmed in CinemaScope, "The
Coronation Parade," heads a roster of
arduous battle of 45 attractions which the company will

The long and
Spyros Skouras and

his

aides to

bring to the industry the invigorating stimulus of the anamorphic
wide-screen process would seem to

be about to come to

Ceradmired

fruition.

it
that all who
is
Skouras's tremendous belief in that
process as well as the way he

tain

backed
for

it,

latest

The

it

will

and fought
rejoice with him on this

up, labored

first

Many from

to be placed on

wide-screen and

Industry

important step forward.

With the success of "The Robe"
already an accomplished fact, this
latest development could well be
the "clincher" for the long haul.
•

ONE
the

•

JDA

?

8

to

follow-

ing a

member-

h p

meeting,

Kirsch

i

com-

look

into

entire

Jack Kirsch

ment

and,

the

equipsituation

neces-

if

sary, engage a competent person with
technical and engineering knowledge

{Continued on page 4)

North Central Area
Places 28 Orders

For CinemaScope

Jewish Charities

Dinner

stated,

would

A

{Continued on page 4)

phonic

that the
mittee

in

{Continued on page 4)

stereo
sound.

s

At Lewis Services

release
through 1954, Lem
Jones, short subj ects sales manager, anlarge group of industry represennounced at the weekend. Two weekly tatives attended funeral services here
issues of Movietone News will, as yesterday for
(Chick)
Charles E.
usual, also be released during the Lewis, publisher of "Showmen's Trade
period.
Review" and an active figure in indusFilmed in color by Technicolor, the try affairs, who died of a heart attack
seven-minute
subject
will
present on Thursday.
The services, which
highlights of the British coronation, were held at the Riverside Memorial
with all of its traditional pomp and Chapel, were conducted by Rabbi Euceremony. The short will be placed in gene Lipman of the Westchester Reset

emphasis

with

production

number

TEN CENTS

1953

chael Redgrave, and

who have not yet made

decision

26,

Poe, Lesser Acquire

Tradetvise .
By

YORK,

MINNEAPOLIS,

Draw L000

Oct.

Twenty-eight theatres in the
Central exchange area took

2

5.—
North
initial

steps to install CinemaScope last week
in the wake of the apparent boom
touched off by the reported record

of the trade

oddities of
The testimonial dinner for circuit operator Harry Brandt on Wednesday
times is that while many night, sponsored jointly by the Joint Defense Appeal and Cinema Lodge of
exhibitors are voicing apprehen- B'nai B'rith, is expected to draw more than 1,000 persons to the Grand grosses on "The Robe" from Coast-toCoast. It was stated here by both the
sions of a product shortage, there Ballroom of the Hotel Waldorf AsMinneapolis Theatre Supply Co. and
toria.
are some distributors who comFrosch Theatre Supply Co. that the
The industry and Cinema Lodge
Jersey City 'Moon'
interest shown by exhibitors following
plain of insufficient theatre outlets have set a goal, now within reach, to
{Continued on page 4)
for their new releases.
Hearing on Nov. 6
raise $75,000 before the function to
contribute New York's
the $5,000,000 needed to
finance the activities of the American
ber of conventional films of "hit" Jewish Committee and the Anticalibre now in release are earning Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
General chairmen of the affair are
unusually long runs and many holdWilliam J. German, president of W.
overs. The result is that desirable
J. German, Inc., and Max E. Youngoutlets for many other good and stein, vice-president of United Artists.
average releases are not available. A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paracomplaint also may be heard mount Film Distributing Corp., is
dinner chairman.
in some distribution quarters that
In announcing that "we expect the
the long-run attractions monopoliz- Oct. 28 dinner to be the best attended
ing the first-run dates are absorb- affair of its kind ever held in our in{Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 2)

The distribution

tures in

slant

is

that pic- help

new processes and

a

num-

share

JDA
of

.

A

A magistrate's hearing on Jersey City's action against the
Stanley Theatre there and its
Bernard J. Manfreshowing of "The
Moon Is Blue" has been set for
Nov. 6, having been postponed
from a scheduled hearing last

manager,

donia, for the

Friday. The city charges violation of an ordinance prohibiting
the exhibition of obscene films.
Meanwhile, United Artists is

preparing an appeal from the
city's

banning of the

film.

Prominent Names on
Pioneers' Dinner List
Prominent industry names as well
as others have accepted invitations to
attend the Picture Pioneers' annual
dinner in the Hotel Astor on Nov.
12, Jack Cohn, president of the organization, revealed at the weekend.
The latest to accept an invitation to
be a guest of honor is Henry Ford
II.

Others who have an invitation
{Continued on page 4)

.

;
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LOUIS

Producers Urged to
Contact Exhibitors

Registration Starts

Personal
Mention
Columbia circuit
sales executive, left here over the
weekend for Chicago, Milwaukee and
Kansas City.
•

AMPA

Course

Registration is going forward steadily for the second session of the Showmanship School of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, which will
open Nov. 5 at the Hotel Astor. Enrollments are being directed to Lige
Brien, director of special events of

Dorothy Altmann Moscato, for- United Artists.
Faculty and program
merly of the editorial staff of Motion
Picture Daily, and Sal Moscato, became parents for the first time with
the birth of a girl Thursday at Mt.
Sinai Hospital here.
•

Ben M. Cohn,

Universal-Interna-

manager, will
address the Foreign Trade Club of
New York University here on Thurstional assistant foreign

day.

•

Monday, October

advisor for the
school is Arthur Debra, of the Motion
Picture Association of America, while
Karl Egmond Ettinger, author and
teacher of public relations, is program
coordinator.

AMPA

Committee,
School
The
headed by Maurice Bergman, Universal-International executive, also
cludes Brien, Albert Floersheimer, Jr.,
director of advertising and publicity
for Walter Reade Theatres ; Blanche
F. Livingston, director of publicity for
circuit
out-of-town theatres
Harry K. McWilliams, director of adand public relations for
vertising

26, 1953

Tradewise

.

.

(Continued from page 1)

FIOLLYWOOD,

Oct.
that

25.— In

his

personal conviction
the present
time presents an opportunity for the
independent producer to get out and
establish his entertainment trademark
by direct contacts with exhibitors,
Abner Greshler left for Des Moines
and Indianapolis in connection with
openings for his British importation,

ing too much of the available entertainment dollar in some localities, leaving too little for the aver-

age good
Such

picture.

conditions,

they

should

must

inevitably

persist,

bring

about changes

in the traditional
order of release. In Pittsburgh, for
are holding
back right now," Greshler declared, example, exhibitors needing pic"and this is the very time for the tures and distributors looking for
independent to get in some good wal- outlets for new releases, got to-

"Hundred Hour Hunt."
"The major studios

own behalf.
Urges Real Cooperation

lops in his

in-

gether recently on a plan of simultaneous neighborhood dates, which
a marked tendency worked out to the complete satis-

"I think there is
for showmen across the country to
deal on a man-to-man basis with pro-

faction of

all.

That idea, and refinements of it,
ducers
whom they know.
They
Joseph Wolf, vice-president of
could
well become accepted proespecially like to deal with a producer
Embassy Pictures, Boston, became a RKO
Mrs.
cedure
who understands their problems, and
in time.
grandfather when his daughter,
who is willing to roll up his sleeves
Barbara Role, gave birth to a son at
Screen Gems, and Gordon S. White, and pitch in and help them sell the
Beth Israel Hospital.
director of the Advertising Code Ad- picture to their customers.
•
THIS is Oscar Morgan Week.
"Some on-the-spot cooperation in
Edward Graves has been named to ministration for the MPAA.
Appropriately enough, it is
serve

uncompleted term

the

out

of

as president of Local
Cleveland, following Gerson's
F-5,
resignation.

Nate Gerson

•

Judson Moses,

M-G-M

divi-

field

sion press representative for the South,
has returned to Atlanta from

New

York.

•

Leo Samuels, Walt Disney Promanager, returned to
from Chicago over the

sales

ductions

New York
weekend.

•
L. E.

Goldhammer,

Allied Artists

Eastern sales manager, leaves here today for Minneapolis, Chicago, Indian-

and Cincinnati.
•
Martin Friedman,

apolis

Funeral Rites Held
For Stanley Neal
Funeral services were held here
yesterday at the Frank Campbell
Funeral Home for Stanley S. Neal,
58, head of Stanley Neal Productions,
Inc., who died in a Chicago hotel
room last week. He is survived by
his widow, a daughter and a grandchild.

In 1937 he joined National Screen
as head of distribution of sponsored
films. Subsequently he headed Stanley Neal, Inc., and Associated Filmakers.

here

a vacation

for

War

II

Armed

he made
Forces.

of

the

in

upstate

in Gloversville
Lynch's Sister

GLOVERSVILLE,

N. Y., Oct. 25.
New York.
High Requiem Mass was sung
•
Abraham A. Spitz, 100-year-old here Friday for Mrs. Anna Lynch
Smith, sister of George Lynch, chief
exhibitor of Providence, R. I., has
film buyer for the Schine circuit.
left St. Joseph's Hospital there and
Burial was in Ferndale Cemetery.
is resting at his home.
Mrs. Smith, who died in the Nathan
Littauer Hospital, served as deputy
Myer P. Beck, publicist, has re- city clerk here from 1914 until her
turned to his office here after under- retirement in 1949.
going an eye operation.
•

—A

M-G-M

field repJack Wiener,
resentative from New Orleans, has returned there from New York.

Orpheum in 'Frisco
To Show Cinerama
SAN FRANCISCO,

Irving Ludwig, Walt Disney Productions

representative,

sales

Boston from

Bernard

New

is

in

York.

Kamber, producer's
left New York on Fri-

M.

representative,
day for Hollywood.

Adolph Deutsch,

M-G-M

composer and conductor, has returned to Hollywood from New York.

Sheree North has arrived
Hollywood from New York.

in

ville,

N.

Y.,

exhibitor

visited in

there.

of

Morris-

Albany from

Oct.

25.

—

Sherrill Corwin's 2,440-seat Orpheum
theatre here will present Cinerama
through a deal with Stanley Warner
Corp. The house will be closed next
week, while screen conversion is being taken care of. The theatre will be
redecorated at a cost of $50,000. The
first Cinerama show is set for Christ-

mas

day.

Sales Drive to

all

happy to

join

in

cordial, sincere,
Oct. 25.— Herb Greeneran,
saying it,
blatt,
Radio's Midwestern district manager with headquarters here, with playdates.
will have a sales drive centered around
him for December. Greenblatt, who
has been with
for 21 years, became district manager here in Aug.,

CHICAGO,

RKO

New

Gorelick, Chicago branch head,
will serve as drive leader, with support coming from Lou Elman, Milwaukee
manager
Dressell,

Fay

;

Minneapolis manager
St. Louis manager.
Greenblatt went to

man

in

;

and Ray Nolan,

RKO

Chicago and was

manager

at

Cleveland

as a sales-

later

and

branch
also

in

Pittsburgh.

Trinz Will Conduct
Chicago 'U' Course
CHICAGO, Oct. 25.—Bruce Trinz,
general manager of the Clark Theatre
here, has been selected to conduct a
course on motion pictures at the University of Chicago

downtown campus

beginning in December. The series of
lectures will be titled "Pictures, Popcorn and Profits" and will concern itself

They

in all

will

be

this tribute to a

fair-dealing

vet-

where they can,

FWC Will Premiere

RKO

with Hollywood and foreign prod-

Disney Package

Buena Vista Film Distribution Co.
has closed a deal with Fox West
Coast Theatres for the Western premiere of Walt Disney's complete program, headed by his first feature
length True Life Adventure feature,
"The Living Desert," it was announced here by Leo F. Samuels, the
newly-formed company's general sales
manager. The premiere will be held
at the Fine Arts Theatre in Los
Angeles on Dec. 17.
"The Living Desert" will be complemented by Disney's all live-action
featurette, "Stormy, the Thoroughbred," and his first 20-minute cartoon
fantasy, "Ben and Me."

Albany Exhibitors
To See 'The Robe'
ALBANY,

N. Y., Oct. 25.— TwenCentury-Fox has invited every
exhibitor in the Albany exchange district to attend the premiere of "The
Robe" in CinemaScope at Fabian's
Palace Tuesday night. Civic leaders
and other leading Albanians are extieth

uct.

MPIC to Retain
—

not reduce

president of Stanley
Corp., is now supervising the concession management of
all Cinerama theatres in addition to
Stanley Warner houses.

will keep them on a par with previous
years and may even increase them, it
was decided at a membership meeting which was presided over by president Arthur Freed.

Siegel,

branches of the industry,

parts of the country.

Honor Greenblatt

Activity Pace

Carl

company.

Over those many years. Oscar
made countless good friends in

SiegeVs Concession
Duties Expanded
Warner Service

Leon Duva,

RKO

the

Paramount

has

Sam

Mass

39th anniversary of the
short
subjects
and
newsreel sales manager with that

also

business."

1944.

head

Paramount playdate department, has For
left

During World

several films for the

helping the theatremen put the picture
over and get the ticket-buyers to the
box-office means a lot more than any
windy theorizing that might go on in
Hollywood about how to improve

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 25.

Motion Picture Industry Council
its

activities

in

The

pected to attend.

will

be two screenings that
performances
Continuous
Admission
will start the next day.

1954, but

There

will

evening.

for adults will be $1.25.
Proctor's in Troy, also
theatre,

will present

ginning Nov.

a

Fabian

"The Robe" be-

11.
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ALAN LADD

•

JAMES MASON

JOHN FARROW PRODUCTION

•

m

"BOTANY BAY" co-stamng PATRICIA MEDINA

Produced by Joseph Sistrom

From the novel by Charles Nordhoff and James Norman

•

•

Directed by John Farrow

Hall

•

Color by

SIR CEDRIC
•

HARDWICKE

Screenplay by Jonathan Latimer

TECHNICOLOR

'

A Paramount

Picture

;

;

Monday, October
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"Gun Fury"

(Continued from page 1)
to advise members on their needs in
order to suitably accomplish widescreen projection.
The feeling of the membership was
that exhibitors' problems with Respect

wide-screen can be greatly over-

come through

counselling

intelligent

by an authority familiar with the technical and engineering aspects of the

(Continued from page 1)

(Columbia)

THE

MEDIUM OF THREE-DIMENSION

appears to have been mas-

tered thoroughly in this entry in the 3-D series. In this case, 3-D aids the
It is a Western story that is. gripping, certainly bloody, and the
As a production,
actors perform with grimness and conviction throughout..
with the virtues of excellent, even touching, photography on superb locations,
and with direction which maintains pace, this certainly is one of the better
story.

3-D

1953

26,

CinemaScope

Review

Illinois Allied

to

;

entries.

the local Radio City screening on
Oct. 7 is resulting in solid orders.
Bulk of the early orders were for
wide screens adaptable to 3-D use
and to the smaller aspect ratios of
major companies. This, they pointed
out, was the initial step in a complete
CinemaScope installation with stereophonic sound the second step.
Because of the current bottleneck in ana-

from the novel, "Ten Against Caesar," by Kathleen George. Robert
new medium and thus save theatre Granger, Irving Wallace and Roy Huggins have fashioned a screenplay which
owners money in costly and unneces- relentlessly, but with compassion, shows the progress toward and through morphic lenses, orders were being
accepted for delivery guaranteed for
They also
experimentation.
sary
destruction of a man made bitter by defeat of the South during the Civil War.
CinemaScope's playdates.
Both
voiced approval of the resolution
this
the
Producer Lewis J. Rachmil and director Raoiil Walsh have given
Frosch and Minneapolis also reported
adopted at the national Allied conven-

tion in Boston calling for standardization on a 2-to-l aspect ratio for all

anamorphic,
including
"because of the dangers that exist in
the present confused and muddled
equipment situation."
productions,

subject of arbitrad| On the
tion the local Allied group endorsed the position taken by the
They
national Allied board.
agreed with the national board's
contention that there is no
Allied's
to
benefit
practical
members in any arbitration plan
which does not provide for the
arbitration of film rentals and
selling policies on a national
and regional basis; that countenances the pre-release of pictures even on a limited scale,
or that does not prohibit the
initiation of competitive bidding
in any situation except upon
the written demand of one of
the exhibitors involved.

Approval was also given to national
renewal of its charter mem-

COMPO

for another year.
bership in
With Allied of Illinois due to celebrate its 23rd anniversary in December,
the membership directed that
plans be made for the holding of an
affair at one of Chicago's night clubs
to appropriately observe the occasion.
The place and date will be announced
by an arrangements committee to be
named by Kirsch.

Dinner

(Continued from page 1)
dustry," German and Youngstein declared that the industry had another
incentive to attend the affair in addiIt
tion to paying tribute to Brandt.
was revealed that an all-star cast of
performscreen, stage, radio and
ers will star in a dramatic presentation titled "Target for '53."

TV

(Continued from page 1)
supervising the
theatrical distribution. Poe has completed arrangements for the release of
the pictures with independent distributors in 15 cities and expects to consummate deals for the balance of the
country within the next two weeks.
is

Greer Garson to

similar

This
talks

Manchester,

will be followed
at the University

Birmingham

by
of

University
and possibly the University of Edinburgh.
Her tour on behalf of the
picture has been planned by Loew's
International.

referred to is Phil Carey, leading, in Arizona outlaw life, a band
of desperadoes described as remnants of the Army of Northern Virginia.
Arrayed against him are Rock Hudson, simple, and dedicated to ranching

and

Donna Reed.

his fiancee,

some sales
demand

of light sources to meet
of larger screens.
the swing to complete con-

the

Leading

Amusement

versions were Minnesota

and

Edmund

Ruben's Welworth

cir-

An

Carey's brutality manages to alienate even his brother, whose rebellion when
Carey casts his eye on Miss Reed, earns him a "staking out" in the deadly
desert sun; and it is responsible for the shooting of Hudson and the kidnapping of Miss Reed during a stagecoach holdup. It also thereby is responsible
for Carey's downfall.

interesting factor in the
orders is the number of smaller independent houses throughout the area
ordering screens.

Because Hudson is not killed and, recovering from the wound, he drops
And Carey's brother, Leo Gordon,
peace as an ideal and vows vengeance.
He joins with Hudson in their now desperate and
doesn't die in the sun.
These two are joined by Indian Pat Hogan, whose family
relentless hunt.
Carey had killed; and eventually these are joined by Roberta Haynes, Mexican, whose affections Carey had spurned. There is a lot of battle, Carey kills
some of his enemies and his enemies kill a lot of his men before he ends, face
And Hudson and Miss Reed can now
in the dirt, with a knife in his back.
go to their ranch in peace.
Others in the cast are Lee Marvin, Neville Brand, Ray Thomas, Robert
Herron, Phil Rawlins, Forrest Lewis, John Cason, Don Carlos, Pat Hogan,
Mel Welles and Post Park.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. For November

20th-Fox Shorts

Launch Boy Scout

Cash Dividends 23%
Below Last Year

Drive at Meeting

WASHINGTON, Oct. 25.— PubSpyros S. Skouras, president of
Skouras Theatres, and Charles Boas- licly-reported cash dividends by motion
berg, general sales manager for RKO picture companies during the first nine
Radio Pictures, co-chairmen of the months of 1953 were 23 per cent below

cuit.

(Continued from page 1)
immediately, Jones said, and
uniquely
suited
to
accompany

release
"is

showings of forthcoming CinemaScope
productions such as

'How

to

Marry

A

"
Millionaire.'
The line-up of short subjects will
also see 20 new Terrytoons in Techni-

color featuring the characters Mighty
Mouse, Little Roquefort, the Terry
Bears, Heckle and Jeckle and Dinky.
In addition, 10 top Terrytoons of recent years will be offered as Terrytoon Toppers, all in Technicolor.
Six Movietone sport shorts will be
released in 1954, as well as six Movie-

tone "See It Happen" films.
Completing the shorts roster will be
two Lehr reissues, Jones announced.

_

division of the 1954 drive
for the Boy Scout Councils of Greater

amusement

New

York, met with their planning
committee here to begin organization
activities for the campaign.
Members of the planning committee include Leon Bamberger, RKO,
who will be chairman of the producers
and distributors division and general
assistant to Boasberg and Skouras
Nick Matsoukas, coPlato Skouras
ordinator, and Sidney Newman of
Skouras Theatres.
;

Fred Oliver, assistant finance director of the Boy Scouts Greater New
York Councils, represented his organization at the meeting. Mervin Houser,
Radio Eastern director of publicity-advertising, has been named to
act as general publicity director of the
campaign.

The
with a

fund-raising campaign will start
"Dawn Patrol" breakfast for

campaign workers
on Jan. 6.
all

in

New

Laboratories here, has been awarded
a contract by Louis de Rochemont
Associates, to serve as technical consultant on de Rochemont's operations
in Djakarta, Indonesia, and Rangoon,
Burma, under their agreements with
those governments. Tronolone, who
now operates his own company, will
advise on laboratory equipment, construction and film printing for
laboratories being constructed.

those for the
last year, the

first

three

quarters

new

Pioneer Dinner
(Continued from page

1)

of

Commerce Department are Gardner Cowles, president and
Frank
reports.
It said dividends from Janu- publisher of "Look Magazine"
Ernest E.
ary through September this year to- Folsom, president of
taled $14,257,000, compared to $18,- Blake, chairman of Eastman Kodak,
511,000 for the corresponding period London; Nat Taylor, president of the
Canadian Motion Picture Pioneers
of 1952.
;

RCA

Dividends

reported

in

September

amounted

to $3,036,000 this year compared to $2,369,000 last year.
Commerce officials stated that the entire

increase was due to the fact that
20th Century-Fox paid a dividend in

September

this

year which

was

de-

clared last year in October.

CinemaScope Deal

On

for 'Vera Cruz'

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 25.

— Nego-

under way between indeYork pendent producer Harold Hecht and
20th Century-Fox's Al Lichtman for
the use of CinemaScope in HechtLancaster Productions' "Vera Cruz,"
which will star Burt Lancaster and
Gary Cooper.

Joins Pathe Labs as
Advisor on Indonesia
Lecture
Nick Tronolone, formerly of Pathe

Greer Garson will leave here on
Oct. 31 for England, where she will
lecture at the University of London
on
the
subject,
"Filming
Julius
Caesar."

endowed them by long experience.

The man

RKO

Rights to 4 Films
Representatives,

polish

release.

Allied's

JDA

It is

tiations are

Judge Ferdinand Pecora

By Home

Theatres

MINNEAPOLIS,

Oct.

25.—Home

Ted
Eastman

Gen.

;

of

Kodak Milton Rackmil, president of
Universal
Louis Lurie, San Fran;

;

cisco financier Nate Blumberg, chairman of the board of Universal and
last year's "Pioneer of the Year"
Sam Katz, one of the founders of
the B. & K. Circuit, and Y. Frank
Freeman, head of Paramount studios.
;

Services for Lewis
(Continued from page 1)

formed Temple.

Burial
chester Hills Cemetery,

was

in

West-

Hastings-on-

Hudson, N. Y.
Lewis,

who

president

of

also was executive vicethe Variety Clubs-Will

Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., apparently was in good

when he collapsed suddenly at
home in Scarsdale. He is survived

health
his

Officers Reelected

vice-president

Curtis,

;

by

his

widow,

daughters,

Marjorie,

Patricia

Ann

and two
and Judith

Ellen.

Theatres reelected Leo Ross of Sauk

Lazarus House Burns

Rapids, Minn., as president. Reelected
vice-presidents were B. J. Benfield,
Morris Frank Mantzke, Minneapolis,
and Harry Ressler, Park Rapids, also
Carl Nygaard, of Brainerd, was reelected secretary-treasurer.

combined Cinema Theatre and Patio
Playhouse here were destroyed by fire.
The Cinema, an 81 -year-old theatre,
was a unit of the Lazarus circuit.
Loss was estimated at $65,000.

;

NEW

ORLEANS,

Oct.

25.— The

starring

VILDING

•

JOHN

ORSON

MARGARET

MICHAEL

LOCKWOOD WELLES - McCALLUM
•

Screen play by

PAMELA BOWER

•

Based on a story by

E. C.

•

malleson

BENTLEY

I

Produced and Directed by

HERBERT WILCOX

•

A REPUBLIC PRODUCTION
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Films on Legitimate
Long - Run Plan
Seen by Jessel

Monday, October

Reviews

could stay for eight or 10 weeks. The
former 20th Century-Fox producer
went so far as to say that neighborhood theatres "may be on their way
out" because the public doesn't mind

going downtown for good entertainand neighbhorhood
theatres
can't "sit it out" and wait for the
"big ones" to reach them.
"I may be sticking my neck out in
saying such things," Jessel stated at
an industry press luncheon at which
he was the host at Toots Shor's. "But
that is the way it looks to me. As in

ment

the

case

of

legitimate theatres, it
to close down and
wait for pictures that can run 10
weeks or more. And those theatres
will make more money than they ever
made before."
Jessel held the meeting for the purpose of discussing "Yesterday and
Today," a 50-minute cavalcade of motion picture production covering 60

would be better

years.

It

Greshler

was produced by Abner
and

is

"Sea of Lost Ships"
fashioned action film on the life of Coast Guardsmen, starring
John Derek, Richard Jaeckel and Walter Brennan, is offered in this

Two independent productions are
planned by Jessel. They are "Rip Van
Winkle," with Jimmy Durante, and
"The

Jessel Story," in which Eddie
is slated to portray the title
character.

Fisher

Two in 'B'
— "Flight to Tangier"
pictures

Legion Places

and the Italian "What Price Innocence" have been placed in Class B
by the National Legion of Decency

—

World

—

—

THERE

TESMA-TOA

Action scenes are neatly placed throughout. Highlights include Derek's
with fear aboard the training ship, when called upon to go up in the
rigging in a fierce storm, and the final scenes when Derek, as an enlisted man,
and Jaeckel, as an officer, participate with Brennan in an operation to free
a Norwegian freighter aground on an iceberg.
Also included are some interesting air shots of the arctic, showing one
frightened polar bear gallumping across the icy wastes trying to get away
from a helicopter. Supporting the stars are Erin O'Brien Moore, as Brennan's wife, and Barton MacLane, as Derek's father, seen in a brief opening"
sequence. Steve Fisher is responsible for the screenplay. Others in the cast
are Tom Tully, Ben Cooper, Darryl Hickman, Roy Roberts, Tom Powers,
Richard Hale and James Brown.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. October release
battle

"Trent's Last Case
(

Wilcox-Republic)

PRODUCED

and directed in England by Herbert Wilcox, this is a neat
but talky murder mystery starring Michael Wilding and Margaret Lockwood, with an assist by Orson Welles. It also is, in format, a standard, type
of mystery wherein even the butler can be suspected of villainy.
The screenplay, by Pamela Bower, based on a novel by E. C. Bentley,
casts Wilding as a famous amateur detective assigned bv a leading London
newspaper to investigate the mysterious death of Orson Welles, Americanborn multi-millionaire. Although the coroner's iurv calls the case a suicide,
Wilding, poking around the deceased's estate, decides that Welles was murdered by his private secretary, John McCallum, who is passionately in love
with the widow, beautiful Margaret Lockwood.
Wilding's suspicions of foul play are well-grounded, but the outcome is not
exactly as he had deduced. In the course of his aunty sleuthines, he too
finds time to fall in love with Miss Lockwood and is lucky enough to win
her hand.
Acquitting himself most favorably is Welles, whose role, although limited
to flashbacks, permits him a couple of fine scenes. As it turns out, his death
actually was a suicide carefully planned to look like murder to implicate the
i

his wife.
film has the virtue of simplicity but most of its climaxes are reached
in conversation, making for a consequent lack of pace and dearth of action.
S"oporting the kev figures and actually nlaving an imnortant part in the
crime is bumbly old Miles Malleson, Miss Lockwood's uncle, whose testimony
provides the film with a twist ending. Others in the cast are Hugh Mc-

The

EUROPE
and
Hotels are uncrowded, your
buy more and during
Thri t Season (Nov. through
March 31) you save up to
dollars

$101 on

TWA

round -trip
your

tickets to Europe. See

travel agent or call

Trans World

Airlines.

Dermott. Jack McNaughton and Sam Kydd.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience

Special

MGM Drive
—

TWA,

A

25.
Oct.
Christmas release, bolstered by a fullscale selling-promotion campaign, has
been planned bv M-G-M for "Knights
of the Round Table," it was disclosed
following conferences between Nicholas M. Schenck, president, and Dore
The film,
Schary, production chief.
was directed by Richard
which
Thorpe, will be rushed into sneak preview within the next two or three
weeks, Schary stated. It is probable,
he added, that New York executives
will come to the Coast to see the
picture and to formulate final releasing

plans.

The speed-un program
Round Table,"

of the
will be

for "Knights
said Schary,
the handling of

extended to
to bring

"Rose Marie"

M-G-M's

Media Forum
At Carolina Meet
—
CHARLOTTE, Oct.

sec-

25.

"What-We-Do-Day" when
will

other

explain

new

3-D,

A

engineers

CinemaScope and

processes

for

projecting

motion pictures will be held here on
Nov. 24. It will be held on the final
day of the annual convention of the
Theatre Owners Association of North
and South Carolina to be held at the
Hotel Charlotte.
Walter Griffith, who is handling arrangements for the convention, said
that Robert O'Donnell, who heads
Interstate Theatres in Texas, has been
invited to keynote the convention. Griffith said he expected the registration
to total 600 persons.

ond CinemaScope production into
lease shortly after Jan.

1.

Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers' Association, that any exhibitor or member of a theatre staff is
welcome to attend the trade show at
any time without charge either for
registration or for admission to the
exhibits. The exposition will continue

through Nov.

5.

•
Hoff,
president of
TESMA, has sent us one of the circulars mailed recently to the nation's exhibitors inviting them to
the trade show.
Bob asks, "How
do you like it?" Answer: It's gorgeous!
Unfolds to a broadside in
the spirit of our newly inspired
show busines, with colorful art work
giving the event a carnival atmosphere.
Developed under the
showman's eye of Oscar Neu, pastpresident of TESMA, the broadside
was laid out and drawn by George
Beyer, Jr., New York artist, whose
late father will be remembered by
many readers as a former advertising manager of Victor Animatograph.
#

Robert

J.

And

nozv

equipment

for

few of the new
recently anthem is cm "all-pur-

a

products

nounced. One of
pose" screen being produced by

the

Williams Screen Co., of Akron. It is
constructed of solid plastic with a silver finish and is designed for use with
itnde-screen. and 3-D projection. Harry
C. Williams, company president, reports that all plant facilities are being
devoted to the production of this new
screen, which is "extremely tough yet

permanently flexible."
•

A new

combination money chest and

record container designed to protect
cash from burglars and important
records from fire has been developed
by the Mosler Safe Co., Hamilton,
Ohio. The unit is anchored in a steelclad, reinforced concrete block, making
it too heavy for burglars to cart away,

classification.

Slate

For 'Round Table'
HOLLYWOOD,

SAVE!

RAY GALLO

with

•

su^ected lover of

nrlWA

Equipment

Republic release.
Having obviously received the full cooperation of the Coast Guard in making the production, associate producer-director Joseph Kane comes up with
a film that is full of authentic atmosphere both ashore at the U. S. Coast
Guard Academy at New London and at sea aboard various U.S.C.G. ships
including a beautiful old four-masted training ship. The story, contributed •
by Norman Reilly Raine, utilizes these elements in conventional manner,
which is not meant to minimize large amounts of movements and suspense
seems to be a misconceptherein. Action fans should like it.
tion in the minds of some exhibiThe story follows the adventures of Derek and Jaeckel, two midshipmen
at the Academy. Derek, son of a famous Coast Guard hero, has been brought tors regarding an admission charge
trade
up by Jaeckel's father, Brennan, himself an old Coast Guard salt who lives for the 1953
for the day when the two boys will be officers. When the two have a falling show, which gets underway in Chiout over pretty Wanda Hendrix, Derek gets bounced from the Academy cago at the Conrad Hilton Hotel this
We'd like to emphasize
thereby starting a feud between them which is not happily resolved till the Saturday.
once more, along with officials of the
fadeout.

J.

also appears in the film. Clips
of great pictures of the past are included in the subject, offering in a
nostalgic manner the progress made in
motion picture technique. United Artists will release.

Two

A NEATLY

narrated by Jessel,

who

THEATRE

In the

{Republic)

Taking a grim view of the financial
potentials of any but "outstanding
pictures," George Jessel told the press
here that he believed the time might
come when the industry would pattern
itself on the policy of legitimate stage
houses and play only product that

26, 1953

re-

the

manufacturer

money

points

out.

The

while
the record container for important
papers is housed in the lower portion
of the concrete block.
•
new odorless paint, said to dry
in 30 minutes and thus permit repainting during theatre operating
hours, has been announced by the
F. O. Pierce Co., Long Island City.
N. Y. Formulated with tough rubber latex, alkyd resin and water-repellent silicone, the paint can be applied to plaster, dry wall construction, interior brick, cement and wallpaper, the maker declares. Where a
second coat is necessary, it can be
applied within three hours.
The
paint is available in a wide selection
of colors.

A

chest

is

built into the top

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION

The

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION

welcomes ALLIED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS

to the

distinguished roster of producing organizations which
serves. The

Color by

first

Allied Artists picture to be filmed

TECHNICOLOR

"ARROW
starring Sterling

Tom

Tully

it

in

is

IN

THE DUST"

Hoyden, Coleen Gray,

Keith Larsen,

and Jimmy Wakely, produced by Hayes Goetz and

directed by Lesley Selander. To the

"ARROW

IN THE

DUST"

production unit and to Allied Artists executive producer

Walter Mirisch, the Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation
pledges the

full

scope of

its

services

and

the

full

entertainment values symbolized by the credit phrase

Color by

—

TECHNICOLOR.

TECHNICOLOR
Is

the Registered Trade-Mark of

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
Herbert

T.

Kalmus, President and General

Manager

DAVID NIVEN

YVONNE DE CARLO
BARRY FITZGERALD
starring in

Other forthcoming

ALLIED ARTISTS RELEASES
Color by

"THE GHOST OF O'LEARY"
in

THE ANNAPOLIS STORY"

TECHNICOLOR

THE BLACK PRINCE"
< 4

WICHITA"

KiiO KWzo

"Pictures, Inc.

congratulates

WALT DISNEY
on the

selection of

ROB ROY
THE HIGHLAND ROGUE
Color

U TECHNICOLOR
and

BEAR COUNTRY*
A

True-Life Adventure

•

Print Ly

as the pictures of

TECHNICOLOR

IQ53

for

the 'Royal Qilm
Performance
on October 26,

in

London, before a distinguished audience headed by

rfer gracious fflajesty,

QUEEN ELIZABETH,
*

BEAR COUNTRY"

now

in release

.
.

.

"ROB ROY"

II

national release date, February

1954

m MOTION PICTURE ^
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Cortcise

TEN CENTS

2nd Theatre TV of 'Grid' Censor Test
34 Set by V-T Game Pulls Heavy Grosses SupremeCourt
To Review La
In 1953-1954,
22 in Color

6

theatre telecast of the Notre Dame-Georgia Tech football game last
Saturday drew heavier patronage than the initial broadcast on the previous
Saturday. In fact, two of eight houses that picked up the game were complete
sellouts, while one played to 95 per
The others showed a
cent capacity.
decided improvement over the previ-

The

Muhl Reports

Music Hall

Program Was Adopted at
Top Level Coast Meet
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 26.—Thirtyfour motion pictures, 22 of them in
color by Technicolor, will be produced
at Universal-International studios during the year beginning Nov. 1,

was an-

it

in

-

Show

Kate' in 2-D

Radio City Music Hall has decided to play M-G-M's "Kiss
Me Kate" in the conventional
version, rather than in 3-D,
Russell V. Downing, president
of the Music Hall, confirmed
here yesterday.
"While we think the two versions are of equal entertainThis, however, does not mean
that we have shut out the
possibility of using 3-D films at
the Music Hall at some future
date."

president

charge

to

ment value," Downing said,
"we selected the simpler 2-D.

nounced by Edw a r d Muhl,
vice

(

of

production.
From a standpoint of expenditures involved
of
scope
and
product, the
new production
schedule is the
underbiggest

"Kate" will follow "Mogambo," the current attraction, into
the Music Hall.

Edward Muhl

taken by U-I in
recent years, Muhl stated.
During the fiscal year now ending,
the company made 30 productions, 21
of them in Technicolor.
The new program, "entailing the

Livingston to Head

TOA Election Group
R. R. Livingston of Lincoln, Neb.,
has been named chairman of the nom-

(Continued on page 6)

inating committee for the election of
officers at the annual convention of the

Cohn Sees 'Eternity'
Col.'s Top Grosser

Theatre Owners of America in Chicago next week.
Livingston's committee consists of
John Rowley, Dallas Nat Williams,
Thomasville,
Ga.
Albert
Pickus,
Stratford, Conn.
A. Julian Brylaw(C ontinued on page 6)
;

;

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 26.— There is
"great optimism" throughout the industry, Harry Cohn, Columbia Pictures president, states in a letter to
stockholders of the company.
Some of the optimism, he adds, is
due to the success of Columbia's
"From Here to Eternity," which Cohn
says, will be the "biggest grossing
picture our company has ever released." It proves, he says, that the

;

Ronde' Case

ous week.

Broad Decision on
Powers Coming

The sellouts were at the Marbro See
Theater in Chicago, 4,000 seats, and Censors'
the Prospect in Flushing, L. I., 2,200
seats.
The 2,100-seat Marine Theatre
WASHINGTON, Oct. 26.—The
in Brooklyn was 95 per cent filled.
Court today agreed to reSupreme
The Prospect and Marine were less
view the right of New York State
than one-third filled the first week.
The Rivoli in Toledo sold 1,700 censors to ban the film "La Ronde."
of its 2,300 seats and the Hollywood
earlier in
<f The Justices had
in Detroit played to an audience of
the month agreed to consider
It has a seating capacity of
2,000.
the right of Ohio State censors
The Grand in Albany was
3,434.
to prohibit showings of the film
almost a sellout, playing to 1,100 in
"M." Today, in taking the New
The Crown in
the 1,500-seat house.
York case, the court said it
Chicago, 1,500 seats, had an audience
should be argued immediately
Ohio
of 1,100, while the St. James in Asbury
after argument in the
The
Park, N. J., sold 500 seats.
case.
In Albany, the
house seats 1,500,
Court officials had been trying to
Grand's audience was doubled over
schedule the "M" case for argument
that of the previous week.
but
The Fabian circuit, which operates in the week starting Nov. 30,
today's action adding the New York
(Continued on page 4)
case to the list might require some
postponement to give the lawyers in
the New York case additional time

Southern Exhibitors
To Meet on Dec. 7-9
MEMPHIS,

Oct.

26.—The

urer.

subjects will be discussed, such as the adaptation of thea(

vital

Continued on page 6)

preparation.

In both the Ohio and New York
cases, lower courts upheld state bans
on the films. In both cases, the films'
annual
(Continued on page 6)

convention and trade show of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Tennessee, and Mississippi,
will be held in the Gayoso Hotel, in
Memphis, on Dec. 7-9, was announced
by Jim Carbery, secretary and treas-

Many

for

H. M. Richey Dies
In Loew's Office
Henderson M. Richey, director of
exhibitor relations and sales promotion

manager
Loew's-M-

for

G-M,

Kiss

Me Kate"

in
( Metro- G o Idwyn-Mayer)

(3-D and Conventional)

died sud-

denly of a heart
attack at 4:15
P. M. yesterday
his

the

office

in

Loew's

Building here.
Richey,
who
was 59 years
old last month,
had
been
at

/iLL the sprightly characteristics and lavish properties of the best of
M-G-M's musicals may be found in this Jack Cummings' produc*
tion based on the Samuel and Bella Spewack stage play with music
work daily for
lyrics
by Cole Porter.
and
Final Decision
the past several
With Kathryn Grayson and Howard Keel singing, acting and looking
months and in
apparent good
their best; with swell talent like Ann Miller's, Keenan Wynn's, James
This
H. M. Richey
health. HowWhitmore's and many others' sharpened and displayed to best advantage
he had suffered an attack last
LONDON, Oct. 26— As Cinemato by George Sidney's direction, the Ansco Color production is classy enter- ever,
spring that necessitated his taking a
graph Exhibitors Association branches tainment, built on the firm foundation supplied by music, comedy, pulchrileave of absence for several months.
prepared to ballot individually this tude, beautifully costumed, some marvelous dance turns and, for sure, a
Surviving are his widow, Noma, a
for
proposal
voluntary
week on the
diverting story line.
daughter, Mrs. Leslie Jacobson of
continuance of the Eady Plan, C.E.A.
It is being offered by M-G-M in either 3-D or conventional form and, New Rochelle, N. Y., and two grandofficers reminded the membership that
either way (assuming your 3-D projection is reliable), it's a lot of show children.
a "vote against the voluntary scheme
Funeral arrangements had not been
for anybody's price of admission. The projection was not perfect at the
(Continued on page 6)

r\

Due

Week

On Eady

is

a

vote

in

favor

of

a

statutory

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 2)

East

Personal
Mention

Ask

charge
will

War-

leave

Hollywood.

among

cated

by the League

ginia

Counties

others,

program adopted
Lexington Theatre, Cleveland, and Mrs.

Jack Shulman, owner

Shulman, are
Haven enroute to New York,
stopping

their son, a

sophomore

to visit

at Yale.

in Canada, has been elected to his
third term as rector of Queen's University, Kingston, Ont.

•

Dave
and
Golding, advertising-publicity director

Goldwyn

of Goldwyn Productions, are scheduled to leave here for the Coast to-

morrow.

Paul D. McElhinney, Republic
Pictures branch manager in Seattle,
has been elected local chairman of the
Will Rogers Memorial Drive.
•

Michael O'Shea,

publicity director
of the film syndicate division of Motion Pictures for Television, Inc., has

here for Hollywood.
•
Murray M. Kaplan, vice-president
of Specialty Television Films, Inc.,
left here yesterday for a field trip
through the East.
left

Jake Flax, of Republic Pictures,
Washington, is in Johns Hopkins
Hospital, Baltimore, for a checkup.

Bill Stahl has been named salesman in Seattle for National Theatre
Supply.

'Target for

JDA
A

'53'

to

Be

Dinner Feature

dramatic
'53,"

presentation, "Target
be a highlight of the

for
will
testimonial dinner to Harry Brandt
tomorrow night at the Hotel Waldorf

The dinner

Astoria.

is

being spon-

sored by the motion picture division
of the Joint Defense Appeal, of which
William German is chairman.
The presentation will relate effective methods of combatting bigotry

and discrimination.

Thelma

Palance,
ens,

The

cast consists

Paul Stewart, Jack
Sloane, Jane PickStrauss, Jack Russell,

Ritter,

Everett

Robert

David Pfeffer,
Evelyn Brooks.

Eleanor

Stone

and

Skouras Will
Talk CinemaScope

C. P.

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 26.— Charles
P.
Skouras, president of National
Theatres, will address the trade and
lay press on the subject, "New CinemaScope Process" at a luncheon to
be held in the Ambassador Hotel to-

morrow

at

at its

annual

fornia.

Three hundreds friends heard East
commended by Herman Wobber,
Western division manager of 20th

New

in

Leonard W. Brockington, president of the J. Arthur Rank companies

Samuel

a testimonial luncheon at the
The occasion was
Club.
East's recent appointment to his present position with Paramount which
means he will transfer his residence
from San Francisco to Southern Cali-

meeting.

of the

noon.

Zukor Honored in
London This Week

Century-Fox, when as speaker-of-theday Wobber said, "There is no friendship, esteem nor affection greater than
LONDON, Oct. 26.— Adolph Zukor, that in which we all hold Neal East."
Jesse Levin, chief barker of the
Paramount Pictures board chairman,
arrived here from Rome yesterday by Variety Club here, presented East with
plane and began a week crowded with a plaque in recognition of his "unselfish contributions to Variety and
social events marking his golden jubiof his untiring efforts and guidance
lee in the motion picture industry.
He and Mrs. Zukor will attend the in establishing and maintaining the
annual Royal Film Performance to- Blind Babies Foundation as the charTomorrow he will be enter- ity for Tent No. 32." East was also
night.
tained at luncheon by the London presented with a solid gold life-membership card to Tent 32 of San FranCritics Circle and in the evening will
cisco's
Variety Club.
be on a B.B.C. television program.
Rotus Harvey, president of the
On Wednesday he and Mrs. Zukor
Western Theatre Owners, has taken
will be the guests at a cocktail recepover presidency of the Fund from
tion at Claridges given for the trade
by Paramount.

On Thursday

there will be a ball
and banquet in Zukor's honor at the
Mayfair Hotel sponsored by the British motion picture industry. On Friday he will be guest at a reunion
of Britain's own 1903' film veterans.
Accompanying the Zukors here from

Decca Records has purchased
29,900 additional shares of Universal stock, bringing its holdings to 598,275 shares, the Se-

East, who has held the post since
inception.

curities

and Exchange Commis-

sion reported.

H. M. Richey
(Continued from page 1)

hour yesterday.

set at a late

residence

ily

is

in

New

The fam-

Rochelle.

Richey was born in Angola, Ind.
After newspaper and civic work in
that state and in Ohio he became general manager of Allied Theatres of
Michigan with headquarters in Detroit.
He served in that capacity until
1938 and later became associated with
Co-Operative Theatres of Michigan.
In 1939 he came to New York as
director

exhibitor
Pictures,

of

for
joined
M-G-M the following year in a similar capacity.
He was active in industry campaigns during World War II,
serving with the industry War Activi-

RKO-Radio

and

War Loan

Committee on

ties

relations

and Red

Cross drives.

its

COMPO

Active in

John Parsons, division manager,
Richey also was active in Council of
Telenews Theatres, was chairman of Motion Picture Organizations work,
the luncheon.
and in industry arbitration negotiations, was
a former officer of the
amusement industry division of the
National Conference of Christians and
Jews,
a
former president of the
Rome were George and Mrs. Weltner,
Cinema Stamp Club, and was a direcJohn D. Nathan, Russell Holman and
The pre-trial stipulation in the tor of the Huguenot Trust Co. of New
Richard Mealand.
$15,000,000 anti-trust suit brought by Rochelle, N. Y.
Chesapeake Industries against Loew's
and RKO Theatres will be submitted
to

Stipulation Set

Back

In Chesapeake Suit

Zukor Portrait

Monday in Federal District
Court here.
The stipulation was to
The large portrait of Adolph Zukor have been filed yesterday, but its subwhich appeared on the dais of the mission was postponed a week.
Chesapeake charges that Eagle Lion
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on March 4,
the occasion of the "Golden Jubilee" Classics product had been denied a
dinner, which celebrated the 50th year market in New York because of an
product split by the two
in films of the Paramount board chair- alleged
man, will become a permanent art fix- circuits.

MPAA

next

N. Y. Office

ture at the New York headquarters
of the Motion Picture Association of

America.

The portrait will shortly be hung
at the
in a ceremony to be
participated
in
by major industry
figures.

MPAA

Charles Jones Added

To Allied Caravan
Charles Jones of Elma,

Officers Elected

have been somewhat restricted, it is
reported, due largely to the fact that
its operations have been of but slight
value to larger theatres, confronted
with individual rather than general
problems, whereas smaller theatres
have^ been lax in reporting film buying information of value to Caravan

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 26.— Screen
Directors, Inc., has elected Albert S.
Rogell president, George Sidney first
vice-president, Mervyn LeRoy second
vice-president, Lesley Selander treasurer and George Waggner secretary.

NEW YORK THEATRES
MUSK

RADIO CITY

HALL

Rockefeller Center

starring

CLARK GABLE
and

•

AVA GARDNER

TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

color

by

warned Bros.

miu«*

organization

has
approved
A." as the title for
the proposed industry-wide television
program.

"Hollywood U.

S.

JANEWYMAN
«S»

STERLiNG HAYOEN

-

NANCY OLSON

Will Advise on Indonesia
Nick Tronolone, formerly of Pathe
Laboratories here, and more recently
operating his own company, has joined
Louis de Rochemont Associates to
serve as technical consultant on de
Rochemont's operations in Djakarta,
Indonesia, and Rangoon, Burma, under agreements with those governments. Through an inadvertence, the
headline of the story as it appeared

Motion Picture Daily
Tronolone was joining Pathe.

in yesterday's

said that

Edltor n
Un .PX.=nSyu
rww
y
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#£j
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by

Screen Directors

The

secretary of Iowa-Nebraska Allied, has
been appointed to Allied's national
Caravan Committee with the expectation that the energetic Cornhusker will
breathe some new life into the organization through which Allied members
exchange film buying information.
Caravan activities in recent years
la.,

members.
r

1953

Decca Adds to 'U'
Stock Holdings
WASHINGTON, Oct. 26.—

By Variety

Variety

of Virin a legislative

27,

in

tures, at

advo-

is

Honored

SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 26.— The
San Francisco exchange territory honored H. Neal East, assistant Western
division manager of Paramount Pic-

the

taxes,

Is

'Frisco

1954 Virginia
Legislature of enabling legislation to permit counties to impose admission and billboard

by

ment

vice-president in
advertising and publicity,
here by plane today for

of

Tax for

Ticket

Virginia Counties
RICHMOND, Oct. 26.— Enact-

BLUMENSTOCK,
MORT
ner Brothers

of
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Razzle-Dazzle
trade .
tures

It's

. .

.

.

.

is

the

Showman's

stock-in-

the patron-lure that sells pic-

and builds patronage

!

.

.

.

It's

the glitter and glamor of motion picture

merchandising!

the seat -selling at-

It's

mosphere that comes from "The Magic
Touch of Showmanship". and it results
from plenty of HOLLER
from lobby,
front and screen
from away-fromtheatre exploitation
from posting and
Heralds and eye-filling newspaper ads!
. .

. . .

.

.

.

. . .

In today's entertainment market your
pitch
.

.

.

must be more dazzling than ever

with more

SELL

.

.

.

more YELL

.

.

more SHOWMANSHIP than ever before!
So get on the Ballyhoo band wagon!
Make it Big
and make it LOUD Put
!

. . .

the

DAZZLE back

and ring up the

RAZZLE-DAZZLE
results at your Box
in

Office!

mmmv,\cyiem

service
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Queen Graces Royal
Film Performance

—

LONDON,

The
Oct. 26.
Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh duly appeared among a

Tuesday, October 27, 1953

Eady Plan

Television--Radio

(Continued from page 1)

with Pinky Herman,

colorful audience at the annual

Royal Film Performance at the
Leicester
Square Odeon tonight, at which Walt Disney's

"Rob Roy" was

the feature.
Last minute additions to the
list of actors presented to the
Queen included Gary Cooper

Alan L a d d.

and

Proceeds

the performance, together
with others to be given elsewhere in Britain subsequently,
go to the Playing Fields Assoof

Duke's

the

ciation,

favorite

G

.EN. DAVID SARNOFF has just announced that the first
NBCoast-to-Coast color telecast of its compatible color system
will take place on Tuesday next in a special 11 ayem program for
the Hollywood press. The 600 invited guests will view the live and
film portions at Television NBCity in Burbank where they'll see the
show on color and black & white receivers set up side by side.
1

.

.

.

charity.

.

tory,"

1)

program, "American Invenan outstanding show, for producer Bill
Hodapp has signed the great Ethel Waters,

promises

the Grand, had a two-game deal for
the grid games and has renewed the
agreement, as has Walter Reade for
the St. James in Asbury Park.
The
Stanley Warner circuit has contracted
with Boxoffice Television for the
Navy-Notre Dame game next week,
for the Stanley in Baltimore and the
Stanley in Philadelphia.
Meanwhile,
has more than
100 applications from theatres for the
installation of
equipment.
The
company is setting up regional networks so that programming can continue on a regular basis.

who'll sing the story of American Negro
music ranging from early folk and spirituals
Insiders are saying
to modern jazz.
that the increased ABC-TV billings are due
to the fact that sponsors are putting their
.

—

TV

.

Wm. Hodapp
Watch Irish-Tech

—

N. Y., Oct. 26.
FaGrand Theatre here showed

bian's
Box Office Television's closed-circuits
telecast of the Notre Dame-Georgia

Tech game. The orchestra was comfortably filled
the first balcony had
capacity, and the second balconv was
partially occupied, in the 1500-seat
theatre. Scale was 85 cents for adults
and 50 cents for children. Attendance
;

approximated

1,100.

The

audience, chiefly male, reacted
so strongly that Manager Paul Wallen believes next Saturday's crowd
may be even bigger.
Among the viewers was Larry
O'Neill,
former Notre Dame all-

around athlete and now coach at a
local high school, who suffered a
broken leg, recently, as a referee.
O'Neill spoke enthusiastically of the
telecast, which caught every play.

Chicago Attendance Doubles
Total of First

CHICAGO,

Week
Oct.

26.

week to
Hepburn for

— Attendance

for the telecast of
this week's Notre Dame football game
over last week's turnout at the B. &
K. Marbro and Essaness Crown, as
5,100, 4,000 at the Marbro and 1,100
at the Crown paid their way in to
see Notre Dame play Georgia Tech.

again

was

and
proved

excellent

the increases in attendance
that company executives had called
the turn in predicting better response
for later and more important games.

—HOWARD

E.

STARK"

Brokers and Financial Consultants

TELEVISION STATIONS

I
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"sell"

TV

a

the role to Katharine
series.

ft
ft
ft
Three ex-Gl's, stationed in Hawaii, made a guestrill appearance
on Natalie Shepardfs radio program and then and there a new
She accompanied them
quartet, the Beachcombers, was formed.
back to the United States and their initial platter release, a pairing
of "And the Angels Sing" with a football novelty, "Don't Call Me
Coach, Call Me George," ccm be their first Victor-y.
They're

Burr Tillstrom, Beulah
managed by Bernie Woods.
Zachary, Fran Allison and the Kuklapolitan players will descend
en masse on New York Town from the environs of the Chicago
River, the Loop and Merchandise Mart to attend the "Oliver J.
Dragon" Concert at Town Hall, Thursday, Nov. 26th.
Madelyn Pngh, "I Love Lucy" scripter, is readying another situation comedy TV series featuring Barbara and Margaret Whiting.
.

.

.

.

Jack (Juvenile Jury) Barry started his radio career in 1943
.
as a part-time announcer in Chicago, while attending NorthTrenton, N. J.
zuestern V'., thence to Nezu York via
.

.

WTTM,

ft

ft

ft
the reception
tossed in his honor last week,
Shea
told us that in less than a year Johnny Andrews, via his
programs, has become Cleveland's Top Banana.
radio and
Couldn't happen to a nicer lad.
Fibber McGee & Molly, who
have shunned TV, consented to appear in a telefilm interview with
Father James Keller who heads the Christophers.
Lakeside
Television Co. distributing a new film package, "Opera and Ballet
Series," for TV.
The 13 quarter-hour musicals feature operatic
stars of the United States and Europe.
lyric writer
Ernie Ford of Houston (Tex.) "Chronicle" writes us that though
he's defied ditties with 25
tunesmiths he's only met one,

NBC

At

Ham

WTAM

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ASCAP

ASCAP

Jack Meakin.
Franklin,

who

Ernie can meet another fine fellow-member, Jimmie
owns Shamrock Music, in the Polk Bldg. there.
ft

LOTSA DOTS

.

ft

ft

And now

he's looking at the world
thru ROSA-colored glasses.
Julius was just offered two
weeks at the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas for $40,000.
Jack Ward, former theatre organist who "transposed" to
radio where his organ wizardry has been heard by millions,
took a temporary job at the Rainbow Room at Radio City.
He's rounding out his fourth month and has signed for
another year.
The program to keep your eye on (figuratively and literally) is "Colonel Humphrey Flack," starring
Alan Mowbray, every Wednesday at 9:00 P.M. via DuMont.
Sponsored by the American Chicle Co., series is produced by
Stark-Layton and directed by Lester Vail.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

plan for the continuance of Eady if
the trade has not agreed upon a voluntary one by the end of this week.
The rebellious exhibitors want a reduction of the entertainment tax tied
in with the Eady Plan continuance
but the Board has stated flatly it can
make no such commitment.

Approved by Producers
The voluntary

plan has been apby the producers and, reportedly, by distributors, although the
latter have not officially disclosed their

proved

action.

American distributors here could be
importantly involved should a statutory Eady Plan come into being. They
could claim such a levy to be a discriminatory form of taxation and thus
in violation of trade agreements between the U. S. and this country.

Services for Vignola,
Actor and Director
HOLLYWOOD,

26.— A Ro-

Oct.

sary service was held tonight for retired actor and director Robert C.
Vignola, 71, who died Saturday. Interment will take place in Albany,
N. Y., the family home.
sister and
three nieces survive.

A

Vignola was born in Italy, but lived
early life in Albany. Originally
a member of a Shakespearan repertory
company, he was subsequently associated with several of the outstanding
pictures of the early days of the industry and directed many of the outhis

standing stars of that era.

.

.

.

more than doubled

Reception

.

.

this

Albany Manager Enthusiastic
1,000

.

.

faith on V.P. Bob Weitman's savvy of talent
and showmanship. As managing director of
the Paramount Theatre in Times Square, his
shows entertained 3,000,000 patrons annually
and these people had to PAY to be entertained.
Aleen Leslie, scripter of "A
Date With Judy," has created another character, "Martha Ellen" and will head East

BOT

ALBANY,

ft

TV

Next Sunday's NBClassic

(Continued from page

As

ft

ft

TV

Theatre

.

.

Current issue of Look mag carries a seven-page illustrated profile of
Milton Berle's "40 Years in Show Business." Incidentally, the program's revised format, with the elimination of much of Berle's former
slapstick antics, has given Uncle Miltie opportunity to deliver a
higher type of drollness which he has grasped and which has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Max Liebman spending a week
positive results.
in Bermuda, are returning here in time for the rehearsals of the
Nov. 7th "Your Show of Shows."

scheme, and the decision is left in
your hands."
The C.E.A. general council last
week rejected the voluntary plan by
a vote of 33-30. The Board of Trade
stands ready to introduce a statutory

.

.

Salmon

Is

Honored

Montague (Monty) Salmon, executive

director

of

the

Theatre
honorary
member of the 20th Century-Fox
Family Club. It marks the first time
that a person not employed by the
company has been so honored. Salhere,

been

has

Rivoli

made

an

mon was

cited for his "extraordinary
cooperation with and services to the
club."

Rivoli

Welcomes Navy

Following an annual custom, the
Rivoli Theatre on Broadway will admit all naval men in uniform free
today, U. S. Navy Day, Montague
Salmon, Rivoli managing director, announced.
"Little Boy Lost" is the
_

current attraction at the theatre.

SummerUeld Dined
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 26.— The Association of Motion Picture Producers today was host to Postmaster

General Arthur Summerfield at a
luncheon held in the Beverly Hills
Hotel.

SPACE FOR RENT
Building of the Americas. One
large or two medium sized offices
furnished. Switchboard service.

Phone PLaza 7-6992

\

.

and for

CHRISTMAS

. .

Please

have

Everybody

CHRISTMAS
SALUTE
. . .

it's

for the Will Rogers Hospital

where everybody

in

show business

can get free tuberculosis treatment.

But

I

guess you

know

about that—

You must have started

it!"

The Hospital

It's

your Hospital!

The Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital is owned by everybody in the Amusement Industry.
Anyone in the industry who needs

TB

attention can get

COST... families

it

here

AT NO

included.

is supported by every
our industry through
contributions to the Christmas Salute. Everybody's protected— Everybody should share. Employers, get

employee

in

everyone

in

your organization to

contribute. Employees, sign the Sa-

and contribute at least
"an hour's pay".

lute Scroll,

Variety

al

Will Kogers MemorialHospital
National Office: 1501 Broadway,

New

York 36,

N.Y

.

Saranac Lake,

New

The Will Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges the contribution of artwork, and plates by United Artists Corp., and of the space by

York

this publisher.
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34 Set by U-I
(Continued from page

Kiss

;

;

;

and others.
'Reflection of Confidence'

Rackmil, in commenting on the
forthcoming program, said that the
company's present successful production policy will be continued without
change. "The high level of production
will be maintained as in the past and
the product again will be highly diversified in order to appeal to all segments of the movie-going public
throughout the world. It is a reflection of the company's confidence in its
own future and in the over-all prospects for the film industry as a whole,"

was

said.

In line with

these

at the studio are

plans,

facilities

now being expanded

to meet the demands of the increased
activity planned.
$350,000' construc-

A

tion program
the studios.

is

already under

way

at

phasized that various new techniques developed by the industry will be fully exploited in
U-I's program.
Further research in all media is being conducted by the studio and as
these researches bear fruit they
will be adopted for use when
deemed suited to the subject
matter of the various pictures.

As

in the past the policy

of using

tained with several such deals presently pending.
U-I's talent development program, calling for an expenditure of $1,000,000 annually will be
another high point in the year's activity.

Pictures to be made during the coming production season will include
"Foxfire," adapted from Anya Seton's
novel, in Technicolor with June Allyson and Jeff Chandler "Men of Iron,"
adapted from the Howard Pyle novel,
also in Technicolor
"Dawn at Socorro," in Technicolor
"Sign of the
Pagan," in Technicolor; "The Galileans," based on the Biblical novel by
Frank G. Slaughter, in Technicolor;
"Bengal Rifles," Technicolor, adapted
from the novel by Hall Hunter;
"Song of Norway," a Technicolor
adaptation of the operetta "The Long
Hunters," a Technicolor story of the
;

;

;

;

of

1812.

Murphy Book Scheduled
"Rose and the Flame," in Techniadapted from the novel by Jon-

color,

read
Lauritzen;
"Dolly
Hessian,"
based on a novel by MacKinlay Kantor; "Pillars of the Sky," in Technicolor "To Hell and Back," a Techni;

color version of Audie Murphy's
book

on World

War

which Murphy
will star: "Tacey Cromwell," based
on the novel by Conrad Richter
"Captain Lightfoot," a Technicolor
II

in

•

version

of

W.

R.

Burnett's

(Continued from page 1)

screening which this reviewer attended, one in which the first half of the
was shown in 3-D, the second half in conventional form, in order
to permit viewers to sample both at one sitting.
The conventional version was preferred by the reviewer but, in fairness to
3-D, it might have been otherwise had the first 20 minutes of faulty synchronization been corrected earlier than it was and had the proper illumination
been provided. Moreover, the majority of the stunts employed to emphasize
3-D are contained in the first half. Thus, the conventionally shown second
half appeared to offer little that would have shown to better advantage through

appealed to the high
distributors
court, seeking full protection for films
from prior censorship under the First

picture

polaroid viewers.

M-G-M

testing the picture in both versions. Exhibitors would do well to
In
take advantage of the opportunity to see both and choose between them.
localities where 3-D has not exhausted its novelty value and, certainly, in
situations in which good projection can be counted upon, the 3-D version of
this first, quality musical production to be offered in that process could well
be a plus factor at the box office which would make its choice a most fortunate
one.

hl f
?
£
Spring

Craz Y

Horse,"

Fourteenth

Amendments.

taking the New York case as
well as the Ohio case, the high court
insured a far-reaching decision on the
rights of state censorship boards to
censor motion pictures before actual

By

exhibition.
It was
always possible
as long as the court took only

that,

one case, it would decide it on narrow, technical grounds rather than

broad, precedent-setting grounds. Taking two cases practically makes certain
a broader approach, since the decision
will have to be broad enough to cover
both cases. The cases will be decided
separately, but the decisions will have
KTV'ISS
is a story of players engaged in a modern musical
to
be interwoven and each will have to
IV production based on "Taming of the Shrew." Miss Grayson, as the
take account of the other.
ex-wife of Keel, is sought by the latter and Ron Randell, as Cole Porter, for
the lead in their musical, opposite Keel, who is to play "Petruchio," who
Will Have Far-Reaching Effect
tames her. The two are still in love, despite their divorce, but Miss Grayson
The
industry has been trying to get
plans to marry Willard Parker, a rich Texan, while Keel is engaged in
a broad new Supreme Court look at
dalliance with Miss Miller.
film censorship ever since the court
The ensuing situations, many of them occurring on stage, parallel the action
decided "The Miracle" case.
In that
the
from
in the Shakespeare tale, introducing a wide variety of incidents
case, the justices said New York could
Contributing to the latter category are some of
diverting to the hilarious.
not censor a film as "sacrilegious."
the appearances of Wynn and Whitmore as muscle men for a gangster, who
Some industry attorneys contended
invade the stage bent upon having a gambling debt repaid.
that the court, in "The Miracle" deciMiss Miller, with Tommy Rail as a boy friend, and responsible for some
sion, implied it would outlaw all prior
of the top dancing in an attraction that offers Hermes Pan's superior choreogcensorship, but other lawyers differed
raphy. Bobby Van, Kurt Kasznar, Bob Fosse and, in fact, the entire supportand the matter has been uncertain. The
like
headliners.
ing cast look and act
two new cases, which probably will be
The Dorothy Kingsley screen play has bridged smoothly what must have decided early next year, should give
been a demanding adaptation task. Best known of the featured Cole Porter clear indication
as to just what the
Fashion," "Wunderbar," "So in Love"
tunes are "Always True to You in
court will and will not countenance in
and the title song. However, top-grade production numbers and perform- the
way of film censorship.
ances put the emphasis on such other songs as "I Hate Men," "Where Is the
The Ohio "M" case presents the isLife That Late I Led?", "Brush Up Your Shakespeare," "Too Darn Hot,"
sue of a film banned as "harmful" in
"Tom, Dick and Harry" and "We Open in Venice."
its portrayal of evil conduct.
In the
"Kiss Me Kate" brings a top Broadway musical production to the theatres "La Ronde" case, New York censors
You can sell it as such, fully confident that no one will accuse ruled that the imported film was "imof the land.
you later of misrepresentation.
moral" and "would tend to corrupt
Running time, 109 minutes. General audience classification.
November morals." The New York State Court
release.
of Appeals upheld this decision by a
four to two vote, and the film's distributors, Commercial Pictures Corp.,
appealed to the high court.
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
In its appeal, the company cited the
wide acclaim given the film in other
Washington; Roy Cooper, San public "is hungry for fine entertain- places where it was shown.
ski,
It argued
Francisco; George Kerasotes, Spring- ment and that the vitality of our in- that New York's censorship
law viodustry
Solomon,
Chatis
and Jay
as great or greater than lates the
III,
field,
Constitution by imposing
ever before."
tanooga.
prior restraint on film exhibition under
Cohn states that while results "on standards so vague and
The committee will meet on Sunindefinite as to
day and the election will be held at the our 3-D pictures have been eminently offend all Constitutional safeguards.
open board of directors meeting on satisfactory thus far" we are studying
Advance suppression, the company
current trends in order that we may argued, can
Monday.
be sustained only under
most profitably plot our course in this a narrowly-drawn statute
designed to
medium for the immediate future. He meet a clear and present danger
to
also reports that Columbia is check- the community.
In the present case,
ing on public reaction to CinemaScope the court was told,
there was neither
and other processes for guidance in a clear and present
danger nor the
Henry using
Oct. 26.
wide-screen media.
requisite narrowly-drawn statute.
King, at the controls of his own plane,
The company's future product posiflew out for New York, Washington,
tion is strong, Cohn states, describing Calls for Changes in
Cincinnati and then to Puerto Rico.
some of Columbia's forthcoming pro- Maryland Censorship
The latter place will be visited for ductions.
BALTIMORE, Oct. 26.— In a front
location sites for a story which will
page editorial of the current issue of
probably be King's next assignment
"The Catholic Review," official organ
for 20th Century-Fox. The other ciof the Catholic Archdiocese of Baltities will be to confer with exhibitors
(Continued from page 1)
more, basic changes in the state film
and to speak before various civic
groups in connection with his recently tres for wide-screens, new types of censorship setup are recommended.
They are the right of the Maryland
completed "King of the Khyber Ri- sound, CinemaScope, tax relief, trade
practices, public relations and conces- Board of Censors to appeal City Court
fles," a pattern which King has folrulings to the Court of Appeals of
sion sales.
lowed for a number of years.
Leon Rountree, of Holly Springs, Maryland and of deputies of the AttorMiss., and president of the organiza- ney General, who represents the censor
Wacs," fifth in U-I's series starring tion,
will serve as general chairman board
in
court
cases,
to
request
Donald O'Connor and the talking
of the convention.
changes of venue.
mule
"Fireman Save
Child,"
legislative resolution calling for
starring Abbott
and Costello and
the relegation of the gratuitous opinHospitalized
Spike Jones
"The Stunt Man," anion by former Attorney
Hall
other Abbott and Costello starrer
CHICAGO, Oct. 26.—Harry Nepo, Hammond, which in effect,General
renders the
"Pantang," in Technicolor; "Elec- owner of the Kimbark Theatre and
censorship board largely impotent.
tronic Man," a science-fiction story
sergeant-at-arms of Allied Theatres
The Hammond opinion, rendered in
"Three Sons of Zantar," in Techni- of Illinois, underwent surgery at Mi1952, ruled that Maryland's censors
color; "Play Girl," and 11 others as chael Reese Hospital here this
morn- were empowered to act only

ME KATE"

Cohn Sees

Livingston

King Confers with
Owners in the Field
HOLLYWOOD,
—

Southern Exhibitors

My

;

novel;
Technicolor;
Song," musical comedy, in
Technicolor;
"Francis
Joins
the yet untitled.

<(

is

and

SHERWIN KANE

big-name personalities will be main-

War

Censorship

My

Both Rackmil and Muhl em-

C|

27, 1953

(Continued from page 1)

1)

most ambitious plans in the company's recent history," was disclosed
at the conclusion of a series of executive conferences at the studio. Among
those participating in the discussions,
Muhl, were Milton
in addition to
N. J. BlumR. Rackmil, president
berg, chairman of the board; Alfred
vice-president;
Daff,
executive
E.
vice-president
Lipton,
David
A.
Charles J. Feldman, general sales
manager James Pratt, executive manager Morris Davis, business manager,

it

Me Kate

Tuesday, October

;

A

Nepo

that

on films
were "indecent or obscene."
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Loan Paid

YORK,

U.S.A.,
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U. K. Attendance Steadied

Off

TEN CENTS

28, 1953

Sees Crucial Meet

2nd Quarter Goldenson To
Make Keynote
Off Less than 1 Per Cent

$4,000,000 for Admissions in

RKO

Pictures

Refinancing

By

LONDON,

Hughes Guarantees New
Notes to 3 Texas Banks
WASHINGTON,

Oct.

27.—A

re-

RKO

Picfinancing plan under which
tures paid off its $2,500,000' Bankers
Trust Co. loan and incurred a new
short term indebtedness to three Texas
banks in the amount of $4,000,000,
was disclosed here today by the Securities

and Exchange Commission.

Cf

The

to

papers

according
with the SEC

refinancing,
filed

by the company, was made possible by the personal guarantee
Howard
by
loans
the
of
Hughes,

board

chairman and

principal

stockholder. The
papers, which consisted of two

addressed to Hughes
Miller Walker, viceJ.
president, were included in the
(Continued on page 4)

PETER BURNUP

—Theatre

admissions in Britain declined less than one
per cent in the quarter ended last June 27 compared with the corresponding
1952 quarter, according to the Board of Trade Journal's latest report on the
Oct. 27.

condition of the industry.

The Journal comments that the
323,545,000 admissions in the 1953
quarter represents an improvement
over the previous two quarters when
admissions ran at the rate of five per
cent and six per cent, respectively,
below those of the corresponding quarters last year.
Moreover, admissions during the
second quarter of 1953 were only 1.5
per cent below those for the first quarter of

1953,

whereas

in earlier

years

there has been a substantial drop between the first and second quarters
of the year.
Gross box-office takings of £27,390,000 in the second quarter this year
(Continued on page 5)

Louis Exhibitors
Charter R.R. Car

ST.

LOUIS,

Oct.

Owners

of

Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois has chartered
a special railroad car to carry
the unit's delegation to the Theatre Owners of America convention in Chicago next week.
More than 60 members already
have signed for the "convention
St.

special."
held at

The conclave
the

Conrad

On

50

'Shorts'

'IT

Program

Universal will release SO short subjects during 1953-54, it was revealed
here yesterday by Irving Sochin, short
subjects sales manager, who stated
that the program was designed to

meet the "growing exhibitor demands
for unusual short subjects to support
exhibition."
in
trend
current
the

Sochin said the lineup would consist
of 15 two-reelers and 35 one-reelers,
with color predominating. Six of the
one-reelers will be six reissues of the
Walter Lantz color in Technicolor
Cartunes.
Sochin pointed out that the program will also include 104 issues of
(Continued on page 4)

Harry Cohn Paid
$207,800 in '52-53
WASHINGTON,

27—

Harry
Oct.
president of Columbia Pictures was paid $207,800 for the year
ended June 27, 1953, the company informed the Securities and Exchange

Cohn

as

Commission

The

here.
table of salaries of top execu-

(Continued on page 4)

Oct.

27.—Twen-

Century-Fox received $671,000
in film rental for "The Robe" during
the picture's first five weeks at the
Roxy Theatre, New York, National
Theatres president Charles P. Skouras said today in a question-answer
period following a press luncheon, at
the Ambassador Hotel, called primarily for the purpose of disclosing
the past and forecasting the future
box-office
value
CinemaScope.
of

Figures

on

11

now under way

"Robe"
in the

Dinner

Notables from the motion picture
industry and civic and religious leaders will be dais guests at the Joint
Defense Appeal dinner in honor of
Harry Brandt, president of Brandt
Theatres, tonight in the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria.
Scheduled
dais
guests
include
Alson,
Jacob
Robert
Benjamin,

Rabbi Bernard Birstein, Samuel J.
Bloomingdale, Dr. Everett Clinchy,
Russell Downing, Irving M. Engel,
engagements Simon B. Fabian, Charles J. Feldcircuit of man,
Emil
Friedlander,
Emanuel

NT

theatres were supplied the trade and
lay press representatives attending.
The total gross for "The Robe" at
the Roxy for five weeks and five
days was given as $1,119,000, exclusive of federal tax, which compares

(Continued on page 5)

Maurice

Frisch,

Glinert,

Leonard

Goldenson, Morey Goldstein, Harry
Gould, Celeste Holm, Arthur Krim,

Abe

Lastfogel.

Also

:

Martin Levine, Al Lichtman,
McCabe,
(Continued on page 5)

Julius S. Lowenthal, Charles

Kan.-Mo. ITO Confab Republic Resumption
Recalls Boston Meet Of TV Filming Seen
KANSAS

CITY,

Oct. 27.— The
meeting of the Allied Independent
Theatre Owners of Kansas-Missouri
held today at the Aladdin Hotel, heard
reports from Beverly Miller, president, who presided, and Jay Wooten,
former president, on subjects of the

Praise was
convention at Boston.
given Spyros Skouras for his extensive answers to questions in Boston on

(Continued on page 4)

HOLLYWOOD,

—

Oct. 27.
Indirect confirmation of a published report that Republic Pictures is reactivating its television film production appeared inherent in a statement
released by the studio today to the
effect that Morton W. Scott, newly
appointed president of Studio City
Television
Productions,
Inc.,
has
planned a series of 52 television films
(Continued on page 5)

Own-

Theatre
ers of

America

convention here

next

Tuesday

morning.

was

This

revealed

today by

con-

vention
an

chair-

Wa

JDA

of

annual

m

For the

HOLLYWOOD,

session

the

Hotel.

By
tieth

27.—Leonard H.

ness

be
Hilton

Impressive Dais List

Skouras

Oct.

Goldenson,
president
of
American
Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres,
will be the keynote speaker at the
opening b u s i -

will

'Robe' Rentals Told
C. P.

President Will
Open Business Session
CHICAGO,

27.—The Mo-

tion Picture Theatre

Address

AB-PT

St.

letters

from

TOA

1

David

lerstein,

who also

another
L. H. Goldenson
speakers at the
convention.
They will be Claude Lee, sales executive of the Motion Picture Advertising Service Co., which will be the

nounced

(Continued on page 5)

$823,155 Net
For Republic
For the 39 weeks ended July 25,
Republic Pictures and its subsidiaries
report a profit of $1,698,155 before
Federal tax provisions, estimated Federal normal and surtaxes of $875,000,
or a net after taxes of $823,155.
For the 39 weeks ended July 26,
1952, Republic and its subsidiaries reported a profit of $1,677,447 before
Federal tax provisions, estimated Federal normal and surtaxes of $870,000,
or a net after taxes of $807,447.

January Hearing"
For Censorship Cases
WASHINGTON,

Oct.

Supreme Court arguments

27.— U. S.
in the two

film censorship cases have been tentatively scheduled for, the week starting

Monday,

Jan.

4,

a court

official

said.

This decision to delay argument until next year means that it will prob( Continued on page 5)
.
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Name Connolly Head
Of USIA N.Y. Office

Personal
Mention
SAMUEL GOLDWYN

and David

their departure for the Coast until the end of

Golding have deferred

the week.

Joseph A. Tanney, head of S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corp., became a grand-

when his daughter,
Mrs. Ilene Jane Hamburger, gave
father last Friday

a daughter
General Hospital.

birth

Manhattan

at

to

director of AssoBritish Pictures, and Mrs.
ciated
Goodlatte, will leave here today for
England aboard the "Queen Eliza-

Jack Goodlatte,

beth."

of the newsevents division of the
United States Information Agency,
has been appointed acting head of the
New York office of the USIA by
J. Cheever Cowdin, head of the moConnolly suction picture division.

Edward
in

Clayman,
on March

Cutler,

RKO

Cleveland,
of

and

the International Motion Picture Division of the State Department, since its
inception in 1951.
Before becoming associated with
government film work, Connolly was
general manager of Pathe News from
1930 to 1937, European director of

Buffalo.

War-

Arrival of Royalty

ner Brothers' "Calamity Jane" at the

RKO

Orpheum

theatres

in

Minne-

States.

The assembled newspaper

and

all

New York

dailies and syndicates, also
special film based on the lives

Paul will inaugurate a
of the King and Queen.
212-theatre saturation booking camMidwest
upper
paign throughout the
Files
Immediately following the
territory.
apolis

guests,

representing the film trade press,

saw a

St.

Schaeffer

premiere, the picture is scheduled to
begin engagements in other key cities
of Minnesota, as well as in Wisconsin
and the Dakotas.
radio
stations
will
Twenty-five
cover the area with spot announcements, while several television outlets
will carry special commercial copy.
Newspaper advertisements will be featured in 15 cities, while special premiere celebrations have been planned
for Rapid City, S. D., and other communities.

The video signals are
picked up at a local telephone
building in Albany and beamed
from there over a five-mile link
provided by the New York
Telephone Co., to the customer's studio transmitter.

Suit

Against Gunzburg
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 27.— George
Schaeffer has filed a Federal Court
against
Milton L. Gunzburg,
suit
founder of Natural Vision Corp. asking $3,500,000 damages on the ground
that Gunzberg failed to fulfill a conJ.

tract with him under which he was
to receive an equal share in benefits
process.
from marketing the

NV

The complaint, which names various
members of Gunzburg's family as codefendants, asks for an accounting of
of Natural Vision Corp. and
dissolution
of
related
corporations,
said companies and appointment of a
receiver.

The

total

of

new members

of the

Motion Picture Pioneers is nearing the
100 mark, it was announced here by
Jack Cohn, president of the 15-yearold organization of film veterans.
"It is gratifying to see so many
men who have spent 25 or more years
in our industry joining our ranks in
time to salute Barney Balaban, Paramount president, who has been voted
the 'Pioneer of the Year,' " Cohn said.
New members this week include

RKO

Radio's

Nat

Levy,

Charles

Boasberg and Walter E. Branson;
Paramount's Russell Holman
Herbert M. Miller, editor of Jay Emanuel
Publications,
Philadelphia,
and
Edward Ruff of Regal Pictures, Bos;

Additional members are now
being processed by the admissions
committee.
_

General Precision
Consolidated net sales of General
Precision Equipment Corp. and its
subsidiaries for the eight months ended

Aug.

31,

were $65,614,915, which com-

pared with sales of $35,633,521 for the
nine months ended Sept. 30, 1952, and
with $54,326,849 for the year ended
Dec. 31, 1952.
Consolidated net income for the
eight months ended Aug. 31, amounted
$2,032,013, equal after preferred
dividends to $3.07 per share on 649,087
outstanding shares of common stock.
For the nine months ended Sept. 30,
1952, consolidated net income amounted
to $890,433, or $1.34 per common share
while consolidated earnings for the
calendar year 1952 amounted to $1,255,278, or $1.88 per share of common

to

Capital Variety Tent
Elects Fruchtman

—

WASHINGTON,

Oct. 27.
Jack
suburban Maryland exhibitor, has been elected chief barker
of Variety Club Tent No. 11 here.
He will take over on Jan. 1 from
Victor Orsinger. New first assistant
barker will be Washington advertising
executive Alvin Q. Ehrlich and the
new second assistant will be Joseph
Gins, Universal branch manager. Phil
Isaacs, Paramount branch manager,
was elected property master and Sam
Galanty, Mid-east division manager
for Columbia, reelected dough guy.
The 1954 board of governors will
consist of Orville
Crouch, George
Crouch, J. E. Fontaine, Nathan D.
Golden, Hirsh De La Viez and Sam
Wheeler.

Fruchtman,

stock.

Rites Tomorrow
Honor Sophie Tucker For H. M. Richey
On Nov. 15 in Phila.
Funeral services will be held
— morrow morning for Henderson
PHILADELPHIA, Oct.

to-

M.

27.

Sophie Tucker will be honored here
Nov. 15 at a $50-a-plate, golden
jubilee dinner to be held in the BelleProceeds will
vue-Stratford Hotel.
benefit a
tions,

number

eight

of children's institutheatrical charities, the

Richey, director of

who died in
Monday afternoon.

scheduled

ward Martin and James

suffered

H.

Duff,

Theatre Will Be Art
House, Not Garage

profits

approval by the Department
of Defense of Hal Wallis' "Cease
Fire^' is being sought in Washington
through a series of screenings in the
Capital yesterday and today.
In Washington for the showings
are Wallis, Joseph Hazen, president
of Hal Wallis Productions, and Jerry
Pickman,
vice-president
of
Paramount, distributor of the picture.

Aldine Theatre, which about a month
ago was sold by the Stanley Co. for
'U'
conversion into a garage, is going to
Pictures' be remodeled, air-conditioned and reMeeting of Universal
board reported earlier to be scheduled equipped as an art theatre.
Reportfor yesterday will be held next Wed- edly, the reason the house was not
Election of Eugene Walsh, converted into a garage was that obnesday.
assistant treasurer, as treasurer of the jections were advanced by members of
company, filling a vacancy, is expected the Chestnut Street Businessmen's Asat the meeting.
sociation.

PHILADELPHIA,

Oct.

27.—The

for

his

exhibitor

office

The

o'clock

11

here

rites are

at

the

George T. Davis Funeral Home,
Le Count Place, New Rochelle, N. Y.

Players

Gov. John S. Fine, Mayor Joseph S.
Clark and Jack Beresin, chief barker
of Variety Clubs International.

M-G-M

relations,
late

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and
the Variety Club Camp for handicapped children.
Among those who are scheduled to
attend the dinner are Senators Ed-

Defense Dept. Heads
See 'Cease Fire*
Official

Nearing 100 Mark,
Says Jack Cohn

ton.

Sales and Net Rise

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
Century-Fox, Grover Whalen
Irving Ludwig, Walt Disney Pro- and the Greek Consul General yesterductions sales representative, has re- day conducted a special press briefing
turned to New York from Boston.
session for the arrival today in New
•
York of the King and Queen of
Hugh J. Campbell, manager of the Greece. The session was held at the
Central Theatre, Hartford, is mark- home-office of 20th Century-Fox.
ing his 35th year in the industry.
Skouras and Whalen, co-chairmen
of the reception committee for their
Edward L. Fabian, of Fabian Highnesses, discussed the importance
Theatres, has returned to New York of the royal visit and activities scheduled for them during their stay. The
from Albany and Troy.
Greek General Consul also spoke to
the assemblage to thank the American
'Saturation' press for previous cooperation with
government officials of the Greek government in past trips to the United
of

avail-

Long lines said network programs for WROW-TV can be
fed from either New York or

20th

The world premiere today

now

Connolly will continue as head of
newsreel branch. He has been
with the USIA and its predecessor,
the

21.

Midwest
For 'Calamity Jane'

is

able.

Pictures

Elaine

television service

post.

Press Briefed on

Akron, will be married

WROW-

ceeds Alvin Myers, who had been in
charge of the New York office for the
last year and who has resigned the

week.

booker

N. Y., has broadcast its first
network television program, the
long lines department of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Co., announced.
TV is the 205th station and
Albany the 131st city in the
United States to which network

special

William Gell, managing director 20th-Fox Movietone News from 1927
of Monarch Films of London, is due to 1930 and previously was Washingin New York from England late this ton representative for MPPDA.

28, 1953

Pioneers Candidates
Albany Gets 205th
TV Network Station
Station WROW-TV, Albany,

Jack Connolly, chief

reel

Wednesday, October

L.

Bearg Dead

I.

TORONTO,

Oct.

27.

—

Famous

Canadian Corp. on Tuesday
the

loss

of

Lawrence

I.

Bearg,
head office official, whose
death occurred in Mount Sinai Hospital here in his 53rd year after a
period of ill health. Born in Springfield,
Mass., he started with Paramount in Boston before joining Famous Players 23 years ago. Surviving are his wife and two sons, of
Toronto, also his mother, one brother

and two

sisters in Springfield.

Board Meet Wed.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Leewood Joins A. A.

—

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 27. Jack
Leewood, former publicity-advertising
manager and production executive for
Lippert Productions, has joined John
C. Flinn's advertising department at
Allied

Artists.

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing- Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building,
William R. Weaver, Editor, Hollywood 7-2145. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street. Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative, 11
North Clark Street. FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor; cable address "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as a section
of Motion Picture Herald ;_ Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter. Sept. 21, 1938. at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act
single copies, 10c.
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The

ALMANAC

ONLY

the

is

thumb-indexed reference book
in this industry. It
to

is

referred

more often and by more
any other

than

people

ref-

book in the motion
picture and television fields
erence

because

Award

•

:

THE ALMANAC

requires

much less time (and no
-\ns

(7)

dis-

couraging bother) to find
the information you need.
It is thumb-indexed in 15
organized sections, and

Television
and Radio.

. .

•

THE ALMANAC

contains

a wealth of reliable and
useful information which

not to be found in any
other reference book.

is

There just
like

It

it.

isn't
is

anything
the only

accepted "Who's Who and
What's What" for the entire field. Send for your
copy of the revised, ex-

panded new edition now
while

it

is

still

available

from the remaining sup(The previous edition

ply.

was a

sell-out,

many

orders could not be

late

filled.)

QUIGLEY PUBLISHING CO.
Rockefeller Center, 1270 Sixth Ave.
New York 20, N. Y.
Please send a

copy of the 1953-54

Motion Picture and Television

The 1953-54
A QUIGLEY
PUBLICATION

Motion Picture
and Television

ALMANAC

Enclosed find check for $5.00
shipping charges.

Mail

in

ALMANAC
full

payment, including

to—

Name
Address
City.

.

.

.

Zone.

State.

Wednesday, October
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Pre-Selling
HOPE,
BOB
Girls"

Come

"Here

{Warner Brothers)

company's report

DORIS DAY

minority stockholders'

snaps with vitality in this musical with a Western setting.
Her explosiveness is almost exhausting as she goes through the paces,
playing a grown-up tom-boy who finally finds true love. She is ably assisted
by Howard Keel, Allyn McLerie and Philip Carey.

This is a good musical, done in the style of "Oklahoma!" and "Annie, Get
Your Gun," with many zestful and dreamy tunes, such as "Whip-CrackCompanion," Away," "I Can Do Without You," "A Women's Touch," "The Black Hills

"Woman's Home
Bob has more than an average

of

thinks

Dolores Hope's
of humility.
article delineates in detail Bob's career
and makes it apparent that she is very

amount

much

in love

with her husband. There

would be more

tranquillity in the averdistaff members of
the family aimed their sights to Dolores Hope's viewpoint.

age home

the

if

•

"The Robe" looked so

exciting in
production reports, Ed Miller of
"Seventeen" reports in the November issue, that the moment the cameras stopped turning, the studio
launched a sequel, "Demetrius and
the Gladiator," starring Victor MaMany
ture and Susan Hayward.
photographs made on the production sets of "The Robe," showing
technicians at work with the actors,
are displayed in the issue.
•
"Little Boy Lost," reports "Coroin

net,"

the
best

November

issue,

the

is

Bing Crosby
picture.
month's
conies up with a film whose warmth is
reminiscent of the

My

now

fabled "Going

On the production set of "French
Line," a 3-D color in Technicolor musical, Jane Russell told "Look's" editor, her "roles get bigger, the costume
smaller."
As reported in the current issue of
"Look," in "French Line," Jane spends
most of her time aboard a ship, the
"Liberte," moving the passengers with
free "leg shows."
As "the richest girl in Texas," she
matches the professional gusto of
rowdy Mary McCarty, who is a star
of Broadway revues and night-club
shows.

"Take the High Ground's"

star,

Elaine Stewart, adorns the front
cover of "Redbook's" November isThe cover is done in autumn
sue.
colors which blend perfectly with
Louis PolElaine's brown eyes.
lack, in a profile of the new star,
says "Elaine Stewart is the only
girl in 'Take the High Ground,' but
no one will notice the absence of
others."

•
"Sailor of the King's" star, Jeffrey
Hunter, is spotlighted in a full-page ad

"True Magazine's" November

"The Robe"

of Dakota" and "Secret Love." It should do nicely at the box-office, leaving
the audience exhilarated at its pace and tom-foolery. The story structure and
characterizations are weak at times, perhaps diluted by previous musicals of
this type, but on the whole "Calamity Jane," done in color by Technicolor
stands up as solid film fare with much entertainment to offer.

The story opens with Doris Day as Calamity Jane
Deadwood City. Then and there her character is

riding a stagecoach
set, for she lustily
sings while performing almost acrobatically atop the stagecoach. The major
conflict of the story whirls around love, which is fulfilled at the end, as in
all happy musicals. But there is many a twist and turn before that happens.
In "Calamity Jane," Doris Day feuds with Howard Keel, as Wild Bill
Hickok, before finding that she truly loves him. Keel has a fine voice and
when singing together, they make an excellent vocal and eye-filling duet.
into

Allyn McLerie and Philip Carey make up the other two-some. She sings
well, especially in a duet with Doris Day, titled "A Women's Touch," which
marks Miss Day's transformation into her more feminine phase. Miss McLerie also serves as the lure for Hickok and Carey and complicates Miss
Day's love-life, for Miss Day initially thinks she cares for only Carey, who
plays a

issue.

featured in "McCall's
Goes to the Movies" section of the November issue of "McCall's." Photographs taken on both the Calvary and
the court scenes are displayed in the

handsome

lieutenant.

Interwoven are many hilarious situations dealing with the Golden Garter
Hotel, and its attempt to supply citizens of' Deadwood City with feminine
entertainment.
William Jacobs produced, while David Butler directed, from a screenplay
by James O'Hanlon. The music for the original songs was by Sammy Fain.
Paul Francis Webster did the lyrics. Others in the cast are Dick Wesson,
Paul Harvey, Chubby Johnson and Gale Robbins.
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

Nov.

Way."

Murray Horowitz

14.

Kans.-Mo. ITO Meet

•

During an interview reported

in

"Pictorial Review's" Oct. 25 issue,
Victor Mature told Louella Parsons
that "The Robe" is really a trailer
for "Demetrius and the Gladiators.''
"That," said Mature, "is the best
picture I ever made." Of course,
Victor Mature is starred in "Demetrius"; in "The Robe" he was cast
in a supporting role. The difference
in the actor's parts probably influenced his thinking.

Walter Haas

Harry Cohn Salary
{Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)

CinemaScope, and many points were
passed on to the exhibitors here.
There was unanimous approval of
objectives expressed in a letter
from Robert Odell, of the Council, for
3-D products, and remarks were made
on the need for such activities.
Miller clarified the declared sentiment following the Boston meeting
regarding film company stock ownership by exhibitors as inclined toward
ownership of some stock in various
companies for wider influence on the
industry.
The importance of expressions to
Congressmen of gratitude for help in
the tax repeal effort was stressed, as
well as the necessity for even harder
work in the next campaign.
An engineer of the Portland Cement Association outlined possibilities
for the use of concrete for drive-in
screens.
It
was suggested that a
of
wood on steel
drive-in screen
structure might comprise the form,
with a wire mesh facing, for a concrete screen with the slab anchored
in the steel.
the

is

issue.

Finance

{Continued from page 1)

Calamity Jane

the
star, may not appear to
have humility to the casual observer.
However, Dolores Hope, his wife, and
author of "My Life Is Full of Hope,"
which apoears in the November issue

of

RKO

Review

National

Greece Ups Payments
For U. S. Product

—

WASHINGTON,

:

Drive for Boys Camp
Set by Albany V.C.
ALBANY,

N. Y., Oct. 27.— Plans
for the annual Big Brother campaign
on behalf of the Albany Variety Boys

division
barker,

Nathan D. Golden.
Golden reported that the Bank was
authorizing an allocation of $600,000
for this purpose for the year ending
June 30, 1954, compared to_ $500,000
in the previous 12-month period.
The
$600,000, Golden said, will be made
available in four quarterly installments
of $150,000.

In a letter dated Sept. 24, Walker
said the company desired to borrow
$1,500,000 from the First National
Bank in Houston and $1,000,000 from
the Texas National Bank, Houston,
in order to pay off its $2,500,000 indebtedness to Bankers Trust, New
York. These new loans, it was added,
are to be represented by the company's
3J4 per cent promissory notes to be
dated Sept. 28, 1953, and to mature
1953.
Payment of the
Dec. 28,
$2,500,000 Bankers Trust Loan "has
been requested" by the bank, it was
stated.

The letter then referred to a $1,500,000 60-day loan procured from the
National Bank of Commerce, Houston, with Hughes acting as guarantor,
and which was to mature on Sept. 29,
1953.
Regarding this loan, Walker
said in his letter to Hughes, that the

company desired

new 3^4

to refund it into a
per cent promissory note to

be dated Sept. 28, 1953, and to
ture Dec. 28, 1953.

"Temporary Nature"
The company went on to pledge
concurrent with
proceeds of the

its

new

receipt
loans,

of
it

ma-

that
the
shall

pay the principal and accrued interest owing to Bankers Trust.
It was
also stipulated that the new loans from
the three Texas banks are of a "temporary nature" and that neither they,
nor Hughes' guarantees, affect the
loan agreement between the company
and Hughes.
Under the loan agreeit
was pointed out, that company can call upon Hughes to borrow up to '$6,000,000 over a period of

years.
It was also stipulated, according to
the letter, that all of the projected proceeds from the Hughes' loan agreement will be applied in payment to the
company's obligations under the new

loans.

A

spokesman for Bankers Trust
said here yesterday that
Pictures paid off its $2,500,000 indebtedness on Sept. 29.
Pictures officials
could not be
reached for
comment yesterday.

RKO

RKO

:

Commerce

chief

suit.

;

Club summer camp were discussed at
a meeting of Tent No. 9.
The drive,
to be conducted during November, has

film

of the latest

ment,

was highlighted by

the notation
of a salary boost for N. B. Spingold,
vice-president in charge of advertising
and publicity, who earned $105,600 for
the year, an $11,000 boost over the
previous year.
Other salaries listed included Jack
Cohn, executive vice-president, $145,600 A. Schneider, vice-president and
treasurer,
$130,000;
A. Montague,
vice-president in charge of domestic
sales, $130,000. The directors and officers as a group earned $1,169,850
for the year.
Expense allowances, included in the
respective salaries of top executives,
were noted as follows Harry Cohn,
$25,800; Jack Cohn, $15,600; Spingold, $9,000. The expense allowance
of directors and officers as a group
was put at $72,625.
Harry Cohn, it was noted, owns
126,084 shares of common stock beneficially and of record, while Jack Cohn
owns 42,294 shares.

tives

The
Oct. 27.
Currency Committee of the Bank of
Greece has increased by 20 per cent
the amount of currency available for
U.S. film imports, according to U.S.
Department

28, 1953

a goal of $50,000.
Saul J. Ullman,

manager
has

been

Fabian Theatres
and an ex-chief

named

chairman.

Harry Lamont,

a

barker,

"Denial

will

also
direct

former

chief

Day."

Irwin Ullman, manager of the MoDrive-in, will have charge of
special events, while Joe Saperstein,
Fabian booker, will handle finances.

hawk

50 <U' Shorts
{Continued from page 1)
the Universal-International Newsreel
which, it is claimed, was the first
newsreel to be shot and framed for
exhibition on wide-screens and which
is designed to be shown in the various
aspect ratios. He also stressed that
U-I's short subjects will be adapted
to all important mechanical developments.
Of the 50 subjects there will be 13
two-reelers in the company's "Musical
Featurettes"
series
featuring name

bands and musical personalities. There
be two two-reel specials which
be in color this year instead of
in black and white as in previous
years. One-reelers will include eight
of the "Variety Views" and the remaining one-reelers will all be in color
and will include the company's new
will
will

"Color Parade" series launched last
spring with eight subjects being listed
in this group. Walter Lantz will make
13 new one-reel "Technicolor Car-

including six new "Woody
Woodpecker" subjects. Starting next
Proctor's spring, U-I will reissue the six Walter

Larry Cowen, manager of
Theatre in Troy, is directing publicity.

tunes"

Lantz Technicolor Cartunes.

Wednesday, October

28,
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Rentals for 'The Robe'

Goldenson
co-sponsor of a Wednesday luncheon
with United Film Service and Val
Peterson, director of the Federal Civil
Defense Administration, and Spyros
Skouras, president of 20th Centurythe
Thursday luncheon.
Fox,
at
General James A. Van Fleet, U.S.
;

retired,

speaker

will

be

the

banquet

the

at

principal

Thursday

night.

Describing the coming conclave as
"most crucial convention the industry has known in recent years,"
the

Goldenson stated in New York that
he had never known so many industry
leaders to be so vitally interested in
the sessions.
"This year's convention, I feel,"
Goldenson said, "will be particularly
important to the small theatre operators and to all who are seeking a
solution to the problems brought about
by the new dimensions. More than
ever before, emphasis will be placed
upon theatre concessions, with the
nation's outstanding theatre concession experts and concession manufacProbably more imturers present.
portant, however, will be the theatre
equipment forum, especially in view
of the new processes of projection,
sound and screens that have swamped
the industry during the year."

with a weekly house average of
$65,900 for the past two years.
Other figures revealed were $270,000 for four weeks and four days at
the Chinese, here
$266,000 for four
weeks and four days at the Fox,
Philadelphia $232,000 for three weeks
and four days at the Fox, Detroit.
Those theatres' averages were stated
as $8,800, $14,100 and $17,800 respec:

;

;

tively.

Skouras

the press National
operates 380 theatres,
and expects to have 75 equipped for
CinemaScope by the end of the year.
Within three years the circuit will
have equipped 250 houses for CinemaScope at a cost approximating five
million dollars, Skouras said. Within
that time it probably will be found
necessary to close perhaps 75 theatres
which are not suitable for CinemaScope use, he added.
Skouras' remarks followed distribution of copies of a four-page letter
Skouras sent last Wednesday to Y.
told

now

Theatres

Oct. 27.— Hold-overs
continue to lead the field here, with
"The Robe" heading for a fine $75,000
in its fifth week at the State Lake and

"This Is Cinerama" holding close to
Still going$45,000 at the Palace.
strong at the Oriental, "From Here to
Eternity" promises to hit $26,000 in its
eighth week.
"War of the Worlds,"
dropping fast, is down to $18,000 at
the Woods in its second week after a
big opening session of $35,000. "Mar;

Luther"
at the Loop.

Among

now

the

is

in its

fifth

week

new programs "Sea

of

Lost Ships," with a boost from personal appearances on opening night by
Wanda Hendrix, Victor McLaglen
and Richard Jaeckel, is slated for

Rob
Abe

Rosen, Anna
J.
Adolph Schimel,
Rubin,
Schneider, Max J. Schneider, Fred
Schwartz, Sol Schwartz, Noble
J.
Sissle, Herbert Bayard Swope, Sophie
Tucker, Edmund Waterman, Dr. I. S.
Wechsler, Milton Weisman and Earl
Wilson.
The dinner is being sponsored by
the Motion Picture Division of JDA
and Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith
and will help JDA raise New York's
share of the $5,000,000 needed to

American

finance the activities of the

Jewish Committee
Defamation League
William J. German,
man, Inc., is general

Max

and

Anti-

the

of B'nai B'rith.
of W. J. Ger-

chairman of the

of
Youngstein,
United Artists, is dinner chairman,
and Al W. Schwalberg, of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., is serving
as dinner chairman for the Cinema
Lodge.

division;

E.

On Sound

Sales

CAMDEN,
RCA

RCA

sales.

Among additional theatres reported
planning new RCA sound installations
Granada, Independence, Mo.
were
Strand, PortAvenue, DuBois, Pa.
:

;

land,

O.

Me.

;

;

Lake City

Youngstown,
Paramount,
Colony, Chicago

Paramount,

;

Shea's, Erie,
Stapleton, N. Y.
Grand, Evansville,

Pa.

the ultimate

in projection.

•
619

16mm interlock projection
MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE. INC.
W 54th
N Y
N. Y. •JUdson 4-0367
St.,

.'19.

.

patrons

we have

.

.

lost."

'Robe' in 56 Houses
By End of the Week

;

Ind.

Lyric,

;

Salt

Broadmoor, Shreveport,
La.
Granada, Duluth Martini, Galveston Temple, Fort Smith, Ark.
;

;

Uptown. Mt. Carmel,

American, Canton, N. Y.
Hollywood, Eau Claire, Wis.
Caroline, Southern Pines, N.
C.
Para
mount, Syracuse; Rivoli, Altoona, Pa.;
Basle,
Washington,
Pa.
Metropolitan.
Morgantown, W. Va.
Olympic, Utica
Woodward, Woodward, Okla. Victory, Po111.

;

;

;

;

;

;

teau,

Okla.;

Silhouette.,

ably be March or April before a decision is handed down.
The court yesterday announced it
would hear an appeal challenging the
right of New York State censors to
ban the film "La Ronde." Earlier in
the month it had agreed to hear a
similar challenge to the constitutionality of an Ohio ban on the film "M."
The Ohio case had been set for argument in the week starting Monday,
Nov. 30, but the court yesterday said
the two film cases should be argued
consecutively, and the need for additional time for lawyers to prepare the
New York case required that both be
set

back

The
Nov.

January.
court still has set for Monday,
until

argument

the so-called
the right of
neighborhood theatres to bid on first-

Crest

run

30,

case,

in

involving

were

.7

per

higher than those

cent

of the corresponding 1952 quarter
1.5

per cent lower than the

ter of 1953. The average
price remained constant at 20.3 pence.

The Journal's returns cover 4,543
theatres with a seating capacity of
4,180,000.
Gross film rentals charged during
the first half of 1953 were £11,886,000,
of which £3,679,000 was charged on
British films. The proportion of gross
rentals taken by direct distribution expenses amounted to 17 per cent.
Despite the gratifying maintenance
of admission figures shown by the report, the Journal reveals a disturbing
decline in production, stating that on
June 30 last the proportion of studio
space booked for three months ahead
in producer-operated studios had fallen
by 22 per

cent.

decline may have been due to
uncertainty existing then regarding
the future of the Eady Plan, which
levies on theatre tickets to subsidize
producers and which was scheduled to
expire next year. That uncertainty
was removed since by the government's decision to enforce the Eady
levy statutorily if a voluntary agreement has not been reached among the
trade associations by next Saturday.

The

John Flinn

to Dallas

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

27.

Theatres'

James

Starr

and

Roxy Dividend Set
HOLLYWOOD,

Oct.

27.—A quar-

terly cash dividend of ZIV2 cents per

share on the outstanding preferred
stock of the Roxy Theatre, Inc., has
been declared payable Dec. 1st to
stockholders of record at the close of
business Nov. 16.

1)

under the general title, "Outlaws of
the Century" for early filming and to
be released to
sponsors.
The
statement said that casting for the
first 13 has been started and should
be completed by next week.
Scott said this series is the only
project presently planned, although
future plans may be revealed within
a month.

TV

'Bigamist' to Swerdlove
BOSTON, Oct. 27.— Al Swerdlove
has acquired the New England distribution rights to "The Bigamist,"
starring Joan Fontaine, and will back
the film with a strong
saturation

TV

campaign.

Perry,

Mich.;

;

;

Regularly scheduled daily flights.
See your travel agent or call

;

;

Newport, N. H.; Metropolitan, Leominster,
Mass.; World, St. Paul; Ritz,
Abbeville, La., and the Erlen Theatre at

chis,

Philadelphia.

AA

division manager James Prichard in
the campaign for "Slade," opening at
the Metropolitan Theatre there.

Republic-TV

Miller,
Featus, Mo.
Norwood, Florence,
Ala.; Towne, Milwaukee, Wis.; Grand, Dubuque, La.; Ritz, Denison, La.
Elmira, Elmira, N. Y.
Hollywood, Sioux
Falls; State, Findlay, O'.; Cataract, Niagara Falls; Lucon, East Lansing, Mich.;
Roxy, Detroit; Latchis, Keene, N. H.
Latchis,
Claremont,
N.
H.
Memorial,
Brattleboro, Vt.
Hollywood, Detroit; Lat-

— John

Flinn, of Allied Artists, today flew to
Dallas to cooperate with Interstate

films.

(Continued from page

and

quaradmission

first

;

;

;

• Three dimensional projection
•^r Three channel interlock projection

declared, "It is imperative for success in production and
distribution, as well as in exhibition,
that we bring the average person back
to the best form of entertainment, the
motion picture.
Really first rate
pictures produced by CinemaScope or
similar
processes
offer
the
best
chance, in my judgment, to bring back
to motion picture theatres millions of

(Continued from page 1)

RCA Hits New High

TO THE EAST

to

the

Censorship Hearing

Dinner

$20,000 or better at the McVickers
"Lion in the Streets" and "Mission
Over Korea" are falling short of the
usual first week at the Roosevelt,
straining for $20,000; and "Three
Girls from Rome" looks to garner a
meagre $6,000 at the Monroe. "Blowing Wild," winding up a disappointing two-week stand at the Chicago
N. J., Oct. 27.— Sales
with a closing session under $40,000,
Stereoscope theatre sound
of
will be replaced in the B. & K. ace
systems set a new high during Sephouse by "Little Boy Lost."
tember, it was disclosed by A. J. Piatt,
theatre equipment
manager of

MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings

going

Skouras

letter

(Continued from page 1)

ert

CHICAGO,

duplicates

company heads. In

JDA

M. Rosenberg,

Strong in Chicago

with

studio and

Frank Freeman, board chairman of
Association of Motion Picture

the

James B. Nolan, Dr.
Randolph Ray, Charles M. Regan
Herman and Burton Robbins, Samuel

'Robe,' 'Cinerama'

Producers,
all

(Continued from page 1)

By the end of this week, 20th Century-Fox's "The Robe" will be playing in 56 theatres throughout the
country.
This figure will have been
achieved by the addition of 16 openings today, tomorrow and Friday in
Ogden, Wichita, Sacramento, Phoenix,
Albany, N. Y. Baltimore, Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Dayton, Charlotte, Milwaukee, Montreal, Des Moines, Oakland, Tucson and Los Angeles.

Commander

tin

U. K. Report

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Army,

5

Trans

World

Airlines.

AND NOW
MINIS llvVV

Cinemascope
YOU MORE BUSINESS
THAN YOU CAN HANDLE!

WILL BRING

ECO ND GREAT PICTURE IN
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rim
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New Approach

Best Year

Large Turnout at JDA 's
Fete for Harry Brandt

NakkenSystem
Has 3-D Effect

New High

Minus Glasses

Approximately 1,000 industry representatives, as well as civic and religious
leaders, attended the Joint Defense Appeal dinner in honor of circuit operator
Harry Brandt at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria here last night. The banquet

New

was sponsored by the motion picture
division of the JDA and the Cinema
Lodge of B'nai B'rith for the purpose

Process Is Seen as
Improvement in Vision
By AL STEEN

A

near approach to three-dimensional pictures without the use of polarized viewers was demonstrated here
yesterday by the inventor of the system, Theodore H. Nakken, who also
was a pioneer in the development of
sound pictures. Nakken, prior to the
demonstration, explained that he had
been working for 20 years to create
without
pictures
three-dimensional
having to use glasses, a special projection lens, large screen or special booth

(Continued on page 4)

introduction of a

new

projec-

tion lens for wide-screen motion pictures was disclosed here yesterday by
Walter Futter, veteran film executive

Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
Brandt was presented with a plaque
recognition of his

"in

the

in

efforts

fight to protect American democratic
The presentation was
liberties."

by Edmund Waterman, cochairman of JDA in Greater New
York. Brandt is an associate chair-

made

man

of

JDA.

William
man, Inc.,
division.

German

J.

of

W.

J.

was

Known

as "Vidoscope," it is
that the wide-screen lens permits 20
per cent more light to reach the
screen. Futter said he owns the world
rights to the lens, which is being
in

Germany.

Joseph

din-

ner chairman and A. W. Schwalberg,
president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., was chairman for the
Cinema Lodge.
The co-chairmen of the amusement

decline in the value of construcand
tion work on theatres
amusement buildings is reported

by the Canadian government,
with such construction dropping to $9,536,000 in 1953, compared with 1952's $9,723,000,
which, in turn, was considerably

below 1951's $14,535,000.

;

H. Goldenson, American
Theatres
Broadcasting - Paramount
Pictures
James R. Grainger,
Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox A.
Montague, Columbia Pictures L. D.
Netter, Altec Service Corp.
Samuel
Rinzler, Randforce Amusement Corp.
Herman Robbins, National Screen
Service
Milton Rackmil, Universal
Pictures
Sam Rosen, Fabian Theatres Fred Schwartz, Century Circuit
Spyros Skouras, Jr., Skouras Theatres, and Richard Walsh, IATSE.
Leonard

Industry

RKO

;

;

;

;

;

;

The

feature attraction of the eve-

ning was a dramatic presentation

titled

"Target for '53," depicting the issue
of bigotry and discrimination.
In the
cast were Thelma Ritter, Paul Stewart,
Jack Palance, Everett Sloane,
Jane Pickens, Robert Strauss, Jack
Russell, David Pfeffer, Eleanor Stone
and Evelyn Brooks.

Oct.

28.

— The

be more room in the future for private
industry to work with the program.

Theodore C.

Streibert,

director

of

U.S. Information Agency, made
statement as he and President

the
the

9-Page
Tribute to Disney
'Life' in

A
of

tribute

to

Walt Disney

"blaze of glory"
Productions is pre-

the

sented by "Life" magazine in its Nov.
2d issue, on the occasion of the 25th
anniversary of the first Mickey Mouse
cartoon.
In a nine-page spread, replete with
pictures of Disney cartoon characters,
(Continued on page 4)

For the Use
Of Cinecolor
Lists 21 Productions for

The 12-Month Period

Test
engagements
of
M-G-M's
"Kiss Me Kate" in both 3-D and 2-D
versions got under way yesterday and
three more will start today. The 3-D
version was presented at the Majestic
in Dallas and at the State in Syracuse,
while
the
conventional
print
was
offered at Loew's Rochester in Roch-

N. Y.
Loew's Ohio

ester,

Columbus

in

will test

the 3-D version starting today and
the State and Victory in Houston and
Evansville,
Ind.,
respectively,
will
open with the standard version of the
feature.

The conventional
at

following

Oct.

28.

— The

completed or are in the process of
completion in the next few months.
O. W. Murray, vice-president of
Color Corp. of America, the Cinecolor parent firm, said from all indications "this year will be the largest
volume of footage to be processed in
the history of Color Corp."
The following is a list of productions completed this year or to be
completed in the next few months

"Run
Land,"

Money," "Song of the
"Shark River," "Sabre Jet,"
(Continued on page 4)
for the

Two more

theatres have joined the
Television network for
Saturday's Notre Dame-Navy
this
football game, it was disclosed here
yesterday by William P. Rosensohn,
vice-president of BOT. The addition
of the Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia,
and the Stanley, Baltimore, will bring
the number of houses to book the
event up to 10.
Rosensohn, commenting on the turnout for last Saturday's Notre Dame-

Box

Office

Georgia Tech game at eight theatres,
it "bears out our original thought
that theatre-televising of Notre Dame
games definitely has a market."
said,

print will be used

Radio City Music Hall when

opens

HOLLYWOOD,

growing use of the Cinecolor process
was underlined here today by an announcement that 21 productions using
the process in 1953 either have been

BOT Expands
TV Network

Room for 3-D, 2-D Test Runs
Of 'Kate' Started
in USIA

WASHINGTON,

Set

;

Sees More

Kornstein, Inc., has been selected as Eisenhower announced their objectives
for the program.
the distributor, it was stated.
They said the agency's overseas
In production for immediate delivery is a full line of the short focal- efforts would in the future avoid any
length lenses, from two inches to "propagandist^ tone," and would inthree and three-quarter inches, stepped stead concentrate on '-'objective, facup in one-quarter inch units, it was tual news reporting and appropriate
present a
stated. Prices were said to be in line commentaries, designed to
important
exposition
of
U.S.
full
make.
with wide-screen lenses of U.S.
actions and policies, especially as they
(Continued on page 4)

Building in Canada
Is on the Decline
OTTAWA, Oct. 28.— A steady

division are Steve Broidy, Allied ArtMax A. Cohen, Cinema Circuit
ists

Ger-

general chairman of the
Max E. Youngstein, viceis

head of the government's overseas inclaimed formation program said there would

and producer.

manufactured

New

JDA

York's
to raise
of helping
share of the $5,000,000 needed to
finance the activities of the American

president of United Artists,

Walter Futter
Has New Lens
The

TEN CENTS

the

run

of

it

"Mo-

gambo."

Seal Interrogatories

In Gov't

16mm

HOLLYWOOD,
Judge

Oct.

Suit

28.— Federal

Ben Harrison today ordered

that interrogatories filed by three defendants in the Government's 16mm.
case against 12 producers and distributors be sealed.
The order was
issued after attorneys for the three
defendants declared that public dis(C on-tinned on page 4).

Theatre Admissions
Higher, U. S. Reports

WASHINGTON,

Oct.

28,—

Motion picture theatre admissions rose again in the month
prior to Sept. 15, the Bureau of

Labor

Statistics said.

In issuing

its monthly consumer price index, the Bureau
said that reading and recrea-

tion costs rose with increased
theatre admission prices.

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
NICHOLAS

M.

SCHENCK,

Loew's president, and Charles

C. Moskowitz, vice-president, will
leave here over the weekend for the
Coast.

•

Edward Lachman, chief barker of
the New York Variety Club, Tent
35, was one of the invited guests
night on the John Conte television
program over ABC-TV.
•
Carl Schwyn, circuit operator oi
Toledo, is under treatment in the
Norton Memorial Hospital at Louis-

No.

last

ville.

George Pal, Paramount director,
and Eddie Morse, of the talent de-

New York

from Hollywood.
•
Levy, RKO Radio Eastern
division sales manager, will leave New
York today for Philadelphia and
Washington.

Nat

•

Harold Wirthwein,

Allied Artists
Western division sales manager, has
Hollywood for San Francisco,
left

Portland and Seattle.
•
Bert Orde, of "Redbook" magazine,
has returned to New York from the

Para. Stage Shows

To End with 'Hondo'

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 28.— American motion pictures were cited as an
inspiration for friendship and under-

standing between this country and
India by Ambassador Gaganvihari L.
Mehta from India to the United
States at a luncheon given in his

honor at the Paramount studios.
Frank Freeman, Paramount
Y.
vice-president and studio head, and

Don Hartman, executive producer,
were hosts to His Excellency and to
Mrs. Mehta and six members of his
staff.

Mehta:

Ambassador

Said

"The

motion picture is a potent influence in
the promotion of international goodwill and understanding, and in this

American

industry
can play, and indeed has played an
I look
outstandingly important role.
forward to increased cooperation between the American and Indian film
industries,
the two largest in the
world.
"There has been recent evidence of
such cooperation, such as the visit to
the U.S.A. last year of an Indian film
delegation under the auspices of the
Motion Picture Association of America.
I hope there will be many more
respect

•

partment, have arrived in

Freeman Is Host to
India Ambassador

such

the

visits

in

both

film

directions,"

Thursday, October

he

stated.

"Hondo" will usher in the new allpicture policy of the New York Paramount, which traditionally has featured a stage show, Robert Shapiro,
managing director, disclosed here yesterday.
Shapiro said the decision to end the
stage show policy at the American
Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres
Broadway showcase was due to what
he called "the lack of talent." He said
"Hondo," a 3-D Warner Brothers re"Calamity Jane,"
lease, will follow
which opens Nov. 4 in conjunction
with a stage show headlining the

Ames

Brothers.

the

the
talent it desires. He also added that
the Paramount may return to a stage
show policy if the management deems

it

advisable following a period of

its

newly-adopted all-picture policy.

sion.

At

the

same

time,

what

is

Robe" in 30 first dates across the
country.
In release six weeks, the Biblical
story is said to be heading for extended runs in all situations.

Writers Meet Dec. 11
To Seek Single Unit
A

constitutional convention to form
single organization of writers in
all entertainment fields will be held
here Dec. 11 by the Authors League
of America and the Screen Writers
Guild. The date was set at a three-

a

be-

BOSTON,
grossed a

weeks

28.—"The Robe"
$135,000 in two
Keith Memorial Theatre
Oct.
of

total

at the

here, a

new

Gets

New

record.

Altec Post

Nick Markanich,

field engineer for
Service Corp., has been promoted by E. O. Wilschke, Altec operating manager, to be field representative
under L. J. Patton, Eastern

Altec

division
manager. Markanich will
make his headquarters in Hazelton,

Pa.

Luncheon for Muhl
Ed Muhl,

Universal vice-president
charge of production, who will
arrive here from the Coast at the
weekend, will be given a luncheon by
the company at the St. Laurent Restaurant on Monday, with trade press
in

representatives as guests.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martm

Sterling Will Handle
13 Yorke TV Films
Sterling Television Corp. will distribute a series of 13 one, two and
three-reel pictures produced by Emerson Yorke Studio of New York.
Pictures included in the deal, which
will run for three years, include theatrical and documentary subjects devoted to variety, sports and travel.
Special Spanish tracks are being
Latin-American
the
for
recorded
market, to be released by Yorke

through his

affiliate,

'So Big* Is Selected
By Hollywood C. of C.
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 28.—Warner
Brothers' "So Big" has been officially
designated by the Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce as the premiere picture
to inaugurate Hollywood's two week
"Golden
Anniversary
Celebration,"

which

Tuesday.
has planned a special "carriage
trade premiere" to highlight both the
opening of "So Big" and the Golden
Anniversary.
procession of ancient
automobiles will carry film stars and
celebrities
other
down Hollywood
Boulevard to the Hollywood Paramount, where the premiere will be

WB

'Caesar* to Plaza

A

held.

Ban on 'Moon

9

Md.
Gets Hearing Today
Sunday BALTIMORE, Oct.
— Judge

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's production
of "Julius Caesar," which has been
presented as a two-a-day attraction at
the Booth Theatre for the past 22
weeks, will move to the Plaza Theatre, 58th Street and Madison Avenue,
on Sunday, on a continuous performance policy at popular prices. The film
will terminate its engagement at the
Booth on Saturday.

on

at

a

luncheon given in his honor in Rome,
the Italian Films Export office here
disclosed yesterday.
"Good pictures are

good for everybody no matter who makes them,"
Zukor declared. "The important thing
to get the public into the theatre."

Awarded Medal
Zukor was

officially

welcomed

to

Rome by

Dr. Eitel Monaco, president
of the National Association of Motion

and

and Allied Industries,
Marchese Edmondo Incisa,

Picture

by

president of the General Association
Show Business. He was presented
with an inscribed gold medal.
The veteran showman lauded the
Italian industry for the ability of its
producers, directors and technicians
who, he said, are inferior only in num"You have a pober to Hollywood.
tential audience of 180,000,000 in the
United States," he added, counselling
the producers to "study their tastes
with great care."

'Pinocchio' Reissue
For Boston in Feb.
BOSTON,

—

"Pinocchio"
Oct. 28.
be re-released here for the noschool holiday week in February, according to Irwin Ludwig, of the Diswill

office.
The Boston campaign for
the picture will be backed by strong

ney

television exploitation, he said.
Ludwig stated that "Beaver Valley"
also will be made available for exhibitors during February.

Leo Samuels, worldwide sales superfor Walt Disney Productions,
and Mervin Houser, Eastern director
visor

RKO

Picof advertising-publicity for
tures, are in Boston setting up a campaign for the opening of "Pinocchio,"

which

is

being reissued there during
week in February.

the no-school

will start

Pan American

Productions.

films

of

103

hundred-and-three weeks of lieved to be the first dual telecast ever
will highlight
extra playing time has been chalked attempted in the U. S.
premiere.
surrounding
the
festivities
up to date by 20th Century's "The

Italian

of

motion picture industry

Italian

Paramount can secure

Open

One

success

on occasion to a stage show policy

At State and Globe

Extra
Weeks
Time for 'The Robe

The

American theatre circuits "can only
help the American film industry,"
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board
of Paramount Pictures, told an audience composed of leaders of the

is

day meeting here at which representatives
guilds of the
of component
Coast.
Authors League and a six-member
•
of the Screen Writers Guild
"How to Marry a Millionaire," delegation
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, producer^
established areas of an agreement in
production
comsecond CinemaScope
director, has arrived in London from
principle, the chief of which was one
pleted by 20th Century-Fox, will have
New York.
strong writers' organization.
evening,
premiere
on
Monday
a
•
Representatives of the Radio Writsimultaneously at Broadway's
T. O. McCleaster, 20th Century- Nov. 9,
ers Guild and the Television Writers
and
Loew's
State
Globe.
Fox Central division manager, is in
Group agreed that in the East, joint
The multiple debut will see the enNew York from Chicago.
problems or issues affecting only one
tire Times Square area illuminated
of the radio or television writing
by a battery of giant kleig lights.
crafts would be handled by a joint
Both showspots will be completely reof
unit.
furbished and decorated for the occa9

'Millionaire' to

Zukor Says Success
Of Films from Italy
Aids U.S. Industry

Shapiro did not rule out the return

when

1953

29,

in

28.

Herman

Mose today

allowed

Wade Nichols Named
Associate Publisher
Wade H. Nichols, Jr., editor of
"Redbook" and "Bluebook," has been
named associate publisher of both
magazines by Marvin Pierce, president of McCall Corp., and Phillips
Wyman, publisher of "Redbook" and
"Bluebook."

Nichols,
who became editor of
"Redbook" in July, 1949, inaugurated
the new "young adults" editorial program. The circulation of the magaboth zine now is said to be at a 50-year

two weeks to file briefs in their high.
arguments for and against the state
censor board banning of "Street Corner," "The Story of Bob and Sally" Crouch to Start Series
and "Mom and Dad."
William
Independent
producer
A brief hearing on an appeal from Crouch will start production on a
the ban on "The Moon Is Blue" was TV film series, titled "Watch and
held this afternoon and will be re- Win," about Dec. 1. Each subject will
sumed tomorrow morning.
run 15 minutes.
sides
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Trade Show

NOV. 4
ALBANY
Warner Screenihg Room
110

N. Pearl St. •

8:00 P.M.

ATLANTA
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

197 Walton

N.W.

St.

•

2:00 P.M.

BOSTON
RKO

Room

Screening

122 Arlington

•

St.

2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
Paramount Screening Room

464

Franklin

•

St.

8:00 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

308

Church

S.

•

St.

2:00 P.M.

CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room
1307

Wabash Ave.

So.

•

1:30 P.M.

CINCINNATI
RKO Palace

Th. Screening

Palace Th. Bldg.

•

6th

E.

Room
8:00 P.M.

CLEVELAND
Warner Screening Room
8:30 P.M.

•

2300 Payne Ave.

DALLAS
Room

20lh Century-Fox Screening

1803 Wood

2:00 P.M

•

St.

DENVER
Paramount Screening Room
21

St. •

00 Stout

2:00 P.M.

DES MOINES
Paramount Screening Room
1125 High

•

St.

12:45 P.M.

DETROIT
Film Exchange Building

2310 Cass Ave.

•

2:00 P.M.

INDIANAPOLIS
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

326 No.

1:00 P.M.

Illinois St.

JACKSONVILLE
Km

Florida Theatre Bldg. Sc.

128 E.Forsyth

KANSAS

2:00 P.M.

•

St.

CITY
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

1720 Wyandotte

1:30 P.M.

•

St.

LOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Room

2025

S.

•

Vermont Ave.

2:00 P.M.

MEMPHIS
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

1S1

VonaAve.

12:15P.M.

•

MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre Screening Room
212 W.Wisconsin Ave.

•

2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
Warner Screening Room

1000

2:00 P.M.

•

Currie Ave.

NEW HAVEN
Worner Theatre

Projection

•

2:00 P.M.

70 College

St.

Room

NEW ORLEANS
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

200S.

Liberty St. • 8:00 P.M.

NEW YORK
Home

Office

321 W. 44th

St.

2:1 5 P.M.

•

OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Screening

10 North Lee

St.

Room

1:30 P.M.

•

OMAHA

a Tornado of Adventure from

Warner Bros.

Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

1502 Davenport

1.30 P.M.

St.

PHILADELPHIA
Warner Screening Room

illlili isliiiiiltliiiiiiil

m

230 No. 13th

IIHi lHJ9

2:00 P.M

•

St.

PITTSBURGH
Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

Blvd. ol Allies • 1:30 P.M.

1715

PORTLAND
Stor Sc.

Rm.

925 N. W. 19lh Ave.

•

2:00 P.M.

SALT LAKE

lit iH
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•

Vii-tiivi"
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316

'

East 1st South

Room

221 Golden Gote Ave.

LEX BARKER
RUSSELL HUGHES

•

PHYLLIS KIRK

ANDRE DeTOTH

1:00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Republic Screening

•

Room

20th Century-Fox Screening

-

•

f

DAVID WEISBART

•

1

30 P.M.

SEATTLE
Modern Theatre
10 30

2400 Third Ave.
ST.

AM

LOUIS

S'fenco Screening

31 43 Olive

St.

•

Room
1:00PJI.

WASHINGTON
Warner Theatre Building

13lhSE.Sts.H W.

•

7:30 P.M.

,

:

Thursday, October
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Nakken

Asides

(Continued from page 1)

& Interludes
—by James Cunningham

equipment. In what he calls a "stereographic" lens, Nakken believes he has
reached his goal. The depth illusion
the
is obtained solely by means of

camera

lens.

Scenes shown yesterday principally
were taken from a moving motor car
winding through the mountain roads
of Vermont. The so-called "gimmick"
aspects of 3-D which the public has
been accustomed to accept in recent
pictures requiring glasses are not in
evidence in the Nakken process that
not likely that an object
it is
is,
thrown at the camera would create a
tendency upon the part of the viewer
However, as
to avoid the object.
Nakken explained it, scenes created
;

his lens are in full agreement with
actually sees, whereas
There is
3-D, with glasses, is not.

by

what a person

no exaggeration in the depth.
Those who saw the demonstration
yesterday appeared to be in agreement that the Nakken lens is a definite
improvement over the conventional

f AST week was the week of weeks for hurry-up-and-getcha-money-up
\_j drives. Drives were launched to accomplish records in thisa-and-thata.

scenes

standard

in

not fast enough for indoor shooting.
However, he said that a lens for indoor shooting was now in work and
that it may be ready in three or four
Nakken declined to go into
months.
great detail on the creation of the lens
except to say that he calculated the
system and that the camera lens used
for the scenes shown yesterday were
The footage
filmed in F6.3 speed.
was in both Eastman and Ansco color.

Regular 35mm. film was used.
Nakken said he planned to produce
the lenses commercially and to lease
them to producers. To date, the system has not been shown to represen-

Hollywood

studios, but a
planned for the near
future.
number of bankers were
present yesterday, all of whom expressed interest.

tatives

of

demonstration

is

ik

—

Oct. 28.
Treasury Department said that a

16mm U. S. Savings Bond
Bond Between Us," has

film,

The
new
"The

just been
completed at Universal-International's
Coast studios.
The Treasury added that this was
the first film of its type produced for
the Treasury since the end of World
War II. "Treasury officials feel that
this

outstandingly fine film marks a
great step forward in the

new and

working

between
the Savings Bond Division and the
motion picture industry," the department stated. "Plans are to release it
on a nationwide basis through the 48
state Savings Bonds offices."
June Allyson is starred. George
Bole produced and Will Cowan directed, with full Guild cooperation.
close

relationship

"Untamed

Disney

.

.

.

"A

Walt and
Mickey
Disney's Magic Wand
electronstock to Has Enriched the World with Birds,

MPAA

President Eisenhower has sent
President Eric Johnston to the
Jordan River Valley to straighten out the squabble between the Arabs and

Anniversary
.

think of some squabbles in the picture business to which
President Eisenhower would, assign a straightener-outer
He made Johnston an Ambassador to the Near East because "The Government of the United States believes that the interests of world peace call
for every possible effort to create conditions of greater calm and stability in
the Near East."
Remember the calm and stability which Mr. Eisenhower created when he
vetoed., the other month, the Mason Bill to eliminate the 20 per cent Federal
tax on tickets to help keep exhibitors in business?

ik

We

.

for

.

Beasts and Fairy Princesses."

Industry in

USIA

(Continued from page 1)

and areas."
Streibert said, would
be on "the community of interest that
exists among freedom-loving people,"

affect individual countries

The emphasis,

and

0,ptimist.

ik

.

article carries the caption,

Silver

will be pinpointed "on
vital programs."
"Under these more clearly defined
objectives," stated Streibert,
"there
will be greater opportunity for us to
activities

fewer but more

use the resources of patriotic private
American business and non-governmental groups in support of the information program.
Private groups
have given splendid support in the
past, and we plan an intensive drive
to further increase this support and
thus multiply the effectiveness of the

do not refer to you, or you, when we mention that a safety-first device
down drunken driving has been invented by Alfons Siedenhans of program."
Streibert did not mention any speMunich, Germany. Not much
cific industry, but J. Cheever Cowdin,
The device consists of an alcohol meter fitted at the end of an electric cord
head of the agency's motion picture
that is attached to the dashboard of an automobile.
Before he can start his
division, has mentioned several times
automobile the driver must breathe into the meter. If his breath so overthe possibility of getting Hollywood
powers the meter that it staggers to the "danger" mark, the auto will not
to take a larger role in the overseas
start.
If the driver's breath is only "moderately alcoholic," the gadget allows
film program.
him to proceed at a speed of not more than thirty-five miles an hour.
We chew Sweetems. They'll cheatem.

to

cut

!

Seal Interrogatories

ik
It started

on a rose-bowered veranda

ik
of a California

(Continued from page 1)

bungalow some

thirty-four years ago.

WASHINGTON,

Stars,"

"Royal African Rifles,"
"Top Banana," "Fighter Attack,"
"Pride of the Blue Grass," "Space
Station, U. S. A.," "Challenge of the
Wild," "Silver Dollar," "Hunters of
the Deep," "Raau Tahiti," "I Was a
Burlesque
Queen,"
"New Faces,"
"War Clouds," "Captain Kidd and the
Slave Girl," "Sitting Bull" and "Val-

The
ik

ik

A

U-I Completes U. S.
Savings Bond Film

the

to

.

Wish we could

The first application of the process
was confined to outdoor scenes because, Nakken said, the initial lens is

"Riders
Mistress,"

.

the Israelites.

Used 35mm. Film

(Continued from page 1)

Tribute

—

of

Cinecolor

;

GE

projection.

1953

Drives for playdates, sales managers, philanthropic and relief associawere launched all over the land.
Across the news desk during the week came word of the "35th Anniversary"
drive of United Artists, a pronouncement brought in by a breathless carrier,
ley of Suspense."
Burt Sloane another came from Charlie Franke, of the Westchester Frankes,
who is beating the drums for "Oscar Morgan Week." There were press
releases about JDA drives, Will Rogers Hospital drives, Boy Scout Councils
to
drives, RKO Radio territorial drives, heralded by Al Stern, that stern emis(Continued from page 1)
sary from Mel Houser, and other drives. And all poured their stuff onto an
absorbent news desk.
studio activities and location camera
Now, we start off a new week, and the very first piece of mail to hit the work, the magazine says, in part
desk reminds us that the week of Nov. 1-7 (mark down the date, please) is "Through the ups and downs of the
"Cat Week," the 15th year of the American Feline Society, Inc. By the way, Disney studio
two elements have
during its 15 years, says the Society, it has moved the Cat from 12th to second remained constant. One is the Disney
position as a pet.
touch itself
and the other is the
Next week, we will observe the annual "Ripe Tomato Week," and, during merchandising of the valuable names
election week, "Skouras-for-CinemaScope Week."
in the Disney stable."
tions

The General Electric Company, which makes many things,
lens now used in the shooting of 2-D
It does create depth and, ically, for the motion picture industry, gave five shares of
pictures.
the panoramic shots, the back- the parents of every baby born on General Electric's 75th anniversary,
in
grounds are in the same focus as the the other day.
One hundred and eighty babies 102 boys and 78 girls, were born on
The difference is that
foregrounds.
the depth is not as pronounced as it the day of GE's anniversary.
Someone must have had an inside tip.
is in the so-called 3-D pictures. Its
greatest potentialities, according to
$t
"fr
many of the witnesses, will be in the
improvement

29,

closure

information

of

contained

in

the interrogatories would harmfully
William G. McAdoo, son-in-law of President Wilson, also Secretary
reveal vital trade data.
of the Treasury and Director General of the railroads, was on that
The three defendant companies are
veranda recuperating from the stress of World War I, McAdoo had

resigned on Dec.

12, 1918, effective

Jan. 17, 1919.
About Jan. 7, 1919, when the Director General's private car arrived in
Los Angeles, there was a band serenade under the auspices of papa
Douglas Fairbanks, and a conclave of picture personages of high degree.
Someone remembered the tremendous participation of the stars present
in the Liberty Loan campaigns. "Why don't you folks get together and
distribute your own pictures?", Oscar Price casually suggested.
Price
was the press agent of McAdoo's administration in the Treasury during
the Liberty Bond campaigns.
Shortly thereafter, at McAdoo's bungalow in Santa Barbara, California,
It was quite
a group of old Liberty Loan campaigners talked it over.
Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and
a gathering.

David

Wark

Griffith

were

there.

Artists Corporation of Delaware was incorporated in April
1919, with Oscar Price as president and McAdoo its general counsel.
Terry Ramsaye tells us that the announcement of the formation of
United Artists was something of a sensation. He recalls the remark of
Richard Rowland, then head of Metro Pictures, who, upon hearing of
the stars' formation of United Artists, observed, "The lunatics have
taken charge of the asylum."
United Artists now announces its 35th anniversary in business. Congrats, and no vice versa on that Dick Rowland remark, please, or you'll
be having Max Youngstein on your neck.

The United

Warner Brothers
Pictures,
Inc.,
Warner Brothers Distributing Corp.

and Films,

Inc.

The

interrogatories being furnished
in the case are required to outline
details of all transactions in 16mm.
films since 1928. All defendants have
until Monday to complete their interrogatories.
They are accused by the

Government of withholding 16mm.
from use for television, educaand other purposes.

films
tional

Two Companies

File

ALBANY,

N. Y., Oct. 28.— Two
more film companies have filed certificates here to do business in New
York. East Coast Productions, Inc.,
seeks a permit to conduct a film production
and
distribution
business,
while Apex Film Distributing Corp.
has filed to operate as a distribution

company

in

Manhattan.

Thursday, October

'All

Brothers'

the

World Premiere
To New Bedford
The world premiere

of

M-G-M's

A

parts of New England who will receive transportation to New Bedford
and will be guests at an old-fashioned
New England dinner.
From the
home office will
go Dan S. Terrell, publicity manager
Emery Austin, exploitation manager
Ernest Emerling, publicity and advertising director of Loew's circuit ; Jim
Shanahan, of Loew's publicity department; Bill Ornstein, trade contact for

M-G-M

M-G-M, and Norman Kaphan,

M-G-M home

phooffice.

in

Honduras

(Alpine-RKO Radio)
somewhat

ALTHOUGH

in formula fashion, this picture stirs with action
Glenn Ford finds himself battling a hostile jungle
and some greedy men. Others rounding out the cast of this Benedict Bogeaus
production are Ann Sheridan and Zachary Scott.
In the screenplay by Karen De Wolfe the appointment of the title refers
to Ford's making his way to Honduras in order to give a wrongfully deposed
president money with which to vanquish his evil conquerors. The story starts
as a boat heading for Honduras is ordered to bypass that port. Ford takes
matters into his own hands. He liberates a group of prisoners from the ship's
He also takes two other
jail and sets out with them for his destination
passengers along as hostages, the whining, cowardly Scott, and his beautiful
wife, Miss Sheridan. As they thrash through the jungle, the screenplay finds
occasion to throw into camera focus an assortment of beasts of the jungle.

throughout.

In

it,

_

Not only

the jungle a strong obstacle to Ford, but so are the prisoners
escaping with him. The greed that is latent in them is stirred shrewdly by
Scott to a point where they become a danger to Ford. By the time the picture
runs its course, Scott proves himself to be a cad. The climax sees Ford
beating down the treacherous companions and successfully delivering the
money. He also wins Miss Sheridan.
is

Jacques Tourneur directed this Alpine Production, which was photographed
with the print by Technicolor.

in Sceni- Scope

The cast also includes Rodolfo Acosta, Jack Elam, Ric Roman, Rico Alaniz,
Paul Zaramba and Stanley Andrews.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. October release.

Industry, State Join

Silverthorne Heads
To Honor McCarthy
— The film Cleveland Variety
HARTFORD, Oct.

Graetz Gets Rights

S-W

On

the testimonial dinner commitare Lt. Gov. Edward N. Allen,

tee

U. S. Senator William A. Purtell,
William H. Mortensen, David R.
Daniel, William M. Savitt, Thomas
J. Spellacy, John Sudarsky and Roland

J.

Utley.

CLEVELAND,

Wary

of

New Media

CLEVELAND,

Oct. 28.— Theatre
owners in this area are in no hurry
to order stereophonic sound or anamorphic lenses, local supply dealers
report.
They are not convinced that
public interest in these justify the expense, pointing to the record six-week
run of "From Here to Eternity" at
the 3,300-seat
Palace Theatre
where the picture is shown on a large,
flat screen, and to "Martin Luther,"
in its fourth week at Loew's Ohio
Theatre. Most exhibitors seem confident that the public responds only to
pictures, not presentation.

RKO

manager

verthorne,

28.—Jack

of

the

Sil-

Hippo-

Board

consists of the
three past chief
barkers,
namely Greenberger, Abe
Kramer and Irwin Shenker, and the
Pollard,
following
Irwin
Oscar
Ruby, M. B. Horowitz, Sanford Leavof

NEW YORK:

Roger Sherman in New Haven tomorrow and at the Adams in Detroit
on Nov. 4. Others scheduled are for
Nov. 9 at the Stanley in Pittsburgh
and at the Allen in Cleveland on
Further previews will be
Nov. 11.
set up later.

LF.E. Plans Drive
For 'Greatest Love'
A

of 225 prints of "The
Love," Ingrid Bergman's
first new film in four years, have been
ordered by I. F. E. Releasing Corp.
in preparation for intensive regional
total

Greatest

December.
starting
in
distribution
Regions to be covered in sequence are
York,
the Northeast, including
England, Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
the
Philadelphia, and Washington
West, Middle West, Southwest, the

New

New

producer Paul Graetz has reached
an agreement with the public trustee
of the George Bernard Shaw estate Southeast and Central states. Florida
and the Society of Authors for him will have a separate "in-season" satto have the right to make a film based uration distribution.
upon Shaw's "The Man of Destiny."
The Bergman picture was produced
Graetz plans on making the film in and directed by Roberto Rossellini
Italy and England.
and features Alexander Knox.

Al Sunshine and

Gordon

Bill

of

GOOD TO SHAKE THE HAND OF

IT'S

WHK.
was announced

at the meeting
Variety
Club - sponsored
Cleveland Cerebral Palsy School reIt

that

A FELLOW PIONEER

the

ceived $38,000 from the cerebral palsy
telethon held during the summer.

Variety Slate

Named

For Las Vegas Tent
LAS VEGAS,

Oct. 28.

— Nomina-

tions for the 1954 slate of crew members for Variety Tent No. 39 here
have been made. Elections will be
held at a membership meeting on

Nov.

10.

crew

Present
Cliff Jones,

Norman

members,

Earl Brothers, Eddie Fox,

to

Rank Board

—

FILMACK
SPECIAL

Richard F.
Oct. 28.
Hamer, booking controller of J. Arthur
Rank's Circuits Management
Association, has been appointed a director of that company. Hamer entered the industry in 1922 and has

TRAILERS

been with Rank's interests since 1936.
A former booking manager for Odeon
theatres, he has been in his present
position since 1948.

And where can

such a handshake be any warmer

than at the 15th Annual Dinner at the Hotel Astor,

November

12th.

You can pay

tribute to Barney Balaban, Pioneer of

the Year.

including

Keller,

LONDON,

190 NINTH AVE.

The picture was given its first
"sneak" at the Paramount Theatre in
Boston and at the Mastbaum in PhilaIt will be shown at the
delphia.

:

Named

1 WABASH

picture.

officers,

—

1321

the production as one for general release rather than as an "art" house

directors

above current

Herb MacDonald,
Eugene Murphy, Abe Schiller, Bob
Grover Partee Dead
Cannon and Ernie Cragin, were placed
ATLANTA, Oct. 28.
Grover C. in nomination, in addition to Al BenePartee, 37, manager of the Starlight dict, Hal Braudis, Howard Capps,
Drive-in Theatre, was found dead of John DeLucca, Art Force, Lee Hayes,
a gunshot wound at his home on Sun- Stan Irwin, Bob Loden, David Messday. Surviving are his widow, a sister sing, Joe Schram, Fred Soly, Harry
and a brother.
White and Jack Young.

Chicago:

28.

Joseph Burstyn, distributor of "The
Little Fugitive," will "sneak" preview
the picture in first-run theatres on a
nationwide basis in order to establish

;

drome, was elected chief barker of the
Variety Club at the organization's
annual meeting. He succeeds Henry
Greenberger, who served two terms.
Marshall
Fine
was elected first
Grant was
assistant
and Milton
Reelected
elected second assistant.
were I. J. Schmertz, dough guy, and
Greenberger, secretary.

itt,

Cleveland Operators

Oct.

To Shaw's 'Destiny
LONDON, Oct.
— European
9

28.

of Connecticut as well as
state and civic officials, tomorrow will
participate in a testimonial dinner to
honor James F. McCarthy, district
manager of Stanley Warner Theatres
in Connecticut.
McCarthy served as manager of the
downtown Strand, Hartford, for
20 years, prior to assuming his new
statewide capacity.

industry

Nationwide 'Sneaks'
Planned by Burstyn
For 'Little Fugitive'

Review
Appointment

"All the Brothers Were Valiant" will
be held at Harry Sietz's State Theatre, New Bedford, Mass., Tuesday,
marking the start of a mass saturation booking in more than 200 New
England theatres over a 30-day period.
radio and television drive has been
scheduled over the Yankee Network
and other stations.
To the New Bedford premiere have
been invited newspaper critics from all

tographer for the

5
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You

will

be with our distinguished guests, including

representatives not only from
industry, but with leaders

all

branches of our

from the general

busi-

ness world.

You

will

hear Eric Johnston, George Jessel, and

other interesting speakers.
near.

The time

is

getting

Send your checks today to Jack Cohn,

President

of the

Seventh Avenue.

Motion Picture Pioneers, 729
P.S.

It is

only $20.00.
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Legislation
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YORK,

Exhibitors

14 of 25 CEA Branches
Insure Its Acceptance

PETER BURNUP

By

U.

—

Adoption of
Oct. 29.
the British film industry's voluntary
scheme for continuance of the Eady
Plan was assured today as 14 branches
of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association voted in favor of the plan.
Of CEA's 25 branches, only four
have voted against the voluntary plan.
Hence the votes of the seven remaining branches cannot affect the outcome.

CEA's

general

council

will

S. A.,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

meet

{Continued on page 6)

Coyne Tells Mich.

Tax Drive
Can Be Successful

Allied

S.

Concessions in the Spotlight as Delegates
Arrive in Chicago for Big Get-Tog ether
By

Oct.

Information Agency hopes to

the aid of the industry in distributing government films overseas,
enlist

according

to

Streibert.
Streibert

USIA

head

Theodore

not offer any details
the industry aid would
He made the statement
be enlisted.
yesterday during his first press conference since taking over the govof exactly

AL STEEN

29.— The

did

how

CHICAGO, Oct. 29.— With the arrival today of the "advance guard" of
delegates to the annual convention of the Theatre Owners of America here
starting Sunday, at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, there is plenty of "shop talk"
among the
leaders on probable
results of the national conclave, which
is being combined with the conventions of the Theatre Equipment and

de Rochemont to

2nd Cinerama Film

The second production in the Cinerama process will be made by Louis
de Rochemont and his associates, Si
gram last summer.
Appropriations alloted the film divi- H. Fabian, president of the Stanley
sion do not permit any new production Warner Cinerama Corp., a subsidy of
this year, he said.
He declared that the Stanley Warner Circuit, anwhen production is resumed, more nounced here yesterday.
De Rochemont, co-founder of
emphasis would be placed on having
films
made overseas in the areas "March of Time" and an independent
producer, will start production immewhere they are to be distributed.
Streibert declared that he did not diately on the new picture, to be titled
see the possibility of film production "The Thrill of Your Life," Fabian
ernment's

overseas

information

pro-

in

W.

Coyne, special counsel for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, insisted today that
it can
be attained.
Coyne spoke at
the annual convention of Allied Theatres of Michigan at the Hotel Statcult,

ler

Robert

here.

"We can win," Coyne said, "if we
have the financial support we had last
{Continued on page 8)

Changes
Completed by LF.E.

Territorial

A

revision of territorial offices as
well as a realignment of sales personnel has been completed by I. F. E.

Releasing Corp.
Additionally, Bernard Jacon, vice-president in charge
of sales
and distribution, has advanced two executives to new assignments.
The Buffalo and Pittsburgh ex-

{Continued on page 8)

TEDA

emphasis is being placed on the
forums at which exhibitors will be
able to get clarification on equipment
and new media problems.
The board of directors of TESMA

motion picture

TOA

A TESMA-TEDA
slated for

Tuesday night

jamboree is
in the North

The

business activities of the

show and convention

In this

be
climaxed with a board meeting Friday
evening which will be held in Room 9

TOA-TESMA-TEDA
fea-

tures include:

q

TOA

Convention Program,

Page

3

q TESMA-TEDA

Convention
Program, Page 10

q TESMA-TEDA

TEDA q
will

TESMA-TEDA

and

Convention Issue special

Ballroom.
trade

Continued on page 3)

Convention Features

TEDA

TESMA

ticular

TOA

In This Issue

—

sion or. registration fee to see the
exhibits or to participate in the equipment and new processes forums. Par-

media, in the association's attitude toward the renewal of
membership in the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations
and in the probable new slate of
officers, there appears to be emphasis on speculation as to what
will do on the issue of ar-

{

Oct. 29.
Preparations got under way here today for what
expected to be the largest display of theatre and concession equipment in
industry history the trade show of the Theatre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Association which will
be held in connection with the annual will meet Sunday morning and the
convention of the Theatre Owners of
board will convene Sunday
America at the Conrad Hilton Hotel. afternoon. TESMA's annual meeting
The trade show opens Sunday and will for members only will be combined
run through Thursday.
with a breakfast in the West Ballroom
The show will feature 144 booths, of the Conrad Hilton Tuesday mornset up by
members and those ing. The
annual meeting and
of the Theatre Equipment Dealers breakfast will be held at the same
Association.
It has been stressed by
time in the North Assembly Room of
that there will be no admisthe hotel.

TESMA

Aside from the interest in
exhibition techniques and

While the leaders of Allied States
Association are not unanimous on the
matter of pursuing a workable sys-

—

CHICAGO,

CI

new

bitration.

144 Exhibits in Biggest
TESMA Trade Show
is

Supply
Manufacturers
Association
and the Theatre Equipment Supply
Dealers Association.

{Continued on page 8)

{Continued on page 8)

Oct.
29.— Admitting
the renewal of the
campaign to repeal the 20' per cent
Federal admission tax may be diffisuccess

TOA

Do

DETROIT,

that

TEN CENTS
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Trade Practices, Equipment, New Media and

Says Gov't to Seek
Industry Aid for
Overseas Program
WASHINGTON,

LONDON,

U.

Concise

Stage All Set For TOA's
Annual Convention

Eady Scheme
Approved by

UK

Accurate

rectory,

Exhibit Di-

Pages 10-12

TESMA-TEDA Trade
Show

Exhibit Plan, Page

12

of the hotel.

rom Paramount

—
;

p

Win

and several other

cities

of the

Mid-

west.

•

Morgan Gunst,

Major Firms Closing
At 1 P.M. Tuesday

3rd Quarter

Quigley Awards

O. WILSCHKE, Altec Service
Corp. operating manager, has
New York by plane for Chicago

left

To Name Committee

Doctor, Harrison

Personal
Mention

manager

Doctor,

Charles

of

Capitol Theatre, Vancouver, and

J.

assistant

the
P.

Harrison, manager of the Campus
Theatre, Denton, Texas, were ranked
large and small situations,
first
in
respectively, in the third quarterly
for the Quigley ShowmanAwards conducted by the ManaRound Table of "Motion Picture

ship
gers
Herald."
Doctor,

top

a

contender

Durbin, her
Charles David, and their son will
sail from here for Europe tomorrow
aboard the "He de France."
o

Irving Sochin, Universal Pictures
short subjects sales manager, will
enter New Rochelle Hospital today
for minor surgery.

•

Show on Earth" campaign.
Seven 'Scroll' Winners
Seven "Scroll-of-honor" winners, in
alphabetical order, were Jim Cattell,
:

Temple Theatre,
Boesel,

Bellaire,

Milwaukee

Palace,

Cooper,

Cove,

O.

;

H. G.

Max

;

N. Y.
Robert Harvey, Capitol, North Bay,
Ontario
George
Peters,
Loew's,
Richmond, Va. Boyd Sparrow, Warfield,
San Francisco; Lily Watt,
Odeon, Coatbridge, Scotland.
Judges were Leon Bamberger, RKO
Radio Pictures sales promotion manager in New York; Vincent Trotta,
veteran industry commercial artist,
and Fortunat Baronat, overseas advertising and publicity director for
Glen

Cove,

;

Jules B. Weill, of Specialty Television

Films, Inc., will leave here
Monday for Chicago, San Francisco

and Los Angeles.
•

Martin Friedman, head of Paramount Pictures playdate department,
will return here Monday from Upstate
York.

Earl W. Wingart, 20th CenturyFox merchandising manager, has returned to New York from Albany.
•

Johnny
star,

has

Sheffield, Allied Artists

Hollywood by plane

left

for

Anoka, Minn.

Eight Reade Winners
In

Manager Contests

Prizes have been presented to eight
managers of Walter Reade Theatres
in the "Manager-of-the-Month" contests between May and
September.
More than 40 New York and New
Jersey managers competed for the
awards made by Walter Reade, Jr.,
president of the organization.

In
ager

May, John Balmer,
for Reade Theatres

city
in

manPlain-

N. J., won first prize. Three
managers tied for second, Robert
Hynes, city manager in Asbury Park
Ralph Lanterman, city manager in
Morristown, and George Fascher,
manager of the Carlton, Red Bank,
N. J.
In June, Lanterman was first and
David Weinstein, manager of the Atfield,

;

Drive-in, Pleasantville, N. J.,
was second.
July saw a three-way tie among
Donn Iogha, manager of the Lawrence
lantic

Drive-in
Fascher.

in

Trenton

;

Universal-International

•

;

Lanterman and

Pictures.

Century-Fox, United Artists,
Universal and Warners.

Council Aids 3-D

Versions of 'Kate'
The 3-D versions of "Kiss Me
Kate" have received a boost from the
new Council for 3-D Film Progress,
Inc., which sent two of its representatives to promote the film in two of

M-G-M's

The London Films production, "The
Holly and the Ivy," has been acquired
for distribution in the United States
by Pacemaker Pictures, Inc., the
organization owned by Erwin A.
Lesser, William Goldberg and Max
A. Goldberg. Pacemakers' last Britwas the Roy Boulting
"High Treason."

ish acquisition

Directed by George More O'Ferrall
and produced by Anatole de Grunwald, the film was adapted from the
London stage play by Wynyard

Browne.
lease

it

Pacemakers intends
in December.

re-

to

'Moon' Is Voluntarily
'Pulled' in Elizabeth
ELIZABETH,

N. J., Oct. 29.
Blue" has been withexhibition here. Following protests by the Knights of Columbus and other organizations, the

"The Moon
drawn from

_

Is

showing of the film was voluntarily
postponed until a decision is reached
in the Jersey City court case, where
the film has been banned by city
authorities

as

The

council
to pro-

an organization dedicated
moting three-dimensional films.
In Syracuse, Robert H. Odell, executive

director

of

the

council,

ar-

ranged for Mayor Thomas J. Corcoran to proclaim the opening day
the picture at the State as "3-D
Day." He also appeared on a number
of radio programs to discuss the 3-D

indecent.

situation.

In

Columbus, O., another council
Joseph Rastatter, asexecutive

director,

sufficient

time to

file briefs.

An

committee composed

executive

of industry members will take over
the Variety Club-Will Rogers Hospital duties of the late Chick Lewis,
who had been executive vice-president
of the hospital at the time of his death

week.
This was disclosed here yesterday
following a special meeting of the hospital's board of directors.
The executive committee which will function as
an administrative group will be named
by Abe Montague, president of the
hospital, within a few days.
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that
Ned Shugrue, public relations director
for the Will Rogers Memorial Fund,
would serve as liaison for the executive committee with the hospital at
Saranac Lake, in addition to his other
last

duties.

The board

also directed that the
of the hospital be hereafter known as "Chick Lewis Memorial Wing"
and a bronze plaque
memorializing Lewis will soon be dedicated, following the painting and refurbishing of all corridors and pa-

North wing

rooms

tients'

which

Lewis

recently

started.

NEW YORK THEATRES

worked

Loew's chief, Walter Kessler,
and arranged for the city's proclamation of "3-D Week."
The picture
opened there at Loew's Ohio yesterwith

day.
Odell, who returned here from Syracuse yesterday, said there are more
pictures of the same calibre as "Kiss
Me Kate" coming off the line in
Hollywood and the council pledges itself to "pitch in and help anyone with
better things for 3-D."

RADIO CITY MUSH) HALL
Rockefeller Center

"MOCAMBO"
starring

CLARK GABLE
and

»

AVA GARDNER

TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

color

by

Warner Bros.

««™o>

More Than 200 At
Richey Services
More than 200 persons, representing the industry and civic and church
associates, attended funeral services
for H. M. Richey in New Rochelle
yesterday. The director of exhibitor
relations for Loew's died of a heart
attack in his office Tuesday afternoon.
Services were conducted at the George
T. Davis Funeral Home.

$6,000 for 'Botany'

JANE WYMAN
STERLING HAYDEN- NANCY OLSON

1 st

1^

TIME
II ML

I

J

ORSON WELLES' ENGLISH
LANGUAGE VERSION!

+

"Botany Bay," Paramount, opened
yesterday at New York's Mayfair
Theatre reportedly to continuous capacity audiences, with the first day's
gross of $6,000 said to equal the
highest opening-day's business during

Week's Continuance the past two years.
In Md. 'Moon' Action
—At the Canada Board Fund Up
BALTIMORE, Oct.

29.
August brought another tie between
Sommers, city manager for close of the second day of the hearing
Walter Reade Theatres in Kingston, on the state censor board's banning
N. Y., and Hynes.
of "The Moon Is Blue," Judge HerSeptember's winner was Helen Col- man Moser, in city court, granted a
ocousis, manager of the Baronet Thea- one-week continuance of the action
New York City, with Balmer in order to permit opposing counsel
tre,

For Direction of
Rogers Hospital

of

representative,

Pacemakers Acquires
'Holly and the Ivy'

film,

test

cities.

is

sistant

Joseph

second.

RKO

the

for

Grand Award, entered two campaigns
for judging, one on "Salome" and
the other on 'Young Bess," while
husband, Harrison's entry was on a "Greatest

Deanna

New

All major companies in the industry here, as well as the
Motion Picture Association of
America, and others, have declared a half-day holiday for
Tuesday, Election Day. Among
those which will close at 1 :00
P.M. are Allied Artists, CoM-G-M, Paramount,
lumbia,
Radio, Republic, 20th

judging

general
manager of the Oakland plant of
Chromatic Television
Laboratories,
Paramount Pictures subsidiary, will
leave New York by plane today for
San Francisco.
•

.
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OTTAWA,

—

Canadian
Oct. 29.
reports reveal that expenditures for the
National Film
Board from April 1 to Sept. 30, 1953
were $1,058,000, an increase over the
$964,000 total for the same period last
year.

government

2 A.M.

B'way

& 43 rd

St.
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TOA
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THEATRE OWNERS OF AMERICA

{Continued from page 1)

TOA

tern,

the

more

of one

toppers

seem to be

the subject.
It
that
will
re-state its approval of arbitration
and urge renewed efforts to get together on a plan.

10:00 A.M.

Allied Attitude Vital
big question appears to be: If
votes to push arbitration, will
Allied go along and will the distributors again contribute their support in
the drafting of a new plan or the redrafting of the two formulae which
were prepared last year? There are
some negative viewpoints on this quesAllied, according to some trade
tion.
observers, is adamant, and the distributors do not seem to be inclined
to press the issue at this time. Therefore, TOA's re-statement of approval
of pressing for the establishment of
an arbitration system now appears
meaningless without the cooperation
of Allied and the distributors. On
the other hand, there are some here
who believe a positive stand by
may change the attitudes of the other
two segments or, failing that, that a
means of proceeding without Allied
In any event, it is
might be found.
certain that the subject will be discussed at both the organization's executive committee meeting and on the
floor of the convention.

The

TOA

TOA

COMPO
The renewal
membership

in

for

another year

both houses of
only because of
Presidential veto, is regarded as a sufficient
strength
sign
of
to
keep
in operation.
It is expected
that
will reappoint Sam Pinanski its representative on the
triumvirate and will approve the new
dues drive and the renewal
of the tax repeal campaign.
passed

and died

COMPO
TOA

COMPO

COMPO

TOA

leaders assert that success of the latter
can be best achieved through

COMPO.

9:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

to the new president of TOA,
indications point to Walter Reade,
Jr., as the probable new head of the
association, succeeding Alfred Starr.
While the matter will not be decided
until the election on Monday, a
spokesman told
Motion Picture
Daily that it was "pretty certain"
that Reade would be elected. Reade
currently is
executive vicepresident.
E. D. Martin of Georgia,
another presidential possibility, may
be named executive vice-president if
Reade becomes president.

As

P.M.

2:00 P.M.

6:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.

2:00 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

<J

Trade practices and general
problems are ex-

exhibition

pected to share the spotlight
with the accent on new techniques and media and concessions.
There is considerable
interest in the equipment forum
scheduled for Wednesday afternoon when exhibitors will be
given the opportunity to ask
questions and get answers from
a panel of experts.
Speeches will be held to a minimum so that perplexed exhibitors can
get to the core of their problems. D.
E. Hyndman of Eastman Kodak will
{Contimied in colnmm 4)

6:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.

2:00 P.M.
4:15 P.M.
6:30 P.M.

JOHN BALABAN
Honorary Chairman

D. WALLERSTEIN
Convention Chairman

Speakers at Meeting

Registration Continues.

Continues.
Special Showing of Cinerama. Palace Theatre.
Si Fabian, Chairman.
Abe
Concessions Forum, North Ballroom.

Bloom, Chairman.
Open Board Meeting. South Ballroom. Charles
Skouras, Chairman.
3

Registration Continues.
Trade Show Continues.
Industry Discussion Session. South Ballroom.

{Continued from column

1)

be the moderator of the forum and
the panel will consist of J. Robert
president; Ray ColHoff,
vin,
executive director of
Walter Green, president of National
Theatre Supply R. Kriebel, general
sales manager of Polaroid Corp.
J.
R. Johnstone, sales manager of National Carbon; J. F. O'Brien, assistant vice-president of
E. O.
Wilschke, operations manager of Altec; L. E. Pope, of Fox Midwest
Theatres
C. Skinner, of Texas
J.
Interstate, and Dick Orear, of the

TESMA

TEDA

;

;

RCA

;

;

John Balaban, Honorable Chairman; David
Wallerstein, Chairman; Mayor Martin H. Ken- Commonwealth Circuit. On hand to
answer particular questions on new
nelly. Keynote Address by Leonard Goldenson. processes will be Herbert Barnett for
Convention Luncheon. Grand Ballroom. Roy Cinerama, Edward Lachman for
Cooper, Toastmaster. George Stevens, Warner Nord, Earl Sponable for CinemaScope
and M. L. Gunzburg for Natural
Brothers, speaker.
Vision.
There also will be speakers
Industry Discussion Session for TOA Members for Moropticon and Todd-AO.
Only. South Ballroom. Alfred Starr, Chairman.
Concessions on Agenda
Busses Leave for Coca Cola Party at Saddle and
Concessions, too, have a vital role
Sirloin Club.
in the convention activities.
Abe Z.
Beefsteak Party. Host: Coca Cola Co.
Bloom, chairman of the TOA concescommittee, has lined up some
important sessions at which exhibitors
may derive information on this lucrative source of revenue.
The concessions committee will meet in private
sions

Trade Show Continues.
Industry Discussion Session. Si Fabian, Mitchell
Wolfson, Co-chairmen. Theatre Television vs. session at 1 :30 Sunday afternoon, to
be followed by an open concessions
Subscription Television.
forum at which TOA members may
Industry Discussion Session. Equipment Forum.
discuss their problems with the comE. D. Martin, Chairman. Don Hyndman, Moder- mittee. Another concessions forum
has been set for Monday afternoon at
ator. Robert J. O'Donnell, Keynote Speaker.
Convention Luncheon. Grand Ballroom. Co- 2:00 o'clock.
The closing banquet Thursday night
hosts: Motion Picture Advertising Service Co. will have
George Jessel as master of
and United Film Service. Nat Williams, Toast- ceremonies and Gen. James A. Van
master. Claude Lee, MPA Sales Executive. A. Fleet the principal speaker.
Jessel
will broadcast his weekly ABC radio
Montague, Will Rogers Hospital.
show, "George
Pepsi-Cola Cocktail Party and Buffet. Grand the banqeut hall, Jessel Salutes," from
with Paul Whiteman
Ballroom, Blackstone Hotel.
and his orchestra.
Each week, Jessel salutes a prominent organization
Buses Leave for "Ice Follies," Chicago Arena.
and this time he will honor TOA.
"Ice Follies." Host: Pepsi Cola Co.
Trade Show Continues.

5

Advance reservations for the convention have passed the 400 mark.

Gilbert Is Elected

Industry Discussion Session. South Ballroom.
Convention Luncheon. Grand Ballroom. Tom
L. Wolfe Gilbert yesterday was
Edwards, Toastmaster.
elected to the board of directors of
Industry Discussion Session. South Ballroom. the American
Society of Composers,
Joseph Rosenfield, Chairman.
Authors and Publishers, filling the
vacancy left by the death of Fred
Closed Board of Directors Meeting.
Cocktail Party. Normandie Lounge. Host: Na- Ahlert. Gilbert previously served on

To

tional

7:30 P.M.

Walter

TOA-TESMA Trade Show

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
12:30 P.M.

2.

2

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4

TOA

TOA

Open Concessions Meeting. Room 2.
Executive Committee Meeting. Room
Reade, Jr., Chairman.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
9:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M.

Looks Like Reade
all

—

Entrance to Exhibition
Registration Opens
6:00
P.M.
Hall. Closes at
TOA-TESMA Trade Show Opens. Exhibition
Hall. Closes at 6:00 P.M.
Concessions Committee Meet. Room 2. Abe

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

ef-

the Mason Bill, calling for the
repeal of the Federal 20 per cent adtax,

2:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.

of

forts,

Convention

Bloom, Chairman.

delegates.

COMPO

Congress

1:30 P.M.

TOA 12:30
certainty, acby the

can be put down as a
cording to early arriving
The fact that, through

mission

12:00 Noon

Support Sure

COMPO

TOA

Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1

TOA

many

Officers of the

CONVENTION PROGRAM

mind on

believed by

is

3

The

Carbon Co.

ASCAP Board

the board from 1941 to 1944 and was
chairman of the West Coast committee of ASCAP.
member of the Society since
1924, Gilbert wrote scores of songs

Grand Ballroom.
A
Gen. James A. Van
Fleet. Morton Downey, Paul Whiteman and
among which were "Ramona," 'WaitOther Entertainment.
ing - for the Robert E. Lee" and
President's

George

Banquet.

Jessel, Toastmaster.

"Lucky Lindy."

TENNESSEE HAS

GONE ClNEi

C|NemaScOP£

CALIFORNIA

PENNSYLVANIA HAS GONE Cll

CINemaScoPEI MICHIGAN
UTAH HAS GONE CINemaS

CINemaScOPE new yori
MISSOURI HAS GONE ClN
GINemaScoPeI LOU IS IAN/
MINNESOTA HAS GONE ClNEi
OnemaScOPEI OKLAHOMA
WASHINGTON HAS GONE Cll
CINemaScoPEI massachuse
WISCONSIN HAS GONE ClNEi
CINemaScoPEI NEBRASKA
ALABAMA HAS GONE ClNEM,
OnemaScopE NORTH CAR<
GEORGIA HAS GONE ClNEi
CinemaScoPe; MARYLANl

LScOPs; ILLINOIS HAS GONE
HAS GONE OnemaScoPeT
maScoPC TEXAS HAS GONE

GONE CINemaScoPE
OpE COLORADO HAS GONE
IAS GONE CinemascopeiaScopC OHIO HAS GONE
H AS GONE OnemaScoPE
tSeoPE INDIANA HAS GONE
HAS GONE G|NemaScoP£
maScopE IOWA HAS GONE
5 HAS GONE G|NemaScoPE
ficOPE KANSAS HAS GONE
1AS GONE GINemaScoPE
BcoPe; ARIZONA HAS GONE
INA'S GONE CINemaScoPE
lScOPE VIRGINIA HAS GONE
HAS GONE CINemaScOPE
IAS
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* * * Officers of the Theatre Owners of America * * *

ALFRED STARR

CHARLES SKOURAS

WALTER READE

Board Chairman

HERMAN LEVY

President

Executive V.P.

General Counsel

Hollywood Studios

Have

And

29 in

Work

Eady Plan

{Continued from page 1)

6 Finished
next

HOLLYWOOD,

Oct. 29.— The production chart, for the second week,
shows a total of 29 pictures in work.
Six new pictures were started and six
were completed.
"Bitter Creek," AlStarted were
lied Artists; "My Pal Shep" (Robert
L. Lippert, Jr., Productions), "The

Wednesday

to ratify the branches'

decision formally.

The voluntary Eady plan already
has been approved by the British Film
Producers Association and the Kinematograph Renters Society, although
the latter has not officially announced

:

Sea Demon" (Palo Alto Productions)
and "Bronco Apache" (Hecht-Lancaster Productions, U. A. release), Independent
"Legend of the Inca" and
"Living It Up," Paramount.
"Paris
BombCompleted were
shells," Allied Artists
"Massacre At
Moccasin Pass," Columbia; "Congo
Killer"
(Trinity Productions)
and
"Captain Kidd's Slave Girl" (Wisberg-Pollexfen Productions, U. A. release), Independent; "Rose Marie,"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
"The
Far
;

:

;

;

Country," Universal-International.

Urges Control of the
Mexican Industry
MEXICO

CITY, Oct. 29.—Virtual
control of the industry by its unionized employes was urged by Pedro
Tellez Vargas, secretary general of
Local No. 1 (theatre and office workers) of the powerful National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union,
at a banquet which the local gave to
the players local of the Picture Production Workers Union.
Vargas is
one of Mexico's top film labor leaders.

Vargas

labor control of
bank, the semi-official
Banco Nacional Cinematografico, and
the local City Amusements Supervision Department is essential to the

the trade's

said

that

own

industry's welfare.

Westrex Cuba Head
Loaned to 20th
At

the request of 20th Century-Fox,

William DeMello, Westrex manager
in Cuba, has been loaned to that company to assist the staffs of theatre
owners and supply dealers in Latin
America in the installation and adjustment of the picture and sound projection equipment required for Cine-

maScope

presentations. DeMello has
already left New York. His itinerary
includes Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Uruguay,
Brazil, Trinidad, and Panama.

Mexico and Spain
Sign Agreements;
Others Seen Likely

Approved

Is

its

action.

The voluntary plan was agreed upon
by the trade associations after warnings from the Board of Trade that a
statutory plan would be introduced in
Parliament otherwise. The trade was
given until the end of this month by
the Board to make known its decision.
However, following the trade agree-

CEA's general council reversed
the action of its officers by voting 33
to 30 not to approve the voluntary
agreement. CEA's individual branches
then were asked to vote this week on
its acceptance or rejection.
The trade's plan will provide approximately £2,250,000 annually from
a levy on theatre admissions, the bulk
of which will go to British producers
Producers
for production financing.
originally said they required £3,000,-

ment,

Batschelethas Joins
Television Theatres
DENVER,

Oct.
for

29.

—

Ralph

J.

many

;

Cody, treasurer, and Gertrude Bailey,

now
is

It

scheduled to expire next August.
provided about £2,750,000 in the

past year.

to

MEXICO

Film Color

CITY,

Oct. 29.— Color
picture production will definitely begin in January at the Churubusco
studios here, it has been disclosed by

Cesar Santos Galindo, manager, who
also president of the Producers Association.
The first producers in
color will be Posa Films, Producciones Zacarias and Raul de Anda.

is

been completed here between Mexico
and Spain.
Mexico was represented
in the negotiations by the National
Cinematographic Board, while the
Spanish Embassy and CIFESA acted

By 40-Page Manual

TV Picture

A 40-page campaign manual has
been prepared by 20th Century-Fox to
aid every engagement of "The Robe."
Currently being distributed to theatres

PEORIA, 111., Oct. 29.
"Genoscope," a new form of three-dimensional television picture, has been dem-

across the country, the manual treats
in detail all aspects of advertising,
exploitation and publicity spheres and
is a symbol of the extensive promotional campaign launching the Cine-

—

WEEK-TV.

onstrated here by
It
involves the use of a pair of lightweight glasses invented and named
for
Mrs. Genevieve Lott-Fuller, wife
of Dr. Edgar Fuller, holder of several
patents for 3-D motion pictures. The
3-D effect is said to be achieved by
the use of a system of balanced filters
on two lenses. It was further pointed
out that no equipment additional to
that now in use is needed.

—

—

To Manage Buffalo Unit
BUFFALO,
who

Oct.

29.

—

John A.
has been
production

at various times

soldier and stage
manager, has taken over the management of the Cinema Theatre here for
Philip Cohen and Morris Slotnick.

actor,

Mexico

A

'Robe' Houses Aided

in effect.

The current voluntary Eady Plan

Kane,

secretary.

MEXICO

CITY, Oct. 27.—
reciprocal film-exhibition agreement has

sirous of tieing-in a government promise of reduced entertainment tax with
any voluntary extension of Eady, but for Spain.
the Board of Trade was firm in
The pact calls for the simultaneous
stating that such a promise could not exhibition of three
Spanish pictures
be given.
in Mexico, CIFESA to distribute, and
American film companies in Britain of as many Mexican films in Spain,
were particularly interested in the out- placed by Peliculas Mexicans, discome, not only because their films tributor of Mexican pictures abroad.
will provide the largest amount of
Similar pacts are being prepared
taxable revenue at British box-offices with Italy and Japan, while
the rebut also because, had there been no cent ban on the exhibition
of British
voluntary agreement and a statutory pictures is being reconsidered
because
plan been enacted, it might well have of the cordial reception some
Mexican
come within the realm of discrimina- films have been accorded in Britain.
tory taxation in violation of AngloAmerican trade agreements which are

in 3-D
Introduced in Peoria

years with
Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, most
recently as manager of the Tabor
here, has resigned to join the newlyformed Television Theatres, Inc., as
vice-president and general manager.
The company will operate the new
1,280-seat twin drive-in now being
built on the grounds of the Centennial
Race Track in Littleton, just outside
of Denver, and the Webber, which
Television Theatres is taking over
from Fox Inter-Mountain.
Other officers of T. T. include Tom
Gerald Schlessman,
Bailey, president
chairman of the board; Dr. Glen
Batschelethas,

000 annually from Eady but exhibitors pointed to declining theatre attendance and insisted that they should
not be placed in the position of having
to underwrite more than the box-office
would yield. Exhibitors also< were de-

Boston
Adele

Office for I.F.E.

the
treasurer
of
Weiss,
I.F.E. Releasing Corp., will leave for
Boston today to set up systems for
the company's new office there in conjunction with Ellis Gordon.

maScope

spectacle.

Six pages are devoted to publicity
features and 19 to advertisements.
Other sections describe trailers, television and radio drives, book and
record promotions and poster campaigns.

New TV

Station

May

Cut Portland Takes
PORTLAND,

Ore., Oct. 29.— With
the advent of a second channel into
the Portland area, KOIN-TV, now in
operation, and with some 75,000 sets
now in use, theatre managers here
anticipate a further drop in attendance.
Ted R. Gamble is president of the new
station.

On the other hand the majority of
drive-in theatres, some 30 in number
throughout Oregon, report exceptionally good business, due to the continued excellent fall weather.
third television station for the

A

Southern Washington area will go on
the air at Vancouver on Jan. 15.

MILK

IT!

No wonder "Mogambo" is topping M-G-M's previous African adventure
Champ "King Solomon's Mines" and beats even famed big grosser
"Show Boat." Showmen are putting great campaigns behind a great
picture. When you play "Mogambo" remember that EXTRA EFFORT
means EXTRA DOLLARS! There's a wealth of circus-y, natural
showmanship

this

in

phenomenal

EXHIBITORS GIVE

IT

JUNGLE BACKGROUND FOR "MOGAMBO" magnetizes
crowds and makes busy box-offices Fronts, lobbies and floats
sell big African adventure and wild animal thrills. Great
!

demand by
accessories.

exhibitors for

M-G-M's

attraction.

special line of display
sells tickets.

Get every

dime!

last

TOP PROMOTION!
DISC JOCKEYS AND THEATRES use Jungle Platter before and
during engagements. Made on location— beat of drums, chants
of natives, etc. Also available is an M-G-M Records Art

Mooney

recording,

"Mogambo."

That 8-foot Lobby Standee

M-G-M

THEATRE ATTENDANCE MULTIPLIES with
leopard-skin pose

other
Special Accessories; 6 Trailers including Teasers, Jungle
Slide or
Background Paper, Fan Photos, Postcards,
"Telop," Jumbo Heralds, 8 x 10 Color Prints, etc.

AVA'S OUTDOOR JUNGLE SHOWER-BATH widely used by
newspapers, results in smash spreads. This still is combined
with photos of other movie bath scenes from other hit pictures, very popular with editors.

KIDS GIVE "MOGAMBO" a rousing reception when their
imaginations are excited by "Mogambo Masks" and "Name
'Mogambo' Jungle Animals" in promotion and store
merchandising.

BATTLE OF THE SEXES (Gable -Gardner -Kelly) in ads,
publicity, and promotion gets results. Use the Ava Gardner

BIGGEST

DEMAND

BY STORES

—

AND DEALERS

for stills

for local level merchandising
Dodge Trucks, Pepsi-Cola,
B. O. A. C., and other travel outfits, Head Scarfs, Slave

Anklets, Cameras, etc.

TV

M-G-M REVITALIZES

P.

A.

TOURS with unprecedented

mighty White Hunter, Frank ("Bunny")
during
production
of picture. Literally a sensation
Allen guide
Key
cities!
in 25

American

safari of

MERCHANTS CASHING

IN on M-G-M's National Tie-upsCoro Jewelry, Madcap Millinery, Alfred
Jan Irwill Sweaters, Chocolate Candy.

Lustre -Creme,

AND

Shirts,

ideas.

THE

COMING INDUSTRY EVENT! M-G-M's

FIRST

THE

DRUM BEATING GOES ON Above are just a few

Consult Press Book for

!

many more

CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE"

(Technicolor)
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De Rochemont

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

We

can win if you do your
work at home. We can win if you

year.

are willing to shuttle into Washington
on call, as so many of you did in the

We can win if we
last campaign.
keep to a sound control plan but retain the courage to turn around on a
dime if necessary. We can win if we
think big but have the wisdom not to
neglect

items."
said that since the condition
of theatres had worsened since the
Presidential veto of the Mason Bill,
"it is obvious that there can be no
little

Coyne

major

from our tax campaign

shift

planning of last year."

Compromise Not Ruled Out
"Complete

relief

is

the only measure

of help that will do the whole job,'
he said. "We will not, naturally, preclude from our thinking a compromise
that may do the best partial job if

circumstances

make complete

relief

beyond our reach. We will preclude
nothing from our thinking.

"Our

overall

strategy

is

to

retain

and renew our Congressional friendships on a basis of support accorded
last year.
You have been requested
put this in action.
If full relief
seems unattainable this strength can
be used to effectuate the best posto

sible

compromise.

"In view of
only one thing
<f

must

there
can do:

all this

we

is

We

from scratch. In
other words, we can take nothstart

ing for granted.
Accordingly,
we are listing all Senators and
Congressmen as being uncommitted until we have received
definite word that they have
been interviewed all over again
by delegations of exhibitors
and have given new pledges to
vote for elimination of the tax.
"This time, in addition to seeing
their
Congressmen, tax committees
should also see their local newspaper
editors.
The object of such visits is
not necessarily to obtain publicity for
the tax drive, but rather to convince
the editor that our cause is a just one,
so that if, as and when there is action
on our bill in Congress, the editor
will support us rather than attack us.
To convince the editor of the justice
of our cause all we need do is to use
the same arguments that we have used
in winning the support of Congressmen, for it was ignorance of our situation that led some newspapers last
year to attack the Mason Bill."

Chicago Suit Charges
lst-Run Interference

—A

CHICAGO,

Oct. 29.
suit asking
for an injunction preventing the major
film companies,
Balaban and Katz
Corp. and Great States Theatres from
interfering with the right of the Lee
Theatre, Joliet, 111., to bid for first-run
product in Joliet has been filed by attorney Richard Orlikoff on behalf of
Edward and Ruby Codo, also asking
triple damages, to be determined after
examination of the defendant's books,
for the period from July 13, 1946,
when the Codos took over the theatre,
to July, 1953, when the Lee ran its
initial

The

first-run

pictures.

"Gilbert

and Sullivan"

(United Artists-London Films)

BEST
THE
based on

OF TALENT

has been marshalled for this sprightly musical,
Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan.
British-made,
Robert Morley and Maurice Evans head the cast, numbers from the Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas are sung excellently, and the production values, aided
by color in Technicolor, are high.
This is a picture which should do fine
business in most situations and especially among theatres which draw a more
discriminating audience.
the lives of

W.

S.

Before summarizing the story line, mention should be made of the fine sing
ing performance of Martyn Green, who is at present a star of the D'Oyly
Carte Opera Co. Mention should also be made of the deft manner of inter
weaving the many songs in the picture.
The operetta which is given the
fullest treatment in the film is "Trial by Jury," and the treatment is a gem.
Evans as the gifted composer Arthur Sullivan finds himself in love with a
young lady who deprecates his talents for creating light music. She, Dinah
Sheridan, would rather have him compose cantatas and symphonies. But his
inevitable collaboration with the lyricist W. S. Gilbert, played by Robert
Morley, wins out. Peter Finch, as D'Oyly Carte, brings about the union and
Evans' girl friend walks out in a huff as the three form the D'Oyly Carte
Opera Co., following the successful openings of "Trial by Jury" and "The
Sorcerer."
Their climb to success is marred by the failing health and misgivings of the composer, for he still desires to turn his talents to more serious
music.
He does so in a cantata and is knighted by Queen Victoria for his
effort.
But without his partner, the composer finds himself virtually unable
to work, and he is cajoled into returning.
What follows are the fruitful
Robert
openings of "The Yeomen of the Guard" and the "Gondoliers."
Morley, as W. S. Gilbert, then has his falling" out, precipitated by what he
thinks is the extravagance of buying new carpets for their Savoy Theatre.
Morley, incidentally, creates a character which resembles the very model of
a Colonel Blimp Britisher, a character which boldly offsets the warm, sentimental role of Maurice Evans as Sullivan.
Towards the end of the picture, the two principal characters are not talking
A happy reunion is achieved, however, when the two, with
to one another.
Peter Finch as D'Oyly Carte, agree to take a curtain bow at the revival
The plan for the three of them to take their curtain
of one of their hits.
call in a wheel chair
for the ill health of the composer has incapacitated him
Maurice Evans dies on the opening night of the revival.
is never realized.

—

—

Others in the cast are Eileen Herlie, Ysabel Dean, Wilfrid Hyde White,
Juriel Aked, Michael Ripper, Lloyd Lamble and Richard Warner.
Running time, 106 minutes. General audience release. For release date,
not

set.

Little Fugitive

THE

adventures of a little Brooklyn boy at Coney Island becomes an
absorbing, and extremely amusing, tale under the deft direction of Morris
Engel, Ray Ashley and Ruth Orkin. Produced on a modest scale by Engel
and Ashley, this film may well be the surprise picture triumph of the year
among art nouses. The film's great appeal lies in its candid quality, summed
up by its star, seven-year-old Richie Andrusco.
What the directors have obtained from Master Andrusco is not so much
a performance as a remarkable record of a child's reactions to the gaudy
wonders of Coney Island. The story, written by the above trio, is a vignette
about a little boy who, thinking he has killed his older brother (it was only
a trick masterminded by other youngsters), runs away in terror and ends
at

LF.E. Territories
(Continued from page 1)

change areas, formerly serviced out of
(Cleveland) division ofwill now be included in the Eastern division, which is under the direction of Seymour Schussel, who is
also assistant to Jacon on the national
the

Central

fice,

level.

In the Southern division, Glenn
Fanin, based in Dallas, has been promoted to Southeastern district manager.
Albert E. Rook continues as
division manager.

Harry
sales
cisco,

J.

Weaverling

representative

for

is

new

the

San

Franunder

Portland and Seattle,
Cooperman, Western division

Alex

manager.

Mark Goldman
ger

of

Harry

continues as manaCentral division, with
H. Walders heading the Midthe

west division.

Overseas Program
(Continued from page 1)

program by Hollybecause he thought
their costs would be too high.
He
indicated he doubted that Hollywood
studios would be interested in making
for the information

producers

films for the government program on
the amounts the government could
afford to pay.
The press conference was called to
discuss further a statement made yes-

terday
jointly
by
Streibert
and
President Eisenhower, outlining the
future content of the information program.
That statement said that future efforts of the agency would be
more factual than previously and
would avoid "propagandists overtones."

Coney.

For a day and a night the little boy wanders at large through the park,
experiencing just about every sensation dreamed of by a child in his most
fanciful moments. He stuffs himself with hotdogs, pop and spun candy, rides
the merry-go-round till he's slightly hysterical, goes through fun houses and
eventually casts his lot in the pony ride concession. He's crazy about horses.
How Richie's adventure comes to a happy conclusion need not be divulged
here. The child is the thing and in him the joy of the film. Completely unconsciously he runs the gamut of emotions, from the first awful fear of the
shooting to loneliness of a night on the beach. His face is a mirror, reflecting
surprise at the first taste of a hot dog and earnest attempts to catch the brass
ring on the merry-go-round. In these, "Little Fugitive" is a unique and
wonderful film which will be long remembered.
Supporting the little boy are Rickie Brewster as his impatient but understanding brother, Winifred Cushing as his mother, and Jay Williams as
the pony ride man. The latter is especially good in his moments with the
boy, unravelling a fabulous story about his days with Buffalo Bill and being
everything a little boy thinks a pony ride man should be. The camera work
of Ashley is excellent throughout. Eddy Manson composed and performed
the accompanying harmonica score which captures very nicely the varying
moods.
The film already has been awarded one of the highest prizes of the Venice
Film Festival. This, along with the fine lay press it is certain to receive,
insure for It a big reception in selective theatres everywhere. Joseph Burstyn
.

the U. S. District is the distributor.
Running time, 75 minutes. General audience classification. October release.
Court here, contends that the defendants conspired to withhold first-run
product from the Lee, forcing the the- appeals
of the District Court ruling curring in Illinois, the outcome of
atre to play pictures after Great States
that the Illinois two-year statute of which could have an important bearin Joliet.
limitations rather than the Federal ing on this and other cases either
Still in the hopper here are several
five-year statute applies to cases oc- pending or already filed here.
suit, filed in

Production assistants from England
and France, it was added, have been
summoned to the U. S. and for the
last four weeks have been studying
Cinerama production techniques while
de Rochemont and a camera crew
have been making preliminary scenes
in New England.

Murray Horowitz wood

(Joseph Burstyn)

up

added. The story property, owned by
the
producer,
will
contain
action
scenes in various parts of the globe.

Chicago Uptown May
Take N.D. Telecasts
CHICAGO,
view

here

Oct.

today

29.— In an interDave Wallerstein,

vice-president of Balaban & Katz, intimated that the Uptown Theatre may
join the Marbro in televising the future Notre Dame football games as a
result of the success with last week's

games

at the Marbro, where only 77
of the Theatre's 3,900' seats remained
unsold.

This represented a tremendous inover the attendance for the
first game and is an encouraging
sign
crease

for the future of theatre television
indicating that the public is willing
to
pay for televised sportcasts.

The Essaness Crown also experienced a tremendous increase in attendance over the first football telecast of
the season. Also, advance sale for this
Saturday is well ahead of last week.

Tors Joins SIMPP
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 29.
Tors Productions,

Inc.

Society of Independent
ture Producers.

—

Ivan
has joined the
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TE5MA-TOA Trade Show
XHIBITS

of the

Directory

Tesma-TOA Trade Show

and Program of concurrent conventions
of the Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association, and Theatre Equipment
Dealers Association, at the Conrad Hilton
Hotel in Chicago, October 31 to November 5.

Tesma-Teda Convention Program:

Exhibit Directory:
Companies with displays listed
alphabetically with booth numbers

With the Theatre Owners of America meeting in national convention November 1-5,
Tesma is joined this year by that exhibitot organization in sponsorship of the theatre
equipment and supply manufacturers' exhibits, which will be conducted throtighout that
period in the exhibition hall of the Conrad Hilton Hotel. The following program, however, refers only to the concurrent conventions of the Theatre Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Association, and the Theatre Equipment Dealers Association.

SATURDAY

up of

Setting

Exhibits

(Oct. 31):
exhibits;

Tesma and Teda

8

registration begins at 12 noon.

a.

m.

3 p. m.

—Tesma board meeting, Room

—Teda

4.

open

10 a. m.

Jamboree

in

m.

board meeting,

Room

4.

2

a.

m.

Intermission at

—Tesma-TOA

Forum on theatre
equipment and new technical processes,
p.

m.

with panel of experts to answer questions

from delegates.

at 10 a. m. Close at 10 p. m.

— Special convention

performance

reopen at 4

p.

m. Close at 6 p. m.

of Cinerama at Palace theatre.

9:30

a.

m.

Exhibits

breakfast and business

meeting (members only)
room.
9:30

a.

m.

—Teda

ROBERT HOFF

President of Tesma

West

breakfast and

meeting (members only)
sembly Room.

J.

in

in

at

4

open
p.

at 10 a. m.

m.

North As-

.

44-45

Calif....

77

.

City, N.

Y

99

57
Automatic Devices Co., Allentown, Pa..
54-55
The Ballantyne Co., Omaha
59
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
138
A. L. Bazzini Co. Inc., New York
122
Brock Candy Company, Chattanooga
109
Century Projector Corp., New York
Cinesnax Corporation, San Francisco
5
63-64-65-67-68-69
Coca-Cola Company
30
Cole Products Corp., Chicago
Continental Electric Co., Geneva, III
10
37-38
Cretors Corp., Chicago
Dad's Root Beer Co., Chicago
134

Menomonee

Wis..

Falls,

.

50

Dawo

93

Corp., Toledo

31
Inc., St.

Louis.

Drive-In Theatre Mfg. Co., Kansas City,
Electric-Aire

The TOA banquet will be held in the
Main Ballroom Thursday evening. On Friday
morning a meeting of the Tesma board is

JONES

Vice-President of Tesma

a.

m.

in

Room

9.

105

Da-Lite Screen Co., Chicago

Engr. Corp.,

.

Everfrost Sales,
F

23
108

Inc.,

& F Laboratories,

141

M°- 86-87

Chicago

Eprad Co., Toledo

scheduled at 9:30

LEE

Trade Show ends

Ball-

business

Hills,

117
American Chicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 48-49
81-82
Apco, Inc., New York, N. Y
C. S. Ashcraft Mfg. Co. Inc., Long Island

Diecast Aluminum Speakers,

—Tesma

page.

next

DeVry Corp., Chicago

THURSDAY:

TUESDAY:

Altec Lansing Corp., Beverly

Dairy Service Co.,

Exhibits

on

Adler Silhouette Letter Co., Los Angeles.

Main

2 p. m.

12 noon. Close at 6 p. m.

plan

to

.

open at 10

Exhibits

MONDAY:
Exhibits

—Teda-Tesma

p.

WEDNESDAY:

open at

Exhibits

m.

Close at 5

12 noon.

Ballroom.

SUNDAY:
9:30

p.

open at

referring

Gardena, Calif
Chicago...;

135

28

Inc.,

First-American Products,

Inc.,

Kansas City.

Globe Ticket Co., Philadelphia
Goldberg Bros., Denver
[CONTINUED ON PAGE

.

51

124

58
12]

ROY BOOMER

RAY COLVIN

DAVID WALLERSTEIN

Secretary of Tesma

Executive-Director of Teda

TOA

Convention Chairman

FILMED FOR BOTH

CONVENTIONAL AND

WIDE

SCREEN.

9
5
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[

noon

77

78

100

55

54

ELECTRICAL

31

VAULT
'AULT
|

127
128

99

102

124

79

129

1l

130
131

103

98

80

75

122

104

97 | I

81

74

105

96

82

73

133
134

106

119

107

4

135

136

118

137

ft

neT-JMJ

138

—fy

139

109

115

140

30

33

29

10

||

57

52

58

51

59

50

60

| |34

II

28 | 1

'2

35

27

13

49

36

26

14

nr

94

84

71

61

48

37

25

15

93

85

70

62

47

38

24

16

92

86

69

63

46

39

23

17

91

87

68

64

45

40

22

18

90

88

67

65

1

11

11

8

108

-mr-^
J*
JENERGENCI!

117

32
,I

95

1

120

53

,i

123

121

132

56

76
.

41

_

21

<U

1

19

141

114

66

SHIPPING ROOM

110

142

43

LANDING

STAIR

113

143
TESKA
TO

II

144

.ju

Tesma Trade Show
I

OFFICE

EXHIBITS

EXHIBIT PLAN

112

with

Booth Numbers

8ESISIRATI0B

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10]
Gold Medal Products Co., Cincinnati
Golde Mfg. Co., Chicago
Gordos Corporation, Newark, N. J
Henry Heide, Inc., New York
Hershey Chocolate Corp., Hershey, Pa
Hewitt-Robins

96
40
56
120
16

Heywood-Wakefield Co., Menominee, Mich. 24—25
Charles

E.

Hires Co., Philadelphia

7

Hollywood Brands, Inc., Centralia, III
Hollywood Servemaster Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Hal I. Huff Mfg. Co., Los Angeles
(share)
Ideal Seating Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

..

Imperial Electric Co., Akron

La Vezzi Machine Works, Chicago
Inc.,

Lorraine Carbons,

Inc.,

Boonton
Los Angeles.

Ltd.,

47
47
100

73

26
8

95
132
131

85

78

Chicago

Majestic Enterprises,

114

104

Irwin Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich....
A. & M. Karagheusian, Inc., New York
Knoxville Scenic Studios, Inc., Knoxville, Tenn.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp., New York
Krazy House Popkorn Co., Rock Island, III...
Krispy Kist Korn Machine Co., Chicago....
Kroehler Mfg. Co., Chicago

Leaf Brands,

Mo

I

Mason, Au & Magenheimer, Mineola, N.
Miracle Whirl Sales Co., Grinnell,

Y..

...

Industries,

Hartselle,

Inc.,

Ala

142

Mohawk Carpet
Motiograph,

Mills,

Inc.,

New

York

6

Chicago

60-61-62
83-84
2-3-4-1 7-1 8-1

National Carbon Co., N. Y
National Theatre Supply
The Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains, N. Y..
Neumade Products Corp., New York

New

103

112-113
143-144
79-80

la

Mission Dry Corp., Los Angeles

Hubert Mitchell

15-1 16

29

119

Buffalo

Inc.,

Manley, Inc., Kansas City,
Mars, Inc., Chicago

England

bridge,

Confectionery

136
I

Cam-

Co.,

Mass

137

Norpat Sales, Inc., New York
Orange-Crush Co., Chicago

123

92

New

42-43
27

York
Peter Paul, Inc., Naugatuck, Conn
Poblocki & Sons Co., Milwaukee
Pola-Lite Co., New York
Pepsi-Cola Co.,

..

72
20

Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Mass.

102

Quaker City Choc. & Comfy. Co.,

106

.

I

l-l

Pullman Vacuum Cleaner Corp., Boston
Phila

97
2-1 3-14-1
74
110

Radiant Mfg. Corp., Chicago

32-33
26- 27- 28- 29- 30
Raytone Screen Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y
75-76
H. B. Reese Candy Co., Hershey, Pa
121
Rennie Nut Co., Larchmont, N. Y
133
Rex Specialty Bag Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y. ..
94
J. E. Robin, Inc., East Orange, N. J
90-91
Rowe Mfg. Co., Whippany, N. J
52
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engi-

RCA

1

1

1

1

1

.

neers

Spacarb,

Ill
Inc.,

Stamford, Conn

98

Star Mfg. Co., St. Louis

46

Stereocolor, Inc., Marshalltown, la
Strong Electric Corp., Toledo
Superior Electric Co., Bristol, Conn

101

70-71

Milwaukee
Sweets Co. of America, Hoboken, N. J
Supurdisplay,

Inc.,

34-35-36
21-22
118

Switzer Licorice Co., St. Louis

Telephone Answering
New York

&

Recording

125

Theatre Seat Service Co., Nashville
Triple-S Supply Corp., San Francisco

Wagner

Chicago
Wenzel Projector Co., Chicago
Whitney Blake Co., New Haven, Conn
Sign Service,

41

Corp.,

Inc.,

107

53

139-140
88
39

ANNOUNCING

AMPEX
ID

JUJ

For

CinemaScope and other new wide screen techniques

It's

stereophonic sound for utmost realism and audience

impact

^{ Ampex

"Button-on penthouse" magnetic sound head

all

conventional projectors

It's

furnished as a complete system from magnetic sound

heads to amplifiers

Built

See

if

at

.

fits

.

BOOTH

to loudspeakers

by Ampex, world acclaimed leader

in

magnetic sound.

.

9

at the

TOA convention

and TESMA-TEDA trade show
write for further information

AMrex
C

ORPORATI ON

934 Charter Street
Branch

offices:

New

•

Redwood

City, California

York. Chicaao, Atlanta, San Francisco and

—

!
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Polaroid Will Build

New

Four

Waltham

Plants;

THEATRE

In the

First

BOSTON,

Oct. 29.— Ground soon
be broken in Waltham for the
first of four buildings that eventually
will house most of Polaroid's operations.
contract had been let for a
one-story windowless structure which
will be used for the processing of the
firm's photographic paper for use in
the self-developing Land camera. The
building program also calls for con-

Equipment

will

WIDE LOOK of the Future!
for YOU
built for all your

Here's the

A

—

Strictly

Wide Screen Needs

Reshaping Mexican
Film Censorship

VIDOSCOPE
made by

_

the world's finest

F

.

.

light transmission

1.9 Speed.

Guaranteed-to-last coating.

to

A

fit

about

quick

In Production in

In

member, contending
has such a large part in
pictures should have a say

their

exhibition

desirabilitv.

New

Films

'A'

Legion List

Four

films have been placed in Class
B in the current listing of the National Legion of Decency, while 10
have been given an "A" rating. In

"All

Brothers

Were

Valiant,"
"Donovan's Brain," "Little Fugitive,"
"Miss Robinson Crusoe."
"Private

all sizes:

the

and

Eyes"
Pazza."
Section

Also 3", 314", 314".

"La

Vendetta

di

Una

The
1,

four pictures in Class A,
are "The Fake," "Murder

on Monday," "Royal African Rifles"
and "Sea of Lost Ships."

Glowmeter Trains 5

As Consultants

phone:

Five factory experts of the Glowmeter Corp. have completed a course

WALTER FUTTER
511 FIFTH AVE.,

any trade

We

The program

program.

ladies'

interesting

lists

Be

everybody.

also hear

up a swell
also

for
entertainment
sure you make your

TEDA-TESMA

Jamboree

reserva-

NEW YORK

CITY, N. Y.

MUrrayHill 2-3056
Leo Morrison, special representative for Mr. Futter, will be at
the Conrad Hilton Hotel during the Convention, to answer your

On

page 12

pears

the

there apfor the
Show, with a

of this issue

directory

floor

TESMA-TOA

Trade

firms and their
booth numbers.
For the benefit of
those who are not familiar with some
exhibiting

of

newer exhibits, we name them
American Chicle Co., Ampex
Apco, Bazzini Co., Brock

of the

here:
Corp.,

Candy

Cinesnax
Dad's Root

Corp.,
Cole
Beer, Dairy
F. Laboratories, First

Co.,

Products,

Hon- Service, F. &
"The American Corp., Gold Medal ProdBaby ucts, Henry Heide, Hershey, Charles
Hires Co., Hollywood Brands, HollyBack Home."
Placed in Class A, Section 2, are wood Servmaster, Krazy House Pop-

for exclusive territorial rights
write, wire,

supplies ever displayed at
of this industry.
that Liz Wagner has lined

Class B are "Appointment in
duras," "His Last 12 Hours,"
Overcoat' 'and "Walking My

Immediate Delivery!

questions.

29.— Revi-

who

Four 'B; 10

BY ANY STANDARD OF
COMPARISON—THE FINEST
214", 234".

and refreshment
equipment and

list

the screen.

DEALERS:

Oct.

for every projector.

Needle-sharpness to every corner of

2M",

present the largest
array of theatre

council

a

making

Perfectly anastigmatic.

2",

be

that he

spots."

CITY,

-

Trade Show

TESMA

.

No "hot

TOA

Cinematographic Board, during tions before all tables are sold out.
•
an interview with top producers who
asserted that very strict censorship
Quite a few theatre owners, manharms more than benefits the film in- agers and projectionists around the
dustry.
country got the impression, accordCortina reiterated his desire to co- ing to reports of the past several
operate with all picture people.
He weeks, that they could not go into
said he favored the producers' sug- the trade show to see the exhibits
gestion that instead of censorship go- without paying a fee.
Theatre
ing more toward one person's per- people do not have to pay a charge
sonal opinion, reviewing all pictures of any kind to attend the trade
for exhibition fitness should be de- show, and as
announcecided by a council composed of the ments have repeatedly pointed out,
board's chief, a producer, distributor, anyone connected with the theatre
exhibitor and a representative of the business is warmly invited to see
Mexican League of Decency, counter- the exhibits, whether they are
part of the U. S. Legion of Decency. members of an exhibitor organizaThe producers also want a director tion or not.

all tests

6 elements

HE

14 4
booths of the

tional

IT GIVES YOU:

—by

MEXICO

.

.

TiT E S M A

show

sion of film censorship rules and curbing the increasing inclination toward
rigidness was indicated by Alfonso
Cortina, the new chairman of the Na-

lens experts.

20 percent more

with

•

•

J
RAY GALLO

struction of a five-story film assembly
unit and two three-story buildings for
the firm's optical, research and administration operations.

The New

designed and

World

A

of training at the North Tonawanda,
N. Y., plant of the company and now
are available to consult with exhibitors
on screen problems, according to
William B. Russell, vice-president in
charge of sales for the company,
manufacturers
of
the
Magniglow
Astrolite fabric which is assembled
into screens for theatres and sold by
of
Radiant
Manufacturing
Corp.

H.

New

Read,

veteran

Glowmeter

technician, has been named manager
of the company's service department.

England

Nestle

Co.,

Confectionery

Orange-Crush,

Co.,

Pepsi-

Peter Paul, Pola-Lite Co.,
Cola,
Polaroid Corp., Projection Optics,

Vacuum

Pullman

Cleaner,

Quaker

Radiant
Screen,
Reese Candy, Rennie Nut Co., Rex
Specialty,
Rowe, Spacarb, Stereocolor,
Supur display, Tootsie Rolly
Szvitzer's Licorice,
Telephone Answering Corp., and the Society of
Motion Picture & Television EngiCity

Chocolates,

neers.

Bob Hoff, head of TESMA, has
asked me to remind the theatre seat
manufacturers that a special meeting
take

place

his hotel suite.
will be posted
at the registration desk.
All are invited to attend this important session.
will

in

Time and room number
•

Tom
two

Chicago.
I.

corn, Leaf Brands, Mars, Inc., Mason
Mints, Hubert Mitchell Industries,

of

and Ray Colvin,
main pin-wheels of

Shearer
the

EDA, want all dealers to be sure to
attend the breakfast meeting Tuesday in the North Assembly Room.
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Johnston Will Make
Pioneers' Dinner
Eric A. Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association

who

of America,

is

chairman of

the Motion Picture Pioneers'
15th annual dinner, to be held
at the Astor Hotel here on Nov.
12, has cabled Jack Cohn, president of the Pioneers, that he expects to complete his Eisenhower mission in the Near East in
time to handle the salute to Bar-

ney Balaban, Paramount president, who has been hailed the
"Pioneer of the Year."

Speaker List Set by

'Film FestivaP Plan

Florida Exhibitors

In Capital House

—

JACKSONVILLE,

WASHINGTON,

29.
Oct.
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida will be addressed
by a representative group of industry
executives at their annual convention
Bill P. Cumbaa is
on Nov. 15-17.
president.
Principal speakers will include Dr.

Members

H.

William
City

Herman

;

Dick

Pitts,

McGinty,"

TOA

TOA

is

29.—Over the past
five years, the number of drive-in theatres in Canada has increased by more
than 15 times, from seven in 1947 to
Oct.

a total of 104 in 1952,

it

is

reported

talent

;

publicity

—

TORONTO,

IncorpoOct. 29.
rated in 1927 to deal with problems
in connection with the public use of

Normandy Twin Outdoor,
Bob Anderson, Main Street

Arvin RothsDrive-In,
program
National Theatre Enterprises,
finance
Bill
Beck,
Five
Points,
prizes and Mrs. Betty Loop, Atlantic
Drive-In, registrations.
Chairmen of the daily sessions of
the convention will be
Guy A.
Kenimer, general manager, Florida
State Theatres, Jacksonville
Bolivar
Hyde, executive, Talgar Theatres.
Lakeland, and Bob Daugherty, general manager of Carl Floyd Theatres,

Oct.

hattan.

Wagner Due Here for

The

local

Promotional Chore
Twentieth Century- Fox star Rob-

distributors

ert

signed are
Bert Stearn, Pittsburgh
Jack
J. Francis White, Jr., Charlotte
Engel,
Philadelphia
Tom Bailey,
Denver, and Al Dezel, Detroit and
Chicago.
:

;

29.— Three

pic-

:

first

Hollywood actor

tions, will arrive in

;

characters

in

personal appearance in Detroit.

"Treasure Island."

uecirA or

^SjcreenmanAnip

• • •

RAYTONE
designed
R AYTONE SCREENS have been successfully Days"

will

change your

for every type of projection since the "Silent
1923.

Our own

scientific

tests

of

as well as those of reliable

independent laboratories confirm a 3.5 to 1 brightness gain
for our new screen when compared to a flat white screen.
This we consider a minimum requirement for really good
wide-screen performance.

NEW RAYTONE

mind about

All-Purpose Stereo Screen was
The
developed for every wide-screen system available today
Anamorphic, 3-D, standard 2-D or plain wide-angle projection systems.

the screen

New
surface

you're going

type invisible seams and a practically tear-proof
screen for the careful buyer.
make it the

RIGHT

165

CLERMONT AVE.

RAYTONE SCREEN CORP. BROOKLYN

to buy!

New York

Nov.

Kaufman, Robert Newton, Byron
Haskin and Martin Rackin have Midwest. On Nov. 5, he will be guest
formed Treasure Island Productions, of honor at the Theatre Owners of
to produce independently "Long John America convention in Chicago, while
Silver" and other features based on on the following day he will make a

30

SCREEN

to

7 for a round of promotional activity
in conjunction with the premieres here
later this year of both pictures, "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" and "Prince
Valiant."
Enroute here from the Coast, Wagner will make two major stops in the

Production Unit Formed
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 29.—Joseph

been classified 'Adult"
entertainment by the Ontario Board
of Moving Picture Censors, as fol"I, the Jury," "From Here to
lows
Eternity" and "Moment of Truth."

Wagner,

appear in two CinemaScope produc-

:

'Adult'

have

elected.

and John C. McDowell, secretary of Local No. 1 of Man-

in

tributors.

Haines City.

TORONTO,

if

Speakers at the luncheon were
Thomas Murtha, business agent
of Local No. 4 of Brooklyn,

will
tributes to

Oct. 29.— Five local
key areas have been
signed by Filmakers Releasing Organization for the handling of its
forthcoming product, which formerly
was released through the major dis-

:

tures

of Toronto.

lem

program

CHICAGO,

;

has named its officers for the coming
year as follows
President, S. G.

M. Cooper,

promised to consider the prob-

the festival plan

if

successful, the initial

distributors

;

Canada Calls 3

:

Para-

the

Signed by Filmakers

child,

music by theatres, fall fairs, hotels,
broadcasters
and
orchestras,
the
Musical Protective Society of Canada

Simpson; vice-president, Arch H.
Jolley, and secretary-treasurer, D. W.

away from the city, Robert
Wagner, mayoralty candidate,
was told at a luncheon given
for him yesterday by the locals
of
IATSE.
the
Wagner

"The Great

Key City Distribution

Danny

;

;

Canada Society Elects

efforts of
York City
to collect the three per cent
sales tax on Hollywood-made
pictures
that
are processed
here have resulted in tax liens
which tend to drive industry

;

Theatres,

State

-

by the Canadian Government.

with

be followed by further
other film companies.

;

OTTAWA,

together

town, stated that

Committee chairmen are
Horace
Denning, Atlantic Drive-In, over-all
chairman Howard Pettengill, Florida
Deaver,

1,500% in 5 Years

will be

New

The

29.—

Oct.

mount short subject, "The Case of
the Cock-Eyed Canary."
Al Sherman, manager of the George-

counsel
director of public
Sarra, Jacksonville
Williams, Thomas-

relations
LaMar
attorney, and Nat
ville, Ga., exhibitor.
;

shown

film to be

Oklahoma

Alexander,
Levy,

Wagner Hears About
Sales Tax on Films

Film Festival, produced as a tribute
American motion picture comto
panies, will open at the Georgetown
Theatre here during the week of Nov.
10.
At that time, Paramount Pictures
will be the company honored, and the

:

Canada Drive-ins Up

15

5,

N. Y.

SCALING NEW HEIGHTS

starring

DONNA

HUDSON

-

REED

PHIL
-

CAREY - HAYNES

Screen Play by IRVING WALLACE and ROY HUGGINS
Based upon the novel, "Ten Against Caesar" by K. R. G. Granger

Produced by LEWIS

J.

RACHMIL

•

Directed by

RAOUL WALSH

IN

OUTDOOR ADVENTURE!

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

74.

DAILY
NEW

86

Tradewise

.

TRADE

who advocate

idealists

single

a

national exhibitor or-

ganization

U.S.A..

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

2,

1953

Cong'se
"

and'

Impartial

TEN CENTS

TOA Unit Advises Against

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

YORK,

Accurate

may draw encour-

agement from the current apparent kindred interests of Allied

Equipment Standardizing

and Theatre Owners of
America, as exemplified by the

Committee Assures Convention
MPAA Renews Research
Best System Will Emerge from Variety

which their
respective annual national conventions place the greatest emphasis.

Its

States

discussion

on

topics

•

time in the years
recall,
observer can
recent Boston convention

For the
that
this
Al lied 's

first

was more concerned with technical
developments in the industry than

Support of

.

Compo Work
Continued support of the

of including product supthe broad category of trade
practices, along with sales policies
and terms.
In the case of TO A, trade pracrarely have been dominant
convention topics, frequently to
the disappointment, the record

shows, of the smaller exhibitors

TOA

in

ranks.

less would be needed to
(Continued on page 3)

that

Twelve Features in
English

Now Ready

At IFE: Jacon
The
Corp.

and the cost of

film are destined to take a
in this

place
convention, perhaps for the

time in TOA history, commensurate with the position they
have traditionally occupied
in

By AL STEEN

—

Nov.
The research committee of the Theatre Owners
America takes a stand against standardization of new techniques at
1.

In a report prepared for

Italian
is

Film Export Releasing

ready to step into the breach

would appear that the old of a "possible shortage of Hollywood
order is about to be changed with product" with an English-language
TOA's convention in Chicago this line-up of 12 features, ready for im•
Product supplies

TOA's

As at the Allied convention, the
new techniques doubtlessly will
dominate the TOA forums. But
film
where it's coming from and
what it will cost will inspire a
goodly amount of convention fire
and oratory, too.
Many an argument, or plea, for

national convention in session at the

mediate booking, Bernard Jacon, vicepresident in charge of sales, disclosed
here at the weekend.
In addition, Jacon stated, IFE has a
(Continued on page 3)

route better de-

velopments will

RKO Theatres Net

come

forth

for

our use and in
the long run the
best system will

For 9 Months Up
Over Last Year

predominate.''
report

The
continues

:

"Many new deConsolidated net profit of
velopments not
Theatres and subsidiaries for the first
yet in use are
nine months of 1953 was $788,331,
being discussed
after taxes and all charges, including
and I feel sure
capiof
the
sale
on
profit
of
$19,480
a
that these new
tal assets before taxes, it was revealed
Myron Blank
here at the weekend by the company.
ments will bring
This compares with a consolidated net
to exhibitors techniques that will surfor the same period last year of
pass any other method of reproducing
$623,411, after taxes and all charges, visual
and audio entertainment conincluding a loss of $157,121 on the

RKO

develop-

sale of capital assets.
Net profit for the third quarter of
year was $370,728 after all
this

charges

This compares
and taxes.
(Continued on page 3)

ceivable to man."

TOA

research committee,
CflThe
noting that fellow-member S. H.
Fabian had acquired control of
Cinerama, said it is planned to
broaden the use of this medium.
"It

first

Allied conventions.

Being Explored

activities

It

week.

Now

Conrad Hilton Hotel here, Myron Blank, chairman of the research comof the Council of Motion Picture Ormittee,
states: "It is our belief that if each company takes a different
ganizations was taken at a meeting of

in

tices

m

this time.

MURRAY HOROWITZ

By

MPAA

ply

CHICAGO,
of

with trade practices, which is not
the Motion Picture Association of
to say that the latter were ignored. America here on Friday.
On the contrary, they ran a very
board of
CJ The special
close second, if one may take the
directors
meeting anticipated
liberty

Of Innovations

Motion Picture Daily" Will Not Be
Published Tomorrow N. Y. Election Day

—

Tomorrow being Election Day in New York and, in consequence, a printers' holiday, "Motion Picture Daily" will not be
published.

is

our hope and belief that this
(Continued on page 6)

Drive-in Group Lists

New Media

Problems

Any

resultant inconvenience to readers occasioned by the omission
CHICAGO, Nov. 1.— The advent of
of tomorrow's issue is genuinely regretted, particularly to the hun3-D, wide-screen and stereophonic
conannual
dreds of delegates at the Theatre Owners of America
sound has added new problems and
vention in Chicago, and the Theatre Equipment Manufacturers uncertainties for drive-in theatres,
Association and Theatre Equipment Dealers Association trade show Jack Braunagel, chairman of the
there, to whom today's issue and subsequent issues are being special- TOA's drive-in committee, reported
to the executive committee.
exhibitor
unity
(consolidation?) ly dispatched.
Commenting on the reports that
will
apsessions
Full coverage of the intervening convention
has been based on far less tangible
after two 3-D pictures are shown in
pear in Wednesday's issue of "Motion Picture Daily."
grounds than the unanimity of
a drive-in, business drops below nor(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 6)

—

—

motion picture

BM

from Paramount

.

;

Motion Picture daily
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Chesapeake Files

Personal
Mention

Trust Suit
An

KRANZE,

T>

New

G.
United Artists
general sales manager, will leave
York by plane Wednesday for

Chicago.

•

Leon

RKO

Bamberger,

Radio
sales promotion manager, on Nov. 10
will deliver an address at the annual
convention banquet of the Quebec
J.

Allied Theatrical Industries in

Mon-

treal.

Edwin W. Aaron, 20th CenturyFox Western sales manager, became
when his daughter,
a
Mrs. Herbert Nussbaum, gave birth
to a daughter last week in Santa
grandfather

Monica.

vs.

ecutive vice-president of I. F. E. Releasing Corp., arrived in New York

yesterday from Rome.
•
Renzo Rufini, general manager of
Italian Films Export's SPA Rome
office,
will arrive here from Italy
today aboard the "Andrea Doria."
•
Herb Steinberg, Paramount Pictures publicity director, will return to
early

week

this

from

Anti-Trust Suit Pending
Chesapeake
Industries
currently
has pending a $15,000,000 anti-trust
suit against Loew's and RKO Thea-

Frank Vennett, manager
Paramount Theatre

in

hospital there
putation of his left leg.
in the

of

the

Rutland, Vt.,
for the am-

•

and

W.

C.

Gehring

accompany 20th Century-Fox
Spyros Skouras, to the

president,

TOA

convention in

was said.
The company reported

•

/ANY

K

that
the picture has shattered previous all-time records in every
key theatre in which it has
opened.

*

'

court actions with the fishiest of
will
be comfort for
the knowledge that some
courts share their misgivings, and

There

eyes.

in

say so.

The following remarks by Fed-

Judge Ben Harrison of

eral

Angeles,

Los

court,

District

AA

this litigation-plagued

industry understandably
enough look upon certain types of
'

such

it

in

•

Chicago

this

week.

Coast League Honors
Krueger, 'Sabre Jet'
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 1.— A special
award by the Motion Picture Council
of the Assistance League has been
presented to Carl Krueger for his
production of "Sabre Jet," a drama
concerning American jet plane aces.
The citation and scroll were presented
to Krueger at a Los Angeles luncheon

U. S.

are

from the reporter's transcript of proceedings in an Oct. 19
hearing on the Eli B. Catleman,
taken

Managers Drive

Now

in Progress

et

case

al,

appoint-

the

seeking

I

market because of an alleged product
split by Loew's and RKO Theatres.

An official of the National Screen
Service, when asked for comment on
the suit, said he had not seen the complaint as yet and therefore could not

More Interrogatories

before that the whole
Championship Drive," a cam- stated
paign which in each exchange area group of you [plaintiffs' attorneys]
will bear the name of the manager of
are interested only in lawyers' fees
that branch. Morey R. Goldstein, AA
and that is all you are interested
vice-president and general manager,
but if any attorney fees are
in outlining the purposes and pro- m
cedure of the drive, stated. that "Jack fixed in this court they are going
Slade," the Lindsley Parsons-John H.
to be mighty small.
You will
Burrows production starring Mark
wish
that
never
hit this
you
had
Stevens, will be the kickoff picture.
because
feel this case
The company's 30 domestic branch court
offices have been divided into three is primarily a lawyers' case all the
groups, the winning manager in each way through. You are more intergroup to receive a prize of $1,500 and
ested in attorney fees than you
his salesmen and bookers to receive a
bonus of two weeks' salary.
Cash are in the stockholders."
tional

.

.

.

.

Sealed in

16mm

Suit

•

will

engagements

across the country and in Canada. "This figure, which does
not include taxes, is the highest accumulation of film earnings for a six weeks release period,"

.

interests which
characterize the
conventions of the two national
exhibitor organizations this year.

.

George Pal, Paramount Pictures
producer, and Byron Haskin, director, left here at the weekend for the
Coast.

Al Lichtman

passed the $6,000,000 gross
mark, "playing to record
in 55 first

.

1953

ment of a receiver for RKO Pictres in New York Federal District
The 30 domestic branches of Allied tures, and require no comment.
Court, charging the defendants with
Artists on Saturday inaugurated the
denying ELC access to the New York- company's "Branch
"I have recognized and
have
Managers Na-

•

is

weekend that "The Robe," first
CinemaScope production, has
crowds"

2,

{Continued from page 1)

"Establishing itself as the biggest hit in film history," 20th
Century - Fox stated at the

Screen Service was filed by Chesapeake Industries in Federal District
Court here on Friday.
Chesapeake Industries, as the owner
of the now-dissolved Producers Releasing Corp., Eagle Lion Films and
Eagle Lion Classics, charged NSS
with monopolistic practices and sought
triple
damages of an unspecified
amount for the years from 1944 to
1951. The suit also claimed that NSS
charged higher rates for trailers and
the
now-dissolved
accessories
to
Chesapeake Industries firms than was
charged to competitive organizations.
Claims for damages for PRC extended
from 1944 to 1947, according to the
suit, for Eagle Lion Films, from 1945
to 1950, and Eagle Lion Classics, from
1950 to 1951.

comment.

Hollywood.

Gross in 6 Weeks

anti-trust suit against National

•
R. Zorgniotti, president of
Italian Films Export, U.S.A., and ex-

Tradewise

$6,000,000 'Robe*

NSS

E.

New York

Monday, November

—

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 1.
RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc., Columbia Pictures Corp. and Screen Gems, Inc.,
following the example set Wednesday
by three other defendants in the Government's 16mm suit, obtained a court
order from Federal Judge Ben Harrison that interrogatories required by
the Government in the case be sealed
to prevent harmful dissemination of
private trade information.
Government counsel James M. McGrath did
not oppose the sealing order, and said
it

will

make no

difference in the case.

The six remaining defendants may
seek a similar sealing order Monday,
which is the deadline for returning
the interrogatories.

prizes

The

29,

.

I

runners-up

for

awarded.

.

.

.

will also be
drive will close Jan.

•

1954.

And more from
"I

Karl Macdonald
Heads Warner Club
At the annual meeting of the board
of governors of the Warner Club, Inc.,
Karl G. Macdonald, vice-president of
rner International, was elected national president of the organization,
it was announced at the weekend.
Other officers elected are
O' Sullivan, vice-president Larry Leshansky, vice-president in charge of

Wa

Tom

:

;

if

pity the

any recovery [in this
wish
had the fixing of

there

action].

the same court:
[RKO] stockholders

is
I

I

know
the [lawyers'] fees. If did,
no one would want to try the case
in my court because
would certainly see that the stockholders got
I

I

I

whatever recovery there is. But
wouldn't have very much to go on.
There is nothing here to indicate
I

the [RKO] stockholders are
worrying
a great deal. Not nearly
president in charge of welfare
Donald Cherry, vice-president in charge as much as the lawyers.
"...
claims
Harry Mayer, vice-presiam disgusted with the
"The Sinner," German-made pro- of
dent
in
charge
social
of
activities
in his honor.
whole thing because
don't feel
duction starring Hildegarde Neff and
Elsie
The Assistance League, through its directed by Willi Forst, has been Barry O'Connor, treasurer
that the parties care one bit about
affiliation with the nation's leading acquired by Producers Representatives Torbach, assistant treasurer, and Max
the clients who ate involved in this
women's clubs, will recommend the here. The picture will have its North Greenberg, secretary.
action.
think they are only interfilm
to
motion
picture
patrons American premiere at the Hyland
throughout the country.
ested in hitting the jackpot for
Theatre, Toronto, on Nov. 16.
The
picture ultimately will play over the
themselves."
entire Odeon circuit, of which the HyMiller at Premiere land is a part, according to Seymour
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 1.— "Vera
HARTFORD, Nov. 1.— Ann Mil- Poe of Producers Representatives. Cruz," the Gary Cooper-Burt LancasIf there were more jurists on the
Astral Films, Ltd., will handle dis- ter $3,000,000 feature, will be done in
ler will be among personalities atFederal
bench as perceptive and
tending Tuesday's world premiere of tribution.
CinemaScope if negotiations now in
"The Sinner" has been dubbed in progress between Harold Hecht, inde- forthright as Judge Harrison, it is
MGM's "All the Brothers Were Valiant," at New Bedford, Mass. Motion
English dialogue and narration but pendent producer, and Al Lichtman, quite possible that a very large
picture critics from key regional news- will not be released as strictly an vice-president of 20th Century-Fox,
number of the suits pending
papers, as well as numerous trade "art"
picture,
Poe said.
United materialize. If done in CinemaScope,
against
this industry would never
figures, are expected to participate in
Artists will distribute the picture in the film would be the first top-budget
have been filed.
the day's activities.
Latin America.
Western to be so produced.

German-Made Picture

membership

;

Ruth

Weisberg,

that

vice-

;

Acquired by Poe

I

;

I

;

I

'Vera Cruz'

May Be

CinemaScope Film

Ann
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MPAA-Compo Reviews
{Continued from page
finance

COMPO

1)

next year and

{Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr)

the contributions of
distribution and exhibition will
less,

THE

scenic background of Death Valley National Park provides a magnificent locale for this action-filled romantic, outdoor drama, in Ansco color.
It has all the tried and successful ingredients in ample quantity and calibre

according to Al Licht-

man, distribution's representative on the governing COMPO

to delight the action fans

like their fanfare actively

if thirst, hunger or heat do not get the escaping primarauding Indians will take care of him, in their own grim fashion.
As produced by Nicholas Nayfack and directed with skillful handling of
his material and personnel by John Sturges, the film concentrates to a large
extent on action and the personal animosity of the prisoners for the Union
captain, hard-bitten and unsmiling. The romantic phases of the production
are not permitted to take too prominent a part in the proceedings.
In the screenplay prepared by Frank Fenton, from a story by Phillip
Rock and Michael Pate a group of Rebel prisoners, headed by John Forsythe
and including William Demarest, John Lupton and William Campbell, plans
an escape, despite the fact that an earlier attempt by Lupton alone ends in
his return to the fort at the end of a rope held by Holden on horseback.
When his troopers on patrol aid a stagecoach and its passenger, Eleanor
Parker, she proves to be a friend of the colonel's daughter, and the fiancee
of Forsythe, whose escape she intends to implement. When Holden and she

deterrent being that

soner, the

COMPO.

due this week at
Chicago. Allied has

ratification

is

its convention in
already voted its okay.

TOA's

projected
apis expected

repeal

the

Drago.
IFE's national sales representatives
in the 31 exchange areas, Jacon declared, are equipped and ready to
help promote the films, which, he
added,
star
both
Hollywood and
Italian personalities.

IFE, Jacon explained, is now mapits 1954-'55 program which will

ping

include six color features as part of

an 18-picture schedule.
$250,000 to 'Plug'
I.F.E. Bergman Film

Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., I.F.E. Reit complicates matters, but she, nevertheless, arranges the escape
and goes with the men. Holden, in pursuit, captures them, and they are leasing Corp. vice-president in charge
attacked by Indians. Pinned down, they hold out for a time, the Rebels, of advertising, exploitation and pubarmed, and aiding the defense, until at the last moment, when Holden seeks licity, reports that $250,000 will be
to save the survivors by sacrificing himself, help comes via Lupton, who, spent for the launching of the new
a coward, before, has made good a race to the fort, foregoing ready escape. Ingrid Bergman film, "The Greatest
Strong, meaty material for good marquee attraction, the picture is of the Love." Winner of the 1953 Selznick
stuff to make box-offices healthy. Others in the cast are Richard Anderson, Silver Laurel Award for Italy, "The
Greatest Love" marks Miss BergPolly Bergen and Carl Benton Reid.
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification. Release Dec. 4. man's first screen appearance in four
years. Her husband, Roberto Rossellini, produced and directed the drama
(formerly known as "Europe '51")
which features Alexander Knox.
{Pax-United Artists)
Concentrated regional advertising
EXCITING British
fall in love,

COMPO

proval this week,
to launch the second
to

who

:

The interesting story finds a group of Rebel prisoners during the Civil
War, held at Fort Bravo in Arizona Territory, a vast waste of desert, her first English-speaking role, and
where escape without horse or weapons is well-nigh suicide, the further "Sensualita," starring Eleanora Rossi-

MPAA
COMPO

campaign

all

1)

color in Technicolor special for roadshow bookings. The release schedule
through the end of the year, he
stated, includes
"The Greatest Love,"
Ingrid Bergman's first new picture in
four years Jean Renoir's new Technicolor
production,
"The
Golden
Coach," starring Anna Magnani in
;

Exhibition, which paid dues ranging from $10 to $100 according to
seating capacity, next year will pay
approximately 75 per cent of that
amount, scaled according to the number of seats, Lichtman said. Accordingly, he went on, distribution's contribution will be approximately 25 per
cent less.
of its
Ratification by the
leaves only
participation in
the Theatre Owners of America as a
major organization yet to formally
approve participation in

Following

and should please

paced.

triumvirate.

TOA's

{Continued from page

Escape From Fort Bravo

thereby

be

IFE Lineup

round of its
20 per cent

Federal admission tax. The dues collection drive also is due to be opened
following action by TOA.
A reduction of next year's
budget was explained by many factors, including the existence of a sum
of money in the treasury left over
from the current year. It was also
pointed out that expenditures allotted

COMPO

The Fake

spade-work activity in behalf of
the tax campaign last year will probto

A MODERATELY

ably be less this year.

film,

starring

American players

Dennis O'Keefe and Coleen Gray, is offered in this film, which tells the
story of the hi-jacking of a Leonardo masterpiece from London's famous Tate
Gallery.

The

film has the additional virtue of authentic locals.

O'Keefe stars as an American jack-of -all-trades assigned by a rich American to guard his art treasures, which are being sent to London for a special
showing at Tate's. One attempt to steal the Leonardo at the London dockside
leading to a general air of anticipation of further skullduggery when
show opens.
On hand tor this gala besides various suspicious Tate officials and the
public
are Miss Gray, a worker at the gallery John Laurie, her father and

fails,

the

—

—

;

Hugh Williams, a
and Guy Middleton,

a frustrated, unsuccessful painter

suave British gentleman
and famous amateur collector,
a Scotland Yard sleuth
with a sense of humor.
The latter and O'Keefe join forces to protect the
paintings from the hi- ackers, who have a way of making off with famous
paintings and leaving in their stead copies so accurate that sometimes they go
;

j

undetected for months.

The Leonardo

is

finally

is

murdered,

leading to the famous private collector,
for the fanatic joy of contemplating the masters in the quiet of his own study.
Miss Grav's old father
had been hired to make the remarkable copies.
As revealed in Patrick Kirwan's screenplay, these events do not seem very
surprising, but as directed by Godfrey Grayson, they move at a pleasant pace.
Creditable performances are turned in by all concerned, especially Laurie as
the unfortunate painter.
Steven Pallos produced from an original story by
James Daplyn. It is a Pax Films presentation released by United Artists.
Others in the cast are Eliot Makeham, Gerald Case, Seymour Green, Stanley

who

steals,

of clues

not for

money but only

van Beers and Dora Bryan.

Running

including

intensive

TV

ment

space, are being mapped out to
coincide with the regional saturation
distribution
campaign recently announced by Bernard Jacon, I.F.E.
vice-president in charge of sales.

Some

225 prints have been ordered
permit simultaneous bookings within each ot the country's six major
regions. Play-off plans call for simultaneous mass bookings in sequence in
the following areas
Northeast, Far
West, Midwest, Southeast and Central
Florida will have its own "in
season" saturation booking.
Rosenfield also announced that each

to

:

;

swiped and when Miss Gray's father

O'Keefe uncovers a chain

Williams,

campaigns,

and radio coverage as well as newspaper, billboard, and Sunday supple-

time. 80 minutes.

of the mass regional openings, in
addition to being backed-up by a heavy
advertising campaign,
point-of-sales
will be supported by a special promotion field force under the supervision
of Bernard Lewis, company exploitation

manager.

RKO Theatres Net
{Continued from page

General audience classification.

1)

with a

$101 on

TWA

Radio,

TWA,

Trans World

Airlines.

"Kiss Me
Kate" a contest for disk jockeys and

M-G-M

BECAUSE

SAYING..,

F1LMACK GIVES YOU MORE SHOW-

I

MANSHIP PER DOLLAR AND THE

£

IN

FASTEST SPECIAL TRAILER SERVICE

THE WORLD.

FILM AC K I
TRAILERS jfcl

|

,x

|;

will conduct for

radio station managers similar to that
held for "Band Wagon."
special manual has been prepared
by Donahue & Coe, advertising agency
handling the campaign, for disc jockeys and managers to follow in an
All disc
effort to win a list of prizes.
jockeys and station managers are being provided with an album incorporating all of the hit tunes of the picture which they are to play over the
station at selected periods designated
by Donahue & Coe. There will be
national prizes and city prizes.

A

WE 1
KNOW IT'S SO §
WE KEEP ON I

f

DJ. Contest
For M-G-M's 'Kate'

round -trip
your

tickets to Europe. See
travel agent or call

s

1952 third-quarter profit of
$448,608, after all charges, including
the loss of $173,640 on the sale of

Koteen, Burt Form
Capital Law Firm
WASHINGTON,
ard A. Koteen,

who

Nov.

capital assets.

1.— Bern-

has been special-

and radio legal
work, has formed a law partnership
with William C. Burt, former Civil
Aeronautics Board attorney.
izing

in

television

The new

firm,

to

be

known

as

Koteen and Burt, will deal in TV
and broadcasting work. Koteen wa c
formerly with the Federal Communications Commission and then with
Cohn and Marks, attorneys for the
National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee. Alan Naftalin, former

FCC
firm.

attorney, has also joined the

new

The- consolidated net profit for the
third quarter and for the nine months
of 1953 includes the allowance for extraordinary charges to expense relating to the cost of installing and adapting equipment required for the exhibition

of

pictures

in

CinemaScope

and other new processes.
In the 1953 nine-month period, the
profit from operations before charges
and taxes was $2,915,917, compared
with $2,751,855 for the

same period

last year.

As of Oct. 3, 1953, there were
3,764,913 shares of common stock outstanding, compared with 3,914,913 on
Sept. 27, 1952.

Reports from I.F.E.

representa-

movie-goers have had their first
opportunity to see Italian-produced films in the American-Ianguage in their regular theatres.
They liked what they saw and
are asking for more!

throughout the country and
my own experiences with bookers,
buyers and exhibitors indicate a
growing concern regarding possible shortage of Hollywood
product. At this very opportune
moment, we at I.F.E. Releasing
Corporation can offer to U. S.
showman a ready-for-immediatebooking line-up of 12 pre-sold,
exploitable English-language feature attractions plus a Technicolor special for roadshow
tives

Astute editors of national magazines, newspapers, syndicated
columns, radio and television
have devoted unusual attention
to

In addition to this national preselling, we have developed for
each attraction a practical, hardhitting point of sales exploitation
program. Our national sales representatives in the 31 exchange
areas are equipped and eager to
help you put these showmanship

bookings.

Today

booming Italian
producing more

the

film

industry is
pictures, bigger budget pictures, pictures starring both Hollywood
and Italian personalities with

proven American marquee value,
pictures which contain those
fresh, strong, unusual story values which give Italian films a
"plus" value to the American
audience. With the rapid development of American-language dubbing in the past year
"a fast
growing part of film business,"
Life Magazine notes millions of

—

—

1501 Broadway

New

York 36,N.Y.
LOngacre 4-4843

our films and star personalities.

campaigns into action.

Our

release schedule through
the end of this year includes: "The
Greatest Love," Ingrid Bergman's
first new picture in four years;
and Jean Renoir's new Techni-

"The Golden
Anna Magnani

color production

Coach" starring

in her first English-speaking role.

In "Sensualita," another year-end

2140 Payne Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio

Atlanta, Ga.

CHerry 1-6608

CYpress 5868

115 Walton

St.,

N.W.

LOO*
(tl^'^fljB.3) RE|- EAs||NG corp.

release,

we

will introduce a

new

FOR A BOX-OFFICE LINE-UP OF VARIED ENTERTAINMENT
BACKED UP BY TICKET-SELLING SHOWMANSHIP ALL THE WAY!

sultry Italian star sensation,
Eleanora Rossi-Drago, who, we

I.F.E

RELEASING CORPORATION

£. R.

ZORGNIOTTI

•

Exec. Vice President

.

V. Pres. in

American

fans in the same volcanic way as
Silvana Mangano did in her "Bitter Rice" debut.

Out of the vast reservoir of
snowballing Italian production,
I.F.E. Releasing Corporation is

now mapping its

1954-55

charge

JONAS ROSENFIELD,
•

JR.

charge of Publicity,

V. Pres. in

Adv.

of Sales

ir

TOWN

THFATRF

predict, will electrify

LONG AC RE 4-4843

BROADWAY. N YC. 36

1501

BERNARD JACON

Promotion

ST1TF

AMERICAN LANGUAGE ATTRACTIONS FOR MASS AUDIENCE APPEAL
CAST

TITLE

RUNNING

SYNOPSIS

Time

Ingrid Bergman,
A contemporary romance of i

hp

glamorous socialite who- leaves

home

her husband and

with

ALEXANDER

KNOX-directed

by

ol

in

search

US MIN

happiness. Bergman's great-

est dramatic rote.

Roberto Rosselliki
A New Screen Bomb-shell!
Sultry

drama

bad) farm

program

ot a beautiful (but

who marries one

girl

man and then

91 MIN.

falls for his

brother.

Introducing the sensational

which

will include a half-a-dozen

ELEONORA ROSSI-DRAGO

color features as part of an 18picture schedule.

The dramatic story
club singer torn

RAf

3 SMS
R^me

Many

progressive exhibitors,
perhaps you among them, have
already discovered that our features, properly promoted, can ring
up comparable dollars to Holly-

from

TheibiMg

ALL ONE

LUCIA BOSE

COSETTA GRECO
t PL

I

AH A BONFATTI

GINA 10LL0BRIGI0IA

MARIO DEL MONACO

Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

ill.

HArrison 7-0074

of lives

85 MIN.

Authentic, aria-filled romance of

against beautiful Neopolitan

ing

trio

pitted

77 MIN.
lo

against

mighty

98 MIN.

Magnani's 1st English speaking
role. Italy's 1st

The

Golden Coach
in

its

way

to

Color iy

TKCIIMCOI.OH

Vermont Ave.

Los Angeles, Calif.

REpublic 4-1716

is

you now. Here's new

product when you need

I.F.E. Releasing Corp.

So.

comedy

Roman beauties of

Renoir's first since "The River."

Jean Renoir's

Corporation available product

1907

3

ANNA MAGNANL

manship.

S.

?nd loves of

Fontana's famed fashion salon.

Pitz-Palu, Filmed in the Alps.

This full listing of I.F.E. Releasing

1255

Fresh, romantic

Thrill-packed adventure ot dar-

crisis.

V.Pres. in charge of Sales

96 MIN.

calf

HANS ALBERS

dence because they know how to
guarantee their theatres a continuing flow of product through

—

a night-

infatuation and love.

Caruso's early struggles-filmed

omiso

product. These exhibitors
face the future with more confi-

To sum it up:
The danger is
not in a shortage of films, hut in
a shortage of vision and show-

of

between fateful

Voice of

wood

any

SILVANA MANGANO
VITTORlO GASSMAN

it

now 1

duction
color,

Technicolor pro-

Outstanding

in

performance and

story,
quality.

105 MIN.

:
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TOA

Research Group Opposes Standardization
Living in Video-Saturated
Committees People
TOA Expands
Areas Returning to Films: Starr
—
NASHVILLE,
Report to
In Northwest,
Conclave Told
Convention
Nov. 1. "Television will be no more able to put
movies out of business than home cooking has put restaurants out
of business," declared Alfred Starr, managing
partner in Bijou Amusements Co. and president of the Theatre Owners of America, in an
interview here before leaving for the annual
meeting of that organization in Chicago.
He continued: "Evidence of this is the recent
merger of American Broadcasting and Para-

(Continued from page 1)

mount Theatres," a move which showed high
confidence in the future of both media.
are
finding that people living in areas which are
heavily saturated with television are returning
to the theatre in increasing numbers. This is
particularly true where the novelty of television
has worn off, and where people have their sets
paid for.
"Man is a gregarious creature, and the movies
Alfred Starr
give him an opportunity to gather in crowds and
enjoy the bright lights. The recent technological developments in
movies 3-D, wide-screens, innovations in the use of sound, improvements of color and many others have created a surge of new
interest. Meanwhile, Hollywood is spending millions a year in promoting its stars and pictures, in new talent, both players and writers,
and for research."

system will be simplified so that it can
be generally used in most theatres now
operating,"
the committee's
report

We

stated.

The

report reviewed the committee's

efforts during the past year to interest
producers in and encourage them to

make

use of new processes. It pointed
out that the early problem was that
without theatres equipped to show the

new

processes, producers were reluctant to make pictures in the new

media, and without product in sight,
equipment manufacturers were wary
of turning out the new essentials for
exhibiting it.
"The research committee felt that it
could best serve the industry by calling the attention of producers to the

need for new developments

that,

from

a practical point of view, could be
used in most theatres with a minimum
of expenditures."

Appealed to Producers
Accordingly, the report states, the
research committee contacted
most studios in Oct., 1952, "attempting to induce them to put forth more
effort on new developments." In Jan.
1953, the report relates, the research
board of directors
committee,
and executive committee met with film

TOA

—

TOA

has in any way tried
lieve that
to stabilize or unify the developments
in the industry."

Rhoden Lauds

Rhoden
past,

re-stated
that

means

parts of the pictures in
the present size, many
drive-ins are so built that only people
in the front seat of a car can take
in the entire picture from the first
two ramps. Only the larger drive-ins,
the committee reported, can afford
Cinema Scope and stereophonic sound
is

off

still

At

an unsolved problem.

practice of some drive-ins
"dusk-to-dawn"
a policy of
shows was described as "putting back
the bad label drive-ins have fought to

The

to

adopt

get rid of."

The committee asked that the convention discuss the advantages that are
said to have resulted from management schools which were conducted
by the drive-in committee because, it
was

stated,

"we can work

to cure all

of the ills of our business, but all of
it will be to no avail if we have no
trained young manpower to carry on
our business."

best

toward

edged and supported as

the

Voice

of the
in
industry'
a

renewed

and

continuing

e f

fort

to

-

build

confidence and
respect for the

motion

picture
industry."

Rhoden,
h

developments have been perfected. As
wide-screen, Braunagel revealed
to
that results have been favorable with
screens up to 110 feet in width, but
that comments had been heard about

the

acknowl-

Elmer Rhoden

mal, the committee advised that those
open-air theatre operators who have
not yet tried three-dimensional exhibition to hold back until screen surface

cases.

"offers

in the

the desired end
and should be

Drive-in Problems

some

what he had

COMPO

distribution and equipment manufacturing leaders to discuss developments.
"We believe," the report states,
"that from this meeting our present
wide screens became a reality."
The report hastens to add that the
committee does "not want you to be-

cutting

COMPO

In his report for the TOA's public
relations committee, chairman Elmer

i

s

in

report, re-

minded the executive committee that
major public relations problems of the
industry "are still outside the purview
individual exhibitor, or exhibitor organization, except insofar as
of

ment through separate tax Acts.
01

"This indicates a dangerous

membership

state

ence top level action."
The success of the "summer vacation matinee" plan was described by
Rhoden as being a theatreman's practical application of the Children's Film
Library program which was launched
by the Motion Picture Association of
America. He contended that the plan
need not replace sponsored children's
shows, adding that it will be found
that the vacation shows, supported by
Parent-Teachers Associations,
"are
more effective as a goodwill builder
for the theatre, because the theatre
itself is given the credit for performing a community service."

Bryant, Sarra Report
In reviewing legislative activities in
various states, co-chairmen
Robert
Bryant and LaMar Sarra of the TOA
legislation committee, reported
"It is interesting to note that there
is some tendency by the law-making
bodies of the several states to exempt
from their general sales tax measures
a levy on motion picture admissions.
majority of the 28 sales tax states

and/or

its

of

E. D. Martin and George Kerasotes,
co-chairmen of the committee, added
that Arthur Adamson, Portland exhibitor, is continuing efforts to organize a
unit in that area and that
organization may be completed within

TOA

coming

TOA

ers theatres added to
membership by Si H. Fabian, president of the

new Stanley-Warner Theatres. Warner theatres had not previously been
members of TOA, nor are Loew's and

should

Vital

vent discriminatory industry taxes,
otherwise the victory we ultimately
win in Washington may be lost in our
in

its

municipalities."

TOA

Seeks Shorter
Appeal Trailers
CHICAGO, Nov. 1.— Producers

Theatres

TOA

Na-

and United
members.

Para-

report of the organization and

constantly strive to expand.
effort should be made to reach

TOA

new areas where
has no
representation and either create or
align ourselves with a strong loyal
exhibitor organization."
into

committee chairman, pointed out that
the running time of such subjects is
of prime importance and that exhibitor
resistance to running the reels could
be lessened by the type of pre-filming
conferences suggested.

The committee screened and recommended to TOA membership five such
special subjects during the past year.
for the American Cancer

They were
campaign;

March

Week

Martin Quigley,
"Motion Picture

subjects

approved campaigns are urged in a
report by the Theatrei Owners of
America's film reviewing committee
to consult with TOA prior to filming
such subjects in the event the indicated
length of the finished film would be in
excess of 120 feet.
The report, presented to the
convention here by H. F. Kincey,

TOA

Red

Cross,

Jr.,

editor

of

Herald"; Al
writer for Motion

Steen, staff
Picture Daily; George Schutz,
editor of "Better Theatres," and
Ray Gallo, advertising manager of "Better Theatres," are in

Chicago
of

American

Dimes, American Education
and Christmas seal sale.
of

Coverage

tre

designed for theatre
showings to enlist public support for
special

members now.

theatres

membership committee concluded with
the statement that "The effectiveness
of TOA is governed by the strength
of its member organizations which we

"Your committee is firm in its conviction that no effort is as important
as is the repeal of the 20 per cent
Federal tax, and nothing should prevent concerted effort by every exhibitor to contribute his maximum
effort on that particular mission until
final victory is achieved.
Your state
and local committee must, however,
relentlessly work at the state and local
level to first repeal and thereafter pre-

and

year.

In addition, the past year saw approximately 300 former Warner Broth-

The

We

state

past

vention here.

mount are

"A course of action should be considered where in states now having a
general sales tax, it may be desirable
to have admissions included in the levy
rather than to seek an exemption.
This has been helpful to exhibitors in
several states where it kept the levy
low (two or three per cent) and also
eliminated municipalities from the field
of amusement taxations.
do not
object to taxation at the same rate
levied on all other merchants.

home

the

the

representation in only the
Portland area, according to the report
of TOA's organization and membership committee to the national con-

tional

municipalities.

Tax Most

America's

of

during

Western

Every

Federal

ranks

T.O. of Washington,
Northern Idaho and Alaska and the
Drive-in T.O. of Washington leaves
the national organization without Far
year

RKO

trend in the general sales tax
plan and exhibitors in the states
concerned now express some
fear that legislators may await
the outcome of our tax repeal
effort
by the Congress and
thereafter strive to levy part of
the former Federal tax for the

the

group support or group pressure may
be brought to bear to direct or influ-

A

do not include amusement admissions
as part of their act but appear to be
holding amusement admissions for
what may prove to be special treat-

Nov. 1.— The addition

Owners

Theatre

the

TOA

(Continued from page 1)

CHICAGO,
to

week at the Theaof America and
Equipment Supply

this

Owners

Theatre
Manufacturers Association
Theatre
Equipment
Dealers
Association annual conventions
and trade show.
The four Quigley Publications' representatives are being
assisted in the convention coverage by Bruce Trinz, resident
Chicago editorial representative of Q.P.

—

Monday, November

Tax Drive

TOA

Motion Picture Daily
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2,

7

Not Popular

Importance Gaining

Vital

Urged Fabian Report Urges Use
To Continue Of Theatre Television
COMPO Aid CHICAGO, many —

Sees Viewers

Is

CHICAGO, Nov. 1.—In
what had been expected, the

with

line

COMPO

committee of the Theatre Owners of
America, in its report to the TOA executive commit-

recommend"

tee,

ed TOA's consupport
tinued
of the all-indust

r

organizaSam Pi-

y

tion.

chair-

nanski,

man

of

Nov. 1. Theatre television can become the great "second
feature" and, in
cases, the main feature, Si Fabian, chairman of the
theatre television committee of the Theatre Owners of America, said in his
committee report
ing the technical designation of "comex
to the
mon carrier." Fabian pointed out that
commitecutive
there are sufficient frequencies to entee.
able the industry to establish theatre
"The field of

TOA

television service.

enter-

projecting

tainment

on

our

serted.

"All

phases

enter-

of

—

the tainment and

Si Fabian
if
use it. With rare
program
erning group, in exception, almost every
success,
financial
been
a
has
to
date
urged
report
his
Sam Pinanski
TOA's endorse despite the high cost. When these
ment of a continued tax repeal cam- costs can be controlled, theatre TV,
again,
paign and an immediate drive to col- as I have said time and time
dues from both ex- can become a most important supplelect new
program."
hibitors and distributors, the latter to ment of our theatre
match exhibitors' dues dollar for
Order
Cites

gov-

TV

COMPO

FCC

dollar.

TV

Mason

Discusses

Bill

Referring to President Eisenhower's
veto of the Mason Bill, calling for the
repeal of the Federal 20 per cent admission tax, Pinanski recalled that the
previous efforts had been called the
However,
a mission."
"failure
of
Pinanski's report stated, the use of

"By this order of the FCC,"
the report stated, "we have won
a victory providing we transconcrete
late our plans into
action. Once before, the industry had presented to it the same
opportunity but by inaction defaulted.
hope this will not
I
happen again."

d

theatre screen is
Faboundless,"
bian's renort as-

COMPO com- education are
a ours to command
and
mittee
we will only
member of
COMPO's

Key

theatre
Referring to the final
report of the Federal Communications
Commission, Fabian explained that the
order provided that applications may

be filed for the use of certain frequencies in order to transmit theatre
programs on an inter-city or
intra-city basis. The frequencies to be
used would be those presently carry-

TV

Fabian said that the exhibitors were
faced with a serious threat in home
metered TV. In this connection, his
report said

"This

is

actuality

programming and

pictures,
ties

now an

TV

that

facili-

are available and ready for use

to test a selected distribution system
of entertainment brought directly into
your own living room. Unless we
by
meet this challenge of home
utilizing the grant given us by the

TV

FCC, we

have no one but ourselves to blame if our business withers
and dries up, as many of us, to our
deep sorrow, have seen many phases
of our industry drop out."
shall

This cooperative effort yielded revenues adequate to serve the purposes
and the organdelegated to
ization activities served to weld together normally divergent industry
forces into an integrated whole.

citrants when space is too confined to adequately acknowledge
the earnest efforts of hundreds
who poured their energies into

organization and
all elements did
not cooperate with equal enthusiasm.
There were some

"In the summer of 1953 at the direct
request of the President of the United
States, more than 5,000 theatres volunteered to collect funds for relief of

dissident groups and some individuals whose cooperation was

civilian

entirely

achieved

COMPO

friends in WashingIn the highest places in
ton.
our government we have won a
new respect for the motion picture industry."

made many

COMPO's

Reviewing
the

last

part,

year,

activities

Pinanski's

report,

CI

be recalled that

will

in

of
in

Sept.,

COMPO

finance committee
on prior directives and
launched a campaign for the wide en1952, the

had

acted

listment

COMPO

under
the
theatres
banner for all-industry purof

This campaign was completed
poses.
successfully in Sept., 1953, and was
perhaps the greatest example of allindustry mobilization since the War
Activities Committee days of 1941-45.

About

14,000 theatres

were enrolled

in

states .and the District of Columbia.
I feel that this reflected a mas-

all

task of organization
under the supervision of the
finance committee.
terly

Calls

"In

finance

said

"It

Theatre revenues were
size.
matched by a like amount of dues
paid by the distribution companies.

executed

COMPO

Dues Scale Modest

will be recalled that a very
modest scale of dues was agreed upon,
ranging from $10 per year for very
"It

theatres to $100 per year for
very large theatres. Little complaint

small

was voiced by supporting theatres,
even though the dues scale was arbitrary and could not take into account
the varying prosperity of theatres of

the

drive

The
100 per cent.
character of the
effort and its dedication to cooperation rather than
competition with any group,
may not have been fully understood.
in operation

than
voluntary
less

COMPO

COMPO

dealt with all segments without
regard to source of funds and

TOA

earlier

suspicions

may

since

In any
have been dispelled.
case, no purpose is to be served
by finger-pointing toward recal-

the effort.

distress

in

Korea.

COMPO

served as coordinator for this activity.
Through the cooperation of the newsreels and National Screen Service,
some 10,000 prints of an appeal for
funds
were distributed and some
16,000 pressbooks. Incomplete returns
indicate that 5,086 theatres conducted
collections with $1,002,000 collected
and remitted by theatres to the American-Korean Foundation."

Safety Codes Committee

Demands

Dropping of Nitrocellulose Film
CHICAGO,

—

or "tremendously" improved before
three-dimensional pictures will achieve
lasting success, the executive committee of the Theatre Owners of America,
in session here today, was told in a
report of the theatre equipment and
accessories committee by chairman
Joseph J. Zaro.
The report stated that "whether the
current two-projector method of presentation can be considered acceptable
has been and will be the subject of
endless debate," adding that "it is apparent that majority opinion considers
this not quite compatible with the previous technical standards established
in this industry."

The equipment committee
in

accomplishment, everybody in
this industry should take deep
pride. I believe we have proved
we can mobilize the industry
into action as a powerful force.
There can be no question but
that as an industry we have

is

we

CHICAGO, Nov. 1.—The use of
^
3-D glasses must either be eliminated

'Projection' Skirted

equal

"failure"

"Actually,

f][

Of 3-D Film

'Available and Ready'

wrong.
a
magnificent moral victory," the
"In COMPO's
report stated.

word

the

to Future

Nov. 1. The time has come to take definite and possibly drastic action to stop the use of nitrocellulose film on new productions, newsreels and importations and to discontinue exhibition
of old pictures on nitrocellulose base film. This assertion was made
in the report of the Theatre Owners of America's building and safety
codes committee by chairman Henry Anderson. In his report to the
executive committee, Anderson recommended that this issue be given
careful consideration so that it can be decided what steps should
be taken.
Anderson stated that the subject should be taken up by top level
representatives of film manufacturers, producers, distributors and
exhibitors. Because there remains a sufficient amount of nitrocellulose
in use, fire departments and fire insurance companies still have an
argument in setting rates, the report said.

felt

that

could not properly evaluate the
merits of the single-projector, singlefilm 3-D projection systems, as "costs
and compatibility are factors which
must be considered as well as the fact
that widespread usage of film in excess of 35mm. in width is very doubtit

ful."

Cf Stating that it is too early to
predict that CinemaScope will
be financially worthwhile for
usage in all sizes of theatres, the
committee stated that "reports
now coming in would indicate
that all exhibitors should examine all sides of this method
of picture presentation very
thoroughly before deciding to
accept or reject it."

Reporting on miscellaneous items in
equipment field, the committee

the

made

the following observations
"Costs generally encountered in connection with maintenance or remodelling have held pretty firm since the
second quarter. Some decreased due
to less competition for all classes of
labor.

"Notwithstanding some raw matea major item such
as seats has been held at 1952 costs.
rial price increases,

In some few instances reductions in
prices have been made.
"Complete, 'lock and key' air-conditioning installations, undoubtedly due
to highly competitive conditions, have

averaged $400 per ton. Large tonnage 'packaged-unit' installations have
come in at a range of from $325 to
$340 per ton.
Cf

"Aluminum

poster case de-

have been slow from
some sources. Some minor cost
increases have occurred.

liveries

"Marquee attraction boards available with little or no delay. Colored
translucent plastic letters now more
widely used than metal. Lucite plastic panels growing more popular than
Recessed, downlights predominant trend in marquee ceiling lightglass.
ing.

$c--it0b.

"Wool

carpet still 'first
floor covering.

choice

as

over-all
No major
Some exprice change since 1952.
pectancy of price reduction in near
future.
"Use of asphalt or rubber tile

(Continued on page 10)
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RKO Picks December

TO A Report

MPAA's Academia

Is

Being 'Streamlined'
WASHINGTON, Nov. 1.—The

(Continued from page 7)
fountains and concessions stands instead of rubber matting over carpet becoming more popular.
Mid-year saw approximate 10
per cent reduction cost all asphalt
floor covering materials.
"Some excellent plastic tiles now
available. Although more costly than
asphalt, gives better color and wear.
"Last, but certainly not least, is the
observation that some exhibitors in
their pre-occupation with 'new' picture presentation methods are doing
their new and old patrons an injustice
and themselves a disservice by overlooking the continuing need for adequate theatre maintenance."

around drinking

Academia, the Motion Picture
Association of America theatre
here, is gradually being equipped
to handle all new film projecaccording
to
methods,
tion

Kenneth

director

information
Clark.

Clark said a large screen has
been installed, that
already
many 3-D processes are already

and
there,
CinemaScope, stereophonic
sound and other new developments will be installed in coming months.
facilities

possible
for

As

Hede Named

To Decide System

ABC-TV

screen processes which get the
highest level of emotional response
from the audience will survive, Lester
Isaac, general manager of exhibition
for Cinerama, predicted here at the

of this year has been administrative
assistant- in the treasurer's office of
the American Broadcasting Co., has
been named administrative manager of
television network sales for ABC-TV.

weekend.
In an address before the Newspaper Women's Club at the Hotel
Statler on Saturday, Isaac traced the
revolution in techniques which, he
Is
said, was ushered in by "This
Cinerama." He said that the public
will choose the process it likes best
and the choice need not be for one
system, but a multiplicity or a comThe
bination of systems, he added.
three system Issac referred to in his
address were Cinerama, CinemaScope
and 3-D.

New

Sales Post

Henry T. Hede, who
The

to

since January

Big 'Frisco Premiere
For 'The Bigamist
9

SAN FRANCISCO,

Nov. 1.— The

St. Francis Theatre is preparing for
the world premiere, Nov. 24, of "The
Bigamist."
Joan Fontaine, Ida Lu-

Edmond O'Brien,
Gwenn and Collier Young,

pino,

Edmund

president
Filmakers Productions, are exof
pected to attend the gala opening.

DENVER,

Nov.

RKO

pany said. Martin Goldfarb, Denver
manager, is leader of the drive.
Kolitz,

who

rose in the

RKO

from salesman, came here

The

chief in Feb., 1947.

as

ranks

district

district then

embraced Denver, where Goldfarb
now is manager, and Salt Lake City,
under Giff Davison, but now includes,
in addition, Omaha, directed by Max
Rosenblatt
Des Moines, under Don
Conley, and Kansas City, headed by

Jimmy

Lewis.

Four

UA

Films for
November Release
films, three of them
be released by United

Four feature
color,

will

Artists during the month of November, it has been disclosed by William
J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
The three color features on the November schedule are
"Shark River,"
which will be released on Nov. 13

ALWAYS

S

FAIR

WEATHER

A

advertising

radio

Century-Fox's

20th

campaign

"How

to

on

Marry

a Millionaire," totalling over 335 spot

announcements, will be launched today
in

New York

and

will be

continued

through the opening week of the picture following its twin debut, on
Nov. 9, at Loew's State and Brandt's
Globe theatres.
The saturation promotional barrage
will be concentrated on the leading
independent stations,
WINS,
and WMCA, and will see a
line-up of eight different announcements, running from station breaks to
full one-minute messages, beamed to
millions in the Metropolitan area.
To be programmed on an aroundthe-clock schedule to reach every type

WNEW,

WMGM

the "How to Marry a
spots
will
contain
a
special musical background of Alfred
Newman's "Street Scene," performed
in the film's prologue by the composer directing the 20th Century-Fox
symphony orchestra. Copy will call
attention to the second CinemaScope
production's
starring
triumvirate
audience,
Millionaire"

of

Marilyn Monroe,
Lauren Bacall.

Betty

Grable

and

:

"Captain John Smith and Pocahontas,"
to be released Nov. 20, and
"Song of the Land," a Nov. 27 release.
The fourth release is "Stranger
on the Prowl," to be released today.

Of the color features, two are in
color by Color Corporation of America
"Shark River" and "Song of the
:

Land."
The other, "Captain John
Smith and Pocahontas," is in Pathecolor.

IT

335 Spot Air Plugs

Month' Set for 20th-Fox's
1.— December will 'Marry Millionaire'

be observed as "Al Kolitz Month" in
the Rocky Mountain district of
Radio. In the tribute to the manager
of the district, branch heads and exhibitor friends will seek to achieve a
maximum total of bookings for the
company's feature and shorts, the com-

in

1953

'Al Kolitz

;

Isaac Says Patrons

2,

Albany

VC

Vote Dec. 14

Three Victors in 2nd
'Lucky V Contest
Three top winners have been named
in the second of M-G-M's "Lucky 7"
showmanship contests, which, in this
case, had "Torch Song" as the drive
subject.
The winners were Paul

Townsend, advertising
the Midwest Theatre

manager for
Oklahoma

in

City, in the 100,000-or-over category
Arnold Gould, manager of the Capitol
Theatre, Jefferson City, Mo., in the
10,000-or-over division, and Jesse L.
Marlowe, of the Van Croix Theatre,
Melbourne, Fla., in the section for

when OLD FRIENDS get

N. Y., Nov. 1.— The
Albany Variety Club has decided to

TOGETHER

continue

its policy of staging "Denial
for the benefit of the Variety-

communities of under 10,000 popula-

Week"

tion.

Albany Boys Club summer camp, in
November. It will hold an election of
the crew on Dec. 14.
Consideration
had been given to advancing the election dates, so that the new crew and
officers might direct the Denial Week

in
the
contests
being conducted by
are required to submit campaigns in advance.
The deadline for the next attraction
"All
the
Brothers Were

drive.

Valiant"

15

th

ANNUAL DINNER OF

THE

MOTION PICTURE
PIONEERS

ALBANY,

Stevens, Ginsberg

The industry's

all

12th,

Hotel Astor

M-G-M

—

into

ner Brothers studios to start preparations for filming Stevens' production
of Edna Ferber's "Giant," with Stevens producing and directing.

Screen Guild Productions, of Philadelphia,
with branch manager Joe
Engel supervising, has been signed to
sell "Martin Luther" in that territory
by Cresson E. Smith, general sales

The Pioneer
Of The Year!

manager
ciates,

9

GEORGE

JESSEL,

toastmaster

To make your reservation, send check for $20.00 to Jack Cohn,
President of the Motion Picture Pioneers, 729 Seventh Avenue,

New

York City.

Nov.

6.

Correction

of Louis

head Charles P. Skouras, in Los
Angeles, as saying that within three
years the circuit probably will find it
necessary to close perhaps 75 theatres
which are not suitable for CinemaScope. What Skouras actually said
was, "I would have to close 75 theatres because they are losing money."
tres

MITCHELL MAY,

deRochemont Asso-

producers of the

Jr.

CO., INC.

film.

INSURANCE

'Blue Mesa' Next

JOHNSTON,

is

Due to an error in telegraphic transNov. 1.— George
Henry Ginzberg have mission, Motion Picture Daily last
Wednesday reported National Theatheir new offices at War-

Will Handle 'Luther'

BARNEY BALABAN

dinner chairman

—

and

out

to honor

ERIC

interested

HOLLYWOOD,
Stevens

moved

Thursday, Nov.

Move

men

Theatre

"Lucky Seven" showmanship

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 1.—Hal R.
"Blue Mesa," a bigbudgeted western, as his next production, and cast John Agar, who is un-

Makelim has

Specializing

set

der personal contract to him, to star.
Agar also starred with Edward Arnold and Susan Morrow in "Man of
Conflict," which is now being distributed by Atlas Pictures.

in

requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720

W.

6th

St.,

Los Angeles
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TEN CENTS

TOA Told Exhibition May

Counterclaims

Have to Enter Production

$41,250,000

Walter Reade

Claims Skouras Circuit
'Dominated' N. Y. Area

Elected

A

$41,250,000 counterclaim has been
Theatres in connection
by
with the $87,690,000 anti-trust suit
brought by Skouras Theatres against
Theatres, other circuits and

RKO

filed

RKO

major

distributors.

The

counterclaim,

filed

in

Federal

Court here, seeks damages,
Skouras Theatres and 20th
Century-Fox conspired in the allocation of 20th-Fox product to the detriment of RKO Theatres in the New
York Metropolitan area.
Cited in
the counterclaim, which was an answer to the original complaint, were
the Sherman Anti-trust Act and the
Clayton Act.
District
alleging

Named
the

RKO

as additional defendants in
Theatres' answer were the

Of the

Ratio After Jan.

Pat McGee,
Roy Cooper, A.

Justice

other

offi-

who

cers,

are
Martin,
Pickus,

D.
Albert
E.

Myron Blank,
Rowley,

John

be

Any

Ed Muhl

maximum.
made by U-I

picture

(Continued on page 8)

in

plete the first phase of its divorcement.
Under the original consent decree,
the company was to have set up a new
theatre company and to have transferred all theatre assets to that com-

pany by next Feb. 6. Loew's asked
the Department to extend the deadline at least until the end of 1954 and
possibly longer, but Justice refused
that long an extension and the Aug.
1954, compromise was set.
Justice officials said a main reason
why the company asked the postponement and why the government agreed
(Continued on page 11)
31,

M-G-M

Dietz,
vice-president
in
charge of advertising and publicity,
disclosed here.
Reporting on last week's test engagement of "Kiss
Kate" in six
situations, Dietz said the 3-D versions
which played at the Majestic, Dallas;
State, Syracuse, and Ohio at Columbus, O., were "definitely more suc-

Estimate $11,200
For Grid Telecast
A

gross of about $11,200, exclusive
of the admission tax, was chalked up
by the 10 theatres in eight cities which
carried last Saturday's Notre Dame-

"must

protect himself
either by pro-

ducing pictures,
financing production or in

some other
manner."
Golde n

s

o n

,

head

of the

largest

theatre

operating comp a n y in the
country,
L. Goldenson
said
that in the twin
problems he cited the "industry has
the power to destroy itself.
Our industry has need for great statesmanship to avoid the pitfall," he warned.
He placed the blame for the problem squarely at the door of theatre
divorcement, which many here regarded as a double-barreled thrust at
Allied States Association, which was
only instrumental in bringing
not
about the Federal anti-trust suit which
resulted in divorcement decrees, but
which also has asserted repeatedly in
(Continued on page 4)

Indiana Owners Talk
New Techniques

INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 3.—Film
by Box clinics in which exhibitors will disOffice Television, the agency booking cuss their equipment problems is the
the event, and according to a BOT main feature of the annual convention
spokesman, the business was consid- of Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana,
cessful." In Rochester, N. Y., and ered fairly good considering the fair today and tomorrow in the Hotel LinHouston, Tex., he stated, where the and warm weather in most localities coln here.
the film had been playing in conventional and the relatively weak Navy team
What to do about equipping for the
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 11)
Me

ly

to the 2-to-l

the

3-D of 'Kate' Tops
Standard Version
Grosses by 40%

Howard

films

well
adapted to any
other ratio up

of

A 40 per cent higher gross was
racked up at the situations playing
the 3-D version of "Kiss Me Kate,"

said all
U-I filming will
be in that ratio
as of the first
of
the
new
year and pointed out that all

1

Jr.

;

Muhl

would

Walter Reade,

Lightman, Sr., cofinance committee
Herman Levy, general counsel Alfred Starr, chairman of the board
(Continued on page 5)

1

company

eq u a

Department has agreed to extend from Feb. 6, 1954 to Aug. 31,
1954, the deadline for Loew's to com-

Julian Brylawvice-presiski,

chairman

luncheon
here
on Monday.

such

3.

;

All of Universal-International's future "standard" pictures will be made
in a 2-to-l ratio, Ed Muhl, vice-president in charge of production, told
trade press representatives
at
a

TOA

By AL STEEN

—

Approve Extension
Of Loew's Divorce
Deadline to Aug. 31
— The
WASHINGTON, Nov.

all

;

in 2-to-l

and High
Rentals; Blames Divorcement for Both
for Film Shortage

Nov. 3. Citing- high film rentals and picture shortages,
"which go hand in hand," as the top problems not only of exhibition but
of the industry itself, Leonard Goldenson, president of American BroadCHICAGO, Nov. 3.— Walter Reade, casting-Paramount Theatres, and keynote speaker today at the annual
Jr., of New York was elected presi- Theatre Owners of America convention at the Conrad Hilton Hotel
dent of Theatre Owners of America here, said that if "producer statesmanship" is not applied to the solution
by the board of directors. The vote
of those probwas unanimous,
lems then the
as it was for
exhibitor

Livingston, secSi Faretary
bian, treasurer
Mitchell Wolfson and M. A.

All U-I Pictures

As Cure

CHICAGO,

dents; Robert

(Continued on page 8)

To Be

Head

Goldenson's Keynote Speech Cites Step

Navy telecast.
The estimate was

given
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Top Grossing Films

Jack Kirsch Says:

Personal
Mention
EDWARD

Wednesday, November

New National Film Buying
Group May Be Ready Dec. 1

Now

Tapering Off
Slightly in Chicago

—

CHICAGO, Nov. 3.
The past
week
found
business
dropping
off a
J.
little from its high
recent peaks as
RKO Radio Charles
Boasberg, general sales manager, and
CHICAGO, Nov. 3. The national film buying organization plan instigated some of the big pictures started to
Walter Branson, assistant general by Jack Kirsch, president of Allied Theatre Owners of Illinois, and other slough off a bit after many weeks of
sensational business.
In this group,
sales manager, are in Chicago from
independent exhibitors, is expected to get under way about Dec. 1, Kirsch "This Is Cinerama"
showed its first
New York.

WALTON,

L.
assistant
president of
tive

to

execuGrainger,

R.

;

—

said today.

•

Rudy

Hagen, of the Warner
Brothers home office checking departP.

ment, became a grandfather last Friday when his daughter, Mrs. Wil-

liam

J.

at the

Morris, gave birth to a boy

Lawrence Hospital

in

Bronx-

ville.

•

Robert Haggiag, managing director of Dear Films, United Artists distributor

Doctors

in

recuperating at
here following a

Italy,

is

Hospital

tonsilectomy.

The

plan will be put into operation
initially in Chicago and "will spread
out from here," Kirsch said.
The central organization, it was
learned, will only do the buying for
its clients and will not do any booking.
It is possible that buying for
four or five territories will be handled
out of Chicago. The manner in which
the central organization will be paid
had not been worked out as yet, but
it
may be handled on the basis of
how much each client will be able to

save on his buying under the new plan.
One exhibitor attending the Theatre
Owners of America convention here
said it was possible for him to save
25 per cent yearly because of the large
buying power which the projected organization potentially will have.
While Kirsch is a leader in the plan
and an executive of national as well
as Illinois Allied, it is not an Allied
project and the service will be open
to all exhibitors regardless of affilia-

Ampex

Slight Decline in

tion.

•

Duke Hickey,

Universal-Internarepresentative
in
Cleveland, and Mrs. Hickey, are celebrating their 15th wedding annivertional

publicity

Electric

and

Altec in Tieup

Coast Production

E. O. Wilschke, operating manager
Altec Service Corp., stresses the
exclusive feature of a contract signed
between Altec and Ampex Electric
Corp.
Under terms of the deal, negotiated
between Wilschke and H. Johnston,
general sales manager for Ampex,
Altec has been accorded exclusive
installation
supervision
Ampex
of
stereosound
equipment in theatres
throughout the U. S.
Wilschke states that supervisory
work has been completed on the Ampex installation in the Rivoli Theatre,
Broadway, New York.
Altec engineers are now performing the same

Nov. 3.— The production chart dropped two points for
a total of 27 pictures in work. Three
new ones were started and five were
completed.
Started were: "War Clouds" (K-B,

sary.

•

Max Herschmann,

Filmack Trailer Co. Eastern sales manager, is a
grandfather again with the birth of
a son to his daughter, Mrs. Ben
Kerner.
•
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, has arrived in Beirut, Lebanon,
from New York.
•

John

Flinn, Allied Artists advertising and publicity director, returned to Hollywood yesterday from
C.

Dallas.

Hal

Wallis,

producer

;

Owen

of

duties in all

Skouras theatres

Crump, director, and Mat. Raymond Metropolitan area, and
at the
Harvey, technical advisor, have re- fornia Theatre,
San Jose, Cal.
turned to Hollywood from Korea.
•
Lipton, Universal Pictures vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity
scheduled to
is
leave here for the Coast today.
•
Morey Goldstein, vice-president

David A.

;

sales manager for Allied
Artists, will leave here today for Chi-

and general
cago.

•

Bernard Jacon,

Releasing
Corp. vice-president in charge of sales
and distribution, arrived in Chicago
yesterday from New York.
•
I.F.E.

William Hogan, drama editor of
the "San Francisco Chronical," will
be in Hollywood from Nov. 15 to 22.

Will

the
Cali-

in

Hays Resting

At Indiana

Home

of the family of Will H.
Hays, former president of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, (now the Motion Picture
Association of America), said in Sullivan, Ind., yesterday that Hays is
"getting along very well" although a
heart condition necessitates his spending part of each day in bed.
Hays, 73 years old, returned to the

Sullivan from New
York several weeks ago. He is reported in serious although not critical

home

in

condition.

•

Joseph A. McConville, head
Columbia International, has arrived
London from New York.

of
in

•

Arthur

B.

Krim,

of
president
due to leave here

United Artists, is
on Saturday for Europe.
•

Foster M. Blake, Universal Western sales manager, left here yesterday
for Chicago.

Bert Friedlob, producer, has arrived here by plane from Europe.

File Stipulation in

Chesapeake Suit
The
000,000

U.

Inc.,

A.

pre-trial stipulation in the $15,anti-trust
suit
brought by

Chesapeake Industries against Loew's
and RKO Theatres was submitted
Monday in Federal District Court
here.

Independent;

release),

"The Outcast," Republic

;

"Echo Can-

;

ental, for the first time, in the ninth
week of a highly successful run and
;

"The Robe" was expected
$70,000 in

its fifth

to

go under

session at the State

Lake.

New pictures opening fairly well
included "Little Boy Lost," expected
to top $50,000 at the Chicago
"Torch
Song" heading for a big $15,000 at
the Monroe; "Conquest of Cochise"
and "China Venture" turning in a
good $9,000 at the Grand, and "Sangaroo" and "Sailor of the King"
shooting for an above-average $18,000
at the United Artists.
On the disappointing side are "Sea
of Lost Ships," down to $10,000 at the
;

McVickers, and "The Titfield Thunderbolt," sinking to $2,500 at the Surf.

Charles Skouras
Stricken in Hotel

—

ComCHICAGO, Nov. 3.
Charles P.
were "Saracen Blade" (Ess- Skouras, president of National Theakay), Columbia; "My Pal
Shep" tres Corp. and chairman of the board
(Robert L. Lippert, Jr.); "Cat Wo- of Theatre Owners of America, was
men on the Moon" (Three Dimen- stricken with a heart attack in his
sional
Pictures), and "River Beat" suite at the Blackstone Hotel here
(Abtcon), Independent; "Magnificent yesterday He was placed in an oxygen
yon,"

Universal-International.

pleted

:

Obsession," Universal-International.

tent after a fire department inhalator
squad worked an hour to revive him.

Boudoures Engages
Brandt on 'Battalion'

Skouras was reported still in serious condition today and is being attended by heart specialists. His brother, George Skouras, head of Skouras
Theatres, New York, was with him
and Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, arrived here last night.
Charles Skouras was here from Los
Angeles to attend the T.O.A. conconvention.

Peter Boudoures, producer of "The
Barefoot Battalion," has engaged the

Leon Brandt
tive in the

Members

family

HOLLYWOOD,

signs of softness in its 14th week,
dropping to $41,000 after staying up
around $45,000 or better consistently
at the Palace
"From Here to Eternity" dipped below $20,000 at the Ori-

Office as his representa-

United States. "The Bare-

foot Battalion," initial production effort of the Boudoures Film Unit was
filmed on location in Greece. Editing,
cutting, and scoring was completed in

Hollywood.
Brandt is arranging for the American premiere showing in New York
in early January, after which arrangements will be made for national distribution. In addition the Brandt of-

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

handle advertising, publicity,
exploitation, in connection with

fice will

and

.

MOGAMBO

the release of the film.

Variety Club Group
To Pick Slate Today
The nominating committee of the
Variety Club of New York will meet
today at the Clubhouse in the Piccadilly Hotel at 12:30 P.M., to select
a slate of officers for 1954. The committee consists of Leon J. Bamberger,
chairman Charles Alicoate, Maurice
Bergman, Emanuel Frisch, Oscar

Rockefeller Center.

starring

CLARK GABLE

•

AVA GARDNER

by TECHNICOLOR — An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

color

and

doris

Day

/^^^^v

howard Keel fames bros

;

Morgan and David

Chesapeake charges that Eagle Lion
Classics product had been denied a
market in New York because of an
alleged product split by the two cir-

E. Weshner. The
committee's slate will be presented to
the meeting of the Board of Directors

cuits.

for

on November

November

10.

The

election

is

set

CalamityLS^f,
Jane

JSSX^S^
Midnight Ftatvr*

24.
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GOOD LUCK

T.O.A.!

M-G-M says it with pictures like "EASY TO LOVE" (Tech.) and others. We predict that such headlines
as shown above will appear in the trade press when hundreds of theatres play this Super-Musical at
Christmas and New Years. With "Mogambo" (Tech.) topping the Biggest and "Kiss Me Kate" (AnscoColor ) off to a flying start in 6 test engagements and more Big Ones coming, like "All The Brothers
Were Valiant" (Tech.) and "Escape From Fort Bravo" ( AnscoColor ) M-G-M salutes T.O.A. with this
slogan: "Let's work together to fill the Tills all Over America!"
M-G-M presents In

Color

By

Technicolor

"EASY TO LOVE" starring Esther Williams Van Johnson

Play by Laslo Vadnay and William Roberts • Story by Laslo

THE

COMING INDUSTRY EVENT! M-G-M's

FIRST

Vadnay Directed

• Tony Martin • Screen
»
by Charles Walters • Produced by Joe Pasternak

CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE"

(In

Color)

—

Motion Picture Daily
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May Have

Says Exhibition
Blame

Fabian,

Prices,

TOA

Divorcement

TOA

has

Moreover, Allied's own ranks and
its recent national convention in Boston held forth the same complaint
against product shortage and high film
prices, which Goldenson singled out
as the fruits of divorcement.
With this topic set as the keynote
of TOA's convention, one of the rare
occasions in the organization's existence when trade problems and practices have been ushered to the fore
so promptly and so authoritatively,
many observers here also were inspired to comment on the similarity
and Allied ranks.
of thinking in

TOA

Trueman Rembusch,

df

Allied's

convention keynoter at Boston
last month, cited product shortages and high film rentals, too,
and went on to suggest as a
remedy investments by exhibitors in the securities of four or
five

tion

major production-distribucompanies, which would

give exhibitors a voice at stockholders' meetings with which

they might endeavor to influence policies which would correct the problems.
Goldenson,
cited the

as

TOA's

keynoter,

same two

issues and, for his
remedy, suggested exhibition's direct
or financial entrance into production.

That the suggestion

fell

upon sympa-

ears is undeniable in view of
figures as
the fact that such
S. H. Fabian, Sam Pinanski, Charles
Skouras, M. A. Lightman and others
were well into the formation of a production financing organization, the
National Exhibitors Finance Corp.,
not so many years ago. Many of the
same group also were interested
enough more recently to join in the
financing of the A. N.T. A. -sponsored
film, "Main Street to Broadway," which
thetic

TOA

finest service to

California on

"THE

HOLLYWOOD"
Board United's famous
one-stop DC-6 Mainliner
to Los Angeles at noon,
arrive at 7:55 p.m. Deli-

cious United lunch and
dinner aloft. Also "the
Advance Hollywood" and
"the Overnight Holly-

wood."

Hopeful of Consolidation of
and Allied, May Ask Board Action
Still

could accomplish so much more.
members, the consensus
In discussing the proposal with other
was that Fabian was the man to put the plan across because of
his great ability as a moderator. The opinion was that Abram Myers,
Allied board chairman and general counsel, might be the stumbling
block in any such project, despite the fact that some Allied leaders
look with favor on a consolidation, it was said.

(Continued from page 1)

being distributed by M-G-M.
unqualified
expressed
Goldenson
confidence in motion pictures as the
greatest source of entertainment and
information throughout the world and
said it is his "firm conviction" they
is

now

taxi to be available all day but
pay only for the 30-

the

to be willing to
cent ride.

"With

4,

1953

to Enter Production

CHICAGO, Nov. 3.— Si Fabian, head of Stanley Warner Theatres
and treasurer of Theatre Owners of America, still favors the merger
of Allied and TOA and may bring up the issue at the board meeting on Thursday. He said he "threw the issue on the table" several
months ago but that "nobody picked it up."
"It's a shame," Fabian told "Motion Picture Daily," "that the
exhibitors of the country have to be divided. One big association

Shortages on

recent months that divorcement
not really taken place.

Wednesday, November

Sees Script and
4

Story as 4th

Dimension'
some other manner. I don't know
go into production
than presently when the demand for
in

of a better time to

pictures far exceeds the supply. I am
sure new forces will be set in motion
to correct this imbalance unless the
producers correct it themselves within
the near future," Goldenson concluded.
CH The AB-PT president, speaking of the new techniques, cited
the economic advantages of
equipment standardization, but
warned against a standardization that will put the industry
back in a rut of sameness.

opportunism," he conother attendant
of which unconscionable film
evils
will remain so "unless something as rentals and over-extended playing time
are undoubtedly the worst.
The exyet undiscovered comes along."
"First,
this
revolution in screen
The president of American Broad- orbitant film rentals and over-ex- presentation has brought to the motion
casting-Paramount Theatres empha- tended playing time follow, of course, picture industry a resurgence of pubUp to lic interest that it has not enjoyed for
sized that he included television in his from the shortage of product.
now this is as far as the vicious chain many years," he said. "Even if the
statement.
has progressed, but from the exorbi- public is somewhat confused, they are
Includes Television
tant film rentals can follow deteriora- interested.
And they are talking
"Television is no more prepared or tion of the theatres as physical prop- about motion pictures in an effort to
able to offer the same entertainment erties if the result is that no money understand for themselves the differ(as films) than is baseball or boxing is left to keep them in the condition ences in these methods of screen pres"And that once made them the fairyland entation. This interest has caused
or the horse show," he said.
television will no more put motion where worldly cares and reminders increased grosses at the box-office.
pictures out of business than home were checked at the door.
Second, as to the clamor for standardcooking has put restaurants out of
ization, I can only say that I am
<f "But if film rentals and picbusiness."
heartily in favor of a standardization
ture shortages which go hand
in hand are to take away from
which will enable us to do cheaply
telethat
Goldenson
added
|]|
the exhibitor the money that is
what we are now doing expensively
vision is potentially motion picfor a standardization which will bring
necessary
to
transport
our
tures' "greatest ally," being a
all
of the new techniques within the
patrons
into
this
fairyland,
selling
me"merchandising and
financial ability of all the theatres.
there will be less patrons, less
dium primarily" which already
But I am just as heartily opposed to a
money, less theatres and so less
has demonstrated that it is
standardization which will result in
production and, therefore, self"peculiarly suited to advertise
the motion pictures settling down into
destruction," Goldenson said.
motion pictures by bringing a
another rut for another 20 years.
sample into the potential user's
"You perhaps ask what is neceshome."
sary to cure this and' I answer as I
Sees Production Opportunity
a
Just
Declaring that while the motion did before statesmanship.
"It is my belief that each of the
picture has no deadly competitor on little enlightened self-interest on the innovations
in
the
motion picture
the horizon, it nevertheless has the part of the producers who must be 'look' has created a wider palette for
able
to
foresee
this
vicious
chain
as
power to destroy itself, Goldenson
directors,
producers,
writers
and
"Our industry has need for well as you and I. Just the realiza- actors to give greater expression to
said:
tion
the
on
part
of
these
producers
great statesmanship to avoid that pittheir efforts and thus greater enterthat already in small towns the only
fall."
tainment to the public. And I think
theatre in existence is starting to close
'Artificially Created Situation'
and that although the public in these that in the future we can look forward to each of these techniques being
"The danger to the motion picture small towns and in the neighborhoods used for the presentation of a story
of
larger
towns
is
striving
through
its
comes about through an
industry
Chamber of Commerce and American for which it is best fitted. However,
artificially created situation," GoldenLegion Posts to retain this source of in the last analysis, as we all know so
the
divorcement
"Prior to
son said.
well, the script and the story will be
culture
in common with the large city,
industry had reached a balance of barthe most important fourth dimension
gaining power between production and it is a losing battle unless the proin retaining motion pictures' vital and
Divorcement has left the ducers furnish the film."
exhibition.
dominant position in the entertainment
balance heavily weighted in favor of
world," he concluded.
Sees Possibility of 'Hara-Kiri*
that
production. I need not document
"But, let there be no mistake about
assertion the financial statements of
If the producers will not recogthe larger production companies are this
as if that were nize these facts
if they will not act
sufficient proof. But
'SHOWPLACE OF THE EAST"
not enough it appears that these pro- upon them if they insist on being the
duction companies may have deserted ostrich which does not see the danger
if
they
to the opportunism that most of us so and so hope to escape it
loudly joined in condemning before chose the opportunistic road, there is
divorcement.
I'm sure you will re- no reason why the exhibitor must join
member the independent producers them in this hara-kiri. Only the first
who produced one or two or three two links in the vicious chain of which
|W* (ft*
fff* (ftl^
(fB*
pictures each year
who felt no re- I spoke have been forged and there is
iff*
ffl*(ff^!3
there
was
an
Hffh
tfW^iffrfjfty
no reason why the exhibitor must
sponsibility to see that
adequate supply of product for thea- stand idly by and see the chain completed.
For after all it is the ex- MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre bring*
tres, but who screamed to the high
heavens when the theatres did not be- hibitor who has the greatest stake in TO THE EAST the ultimate in protection.
come available to them at their bid- this industry by approximately a ratio
• Three dimensional projection
ding because the exhibitor recognized of four to one in money investment
• Three channel interlock projection
his responsibility to the producers who and, if necessary, he must protect
• 16mm interlock projection
furnished a regular supply of pictures. himself whether it be by producing
MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE, INC.
619 W 54th St., N Y 19. N. Y. • JUd.on 4-0367
Theirs was a simple case of wanting pictures, by financing production or
tinued,

this

"has

come

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

flff

|rtt^

;
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Now

TOA Board
That

It
CHICAGO,

Member

TOA

Nov.

3.

Theatre Owners of America, it was
Monday by Alfred
here

Starr, retiring president of the exhibiStarr stated that
tor organization.
the joining by Century, and earlier

the selection of a city, some favoring
California, others Washington. It was
proposed by Julian Brylawski that
there be board meetings four times
a year because of the many new problems facing the industry.
Washington was favored by some because of
the imminent consideration of the admission tax repeal at the time of the
meeting, probably late in February,
while others preferred the Coast because of production problems.

Congressmen

A

request by some equipment companies to be allowed to join
as associate, non-voting members was
voted down by the board, which
wanted to keep the association strictly
for exhibitors.
Scrolls expressing the appreciation
of
for their efforts in behalf of
the tax repeal bill are to be presented to Congressmen Noel Mason,
who introduced the Mason Bill, and
to Leo Allen, chairman of the House

TOA

TOA

were

scrolls

TOA

public

relations director.

Tells of Powerful

Future Arc Lamps
CHICAGO,
projection

Nov.
arc lamps

3.

— Although

now

to the

TOA

(Continued from page 1)

board that

it

with distributors regarding the establishment of

available

Cole at

TOA

To Continue NETTC
As Separate Entity

Meet

To Plug Tax Drive
CHICAGO, Nov. — Col. H.

Cole is here as a representative of the
Council of Motion Picture Organization's tax committee and not as an
Cole is trying to
Allied observer.
_

contacting
their Congressmen and getting the tax
repeal campaign in motion.
Cole said it was somewhat discouraging to find that many exhibitors
in the field are not following through
on the campaign. He stressed the necessity of re-contacting their Congressmen for their support. He said that
the groundwork had been laid in the
previous campaign and that the principal job was to call on their Representatives for a re-pledge of their support.
Cole also said that many exhibitors
who have followed up on the campaign have failed to make a report to
office so
to the New York
that progress can be determined.
Morris Loewenstein of Theatre
Owners of Oklahoma said that all of
the state's Congressmen and Senators were being invited to a "Congressional luncheon" to be held in connection with the unit's convention in
exhibitors

into

COMPO

Decmber.

more than fulfill present requirements,
even more powerful arcs are in devel- time is publicly showing the super
opment in the foreseeable future. This "135" arc lamp, while in the laborawas revealed at the TESMA-TOA tory and engineering departments
convention today by Arthur Hatch, Strong has for about two years a
vice-president in charge of engineer- lamp capable of projecting 60,000
ing for Strong Electric Corp.
lumens to a screen, which, Hatch
Stating that there never has been
a status quo in projection arc development. Hatch said that usually "we
have the lamp of the future on the
drawing board at the same time we.
are announcing a current new lamp."
As an example, Strong for the first

in excess of anything
before for the theatre.
The greatest Lumen output of any
lamp in production, the Strong "135"
is

ever

made

is

less

than half that figure, he

said.

Not Usable Today

Exhibitor
Lauds Trade Press
CHICAGO, Nov. 3.— Ed Zorn,

said that theatres, projection
practices and associated equipment,
are not ready now to utilize a lamp
of this type. Today's projectors, having optical clearance for only F2.0
systems, cpuld not possibly pass the

Illinois exhibitor, at the

Theatre

high speed beam from this lamphouse

Owners of America board meeting Monday, urged exhibitors to
read the trade papers more

and present projection lenses would

thoroughly. He said that while
recuperating from a broken leg
recently, he had time to read
the trade press to a greater degree and that he was amazed
to find that there was so much
interesting and informative material

which

many

pass over quickly.

exhibitors

likewise

be

inadequate in acceptance

Furthermore, Hatch said, even
if all projection equipment could be
house, there is no combination of film
base and heat removing means availstyle.

base and heat removing means available that would allow projection of
film to be accomplished without film
destruction.
He said, however, that
when the market is ready for this big
Strong lamp, the company will an-

nounce

it.

Rosenfield, William
J.
A. Fuller Sams, Jr., Jay
Morton Thalhimer, David

J.

Jr.,

Solomon,

R. B. Wilby and Nat
Williams.
Standing committees, chairmen and
co-chairmen
research, Myron Blank
and Elmer Rhoden organization and
membership, George Kerasotes and E.
D. Martin; COMPO, Sam Pinanski
Wallerstein,

:

;

and Pat McGee theatre television, Si
Fabian and Mitchell Wolfson; national legislation, Julian Brylawski
state and local
legislation,
Robert
Bryant and Lamar Sarra legal advi;

Herman Levy

film reviewing,
Kincey drive-in theatres, Jack
Braunagel arbitration, Robert Wilby

CHICAGO,

;

Nov. 3.—The National
Theatre Television Committee,
during
the and Alfred Starr building and safety
meeting
here
Theatre Owners of America conven- codes, Henry Anderson concessions,
tion, voted on Monday to continue the Herbert Hahn and Andrew Krappgroup as a separate entity for the fur- man theatres and accessories, Joseph
therance of theatre TV. It was voted Zaro and Lucian Pope
public relato file the appplications with the FCC tions, Elmer Rhoden and Emil Bernfor theatres' own channels on an in- stecker.
ter-city, intra-city, or both, basis.
In his acceptance speech as the inThe NETTC originally was formed coming president, Reade said that he
Exhibitors

;

;

;

;

;

;

FCC to recognize theatre would strive to fulfill TOA's aims, inan existing service and the cluding that of setting up a single
committee now will expand its- scope. association of exhibitors.
It was voted to petition major manufacturers to change equipment to acto get the

TV

as

commodate a

different aspect ratio
a large screen instead of the
present 4-to-3 scale.
It was further
resolved to discuss with the manufacturers the possibility of conducting research so that theatre television
can be supplied in color.

that

Indiana Owners

is,

Encourages BOT-TV
The NETTC voted to encourage
Box Office Television, Inc., in its plan
on a large scale
program.
A committee was formed to map a
system of financing the organization.
This group, with Fred Schwartz of
New York as chairman, consists of
Mitchell Wolfson,
Miami; Donald
Schine, Gloversville, N. Y.
Arthur
Lockwood, Boston
Jay Solomon,
Chattanooga, and Phil Hading, New
York.
to rent receiving sets

;

;

Hugo Fregonese Is
Signed by Panoramic

—

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 3.
Hugo
Fregonese has been signed to direct
Charles Kaufman-Franklyn Coen
screenplay based on the "Saturday
Evening Post" story about the Civil
War, "The Affair At St. Albans," for
Panoramic
Productions.
Producer
Leonard Goldstein has simultaneously
announced the signing of Van Heflin
as the male star.
Goldstein
and
Fregonese
were
scheduled to leave here for Spain
early this month to begin preparations
for the filming there of Panoramic's
"A Matter of Life And Death." However, cabled weather reports indicate
that the unsettled winter season has
started early, and Goldstein has decided to abandon the project until
the

Hatch

Illinois

Rlioden,
Ruffin,

sory,
H. F.

far

said,

;

;

A.

3.

stimulate

and executive committee Charles P.
Skouras, honorary board chairman,
and the following executive committee
Art Adamson, Tom Bloomer,
Jack Braunagel, C. E. Cook, Ed Fabian, L. S. Hamm, Russell Hardwick,
Mack Jackson, George Kerasotes, Arthur Lockwood, Morris Loewenstein,
Roy Martin, Martin Mullin, J. J.
Pinanski,
Elmer
O'Leary,
Sam
:

TOA

by the Stanley- Warner circuit, marks
the beginning of affiliations by other
theatre companies.
The matter of selecting a time and
place for the mid-winter board meeting was set aside until a later date.
There appeared to be no agreement on

The

recommendation

was discussed here last night at an executive
committee meeting which lasted until after midnight. While a number of subjects were discussed, it is reported that arbitration held
an important place on the agenda. The executive committee members, it was learned, are not unanimously in favor of arbitration
but the majority are anxious to get a plan under way. The arbitration committee submitted its report to the executive committee, but
details are being withheld until the board meets on Thursday.
could not institute
Bob Wilby said there was no reason why
an arbitration system without Allied. If the machinery can be set up
with distributors, he said, the service can be utilized by any exhibitor
regardless of affiliation.
"Let's get a system started," he said, "and it doesn't matter who
gets the credit for it."

revealed

Pitts,

—A

Allied's participation.
The arbitration issue

CHICAGO, Nov. 3.—The Century
New York has joined the

Rules Committee.
prepared by Dick

to

an industry arbitration system is expected to be offered on Thursday.
This would indicate that TOA is willing to pursue a plan without

Circuit of

Scrolls for

Walter Reade

Get Recommendation
Start Arbitration Talks

initiate discussions

Of the

5

spring.

Meanwhile, Fregonese

is

also plan-

ning to produce "Don Quixote" independently in Spain next year.

(Continued from page 1)

new mediums
as

tices

the

has displaced trade pracexhibitor's No. 1 con-

cern, William A. Carroll,
retary, indicated.

ATOI

sec-

Speakers at the opening session
included Robert Coyne,
special counsel
H. E. Bragg, assistant
chief of research for 2'0th Century-

COMPO

;

Fox,

and William Rosensohn,

vice-

president of Boxoffice Television.

Exhibitor problems also were discussed with a panel of insurance experts.

The new board will meet tomorrow
to elect officers. Speakers to be heard
tomorrow will include Albert E.
Sindlinger,
statistician;
Abram F. Myers, board chairman of
national Allied, and Edward Raub,
counsel.
Jr.,
The annual ban-

industry

ATOI

quet tomorrow night will close the
convention.
Clinics are in charge of J. P. Finneran, for small and medium towns
Rex Carr. for cities and subsequent
runs,

and Dick

Pell, for drive-ins.

Mobile Cinerama
Probable: Fabian
CHICAGO,

—

Nov. 3.
Plans
mobile
units
may
transport Cinerama equipment
from city to city are in work,
Si Fabian said Monday at a
demonstration of the process at
the Palace Theatre here. While
not going into detail, Fabian
said that the engineers say that
the portable units may be set up
on a fleet of trucks. Approximately 1,200 persons attended
the Cinerama showing.

whereby
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3-D 'Kate 'Test

RKO

Wednesday, November

Theatres in Rebuttal

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

RKO

form, the picture will be switched to
3-D for the hold-over period.
The
sixth city, Evansville, Ind., where the
film had been shown in conventional
form, was said to be insufficient in size
to warrant a second week.
M-G-M, taking note of the wide
industry interest in the test, stressed
that in all cases the business done
was on a par with what may be expected of top pictures.
However, the
company said, "the result in the 3-D
towns was 40 per cent better than in
the standard towns. This average was

George
following
20th - Fox,
P.
Skouras, president of Skouras Theatres
Charles P. Skouras, president
Spyros
P.
of
National
Theatres,
and
Skouras, president of 20th-Fox
a number of subsidiary and affiliated
corporations of Skouras Theatres.
Theatres' answer, filed by
the law firm of O'Brien, Driscoll and
Raftery, charged that the plaintiffs
and additional defendants had "dominance" and "control" by virtue of their
alleged tremendous buying power over

augmented by the results in Texas.
Dallas was 60 per cent better than

tures.

addition to seeking
triple damages, seeks a permanent injunction restraining the plaintiffs and
additional defendants from attempting
to allegedly monopolize exhibition of
motion pictures in the New York

The answer charged that as part of
the alleged plot an agreement was se-

and

Houston."

"Some of the critics," the report
continued, "who were opposed to 3-D
presentations, admitted the possibility
of error in their pre-opening judgment."
"In the light of these experiments,"
said Charles Reagan, general sales
manager for M-G-M, "we strongly
urge theatres to play 'Kiss Me Kate'
in 3-D.
are furnishing prints in
standard dimension as well as in 3-D,
but it seems that good business indicates 3-D."

;

;

RKO

the allocation and distribution of pic-

cured under which Skouras Theatres
received an exclusive license for the
playing of 20th-Fox pictures.
Theatres claimed that despite the illegality of that agreement, which was
said to be terminated in 1947, Skouras
Theatres continues to have the "same

Fox product."
'Pooling' Charged

We

Call for Code

As

Censors Irk Italy

—

ROME, Nov. 3. Italian producers
and the press once more are looking
with renewed favor on serious enforcement of the industry's voluntary
production code following widespread
dissatisfaction with recent decisions
of the government censors in connection with newly released films here.
An editorial in the current trade
weekly, "Cinespettacolo," declares that
the production code, like many another
intelligent and useful effort, went by
the wayside and the trade now realizes its error.
Italian producers, the
states, were wrong in permitting this to happen because, in so
doing,
they
renounced
democratic
self-control in favor of government
censorship.
The industry's voluntary code was
patterned on Hollywood's Production
Code, which was described to trade
leaders here some years ago by Martin Quigley, Jr., editor of "Motion
Picture Herald."

editorial

Goldenson

to

Speak

Leonard Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres,

morrow

will be guest speaker toat the regular luncheon of

Security Analysts Association at
Schwartz's Restaurant.

the

CinemaScope process would not be
Muhl made it plain.
He
RKO said U-I has not yet selected a story
Midway, an arrangement which began for its first CinemaScope production
in 1941.
It was further alleged that
but the studio's general idea in that
after 1948, houses of the Skouras The- regard is to use material of the adatres were moved up to the same venture-melodrama type, believing that
run as first-run neighborhood houses to be better suited to the Cinemaheld to be coerced for the
81st
Street Theatre, which was said to be
in force until
1947, and the

RKO

of

in

Metropolitan area. Skouras Theatres
affiliated companies were said to
operate or control about 120 theatres
in the Metropolitan area, while the
circuit was said to have 14
houses in the same area. The answer
also asks for dismissal of the complaint as to
Theatres.
It cited

The 24-page

RKO

RKO

In addition, RKO Theatres
claimed Skouras Theatres compelled it to share the income
and profits of some of the RKO
Theatres, beginning in 1931 and
continuing to the present with
Skouras Theatres.
The RKO
circuit

_

claimed in order to pro-

RKO
was allegedly coerced to pool
the operations of its RKO Jefferson and RKO Coliseum with
the Academy of Music and Audubon theatres, owned by
20th-Fox

York
dam-

ages sought by Skouras Theatres up

Theatres brief
recited what it claimed to be an income pooling arrangement among the
Skouras brothers which ran from 1931
to
under which Charles P.
1951,
Skouras and Spyros P. Skouras received 37% per cent of the combined
earnings of the three brothers and
George P. Skouras, 25 per cent. This
alleged arrangement was claimed to
be part of the conspiracy to discriminate against
Theatres in the
New York Metropolitan area.

cure

RKO

as "partial defense" two New
State acts limiting the amount of
to

June

4, 1947, and June 4, 1950.
Original Suit Filed June 4

The

original suit, filed

June

Another pooling agreement,

RKO

1

years.
RKO, in addition, it was alleged, was compelled to share the
losses until 1941 of the Terminal The-

said that U-I's policy in using
will be to film such a
production in a standard version also
for "proteection," but the studio feels
that to do so would be "very costly"
and no means of solving the cost
problem have been discovered as yet.
He added that some solution may be
forthcoming soon, however.
want to continue to service a
lot of theatres
which will not be
equipped to play CinemaScope in the
immediate future," Muhl said. "I feel
that CinemaScope is the best widescreen system developed thus far but
there certainly will be a large market
for standard films for some time to
come and we intend to serve that

"We

Will Continue 3-D

by Skouras

Theatres is believed to
be the largest anti-trust action filed
by exhibitors in the industry's history.
It named as defendants every major
distributor
with the exception of
Loew's and ZOth-Fox. It charged unreasonable clearance and runs designed to favor affiliated circuits, including Warner Brothers and
Theatres.

RKO

Alfred E. Daff, U-I executive vicepresident, said the company's policy
with respect to 3-D films will be similar.
He said 3-D still is popular in

many
make

areas and U-I will continue to
films in that process but conventional versions of the same films
also will be available. It will be optional with exhibitors which version
is

Milton
Weisman,
attorney
for
Skouras Theatres, when asked for
comment on the answer of
Theatres said he "welcomes such a lack
of a true defense," charging that the
answer was "nonsense."
Officials of 20th-Fox could not be
reached for comment.

RKO

Michigan Allied Aids
Tax Drive; Board Set
DETROIT,

Nov. 3.— Plans are now
the making for a renewed drive
was by Allied Theatres of Michigan
for

charged, provided that 40 per cent of
the earnings of the
Proctor
Theatre, Newark, would go to the
Skouras Theatres Corp. until 1937,
and thereafter the percentage was increased to 50 per cent to Aug. 31,
1952, with an option for 15 more

Muhl

CinemaScope

1953,

in

it

story.

market."
4,

product,

Skouras Theatres.

affected,

Scope process than a straight dramatic

Theatres.

The answer,

RKO RKO

rights to exhibit

1953

U-Fs Ratio

(Continued from page 1)
:

4,

removal of the 20 per cent Federal
admission tax following the plea made
at the recent convention of the organization by Robert W. Coyne, special
counsel for the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
Newly-elected directors of the unit
are Al Ackerman, Detroit; Joe Denniston,

Monroe; Bob

Bronson Henry Carley, Allegan
Martin
ater, operated by Skouras Theatres,
Christiansen, Muskegon Pearce Park,
in Newark.
East Lansing; Irving Belinsky, East
Other pooling arrangements were Detroit; R.
W. Beechler, St. Johns;
Emmet Roche, Hart; Ed Johnson,
Bay City; Martin Thomas, Menominee; P. J. O'Donnell, Ironwood; Lou
Wisper, Detroit; Alden Smith, Royal
Oak; B. L. Kilbride, Detroit; John
Lachos, Flat Rock; Adolph Goldberg,
Detroit, and Frank Fbrman, Oxford.
Pennell,

;

;

;

played.

He

added that 3-D continues

in deforeign markets, too,
and that all-time records were established by some of the company's 3-D
releases in Brazil recently.
Daff expressed the opinion that the
new techniques are not essential to

mand

in

many

some stories and U-I will endeavor to
use them only in instances where it
is believed they will constitute a plusfactor for a particular property.
Muhl will remain in New York until the end of the week to confer with
home office executives and the board
of directors on budgets, studio policies
and administration.
The visit, he
said, is in the nature of an annual one
customarily made at the end of the
company's

fiscal year,

Nov.

1.

Rev. J. A. Pike Will
Address Pioneers
The Very Rev. James A. Pike,
J.S.D., D.D., the dean of the Cathedral St. John Divine,
York, has
accepted the invitation of the Motion
Picture Pioneers to be a guest speaker
at the 15th annual dinner on Nov. 12

New

at the

Astor Hotel.

Reverend Pike is one of two dozen
figures from the church, the film industry and civic and industrial life,
who will attend the dinner which will
honor Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount, who was named "Pioneer
of the Year."

Pay, Work Week Off
At Studios in Sept.
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 3.— Average
weekly earnings of craft union workers in the studios dropped from $116.16
in August to $107.40 in September,
according" to the State Department industrial relations monthly report. The
drop reflected a decrease in the average work week from 41.4 to 38.6
hours.

FILMACK
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Motion Picture Editor of the Evening Herald and Express

now

down

settled

to

extraordinary

ment.

And

town has
the making of

movie

the

entertain-

.

it

isn't

surprising,

either, that Allied Artists, a
small but ambitious firm, can
bounce forth with some very
outstanding offerings. .
One of these "sleepers" (as
they are called professionally)
Is "Jack Slade," a Lindsley
Parsons production of violence,
in the west... with a grim
spirit, such as became popular

with "High Noon" and
"Shane," Warren Douglas constructed the script of "Jack
Slade" to a point of superviolence.

who

doesn't want to kill but is
forced to by necessity. . .mucn
credit for the tautness of
"Jack Slade" belongs to Director Harold Schuster, who deftly managed to weave an
exciting but tragic love
sequence between the startling blasts of the six-guns .

top newspaper

columnists

hails a

boxoffice

.

The cinematic stock of Mark
Stevens rises to new points of

smash!

with his dramatic
character study of Slade...
and Dorothy Malone, a talented beauty, should really get
important roles in the future
...she's proved her ability...
interest

Harry Shannon, Barton MacLane, Paul Langton and John
Litel round out the cast that
is

excellent.

"Jack

.

Slade, brilliantly portrayed
by Mark Stevens, is a killer

of

the nation's

JIMMY STARR

This seems to be a year of
Hollywood...
in
surprises
wide screen is here to stay,

b*ok

..

has all the
of hitting a big
score with the film fans...

bullet

Slade"

marks

If You Need

A Big One RIWTNOW...

Wire or Phone

ALUfD ARTfffi Totyt

:

;;
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Schwartz, Grainger

21

Report Stock Deals

20th's

WASHINGTON,
Schwartz bought

RKO

shares of
Theatres Corp. common stock during
September, boosting his holdings to
4,500 shares, according to the latest

monthly Securities and Exchange
Commission listing of trading by officers and directors in film company
stocks.

James R.

Grainger was

buying 200 shares of

listed

as

RKO

Pictures
common in May, his entire holding.
John B. Bertero reported buying 300
shares of National Theatres common,
for a total holding of 1,700 shares.
Peter Colefax reported buying 100
shares of National Theatres in August and another 300 shares in September, for a total of 2,100 shares.

An

Warner

account
bought 5,000 shares of Warner Brothers common.
The trust holding was
thereby increased to 18,300 shares.
Warner held 159,675 shares in his
own name. Jack L. Warner bought
1,600 shares, increasing his holding
to 232,699 shares, plus 12,750 shares
in

Albert

with Pinky Herman,

Nov. 3.— Sol A.

2,000'

trust

trust accounts.

p\AVE GARROWAY'S

seven to nine ayem "NBToday" across
board series has added five more participation-sponsors.
Dave has come a long way since his platter-spinning days back in
the

the Windy City.
The American Male's ABChampion against
the "deadly" female next Saturday on "Leave It to the Girls" (7:30
.

.

.

Edward Everett Horton.

P.M.)

will be

"Ev"

don't look

(Tip

but he's a cat that's hep.)

it

.

to
.

.

Maggi McNellis
The mail pull of

the "NBCan You Top This ?" quarter-hour strip jumped to over 700
pieces after the third week. However, to this reporter, who has
enjoyed many a hearty laugh at the funny stories, puns and quips of
"Senator" Ford, Harry Hershfield, Peter Donald et al, it appears
that this show would snare a sponsor if its format were revised to a
.

.

.

.

.

ft
ft
Charles Sanford, musical director of "Your Show of
Shows," who is easily one of TV's top-flight conductors,
rounding out his sixth year of association with producer Max
•fr.

Liebman.

.

Hope

.

.

who appeared with Sarah

Miller,

Frank Freeman bought 700
shares of Paramount common, in-

Churchill on Sunday's "Hallmark Playhouse," is wife of Nat Kahn, "Hollywood

creasing his holdings to 1,800 shares.
George Weltner bought 140 shares,
for a total of 215.

Tripp, a
featuring

Y.

Reporter" editor.

Sunday

Theatres Join
In Fight Against Tax
'Legit'

of New York Theatres,
an organization of legitimate stage
production houses, is stepping up its
campaign for the elimination of the
20 per cent Federal amusement tax.
James F. Reilly, executive director
of the league, in describing the or-

The League

ganization's

plans,
will be

stated

that

the

beyond
New York and Washington and will
be so conducted as to obtain support
on a nationwide basis.

campaign

extended

new

.

.

series,

moppet

.

Produced by Paul
"Riverboat

Revue,"

bow into the
schedule with the sta-

talent, will

WCAU-TV

tion's musical director

Dave Stephens wav-

Athena Lorde, one of
ing the baton.
our better thespians, will be seen as the
femme lead in the Nov. 13th edition of "The
Big Story" on the NBChannel.
Everyone concerned rates the ABCongratulations
pouring in for the truly great TV debut
made by U.S. Steel's Theatre Guild producCharles Sanford
tion last week of David Davidson's vivid
Utilizing Hollywar drama, "P.O.W."
wood's flashback technique to advantage, director Alex Segal,
with inspired performances by Gary Merrill, Richard Kiley,
Phyllis Kirk, Brian Keith and the entire cast, did one of TV's
outstanding dramatic accomplishments thus far.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.ft
ft
ft
Sterling
Corp. will handle American and Canadian distribution for 13 Emerson Yorke sport, trowel and variety productions,
Pan-American Productions will
heretofore restricted to TV.
release the telefilms (with special Spanish sound track) for the
Betty Hutton's great show at
Latin- American
market.
the Palace Theatre in N.Y. brought to maestro Vincent Lopez'
mind a clever novelty ditty he'd written years ago titled, "The
Definition Song," which first gained La Hutton attention. Lopez
dusted off the original manuscript of the tune and with a consistent radio-TV plug, is giving Mills Music another potential
Guy Lombardo ork will WNBTee off a new
Hit Paradcr.
musical series (Fri. at 7-7:30 P.M.) for Lincoln-Mercury dealers
of N.Y. Program will feature dance music direct from the Roosevelt Grill with weekly guests interviewed by Guy.
First visitor
of course will be L.-M.'s greatest booster, Ed Sullivan.

TV

TV

.

.

.

.

.

accelerated

pace, 20th Century-Fox's
will be opened this week
in 21 additional theatres in the United
States and Canada, bringing to 80
the number of theatres showcasing
the production.

"The Robe"

"The Robe" opens today
coln,

Springfield,

111.

at the Lin-

Orpheum,

;

Tulsa;
Fox,
Bakersfield
Crest,
Fresno; Norva, Norfolk; Majestic,
Providence
Colonial, Akron
Paramount, Wilkes Barre, and the Com;

;

;

Scranton.

erford,

Eight

Bows Tomorrow

Eight openings are scheduled for
tomorrow, at the Rialto, Louisville
Paramount, Montgomery
Miller,
Augusta
McDonald, Eugene, Ore.
Montana, Butte
Chief,
Pocatello
Fox, Billings, Montana, and the Cap;

;

;

Calgary.

itol,

On

Friday the picture will open at
California,
San Jose
Gillioz,
Springfield, Mo.; Kearse, Charleston,

the

;

W.

Va.,

and the

State, Harrisburg.

Army

Cites Wallis
Film for 'Realism'
The United

States Army has cited
"realism" of the Hal WallisParamount production, "Cease Fire!"
which was filmed with stereoscopic
photography under Korean battle conditions,
following its screening in
Washington for top ranking Army
the

officials.

The Washington screening was attended by Wallis and his partner,
Joseph Hazen Owen Crump, who di;

rected; Major Raymond Harvey, Congressional Medal of Honor soldier,
who acted as technical adviser, and
Robert Denton, Paramount representative in

Washington.

Pedro Diaz Promoted
To New RKO Post
Pedro Diaz has been promoted from
manager in Colombia, to
manager for Peru, succeeding Erich
Steinberg, RKO Radio foreign manaassistant

ger Alfred
Steinberg

Crown

reports.

arrived in New York
Monday to confer with home office
executives prior to announcement of
his new assignment.

.

ft

ft

.

ft

Martin Jones, producer-director-writer of Broadway, radio and

TV

for

With theatre installations of CinemaScope equipment proceeding at an

WNEW,

half-hour-once-a-week.
With Hal Moore returning to
Gabe Millerand, one of KYWaker Town's most -listened-to deejays,
takes over the night time platter series.
Fred Waring and his
Pennsylvanians leave next Monday for a four-week concert tour of.
the Mid-West and South, returning to Gotham Dec. 13 for their
General Electric CBS-TV show.
.

More Openings

CinemaScope
In U.S. and Canada

Television-Radio

Through the SEC

1953

4,

productions Henry Olmstead, internationally-known electronics
tycoon, and Gordon Knox, head of the Princeton Film Center, Inc.,
and producer of "Jet Fighter" for the ABC-TV Album and portions
of Ford Foundation's "Omnibus," have formed a new
production film.
Product will consist of adventure and dramatic telefilms
with Marine Corps background and featuring different casts. Scripts
are by George Roy Hill and Morton Wishengrad, both with numer;

TV

ous film credits, and initial pix goes into production
Quantico, Va., with Jones at the helm.
ft
ft
ft

LOTSA DOTS

Monday

at

David Wear, former Wm. Morris
staffer on the Coast, has been named coordinator of sales
for Goodson-Todman.
Florence Rinard, panelist on
DuMont's "Twenty Questions," will receive the honorary
degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from De Pauw U.
Nov. 16. Her husband and co-panelist received a similar
degree last month from Franklin & Marshall College.
.

.

Greshler Film to Open

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

— Abner

3.

Greshler's production, "Yesterday and
Today," has been set to open simultaneously on a double bill with Warners' "So Big" at the two local Para-

mount Theatres tomorrow.

Release

of Greshler's feature, which is highlighted by clips from old-time screen
classics ranging back to 1900, has the
backing of the Chamber of Commerce
as a tie up with the Hollywood "50th

Anniversary Celebration" which

it

sponsoring.

HOWARD

E.

STARK!

.

.

.

.

Brokers and Financial Consultants

TELEVISION STATIONS

RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
Specialists to

EL

5-0405
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National

Is Vital,

Not Only for
Immature: Vizzard
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 3.— Jack
'Codes'

Shea Conclave Told

Pre-Selling

PITTSBURGH,

WE

AREN'T acquainted with
many millionaires who are either
bachelors or in the foot-free classificaThis reflective thought was intion.
spired by Marilyn Monroe's full page
picture photographed against a blackdrop and the one on the front cover
Marilyn's
of "Look's" current issue.
next release is the CinemaScope production of "How to Marry a MillionAlthough

aire."

millionaires

is

Marilyn

will

obstacles

in

our

limited,

meet

"How

to

Nov. 3.— Country-

of

member

wide discussions concerning new mo-

Vizzard,

tion picture projection processes such

Production

CinemaScope, 3-D and wide-screen
are bringing a renewed interest in
films that is vital to the present and

tion,

told U.S.C. students in a

mass

-

as

future success of the industry,
Shea, president of the Shea
told delegates to the annual
meeting held here at the Hotel

Circuit,

general

Roose-

velt.

tion,

The

it

Fulton, Pittsburgh
Shea.'s
That girl could even marry
town, N. Y. and the State,
a Harvard man.
chester, N. H.

James-

;

lionaire."

;

in

Code

of

the

Administra-

communications

course

and that includes adults.
notion
once one
that

reaches voting age he is morally
unassailable is contradicted by
history
both
and
common

;

:

staff

today the "idea that the Production Code is concerned only
with immature and impressionable members of the audience is
naive and narrow.
There is
such a thing as public corrup-

Gerald

With respect to the new processes,
was pointed out that six Shea thewe don't think atres are now installing CinemaScope
Colonial, Akron
Parainsurmountable equipment
mount,
Youngstown;
Shea's, Erie;
MilMarry a
knowledge

11

sense."

Man-

•

Proceeding 'Cautiously'

"The Actress" and "Forever Female," both pictures based on life

Loew's Divorce

Shea said that while the Shea cir{Continued from page 1)
theatre's
legitimate
the
behind
cuit was committed to cooperate 100
asbestos curtains, are among the per cent with 20th Century-Fox in to give it was that a company retirefilms reviewed and recommended in the matter of CinemaScope, a policy ment plan goes into effect March 1.
the November issue of "Woman's of proceeding "cautiously" in adopting 1954. Loew's declared that many key
Home Companion." Ginger Rogers the process was urged since cost fac- employes were expected to retire on
and Paul Douglas are starred in tors and potential earnings would of that date, and that the loss of these
workers would be particularly damag"Forever Female," while Jean Sim- necessity have to be fully analyzed.
mons and Spencer Tracy portray
Many of the circuit's houses already ing if it came right on the heels of
before
new workers
the featured characters in "The have all-purpose wide-screens in use, divorcement,
Actress."
and present plans call for installations could be trained as replacements.
•
The Aug. 31 date also seemed a
in all first-run locations by the end
"Prince Valiant's" star, Bob Waghave a considerable amount
of space devoted to his biography in
the
Nov. 22 isswe of "American
is
"Prince
Valiant"
a
Weekly."

of the year.

ner, will

CinemaScope production.
"Kiss

Nov.

Me,
in

Kate,"

Larry
Magazine's"

reports

"American

issue, "is the story of

two quar-

relsome stage stars who play the leads
in a musical version of Shakespeare's
Their off'Taming of the Shrew.'
stage fights almost wreck the show,
but the bard wins in the end, and the
stars wind up in each other's arms."
•
Kingdom" is
"The Night Is
one of the pictures reviewed in the
Ed
Nov. issue of "Seventeen."
Miller reports "it is absorbing story
from France about the world of the
blind. Jean Gabin plays a rugged,
athletic railroad engineer who loses
Gabin
his sight in an accident.
does a superb job in the Arthur

My

Davis release."
•

"The

Amazing

Justice spokesmen emphasized that
Nov. 3.— All 12 no other deadline is affected by the
defendants in the Government's 16mm postponement. Specifically, they said,
suit against major producers met to- there is no change in the Feb. 6, 1955,

day's deadline for returning their interrogatories, assistant U.S. Attorney
James W. McGrath said, but Republic Pictures will be allowed a fortnight in which to complete compiling
information called for by one question
in its interrogatory.
McGrath said
the next step on the Government's
part will be the inspection of certain
documents, followed by the taking of
depositions, with the court expected to
call a pre-trial conference when this

work has been completed.

McGrath

to estimate how long these
preparatory steps may take, but indicated several weeks will be consumed.

declined

MPEA

ing."

November.

The

Export Association.

The MPEA meeting was called in
"Torch Song," "Blowing Wild" the midst of negotiations in Paris
and "Kiss Me, Kate" are recom- seeking a new U. S. -Franco film
mended by Ruth Harbert in the agreement. The old agreement expired
Nov. issue of "Good Housekeep- four months ago, but was extended to
Johnston,

"The Living Desert," reports Florence Somers in the November issue
of "Rcdbook," "is one of the most
and entertaining pictures
in release, even though there's not a
human being in the film. Imagine

Paris,
shortly in

in

Regarding Spain,

MPEA

Griffith

economist presently

slated to visit Madrid
an effort -to work out a

is

new Spanish-American

pact.

fascinating

in the

moon-

light?
Or big lumbering tortoises
fighting over what is, to them, a most
desirable female ?
Or a mother-rat
courageously kicking dirt in a snake's

eyes to protect her young?
These
are
only a few of the exciting
sequences which Walt Disney brings

you in his

first

full-length

true-life

adventure film."

WALTER HAAS

A

period.

'Flight Nurse'

Bow

Agenda Here In Capital Tonight

film situation in France and
Spain will be discussed today at a
meeting here of the Motion Picture

•

deadline for completing the actual distribution of stock in the new company
to Loew's stockholders.
Loew's has
asked for no extension in this deadline, it was declared.
provision in the original consent
decree states that if Loew's cannot
complete an equitable refinancing of
its funded debt between the two companies by Feb. 6, 1955, it can ask the
New York Federal court to retain all
stock in the theatre company until
Feb. 6, 1957, provided that the Federal court appoints and governs half
of the Loew's directorate during that

(Continued from page 1)
The game, although it did
not draw as well as the Georgia Tech

this year.

event, indicated that the telecast series
is
building an audience, the

BOT

spokesman added.

The following

grosses, according to
realized in the subsequent
situations:
Marbro, $2,100; Crown,
Chicago;
Marine,
$1,100,
$1,200;
Prospect, $1,700, Brooklyn
Rivoli,
Toledo, $1,100; Grand, Albany, N. Y.,
$850; Hollywood, Detroit, $600; St.
James, Asbury Park, $450
Stanley,
Baltimore,
Stanley,
Phila$1,050;
delphia, $1,020.
BOT, in addition, announced that
Loew's State, Boston, will join the
football telecast network this Saturday when the Notre Dame-Pennsylvania game will be played at Philadelphia.
Also slated for this Saturday's game, it was disclosed, is the
Theatre, Elizabeth, N. J., where
the first Snaider
set has been installed under BOT's leasing plan.

BOT, were

;

;

New

TV

1,025 at Albany's
for Game

Grand

ALBANY,
tendance

Betty Hutton to Start
Sophie Tucker Film
Betty Hutton and the "All Star InShow" today will start its
Palace Theafinal week at the
tre here, thus completing a limited,
reserved seat engagement of four
weeks. Miss Hutton will leave for
Hollywood after her Palace run to
prepare for her own independent film
production of Sophie Tucker's life
story, "Some of These Days."
ternational

RKO

Republic's "Flight Nurse" premieres
tonight at the Ontario Theatre in
Washington, where the opening of this
Joan Leslie-Forrest Tucker starrer
will be sparked by the presence of
Miss Leslie and Richard Simmons of
the cast, high-ranking dignitaries of
the Air Force, and the participation
of various Air Force units in ceremonies.

Gen. Harry Armstrong, Air Force
General, and Col. Verena
Zeller, Chief of Air Force Nurses,
will be among Air Force personnel

Surgeon

present. C. Bruce Newbery, Republic's director of sales, and James V.
O'Gara, division sales manager, will
attend the opening.

See Record for 'Violated'
"Violated," which had its premiere
Buffalo at the 300-seat Mercury
Theatre, broke every existing house
record by more than 50 per cent, taking in $4,498 in the first three days of
Palace
its engagement, according to
in

Pictures, which is headed by William
Holland and William Mishkin.

at

N.

3.— AtDame-Navy

Nov.

Y.,

Notre

the

game
Grand

Saturday
in
approximately
1,025 compared with 960 the previous
week and 500 the first time.
The

football

Fabian's

last

was

number

of children at 50 cents was
larger compared to the number of
adults at 85 cents, due in part to a

Tarzan

picture.

The percentage

of parents accompanying their sons was higher. Manager Paul Wallen said concessions
business improved again because of
the children.
The pickup was alert,
clear and sharp.

Football-TV Grosses
Recede in Chicago

CHICAGO,

Nov.

3.

— Despite

op-

timistic predictions by chain executives
here, last Saturday's large-screen tele-

Notre Dame- Navy footfar below the previous
week's in attendance, as the Essaness
Crown drew 850 people compared with
last week's 1,150, and the B. & K.
Marbro dropped off from 3,800 attendance to 2,400.
Both theatres

cast of the
ball

game

charge

France, Spain Top

Story
Walt
of
Disney" is running in the "Saturday
Evening Post." The story is in two
parts and is illustrated by color photographs taken at Disney's home.

scorpions square-dancing

No Extension Asked

HOLLYWOOD,

•

Thomas

Gov't 16mm Suit Gets
All Interrogatories

natural one, Justice officials explained,
because that is the end of Loew's fiscal
year.

Grid Telecast

fell

$1.50

including

tax

for

the

football games.

Baltimore House

One-Third Full

is

for

BALTIMORE,

TV

Nov. 3.—The Stan-

ley Theatre, with a seating capacity
of 3,000, was about one-third sold for
Saturday's telecast of the Notre Dame
vs. Navy game.
Most of the tickets,
sold on a general admission basis of
$1.50 for all locations, were purchased

Saturday.
There was very
vance sale.

little

ad-

September Tax Total
Over '52 in Chicago
CHICAGO,

Nov. 3.—The theatre
on the upgrade

box-office continued
here, with October

city

amusement

tax collections, on September receipts,
showing a take from theatres of $106,669, compared with $100,808 for the
same month last year, and the year
to date totalling $1,086,153 against
$1,059,467 in 1952. This trend is reversing the downbeat shown in city
tax collections ever since the tax first
was imposed in 1948 until a few
months ago, when business began to
pick up.

\'fii?

I

Ask The Men

Who've Seen

It

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

74.

NO.

NEW

88

Checks Proxies

Allied Seeks

Director on

Film Boards
Might Pool Stock

Owned By
COLUMBUS,

Now

Exhibitors
Nov.

O.,

4—That

Allied States is seriously pressing its
recent convention proposal to exercise
a stockholders' voice in major company policies and that activation of
the plan includes the possibility of
electing an exhibitor representative to
the boards of directors of key film
companies is indicated in a current
membership bulletin of the I.T.O. of
Ohio.
Robert A. Wile, executive secretary
of the Allied-affiliated organization,
(Continued on page 6)

AMPP and IATSE
Sign a

New

Pact
For Four Years

U.

S. A.,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

Myers Warns of New
Litigation Era in
Technical Policies
INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 4.—
warning that "another era of controversy and litigation" is in the offing
if
other film companies follow the
"restrictions and conditions that stigmatize 20th Century-Fox's present
policies" on CinemaScope was issued
here today by Abram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel of Allied
States Association.

Myers, addressing the convention of
Theatre Owners of Indiana,

Univ. Elects

to

CinemaScope

exhibition,

and what

Walsh

Eugene F. Walsh, comptroller of
Universal Pictures since 1925 and a
veteran of more than 28 years with
the

warned that "the independent exhibitors will not suffer themselves to be
excluded from -this business by the
selfish machinations of the film companies, the major circuits, or by any
combination of those elements."
He
hit at 20th-Fox for what he called
its "restrictions" on the make of the
screen used for projection, its insis-

he called the company's "discrimination in favor of affiliated circuits."
The Allied general counsel went
(Continued on page 6)

TEN CENTS

1953

V-P and Treasurer

Allied

tence on stereophonic sound installation in theatres, its refusal to make
the CinemaScope films in conventional
versions for drive-in and other situations which do not lend themselves

5,

RESEARCH IS VITAL
TODAY, TOA TOLD

Million^

Roxy Check

To 20th

ers

ler,

Walsh

also

has been assistreasurer

tant

Now

Nov. 4.—
that newsreels no longer
O.,

are censored in Ohio, a bid is
being put in for an exhibitor
share in the $3 per reel censorship fee saving.
Says the I.T.O. of Ohio:
"Figuring that each print can

have an average of no more
than three engagements, that
means $1 per engagement saved.

The

exhibitor

least half."

is

entitled to at

said here today at the
equipment forum of the Theatre Own-

America

of

convention.

More

than

1,000 persons attended the session, which was believed to be the
largest meeting of its kind in the industry's history.
Barnett said
"We are witnessing
the gigantic efforts of the motion picture industry to restore its position."'
Movies again are on the march, he
added,
and the industry must be
:

of Universal
subsidiary
and
companies since
1935. Prior to
Eugene F. Walsh joining Univer- dynamic. Greater emphasis must be
sal, he was
placed on research and its coordinacomptroller of the General Silk Imtion, he said.
porting Co. and before that was on the
staff of Price,

Donald Hyndman, sales manager of
He Eastman
New York Univer- served as Kodak's film division, who

Waterhouse

a graduate of

&

Co.

moderator of the forum,
he could not see early changes
in present processes insofar as exhibition is concerned; in other words,
said

Matthews Elected

TESMA
CHICAGO,
thews,

(Continued on page 4)

President
Nov. 4.— Fred

executive

C. Matvice-president
of
elected president of

Motiograph, was
Theatre Equipment and
Manufacturers Association at

the

Supply
its

con-

TOA Warned to Aid
Theatre TV or Lose
Out

to

vention here.
L. W. Davee of Century Projector
Corp., was elected vice-president. The

(Continued on page 5)

Fee System

CHICAGO,

Nov. 4.— "We have the
responsibility to bring to the American public outstanding events which
are too expensive for free home television," Mitchell Wolfson of Miami
stated here today at the Theatre Ownof America annual convention.
"The American public is entitled to
any service that they want to have. If
you don't bring them the events they
ers

[20th Century-Fox]

Exhibitors Ask Cut

New Media

By AL STEEN
CHICAGO, Nov. 4. — A permanent

day.

(Continued on page 6)

COLUMBUS,

Discusses

Engineers,

tually without a break during the past

O. Censor Fee Out;

Says Burnett; Forum

tors at a meeting here yester-

(Continued on page 6)

Nov. 4.
The
Association of Motion Picture Profor 'Robe'
ducers and the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes tonight
jointly stated that an agreement has
Al Lichtman, as director of disbeen reached on a four-year contract, tribution for 20th Century-Fox, has
retroactive to Oct. 25th, reopenable received from Dick Dickson, of Nafor discussion of wages and working tional Theatres, operators of the Roxv
conditions in two years. The AMPP Theatre here, a check for $1,000,000,
vice-president in charge of industrial covering film rental on the first seven
relations,
Charles W. Boren, and weeks' run of "The Robe" at the
IATSE president Richard F. Walsh Broadway showcase. The check is
said no details will be divulged, by said to mark the highest total of
(Continued on page 6)
agreement, until the business agents
of all IATSE locals have had time
to submit them to their memberships.
Negotiations, which continued vir-

Essential to Progress,

company, was elected vice-presi- technical solution has not been dedent and treas- vised on which the industry can
coast
urer by the for 20 years, Herbert Barnett, Society
board of direc- of Motion Picture and
Television

In addition to
being comptrol-

is

—

HOLLYWOOD,

YORK,

Hollyisjood, Nov. 4
blows happily skv
high any possible small doubt, held in any timorous quarter,
I
I
concerning CinemaScope's versatility, for although this film
is as frothy, frivolous and frisky as "The Robe"
was substantial and
serious, CinemaScope's spaciousness and range are no less beneficial
to this strictly comedic story content.
If CinemaScope is equivalents
congenial to stories as poles-apart as these two, there can be no question
about its compatability with anything and everything in between. There
is much less than no question at all about this
second CinemaScope
feature's box-office future
it's tremendous.
Betty Grable, Marilyn Monroe and Lauren Bacall, programmed in
that order but running neck-and-neck for pre-eminence in screen presence and performance, make exploitation easy for any showman unpreju-

M T T OW

TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE"

—

diced against pulchritude, and they act as well as they look.
for the opposite gender embraces William Powell, 'David
(Continued on page 3)

Billing

Wayne,
'
'

want
will

If

in

your theatre,

someone

else

provide them at home."

At

this

morning's

session

which was devoted to theatre
TV, Wolfson said that it was
his personal opinion that there
were legal and moral reasons

why

tions

the

Federal

Communica-

Commission

would not
authorize subscriber fee television.

On the other hand, he pointed out
that unless theatres are equipped for
television and carry events of public
interest, pressures will build up for
subscription television.
He cited fig( Con tinned on page 4)
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NCCJ

Dinner to be
Held Here Feb. 4

Personal
Mention
H.
WILL
observe

HAYS

will
today
his 74th birthday at his

home

in Sullivan, Ind.

•

William

Heinemann, United

J.

vice-president in charge oi
distribution, will arrive in Los Angeles from New York today for conferences with independent producers
on their participation in UA's yearlong 35th anniversary celebration.
Artists

•
of the
Conn.,

Stratford Theatre, Stratford,
has been named a member of a citizens
committee to aid in the proposal to

American

the

Shakespeare

amusements

division

;

Harry

Brandt, Eugene Picker and Sol A.
Schwartz, associate chairmen of the
campaign Max E. Youngstein, adverand
publicity chairman,
tising, and
;

Maury

Goldstein,

distribution

chair-

and Academy in man.
Booth Memorial Park, Putney, Conn.
The committee also decided to widen
•
the base of participation in the annual
Robert Wile, secretary of the In- dinner. In pursuance of this aim, it
dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio, was agreed to add three new sections
will speak today at a meeting of the
radio-television, publishers and recLions Club of Manchester, and on ords. Frisch also said that this year's
Nov. 11 in Roseville, Nov. 17 in Port campaign committee w^ould consist of
Clinton and Dec. 10 in Ashland, all the chairmen of the various sections
in Ohio.
which comprise the entire amusements
•
industry.
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M publicity

—

manager

Emery Austin,

;

exploita-

and Frances Lane,
Bill Ornstein and Norman Kaplan,
of the publicity department, have returned here from New Bedford, Mass.
tion

manager,

•

Don Hartman, Paramount
production head,
dress

at

will

deliver

Seventh

the

studio
an ad-

Annual

Pan-

handle Dinner to be held Dec. 2 at
the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles.

•

PALM SPRINGS,

Nov. 4.—
The programs to be broadcast from
local motion picture houses here and
to be viewed on pay-as-you-see home
television sets will vary in price from
five cents to two dollars, depending
on the length, type and quality of the
show,

Levy, general counsel of the

TOA,

of
presi-

of

MPTO

Connecticut, has been elected
dent of the New Haven Young G.O.P.
•

Lawrence Weingarten,

M-G-M

executive producer and Mrs. Weingarten, are in Amsterdam, Holland,

from

New

York.
•

Max Herschmann,

Eastern sales

manager of Filmack Trailer Co.,
here yesterday for Chicago.

it

Cal.,

has been disclosed by Carl

president of International
Corp., which will start
transmitting the latter part of this

month.

The

cost to the home viewer of seeing the latest motion pictures being
shown at the community's theatres,
said Leserman, will be about the same
as, or slightly less than, the price of
attending the theatre itself. The Telemeter slot on the television set, he
said, will take nickels, dimes, quarters and half dollars.

as a
Brothers.

is

marking

producer

with

Cohn Back from Europe

Callahan Opens Office
BOSTON,

Nov. 4.— E. X. Callahan,
•
Bob Walker, Allied Artists sales- Sr., formerly district manager for
man in Portland, Ore., has returned 20th Century-Fox here, has opened his
own independent buying and booking
there from an Inland Empire trip.
office

Lester Dowdell, Cleveland booker,
has returned to

work following

a pro-

tracted illness.

•

Harold Hecht, producer, has left
Hollywood by plane for Mexico City.

the
direc-

in

the Statler Building.

In Canada Film Post
OTTAWA, Nov. 4. — Harry

Barney
announced

here

yesterday.

The assistant
treasurer post

newly

Following a legalistic ruling by
John W. Davies, C.E.A. president, the
delegates were required to vote ac-

created.

who has
been a public
for
accountant
21 years and a
son,

public

accountant

since

J.

H. Richardson

1939,

was

nth the public acassociated
counting firm of Price, Waterhouse &
Co. three years before joining Para'

mount.
Richardson during World War II
served three years with the U. S.
Navy with the rank of Lieutenant

Commander.

Sees

Canada.

Nov. 4.— Bitter oppoCinematograph Exhibitor
Association's officers from independent
to

votes.

is

Richard-

certified

PETER BURNUP

By

LONDON,

exhibitor members was reflected in
the organization's first vote today on
the voluntary continuance of the Eady
Plan, which was carried by 44 to 35

presi-

dent,

cording to the instructions of their
individual C.E.A. branches, of which
there are 25, with each entitled to one
vote.
The voluntary extension of the
Eady Plan then was carried by a
19-to-6 vote.
C.E.A.'s general council then insisted that a deputation be appointed
to meet with the Board of Trade and
point out to it the impossibility of exhibitors meeting the Eady levy under
existing box-office conditions.
The
delegation
appointed
includes
alJ

C.E.A.

officers

and

four

prominent

members opposed

New Media

Aid,

to Eady continuance
on the present basis, of which the influential Sir Alexander King is one.

He

represents approximately 900 of
better theatres in Scotland, exceeding either of the major circuits
here in booking value.
Action at today's meeting will undoubtedly carry weight with the government when the planned industry
demand for entertainment tax relief
the

now conceded to be defion the upgrade, has been aided
by, but is not the result of, new media
such as 3-D, CinemaScope, Cinerama is made.
While a split in C.E.A. ranks over
This theme was
and wide-screen.
emphasized in an article in the "Los the Eady issue still is possible, all
Angeles Examiner" by J. W. Ward, branches of the trade are volunteering their good graces in an endeavor
financial editor of the paper.
In a detailed treatment of the sub- to prevent that happening.
ject on the business page of the publication, Ward attributed the upturn
industry,

nitely

in the industry principally to the fact
that "people like to get out, they like

What
rub elbows with others."
has been demonstrated during the past
few months, he said, is that television
is no substitute for the theatre, that
its novelty has worn off and that it
must now measure up to the wants of
the public if it wishes to hold atten-

to

tion.

Ward

advised motion picture producers to stress quality in their selection of stories, saying that if this
requirement is fulfilled "the public
will stay with the theatres
chief entertainment."

for

Says Jersey Paper
Rejects 'Moon Ad
The

"Jersey Journal" of
N. J., has refused a 600-line
reader ad citing playdates "The Moon
Is Blue" has had in other cities, including some in New Jersey, without
having read the copy, persons associated with the picture charged. The
film was banned recently in Jersey
City and an appeal is pending.

nature of the film.

Course Opens

Today; Daff Lecturer
"The World Situation in the Motion Picture Industry" will be the subject of the lecture to be delivered today by Alfred E. Daff, vice-president
Lmiversal-International,
at
the
1953-1954
the
session
of
Showmanship School to be conducted
by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at the Hotel Astor here.
Daff's talk at the session, which will
start at 6 :45 P.M., also will deal with
the merchandising and financing of
of

opening

motion pictures.

Depinet, Walker on
Travelers Aid Drive
Ned

E.

Depinet

and

J.

Miller

Walker of RKO Pictures Corp. have
Jersey been named co-chairmen of the motion

City,

sial"

AMPA

their

Fred Stickel, national advertising
L. manager of the "Journal," was quoted
Roper, of Halifax, has been named as saying the copy was rejected for
governor of the National Film Board publication because of the "controverof

CEA Meet

Eady Plan Renewal
sition

9

to Eternity."

his 30th

Warner

as-

Calls for Story Quality

"From Here

Henry Blanke

senior

by

Balaban,

left

•
Arthur C. Bromberg, president of
Jack Cohn, Columbia Pictures exMonogram Southern Exchanges, has ecutive vice-president, has returned
left Atlanta for Los Angeles.
from a two-week business trip to Lon•
don, Paris, Madrid and Rome, conPaul F. Thomas, treasurer of Al- ferring with Columbia executives on
tec Service Corp., has left here for a current situations, with special attentrip through Texas and California.
tion to the forthcoming openings of

year

Richardson,

Five Cents to $2 for Not Cause of Revival
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 4—The
Coast Subscriber-TV general
revival of the motion picture

Leonard Levy, associated in New Leserman,
Haven law practice with Herman M. Telemeter
and executive secretary

pany

board of

Theatre

Festival

H.

James

tors,

lowing a luncheon-meeting at the
Hotel Astor here of committee heads
planning the dinner. Attending were
J. Robert Rubin, general chairman of

Stormy

sistant to Fred Mohrhardt, treasurer
of
Paramount Pictures, has been
elected assistant treasurer of the com-

man

Emanuel Frisch, national chairof the industry's campaign, dis"World Brotherhood," Frisch
closed.
added, will be the theme of the dinner.
Frisch made the announcement fol-

Named

1953

Para. Ass't Treasurer Ratifies Voluntary

here,

the

Albert M. Pickus, owner

establish

The annual "Brotherhood Dinner,"
sponsored by the amusements industry
for the benefit of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, will be
held on Feb. 4 at the Waldorf-Astoria

Richardson

5,

picture division for the annual appeal
of the Travelers Aid Society of

New

York.

Promote Doris Williams
Doris E. Williams, formerly secrePictary to J. Miller Walker,
tures vice-president and general counsel, has been appointed administrative
assistant to Walker, a newly created
position in the home office legal department.

RKO

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, bv Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center. New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr.. Vice-President; Theo. T- Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building,
William R. Weaver, Editor. Hollvwood 7-2145. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street. Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, Fr 6-3074; Bruce Trinz. Editorial Representative, 11
North Clark Street. FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq.. London Wl; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as a section
tne act
of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter. Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York. N. Y., under
single copies, 10c.
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign
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'How to Marry a Millionaire

to Justice:

What's

New on

Arbitration,

U. S. Decrees?
WASHINGTON,

Nov.

4.

—

The

Senate small business committee has
asked the Justice Department's antitrust division to submit a report on
the progress the department is making in carrying out committee recommendations for assuring compliance
with the various consent decrees in

Paramount case.
The report was requested by Sen.

the

Schocppel (R., Kans.), chairman of a
sub-committee which held extensive
hearings on film industry trade practices. In a letter to anti-trust division
head Stanley H. Barnes, Schoeppel
said that Barnes' answers to seven
specific key questions would be used
"as the basis for determining what
further action should be taken by the
subcommittee in its efforts to alleviate
the critical situation of independent
exhibitors."

Hope

Quick Reply

Committee officials indicated they
hoped for an answer within two to
three weeks.
Schoeppel's letter to Barnes pointed
out that the committee's Aug. 3 report on the problems of the independent theatre owner

made two major

recommendations to improve industry
economic conditions

d

First,

it

recommended

the

adoption of a voluntary system
of arbitration; second, it urged
the anti-trust division to adopt
a "more forceful and vigilant"
policy of enforcing the Paramount case decrees.

The sub-committee now

believes

it

up on how these
recommendations have been followed,
Schoeppel wrote. "Accordingly, the
sub-committee is observing closely the
efforts which are being made by exhibitors and distributors to formulate
is

time

to

check

a satisfactory arbitration system," he
said.
"Further,
the
sub-committee
deems it appropriate to request the
anti-trust division to submit a report
describing" its progress towards assuring compliance with the consent judgments."

Several Questions Posed

Among

the questions which the subBarnes
should
committee believes
cover in his report are these, according to Schoeppel
Has the Department reached any
conclusion as to whether the pre-lease

—

Their experiences in this pursuit are surprising, amusing, pleasantly varied
and completely entertaining from the opening sequence to closing. They are
not experiences to be synopsized usefully in reports like this, but ought not
to be missed, on film, by anybody anywhere who is unopposed to good
clean fun.

Jean Negulesco's direction

— The

LONDON,

Nov. 4.
Queen's speech opening Parlia-

ment yesterday, disclosed that
the Government proposes to introduce legislation in this session prolonging the powers of
the Film Finance Corp. and
placing before Commons the

government's policy
vision development.

tem

his

for

latter implies a

competitive with
Broadcasting Corp.

tele-

sysBritish

best

work.

Alfred

Newman

release.

Wins Round

in Minn,

MINNEAPOLIS,

Nov.

Berger won a temporary injunction
against a 10-day license suspension ordered by the City Council against the
operated by his
Berger, for playing the
here,

brother, Sam
film "Elysia." Judge Leslie Anderson
in District Court ordered the suspension stayed until Nov. 12, when a special jury will be impanelled to view
the film and lobby displays. Decision
on a permanent injunction is expected
at that time.
The suspension grew out of a report
filed by a member of the police morals
squad who said he had received complaints about the picture.
The report
was forwarded to the City Council License Committee, which suspended the
Grand's license, despite the fact that
the theatre withdrew the picture when
asked to do so.

practice involves price-fixing and as
to whether it is legal or illegal?
Has the division ordered a review
of the complete transcript of the Senate hearings, and if so, has it discovered any violations of the consent
j

udgments ?
Does the division consider

visable to petition the courts to
the consent judgments?

it

ad-

amend

How

many complaints have been
received by the Department from exsince
is

July,
this

1953,
of the

and what
division's

workload ?

Query Regarding Personnel

What

is

the

number

of personnel
motion picture

currently assigned to
matters ?
What disposition has been made of
the Reuben Shor complaints?
Does the anti-trust division contemplate using Section 6(C) of the
Federal Trade Commission Act to enforce compliance with the consent

udgments ?
Section 6(C) of the

FTC

act gives
Justice Department authority to
call on the Federal Trade Commission
to investigate compliance with consent

the

judgments.

TV Tape

HOLLYWOOD,

4.— Ben-

Berger, president of North
Central Allied and owner of the Berger Amusement Co., was victor in the
first round of his battle of what he
termed "one-man police censorship" in
Minneapolis.

Grand Theatre

To Show

Recording- Dec.

Censorship Fight

j

TV

all-time

conducts the 20th Century-Fox Symphony Orchestra in his own composition,
"Street Scene," at the picture's start, and closes out similarly at its close.
Running time (including orchestral opening), 96 minutes. For special

hibitors

The

is

Trouble Shooter

Trip by Maas

Cameron Mitchell, Fred Clark and Alex D'Arcy, to carry that secondary
matter no further. The Misses Grable, Monroe and Bacall do not sing
or dance and don't need to, since this is not musical comedy, but their
individual personalities, gifts and allures are given full effect to, in largescale and in detail, by Joe MacDonald's careful camera and Technicolor's
attentive tinting.
The picture would be, in sheer fact, worth paying to see
for seeing's sake alone if it didn't have any story at all but it has.
Producer-writer Xunnally Johnson's screenplay is based remotely on
two old plays called "The Greeks Had a Word for It" and "Loco." It
opens with three professional dress-models pooling their funds to rent
swanky quarters in New York to trap rich men with a matrimonial motive.

percentage

Parliament to Get
TV, Film Measures

?

{Continued from page 1)

jamin
for

3

Nov.

— The

present status of tape recording of
television pictures both in black-andwhite and in color will be demonstrated by the Radio Corporation of

America on Dec.

Princeton,
N. J., laboratories, it was disclosed
here by David Sarnoff,
board
1

at

East

Seen Shortly
Another
be

in

the

trip to the Far East may
offing shortly for Irving

Maas, head of the Far Eastern department of the Motion Picture Export Association, it was learned here
yesterday following reports of a deteriorating situation in Indonesia and
Pakistan.
The Indonesia
ports,

along

and

with

Pakistan

the

re-

situation

in

France and Spain, were discussed at
yesterday's
board of directors
meeting here. Indonesia, it was stated,
has imposed a new serious curtailment
on the dollar remittances of film
companies from that country, while

MPEA

Pakistan is seeking to hold down dollar remittances to 50 per cent of
those in previous years in return for
lifting some import restrictions.

1
4.

To Near

its

RCA

chairman.
Sarnoff declared that "RCA has
achieved magnetic tape recording of

A

temporary halt in the French
negotiations due to differences among
elements in the French government
was reported from Paris, where Griffith Johnston,
economist, is
one of the leaders conducting negotiations for the American side. The
talks are expected to be resumed next
week, amid indications that a division

MPEA

exists in French government circles
on the subsidy question, strongly opposed by American companies. Ini-

color television programs as well as tial reports
on the talks also indicate
in black-and-white."
He described the that the French are not adverse
in
development, which does away with maintaining
the 100 level of picture
film processing, as holding great prompermits.
ise for the motion picture industry, as
As to Spain, yesterday's meeting rewell as for the television industry. He viewed the
agreement among Amerpredicted that further technical prog- ican film
companies not to pick up
ress will make the magnetic tape re- any new
permits pending the conclucording process inexpensive and eco- sion of a new
pact with that country.
nomical.

To Use Helicopter
For 'Marry' Debut

Wayne to Appear at
Two 'Hondo' Bows
Two

personal appearances will

be

made by John Wayne, star of "HonA helicopter hovering over Times do,"
when that Wayne-Fellows proSquare here will be used in conjuncduction for Warner Brothers opens at
tion with the premiere festivities of
"How to Marry A Millionaire," which Houston and El Paso. The Houston
.

slated to open Monday evening at
Loew's State and Globe, it was disclosed by 20th Century-Fox.
is

The helicopter will be used as pari
of a three-way telecast covering the
film's debut.
Commentator Tex McCrary stationed aloft will be cut in on
a television remote pick-up to describe
the opening night scene as viewed
from above.
Both Loew's State and the Globe
will be closed during the day on Monday to permit refurbishing.

'Dark Mirror' Sale
Ordered for Dec. 1
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 4.— Federal
Judge William Mathes has ordered
the public sale of "Dark Mirror" on
Dec. 1. The order was issued in response to a petition of the Bank of

America which alleged
ture had been pledged

that the pic-

in 1950 by
Inter-John, Inc., as security for the
unpaid balance due on loans totalling
$1,990,000 made to Inter-John in 1947
and 1948 to finance production of "The
Senator Was Indiscreet" and "Mr.
Peabody and the Mermaid."

premiere is scheduled for Nov. 24,
while the El Paso opening will be
held the next day.

Rank Dates
LONDON,

'Robe'

Nov. 4.—The

J. Arthur
announced
road-show policies in eight kev cities
for
"The Robe" in CinemaScope,

Rank

Organization

has

starting Jan. 11.

Ticket

Price Rise
Seen for 'Marrif
Both

the Globe and Loew's
State here are expected to raise
admission prices slightly for the
Broadway engagement of "How
to Marry
Millionaire."
spokesman for the Globe
said the increased price has not
been fixed as yet by the management of that theatre. "How
to Marry A Millionaire," the

A

second

A

CinemaScope producby 20th Century-

tion released

Fox, will have

its

the two theatres on

premiere at

Monday.
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Likens Era of New Media
To Auto Industry Growth

Research
{Continued from page 1)
present new equipment will not be
Radiout-of-date in the near future.
cal changes will be in production, he
said, but this will not effect the exhibitor.

Following addresses by E. D. MarRobert O'Donnell, Ralph Heacock of RCA, Barnett and Hyndman,
exhibitors began firing questions at
panel.

The

panel

—

CHICAGO, Nov. 4. The introduction of new media in the motion picture
industry was likened to the drastic changes which gripped the giant automobile
industry years ago, in a keynote address by Robert J. O'Donnell, general
manager of In
terstate Circuit,
at today's equip-

ment
the

consisted of
Colvin, Jack

forum

Hilton Hotel.
The mechani-

and
changes

CinemaScope Explored

design

factory.

of

Raytone

Screens, said exhibitors should be able
to buy screens of their own selection.

In answer to a question regarding the delay in obtaining

anamorphic lenses for CinemaScope, Sponable said that a
large stockpile was now available and that delivery no longer
would be a problem.

The panel was asked what

the

life

of a magnetite head should be and
what the replacement cost would be.

RCA,

said that replacements probably would cost between $175 and $200, but that the
heads should last a long time and that
F. O'Brien, of

J.

immediate problem.
Sponable added that developments
were under way whereby stronger
metal would be used in the production
of heads and that they should last

was

it

not

an

indefinitely.

asked

if

"The Robe" would

be available on a standard sound track,

Sponable said that
ing that

an

it

optical

question

pointed
R.

J.

O'Donnell

brought

out,
deci-

sions to be

made

between manufacturer and dealer, "just

Sees Stereo Sound

it

would

not,

mean-

For Small Houses
A

prediction that the next few
will see the installation of
smaller
and less expensive

months

many

stereosound systems in hundreds of
smaller theatres was made yesterday
by L. D. Netter, Jr., general sales
manager of Altec Service Corp.
He said that many of the nation's
smaller theatres are now impressed
with the box-office potential of stereophonic sound, a contention which
gained added impetus from the current
Chicago convention of the Theatre

Owners of America and the Theatre
Equipment Supply Manufacturers Association.

A

record of Altec installations, he
added, reveals installations already
either completed or underway in many
small towns throughout the country.

product would be available on film
with less than four sound tracks,
Sponable said that "20th Century-Fox
was happy with four-track sound" and
that there was no plan for any change.
In answer to a question as to
whether Cinerama would ever be
available on a single film strip, Barnett, who is an executive of Cinerama,
said that it was not likely, at least
not in the near future.
Projectionists Cautioned

was asked whether
question
stereophonic film could be demagniIt was explained by Sponable
tized.
that instructions are sent to the proCinemaScope
each
with
jectionist
print cautioning him on the handling
Sponable said the print
of the film.

Close to 3,000 at

tion there could be in the event of a
said
failure in stereophonic sound,

Confab Trade Show

that stand-by equipment could be purchased if the exhibitor would be willing to stand the extra expense which
is involved.
period
question-and-answer
The
could have gone on for another two
hours, but it was necessary to adjourn at 5:30 because of the PepsiCola Co. party and ice show 15 minOn Tuesday night the
utes later.
convention was the guest of the Coca
Cola Co. at the Saddle and Sirloin
Club.

tion

at

TEDA

Nov. 4.— Registra-

the

TOA-TESMA-

convention and trade
show neared the 3,000 mark today, shattering all records for
an industry gathering. Manufacturers' registrants total about
1,500, supply dealers 350 and
exhibitors approximately 1,000,
for a total of 2,850.

of

Interstate

new changes, only to have the public
prove them wrong. He said a similar
decision in the motion picture industry will be made by the public regarding new methods and that decision, he
added, will be registered at the boxoffice.
"In my opinion," he concluded,
"it will be as happy a decision as in
the' automobile industry."

TOA Aid for Rogers

1953

Warned

{Continued from page 1)
popular

that some believe that
programs could be brought

show

into the home for a fee as low as 10
approved
cents,
provided the
some kind of a home fee system.
After a short summary of the work
of the National Exhibitors Theatre
Television Committee, Si Fabian introduced the group's counsel, Marcus

FCC

Cohen, who
cance of the

explained

signfithe
decision on theHe said that any
atre
last June.
group or individual could apply for
the use of a common carrier band
for an exclusive theatre television
Cohen emphasized that the
service.
has recognized that theatre television is in the public interest and
noted that "time is growing short"
and exhibitors must use theatre television or the channels will not be
kept available indefinitely.

TV

FCCs

FCC

Halpern Heard
Nathan Halpern of Theatre Network Television, discussed results of
the

Hospital Sought

recent

theatre

TV

shows spon-

The

issue was raised as to whether
desirable to try to keep theatre television events off the radio as
Fred
well as off of home TV.
Schwartz introduced a resolution,
which was passed, to name a commitit

would not be delivered with
track.
In answer to a should not be stored near a power
on whether CinemaScope supply or a rectifier.
E. O. Wilschke of Altec, in reply
to a question regarding what protec-

CHICAGO,

vice-president

5,

sored by his organization.

A

Questioned Regarding 'Robe'

When

in cars,

O'Donnell

The questions mainly concerned
stereophonic sound and CinemaScope.
One question which all exhibitors
were interested in was whether exhibitors would be required to buy a
Miracle Mirror or Astrolite screen for
CinemaScope.
of
presentation
the
This question was asked of Earl
Sponable, of 20th Century-Fox, who
at first wanted to let president Spyros
Skouras answer it when he addresses
However,
the exhibitors tomorrow.
he indicated that if the light is satisfactory, any type of screen could be
This answer brought cheers
used.
from the floor. Sponable pointed out,
the
two preferred
that
however,
screens were the results of 10 years
of experiments and that up to now
Miracle Mirror and Astrolite screens
were the only ones found to be satis-

The

of urged exhibitors to keep an open mind
con- on all new techniques, mentioning 3-D,

America
vention
and wide-screen, stereophonic sound and
trade show here CinemaScope. He added that car dealthe Conrad ers in the past had been skeptical of
at

cal

Leonard Satz,

of

mechanical
our
changes
have
brought decisions to be made between
producer and exhibitor."
as

Theatre

Owners

Hoff, Ray
J.
Servies, J. R. Johnstone, Jack Turner,
J. F. O'Brien, Richard Orear, L. E.
Pope, J. C. Skinner, E. O. Wilschke,
A. L. Trebow, Loyd Dorsett, Earl
Sponable, Holland Miller, Roy Clapp
and Barnett.

Robert

TOA
ures to

tin,

the

Thursday, November

CHICAGO, Nov. 4.—The Variety
Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
has only enough money to carry on for
four months, A. Montague, Columbia

was

Schwartz
no
of the hospital, told the Theatre Ownattempt should be made to have a
ers of America convention here at
"radio blackout" because that might
luncheon today.
Montague made a antagonize the public and cut down
plea for donations to carry on the
word-of-mouth interest in a motion
general sales manager and president

work.
Last year, he

103,000' persons

rooms have been sponsored by
he

indivi-

pointing out that the
fee for sponsorship is

said,

subscription
$2,000 per rootn.
Montague said a special research
project will cost $30,000 but the hospital does not have the money to initiate

and

M-G-M

ask
exhibitors to use coin boxes during
the run of their bigger pictures. Leadoff pictures will be Columbia's "From
Here to Eternity" and Metro's "Easy
to Love."
will

Will Honor Chick Lewis

Montague announced that the north
wing of the hospital would be known
as the Chick Lewis Memorial Wing
in honor of the late trade paper publisher and executive of the hospital.

Robert O'Donnell presented a scroll
Montague citing the work done by
Lewis for the TOA convention and
trade show.
to

Charles Skouras Is

Reported 'Improved'
CHICAGO,

Nov.

—

Charles P.
Skouras, president of National Thea4.

and honorary board chairman of
Theatre Owners of America, was reported resting comfortably and out of
immediate danger at Michael Reese
Hospital here where he was taken
tres

following a heart attack earlier in the
week.
Skouras' improved condition was
attributed to relief of lung congestion
resulting from a heart weakness. He
was here from Los Angeles to attend

TOA

study the problem.
out

that

in

his

opinion

The final speaker was William Rosensohn, vice-president of Box Office
Television.
Shortly after Wolfson was introduced, Hedda Hopper arrived and
spoke in a light vein on her career as
a columnist and seriously on her
view that the industry should do
more about its public relations and
about combating Communism.
Film Shown

it.

Columbia

the

pointed

picture of a fight.
said,

participated in the Christmas Salute
and raised $170,000. Coin boxes contributed $60,000.
So far only 20
duals,

tee to

convention.

at

Luncheon

yesterday, the TOAsponsored training film, "Courtesy Is

At a luncheon

Produced
Contagious," was shown.
by Filmack Trailer Co., the subject,
in story form, tells the necessity of
courtesy by theatre personnel. The
is available to all exhibitors
the first of a series on theatre
operations.
Its production cost was
approximately $10,000.
Speaking at a luncheon today,
Claude Lee of Motion Picture Advertising Co., said that screen advertising was now used by approximately 15,000 theatres in the country which share in almost $9,000,000
a year in extra income.

subject

and

is

Skouras Will Answer
CinemaScope Queries
CHICAGO,
Kirsch,

Nov.

president

4.

—

Jack

Allied
Theatres of Illinois, has called
a general meeting of Allied
members to be held at the
of

Blackstone
Hotel
tomorrow,
Thursday, to hear a talk on
CinemaScope by Spyros Skouras,
covering 20th CenturyFox's policies in regard to the
new medium and answering any
questions in independent exhibitors' minds regarding the

medium.

Thursday, November

5,
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New TESMA Head Aims

A ssembly-Line

—

product" without inand freshness, in an address here at the Theatre Owners of
"assembly-line

dividuality

America convention.
Declared Stevens: "The man
who buys his product in the
store comes to your theatre
box-office only to buy fresh enthat
experiences
tertainment
have as their basic ingredients
ideas he has not bought before."
contended,
Stevens
Pictures,
should be thought of as individual attractions, a concept
which, he held, would return
If

showmanship

into

force.

commenting on

forthcoming production "Giant," which will
be released through Warner Brothers, said he had not yet seen a process
among the new dimensions that he
would take in preference to 2-D and
a big screen. "Until the industry de-

Stevens,

his

velops a large screen, he stated, high
as well as wide, we will not have
arrived at the point we started out
for," he stated.

Stresses Educational Value

The independent producer

also told

the assembled exhibitors not to be
afraid of such terms as art and beauty
in selling their films to the public,
contending that there is a strong
measure of each of these elements in
current box-office hits.
Stevens, hitting at the popular conception that people go to motion picture theatres for vicarious pleasures,
to escape, contended that they come to
learn instead. Learn about themselves,
he argued, seeking new situations, new
"If the film
stories, new revelations.
in its innocence shows life to be more
sweet than it is, or more miserable,
they are quick to gauge and sense it,
and they rustle and cough and chatter
as the screen finally loses its hold on

TESMA

Matthews

said he believed
If
that theatres that have closed
may have done so prematurely

or could have shuttered under
any set of conditions. He said,
"We are entering an era of new
things in picture presentation

which

in

any language can

but
prosperity.
And

spell

unprecedented
thanks to the

nothing

technicians, engineers, or those
gods who watch over the theatreman, these new things are
not to be enjoyed only by the
large theatre operators but by
the small theatre as well.

"Wide

-

screen

and

the moment
we're in business."

NTS
On

when

Honors Green

National

Nov. 4.— Managers of
Theatre Supply branches

honored W. E. Green, NTS president,
with a surprise party here on his 25th
anniversary as the head of the company.

Owners of Amerrecommended to the board that

TOA

join with distributors and other
exhibitor groups that wish to participate in devising a system of arbitration for the use of all exhibitors
who desire to use it. At a convention
meeting yesterday afternoon, restricted
to
members, the subject or arbitration was delved into thoroughly
and the concensus was that
should initiate the step toward the setting up of a plan. The board will act
on the recommendation at its executive session tomorrow. The executive
committee made the same recommendation at its meeting Sunday night.

TOA

TOA

August Plan Seen Basis
expected that the distributors'
of a proposed system prepared
last August will be the basis for the
plan. It was pointed out by both Herman Levy, general counsel, and Alfred Starr, retiring president of the
TOA, that events that have occurred
since the last draft was prepared will
necessitate some changes. Starr said
he was sure that the board would act
It is

for the outdoor field available
next spring. However, whether
or not the target can be met for

draft

coming season hinges on

what

is determined within the
next 90 days as the research
efforts reach a climax.

"Our plans call for modification of
the present Magniglow Astrolite surface to assure optimum performance
The new
for
outdoor projection.
surface, Magniglow Skyfire, has been
designed after a careful study of outWith its
door theatre problems.
higher reflection efficiency, ease and
economy of installation, it is anticipated no boost of amperage will be
necessary for 3-D, wide screen or
CinernaScope projection."

favorably on the recommendation.
While it was understood that the
distributors had not made a direct
to launch an arbiapproach to
tration system, it was learned that
some overtures had been made to
leaders to "feel out" the membership on the question of whether
would go along on arbitration
without Allied's support.

TOA

TOA
TOA

DON'T SAY ON NOVEMBER

Tm
1

13th

SORRY

MISSED

IT!"

Glowmeter Plans Outlined

meter,

in

a

joint

They

statement.

said

We

know you

15th

have a wonderful time at the

will

Annual

Dinner

Pioneers which

will

the

of

Motion

Picture

honor Barney Balaban as the

Pioneer of the Year.

It

"Glowmeter's research and development department has been working on
a screen for outdoor theatres for two

program.

TESMA

But most important of

W^r^A ON

Officers

is

such an interesting

CHICtGO:

FILMACK
SPECIAL

newly-elected board consists of C. S.
Ashcraft, H. B. Engel, W. A. Gedris,
L. E. Jones and A. E. Meyer.
Reelected to the Theatre Equipment
Association
Dealers
board
were
Thomas Shearer, Seattle Nat Weil,
Atlanta; W. E. Carrell, Louisville;
George Hornstein, New York Harold Abbott, Chicago.
;

S.WABASH

NEW vork:
630 NINTH AVE.

TRAILERS

New
Tampa

directors
;

are

Ray

Eric Forbes, Detroit

Busier,
;

all,

you

will

have the

joyous experience of meeting old friends. There

{Continued from page 1)

;

1327

Nov. 4.— The member-

25th Anniversary

CHICAGO,

V

ica has

Cf "Production plans are aimed
toward having the new screens

stereophonic

termed nothing
short of fabulous in even the smallest
All
theatremen
have
auditorium.
something new to sell and Americans
have proved their desire to buy."
sound alone can be

A clarification of what Radiant
Manufacturing Corp. and the Glowthem.
meter Corp. plan to do in regard to
But then there's that moment when
screens for outdoor theatres was exsuddenly a whole acre of people beplained to TESMA and the Theatre
come quiet as midnight, lest they break
Equipment Dealers Association by
time
when
the
spell.
That's
the
this
Harry
Eller, Radiant president, and
screen is working its magic spell, and
we know Agis Mihalakis, president of Glowthat's

CHICAGO,

ship of the Theatre

SMPTE

the

Join

For All Exhibitors

CHICAGO, Nov. 4. Declaring that the industry is embarking on an era
of unprecedented prosperity, Fred C. Matthews, executive vice-president of
Motiograph and newly elected president of the Theatre Equipment Supply
Manufacturers Association, said today
he would urge the immediate appoint- years.
In cooperation with M. E.
ment of a steering committee to re- Pickrell, of Eastern Theatre Supply
solve the differences in contentions of
Co., Buffalo, three sample outdoor inmajor manufacturers before the re- stallation sites have been selected in
market.
information
to
the
lease of
and about the Buffalo area as proving
"Since much of the information re- grounds for the new screens this
garding new equipment has been winter.
abortive or written at a level which
"These three sample installations
is above the technical comprehension
are being studied with respect to erecperson," Matthews
of the average
Weathering charactertion methods.
said, "I furthermore will endeavor to
istics have been under test for about
establish a liaison committee to serve
a year. Meanwhile, developments go
for the purpose of
with the
on in the laboratory.
supervising the distribution of information on new developments which
have been written in non-technical
language. I plan to urge the immediate appointment of a committee to
study and help solve the trade problems of any segment within our organization which may need the understanding and assistance of the entire
manufacturers' group and will urge
the firms desirous of such cooperation
to bring their problems to
headquarters."

TOA

In Arbitration Plan

—

Independent
Nov. 4.
producer George Stevens struck out
at the concept of motion pictures as

individual

Suggests

at

Clearer Technical Talk

Product Idea
Hit by Stevens
CHICAGO,

5

is still

time to get

in

Just send a check

Jack Cohn,
Pioneers,

on a good thing.

in

the amount of $20.00 to

President of the

Motion Picture

729 Seventh Avenue. Make checks

W.

A.
Charles

Hodges, New Orleans, and
Creamer, Minneapolis. The latter replaces Joe Cifre of Boston, who is
retiring from business.

payable to the Motion Picture Pioneers.
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Myers Warns of Litigation

Allied Seeks
(Continued from page 1)
reports in the bulletin that

it

at least 10,000 shares of stock in various film companies.

The

urges other
such exhibitor stockholders in
major companies to report to
the organization the number of
shares owned "for the guidance
<U

on to describe other trade practices
he thought onerous, adding "notwithstanding the avalanche of litiga-

own which

bulletin

tion that engulfs

them (the

film
their

com-

past
panies) as the result of
transgressions, they are bent upon
paving the way for another round
of lawsuits."

5,

1953

AMPP-'IA'

{Continued from page 1)

has been

determined that Ohio exhibitors

Thursday, November

(Continued from page 1)

20th-Fox for reawakening the
American public to new interest in

ited

motion pictures. He maintained that
the road to returning the industry
to prosperity is in luring the "discriminating" audience to the theatres
by offering more adult pictures.

were initiated Sept. 8.
Principal demands by IATSE were
for wage increases ranging from 10
to 15 per cent in various categories,
revision in the method for financing
the health and welfare program instituted a year ago, and establishment
of a pension plan to be financed by
the employers.
Early in the negotiation period it was reported, although
not specifically confirmed by AMPP,
that the studios would ask the unions
to soften the prevailing requirements,
in recognition of conditions facing the
industry, rather than demand increases
and similar changes.
It is reported that the new pact
grants 5 per cent wage raises.
fortnight,

Richey Eulogized
between Myers' warnThe
late
Henderson Richey was
ing was his platform appeal to Spyros
of the committee now working
eulogized by the convention for his
president,
"to
20th-Fox
Skouras,
P.
on the suggestion to obtain exmodify" his company's CinemaScope services as one of the founders of
representation
on a
hibitor
He Allied States and for his many chariinstallation and picture policy.
board of directors."
table endeavors, as well as his service
Skouras
to
clear
the
way
called upon
The Allied plan, accordingly, would for increasing production and reduc- to M-G-M and the entire industry.
Speeches were made by Robert
appear to be an attempt to marshall ing the price of anamorphic lenses,
sufficient exhibitor-owned stock in key
to accept suitable screens in lieu of Coyne, on the past and future of the
H. E. Bragg, assistant
film companies to nominate and elect Miracle Mirror or Astrolite screens, tax campaign
research
director
of 20th-Fox,
on
"forget
stereophonic
the
and
to
about
such
companies
in
director
of
a
hope that such a representative could sound with its four channels and au- CinemaScope, and W. P. Rosensohn,
influence company policies, particu- ditorium speakers for medium size and of Box Office Television.
Other speakers at convention inlarly in the realm of amount and type small theatres."
(Continued from page 1)
cluded Edward J. Raub, Jr., Associaof production and terms asked for
Calls It a 'Dream'
tion counsel, who urged exhibitors to
delivered to a distributing comfilms.
He urged Skouras to "put aside his participate more fully in community rental
pany by any theatre for a seven-week
At- the Allied convention, the origidream of a one-medium industry pro- enterprises, and Burton Robbins of period.
nal plan appeared to be merely purducing pictures only for exhibition in
"The Robe" opened at the Roxy
chase of stock in four or five com- big city first-run theatres on long National Screen.
Reports of film clinics were given on Sept. 16 and has already returned
panies by exhibitors in order to gain
engagements at high admission price"
an influential voice at stockholders' and assume the role of an "industrial by Jim Weddle for small towns Rex one-quarter of its production cost in
meetings in the hope that company statesman." In this respect, he men- Carr for neighborhoods and sub-runs, its New York engagement alone.
The
There tioned David Sarnoff, chairman of and J. R. Pell for drive-ins.
policies could be influenced.
was no general indication that the the board of Radio Corporation oi latter group introduced a resolution "Robe" Grosses $165,000
aim would be to elect exhibitor repre- America, who, he said, at the in- calling upon distributors to make At Cleveland Hippodrome
sentatives to film company boards, as troduction of sound agreed to produce available to drive-ins pictures as they
CLEVELAND, Nov. 4.— "The
become available and not hold them Robe" grossed
now appears to be the case.
$165,000 in the first
standard equipment for the smaller
"If successful," the I.T.O. bulletin houses that would be within their for playing time in the height of the three
weeks of its extended run
season.
observes, "there is no reason why such reach.
at the Hippodrome here, according
a representative would do other than
to manager Jack Silverthorne.
Roy Kalver President
Myers spoke of other things on
act in the best interest of the com- what he called "the monopoly front,"
The convention elected a new board
pany. However, at the same time, he the thinking, he said, of film company
of directors consisting of H. Lisle
could acquaint the directors with the leaders that the new Administration in
Kreighbaum, Alex Manta, W. R.
point of view of the exhibitor who is, Washington is more favorable to big
(Continued from page 1)
Norton, Roy Kalver, A. Borkenstein,
after all, the company's customer."
the bid to Congress to John Micu, William T. Studebaker,
business,
School of Commerce, Accounts
modify the treble damage rule and S. T. Gregory, D. Irving Long, Marc sity's
fl The indicated Allied plan of
Finance.
and
to reduce the period within which
marshalling proxies from existH. Scheidler, Morton
J. Wolf, W.
Walsh fills the vacancy created by
such suits may be filed.
ing exhibitors who are film
Weinberg, Mannie Marcus, H. P. the recent resignation of Leon Goldcompany stockholders for the
Prefers Multiplicity
Vonderschmitt,
Beatrice
Hancock, berg as vice-president and treasurer
purpose of voting for an agreed
Myers told the convention that "one J. P. Finneran, T. L. Mendelssohn, of Universal to become vice-president
upon candidate for such comindustry
leader"
has
taken
up J. R. Pell, Oscar Fine, Bruce Miller, and chief financial officer of United
panies'
boards,
also
departs
Skouras's offer to cooperate with Al- Harry Kornblum, Sam J. Switow, Artists. Goldberg was also a member
from the original Allied conlied leaders in making tests to see T. C. Baker, J. C. Weddle, Joseph W. of the Universal board.
vention proposal.
That was
if
"The Robe," presented with the Barr, Dale McFarland and Richard
that exhibitors go into the marcustomary one-track sound, will be Lochry. Past presidents Sam Neall,
ket and buy stock for the anTrueman Rembusch, Roy Harrold and
satisfactory.
nounced purpose of gaining a
The Allied general counsel called Walter Easley are automatically memvoice at stockholders' meetings.
These 31 elected
for a multipilicity of systems, claim- bers of the board.
Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, ing that more intimate pictures do not Roy Kalver president, J. R. Pell viceCHICAGO, Nov. 4.— Among the
said that approximately 25,000 shares lend themselves to CinemaScope treat- president, Richard Loehry treasurer
Despite his criticism, he cred- and Rembusch national director.
most attractive exhibits at the TOAof film company stock were owned by ment.
trade show at the Conrad
exhibitors who were in attendance at
Hilton Hotel here is the scale model
the national convention in Boston last
month.
to
10 theatre of Altec Service Corp. The
display, 10x16 feet, presents a replica
of a theatre complete with stage,
screen, auditorium and booth, with
miniatures of a stereophonic sound
CHICAGO, Nov. 4.
In a tie-in ^ HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 4.— Leonard system. A transparent screen, curved
deal with the makers of Magic- Vuers, Goldstein's panoramic productions will
CinemaScope,
to
simulate
reveals
the Norde Process Co. will supply have completed 10 pictures for 20th three "Voice
of the Theatre" stage
COLUMBUS, O., Nov. 4.— Fol- exhibitors with the Norde 3-D equip- Century-Fox release by year's end, speakers, with wall speaker placements
lowing un on the agreement given the ment free of charge on the condition under a stepped-up production pro- in the auditorium.
The booth conrecent Allied States national conven- that exhibitors use the Magic-V uers gram which was undertaken last Au- tains two projectors equipped with
tion by Spyros Skouras, 20th Century- glasses exclusively. Under the agree- gust, with 10 features planned for the penthouse reproducers, pre-amplifiers,
Fox president, the I. T. O. of Ohio ment, exhibitors must keep the equip- first year. Four have been finished so main amplifiers, and a separate magreports in its current membership ment for two years or show a mini- far.
It is believed an additional 10
netic reproducer.
bulletin that it has furnished the com- mum of 12 3-D pictures. The Norde will be scheduled to follow immeThe model theatre, conceived by L.
pany the name of a theatre with a process requires only one projector diately on completion of the present D. Netter, Jr., Altec sales chief, was
Miracle Mirror screen which wants and one strip of film. The glasses sell commitment.
planned and developed by Ted CarCushioned

in

;

^Million Check

;

Walsh Elected

Altec Model Theatre

A

Top Display Item

TESMA

Norde, Magic-Vuers

Ohio Theatre Would

Test 'Robe' Sound

"The Robe"

to play

in

CinemaScope

with one-track sound.
Skouras agreed at the Allied convention to make such tests in several
exchange areas in response to exhibicontentions
tor
that
stereophonic
sound should not be required for

"Robe" presentations

in

some small

theatres.

The

T. O. bulletin also solicits
other theatres which might qualify
for the one-track sound test.
I.

Package Offered
—

for 10 cents each.
Originally, the Norde device was to
sell for $1,500 and an exhibitor still

may buy

it
outright if he wants to.
process was shown at a
convention luncheon. It was explained
that all companies except 20th Century-Fox have agreed to supply their
3-D prints to Norde for processing
on a single strip.
flow of 3-D product is assured, Norde representatives
told the convention.

TOA

The

A

Panoramic
Have
For 20th by Year-End

penter,

'Cat

Women'

in

Work

R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures Corp., who entered into a
joint production agreement with Al
Zimbalist, executive producer of Three
Dimensional Pictures, Inc., has disclosed that
"Cat Women on the
Moon" is presently before the
cameras.
It is
scheduled for completion some time late this month.

Altec

headquarters

engineer,

and constructed under the supervision
of Al Katz, of Max Fine, Inc., New

York

theatre display firm.

Netter yesterday delivered an address at a national assemblage of

MotiograDh dealers and executives.
E. O. Wilschke, operating manager
of
Altec,
yesterday expressed his
views, concerning stereophonic sound
systems as a member of the convention's panel of technical experts.

VOL.

74.

NO.

Product Bid

Holds

NEW

89

AB-PT

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY,

Hurt
Free to Enter Small Houses
Production
CHICAGO,
5.—With
Policies

divorcement, the producers, by being
cut loose from the responsibility of
operating theatres, have a new-found
freedom whose effects are about to
in Para.
distort their good judgment.
This
was stated here tonight by Alfred
The Paramount consent decree does Starr, retiring president of Theatre
not prevent American Broadcasting- Owners of America, in his address to
Paramount Theatres from engaging in the convention banquet.
The producers, Starr said, seem to
the production and distribution of motion pictures, Leonard H. Goldenson, be on the point of deciding that they
AB-PT president, stated here yester- should aim for long runs in the big
"A" houses and forget about the subday.
(Continued on page 3)
Goldenson took this stand in response to a question following his
address at a luncheon-meeting of the
Security Analysts Association.

Goldenson Finds No
Decree
Bars

d The AB-PT president, commenting on the proposal contained in his keynote address on
Wednesday at the Theatre
Owners of America convention
in Chicago, maintained that the
(Continued on page 6)

See $5,000,000 as
Conversion Cost of

AB-PT

Circuit

An estimated expenditure of $5,000,000 to convert theatres of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres to
the various new screen and sound
media was estimated here yesterday
in an address by Leonard H. Golden-

AB-PT

president, before a luncheon meeting of the Security Analysts
Association.
son,

CJ Goldenson said the $5,000,000 estimate may be lowered by
a decrease in equipment costs,

Pa.,

Nov.

(Continued on page 6)

begin in February.
The film was withdrawn from general release almost five years ago.
Since then, there has been a succession
of demands for its return from organizations, such as the General Federa-

provided

in

the

AMPP-IATSE

agreement finalized Wednesday subject to ratification by IATSE locals,
which is considered virtually automatic.

Under the agreement reached,
major studios will start pension planning by paying two
cents per straight-time hour
into the fund. After one year,
workers will match this contribution to the fund.
concrete plan or method for
fitting the film industry, with its skipstop employment schedules, to a pension formula has been devised so far,
and it is expected several years will
be required to build a fund to the size
required for organizing and administering the project.

The contract signed
four-year agreement
Oct. 25.

Wednesday

is

retroactive

a
to

dues to the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations will be reduced 25 per
cent under the figure they paid in the
previous collection period because of
a carryover of approximately $50,000
in the
treasury. This was
revealed to the Theatre Owners of
America board here today by Sam
Pinanski, who read a statement provided by a committee consisting of
Al Lichtman, Wilbur Snaper, Col.

COMPO

H. A. Cole, Abram Myers, Trueman
Rembusch, Pat McGee and Pinanski.
In disclosing that TOA would continue its membership in COMPO for
another year, the statement said that
the $50,000 carry-over justified the
lesser

demands for funds.

The

distributors have agreed, it was
explained, that they will match the
exhibitors' dues dollar for dollar. The
Motion Picture Association of America has estimated its liability at $150,000 on this basis, but if exhibitors'

dues exceed this figure, Pinanski was
authorized to say that the distributors

New TOA Move

The importance

of the world market was emphasized here last night by
Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president of Universal Pictures, as he opened
the second session of 12 lectures of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers'

Show-

manship School
the
Astor.
at

Hotel

Lige Brien of
United Artists,

to Reissue

cities will

is

Duff Cites Importance of
39% Income from Abroad

president

of

AMPA, presided
night's

major

first

toward eventual establishment of
a pension system for studio workers
step

By AL STEEN
CHICAGO, Nov. 5.— Exhibitors'

(Continued on page 4)

'Best Years' in Feb.

in

New

Contract
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 5— The

In

Told Lesser

Rate Result of $50,000
Carryover in Treasury

Set by AMPP-'IA'

Goes to School

(Continued on page 6)

Samuel Goldwyn will reissue his
Academy Award winner, "The Best
Years of Our Lives."
Engagements

5.—

theatres open on Sunday.
However,
Hanover, a York County borough,
one of the largest centers of population to vote on the issue, and several
other communities which had pro-

AMPA

TO A Board

No

Several
Pennsylvania
communities
voting on the Sunday films issue in
Tuesday's election approved keeping

which he saw very likely. The
AB-PT president welcomed the

Goldwyn

in Pa.

O.K. Sunday Films
HARRISBURG,

TEN CENTS

1953

Pension-Plan Start

theatre

Many Towns

6,

EXHIBITOR DUES TO
COMPO CUT BY 25%

Post-Divorce

Nov.

NOVEMBER

at last
session

before turning
the

m
Alfred E. Daff

to

gavel over
Universal's

Maurice Bergman, who was
moderator.

"Our industry
its income from

tion of Women's Clubs, veterans' organizations,
magazines,
newspapers

acquires 39 per cent of
foreign countries," Daff said. "It is
for this reason that our foreign sales
organizations are so important to us

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 3)

Johnston Enters
French Negotiations
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of

America, is expected to fly to
Paris either today or tomorrow
to take a personal hand in the
current negotiations for a new
U.S. -Franco film agreement, it
was reported here yesterday at
headquarters.

MPAA

Johnston is now in London
connection with his Near
East mission for the U.S. State
Department. He is expected to
remain in Paris two or three

in

days.

for

Arbitration; Allied

Reaction Uncertain
CHICAGO,

Nov. 5.— The board

of
of America today voted unanimously in favor
of establishing an arbitration system
jointly with the distributors and all

directors of Theatre

Owners

exhibitor groups that wish to join in
the
project.
The board instructed
to proceed immediately in getting the plan in motion. The directors'
action was taken at the recommenda-

TOA

(Continued on page 4)

Drive-ins Cautious

On Wide

Screens
A

CHICAGO, Nov. 5.— policy of
cautious approach to wide screen was
advocated by the majority of speakers
at the drive-in forum of the Theatre
Owners of America convention here.
So far as 3-D is concerned, many
reported disappointing results due primarily to the difficulty of properly
preparing the_ screen surface so that
(Continued on, page 4)

;
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FELDMAN,

J.

With Pola-Lite Co.
CHICAGO,
makers
Uni-

versal Pictures general sales manager, will be in Omaha from Chicago
today and will return to New York

on Monday.

con,

of

new

3-D

Nov. 5.— Pola-Lite Co.,
glasses, and Moropti-

single-track

3-D

system,

have concluded a deal whereby Moropticon will be given to any theatre
that will buy 2,500 Pola-Lite viewers
per month for a 12-month period.
This was revealed today by Al
O'Keefe, vice-president of Pola-Lite,

Ivan Fuldaur, M-G-M, field repre- who addressed the discussion session
sentative for Omaha and Des Moines, at the Theatre Owners of America
has arrived in New York from the convention. O'Keefe spoke on behalf
Midwest.
of Matthew Fox who financed Moropticon.

Russell Holman, Paramount PicEastern production manager,
tures
will return here Sunday by plane from
Rome.
•

Foster M. Blake, Universal Pictures Western sales manager, will return here today from Chicago.
•

Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M
arrive

will

publicist,

Coast on Nov.

here

studio

from the

•

City.

Ted Galanter,

M-G-M

Western

press representative, is in Los Angeles
from San Francisco.

Del Amo, U.A. Head
In Havana, Dies
Amo,

47,

United Artists

manager in Cuba, died suddenly on
Wednesday in Havana, according to
received

advices

New York

at

the

company's

office.

veteran of 25 years with U. A.,
Del Amo started as a clerk in the Havana office, rising through the ranks

A

as booker,

He explained
results.
satisfactory
that the system was perfected after
two years of research. Demonstraweek

in each exchange center and installations will
be available immediately thereafter,

tions will start next

O'Keefe

salesman, assistant

mana-

Surviving are his
ger and manager.
widow, Maria Del Amo, and two
daughters.

Salzburg Services Today
Services will be held today at 2:00
o'clock at the Garlick Funeral Parlor
in the Bronx for David Salzburg,
father of J. Milton Salzburg, president
of Pictorial Films, who died on WedOther survivors are the
nesday.
widow and three sons.

Bell-Howell to Make
CinemaScope Lenses
An agreement has been made between 20th Century-Fox and Bell and
Howell whereby 20th licenses Bell
and Howell to produce CinemaScope
lenses, it was announced by Spyros
P. Skouras, president of the film company and C. H. Percy, president of the
camera and optical firm.
The new agreement is expected both
to sharply expedite production of the
lens, as well as make lenses available
to many in other countries whose orders have gone unfilled because of a

backlog.
"20th Century-Fox has encouraged
Bell & Howell to enter this field,"
said Skouras, "because we feel that
competition between several leading
optical manufacturers will stimulate
the sale of lenses and more rapidly
equip theatres to show CinemaScope
productions."
The lens will be sold by Bell &
Howell through theatre supply houses
at a list price of $1,900 for a set of
two lenses. Limited quantities will be
available in December, with volume
production early in 1954.

'Decameron'

Bow

RKO's "Decameron

Set

Nights," based

Move

agers.

/. P.

Permit Requested

BUFFALO,

Nov.

5.—Community

Television Co. of Buffalo has applied
to the Federal Communications Commission for authorization to operate a
television

This

is

station

on Channel No.

the fifth application for

same channel by Western
applicants.

7.

the

New York

1953

6,

—

DALLAS,

Texas
George
Dembow, vice-president and
general sales director of Na-

COMPO

Nov. 5.
honor

will

tional Screen Service, at a special luncheon when he comes to
Dallas to direct the National
Screen regional sales conference to be held in the Adolphus

Hotel on Tuesday.

Branch managers and

men

of

Charlotte,

Memphis,

New

Oklahoma City

Dallas,

Orleans

and

will attend the

gathering.

Steinberg

Of

sales-

National Screen from

Atlanta,

sales

RKO

Erich

To Form New Units
In Drive-in Group

Now Head
Germany

in

Steinberg

been

has

Germany

in

for

RKO

named

RKO

He joined
in Brazil in 1945,
serving later in Panama and Peru.
Steinberg will leave here by plane
tomorrow for Frankfurt, where he
will make his headquarters.

de-

Ezell and Associates.
Ezell revealed that he will spend
the next 30 days interviewing personnel to head up the various departments which will require the services
of an architect, lawyer, sound engibuilding
neer,
projection
engineer,
contractor, landscaping and decorating artist, concessions expert, tax analyst, advertising and exploitation advisor, buying and booking consultant,
labor and personnel counselor and a
public relations director.

Needed

Specialization

Citing the reason for these newlydepartments, Ezell claimed
that 12 per cent of the present drivein theatre owners and managers have
been in the business less than five
years and necessarily need the specialized services and consultation of
drive-in theatre veterans.
Ezell stated that the selected drivein theatre specialists would be put on
retainers and their services will be
available to all members of the association.

Plan Film Forum at
will be sponsored Sunday evethe Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in conjunction
with a screening of "The Barefoot

forum

5.— Of- ning by

new year by

ficers elected for the

service

partments in the International Drivein Theatre Owners Association was
disclosed here by Claude Ezell, head
of the organization and president of

'Battalion* Showing
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 5.—A film

Philadelphia Group
Elects '54 Officers
Nov.

Nov. 5.— The formation

advisory and

several

Radio created

by Alfred Crown, foreign manager of
the company. Steinberg succeeds Max
Mendel, who has resigned.
Steinberg's assignment returns him
to his native land, where he entered
the industry as a salesman in 1928.
In 1932 he joined Warner Brothers,
and in 1934 he was assigned to Brazil.

PHILADELPHIA,

DALLAS,
of

the

Motion Picture Associates of Philadelphia are
Lou Formato, president Battalion" at the Academy Award
Sam Diamond, vice-president
Joe Theatre. The forum, following the
Schaeffer, treasurer, and Joe Farrow, showing of the picture, will be moderated by George Seaton. On stage
secretary.
The board of directors elected con- with him will be Gregg Tallas, the
film's producer, director and editor.
sists
of John Turner, Herb Gillis,
:

;

Wurtele,

Lester

Dave

Tilleman,

George Beattie, Jack Greenberg, Bill
Doyle and Mort Magill. The board
will hold a meeting on Monday.

"The Barefoot Battalion," filmed
entirely in Greece, deals with displaced
II.
children of World

War

Goldstein to 3 Cities

on the 14th Century stories by BocDefeated
Censor
caccio, will have its New York preOTTAWA, Nov. 5.— Delegates to miere at the Fine Arts Theatre on
the annual convention of the Eastern Nov. 17, Charles Boasberg, general
Ontario Women's Institute rejected sales manager has disclosed.
a resolution demanding that managers
The picture stars Joan Fontaine and
of motion picture houses be com- Louis Jourdan, with Godfrey Tearle,
pelled to withdraw films deemed un- Joan Collins and Binnie Barnes feaThe delegates tured. It was produced by M. J.
suitable for children.
held that such censorship is the re- Frankovich and William Szekely, and
sponsibility of parents, not the man- directed
by Hugo Fregonese.

TV

Texas Compo Tribute
To George Dembow

manager

said.

15.

George Yohalen, producer, has returned to Hollywood from Mexico

Jose Del

Demonstrations of the one-projector
system have been held for M-G-M,
Warners and Universal technical departments, O'Keefe said, with highly

November

Ezell Tells of Plans

Moropticon in Deal

Personal
Mention
CHARLES

Friday,

Callahan Dead

On

'Slade'

CHICAGO,

Campaign NEW YORK THEATRES

Nov. 5.— Harry Gold-

Allied Artists Eastern publicity
manager, who has been here for the
convention of the Theatre Owners of
stein,

America, left today for Baltimore to
up an advance promotional campaign for "Jack Slade." He will follow this with visits for the same purpose to Detroit and Harrisburg, Pa.,
returning to New York next week.
set

RADIO CITY

MUSK

HALL

Rockefeller Center.

M-G-M's

"KISS

Kathryn

ME KATE"

starring

GRAYSON Howard KEEL
.

ANN MILLER
Photographed

in

Print in

TECHNICOLOR
ANSCO COLOR
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATIOr

9

'Cease Fire Premiere
At Criterion Nov. 23

"Cease Fire" will have its world
BOSTON, Nov. 5.— Joseph P. Calthe Criterion Theatre
premiere
at
manformer
lahan, of Newton, Mass.,
& P Theatres and more here on Nov. 23. The Paramount
ager for
Wallis and
recently a relief manager for Ameri- film, produced by Hal
a colonel
Crump,
Owen
directed
by
can Theatres Corp., died Tuesday. Funeral services will be held tomorrow of the Army Signal Corps during
World War II, is a story of action
at Our Lady of Presentation Church,
in Korea.
Newton,

M
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Daff Cites

"Thunder Over the Plains"

because whenever foreign income is in
jeopardy, there is a severe repercussion in our general economy.
An anti-American policy in any of
the foreign countries where we trade
can become an acute problem because
unless we bring back dollars for what
we sell abroad we are faced with a
severe strain.

"When

an advertising camconceived in this country it is well for us to keep in
mind these foreign markets.
C|

is

material
advertising
"Frequently
which is produced here cannot be
turned to advantage in a foreign

We

recognize the fact that
country.
there is a difference in cultural standsystems
emotional
ards
and
in
throughout the world."

Interchangeability Treated
Discussing the interchangeability of
moods between the domestic and for"The
eign markets, Daff declared
whole psychological key in foreign
countries is set at our mood. When
some leader of our industry sings the
blues, it is immediately picked up
abroad to the extent that I am frequently confronted with the idea that
the American motion picture industry
has developed a great deal of pessi:

mism in the last few years."
Cf Ten points were advanced by Daff
for consideration by the industry's advertising and publicity fraternity, as

follows
"1.
it

is

This
your

makes

it

a complex business and
job to understand what

is

tick.

any manifestations,
respected business in the comLike all businesses, we are
munity.
beholden to banks and stockholders.
"2. This, despite

is

a

"3.

To

advertise

must learn and think

intelligently,

we

intelligently.

"4. The publicity man of today can
be the producer of tomorrow if he has
the will to develop sound ideas.

The

{Warner Brothers)

SET

IN

POST CIVIL

WAR

TEXAS,

Randolph Scott starrer is
tailor-made for the principal's talents. The machinations of some carpetbaggers to keep the state in continual unrest and thus out of the union forms
the story line.
Supporting stars are Phyllis Kirk, as his wife, and Lex
this

Barker, a recent Tarzan, as Scott's junior officer in the Army of Occupation
in Texas.
The story is an uncomplicated but honest narrative, nicely paced with
action and suspense by director Andre de Toth.
The opening finds Scott,
a Texas-born captain in the Union Army, unhappily carrying out his duties
upholding the legal rights of the carpetbaggers in the knowledge that in
his position he is able to infuse some understanding in the local handling of
the former rebels.
He and his wife live a lonely and unhappy life in a
hostile town.
One of Scott's most unrewarding assignments comes when he is asked by
his colonel, Henry Hull, to trap a local Robin Hood, Ben McGraw, who has
Although
been waging guerilla warfare against the Yankee opportunists.
secretly sympathizing with McGraw, Scott carries out his mission, which is
suddenly complicated by a murder, laid to McGraw, but actually committed
by the dirtiest carpetbagger of them all Hugh Sanders.
The
Russell Hughes wrote the screenplay, produced by David Weisbart.
beautiful scenery is as big and colorful as all outdoors and was photographed
The principals and supporting actors contribute good perin WarnerColor.
formances, especially Elisha Cook, Jr., and Sanders, as carpetbaggers. It is
an action film which requires no apology.
Others in the cast are Lane
Chandler, James Brown, Fess Parker, Richard Benjamin, Mark Dana, Jack

—

—

Woody and Trevor
Running
Dec.

Bardette.

time, 82 minutes.

General audience classification.

Release date,

12.

"Last of the Pony Riders"

MARKING THE

LAST

of the

Gene Autry

films in the

Columbia

series

under the present contractual commitment, "Last of the Pony Riders"
stands pretty much on a par with predecessors.
His fans should be amply
satisfied.

The

story concerns the last stages in the completion of the transcontinental
telegraph, which in turn means the end of the pony express.
Autry, former
pony rider and now superintendent of the route, plans to establish a stage
line with his boss.
Unfortunately there is a rival gang that wants to set up
the same line and in order to eliminate competition resorts to a variety of
forms of skullduggery.
The story and screenplay by Ruth Woodman is of standard type and
provides the usual incidents of gunplay and fisticuffs. Smiley Burnette is on
hand to contribute his customary comic antics. By way of romance there
is a slight boy-girl touch involving Dick Jones and Kathleen Case.
In time, of course, Autry emerges from the shadows of misunderstanding
to nail down the real culprits.
Others in the cast are John Downey, Howard Wright, Arthur Space and
Gregg Barton.
Running time, 59 minutes.
General audience classification.
November

esting but never vulgar.

Everyone

entrusted with
picture should be

the

inselling of a
structed in the manner of its distribution and in the way it fits into the

company's program.
"7. The day has arrived when the
advertising crafts should be instructed
No
in industry matters and policy.
one company lives alone.

want to enter this business may have
a chance to test their aptitude.
"10. And lastly,
there should be
more pride of craftsmanship and more
faith in our industry's future."

No 'Common Denominator'
Daff also made the point that
thought too much of the industry's
advertising, publicity and promotion is
done without an awareness of what is
going on in the country, particularly

he

m various sections. "I feel strongly,"
he said, "that we have now reached a

sequent runs and smaller towns. Their
argument is that most of their revenue
comes from the big first runs and
therefore they can greatly reduce distribution and print costs by ignoring
the smaller theatres, Starr said.
"If they carry through this shortsighted production plan, this threatened new dimension in production, it
will be a tragic mistake and there are
three reasons why it will be a mistake," Starr said, listing the reasons
as follows.
€f To ignore any large segment
of the public is to drive them
to other forms of amusement
people do lose the motion picture habit; the industry digs

own grave if it ignores or
neglects any segment of its audience or its potential audience.

its

Cf

The

foreign market accounts

for 40 per cent of the earnings
of
American producers and
aside from the financial rewards, Star asked, "can we as

Americans forget the profound
influence that our motion pictures have had and still have on
the morals, manners and various standards of living in every
part of the world?"

(Columbia)

selling of pictures should be

tempered by a sense of public relations and responsibility to the community. We should always be inter"6.

(Continued from page 1)

release.

'The Selling of Pictures'
"5.

Post Divorce

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

paign

3

U. A. to Distribute

Mt. Everest Feature
"The Conquest

of Everest," color in

Technicolor film of the 1953 HuntHillary-Tensing
expedition
to
the
world's highest mountain peak, has
been acquired for release by United
Artists.

Produced by Countryman Films, the
picture was photographed by Thomas
Stobart, with the assistance of George

CI The most compelling argument of all, the scarcity of product leaves a vacuum in the sub-

sequent run theatres and in the
small towns.
Starr warned that while a successbig picture can earn a great deal
of money in a short time, an expensive failure can bring disaster to its
producers, and several in a row can
bring bankruptcy.
Pointing out that the board had approved the resumption of arbitration
discussions. Starr said that arbitration
does not offer an easy solution for all
problems, and does not guarantee the
survival of a marginal theatre or a
marginal producer.
The best it can
do is to provide a forum and an opportunity for an aggrieved person to
talk out his problems under circumful

stances that compel careful attention.

Ninth Week to 'Robe,'
Record for the Roxy
"The Robe,"

first

CinemaScope

fea-

ture of 20th Century-Fox, will start
its ninth week at the Roxy here on
Thursday, thus becoming the first picture in the 26-year history of the theatre to run more than eight weeks.

Cinerama Bows
Washington

Lowe, both members of the team led
at
by Sir John Hunt, Sir Edmund Hillary and Shotia Tensing Norkey. The
Benefit
commentary was written by Louis
WASHINGTON, Nov. 5.— Before
of motion pictures.
We
know for a Macneice, poet
enthusiasm.
and author, and is a distinguished first-night audience
fact that down South certain types oi
spoken by Meredith Edwards.
"9. There
should be an industry
which included representatives of the
pictures do well, and conversely, the
training school so that those who
government,
diplomatic
corps
and
same picture will do very badly in
the East and Middle West."
that scene may well be one on which armed services, "This Is Cinerama"
a
whole advertising campaign is had its premiere here tonight. The
He advocated specialized
C|[
opening was sponsored by the Ameribased," Daff said.
Daff on Advertising
advertising for particular localican Newspaper Women's Club as a
"There
is
constant
a
scream for
ties.
"Such a procedure is
<f "Everyone thinks it doesn't
economy in production, but in the ex- benefit for Children's Hospital.
only a fragment in the repay to advertise, but let me tell
There should be frequent induspoint where there is no such thing as
try selling clinics where new blood
a common denominator in the selling
may be injected with new ideas and
"8.

you that there are 26 mountains
in Colorado higher than Pike's
Peak, but few people ever heard
of them," Alfred E. Daff, Universal executive vice-president
told

an

AMPA

Showmanship

School class in session here
night.

last

appraisal that should be

done

connection with
niques," he said.

tech-

in

"It

is

my

our

belief that the advertising

and exploitation of motion pictures
play a vital part in the financial planning of many pictures.
As an example, a scene may well be put into
a production costing ($100,000), and

ploitation

angles injected into a piceconomies are extremely
like to think that
the exploitation and advertising of a
picture is part of the financing and
budgeting for the negative.
That is,
how closely in our thinking exploita-

such
dangerous.
ture,

We

Leaves

RKO

CLEVELAND,

for 20th

—

Nov. 5.
Gordon
Campbell, RKO Radio salesman, recently transferred here from Detroit,
has resigned from the company with
which he was associated for eight
tion, advertising, and publicity tie up
years, to return to Detroit where he
in the making and the financing of a
has joined the 20th Century-Fox sales
motion picture," Daff observed.
force.
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TOA Drive-in
(Continued from page 1)
satisfactory for 3-D and still
it
is
acceptable for 2-D shows.
Jack Braunagel presided and gave
the keynote talk.
Little satisfaction was reported by
participants in the forum in treating
drive-in screens for 3-D and no practical experience has been gained yet
on very wide screens. However, E. D.
Martin of Georgia, one of the panelists,
told the convention that he is
now building in Florida a drive-in
screen 90 feet wide and 45 feet high
for 2-t'o-l aspect ratio.
Some of the speakers felt that drivein screens already are "big screens"
and the problems of getting sufficient
light were already great enough without increasing the screen's area.
In contrast to this viewpoint, Braunagel read a statement by Al Reynolds of Dallas, who was to have
participated in the discussions but had
to leave because of business reasons,

"We cannot sit back and
wait when indoor theatres are installing wide-screens."
He pointed out that in some areas,
now have wider
indoor
theatres
screens than drive-ins.
which said

:

Lippert Circuit Equipped
Panelist Charles Maestri of California stated the Lippert circuit has
had its drive-ins equipped with allpurpose screens so that if 3-D is revived "we are ready to go." He said
the Lippert circuit had been experimenting with the problem of projecting Cinema Scope in case it should be
offered to drive-ins without stereophonic sound.
The majors, he said,
cannot afford to pass up the drive-ins.
"We must be ready to move with
CinemaScope when they do," he said.
Panelist Joe Rosenfield of Spokane,
recommended that drive-ins do not attempt to get runs ahead of indoor
theatres even in competitive situations.

On

"Whv

try to put

this

Braunagel commented,
indoor theatre
can hurt them
If we play afterhurt the outdoor

the

We

out of business?
if we play ahead.
ward, it does not
theatre."

Won't Spurn a Tax
Compromise: McGee
CHICAGO, Nov. 5.— In his report to
the Theatre Owners of America convention on the admissions tax repeal
campaign, Pat McGee, co-chairman of
the
tax committee, said that

COMPO

"we would not be foolish enough to
spurn a compromise if it met the needs
of those theatres in the industry which
suffer most at this time, but you can-

not compromise when none is offered
and no one is disposed to compromise

with weakness."

Outlines Policy

McGee told the convention that
many exhibitors keep inquiring what

COMPO's

plans are and add "I must
be honest in saying that we have no
alternative but to do what w e did before and I list them in order secure
support from congressmen and senators introducing a bill for a 20 per
cent tax elimination.
Try to keep it
free from amendments and guide it
consult
through on its own merits
with Treasury and Administration advisors on all possible occasions for advice and guidance if it can be had.
Try to muster enough support to override a veto if it comes."
:

;

Friday,

Right Sound, Screen Vital
In CinemaScope: Skouras

COMPO

Spyros Skouras was placed on the witness
CHICAGO, Nov. 5.
stand today at the final luncheon of the Theatre Owners of America convention and, in effect, repeated his
statements made at the Allied conven- to grosses ranging from 40 per cent
tion in Boston; that is, that "The to 150 per cent above average busiRobe," or any other 20th Century- ness.
Fox CinemaScope picture, will not be
The small theatre operators
made available except with stereowere the most concerned over
phonic sound and the assurance that
CinemaScope, telling Skouras
the screen is right.
that in many cases it was physiQuestions put to him by exhibitors
cally impossible to install the
brought out Skouras' contention that
system.
Both Skouras and
the 70 per cent terms being asked for
Lichtman assured them that
"The Robe" are justified in view of
they had nothing to worry
the business which the picture is doing.
about.

Lichtman Also Heard
There were some arguments, too,
Al Lichtman, director of distribu- over installation costs, one Texas extion for 20th Century-Fox, who also hibitor declaring that it would cost
Skouras said
spoke at the luncheon, asserted that him $20,000 to instalL
this was an exaggeration, pointing to
if the terms prove to be unjustified,
then an adjustment would be made, an exhibitor in the room who had
but the exhibitors were reminded that installed the equipment in his 720-seat
the company is guaranteeing a 10 per
cent profit. Lichtman said that in the
69 theatres playing "The Robe" to
date, the gross has been $6,900,000.

of

Before getting on the subject
CinemaScope, Skouras made

a
plea
strongly

exhibitor

for

unity,
es-

Tom

Edwards Chairman

Tom Edwards

smaller theatres out of business.
advised drive-in operators
that the problem of stereophonic sound
for outdoor theatres eventually would
be solved and asked them to be patient.
He also repeated his Boston statement
to the effect that his company would
arrange credit for any exhibitor who
to

install

couldn't afford

CinemaScope

it.

and

meet any averages on the same

The committee mentioned
along with Robert Coyne,

above,

COMPO

special counsel,

were

in session at the

Blackstone Hotel all day.
The
convention concluded last
night with a banquet.
As the convention closed,
members were convinced that the largest exhibitor convention in industry
history had been achieved. The world's

TOA

TOA

largest hotel, the Conrad Hilton, had
been taxed to capacity to accommodate
the 3,000 industry representatives and
it was pointed
out that at least 40
additional manufacturers and supply
dealers would have taken space if it
had been available at the trade show.
Although trade practices may have
taken a back seat, delegates stated that
the forums on equipment and concessions had been worth the expense of
coming here.

TESMA

and Allied
To Talk Joint Meet

TESMA."
Chicago Preferred
understood that the majority
of
members prefer holding
the trade shows and conventions in
Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel because of the adequate floor space available under the same roof with the
It

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

of the
scroll was

luncheon meeting today. A
presented to Pat McGee for his work
on the tax repeal campaign of which
he was co-chairman.

Skouras

wanted

Dues

dollar-for-dollar basis.

was chairman

CHICAGO, Nov. 5.— The Board of
Tracing the history of Cinema- directors of the Theatre Equipment
Scope, Skouras said that the invest- and Supply Manufacturers Associament in it has been $250,000,000 and tion has been authorized to conduct
that it was developed so that all the- negotiations with Allied States on the
atres, regardless of size, can make subject of meeting in a joint convenmoney. There appeared to be consid- tion in Milwaukee next year. TESMA
able dissension among the questioners membership appears to be split on conover the demand for particular screens tinuing the joint conventions and trade
and stereophonic sound, some declar- shows on the grounds that "everybody
ing that such stipulations would drive makes money on the deals except
the

1953

house in Albany, Ore., for $8,325.

recommending the

tablishment of one strong exhibitor organization. While not
mentioning the two national associations by name, it was apparent that he was advocating
a merger of Allied and TOA.

6,

(Continued from page 1)
will

—

November

is

TESMA

exhibitor conventions.

TESMA's

board also passed a reTerms Draw Opposition
solution directed to the Secretary of
When one exhibitor complained that Commerce commending Nathan Goldthe 70 per cent terms were prohibi- en, director of the motion picture and
tive and that he would have to raise photographic products division, for his
prices, Skouras got a big laugh from work with the industry during the
the audience when he said that the existence of the National Production
distributors have no right to dictate Administration.
admission prices and are prevented
A resolution also was passed exfrom doing so by law. But he pointed tending its sympathy to the family of
out that "The Robe" has been playing Chick Lewis on his untimely death.

TOA

tion of the
executive committee.
TOA's arbitration issue has existed
since negotiations broke down last
year.

Whether Allied will go along on the
plan could not be confirmed, but
members expressed the opinion privately that they were sure Allied
eventually would participate, despite
the fact that the latter organization
has insisted that it would not be a
party to any plan that did not include
the arbitration of film rentals.
It was pointed out in this connection
by some
spokesmen that the
projected system would be open to all
exhibitors and any Allied member
could take a problem to any board
that might be set up for the solution
Inasmuch as the distribof disputes.
utors have stated that they will not
accept a plan that would include film
rental arbitration, this provision is expected to be a vital one when negotiations are resumed.

TOA

TOA

Convention Highlight

The launching

of a move to estabwas considered a highconvention, but there was

lish arbitration

light of the

a definite opinion that the way had
been paved for the ultimate consolidation of Allied and TOA. Most delegates contacted by Motion Picture
Daily expressed the opinion that the
need for a merger was more pronounced now than ever before. Nobody discounted the possibility despite
the apparent hurdle of a "clash of personalities" that such a merger would
involve.

leaders of both Allied and
meeting today on the tax repeal
program, conjecture was running wild
on the possibility that a merger had
been discussed. One camp said that
the idea had not been discussed. Another segment, when it was pointed
out that pressure seems to have been
applied for the establishment of one

With

TOA

Allied Stalwarts' Mingling with TOA
Heads in Chicago Starts Merger Reports
CHICAGO,

Nov. 5.— The appearance here today of Wilbur Snaper,
Abram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel; Trueman Rembusch and H. A. Cole, national directors, with Jack
Kirsch, another national Allied director, at hand, gave rise to rumors
at the Theatre Owners of America convention here that a merger
between TOA and Allied was being discussed.
Hope for a merger had been expressed here earlier this week by
Alfred Starr, retiring TOA president; S. H. Fabian, and other TOA
Allied States president;

leaders.

of the influx of Allied talent and its mingling with its
counterpart was officially described as being for discussion of
Council of Motion Picture Organizations' business and the new Federal admission tax repeal campaign.

The purpose

TOA

exhibitor

organization,

told

Motion

Daily, "you are a good
guesser and you aren't far wrong."
In any event, both sides are not

Picture

talking.

'Stranger' Opens

Monday

United Artists' "Stranger on the
Prowl," starring Paul Muni, will have
its New York premiere at the World
Theatre on Monday.
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Zhis
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AB-PT Free

Conversion

various consent decrees do not
prevent major circuits from engaging in production, although
some of the later decrees do bar

innovations, comhe foresaw multhat
menting
systems for the future
tiple
rather than standardization.

screen

Regarding future business, Goldenson mentioned that some of the facthetors which had adversely affected
atre attendance could be expected to
reverse themselves in the future. The

circuits from
tribution.

He
that
tion

engaging

in

dis-

said the reaction to his proposal
exhibition should enter producunless present film companies
forth with sufficient product,

population from 1940 to 1950 come
It has "stimuunder-30 age group, which com- has been "terrific."
prises the bulk of theatregoers, will lated exhibition thinking that they
be reversed as the war and post-war have to go forward" if producing comgeneration comes of age, he pointed panies fall down on the job, GoldenThey will present the motion son declared.
out.
picture industry with a great new
No Production Plans Now
market to tap, he declared.
has no present plans to enAB-PT
Theatre operations of AB-PT for
ter production, he continued, but is
Goldyear,
this
the fourth quarter of
watching the product situation from
enson said, are running slightly behind week to week.
If AB-PT elects to
The reorganization
last year to date.
enter production, Goldenson said, it
he
of the company's theatre holdings,
will do so as an individual company
the consent
stated, as required by
and not in concert with any group.
completion.
nearing
judgment, is now
As to distribution, or financing, GoldThe company, he said, now has 627 enson said, AB-PT has not evolved
wholly-owned theatres and 53 par-

drop

in

in the

of

tially-owned,
be divested.

which 65 remain

to

any plans on those scores

either.

How-

unless the present
is corrected, AB-PT
Dividend Policy Unchanged
will give "serious consideration" to
He indicated that present earnings entering production.
Walter W. Gross, vice-president and
would allow the company to maintain
per general counsel of AB-PT, who was
its dividend policy of 25 cents
share per quarter on the common also present at the luncheon, mainOperating- earnings for the tained that the courts in their consent
stock.
current year will be $1 per share, rulings did not declare vertical integration illegal per se, that is the
Goldenson estimated.
The CinemaScope production, "The production, distribution and exhibition
Robe," he said, is doing excellent busi- fields covered in the operations of an
Twentieth Century-Fox's terms individual film company. The courts,
ness.
to AB-PT on the picture, he com- he stated, attempted to correct the
mented, is 70 per cent of the gross, then existing conditions within the inadding that he hoped terms for the dustry which were deemed bad, renext CinemaScope release would be

Production Is Pushed

By Wayne-Fellows
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.

—

A

now

is

5.

for Wayne-Fellows, whose
pictures are distributed by Warner
Brothers.
Two features will go before the cameras on Nov. 16. The
"The High and the Mighty,"
first,
will star John Wayne, Claire Trevor
The second will
and Laraine Day.
be "Ring of Fear," a circus story

in

effect

14

More Members

Fourteen more new members of the
Motion Picture Pioneers have been
accepted into the organization, bringing the list of new 15th anniversary

members

close to 75, a

new

high.

Accepted this week and ready for
induction on the night of Nov. 12 at
the Astor Hotel are Walter J. Barber,
Universal, New York; David L. Cantor, RKO Radio, New York; Robert
O'Brien and Clyde H. Denton, Paramount, Washington
featuring Pat
Beatty.
Eric H. Fricsson, Paramount. New
York; Chester W. Friedman, M-G-M,
20th-Fox,
Toronto;
Grosz,
Paul
New York William K. Hollander,
Bernard Klein,
B. & K., Chicago
in
National Theatre Supply, New York
The British
LONDON, Nov. 5.
Frank LaGrande, Paramount, New
Film Institute has selected three ParaYork; Morrie Roizman, New York;
mount productions for the first three
Allen G. Smith, National Theatre
positions in its monthly poll of exSupply, New York; Philip Smith,
hibitors, press and public.
Boston
Elmer C. Upton, B. & K.,
In order of position, the pictures
and Charles F. Wolfe, New York.
"Shane," in
are: George Stevens'
Technicolor, starring Alan Ladd, Van
William
Is
Heflin and Jean Arthur
Wyler's "Roman Holiday," starring
Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn,
Luciano Emmer, director of "Three
and Perlberg-Seaton's "Little Boy
starring
Bing Crosby and Girls from Rome" and last year's feaLost,"
ture-length art film, "Leonardo Da
Claude Dauphin.
"Shane" is Paramount's Adolph Vinci," is now at work in Italy on a
Zukor Golden Jubilee- Salute picture. color documentary on the life and art
of Pablo Picasso, I.F.E. Films Export

Three Para. Pictures

;

Top Poll

Britain

;

—

;

;

Emmer

Making a

Picture on Picasso

New

Talk

Albany, N.

Delivery Plan
Y.,

Nov.

5.

—Exchange

bookers here discussed a proposal by

Film

here reports.

New Firm
ALBANY,

Files in N. Y.

N.

Nov. 1.— Solar

to discontinue
Friday stops in certain towns. The
plan was referred to home offices for

has registered a
certificate to conduct a film business

decision.

in

Firlik

Goldenson claimed that
there is no better time for exhibitors to get into production
than the present one when, he
stated, the demand for product
far exceeds the supply.

d

Service

Productions,

New

York.

Inc.,

Y.,

1953

Sunday

hibited
ban.

films,

continued

the

Mt. Holly Springs in Cumberland
County approved Sunday films, and
so did Williams Township in Dauphin
Williams Township has a
County.
drive-in theatre where Sunday films
were shown a few times but aban-

doned when residents protested.

Many Communities Approve

Other communities approving Sunday films included Bloomsburg and
Homer City, Indiana County Clinton
He compared the present time to Township, Lycoming County Green1921 when, he said, such exhibitors tree,
Allegheny
Ohio
Township,
as Harry, Jack and Albert Warner, County
Kittanning, Manor Townthe heads of Warner Brothers, Nate ship, Armstrong County
Economy
QuakerTownship, Beaver County
J. Blumberg, board chairman of Universal, and Y. Frank Freeman, pro- town, Tullytown, Warrington Townduction vice-president of Paramount, ship, Middletown Township, Bucks
went into the production field for the County Smithfield Township, Huntwant of product for their theatres. A ingdon County Kingston, Forty Fort,
new group of people are going to come Kingston Township, Luzerne County
along from exhibition ranks, Golden- Rostraver Township, Westmoreland
son declared, unless the present situa- County.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tion changes.

TV

Sees

as Talent Source

New Cumberland defeated the proposal by a vote of 1,154 against and
730 for
Silver Spring Township in
Cumberland County voted 215 against,
185 for, while other communities voting against Sunday films included
;

In his prepared address, which dealt
with AB-PT operations, Goldenson
saw television as a source of creative
talent for motion pictures.
Declared
"Particularly in view of
Goldenson
the current shortage of film product
is there room and opportunity in our
industry for bright, young people to
engage in independent production.
I
am sure that those who are interested
will find groups within the industry
ready and willing to finance their productions and to handle the distribution
of their product on reasonable terms."
:

Columbia

Catawissa,

County;

Fer-

managh Township, Juniata County
Lewistown, Mifflin County Burnham
;

Borough-Derry
Mifflin
Township,
County Carlisle, Cumberland County
Greenwood Township, Perry County
Zelienople,
Beaver, Beaver County
Butler County White Township, Indiana County Kelly Township, Union
;

;

;

;

County.

Complete returns show 19 municiapproved 14 defeated Sunday

palities

of 'Gilbert

Picture Pioneers

6,

(Continued from page 1)

tion.

he added,
product shortage

less.

November

Sunday Films

sulting in the divorcement of exhibiproduction-distribution.
from
tion
Conditions, he added, are different today in the industry and what the
court deemed bad need not be repeated, he indicated in response to a ques-

ever,

_

stepped-up production schedule

Produce

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

new

to

Friday,

;

films.

&

Sullivan'

to Reissue
Advance Sale Heavy Goldwyn
(Continued from page 1)
With $15,000 in advance tickets already sold for "Gilbert and Sullivan,"
the Bijou Theatre here has put seats
on sale for the next eight weeks for
the musical film that stars Robert
Morley and Maurice Evans as the
Mail orders
advance are being

composer-lyricist team.

up to six
accepted.

months

in

The Lopert-United
being shown on a
served-seat schedule.

Two New

Artists release is
twice-daily, re-

Drive-ins

For Massachusetts
BOSTON,

and writers, "especially those speaking for the generation that has grown
up since 'Best Years' was withdrawn,"
the Goldwyn office here stated.

Won

Nine 'Oscars'

"To me,

the headline drama of the
picture is as great and as timely as
it was when it was introduced," said

Goldwyn.
Along with nine Academy Awards,
called a record, "Best Years" won
both the New York and the Los Angeles critics' awards and other national and international honors.

FCC

Gives Channel

Nov. 5.— Plans have
been drawn by William Riseman Asto
sociates for the building of two new
drive-in theatres in this state. Both
WASHINGTON, Nov. 4.— Federal
are scheduled to open next spring. Communications Commission hearing
Redstone Drive-in Theatres, Inc., will examiner Hugh B. Hutchison has
erect a 900-car theatre in West Roxrecommended that a Wichita Televibury, while a 1,000-car drive-in will be sion channel
go to KAKE Broadcastin Hybuilt by Interstate Theatres
ing Co., Inc., rather than to Mid-Conannis.
tinent Television, Inc., in which West
Coast exhibitor Sherrill Corwin has

For

Publicists Guild Sets

Press Party Nov. 13
New

York
The Publicists Guild of
will hold its third annual "Press Party" at the Hotel Astor here on Friday

evening,

500

men

newspapers

and

13.

More than

women

representing

Nov.

in the

New York

metro-

politan area, and weekly and monthly
publications are expected to attend the
event.

KAKE

TV

a 24 per cent interest.
Hutchison found that Mid-Continent

had superior qualifications to

KAKE

with respect to the training and experience of key
its

and

proposed
its

members

facilities

of its staff,

and equipment

program planning.

However,

KAKE

had
he said that the owners of
better civic connections and deeper
roots in the Wichita community, and
therefore should get the channel. His
proposed decision is subject to review
by the full commission.
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Poster Trust

SHERWIN KANE

By

VETERANS
ture
ing

of the motion pic-

industry

look

and renewing old friendships,
a time of remembering, of exchanging reminiscences, and for a
few pleasureable hours of reliving
ing

the past.
is

also a time of paying

honor

one among them who

has been
to
Year."
the
"Pioneer
of
designated
satisfacand
the
The pleasure
tion to be derived from the occasion will match, at the Pioneer's
annual dinner this Thursday night
at the Astor Hotel here, any in the
15-year span of the gathering of

Their honoree

industry pioneers.

that night

will

be Barney Balaban,

president of Paramount
co-founder of Balaban

Pictures,

&

Katz,

Chicago.
•

Is

Dismissed

PHILADELPHIA,, Nov. 8.—Judge
William

H.

Kirkpatrick in Federal
District Court here on Friday dismissed the complaint of the Independent Poster Exchange Co. against
National Screen Service Corp. and all
distributors, which has been pending
for four years. He granted judgment
for the defendants.

At the opening of trial, a motion
was made by Louis Nizer, of Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, counsel for
National Screen, and by Earl Harriof Schnader, Harrison, Segal &
Lewis, representing the distributors,
to dismiss the complaint on the ground
that the plaintiff was prevented from
asserting the claim of monopoly and
anti-trust violation, since he had held
a franchise from
National Screen
which provided the poster renter with
standard accessories manufactured and
distributed by National Screen.
The Court also upheld the de(Continued on page 4)
son,

May

Televise Ferrer

Balaban entered the industry as
an exhibitor 46 years ago. With
his brothers he operated the KedNegotiations for the possible theatre
Chicago's West televising
zie Theatre on
of the Jose Ferrer stage
Side and, from that modest be- play series at the New York City
ginning, there grew the pre-emi- Center are currently being conducted
nent B. & K. circuit as it is known by Leo Rosen, independent theatre
TV distributor, and Actors Equity.
today and has been for nearly 30
The series will open with "Cyrano
years past.
de Bergerac" on Wednesday and will
Paramount's acquisition in 1926 continue through Jan. 3, with the fol(Continued on page 6)
of a two-thirds interest in B. & K.

Shows from Stage

eventually to Balaban's entry
into Paramount as its president 10

from U-I
In 4 Months

111

later.

His

distinguished

direction of the extensive

B.

&

Paramount-Publix
the late

in the vast
operations
of

I920's and

early

had won wide respect for

ad-

Plan for

Arbitration

Universal-International will release
them in color
by Technicolor and two in 3-D, during
the first four months of 1954, it was
announced at the weekend by Charles
Feldman, general sales manager.
J.
Additionally, U-I will release two
Technicolor films in December, high- Distribution Interested
lighted by the musical, "Walking My
Despite
Baby Back Home," starring Donald
O'Connor and Janet Leigh, with the
While admittedly serious obstacles
entire program being spearheaded by
the release of "The Glenn Miller stand in the way of full realization
of the Theatre Owners of America's
Story."
Set for January release are "For- convention proposal to set up an inbidden," starring Tony Curtis, Joanne dustry arbitration plan for "all exDru and Lyle Bettger "War Arrow," hibitors who want it," without the
Technicolor,
starring Maureen participation of Allied States, key disO'Hara, Jeff Chandler and Suzan tribution executives, nevertheless, beBall, and "Border River," Techni- lieve the plan to be well worth ex-

Wins Support
Legal Problem

;

starring Joel McCrea, Yvonne
DeCarlo and Pedro Amendariz.
Besides "The Glenn Miller Story,"
which is in Technicolor and stars
James Stewart and June Allyson,
U-I's February releases will include
"Taza, Son of Cochise," in Techni(Continued on page 4)
color,

AMPA

to 'Preview'

'News' Film Special

ploring.

Indications are, a canvass of
several major companies on
Friday revealed, that TOA's
arbitration delegation will receive a sympathetic and interested audience when it gets

around to calling on distribution leaders to discuss the convention plan.
In addition to distribution sympathizers, trade observers point out that
the

A

New York

two

exhibitor organiza-

motion picture issue of the New York
"Sunday News Rotogravure Magazine" will be held Thursday at the

tions can be counted upon for support
for the idea and it is felt that many

luncheon of the season to be held
by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at the Hotel Piccadilly here.
Guests will be F. M. Flynn, president
and general manager of the "News"
(Continued on page 6)

Cowdin Out of USIA;

"sneak preview" of the

fall

first

FCC Bid for
TV Channels

See Industry
Intra-city

1930's,

(Continued on page 6)

Shelton Acting Chief

—

WASHINGTON,

Nov. 8.
J.
Cowdin, former Universal
Pictures board chairman, has resigned
as head of the Government's overseas
film program.
Cowdin was appointed
last spring to head the film division
of the U. S. Information Agency.
His resignation, announced Friday, is
effective immediately.

Turne

An

industry bid for intra-city television channels, in an attempt to cut down
local loop charges and increase the availability of local loops to theatres, was
ministrative abilities.
seen in the wake of the meeting of the National Exhibitors Theatre Television
Committee, held last week in Chicago,
in conjunction with the Theatre Own
Throughout the depression of
ers of America convention.
the early 30's, B. & K. was a bulSeeking intra-city channels from
wark in the faltering Paramountthe Federal Communications Commission,
such as those alloted to the
Publix empire, and, too, Balaban
broadcasting
industry, was seen as the
rendered important services to the
The appointment of S. Frederick first logical step for the motion picreorganization of the parent com- Gronick as Motion Picture Export ture industry by
a key figure attendpany in those years. Thus it was Association representative for Ger- ing the
meeting.
He caunatural that, when the company many and Austria, with headquarters tioned, however, that no decision has
faced uncertain recovery after its in Frankfurt, Germany, was disclosed as yet been made and that
attorney Marcus Cohen has been delehere by the MPEA.
reorganization,
the
directors
Gronick, who will leave here for gated to study the entire problem on
{Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
his

TOA

Cheever

K.

operations, unique even

Reactions Good

11 productions, eight of

led

years

TEN CENTS

1953

forward

year after year with increasanticipatory pleasure to the

annual dinners of the Motion Picture Pioneers. It is a time of meet-

It

Suit vs. N.S.S.

9,

Shelton. one of Cowdin's
(Continued on page 6)

CinemaScope Policy

Appoint Gronick to

Told to

MPEA

CHICAGO, Nov. 8.
Spyros
Skouras and Al Lichtman, president
and general sales manager, respectively, of 20th Century-Fox, assured
members of Allied Theatres of Illinois
at a specially-convened meeting that
20th Century-Fox will assure every
exhibitor who shows the first two

German Post

NETTC

NETTC

Illinois Allied

—

CinemaScope pictures, "The Robe"
and "How to Marry a Millionaire," a
(Continued on page 6)

.

;

Motion Picture Daily

Personal
Mention

Tradewise

.

Forty Italian Films

Cur re fitly

turned to Balaban to take over the
presidency of Paramount.
ERIC JOHNSTON, president of
The company's recovery was imthe Motion Picture Association of
America, is scheduled to arrive here mediate and impressive. Its sound
by plane on Wednesday from Europe. fiscal policies, under Balaban, re•
financial
Edward L. Walton, executive won the respect of the
Paramount
only
for
assistant to J. R. Grainger, president community not
of RKO Radio; Charles Boasberg, but also for a large segment of
general sales manager, and Walter the industry of the motion picture.
Branson, assistant general sales manWithal, Balaban has found time
ager, have returned to New York
to actively serve numerous philanfrom Chicago.
•
thropic, civic, educational and reFrank Engel, president of News- ligious causes and institutions.
paper Reporters Association of New
•
York, will speak tonight at the
One who more than meets every
monthly meeting of the Radio, Newsreel and Television Working Press gualification of a distinguished inAssociation of New York at Reuben's
dustry pioneer, Balaban is emiRestaurant.
nently deserving of the recognition to be bestowed upon him by
Arnold M. Picker, United Artists
vice-president in charge of foreign dis- his colleagues in the industry next
tribution, has left here for Mexico Thursday.
Harold
with
meetings
City
for
There will be few able to walk,
Hecht, of Hecht-Lancaster Producride or be carried to the Astor
tions.
that night who will miss that event
without regret.
Bill Mussman, city salesman and
office manager in Paramount's Minneexchange, has returned there
following a three-month absence because of illness.
•

Edward
of

Hyman,

L.

vice-president

American Broadcasting-Paramount

assistant,

New

Bernard

and

Theatres,

are

in

Levy, his
Detroit today from

York.
•

Morey R. Goldstein, Allied Artists
vice-president and general sales manager,
returned to New York on

in

Show Rise

Italian film production continues at capacity, according to
reports received here by Italian

Films

Export

from
Rome.
Some 40 pictures and co-productions currently are in work
Rome studios and on locations in France, Turkey, Africa
and other parts of Italy.
at

Oklahoma Owners
Meet on Dec. 7-8

to

Make

—

OKLAHOMA CITY, Nov. 8.
The Theatre Owners of Oklahoma,
has set Dec. 7-8 in the Biltmore
Hotel here for its 36th annual convention, with a tradeshow to be staged
in connection with the convention.
Morris Lowenstein, president and
general convention chairman, says,
"new techniques and devices for film
production and theatre presentation,
such as 3-D, CinemaScope, stereophonic sound, panoramic screens and
Inc.,

Cinerama

will be featured topics for
discussion, as well as drive-ins, with
nationally-known authorities on the
subjects participating."

tee will

Chromatron Tubes

;

Delay Jersey City
Hearing on 'Moon
9

Pictures.

Leonard

president,

•

tec Service Corp., has arrived in

New comed

York from Chicago and Hollywood.

the association.

'Captain's Paradise

9

Skouras May Return
in Chicago
To Coast This Week Strong
CHICAGO, Nov. 8.— Topping $7,— Charles 600 for opening week, "The CapCHICAGO, Nov.
8.

its

Skouras, president of National Theatres, was resting well on Friday and
it
is hoped that he will
be able by
the middle of the coming week to be
flown back to California.

Sheil in

New

Post

publisher's

representative

of

"Park East" and "Promenade" magazines.

Graham

both periodicals.

MOTION PICTURE

Johnston

Paradise" yesterday

publishes

wound up

the best initial session in the Lopert
Art House since the first round of

"Come Back.

Sheba,"

Little

which

first

picture to follow the in-

person engagement of Betty Hutton
at the
Palace here will be
Universal-International's "The Glass
Web," opening
ednesday. Eight acts

RKO

W

of vaudeville will
ing of the film.

accompany the show-

holds the house record.

'Millionaire' in

Dick Sheil, formerly manager of
motion picture advertising for "Good
Housekeeping" magazine, has been appointed

tain's

Weh' Follows
Hutton at Palace
'Glass
The

ALBANY,

N.

Y.,

Albany

Nov. 8.— Albany

scheduled to have its second showing of CinemaScope, at the Stanley
Warner Strand, on Nov. 18, when
"How. to Marry a Millionaire" opens.
The 20th Century-Fox release will
run for two weeks.

is

'Carnival' Negative
The

negative

film

of

of

General Precision Equipment Corp.
and subsidiaries, including National
Theatre Supply, International Projector Corp., and others, report gains of
30 per cent and 75 per cent, respectively, in sales for the three months
and nine months ended Sept. 30, over
similar periods of 1952, on which increases of 53 per cent and 156 per
cent, respectively, were registered in
net earnings for the same periods.
Consolidated net sales for the three

F. Cramer, Avco viceAnother postponement, this time unannounced that a licensing
til Thursday, has been fixed in Jersey
Richagreement had been signed with
Charles Schnee, editorial assistant ard Hodgson, president of Chromatic City's "Moon Is Blue" case, it was
to Dore Schary, M-G-M production Television Laboratories, Inc. Cramer, reported by Arthur J. Manfredonia,
head, left here Saturday by plane for in making the announcement, stated manager of the Stanley Theatre there.
The case, on which a hearing was
Paris and Cairo.
that "we have been working closely
originally slated for last Friday, grew
e
with Dr. Lawrence and Chromatic's
out of the city's ban on the exhibition
Ivan Fuldauer, M-G-M Midwest staff so that when color television
of the film by the Stanley. The city
division press representative, left here becomes a household reality we will
charged violation of an ordinance proSaturday for his Des Moines head- be the first to offer the most advanced
hibiting
the exhibition
of obscene
quarters.
and compatible color reproduction."
films, a charge which is being con•
Balaban,
Paramount
Barney
Pictested by United Artists, in addition
tures president, in a letter to the presiG. L. Carrington, president of Alto the theatre.
dent of Avco, Victor Emanuel, wel-

Thursday from Chicago.

1953

156%
For Nine Months

Work

Serving on the tradeshow commitbe Paul Stonum, Anadarko,
chairman, and E. R. Slocum, El Reno,
and Ray Hughes of Heavener. Mrs.
L. H. Goerke, Canton, has been named
chairman of the ladies committee and
CINCINNATI, Nov. 8,— The first she will be assisted by Mrs. Elizabeth
Mrs. Avece Waldlicensing agreement to produce the Tucker, Guthrie
Chromatron tri-color TV tube devel- ron, Lindsay, and Mrs. Rhoda Cates,
oped by Chromatic Television Labora- Seiling, all theatre owners in the
Inc.,
has gone to Crosley's Oklahoma area.
tories,
radio and television division, Avco
Manufacturing Corp. Chromatic Laboratories is an affiliate of Paramount

Crosley Will

9,

GPE's Net Earnings

.

(Continued from page 1)

apolis

Monday, November

Here

"Carnival

months ended Sept. 30, totaled $21,391,405,
compared with $16,416,947
for the three months ended Sept. 30,
1952. Consolidated net income for the
Sept. 1953 quarter amounted to $814,763, equal after preferred dividends,
to $1.24 per share on 649,087 outstand-

ing shares of

common

stock.

For the

corresponding period of 1952, consolidated net income amounted to $529,321, or 80 cents per common share,
after preferred dividends, based on
646,087 common shares then outstanding.

For the nine months ended Sept. 30,
consolidated net sales totaled $62,493,972, compared with $35,633,521 in the
Consolifirst nine months of 1952.
dated net earnings for the first nine
months of 1953 amounted to $2,283,830, or $3.46 per share, compared with
$890,433, or $1.34 per share for the
nine months ended Sept. 30, 1952.
Equity Financing Started
Meanwhile, GPE at the weekend
announced the first equity financing
undertaken by the company since its
formation
Saturday.

1936 got underway on
Offered to the company's

in

common

stockholders were
108,167
shares of $2.90 cumulative convertible
preferred stock, without par value.
will use the proceeds from the
financing to repay bank borrowings
incurred in expansion.
Reflecting" issuance of the new preferred, consolidated capitalization will
consist of $12,100,000 in short-term
borrowings under a $15,000,000 "Vloan"
revolving
credit
agreement
10,000 shares of $5 cumulative preferred stock; the 108,167 shares of
the new preferred stock 300 shares of
$5 convertible preference stock and
649,087 shares of common stock.

GPE

;

Hamrick's Orpheum Shut
SEATTLE,
rick's

Nov.

8.

— John

Ham-

Orpheum Theatre has

closed,
said to be a victim of the industry's
retooling for CinemaScope, three-di-

mension and wide-screen products.
Will J. Connor, executive vice-president of the circuit, said he thought
that stabilization of the industry eventually will increase the flow of better
films to theatres. He voiced the hope
that the house might be back in business by the Christmas holidays.

Louis Epstein, 70, Dead
OMAHA, Nov. 8.— Louis Epstein,

Story,"
German-made Frank King
production with color in Technicolor,
arrived here yesterday by plane with
King. Release is planned for this year
through
Radio. The picture was
shot simultaneously in English and

70, industry pioneer and partner for
40 years in the Epstein Amusement
Co., died here Thursday. The firm at
one time operated 10 suburban thea-

German.

tres.

RKO
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

Monday, November

the idea, too.
known that even in Allied
ranks there is some sentiment for trial
of arbitration, even though that sentiment is in a very pronounced minority.

and

profit equal to 10 per cent of the gross
of the picture in his theatre. In reply
to questioning by Allied members, the
executives asserted that they will not
sanction the showing of a CinemaScope picture without stereophonic

TOA

Allied.

is

"Even

such reports were circulated," Snaper said, "there is no
There has been no approach to me, official or
otherwise, on such a matter nor, to my knowledge, has there been

Frisch

Move

Recalled

was recalled that the

hibitor

effort

action
Frisch,

was

to revive
initiated
by

exarbitration
last

of

anyone

sound

else in Allied."

made
dium

In Washington, Abrani F. Myers, Allied chairman and general
convention actions,
counsel, declined to comment on any
speeches or rumors.

TOA

reported.

The main

obstacles to the
distributors suggest,
will be found in the legal area.
Any industry arbitration plan
acceptable to distributors
would require the approval of
the Department of Justice and
the Federal statutory court here,
inasmuch as distributors want
any arbitration agreement to be
entered as a part of the Paramount case decree.

TOA plan,

Need

Cites

Nov. 8.— The board

screen manufacturer who wants to
bring his screens up to the standard
demanded by Fox that Fox would
underwrite loans on
CinemaScope
CHICAGO, Nov. 8.
From the equipment by supply companies to
standpoint of attendance, the Theatre qualified exhibitors, even going so far
Owners of America convention here as to pledge that the company would
last week was the largest in exhibi- help exhibitors get reasonable terms
tion history. More than 2,000 attended and a long period of time to pay
the closing banquet Thursday night that Fox will increase its reissue proat which General Van Fleet was the gram to help tide small exhibitors
over the threatened product shortage
principal speaker.
Social functions were climaxed by until they can install CinemaScope.
a cocktail party given by National
Explains Date Shortage
Carbon which, incidentally, maintained
The inability of the company to
"open house" throughout the entire
convention, with William Kunzman, grant dates to exhibitors on "The
in
some
situations,
said
recently retired National Carbon sales Robe"
Skouras, is the result of a physical
executive, serving as host.

Convention Set
Attendance Record

of

directors of Theatre Owners of America in a closing session of the organization's
convention at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel here, stated that it "believes in assuring the public of high
moral standards in motion pictures"
and that it "recognizes the need and
desirability of a production code based
on the principles of industry self-regulation."
The
recognizes, it was
stated, "the mutuality of purpose with
those producers of motion pictures
who submit to the Production Code."

TOA

Ferrer Shows
(Continued from page 1)
lowing additional plays "The Shrike,"
"Richard III" and "Charley's Aunt."
Ferrer stars in each of the plays.

plan opposed by or lacking the support
of any large segment of the nation's
independent exhibitors.
It is also suggested that real difficulties might be encountered in establishing regional arbitration panels in
strongly Allied areas such as the East
and Midwest, without Allied or kindred independent exhibitors to choose
from. The problem of enforcing arbitration awards against non-participating Allied theatres also would pose a
problem, it is suggested.

Allied Officials

Sounded Out

Officials of Allied States who were
questioned at the weekend said without qualification that TOA's most recent move on arbitration has no effect

whatever on Allied's position.
"TOA has been free at all times to
go ahead with arbitration," said one
Allied top official. "Its decision to do
so now
does not change Allied's
position in any way.
Allied's board
and convention in Boston last month
set forth our position on arbitration.
That could not be changed before the
February board meeting in Cincinnati,
and I doubt that it will be then unless

Meanwhile

was

learned that
director of the
Fabian circuit and associated with the
firm of Capell-MacDonald, has again
delayed the theatre telecasting of his
projected weekly fight series to JanuPreviously, it was indicated that
ary.
the series might kick off this month.
it

Rosen, formerly

TV

AMPA 'Preview'
(Continued from page 1)

Richard W. Clarke, executive editor
Robert G. Shand, managing editor
William J. White, assistant managing
editor, and Kate Cameron, film critic
of the paper.

A

display showing the processes of
handling pictorial news from the original photograph to printing of the magazine is planned for the "preview."

TOA

comes up with an arbitration

plan which includes the provisions the
Allied board and convention said at
Boston such a plan would have to
have to be considered by Allied."

Those provisions were arbitration of film rentals, no prereleases
and no competitive

;

—

problem arising from the necessity

Cowdin Out of USIA
(Continued from page 1)

:

Doubt is widely expressed that the
Justice Department or court approval
could be obtained for any arbitration

—

TOA

of

Production Code
CHICAGO,

has been

;

—

the

TOA

until a reasonable test

that pictures in the new mewill not be licensed to theatres
without approved
screens meaning
the Miracle Mirror and Astrolite at
present although Skouras said that
he would lend all possible aid to any

Emanuel

Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Association
here, who arranged a dinner-meeting
of exhibitor organization leaders, including Allied, in New York just
prior to Allied's annual convention to
explore the prospects for arbitration.
Considerable exhibitor sentiment in
favor of further action on the subject
was expressed at that meeting, it is

head

if

basis for them.
to

It

(Continued from page 1)

Wilbur Snaper, Allied States president, on Friday professed ignorance of widespread reports at the Theatre Owners of America's
Chicago convention last week of a possible merger between

It

1953

CinemaScope

Rumor-Mongers Neglected to Tell Allied
Of TOA Merger Reports, Snaper Says

independent exhibitors not members
of any organization will welcome a
trial of

9,

three top assistants in the film secSheltion, was named acting chief.
ton was described as having had a
long film industry career, including
jobs with several of the Hollywood
studios.

Cowdin said he was going back to
He said
his private business affairs.
he had been called to Washington
originally to reorganize the film division and to "get the thing back on its
feet."
He felt that he has now done
the job he was supposed to do, he
declared. "The program is on a sound
footing now and ready to go ahead,"
he said. "I felt I could safely return
to my business affairs."
Cowdin denied that his resignation
indicated any dissatisfaction with Congressional cuts in appropriations for
the film program. He had been widely
quoted previously as being very unhappy about the small budget allowed
the film division for the current year.

bidding except at the request of
an independent exhibitor.

Those provisions demanded by Al-

TOA

found in a
arbitration plan as
has asserted that
the basis for discussion would be the
last draft of the industry arbitration
plan of last year, which did not in-

lied will not be

TOA

clude them.

to

printing of CinemaScope
machinery to turn out a sufficient
number of prints to satisfy the demand, unprecedented holdover playing
time, and destruction of prints resulting from accidents caused by the newness of the medium.
Other Fox executives present were
retool

for

Earl Sponable, William Gehring, and
General Van Fleet.
Also attending

were Allied States president Wilbur
Snaper, director Trueman Rembusch,
and producer Edward Alperson.
The meeting was led by the Allied
of Illinois president, Jack Kirsch.

See

FCC

Bid

(Continued from page 1)
the projected industry's channel bid for
either intra-city or inter-city channels,
or both.
Cohen will render a report

NETTC,

before a decision is made.
noted^ however, that the investment for the establishment of an
industry organization to operate local
loops would be much smaller than that
needed for the operation of long-line
facilities, similar to that of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. The
local loop problem was pointed up by
the theatre telecast of the MarcianoLaStarza bout.
On that occasion,
Theatre Network Television sought
local loop clearance from A. T. & T.
for 32 drive-in situations and because
of heavy charges or delayed action,
was only able to clear four drive-in
to

It

was

TOA

undoubtedly will have the situations, it was stated.
support of Independent Theatre Owners of New York and the Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Associa(Continued from page 1)
tion.
Spokesmen for both said on
Friday that the organizations have Europe on Thursday aboard the
been strongly in favor of the estab- "Queen Elizabeth," will work under
lishment of an industry arbitration the supervision of Marc Spiegel, the
system in the past and that nothing present
representative of Gerhas happened to alter that attitude.
many and Austria who has been pro-

Appoint Gronick

MPEA

Western Theatre Owners went
along with Allied in rejecting the last
industry arbitration plan and probably
would do so again. However, recent
defections

in

TOA,

WTO

membership

to

represented by the Washington
and Oregon units, were seen as possibly
influencing
some change in

WTO

policies.

moted

to the post of Continental manager with headquarters in Paris.
Meanwhile, it was learned that Al
Corwin, associate director of public
information for the MPEA, is expected back here from Europe this
week. Corwin has been abroad to set
up a public relations program in Italy,
Germany and France.

A New Look

New Movies.

for the

Wide-Screen and 3-D Projection Lighting
The

film industry

is

currently

major

lighting; nothing short of a

being revitalized by the third great

improvement

technical revolution in

history.

ing equipment will enable you to

sound; then color; now pano-

take full advantage of their terrific

First,

its

ramic and tri-dimensional realism

in

your present

light-

mass appeal.

are having their profound effect on

movie-making and showing

New

tech-

niques.

Equipment

Needed
For these new screen media you

Record Sums Spent

need not only much more
Exhibitors in the race to equip

themselves for these

new

box-office

you need

literally all the light

—equipment

and tens of thousands of dollars on

capacity carbons at

new

rents.

ment.

Where does

equipment

fit

sound equip-

screen lighting

into this picture of

modernization?

.

.

.

you

can get! This means new equipment

bonanzas are spending thousands

optics, screens,

light

to operate the higher-

maximum

Give your patrons
these great

media

—

cur-

— and

new entertainment

the light they need.

Don't delay— call in your theaLight Losses

equipment supplier for a
complete diagnosis of your

tre

Serious Problem

projection lighting needs.
In wide-screen projection, screen
light is distributed over

2V2 times

the area of conventional screens. In

3-D systems,

filters

reduce the total

screen light to about half

its

former

value, even with two projectors
trained on a

new

screen of

much

higher reflectivity. Both wide-screen

and stereoscopic

effects suffer seri-

ous handicaps from inadequa

Look

to

National
TRADE-MARK

for Everything
in Projector

New

Carbons

VOL.
4

74.

NO.

NEW

91

Shot in

Arm

9

Seen As Result
Of Trade Show

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Youngstein Going to
Europe onUA's 35th
Anniversary Plans
Max

to

set

European plans for

UA's global 35th anniversary

celebra-

and sales drives.
Youngstein
will
visit
England,
France, Germany and Italy to co-

tion

ordinate

By AL STEEN

Some supply

dealers frankly
admitted at the trade show that
they had been on the verge of
going out of business and going
into some other line. The trade
show was the factor in chang-

all

meetings would
be held in Chicago, New York, and
San Francisco, with virtually the enthe

sales force in attendance.
of these sessions opens at the
Drake Hotel, Chicago, Sunday, with
tire

field

First

(Continued on page 4)

Expect 600 to Attend
Dinner for Balaban
Approximately 600 members of the
Motion Picture Pioneers will attend
the 15th annual dinner in the Astor
Hotel here Thursday night, it was disclosed by Jack Cohn, president of the
Pioneers.
Cohn believes this year's
dinner will break all previous records
in the number of those attending as
well as dais guests, guests of honor

(Continued on page 5)

The

activities

be

and

cam-

sales

launched on the home
anniversary celebration,

now

being finalized at the home office
here, will observe important milestones
in the company's history and will feature a six-month sales push in the
United States and Canada, beginning
this weekend, with parallel one-year
sales drives on all five continents beginning Dec. 1.
Youngstein will meet with Charles
Smadja, UA's Continental manager;
(Continued on page 4)

of

tague yesterday.
stated

front.

for

A three-part sales meeting for Columbia Pictures' Home office executives, sales department heads, division
and branch managers, salesmen, office
managers and bookers, was announced
by general sales manager A. Monsessions,

to

COLUMBUS,

3 Meetings

preside at

paigns

TEN CENTS

1953

CONTROL
OF RKO THEATRES

LIST IN

Of Hughes' Holdings

A

14-page operator's handbook,
presenting a complete step-bystep guide for the projection of
3-D films, has been prepared by
the Polaroid Corp. for free distribution to theatres requesting
it.
The booklet, also describes
in detail the proper use of the
new synchronization and monitoring equipment that Polaroid

The

Howard Hughes'

RKO

929,-

ment counsellor, and member of the
theatre company board for the past
two years.

making

gram.

'Stereocolor' Is Set

sale of

020 shares of
Theatres Corp.
stock, representing an approximately
24 per cent controlling interest, has
been sold to a group headed by Albert
List, chairman of the board of U. S.
Finishing Co., and which includes
David J. Greene, New York invest-

available nationally
as part of its recently announced technical service pro-

is

Head
Buy

.

Financial circles reported yesterday that List, heretofore a
stranger to the film and theatre
business, furnished the money
for
approximately 886,000
shares of the Hughes' total at
a price of $4.75 per share, or

around $4,208,500.

Nov. 9.— Prints
one-channel sound test showings
20th Century-Fox's "The Robe"
O.,

will not be available until the spring
of 1954, said W. C. Gehring 20th-Fox
sales executive, in reply to a letter

from Robert Wile, secretary of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
Said Gehring: "To make a print requires an entire new recording job
(Continued on page 5)

Snaider System

U. S. Finishing
Joins Greene in

Polaroid Guide for
Projection of 3-D

For Coast Showing

Tests Are Delayed

Montague Sets

will

memorative

'Robe' Prints for

ing their minds. Not only was
(Continued on page 2)

Montague, who

overseas anniversary operawith the heavy roster of com-

tions

The trade show conducted by the
Theatre Equipment and Manufacturers Association and Theatre Equipment Dealers Association in Chicago
last
week in conjunction with the
Theatre Owners of America convention was regarded by both TESMA
and TEDA leaders as a tremendous
"shot in the arm" for their branch of
the industry. The enthusiasm shown
by exhibitors in new equipment, especially in wide-screen and stereophonic
sound, appeared to lay the groundwork
for an exceptionally active year for
the equipment field.

10,

E. Youngstein, vice-president
United Artists, flies to Paris to-

of

morrow

Active Equipment Year
Predicted by Dealers

YORK,

DAVENPORT,

la.,

Nov.

9.—

Stereocolor, developed by Stereocolor,
Inc., of this city, a single-strip, 3-D
in
demonstrated
will
be
process,
Hollywood within a few weeks, according to present plans of B. J.
Palmer, radio pioneer, author and lecturer, who is president of the company.
"Unlike any other single strip 3-D
process," says Palmer, "Stereocolor
improves 3-D from the camera On
through projection, by taking twice
(Continued on page 2)

Shown

Portable TV Bows in N.J.;
Game Grosses Dip Slightly

Greene

is

said to

have exchanged

some approximately 40,000 shares

RKO

of

Pictures Co. stock for the remainder of Hughes' theatre company
holdings. Reportedly, the negotiations

(Continued on page 5)

'Millionaire' in

Brilliant

Bow

(Pictures on Page 4)

Twentieth Century-Fox's

"How

to

Marry A Millionaire" in CinemaScope
was welcomed to New York last evening by some 4,700 who filled to caLoew's State and Brandt's
Globe theatres, crowds which jammed

pacity

Broadway
two

for blocks adjacent to the
theatres, and hundreds of thou-

sands

more who viewed proceedings

at home on television.
portable theatre
set, under Box Office Television's leasing
With details of mounted police asplan, was given its initial tryout Saturday when the New Theatre in Elizabeth,
signed to accommodate the throngs
N. J., presented the Notre Dame-University of Pennsylvania football game
(Continued on page 4)
from Philadelphia. Of the 750 seats
in the house, 620 were sold at $1.25 ings and it was believed better reeach, according to Sid Stern, co-owner ception could be obtained by using
Reception was good another.
of the theatre.
From the standpoint of attendance
although slightly dark due to the
murky weather at the playing field and at other theatres playing the game
a slight defect in the transmission dur- around the country, the Stanley TheAfter letting its Shakespearean' proing part of the second half. But audi- atre in Philadelphia was the best,
ence reaction was said to have been drawing 2,600 in the 2,700-seat house. duction, "Julius Caesar," run excluexcellent and Stern plans to continue Although Philadelphia was supposed sively in New York City for six
the Saturday presentations as long as to have been blacked out for theatre months, M-G-M is now starting the
they last.
TV, a deal was made because Frank- release of the picture with a limited
furnished its own screen for lin Field was entirely sold out for the number of special engagements.
the presentation, measuring 9-by-12 game.
Tomorrow, "Julius Caesar" will
feet.
This was because the theatre
All-in-all, attendance for the Notre open at the Four Star Theatre, Los
screen had been coated for 3-D show(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 2)

The Snaider

TV

Starting to Release

MGM

BOT

'Julius Caesar'

'
Tuesday, November
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Goldenson to Talk

Personal
Mention

To Carolina Owners
CHARLOTTE, Nov. — Leonard
9.

RKO Radio short
SID KRAMER,
sales manager, and Jay
subjects

RKO-Pathe

Bon afield,
vice-president,
for Detroit.

executive
here today

leave

will

American
of
president
Goldenson,
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres,
will sound the keynote for the 41st
annual convention of the Theatre
Owners Association of North and
South Carolina to be held here on
Nov. 22-24.

•

Arthur H.
community

'Shot in

DeiBra,

relations

director of
the Motion

for

Picture Association of America, will
deliver a lecture on 3-D films tonight
at the New York University School
of Commerce, Accounts and Finance.
•
Edward Morey, Allied Artists vicepresident, left here by plane yesterday
for the Coast to attend the meeting of
the company's board of directors.

•
R. McFaul, manager of
Shea theatres in Buffalo and Niagara
Falls, is resting at his home following
an operation in Sisters Hospital.

Vincent

•

Owen Crump,

Paramount Pictures

He will speak at the opening business session of the convention on Nov.
Walter Reade, Jr., newly elected
president of the TOA, will also appear on the program.
23.

Speakers from

Many

Sections

Mrs. Walter Griffith, executive secretary of the association, said a formidable list of speakers representing
virtually

every phase of distribution,

exhibition and theatre supply had been
booked for the convention. Among
these she listed were Herman Levy,
Dick
general counsel of the
of
director
relations
public
Pitts,
president of
J. Robert Hoff,
the Ballantyne Co. of Omaha; Nat
Williams of Thomaston, Ga. R. H.

TOA

;

TOA;

;

will arrive in Heacock of Camden, N. J.; Walter
the Coast. Green, president of National Theatre
from
New York tomorrow
•
Supply Co. Edward Lachman, repreStephen Pirozzi is the new pub- sentative of Nord Co., New York, and
for M-G-M in Fred Matthews, president of the Molicity representative
tiograph Co.
the Buffalo and Albany territories.

director

and

writer,

;

Herb

•
Steinberg,

Paramount

Pic-

Arm

Song Writers

10,

1953

File

Anti-Trust Action;
(Continued from page 1)
there a feeling noted that exhibitors were in the frame of
mind to modernize their theatres but that new equipment
was vital. It appeared certain
that those exhibitors who felt
that they could not afford Cine-

maScope would

go in
for wide-screen and, because of
stereophonic
the
advent of
sound, for new and improved
sound equipment.
at least

Sales and orders for new equipment
placed at the trade show were said
to have been heavy and, in most categories of equipment, sales representatives stated they were pleased highly
with the results. Those booths that
displayed equipment relating to the
new media were the most heavily patronized.

BMI

Target

Is

An anti-trust suit seeking $150,000,000 damages was filed in Federal
Court here yesterday bv a group of
33 composers and authors against
Broadcast

Music,

ABC

MBS,

Inc.,

NBC, CBS,

charging monopoly
by the
and radio networks and
record companies in developing an alleged unlawful "music pool."
The
plaintiffs, who included Ira Gershwin,
Arthur Schwartz, Gian Carlo Menotti
and Dorothy Fields, filed the suit on
behalf of 3,000 American song writers.
It is charged that the defendants
violated the anti-trust laws when they
caused the formation of BMI, growing
out of the networks' controversy with
the American Society of Composers,

and

TV

Authors and Publishers

in

1939.

It

claimed that the stations limited or
restricted the performance of music
that was not in the pool and sought
to monopolize the performance rights
is

Improvement Long Overdue
One equipment dealer said that a
vast majority of theatres in his territory had not improved their equipment for as long as 25 years and the
owners or managers of those houses
have been awakened to the necessity
to re-equip. He said this re-awakening was much more noticeable than
it was at the trade show last year.
7

Rivkin Joining A. A.
As Aide to Mirisch

'Julius Caesar

ambitious releasing plans ever undertaken by Allied Artists."
"Rivkin most recently served as

basis.

vice-president C. J.
assistant to
Tevlin, and as supervisor of the Cinerama opening here.

try Nov. 16 to deliver illustrated lectures in schools. John Houseman, producer of the picture, will make personal visits to Philadelphia, Boston
and other early engagements.

to restrain trade and commerce. The
plaintiffs charge that the defendants
refuse to publish songs unless they
are controlled by BMI.
breakup of
the alleged monopoly also is asked.

A

Jacob H. Lubin, 79,
Veteran of Loew's

Jacob H. Lubin, New York, general
booking
manager
for
Loew's Theatre for many years, died
•
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9. Allied Angeles, for a run. On Dec. 22, there yesterday at his home after a lengthy
William Wyler, Paramount Picvice-president, Harold Mirisch, will be a "society opening" at the illness.
Artists
His age was 79.
tures producer-director, arrived here
Joseph Rivkin, former gen- Aldine in Philadelphia. Then, on
named
Lubin started his career in show
has
yesterday by plane from Paris.
in
eral manager of Wald-Krasna Pro- Christmas Day, it will premiere
business as manager of Miner's Eighth
ductions, as his executive assistant. Boston at the Shubert Majestic, in Avenue Theatre, New York, and in
Service
Sam Dembgw, of Producers
Discussing the industry veteran's ap- Chicago at the Shubert Selwyn, in 1909 joined Loew's as assistant to
Co., is expected back here from the
pointment, Mirisch said, "The ad- Cleveland at Loew's Ohio Theatre, Joseph
Schenck in the vaudeville
Coast on Thursday.
the Stage booking office.
He later became gendition of Rivkin is in line with the and in San Francisco at
company's policy of obtaining top Door Theatre. All will be on a two- eral vaudeville booking manager of
seat the circuit.
Card Walker, Walt Disney studio creative talent to execute the most performances-a-day,
reserved
He had been bedridden

tures

publicity director,

ington today from

New

is

in

Wash-

York.

(Continued from page 1)

vaudeville

—

advertising director,

is

in

New York

from Hollywood.

Greek Royal Couple
AMPP Guests Friday
— The
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.

RKO

9.

Half Day Tomorrow
For Most Companies

Association of Motion Picture Producers on Friday will host King Paul
and Queen Frederika of Greece at a
studio, to be
luncheon in the
Virtually all major companies and
attended by 300 industry leaders, civic
others in the industry, as well as the
The
officials and screen personalities.
Motion Picture Association of Amerboard chairman, Y. Frank
tomor-

RKO

AMPP

Freeman, will preside.

Visits S hour as
CHICAGO, Nov. 9. — Charles

Queen

ica will close for a half day
row in observance of Armistice

Among
to the

Day.

the organizations, in addition
which have declared

MPAA,

a half-holiday are Columbia, M-G-M,
Allied Artists, Paramount, Republic,
Hospital
Skouras, in Michael Reese
Artists,
20th Century-Fox, United
recovering from a heart attack suf
Warner Brothers.
and
Universal
fered last week, was paid a surprise
Radio has planned no change in
visit today in his hospital room by
its usual working day.
Queen Frederika of Greece, who
slipped away from reporters and other
members of her entourage to pay her
respects to the ailing theatre execu-

RKO

tive.

'Target Earth' Set
For RKO Release
RKO

No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will not be
published tomorrow, Armistice
Day, a legal holiday.

Earth,"

will distribute "Target
proscience-fiction feature
Lee Wilder, in accord-

Radio

Shakespearian
scholar, will begin a tour of the coun-

Goodwin,

Fritz

Mrs. Fannie GlicksYork. Funeral services
will be held today at 2 :00 P.M. at the
Park West Funeral Chapel.

Inc.,

and a

man

of

sister,

New

'Stereocolor'
(Continued from page 1)

number of pictures per second,
over present methods, but projects at
the standard film speed of 24 frames
Thus we have twice as
per second.
many brain pictures, at no increase in
the

By faster continuity of
film speed.
action, we have a more solid picture.
This has been a desired feature in 3-D,
but as far as is known, no other 3-D
process has attained it."
Stereocolor uses a single-lens camera, a standard 35mm. film strip and
can present a screen ratio up to 2.44to-1,

with

projector

is

standard

lens.

A

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

M-G- «

S

"KISS

Kathryn

of

Palm

Print in

in

ANSCO COLOR
TECHNICOLOR
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

single

Telemeter Starts Nov. 28
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 9. — The

town

starring

.

ANN MILLER

boris

resort

ME KATE"

GRAYSON Howard KEEL

Photographed

used.

duced by W.
ance with an agreement just signed by world premiere of pay-as-you-see teleCharles Boasberg, RKO Radio gen- vision has been scheduled for Nov. 28
The film is by Telemeter Corp. The coin-in-theeral sales manager.
scheduled to be released in the early slot system will be inaugurated in the
part of 1954.

for the last 10 years.
Surviving are his daughter, Mrs.
Marvin H. Schenck of Los Angeles,
wife of a vice-president of Loew's,

Day y^^jsia?

howaro Keel

faahes &no&

y

CalamitylSS;
jP<Bfie

TECHNICOLOR^-

Springs, Cal.
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Key art used

in ad

campaign available
in Press-Book.

PROVE 3-D
GREAT FOR M-G-M's
TESTS

SHE ASKED FOR

IT

IN 3-D!

ME

KISS
M-G-M

engagements of "KISS ME KATE" in 6 cities, 3
3-D— and 3 in flat. The purpose was to determine the

conducted

engagements

in

KATE" ("Sri!

test

comparative boxoffice power of the two versions.

The 3-D engagements were more successful by substantial percentages.
Critics were unanimous on the 3-D success in the three test cities that
used

it.

Typical review excerpts were:

"Kate's the Best 3-D Yet!"— Columbus Citizen
"This 3-D

is

the best

we have

FAITHFUL IN HER

FASHION

in

Front

Page Review

seen thus far!"
Syracuse Herald Journal

—

IN 3-D!

"A

fine screen translation of our favorite musical, finer in

3-D!"

—Dallas Morning News

The

picture was held over in 5 test spots. In the holdovers that played

their first

week

flat,

the second

week was changed

to 3-D.

Although the picture is available in both 3-D and flat, it is M-G-M's
recommendation that all theatres so equipped present this picture to
their patrons in 3-D for greatest boxoffice returns. YOU HAVEN'T
SEEN 3-D UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN "KISS ME KATE"!

M-G-M presents "KISS ME KA TE" starring KA THR YN GRA YSON- HOWARD KEEL Ann Miller
•

SHE HATES
THE

MEN IN

3-D!

COMING INDUSTRY

with Keenan Wynn • Bobby Van • James Whitmore • Kurt Kasznar Bob Fosse • Tommy Rail • Screen Play
by Dorothy Kingsley • Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter • Play by Samuel and Bella Spewack • Photographed in Ansco Color • Print by Technicolor • Directed by George Sidney Produced by Jack Cummings

EVENT! M-G-M's FIRST CINEMASCOPE PRODUCTION "KNIGHTS

OF THE ROUND TABLE"

(In

Color Magnificence)

Motion Picture Daily
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10,

'How to Marry A Millionaire Bows
9

THE DUAL

PREMIERE

Loew's State of

here

"How

last

night at Brandt's
Millionaire"

to Marry

A

Globe and
in Cinema-

Scope drew an impressive audience of showbusiness,
celebrities.

right)

first

in

at the theatres.

'Millionaire'

of

halted for blocks, a galaxy

stars of

showbusiness and promi-

nent persons from the civic, business,
social
at

the

and political worlds assembled
two theatres for the event.

Mammoth

crews of Movietone photographers and corps of newspaper and
wire service photographers.
Overhead, Tex McCrary, in a New
York Skyways helicopter, described
the scene as part of a three-way telecast beamed by ABC-TV to the video
audience in a "live" news program
between 8 :30 and 9 :00 P.M. The first
telecast of its kind in New York history also saw Jinx Falkenburg McCrary and Dennis James, respectively,

were

(Continued from page 1)
traffic

and

topcast in the production, arrived
Recording the arrivals

call,

and

social

Among

those who attended (from left to
photo were: Sol A. Schwartz, president of RKO

political

lights illuminated the en-

premiere area as
celebrities,
headed by guest of honor Lauren Ba-

tire

at the State

and Globe theatres

inter-

Theatres, and Mrs. Schwartz. Center photo: Harry Brandt, president of Brandt Theatres; Robert Wagner, actor, Diana Stecker
and Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox director of distribution.
Third photo: Eugene Picker, Loew's executive, and Charles Einfeld, vice-president of 20th Century-Fox.

viewing

.

.

.

GREAT FRIENDS

.

.

.

EVERYONE

WHO

IS

ANYONE
is

attending the

15* ANNUAL DINNER

as

they

entered

the

Coverage for radio audiences
was handled by Pat and Barbara
Barnes, at the State, and Fred Robbins,

at

later

this

the

Globe,

week on

who

planed to

New

York from Hollywood for the
occasion, were 20th Century-Fox stars
Ethel

Merman and Robert Wagner.

'Millionaire' to

Open

In Buffalo Tonight
BUFFALO, Nov.

9.— "How

to

A

Millionaire" will open at the
Century Theatre here tomorrow night
accompaniment of outdoor
the
to
popping photographers'
searchlights,
bulbs and radio broadcasts which will
feature tape-recorded interviews with
many notables attending the premiere.
Among the, industry executives who
plan to attend are Spyros Skouras,
Skouras Theatres, and
Jr., head of
Mike Todd, president of Todd-AmerLauren
ican Optical Productions.
Bacall, who is starred in the picture,
will make a personal appearance.

Montague Sets
(Continued from page 1)

of the

MOTION PICTURE
PIONEERS
Thursday, Nov.

12th,

Hotel Astor

honoring

BARNEY BALABAN
AS

THE PIONEER
OF THE YEAR
ERIC JOHNSTON,
dinner chairman

GEORGE

JESSEL,

toastmaster

Last call for reservations!
Send check for $20.00 to
Jack Cohn, President of the Motion Picture Pioneers,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Portable

for rebroadcast
their shows on

Mutual.
Joining Miss Bacall,

Marry

OLD FRIENDS

guests

theatres.

the field force from the Midwestern
section of the country in attendance.
Stressing that this is not a "sales
convention" in the accepted sense of
the term, Montague pointed out that
current and forthcoming releases from
Columbia "make it mandatory for
face-to-face meetings between policymaking home office executives and
field personnel who will be responsible
for the execution of company policy,"
a statement said.
"We have never believed in giving
our sales force a number of pictures
"
with the directive 'go out and sell,'
Montague said. "Rather, we have always felt that our job was to turn
over to the field the films produced by
the studio only after we had analyzed
them ourselves and felt, following discussions with those who work most
closely
with
exhibitors,
that
the
method of selling agreed on would best
help the exhibitors to maintain and
build business."
Montague announced that, in addition to the Chicago meeting, there
would be sessions at the Savoy Plaza
Hotel, New York, on Nov. 30-Dec. 3,
and at the St. Francis Hotel, San
Francisco, Dec. 14-17.

TV

(Continued from page 1)

Dame-Penn game was

slightly

below

Saturday.
The
Marbro in Chicago grossed $2,200
in the 4,000-seater, while the 2,500Stanley in Baltimore did approximately $700. In the latter house, the
entire theatre was on a general admission basis of $1.50 including tax,
with the regular screen show following. Children were charged 50 cents.
that

'of

the previous

The

2,300-seat
Rivoli in Toledo
$800, the 1,400-seat Crown in
Chicago grossed $800 and the 1,500seat Grand in Albany pulled about
$550.

drew

Lou Gerard of BOT
week on a tour of the East
and Midwest to see exhibitors who
Meanwhile,

left

this

have inquired regarding the installation of equipment.
Regional basketball
games and other events are
planned by BOT for the winter.

Youngstein Leaving
(Continued from page 1)

Montague

C. Morton, managing director for Great Britain, and other key
European sales executives. In addition, he will confer with producers
and directors readying films abroad
for

anniversary-year

release,

among

them Joseph

L. Mankiewicz, who is
completing casting for "The Barefoot

Contessa" Robert Rossen, now scouting
locations
for
"Alexander the
Great," and David Miller, who will
direct "The Silver Nutmeg."
The United Artists vice president
also will meet with Richard Condon,
who is making a 90-day survey for
United Artists of publicity and promotion operations by producers filming pictures in Europe and Great Britain for release by UA.
;

Tuesday, November

RKO

'Robe' Prints

Theatres

{Continued from page

Television — Radio

1)

with Hughes were conducted by
Greene.
Greene, however, has had reputedly
Theatres stock
large holdings of
for some time past and has the voting
rights to a considerably greater number of shares through accounts with
He
his investment counseling firm.
Theatres
went on the board of

RKO

WE

in late 1951 after waging a proxy
contest which resulted in his election
and that of one of his nominees, A.
election,
In that
Louis Oresman.
Greene's counsel, Isidor J. Kresel,
claimed thev polled a vote of more
than 1,000,000 shares.

Lotion picking up the Mon.-Wed.-Fri. tabs. Producer is Masterson,
Guild Films' telefilm, series, "Life with
Reddy & Nelson.
Elizabeth," situation-comedy already winning friends and influencing
people's TV schedules in 35 American markets, will help station
CEPL-TV in London. Ontario, Canada, in making its debut Dec. 1.
The line that caught our eye was "produced in 1916 by Thomas
Alva Edison," and that was enough to prompt ye TV Chronicler to
make a note to tune in next CBSaturday at 6:30 P.M. to the "Paul
Killiam Show," which will feature the ancient thriller, "Helen of
the Chorus."

Executive Changes Expected

.

sequently the trade was not inclined
yesterday to predict any changes of
significance in the executive line-up,
headed by Sol A. Schwartz, president.
However, changes in the board are
to be anticipated, possibly this Thursday when the directors are scheduled
to meet.
Theatres stock
The Hughes'
has been in the trusteeship of Irving
Trust Co. since the company's divorcePictures Corp. bement from
came effective Dec. 31, 1950. Irving
Trust, under the terms of the
consent decree, was entitled to vote
the Hughes stock in the interim and,

ft

ft

.

RKO

in that capacity, elected two directors
to the theatre company's board. They
are Ben-Fleming Sessel and William

Wardall.

.

With Irving Trust out

of the

picture and the Hughes' theatre
stock now owned by List and
Greene, the latter would be entitled to elect at least two more
directors to the board of six
members. The other two directors are Schwartz and Edward
C. Raftery, counsel to the firm.

.

.

succeeds

Notliing

Murray

success,

like

and dancing master Arthur

That's why he's so anxious for Betty
Hutton to make her TV debut on the "Arthur Murray Show" via
NBC-TV. You see, Betty, in her first movie role, gave him the
national spotlight by singing "Arthur Murray Taught Me Dancing
in a Hurry."
Not only d.oes Scripter Hal Kanter appear
as a regular panelist on KHJ-TV's "Scoop the Writers," but he
can (and
just that) by plugging Bob Hope's forthcoming
Paramount flicker, "Here Come the Girls," which he wrote with
Ed Hartmann.
Sudden thawt : Has any male ever referred to
Maggi McNeills' "Leave It to the Girls" gang as " P
-elists" f
With the Monday, Nov. 30th program, the oldest coast-tocoast musical series, "Voice of Firestone," NBCelebrates its 25th
anniversary on the air.
NCA-TV has concluded the largest
regional film sale to date with the deal whereby Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample agency has purchased for Falstaff Beer, "City
Detective," to be shown in 118 TV markets.
This, along with
the series' 53 other sponsors, gives this "cops and robbers" thriller

the 929,020 shares
1948 for a price
reported at the time to be $9,000,000.
divorce was consumWhen the
mated in 1950, Hughes received 929,020 shares in both the new theatre
and the new picture companies. With
his present sale aggregating in excess

Hughes acquired

in

RKO

is

well azvare of

.

.

it.

$4,400,000, Hughes has recouped
about half the original investment
while still owning the controlling in-

.

.

.

AN

.

RKO

.

.

.

.

.

Securities

Commission

and the
last

New York

Friday,

when

Stock Exchange
the

shares

closed

$3.87^ on the day's trading. Both
the theatre company and picture company shares were up yesterday in
fairly heavy trading, the theatre shares
on a turnover
closing at 4Vs, up

at

—HOWARD

E.

STARK!

Brokers and Financial Consultants

TELEVISION STATIONS

of 63,600 shares the picture company
with 2,900
went up Y% to close at
;

50 E.

RADIO STATIONS
EL
58th St., N. Y.

j

Specialists to

5-0405
Motion Picture Industry

3%

I

|

tories

in

Los Angeles.

Neither

of

these jobs can be done in anything but
an extensive time period."
Wile had offered the Star, first-run

house in
Upper Sandusky, Ohio,
owned by Leo Jones, for the proposed
test. Wile said the Star has a Miracle

Mirror screen and is willing to purchase anamorphic lenses.
Wile said
the Star has been approved for CinemaScope showings by 20th CenturyFox.
Jones and Wile made their proposal
following

Allied

the

convention

at

Boston at which 20th-Fox president
Spyros Skouras said such tests could
arranged.
be
Gehring
said
that
Skouras "had no idea of the re-recording job or the special printing job
when he talked at the convention.
None of us knew the handicaps involved to have such tests. It is our
opinion that regardless of the size of
the theatre and regardless of whether

they use CinemaScope or not, any
theatre that intends to remain in business will have to install stereophonic
sound. It is essential to the entertainment value so necessary to bring the
patrons back to our theatres."

Wile Caustic
Gehring
Wile charged that the company
In a reply to the

letter,

either
"insincere" or "doesn't know what
Wile said that
talking about."
its
Skouras declared that standard prints
of "The Robe" were to be made available for subsequent use in churches.
Wile said that while he is "not an
expert in the laboratory field" he does
know that "you can take an optical
track from a CinemaScope print and
the sound track from a standard print
and put them together with very little
effort or delay."
Wile said that "if you wait until
spring to make the test that will mean
nothing. The initial publicity will have
been dissipated and would be a test in
do not think that
name only.
stereophonic sound is essential in a
small theatre. In fact, we believe it
would add nothing to a picture."
Wile added that Peter M. Wellman
of the Girard Theatre, Girard, Ohio,
had offered his house for a test of the
one-channel print or "The Robe."
is

We

Dinner for Balaban
(Continued from page 1)

and principal speakers of the dinner
honoring Barney Balaban as "The
Pioneer of 1953."

George Jessel will again be the
toastmaster, Eric A. Johnston, back
from the Near East, will be chairman
and among the principal speakers will
news
be John Daly, radio and
analyst; the Very Reverend James
A. Pike, Dean of St. John the Divine

TV

Cathedral in

171 outlets.

Ford II of
mer Judge

RKO

& Exchange

and, of course, an extra printing job.
Both tasks would be done at our
studio and at the Technicolor labora-

.

DOES

of

Pictures Co. Hughes
terest in
made a $1,250,000 profit on the latter
a year ago when the Ralph Stolkin
Chicago syndicate defaulted its down
payment after calling off the deal to
purchase Hughes' stock in the picture
company. Hughes since has added to
his picture company holdings.
Theatres
Actual sale of the
stock by Hughes was approved by the

.

ft

ft

ft

in 1948

.

WXEL

WTTG

the vacancies.

from Atlas Corp.

.

(Continued from page 1)

.

Writer of the fine WCBSunday morning TV
Prexy Mort Sackett
program, "Our Goodly Heritage."
of Commonwealth Film & TV, Inc., has just concluded deals
(Cleveland), and WIFEwith
(Wash., D. C),
TV (Dayton) involving cartoons, serials. Westerns, shorts
and features.

expected that the resignations
of Sessel and Wardalf will be submitted at this week's board meeting,
with List or his nominees being elected

Hughes Purchase

.

.

.

.

is

fill

.

Walt Framer will be host to his staff and the press Thursday
afternoon to formally open his new spacious air cooled offices,
comprising 6,000 sq. ft. at 1150 Sixth Ave. In three years the
pint-sized dynamo has become one of TV's most successful
indie producers with "Strike It Rich," "The
- Big Payoff" and "Double or Nothing" all
in the top brackets.
The one-sided
score notwithstanding, Harry Wismer's able
sportcast over DuMont of last Sunday's
football game between the N. Y. Giants and
the Philadelphia Eagles, almost matched the
brilliance of the pigskin flinging of Bobby
Thomason who merely passed for four
touchdowns.
Disk Jockeys seem to be
"waxing" enthusiastically over
Richard
Hayes' newest Mercury platter of "Long
Black Rifle."
William Bush Baer, who
is Dean of NYU's College of Arts & SciWalt Framer
ences, starts his second year as Producer-

RKO

to

.

.

ft

RKO

It

.

.

Since Greene's advent on the theatre
company's board, he has worked in
harmony with management and con-

J.

with Pinl^y Herman,
ALWAYS SUSPECTED that Marriage

was an institution and now further proof (if such data were needed)
A
reaches this desk via the Press Department of NBC.
somewhat hazy outline credit sheet reveals that "Bride & Groom,"
which for the past seven years has been the scene of some 1,853
weddings attended in spirit by millions of guests, moves into
NBChannel 4 across the board starting Monday, Nov. 30. John
-Nelson will continue as M.C. (Marriage Contractor) with Jergens

RKO

No

5

Motion Picture Daily
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10,

shares changing hands.
In early 1952 the Department of
Justice applied to the Federal Court

for an order requiring Hughes to sell
the theatre stock within a limited
period or have it sold for him by the
trustee in the ensuing two years.
Hughes successfully contested the order on the grounds that the intent of
the consent decree was satisfied by
the stock being placed in trusteeship
and that he should not be required,
therefore, to sell it within any arbitrarily stated time period. The court

agreed.

New

the

York, and Henry
Ford Motor Co. For-

Ferdinand Pecora
new members.

will

again induct the

Organ Magic

JACK WARD
on TV and Radio
1 9th Week at

Rainbow Room
Radio City.
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Goldwyn Ends Talks

On Lindbergh Story

Drive in 1954

Samuel Goldwyn has withdrawn from negotiations for

Theatres Expire

purchase of screen rights to
Charles A. Lindbergh's story,
"The Spirit of St. Louis," pub-

Negotiations for the sale by Howard Hughes of his controlling stock
interest in
Theatres to Albert

lished

Seen Unlikely

recently

by

Scribner's,

Goldwyn announced yesterday.
Goldwyn has been here for the

Nov. 11.— There
is little likelihood of any major drive
next year in state legislatures against

past several weeks negotiating
for the property. He plans to
leave for the Coast on Saturday. While no reason was given
by the producer for withdrawing from the negotiations, it
was reported elsewhere that
Lindbergh had set up so many
conditions affecting a production of the story that Goldwyn

censorship laws, according
to industry lawyers working on censorship matters.

concluded if he were to agree
to them, Lindbergh would be
producing it rather than him-

Move May Await Court
Action on Two Cases
By

J.

A.

OTTEN

WASHINGTON,
film

state

In

the

place, only 14
state
legislatures
meet next
year, and of these only three are
states which have censorship
laws.
One of the three is

which the Motion
Association of America has picked as a major target
for
a
censorship-repeal
drive.
However, the Maryland
legislature is scheduled to have
only a one-month special session, and industry officials believe that it would not be practical to try to get a censorship
(Continued on page 4)
Maryland,
Picture

Lawrie Quits
N.F.F. C. Post
—

LONDON, Nov. 11.
James H.
Lawrie has resigned as head of the
National Film Finance Corp., which
dispenses government production subsidies,

in

order

himself. His
disclosed.

The

new

to enter production
association was not

government

recently

advised

Parliament that it proposed to extend
N.F.F. C.'s powers for another three
years.
Lawrie's resignation is re(Continued on page 6)

Sturdy $100,000 for
1st

Week

A

sturdy $100,000 for the first week
to Marry A Millionaire" at
Loew's State was forecast here yesterday on the basis of business done
on Armistice Day and the opening
day, Tuesday. Business at the Globe,
which is also featuring the second
CinemaScope production, was reported
good also, although no first week forecast could be procured.
Most Broadway theatre managers
reported fairly brisk holiday grosses

"How

yesterday. At Loew's
State,
from
$18,000 to $20,000 was seen for Armis(Continued on page 2)

Cite Better Viewers

For 'Cease
The

world

Hal

Fire'

premiere

of

"Cease

Dues Drive by

COMPO Starts
Salesmen to Canvass;
Scale Reduced 25%

on the Hughes' stock which
had been held by Floyd B. Odium of
option

Atlas Corp.,

it

was learned yesterday.

option, which Odium had held
for several years, entitled him to buy
the theatre company stock at the price

The

offered by any prospective purchaser
Hughes proposed to deal with. The
option is said to have expired several
months ago.
Theatres' controlling
The new
interest holders will attend a meeting of the company's board of directors here today at which the resignations of Ben-Fleming Sessel and

Johnston at MPAA
Meet Here Today
A new film agreement with Holland
was reported here on the eve of today's scheduled arrival from London
of Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America.
Johnston had been on a special Ambassadorial jaunt to the Near East
for President Eisenhower.
Johnston, on his first day here, will
attend a meeting of the board of diin the afternoon,
rectors of the
and in the evening he will be chairman

MPAA

Nov. 30

The week of Nov. 30 has been set
for the annual dues collection drive of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations in all domestic exchange terriIn pointing out that exhibitor

tories.

had been reduced 25 per cent,
Robert Coyne, COMPO special coun-

dues

sel,
listed
as follows

Cf

this

Four-wall

year's

dues

theatres:

schedule

Up

to

500 seats, $7.50 yearly; up to
750 seats, $11.25; up to 1,000

up to 2,500 seats,
$37.50; over 2,500 seats, $75.
seats, $18.75;

<f Drive-in theatres: Up to 300car capacity, $7.50 yearly; up to
500-car capacity, $11.25; up to
600-car capacity, $18.75; over
600-car capacity, $37.50.

All dues collected from exhibitors
be matched dollar for dollar by
(Continued on page 4)

will

Pioneers Meet

Here Tonight

(Continued on page 6)

Status Uncertain
Despite CEA's Ratification

The annual dinner of the Motion
Picture Pioneers will be held here tonight at the Astor Hotel, with indications pointing to the biggest turnout in
the 15-year history of the organizaJack Cohn, Pioneers president,
Guest of honor will be
Barney Balaban, Paramount president,
who has been named "Pioneer of
tion,

reported.

1953."

The

—

Nov. 11. Confusion over the voluntary continuance of the
Eady Plan persists here following an announcement that despite last week's
ratification of the trade's voluntary plan by the Cinematograph Exhibitors

1

Schedule

board of directors, were begun soon
after the expiration of a first-refusal

Association's general council, its president, John W. Davis, would not sign
the agreement until a C.E.A. deputation has met with the president of

Wallis' 3-D production,
the Board of Trade.
viewed with new type Polaroid
The meeting of the C.E.A. deputaglasses never before used in New
WASHINGTON, Nov. 11.—An tion with Peter Thorneycroft, presiYork, according to Paramount. The agreement between Loew's and Wil- dent
of the Board of Trade, was held
picture will open here at the Criterion liam F. Rodgers, former Loew's sales
today and though the exhibitors were
Theatre on Nov. 23.
manager and now company consultant, given no assurances and little satisThe new three-dimension glasses, under which the termination date of faction, it was regarded as certain that
which will be distributed to patrons, Rodgers' employment contract has the voluntary
agreement for continu(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
Fire,"

will be

New

On

Eady Plan

Rodgers to End Tie
With Loew's March

TEN CENTS

chairman of the board of U. S.
Finishing Co., through David Greene,
New York investment counsellor and
member of the theatre company's

Confusion Persists

LONDON,

Impartial

List,

(Continued on page 6)

of 'Marry'

At State Forecast
of

RKO

RKO

self.

first

dikJ

1953

Odium Let Option
On Hughes' RKO

Legislative Front

Censor Repeal

12,

m.

bers,

largest

over

100,

number
is

of

new mem-

recorded for

this

(Continued on page 4)

'News' Executives at

AMPA

Event Today

The 1953-54 opening luncheon of
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers today will honor five editors and
executives of the New York "Daily
News." The occasion will feature the
publication of the special fall motion
picture issue of the "Sunday News"
rotogravure section to be issued on

(Continued on page 6)

;

Thursday, November
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Personal
Mention
ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

New York

Mass Rally
Will Rogers Hospital Drive Today

Nelson, Abe Montague, Robert J. O'Donnell and others will speak
on Will Rogers Hospital activities and the 1953 "Christmas Salute."
Charles Moss is exhibitor chairman of the Christmas Salute in the

Mrs. Keighley,
Tuesday from
Europe aboard the "Queen Elizabeth."
executive,

arrived in

and

New York
•

Al Corwin,

co-director of public
information for the Motion Picture
Association of America, will return to

New York tomorrow

from Europe.

•
Allied Artists exprincipal speaker yes-

Roy M. Brewer,
ecutive,

New York

exchange

area.

tour.

William Keighley, Warner Brothers

was the

terday at the luncheon meeting of the
Westwood (Cal.) Exchange Club.
•

Florence Friedman,

office

manager

for I. F. E. Releasing Corp. in Cleveland, has announced her engagement
to Sam Harris, of the same city.

•

Bobbins' Novels to

Illinois Allied Studies

New Magnum

Equipment-Buy Plan

Theatres
division manager with headquarters
in Cleveland, has returned there from
Shaker Heights.

Co.

The formation of Magnum Pictures
by John Bash, Elizabeth Dickinson
and Kurt Hirsch for the production
of several pictures from the novels of
Harold Robbins, was disclosed here
yesterday by the trio who are currently involved independently in several film productions.
Production on the initial Robbins
novel,

"Never Leave Me," which

be published on

will

scheduled
start
in
May.
In addition to
to
purchasing film rights to Robbins'
three current novels, "Never Love A
Stranger," "The Dream Merchants"
and "A Stone for Danny Fisher," and
Jan.

to his forthcoming

Frank Murphy, Loew's

Magnum

1,

is

"Never Leave Me,"

has taken an option on "69

Park Avenue" which Robbins

is

now

writing.

Partner in

New Firm

Louis Lober, general manager of
the United Artists foreign department,
here by plane yesterday for
left

of the novels, which
said to involve $200,000, also extends to Robbins a partnership in the

Tokyo.

new company.

Herbert Ochs, operator
of drive-in theatres
leave Cleveland this
•

in

of a circuit
Canada, will

week

for Florida.

Jay Emanuel, publisher, left University Hospital, Philadelphia, yesterday to complete recuperation at home.
Peggy

Ann Garner

"Liberte" en route from

is

aboard the

New York

to

Europe.
O. Selznick has arrived
here by plane from the Coast.

David

RKO

Board Meets to
Be Held on Coast
— With
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.
11.

the arrival of J. Miller Walker,
Pictures general counsel and
tary, meetings of the company's
of directors are scheduled to get
way here within the next few

board
under
days.

Grainger, company president, arrived here earlier from New

York.

Annual Confab
To Be Held Dec. 21

Col.

The annual meeting

It

ment

stockholders

Dec.

21,

the

of
will

be

company

held
an-

"Never Leave Me."
Bash is executive

it was added.
was slated for

CHICAGO,

Nov. 11.— In line with
wishes of its membership, the
board of directors of Allied Theatres
of Illinois, at a meeting held here,
named a special committee to make a
thorough study of group equipment
purchasing for members of the organthe

Kirsch,

Jack

president of Illinois
Allied, announced the following appointments to the committee
Jack
Clark, chairman B. Charuhas, Robert
V. Harrison, Howard Lubliner, Sam
C. Meyers and Kermit Russell of
Schoenstadt Theatres.
Because of the current concern of
exhibitors relative to wide-screen, this
committee, according to Kirsch, will
immediately begin to call on the manufacturers of wide-screen and sound
:

;

equipment to determine costs and receive complete information as to the
technical phases governing the installation

of

proper equipment.

membership was

Foreign Meet
In Belgium Nov. 22

Europe,

W.

C.

general sales manager.

on the two CinemaScope color in
Technicolor productions, slated for release in December and January, respectively, will be charted at the ses-

rope, totalling 40, will

thur

M. Loew,

meet with Ar-

president of Loew's In-

Samuel N. Burger,
general sales manager, and David
Lewis, regional director of Continental
ternational Corp.

at

Panoramic

the

;

"M-G-M European

Convention,"

in

Belgium

beginning Nov. 22.

The convention, said to be the first
of its kind ever held in Belgium, will
see new product, discuss sales policies
and highlight the company's drive to
get immediate installation of all-purpose panoramic
theatres.

sions.

week

gross, exclusive of the ad-

mission tax, was estimated at
$1,360,000.
official

announcement

Roxy.

feeling of the

Lichtman,

director of
distribution
Einfeld, vice president, and
Gehring, executive assistant

Previous champions were "Wilson" in 1944 and "The Razor's
Edge" in 1946, both held for
eight weeks. The total nine-

screen projection.

Executive, sales and publicity personnel of M-G-M in Continental Eu-

"Beneath the

"The Robe" today begins its
ninth week at the Roxy, setting
a new long-run record in the
26-year history of the house.

Kirsch stated that if necessary, the
group will engage a competent person
with technical and engineering knowledge to advise members on their needs
in order to suitably accomplish wide-

conferences and screenings
12-Mile Reef" and
"King of the Khyber Rifles" are on
the agenda of 20th Century-Fox president Spyros P. Skouras, who flies to
Hollywood from here today.
Accompanying Skouras will be Al

Studio

A

has been made, the first CinemaScope
production is expected to continue its
run until the Christmas holidays, when
either "King of the Khyber Rifles"
or "Beneath the 12-mile Reef," both
20th Century-Fox CinemaScope productions, is expected to> open at the

Technician

MGM

of

tice Day, following an opening day
gross of over $10,000. "How to Marry
A Millionaire" at the Globe was said
to have opened at $6,000.
Both the
Globe and Loew's State have hiked
their opening prices from 70-80 cents
to $1 for the CinemaScope attraction,
while the top price is $1.80.
At the Paramount, a nice $11,000
was seen at the box-office, launching
the second week of "Calamity Jane"
on the screen and the Ames Brothers
on stage. At the Capitol, business was
holding up fine for "From Here to
Eternity," which ended its 14th week
on Tuesday night with a solid $32,000.
terrific
has
been
$1,350,000
racked up by "From Here to Eternity"
at the Capitol in its 14 weeks.
The second week of "Queen of
Sheba" at the Astor got off to a good
start following a first week's gross
big $25,000
of a healthy $27,200.
was forecast for the first week of
"Living Desert" at the off-Broadway
Sutton after a record-breaking opening day of $2,930 on Tuesday.

Although no

May Engage

The

20th-Fox Toppers to
Fly to Coast Today

1)

A

ization.

producer
on that exhibitors' problems with respect
"Crossed Swords," a completed pro- to wide-screen can be greatly overduction starring
Errol Flynn and come through intelligent counselling
Gina Lollobrigida, produced in Italy by an authority familiar with the techfor United Artists release.
nical and engineering aspects of the
Bash Productions recently com- new medium and thus save theatre
pleted "Roogie's Bump," featuring the owners money in costly and unnecesBrooklyn Dodgers, on which Kurt sary experimentation. They also voiced
Hirsch acted as associate producer.
approval of the resolution adopted at
Miss Dickinson is an artist repre- the national Allied convention in Bossentative, and has production credits ton calling for standardization on a
on "Stolen Identity," made in Ger- 2-to-l aspect ratio for all productions.
many and also acted as co-producer
with Bash on "Roogie's Bump."

Promotional and distribution plans

expected that a proxy statewill be sent to stockholders on

Originally, the meeting
last Oct. 14.

"Dream Merchants," a
novel about, the film business, is
scheduled to be the second production
with "A Stone for Danny Fisher" and
"Never Love A Stranger" scheduled
to follow.
Jack Hanley has been
signed to write the screenplay for

Columbia Charles

is

or about next Monday,

The purchase

is

RKO

secre-

James R.

Pictures
here on
nounced.

Faye Emerson, Jimmy

theatres and circuits are invited to attend.

Paramount

mount International, now in Israel,
are scheduled to return here by plane
tomorrow, completing a six weeks'
European

(Continued from page

Will Rogers Hospital mass meeting is scheduled for 9:30 A.M.
today at the Bijou Theatre, New York City. All theatre personnel, district managers and managers' of all New York exchange

chairman,

board

1953

'Millionaire'

for

A

and
George Weltner, president of ParaPictures

Exhibitors'

12,

screens

in

European

Yesterday's brisk business at Radio
City Music Hall partly off-set last
Friday's box-office dip due to the snow
storm, with a fairly good $130,000
registered for the first week of "Kiss
Me Kate."
chunky $180,000 was the estiHutton's
Betty
for
mated gross
recently-concluded four-week engagePalace.
ment at the

A

RKO

CHICAGO,

Nov.

9.

— Holdovers

are doing the best business here,
with "The Robe" soaring back above
$60,000 in its eighth week at the State
Lake, "This Is Cinerama" still topping $40,000 at the Palace in its 15th
week, "From Here to Eternity" holding steady at close to $20,000 in its
10th session at the Oriental, "Captain's
Paradise" threatening to top last
week's great $7,600 opening at the
still

Ziegfeld.

A. A. Stockholders
Will Meet Today
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 11.— Stockholders of Allied Artists will meet
here tomorrow to consider proposals
to change the official name of the corporation and to amend incorporation
articles to permit increasing the common stock from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000
shares. The directorate will meet following the stockholders' session.
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COMPO

Dues

(Continued from page 1)

member companies

the

Motion
America.
of the

Picture Association of
As was the case in last year's drive,
the canvass of theatres will be made
by the sales forces of the 10 major
film companies, working- under the direction of distribution and exhibitor
committees in each exchange area.
Use of the salesmen in the canvass
was approved by all of the companies'
general sales managers at a meeting
called by Charles Feldman, general
sales manager of Universal-International, chairman of the general sales
managers' committee.
Coyne made it plain that the canvass is being conducted with the approval of all five exhibitor organizations that are charter members of
COMPO. These are Theatre Owners
of America, Allied States, Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Asso-

Thursday,

Reviews
a

Easy
;

to

Johnson and Tony Martin head the cast

repeal drive through in such a
short time.
of

musical in color by Technicolor, a marquee roster which should
attract many a customer. The setting is beautiful Cypress Gardens in Florida,
a vacation spot that proved so popular on film to the thousands who have
seen "This Is Cinerama." All of these plus factors make "Easy to Love"
enjoyable film fare, with the light entertainment offered outweighing some
weaknesses in story structure.
Many a teen-ager v/ill swoon at Tony Martin singing such tunes as "Didja
Ever," "Look Out I'm Romantic," and "That's What
Rainy Day Is For."
Esther Williams is no slouch when it comes to sex appeal, either, and ditto
for Van Johnson.
The story, which is never taken too seriously, finds Johnson as the pnoprietor of Cypress Gardens and Miss Williams as one of his star performers.
She swims, looks lovely on the lawn, and is in love with her boss only to
have him spurn her every overture. Then they both go on a trip to New
York, she, dreaming of winning him, he, intent on making more money by
capitalizing on her beauty. Tony Martin at this point enters the picture and
begins his wooing of Miss Williams. He portrays a charming suitor, offsetting the business-like Johnson.
However, it's Van that Miss Williams
really loves and everything turns out neatly at the end when he succumbs.
ciation, Independent Theatre Owners
Scenically, Cypress Gardens has much to offer, and the water activities
Association,
and Western Theatre highlighted for the tourists make an eye-filling spectacle. One of the most
Owners.
charming interludes is a clown act performed by Miss Williams.
The dues canvass will be conducted
Others in the cast include John Bromfield, Edna Skinner, King Donovan,
under a formula devised by Trueman Paul Bryar and Carroll Baker.
T. Rembusch, formerly one of the
Joe Pasternak produced, and Charles Walters directed, from a screenplay
three co-chairmen of COMPO, who is
by Laslo Vadnay and William Roberts, based on a story by Vadnay. The
still chairman of the
finance musical numbers were created and directed by Busby Berkeley. Credit for
committee. The formula, providing for
the title song, "Easy to Love," which is a fetching tune, goes to Cole Porter
a definite timetable for all activities
Running time, 96 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
in the canvass, was adopted from a
Dec. 25.
collection formula "used with great
success" by the Catholic Archdiocese
this lush

A

!

COMPO

MURRAY HOROWITZ

My Baby

"Walking

U niversal-International)
THE PAIRING of the

atres

as

COMPO.

about 14,000 thedues-paying members of

AB-PT Dividends on
Preferred, Common
Dividends of 25 cents per share on
outstanding preferred stock of
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres and 25 cents per share on
the outstanding common stock of the
corporation have been declared by the
board of directors of the corporation.
Dividends are payable Dec. 21 to holders of record on Nov. 25.
the

HY

rm

EUROPE
and

SAVE!
Hotels are uncrowded, your
dollars buy more and during
ThrLt Season (Nov. through
March 31) you save up to

$101 on

TWA

round -trip
your

tickets to Europe. See

travel agent or call

Trans World

Airlines.

TWA,

1953

(Continued from page 1)

(M ctro-Goldwyn-M ayer)
ESTHER WILLIAMS, Van

in the enlistment of

12,

Censor Repeal

Love

of Indianapolis in raising funds.
Last year's dues collection resulted

November

Back Home"
Hollywood, Nov.

(

9

nimble Donald O'Connor and the beauteous Janet
Leigh, two of young America's favorite people, and the latter the 1953
leader in Quigley Publications' "Stars-of-Tomorrow" poll which had foretold
the former's present fame as long ago as 1943, was a prime piece of box-office
reckoning. With those names for billing purposes, it stood to reason that a
film full of bright tunes and filmed in color by Technicolor should have
smooth sailing in a market dominated, as to ticket purchases, by the junior
consumer and his gal. And that's the kind of sailing the O'Connor-Leigh
musical is likely to have, in spite of assorted shortcomings on the entertain-

ment side, for the young people are its natural public.
There are 12 musical numbers in the production, put together for the
O'Connor-Leigh combination by producer Ted Richmond, with Leonard Goldstein as co-producer, and all of them are performed in one or another of
They are from many
the modern rhythms relished by today's 'teen-agers.
sources, ranging backward from Johnny Mercer to Stephen Foster and
Franz Liszt, and they are dealt with in full and at commendable length by
various combinations of musicians, singers, and predominantly dancers. Not
all of these uses of all this music come off rewardingly, but O'Connor does
very smartly indeed in two solo sessions of precision Terpsichore, and "Scat
Man" Crothers makes the whole film worth while in his handling of the
indestructible "Honeysuckle Rose." They are the standout numbers.
Veteran, versatile Lloyd Bacon, the director who can make more out of

Moreover, Catholic groups and other
organizations in Maryland have been
rallying to the defense of the censorship law, and all in all, industry officials have decided it would be better
strategy to let the matter ride until
1955.
It is also argued that the industry
should wait to see what the U. S.
Supreme Court does with the pending
appeals in the "M" and "La Ronde"
cases.
These cases probably won't
be decided until the spring.
This wait-for-the-Supreme Court
attitude also dominates the thinking
with respect to the other two censor-

ship

states

whose

legislatures

meet

year— New York and Virginia.
The 11 other states whose lawmak-

next

ers are slated to convene in 1954 are,
according to
legislative representative
Jack Bryson:
Kentucky,

MPAA

Mississippi,
sey,

rado,

Rhode

Island,

New

Jer-

South Carolina, California, ColoMassachusetts, Arizona, Michi-

gand and Louisiana.
Bryson said he did not know now of
any new taxes or other proposals
harmful to the industry that were
likely to come up in any of these legislatures. The first legislature to meet
will be that of Kentucky, on Jan. 4;
the others keep coming into session at
intervals from then on through the
spring, Bryson said.

Pioneers Meet
(Continued from page 1)
year, Cohn added.
Eric A. Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association, will be

chairman, and George

Jessel again will be toastmaster.

Sam-

H. Goldenson, Rabbi Emeritus of
the Temple Emanu-El, New York,
uel

give the invocation.
Ferdinand
Pecora, former Supreme Court Justice, will induct the new members.
Speakers besides Jessel, Johnston,
Cohn and Balaban, will include Ernest E. Blake, chairman of the board
will

Kodak, Ltd., London; The Very
Reverend James A. Pike, Dean of the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine Tex
O'Rourke, roadmaster of the Circus of
Saints and Sinners.
Also invited to the dais were: Jack
Alicoate, A. J. Balaban, John Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, last year's
of

;

giving semblance
that overextends even the elastic boundaries of musical-comedy fiction. But the only Pioneer of the Year, Harry Brandt,
really Bacon-worthy scene in the story is an incredibly comic sequence in Gardiner Cowles, Edward P. Curtis,
which a bibulous vocal coach, portrayed with gusto by Isabelle Dawn, gives Sam Dembow, Jr. Gus Eyssell, Si
Fabian, Frank Folsom, Henry Ford
O'Connor a singing lesson. This one's tremendous.
Buddy Hackett, Lori Nelson, Kathleen Lockhart, George Cleveland, John II, William J. German, Abel Green,
Hubbard, Norman Abbott, Phil Garris, Walter Kingsford, Sidney Miller, William J. Heineman, Sam Katz,
Louis Lurie, John J. O'Connor, RobThe Modernaires and The Sportsmen are also in the picture.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For December ert J. O'Donnell, Sam Pinanski,
Harry Joe Brown, Martin Quigley,
R.
release.
Milton R. Rackmil, Sam Rinzler,
Herman Robbins, Spyros P. Skouras,
Nat Taylor, Joseph R. Vogel, Albert
less

than anybody, succeeds as well as could be expected

of substance to a screenplay

by

in

Don McGuire and Oscar Brodney

WEAVER

WILLIAM

Jacobs-Horwits Firm Columbia Promotes
Levy, Klein, Ernst
Dissolved on Coast
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 11.— Arthur

P. Jacobs and Al Horwits have dissolved their recently-formed partnerEach will
ship by mutual agreement.
continue to operate independently in
the field of public relations.

Arthur Levy has been promoted
by Columbia Pictures to the post of
controller, succeeding C. B. Wikofif,

who

recently resigned.

Newman
Nov. 11.— Edward

the

Better Viewers
(Continued from page 1)

same are the product of the Polaroid Corp.,
and are described by Paramount as
more comfortable and represent "an

time the company disclosed that Milton Klein, former chief auditor, and

Leonard Ernst, former

U-I Pact for
HOLLYWOOD,

At

Warner.

ecutive,

statistical

trollers.

All

ex-

have been made assistant con-

three

important technical advance stereoscopically" over the glasses previously
_

employed
are

Muhl, vice-president of UniversalInternational, has signed Joe Newman
to a two-picture directional contract,

bia in 1934, Klein in

starting with "This Island Earth."

in 1937.

employes. Levy

in

viewing three-dimension

The special Polaroid glasses
Columbia films.
are said to be the result of "years of
went to Columexperimentation" by Dr. Edwin H.
1930 and Ernst Land, "one of the foremost
specialists

long-time
first

in the optical

profession."

The Industry's Most Important A H Announcement!
m

announces an
arrangement to provide every exhibitor

new M0R0PTIC0N

with the revolutionary

single projector, single track

3-D system

...absolutely FREE!
attachment that can easily and quickly
be adapted to any conventional projector.

Perfect 3-D Projection— at 2-D Operating
Costs! Here

is

the scientific achievement

that will establish

and

for aIN

and a

jector

...

3-D at the box-office once

What MOROPTICON DOES: •
jection to be as simple, as

because using only one pro-

single film strip,

MOROPTICON

no screen

jitter,

need

no misalign-

MOROPTICON

. . .

and only

permitted to

utilize

two synchronized projectors.
light quality to

• 3-D prints can

be handled

in

the

same man-

etc. •

be

No

light-reducing

filters

needed. •

No

extra booth operators needed. • Saves

the Moropticon S ystem.

money

the long awaited, history-making method of

and carbon consumption. • No intermission necessary due to
elimination of changeovers. • Fits any size
theatre throughout the world, any size

projecting 3-D on a single film

screen.

What MOROPTICON

IS:

MOROPTICON
strip.

It

is

is

an

in

electrical

We will furnish the exhibitor
with the complete MOROPTICON one-film-strip projection
system absolutely FREE of charge. The only provision

How

to Order

required

LITE

is

MOROPTICON:

that the exhibitor purchase 30,000 pair of

all-plastic glasses in a period of

ORDER YOUR MOROPTICON
ONE-STRIP SYSTEM NOW!
Applications

POLA-

one year, at the mini-

Pola-Lite Is Distributed

Through All Branch Offices
Of National Film Service

against the last two months commitment.

CO.

YOUR PATRONS THE NEW LOOK

IN

filled

in order of receipt.

mum rate of 2,500 pair per month. A $500 deposit will apply

GIVE

3-D! • Eliminates

ner as 2-D, with conventional reels, cases,

their

top, double-A, forthcoming product will

and as

large investments for bulky 3-D equipment.

as the best one-track

system they have ever seen

for

Gives 2-D

•

ment, no discomfort! Studio after studio acclaims

efficient

low-priced to run as 2-D! • Eliminates the

gives a sharper, double brig ht, relaxing 3-D
picture! There's

Permits 3-D pro-

•

19 Rector Street,

New York

6,

N. Y.

3-D- AND THE BEST GLASSES TO SEE

IT

WITH!

Motion Picture Daily

6

RKO

Odium

National
Pre-Selling
<npHE CAINE MUTINY,'

a

A

fascinating
close-up
of
life
aboard a dilapidated destroyer-mine
sweeper in World War II," is spotlighted in "Collier's" Nov. 12 issue.
"Columbia's version of 'The Caine
Mutiny,' directed by Edward Dmytryk,
hews close to the novel. It traces the
adventures of Willie Keith from midshipman school to manhood aboard a
fate-ridden naval vessel. And it pictures the mutiny of the original story,
from its start as the brain child of
an intellectual lieutenant to its climax
during a typhoon, and its eventual
denouncement in a brilliant courtmartial scene."

•
" 'Torch Song' keeps Joan Crawford not only hoofing but also

singing (with the husky voice of
India Adams dubbed in) and playing with gusto the role of a selfcentered star who falls in love with
a blind pianist," reports "Life" in
the current issue. "Like her wardrobe, Joan's talents have kept up
remarkably with the times, her personality has lost none of its sheen

and sparkle."
In the same issue "Life's" Motion
Picture editor says "The fatherly
role in 'The Actress,' with its alternation of sputtering rage and
tenderness, was made to order for

J.

Wardall as directors are
Sessel and Wardall repre-

expected.
sented Irving Trust Co., trustee of
the Hughes' theatre stock under the
provisions of the
Pictures divorcement consent decree.
With the stock being removed from
trusteeship in consequence of the sale
by Hughes, it is expected that List
and a representative will go on the
Theatres board, one of them
possibly as chairman, which would be

RKO

RKO

formerly

May Name

Oresman owns about

Greene won two places on

board, the other being held by
nominee, A. Louis Oresman. Thus,
the List-Greene combination would
have four members of the six-man
board even though List elected only
directors.

other two directors are Sol A.

Schwartz,

RKO

shares,

Theatres

Greene.

As a

result

of the stock purchase

from Hughes, RKO Theatres shares
were the most actively traded issue
on the New York Stock Exchange
for two consecutive days this week.
On Tuesday, the issue had a turnover
of 85,300 shares, with no change in
the closing price from the day before
—4y$, which was still below the $4.75
share

president,
and Edward C. Raftery, counsel.
List acquired 886,000 of the 929,020
shares of the theatre company's stock

per

Rodgers-Loew's

Johnston

price

paid

to

and Greene. The stock market
was closed yesterday in observance of
List

Hope Color TV Show
with

runs

Richie

away

to

Andrusco,

Coney Island

to

who

behalf of the film.

lose

panion," "is a giddy fable about a
with a wife in one port, a mistress in another.
Alec Guinness
'"The Captain's Paradise,'" re- and Yvonne DeCarlo are the stars."
Also appearing in the issue is a
ports Philip Hartung in the November issue of "Women's Home Com- full page color ad featuring Ann
Blyth, co-star of "All the Brothers
Were Valiant," and incidentally advertising Lux Soap.
his troubles in an orgy of soda pops
and pony riding."
•

man

positions has been the film rental issue,
with American film companies seeking
a rental boost from 32^2 to 35 per

0ft

fTH* fflT*

fflTr* iflffc flfT»i

<£SSs?

MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings

TO THE EAST

the ultimate

in projection.

• Three dimensional projection
if Three channel interlock projection

•

16mm

interlock

projection

MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE, INC.
619 W 54th St., N Y 19, N. Y OUdton 6-0367

one of a two-part biographical feature.

Lawrie Resigns
(Continued from page 1)
garded as certain to arouse increased
opposition to that move.
He and
N.F.F.C. have been under criticism
from some independent producers for

Raphael Resigns as
Disney Music V.P.

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 11.— Fred
"Blowing Wild," "The Golden
and "Martin Luther" are Raphael has resigned as vice-president
among the pictures reviewed by Ed and general manager of Disney Music
Blade,"

Miller in "Seventeen's"
issue

November

WALTER HAAS

production

is insufficient for producneeds.
The British Film Producers Association, however, bases its policy on
the prospect of entertainment tax re-

tion's

lief
being included in the government's new budget.
Should there be
such relief, Sir Henry French, BFPA
president, has made it clear the present Eady scheme will be "changed."
Producers, the inference is, will then
look for the minimum £3,000,000 from
Eady which they have specified as the

minimum

He

has stated that he will form
financed by
five producers and directors.
Co.

his

required.

AMPA

Event

(Continued from page 1)
Sunday. The luncheon will be at the
Hotel Piccadilly.
F. M. Flynn, president and general
manager of the "News," will head the
group. Others are Richard W. Clarke,
executive editor
Robert G. Shand,
managing editor; William J. White,
assistant managing editor, and Kate
Cameron, motion picture critic.
Si Seadler of M-G-M will be master-of-ceremonies. Also on the dais
will be Vanessa Brown, Eva Gabor,
Ann Miller and Rita Gam.
;

Rosenfield to Conduct

Second

AMPA

Lecture

Jonas Rosenfield, vice-president of
Italian Films Export, will deliver the
second lecture at the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' Showmanship School tonight. Promotion and
distribution of foreign-made pictures
will be the theme of Rosenfield's lecture. The class will be held at the
IFE Studios.
(

9

Lost Audience Is

Female: Bamberger
MONTREAL,

Nov. 11.— The socalled "lost audience" is female, Leon
Bamberger, sales promotion manager
Radio, said here last night
of
annual
convention of the
at
the
Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries.
Bamberger said that women have
lost the habit of attending theatres
as frequently as they used to, pointing
out that the stoppage of matinees all
over the States reflects that.
"But there are still plenty of pictures which the women will enjoy,
once you get them into the theatre,"

RKO

cent.

alleged favoritism in the making of
loans to some producers.
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes' " coIn addition, critical attention has
star Jane Russell is the cover girl in
been directed at British Lion's unpaid
the Nov. 15 issue of "Parade." In the
N.F.F.C.
same issue Jane tells about the big debt of £3,000,000' to
buildup Hollywood gave her in part
Z

Moreover, producers remain somewhat less than satisfied with the new
plan, although they, too, have approved it, inasmuch as they feel the
£2,250,000 which it will provide for

Armistice Day.

(Continued from page 1)
(Contiwued from page 1)
Spencer Tracy, who has been acting
the same kind of part for
March 1, 1954, was of the Motion Picture Pioneers analmost 20 years but never so well been advanced to
filed with the Securities and Exchange nual dinner at the Astor Hotel, honoras now."
ing Barney Balaban, Paramount presiCommission.
•
agreement, in the form of an dent, as the "Pioneer of 1953."
The
" 'Kiss
Me Kate' the bouncy,
contract,
Rodgers'
to
Johnston is expected to render a
bounteous film version of Cole Porter's amendment
which went into effect Dec. 19, 1951, report, presumably dealing with the
hit musical is yours for the viewing
on Oct. 19, 1953, the SEC status of film negotiations in France
any way you want it, ZD-wide screen was made
informed. The March 1 termina- and the recently concluded new pact
or 2D," reports Louclla Parsons in was
ton date, it was stated, will be put with Holland at this afternoon's meet"Cosmopolitan's" November issue. "No
into effect instead of the previous ing of company presidents. Chief item
matter how you look at it, this is a
termination date of July 26, 1954.
on the agenda will be Paramount's
truly great picture, particularly when
protest
of the Production Code AdKathryn Grayson wears scarlet tights.
ministration's
objection
to
"Cease
She is slim hipped, big eyed, beauFire."
tifully' voiced, young and chesty.
A
MPAA spokesman here, stating that
completely gay and glamorous star."
'Girls'
Tie-in
details of the new Dutch agreement
•
Bob Hope's network color TV pro- are lacking, said the pact negates the
"Two 7-year-old boys, as different
on NBC Tuesday will be pegged notice of American film companies to
from each other as a hot dog and a gram
to the comedian's forthcoming Para- withdraw from Netherlands' Bioscoopchocolate eclair, make 'Little Boy
mount film, "Here Come the Girls." bond, the quasi-governmental film
Lost' and 'Little Fugitive' extraorHope arrived here yesterday accom- group, effective Dec. 31. Withdrawal,
dinary entertainment," reports "Look"
panied by Joan and Jean Corbett, in effect, would have ended the show"
in the current issue.
'Little boy lost'
twins who are also featured in the pic- ing of American films in Holland.
is a frail Parisian child, who makes
ture and who on Tuesday will launch Heretofore, the main area of disagreehis debut co-starring in an American
a 20-city personal appearance tour on ment between the American and Dutch
61 in
with Bing Crosby.
The 'littleis

legislation.

Hughes by

much

fugitive'

to-

Thorneycroft reportedly told the
delegation that the matter of entertainment tax relief pressed by the exhibitors requires consideration by the
whole government, not just the Board.
He reiterated that the Eady Plan must
continue, whether voluntarily or b|

RKO

his

The

40,000

List now owns
approximately 23 per cent of
the 3,914,900 shares of
Theatres stock outstanding, regarded as effective control. The
Greene-Oresman holdings are
about five per cent more, exclusive of proxies obtainable by

Third Director

the

two

thus

Individually,

with Greene this did not appear too
likely in the opinion of most observers.
As a result of a proxy fight waged
1951,

controlled,

which could be voted with the ListGreene combination.

Unconfirmed reports yesterday were
that List might elect a third director.
However, in view of his association

in

owned or

Eady would be signed

ance of

morrow.

were boosted to about 125,000 shares,
exclusive of a large number for which
he holds proxies through his investment counselling firm. In addition,

newly-created post.

a

1953

(Continued from page 1)

by Hughes. The remainder went to Greene. The latter's
held

holdings,

12,

Eady Plan

Theatres Option

(Continued from page 1)

William
ti

Thursday, November

own music company,

Bamberger

said.

FILMACK
SPECIAL

TRAILERS

Are

tfcu

Carolina 'a

JhtititeJ tc the

st

ANNIVERSARY
MEETING
»

»

»

Theatre Owners
of

NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA,
The

Inc.

oldest theatre owners organization in the world

Organized May, 1912

NOVEMBER, 22nd,
The importance

23rd, 24th,
of this meeting

is

CHARLOTTE.
obvious.

N. C.

You, as

the operator of a theatre or drive-in, realize fully

what

all

showmen are confronted

with at this time.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT?
We

are doing our utmost to have present at our Convention

men who can help you decide just what can be done
it!
These men are outstanding in our industry, and have

— We'll have a

capable

Yes

about

charming

and

been selected so that every phase of our business will be repre-

{Sorry—cant

sented on the Convention Program.

opposition.)

STAR, one

talented
tell

in

of the most

Hollywood.

you her name due

THIS MEETING, REGARD-

LESS OF THE FACT THAT IT
If the

problems of your business have you buffaloed, you won't

go wrong
let

if

you bring them with you

these able

miss:

Days

men

to the

help you find a solution!

Convention and

You should

not

"WHAT WILL WE DO?"
like

Spring in the Carolinas in November, and of course,

there will be the usual

added

COCKTAIL PARTIES

attractions:

BANQUET

SPECIAL EVENTS FOR THE LADIES

to

HAD TO

BE HELD DURING THANKSGIVING
WEEK (November 22, 23, 24), WILL BE
ONE WHICH YOU SHOULD ATTEND.
YOUR COMMITTEE FEELS POSITIVE
THAT IF YOU DO ATTEND, YOU WILL
GIVE THANKS THAT YOU DID!

<4KIETY
November

4,

1953

16 STAGES

AT PAR

CURRENTLY JAMMED
Hollywood, Nov. 3.
For the first time in a year the

Paramount studio is cramped for
stage space. With plenty of room
on other major lots, Par's 16 stages
are crowded with five films in
work and others in the process of
set construction.

Currently filming are "About
Mrs. Leslie," "White Christmas,"
"Sabrina Fair," "Legend of the
Incas" and "Living It Up."

NO PRODUCT
SHORTAGE
WITH
PARAMOUNT!

mits
screei
si

sti

icl

of th<
is avail<

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

74,

May

Aecurgfe

DAILY
NEW

93

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

13,

New

Get Relief

Seek Easing of

'Picture Pioneer' of

TEN CENTS

1953

Blood

1953
List Is Elected

Depreciation

Chairman of

Tax Ruling

RKO

By

J.

A.

OTTEN

WASHINGTON,

Layman Also on Board;

Nov. 12.— Treas-

No Major Changes

ury and Congressional tax experts
have tentatively agreed to try to get
Congress next year to ease the tax
rules for depreciating

owners and

producers converting to new
film processes and techniques.

staffs

preliminary

Objections by P.C.A.

BARNEY BALABAN,

left,

president of

Paramount

Pic-

tures and this year's selection as "Pioneer of 1953," last

Picture Pioneers at the Pioneers' 15th annual dinner held

New

York's Astor Hotel. Picture Pioneers president

Jack Cohn made the presentation.

'Cease Fire' Script
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 12.— Hal B.

Wallis today issued to his

an order
to eliminate from the script of "Cease
Fire" dialogue words objected to by
the Production Code Administration,
which objection was subsequently upheld on appeal to the board of directors of the Motion Picture Association

America

.of

in

New

staff

York.

In a statement explaining his action,
Wallis declared: "Since we depicted
real soldiers in battle scenes, we felt
that the use of the words 'hell' and

(Continued

on-

page 6)

Giving Priority
Release to 'Knights'
HOLLYWOOD,
"Knights

M-G-M's

Crises

No Cause for Alarm,

Bala ban

Tells Pioneers

The

so-called crises in the industry today "are nothing compared with the
'terrible' crises we had" in the early days of the business, Barney Balaban,

president of Paramount Pictures, said here last night at the 15th annual dinner
of the Motion Picture Pioneers at the
Hotel Astor, at which he was acclaimed the "Pioneer of 1953."
to
Asserting that the picture medium
has "come of age," Balaban stated
that "we now find ourselves in one
An appeal to support the Picof those periods of transition which
ture Pioneers' Foundation was
have characterized our business from
made in a cablegram from
inception," and adding that "alits
Adolph
Zukor in Paris to Jack
though we have weathered many
Cohn, Pioneers president, at the
storms in the past, we persist in ap-

Zukor Urges Aid

Pioneers Project

MGM

Nov.

12.

—

the
Round Table,"
first
picture produced in
of

CinemaScope,

will be given special
release priority, with six opening en-

gagements scheduled for the Christholidays.
This was decided here
today following a "sneak" preview of
the picture attended by home office and

mas

studio executives.

"Keen enthusiasm" for CinemaScope
the picture was expressed by

and

M. Schenck, president
(Continued on page 4)

Nicholas

_

of

(Continued on page 4)

night received the annual plaque awarded by the Motion
at

Bring Changes in

Albert A. List, new owner of the
controlling stock interest in
Theatres, was elected chairman of
the board of the company at a meeting of the board of directors here
yesterday, the first to be held since
the sale by Howard Hughes of his
entire stock holdings in
Theatres last Friday.
In addition, List's business associate, Dudley G. Layman, was elected
to the board.
The two full vacancies
created by the resignations yesterday
of Ben-Fleming Sessel and William J.
Wardall. who had been representatives on the board of Irving Trust
Co., trustee of the Hughes stock under

RKO

Treasury staff officials have been
working with the staff of the Congressional Taxation Committee for
months now on a far-reaching "techThe two
nical" tax revision bill.
have just about finished all the
work and are settling
down for a final going-over of all the
bill's provisions.
Then Treasury Secretary Humphrey will go over the bill
(Continued on page 4)

Seen

RKO

new equipment.

The change could be very
helpful to theatre

Theatres

proaching each new 'crisis' as if we
had never experienced one before."
Approximately 600 industry representatives gathered in the hotel's grand
ballroom to pay homage to Balaban
and to observe the induction of 100

new members
whose

into

membership

the
is

organization

composed

of

those who have been in the industry
Eric A. Johnfor 25 years or more.
ston, president of the Motion Picture
Association of America, was chairman
(Continued on page 4)

organization's

annual dinner

here last night. In a message
which described Barney Balaban as "a true symbol of the

motion picture pioneer," Zukor
added that funds for the Foundation "can do so much to allethe misfortunes
brethren."
viate

of

our

The cablegram was read by
who was the

Eric Johnston,
dinner chairman.

New

French Accord
Seen Very Likely
By MPA's Johnston
MURRAY HOROWITZ

By

Assurance that a new U. S. -Franco
film agreement will be worked out was
expressed here yesterday by Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, on his
arrival at Idlewild International Airport from London.
Johnston, who led the Paris negotiations for the American side at intervals, said that he may return to
France shortly. The
president
declined to give any details on the

MPAA

(Continued on page 6)

WB

Preparing 3 in

'Scope,

WarnerColor

HOLLYWOOD,
films

in

Nov. 12.—Three
CinemaScope and Warner-

Color will be available for release by

Warner Brothers. The first will be
"The Command," based on the "Saturday Evening Post" serial, "The
White Invader." This will be followed
by two Wayne-Fellows productions
which will go before the cameras next
week. They are "The High and the
Mighty," starring John Wayne, and
"Ring of Fear," a circus story featuring

Clyde

Mickey

Beatty,

Spillane.

as

himself,

with

;;

Motion Picture daily

2

Felt at

Joseph m. schenck has
J arrived in New York from Holly-

The

industry

AMPA
New York

and the

"Daily News" yesterday complimented
each other, pledging further mutuality.
wood.
The occasion was an Associated Motion Picture Advertisers luncheon at
Herman M. Levy, general counsel the Hotel Picadilly, during which adfor Theatre Owners of America and vance copies of this Sunday's "News"
executive secretary of the
of rotogravure section were distributed.
Connecticut, has been reelected secre- Displays were shown illustrating steps
tary of the New Haven County Bar in the manufacture of the section, and
;

MPTO

Association.

industry and
newspaper spoke from the dais.
executives

•

the

the

of

The

Ben

Simon, 20th
Century-Fox Sunday section is the fifth annual mobranch manager in New Haven, is tion picture issue. The section has 48
marking his 29th year with the com- pages containing multi-colored stills
pany and his 35th year in the New from new films.
film district.

Outlines Aid to Industry

•

Edward

Hyman,

L.

vice-president

From

"News"

the beginning, under

American Broadcasting- Paramount founder Joseph Medill Patterson's
Theatres, and Bernard Levy, his leadership, the "News" in its search
assistant, are in Des Moines from for the popular denominator realized

of

New

York.
•

Bob Hope has been selected by the
Wilshire Chamber of Commerce in
Los Angeles to receive that organiza1953"
tion's
"Great American of
award.
•

William

J.

Paramount

New York
Angeles and

Piper, secretary of
International, will leave
by plane today for Los
the Far East.

the value of boosting a medium followed by the millions, Richard W.
Clark, executive editor, and luncheon
chief speaker, said. He recounted how
the paper had established Hollywood
correspondents as a permanent feature, how it had run a stars' popularity
poll until it reluctantly had to conclude the ballots were being faked,

Paramount International general manager in Italy, has
arrived in New York from Rome.
•

Karl Thunberg,
writer,

is

M-G-M screen
en route from here to Eu-

rope on the "Liberte."
•
Arthur Jacobs, Hollywood publicist, is scheduled to leave here for the
Coast today.
_

Sales

g

Begin
RKO

Pictures'

district

managers

will attend a three-day sales meeting
to be held in
York beginning

New

Tuesday,

Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager announced. The discussions will concern the company's
current product and forthcoming releases.

Drives are currently underway in
each district honoring the district
managers who will attend the convention. Attending will be
H. H. Greenblatt, Chicago
A. L. Kolitz, Denver
J. H. Maclntyre, Los Angeles; Carl
Peppercorn, Canada
R. J. Folliard,
Philadelphia; M. E. Lefko, Cleveland
Ben Y. Cammack, Dallas
David Prince of the Southeastern

affecting the industry.

He

read

;

;

district,

and Len Gruenberg

New

of

York.

RKO

R. Grainger, president of
Pictures, will address the managers.
Also participating in the meetings from
the home office, besides Boasberg, will
be Edward L. Walton, executive asJ.

Grainger

:

;

Shannon, managing editor,
White, assistant
J.
editor. Lige Brien,

liam

AMPA

Martin Starr to Highlight

luncheon to-

in

Rosenfield Tells
Of IFE Operation

Riccardi, A.F. of

demonstration of dubbing an
film with English dialogue
was given here last night by Jonas
Rosenfield, Jr., director of public relations for Italian Film Export, at a
session of the "Showmanship School"
conducted by the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers.
In addition to the dubbing demonstration, Rosenfield presented a display of both European and American
advertising posters, illustrating the
In
techniques
employed.
different
order to make the dubbing show possible, Rosenfield invited the class to
In addition, he
the IFE studio here.
outlined methods of distribution and
promotion in the U. S. of foreignfilms.

Delay N.

J. 'Blue'

Another postponement

Case

Jersey
City "Moon Is Blue" case was reported
magistrate's hearing on
yesterday.
the city's police action against the
Stanley Theatre for the showing of
the film had been set for yesterday.
The hearing is expected next week.
in the

A

Benny

"M.C."
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.

will be integrated
the reporter's nightly coverage of
the
Broadway-and-Hollywood scene

program, "Movie Starr Dust."

Funeral services were
ranged yesterday for A.

being

cardi,

James

first

Petrillo,

assistant

to

—

;

The

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

ar-

Rex

to

RicC.

head of the American Feder-

ation of Musicians,
brief illness

who

Wednesday

died after a
at

Memorial

Hospital here.
Riccardi, who was 53, formerly was
president and secretary of Philadelphia Local No. 77 and had held the
post of first assistant to Petrillo since
1943.

TORONTO,

president of the hospital, described the
dire necessity of raising funds for the
hospital's operation. The rally was attended by theatre personnel, district

managers and exchange managers

New York

the

Nov. 12.— The

resig-

nation of Larry Graburn as advertising-publicity-exploitation director of
Odeon Theatres of Canada was disclosed here today. The resignation is

Nov. 20.
Graburn has been with Odeon for

e

in

ght years.

Montague said that the industry always had gone out of its way toj
help other charitable drives, but herei
area.

Others who spoke at the meeting
were Charles Moss, exhibitor chairman for the area Robert J. O'Donnell, Faye Emerson, Jimmy Nelson,
actor Robert Wagner, Charles Feldman, general sales manager of Universal, and Corinne Calvet.

New Columbia

Posts

To Kastner, Lopez
Lacy W. Kastner, vice-president of]
Columbia International in charge of
Europe and the Near East, and Emilio
Lopez, of the company's Buenos Aires
branch, have been promoted in a
realignment of the organization's overKastner will return
seas personnel.
to New York as assistant to Joseph
A. McConville, president of Columbia
International, while Lopez will transfer to Spain as managing director.
Nick P. Pery, who has been Euro-

pean sales manager, will succeed
Kastner.
Edmund Goldman, supervisor for the Philippines,
and China, will take the
tion in Buenos Aires.

Hong Kong
Lopez

posi-

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

M-G-M's

"KISS

Kathryn

ME KATE"

starring

.

—

Charles
Skouras, president of National Theatres, who was hospitalized by a heart
12.

attack just prior to the
atre
here,

recent

The-

Owners of America convention
was released from Michael

Reese Hospital here today and

is

re-

!

ANN MILLER

!

ll

Photographed

Print in

in

II

ANSCO COLOR
TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Skouras Better, Will
Return to Coast

jj

GRAYSON Howard KEEL

and

Nov.

1

area.

Montague explained that there were]
funds on hand to continue the institution for only five months and that a
vital antibiotic project had to be sell
aside for lack of funds. He said that!
there were 68 patients now in the hospital, 29 of them from the New York

effective
:

'

NEW YORK THEATRES

Larry Graburn to
Leave Odeon Post

CHICAGO,

12.

M.

Executive, Dies

A

made

:00.

The commentary

his

mass meeting here yesterday at the!
Bijou Theatre where A. Montague,

;

The AMPA-"News" Session

on

plea for support of the "Christ-

plished at the hospital.

presided.

AMPA-Sunday "News"

A

mas Salute" for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital was made at a

was one involving "our own industry"
which was not getting the support that
and Wilit deserves.
He told of many cures for
managing
tuberculosis that had been accompresident,

;

the "News" explained to its public
the wide-screen and 3-D processes and
asked for elimination of the admission

Walter Branson, Screen Producers Guild announced
assistant general sales manager
Nat that Jack Benny would serve as masLevy, Eastern division sales manager, ter-of-ceremonies at the organization's
and Sidney Kramer, short subjects annual "Milestone Dinner" on Nov.
sales manager.
22, honoring Darryl Zanuck.
sistant to

advertising manager,
" cooperation
and said no greater tribute could be
paid by that newspaper to the film
industry than the special section. Seadler also introduced personalities on
the dais, Eva Gabor, Vanessa Brown,
Ann Miller, Rita Gam, Seymour Peyser,
Harry Brandt, Paul Raibourn,
Jerry Pickman, Al Floersheimer, Jr.,
and guests from the "News"
Kate
Cameron, critic F. M. Flynn, president and general manager Robert G.

"News'

night at 7

:

;

M-G-M

from several of Patterson's editorials,
and one also from last April in which

Italian

RKO

Two

Martin Starr, Crosley Broadcasting
and how Patterson and his successors (WINS, New York) motion picture
had commented favorably from time commentator, will do a feature story
the
highlights
yesterday's
of
to time on certain pictures and mat- on
ters

Pelade Levy,

He also spoke of the problems
of research and makeup in the coming
Sunday section.
other efforts by the "News"
to aid its readers and also the industry are the "Movie Time Table" and
the star rating reviewing system,
Clark noted.
He was introduced by Silas F.
of the

1953

Hospital Salute'

tax.

Seadler,

13,

For Will Rogers

Luncheon

who spoke

November

Montague in piea

Mutuality of Press, Screen

Personal
Mention

Haven

Friday,

BORisDfiV

!

i«
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>
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Color
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Midnight feature

turning to California!'

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terrv Ramsaye, Consulting- Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center. New York 20. N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr.. Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan. Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Lew, Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor: Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollvwood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building,
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has an incomparable genius
hearts of an audience

...

"THE BIG PARADE"
\ FAREWELL

its

deep at the

he has never made just a motion pictureeach has reached emotional heights seldom

TO ARMS"

achieved on the screen

Every generation
has

for striking

.

.

.

"Mayerling"— "Sorry,

"All This and Heaven,

own

Too" -"This Above All"—

"The Snake

great love story

Wrong Number"—

Pit."

Each remembered

whenever screen "greats" are discussed

...this is ours!

With

this

motion picture, Mr. Litvak has found the perfect

vehicle for his talents.

—a

A

tender, timely, turbulent love story

powerful screenplay by Irwin

performance by Kirk Douglas— the

fresh,

Shaw— a

glowing beauty of

magnetic

Dany Robin

—all the magic and mystery of Paris.

"Act of Love"

is

destined to join the gallery of

immortal screen dramas that have brought

this industry

greatest glory

and success.

its

BENAGOSS PRODUCTIONS

KIRK DOUGLAS
with George Matthews

•

in

"ACT OF LOVE"

Robert Strauss

•

•

Richard Benedict

Produced and Directed by

INC. presents

An Anatole Litvak Production
•

Serge Reggiani

ANATOLE LITVAK

Screenplay by IRWIN

SHAW

•

•

•

•

Introducing

Gabrielle Dorziat

•

DANY ROBIN

Fernand Ledoux

Associate Producer Georges Maurer

From the novel by Alfred Hayes

•

Barbara Laage

;

;

;
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'Picture Pioneer

O'Connor Cited for
Pioneers Service
John

was

Universal
here last
Motion Picture

night by the
Pioneers for

cited

as

service

his

chairman of the finance committee of the Pioneers Founda-

A

plaque lauded his "cotion.
operation and constructive
council" which, it said, has "become a symbol of inspiration
for all of us who believe in extending a helping hand to our
less fortunate brethren."

German

William

German,
chairman

W.

of

J.

serve as
of the finance comwill

Inc.,

mittee next year.

RKO

of the affair, with George Jessel servSamuel H. Golding as toastmaster.
enson, rabbi emeritus of the Temple

He

lems."

RKO

Other

of directors.

Edward

bers of the board are

people,

said that

from what

he had heard about the

mem-

C. Raf-

trials

of other industries, "I want to
assure you that we have no monopoly on crises or problems."

RKO

man board

some

one would think that "we are
the only industry that has prob-

(Continued from page 1)
divorce decree,
provisions of the
which limited Hughes' direct control
of the picture company following the
theatre divorcement.
Announcement of the elections yesterday was made by Sol A. Schwartz,
Theatres
who continues as
president and a member of the six-

of fact," Balaban con"I do not look upon our
present situation as one that calls for
alarm. On the contrary, although we
have our share of problems, I believe
that the period ahead holds forth
great opportunities. To many, in and
outside of our industry, it may seem
that our industry is engulfed by conThat is not so. There is
fusion.

"As a matter

tinued,

David J. Greene and A. Louis
Oresman. Oresman is Greene's board
nominee and Greene negotiated the
purchase of 886,000 of Hughes' 920,020 much excitement, some understandable
shares of RKO Theatres stock for uncertainties, but no hysterical contery,

remainder

himself.
No one else was involved in the
acquisition of the Hughes stock.

taking

List,

the

There were no indications at
board meeting of
any change in the executive
yesterday's

setup of the company nor of its
operating policies, a key figure
in the situation said.

RKO

In addition to his new title of
Theatres board chairman, List is
board chairman of The United States
Finishing Co. and the Aspinook Corp.,
president and director of the Cleveland Arcade Co., the Carolet Corp.
and the General Charities Foundation,
vice-president and director of Otis
Terminal Warehouse Co., and a trustee of Otis Realty Co.

Stock Continues Active
His

associate,

Layman,

is

vice-

president and director of U.S. Finishing Co. and of Aspinook Corp., and
vice-president, treasurer and director
of
Cleveland Arcade and Carolet

Corp.

RKO

Theatres stock continued active on the New York Stock Exchange yesterday with 37,300 shares
changing hands during the day. Closing price on the board was unchanged
at

m.

Priority Release
(Continued from page 1)
Loew's,

who came

Reagan,

here with Charles

general

manager

sales

Charles Moskowitz, vice-president and
treasurer
president

Howard

and

charge

in

Dietz, viceadvertising-

of

publicity.

Reagan
tomorrow

will
to

return

summon

to
his

New York

sales heads
Dietz also
York to prepare

to chart distribution plans.

will fly

back to

New

what he plans to be
promotional campaign in

for

perience."

the "greatest

M-G-M

ex-

insanity to hold back from making a
good picture whenever you can put
together those ingredients which go
into the making of a good picture."
To the "old timers," Balaban said,

;

that to listen to

fusion. I believe that out of the welter of conflicting claims will come a
sound, sane answer to our technical

problems that will enhance the motion
picture

medium and

serve the best in-

terests of the theatres of the world.
Day after day, our studio is being beI believe the
sieged with new ideas.
same is true throughout the entire

industry."
HI

Turning

tion picture pioneer in general,
Johnston said he was as "American as pumpkin pie," adding
that "the men who built it
helped to make the American
story the
tale
of
humble
origins, opportunities, success
and gratitude expressed through
service to the public."
Johnston pointed out that Balaban
had worked in all branches of
the business, knowing it "as few
of us do, for he helped to build
it into the greatest instrument
of communication between peoples that the world has ever

—

known."
"Today's pioneer in the motion picture industry," Johnston said, "is still
pioneering.
His covered wagon is
rolling through the laboratories seek
ing not only new dimensions but new
horizons.
He has aroused popular
appetites and he must satiate popular
hunger."

Paramount

executives and
stars sent tape-recorded messages of
congratulations to Balaban, and these
messages were played back over the
address system
during the
public
studio

.

to

reports

of

product

Balaban said that such
shortages were not deliberate and that
the Paramount studio had instructions
to produce every good picture on
which there are reasonable expectations of getting its money back and,
shortages,

13, 1953

To Barney Balaban

Emanu-El, gave the invocation and
former Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora inducted the new mem- a crisis is a challenge and "what's
Other speakers were Ernest the good of living if life no longer
bers.
He concluded
Blake, chairman of the board of East- holds a challenge?"
man Kodak, Ltd., London the Very by stating that "this is a good time to
Rev. James A. Pike, dean of the test the mettle of the younger men in
the industry" because, he said, "they
Cathedral of St. John the Divine
Tex O'Rourke, roadmaster of the have more at stake than we have
Circus Saints and Sinners, and Jack this is their future and let them go
Colin, vice-president of Columbia Pic- out and earn it."
tures and president of the Picture
In his address, Eric Johnston
Pioneers.
asserted that Balaban typified
Continuing his comments on
the story of America and the
industry crises, Balaban said
industry. Referring to the mo-

Theatres

November

Pioneers' Tribute

{Continued from page 1)

O'Connor,

J.

executive,

Friday,

dinner.

Those whose voices, recorded in
Hollywood, were heard were
Y.
Frank Freeman, Don Hartman, Cecil
B.
DeMille, Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye, Nicole Maurey, Yma Sumac,

Following is the tribute on the
plague presented to Barney
Balaban as the "Pioneer of
1953" by the Motion Picture
Pioneers at their annual dinner
last night at the Hotel Astor.

The Motion Picture

Pio-

neers, Inc., bestows its highest honor upon Barney Balaban in recognition and in
appreciation of his invaluable
contributions to our industry.
His personal achievements as

an exhibitor set the modern
standard for the deluxe motion picture theatre

now been

has

and

this

climaxed by

important role as president of Paramount Pictures.
His brilliant record as an industrial salesman in our business is eclipsed only by his
his

as a human being.
of this, he is acclaimed Pioneer of the Year
on the occasion of this, the
15th annual dinner, Nov. 12.
stature

For

all

Jack Cohn
President

Depreciation
(Continued from page 1)
late

next month to give the Admin-

istration's

final

decision,

and

the

House Ways and Means Committee
will take up the
year.

The
that

staffs

the

measure early next

have pretty well decided
should do something

bill

toward

easing present depreciation
regulations, but have not decided exactly what approach to take.
One
possible solution would be to let tax-

payers write off more of the cost of
in the first few years
after the equipment has been purchased.
Another solution would be
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Humphrey to set up a percentage "range" as to
how much can be written off each
studio, he said, Bogart, Audrey Hepburn, Billy Wilhopefully, a profit.
year,
giving the taxpayer more leecan only turn out pictures that are der, William Holden, Bob Hope, Hal
way than at present and removing
studio's over- Wallis, Shirley Booth, James Stewart,
based on good ideas.
the possibility of many legal wrangles
head and distribution costs can only Pat Crowley and Rosemary Clooney.
Bobby Breen sang the National with Internal Revenue officials. Still
be absorbed on the basis of volume, he
another system would be a so-called
Anthem to open the festivities.
said, adding that "it is sheer economic
"declining balance" approach, under
which the percentage to be written
off applies each year to the amount
still undepreciated, rather than to the
original investment, but with a larger
percentage allowed.
Any of these methods would help
<0|
Nov. 12.— U. S. firms investing in new plant or equipThe "good faith" of the Nevada
Estimates are that the dePictures, brought film companies will now get the same ment.
suit against
by minority stockholders represented copyright protection in Japan as do preciation changes might cost the
by attorney Louis Kipnis, will be Japanese companies, under a new Treasury $400,000,000 to $500,000,000
examined by a court-appointed referee copyright arrangement agreed to by a year in the early years. Other proaccording to a decision by New York the governments of the two countries. visions in the bill are expected to
Supreme Court Justice Samuel DiThe new arrangement will put into make a start toward elimination of
Falco.
effect by a proclamation signed at the double taxation, spell out definite rules
Justice DiFalco made the decision White House by the President and by for taxing corporate reorganizations,
the tax treatment of income
in connection with the more recent an exchange of diplomatic notes in ease
minority stockholders' suit brought by Tokyo between the U. S. Ambassador earned overseas by branches of U.S.
Halperin,
Natanson, and the Japanese Foreign Minister. firms, set up new rules for taxing
the
firm
of
Shivitz and Scholer.
In his ruling, Japanese companies, in turn, will get pension and profit-sharing plans, and
Justice DiFalco also dismissed the the same copyright protection in the make other changes in the tax laws
plaintiffs' bid to dissolve the com- U. S. as that afforded American com- that could, in all, cost the Treasury
pany, while reserving decision on panies.
close to $2,000,000,000 a year.
such issues as the application to put
The "technical" bill will not, acthe company into receivership and the
cording to present plans, go into the
bid
damages against Howard said, would determine whether he will admission tax or other excise rates,
for
Hughes,
Pictures board chair- abate the present suit pending the out- The rate questions will be handled in
man.
come of the Nevada action, as re- a separate bill, according to CongresThe referee's examination, the judge quested by the company.
sional thinking now.
:

new equipment

A

A

To Probe Nevada

Jap Copyright Pact

RKO Pictures

Protects

Suit

US

Films

WASHINGTON,

RKO

RKO

!

i
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to

Build 'P.R.'

Program
Public

Seal

promote American-made films
in Europe will be hired in
France, Germany and Italy, Al

relations

specialists

to

Corwin, associate director of
public information for the MoAssociation of
tion
Picture

December

America,

said
his return

here

yesterday

from Europe.
Corwin, who spent five weeks
on the Continent and in Britain
on

Picture
of the

to survey the public relations
field, said that three specialists
would be hired for the aforementioned countries. He added
that he will report shortly to
presiEric Johnston,
dent.

Month

13,

1953

Now Allied Artists;

Europe

in

SEVENTEEN'S

as the

November

Monogram's Name

MPA

Awarded

Friday,

MPAA

French Accord
{Continued from page 1)
of negotiations besides an expression of optimism that in the course
of time, a pact will be sealed with
France. He declined comment on the
situation in Spain, but it was learned
econothat Griffith Johnson,
mist, has left Paris for Madrid to
open negotiations there with Spanish
Johnston, quegovernment officials.

status

MPAA

ried on the German film situation,
said there is nothing to worry about
at this time for that market, adding
that the current German film agreement still has a year to run.

Quarter Net $98,990
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 12.— Mono-

gram

Pictures Corp. became Allied
Artists Pictures Corp. officially today
when stockholders representing more
than 60 per cent of the outstanding
shares voted the name change and also
approved the directors' recommendation that articles of incorporation be
amended to permit increasing the number of dollar-par-value shares from
1,000,000 to 1,500,000.
The stockholders re-elected the entire board of directors.
Steve Broidy, president, disclosed
that operations of the company and its
wholly-owned subsidiaries for the first
quarter of the present fiscal year,
which ended Sept. 26, resulted in a
profit of $224,990 before Federal income taxes. This compares with $125,897 for the corresponding period of
last year.
Net profit after taxes amounted to
$98,990, which compares with $68,897
a year ago.

'Cease Fire' Script
(Continued from page 1)
'damn' in three places in 'Cease Fire'
could be objectionable to no one.
Therefore, we appealed the decision

Breen office to the board in
York. In view of their adverse
decision and of our contract with ParJohnston, in a further query on amount that requires that we deliver a
France, said that the old Franco- picture with a seal, we have no alterAmerican agreement is being extended native but to abide by the board's rulpresi- ing."
pending a new pact. The
dent is expected to detail the status
Original plans for opening the picof French negotiations at a meeting ture at the Criterion Theatre in New
this morning of the Motion Picture York, said Wallis, remain unchanged.
Following the
Export Association.
meeting, Johnson is due to leave for
The Production Code AdministraWashington where he will report to tion's refusal of a seal for "Cease
President Eisenhower and the State Fire," a Hal Wallis production for
Department on his .Near East mission, Paramount release, was upheld on apwhich took up most of his four-week peal to the board of directors of the
spokesman for John- Motion Picture Association of Amerstay abroad.
ston said that the government mission ica at a meeting here yesterday.
is
not expected to take him abroad
Following a screening of the picture
again until after the first of the year. at Paramount's home office projection
room for company presidents and their
Many Details Revised

CALAMITY

of

the

New

MPA

A

Meanwhile,

details of the

new Dutch

film agreement, under which the rules
of the quasi-governmental Bioscoopbond have been changed, were disThe principal changes call
closed.

for

starring

£

'

DORIS DAY

"1

and

Zf

HOWARD KEEL
and thousands.

A Warner Bros. Picture
Color by Technicolor

the

free

negotiation

of

all

3-D,

panoramic or similar films and an undetermined number of exceptional pictures of individual companies to be
negotiated freely with the Bioscoopbond and the maximum rental on these
films to be 40 per cent.
Other new regulations, which per-

:

tain to all foreign product, including
the U. S., provide that conventional
films are eligible for rental on a sliding scale from 22y2 to 40 per cent, in
comparison to 17^4 to 32J-2 per cent
Another
under the old regulations.
provision defines the film terms on

those pictures sold on a straight percentage basis, limiting the number of
those eligible in that category to a 35
per cent film rental to 50 per cent of
the total.

seventeen
the magazine that sends teens to the movies

House Un-American

was held

that

the

PCA

should not be rewere a number of
sequences in which dialogue, held to
be "profane" by the PCA, was used.
The appeal to the board was presented by Russell Holman, while Gordon White, director of MPAA's advertising
code administration, presented

PCA's

position.

Columbia Set for
5-Day Sales Meet
Columbia Pictures' home office executives and top assistants, headed by
general sales manager A. Montague,
will leave for Chicago today to join
field sales personnel from the Midwest
and South at the Drake Hotel Sunday
for the first of three regional sales
meetings.
The meeting will last

through Thursday.
will make an analysis
and expected business conwith special attention to prob-

The conclave
of current

House Probe Nov. 23
HOLLYWOOD,

representatives, it
ruling of the
versed.
At issue,

Nov.

ditions,

12.—The lems peculiar

Activities

Com-

mittee will hold closed hearings here
Nov. 23-24, with the sub-committee
conducting, and with a certain number
of film people, as well as others, being
called for testimony.

to the period of changes
methods. Subsequent sessions will be concerned with the continuing release of Columbia's "From
Here to Eternity" and to "Miss Sadie
Thompson," "The Caine Mutiny" and
in exhibition

"It

Should Happen to You."

r.

Tit

And the sound was

all

No wonder

it

New
in

the audience loved

it

.

.

.

loves

"depth" and "breadth" of sound and

production, processing,

and

r

.

around

—more and more.

optics.

projection. These

—are problems

interest in color

]

—

New

plus

technics

an

eS^r-ii
r-mcr«a

discussed everywhere today.

.

problems which the Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film

is

helping the industry to solve.

Branches at strategic centers. Inquiries invited.

Address:
gktifoa Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
(

Division

Ivor)

k 17,

Avenue
N.Y.

Rochester 4, N. Y.

Midwest Division
1 37 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 2, Illinois

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica

Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

ETERNITY

is

now

breaking every known

record in the first

subsequent runs

in

Kansas City, Pittsburgh,
Frisco

and Cleveland!
COLUMBIA'^

vid

VOL.

NO.

74.

NEW

94

Tradewise

Rogers
Christmas

Variety Clubs-Will

THE
Memorial

Hospital

now in progress, pro
vides the means by which every
Salute,

member

of

the

from

industry,

boy to company president,

office

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

can play a part in underwriting the
continuance of the fine Saranac
Lake institution which cares for the

National Sales Meet
Is Scheduled by <U'

At Studio Dec.
A

national sales conference will be
by Universal Pictures at the
company's studios from Dec. 7 to 11,
it was disclosed here at the weekend
by Charles J. Feldman, general sales

Christmas Salute contributions
might prove to be the cheapest medical insurance an industry
member could buy for his or herself and family members. Should
the
disease
strike,
no
better
specialists, no better care, is available anywhere.
The president of a well known
film company once observed to
this writer: "Should
ever become
a tubercular myself,
would enter
the Will Rogers Hospital for treatment. Why not?. My chances of a
cure would be the best there."
No better reason than that for
support of the Christmas Salute
well

I

I

significance

its

the

to

dividual contributor could be

posed.

IT

9

not

is

in-

com-

#

uncommon

Walter Lantz, short subjects producer, will be host at a pre-conference
{Continued on page 5)

TV

Talking
*Peanuts' for Films;
Goldwyn Calls Halt
Still

and to read in
organization
bulletins,
complaints that film salesmen no
longer make personal visits to

Goldwyn consulted numerous network
representatives and television film dismarket
tributors concerning the
for the films, said to be about 13 in
Goldwyn reportedly feels
number.
that the prices being offered for the
rights are not commensurate with
(Continued on page 5)

Albert A.

how much the growth and

noon

of

them are

for

of

America

president,

week.

In the letter, Reade told Skouras he
did not believe after attending the
premiere performance in New York
last Monday of the second CinemaScope release, "How to Marry a Millionaire," that stereophonic sound con-

ever of the limitations of stereophonic
sound."
"Including the symphony orchestra,
which was the introduction and the
end of the feature," Reade wrote, "I
cannot honestly say that anything but
a good fidelity and high quality sound

(Continued on page 5)

9-Month and
Third Quarter Net
Up Over Last Year
Para.'s

35th Anniversary

Sales Drive Is

On

United Artists today will launch its
35th anniversary sales drive throughout the United States and Canada in
honor of its president, Arthur B.
Krim. The sales campaign is a part
of a year-long global celebration and
will continue for six months.
An international sales drive will be initiated on Dec. 1 and will run for a year.
The domestic drive will promote
more than 50 releases included in the
1953-54 schedule.
In an announce(Continued on page 5)

a part,

is

respon-

of which

List,

chairman of

Paramount's ^et earnings in both
third quarter and the first nine
months of 1953, ended Oct. 6, were
above those of the corresponding pethe

riods

of last year,

Balaban disclosed

tomorrow

after-

the office of Sol A.
Schwartz, company president.
List was elected chairman of
Theatres
the board of
Thursday, and at the
last
same time Dudley G. Layman, his business associate,
was elected to membership on
the directorate of the company.

Albert A. List

president

Barney

weekend. The
report included consolidated domestic
and Canadian subsidiaries.

For the

at the

third quarter of this year,

Paramount's earnings were estimated
at $2,005,000 after providing for both
U. S. and Canadian taxes, represent-

cents per share on 2,256,158
(Continued on page 5)

Film Shares Bright
Stock Market Spot
Film and theatre stocks, led by 20th
Century-Fox and RKO Theatres, had
their best day on the New York Stock
Exchange in many months last Friday.
With all issues in good demand, gains
ranged from fractions up to 20thFox's 1%, on a turnover of 47,700 in

in

RKO

in-

number of independent

the condition
they complain.
sible

conference

buying organizations, of which

some

last

RKO

post cards."
On such occasions, we wonder
whether those making the complaint have ever paused to ques-

film

Owners

atre

the board and new owner of
the controlling stock interest
Theatres Corp., will
in
hold his first trade press

and that
"salesmen are being replaced by

in

—

Albert List, the New Board Chairman of
RKO Theatres, Will Meet the Press

isolated theatres,

crease

The first apparent step toward unity
on a trade practice by the two national
exhibitor organizations was taken at
the weekend when Walter Reade,
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 15. A se- president of the Theatre Owners of
ries of simultaneous test runs in com- America, protested 20th Century-Fox's
parable theatres and locations will be policy of insisting on stereophonic
conducted by 20th Century-Fox be- sound for CinemaScope productions.
ginning in January or February, to Allied States Association previously
demonstrate that stereophonic sound had taken the same position at its Ocimproves both picture quality and the- tober convention in Boston.
atre attendance, Spyros Skouras, 20thIn a letter to Spyros Skouras, presiFox president, said on Friday when dent of 20th-Fox, Reade said that
asked to comment on the letter ad- after viewing "How to Marry a Mildressed to him by Walter Reade, The- lionaire" he was "more convinced than

UA

vision of any of his older productions,
titles to which are held by the Howard Corp., of which Mrs. Goldwyn is
the principal officer.
During his four-weeks stay here

TV

Of Stereo and One
Track Sound Near

Reade Tells Skouras
It Adds Nothing to
CinemaScope Offerings

ing 89

hibitor meetings,

tion

STEREO SOUND

to hear at ex-

exhibitor

small,

JOINS ALLIED

(Continued on page 5)

Samuel Goldwyn left here for the
Coast on Saturday without having
concluded a deal for the sale to tele-

TV

TEN CENTS

1953

Skouras Says Tests

held

manager.
Attending will be executives from
Signers of the Christmas Salute New York and California, foreign
are asked to give at least $1. It is sales toppers, advertising and puba contribution which entails no licity heads and district and branch
managers. This will be the company's
sacrifice by anyone, yet which, befirst
national sales meet in years,
cause the response can be so others in the recent past having been
great, one day may well provide regional meets.
In addition to daily meetings the
the principal means of maintedelegates will see four U-I producnance of the hospital and furthertions, "The Far Country," "The Magance of its remarkable work in re- nificent Obsession," "Saskatchewan"
search, which already has pro- and "The Glenn Miller Story," all in
duced so many advancements in color by Technicolor.

knowledge and treatment of the
dread disease.

VS.

16,

7-11

industry's tubercular.

and

TOA

First in Years

.

SHERWIN KANE

By

YORK,

that issue for the day.
Theatres led in volume with
a huge 150,400 shares traded, closing
with a gain of Y% to bring the price
to $4.75, the amount per share paid

RKO

Dudley Layman

to

Howard Hughes

a

week

earlier

by

Albert List for the controlling interest.
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WILLIAM WYLER

here at
the weekend for the Coast.
left

•
E. V. Richards, Jr., former circuit
operator, has been awarded a plaque

New

Orleans in appreciation of his
work as president of the Louisiana
Purchase 150th Anniversary Associa-

in

tion.

•

Maurice Harris, Universal Pictures home office exploitation representative, will speak tonight at a meeting of the Advertising and Sales Club

Hackensack, N.

in

J.

•
a daughter born

utive, is the father of

to

Mrs. Harper

at

circuit exec-

New York Hos-

•

W. Bradley Ryan,
S.

son of George
anti-trust attorney in Bos-

Ryan,
is now

ton,

associated professionally

with his father.

•

Harold Babb, Altec Service Corp.
has returned to his
Minneapolis following a

engineer,

field

duties

in

lengthy

illness.

Marvin
studio

wood

returned to
from here on Friday.
executive,

Jack Byrne,

M-G-M

Adolph Zukor, Paramount Pictures board chairman, has delayed his
return to New York from Europe.
•
Allied Artists

manager, left at the
for Denver and Albuquerque.
•
sales

Joseph Hyams,

of the

Columbia

Pictures special events department,
in

Hartford from

Harry

RKO

programs

consequence of the already
voiced, widespread, public apprehensions, the government acknowledges
In

necessity of establishing safeguards against possible abuses. Accordingly, it proposes the creation of
a controlling body in the form of a
public corporation owning and operating transmitting stations and other
suitable assets, which will lease broadcasting facilities to privately financed
companies which will provide the programs and obtain revenue from adver-

New

is

York.

F. Goldstein, salesman for
in Boston for the past 27

Radio

years, will retire

on Dec.

De
the

will be subject to the close

supervision of
corporation.

suggested

the

Sica,
producer and
forthcoming Jennifer

Jones-Montgomery Clift starrer, "Indiscretion of an American Wife," will
arrive here in January from Rome for
two weeks of exploitation huddles on
the David Selznick release.
The picture, which marks De Sica's
initial English-language film, was shot
entirely in Rome's Terminal Station
and features Richard Beymer and
Gino Cervi. A New York premiere

pic-

city and industry guests
the Association of Motion
Picture Producers at a luncheon
and reception Friday at the

Two Channels
The government

for Corporation
is

satisfied that de-

spite the currently overcrowded channels it will be practical to allot two
channels to the new corporation, beginning with London stations, and possibly including two other large population centers also.
Measures are proposed for preventing exclusive telecasts to restricted
audiences of sporting and other events
of national importance, obviously restricting the field for future closed

The proposed system
trol is

of con-

an involved one. For ex-

includes the right to
call for program scripts in advance and could regulate the advertising intended for telecasts.
On the other hand, the system
is "flexible." It contains provisions for enforcement of the
regulations, an ultimate sanction being the right to revoke
an operator's license held in reit

serve.

Admitting

that

Britain's

present

The government claims that
icy achieves three objectives:

its

pol-

ed Kingdom.
C| It reduces to a minimum the government's financial commitments.
C| It permits proceeding cautiously in

and safeguards a medium
of information and entertainment from
the risks of abuse or a lowering of

new

Film on Chevalier
Planned by Goetz
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.

15.— William

independent

production

Goetz' first
will be based on the life of Maurice
Chevalier, with Danny Kaye portraying the French entertainer. The deal
with Chevalier for the rights to portray his career was closed by cable
from Paris.
Shooting is scheduled to start in
June.

Name Group

to

Run

Rogers Hospital
The appointment of an executive
committee to administer the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., was announced at the
weekend by Abe Montague, president
of the hospital. The committee was
named to assume the duties of the late
Chick Lewis, who was vice-president
of the institution. The group consists
of Arthur Mayer, chairman
Fred
Schwartz, Sam Rosen, William J.
German, Herman Robbins, Richard
Walsh, Murray Weiss and Montague.
;

C[ It introduces an element of competition which will enable private enterprise to play a larger part in the
development of television in the Unit-

a

RKO

studio.
The monarch
said in part:
"I wish we could find some
way to bring movies to every
village in Greece so as to give
the people who are lonely and
isolated
in
remote districts
pleasure.
The motion picture
industry is one of the great
benefactors of mankind."

public

field

standards.

The proposed new corporation

babe answerable to Parliament, which will be responsible for
the standards and quality of the new

Will Meet Nov. 24

The

meeting of the committee
will be held on Nov. 24 and executive
sessions will be held twice a month
thereafter, Mayer said. The committee will take over all responsibilities
first

and duties that were performed by
Lewis during the last five years.

"No one

could possibly be expected

to give as much of his time and efforts to Will Rogers as did Chick
will, in
Lewis," Montague said.
his name, carry out Chick's policies,
his plans and his objectives."

"We

sically will

programs.

Moravia Productions
Formed in Hollywood

Allied Artists Officers
Re-elected by Board

tion

5.

DeSica Coming for
Promotion Confabs
Vittorio
director of

the participation of private enterprise
and at the same time ensures effective
control of the air.
Initial capital to finance the setup
would be provided by Treasury advances repayable from revenue derived
from contracts with the program firms.

ample,

Harold Wirthwein,
Western
weekend
P.

outline of the principles of the government's
proposed legislation for the introduction of commercial television here in competition with the British Broadcasting Co. monopoly, was presented to Parliament in a government White Paper on
broadcasting
system
constitutes
a
Friday.
The basis of the proposal is that monopoly in the realm of ideas, the
responsibility for programs will rest government proposes to permit pronot upon advertisers but upon station grams to go on the air which include
discussions of subjects within highly
operators.
In other words, there will be no controversial fields, for example, recommercial program sponsorship in ligion and politics. However, such

Control Seen Assured
Such an arrangement, the govern- channel theatre telecasts.
Holly- ment claims, offers adequate scope for
Aims at 3-Point Objective

Eastern sales
at the week-

manager, returned here
end from New Haven.
•

motion

to

of

M-G-M

Schenck,

H.

tribute

was paid by King Paul of
Greece in an address to 300

PETER BURNUP

tisers.

•

Warm
tures

state,

By
LONDON, Nov 15. — An

the

pital.

King Paul Praises
The Motion Picture
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 15.—

Basis for Commercial TV
Setup in Britain Outlined

the accepted sense.

Richard Harper, Shea

16, 1953

TV

Restricts Theatre

Personal
Mention

Monday, November

HOLLYWOOD,
of

Moravia

Nov. IS.— FormaProductions,

inde-

pendent producing company, with the

—

intention of employing European talNov. 15.
All
and executive committee mem- ent here and abroad in features to be
here, has been completed by
bers of Allied Artists were re-elected produced
Matt Freed, producer Liliana Moat a meeting of the board of directors
Francis
and
writer-actress,
reau,

HOLLYWOOD,

officers

;

here Friday.

The company
Schwartz, attorney.
Statement by Broidy
will make both English and foreignCommenting on the stockholders' language versions of each picture, it
action in voting to change the com- was declared, producing three annupany name officially to Allied Artists ally. American, Canadian and EuroPictures Corp., president Steve Broidy

pean financing

is

represented in the

"We

wanted that name change organization.
because our company in its current
type of production has gone far bewill probably be held in late January.
yond that operation, profitable though Saperstein's
Ira S. Stevens was elected treas- it was, for which Monogram origiALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 15.—
Our company, Funeral services were held here Friurer of Cinerama Productions Corp. nally was established.
Ted Myers, 68
at a board of directors meeting held as indicated by our recent financial day for Mrs. Anna Coplon SaperCHICAGO, Nov. 15.—Veteran film here. He succeeds E. L. Scanlon, reports, is forging ahead, and we have stein, mother of Joseph Saperstein,
salesman Ted Myers, 68, Universal- who has resigned to return to Cali- reason to believe that by following Fabian circuit division booker, who
our plans for larger production with died in Samaritan Hospital, Troy.
International Chicago exchange sales- fornia.
man from 1929 until his retirement in
Irving N. Margolin was elected star names we shall continue to She is survived by six other sons and
operate with good profit."
April, 1952, died here Nov. 9.
assistant treasurer.
two daughters.

Stevens Treasurer
Of Cinerama Corp.
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NO DARK CORNERS...
NO EMPTY SEATS...
ASTROLITE SCREENS

with

The only Screen that gives you more
uniform brilliance
... for

SCREEN

Gradual dimming
of

"A"

image

all

over your theatre

CinemaScope, Wide Screen 3D

& 2D

Astrolite installations are now going into theatres all over the country. Everyday exhibitors who have seen an actual theatre demonstration of Astrolite are switching their orders to Astrolite. The
reason is simple: Astrolite is the only fully optically engineered
screen. Only Astrolite offers you greater brilliance plus more uniform distribution of light reflection so that every seat in the house
is a good seat. This is not a mere sales claim
but is something you
can actually see for yourself at an Astrolite demonstration. (The
charts on this page are based on actual laboratory tests!)

—

75°

0'

Astrolite offers you these additional advantages: Greater light
reflection without need for boosting amperage; does not fade, is
washable and easy to keep clean; optically engineered to retain 3
dimension effect for all seats.

A— *
'

ft'No

SCREEN

For
perceptible drop

— andthen sharpdrop

"B"

at great

o

all

—

these reasons Astrolite is your screen for today, tomorrow,
and all purposes. Avoid costly replacements. Don't buy

for all time

a new screen

until

you have seen a demonstration of the

All-Purpose Screen!

angle

OFFICIALLY APPROVED
BY 20th CENTURY FOX

o°

Energy return 91.5%

Energy return
about 70%-77%

Demonstrations of Astrolite wide
screens have won the enthusiastic approval and public endorsement of the executives and engineers of 20th Century Fox. They
have announced without reservation that Astrolite meets the high

ASTROLITE

even pictureno perceptible drop

Clear,

SCREEN

in brilliance

f"
i

Astrolite Screens are

now

Prices

standards required for perfect enjoyment of CinemaScope. Astrolite screens are officially approved
standard equipment for Cinema-

Scope

installations.

•Trade Mark, U.S.

&

Maximum

Exclusive

Up

50 ft.— $2.10 per
Over 50 ft.— $3.00 per
to

sq.

ft.

sq.

ft.

Your dealer

or Radiant engineers will be glad to furnish
accurate charts showing the exact size that best fits your

We

theatre.
urge you by all means to see a demonstration of Astrolite before you purchase a new screen.
Write, wire or phone us today or contact your dealer.

—

possible energy return for

reflective surface

is

about

93%

Foreign Patents Applied For

available at greatly reduced

prices.

Energy return
about

60%-70%

any

New Lower

Astrolite

World-Wide Licensee under Glowmeter Magniglow Developments

ASTROLITE
RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
World's Largest Projection Screen Manufacturer

2627 W. Roosevelt Road, Chicago

8, Illinois

•

CRawford 7-6300

Motion Picture Daily
Attend TOA
Regional Meetings

Reade

to

Monday, November

Review
Decameron Nights

In Next 30 Days

(Frankovich-Szekely-RKO)
Walter
president

America,

Reade,

newly-elected

Jr.,

of the Theatre Owners of
will make a swing of unit

conventions during the next 30 days,
visiting the meetings of four regional
TOA-affiliated associations.
Reade will attend the convention of
the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of
Florida in Jacksonville today and tomorrow and will be in Charlotte,
Nov. 22-24 for the convention of the

Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina. He will attend the meeting
of the Theatre Owners of Oklahoma
in Oklahoma City, Dec. 7-8 and the
convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois in St.
Louis on Dec. 14-15.

Martin Keynoter At the
Carolina Convention
E. D. Martin of Columbus, Ga.,
vice-president of the Theatre Owners
of America, will make the keynote
address at the annual convention of
the Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina in Charlotte, scheduled for Nov. 22-24. He will speak
in place of Leonard Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, who had been slated
to make the address but who will be

unable to
mitment.

because

of

another

com-

RKO's Trench Line

9

Released in 3-D, 2-D
RKO

Radio's "The French Line,"
color in Technicolor musical produced
by Edmund Grainger and starring
Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland, Arthur
Hunnicutt and Mary McCarty, will be
shown in 3-D in its Christmas prerelease engagements in
will be available in both

Texas,

and

picture
THIS
widely known

based on three stories from Boccaccio's "Decameron," the
collection of tales by the 14th Century Italian story-teller.
And independent producers Mike Frankovich and William Szekely have put
together one of the most eye-filling films in years.
is

The stories, all variations on the theme of courtly love, will appeal principally to art house patrons.
They are wry, witty and delightful fables from
a day when a lady's virtue and her fidelity were considered practically the
only fit subjects for song, story or academic argument. Courtly love, indeed,
was practically a way of life. The tales of "Decameron Nights" are amusing
views of this life, adult in appeal and charmingly irreverent toward all forms

—

15.

that

the

industry's previous experiences with 3-D pictures have been in
the nature of "growing pains," A.
Montague, general sales manager of
Columbia Pictures, told the company's

Midwest and Southern

sales

meeting

—

—

—

—

;

3-D and 2-D Nov.

manager, announced.

To Pre-release 'Sadie'
Only in 3-D Version,
Says Montague
CHICAGO, Nov.
— Asserting

here that the introduction of quality
product such as "Miss Sadie Thompson" in the new medium would greatly
enhance the grossing potentials of
those productions.
of hypocrisy.
Montague said that Columbia's own
Starring in these medieval romances are Joan Fontaine and Louis Jourdan,
with Binnie Barnes, Godfrey Tearle and Joan Collins in support. They all experience and the results of recent
are fine.
Miss Fontaine, in particular, has never looked more beautiful nor test dates of M-G-M's "Kiss Me
performed in four roles with more attractive and comic versatility. In each Kate" had influenced the decision to
of the tales she is a lady of quality, reacting in various ways to the fidelity pre-release "Miss Sadie Thompson"
or lack of same of her husband.
At various times she is kidnapped by in key situations in 3-D only beginpirates, supposedly is murdered by hired assassins
who turn out to be too ning at Christmas time.
In giving his reasons for the decisentimental to do the job, masquerades as a sailor, and appears as a dancing
girl in a sultan's court.
She and her co-workers have a lot of fun in the sion, Montague said that "Rita Hayworth in 3-D" is an extra box-office
make-believe.
value over and above the quality of
The physical production of the film is, in the strict sense of the word, "Miss Sadie Thompson," a value
Filmed in color by Technicolor in Italy, Spain and Majorca, the which, properly
fabulous.
sold, will intrigue the
picture is a continuous pageant of medieval castles, countryside, towns and
public.
He said that the Polaroid
villages, which in themselves would make a handsome travelogue.
Guy Green Corp. had assured Columbia that a
is responsible for the photography.
perfected, clip-on viewer would be
Framing three tales is a fourth wherein Jourdan, as the handsome story- available for the engagement of
teller, Boccaccio, pursues Miss Fontaine, a lovely widow, to a villa outside of "Sadie" and that mechanical aids to
Florence during a periodic sacking of the city. To win her cold heart and eliminate
synchronization
problems
amuse her ladies, he tells the first story of the piece, "Paganino the Pirate," would accompany the glasses at no
She in turn, extra cost.
in which an old man's young wife runs away with a pirate.
tells the second tale, "Wager of Virtue," in which a young wife remains
"The results of the M-G-M tests
The last, "The confirm our judgment that a quality
faithful to her old husband against practically all odds.
Doctor's Daughter," shows how Spain's greatest lover is tamed by his ever- picture in 3-D will outgross the same
loving wife. All are piquant but never offensive.
picture in 2-D by a substantial marHugo Fregonese directed the film with style and quality, fully utilizing the gin," Montague said. "We feel that
naturally colorful events and locales. George Oppenheimer wrote the literate the industry's experience in 3-D has
been in the nature of 'growing pains'
screenplay, from a treatment by Geza Herczeg.
and that the public only now is being
Jourdan is dashing as the various reckless romeos Miss Barnes is the acidoffered top-quality motion pictures,
tongued chaperone and, on one occasion, a very funny crone, and Tearle is
properly presented."
Others in the cast are Mara Lane,
the continually addled older husband.
"Miss Sadie Thompson" will be
Stella Riley, Melissa Stribling, Elliot Makeham, Meinhart Maur, George
available for standard screens and
Bell,
Purcell,
MorGordon
Noel
Hugh
Bernard, Bert Bernard, Ban Boolen,
wide screens up to an aspect ratio of
ton and Marjorie Rhodes.
1.85 to 1 and with either stereophonic
Running time, 87 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date, or standard sound, he said.
16.

afterwards, Charles Boasberg, general
sales

1953

16,

Approve Reopening
Of Spanish Market
The Spanish market has been

re-

opened to American film companies
under an agreement reached at Friday's meeting of the Motion Picture
Export Association providing approval
to pick up permits.
The approval was granted in an
effort to pave the way for a new
Spanish film pact, which is now in
negotiation in Madrid, talks on which
are expected to be concluded in two
sources expressed opweeks.
timism that the talks, being conducted
by Griffith Johnson
for the
and Eugene Van Dee, will be success-

MPEA
MPEA

fully concluded.

The

MPEA

N. Y. Variety Club

Nominated

Officers
Names have

been placed in nomination by the Variety Club of New
York for 1954 officers.
membership meeting will be held Nov. 24 at
the
Hotel
Piccadilly.
Nominated
were
Chief barker,
Edward L.
Fabian
first assistant chief barker,
Ira Reinhardt second assistant, Harold Rinzler
property master, Martin
Kornbluth; dough guy, Saul Trauner.
The membership meeting also will

A

:

;

;

;

mark the drawing in the raffle of two
cars being conducted by the organization for the benefit of the Foundation
to Combat Epilepsy.

decision

on permits was relayed by Eric Johnspresident, to Madrid.
ton,
Pending a new agreement, it was
stated, not more than two permits per
film company are expected to be pur-

MPEA

Arthur Loew Abroad
To Study Operations

chased.

Arthur M. Loew, president of
Loew's International, left here by
shortly, is awaiting the arrival in plane on Saturday for Paris on the
Paris of Jacques Flaud, one of the first leg of a trip during which he
chief French negotiators, who is now will observe M-G-M foreign operations and confer with sales, theatre
in Buenos Aires.
front, Irving and publicity executives of the comOn another
Maas, Far Eastern director, is ex- pany. He will visit Continental counpected to leave for Japan this week tries as well as Egypt, South Africa
to initiate talks on a new Japanese and Australia, returning to New Yorklate in December.
pact.
Meanwhile, it was reported that an
expected
France,
with
agreement

MPEA

3-D 'Sadie' Is Booked
Here at the Capitol
"Miss

Sadie

the
the Capitol.
will

be

Thompson,"

Christmas

in

3-D,

attraction

at

"From Here to Eternity," current
Capitol attraction, is expected to continue its long run until Christmas.

Two

Join Rivoli Staff

Sidney Cutler and Adonis Torres
have been added to the managerial
staff of the Rivoli Theatre here by
Montague Salmon, managing director.
Together with Frank Fola and Nick
Justin, they now comprise the full
managerial staff under Salmon.

Meet on Plans for
Todd-AO's 1st Show
A series of conferences on the
projected press demonstration
process and
of the Toddother matters will get underway
here this week following the
arrival from the Coast of Joseph M. Schenck, one of the
principals in the Magna Theatre Corp.

AO

Current plans, it was learned,
the demonstration to be

call for

held in Buffalo, as originally indicated by Mike Todd, Magna
director.

Monday, November

16,
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Stereo Sound

Paramount Net Up

I

am

convinced

any theatre this is equipped with
a good and high quality sound system,
on a single track, could have played
and with
this picture on a 2.55 screen
an equally good audience reaction."
that

—

Skouras, at both this year's
and Allied conventions

TOA

"The Robe" and
other CinemaScope productions,
that

stated

Century-Fox
as 20th
was concerned, would not be

insofar

made

available to theatres that

not equipped with stereo
sound. When asked at the former's convention if other companies utilizing CinemaScope
would adopt the same stand,
Skouras said he could not speak
are

for others.

Continuing, Reade said in his letter
Skouras, "My reason for writing
you today is that not only am I convinced that the position which you so
definitely
stated
concerning stereophonic sound at our convention last
week in Chicago is untenable, but that
you are rendering a great disservice
to exhibitors, large and small, by compelling capital outlay on what may
well be useless and unnecessary sound
to

equipment
(amounting to millions
upon millions of dollars) at a time
when so many of them could better
utilize these same funds for so many
other important and necessary im-

shares outstanding. For the same period of 1952, consolidated earnings
were reported at $1,878,000 after all
taxes, with $1,378,000 resulting from
net operations and $500,000 from net

non-recurring capital gains. The combined earnings represented 80 cents
per share on 2,342,088 shares outstanding.

Consolidated earnings for the first
nine months of this year, computed on
the same basis, are estimated at $4,996,000, representing $2.21 per share,
compared with $4,663,000 in the same
three-quarter period in 1952, representing $1.99 per share.
The consolidated earnings reported
above do not include Paramount's net
interest in the combined undistributed
earnings of partially owned non-consolidated subsidiaries, Balaban said.
Such a share resulted in net earnings
of $115,000 for the third quarter of
1953, compared with $123,000 for the
same period of 1952 and net earnings
of $594,000 for the first nine months
of 1953, compared with $340,000 for
the same period of last year, the report
pointed out.
In addition to the earnings statement, Balaban reported that Interna-

(Continued from page 1)

;

,

James

Skouras Says
(Continued from page 1)
tributed anything to the presentation
it

was a

"disservice" to exhibitors to require
the sound installation for such presentations.

Skouras, who was in production
conferences at the studio here Friday,
accompanied by Al Lichtman, head of
distribution, and Charles Einfeld, vicepresident, added that 20th-Fox studio
technicians already have started work
on extensive technical preparations required for the comparative test engagements of the stereophonic and one
track sound presentations.

Telemeter Corp., in which Para- the residual values of the productions.
While no deal has been made, it is
a majority interest, was
inaugurating its system of "pay-as- understood that the films still are
you-see" television over its community available for the TV market and will
antenna system in Palm Springs, Cal., remain so awaiting an offer approxion Nov. 28, with the first "world mating Goldwyn's idea of their values.
premiere" of a picture, Paramount's Reportedly, Goldwyn also declined a
"Forever Female."
bid from Matthew J. Fox of Motion
Balaban stated that arrangements Pictures for Television involving dishad been made to show sports, musi- tribution of the films by the latter to
cal and cultural attractions over TV television stations on a percentage
via Telemeter in Palm Springs, as basis.
well as current pictures from major

mount holds

Others Held Same View

studios.

Balaban further announced that
Two other prominent independent
Chromatic
Television
Laboratories, producers, David O. Selznick and
Inc., in which Paramount holds a 50 Walt Disney, explored the TV marpercent interest, had granted its first ket for their older films some time
license to manufacture its large size ago and came to the same conclusion
color television tube to the Crosley as Goldwyn.
Roy Disney, who negoDivision of Avco.
tiated for Disney Productions, called
"We are now engaged in negotia- oft" his talks with the explanation that
tions with other major TV set manu- only "peanuts" are involved in the
facturers for licenses to produce the sale of films to television.
Chromatron. It is clear that the interest in the tube arises from its sim-

^

plicity of design

of

making

possible ease

manufacture and lower

cost,

J. Jordan, Irving Sochin, Harry
Fellerman, F. T. Murray, Charles
Simonelli, Philip Gerard, Jeff Livingston, Fortunat Baronat and Benjamin
Lorber.

from the studio will
be N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
board
Edward Muhl, vice-president
in charge of production
David A.
Lipton, vice-president
James Pratt,
executive manager of the studio, and
Morris Davis, Morris Weiner, Clark
Ramsey, Sam Israel and Archie HerzParticipating

the fact that it is the only large tube
readv for manufacture in the foreseeable future," he stated.

Anniversary

ment saluting the opening of the anniversary campaign, William J. Heineman, UA's vice-president in charge of

;

distribution declared
"This sales drive will pay tribute
to the outstanding leadership given
our company by Arthur Krim and,
through him, to the entire company,
which is now beginning the celebration of its 35th birthday.
"It is fitting that, in its 35th year,
United Artists should be able to assure exhibitors of its part in preventing any product shortage by the releasing of a record schedule of top
:

productions."

A. W. Perry, president of EmpireUniversal, distributors of U-I's films
in

To Offer 'Quo Vadis'
In Wide-Screen
"Quo Vadis," with

prints especially
adapted for wide-screen presentation,
will be made available by
during the Christmas holidays.
The
picture was first shown nationally two
years ago.

M-G-M

off.

Canada,

will attend.

CinemaScope, 'Robe'
Domestic and Canadian playdates of
20th Century-Fox's "The Robe" total
115, with 36 new openings of the first
CinemaScope production immediately
pending.
The production opened last Tuesday
in nine situations
the Fox, Missoula,
Mont. Strand, Portland, Me. State,
New Bedford, Mass. Grandin, Ro:

;

;

;

;

;

115 Playdates for

and

(Continued from page 1)

reception

field of exhibi-

and added that he thought

(Continued from page 1)

tional

UA

U-I Sales Meet

now scheduled for Dec. 6.
Milton R. Rackmil, president Alfred E. Daff executive vice-president
tion."
The cost of stereophonic sound Adolph Schimel, vice-president and
equipment has been the basis for the general counsel, and! Feldman will head
principal exhibitor complaint against the group attending from New York
its installation which is said to be the and will also include Americo Aboaf,
major single expense involved in Cine- Ray Moon, Ben Cohn, F. J. A. McCarthy, P. T. Dana, Foster M. Blake,
maScope.
provements within the

Goldwyn

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
system was noticeable.

5

anoke
Paramount,
Youngstown
Olympic, Utica
Shea's, Erie
Capitol, Wheeling, West Va.
Armistice Day openings occurred in
the following 18 theatres
Fox, Joplin
Jayhawk, Topeka West Coast,
Long Beach, Cal. Proctor's, Schenectady Troy, Troy Poli, New Haven
Embassy, Reading
Palace, Canton
Elmira, Elmira
State, Ithaca; Riviera,
Binghamton
Paramount, Ft.
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Wayne

Wilmington
Poli,
Broad, Columbus
Majestic, Evansville Paramount, Toledo; World, St.' Paul.
"The Robe" opened last Wednesday
Rialto.
Springfield, Mass.
;

;

;

;

;

at the Georgia, Columbia, Ga.
Poli, Worcester,
tol, Macon
;

Logan,

Logansport,

Ind.

;

;

Capi-

Mass.
Lucas,

Savannah Capitol, Ottawa. Engagements started last Thursday at the
California,
Stockton; Keith, Grand
;

Rapids

;

Capitol, Calgary.

'Complicated Laboratory Process'
Skouras had promised such tests
would be made when he appeared before the Allied States annual convention in Boston last month and was
confronted there with independent exhibitor objections to installation of
stereophonic sound as a requisite to
presentation of 20th-Fox CinemaScope
productions.
"AH CinemaScope pictures filmed
to date have been shot for stereophonic sound," Skouras pointed out,
"and the preparation of special, singletrack prints for the purposes of the
tests which are planned is a complicated laboratory process."

'Luther' to Swerdlove
Albert Swerdlove has been appointed sales representative of Louis
de Rochemont Associates' production,
"Martin Luther," in the Boston territory by Cresson E. Smith, general
sales

manager.

"Specialists in

Motion Picture Sound"

INDISCRETION
0|

Ouul

UmxOuCOuu.

lOi|fc

Starring

rim

The

American -Language film from "the
world's most romantic director," the greatly gifted
first
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NO.
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No New Financing

See Extension

On RKO Loans

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

20th-Fox Tests of
I-Track Sound Now
Likely in January
_

COLUMBUS,

O.,

Nov. 16.— Spyros

Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president,
informed Robert Wile, executive secretary of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, that one-channel
sound prints of "The Robe" will be
available after Jan. 15 for test engagefor ments at the Star Theatre, Upper
to
to
Sandusky, O. the Wellman at Girard,
O., and the St. Paul at Dayton.
Skouras said he has been advised
An extension, beyond Dec. 28, 1953, that prints on single sound tracks will
be ready by the middle of January,
is expected to be procured by
Pictures on payment of its $4,000,000 and said he regretted an earlier report
indebtedness to three Texas banks, it that such prints would not be available until mid-spring or late spring.
was learned here yesterday.
W. C. Gehring, 20th-Fox general
The loans which received the
sales manager, informed Wile that his
personal guarantee of Howard
that the prints
ear.ier information
Hughes, board chairman, mawou.d not be ready before spring was
ture on Dec. 28.
However, it
incorrect.
was learned that the company
Skouras had promised the national
plans to retain the loans in the
(Continued on page 6)
three Texas banks lather than
to seek financing elsewhere.

Of $4,000,000

Walker
Go
Coast
Board Meet Thursday

;

RKO

This plan and other company matters will be among the topics discussed
at Thursday's meeting of RKO's board
of directors on the Coast, it was
stated.
J. Miller Walker, vice-president and general counsel, left here last
night to join James R. Grainger, president,

on the Coast.

Another major item on Thursday's
(Continued on page 6)

Gross of $134,000
Seen for 'Marry'

A big gross of $134,000 for the twin
first-week Broadway engagement of
"How to Marry a Millionaire" was
seen here yesterday.
The second CinemaScope producwhich ended its first seven days
Loew's State and the Globe last
night, paced other Broadway houses
At Loew's State, a
at the box-office.
tion,

at

High Court Refuses
Review of Appeal in
Jackson Park Case
WASHINGTON, Nov.
— The

strong $84,000 was estimated, while a
good $50,000 was indicated for the
Globe.
The current first week estimate at the State is lower than the
(Continued on page 3)

17,

Plan Licensing

Total 1,286,353

Of BMI Music

Buy
400,000 More

To Theatres
A

licensing program for theatres
utilizing recordings of Broadcast Music, Inc., songs is definitely contem-

by the

plated
here.

BMI,

it

was learned

The schedule of theatre rates, reported to be much lower than the rates
charged by ASCAP, is expected to
be announced by BMI within two
weeks. This would be the first time
that BMI has sought to charge theatres for its music. Both national exhibition organizations, Allied and the
Theatre Owners of America, have
been informed of BMI's intentions.

BMI,

a

rival

of

ASCAP, was

formed bv broadcasters following
conflict

with ASCAP. BMI,
(Continued on page 6)

a
unlike

Simons in MGM Post
As Customer Liaison
L. (Mike) Simons has been
director of customer relations
for M-G-M, succeeding the late Hen-

M.
named

derson M. Richey. The appointment
reports
immediately,
effective
is
Charles M. Reagan, in charge of domestic distribution.
Simons, who joined M-G-M in 1927
at Indianapolis
in

office

1933,

and went to the home
became assistant to

Richey shortly after the latter joined
the company. In this capacity he adconventions
and
exhibitor
dressed
(Continued on page 6)

16.

U. S. Supreme Court today refused to
review a lower court decision which
said that the
divorcement had

RKO

changed the legal situation of RKO
theatres in Chicago under the Jackson
Park decree.
The appeal, brought by Florence B.
Bigelow, grew out of the Jackson
Park case. At the time the Jackson

Park decree was

entered,

the
(Continued on page 3)

Lightman Group

Wins-

in

Television Field
MEMPHIS,

Nov.

16.— Stating

that in time television will be an asset to theatres, M. A. Lightman, Sr.,
president
of
Malco Theatres, announced that Malco had bought controllivg
interest
in
station,
a
ultra high frequency Channel
No. 5, located between Henderson,
Ky., and Evansville, Ind.
"We are in this with some of our

WEHT,

TV

(Continued on page 3)

Small Exhibitors Confused

Levy Says Production Must
Help the 'Forgotten Men
9

JACKSONVILLE,
exhibitors

as

Nov.

16.

—Describing

List Will

RKO

two days

Shares

Offers $4.50 to Theatre

Company's Stockholders
Albert A. List, new chairman of the
board and controlling stockholder of
Theatres, has made an offer to
stockholders of the company to purchase at least 400,000 more shares of
the company's stock at a price of $4.50

RKO

per share.

With
earlier

the 886,353 shares purchased

by List from

Howard Hughes,

the new acquisition would bring his
holdings to a minimum of 1,286,353
shares, or approximately one-third of
the 3,764,913 shares outstanding. The offer was made last Friday and
obviously accounts for the huge turnover of 150,400 shares of
Theatres stock traded on the New York
Stock Exchange on that day. Closing
price Friday was $4.75, the price per
share List paid Hughes for the latter's holdings a week before.
Theatres stock was still active yesterday with a turnover of 38,600 shares,
closing at 4%.
but was off
Irving Trust Co., agent for List in
(Continued on page 6)

RKO

RKO

TESMA-TEDA Want
Chicago Again for
1954 Trade Show
Either of the national exhibitor organizations willing to schedule its 1954
national convention at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago, could have

next year's Theatre Equipment Supply Manufacturers Association-Theatre Equipment Dealers Association
trade show in conjunction with it
merely for the asking.
Whether either Theatre Owners of
America or Allied States will choose

(Continued on page 3)

"forgotten

counsel of the
be creating "economic suicide" if they
did not heed the call of those exhibLevy spoke at
itors in need of help.
the annual convention of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of Florida which
will close its

the smaller and subsequent run

men" of the industry, Herman Levy, general
Theatre Owners of America, today said that producers would

the

TEN CENTS

1953

New

Eady, N.F.F.C.,
Business in Thailand Spur UK Production
Good, Says AA Agent LONDON, Nov. 16.—With the fu-

of sessions to-

weakened by indecision and by fear, declaring that they are the "victims of
the present policy of most producers

theatres
are
well
filled,
especially in Bangkok, where in recent
months four new theatres have been
constructed, and where three more are

ture of the Eady Plan and the continuance of the government's National
Film Finance Corp. now assured, a
considerable upsurge in production
plans is to be discerned here. It appears likely already that a sound core
of at least 60 features are definitely

(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 6)

HOLLYWOOD,

morrow.

The

TOA

"forgotten

counsel asserted that the

Nov.

motion picture business

men" are confused and are good

in

16.

— "The

Thailand

;

is

—
Tuesday, November
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The

Warwick.
•
William S. Koster, executive director of the Variety Club of New
England, has been named a member
of Archbishop Richard E. Cushing's
for

institution.

non-sectarian

a

Home

•

Edward
of

L.

Hyman,

vice-president

American Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres, and

Bernard Levy,

his as-

sistant, have returned here from Detroit, Minneapolis and Des Moines.
•
William B. Zoellner, head of the
M-G-M short subjects and newsreel
department, has left New York for

Dallas.

E. B.
western

M-G-M

Coleman,

South-

division press reprefield
sentative, will arrive here from Dallas

today.

H. M. Bessey, Altec Service Corp.
executive vice-president, and Marty
Wolf, assistant general sales manahave

left

here
•

Jacksonville.

for

Alfred N. Goldsmith, engineering consultant, has been named to
Dr.

Founders' Award of the
Radio Engineers.
•
Arthur Davis, of the Arthur Davis
Releasing Co., has returned to New

receive the
Institute of

York from

the Coast.
•

RKO
way

his

to

New

York.

•

Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M studio
publicist, left New York yesterday by
plane for Paris and Cairo.

•

Harry Goldstein,

Allied

Artists

Eastern publicity manager, left Hollywood yesterday for Detroit.
•
Joseph M. Schenck has left here
for the Coast.

•

Walter Reade,

Jr.,

here

left

by

plane last night for Jacksonville, Fla.

Do Two

M-G-M

Will

More

CinemaScope

in

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.
Schary, production head

16.— Dore
at

M-G-M,

today stited that "A Bride for Seven
Brothers" and "The Student Prince''
This
will be filmed in CinemaScope.
brings the total
to be produced
seven.

its

has

Co.

an appeal from the

suit against

major

film

companies and theatres formerly operated by Warner Brothers in New
Jersey on charges of violation of the
Robinson-Patman Act. Attorneys for
the plaintiffs, however, indicated here
yesterday that it was still undecided
whether an appeal would be taken.
They have 30 days from Nov. 2, the
date on which Judge Sidney Sugarman entered his judgment, to file an
appeal.

Hillside

Jack linger, head of the
company, which operates the Mayfair
Theatre in Hillside, N. J., had charged
that the Warner houses had obtained
better rental' terms for identicalprodthe Robinson-Patman Act,
it is unlawful to discriminate on prices
between customers on commodities of
the
to

of

M-G-M

in

CinemaScope

features
to

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

—

16.

Fifteen pictures for wide-screen
projection with a screen ratio of

have been completed
by Allied Artists. Thirteen are
to

1.85

1

backlog,

in

the

other

same

make

quality.
act

the

Unger had sought
apply for the first

time in a motion picture case. Judge
Sugarman, in dismissing the case,
ruled that films were licensed and not
sold, therefore not coming in under
the provisions of the law.

two,

"Mexican Manhunt" and "The
Royal African Rifles," are now
in release.
The 13 in

backlog are "Jack
Slade," "Hot News," "Fighter
Attack," "Private Eyes," "Riot
In Cell Block 11," "Pride of the
Blue Grass," "Dragonfly Squadron," "The Golden Idol," "Off
the Record," "House in the

"Yukon Vengeance,"
"Cheyenne Crossing" and
Sea,"

"Paris Playboys."

Tomorrow
For Fred Mohrhardt

Services

Funeral services for Fred M. Mohrhardt, 61, treasurer and member of the
board of Paramount Pictures, will be
held tomorrow at 11:00 A.M. at the

Coast Agency Set

By Mort Goodman

hardt, who had been with Paramount
for 34 years, died at his home in
Larchmont on Sunday following- a
long illness. Interment will be at Kensico Cemetery, Valhalla, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

16.

—

Mort

has been formed
here to handle advertising and publicity accounts in and outside of the
entertainment industry. Goodman has
been in public relations in Southern
California for the past 16 years. During the past 18 months he has served
as vice-president in charge of the motion picture department of Stodel Advertising Co.
Among the present accounts of the
new organization are the Ambassador
Hotel, Hollywood Palladium, United
Paramount Theatres, Western diviLippert Productions and Treassion
ureland Baby Show Co.

More Argument Time
Granted Crest Case
WASHINGTON, Nov. 16.— Extra
argument time has been allotted by
the Supreme Court to the parties in
Brought by Theatre
the Crest case.
Enterprises, Inc., the case involves
the issue of whether neighborhood theatres can bid for first-run films. Dis
tributors view the case as a vital
precedent-setting one.
Most Supreme Court cases are ar
gued for two hours, one hour for each
side. But the parties in the Crest case
said more time would be needed to

Larchmont,

Y.

N.

Mohr-

Elected in 1946

Mohrhardt was elected treasurer of
Paramount in 1946 after having served
as controller since 1933.

He is survived by his widow,
Mynn Sams Mohrhardt a son,
;

Jr.

;

a

brother,

Hamburg, N.

Y.,

will

Dec.

probably run over into Tuesday
1.

SMPTE
Speakers

at tonight's

meeting of

tin

Society of Motion Picture and Tele
vision Engineers, which will be held at
Building
Societies
the Engineering
here, will be Howard L. Taylor, Dimitri Rebikoff and Allan M. Koerner.

RKO

York home

office

Thursday and Fri-

Charles Boasberg, general sales
manager, announced.
Grainger will

day,

New York

arrive in

tomorrow and
The meetings

from Hollywood
remain

will

originally

a

were

week.
to

be

held today and tomorrow.

Shown

Films to Be

To

be shown at the conclave are
Disney's "Rob Roy, the Highland
Rogue," the science-fiction "Target

W

alt

Earth!" and Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Best Years of Our Lives," which will
be re-released next year.
Other home office executives who

RKO's

discuss

will

forthcoming-

product include Edward L. Walton,
executive assistant to president J. R.
Grainger
Walter Branson, assistant
general sales manager; Nat Levy,
division manager, and Sidney Kramer,
;

short subjects sales manager.

Theatre Files
$3,750,000 Action
N.

J.

Asking $3,750,000 treble damages,
the Bergenline Amusement Co., operating the Rialto Theatre in West New
York, N. J., has filed an anti-trust
suit against nine distributors and five
circuits.

The

plaintiffs claim that they oper-

Emil Mohrhardt of ated the house from 1930 until 1952
and three grandchil- when they were forced to suspend op-

Plan Wide Promotion
On Glenn Miller Film
Glenn

Miller Story," Universal-International's color in Technicolor musical starring James Stewart and June Allyson, will have its
world premiere at the Miami, Carib
and Miracle theatres in Miami on
Tuesday. Jan. 19, with the stars of
the picture making personal appearances and aiding in the promotional
effort which will be one of the most
comprehensive in U-I's history, it was
announced by Charles J. Feldman,
general sales manager.
Following their participation in the
premiere, Stewart and Miss Allyson
will visit more than a dozen key cities

Goldenson Reelected
President of

UCP

Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
Broadcasting - Paramount
American
Theatres on Sunday was reelected

Meet Tonight

Grainger,
producer
of
Radio's "The French Line,"
will be one of the principal speakers
Radio district managers'
at the
meeting which will be held at the New

Mrs.

from Coast to Coast to aid in the
promotion of the picture which is
scheduled for national release around
that
Washington's Birthday.

present the important issues in
proceeding, and each side will get one
and-a-half hours. Argument is sched
uled to start Monday, Nov. 30, and

Edmund

RKO

Fred,

dren.

"The

Starting Thursday

Presbyterian

Larchmont Avenue
Church,

Grainger at
Radio Meeting

RKO

Under

uct.

;

E. C. Coleman, M-G-M Southwestern division press representative, is in
New York from Dallas.
•
Radio foreign
Alfred Crown,
manager, will leave Tokyo today for

Hollywood on

dismissal of

Amusement
file

Goodman Advertising

•

ger,

Hillside

Dec. 3 to

until

20th Centuryexecutive assistant general sales manager, returned to New
York yesterday from the Coast.
•
Arthur Gray, Jr., president of
Michael Myerberg Productions, will
be guest speaker Thursday at the
luncheon meeting of the National
Television Film Council at the Hotel

Children,

A.A. Completes 15
For Wide-Screen

In Hillside Case

WC.FoxGEHRING,

Committee for the Nazareth

Edmund

Weigh Appeal Move

Personal
Mention

1953

17,

president of United Cerebral Palsy. It
will be his fifth term as head of the
Goldenson's
charitable organization.
reelection marked the close of a threeat the
day meeting held here by

erations because distributors favored
the defendant circuits in film deals,
permitting them to over-buv to prevent the Rialto from obtaining product.

In addition to the distributors, defendants are Skouras Theatres, National
Theatres, Union Hill Corp.,
North Bergen Amusement Corp. and

Doves, Inc.

NEW YORK THEATRES
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intial estimated gross of $100,000, as
reported previously. But business at
the house for the first week was described as the best in years.
At Radio City Music Hall, a good
$117,000 was forecast for the second
"The
week of "Kiss Me Kate."
Robe" at the Roxy is holding up fine,
with $80,000 predicted for the ninth

week.

"From Here to Eternity" has
new long-run record

estabthe
where the picture enters its
16th week at the house. The previous
long-run house record was held by
"Moulin Rouge." For its 15th week,
a healthy $34,000 was estimated. The
Capitol's next picture, "Miss Sadie
Thompson," in 3-D, will begin its enlished a
Capitol,

gagement on Dec.

at

23.

"Calamity

Jane" will leave the
Paramount on Friday, with a moderate $48,000 seen for its second week.
The Paramount's new attraction,
which launches its non-stage show
policy, will be "Three Sailors and a
Girl."

'Mogambo' Joins Leaders

Among Chicago Grosses
CHICAGO, Nov. 16.— The

biggest
box-office news of the week here is
being supplied by "Mogambo," soaring
to $45,000 in its opening session at the

Essaness Woods, and "The Joe Louis
Story," heading for a very good
$15,000 or better at the
Grand.
"Calamity Jane," with Julius La Rosa
on the stage, should hit close to $60,000 at the Chicago, a good first week.

RKO

"So Big,"

in

its

week

the
be lucky to top

initial

United Artists, will

at

$16,000.

Among

the holdovers,

"The Robe"
eighth week

going strong in its
Lake with a fine $50,000
or better in prospect "Martin Luther,"
also in its eighth week, should top
$17,000 at the Loop, and "Cinerama"
still
is
hovering around the $40,000

still is

TESMA

Heard

Levy, Coyne

Grosses

at the State

;

to release
to charge

fewer and fewer pictures and

more and more for the fewer
and fewer released." Levy said that
whether or not the policy was deliberate, "the fact is that it exists and is
being encouraged and fostered by production."

Throughout the first day of
the meeting, which was held at
the Roosevelt Hotel, the problem of the small theatre and
the drive-in supplied the theme
of several discussions.
Questions
tors,

was

pertinent

for which
discernible,

the

to

exhibi-

no concrete answer
include

"Why

:

in-

new equipment when

there is no
assurance that it will not be obsolete
a short time from now?" "Why cannot satisfactory alternatives be used?"
"What will the theatre which cannot
afford new and expensive equipment,
do for product in the future?"
These exhibitor enigmas were revest in

(Continued from Page 1)

the nation in

new tax campaign prog- Chicago

ress.

"The two

factors in our progress with the last Congress," he

"were the painstaking
done by exhibitors at
home and the manifest justice
said,

work
of

the

theatres'

case.

The

soundness of our case was like
a contagion in Washington and
created a tremendous tide of favorable opinion. This atmosphere must be re-created and
can be done only by the same
honesty of approach that governed our work the last time.
Starting again requires courage,
but many areas are well on
their way and the groundwork
of our last campaign is a solid
basis upon which to build."

delegates

at

the

Florida

Theatre
Still

this morning.
another question was posed by

numerous exhibitors after the screening: "Who needs stereophonic sound?
Sure, it's good but hardly better than
good high fidelity conventional
a
sound system from a single sound
track."
The luncheon speaker, Robert W.
Coyne, of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, lauded Florida exhibitors,
pointing out that Florida,
Arkansas and Maine appeared to lead

—

TESMA-

TEDA

TESMA-TEDA

Allied Shift Unlikely

Armour &

which had planned its 1954
convention for the Shoreham Hotel in
Washington, D. C, made a last minute switch to the Civic Auditorium,
Milwaukee, to afford better exhibit
trade
space for the
show. It developed subsequently that
many in
did not
fancy the idea of the exhibitors being
under a separate roof at the Schroeder
Hotel, even though next year's Allied
convention sessions would be held in
the Civic Auditorium.
It is regarded as doubtful whether
Allied would make another change in
plans, even if not to do so meant losing the trade show.
TO had decided on Kansas City
for its 1954 convention when it learned

ander Film and Wil-Kin Theatre
Supply.
The speaker at Tuesday's luncheon
will be Walter Reade, Jr., president
of the Theatre Owners of America,
while Dr. William Alexander, of
Oklahoma City, will deliver an address at the banquet to be held in the

of
views. Confirmation of the site, however, is being held
up while a few
leaders re-examine the situation. TOA's problem
seems to be that having just met in
Chicago, it would not only be a break
with precedent to return there inext
year, but also might impose too great
a burden on
members in that
citv who would be asked to plan and
stage next year's convention, too.

Coyne added that there could be no
major shift of policy, that complete
relief was still the goal.

The afternoon session included a
emphasized at an open forum, moderated by Nash Weil, general manager concessions forum, and a discussion
of Wil-Kin Theatre Supply Co., fol- of local and state legislation led by
lowing a CinemaScope screening of Lamar Sarra.
On the social side, there was an
"How to Marry a Millionaire" for
convention

is uncertain, and it is equally
uncertain whether the
trade show will go to either
convention unless one of them does
choose Chicago.
leaders and a large
percentage of the membership feel that
the Conrad Hilton Hotel's exhibit
space is the best to be had for their
purposes.

Co. cocktail party Sunday
and another given by the Motion Picture Advertising Co. today.
Other
gatherings were sponsored by Alex-

Allied,

TESMA-TEDA

TESMA-TEDA

A

TESMA-TEDA's

TOA

TOA

TESMA-TEDA

evening. Election of officers will be
held tomorrow afternoon.

j

leaders also

have advanced the suggestion
that both
Allied and TOA
might do well to stage their
conventions consecutively, the
first three days to one, the ensuing three days for the other,
with the trade show running
concurrently through the sixday period. This plan also
contemplates Chicago's Conrad
Hilton Hotel as the site.

Says Hughes Dodges Set 'Caine' Release
Castleman Trial
For Early Summer

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16.—AttorCHICAGO, Nov. 16.— Because the
"The Captain's ney Bernard Reich, representing Eli release of "From Here to Eternity"
Paradise" should garner about $6,500 B. and Marion Castleman here in a and other Columbia product during the
minority
stockholders
suit
against summer proved that those months proin its third week at the Ziegfeld.
Other strong holdovers are "From Howard Hughes and RKO, filed an vide the best time for launching a film
Here to Eternity," at the Oriental; affidavit in Federal Court charging of major proportions, Columbia will
It is just possible that if neither
"Take the High Ground" and "Sky Hughes with removing his residence pre-release Stanley Kramer's "The national exhibitor organization saw its
Commando" at the McVickers "East to Las Vegas for the purpose of evad- Caine Mutiny" in the late spring or way clear to scheduling its 1954 conof Sumatra" and "Stand at Apache ing trial in the Castleman case here, early summer next year.
vention in Chicago, the TESMARiver" at the Roosevelt; and "Torch and alleging collusion between New
In making the announcement today TEDA trade show might
be held there
Song" at the Monroe.
York lawyers representing each of the at the first of three regional sales regardless, or might not be held at all.

mark

at

the Palace.

1

;

/

Jackson Park Case
(

Continued from page

1

ton Theatre Corp. owned and operated the Grand Theatre in Chicago.

Winston was a wholly-owned subsidiary of RKO Theatres, which also
owned the Palace in Chicago.
In Jan., 1948, Bigelow filed a peti-

RKO with contempt beRKO pictures were

tion charging
cause of the way

being

exhibited

the Palace. The
District Court and the Court of Appeals upheld the charge. In that proceeding,
an
attorney
representing
Winston said the outcome of the Palace case would also bind the Grand.
In June, 1952, Winston asked the
District Court to make a new ruling
that
the Jackson Park decree no
longer covered it because of the later
divorcement. The District Court
rejected this, but the Seventh Court
of Appeals said that the
divorcement did change the situation. It held
that the burden of proof was now on
the Jackson Park to show that the
conditions necessitating the original
injunction
still
remained.
Without
at

RKO

RKO

parties in the litigation.
Among several allegations by Reich
is
the charge that Hughes' removal
of his residence was "part and parcel"
of a plan to prevent the case being
tried in this jurisdiction.

meetings, A. Montague, general sales
Some
members
manager, told the company sales rep- have expressed dissatisfaction with
the
resentatives that another reason for financial arrangements
attendant upon
setting the releasing period was that the exhibits
in conjunction with the
"elaborate advertising and merchan- national exhibitor
conventions. TOA's

TESMA-TEDA

dising plans

were

in

process of for-

mation" which will require a period

George W. Weeks Dead
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16.— Funeral
services

will

be held Wednesday, at

Forest Lawn, for George W. Weeks,
retired producer, who died today
of a heart attack.
The deceased entered the industry in 1910 in Detroit,
as director of advertising for the Kunsky Theatres.
68,

such a showing, the decree should be
modified, the Circuit Court held.

The Jackson Park appealed this ruling to the high court, but the Justices
today refused to review the lower
court decision. They gave no reason
for their action.
Presumably the case now goes back
to the District Court, where the Jackson Park can offer evidence to show
that the injunction should not be

changed.

of

months to work

out.

He

said that

share of rentals from exhibit booths
Chicago this month, at 50 per cent
of the fees for the space, reportedly
in

one of the largest advertising budgets amounted to $21,500. Some
in the company's history was being
leaders believe this to be excessive.
allocated to "The Caine Mutiny."
Highlighting today's session was a
detailed discussion on the future sales
of "From Here to Eternity." Equally
(Continued from page 1)
important on the schedule are discussions which will cover sales plans on theatre partners in Kentucky," Lightthe trio of key productions planned man said. "Theatres have got to live
release in the coming year,
"Miss with TV," he said.
"With wideSadie Thompson," 3-D color in Tech- screen and stereophonic sound, no
nicolor version of the Somerset Maug- television program can offer what the
ham short story, and "It Should Hap- theatre can. Movies must make bigpen to You."
ger pictures.
Television is nothing

TESMA

Lightman Group

but small movies.

Buffalo 'Fall Guy' Show
BUFFALO, Nov. 16.— Richard T.

It is

teaching people

movies from childhood. Television will be an effective means for
us to sell our pictures. We can show
Kemper, zone manager of Dipson scenes right in the home."
Theatres and resident manager of the
Lightman and Mrs. Lightman left
Erlanger Theatre, was ringmaster at here tonight for a European vacation.
the "Fall Guy Show" of Buffalo Bill Producer Lester
Cowan will join them
Tent, Circus Saints and Sinners, here. in England.
to like

YOU CAN

SEE

WITHO

)
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List-RKO
the current offer to acquire 400,000
additional shares, points out that the
price of $4.50 is equivalent to a price
of at least $4.60 per share in view
of the absence of brokerage charge
and transfer taxes, and more than
that in the case of less than 100-share
lots.

purchase offer expires Nov.
reserves the right to purchase
than the first 400,000 shares of-

List's

He

more
fered.

offer revealed
for the first time the details of List's
purchase of the Hughes' holdings. He
paid Hughes $3,372,067.75 cash for

The new purchase

709,909 shares and exchanged 198,500
Pictures Co. stock for
shares of
Theaanother 176,444 shares of
tres stock. Hughes' remaining 33,667

RKO

shares

RKO

RKO

of

David Greene,

Theatres

List's

is

RKO

to

who

associate,

a member of the
tres board.

also

went

Thea-

Control Complete
List personally holds all of the
shares he purchased from Hughes except 25,778 shares which were acquired
List
for a company owned by the

SALABLE POINTS

of "The Nebraskan" are 3-D and its beautiful
color by Technicolor. Both should be promoted. Ditto the cast, headed by
Philip Carey, Wallace Ford, and Roberta Haynes. But the story, by David
Lang, is full of arbitrary plot twists.
In the leading role, that of a scout attached to the U.S. Army in 1867,
Carey appears to be a new player to build into stardom. Miss Haynes also
registers well as a slightly disillusioned dance hall girl, former friend of
Carey's, who meets up with him again under life and death circumstances.
These circumstances, comprising the narrative of "The Nebraskan," center
around Carey's efforts to get a fair trial for his Indian pal, Maurice Jara,
who is accused by the Indians of murdering their chief. The Indians threaten
war when the Army refuses to hand over Jara. Later, after Jara is forced
to escape from the Army fort by a renegade soldier, both are recaptured by
Carey and are caught in an Indian siege. Also caught in the siege ar§ Miss

Haynes and her current boy

friend, Richard Webb,
siege concludes with the

time,

68 minutes.

"Flight Nurse"
Joan
WITH
packed

SimoniMGMPost
(Continued from page 1)
otherwise represented the company
during the ensuing 13 years.
Simons' first connection with the industry came as a theatre manager and
advertising man in Paris, 111., his
home town. Following several years
of touring the country as producer
and director of stage musicals, he returned briefly to exhibition before
joining M-G-M at Indianapolis. Subsequently as a booker, salesman and
office manager, he served also in Milwaukee and Memphis before coming
to New York to join the sales department as editor of "The Distributor,"
employees' publication, a post he still
retains.

Sound Tests
(Continued from Page 1)

trade.
to the

General

It is

Leslie and Forrest Tucker in the principal roles, this film is
with incident which should appeal most strongly to the younger
the saga of the Army's highflying Florence Nightingales assigned

who knows dutv and marriage can be very incompatible. James
Holden, Ben Cooper and Richard Simmons are some of the other service
people prominent in the storv. Roundinsr out the footaare are many authentic
Allan Dwan directed.
newsreel shots which add to the general excitement.
Others in the cast are Kristine Miller, Maria Palmer, Richard Simmons
Tames Brown and Hal Baylor.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
dedicated nurse

Nov.

15.

Thailand Business

Music

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

ASCAP,

however, has no field organleaving it with no apparent
organization to check on music played
in theatres.

BMI

as feeling that
should pay as thev pay
theatres
mufor the playing of
sic, which has grown to a large cata-

was described

BMI

ASCAP
logue.

being built," Hoontrakul Kosol. chairman of the Hainan Association and
China Association, said today at a
luncheon in his honor given bv Allied
Artists, whose interests in Thailand
he represents. In the United States
for the past two months as guest of
the State Department, and as a member of the Commission on Overseas
the visitor said American
are the principal product in
^is countrv. from which Pussian pictures are barred bv law.
He said the
double feature is unknown in ThaiAffairs,

tests."

iRrfWflens Pola-Lite

Newport, Ky., Adopts
Censorship Measure

Tr*tst r ihiitif)>n

CHICAGO,
Cooper,

Area
—

Charles
Nov. 16.
Chicago exhibitor and con-

Nov. 16.— An ordi- cessionaire who has been handling the

exhibitors of films in violation of the
ordinance.

Meanwhile,
that the

distribution of Pola-Lite 3-D glasses
for this area, has also acciuired the
distribution rights for this product in
the Cleveland, Cincinnati and Indianapolis areas.
demonstration of single-strip 3-D
is planned here within the next week
or 10 days.

A

^''ctures

land.

Horwits,

former

Universal-Interna-

studio publicity director, today
disclosed his association with the Lou
Smith organization, independent press
and public relations counsel, as a
partner.
tional

was

disclosed

will beein the

Howard

Hughes'

production,

"Jet Pilot " which now is defin-jtplv set for release. The nine,

which encomnass two now

in

Walt Disney's
"Rob Roy." "The French Line,"
"Son of Sinbad." "Ranger of
release,

include

the North," the latter a tentative title, "Target Earth," and
"Carnival Story."

Four million dollars were borrowed
from the First National Bank, the National Bank of Commerce, and the
Texas National Bank, all of Houston.
The 3^4 per cent promissory notes
were given to the three Texas banks
under a refinancing plan which provided for the payment of a $2,500,000
loan to the Bankers Trust Co., New
York.
It
was not known here
whether the projected extension of
the new loans would be short-termed
or of longer duration.

New Eady

N.F.F.C.

(Continu ed from page

1

planned now for production next year.
In addition, producers here see the
prospect of an expanded market in the
United States in consequence of the
Hollywood policy of "fewer but bigger pictures."
The Eady Plan has been signed now

by the presidents of all four trade
associations and sent to the Board of
Trade and Chancellor of the Exchequer. The confused status of the
voluntary agreement over the past
month at least had the effect of familiarizing the government with the perilous position in which many exhibitors find themselves due to the high
level of the entertainment tax. In consequence, hopes of relief next April
run high and justifiably so with
Whitehall higher-ups now on the ex.

hibitor's side.

The bill extending N.F.F.C. for
another three years has been given its
first reading in Parliament.
It contains a provision empowering the corporation to accept shares or debentures in any company to which it has

made

loans but which cannot repav
them without "harmful consequences
to

British film production."

This may particularly affect British
Lion which was granted a £3,000.000
N.F.F.C. loan which the latter states
it

Horwits Joins Lou Smith
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 16. — Al

it

company

new vear with nine pictures
readv for release, including the

November

right preachment.
Miss Leslie portrays an eager new flight nurse who arrives in Janan with
the principal purpose of locating and marrying her fiance, Arthur Franz, an
Army helicopter pilot. Before thev have a chance to get together, she
flies a couple of trips to the Korean battlefields, and. as a result of seeing the
devastating effects of the war on civilians and soldiers alike, begins to have
In the end, after many battle scenes,
a change of heart toward her job.
occasional comedv and one crash landing, she spurns Franz to carry on the
cause of the flight nurses.
Tucker is seen as the pilot of the C-47 on which Miss Leslie flies the shutIt seems at the fadeout that if anv
tle route and is second man in her heart.
one gets her, he will be the boy. Jeff Donnell is a slightlv addle-brained but

ization,

nance providing for the -creation of a
five-member city censor board has
been adopted by the Newport, Ky.,
It provides for fines
city commission.
of not less than $10 or more than
$500 and a 30-day jail sentence for

classification.

thing else again to translate that nobility into dramatic terms without out-

was unnecessary to good CinemaScope
presentations. Wile lined up the first
theatres for the test and was informed
by Gehring last week that the single
sound track prints would not be avail-

LOUISVILLE,

audience

Korea-Japan shuttle route.
Although honest in intent, the screenplay bv Alan LeMay is overly laden
with propaganda of the most primative sort. It's to be admitted that everyone
connected with the United Nations effort has done a noble job, but it's some-

BMI

:

would be bolstered bv outside
producers releasing through RKO, offering the company a healthy releasing schedule for 1954.

lineup

a

(Republic')

Allied States convention in Boston in
October that the single track sound
tests would be tried to answer exhibitor contentions that stereophonic sound

able until next spring.
Wile said "We congratulate both
gentlemen for reversing their previous
position and assure them that exhibitors all over the country will be
eagerly awaiting the results of the

defining the projected number
of studio productions and the number
to be made on the lot bv outside producers. It was held highly liV-ely that
the number of studio productions next
vear would be modest, but that the'
dio,

release.

Theatres,
effective control of
the acquisition of a minimum 400,000
additional shares eliminates any question of control.

RKO

RKO.

Weaver and Boyd "Red" Morgan.

While the purchase from
Hughes was regarded as giving List

family.

who happened by on

to corral outside product for distribution by
Grainger was said to
be working out a policy for the stu-

uncovering of evidence
passing stagecoach. The
leading to proof of Jara's innocence.
The action and violence are fairly plentiful. Lee Van Cleef does a good
job as the renegade soldier, and so does Wallace Ford as the gregarious
proprietor of the stage station where the siege takes place. Fred F. Sears
directed and Wallace MacDonald produced, from a screenplay by David Lang
and Martin Berkeley. The 3-D photography is good.
Others in the cast are Regis Toomey, Jay Silverheels, Pat Hogan, Dennis

Running

Loans

agenda will be the company's production plans for next year and its plans

(Columbia Pictures)

(3-D)

THE

1953

(Continued from page 1)

"The Nebraskan"

(Continued from page 1)

25.

RKO

Reviews

17,

is

not possible "for a program of

repayment to be prepared."
J%rmes Lawrie, who is resigning as
managing director of N.F.F.C, says-'
he does not propose to become a producer himself but has in mind forming a company to give the same sort
of service as N.F.F.C. and recruitingother

producers

company.

to

work with

his

IMAGINE! "QUO VADIS" IN
WIDE SCREEN FOR XMAS!
All the

Glory and Grandeur of the World's Greatest Spectacle

Even Greater
Imagine!

In

Now

in

Wide Screen. A

Wide

Screen!
Roman legions

Triumphal return of

Perfect Holiday Attraction!

Imagine!
with

entertain

of thousands.

feast

Imagine! In Wide Screen!
City of Rome burned to the ground while
tyrant

Nero watching,

sings

and plays

Wide

Screen!

The half-crazed Emperor and wicked Empress

shackled captives, to the acclaim of hundreds
^

In

hundreds with

and orgy.

Imagine!

In

all

-

night

palace

^

Wide

Screen!

the

his lyre.

Marcus rouses the masses

to fury against

Nero; the attack on the palace; the death of

Nero and

Wide

Imagine!

In

Marcus races

in his chariot to rescue Lygia

from the flames.

Imagine!

In

Screen!

^

Imagine!

Wide

Screen!

Mighty giant Ursus wrestles
a

maddened bull, to save

SEE

the Empress.

in the arena with

Lygia, tied to a stake.

In

Wide

Screen!

Hundreds of captive Christians driven into
the Circus

Maximus,

to be torn

apart by

ravenous lions.

YOUR M-G-M BRANCH

NOW

FOR HOLIDAY BOOKINGS!
Showmen! Get

the Big Press Book!

A Wonderful

Opportunity!

ever

happened

.

.

picture of our time.

Seal 20th-Fox 16mm.
Interrogatories
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 16.—
Federal Judge Ben Harrison
has granted 20th Century-Fox's
request that the company's ingovernterrogatories in the
ment's 16mm. anti-trust case be
sealed on the grounds that the
general dissemination of private
trade information might subject
the company to "injury, harassment and prejudice." The company is the seventh among 12
defendants to ask that their interrogatories be sealed.
Additionally, Columbia Pictures has been allowed until

Dec.

1

to

complete answering

some unfinished portions
interrogatory
filed

and

already

of

its

reported

sealed.

New Ampex Firm

to

Supply Speakers
REDWOOD

CITY,

Nov. 16.
Ampex Loudspeaker Co. has been
formed as a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Ampex Corp. Alexander M. Poniatoff president of the latter company,
Cal..

stated that the new firm's initial output
will consist solely of theatrical loudspeakers, to be manufactured in North

Hollywood.
Formation of the new company was
necessary,

Television-Radio
centuries puppets have withstood the onslaught of time's evertypes of entertainment, including the modern stage,
In fact, puppets have even
motion pictures, radio and television.
found renewed strength and scope in the latter, Bill Baird's puppets,
Howdy Doody, Kukla & Ollie, Charlie McCarthy, Mortimer Snerd,
will introduce a
Thus
Jerry Mahoney, to mention a few.

" changing

WNBT

tomorrow when it will bring into use animated puppets to plug its local shows while the call letters are flashed
on the screen. Deal was set by Al Stahl, prexy of Animated Pro-

new innovation

starting

ductions, Inc.

ft
Production of commercial films by Desilu Productions will get
under way with the arrival from Chicago of the division's new
manager-director, R. S. Mulford, former radio-TV manager for
After five years of research and
Russel Seeds Adv. Agency.
musical aptitude study, Fred Waring's Music Workshop has come
up with a fine children's music study textbook, "Piano Sessions,"
which one mother describes as "the greatest thing since the invention
of canned baby food."
James J. Kriegsmann, w.k. Broadway
photographer, has penned a ditty with Carroll Coates titled, "Too
Much in Love to Care," which has been waxed on Derby records
by Steve Gaynor. And keep your eyes on Steve, who can trill with
-fr

.

and

.

ft

ft

ft

.

Para. Gulf Managers
In 2-Day Conclave
NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 16.— Manadvertising and the new
trends in presentation were the principal subjects treated at a two-day
convention attended by 32 managers
of Paramount Gulf Theatres.
Optimism was the keynote of the
address delivered by Gaston Dureau,
Jr., president, while H. G. Plitt, vicepresident in charge of operations, conducted a management clinic participated in by all delegates, who represented
houses in 22 cities.

.

.

stardom of filmdom's
M.M. (Merely Magnificent) has been interestingly chronicled by Joe Franklin and
Laurie Palmer in their tome, "The Marilyn
Monroe Story," published by Rudolph Field
rise

to

conjunction with the convention.

Complete Plans For
St. Louis Conclave
ST. LOUIS, Nov. 16.— Plans for
convention of the Motion

the annual

Picture Theatre

Eastern

Owners

were outlined

Illinois

at a

Hedda Hopper?

Reagan bows

into the nite club circuit
his "R. R. Show" opens an

Dec. 2 when
indefinite stay

Vegas).

.

.

at

Ronald

El Rancho Vegas

French actress Anne

.

.

the board of directors and convention
chairmen held at the Sheraton Hotel.

An

attendance

500

of

make her American

ft

ft

(Las

Preville,

TV

ft

About 400 top agency execs, radio and TV personalities and
ladies and gentlemen {ah, there, ye scribes') of the Fourth Estate
descended en masse at 1150 Sixth (Ave. of the Americas) Ave.
Thursday to help producer Walt Framer formally open his
That's a W'AB Dandy musical
spacious, air-cooled offices.
that producer Roger Gerry' and director Richard Eckler telecast
.

.

will be held
14-15.

AAF

.

.

.

.

.

.

the scries will be telecast live via the Du Mont net and will
feature besides Mike Stokey and John Barrymore, Jr., Broadway
The Mervyn Framer s have struck it rich
stars as guest panelists.
with their first little big payoff, a baby girl, Beth Ellen, born last
Saturday at the Jamaica Hospital.

ft

.

.

.

.

Undecided

On Medium for 'Kate'
CHICAGO,

Nov. 16.— Despite perrumors that "Kiss Me Kate"
be shown in 3-D at the Chicago

sistent

will

Theatre starting Christmas Day, Balaban and Katz executives say that they
still are considering whether to present the film in 2-D or in 3-D.
"Julius Caesar" has been booked
into the Selwyn Theatre on a two-aday basis starting Christmas Day at
road show prices.
"The Robe" will open Friday in
Champaign, Peoria, and Rockford, 111.,
and in South Bend, Ind.

Majors Sue Florida
Two on Percentage
BARTOW,

Fla., Nov. 16.— Six mocompanies have filed percentage suits in Circuit Court here
against James L. and Julia E. Raulerson, operators of two outdoor the-

tion picture

atres,

The

seeking

damages

of

$30,000.

complaints of the companies cover the period since 1949.
Companies suing are Paramount,
Warner, Loew's,
Pictures, Columbia and United Artists.
identical

RKO

HOWARD

E.

STARK"

ft

DOTS ALL
Nice work if you can get it, and Tom
Moore's GOT it. He will originate his "Ladies Fair" across
the board daily NBSeries at Winter Haven, Florida, during
the winter.
Vincent Lopez and his ork will entertain the
Shriners at Pittsburgh, Nov. 23, 24, 25, with Enoch Light's
band subbing at the Taft Grill.
.

B&K Still

.

titled "Stars On
every Wednesnitc at 10 for the USA-US
Parade." With an orchestra composed of men of the Army and
Air Force directed by Elliot Lawrence, top-name guest stars and
emceed by Bobby Sherwood, this network program is nothing less
than a Du Montage of mirth, melody and make-believe.
Gordon MacRae has the inside track as male lead for the ToddAO film version of Rogers & Hammer steins "Oklahoma."
Mike Stokey's "Pantomime Quiz," after six years on the air, will
leave Hollywood to originate from New York with the Dec. 1
program.
Sponsored by Parliament ciggies (alternate weeks),

ft

expected

is

which

at the convention,

play.

debut next
Sid Caesar
week opposite James Daly in "Foreign Intrigue in Blackmail," was born and educated
in California, went to France as a child, was named "Miss
France" at the age of 16, naturally was signed for a film
career, and in 1939 copped the Rejane prize, annually awarded
to the "outstanding young actor in the French film industry."
who'll

Southern
meeting of

safety

be femceed by

.

of St. Louis,

and

Missouri

Booths of the "Globe-Democrat"
campaign and the Red Cross
blood donor program will be on dis-

MCA-TV
.

TED A

in

master.

planning
Publications.
Is
an "Ed Sullivan" type of TVariety show to

'Caesar'

was M-G-M's "Julius Ceasar."

a TESMA and
equipment trade show

tain

Sheraton Dec.
Demonstrations of new techniques
in 3-D, using one film, and a new
theatre television system with RCA
equipment are planned.
Speakers will include Walter Reade
of New York, newly elected president
of the TOA; Alfred Starr of Nashville,
and Herman Levy of New
Haven, general counsel of the TOA.
Past president Tom Edwards of
Farmington, Mo., will serve as toast-

Watching Sid Caesar's hilarious antics Saturday on Max
Liebman's NBClassy "Your Show of Shows," it was hard to
believe that the comic had just been discharged from the hospital.
Sid's "French double talk" routine is without question
The
one of the funniest bits in TV.
sensational

16.— The

Nov.

spring conference of the International Drive-in Theatre Owners Association has been postponed until completion of construction of the new Statler
Hotel here, at which time the
entire building will be reserved.
Efforts are being made to ob-

at the

to

forthcoming December issue.
Sharing this 12th annual motion picture award with "Little Boy Lost"

PGT

.

...

Bing Crosby's "Little Boy Lost,"
currently in its ninth week at the
Rivoli 'theatre here, has been named
as one of the best pictures of 1953 by
the national Catholic monthly, "The
Sign."
Announcement of "The Sign's"
1953 award and of the presentation of
a scroll to producers William Perlberg and George Seaton in honor of
their achievement, will be made in the

agement,

.

.

the best.

Poniatoff, to fulfill
for the equipping
of
theatres
with
multi-directional
sound systems used with the new 3-D
and wide-screen techniques.

'Lost,'

DALLAS,

TT'OR

Ampex commitments

Award

1953

Spring Convention

with Pinky Herman,

said

'Sign'

17,

Drive-ins Delay

.

—

Tuesday, November
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AMERICAN MAKES
HISTORY WITH THE

Fastest

NONSTOP

coast-to -coast service
EASTBOUND AND WESTBOUND
STARTING NOV. 29

The only transcontinental

With the inauguration of
ber 29, American Airlines

service under

g

hours I

its

new DC-7 Flagships on Novem-

now

offers

NONSTOP MERCURY

service— the fastest nonstop service coast-to-coast and the only
transcontinental service under 8 hours.

The new DC-7 Flagships

are the

first

aircraft especially de-

signed for transcontinental travel and the only aircraft capable

"** •»«».
,„„„

M.

...«
COAST

^''
S,

TO «•»

of nonstop coast-to-coast service under 8 hours. Best of

you can take
fares.

LV.

NEW YORK

1:00 P.M. EST

LV.

LOS ANGELES 9:00 A.M. PST

Ar.

IOS ANGELES 5:55 P.M. PST

Ar.

NEW YORK

7:15 P.M. EST

^Amencas JUvling A»A»e

this

premium

flight at

So make your reservations

American's

no extra
early.

all,

cost over regular

Be sure

to specify

NONSTOP MERCURY.

£ MERICA N A IRL INES NC
'

sSBKmSSBBSMBBm

INDISCRETION
OUUL

GjuulDu
Vucaustarring

The

American -Language film from "the
world's most romantic director," the greatly gifted
first

VITTORIO DE

SIffl

VOL.

NO.

74.

NEW

96

U.S.A.,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

$6,000,000 of

Confidence in
Theatres

Albert A. List, new chairman of the
board and controlling stockholder of

RKO

Theatres, told a press conference here yesterday that he is investing approximately $6,000,000 in the
company because of his belief in the
long-range prosperity of motion picture theatres and his confidence in the

company's "gilt edge" management.
His statement answered two questions on which there has been conList purchased Howard Hughes' controlling
stock interest 10 days ago and offered
additional
to purchase a minimum
400,000 shares up to Nov. 25 from
Theatres' stockholders.
minority
The questions were Does List plan
since

RKO

:

RKO

Theatres and does
he contemplate any significant changes
to

liquidate

in

management

Zanuck
that
the

said

although
number

More 'Robe' Films
Would End Product
Shortage: Zanuck

of

in comparison to the 33
turned out by
the studio in

age

de-

crease in the
over-all produc-

tion cost He
said that be.

Darryl Zanuck

cause of the size and caliber of the
projected 12-to-14 CinemaScope productions, their cost would be approximately 70 to 75 per cent of the total
cost of the 33 films produced in 1952,
the last year the studio produced solely
conventional films.

The 20th-Fox

executive said
that the company, in order to
(Continued on page 7)

And Independents,

Confabs Start on
Allied Group Buying
Of Equipment Plan
CHICAGO, Nov. 17.— Talks with
equipment manufacturers with regard
to the group purchasing project of
Illinois
have
Theatres
of
Allied
representataives

Several

of

sound service and projector companies
have conferred with Jack Kirsch,
Illinois

Allied,

for

the

(Continued on page 4)

'Robe' into 30

RKO

Spots for Holidays

RKO

Theatres expects to play

CinemaScope

"The Robe"

in

of its 30
politan area

New York

Metro-

theatres

starting

all

Five Already in Work,
9 Others Preparing
Nov. 17.— Sixteen

W

properties
which
a r n e r
Brothers asserts are the most important ever to be presented by that

if

the

could

industry

make

10

pictures per year and the pictures were
the equivalent of 'The Robe,' " Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century- Fox vicepresident in charge of production, declared here yesterday.
Zanuck drew this parallel when
asked to comment on exhibitors' com"I've
plaints of a product shortage.
seen 'The Robe' play seven weeks in
a town that never played a picture 10
days before," Zanuck said by way of

company
are
being made in
CinemaScope in
color by

or

o 1 o r
Technicolor.

This

was

re-

vealed here today by execut
v e producer
i

Jack

an example.

know," he

either

WarnerC

L.

War-

we

n e r following
several days of

had difficulty staying in business and
no one came to our rescue." Zanuck,
(Continued on page 7)

con ferences
with Ben Kalmenson,
vice-

"All

I

when we made

a

stated,

lot

of

"is

that

pictures

Jack Warner

president

Reade Urges

of

CinemaScope

HOLLYWOOD,

1952, there
would be no
comparable

16 Pictures in

"There would be no product short- story

Hearten Producers

111.

president

WB to Produce

?

He said he believes "without
qualification that theatres are
here to stay and have a sound
(Continued on page 4)

started.

All in Color

Twentieth Century-Fox plans to produce from 12 to 14 pictures, all in
CinemaScope, next year, Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox vice-president in charge
of production, disclosed here yesterday on his arrival from Europe.

er

conjecture

TEN CENTS

1953

to

proNew Controlling Owner company
ductions in 1954
Won't Liquidate Houses would be small-

siderable

18,

14 in CinemaScope
From 20th in '54: Zanuck

12

Lisfs Motive

RKO

YORK,

in

around the year-end holidays,
Sol A. Schwartz, president, said
yesterday. All of those theatres
are equipped for CinemaScope
now, he said. This would presuppose close of the run at the
Roxy before the holidays.

JACKSONVILLE,

Myers Asks 20th

Halt Restrictions

MPEF On
Nov.

17.— Enfilm com-

couragement and support of
panies and independent producers who
already have announced an imposing
list of pictures for the coming year
was voiced here today by Walter
Reade, Jr., president of the Theatre
Owners of America, at the closing
day of the convention held by the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida
Roosevelt Hotel.
fear of a shortage of product
should be somewhat allayed by the

at the

"Our

quantity and the quality of upcoming
product, despite the fact that some
companies have reported a curtailment of product," Reade stated, and
(Continued on page 4)

to

CinemaScope

WASHINGTON,
States

Association

Abram

F.

Nov. 17.— Allied
general

counsel

Myers today renewed his
organization's demand that 20th Cen-

are in actual

CinemaScope
Myers did

pictures.
this in

said,
"we
CinemaScope production

(Continued on page 6)

Snaper Warns Allied
Product Shortage

May

tury-Fox

"immediately abandon the
restrictions it has imposed" on the
type of equipment to be used with

in

charge of distribution.
"Right now," Warner

Hit 'Thousands'

"Whether

a product shortage is innot is of little import.
The results are the same," Wilbur
Snaper,
Allied States president,
asserts in a bulletin issued to members
tentional

or

commenting on
company's announcement that it
would be ready to make nationwide yesterday in which
he warns that
tests,
starting Jan. 15, of Cinema"thousands of theatres will find themScope prints of "The Robe" with
(Continued on page 4)
single sound track, rather than with
the

stereophonic sound.

A

telegram from 20th-Fox
(Continued on page 7)

Talk 'Indiscretion'
Release Deal Soon

Johnston to Return
To the Near East

Prints of David O. Selznick's "Indiscretion of an American Wife" are
due in New York next week and negotiations for the distribution of the
production will get under way shortly
thereafter, Selznick said here yesterday.
The American language picture
was produced in Italy by Vittorio De

Picture Association of America president Eric A. Johnston will return to
the Near East "in the near future" to
follow up on his earlier Presidential
mission there, the White House announced.
Johnston said he probably would re-

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on page 4)

WASHINGTON, Nov.

17.— Motion

Schwartz Concerned
Over Film Shortage
Concern about a product shortage was expressed here yesterday by Sol A. Schwartz, president of RKO Theatres.
Schwartz attributed a slackening in production and releases
largely to uncertainties caused
by introduction of the new techniques. He expressed the belief
that the product supply problem "will be worked out" as
technical questions are resolved.

Motion Picture Daily
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3-D Adds to Realism
Of War Film: Crump

Personal
Mention

The use

of 3-D in a war picture ofa sense of realism and intensity
which would be difficult to achieve
in conventional form, Owen Crump,
writer and director of "Cease Fire,"
said here yesterday.
Crump acknowledged that he began
shooting in 3-D when the popularity
of that medium was at its height, but
expressed satisfaction that the threedimensional medium was chosen for
this
Hal Wallis production, to be
released by Paramount Pictures. The
medium, he stated, conveys "a corn^
fers

READE, president
WALTER
America,
the Theatre Owners
of

of

is

scheduled to return here today from
Fla.

Jacksonville,

•

Sam Sherman,

office

manager

in

Atlanta for Universal-International,
has been transferred to Cincinnati in
the same capacity.
He is succeeded
in the Atlanta post by Ralph Berquist.
•
Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees, Eastman
Kodak vice-president in charge of research, has received a second Progress
Medal from the Royal Photographic
Society of Great Britain.

plete

'No Quarrel' with

was

war

Raymond M.

Miles, assistant conPictures, has
elected
controller and
assistant treas-

Universal

of

been

urer by the
board of directors to succeed

Eugene

president of Cinethe dinner guest of

F.

Walsh who has

been

elected
president
and treasurer
of the c o
pany.
Miles joined

vice

-

m

in

Universal

PCA

Raymond

The writer-director, commenting on
the dialogue deletions requested by the
Production Code Administration, said
that he had "no quarrel" with the
PCA. He said he understood the necessity of the Code and the need for

•
Inc.,

of

Controller of 'U'
troller

Miles

1942.

in

For 22

years prior to
that he was in public accounting, the
last 17 years of which he was with
the firm of Price, Waterhouse and
Co. Miles is a
York State cer-

New

tified public accountant and a memcompliance with it. However, Crump ber of the American Institute of
•
maintained that with a picture such Accountants.
Gordon Bradley, Paramount Pic- as "Cease Fire," an exception should
tures assistant manager in Atlanta, have been made on the objectionable
has returned there from New Or- words of "Hell" and "damned," which
leans.
have now been deleted as requested
by the PCA. The deletions, he added,
John Petrauskas, Jr., treasurer have not impaired the picture.
Crump said the picture chalks up
of Republic Pictures, is the father
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Nov. 17.—
of a daughter born to Mrs. Petraus- several milestones in the industry,
claiming it to be the first feature Effective Jan. 1, three Eastman Kodak
kas at Mt. Sinai Hospital.
•
length non-documentary film to be sales management executives will take
Johnny Green has been named shot under actual war conditins and on new responsibilities, it was anchairman of the music branch of the the first of its kind to be filmed in nounced here today following a meetHe will return to Hollywood ing of the board of directors.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 3-D.
At the end of this year, Adolph
sometime after the premiere of his
Sciences.
film, slated to open at the Criterion Stuber will leave as vice-president in
•
next Tuesday.
charge of Kodak sales and advertising
Barney Tarantul, partner in the
after 41 years with the company. He
Burnside Theatre,
East Hartford,
will continue as a company director.
Conn., has left there for Durham,
to
Stuber will be succeeded by James E.
N. C, to recuperate from illness.
McGhee, general sales manager since
•
V. C.

Rodney

Collier,

manager,

in Baltimore.

Theatre

Stanley

New Posts

for Three

Eastman Executives

Dipson

By

Be Dined

Buffalo

18,

1953

100 Spanish Permits

M. Miles Named

Korea.

Hazard Reeves,
rama,

feeling of actuality"

R.

Wednesday, November

1937 and a vice-president since 1945.

Under A Proposed
Two-Year Deal
A two-year proposed film agreement, involving about 100 permits per
year for the exhibition of American
films in Spain has been offered by the
Spanish government, it was disclosed
here yesterday following a meeting of
the Motion Picture Export Association.
The
will meet again on
Friday, presumably to decide on the
Spanish offer.
The Spanish draft discloses that the
franco government has dropped its insistence
of a
$500,000 loan from
American film companies, which was
opposed on the grounds that the $500,000. in effect, would be a subsidy.
Under the Spanish proposal, 75 of the
permits would go to member companies of the
and 25 to local
Spanish distributors
for
imported
American films. The projected agreement would begin in June, 1954. In

MPEA

MPEA

the meantime, it was disclosed that
the Spanish government has offered an
interim pact, calling for the issuance
of 45 permits to seven
companies who currently operate in Spain.

MPEA

Universal Ends Suit

Bank of America

Vs.

WASHINGTON,

17.—Ter-

Nov.

mination of a suit instituted by Universal Pictures against the Bank of
America in 1951 concerning 10 independently produced pictures, was disclosed to the Securities and Exchange
Commission here by Universal.
The company reported that the action was ended by a stipulation for
all
dismissal,
with
prejudice,
of
claims of the Bank of America against
Universal.

BUFFALO, Nov. 17.— A testimoMaillho, United Artists
Theodore F. Pevear, assistant genbranch manager in New Orleans, be- nial dinner for Nikitas D. Dipson, eral sales manager since 1947, will
came a father for the first time when head of the Dipson circuit, with head- become general sales manager, sucA Universal spokesman here, comquarters in nearby Batavia, will be ceeding McGhee.
Mrs. Maillho gave birth to a son.
Edward P. Curtis, menting on the Bank of America suit,
•
sponsored by the Variety Club of vice-president in charge of the com- said the pictures were all produced
Alex

C.

Buffalo at the Hotel Statler here on
Nov. 30. The event will mark Dipson's 40th year in the entertainment

Ray Pollack, Schine Circuit feature booker in Albany, is recovering
from chest injuries received in an
automobile accident.

industry.

Dave Miller, manager of the Universal-International
exchange here,
will be dinner chairman. He will be
assisted by Myron Gross, of Co-operative Theatres, and Richard T. Kemp-

•

Charles Lester, Southern district
manager for National Screen Service,
has returned to Atlanta from Florida.
•

er,

Dipson zone manager.

'Desert' at Sutton

•

Hits $23402 Gross

Lawrence

E. Lasky, partner in E.
M. Loew's Theatres, has arrived in
Israel from Boston.

"The Living Desert" broke all daily
and first week records at the Sutton
here, chalking up a tremendous $23,402 in the 575-seater for its first seven
days.

•

Mel Hulling,
manager
week

trict

visited last

Allied

San

in
in

Artists disFrancisco,

Coupled with the "Ben and Me"
cartoon, the picture established a new
record gross in the 12-year history
of the house.

Seattle.

•

William Kraemer, Schine
chief booker, was in
from Gloversville.

Albany

Circuit

last

week

Skouras Adds Shares
WASHINGTON, Nov. 16.— Charles

•

Edwin H. Knopf, M-G-M
ducer,

has

returned

pro-

Skouras

October purchased 2,700
National Theatres $1 par
common stock, bringing his holdings
in the company of which he is president to 45,010 shares, the Securities

Hollywood

to

shares

from Europe.
•

Joe Faith, of Faith Theatres, Hartfrom Europe.

ford, has returned there
j

n!»

v!ri°>

i

lu-

Kodak European affiliates, has been
given the added responsibility of jurisdiction over Rochester export sales
to Latin America and the Far East.

in

of

and Exchange Commission reported.

between
dents.
parties

•

.

,

the

Commonwealth Deal

TV Stations
WTTG,

ington

;

WIFE-TV,

Dayton,

and

WXEL,

Cleveland.
Mort Sackett,
president
of
Commonwealth, who
signed the agreements, stated that the
deals are for a period of one year
each and include cartoons, serials,
shorts, features and Westerns.

Educator Named to
Ohio Censor Board

indepenboth

stipulation,

agreed to withdraw their
In addiand counterclaims.

tion,

was

ica

it

gained

stated, the
full

title

Bank

of

Amer-

10 films,
Senator Was Into

the

discreet,"
"One Touch of Venus,"
"Magnificent Doll," "The Countess of

Monte

Package deals with three major
television stations have been closed by
Commonwealth Film and Television,
Inc. The stations are
Wash-

1947 by

claims

body

Cristo,"
the

and

"Double Life," "PeaMermaid," and four

others.

Palm Springs Has 50
To 75 for Telemeter
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

17.— Tele-

meter Corp. has disclosed that Palm
Springs, where Telemeter operations
are scheduled to begin Nov. 28th, now
has about 500 television sets in operation, and between 50 and 75 of these
will have been equipped with telemeters bv that date, when Para-

mount "Forever Female" will be
Nov. 17.— Dr. Wil- shown simultaneously at Earl Strebe's
fred Eberhart, associate professor in Plaza Theatre and by TV to Telethe education department of the Ohio meter patrons.

COLUMBUS,

State University, has been appointed

Ohio censor advisory board by
Gov. Frank Lausche.
Dr. Eberhart
succeeds Lee H. B. Malone.
to the

The company

estimates

that

close

to 1,000 television sets will be operat-

Palm Springs by early 1954,
virtually all equipped with telemeters.

ing in
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TALK THINGS OVER'

"LET'S
A timely

M-G-M

by

report

that will

pay you

to

read carefully

There's plenty of business to be done with good product enthusiastically promoted.

And we're happy
cooperative

to find that our exhibitor friends go along with us all the

teamwork

in

that's getting results.

"VALIANT"
Take a look

way

WORK!

at the business being done with our Technicolor adventure spectacle

BROTHERS WERE VALIANT." Exhibitors are using these press book angles:

"ALL THE

24-sheet cut-out; the

8-foot standee in their lobbies; the big National Prize Contest, 4 all-expenses-paid round-trips to

Jamaica; the colored lobby
ful

TV trailers;

stills;

the ticket-selling ads; action-packed fronts; lively lobbies; the power-

Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth. Valiant work gets

selling of the stars

"Valiant" grosses.

BRAVO FOR "BRAVO"!
We urge you to send

for the

this picture, rich in

showmanship

promotion-packed Press Book right now on the powerful color adventureromance "ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO"! The trade reviews are enthusiastic. The "Curtain of
Arrows" scene is something the folks will go out and talk about and it's just one spectacular part of
angles. Plus star-power: William Holden, Eleanor Parker,

John

Forsythe and a cast of thousands.

"MOGAMBOXOFFICE"!
"MOGAMBO"

continues to clean up. We've had a wonderful response from our recent trade paper

ad on its promotion. Theatre men are getting every
Gardner showmanship attraction.

"KATE"
Many showmen
M-G-M's

will present

"KISS

last

dime from

this great

It's

the

first

Ava

GREAT IN 3-D!

ME KATE"

in

3-D

at Thanksgiving as a result of its success.

big color musical delights the fans and critics state that the

on the screen.

Clark Gable and

famed stage

hit

is

even better

quality picture in 3-D.

WIDE-SCREEN "QUO VADIS"!
For Christmas, spectacular "QUO
Better than ever in the new medium.

VADIS"

A

LOVE"

is

a

NEW,

terrific

entertainment.

Perfect holiday offering.

"EASY"
Read the rave trade

Wide Screen

in

DOES

press notices. See for yourself

M-G-M's

IT!
Technicolor Super-Musical

"EASY TO

the Esther Williams-Van Johnson-Tony Martin Big Show, filmed in the Lovers' Paradise of

Cypress Gardens, Florida.

It is the industry's

Top

Attraction for Christmas and

New

Years.

YOU AND M-G-M!
Gentlemen, we've got the product. We've only talked about a few of the many. Share our enthusiasm
for the promotional possibilities of the Big Pictures we're making. Success is a partnership. Let's

work together
P. S.

!

+

And watch for the next great industry event, M-G-M's First CinemaScope
Picture "KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (In Color Magnificence)
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Film Exports
Increase

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

In Half Year

wouldn't

future.

I

theatre

short,

the company, List said that the money
he used had been invested in low"like
income producing securities
governments" and that he felt it
would do more for him in

the

sell

despite

tele-

1953

Walter Reade

$6,000,000 of Confidence

8%

18,

—

added

"It

:

is

fellow

little

up to us to give the

in

production

break,

a

j

who, in turn, is more likely to lay his
money on the line to keep good enterWith equal emphasis, List said that
RKO tainment on our screens."
RKO Theatres' management, headed Theatres.
Regarding new developments in the
WASHINGTON, Nov. 17. The by Sol A. Schwartz, president, was
"Regardlong- industry, Reade declared
believe
it
be
good,
"I
to
a
value of U. S. exports of motion pic- "one of the things that attracted" him
range investment," he said. "I oper- less of whether you approve or disapture-films in the first half of 1953 was to the company.
'blue
"We have
ate against the trend and I have done prove of CinemaScope, wide-screen,
about 8 per cent higher than for the chip' management in other companies
3-D or Cinerama, we must not lose
well in depression times."
first six months of 1952, the Comsaid,
he
associated,"
with which I am
He was acquainted with the situa- sight of the tremendous boost these
merce Department reports.
"and we have it here."
tion,
having owned nearly 200,000 innovations have given to our inFilm chief Nathan D. Golden said
shares of RKO Pictures stock, which dustry."
Lauds Directors
the value for the first half of 1953
Rev. Paul Carpenter of Orlando,
made him second largest individual
totaled $14,297,432, compared to $13,List added that he "has no inten- holder to Hughes. In addition to pay- Fla., outlined the work of the Florida
229,329 in the first half of 1952. Exvision."

—

—

i

j

:

ports of raw stock, exposed feature
film were up, but shipments of projectors were down badly, the department's report pointed out.

Dollar Value Rises
In the exposed film category, the
shipments in terms of linear feet were
up only slightly, but dollar value was

up considerably. Shipments of 35mm.
exposed negative feature films were
put at 4,481,933 feet, valued at $302,266 this year, compared with 4,403,586
feet valued at $300,078 in the first half
last year. Exports of 35mm. positive
features were put at 134,361,381 feet,

year, com-

valued at $4,382,627, this
pared with 134,752,528 feet valued at

Shipment of
$3,928,510 last year.
16mm. negative features were down in
both linear feet and dollar value, but
shipments of 16mm. positive were up
in both columns.

Total raw stock shipments jumped
from 142,444,688 feet, valued at $3,166,601 last year to 163,620,935 feet
valued at $3,704,933 this year.

35mm

Positive

Down

Sharpest gains in the raw stock
category were registered by 35mm.
16mm. positive and
negative film,
Shipnegative, and 8mm. negative.

ments of 35mm. positive were down
in terms of linear feet but up in terms
of value. Shipments of 8mm. positive
raw stock were down in both respects.

superseding top company
executives or of exercising any but
the nominal functions of a board
He pointed out that the
chairman.
Theatres designate
by-laws of
the president as the chief executive
officer and added that he has "no intention" of changing the by-laws.
Of his associates on the company's
of

tion"

RKO

they would not otherwise attempt.
"Extended runs in key situations
and CinemaScope have almost cut off

connection List disclaimed
any agreement with David Greene in
the nature of a coalition and said no
Greene has
"group policy" existed.
Theatres
two directors on the
this

or a short-sighted policy on the part
of film companies that will eventually
break the backs of many exhibitors."

Sees Clearances Involved

The Allied president charges that
other effects of the situation include
the disruption of clearances "all over"
and advises that in certain territories
"new releasing methods must be
obtained."
"Pressure must be exerted on your
local film representatives to obtain a
steady flow of product," Snaper ad"It may be
vises Allied members.
necessary to take legal steps to insure

"be cau-

on CinemaScope and urges 20th
Century-Fox to modify its requirements by combining the ideas of seller
and buyer to benefit everyone.
tious"

List

He

has

RKO

Theatres stockholders,

no plans for

nority stockholders the opportunity to get out at approximately the same price as did

Hughes.

He

offer will not have to pay
brokerage fees or transfer tax, which
his offer to them equivalent to
at least $4.60 per share.
Asked if he favored expansion of

makes

stated later that
circuit of 90 theatres

solely

as

procedure,

recommend

that

his

current

spots."

that,

LIughes $4.75 per share.

paid

However, stockholders accepting

Schwartz

business

view

block already acquired from
Hughes, List said he felt a
"moral obligation" to give mi-

RKO

RKO

in

of the fact that effective conrepresented in the
trol was

the company, List said, pointing out
that he is just now "learning the business with the help of Schwartz."
Replying further to questions concerning liquidation of theatre properties, probably inspired by the fact that
List is a trustee of Otis Realty Co.
and has liquidated several textile companies which he acquired in the past,
Theatres board chairthe new
man said that disposal of theatres
would be limited to the recommendations of management in the case of

some "bad

RKO

circuit, List said that was
the
largely in the hands of lawyers, showing he was aware of restrictions imdivorcement decree.
posed by the
in
h el d
The interview

routine

a

he

some

RKO

might

was

of those

Schwartz's

be dropped.
Explaining his interest

with more than 20

office

trade and daily press representatives
in

entering

Talks Start

1

present.

'Indiscretion'

Deal

and

Sica

Jennifer

stars

Jones

president of Selznick Releasing Organization, planes to

New York
for

week from Hollywood
huddles

distribution

major

The

this

on

companies

picture,

with

four

"Indiscretion."

marking De

English language

Sica's initial
will probably
release through a

film,

get a late January

problems.

Selznick said no deal had been
closed for the release of some of his
product backlog to television but that
discussions were in progress.

A

;

;

tion.

The next

distributor.

that

of

committee indicating their interest in
these surveys and requesting the comto

make

the earliest appoint-

ments possible to complete the widescreen and stereo sound surveys of
individual

houses.

the

speaker.

Johnston to Return
(Continued from page 1)
turn early next year, perhaps in February, and expected that the trip
would take no more than two to three
weeks.
The announcement came after Johnston and Secretary of State Dulles reported to President Eisenhower this
morning on Johnston's earlier accomplishments in the Near East, where
he went as Eisenhower's personal
emissary to try and induce Israel and
Arab countries to study a U.N. plan

No More

Absentee

Ownership for
Albert A. List,

man

RKO

RKO

new board

chair-

Theatres, indicated yesterday he will take an
active interest in the company
and will be continuously available for consultation with manof

agement.
Said Sol Schwartz, president:
new experience to
have the owner of a large block
of stock in the company avail"It will be a

able to
already returned questionnaires to the

mittee

TOA

unit convention will
Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina, at the
Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C,
Nov. 22-24.
E. D. Martin of Columbus, Ga., will be the keynote

be

and

Montgomery Clift.
Frank I. Davis,

major

uniform survey form is now being prepared by Jack Clark, chairman
of the Allied equipment committee,
for use by the engineers of these sound
service and projection equipment firms
in making the surveys of Allied member theatres.
More than half of Illinois Allied
members, according to Kirsch, have

;

River Valley.

offered

the services of their technical staffs for consultation by the Allied committee on any questions relating to wide-screen and stereo sound

:

for unified development of the Jordan

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
purpose of making technical surveys
to determine what additional and necessary equipment will be required for
the proper installation of wide-screen
and stereophonic equipment.
RCA, Altec, Motiograph and Ballantyne representatives who attended
a meeting expressed their willingness to cooperate with the committee
in making these surveys and willingly

at
the afternoon session
President, Horace Denning,
vice-presidents,
Jacksonville
Guy
Kenimer, Jacksonville Jimmie Biddle,
Jasper
Jerry Gold, Pahokee, and
Sonny Shepherd, Miami; secretary,
Arv Rothschild, Jacksonville treasurer, B. B. Garner, Lakeland
chairman of board, Bill Cumbaa, Leesburg.
Approximately 300 theatre executives
and their wives attended the conven-

were

;

Asked what his purpose was
in offering to buy the 400,000
additional shares from

management two.
C|

Elections Held
Elected

;

having two and

formulated

picture

$6,000,000.

RKO

board of six;

13 drive-in church services now
being conducted in the state.
Nat Williams, of Thomasville, Ga.,
cautioned exhibitors, especially the
small theatre operators, to exercise
extreme care and to proceed slowly

now

at $800,000

approximately $800,000, and the minimum of 400,000 shares which he will
buy at $4.50, paying the transfer tax,
will represent an additional $1,800,000,
bringing List's total investment to

the board."

In

Association of Drive-in Church Services, Inc., reporting that there are

before investing money in new equipcompany shares he ex- ment that may become outmoded in
changed with Hughes were valued at the near future.

The

They will conall individualists.
tinue to express their own ideas and,
if they don't, they will not belong on

terri-

"Conclusions
tories," Snaper asserts.
must be drawn of either a deliberate
attempt to knock out many theatres

the availability of pictures."
He advises exhibitors to

Valued

are

and
selves with no merchandise for exhibition purposes."
He also charges that the situation
makes it possible for distributors to
press for terms and general policies

some

company," List remarked.

has fewer than a half-dozen
houses which are losing money

(Continued from page 1)

the release of pictures in

RKO

board of directors, List said: "They

the

Snaper Warns

ing Hughes $3,372,000 cash for his
theatre company holdings, List also
exchanged all of his picture company
stock for additional Hughes' shares
in
Theatres.
"I am glad to be in the theatre

management."

Schwartz's reference was to
the well known difficulty of establishing contact with Howard
Hughes,
from
whom List
bought the theatre company
stock.

I

I
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35mm

° nd
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16mm

TO THE MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES:
Now

you can get

Lifelike color in every

scene

— in 35mm

as well as

16mm — plus

24-hour processing service.

ONLY THE GREAT

NEW

n//£e C*L#R
OFFERS YOU THESE
EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES:
— indoors

1.

Lifelike color in every scene

2.

Twenty-four hour processing.

or out.

Volume print orders on highest speed
equipment in the industry.

3.

4.

Direct

16mm

prints from original material.

TO PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS, CAMERAMEN:
Demonstration reels of Pathecolor now ready.
Phone now for Your showing:

NEW YORK:
HOLLYWOOD:

Laboratories,

Inc.,

is

a subsidiary of

CHESAPEAKE INDUSTRIES,

TRafalgar 6-1120
Hollywood 9-3961

INC.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY

*^€Mfte

;

:

with

{Columbia)

AN AUDIENCE

IS
at all times for a color in Technicolor tale
about love and intrigue involving a pretty princess, Gloria Grahame a
dashing, but dashing, captain of the guard, Turhan Bey, and the inevitable
villain,
Cesar Romero.
All marquee names.
Sam Katzman produced
Richard Bare directed, and William Raynor wrote the original story, from
which DeVallon Scott wrote the screenplay.
;

World
with

•

•

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

During the swashbuckling action, Miss Grahame is constantly at odds with
Bey and vice versa, but actually they love each other and the rounds of fights
and arguments lead only to happy romance. It seems that Romero has two
ambitions to marry Miss Grahame, and to ascend to the throne even if it
protection for drive-in operators
means removing Miss Grahame's father.
As Romero proceeds with his
against the theft of in-car speakvillainy there emerge continued outbreaks of swordplay and wild rides on
ers, Dawo Corp., Toledo, has made
the desert sands.
Bey, and Miss Grahame in disguise, take refuge in the
speakers in its line available with the Casbah where the former plots
his strategy to strike back at Romero and his
name of the drive-in cast in the case. henchmen. The climax sees justice done and love triumphing.
The name-lettering appears clearly at

AS

:

the top of the metal housing so that it
is obvious at a glance that the equipment, when not in the hands of someone connected with the theatre, has
been stolen. Being cast into the housing instead of being merely a plate
screwed in it makes the name identifiIn addition, the
cation permanent.
lettering is so cast into the metal that
multilate
it
beyond recognition
to
would entail considerable labor and
damage to the housing.

Others

the cast are Nestor

in

Paul E. Newlan, Lucille Barkley,

Paiva,

Van Zandt, Frank Richards, John Parrish, Wade Crosby, Gloria
Saunders, Eddy Fields, Mimi Borrel, Willetta Smith, Nelson Leigh, Ray
Philip

Singer, John Marshall and John Mansfield.

Running

time,

78

minutes.

General

audience classification.

November

release.

"Tumbleweed"
(Universal-International)

A

LOT

Hollyivood, Nov. 17

activities

Washburn, who will coordinate all
of Glowmeter with com-

packed into this Western in which Audie Murphy,
Lori Nelson and Chill Wills are featured. It is a tale of the wagon
train era of the old West and interest and suspense are sustained. Murphy
hardly has time to draw a deep breath as the wagon train guard whose
attempt to talk attacking Indians out of raiding the train is mistaken for
desertion by the survivors. To prove himself innocent, he dares mob vengeance, thirst, reprisals and frequent fistic encounters. In striking color by
Technicolor, the film moves steadily and is kept well away from routine.
Ross Hunter and Nathan Juran, producer and director, respectively, are
said to have been determined to keep the picture out of doors, where Westerns belong, and they appear to have been about 90 per cent successful, since
indoor scenes (a jail, principally) are in happy minority. The screenplay,
written for out-door requirements, is by John Meredith Lucas and is from
the novel "Three Were Renegades," by Kenneth Perkins.
Additionally, the cast includes Roy Roberts, Russell Johnson, K. T. Stevens, Madge Meredith, Lee Van Cleef, I. Stanford Jolley, Ross Elliott, Ralph
Moody, Eugene Iglesias, Phil Chambers, Lyle Talbot, King Donovan and
Harry Harvey.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For December

panies seeking reflective surfaces for

release.

•

Creation of a

New

Products Divi-

Glowmeter Corp., North
Tonawanda, N. Y., to handle sales
of its "Magniglow" screens and to
sion of the

serve the special needs of customers
using them has been announced by
William B. Russell, vice-president in

charge

of

for

sales

Glowmeter.

"Magniglow"

screens include the
"Astrolite" for "all-purpose" projection in theatres, the "Telefire" model
for theatre television, and the "Sky-

outdoor theatres. Named
head the new division is Lloyd D.

fire" for

to

new and

A

special applications,
e

screen of vinyl plastic, with in-

scams, has been marketed by
J. E. Robin, Inc., East Orange, N. J.
A novel no-sag suspension system
eliminates buckling and sagging, the
visible

announcement
welding

states,

process,

and

developed

a

by

plastic

Max

Schumann, German screen specialist,
is said to make seams invisible even
under bright

light.

e

The

Maier-Lavaty

Chicago,
manufacturers of uniforms, has announced that it is now in full operation
at its new plant located at 315 South
Peoria St. The company was routed
from its long-time quarters on Lincoln
Ave. by fire in Dec, 1952, and in its
new quarters has consolidated on one
huge floor operations formerly conducted on four floors.
a
Co.,

A new

flashlight
designed to
either a concentrated spotlight beam for long range use or a
diffused floodlight beam for cIosj
range all with a single flick of the

throw

—
—

switch has been announced by the
National Carbon Co., manufacturers
of "Eveready" flashlights and batteries.
Known as the Eveready No.
7253 "Spot-Flood Flashlight," the
new model makes use of a new

double-filament lamp, which is similar in principle to that used in automobile headlamps. If one of the two
filaments burns out, the other is always available for immediate use in
an emergency, the company points
out.

of

action

is

"Queen of Sheba"

AN"Western

Italian film with English dubbing, this Biblical film is given a sort of
treatment." With spectacle elements that always prove popular, the picture booms with battles and is crowded with scantily-clad maidens.
The story, however, has been conceived in routine fashion. Leonora Ruffo
is cast in the title role and Gene Leurini is the dashing, fighting lover.
In a liberty-taking mood, the screenplay has King Solomon send his son,
Regrettably, he falls in love with the
Leurini, on a spy mission to Sheba.
shapely queen and tries to prevent a war. What follows are a series of court
The picture reaches a climax when Sheba,
intrigues and counter-intrigues.
inflamed because she thinks her lover betrayed her, leads an army in assault

This leads to some colossal battle scenes involving hunagainst Jerusalem.
Love eventually triumphs but not before Solomon's son
dreds of extras.
metes out to the villain the fate he deserves.
The screenplay was prepared by four writers, Raoul De Sarro, Pietro Francisci,
Nino Novarese and Giorgio Graziosi. It was produced by Mario
Francisci and directed by Pietro Francisci. Distribution here is being handled

M. Pizor and Bernard Luber.
the cast are Gino Cervi, Marina Berti, Franco Silva, Mario
Ferrari, Isa Pola, Nita Dover, Umberta Silvestra, Dorian Gray, Franca
Tamantini and Fulvia Mamni.
Running time, 111 minutes. General audience classification. November

by William

in

release.

Roy Bog an Shot
CHICAGO,

Nov. 17.— Roy Bogan,

RKO

Grand
assistant manager of the
here, is recovering at St. Luke's Hospital from a gunshot wound suffered
in an attempted holdup of the theatre.
Bogan, who had relieved the cashier,
was confronted by the gunman, who
demanded that he turn over the money
in the box office. When Bogan refused to do so, the gunman threatened
to shoot him and Bogan said "go
ahead," whereupon the man fired and
ran.

five of

them

listed

He

our biggest pictures."
as follows

"A Star Is Born," starring Judy
Garland, James Mason, Jack Carson
and Charles Bickford, produced by
Sid Luft and directed by George
Cukor from a screenplay by Moss
Hart, with songs by Harold Arlen
and Ira Gershwin;

"The High and

the Mighty," Ernest K. Gann's novel,
starring John Wayne, produced by

William A.
Wayne-Fel"Lucky Me," starlows production
ring Doris Day, Robert Cummings
and Phil Silvers, produced by Henry
Blanke and directed by Jack Donohue, with an original score by Sammy
Fain and Paul Francis Webster "The
Talisman," starring George Sanders
and Rex Harrison, with Henry Blanke
producing and David Butler directing,
and "Ring of Fear," starring Clyde
Beatty and his three-ring circus,
Mickey Spillane and Pat O'Brien,
with Robert Fellows producing and
James Edward Grant directing this
Fellows

Robert

Wellman

with

directing

the

;

;

VV ayne-Fellows production.

Eleven

to

Follow

"In preparation and being readied
follow," Warner continued, "we
11
equally important productions."
They are
to

have

"Battle Cry," from the Leon Uris
be produced by Henry
to
Blanke and directed by Raoul Walsh

novel,

"East

Eden,"

of

on

based

John

Steinbeck's best-seller, to be produced
and directed by Elia Kazan; "Mr.
Logan-Leland
Roberts,"
Joshua
a
Hayward production based on the
play by Thomas Heggen and Joshua

Logan "Helen of Troy," based on
Homeric legends, to be directed
by Robert Wise and to be made in
;

the

Rome "Giant," George Stevens' production of Edna Ferber's novel, to be
produced by George
directed and
Stevens in association with Henry
Ginsberg
"Land of the Pharaohs,"
to be produced and directed by Howard Hawks from a story being developed as a novel and screenplay
by William Faulkner.
;

;

(Pizor-Luber)

Others

1953

(Continued from page 1)

"Prisoners of the Casbah"

Equipment THERE

18,

WB
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Dividends at $1,244,000
WASHINGTON, Nov. 17.— Publicly-reported cash dividends by film
companies amounted to $1,244,000 in

October, compared to $2,894,000 in the
same 1952 month, the Commerce Department reported. It said the major
part of the drop was accounted for by
the fact that

Warner Brothers

did not

year more than
$1,000,000 of dividends paid last Octo-

pay

in

October

this

ber.

Warners paid a dividend
vember.

in

No-

'Silver Chalice'

Scheduled

Also, "The Silver Chalice," Thomas
B. Costain's novel, to be produced
and
directed
Victor
Saville
by
"Daniel and the Woman of Babylon,"
story of the
Biblical
hero
"Sea
Chase," starring John Wayne, with
"The MirJohn Farrow directing
acle," from the theatrical production
presented by Max Reinhardt
"Moby
Dick,"
the
Herman Melville sea
;

;

;

story,

to

star

produced
Huston.
be

Gregory Peck and to
and directed by John

"First of all the CinemaScope productions by Warner Brothers to reach
the screen," Warner said, "will be
'The Command,' which is presently
being scored by Dimitri Tiomkin and
is pointed
to an early February release."
Starring Guy Madison, Joan

Weldon and James Whitmore, "The
Command" is from James Warner
"Saturday Evening Post"
David Weisbart produced with

Bellah's
story.

David Butler

directing.

Academy Night on
HOLLYWOOD,
Academy

of

Nov.

NBC

17.

— The

Motion Picture Arts and

NBC

Sciences and
the 26th annual
radio
the

NBC

works

in

March.

jointly will present
or
and television net-

Academy Awards

Wednesday, November

Some Film
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Deliveries

Halted in Wisconsin
MILWAUKEE, Nov. 17. —
Delivery

been

has

films

of

halted in some parts of Wisconsin as a result of an express
strike here. Many areas are being served by buses, while other
exhibitors beyond the bus-service area are picking up films
themselves at the terminal point
of the truck or business service.

12 to 14 in CinemaScope
carry

president Spyros Skouras, rethat
leased by Myers, said
W. C. Gehring, assistant general sales manager, had "conveyed to Robert Wile, secretary of the Independent TheaOwners of Ohio, some
tre

erroneous information he had
the technical
difficulties involved in supplying a single track sound sys-

received

as

to

tests of "The Robe."
Skouras said there had been

tem" for

technical difficulties in making
such a sound track, but that he
could now say single sound
track prints would be available
for test engagements in each
exchange area beginning Jan.
15 and thereafter.

Skouras concluded that he was
fighting with all his resources to help
keep small theatres open "because the
existence of my company, and, in fact,
the future of the entire industry depends upon them."
Calls for Quick Action
all regional organizations to

Urging

get to work at once to arrange for
these tests, Myers added that the
Skouras telegram still did not solve
the problem for the exhibitor who
could not install CinemaScope equipment as specified by Fox, either because he operated a drive-in or because his theatre was not architecturally compatible with such an installation or because he had installed
a new and expensive screen of a type
not approved by Fox or simply because he could not stand the expense.
"In order to give effect to the
laudable purpose expressed in the concluding paragraph of Mr. Skouras'
telegram," Myers said, "Fox should
immediately abandon the restrictions
which it has imposed upon exhibitors
with respect to the kind of equipment
that shall be used in connection with
its

CinemaScope

pictures, supply one-

track prints for those who cannot
afford or do not choose to install
stereophonic sound, and furnish con-

OWPLACE OF THE

EAST'
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MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings

TO THE

EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
1c Three channel interlock projection
• 1 6mm interlock projection
MOVIEIAB THEATRE SERVICE. INC:

619 W54lhSt.,

N

Y.

19. N. Y.

°

JUdjon 6-0367

Zanuck

said that 847
1,589 lenses for

screens

and
CinemaScope production are now in

conventional form, all made by
Panoramic Productions, five of

the

which have been completed and
five are to be made.
He said
20th-Fox has made no other fu-

Regarding production, 10 CinemaScope films already have
been completed and the 11th is

regarding the production and release of conven-

now

ture plans

tional films.

CinemaScope

He

projection.

pointed out that European exhibitors
embraced the new method of exhibition without the competition of home
television. Underlining the popularity

theatres

in

this

country.

in production. The 12-to14 slated for production next
year, he added, will all be in

Eastman color and processed
with color by Technicolor.
The 20th-Fox production head

said
yet released what
we consider" the best CinemaScope
photographic qualities, adding that
"12-Mile Reef" will be the "first exterior picture" in CinemaScope.
It
will open at the Roxy, he said, on

"we haven't

that

CinemaScope Dec. 15. "Night People," Zanuck
of
Zanuck disclosed that "The added, which he edited while in EuRobe," beginning with its London pre- rope, will show the advantages of
miere tomorrow night, will open in CinemaScope to a story which con34 situations around the globe be- sists mainly of interior sets and which
and

adaptability

abroad,

tween now

until Jan.

"How

Marry

to

1954.
Millionaire,"

A

Zanuck said, answered a lot of questions regarding the adaptability of the
said each
CinemaScope medium.
subsequent CinemaScope release will
prove the value of the medium for

He

every type of picture. Again he predicted the standardization of production to CinemaScope, claiming that
once the public has seen 10 or 12

CinemaScope productions,
longer be satisfied with a

it

will

no

"pinched"

screen.

gross of "The
playing in 114 theatres in the U. S., was $9,100,000

The

total

Robe,"

now

as of last Sunday night, he said.
As to the equipping phase,

highlights the activities of only three
or four characters.

He

maintained that the decrease in
of pictures to be produced next year will not materially
the

number

employment at the studio, although there may be some changes in
the number employed in various deaffect

partments.

While

in

Europe, he

said,

he had

HOLLYWOOD,

Freedgood Engaged
As UA Researcher
Mort Freedgood, author and

specialist in the history of the motion
picture industry, has been engaged by
United Artists to head a research project which will collect data relating
since its foundto the history of
ing on April 17, 1919. The material
thus gathered will be used by the

UA

company

forthcoming year-long

in the

celebration of

its

35th anniversary.

ventional prints to those theatres and
drive-ins that cannot use Cinema-

Scope prints."
Myers predicted that if Fox
did these things, Skouras "will
become, overnight, the exhibitors' hero, and the monetary re-

wards

to his

company

will

be

great."

Myers also revealed that Col. H. A.
Cole, Texas exhibitor, had offered the
use of his theatre in Bonham for a
test showing of "The Robe" on a
without anamorphic
lenses or stereophonic sound.
Quotes Cole Letter
He quoted a letter written to
Skouras by Cole on Nov. 13, in which
Cole stressed that some 15,000 of the
18,000 U.S. theatres "are in one Hell
of a spot if Mr. Gehring's pessimistic
Cole emphaprophecy comes true."
screen,

Nov. 17.— On

same day that Los Angeles'
mayor Norris Poulson chose to
denounce the Hollywood co-

the

ordinating committee for providing "risque" entertainment
at the city reception for the

King and Queen

of

Greece who

program as
Los Angeles community chest was gratefully aclater described the

"lovely," the

knowledging receipt of $495,815
from the Hollywood industry's
Permanent Charities Committee as the first payment on its
annual donation to the

Com-

munity Chest.

ilobe/ Zanuck
(Continued from page 1)
declaring that he was in favor of maintaining a healthy situation for all
branches of the industry, said that he
was not sure any one branch of the
industry,
referring
to
exhibition,
knows what is best for the business.
The 20th-Fox production head, declining to
state
whether 20th-Fox
would release CinemaScope films with
a one-track sound system, said that

the stereophonic sound system now innegotiated a number of deals for the
corporated in CinemaScope films adds
use of CinemaScope with European
to the illusion of depth.
and American producers. Zanuck said
that he also made a survey of location facilities for "Desiree" and set European Premiere
plans to start shooting on "The Egyp- Of 'Robe' Thursday
tian" in Cairo on Dec. 11. He was
"The
Century - Fox's
Twentieth
scheduled to leave here for the Coast Robe" will have its European preby plane last night.
miere at London's Odeon Leicester

Square

normal

ifflt (flfr

over the transition

itself

period, will have 10 pictures in

line for

(Continued from page 1)

Industry Criticized,
But Donates $495,815

(Continued from page 1)

Zanuck, back here from two months
on the Continent and in England, said
that he was "amazed" at the eagerness of exhibitors abroad to get in

Myers Asks
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Cinerama in Boston
Starting on Jan. 1
BOSTON,

Nov. 17.— Cinerama

be presented here starting Jan.

1

RKO

Boston Theatre in accordance
with an agreement signed in New
York by RKO Theatres and Stanley
The deal is for one year,
Warner.
with two two-year options.
The 2-867-seat Boston Theatre will
be closed on Monday for the installation of Cinerama equipment, which
will reduce the capacity of the house
There will be two shows a
to 1,500.
day, on a reserved-seat basis, with
three shows on Saturdays, Sundays
and holidays.

New Firm

evening

England.

Church, State Represented

will

at the

tomorrow

Theatre

before a celebrity and royalty-packed
audience of 2,000 from all parts of

Among

the titled and distinguished
British personalities to be invited are
the Archdeacon of London the Arch;

deacons of Hampstead and Hackney

David

Sir

Eccles,

M.P.

Tom

;

O'Brien, M.P. Joynson Hicks, M.P.
Duncan Sandys,
Glenvil Hall, M.P.
M.P. Archbishop Athenagoras VisAnthony Asquith
count Allendale
;

;

;

;

;

;

Lord John Hope
Mrs. G. Lloyd
Drogheda.

Lord Henderson
George, and Lord

;

Set for

Music Promotion
Music Promotions, Inc., has been
formed
Lyle
by
Kenyon Engel,
pioneer in the field of using music to
promote motion pictures.
The new
organization, said Engel, is not limiting its activities to the film industry
alone,
but has already undertaken
campaigns for the
network
show "Today" and the "Woman's

NBC-TV

Home

Companion."

Gets Cinerama
DETROIT,

Ad

Post

Nov. 17.—William H.
^
these smaller Green has been named by Michigan
sized the difficulties
theatres already have in getting fea- Cinerama Corp., successor to Detroit
ture films and said the situation would Cinerama Corp., to be advertising
be sharply aggravated if a large num- manager for "This Is Cinerama," now
Green
ber of films were in the future made playing at the Music Hall.
available only in the full Cinema- has been handling publicity and promotion for the show.
Scope treatment.

7 DAYS IN

HAWAII
(from New York), including
round-trip transportation

and hotel accommodations
Fly United DC-6 air tourist
service all the way, with stopover on the West Coast, if you
like. Only United features 2abreast seating and wide center aisles

on

all planes.

UNITED AIR LINES
Fare plus lax.

COMPARE THE FARE AND YOU'LL GO BY

"

:
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Industry Executives

And Top

Talent to

UJA Benefit

Aid

:

ney Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack
Cohn, Albert Warner, Nicholas M.
Schenck and Spyros Skouras, all honorary chairmen Arthur Knorr, James
Sauter Marvin H. Schenck, Louis K.
Sidney, Ed Sullivan and Robert M.
Weitman,
co - chairmen
Bernard
;

;

vice-chairman,

Straus,

chairman

Gilbert,
division.

and

Edward

the

of

youth

Joyce, Gross Form
New Publicity Firm
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 17.—J. & G.
Enterprises has been formed here by
Al Joyce and Mickey Gross offering
a service in exploitation, publicity,
public relations and personal management.
Joyce formerly was publicity
director for Gross-Krasne and United

Television Programs, while Gross recently resigned as director of publicity for Republic studios to handle
Rex Allen.

New

'Moon' Delay

two-week delay has been ordered

"Moon Is Blue" case in Jersey
Hearings were slated for MonCourt on the
in Magistrate's

in the
City.

day

& Interludes

Pre-Selling

police department's action against the
Stanley Theatre there and its manager,
Bernard J. Manfredonia for
showing the film.
The city charges
violation of an ordinance prohibiting
the exhibition of morally objectionable
productions.

OF DIRECTORS

of the Theatre Owners of America
president, the other day, a
Jerseyite named Walter
Reade, age 37 the youngest head of a national exhibitor association
known to this centurian. Walter Reade, Jr., is as soft-spoken in the conduct
of Walter Reade Theatres, Inc., as his late founder-dad
was boisterous. His outfit owns and operates some 40
conventional and drive-in theatres in New York and
Jersey. Bear in mind, please, Walter was elected
head, we are not electioneering, merely thought
you would like to know a little background about the guy.
elected a

I

new

New

—

New

TOA

Reade and Harriet Sager Reade have two problems
both daughters. They live at Navesink River Road, at
Red Bank, N. J. (And let not Senator McCarthy become suspicious of Red Bank, begorrah). Anyway,
Reade, besides 40 theatres, operates a catering department, Refresheries (trade mark registered) in all Reade
theatres, plus several restaurants and concessions at
station
amusement parks and race tracks, plus
WRTV, at Asbury Park, plus a Motel at Saratoga
Springs, plus, and we quote a spokesman, "ownership of
Walter Reade
real estate and business locations in every community
assume that Walter's outfit owns real estate,
where theatres are located."
etc., in every community where it has theatres, and not, as the spokesman said,
"in every community where theatres are located."
Walter is a licensed private pilot and flies his own plane around the
circuit, which is not too good for the guys who are supposed to be on deck
when they are supposed to be on deck. Tip-off to prospective hosts to a

TV

We

AT NO EXTRA FARE!

TOA

He

and tennises, and
is without marquee and conventional theatre front and is set back from the sidewalk on landscaped lawns,
like the Roxy, and Music Hall, and the State Lake, aren't.
visiting

national president

:

likes

fishes

it

ik

it

Listen, here, Mr. Exhibitor, you're constantly criticizing Hollywood
about your trials and tribulations, your aches and your pains. Have you,
Mr. Exhibitor, ever realized that Hollywood, too, has its aches and pains,
endured in delivering product to you?
Can any of your exhibitor bulletins complaining about the life we live
compare with this tragic note from United Artists home office?

"HOLLYWOOD — Anthony

Quinn's career as the rough, tough
Mickey Spillane hero of 'The Long Wait' can't be halted until the
United Artists film is completed, but Director Victor Saville has at
least found a way to minimize his casualties.
"A leading Hollywood chiropractor, Dr. Elsie McCoy, has been
employed as staff physio-therapist to give immediate adjustments
to the more than a score of men and women whom Quinn knocks
down, tramples, kicks, gouges and arm-twists in the course of his

via
F

Chicago

iendly lounge, superb cuisine,

gracious

call

new,

in

Super Constella-

Sleeper

tions.

cost.

hospitality

TWA

giant

bertlis at

extra

See your travel agent or
Trans World Airlines.

ACHOSS THE

FLY

U.S.

SS

AND OVERSEAS

Me

" 'Kiss
Kate' is a
tion of a stage success

happy adaptawhich united
Cole Porter music with Shakespearean
_

frolic."

"The Beggar's Opera," reports
Hartung in the November
issue of "Woman's Home Companion," "is a handsome movie verPhil

sion of John Gay's lusty eighteenth-

century
Olivier,
in

Well, we're happy to know that out in the land of trampling,
and gouging, and arm-twisting, they pick up their victims

"The Fugitive" is
the same issue.
•

"The

French

Line's"

star,

Jane

appears
profile
the
in
Nov. 22 issue of "Parade." Speaking
of her children, Jane says, "I adopted
Russell's

my

little

daughter, Tracey, here in the

She was born on my own

birthday, June 21, in 1951. J got her
when she was six days old.
"But when I tried to get a twoyear-old boy to be company for her,
all I got ivas stalling and mish-mash.
They said I couldn't adopt another
child while Tracey was so young.
So
I went on a pilgrimage to Europe to
quick.
find a son
"While I was in England, I got
about ten letters from people who
heard I wanted a boy. That's how I

—

"Take the High Ground"
tised

on the

is

table of contents

adver-

page in

"McCall's" November issue.
•
Ed Miller zvrote an interesting
biography of Anthony Perkins who is
co-starred, in

pears in the
enteen."

and kicking,
and inquire

"The Actress." It apNovember issue of "Sev-

Anthony's

father,

Osgood

Perkins, an important stage actor,
died when Anthony was five. Osgood
Perkins played the boss of a gang of
criminals in "Scarface."

"The Actress" is Anthony's first
motion picture. He previously played

it
the other

also reviewed

•

solicitously about their condition.

it

musical play.
Laurence
and Dorothy Futin star."

got Thomas."

"In Quinn's defense, it is noticeable that after each such maltreatment of a fellow player while the camera turns, Quinn is first
to pick up his victim and to inquire solicitously about his condition."

The News Desk received a complaint,
from "Parade" magazine.

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

issue.

States.

TWAs
NEW YORK

:

to talk

about the "community" type of theatre which

it

nighfly from

Me

the screen, 'Kiss
Kate' keeps the
style that made it a nationwide success in the theatre
an adroit mixing
of slapstick comedy with sophisticated
wit," reports "Look" in the current

_

"By this means, Saville hopes both to allay the pain of Quinn's
numerous victims and also to facilitate the course of production
that might otherwise be hampered by the injuries Quinn inflicts.

luxurious air service

—

rr

portrayal.

Enjoy the world's most

TTfHY,

there's a wench!
Come
on and kiss me, Kate" wrote
Shakespeare to end his rowdy romp,
"The Taming of the Shrew." The
line gave composer Cole Porter and
writers Sam and Bella Spewack the
title and the idea for one of America's
most popular musical comedies. "On

**

"pHE BOARD

1953

National

—by James Cunningham

Top ranking executives of the industry, as well as stars of the entertainment world will participate again
this year in the United Jewish Appeal's 20th annual "Night of Stars"
show for refugee relief and Israel resettlement.
To be held Monday al
Madison Square Garden, the show
will feature top talent from the screen,
stage, radio and television.
Among the industry executives who
are supporting the benefit are
Bar-

A

Asides

18,

day

—'twas

a severe kick

—

in

summer

stock.

•

Ruth Harbert reports the individual
mental reactions of seven Hollywood

"Parade" magazine entered the picture by way of a press release announcing: "They Sold Me Like A Can Of Tomatoes," Jane Russell Asserts in child stars during Christmas time in
"Parade."
"Good
Housekeeping's"
December
Says "Parade," in its "immediate release" to the press of the world. issue.
"Sultry brunette Jane Russell of "The Outlaw" fame isn't just sex personiRuth says, "Everywhere the feast of
the public has her all wrong.
Christmas centers in the home. And
fied,
" 'They sold me like a can of tomatoes,' she declares in the first installment Hollywood
is
no exception.
Child
'Parade,' syn- stars, like other small boys and girls,
of an exclusive two-part feature in the November 15 issue of
dicated Sunday magazine. 'They put the sex label on me so they'd sell more excitedly await the big day.
And
tomatoes than anybody else, but maybe the public will forget my bosom- Christmas with the young stars is
people are beginning to talk about my singing and dancing in 'Gentlemen very much like Christmas in the home
of other families across this nation."
Prefer Blondes' and 'The French Line.'
1
•
"Signed by Howard Hughes for 'The Outlaw when she was nineteen,
Jane worked nine months making the picture and spent three years doing
"Miss Sadie Thompson's" star,
publicity for it. 'They took pictures of me from every angle, most of them Rita Hayworth, is the cover girl on
looking' clear down my neck' commented the dark-haired beauty. 'I hated it, "Quick's" Nov. 25 issue.
In adbut nineteen year-old kids don't say 'no' to people like Hozvard Hughes or dition, five pages are devoted to a
story on "Miss Sadie Thompson"
Russell Birdwell'
" 'I couldn't have been greener,' she recalls. 'Whenever they_ asked me to
and a profile of Rita Hayworth in
the same issue.
bend over and pick up an apple or something, I went along with the gag.'

—

Amen

WALTER HAAS

Sfccfc

U

disks.

mil be

gye

provedMovie, I
It's

an old American tradition

:

dump the

dishes and dash off to the nearest CoMPANiON-approved movie.

These pilgrimages, repeated nightly over the years, have made CoMPANiON-approval a hy-word for box

office.

It all happens because more than four-and-a-half million
count on the Companion for authoritative movie news
and guidance each month. These lovely ladies form

women

the most intensely loyal movie audience in our native land.

And

Currently advertised
in

the

Kiss

Me

Kate

THE CRO WELL COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY,
-

in any other

COMPANION

Take the High Ground

that's precisely

Companion during the

why Hollywood
last

has invested more

money

in the

seven years than

monthly magazine.*
^Except, of course, the fan magazines.

MGM
MGM

640

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

19, N.

Y.— PUBLISHERS OF

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, COLLIER'S, THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE

INDISCRETION
Ouuu

Viacom.
starring

The

American -Language film from "the
world's most romantic director," the greatly gifted
first

VITTOMO DE SICA

VOL.

NO.

74.

NEW

97

By March,

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
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See Revival of 3-D

Sees 50 More

Theatre

Of Upcoming Films

RKO Radio to\ Dividend Set
RKO

Radio's district managers will
two-day sales session with
home office executives here today.
product
will be
Forthcoming
screened for the managers, and they
will be addressed by Edmund Grainger, producer of "The French Line,"
who is here from Hollywood.
Under discussion will be RKO's
current product, "Decameron Nights,"
start

Installations
BOT's Rosensohn Tells
Of Plans for Expansion
At

least

50

new

theatre

television

by March, 1954, was
installations
forecast here yesterday by Bill Rosensohn, general sales manager of Box
Office Television.

Rosensohn said he made his
prediction on the basis of hundreds of requests received by
from exhibitors interested
installain BOT's theatre
tion plan, under which sets are
leased to theatres. He said the
50 installations could be completed by next month, if line
clearances are procured from
the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co.

BOT

TV

was explained, is
the growth of theatre TV

BOT's
further

plan,

it

sale of 3-D equipment
a virtual standstill in
some sections of the country for almost two months, exhibitor interest
in the medium appears to be on the

Although the
been

has

at

upswing again everywhere.
The renewed interest stems from the focus-

new 3-D

ing of attention on

releases

from many companies of vastly betquality than heretofore.
leading New York equipment
dealer said here yesterday that he had
not had an order for 3-D equipment
or accessories in eight weeks, but that
"feelers" are beginning to be put out
by exhibitors who now are interested
in installing the equipment.
Good 3-D pictures can change the
complexion of the market for threedimension films overnight, a circuit
He asserted that the
operator said.
upcoming depth product potentially
ter

A

(Continued on page 11)

M-G-M
to
in

Rushing

Is

a

Honduras," "Marry

"Appointment

in

Me

"Louisiana

Again,"

Territory,"

McCarthy Coverage
The Radio-Newsreel-Television
Working Press Association of
New York is challenging Sen.
McCarthy's

reported
stand against permitting theatand television newsreel
rical
coverage of his public hearChester
ings here next week.
Burger, president of the association, yesterday sent a telegram to Senator McCarthy
asking him to continue his
previous policy of granting
equal access to all media.

Joseph

Bigger Gains Predicted

Due

to

CinemaScope

Consolidated net earnings

20th

of

net was $1,274,728, compared
with $1,122,864 in 1952.

was pointed out by the company

It

39-week net of 1952 did not
include a special credit arising from
a change of accounting procedure with
respect to foreign operations and the
that the

(Continued on page 11)

Para. Employes Near

Agreement on Pact
A

new contract for
home office employes
may be reached tomorrow when comsettlement of a

Paramount's

cuit

Newsreels, TV, Ask

For 39 Weeks,
Third Quarter

:

Moroptican Units
Lightman, O'Donnell

of the board
Fox said that
of the Pola-Lite Co.
the first of a series of national demonstrations of Moropticon would be held
(Continued on page 11)

Up

;

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 18.—With Bookers-salesmen of Paramount's
two CinemaScope pictures completed exchanges throughout the U.S. and
to
and four others now scheduled for Canada have voted to dedicate the
of
December,
traditionally
production, M-G-M is rushing con- month
version of its color laboratory for the "Bookers - Salesman Month,'' to
processing of film photographed in Adolph Zukor, board chairman of
Robert J. O'Donnell of the Texas this medium. The work will be com- Paramount, in honor of his Golden
Interstate Circuit, and M. A. Light- pleted in two weeks, after which the Jubilee this year with the company,
man, head of Malco Theatres of laboratory will have a weekly capacity Monroe R. Goodman, national co(Continued on page 11)
(Continued on page 11)
Memphis, are the first two major cir-

Matthew Fox, chairman

Is

Century-Fox and wholly-owned subidiaries for the 39 weeks ended Sept.
Brothers'
"Carnival
Story,"
Walt 26 were reported here yesterday at
per
Disney's "Rob Roy, the Highland $1,433,037, amounting to 52 cents
Samuel Goldwyn's "Best share on 2,769,486 shares of common
Rogue,"
This is an inYears of Our Lives," "She Had to stock outstanding.
crease of $155,769 over the correSay Yes," Howard Hughes' "Jet
sponding 39 weeks of last year when
Pilot,"
"Target Earth" and "The
net earnings amounted to $1,277,268,
French Line," scheduled for a Christor 46 cents per share.
mas premiere in Texas.
Net earnings for the third
District
managers attending the
quarter of this year also showed
Herbert H. Greenblatt,
meeting are
a rise over the same quarter of
Chicago
Albert L. Kolitz, Denver
1952.
The 1953 third-quarter
(Continued on page 11)

(Continued on page 11)

executives to sign for the new
Moropticon one-strip 3-D film system,
it
was revealed here yesterday by

20th Net

and the upcoming "Son of Sinbad,"
"Rangers
of
North,"
King
the

Bookers-Salesmen in
Tribute to Zukor

Conversion of 'Lab'

TEN CENTS

1953

Meet Today

Interest as Result

TV

19,

Variety Activities

V.C. Tents Charting Fall

pany representatives will meet with
Russell Moss, business manager of
Local No. H-63, bargaining agent for
meeting
the white collar workers.
of the principals was held on Tuesday

A

(Continued on page 11)

Projects; Elect Officers
Roxy Cuts
Variety Club tents throughout the country are swinging into stepped-up
fall activities, with elections of new officers and the blue-printing of charitable
Reports from the field reflect the continuing
projects for the new season.
vitality of the tents.

Variety

Club

of

^

|

Illinois

elected as chief barker
ling,

Corp.
clude

an

has

just

Mannie Smer-

of Confection Cabinet
officers for the year in-

official

Other

Nat Nathanson, Allied

Artists

Chicago branch manager, first assistant chief barker Ralph Smitha, Essmanager,
general
Theatres
aness
second assistant Jack Rose, Indiana;

;

Illinois

Theatres,

property-master,

and Harry Balaban of H. & E. Balaban Theatres, dough guy. Joining the
(Continued on page 6)

Columbia Ends Sales
Meet in Chicago
— Columbia
CHICAGO, Nov.
18.

tomorrow

conclude its five-day
meeting held here at the Drake Hotel.
Present at the sessions, all of which
were led by general sales manager
A. Montague, were home office executives, division managers and branch
(Continued on page 6)
will

'Robe*

Prices for Children

A

reduction of admission prices
for youngsters under 16 will be

inaugurated by the
ing

the

Robe," it
yesterday

11th

week

Rcxy

dur-

of

"The

was disclosed here
by Dick Dickson,

Roxy

executive.
Called the "Junior Budget
Plan," the reduction will begin

on Nov. 30, lowering prices to
youngsters to 65 cents on weekday mornings, and $1 at other
times.
Present scale is from
$1 to $3, with no reduction.

Thursday, November
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Sales of Color Film

Personal
Mention

ROCHESTER,

H. DeBRA, director of
community and exhibitor relations for the Motion Picture Association of America, tomorrow will address the Motion Picture Council of
Springfield, Mass.

•
Sr.,

general manager

of M. & D. Theatres, Hartford, is the
recipient of a Certificate of Award
from the Middletown (Conn.) Kiwanas Club for his "many years of
service to the youth of Middletown."

•

Lou Brown, advertising and publicity manager for Loew's Poli-New
England Theatres, New Haven, and
Mrs. Brown, are marking their 20th
wedding anniversary.

increasing use of color film by
the industry is characterized as "an
important factor in our professional
motion picture film sales" by the Eastman Kodak Co. in a current report,
third-quarter
that
which
revealed
sales and net earnings for the company were higher this year than for
the corresponding quarter of 1952.
Sales in the third quarter were
$152,958,756, or 10 per cent above
the
corresponding
$138,935,130 for
1952 quarter.
Consolidated net earnings were $12,434,802, up 19% per
cent over the $10,407,328 in the 1952
quarter.
Third - quarter
earnings
equaled 71 cents per common share
in 1953 on 17,374,496 shares outstanding, compared with 63 cents in 1952
on 16,532,585 shares.

•

Walter Reade,

Color Negative Sales

Jr.,

president of the

Theatre Owners of America, will
leave here Sunday for Charlotte to
attend the North and South Carolina
Theatre Owners convention.
•
Eugene D. Jacobson, son of Morris
Jacobson, general manager of Strand

Amusement
married

vender

Co.,

Bridgeport, will be

of Seattle.

•

Allin, booker in Cleveland for Co-operative Theatres of
Canadian born, became an
Ohio,
American citizen last week.
•
Pictures
Republic
Alley,
Tom
salesman in Cleveland, has recovered
from pneumonia and is convalescing

home.
•
Ratener,

associated with
drive-in theatres in the Akron area,
has left there with his family for the
Virgin Islands.

Louis

Seymour

Schussel, Eastern division manager for I. F. E. Releasing
Corp., is in Washington from here.
•
Jack Lewis, formerly UniversalInternational salesman in Pittsburgh,
Radio sales staff
has joined the
in Cleveland.

RKO

Lester Dowdell, industry veteran
in Cleveland, has recovered from illness and will return Monday to his
duties as Columbia Pictures booker.
•

Florence Friedman,

of

I.

Cleveland, will be married on
to

Sam

F.

E.,

March

7

Harris.

president of Walt
Productions, has arrived in
York from the Coast.
•

Roy

E.

were

35mm.

Television's

demand

for

16mm.

B.

Coleman,

M-G-M

South-

division field representative,
will leave
York today for Dallas.

western

New

Shows Screen Frame
L. Hicks, of H. R. Mitchell and
Co., is here from Hartselle, Ala., displaying the Bowline Screen Frame to
circuit executives and theatre owners.
He will conclude three days of demonstrations today.
J.

Optimism Voiced

Latest production activity figures received here from Rome
by Italian Films Export reveal
that of 150 features placed before cameras in the first 10
color,

1953, 57 were
which seven are

of
of

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 18.
The
Writers Guild has elected
F. Hugh Herbert president, Frank
Nugent first vice-president, David
Dortort second vice-president, James
Webb secretary, and Harold Greene
Screen

in
in
in

by Technicolor, four
Eastman color, 3'9 in Ferrania

color

treasurer.

color and seven in Gevacolor.
The report also shov/s that 32
of the 150 pictures were co-

produced
English
Spanish

Retiring president Richard Breen's
annual report to the membership said
employment of
members passed
its
lowest point in mid-October and
that studios in general have expressed
confidence in a production increase
that will raise the general employment

SWG

French (25),
American (1),
(4),
(1) and Turkish (1)
with

companies.

Included in the
total are four 3-D features, two
in Poldevision, one wide-screen
and one, Italy's first, feature-

level.

Constitutional change that limits the
validity of proxies to a single meeting,

length animated cartoon.

which was a hotly contested issue,
was approved by more than the neces-

Eisenhower Proxy to
Attend SPG Dinner Industry
HOLLYWOOD,
Dan Thornton

demand, but
designated by
films
were down.

higher

in

negative

film

continued to be good, said the report.

Nov. 18.— Gov.
Colorado has been
President Eisenhower
of

to act as his official representative
at the third annual Milestone Dinner

which

of the Screen Producers Guild

Sunday at the Statler Hotel and which will honor Darryl F. Zanuck.
Thornton accepted
Eisenhower's invitation, which was
will be held here

Convention Plans
Set by K-MTA
KANSAS

extended

annual convention of the
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association
to be held Dec. 1 and 2 were perfected
by the board of directors of the association at a meeting here today. Walter Reade, Jr., president of Theatre
Owners of America, will speak at a
luncheon and at the banquet Wednesday night Dec. 2. Tom Edwards, of
Farmington, Mo., will be a banquet
for

the

Executive

Washington would prevent

his attend-

Myron Blank

will hold a session

new

on
and

processes and equipment
there will be a discussion of the processes with experts present to explain.
Among the proponents of new devices and methods will be William
Rosensohn, who will talk on Box
Office Television.
The convention will devote a period
to the campaign for admission tax repeal, with Pat McGee speaking, and
action will be taken to set up committees in Kansas and Missouri for steady

and systematic work toward tax repeal. Reports will be made on various
features of the recent TOA convenIrving Mack will provide a reel
on theatre courtesy.
The convention will be held at the
Hotel President.
tion.

Van

Fleet Lauds
Korean Collections
ALBANY,

N.

Y.,

Nov.

18— The

duties

in

ing the affair.

Carey

SPG,

Wilson,

will

preside.

president

of

the

Jack Benny will

be master-of-ceremonies.

Altec Ups McCrea
To Field Post
M. W. McCrea,

speaker.

Gen.

after the Chief
that press of

CITY, Nov. 18.— Plans determined

Disney,

Disney

New

The report noted that sales of the
new Eastman color negative and print
films showed a substantial increase.
The 35mm. black-and-white print film
also

Coast Writers Guild
Headed by Herbert;

57 from Italy in
Color in 10 Months

months

field

engineer

Boy

in

Northeastern division of Altec
Service Corp., has been added to the
company's staff of field representatives
by E. O. Wilschke, Altec operating
manager.
McCrea still will operate
in the Northeastern division.
His appointment brings to 20 the number of
Altec field representatives attached
the

to its six divisions.

George F. Lewis, prominent attorney and vice-president, secretary and
a director of Technicolor, Inc., as
well as vice-president and a director
of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.,
died Tuesday night in his apartment

He was

67.

At the time of his death Lewis was
head of the firm of Lewis & MacDonald.
He is survived by his widow,
Elizabeth Lofgren Lewis, two sons
and two grandchildren.

M. B. Prichard Dies

Club "Big Brother" drive.
General Van Fleet accepted a check
for $18,000 from Donald G. Schine, as
the Schine circuit's collection con-

Dallas, Allied
vision
sales
manager, and Bailey
Prichard, manager of Allied Artists'
Memphis exchange, died in the Tennessee city last Saturday night.

HOLLYWOOD,
shall

Leon J. Bamberger is chairof the motion picture producers
and distributors division.
The amusement division's campaign
will get under way with a breakfast

man

UN

B.

Nov.

18.— Mar-

8.

Heads

to Attend
'Cease Fire!' Opening
United Nations officials and chiefs
delegaof more than a score of
tions will join U. S. military leaders,
industrialists and others prominent in
national life at the world premiere
of "Cease Fire!" at the Criterion

UN

is

on Tuesday.
here
The
being sponsored by General

Mark W. Clark, former Commanderin-Chief of the United Nations Command, who issued the famous "Cease
Fire !" order ending the three years
of fighting in Korea.

Press to See 'Cease Fire!'
Owen Crump, Hal Wallis' writerdirector on "Cease Fire !," today will
lie in
ashington to show the Paramount release to the National Press
Herb Steinberg, Paramount
Club.
accompany
director,
will
publicity
Both will be back in New
him.

W

York tomorrow.

Prepare

Hub Opening

Harry Goldberg, advertising head
Stanley Warner Theatres, and
of James B. Prichard, of
Artists' Southern di- Lynn Farnol, public relations coun-

Prichard,

and the father

RKO

Radio genBoasberg,
manager, of the amusement

Charles

eral sales
division.

Theatre

Technicolor Official

here.

Scouts' Event

business representative in the 1954 campaign for
the Greater New York Councils of
the Boy Scouts of America, will unveil the campaign poster at a ceremony in the Commodore Hotel here
this afternoon.
Scheduled to attend are chairmen
of
all
industries
and professions.
Spyros S. Skouras, president of Skouras Theatres, is co-chairman with

event

George Lewis Dead,

Officials at

Eva Gabor, show

meeting Dec.

co-operation of 5,303 theatres in collecting $1,040,000 for the AmericanKorean Foundation was lauded here
by Gen. James A. Van Fleet at the
kick-off dinner of the Albany Variety

tribution.

1953

sary two-thirds majority.

Up

December to Joyce Bra-

in

Norman

at

N. Y., Nov. 18.—

The

ARTHUR

Sal Adorno,

Kodak Income

Raise

19,

Memphis

jeweler,

selor, are in

Boston

in

connection with

the opening of "This Is Cinerama" at
the
Boston Theatre on the evening of Nov. 30.
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u

'Seating' Basis

Stranger on the Prowl"

(Calef -United Artists)

OTTAWA,

Nov. 18.— Official nohas been given here by the Sec-

tice

Mexican Exhibitors
Face A 27% Tax;
Most Would Quit

Reviews

For Theatre Music

On

3

retary of State's office of Canada that
payments to the Composers, Authors
and Publishers Association of Canada
for theatre licenses covering operations during the next year shall be the
annual fee charged on seating capacities as follows
For 400 seats and under, 10 cents
per seat per annum 500 to 799 seats,
12 cents; 800 to 1,599 seats, 15 cents
and 1,600 seats and over, 20 cents.
Theatres operating three days or
less per week shall pay one-half of
The seating capacity of
the rates.
drive-in theatres shall be three times
the maximum number of automobiles
;

which may be accommodated at any
one time.
In regard to TV, as a temporary
tariff and in the absence in Canada
of working data on which to put forward a tariff based on experience
for the right to telecast non-dramatic
performances of musical works, each
telecasting station will pay $500 for
each calendar month of operations, to
be paid monthly in advance.
Objections to the rates must be filed
here with the Secretary of State no
later than Dec. 7.

ILMED

with English dialogue and produced in Italy, "Stranger on the
Prowl" gives a vivid picture of present day Italy in its early footage,
but it becomes somewhat awkward in later sequences where a murderer and
a little boy meet and become emotionally involved.
Paul Muni returns to the American screen after an absence of many years
and brings to the role of the murderer much of his famous power and fire.
But his part is secondary to that of the little boy played by a remarkable
child named Vittorio Manunta, seen here in "Never Take No for An Answer."
"Stranger on the Prowl" is actually a two-pronged story. First it tells
of a homeless and rejected man who is looking for a new life anywhere.
Secondly it's the tale of the little boy from an impoverished family who loses
milk money an then steals a quart of the precious stuff. The man, driven
desperate by hunger, is forced accidentally to murder a woman. The two race
for safety and find the same hiding place. The boy, Giacomo, knows nothing
of Muni's crime and thinks the police are only after him. Together they flee
and learn to like each other. The rest of the film tells of the tightening police
net and the boy's discovery of Muni's crime.
As a film which should have its greatest audience among the art house
clientele, it hardly compares with some of the fine films made in Italy in
recent years. But it does have Paul Muni, the talented boy and a number
of powerful incidents graphically shown. Andrea Forzano wrote and directed
the film, while Noel Calef produced and did the original story.
Others in the cast are Joan Lorring, Luisa Rossi, Aldo Silvani, Arnold
Foa, Alfred Varelli, Elena Manson, Fausta Mazzunchelli, Cesare Trapani,
Enrico Glori, Fianco Balducci, Leon Lenoir, Linda Sini and Giuli Machetti.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. November re-

r

lease.

Shark River »
(Rawlins-United Artists)

type of presentation.
Norman Elso, president of Guild,
has pointed out that the conversion
of the Embassy is in line with the
circuit's policy to shift away from
Other of the company's
newsreels.
so
been
which
have
properties
changed include the Trans-Lux 60th
Street, the Guild in Rockefeller Center
and the Newsreel Theatre in

exciting surroundings of a danger-infested swamp provide the backfor this picture, but a weak narrative causes it to become merely
"thriller." Played almost entirely within the confines of swamp
foliage, the color photography by Color Corp. of America takes advantage
of the hues of the swamp and its inhabitants. The many stock shots provide
the necessary breather between scenes of violence.
After the Civil War, Warren Stevens returns a hunted man to his once
great plantation in Florida. His brother agrees to lead him and a wounded
friend through the Everglades to the Gulf of Mexico, with Cuba as their
final destination. The dying man reveals to Steve Cochran that his brother
has murdered a man. Alone the two brothers fight off alligators and snakes
only to come upon a widow and her son whom the Seminoles have permitted
to hunt and trap. She agrees to let them stay when Stevens gets a poisonous
snake bite. Love eventually blossoms between Cochran and the girl while
the brother concocts a few devilish schemes. When the Seminoles discover
the two men, they all head for safety by means of a harrowing trek through
the Everglades. Stevens is killed by the Indians and the others escape.
Cochran is the only box-office name in the cast and he performs_ adequately.
Stevens is properly villainous and Carole Mathews as the girl gives a good
particularly good sequence is when the two men conquer an
performance.

Newark.

alligator for

The American premiere

of

the

J.

M

7"

at

the

be held here Wednesday
Guild Enterprises' Embassy
Theatre, marking the conversion of
that house from newsreels to the "art"
will

Rankin Sells Circuit
In Western Ontario

A

some

which they call prohibitive, local
exhibitors, through their national association, told Finance Minister Antonio Carrillo Flores. The exhibitors
saw the Minister when it became evident that they are not to be allowed
any concession, particularly permission
to charge more than the ceiling 46cent admission price for the impost
boost.
cent,

Can't Pass It Along

There is general agreement that exhibitors must pay the prospective tax
increase,
that they cannot pass it
along to customers. Exhibitors argue
that if higher taxation has hit U. S.
theatres hard it will hit those in

Mexico even harder.

They

also ob-

to the impending boost because,
they say, it won't be equitable as it
will apply to all theatres, ignoring the

ject

economic differences between houses.
Exhibitors further complain that
most of them are suffering a business
decrease of 20 per cent from the level
of this time last year. Only a few

THE
ground
Embassy 'Art' House an ordinary
Starting with 'M V
Arthur Rank Organization's "Project

MEXICO

CITY, Nov. 18.— If the
10 per cent tax increase on box-office
grosses is enacted Jan. 1, as projected,
most theatres here must close because
the hike would swell taxes to 27 per

food.

theatres, exhibitors say, are now doing well because they have very strong
films.
Poor business is attributed to
the 46-cent ceiling price and a general economic depression.

Trip to Monte Carlo,
A. A. Manager's Prize
Allied Artists' three divisional sales

managers

will compete for a trip to
Associated British-Pathe sales
meeting to be held next September in
Monte Carlo. The trip, said Morey R.

the

Goldstein, Allied Artists sales vicepresident, will be awarded to the manager of the division which makes the
billings quota for "Yellow Balloon,"

"Mr.

Potts Goes to Moscow" and
"Affair in Monte Carlo."
Divisional managers are Harold

Hollywood,
The screenplay was written by Joseph Carpenter and Lewis Meltzer. John Wirthwein,
Western;
James B. Prichard, Dallas, Southern,
Rawlins was both producer and director.
Others in the cast are Robert Cunningham, Spencer Fox and Ruth Foreman. and L. E. Goldhammer, New York,

Running

time, 80 minutes.

General audience reaction. Release date, Nov.

28.

Eastern.

TORONTO,

Nov. 18.—Having disposed of his theatres in Western Ontario, Harland Rankin of Tilbury has
notified the Motion Picture Theatres
Association of Ontario that he will
not seek re-election to the directorate
at the annual meeting Wednesday at

King Edward Hotel here.
The speaker at the association's

the

an-

luncheon will be Dr. A. W.
Trueman of Ottawa, who is expected
to define the future of the National
Film Board, of which he has been
appointed Canadian government film
commissioner.
nual

TNT

NAM
A

to

Do

Color

Telecast

color telecast of
the 58th annual Congress of the National Association of Manufacturers
closed-circuit

will be

produced by Theatre Network

Television on Dec. 14 at the Waldorf
Astoria here.
Screens of almost 30 square feet
each will be installed in various ballrooms of the hotel for the color telecast. The event is expected to draw
attendance from about 5,000 associates
of NAM's 20,000 member companies.

Sign Westrex Pacts
Here and Overseas

"The White Hell of Pitz Palu"
(Sokal-Mainz—IFE)

CHALLENGE OF MOUNTAIN
THE
IFE
based on an
German

Gretler.

Running
release.

time,

75

minutes.

General

audience

classification.

F. E. Studios and Magno Sound,
both of New York, and Picture
Recorders, of Los Angeles, are among
the organizations which have completed motion picture recording license
I.

CLIMBING

is depicted in this
old
classic which has been resurrected
with a new cast, a modern story and English dialogue. Most of the mountainclimbing and rescue sequences are holdovers from the original, but the
characters and close-up scenes are new.
What there is of a story tells of a young American couple who want to
scale the Pitz Palu, one of the highest peaks in the Alps.
Accompanying
them is a doctor whose wife fell to her death 20 years previously on the
same climb. Despite his protestations, the couple is determined to go and
the rest of the film deals with their ascent, their "capture" by the elements
and their eventual rescue.
The plot is not helped any by an ordinary dubbing job that becomes distracting.
It also morbidly details the act of near-freezing to death which
sets it apart from most others in this category.
However, the scenes of the
climb and the rescue are magnificent in their realism and grandeur and help to
overcome the dullnes of the first third of the film.
The acting of the principals isn't bad under the circumstances with Hans
Albers and his American voice as the doctor doing the best jobs. The old
footage and the Americanizing of the story are well integrated into the
new German version and credit for this must be divided between the director,
Rolf Hansen and the producers, H. R. Sokal and F. A. Mainz. The screenplay was written by Erna Fentsch, from a story by Dr. A. Franck.
Others in the cast are Liselotte Pulver, Adrian Hoven and Heinrich

release,

November

Inc.,

agreements with Westrex Corp.
E. S. Gregg, Westrex vice-president and general manager, stated that
of
the

new

licensees

signed

five

are in

United States, four in Japan, three
each in Indonesia, India, Malaya and
Hong Kong, two each in Italy and
Brazil and one each in England and
South Africa.

Martin, Lewis Plan
8-City Texas Tour
An

eight-city

personal appearance
planned by Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis. The comedians' next picture will be the Hal
Wallis production of Damon Runyon's
"Money from Home." They will begin their series of one-nighters on
tour

in

Jan.

15.

Texas

is

iMhn mmmm
.

.

.

They called him

Wm

HondothetaJl
intruder,

^

silent

as

gunsmoke,
violent-looking

and proud
as the
surly dog
at his
IN

side....

3 Dimension WarnerColor
and

AND INTRODUCING

GERALDINE PAGE
WITH

WARD BOND MICHAEL PATE JAMES ARNESS
•

SCREEN PLAY BY
JAMES EDWARD GRANT

•

PRODUCED BY
ROBERT FELLOWS

A WAYNE-FELLOWS PRODUCTION
JHIS PICTURE

CAN

BE EXHIBITED

•

i/MJM r»nnrtl|l
FAKKOW
JOHN
DISTRIBUTED BY WARNER BROS.

ON WIDE

•

DIRECTED BY

SCREENS

'

,8 i&SJSLTgsA^afS

One

of the

ads

in

the national

newspaper campaign.

-

-

'

",

—

-

-

.

A

STORY OF TREMENDOUS POWER,
BIGGER AND MORE POWERFUL IN WARNERS'
NEWLY- PERFECTED 3 DIMENSION!

PRE-RELEASE

THANKSGIVING!

IMPORTANT NOTICE
ABOUT THE NEW-TYPE
3-D VIEWERS:
Be sure you see the greatly improved,
comfortable viewers now available!
They include a special clip-on type
for those

And be sure

wearing eyeglasses.

to prominentl y inform

your patrons about them in your
ads and lobby. (See pressbook
for suggested copy.)

;

;

;
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Variety Tents
(Continued from page 1)

chief barker of the Cleveland Variety

Club,

designated

has

following

the

Entertainment,
committee chairmen
radio station
Bill Gordon,
Finance
heart, Henry Greenberger
and Welfare, Oscar Ruby and Irwin
membership,
co-chairmen
Pollard,
Marshall Fine house, Sanford LeavAl Sunshine; monthly
ticket,
itt;
decorating,
luncheon, Irwin Shenker
Milton Grant; planning and budget,
I. J. Schmertz; prizes, Irwin Pollard;
announcements, Al Sunshine variety
monthly evening, Danny Rosenthal.
:

WHK;

;

;

;

;

;

San Francisco Elects
In San Francisco, John P. Parsons,
division manager for Telenews Theatres, will head Tent No. 32, while the
post of first and second assistant chief
barkers will be held, respectively, by
George Mitchell, of Republic Pictures,

and Marshall Naify, of United-CaliGerald L. Karsky,
fornia Theatres.
of Motion Picture Service Co., was
named property master and Robert
Clark, of the Clark Agency, dough
guy.
Others named to the board of
canvasmen are Jack Blumenfeld, Nate
Blumenfeld, Spencer Leve, J. Leslie
Robert Bemis and James
Jacobs,
Meyers.
Al Reynolds has won the post of
chief barker for Tent No. 17, Dallas.
Kendall Way was named first assistant chief barker
Charles E. Darden,
;

second

assistant

Meyer Rachofsky,

;

dough

Harold

guy, and
property master.

Schwarz,

Crew members are Charles Darden,
Claude Ezell, Phil Isley, R. J. O'Donnell, Meyer Rachofsky, Clyde Rembert, Reynolds, Edward H. Rowley,
Schwarz, Paul Short and Way.
Davis Named in Denver
Officers and crewmen for Variety
Tent No. 37, Denver, include Ray

Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres

Davis,

Reviews
"Man

officers on the crew are Robert Flannery, Lou Goldberg, Mannie Gottleib,
Robert V. Harrison, Lou Reinheime
and Dave Wallerstein.
Jack Silverthorne, the newly-elected

Metropolitan district manager, chief
barker
James Ricketts and Tom
Smiley, first and second assistants
Arlie Beery, property master
William Hastings, dough guy, and Henry
Friedel,
Marvin
Goldfarb,
Lewis
Marshall, Sid Shutteran, Fred Brown
and Kenneth Smith, crewmen.
At the annual meeting of the Atlanta Variety Club, the following were
elected: A. B. Padgett, chief barker
(second time) Harold T. Spears, first
assistant
Tom Jones, second assistant
Marc Barre, dough guy; Willis
Davis, property master.
Directors
are Hap Barnes, R. B. Wilby, John
Harrell, Tom Eubanks, Paul Sanford,
and Jack
Dumestre.
Harold T.
Spears will be delegate to the national
;

;

;

;

;

convention.

Col.

(Paal-United Artists)

A

HANDY

of suspense is worked up in this minor thriller. However, apparently the writers, Paul Tabori and Terence Fisher, were so
intent on mystifying the audience that they forgot to include any cohesion
in the story. Glaring loopholes and misleading clues are evident throughout
the film.
man found guilty of murder escapes from prison. His wife believes he
is after her because she is in love with someone else and has changed her
mutual friend of the fugitive and Paul Henreid, a lawyer, ask the
name.
latter to help find the young man and prove his innocence. On a hunch, the
lawyer discovers the criminal, Kieron Moore, at the scene of the crime. He
learns that Moore is not after his wife but rather the man who is actually
the murderer. It could have been any one of a number of men, all of whom,
oddly enough, know his wife. Henreid eventually finds the right suspect but
not before the audience is thoroughly confused by the manipulations of plot

amount

A

A

Winner

Sam D. Brunk, Paramount
man in Oklahoma City, has

make coincidence the major factor.
The actual murder victim has barely anything

been
elected chief barker of Variety Club,

— United Artists)
THOSE WHO MAY

TO

BE INCLINED

"just
to pass
another collection," there are several important differences, First, there
Between the acts, so to speak,
is George Jessel as master-of-ceremonies.
he's there, cigar in hand and all the other mannerisms, behind his desk, chatty
this

off

as

_

and informative.
His humor doesn't always take hold, directed

to an audience larger and
but it is humor,
sophisticated than his after dinner or television fans
and goodwill, and it is all about the film industry. In fact, that becomes
Written and narrated by Jessel, this is a sort of
the second difference.
nostalgic glimpse back to the old, formative days of the industry, rather than
a view of our times, as suggested by the title. It is, indeed, a piece of goodGood
will which exhibitors with an industry point of view could book.
customers are interested customers.
third difference is that the scenes selected generally have not been in
They are from French, Russian, Italian and
such collections previously.
British as well as American films of the 1890s and early 1900s. Producer
Abner J. Greshler and his film editor, Paul Weatherwax, are said to have
looked through 150,000 feet of old footage, some of it printed on paper.
Eliot Daniel's original music score is felicitous and apt.
Running time, 57 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
less

;

A

Dec.

2.

Ohio ITO Convention Bookers Plan t Caine
To Be Held Feb. 2-4 Theatre Party Mar. 9
9

COLUMBUS,

Nov. 18.—The

state

convention of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio will be held Feb. 2-4
at the Netherland Plaza in Cincinnati.
The conclave will be held simultaneously with the national drive-in con-

A

theatre party for "The Caine Mutiny Court Martial" will be held March
9 at the Plymouth Theatre here under
the auspices of the Motion Picture

Bookers Club of
berg,

of

New

Warner

York. Al Blum-

Brothers,

is

the

vention.

chairman.

D.
V.
Guthrie,
Charles
Federer,
Terry, Dee Fuller, Jess Bollman and

is
property master and Paul
Swinger is dough guy. David Lute
and Abe Rosenthal are new directors.
Thomas Ryan was reelected to the

George Fisher.
In Buffalo, the full list of directors
Harry
coming year includes

for the

:

Robert BoasBerkson, Monogram
berg, attorney and brother of Charles
Radio sales manBoasberg,
ager
Dave Cheskin, musical director
Jack Chinell, manager,
;

RKO

RKO

Robert Hayman,
Hayman Theatres, Niagara Falls
Arthur
Billy Keaton, Station

exchange

;

WGR

;

nell

board.

Cragin Succeeds Kozloff
Ernest Cragin was elected chief
barker of the Variety Club of Las
Vegas, Nev., at a special meeting held
at Tent No. 39 headquarters.
Cragin
succeeds Jake Kozloff who headed the
organization during the past year and

who now

automatically becomes inter-

;

;

master

and

Savoy Plaza Hotel, New York, Nov.
30 through Dec. 3, to be followed by a
meeting at the St. Francis Hotel, San
Francisco, Dec. 14-17.
Highlight of the first session was
the announcement by
pre-release sale and

Montague

of the

booking of the
Rita Hayworth-Jose Ferrer starrer,
"Miss Sadie Thompson," in 3-D, beginning at Christmas time. Delegates
also

continued

discussed

"From Here
policies

to

sales

of

Eternity," and sales

on "The Caine Mutiny,"
Montague said would begin

to the

national convention.

Tent No. 19 in Dayton has elected
Crew members elected by the Okla- Robert D. Gump as chief barker, with
homa City Variety Club are Sam Harry Good and Dr. A. J. Denlinger
Brunk, Ralph Drury, Daniel Hunt, Ed as first and second assistant chief
Thorne,
Paul
Townsend, Howard barkers, respectively. William O'Don-

Happen to You," "Paratrooper," "Hell
Below Zero" and "Hot Blood."

N. Y. Court Clears

Age Menace'

ALBANY,

(Greshler

;

property

sales gathering will take place at the

'Teen

"Yesterday and Today"

;

respectively,

managers and salesmen from 16 of the
company's 32 exchanges. The next

pre-release engagements in the late
spring and early summer, "It Should

22, there.

dough guy.

Meet

to do with the story, with
the emphasis illogically placed on the wife. Henreid gives a good performance considering lack of motivation. Lois Maxwell as the harrassed wife
and Kay Kendall as Henreid's girl friend also prove satisfactory. Alexander
Paal produced this British-made film and Terence Fisher directed.
Others in the cast are Hugh Sinclair, Lloyd Lamble, Anthony Forwood,
Bill Travers, Mary Laura Wood and Kay Kendall.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification.

Ben Kulick, Ad- national canvasman.
Krolick, AB-PT
Other officers
W. E. J. who were voted one year terms were
David Hunt, also miral radio distributor
of Oklahoma City, was elected first Martin, drama editor, "Courier-Ex- Herb
MacDonald,
first
assistant
Manford Pickrell, Eastern barker;
assistant chief barker. Ralph Drewry press"
Norman
Keller,
second
Marvin Jacobs, re- assistant Eugene Murphy, press guy
of Tulsa was named second assistant, Theatre Supply.
while Paul Townsend and Jess Boll- tired, and Murray Whiteman, past Bob Loden, property master, and Bob
man, both of that city, were elected, chief barker, were named delegates Cannon, dough guy.
Canvasmen inTent No.

1953

which

Radio

sales-

19,

that

;

a

November

(Continued from page 1)

Hiding"

in

;

Brunk

Thursday,

clude the above mentioned, also Stan
Irwin, Fred Soly, Cliff Jones, Harry
White,
Benny Goffstein and Abe
Schiller.

Installation

of officers will

be held on Dec. 14 at a banquet to
be held at the Hotel Last Frontier.

N. Y., Nov. 18.—The
Division, in a unanimous
decision today, overruled the action of
the Board of Regents in refusing to
license "Tenn Age Menace" on the
ground the film, dealing with narcotic addiction, was "immoral," would
"tend to corrupt morals" and would
The court found
"incite to crimes."
there was not sufficient evidence to
justify such findings.
It was the first time a higher court
here has reversed the Regents in at
The Regents presumleast a decade.
ably will seek to bring the case to the
Court of Appeals, but such a motion
cannot be made before the Appellate
Appellate

Division until January.
Because the
decision was unanimous, that court's
permission to appeal must first be
obtained.

Today's opinion, written by Justice
Daniel
Imrie,
with a concurring
opinion by Justice Philip Halpern,
pointed out that the petitioner, Broadway Angels, Inc., invoked the constitutional guarantee of freedom of
speech and freedom of expression,
placing its main reliance on the U.S.

Supreme Court decision in "The
Miracle," where the nation's highest
tribunal ruled invalid "sacrilegious"
as a ground, in the New York State
licensing statute, for denying a license.
The main Appellate Division opinion
declared the court was bound by the
subsequent ruling of the Court of Appeals in "La Ronde," where the majority held the law to be constitutional
so far as "immoral" and "tends to
corrupt morals" are reasons for rejecting a film.
Justice Halpern's opinion, however,
flatly stated that "motion pictures are
entitled to the protection of the constitutional guarantee of freedom of expression.
Freedom of expression is
freedom alike for 'propaganda,' which

we deplore, and for
which we approve."

'education,'

of

Justice Imrie's opinion pointed out
that Court of Appeals Judge Charles
W. Froessel, in the prevailing deter-

on "La Ronde," had narrowed the meaning of "immoral" and
mination

"tends to corrupt morals" to "sexual
morality."
There was nothing, he
said, visually or orally, by direction or
indirection,

in

"Teen

Age Menace"

that involved sexual immorality. Nor
had evidence been adduced to support
the Regents' contention that it would
"incite

to crime."

THE
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Out Of Every Great Conflict
Have Come Great Boxoffice
Attractions
All Quiet

.

.

On The Western Front

The Big Parade

Wake Island

And Now

Paramount
presents

HAL WALLIS'

Never

A

Story Like This .. .You'll Live

POLAROID

In new

•

With Them!

3- DIMENSION

Thrilling realism in sight
•

It

and sound!

•

Wallis' "CEASE FIRE" in 3-Dimension
Directed by
Owen Crump Screenplay by Walter Doniger Story by Owen
Crump Produced and Photographed entirely on the Battle-

Hal

•

•

•

•

fields of Korea in

cooperation with the Department of Defense

Former Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command, Far East,
sponsors the

World Premiere

CRITERION THEATRE
New York City
Tuesday Evening, Nov. 24th
A distinguished cross-section of national
and opinion-makers will attend
this first public showing of an outstanding dramatic picture
the
leaders

.

.

.

unforgettable story of a handful of G. L's

in the last hours before the shooting

Broadway as
Paramount launches importantly an
ended. All eyes will be on

attraction of importance to all theatres

. .

'..and for

CHRISTMAS..,

Please

have
Everybody
help the

CHRISTMAS
SALUTE
...it's

for the Will Rogers Hospital

where everybody

in

show business

can get free tuberculosis treatment.

But

I

guess you

know

about that—

You must have started

it!"

The Hospital

It's

your Hospital!t

The Variety Clubs -Will Rogers Memorial Hospital is owned by everybody in the Amusement Industry.
Anyone in the industry who needs

TB

attention can get

COST... families

it

here

included.

AT NO

is supported by every
our industry through
contributions to the Christmas Salute. Everybody's protected— Everybody should share. Employers, get

employee

in

everyone

in

your organization to

contribute. Employees, sign the Sa-

and contribute at least
"an hour's pay".

lute Scroll,

Variety

ell Will Kogers MemorialMospital
National Office: 1501 Broadway,

New

York 36, N.Y.

Saranac Lake,

The Will Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges the contribution of artwork, and plates by United

Artists Corp.,

New

and of the space by

York

this publisher.

November

Thursday,
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20th Earnings

Set 8 Continental

(Continued from page 1)
of domestic theatre sub(National Theatres and the

sidiaries

New York Roxy)

which were sep-

arated on Sept. 27, 1952.
It was further revealed yesterday
that a quarterly cash dividend of 25
cents per share on the outstanding
stock had been declared, payable Dec.
24 to stockholders of record on
Dec. 10.
Total income for the 1953 39 weeks
were listed at $80,384,067, including
$75,540,617 in film rentals, $4,478,890
from other operating income, $201,880
from income in prior years and $162,680 from dividends. Total income for
the 39 weeks of 1952 amounted to $71,which $67,149,364 was
965,721,
of

from

film

rentals.

Eight European capital city openings of "The Robe" will be held next
month following the premiere in London this evening of the first CinemaScope production,
at
Odeon
the
Leicester Square Theatre, 20th Century-Fox reported here yesterday.
The initial opening on the Continent
is scheduled for the Capitol Theatre,
Rome, on Dec. 2, with a special dual
opening two days later in Paris, at
the Rex and Normandie theatres. The
fourth opening is slated for the Attikon Theatre in Athens on Dec. 14,
followed by the Belgium premiere at
the Metropole Theatre in Brussels on
Dec. 23.
Two Christmas Day openings have
also been set at the Rex in Zurich
and the Palace in Cairo with the pos-

—

Expenses Rose

Metro in
Frankfort, where the pro-

of

sibility

Schwan

—

a

in

third

the

at

Expenses for the 39-week period duction has been booked to open beof 1953 were listed at $77,901,030, tween Dec. 25 and Jan. 7.
The Scandinavian debut has been
compared with $70,730,110 for the
set for Stockholm's Rigoletto Theatre
same period last year.
In announcing the earnings, the on Dec. 30.
Announcement of the European
company pointed out that "the outstanding success of CinemaScope and schedule brings to 15 the Christmas
the first two pictures made in this Day openings scheduled in Europe,
system, 'The Robe' and 'How to Latin America and the Far East.

A

Marry

indicate that
earnings in the fourth quarter of 1953
will show a marked improvement over
the third quarter earnings."

NEW

ORLEANS,

TV

Theatre

Allied of Gulf States
To Meet March 28-30

Openings of 'Robe'
operations

11

(Continued from page 1)

Nov. 18.—

Abe Berenson, president of Allied Theatre Owners Associa-

neighborhood houses
The expansion of

tion of Gulf States announced
that the organization's annual
convention is slated to be held

was added, will cover
areas in Western Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Ohio and Illinois.
The aim

Edgewater Gulf Hotel at
Edgewater Beach, Miss, on

is

at the

March

28-30.

BOT's

plan,

in smaller cities.

under

facilities

it

to make the installations in situations along A. T.
T.'s long lines in
order to bring A. T. & T. costs down.

&

The

telephone company, in line with

BOT

Para. Employes
(Continued from page 1)

when

the basis for an agreement was
reported to have been reached.
It is said that the union asked for a
15 per cent salary increase, but concessions are said to have been granted
by both sides and the prospects for an
agreement was described by a spokesman in the negotiations as being
"hopeful."
When the new pact for the office
workers has been settled, negotiations
will start for a new contract for Paramount publicists, who also are represented by Local No. H-63. Although
represented by the same union, the
pact is negotiated sepapublicists'

that policy, has been asked by
to submit cost estimates,
ff Meanwhile, 15 theatres have joined
BOT's football network for this Saturday's Notre Dame-Iowa game, the
largest number of theatres to line up
for the five-game
series.
Four
additional theatres are Loew's State,

BOT

Indiana Theatre, IndianapoBoston
lis
Paramount, Des Moines
Orpheum, Omaha.
The Paramount in
Des Moines, which is currently playing "The Robe," will charge $2.40
per person for the football event, the
;

;

;

highest price scale in the series. "The
Robe" is also playing at the Indiana
Theatre.
The other 11 theatres are
the
same as previously reported.
Estimated seating capacity for the
Iowa game, the last in the series,
is

35,000.

rately.

Millionaire,'

One
In

<C,'

9 'B,' 28 'A'

New

Legion List

Central States Wins
Tilt Over Drive-in

Moropticon
(Continued from page 1)

here tomorrow morning at Loew's
Nov. 18.— Capitol Theatre.
The Italian film, "Times Gone By"
'Lab'
O'Donnell and Lightman will reThe Charles City, la., Drive-in
("Altri Tempi") has been placed in
(Continued from page 1)
Moropticon units.
the
first
Theatre, owned by Central States ceive
Class C by the National Legion of
Meanwhile Fox stated that he expects
Circuit, was granted a permanent inCinemaScope Decency. At the same time, nine films
of
feet
of
1,000,000
Floyd County District to conclude negotiations with diswere placed in Class B and 28 in junction in
film.
prohibiting St. Charles Town- tributors of new top 3-D films for
Court
in
The first picture to be processed
Class A.
from Moropticon printing in conjunction
The nine films in Class B are ship and Floyd County officials
the new laboratory will be "Knights
interfering with the operation of the with Moropticon installations.
of the Round Table," on which prints "Here Come the Girls," "Kiss Me
The demonstration at the Capitol

CHARLES

M-G-M

CITY,

la.,

,

rushed so that the picture will
be ready for release for the Christmas holidays.
The laboratory also will be prepared
to handle all daily rushes, with the
plant geared so that they will be available on the following day.
The first
rushes to be processed will be the
three musicals now in rehearsal, "A
Bride for Seven Brothers," "The Student Prince" and "Brigadoon," all to
be filmed in CinemaScope.
Besides "Knights of the Round
Table,'' M-G-M has finished "Rose
Marie" in CinemaScope and in addition to the three musicals has announced this medium for "Ben Hur,"
slated to be one of the studio's major
1954 productions.
will be

Zukor Tribute
(Continued from page 1)
ordinator of the Adolph Zukor
Jubilee Salute, reports.

Gold™

Kate,"

ment

"Man

in

Hours," "The

"AppointLast 12
Lover," "The

Hiding,"

Honduras,"

in

"His

Unknown

Overcoat," "Walking My Baby Back
Home" and "Destination Matrimony."
Of the 28 films in Class A, 15 are
in Section 2 and 13 in Section 1.
In Section 2 are "The Nebraskan,"
"Queen of Sheba," "All the Brothers
Were Valiant," "Donovan's Brain,"
"The Gay Adventure," "The Glass
Web," "The Greatest Love," "Little
Fugitive," "Miss Robinson Crusoe,"
"Private Eyes," "Shark River," "La
Vendetta di Una Pazza," "The Diamond Queen," "How to Marry a Millionaire" and "Genevieve."
The 13 pictures in Class A, Section 1, are "Calamity Jane," "CrazyAll-American,"
"The Fake,"
legs,
"Louisiana Territory," "My Heart
Goes Crazy," "Murder on Monday,"
"Royal African Rifles," "Sea of Lost
Ships,"
"Yesterday
and
Today,"
"Flight Nurse," "The Killer Ape,"
"The Living Desert" and "Thunder

"Bookers-Salesman
Month" each
year marks the wind-up of the annual

Over the

Paramount

Cincinnati Theatres
Considering Bingo

"The

sales drive.
sales drive in honor of

all-out

Zukor, which
began on Aug. 30 and will end Dec. 5,
certain to be the most successful
drive in the company's history," said
1

is

Paramount.

CINCINNATI,
for

played

Radio Meet

(Continued from page 1)

Herbert Maclntyre, Los Angeles
Carl Peppercorn, Canada
Robert J.
Folliard,
Philadelphia
Morris
E.
Lefko, Cleveland
Ben Y. Cammack,
Dallas
David Prince of the South-

J.

;

;

;

;

eastern district, and Leonard Gruen-

berg of

New

York.

Nov.

charitable purposes
in

downtown

RKO

Plains."

18.— Bingo

may soon

be

neighborhood and
local
theatres, it was disclosed

a meeting of the Retarded Children's Council, which was attended
by a number of exhibitors who previously had frowned upon the game
because of its competition.
The plan
stems from the city's recent, decision
that charity bingo was legal here,
despite a ruling to the contrary by
state officials on commercial bingo.
All proceeds over and above expenses
would be turned over to charity.
at

theatre.

Central States filed for the injunca running battle with
after
officials covering two seasons of operation

which saw the manager, Royce
Winkelman, arrested and fined numer-

tions

ous times for operating
without a license.

a

theatre

V.C.

Women

New

Year's Eve Ball

Sponsor

display a reel of a new major
picture, both in the present twocamera projection system and in the
single-camera Moropticon system, to
show light and other improvements.
Richard Morros, a Fox associate,
will head the technical teams which
will leave immediately following the
Capitol showing for key center demonstrations, Fox said.
Fox stressed that the exhibitor rewill

3-D

ceives the

Moropticon

one for

units,

Women's Committee of the each machine, without charge, with
New York Variety Club Foundation the purchase of a minimum of 2,500
to Combat Epilepsy will sponsor a new Pola-Lite glasses per month for
New Year's Eve ball in the Hotel 12 months. There is no exclusive
Waldorf Astoria here. The affair will deal involved, Fox stated, permitting
the exhibitor to buy other glasses
be known as the "Celebrity Ball."
Wives of industry leaders as well as well, since 2,500 a month is far
The

as those of non-industry leaders have
joined the roster of sponsors. Among
Alicoate, Jo
them are Mrs. John

than
less
ments.

Mrs. Hugh Casey, Mrs.
Sally Chestman, Adele Astaire, Madame Andre Dubonnet, Mrs. Larry
Engle, Mrs. William J. German, Mrs.
Jacob Javits, Melanie Kahane, Mrs.
Harry Krawit, Mrs. Martin Kornbluth, Mrs. Edward Lachman, Anita
Loos, Mrs. Leonard Lyons, Mrs. John
O'Connor, Mrs. E. K. O'Shea,
J.
Mrs. Drew Pearson, Sylvia Porter,
Mrs. Carmel Myers Schwalberg, Mrs.
Edward Sullivan, Mrs. Herbert Bayard Swope, Sophie Tucker, Mrs. William Weintraub and Mrs. David A.
Werblin.

3-D Revival

Four 'Adult

(Continued from page

require-

18.—Four

that the

Nord and Moropticon

single-

projector
systems
are
progressing
with their developments is regarded
as a sign that 3-D pictures will have
an important place in the industry's
future.

FILMACK

fea-

lows
"Neanderthal
Man,"
"The
Earth Cries Out," "99 River Street"
and "Thy Neighbor's Wife."

1)

can change the tide and renew the
excitement in the medium.
The fact

in Ontario

Nov.

tures have been classified "adult" bv
the Ontario Board of Censors, as fol:

theatre

W.

:

Copeland,

TORONTO,

ordinary

CHICAGO:

SPECIAL

IJS7S.WiB»SH

NEW YORK:
630 NINTH AVE.

TRAILERS

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

74.

NEW

98

YORK,

U.S.A.,

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

20,

TEN CENTS

1953

Annual Report

Revitalization

World Market
Optimistic in

Face of Curbs
'Herald' Survey Cites

Foreign Film Problems
of the world marespecially
for motion pictures,
with respect to the new film techniques, appears to be hampered by
dollar deficiencies, trade restrictions,
tax burdens, scarcity of raw materials

The development

ket

and manufacturing

facilities,

all

in-

evitable

World War

II.

This

results

of

revealed in the eighth annual

is

World

Market

section

Herald,"

Picture

of

published

"Motion

Goldenson Says Reaction to Exhibitor
Production Plan Is 'Tremendous'

Urges Industry

Exhibitor reaction to Leonard Goldenson's proposal that theatremen
protect themselves by entering into some phase of production has
been "tremendous," the American BroadcastingParamount Theatres president said here yesterday.
Goldenson described the enthusiasm as "a ground
swell," judging by the comments and letters he has
received from exhibitors.
While those who have contacted him have not
come up with any definite plan of procedure, Goldenson said that it was evident that they were
considering the problem and probably would
emerge with a plan. He said that AB-PT could
not join with other groups on a production plan
but that it was possible the network-circuit could
launch a project on its own. However, he added
that no such plans were currently in work.
Goldenson made his proposal at the Chicago
convention of the Theatre Owners of America
L. Goldenson
on Nov. 3 when he said that if "producer statesmanship" is not applied to the solution of problems relating to high
film rentals and product shortages, then the exhibitor "must protect
himself either by producing pictures, financing production or in some
other manner."

Adopt New Ad
Approaches
Fabian Outlines Needs
Of Various Sales Media
A

five-point advertising program
to revitalize the industry was outlined
here last night by Si Fabian, president
of Stanley Warner, in an address at

ship

by the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers at the

today.

with specific reference
screen processes in every
country where motion pictures are an

developments

new

The program

Agenda Highlights

called for
CI

Variety Clubs' Convention

Polaroid Engineers

To Further Plan for Film

In line with

policy to give techtheatres playing
3-D pictures, seven engineers of the
Polaroid Corp. today will leave Cambridge, Mass., on an inspection trip
to all theatres that will play M-G-M's
its

assistance

nical

"Kiss

Working

President Eisenhower will accept a gold card life membership in Variety Clubs International in a White House presentation on Dec. 1, it was revealed
here today. The card will be
presented to the President by
International chief barker Jack
Beresin and the organization's
international
heart
chairman
Nathan D. Golden.

monitors, filters and all
3-D equipment in the houses. Between
60 and 75 theatres are scheduled to
open the two pictures during the next
two
weeks.
Polaroid's
technical
assistance service was announced several weeks ago and this will be the
first application^ of the policy.
will

inspect

Mirisch Will Produce
3 for Allied Artists

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov.

19.— Three

pictures, all with color in Technicolor
and one in CinemaScope, will be pro-

duced

personally
during
1954
by
Walter Mirisch, Allied Artists executive producer.
The first will be "The
Annapolis Story," to be followed by
"The Black Prince," to be done in
CinemaScope in England with Associated British Pictures participating in
the production.
The third will be
"Wichita," scheduled for the middle of

summer.

Variety Membership

individually, the engineers

openings.

Si

coordi-

the Coast to regain the publicity position of
the industry.

Fabian

A

WASHINGTON, Nov. 19.— Detailed discussion of the script
Mountain," the two-reel film to be made about Variety Club charitable activities around the world, will highlight the agenda for the mid-winter conference of Variety Clubs International,
which takes place here tomorrow and

Card to Eisenhower
WASHINGTON, Nov. 19.—

for

A

nated effort on

complete
•J
reform of distributors' press books in
for "Miracle
(Continued on page 7)

and Warner Brothers'
Thanksgiving
Day

Me Kate"

"Hondo"

to

As-

tor Hotel.

industry.
Twenty-two
important
{Continued on page 6)

Checking Projection

School,"

conducted

The survey covers up-to-the-minute
to the

"Showman-

the

Saturday.

London Hails 'Robe'
In Leicester Square

According to international chief
barker Jack Beresin, the meeting, being held at the Statler Hotel, will also
try to interest delegates in having
their tents

promote the "Crusade for

By

PETER BURNUP

LONDON,
of color

Nov. 19.—Amid a blaze
and excitement, "The Robe"

Freedom," the drive to raise money for opened here tonight at the Odeon
Radio Free Europe and other activi- Leicester Square Theatre to the
acclaim of a distinguished audience
ties to encourage resistance in Iron
Curtain countries. Other items on the which included diplomats, church dignitaries, socialites, stars of the enter-'
agenda include
tainment world and more important
€f Discussion of ways of raising addi- —a hard
core of leading exhibitors
tional funds for variety work
drawn from all corners of England to
€|_ Discussion of an appropriate mem- appraise
and later to praise the first
orial for the late "Chick" Lewis;
(Continued on page 6)
If A showing by the Dallas Tent of
(Continued on page 6)

—

;

—

—

Four Named

Spain Offers 40%
In Remittances
The proposed

Spanish

agreement

provides for dollar remittances of 40
per cent in accordance with dollar
availability, it was learned here yesterday on the eve of today's meeting
here of the Motion Picture Export
Association.

The

MPEA meet,

which is expected
to decide on the proposed interim and
(Continued on page 7)

Aid
Complete Plans For 'Brotherhood Week'
SIMPP Export Group Leadership for the 1954 "BrotherDetails in connection with the setting up of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers' export
association were being completed here
_

this

week by

SIMPP

executives.

Here

for conferences

with the Motion PicAssociation were Ellis

ture Export
Arnall,
president; Gunther
Lessing, board chairman, and Marvin

SIMPP

(Continued on page 7)

to

hood Week" campaign has been expanded by the addition of four associate

national

chairmen,

it

was

an-

nounced by Spyros S. Skouras, president of Skouras Theatres, who is
chairman of the national exhibitors
committee for the campaign to build
understanding and goodwill among
Protestants, Catholics and Jews.

The four

associate chairmen,

(Continued on page 7)

who

Motion Picture Daily
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Columbia Board
For Reelection

Personal
Mention
NICHOLAS
ident

Charles

SCHENCK,

M.

Loew's,

of

returned
from the Coast.
•

have

dent,

Inc.,

Moskowitz,

C.

pres-

and

vice-presi-

stockholders
meeting scheduled for Dec. 21 here.
at

the annual

The nominees consists of Harry
Cohn, president Jack Cohn, executive
A. Schneider, vicevice-president
president and treasurer A. Montague,
vice-president in charge of domestic
sales
N. B. Spingold, vice-president
in charge of advertising and publicity,
;

;

Mrs. T. M. Moore, executive secretary of Victor Animatograph Corp.,
of Davenport, la., was guest of honor
at a testimonial dinner marking the
30th anniversary of her association
with the company.

;

Donald S.
Stralem, Alfred Hart and Abraham

Leo

and

M.

Blancke,

Sonnabend.

•
Silverstone, president of
International
Century - Fox's
20th
Is
Corp. will leave Johannesburg, South
Nov. 19.— United ArtBOSTON,
Africa, next week for Bombay.
•
ists has brought suit in Suffolk Court
Teet Carle, Paramount Pictures against Mayor John J. Buckley of
studio publicity director, will arrive Lawrence, Mass., who banned the
in New York at the weekend from the showing of "The Moon Is Blue" in

UA

Sues Mayor Over
Blue' Ban
'Moon

Murray

that

Coast.

•
Ripps, assistant to

Judge Jesse

city.

ordered the case scheduled for

John on Monday.
The film was
Byrne, Eastern M-G-M sales man-

Herman
P.

here yesterday for Albany

ager, left
and Gloversville.

Kajlmenson,

Warner Brothers
returned

has

of
president
Distributing Corp.,

New York

to

from

Hollywood.
•

Curtis Miller, general manager
of the Claughton Theatre in Tampa,
has returned there after attending the
funeral of his mother.
•
William C. Dozier, executive vioepresident of Cornwall Productions,
will leave New York tonight by plane
for

set for

rence,

•

Ben

Hollywood.
•

Gerald Levine, account executive
with Donahue & Coe, advertising
agency, will be married

in

W. Morton

January

to

trial

booked, advertised and

Broadway Theatre, Lawa Stanley Warner house, when
the

Mayor Buckley's ban came, based
on the contention that the film was
U.A.
''obscene, indecent and impure."
officials
deny this and furthermore
state that his ban was ordered before
the mayor had even viewed the film.

Film on Handicapped
Persons Shown Here
"America's Untapped Asset,"

latest

Approves Eady Plan
LONDON, Nov. 19. — Peter
Thorneycroft, president of the
Board of Trade, informed the
House of Commons today that
the government has approved
the industry's voluntary plan to
continue the Eady levy on
ticket prices to help finance
British production for another
three years from the end of

Max

Youngstein, vice-president

E.

United Artists, will return to New
York over the weekend from a 10-day
European trip, during which he set
plans for the company's 35th anniversary celebration and sales drives. He
will leave Paris by air today.
During his trip, Youngstein visited
England, France, Germany and Italy

Accordingly, the Board of
Trade president said no legislation to the same effect is re-

to

quired.

paigns

coordinate overseas anniversary
operations with the roster of com-

memorative

ends, for the time being,

and

activities

sales

cam-

launched on the home

to be

front.

one of the most hectic and con-

Youngstein
met
with
Charles
Smadja, UA's Continental manager;
A^ontague C. Morton, managing director for Great Britain, and other European sales executives. In addition, he
conferred with producers and directors readying films abroad for anni-

fusing trade incidents here in

many months.

Zukor Returns from
Anniversary Tour'

versary-year
release,
among them
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, who is completing casting for "The Barefoot
Adolph Zukor, board chairman of Contessa" Robert Rossen, now scoutParamount Pictures, will leave Paris ing locations for "Alexander the
today by plane for New York follow- Great," and David Miller, who will
ing a five-week tour of Europe in con- direct "Twist of Fate."
junction with the worldwide celebraThe United Artists vice-president
tion this year of the 50th anniversary also met with Richard Condon, who
of his entry into the motion picture is making a' 90-day survey of publicity
business.
The plane carrying Zukor and promotion operations by producers
and Mrs. Zukor is scheduled to land filming pictures in Europe and Great
at Idlewild Airport tomorrow morn- Britain for release by UA.
ing.
On the Golden Jubilee journey,
;

Zukor visited Paris, Rome, London
and Stockholm, and in each of these
capitals leaders of the industry, states-

men and

film of the President's Committee on
the Employment of the Physically

tribute

Handicapped, was previewed here yesterday for the press and various organizations interested in the problems
of rehabilitation. It will be distribstations in the United
uted to all

Israel.

TV

20, 1953

of

July, 1954.

Thus

November

Youngstein Returns
At the Weekend
From Drive Tour

Government

British

;

New York

to

Up

Columbia Pictures' nine-man board
of directors has been nominated for
reelection

Friday,

diplomats joined in paying
the 80-year-old pioneer.

to

During the past week Zukor

visited

Goldschmidt in U.S.
For Republic Confab
Plans

many

For 'American Wife

9

the

production

in

Ger-

"The Big Whisper," written

by Virginia

Van Upp, who

will also

be discussed in Hollywood by Rudolph Goldschmidt, special representative of Republic in Germany, during conferences with Herbert J. Yates, president of Republic,
produce,

Heavy Music Drive

for

of

will

The picture was produced by
and Richard W. Altschuler, president
United World Films.
"Indiscretion of an American Wife," of
•
Republic
International.
GoldThe film shows how an insurance forthcoming
Jones-Monte chmidt, now in New York, will leave
Jennifer
Ralph J. Carenza, manager of the
Mass., company meets the problem of em- Clift starrer, will be backed by one for Hollywood by plane on Sunday.
Springfield,
Bijou Theatre,
of the heeaviest music promotion camElizabeth
Cole. ploying handicapped persons.
The production agreement for "The
has been married to
paigns of the year, it is reported. Com- Big Whisper" is the first contract to
•
posers Sammy Cahn and Paul Weston be closed under Republic's new plan
Col. William McCraw, executive Israel Schlaifer Dead
have just fashioned two song's from for financing independent producers.
director of Variety International, left
Jeanette Spiller,

of

Newark.

Albany, N. Y., for Washington.

States.

DETROIT,

Nov.

19.

—

Israel

the score of the Vittorio

De

Sica film

Charles

and Columbia Records will start reNew York motion picture cordings this week on "Indiscretion"
Charles Kurtzman, Loew's divihere yes- with Jo Stafford and Liberace.
sion manager, has returned to his Bos- advertising executive, died
He had been general manaAdditionally, the sound track, featerday.
ton headquarters from New York.
ger of the Hygrade Food Packing Co. turing the main themes, will be re•
Marshall Fling, Universal Pic- of this city. Funeral services will be leased in December on a special extended 45rpm album by Columbia.
tures branch manager in Jacksonville, held here tomorrow.
Topping this, Columbia's Paul Weshas returned there from Atlanta.
ton is planning an album, "Salute to
•
Funeral
Jennifer Jones," featuring themes from
Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert
services
will
held
today
Funeral
be
her films and including themes from
Films, will leave here today by plane
New Britain, Conn., for Fred "Indiscretion of an American Wife."
in
for London.
Morin, long-time member of the New Latter album will get early February
•
•

Schlaifer,
Schlaifer,

57,

brother

Today

Morin

Oscar Howell,

president of Capital
City Supply Co., of Atlanta, has returned there from Jacksonville.-

York staff
who died at
day.
ain,

Hartford

State Reopens
HARTFORD, Nov. 19.— Connecti-

largest combination motion picture-vaudeville theatre, the 3,800-seat

cut's

State, Hartford, will reopen Saturday
after having been shut since last May.

The Harris

Brothers, owners and op-

resuming a Saturday-Sunday stage-screen policy.
erators, are

is

of

of
his

Altec

home

Service Corp.,
here last Mon-

Morin, a native of New Britsurvived by his widow and a

son.

Dividend Set
HOLLYWOOD, Nov.

/V.

T.

release
initial

to

tie

in

with

the

picture's

playdates.

Ira Sichelman Heads
20th's D.C. Office
Ira

Sichelman

has

been

named

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center.

M-G-M's

"KISS

Kathryn

ME KATE"

starring

GRAYSON Howard KEEL
.

ANN MILLER
Photographed

in

Print in

TECHNICOLOR
ANSCO COLOR
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

dorisDAY
howardZCEEL f AMesIbros^

19.—The branch

board of directors of National Theatres, Inc., today declared a dividend
of 15 cents per share on the outstanding common stock, payable Jan. 5 to
stockholders of record on Dec. 15.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

manager of 20th CenturyFox's Washington exchange, succeeding J. B. Rosen, who recently resigned

Jane

that post.

Sichelman was formerly sales manager of the Washington office.
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Universal Will Release

echnicolor
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Muhl Reports
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Program Was Adopted at
Top Level Coast Meet
HOLLYWOOD,

ginning Nov. 1,
it
was a n -
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I
:
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..liering

-k;~ Ms

Nov.

5

at

p ,e Radio City
in the

Hall, will be shown
version, it is learned. It is
feel the
said Music Hall officials
in
oicture is iust as entertaining

Musk
2-D

High Court Agrees

26—

Oct.
Thirtvfour motion pictures, 22 of
them "in
color by Technicolor, will be
produced
at Universal-international
studios during the year be-

nounccd by Edw a r d Muhl,
vice

president
of
production.
in

-

charge

From a standPoint of expenditures involved
and
scope
of
product, the
new production
scheH.,1,.

ic

,h.

—

;
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(Continued from page 1)

ever, are

reports,

optimism,
regard to local
This includes the
production.
growing number of co-produc-

and

in Europe
possibilities along

distinct
lines

",

—

projection which wins approval.
Generally, the interest in stereoscopic films has fallen off in all markets after several pictures have been
shown the pattern being that the

—

ords

rack up huge recsubsequent runs fall off

attractions

and

sharply.
It still is too early to see if
these countries will show a revival of
interest in 3-D
now becoming evident in the U.S. with the recent release of truly top calibre productions.
Wide screen, as differentiated from

—
—

CinemaScope or any other anamorphic
process, has come into use in many
of the foreign markets, without exciting violent reaction either pro or
As this World Market issue
con.
went to press, the trade in all corners of the earth awaited the first
"off-shore" reaction to CinemaScope,

due to make

its

debut in London

last

Fear Government 'Aid'
Taxes, admission and other

kinds,
plague the industry in Great Britain,
Denmark and Mexico, to name just a
few, while government "aid" laws

mere conon tenterhooks the
industries of France, Italy, Argentina
their passage, expiration or

— keep

and Mexico

Trade

restrictions are
omnipresent, with the possible exception of Switzerland and one or two
Latin American countries, while the
dollars with which to
dollar shortage
buy new equipment today looms as
important as it has at any time since
the immediate post-war period.

—

—

Drive-in Opening Set

HARTFORD,

Nov. 19.— A March

opening

is planned for the $150,000,
750-car capacity drive-in being built
at Mansfield, Conn., by General The-

atres,

its

;

convention at Dallas next March.
will be cli-

Inc.,

and Lou

of

which Morris Keppner

Lipman are

principal officers.
The project is the first of several planned units for the West Hartford corporation.

the

Humani-

the host tent, Washington Tent 11.
Dr.- S'elman Waksm'an will be presented with the Humanitarian Award,
while Jane Froman will get Tent ll's.
award- as the show business personality of' the year.
Earlier, on Friday night, delegates

attend a dinner given by PepsiCola in honor of Beresin, and on
Saturday afternoon they'll be guests of"
will

Coca-Cola at the Maryland-Alabama
football game.

London Hails

'Robe'

(Continued from page 1)

-

of

"The Robe" and Cinema-

Scope, has done much to further the
prosperity of the industry. Many exhibitors stated -that they are ready
immediately to install the necessary
screen and lenses, but doubt the
necessity for the extra sound installation.
The cost of the equipment also
The projection
is
a vital factor.

used were made in Britain,
while the screen was imported from
the United States.
4
The seven-day Odeon run will be
lenses

closely

FCC

The statement came from
member John C. Doerfer in a

speech
here before the Radio and Television
Doerfer said
Executive Association.
stations
at present there are 275
authorized, of which 99 are on the air.
As of Nov. 1, he said, there were 292
stations under construction and
206 on the air. The total number of
stations which the FCC could
authorize, Doerfer said, would be 617
and 1,436 UHF. However, he
declared, he doubted that more than
750 would actually be authorized any
time soon, based on pending applications and the Commission's current
grant standards.

VHF

TV

VHF

FCC

The

also said he saw
radio should not continue to prosper, despite
competition.
He also criticized industry
officials
who were suggesting that
the Commission should minimize competition in the broadcasting field by
restricting the number of its grants.
official

why

no reason

TV

-

November

20, 1953

Training Film

To Promote Courtesy
Ready for Showing
"Courtesy Can Be Contagious," the
first

theatre

staff

training

pro-

film

duced by Filmack Trailer Co. in association with the Theatre Owners of
America, is now being offered to exhibitors.
The 15-minute subject was
given its initial showing at the TOA
convention
in
Chicago early this
month and was presented to the press
here yesterday at a luncheon jointly
sponsored by TOA and Irving Mack,
president of Filmack.
Although active selling of the subject has hardly started, Mack said
that approximately 40 prints have been
sold to circuits and independent theatre groups.
It will be the policy to
sell the prints outright, Mack said,

although they may be rented by individuals for $10 a day. Circuits may
buy the subject for $7.50 each, with
a minimum cash outlay of $150.
For
a

$250,

large

group

exhibitors

of

may purchase the subject for circulation among themselves.
The Walter Reade circuit has purchased the picture in 16mm. and 35mm.
versions and, because of the turnover
in

personnel, plans to show the subevery three months to its staffs.

ject

Weeks of Extra
Time for 'The Robe'

267

Paced by what 20th-Fox described

CinemaScope production of 20th Century-Fox,
The concensus of opinion here is
Spyros Skouras, through the
that

medium

future."

UHF

.

as record holdovers in first domestic

Professional Actors

Used

"Courtesy Can Be Contagious"

is

a

to show the value of
staff courtesy to patrons.
Acted by
professional players, it tells the story
of a waiter whose wife gets discourte-

sincere

effort

and Canadian situations, "The Robe," ous treatment on the telephone when
in CinemaScope, to date has rolled up she asks a theatre cashier what is
a total of 267 weeks of extra playing playing and the time of the feature's
start. The waiter then poses as a well
The production, in its ninth week at known senator, phones the theatre that
the Roxy Theatre, New York, con- he and his wife will attend that night
The result
tinues at an eight-week pace at the and carries out his- plan.

time.

Los

Angeles, Los Angeles
State
Chicago, and the Fox, Philadelphia, with seven weeks currently
at the Harris, Pittsburgh
Fox, Detroit
Buffalo, Buffalo; Villa, Salt
Lake City 5th Avenue, Seattle Cap;

Lake,

;

;

;

;

toes

Orpheum, Kansas
City, and the Fox, San Francisco.
Sixth weeks are in progress at the
Hippodrome,
Cleveland
Orpheum, portant person and deserves the utPortland, Ore.
Radio City, Minne- most in attention and courtesy.
No effort is made to "preach" in
apolis
Metropolitan, Houston
and
Memorial, Boston while "The Robe" the picture, the assumption being that
theatre staffs who see the film will
is playing to fifth week crowds at the
itol,

Washington

that the entire theatre staff is on its
to please the supposed notable.
Prior to his visit, scenes show the
staff being inattentive to patrons. But
the arrival of the "senator" and his
wife puts new life into the theatre's
personnel and their courtesy is noticed
The manager then
by all patrons.
realizes that every patron is an imis

;

;

watched by

all.

;

;

;

;

Blackmer Says Films
Superior to Stage
HOLLYWOOD,

night.

templation

said

tarian Award dinner, held in conjunction with the annual dinner dance of

re-

as critical as in Europe, although still
far below a level necessary to insure
quick acceptance for any new
a

initial

He

The two-day meeting
maxed Saturday night by
'

Far East sterling bloc
the
In
countries all and Latin America, the
financial situation on the whole is not

—

during

film about

ety's

about the
new changes coming "put- of Hollywood, but also a .fear that hardpressed independent exhibitors might
very easily be put out of business by
any revolution or evolution. The latter mean dollar outlays which cannot
be borne immediately by most theatres.

19.

charitable work at
The film showing is
Boys' Ranch.
designed to stimulate interest in Vari-

eagerness

general

a

than 750 television stations authorized
and on the air "in the immediate

its

history.

port

1952, Commerce
film chief Nathan

Nov.

(Continued from page 1)

cases,

—

BOSTON, Nov. 19. A Federal
Communications Commissioner said
that he doubted there would be more

New

been
has
product
found so healthy that it does
protection;
quota
need
not
Holland is turning out features; Brazil's output is inAlso, in almost all
creasing.

German

The "Herald's" correspondents

—

Outlets to 750

U, S. film companies netted approximately $4,893,000 in Ger-

Variety Meet

Latin

quality and the interbeing
are
market
national
stressed as never before in

TV

the gross for U. S. films was
five-and-a-half times that much.

those

between European and
producers.
American

in 1952

Department
D. Golden reported.

and

tions

Germany
many

how-

marked by excitement,

anticipation
especially in

from

WASHINGTON,

countries and three trading areas are
covered in the report.

The "Herald"

$4,893,000

TO A

FCC Holding

Sees

World Market

Friday,

19.— The
screen is a superior story-telling medium to the stage, and is having much
more influence on the legitimate theNov.

Denver, Denver, and the Paramount,
Syracuse.
The following theatres
are showcasing the production for a
fourth week: Palace, Rochester; Fox,
Spokane
Regent, Baltimore
Cali;

;

San Diego

Albee, Cincinnati
St. Louis, St. Louis, and the Imperial
at Toronto.
fornia,

Drive-in for 'Scope

nical

CinemaScope

UCLA

skill."

Blackmer, who appeared in the role
of Frank Elgin in Clifford Odets'
"The Country Girl" in key cities of
the East earlier this year, has arrived here for some picture commitments.

Two New Firms

File
Certificates in N. Y.
ALBANY,
new

N.

Y.,

Nov.

importance of courtesy to

and the theatre

the

via

A.

story.

S.

Tells of 'Hansel'

;

than vice versa, Sidney Blackmer, a star in both fields, told
theatre arts department students in an
informal talk.
"Movie acting is more difficult than
staae acting," Blackmer asserted, "and
in its way requires the greater techatre

realize the

themselves

Planned

in Rochester
ROCHESTER, Nov. 19.—The first

drive-in to be built in
the Rochester area will be built for
S. P. & D. Corp., of which Samuel
H. Salone is president. To be known
as the North Park, it will accommodate 700 cars, will have 350 seats
for "walk-ins" and will cost an estimated $250,000. Opening is scheduled
for early spring.

Releasing Plans
"Hansel and Gretel," the

first

fea-

production
of
Michael Myerberg Productions, will
be available for release for the Easter
holidays, it was disclosed here yesterday by Arthur Gray, Jr., president of
Michael Myerberg Productions.
Gray was the guest speaker at the
monthly meeting of the National Teleture-length

puppet

Film Council, held at the
Hotel Warwick.
He utilized 16mm.
"practice shots" to demonstrate the
vision

work

of his firm.

Gray

said that the

production would be completed about

Rosenberg Buys 'Lion'
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 19. — Pro19—Two

the first of the year, and a major film
company would be selected as distributor.
He indicated that the next

duction

rights to "The Lion, "Cosmopolitan" magazine story by Eleanor
DeLamater, have been acquired by
Frank P. Rosenberg, independent pro-

production would be "Aladdin and His
Lamp." Gray estimated that "Hansel
and Gretel" cost about $1,000,000, taking into account the development of

ducer.

the process.

firms have registered certificates
here to conduct motion picture busiThey are Celnesses in New York.
tic Films, Inc., and Stock Scenes in
Color, Inc.

November

Friday,
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20,

Fabian

All-Purpose Theatre
Seen by Fabian

Ad Program

all-purpose theatre of the
future was envisioned here yesterday by Si Fabian, president of Stanley Warner, in his
address to the "Showmanship
School," conducted by Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.

Predicted Fabian: "The motion
picture exhibitor will be in the
variety business. He will play
CinemaScope, 3-D, 2-D, closed
presenting
television,
circuit
prize-fights, concert attractions,
legitimate shows, and sports
during his regular hours and
important non-theatrical demonstrations, conventions and sales
promotions in off -theatre hours,
and he probably will be able to
add in those future days the

marvel of Cinerama to this remarkable range of entertainfor public presentation."

order to put vital and effective sales
help in the hands of managers.
CI Gearing the industry to test advertising campaigns for certain types of
pictures, especially those that appeal to

more mature

the
•3H

patron.

Flexibity of selling methods.

<f Enlistment of the industry's natural allies, allies whose prosperity dein some degree upon the prosperity of the motion picture theatre.
Fabian, telling of his experience as
the head of a 350-house circuit, said
"you can write it down as a law of
theatre operation that nothing succeeds
like activity."
He explained "that the
theatre which is the center of consistent animation, regardless of occasional errors of judgment which are
will hold
inevitable in our business

pends

—

patronage and produce a profit."
Taking cognizance that his audience was composed mainly of distribuits

personnel, Fabian then outlined
of his chief recommendations.
"I have heard it said by an industry
statistician that the volume of pub-

tion

many

'Brotherhood Week'
(Continued from page 1)

Arthur,
Balaban,

Katz

Jr.,

of

vice-president and general
Fanchon and Marco John
;

president

of

Balaban

and

George Bowser, vice-president

;

emanating from Hollywood has
dropped sharply from the pre-war
days and it is obvious that this drop
in volume may have an important bearlicity

will enlist the cooperation of exhibitors in their areas, are Harry C.

manager

of National Theatres, and Robert J.
O'Donnell, vice-president of Interstate
Circuit, Inc.

ing upon the lack of public response
to pretty good pictures and may account for the failure of fine productions to make a profit."
In this rehe called for a coordinated
spect,
effort on the Coast.

The annual Brotherhood campaign
is

a

major

patriotic

interest

of

Polaroid Swamped
With 3-D Orders

(Continued from page 1)

An

ment

7

Asks Newspaper Aid

ex-

It
throughout the country.
offers, according to Skouras, an opportunity to serve the country by
eliminating prejudice and promoting
harmony among all Americans. Its
climax comes during "Brotherhood
Week," which this year will be observed Feb. 21-28.

hibitors

'Our Responsibility'
picture industry, and
particular the exhibitor, is the
closest contact with the public," Skou"It is our responsibility to
ras said.
use this contact to keep our nation
united and to make democracy a vital,
living force."

"The motion

in

_

Regarding the need to

enlist

the

cooperation of allied businesses, such
as newspapers, Fabian declared, "It
is my firm conviction that, if the theatre end of the industry had been more
alert in its public relations with some
of the leading newspapers of the country our fight to lift the Federal admission tax would not have been faced
with the barrage of editorial criticism
that hit the Mason Bill as President
Eisenhower was considering the merits
of

our case."
The Stanley

top

:

Allied Stock-Buying

Committee at Work
Allied committee which was
appointed to study the advisability of
exhibitor investments in film companies is "carrying out the directives
of the convention," Wilbur Snaper,
Allied president and a committee
member, said here yesterday. Snaper
indicated that the committee had been
working on the project, but he declined to be pinned down to facts.
"It is a very delicate subject," Snaper said, "and must be pursued cau-

The

tiously."

Other members of the committee
are Ben Marcus of Milwaukee, Nathan Yamins of Fall River, Mass.
Ruben Shor of Cincinnati and Jack
Kirsch of Chicago. The stock-buying
proposal was made at Allied's Boston
convention where Trueman Rembusch
suggested that exhibitors gain voting
control of several major producingdistributing companies to initiate policies designed to insure against product
shortages and the adoption of sales
policies more desirable to independent
exhibitors.

Spain Remittances

100 dubbing permits allowable
per year, it was learned, is divided
thus 60 permits to the seven member
:

companies of MPEA, 15 to local
Spanish distributors for non-MPEA
companies such as United Artists,
Republic and Allied Artists, and 25
allotted to independents.
It also contains a clause allowing a review of
the number of permits issued per year.
The cost to American distributors
of a permit for a black-and-white feature will be 600,000 pesetas, or about
$15,000, in the official exchange rate,
according to the proposed pact, while

the permit for a color, 3-D, or a

wide

was

right

on the

SIMPP Export
(Continued from page 1)
Faris,

head

office.

The

society's

the

of
trio

Coast

night

last

left

for

Washington.
that
he,
yesterday
Arnall
said
Lessing and Faris were endeavoring
information
on foreign
gather
to
markets which would be of value to
SIMPP members. He said that they
were concerned over the scarcity of
information in regard to procedure in

about two weeks.
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story

far as we're concerned.
Polaroid has so many orders for
glasses it can't fill them all. It's
really fantastic."

NOTICE/

197 Walton

deals.

"Your
beam as

WARNER

20th Century-Fox Screening

the dollar availability does not reach
40 per cent, the difference can be
worked out through compensation

for Polaroid said:

in

ATLANTA

two-year pact, will be virtually exclusively on the Spanish situation.
The
proposed pact also provides that if

and equipment, generated
by the new group of higher
quality 3-D releases now coming on the market, a spokesman
films

tion.

110

(Continued from page 1)

newed

Picture

story yesterday of reexhibitor interest in 3-D

managers."
Sees Publisher-Contact Vital
Regarding natural allies, Fabian
blamed the industry in a large measure
for the "decline in the value of newspaper movie pages," maintaining that
the industry has not maintained adequate contact with editors and pub- various countries, especially as they
lishers. A newspaper, he added, which relate to permits, licenses and general
permits its readers to drift away from interest in independent productions.
the film page is not giving value for He added that SIMPP was following
the premium advertising rates which closely the negotiations with Spain for
are paid to daily newspapers.
a new two-year film pact with the
Fabian, commenting on new screen American film industry.
techniques, said that they would first
In Washington, Arnall, Lessing and
be adapted by the larger theatres, but Faris will confer with representatives
as soon as it is established that the of the State and Commerce departinnovations pa}', the innovations will ments regarding future activities of
be within the economic reach of the SIMPP's expert association abroad.
average theatre through mass produc- Arnall plans to return to New York

official,

telling of the need for pre-test ad
campaigns, cited the advertising messages for sophisticated comedies and
sophisticated dramas. Said he "Slick,
smart, elegant campaigning for such
pictures in large metropolitan areas
may be entirely successful, but when
they start playing in smaller situations, where the people are more folk-

Daily's

of our

FERNANDO
Warner

Commenting on Motion

screen feature permit would be 700,000
pesetas, or about $15,500.
such advertising ideas do not
sey,
register and we have good entertainment which falters in its subsequent
runs."
Press books, he maintained, are
"largely unchanged from the pioneer
days." Fabian claimed they "are particularly deficient in suggestions for
the use of the new media, television
and radio on the local level." He went
on to say that they lack the required
flexibility and impact in selling approach.
"It is a must for the industry," Fabian declared, "that close study should
be given to a complete reform of the
press book so that upon the booking
of a picture, we are able to put vital
and effective sales helps in the hands

2:15 P.M.

13lhlE.

Sis.

N.W.

•

7:30 P M.

OUUL Gjuul
starring

American -Language film from "the
world's most romantic director," the greatly gifted

The

first
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Short Subjects Too

Within the Year
Decree Led Disney Into Distribution
Of 'Desert,' 'Ben and Me' Package

Disney to Use

The Federal consent decree, especially the one applied to RKO Pictures, led Walt Disney Productions to set up its own distribution
of "The Living Desert" and "Ben and Me" package, it was disclosed
here at the weekend by Roy Disney, president of Walt Disney Pro-

'Scope Widely

ductions.

On New

RKO

From now on

every subject of Walt
Productions that lends itself
will be made for wide-screen projection in
CinemaScope, Roy Disney,

Disney

Productions,
said here at the

weekend

before

Press Relations

scheduled
departure for
his

the Coast.

Production

five-man committee to recoma program of expanded press
relations to the three co-chairmen of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations has been appointed, it was
revealed here at the weekend by
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO's special

mend

un-

currently

derway, he
on "20>,

Leagues

A

is

said,

000

Under

the Sea," which
will be released

in

CinemaHe

Scope.

The committee, which

is

authorized

expand its membership if that is
a Disney camera unit is now in Switz- deemed advisable, consists of Oscar
erland experimenting with Cinema- A. Doob of M-G-M, Maurice BergScope projection for a True-Life film; man of Universal, Harry Goldberg of
(Continued on page 7)
Warner Theatres, Harry
Stanley
to

RKO

Theatres and Art
of
Arthur of the Motion Picture Industry Council of Hollywood. The committee will choose its own chairman
at a meeting to be held in the near
future.
Appointment of such a committee
was decided at the annual meeting of
committee
executive
the
held on Sept. 21 at the Astor Hotel
here, following press criticism of the
industry's efforts to obtain exemption
from the 20 per cent admission tax.

Mandel

M-G-MSets 10
For 4 Months
M-G-M
ing the

will release 10 pictures durfour months of 1954, ac-

first

cording to a schedule announced by
the company at the weekend. All of
the pictures will be in color with the
exception of one, namely "The Great
Diamond Robbery." Two will be re-

CinemaScope. These are
in
"Knights of the Round Table" and
"Rose Marie."
leased

There

will

be

three

pictures

re-

(Continued on page 7)

Commons Attacks

NFFC
By

Continuance

PETER BURNUP

LONDON,
criticisms
House of

—

Virulent
Nov. 22.
from both sides of the

Commons greeted the introduction by the government on Friday
of the bill to extend the National Film
Finance Corp. for another three years.
Criticisms by Tory members singled
out British Lion and its indebtedness
(Continued on page 7)

In Competition

With US Seen
Lux Film Also Says

May

It

Produce Over Here

By

ARGEO SANTUCCI

ROME,

Nov.

22.

—Formation

of a

film pool" within the next
year to produce films for a "free"
European market and for export else-

More Playing Time

where

For Bigger Films
Urged by Grainger
More

as the

product shortage by
ger,

RKO

Pictures

who

ducer,

here from
Coast.

answer

COMPO

that

to

the

Edmund

Grainexecutive pro-

is

the

market there is
no use of producing
"ordinary"
pictures
which,

he

(Contirmed on page 7)

RKO

(Continued on page 7)

Cease Fire!
THIS

Hollyzvood, Nov. 22

These are United Nations soldiers. This is the
day of the cease-fire. These United Nations soldiers are members
of a patrol sent to find out whether the enemy intends to honor the
cease-fire when it comes, and this film is the firing-line picture this
is

circumscribe production and distribution here and thereby put the European film on a sounder competitive
footing with Hollywood production.
Films successful in a wide European
market, it is believed, would also be
successful in America and elsewhere.
Protective legislation, the report
intended to benefit
asserts,
while
native films, actually has the opposite
result by setting up retaliatory barriers
restrictions
elsewhere
and
against the home product.
The resultant restricted distribution and ex-

said,

help neither the
producer nor the
exhibitor.
As
to the problem
of smaller subsequent
runs, Edmund Grainger
Grainger said
that there was no ready answer, but
evolution would iron out their role.
Many, but ordinary pictures, he emphasized, is not the solution.
As to new techniques,
Pic-

[Hal Wallis-Paramount-3-D~\

board of directors

Lux Film.
Aim of the pool would be to break
down the nationalistic barriers which

today's

in

considered likely, according

of

playing time for bigger pic-

was seen

tures

is

to the report of the

Grainger said

counsel.

Roy Disney

said

—

European Pool

"European

Five-Man COMPO
Group to Promote

of

Disney

Walt

RKO —

lawyers advised him that
the
Disney explained that
regular outlet for Disney productions could not handle the package,
indicating that it might be construed as "conditioning" the sale of
one film on the purchase of another, prohibited by the Federal decree.
On the other hand, the Disney organization felt that the only way to
amortize the costs of "Ben and Me," estimated to be $400,000 and
said to be Disney's most expensive short, would be to sell it as a
package with "Living Desert." To accomplish this, Disney set up the
subsidiary Buena Vista Corp., which is distributing the two films
as a unit.

Films

Includes Donald Duck
And '20,000 Leagues'

president

TEN CENTS

1953

Korea.

industry has been trying vainly to counterfeit convincingly with profesSome of
sional actors on studio stages or backlots for half a century.
those counterfeits were pretty profitable product in spite of their artificiality.
This picture, photographed on embattled Korean soil and performed by United Nations servicemen, figures to set an all-time high

100 Attend
Variety Meet
WASHINGTON,

Nov.

22.

Vari-

Clubs

International has received,
an application to set up a new tent
in Melbourne, Australia, the first tent
in the Southern Hemisphere.
This was announced by international chief barker Jack Beresin at
the
mid-winter Variety conference
ety

here Friday and Saturday. The meeting was attended by approximately

(Continued on page 7)

Zanuck Honored by
Nation, Trade,
HOLLYWOOD,

SPG

Nov. 22.— Darryl

F. Zanuck was honored by his nation,
state and city, along with his industry

Producer Hal Wallis took the straight-line approach to his undertaking
by disposing at once of all the dispensable trappings of picture production.
He went to where the war was. He got the cooperation of the

and his fellow craftsmen, tonight at
the Screen Producers Guild's third annual Milestone Dinner at the Statler
Hotel.
Don Thornton, Governor of Colorado, representing President Eisen-

(Continued on page 7)

(Continued on page 7)

among

its

kind.

UN

,

,

Motion Picture Daily
Moropticon Showing

Personal
Mention
ALFRED CROWN, RKO

In Phila.
The

Radio

manager, will return to
New York today from Europe and
the Far East.
•

Grainger,

son of
Theatres' film bookthe head of
ing department, has been admitted to
practice before the U. S. Supreme
Court.
•
Jack Dagal, Warner Brothers suFormosa and
for
pervisor
Japan,
Hong Kong, has arrived in Hollywood from New York, en route to
C.

Jr.,

RKO

Wednesday

Seek Changes
In Proposed Spain
Film Agreement

London

Opens to Capacity
LONDON, Nov. 22. — "The

first

Robe" played to capacity audiences at its opening on Friday
at the Odeon Leicester Square
Theatre, following a 10:00 A.M.
showing which drew comfortable business and then built to
capacity for the four succeeding shows.
While the press reception
was mixed, sidewalk comments
were laudatory. Indications are
that the Odeon will break all
grossing records over the weekend, with the exception of "The
Queen Is Crowned," the thea-

one-strip 3-D projection process, will
be held in Philadelphia on Wednesday
Exhibitors
in the Stanley Theatre.
throughout the Philadelphia area have
Other
been invited to the showing.
key city demonstrations are being arranged.
More than 70 representatives of distribution and exhibition attended a
Moropticon demonstration at the Cap-

here on Friday when
scenes from Universal's "Son of Cochise" were screened in both the twoprojector and the Moropticon methods.
itol

Theatre

Further negotiations on the proposed Spanish film pact were advised
following a meeting here on Friday
of the Motion Picture Export Association.

•
E.

Matthew

Wager,

of

the

RKO

Theatres statistical department, was
married on Saturday to Mary Rosalie Verre at the Regina Pocis Votive
Shrine in Brooklyn.
•

Admiral

Pontremoli,

Riccardo

executive director of Thetis Films, of

and Commdr. Carlo Colonna,

Italy,

production chief, will arrive in New
York today from Rome.
«
H. M. Bessey, Altec Service Corp.
executive vice-president, and Marty
Wolf, assistant general sales manager, are in Charlotte from New
•
York.

Lydia Joel,

"Dance Maga-

editor of

zine," will be married in Teaneck,
N. J.j. on Thursday to Edwin Miller,
entertainment editor of "Seventeen."
e
Max A. Cohen, president of Cinema Circuit, is due back here today
from Europe aboard the "S.S. Liberte."

e

W.
ject

B. Zoellner,

and news

M-G-M

reel sales

return here today
west exchanges.

short sub-

manager, will

from a tour

of

Mid-

•

Charles Einfeld, 20th CenturyFox vice-president, will return to
New York today from the Coast.
•

Fritz
publicist,

Goodwin,
has

arrived

M-G-M
here

studio
from the

Coast.

Skouras on Coast;

At Zanuck Tribute
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 22.— Spyros
P. Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, will spend this week here. Tonight he attended the Screen Produc-

Fox,

chairman

of

Faris Meets Golden
WASHINGTON,
vin
the

L.

Faris,

of

Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, contacted Commerce Department officials here Friday for information aimed at aiding
SIMPP members to step up their film
exports.
Faris is also secretary of SIMPP's
newly-formed export group, the Independent Motion Picture Export Association. He said he had met with

Commerce

Department film chief
Nathan D. Golden and other Commerce officials to get information
about overseas markets that would
help the new association serve its
members. He returned to New York
over the weekend.

WASHINGTON,

Nov. 22.— Deputy
ers Guild's third annual Milestone
Dinner, which honored Darryl F. Attorney General William P. Rogers
Zanuck, vice-president of the com- called on law enforcement officers
pany in charge of production. Skou- throughout the country to rouse pubras will return to New York at the lic opinion against films, radio and
TV programs and books which
weekend.
"glorify crime and sadism."

Paramount '63' Union
Parleys Are Delayed
The meeting between Paramount
management and Local H 63 of the

Home

RKO

Managers Meet
On 'Robe' Showing
A

meeting

on the exhibition of
was held here on Friday

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

period

beginning

1,

List to

RKO

Move

Into

Building Here

Albert A. List, chairman of the
Theatres
board of directors of
and principal stockholder, will move
into the
Rockefeller Center head-

RKO

up a global distribution deal
with an American film company for
quarters building here of the RKO
the distribution of "Queen of Jhansi,"
circuit, occupying offices on the 17th
which he said is the first film made
floor.
in India with an eye to the internaThe move-over will take place early
tional market. He said
film
the

the

is

one made by an Indian firm in
color by Technicolor, adding that it
was India's most expensive film, esfirst

the

cost

at

$1,600,000.

If

film

in

at

$4,500,000.
The feature, he added, is
bilingual,
with an English-speaking
version available.

B'nai B'rith Dinner
In Capital Tonight
Past presidents Martin Levine, Jack

H. Levin and

S.

Arthur Glixon

will

represent New York's Cinema Lodge
of B'nai B'rith at the 40th anniversary
dinner of the Anti-Defamation League
of B'nai B'rith at the Hotel Mayflower in Washington tonight at which
President Eisenhower is to receive the

League's special award.
An hour-long telecast

fight against intolerance

to

is

RKO

Mass. Mayor Revokes
His Ban on 'Moon 9

celled.

for

and big-

assistant at Paramount, is chairman
of the arrangements committee.

Due

17th floor.
offices on the
a possibility that List's business associate, Dudley G. Layman, recently elected a director of the company, may also occupy an office on the
same floor. Accompanying List will
be a staff of nine people.
List, whose total investment in the
circuit will run to $6,000,000,
was said to have decided on the moveover in order to be close to his base
of business operations.

There

ADL

by

otry and for its advancement of American democratic principles will be carried "live" and by kinescope by all
four television networks for simultaneous and delayed telecasts.
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, is chairman of the
committee of sponsors of the 40th anniversary events which began Saturday.
Louis A. Novins, Balaban's

Indefinite 'Robe'

week following the consolidation

RKO

Hammer-

written

Richard Rodgers and Oscar
stein, 2nd, and saluting the

this

of

BOSTON, Nov. 22.— Mayor J. J.
Buckley of Lawrence, Mass., on Friday withdrew his objections to exhibition there of "The Moon Is Blue"
and trial of the action contesting his
banning of the picture, which had been
scheduled for tomorrow, was can-

Run

an error in cable transmis-

sion, "The Robe," which had its LonEmployes Union, sched- "The Robe"
was postponed until by division managers and managers don premiere Thursday evening at the
this week. A new contract for the of RKO Theatres. "The Robe" will Odeon Leicester Square Theatre was
home office white collar workers is play the RKO circuit during the said to have been booked for seven
Christmas season.
days. The run will be indefinite.
expected to result from the session.

Office

uled for Friday,

the

1954, to 145 permits. It was
also felt that the duration of the
proposed agreement be limited to one
year, instead of two, as proposed by
Spain. Clarification of the dollar remittance arrangement also should be
stated.
sought, the

set

to

its

Asks Public Action
Against Crime Films

one-year

felt

MPEA

would have been made
Hollywood, he estimated the cost

secretary

and

June

The Indian market, similar to the
domestic market, supports big pictures
while poorer and less spectacular films
fall by the wayside, Keki Modi, Indian production-exhibition leader, said
here at the weekend.
Modi said he was visiting the U. S.

the

Nov. 22.— Mar-

executive

from the

film
of
permits,
the
that they should be raised
136 offered for the interim

MPEA

Big Pictures Go
Well in India

timating

On Film Exports

was described as enof the Spanish proposals

number

the

the

Pola-Lite Co., who presided at the
demonstration, compared the progress
of 3-D to the trial-and-error periods
experienced in the early days of sound
and in the development of television,
citing "the real trouble with 3-D projection has been the problem caused
by throwing two images on the screen
from two separate light sources." He
said that "no degree of mechanical
synchronization can attain the constancy of image possible through the
projection onto the screen of both images from a single light source, from
one projection machine."
Richard Morros, who heads the
technical team for Moropticon, will be
in Philadelphia today to arrange for
the demonstration.

many

in principal, while noting its reservations on a number of aspects. As to

tre's record.

Fox Compares Methods

MPEA

The
dorsing

Tokyo.

Richard

23, 1953

Will

'Robe' in

out-of-town key city exhibitor demonstration of Moropticon,

foreign

Edmund

Monday, November

Joe Liss, general manager of StanWarners' Massachusetts theatres,
and Harry Segal of United Artists

ley

new playdates for the film
Broadway Theatre, Lawrence.

will set

the

at

Northeastern Group
Altec Drive Leader
Standings in the ninth week of the
ServiScope campaign of Altec Service
Corp., as reported by Marty Wolf,
national sales captain, show the company's Northeastern division, under
C. S. Perkins, still on top for divisional
honors.
Fred Hall, Northeastern

branch manager, and Ray Doyle, field
engineer attached to F. C. Dickely's
Central division, have increased their
leads for managerial and field engineer prizes.
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BOYS,

THE WHIP
OF SHOWMANSHIP FOR

Your
Greatest

Christmas

And New Year
Show From
Paramount
"OPULENCE

is

the million-dollar

word

to tag this terrific show. Just dig these satin-

and-gold dungarees they've got

what

I like

"Paramount has

best are the girls,

in

!

But

girls, girls

go with everything
stars and songs and sets,

really let

they've got
all

me

—

so dazzling they've ordered extra

prints so that theatres everywhere can

play

it

for the holidays. It's hot to

book and

sizzling to see, so

please turn the page

. .

ALL THIS, PLUS

PARAMOUNT S MOST
INTENSIVE POINT-OF-SALE

PENETRATION EVER...
Giant promotion with local

tie-in

posters for stores in hundreds of
cities.

and

National advertising, radio

TV

coverage, color newspaper
v

>4

ads and special accessories. Hardhitting assistance all the
all

*

iiiii>itir'i

way and

timed to grabbing top holiday

interest.

Paramount's most opulent

Christmas -New Year attraction

™?

BOB

is

backed by the smash campaign
that will assure record results in
boxoffice performance

.

.

.

with

FRED CLAUK

AND

WRW

A

%U5|Y SHOW!
\IM
a

COLfiriY

TECHNICOLOI

1 V,

AND THE
MOST
BEAUTIFUL
GIRLS IN
co-starring

THE WORLD!

Millard Mitchell William Demarest
•

ROBERT STRAUSS Produced by PAUL JONES Directed by CLAUDE BINYON
Screenplay by EDMUND HARTMANN and HAL KANTER

I

DEAN MARTIN

and JERRY
in Damon Runyon's

LEWIS

MONEY FROM HOME
A
in

Hal Wallis Production

3-D

•

Color by Technicolor

l

GINGER

ROGERS
in

PAUL

WILLIAM
•

HOLDEN

DOUGLAS

•

FOREVER FEMALE

with James Gleason

ROSEMARY

CLOONEY
PAT

•

Pat Crowley

GUY

JACK
•

CARSON
GENE

•

MITCHELL

CASS

JOANNf

CROWLEY DARRY DALEY GILDER
m RED GARTERS
•

•

The Great American Musical

•

Color by Technico

FERNANDO LAMAS RHONDA FLEMI1
•

m JIVARO
in

3-D

Color by Technicolor

"And

I'm
Beating The

Av

,

^

DANNY KAYE MAI ZETTERLING
•

Too For

in

KNOCK ON WOOD
Color by Technicolor

PARA MOUNT'S

WORLD-BEATERS

ELIZADETH TAYLOR DANA ANDREW
PETER FINCH

m ELEPHANT WALK

TO START

Color by Technicolor

99
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and every show in '54, book
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Lux Film

Cease Fire!

(Continued from page

Grainger

1)

(Continued from page
hib.tion of native films in

7

Europe im-

poses upon production economic limitations which make it difficult to compete with Hollywood.
The Lux directors' report points
out that success in establishing a
strong European film industry would
render unnecessary all restrictions on
the importation of American films.
The report also discloses that Lux
is
considering the possibility of en-

I

He

command.

selected soldiers who knew their subject better than
actors could learn it and supplied them with nnes and business they
handled as familiarly as their carbines. He sent them through experi-

ences they had been through and over terrain they had fought across and
back again and again. They take an audience hand-in-hand with them on the
screen.

The picture is in black-and-white 3-D of the highest order and as projected
on the proscenium-wide screen at the Paramount studio achieves an astounding degree of intimacy.
(As there is no reliance on "gimmicks" or other
mechanical devices of stimulation, it appears a certainty that it would lose little,
gaging in production in America.
if any, impact if shown in standard dimensions.)
The story and direction by
Lux Film (U.S.A.) Inc. and Lux Owen Crump and the script by Walter Doniger must be credited with much of
Film Distributing Corp. which oper- the responsibility for that intimacy, for they make only the most moderate use
ated in the U.S. but became inactive
of the service humor, the sentimental incident and the chest-beating oratory so
following
establishment
there
of uniformly employed
by the producers of studio pictures of similar vein. The
I.F.E. "will probably be amalgamated soldier-actors and the expert cameramen under direction of Ellis W. Carter
under the title Lux Film America to have at least equal right to recognition.
handle production activities in the
"Cease Fire !" is not, it should be made clear, a documentary, as the term
United States," the report says.
legitimacy,
is generally applied, yet it has all the assets of the documentary
Dr. Renato Gualino, vice-president validity, authenticity with none of the dreary narration and stuffy statistics.
of
Lux, is managing director of
It is not strictly a story picture, either, for the story it tells is a true story
I.F.E. and president of the Internalived over and over in this same terrain by these same soldiers, and in counttional Federation of Film Producers
less others by others.

—

—

Associations.
Lux reported a profit of $270,000
for the year ended last June 30.

Variety Clubs

It is, in short, a fine use of the motion picture camera and screen in the
interests of entertainment, of information, possibly eventually of history, but
primarily and abundantly of entertainment.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For Januarv

WILLIAM

release.

R.

WEAVER

(Continued from page 1)
100 delegates from every state, Can-

ada and Mexico.
Beresin gave a report on his recent

European tour, and told the delegates
there soon would be new tents in
Paris and Rome.
"This country has
exported many great things to Europe," he said, "but the greatest export of all was exporting the religion
of the Variety Clubs to the showmen
of the British Isles and the Continent."
Commenting on the Melbourne application, Beresin said he expected this
would be the only tent in Australia,
since he doubted that any other city
would provide enough members
warrant a separate tent.

to

John Rowley of Dallas outlined
plans for the Variety spring convention in Dallas next March 21-24 at
the Adolphus Hotel. Colonel William
McCraw, executive director of Variety
Clubs International, read a memorial
tribute to the late "Chick" Lewis,
praising the work Lewis had done
for Variety and for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital.
Fund raising activities and suggestions were covered in reports from
past chief barker Michael Lewis of

M-G-M

Roy Disney

Sets 10

(Continued from page

leased during January and as many in
April. There will be two in February

and a

like

number

in

March.

"Give A
Girl A Break," starring Marge and
Gower Champion and Debbie Reynolds, followed by "Knights of tne

Heading the

list

will

be

Round

Table," M-G-M's first in CinemaScope, starring Robert Taylor, Ava
Gardner and Mel Ferrer, and "The
Great Diamond Robberv," starring
Red Skelton.
In February, there will be "Saadia,"
starring Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer
and Rita Gam, and "The Long, Long
Trailer," starring Lucille Ball and

Desi Arnaz.

During March there will be "TenShelley
starring
Champ,"
Winters, Dewey Martin and Keenan
Wynn, and "Rose Marie," the company's second in CinemaScope, starring Ann Blyth, Fernando Lamas and

Howard

Keel.
April, there will be "Gypsy
Donna Corcoran,
starring

For
Colt,"

Ward Bond

and Frances Dee "Rhap-

William Koster, executive sody," starring Elizabeth Taylor, Vitthe Boston tent
and torio Gassman and John Ericson, and
"Flame and the Flesh," starring Lana
George Hoover of Miami.
Carlos
Pier
Angeli
and
Turner,

Houston

;

secretary

NFFC

of

;

CinemaScope available

for release.
The next feature-length Disney cartoon, "Lady and the Tramp," he said,
will be ready for release in about a
year. From 15 to 18 Disney units, he
added, are working around the globe
on additional films for Disney's TrueLife series.

The

Disney

Coast, he said,
a

number

£3,000,000 to the

NFFC,

and Sir
Alexander Korda, associated with that
company, as targets.
"Korda is better accustomed to lush
days than to these harsh economic
ones," one member said.
labor

A

member

characterized
the
bill
as
"government insolence more fitting as
a prospectus for a South Sea Bubble
company than a statutory instrument
purporting to protect public funds."
The same member, filibustering out
the time allotted to discussion of the
bill, spoke for 137 minutes. He bluntly
described British Lion as "this bankrupt company" and declared
was formed primarily to rescue it
from a £3,000,000 debt incurred in
the lush, rash days.
The bill having been talked out, the
government now must reintroduce it.

NFFC

Set Plans Today for
'Pinocchio' Reissue

of

among them

on the
experimenting with
wide-screen processes,
organization

RKO

Pictures',

to

be

used on the re-release of "Fantasia,"
but no decisions have been made as

A

Statler.

tures,

maintaining a flex-

is

and will make pictures in
the process most favored by the public.
He added that RKO is considering CinemaScope, in addition to
experimenting with its own widescreen anamorphic process.
All of

ible policy

RKO's 3-D pictures, he added, will
also be available in conventional form.
Grainger,
screening of

who had

seen

just

a

Walt Disney's "Rob Roy,

the Highland Rogue," praised the
picture as being one of Disney's best
features.
In his emphasis on bigger
but
fewer pictures, Grainger thus
lined up with the sentiments ex-

pressed by Darryl F. Zanuck, vicepresident in charge of production for
20th Lentury-Fox.
Regarding RKO's line-up of releases
for
the
next four months,
Grainger said there would be seven,
including the following "The French
Line," 3-D, in color by Technicolor;
"Carnival Story," Technicolor
"She
Had to Say Yes," "Rob Roy, the
:

;

Highland Rogue," Technicolor
of Sinbad,"

3-D, Technicolor

;

;

"Son

"Secret

Mission," a tentative title; "Target
Earth," another tentative title, and
"Jet Pilot," Technicolor.

While in New York, Grainger said
he will negotiate for two plays and
a number of novels.
Shooting within the next 10 days, he
added, will begin on "Susan Slept
Here" and "The Big Rainbow."

RKO

He

said
Pictures has at least 15
story properties and there is "plenty
of money available" for production.

Dick Powell, he said, is preparing
produce "Long Wire" and "The
Conquerors" for RKO. Grainger said
he would return to the Coast late
this week.
to

76,000 Titles

Are

in

Government Records
WASHINGTON, Nov.
— The

Regarding TV, Disney said work
22.
progressing on a format for a Dis- Library of Congress has published
ney television show to emanate from two new film catalogues, affording
the studio. When the format is com- together with one previously
issued—
pleted, it was explained, network affili- a complete listing
of all motion -pication will be sought.
tures copyrighted in the U. S. from
Television was seen by Disney as 1894 through 1949.
One of the new
strictly an exploitation medium for volumes covers
the years 1894 to 1912,
theatrical pictures.
He repeated that
as far as old Disney films going to
television, the economics of the situation rules out such a possibility today
with the
market offering "peanuts" for pictures.

TV

Zanuck Honored
(Continued from page 1)

Nov. 22.— Plans for the

saturation area premiere will
be outlined at a luncheon in the Hotel

tion.

he said,

1)

is

hower; California Senator William F.
Knowland, Governor Goodwyn Knight
re-release of Walt Disney's "Pinocchio" and Los Angeles Mayor Norris Poulin the New England area in mid- son bespoke their constituency's esFebruary will be revealed to approxi- teem for Zanuck as a business execumately ISO exhibitors here tomorrow tive and as a citizen.
S.P.G. president Carey Wilson made
by representatives of RKO Radio's
home office and the Disney organiza- the presentation of an award to Zan-

BOSTON,

from page

is

Thompson.

Bill

(Continued from page 1)
of

in a few months, he added, there will
be a number of Donald Duck shorts in

yet.

nessee

_

(Continued from page 1)

1)

(Continued,
)

uck, who praised the Guild as a great
force for unity in the production
branch of the industry.

while the other covers the years 1940
to 1949.
In 1951, the Library issued
a catalogue for the years 1912-1939.
The Library said the three catalogues "provide an unbroken, 55-year
record of the copyright registration of
more than 76,000 motion pictures in
this country."
Foreign films registered for U. S. copyright are also
listed.
Much of the information in
these volumes has been available previously only after prolonged search in
the copyright office, the Library said.
The 1894-1912 volume consists of 92
pages and sells for $2. The 598-page
volume for the 1940-1949 period is
The earlier 1,250 page catalogue
$10.
for 1912-1939 sells for $18.

Allied Artists Slates
Three for December

Jack Benny "emceed" a brilliant enThe exhibitors will be addressed by
Nat Levy, RKO division manager tertainment program.
Three films will be nationally reMervin flouser, director of advertisleased in December by Allied Artists,
David Cantor, exploitaing-publicity
according to Morey R. Goldstein, viceLeo Samuels, Disney's Graburn Leaves Odeon
tion manager
president and general sales manager.
Charles Levy, Dissales manager
TORONTO, Nov. 22. L. M. They are "Dragonflv Squadron,"
ney's Eastern publicity manager, and Graburn has resigned his post as pub- scheduled for
Dec. 27; "Texas Bad
Vincent Jefferds, tie-up manager for licity director of Odeon Theatres, Man," Dec.
20, and a Bowery Boys
Disney.
Ltd. He joined Odeon in 1946.
comedy, "Private Eyes," Dec. 6.
;

;

;

—

Howard Forbes of Philadelphia, co-starring with
Vittorio De Sica's first American-language production,

Jennifer Jones as Mrs.

Montgomery

Clift in

scretion of an

American Wife," a property of The Selznick Company.
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$7,973,000 in

Ad

Theatre Taxes

To The Industry

Go

to Cities

13 Localities

Collect

Gives a

'Lift'

What was

considered one of the best
relations for the industry was displayed here yesterday
in a full page advertisement in the
pieces

on New

Film Admission Tickets
WASHINGTON,

Nov. 23.— Thirteen out of the 41 largest U. S. cities
collected taxes on the receipts of mopicture theatres or other enter1952, the U. S. Census
Bureau reports.
tion

tainment in

Total collections for these 13
cities were put at a record $7,973,000. No indication was given
as to how much came from
theatre receipts and how much
from other entertainment.

Largest collections were reported
by Philadelphia, with $2,998,000. Chicago was next with $1,719,000 and
Pittsburgh was_ third with $1,090,000.
Other cities included in the census
list
were: Seattle, $494,000; New
Orleans, $450,000; Cleveland, $406,000; Cincinnati, $250,000 New York,
$133,000; St. Louis, $132,000; San
Diego, $124,000; Columbus, $107,000;
Akron, $64,000 Washington, $6,000.

of public

York "Times" and

the "Herald

Tribune," inserted and paid for by the
advertising firm of Donahue & Coe.
Under the over-all heading of "The
Big Squeeze and the little woman,"
the copy played up the point that after
experiencing the problems of the day,
the best form of relaxation is the motion picture theatre.

As

explained by

Ed

Donahue

&

Churchill, presiCoe, the idea
stemmed from an actual situation; a
member of the agency's personnel,
after a hard day's work, found that
his tension disappeared after an evening in a film theatre. The next day,
he prepared a piece of copy which
reflected his feelings and showed it to
Churchill who liked it so much that he
decided to run it in the two newspa-

dent

of

(Continued on page 4)

'U'

Makes Deal

to

;

;

Variety Clubs Get

Bid to Hold 1955
Convention Here
WASHINGTON,

tent,

Negotiations have been concluded
with Universal-International to make
"Taza Son of Chochise" available to
exhibitors in the new Moropticon, onestrip 3-D projection system, it was
disclosed here yesterday by All-Dimensions, Inc.
Universal-International plans to re-

—

lease

Nov. 23.—Vari-

ety Clubs International has been invited to hold its 1955 spring convention in New York City.
The invitation, instigated by the

New York

Use Moropticon

was wired by Mayor

Impellitteri as 100 Variety delegates
finished their two-day mid-winter conference at the Statler Hotel here over
the weekend. Variety International has
not met in
York City in several
years, members said.
The two-day meeting wound up the
Humanitarian Award dinner, held in

the

was

picture

early

in

February

Exhibitors already
equipped for 3-D with two-print projection also will be served with prints,
it was added.
"Taza Son of Cochise," in color,
it

stated.

—

the first major company 3-D attraction to be available in both the
conventional 3-D system and Moropis

ticon.

24,

$23,583 for Cites Problems
ND-Ia. Game Martin Hits
Film Dearth

Over 20,000 patrons paid an estimated $23,583 on Saturday to see the
theatre telecast of the Notre DameIowa football game in 13 cities, bringing the total estimated revenue for the
five-game theatre
series to $64,500.

Conclude 18-month
Pact with Spain

He

said a similar series will definitebe offered to theatres next year,
pointing out that BOT's agreement
with Notre Dame runs for five years.
He acknowledged that
did not
make money on the series, but called
it
a "calculated loss" which successfully launched a new phase for theatre TV.
Rosensohn, at the same time, disclosed that
is in the process of
programnegotiating new theatre
ming including plays, operas and balYork City Center,
lets of the New
the Barnum and Bailey Circus, major
league baseball games and symphonic
orchestras. In all likelihood, he added,
(Continued on page 6)
ly

BOT

BOT

TV

Cinerama in Nine
Houses by Year-end
Three new key openings
ber will bring to nine the
cities

in

which "This

Is

in Decemnumber of
Cinerama"

be seen by the end of the year,
it was disclosed here by Lester Isaac,
director of exhibition for Cinerama.
With premieres scheduled for Pittsburgh on Dec. 8 at the Warner Theatre, for San Francisco on Christmas
Day at the Orpheum, and Boston on
the 30th at the RKO, Cinerama will
have more than doubled its potential
audience in the last three months of
the year. "Last week, playing in only
six theatres and already well into its
second year in New York, 'This Is
Cinerama' was still among the top
(Contimied on page 4)
will

An

18-month agreement with Spain,

145 permits for member
companies of the Motion Picture Export Association, has been concluded,
is was disclosed here yesterday by the
MPEA. Eric A. Johnston,
president, has directed Griffith Johncalling

for

MPEA

(

Continued on page 4)

Net of $2,500,000 for Year
Seen by National Theatres
HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 23.— National Theatres,

Inc., and voting-controlled
consolidated net income of approxi-

subsidiaries today reported a tentative
mately $2,500,000 for the fiscal year
ended Sept. 26. This equals about 90
cents per share on the 2,769,486 shares
outstanding.
National Theatres, Inc., is the company organized last year to operate
the business formerly conducted by

formerly subsidiaries of
20th Century-Fox. The net income of
the Wesco and Roxy companies for
the year ended Sept. 27 last year was
$1,877,391, equivalent to 68 cents per
share on National Theatres stock out-

Wesco Theatre

standing.

Corp. and

Roxy Thea-

And

Policies

TV

Rosensohn, general sales manager of Box-Office Television, the
agency which booked the series, expressed satisfaction with the telecasts.
Bill

New

(Continued on page 6)

TEN CENTS

1953

Speaks at Carolina Meet;
Anderson New President
CHARLOTTE,

—

—

"how long can

this continue?"
Citing the admission tax as a prob(Continued on page 4)

Pitts Traces

Inc.,

TOA's

Growth at Carolina
Annual Convention
CHARLOTTE,

Nov.

23.— The

Theatre Owners of America is gaining in the unity and strength that is
necessary to combat problems on the
national level and, wherever possible,
to assist on problems at the local level,
Dick Pitts,
director of public relations, said here today at the annual
convention of the Theatre Owners of
North and South Carolina. Pitts told
the convention that "we are now represented in every state in the nation,
(Continued on page 4)

TOA

Week

of Conventions

Opens

in

Toronto

TORONTO,

tres,

Nov. 23.— Product

shortages, the Federal admission tax,
television and the "confusion that exists today caused by the haphazard and
unintelligent methods of presenting
new techniques" are the major problems facing exhibitors, E. D. Martin,
executive vice-president of the Theatre
Owners of America, said here today.
Speaking at the annual convention
of the Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina, Martin said that he
did not doubt that the problems from
within and the challenges from without will be conquered, but that exhibition and production, historically,
"have been prone to inactivity as far
as
changes and improvements are
concerned preferring to produce pictures under proven formulae and to
exhibit them in a proven way for this
has called for less investment, less
effort and more profit." But, he asked,

23.— The big
of the industry in
Canada rolled into action today with
the holding of the fifth annual meeting of the National Committee of
Nov.

convention week

Motion

Picture

tions of

Canada

Exhibitor
at the

Associa-

King Edward

(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
Mention
ERIC
of

Seen Asking Divestiture Delay;
Schine Gets A Delay Until Dec. 23
National Theatres will ask the Justice Department to extend the
Dec. 7 deadline for completing its divestiture program, it is under-

Under the original 20th Century-Fox consent decree, National Theatres was to have finished disposing of some 105 to 110 theAt that date, the circuit had sold about 70
atres by June 7, 1953.
theatres, leaving 35 to 40 more still to be sold. The Justice Department agreed to extend the deadline to Dec. 7.
National Theatres has not sold all of the remaining theatres, it was

from Washington.
•

Rembusch, Allied
director in Indiana, has been
designated a member of the Indiana
State Fair Board by Governor Craig
of that state.
T.

States

Erwin Needles, son of Henry L.
Needles, formerly Warner Brothers
district manager in Hartford, has been
named commercial sales manager for
WKNB-TV, New Britain, Conn.
•
Harold Schilz, attorney who
handled film and broadcasting cases
in Washington, has joined the Federal
Communications Commission as a
hearing examiner.
•
Harold Wirthwein,
Western

division

sales

Allied Artists

manager, will

return to Hollywood today from Denver and Albuquerque.

•

Louis Sallet, general comptroller
of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.,
arrived here yesterdav aboard the
"Liberte."

•

John B. Spires, Universal-International deputy managing director in
Europe, and Mrs. Spires, arrived in
New York yesterday on the "Liberte."
•

Anne
will be

Motion
of the
editorial department,

married on

May

22 to

James

CURTIN.

RKO

Pictures
J. Miller Walker,
vice-president and general counsel, has
returned here from the Coast.

will

have to seek a further extension of the deadline.

•

—

to

producer,

Hollywood

from

has

New

York.

Opens Thurs.

In 100 Situations
"Kiss Me Kate," M-G-M's color-inTechnicolor musical, will open in approximately 100 key situations on
Thursday. The picture now is in its
third week at Radio City Music Hall
here and is reported to have drawn
exceptionally well in its first week at
the Randolph in Philadelphia.

Goldberg Ends

UK

Talks

Fred
Goldberg,
London
Films'
South American representative, has
returned to Rio De Janeiro following
two weeks of conferences with Sir
Alexander Korda and Morris Helprin
relative to distribution plans for "The
Captain's Paradise," "The Man Between," "Gilbert and Sullivan" and
other forthcoming London Films releases.

Wide

General Clark Here

Einfeld Cites

For 'Cease' Debut

Promotions for

Two

Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
General Mark W. Clark, former
Commander-in-Chief of the United 20th Century-Fox, disclosed here yesNations Far East Command, has ar- terday that the company is scheduling
rived in New York for the world "massive" promotional campaigns for
Reef" and
12-Mile
premiere of the Hal Wallis-Para- "Beneath the
mount film, "Cease Fire!," which the "King of the Khyber Rifles," upcomgeneral is sponsoring tonight at the ing CinemaScope color in Technicolor
Clark productions, which he saw last week
General
Theatre.
Criterion
was met at La Guardia Airport last on a visit to the company's Coast
night by a special escort of nine studio.
Huge advertising, publicity and ex"G. I.s"— the officer and eight of the
13 enlisted men who portray them- ploitation pre-selling jobs have been
selves

in

three-dimension

this

film

about an American patrol in Korea
during the final days of the fighting.

The

general,

the famous
order ending the fight-

who

"Cease Fire
ing in Korea,
Mrs. Clark.

issued

tonight's premiere General Clark
be presented to an audience of
more than 1,000 celebrities, mostly

At

as national and military
leaders, as delegates to the United Nations, as industrialists and as stars

prominent

the

planned for both pictures, Einfeld said,
with openings to be handled as key
entertainment events similar to the
debut of "The Robe" and "How to

Marry

a Millionaire."

venes at union headquarters.
The executive board meeting, the
first in a series called by
president James Petrillo, will set the date
for projected talks with major studios on a new agreement to replace
the present pact, which expires at the
end of the year.
In addition to outlining
policy
regarding a new pact for the film
industry, the series of meetings of
top
officials also will confer on
the renewal of industry-wide contracts
with the record and transcription industry and the radio and television
networks. These contracts also expire
in December or January.
Meanwhile, Petrillo has appointed
Clair E. Meeder, a member of the administrative staff, as first presidential
assistant, succeeding the late A. Rex
Ricardi.
George Gibbs,- the union's
research director, will become second

AFM

AFM

entertainment

world.

Variety Building in

Denver

Is

Academy Winners
Have New Carol
Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned Washingwhose music has won five Academy Awards, have written a Christton,

mas

carol

for

Companion."

the

It

"Woman's Home

was recorded by

Jill

Gutted

"Companion's" December issue at cost.
Nov. 23.— Variety Tent As a Christmas gift, the "Companion"
will make a donation from the price of
No. 37 was burned out in a flash fire
each record to the Heart Fund of the
that caused $100,000' damage. The
when gasoline, being used American Heart Association.

DENVER,

fire

started

door
on construction, exploded, was sucked 'Seventeen' Cites 'Jane'
into the Variety building by way of the
"Calamity Jane" was selected the
ventilating system, and swept through oicture-of-the-month
for December by
the two stories used by the club. Sev- Edwin Miller,
motion picture editor
to operate a gasoline engine next

John Davis, Winckles

Gotham

LONDON,

Nov. 23.— John Davis,
managing director of the J. Arthur
Rank Organization, and Kenneth
Winckles, controller of Odeon Theatres, left here by plane today for
America. Davis goes directly to New
York, where he will be joined by
Winckles after the latter completes a
week's inspection of Rank's Canadian

eral cans of film belonging to the club

were also burned.

state

their

trips

are for rou-

tine business only.

Entertainment World
Aids 'Night of Stars'
The motion

picture industry joined
with the theatre, radio and television
last night to mark the 20th anniversary of the "Night of Stars" at MadiProceeds of the
son Square Garden.
event went to the United Jewish Appeal of Greater New York to help
further its work of refugee relief and
Among the film
Israel resettlement.
stars invited to entertain were Gloria

de Haven, Joey
Brooks.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Walsh and Geraldine

of "Seventeen."

Owned

by the Denver Athletic
building will be razed to
make way for a parking lot for members, which action they intended taking when the Variety lease runs out in
Variety is looking for
three years.
new quarters.
Club,

the

theatre interests.

Both

assistant.

Corey, new 18-year-old recording star.
A record with the new carol, "The
First Christmas," and "Silent Night"
is
being offered to readers of the

was accompanied by

Will Visit

•

Grainger,

preliminary meeting looking for-

AFM

of

Universal
J.
Pictures general sales manager, has
left here for Dallas and New Orleans.

Edmund

A

ward toward a renewal of talks on a
new pact between the American Federation of Musicians and major studios will get underway here today
when the AFM executive board con'

Nov. 23. When the Schine divestiture hearing came
up today before Judge John Knight in Federal Court it was again
postponed, through agreement on the part of the government and
Schine attorneys until Wednesday, Dec. 23. Charles Martina, Albion
exhibitor, was in court and objected to the latest adjournment. Attorneys interested in the case have heard nothing about a reported
agreement on the remainder of the divestiture.

BUFFALO,

Feldman,

Charles

'Kate'

and

will

•

returned

said,

!"

Shelley,

Picture Daily

Begins Initial
Studio Pact Talks
in N. Y. Today

stood.

president
of the Motion Picture Association
America, arrived here yesterday

Trueman

AFM

NT

JOHNSTON,

A.
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NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

Zukor, Pickman to
Toronto 'Pioneers'
Adolph Zukor, chairman
board of Paramount Pictures,

...

of

the

who

re-

turned to New York at the weekend
from a five-week European trip, will
leave

New York

tomorrow, accom-

S

"KISS

Kathryn

ME KATE"

starring

GRAYSON Howard KEEL
.

ANN MILLER
Photographed

in

Print in

ANSCO COLOR
TECHNICOLOR
and SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

panied by Jerry Pickman, Paramount
vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, for Toronto, where both
will attend the Canadian Motion Picture Pioneers' award dinner at the

Royal York Hotel.
John J. Fitzgibbons, president of
Famous Players Canadian Corp., will
be honored at the dinner as Canada's
"Motion Picture Pioneer of the Year."

JanePoweLL60RdonM ac RAE
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20th CENTURY-FOX'S

GREAT PICTURES

IN

ClN EMA
ARE THE INDUSTRY'S

BOXOFFICE LEADERS!
'

-

*

mm.

mm

P^RIETY

National Boxoffice Survey

'Robe*

Champ

Week,

8th Straight

'Millionaire'

2nd

"The Robe" (20th) again is first for the eighth week in
a row, playing in some 25 keys covered by Variety.
Although out for the first time to any extent this stanza,

"How To Marry

a Millionaire" (20th)

is

ond money. This second CinemaScope pic
seven houses this session.

copping
is

sec-

playing in

:

:

;

Motion Picture Daily
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Newsreels to Cover
McCarthy Hearings
McCarthy has
Joseph
agreed to permit theatrical and
television newsreel cameras at
the espionage hearings which
open here today in the U. S.
Court House. Originally, the
Senator had been considering
Sen.

barring the newsreels from the
pressure
was
sessions
and
brought by the Radio-NewsreelTelevision Working Press Association of New York, which,
via a telegram to McCarthy
from its president, Chester
Burger, demanded equal access
to the event with newspaper

Martin Hits Film Shortage
lem of the greatest

competitive and urged theatremen not
to fight it but to embrace it on the
grounds that it is a valuable advertising medium.

Anderson Succeeds Fussell
theatre owners elected Howard
Anderson of Mullins, S. C, president
for
the
coming year, succeeding
Woodrow Fussell of Bladenboro,

The

N.

who was named

C,.

Bob Bryant
named second

was

(Continued from page 1)

MPEA economist

now

in

first viceof Rock Hill
vice-president.
Buchanan of

Directors are H. E.
Hendersonville, George D. Carpenter
of Valdese, Fin Lee of Warsaw, C. A.
Dandelake of.Tarboro, Jack D. Fuller
of Columbia, J. B. Harvey of Clover,

Spanish Pact
son,

importance and

to exhibitors to redouble
their efforts for its repeal, Martin
turned to television, calling it highly

appealing

Madrid,

W. H.

Hendrix,

Jr.,

of

Reidsville,

The immediate

theatres.

all

effect will

by paying a fair film rental

cuit" early in 1954, Isaac added, thereby doubling again the combined seat-

ing capacity of theatres equipped to
show the new multi-dimensional medium.

Agency's

Ad

and

higher-budgeted

all to

of

(Continued from page 1)

though

pers. In very small type, near the bottom of the page, this line was printed

"This

advertisement paid for by a
friend of the motion picture industry."
The advertising agency has several
motion picture industry accounts, besides others.

and small, even

may

—

First, to the

exhibitors

—

at

to

his

"This

"Adherence to this philosophy must
breed chaos first to the smaller and
subsequent run exhibitor, then to the
first run exhibitor and eventually to
the entire industry.
The effects are
disastrous to both production and exhibition.

won't somebody from the
home office believe him, that he cannot pay 35 and 40 per cent and more,
for film and still make a reasonable
profit? Isn't there somebody with au-

Urges Branch-Manager Authority

give to producers
a current quick buck.
it

exorbitantly

Why

high?

the local level who will
story and believe him,
and decide to charge only the film
rental that is fair and equitable?

the ultimate detriment of

exhibitors, large

to

opening two days on Saturday
and Sunday.

and

listen

pictures,

A

Levy Bemoans Lack

thority

demanding exorbitant film rentals and extended playing time,

State and $33,000 for the Globe.
Meanwhile, the Paramount,
currently engaged in a nonstage show policy, estimated
$40,000 for the first week of
"Three Sailors and
Girl." The
picture,
which launched the
straight picture policy for the
house, did a nice $14,000 for its

TOA's Growth

so

"The product shortage which

Millionaire"

estimated for the second
week, with $56,000 seen for the

— through

Cinerama Openings

faces us, whether deliberate or
not, gives us all great concern.
It is apparent that the present
philosophy of production, for
the most part, is to have fewer

A

exhibitors into production directly or
indirectly.
Knock on the doors of
production and distribution and tell
them the facts of life."

—

man.
Approximately 12 more key cities
will be added to the "Cinerama cir-

Marry

to

Loew's State and the Globe

is

company and independent production

H. B. McNally of Fayetteville, Roy Contact with Producers
agreement came Rowe of Burgaw, John M. Kimen of
CHARLOTTE, Nov. 23.— "The
after
Spanish representatives went Roseboro, Albert Soitlle of Charles- confusion of most exhibitors, but esalong with a number of MPEA rec- ton, Rudy A. Howell of Smithfield pecially of the smaller exhibitor, is
ommendations, including the clarifica- and Francis White, H. F. Kincey and further confounded by the lack of contion of the 40 per cent remittance H. H. Everett of Charlotte.
tact between him and his sources of
clause.
The number of permits to be
Others
speaking
today
included supply, the producers," Herman Levy,
allocated to non-MPEA members will Robert
Coyne,
of
COMPO, who general counsel of TOA, said here at
be from 40 to 50 in the 18-month lashed out at the 20 per cent tax and the Carolina exhibitors' convention.
The agree- said "Congressmen and Senators, "He has nobody to talk to.
period, it was reported.
He is
ment is scheduled to go into effect on Democrat or Republican, who helped frustrated there are so many things
Dec. 1.
us in 1953 deserve to feel that we will he has to say, so much he wants to
help them win in 1954 also."
find out, and so many questions he
Walter Reade, Jr., TOA president, wants answered. And he has so many
attended the afternoon sessions and justifiable complaints to make: Why
(Continued front page 1)
participated in discussions.
are his film rentals
In discussing the product shortage,
Martin, in his address, said

"How
at

—

to sign the pact.
Conclusion of the

three highest grossing films in firstrun release," said a Cinerama spokes-

twin Broadway engagement of

be higher film rentals, extended runs,
increased admissions, lower profits,
fewer theatres and the destruction of
the theatre-going habit. And the first
to feel the impact will be the sub-run
and small town exhibitor.
"Second, to the producer-distributor
at first, and for a while, Heaven
on earth to him high film rentals, extended
runs,
increased
admissions,
bigger profits, larger death benefits
and higher salaries. The possible solution to the problem of product shortage is for exhibitors to stimulate small

—

exposes an area of danger
created by production and distribution._
Why, in the face of long and
continued exhibitors' and exhibitorleaders' urgent requests have not the
producers and distributors seen fit to
clothe their branch managers with
more authority and with more discretion? By and large, the branch managers of this country are good and
capable men most of them have been

—

many

in the industry for

24, 1953

Healthy $89,000 for
'Marry' on B'way
A very good $89,000 for the

(Continued from page 1)

president.

reporters.

Tuesday, November

years."

(Continued from page 1)

new

in

Alaska," pointing out that two

TOA

units joined

this year, as
did Fred Schwartz's Century Theatres
of New York and Si Fabian's Stanley
Warner theatres, the latter consisting
of 400 houses.
has been the major voice for
exhibition," Pitts said.
"Today that
voice is much more powerful, carries
much more authority and will continue
to do so with your continued support.
It is entirely possible that the near
future will see an armageddon for
exhibition one, single;, all-(powerful
exhibitor organization but, until then,
will continue to be the chief
defender of exhibitor rights, working
in your behalf."
undoubtPitts asserted that
edly has the best brains in the business," pointing to Walter Reade, Jr.,
Leonard Goldenson, Si Fabian, Mike
Kincey, Robert Wilby, Alfred Starr
and Mitchell Wolfson, among others,
as examples.

"TOA

—

—

TOA

"TOA

Will Make Plans for
f
Pinocchio Today

(

NEW HAVEN,

Conn., Nov. 23.—

Fifty exhibitors in this area will meet
at luncheon here tomorrow with representatives of
Radio and Walt
Disney to formulate plans for the
forthcoming release of Disney's "Pinocchio."
<f Addressing the exhibitors will be
Nat Levy,
division manager
Mervin Houser, director of advertising-publicity
David Cantor, exploitation manager
Barney Pitkin, branch

RKO

RKO
;

4 Pre-Release Tests

;

For MGM's 'Knights' Anti-Trust Suit Filed Cincinnati Sets
Four test engagements in as many By N.
O. Exhibitors
Quota for COMPO
Loew's theatres have been scheduled
by

M-G-M

Table,"

its

for "Knights of the
first

Round

CinemaScope produc-

The

picture will open on Christmas Day in San Francisco, St. Louis,
Kansas City and Pittsburgh. These
tion.

premieres will be promoted by extensive newspaper, radio and television
campaigns.
The film is scheduled for general
release

shortly after Jan.

1.

FILMACK
SPECIAL

TRAILERS

NEW
suit

ORLEANS,

was

filed

in

Nov.

23.

—A

Federal

District
of the Bell
of $106,495

Court here by the owners
Theatre, asking damages
from United Theatres, Inc., and seven
distributors, charging conspiracy to
restrain trade.
Eugene T. Cologne
and Jules A. Sevin, owners of the
Bell, allege that the defendant distributors have established a system of
awarding second-run pictures which
allows the Rivoli Theatre, one of the
United circuit, to obtain 90 per cent
of the better second-run films.
The
suit asks, in addition to the money
judgment, that the actions of the defendants be declared in violation of
the anti-trust laws.
Defendant distributors are Paramount, 20th Century-Fox,
Pictures,
Warner Brothers, Universal,

RKO

M-G-M

and Columbia.

CINCINNATI,

Nov.

23.

manager Leo Samuels, Disney worldwide sales manager; Charles Levy,
;

—A $7,241

quota for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations for the Cincinnati
area for 1954 was set at a joint
luncheon of the Will Rogers Memorial

Fund committee and

the local Council

Motion Picture Organizations. Edwin M. Booth, Loew's manager and
chairman of the local COMPO and
the Memorial fund, presided.
of

Speakers included Bob Wile, execuIndependent The-

tive secretary of the

Owners

atre

ITO

Ohio

of

;

Chris Pfister,

president
Mike Chakeres
exhibitor
chairman
;

Springfield,

COMPO

Nathan Yamins, Allied States algoverning
ternate on the
triumvirate
Sam Pinanski, Theatre
Owners of America representative on
the triumvirate, and Sam Shain of
attended the meeting. Connolly called a follow-up session for

James Shanklin, Ronceverte,

;

Va.

BOSTON, Nov. 23.— An organizing
meeting of the Boston distribution area
for repeal of the 20 per cent Federal
admission tax was held here today
with James Connolly, 20th CenturyFox branch manager, who is
distributor exchange area chairman,
presiding.

:

V a.

Boston Exchangemen
Map Tax Repeal Plan

of

Also Joe Isaacs, Cumberland, Ky.
H. J. Gilbert, Princeton,

W.

are being planned for February.

of

COMPO.

W.

Disney Eastern publicity manager,
and Vincent Jefferds, in charge of
Disney tie-ups. Saturation bookings

COMPO

;

all
committeemen. Also,
Ralph McClanhan, Irvine, Ky., and COMPO,
Frank Collins, general manager of the
Chakeres circuit.
next Monday.
;

to come
movie
Finest football
Fme
wood
... j.
Holly
ou t of
JIMMY
M STARR
HERALD EXPRESS
LOS ANGELES

scoring
top grosses

• . .

everywhere!
I-

tos

WAUSAU

.

.

.

nothing like

i»

in

years!
.

.

.sen sa

tional

ope»'

AN**

PHILADELPHIA

.

.

doubles average business!

MADISON
MILWAUKEE
•

HALLBARTLETT PRODUCTIONS, INC.present"C
•

JAMES brown

'ops

greatest business

BOSTON
featuring James millican

•

•

Written

in

some

.

.

known

all

in g
.breaking

records!

of the year's
biggest!

months/

RAZYLEGS

ELROY "CRAZYLEGS" HIRSCH

starring

and Produced by HALL BARTLETT

•

Directed by

francis lyon

•

•

LLOYD NOLAN

•

JOAN VOHS

A REPUBLIC PRESENTATION

|
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Tuesday, November

Variety Clubs
conjunction with the annual dinnerDr.
dance of the local host tent.

Selman Waksman,

Rutgers

scientist

discovered streptomycin, was honHumanitarian
Variety's
with
Award, while Jane Froman was given
the Washington tent's annual ward for
the "Show Business Personality of the
Year."
In other concluding actions, the
Variety Clubs International meeting
urged local tents to support the "Crusade for Freedom" and overhauled
the script for the coming Variety film,

who

ored

"Miracle Mountain."
The "Crusade" is a drive to raise
funds to support Radio Free Europe and other activities promoting resistance behind the Iron Curtain.
With regard to "Miracle Moun-

was

reported,
the script
previously prepared and also discussed
channels of distribution to be used for
circulating the picture.

meeting,

the

tain,"

it

made extensive changes

in

THE

(Continued from page 1)
Hotel with seven regional organizations represented by delegates.
Sitting in closed session under the
chairmanship of Morris Stein, Eastern

general manager of Famous
Players Canadian, the group adopted
recommendations which will be presented at the convention of the Motion
Picture Industry Council of Canada
later in the week.
Top subject was the proposal of
Nat Taylor of Toronto for the establishment of a Canadian motion picture institute of public relations, but
there has been a division of opinion
on various phases of this project.
Reports were received on insurance
rates, film express charges, the trend

advanced

prices for special pictures, television competition and performing rights, all to be dealt with
later in

some form.

Represented

meeting were

this

at

Maritime
for
the
associations
Provinces, British Columbia, Alberta,

the

Saskatchewan,
Manitoba.

Ontario,

Quebec

the forefront in sports coverage with regular telecasts of boxing events,
national professional football games and the latest news that this
winter, 14 national basketball league games will be telecast on Sat.

afternoons starting with the Baltimore at Boston match Dec. 12.
Borden's has renewed "Treasury Men in Action" via NBC-TV for
another year as of Jan. 7, 1954.
John B. Crom, national sales
NBChief of the Film Div., proud of the impressive records compiled
by several properties. Four shows, currently TViewed in more than
100 markets, include "Dangerous Assignment" (141), "Hopalong
Cassidy" (132), "Badge 714" (114) and "Douglas Fairbanks Presents" (110).
Clair E. Meeder, former prexy of Pitts. Local
of A.F.M., named by Caesar Petrillo to succeed late Rex Riccardi as
first presidential assistant.
Emil Cote, whose glee club ET's
for Langworth have been heard for years, has launched his own
recording firm with a platter of a tune, "It's Christmas Season,"
penned by Addy Amor, former producer of Serge Koussevitzki's
.

.

.

.

23.

made

.

"It

Came

from

Outer

Universal-International,
was the only motion picture personality testifying at the closed session
of the Un-American Activities Subcommittee today. Describing Alland
as a friendly witness, subcommittee
for

chairman Donald Jackson said Alland
testified he had been a Communist
Party member for 2V2 years, ending
when he quit the party in 1949.
Alland was an Army pilot in World
War 2, flying 56 missions in the South
Pacific, and was the recipient of two
medals.

.

.

.

.

"Boston Symphony" ABConcerts.
-k

E.

STARK—

Brokers and Financial Consultants

ft

RADIO STATIONS
EL

50 E. 58th St., N. Y.

Mrs. Berg, despite back-breaking schedules,
found time to devote to numerous non-sectarian charities. She authored a legitimate
show, "Me and Molly," which ran on Broadway a full season (1947-48), and in 1950 also
starred in "Molly," Paramount Pictures'
screen version of her famous "family."
Early this year, Gertrude Berg sold another
original idea to NBC, "The House of Glass,"
which she scripts and in which she is
starred every Friday night at 9:30, which
deals with hilarious and dramatic incidents
Gertrude Berg
that take place at a summer resort hotel,
many of them based on actual happenings
which occurred during her childhood at her father's resort
hotel in upstate New York. This department's heartiest congratulations to Gertrude Berg, unquestionably one of the
most beloved, talented, energetic and youngest grandmothers
in show business.
ft
ft
ft
arc

blend of
WMGMnsic magic now that Blossom Sccley and Benny Fields
have taken over with their nostalgic stories of shozv business.
Spinning yarns as well as platters, Broadway's favorite Mister
Robert Q.
Missus music team continue to delight the ears.
Lewis, back from a European vacation, will emcee \6-hour telethons for the United Cerebral Palsy Fund at WMBR-TV, Jacksonville, Fia., next Saturday, repeating this zuondcrful chore the
following Saturday at WBKN-TV, Indianapolis. R.Q.L. (Real
Qualitative Labor).
ft
ft
ft
P.M..

u

&

.

.

.

Inspired by the Four Chaplains of World War II fame, three
members of different faiths, Daniel S. Twohig (Catholic),
Harry S. Miller (Jewish) and Geoffrey O'Hara (Protestant) have
collaborated on a composition entitled "The Four Chaplains," which
rates attention of radio-TV musical directors.
Jane Froman
will journey to Washington to receive the Variety Club (Tent 11)
of Washington, D. C, "Personality of the Year" award, to be presented at the Statler Hotel, Saturday, in recognition of her outstanding contribution to the world of entertainment. Past recipients
of this honor include Al Jolson, Arthur Godfrey, Joe E. Brown and
William Burke, vet motion picture producerPerry Como.
director, has been named executive producer of all Guild
film
productions by prexy Reub Kaufman. Firm plans to shoot "Liberace
Show" in 35mm color Kodachrome after January 5.
Flack
Arthur P. Jacobs returned to Hollywood after a personal look-see
Versatile Janis Paige, after last Tuesat things in New York.
day's last-minute pinch-hit role for Arlene Dahl on the "Bob Hope"
TVehicle, was personally cheered by grateful
execs, agency and
sponsors' reps and Bob himself, for a tremendous job.

ASCAP

.

.

.

.

TV

Specialists to

.

5-0405

Motion Picture Industry

.

Notre

the highest of
the series. On the whole, grosses were
good, although they varied from standing room only to fair from situation
to situation. Following are the estimated grosses, exclusive of the admission tax
Paramount, Des Moines,
Orpheum, Omaha, $2,467;
$2,855;
Grand, Albany, N. Y., $1,092; St.
:

James, Asbury Park, N. J., $175;
Stanley Warner, Philadelphia, $1,911;
Crown, Chicago, $1,700; Marbro, Chicago, $3,800';
Indiana, Indianapolis,
$2,370; Boston, $2,500; Detroit, $1,200; Prospect, New York, $1,800;
Marine, $1,900; and New Theatre,
Elizabeth, N. J., $600.

Grosses Itemized

13 theatres.
The estimated
attendance for the five games was put
at 55,700.
The poorest performance

eight to

.

TELEVISION STATIONS

at last Saturday's

During the course of the five-game
the BOT network varied from

Next week
embarks
on her 25th year on the air, having started November 29th,
1929, as "Molly" in a program titled, "Rise of the Goldbergs."
Through the years, "Molly" built up a following that numbers in the millions and during the more
than 20 years of "Goldberging" on the air,

.

.

Attendance

Dame-Iowa game was

series,

a great lady of radio, Gertrude Berg,

.

"HOWARD

.

.

The hours between 11-12 noon and 7-8

liam L. Alland, former radio producer

who

TV

and

Washington Probers
Hear W. L. Alland
— WilHOLLYWOOD, Nov.
Space"

these deals will not be concluded until
50 new theatre
installations are
assured.

is

division

of

(Continued from page 1)

with Pinky Herman,
DU MONT NET advancing rapidly toward

ft

Toronto Conventions

TV

Football

Television--Radio

(Continued from page 1)
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.

NBC

.

.

was the initial Notre
Dame-Pittsburgh game when the total
gross in eight theatres was estimated
at $5,000.
The other three Notre
at the box-office

Dame
and

contests,

exclusive of the

last

games, were estimated to
gross $15,000 for Georgia Tech, $10,000 for Navy and $11,000 for the University of Pennsylvania.
Rosensohn, explaining BOT's plan
to spur the installation of 50 theatre
TV sets, said the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. is currently surveying 200 theatres for possible installation.
Most of the theatres, he added,
are in the Ohio and Indiana regions.
The target date for completing the
50 installations, he added, is Feb. 1,
1954.
The addition of the 50 to the
initial

present 100 theatre
he pointed out, will

TV

BOT'S

power

bargaining

gramming.

It

installations,

greatly

also

will

increase
for pro-

gain

BOT

an assured outlet of 50 theatres under
its
theatre TV leasing program, he
stated.

The possible programming, he explained, includes the
York Phil-

New

harmonic and the Philadelphia Philharmonic orchestras, Sadler's Wells
Ballet, the Barnum and Bailey show
for Easter matinee presentation and a
monthly fight series, in addition to the
Harlem Globetrotters and college
basketball.

Renewed Confidence

in

TV

Expressed
ALBANY, N. Y., Nov. 23.—Fabian
division manager Saul J. Ullman and
Grand Theatre manager Paul Wallen
Football

expressed renewed confidence in the
future possibilities of Theatre football
telecasts as the curtain fell Saturday

on the Box Office television
with

series,

presentation of the Notre
Dame-Iowa game before the season's
largest audience of 1,200 in the 1,500seat house. Patrons jumped into the
air when Notre Dame evened the
score at 14-14, with two seconds remaining.
Wallen called it "the best game of
the year." Ullman opined that there
would have been a sell-out were the
Notre Dame-Southern California contest available on the coaxial.
The only flaw in the telecast was
failure of picture transmission on the

Notre

the

Dame

"Crazylegs"
bill.

first

touchdown

play.

topped the regular film

That pinch you've been feeling in your Cost-of-Living lately

been the result of High Prices forcing you

By examining
ing an increase of

to tighten

.

your

.

.

has

belt!

the Bureau of Labor Statistics report show-

141.4%

for

FOOD, 42.4% for RENT, and

99.2% for APPAREL, since 1939, it becomes easy to see just how
many notches you've had to take in your economy belt. A look at
Exhibitors Digest will reveal a 98.9% rise in the cost of your
THEATRE EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES
further cause for that
.

.

.

pain in your pocketbook.

Then, buckle down and compare the negligible increase, IF

ANY, you've

received

Compare

all

from NSS during the same period!

your costs with the

A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby

LOW

COST,

Service-With-

Montgomerry

Clift as

Giovanni Doria, the Italo American lover,

co-starring with Jennifer Jones in Vittorio

De

Ska's "Indiscretion

of an American Wife," a property of The Selznick Company.

first

i

FILM

NEWS

VOL.

74.

NO.

NEW

101

Paving the

Way

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

Heads In
Informal Talk'

On Arbitration

RKO Legal Post

Although the Theatre Owners
America has not actively launched

of
its

convention-formulated

project to renew discussions for the establishment
of an arbitration system, major company sales managers have held "informal talks" among themselves in
preparation for the expected bid by
the
for the resumption of the
parleys.

TO A

Indications
now are that
will not push its plan until after Jan. 1 unless there is
an open invitation by the distributors to start the conferences earlier.

TOA

On

that score, however, Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture
Association of America, said here
yesterday that he didn't see any move
on his part or on the part of the
to re-spark the negotiations,

Vice-Presidents

MPAA
MPAA at a meet-

Times Square Greets
'Cease Fire' in Gala
Military Premiere

presidents of the
ing of the board of directors here yesterday.
Clark, a former Washington and
foreign
correspondent,
joined
the
in 1938 as director of public
relations.
He was given a leave of
absence in 1942 to join the Army,

Zimmerman

will concern himself
with facilitating
the financing
and other busin e s s arrange-

picture

He
tinue

Radio

a

con-

RKO
Wm. Zimmerman

Zimmerman joined RKO in 1934 as
member of the RKO Theatres legal

In 1938 he was transferred to the
Pictures legal
staff, specializing in production and
distribution matters.
In 1946 he was
made assistant to the general sales
manager in addition to his legal work.
For a period last year Zimmerman
served as general counsel, vice-president and a director of
Radio,

department.

RKO

RKO

(Continued on page 4)

premiere here last night at the
Criterion Theatre before a celebritypacked audience of military leaders,
its

government officials, United Nations
delegates, Korean war veterans, industrialists and stars of the entertainment world. The Times Square area
was ablaze with lights from a battery
(Continued on page 4)

Roxy

Gross $1,800,000
A

gross of $1,800,000, representing
highest revenue total in the 26year history of the Roxy Theatre here
will be reached this week by 20th
the

Century-Fox's "The Robe"

in

Cinema-

Scope, which enters the 11th week of
its
engagement tomorrow, according
to David T. Katz, managing director

(Continued on page 4)

Johnston Scores Charge
Of Seller's Market Bid
By

MURRAY HOROWITZ
all

producing companies

is

serving in Italy and other European Eric A.
theatres on the staff of Gen. MarkClark. He returned to the
in
November of that year and served as
public relations executive with the
association here and in Washington
until last year. At that time Clark
was named an executive assistant to
Johnston.
In the past several years Clark has
taken a leading part in the industry's
efforts to combat motion picture censorship by states and municipalities,
with the aim in mind of ultimately
obtaining a U. S. Supreme Court decision including motion pictures in the
(Contimied on page 4)
Eric A. Johnston

Motion Picture

MPAA

Association

^^^^^H

of

America,
declared here yesterday.

Commenting
on

exhibition's
of a
product shortage, Johnston

protest

said he
see

could

no reason
any com-

why
pany

would

want
back

to cut
on pro-

duction in order

Elect

Edward Fabian Attend CinemaScope

N. Y. Variety Barker Tests, Reade Urges
Edward L. Fabian was elected chief
barker of the New York Variety Club
tent yesterday at a membership meeting held in the Piccadilly Hotel. He
succeeds Edward Lachman. Ira Meinhardt
was elected first assistant
barker Harold Rinzler, second assistant
Martin Kornbluth, property
master, and Saul Trauner, dough guy.
Newly elected canvassmen are
;

on Page 4)
The Hal Wallis-Paramount 3-D
production, "Cease Fire," was given
(Pictures

Of 'Merit' Held
As Goal Today

to turn out the maxiof pictures of merit,
Johnston, president of the

at
until ap-

proximately the
end of the year.

Plenty of Films

The goal of
from which he was discharged with in Hollywood
the rank of Colonel in 1945 after mum number

deals.

will

On Product Shortage

MPAA

ments of motion

MPAA,

although he underlined his sentiments
in favor of arbitration.
He expressed
the view that while the issue may be
(Continued on page 4)

MPAA

William Zimmerman, for the past
19 years an attorney and executive for
RKO, yesterday announced his resigKenneth Clark, assistant to Eric
nation from the company to open his Johnston, Motion Picture Association
own law office.
of America president, and G. Griffith
In addition to
Johnson, head of the
ecothe
general
nomics department, were elected vicepractice of law,

Reported Preparing for
Expected Bid By TO A

Are Named

TEN CENTS

25, 1953

Zimmerman Resigns Clark and Johnson

Sales

See 'Robe's'

to

DAILY

IN
i

MOTION PICTURE

;

Leon

J. Bamberger, Bernard Brooks,
(Continued on page 4)

CHARLOTTE,

charged
His sentiments,
Johnston pointed out, were forcefully
expressed by Barney Balaban, Para(Continued on page 6)
in

some

quarters.

Nov. 24.—Walter

Reade, president of the Theatre Owners of America, today urged exhibitors
to attend the forthcoming tests to determine whether CinemaScope is acceptable without stereophonic sound.
Speaking at the 41st annual convention of the Theatre Owners of North

and South Carolina, Reade said that
as a result of his letter to Spyros
Skouras, president of 20th Century(Continued on page 4)

De Luxe Laboratory Licensed to Process
Technicolor Prints on Long Term Pact
HOLLYWOOD,

to create a seller's market, as

Nov. 24.— De Luxe Laboratories, New York, a
20th Century-Fox affiliate, has been authorized to process Technicolor prints, and product handled by De Luxe will carry the symbol
"Color by Technicolor-DeLuxe," Technicolor president Herbert Kalmus and De Luxe president Alan Freedman jointly announced here
today.
De Luxe is the first company ever given this authorization by
Technicolor. The terms stipulate that De Luxe will process Technicolor dye transfer (imbibition) release and answer prints at its New
York laboratory.
The statement described the agreement as a "long term" deal which
includes engineering and consulting service and supervision of product quality by Technicolor; unrevealed royalty payments by De
Luxe; reciprocal agreements with Technicolor, Ltd., London, and
any other future Technicolor affiliates and licensees abroad.

Pathe,

Denham Labs

Will Exchange Their
Technical Facilities
Pathe

Laboratories,

York and

Hollywood

Inc.,

and

of

New

Denham

Laboratories, Inc., of London have
formed an association for the exchange of facilities. Both are described
as two of the world's largest film

processing companies.
The agreement provides for Pathe's
processing English films for release in
the Western Hemisphere and the use

(Continued on page 4)

SMPTE

Is

Pushing

'Scope' Test Films
Herbert Barnett, president of the
Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers,
reports
that
is giving top priority to the
production for worldwide distribution

SMPTE

of test films for installation and servicing of CinemaScope theatre sound
equipment.
Three different types of

(Continued on page 4)

;
;

Motion Picture Daily
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Personal
Mention
HENRY

L.
ident of

ada, Ltd., and

NATHANSON,

Review
'Three Sailors and

M-G-M

Films of CanHillis Cass, general

RKO

York from Boston.
•

manager

Maller,

G.

formerly

Warner Brothers

of

Circuit

Management Corp. in the Connecticut
area and more recently with Selznick
interests, has joined Television Center,

Hartford, as general manager.
•

Perkins, managing director in Great Britain for Paramount
International, and Mrs. Perkins will
arrive in New York Dec. 10 from
England.

James

E.

•

Edward Kreisler,
International

has

left

New

vice-president of

Film Associates Corp.,
York aboard the "Conte

Biancamano" for

A

Girl

Italy.

BROTHERS dropped
WARNER
Paramount Hollywood Theatre

their

E. K. "Ted" O'Shea, vice-president
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
left here yesterday by plane for Buf-

"Three Sailors and

Wolfe Cohen,

president of

Warner

•

John

McCarthy and

his

G.
are due here from Europe
aboard the "Queen Elizabeth."

wife
today

•

Teet Carle, Paramount

studio pubmanager, will leave here today
Raleigh, N. C.

licity

for

Inc.,

WEAVER

RKO Pictures

Suit

The appointment

Cleveland Meets on

of referee AbraGellinoff to examine the Nevada
action brought by attorney Louis Kipnis against
Pictures and How-

ham

Propose Gold as

Compo Dues and Tax NTFC Head
CLEVELAND,
Buxbaum,

man

here,

Nov.

24.

— Harry

COMPO distributor
at a COMPO drive

chair-

meet-

tax campaign to
In anCleveland branch managers.
nouncing the reduced territorial dues
quota of $6,949, as against last year's
quota of $8,681, Buxbaum requested
managers to urge their salesmen to
collect exhibitor contribution checks
ing

outlined

the

their initial call so that the drive
can be completed within the estab-

Canadians Planning
Public Relations Unit

lished three-week period.

TORONTO, Nov. 25.—The second
day of the film trade's convention week
today saw an all-out discussion on
problems at the annual meeting of the
BALTIMORE, Nov. 24. The
Canadian Motion Picture Industry
Council with chairman A. J. Mason British film, "The Captain's Paradise"
was rejected in its entirety today by
of Springhill, N. S., presiding.
The principal move came when the Maryland board of motion picture
N. A. Taylor, of Toronto, was censors and termed "indecent, immoral
authorized to name a special commit- and tending to debase or corrupt
Chairman Sydney R. Traub
tee from all branches of the industry morals."
to lay the groundwork for his pro- of the censor board said today's deciposed Canadian motion picture insti- sion was influenced by action taken
last week by Joseph Breen, head of
tute of public relations.
the Production Code Administration,
Hollywood, in revoking a tentative

Md. Censor Bans

'Captain's Paradise'

—

Directors of Loew's, Inc., yesterdaydeclared a dividend of 20 cents per
share on the common stock, payable
Dec. 24 to stockholders of record on
Dec. 11.

Loew's,

to succeed
Henry Rogers

Appoint Referee in

on

Loew's Dividend

Director of Loew's

'Calamity Jane" showings, and it
Winthrop, recrowd completely. The song,
signed.
Powell,
Gordon
MacRae,
Gene Nelson, Sam
cared for by Jane
Collins is
Levene, and roly-poly newcomer Jack E. Leonard. Color in Technicolor and
dean of the
wide-screen round out the readily exploitable and exploitation-worthy attracSchool of Busition, featuring materials with which the Warner studio has been building
ness of New
profit;! ble musicals ever since "Gold-Digger" days. The market prospects
York Universtack up very well on the basis of the Hollywood preview response.
sity,
public
The picture was produced by Sammy Cahn, who also collaborated with
governor of
Sammy Fain on its original songs, and dependable Roy Del Ruth's direction
the American
accounts for smoothness not frequently equalled in musicals.
Stock ExThe script by Roland Kibbee and Devery Freeman, based on an unnamed
change, direcplay by George S. Kaufman, ties the number together satisfactorily without
tor of the ManG. R. Collins
placing a strain on the audience's credulity or patience. The musical numhattan Life InLe
Prinz
have
gloss
and
glamor.
directed
by
Roy
Roy
Heindorf's
bers
mu- surance
Co., trustee of the New
sical direction makes every melody count.
York Institute of Credit, co-director
Staccato Levene, too rarely seen in pictures, mainsprings the picture plot,
of the Annual Investment Seminar
which has MacRae, Nelson and Leonard as sailors who land in New York of
the New York State Bankers'
with $50,000 collected from their buddies to invest in Wall Street, but switch
Association.
after
meeting
Levene,
shoe-string
stage
producer, and musical
to Broadway
Collins is also an author and is
comedy actress Jane Powell. Leonard has effective comedy manner, and widely known in the field of busiGeorge Givot, as a bumbling opera singer, gets some laughs also, but the ness education.
show is all Levene's when he is on the screen. All the other time, practically,
is taken up with songs and dances by Miss Powell, Nelson and MacRae
in various groupings and with and without the chorus backing them up. The
total is a solid musical comedy entertainment topped off at the close in an
unscheduled appearance of Burt Lancaster as a Marine.
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience .classification. Release date,
R.
Dec. 26.

tween

capacity
expertly

falo.

Brothers International, left here yesterday for Cali, Colombia.

A

Collins

A

of

•

Rowland

at

WILLIAM

•

G.

Girl" into
night for a press preview beappeared to please everybody in the
dance and comedy departments are

the

1953

25,

G. Rowland Collins yesterday was
Hollywood', Nov. 24 elected by the board a director of

(Warner Brothers)
pres-

manager, arrived in New York yesterday from Toronto.
•
Nat Levy, Mervin Houser and
David Cantor,
Radio execuand Leo Samuels, Charles
tives,
Levy and Vincent Jefferds, Walt
Disney officials, have returned to New

Randolph

Wednesday, November

seal

of

approval.

Arthur Levy, branch manager for
United Artists in Washington, said
an appeal will be taken from the

RKO

in '54

Melvin L. Gold was nominated for
the presidency of the National Television Film Council for 1954 at a
meeting here of the
nominating committee.
Gold, a past president, was one of the founders of

NTFC

NTFC.
In addition to Gold, the followingwas offered
John Schneider,
executive vice-president Arche Mayers, distribution vice-president
Bert
Hecht, production vice-president Ardien Rodner, station vice-president
Jim Ellis, Jr., agency vice-president
slate

:

;

;

;

John Bergen,

membership

Jr.,

vice-

president
Sally Perle, executive secretary
Sydney Mayers, general secretary, and Samuel Spring, treasurer.
;

;

Lehman, 50 Years
Theatres, to Retire
KANSAS
Lawrence

CITY, Nov.
who will

24.

Lehman,

in

-

retire

after nearly a half-century in theatre
ownership and management, has resigned as manager of the
Missouri Theatre here.
He will be suc-

RKO

ceeded by
been with

Caplane, who has
Theatres for 20 years

Larry

RKO

and who was manager of the RKO
Brandeis in Omaha for five years.
The latter takes over on Dec. 2.

board's ruling.

Gollin Gets

New

Account

Lichtman Has Surgery
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 24. — The

Collier Young and Ida Lupino have condition of Al Lichtman, 20th Cenengaged the services of Ed Gollin and tury-Fox distribution director, was
handle the New York described here today as very good folMotion Picture Daily will not be Associates to
publicity and promotion campaign for lowing an operation at
Cedars of
published tomorrow, Thanksgiving
"The Bigamist," produced by Film- Lebanon Hospital. Spyros P. SkouDay, a legal holiday.
akers, Inc., which opens at the As- ras, 20th-Fox president, visited Lichttor Theatre here shortly.
man following the operation.

No Paper Tomorrow

-

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

ard Hughes, board chairman, was disclosed here yesterday by New York
Supreme Court Justice Samuel DiFalco.
Justice

DiFalco named the referee

order to rule on another minority
stockholder's suit, that of Louis Schiff
and Jacob Sacks, which is now before
his court. Justice DiFalco, in naming
in

the

referee,

Monday

the first
instructed
the referee to look into whether the
Nevada action is a bona fide one, the
manner in which the Kipnis action
was moved to Nevada and whether the
minority stockholder plaintiffs in the
Nevada suit intend to press their action against the director defendants
of RKO, other than Hughes.
Pending the referee's report, Justice
DiFalco declined to rule on
RKO's motion to dismiss or abate the
set

hearing date.

current

as

The judge

suit.

Compo Press Group
To Meet on Friday
The newly-appointed press relations
committee of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations will hold its
first meeting on Friday at the Hotel
Astor
here.
Ideas
as
to
how
press relations can be expanded will be exchanged at the sessions, which will be followed by a
dinner. A chairman of the committee
is expected to be elected.

COMPO

AFM

Talks Recordings

The

recording and transcription
industry will be discussed first at the
series of meetings of the executive
committee of the American Federation
Musicians, now underway
of
here.
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New

;

THE STORY OF THE

TWO MUSCLE MEN

(A Movie Parable)
Once upon

a time there

was

a

Their Manager, a smart guy

Powerful guy named 'VALIANT"

Named Leo

His act was so exciting,

The Lion

The

Realized he had, not just

folks

packed

in to see him.

<$%j*&

ONE —

Could equal him — but along

BUT TWO TERRIFIC
ATTRACTIONS So-o-o,

Came

Mighty "VALIANT"

You'd think no one

another muscle-man!

'BRAVO" had

What

it

takes

plenty of
!

Critics praised

!

HIT

right

is

while

a sensational

now, Manager Leo

is

Grooming Big Boy "BRAVO" with

All the

him and

Big Ballyhoo and you can

who

tell

ACTION

the

the

Predicted he'd go places too,

Millions

Because he was Action

Next month the Big Noise everywhere

With

Will be -you guessed

a Capital

A!

crave

it

that

-"BRAVO"!

"Of course we're talking about
those great M-G-M outdoor

—"ALL
THE BROTHERS WERE VALIANT"

adventure

(it's

color

pictures

Technicolor— starring Robert

Taylor, Stewart Granger,

and "ESCAPE

BRAVO"

Did they get mad and
It

out?

Of

course not!

{it's

Ann

\

Vr

HlML

Blyth)

FROM FORT

Ansco

Color starring

William Ho I den, Eleanor Parker,

fight

John Forsythe)."

MORAL:

YOU'LL

ALWAYS GET ACTION FROM M-G-M!

o
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Army

Gen. Clark Leads

Government and United Nations dignitaries joined with
entertainment world celebrities and film industry leaders for
the brilliant military-style world premiere of Hal Wallis-Paramount's "Cease Fire!' last night at the Criterion Theatre at Times
Square. The debut of the first feature drama to be filmed under
actual battle conditions was preceded by colorful lobby and
street activities which were followed by stage ceremonies in

ARMY,
i

Pathe and

'Cease Fire'

of

Denham

American

army

searchlights and special police
were detailed to handle the huge
crowds that gathered to watch the
celebrities enter the theatre.
The First Army band provided martial music in front of the Criterion
and the military ceremonies were
highlighted by the appearance of the

rope.

Fort Dix

court,

drill

team.

General Greets Troops
Gen. Mark Clark, who issued the
"cease fire" order ending the Korean
war, sponsored the premiere and was
present to greet nine of the 14 soldiers
who portrayed themselves as members
of the reconnaissance patrol in the
picture. Tex McCrary, television perserved as master-of-ceresonality,
monies at the events inside the theatre.
McCrary introduced Lt. Gen. Withers A. Burress, commanding general
of the First Army, who, in turn, introduced General Clark. Following
brief remarks by the general, the nine
soldiers of "Cease Fire," wearing the
combat uniforms they wore in the
picture, filed on stage, saluted and
mander-in-chief.

will be available for

production of
begun, Barnett said, "the
Society is doing its best to supply the
needs of theatre owners, theatre serv-

had

companies and equipment manufacturers who have urged that the
Society make every possible effort to

ice

hasten
films.

of

the

availability

The

Society urges

these

test

all test film

submit their requirements
without delay so that efficient production schedules can be established."
First types of the new sound test
films to be produced are a multifrequency test film in 426-foot lengths,
users

was an-

vice-president of Pathe, a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
Denham Laboratories, part of the
J. Arthur Rank film interests, is the
largest independent film processing
organization in Britain. W. M. Har-

managing

director, represented
Denham in the negotiations.
The deal will give Pathe a European outlet for its new color film
process, Pathecolor, Wolcott said.
called the signing "an important step
Pathecolor available all
in making

He

over the world."

Exchange Has Begun

An
tion,

exchange of technical informaespecially from the standpoint of

Denham

processing of Pathecolor, has
already begun. In the first year of the
agreement, Pathe expects to send 15
Pathecolor features to Britain.
Pathe has been enlarging its color
rapidly in the past year.

'Robe' Gross

World premiering

delivery in December.
In reporting that
films

Eu-

tive

The
of the theatre.
the amusement tax.

(Continued from page 1)
test films

contract

in

(Continued from page 1)

SMPTE-'Scope
sound

The two-year

processing of

showing

for

to

a 8,000-cycle azimuth test film in 50foot lengths and a 1,000-cycle balancing test film in 50-foot lengths.

figure

includes

the Roxy on
Sept. 16, "The Robe" is the first picture to play the theatre for 11 weeks,
establishing exhibition records during
the period, including a world mark of
$317,286 in its first week. The picture
has already earned more than onefourth of its production cost in the
single engagement, returning to 20th
Century-Fox more than $1,000,000 in
film rentals to date.
at

12-Mile Reef Follows
'Robe' at the Roxy

"Beneath the
Century-Fox's

12-Mile Reef," 20th
third
CinemaScope
production, filmed on location in Tarpon Springs, Key West and the Ba-

1953

FireV

to 'Cease

CinemaScope Tests

nounced by James L. Wolcott, execu-

_

shook hands with their former com-

facilities for

films

25,

which Gen. Marie-Clark, premiere sponsor, and the 3-D picture's
Korea "G. I.'s" participated. Among those present at the gala
affair were, (left to right) first photo: Owen Crump, the film's
writer-director; Maj. Gen. Arthur D. Trudoe and Hal Wallis.
Center photo: General Clark salutes the premiere as Mrs. Clark
looks on smiling. Third photo: Charles Moss, Criterion director,
and Paramount president Barney Balaban and Mrs. Balaban.

(Continued from, page 1)

Informal Talk'

Fox, regarding the company's policy
of requiring stereophonic sound for
CinemaScope, Skouras had agreed to

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
of

Denham

Wednesday, November

launch the tests in January.

Reade

told
the convention that
leaders
were pleased with
Skouras' decision and would attend
the tests.
However, leaders in the
Carolinas association suggested that

TOA

the tests be held in each exchange
center so that all exhibitors would be
able
to
attend
them and decide
whether stereophonic sound would be
necessary in particular theatres.

Nash Weill, general manager of
Wil-Kin Theatre Supply Co., moderator of a panel discussion, declared
that new filming and projection meth-

ods will start "long lines forming at

box

the

offices again."

(Continued from page 1)

and general counsel and vice-president

RKO

Some glimmer of hope for Allied's
participation in the projected negotiations was indicated by a top Allied
leader recently when he said that his
association's demand for a provision
in any plan calling for the arbitration of film rentals did not mean that
each film deal should be the basis for
a hearing. He described Allied's stand
as
meaning that the question of
whether an exhibitor could play economically on percentage, rather than
on flat rental, should be arbitrable.
big question that faces both the
and the distributors is whether
the Department of Justice will approve any plan that does not include
Allied's support.
On the other hand,
both Abram Myers, Allied general
counsel, and president Wilbur Snaper
have stressed the fact that Allied can
take no position until after its winter

A
TOA

Zimmerman
of

out of focus now, with the leavening
of time, the hopes for arbitration will
be realized. That sentiment, he added,
is evident among the distributing companies, TOA, other organizations and
"even Allied."

Pictures Corp.

He

participated in the drafting of
the 1940 consent decree in the U. S.
vs. Paramount case and the national
arbitration system implementing that
decree, testified in other key cases on
industry trade practices and was an
industry spokesman in the Senate

board meeting

Elect Fabian
(Continued from page 1)

Small Business committee hearings on
the industry last spring.

Clark, Johnson
(Continued from page 1)
free

press

guaranties

of

the

First

Amendment.
Johnson joined the

number

MPAA

in 1951

government service. He served as economic
adviser to Eric Johnston when the
after

a

of years

in

February.

in

Nathan Furst, Jack Hoffberg, Arvid
Kantor,
Harold
Klein,
Bernard
Kranz, Morton Levine, Hugh Owen,
Walter Reade, John Schneider, Cy
Seymour, Robert K. Shapiro, Spyros
Skouras, David Snaper, Morton
S.
Sunshine, George J. Waltman and
Max Wolff.
Winners of a 1954 Cadillac each,
in the recent Variety Club raffle were
Saul Lerner, Long Island exhibitor,
and Emil Friedlander of Dazlan's,

was Economic Stabilization Administrator.
Prior to that he was
chief economist for the U. S. Bureau
of Budget
was director of the Economic Stabilization Division of the

theatrical

National

Houston Merritt,

latter

;

Resources Board,
hamas, will have a world premiere at and was with the Treasury Departthe Roxy Theatre here on the evening ment,
Commerce Department and
of Dec. 14, supplanting "The Robe." Office of Price Administration.
Security

costume and materials com-

pany.

The Variety Club Foundation to
Combat Epilepsy yesterday presented
its

second

logical

services

Institute,
ical

$2,500

check

to

Dr.

H.

director of neuroat the Neurological

Columbia-Presbyterion Med-

Center.

1

CAVALRY
FOUGHT SIDE-BY-SIDE FOR THE GLORY
OF THE WEST!

WHEN A SAVAGE

TRIBE AND THE

U. S.
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Johnston Says
(Continued from page 1)

mount

president, at the recent annual
dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers.
Johnston, in an interview, covered
many topics ranging from MPAA's
fight to combat government film censorship to the organization's project
to streamline distribution.
Regarding the product situation, Johnston
emphasized that a picture in today's

market must be very good in order
recoup its costs and show a profit.
The reluctance of producing comto

panies to turn out pictures of lesser
quality is the reason for the production cut-backs, the
president
indicated.

MPAA

Would Streamline Distribution
On MPAA's long-range project to
streamline distribution, Johnston expressed the hope that "some decisions" would be forthcoming in two
or three months.
He said the initial
goal would be to select an area in
which the physical distribution operations of many companies would be
combined into one over-all operation,
thus offering a yardstick as to the
savings
and efficiencies obtainable
under the plan.

He

had

he

said

the

New

York area and two other areas
in mind for the experiment,
adding that

initially

it

may

only

encompass the distribution of
short subjects, educational and
documentary films of the major

The slowness of
the companies to move ahead
on the project, he explained,
was the reluctance in some
quarters to hand over the distribution of a top picture to a
"neutral" organization.
companies.

Regarding censorship, Johnston said

MPAA

the

still

is

struggling for the

same "complete freedom" as afforded
American newspapers.

The
went

Production Code, Johnston
done a good job in gen-

on, has

eral, despite contentions that the industry no longer needs self censorship.
Such arguments, he added, when they
come from within the industry, represent a "vocal minority." The Code, he
declared, has resulted in a "greater
freedom" for the screen, blocking governmental censorship moves.

Discusses Foreign Situation

On the foreign situation, Johnston
said that the revenues realized from
the foreign field in 1954 would probably be

somewhat

less

in

comparison

the current year.
He explained
that 1953 foreign remittances, esti-

to

mated

at $170,000,000 by other quarhas been swollen by the unfreezing of heretofore blocked currencies in
such countries as Japan and Brazil.
ters,

National

"Rob Roy, the Highland Rogue"

Pre-Selling

(Disney-RKO Radio)

HANDSOMELY

mounted and rich in production values, "Rob Roy, the
Highland Rogue" is an action-filled picture with Richard Todd and
Glynis Johns in the top roles. Produced in color by Technicolor in Scotland,
the story should not be confused with the Sir Walter Scott story of the
same name Instead, it is a historical account of the Clan MacGregor and
its most famous MacGregor, Rob Roy, and their stand against the oppression
of the absentee kings and officials. Because of their readiness to join any
political uprising that would place the Scotch Stuart line back on the English
throne, the MacGregors were classed as traitors and for more than 200 years
were deprived of their name and privileges.
Todd, as Rob Roy, and Miss Johns, who supplies the love interest, give
capable performances and they have been surrounded by a cast of fine players.
Basically, the story is that of Rob's clashes with the British forces under
the Duke of Montrose, played by Michael Gough, who enforces unjust laws
against the MacGregors, drives Rob into outlawry, burns his homestead and
tries to shame his bride. Although repeatedly captured, Rob always manages
to escape in daring fashion and it is these escapades that provide the action

Eventually, Rob wins the king's pardon.
the negative side, it could be said that the picture becomes too loaded
with dialogue between the action sequences and, in spots, this "wordiness"
tends to slow down the fast pace with which the picture gets started. However, this is minor criticism because, on the whole, the production has sufficient action and romance to please the majority of fans. In a sense, the film
could be described as a "Scotch Western," because it has all the elements
of the so-called "horse opera," plus the historical value in a different setting.
Especially fine is the scenery. The authentic Highland backgrounds of
lochs and heather-covered mountains have rarely been captured by the camera
so vividly. To assure this authenticity, Walt Disnev sent an entire unit to
In addition, the British War Office provided 600
locations in Scotland.
soldiers from a Scottish regiment to act as Scottish rebels and English soldiers for the gigantic battle sequences. "Rob Roy" was produced by Perce
Pearce and directed by Harold French, from a screenplay by Lawrence E.
of the picture.

On

Watkin
James Roberston Justice, Finlay Currie, Jean TaylorSmith, Geoffrey Keen, Archie Duncan, Russell Waters, Marjorie Fielding,
Eric Pohlmann, Ina de La Have. Michael Goodliffe, Martin Boddey, Ewen
Solon, James Sutherland and Malcolm Keen.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For February

619

54th

St.,

N

V.

19, N. Y. •

JUdton 6-0367

"TJOW

Marry

1953

Millionaire,"
production,
reports "Life's" current issue, "is a
swank fable of three Manhattan
models who get trapped by true love
while hunting rich men.
In it the
close-up problem was neatly solved
by shooting the stars lying down. By
the weekend it was running neck

JLl the

to

a

Cinema Scope

and neck with 'The Robe' at the boxoffice in three cities.
It began to look
as if CinemaScope was the answer."
•

"The Glenn

Miller Story" reports
Ed Miller in the December issue of
"Seventeen," "recreates the life and
times of a great dance-band leader.
"Not the least of the wonderful
things about the new U. I. movie
tribute to the band leader, 'The
Glenn Miller Story,' is that it is on©
of the most carefully researched
biographical stories to come to the
screen.
Mrs. Miller approved the
casting and okayed each page of the
script."

•

"The Robe," "From Here to Eter"Latin Lovers," "The Caddy"
and "All American," are some of the
pictures recommended in the Decemnity,"^

ber issue of

"Modem

Screen."

•

Others in the cast are

AL STEEN

release.

"Hondo"
(Warner Brothers 3-D)

FRONTIER
which

offers

life

gets the 3-D treatment in this Wayne-Fellows production,
tense moments for action fans. This outdoor drama,

many

starring popular John Wayne and introducing Geraldine Page, has many of
the attributes of stock Westerns, but, in addition it has deeper characterizations, thereby enriching the entertainment.
Geraldine Page as a lonely wife of an erring rancher, confronted with the
problem of raising a young son, renders a competent performance. Wayne as
Hondo the tough, rough-and-ready frontiersman is his usual winning self.
Despite the many melodramatic formula situations in the story, the film, in
WarnerColor, should do nicely at the box-office. The 3-D medium on the
whole is subordinated to the unfolding story with the exception of a few
"gimmicks" such as a spear or knife being thrown at the audience.
The story finds Wayne, a dispatcher attached to the U. S. Cavalry, wandering on the lonely ranch occupied by Miss Page and her small son, Lee Aaker.
Immediately, the two are attracted to one another, although the woman
pointedly indicates her bond to her husband, later unveiled as a scoundrel.
The ranch is located in hostile Apache country and Wayne attempts to convince the woman that it would be safer to vacate her cabin and, with the
boy, move to friendlier territory. Unsuccessful, he rides away to complete
his mission with the Cavalry.
The action rolls fast and furious following Wayne's return to the Cavalry
encampment. Following a fist fight, Wavne finds himself forced to kill the
woman's husband in a gun duel while returning to the ranch. In the meantime, the warring Apaches visit the cabin occupied by Miss Page and her
son. They are saved only by the pluck of the little boy who wins over the
Apache chief and is adopted as the chief's son. Wayne, too, is indirectly saved
by the boy, when, following an ambush, he is released when the Apache leader
is mistakenly convinced that Wayne is the father of the bov. At the ranch,
Wavne struggles to tell the woman that it was he who killed her husband.
Finally, prompted by the loose talk of a visiting soldier he does so.
Robert Fellows produced, and John Farrow directed, from a screenplay by
Tames Edward Grant, based on a story by Louis L'Amour. Others in the
cast ar<= Ward Bond, Michael Pate, James Arness and Rodolfo Acosta.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. Release date.

MURRAY HOROWITZ

2.

Named

Finish Para. 3-D Short

W

25,

Reviews

Jan.

MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
if Three channel interlock projection
• 16mm interlock projection
MOVIEIAB THEATRE SERVICE, INC.

Wednesday, November

"Boo Moon," Paramount's second
3-D short subject with color in Techicolor, has

"PoDeye

been completed. It follows
Ace of Space," cur-

—the

rently in release.
"Boo Moon" is
fantasy about a trip to the moon.
stars

a
It

Caspar, "The Friendly Ghost."

Dee

Coast Editor

(Mrs. Tack Holland)
has been named West Coast editor of
"Movie Sootlis'ht." "Movie Play" and
"Movie Time," all published by Allen
Stearn, of Biltmore Magazines, Inc.
Ruth Fricson is editorial director in
New York.
Phillips

In a review of events which were
highlights of 1953, "American Weekly" in the Nov. 22 issue reports on
motion pictures.
"Movie fans had
plenty to be thankful for, with 3-D,
CinemaScope and stereophonic sound,
but one high spot was the 'impossible'
job Columbia Studios, with Burt Lancaster, Deborah Kerr, Frank Sinatra,

Montgomery Clift and Donna Reed,
make a lusty book, 'From Here

did to
to

Eternity,'

a

hit."

•

"Kiss Me Kate" was chosen by
Florence Somers in "RedbookV'
December issue for the annual silver cup award.
•

A^ suggestion for helping pre-seil
coming features is inspired by a nezv
model of record-playing equipment just
announced by M-G-M Records. The
nezv machine is a completely automatic
three-speed portable ivhich has a member of nezv advantages in addition to its
attractive appearance.
The idea is to
Play records to patrons ztfaiting in the
lounge, and to intersperse them with

theme

songs

from

coming

pictures.

The volume can be adjusted in such
a manner that the sound is not too inIn this zcay, patrons are
entertained zt'hitc
they are
uniting, and at the same time it is helptriits'we.

quietly

fid to

coming features.
•

Louella Parsons interviewed Anne
Baxter, star of "John Brown's Body,"
for the "Pictorial Review's" Nov. 22
issue.
Anne's impression of "John

Brown's Body"
"It's an epic poem
and tells the story of a real Ameri:

can."
•
" 'Botany Bay,' " reports Louella
Parsons in "Cosmopolitan," "is the

lusty saga, in Technicolor, of a shipload of convicts who braved the cruel
sea to settle Australia as freemen.
It stars Alan Ladd as a wronged
American but the picture is stolen
by James Mason as the brutal, sadistic captain."

WALTER HAAS

AMERICAN MAKES
HISTORY WITH THE

Fastest NONSTOP

coast-to -coast service
EASTBOUND AND WESTBOUND
STARTING NOV. 29

The only transcontinental

With the inauguration of
ber 29, American Airlines

service under

g

hours!

its

new DC-7 Flagships on Novem-

now

offers

NONSTOP MERCURY

service— the fastest nonstop service coast-to-coast and the only
transcontinental service under 8 hours.

& w & :t
<n>

The new DC-7

Flagships are the

first

aircraft especially de-

signed for transcontinental travel and the only aircraft capable
of nonstop coast-to-coast service under 8 hours. Best of

you can take
fares.

Lv.

NEW YORK

1:00 P.M. EST

Lv.

LOS ANGELES 9:00 A.M. PST

Ar.

LOS ANGELES 5:55 P.M. PST

Ar.

NEW YORK

7:15 P.M. EST

this

premium

flight at

So make your reservations

American's

all,

no extra cost over regular
early.

Be sure

to specify

NONSTOP MERCURY.

AMERICAN AIRLINES

INC.

"The world's most romantic
Thief,"

makes

his

director," the greatly gifted creator of "The Bicycle

American -language production and

directorial

INDISCRETION
Gjuul UUCOMstarring

debut with

VOL.

74.

NO.

NEW

102

Exhibitor Aid

YORK,

FRIDAY,

U.S.A.,

NOVEMBER

27,

TEN CENTS
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Talks Start

U.S. Bishops Praise Code;

Asks Canadian Warn on 'Condemned' Films H-63 Aims At
The
New Pacts For
Advisory Plan WASHINGTON,
On New Media Industry of Canada At
9 Home Offices
ComNov. 26.—
full U. S. Catholic Bishops Conference
adopted a resolution at its annual meeting here highly praising the motion
picture industry's Production Code as helping to achieve "right moral standards in screen entertainment."
the same time, the Bishops
mittee on Motion Pictures, also in
session here, expressed grave concern
over the number of theatres including"
theatres
owned by large circuits,
which played films condemned by the

Would Give Information Honors Fitzgibbons
To Dominion Exhibitors
As Pioneer of Year
TORONTO,

Nov. 26.— The estab-

Legion of Decency.

TORONTO,

Nov. 26.— The Canalishment of a national technical addian Picture Pioneers last night hondistribution
for
the
visor)' committee
ored John J. Fitzgibbons, president of
of information on new techniques to
Canadian theatre owners was urged Famous Players Canadian Corp., as
Pioneer of the
here by Morris Stein, cnairman of the
Year at the orNational Committee of Motion Picganization's anture Exhibitors Association of Can-

held

were
Ray
Lewis, pub1

Columbia on Monday will open the
second in a series of three sales meetings at the Savoy-Plaza Hotel here,
with general sales manager A. Montague presiding. The meetings, which
will run through Thursday, will be
attended by home office executives
and top sales heads, four division managers and the branch managers, salesmen and bookers of 10 exchanges.
First of the meetings took place last
week in Chicago with the second
(Continued on page 4)

Film Shares Strong;
Some at New Highs
in

Amusement shares were strong and
good demand in Wednesday's pre-

holiday market, all issues closing at
gains from a fraction to more than a
point and some attaining or approaching new hjghs for the year.

American

Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres, continuing a pattern established several days earlier, closed at
15^4, compared with the year's high
The closing was up J4 on
of 15^.
(Continued on page 4)

i

'
'

s

h

Ca

e r

nad

i

Digest";

Fitzgibbons

head

of the

Canadian Motion Picture Distributors
Association, and Bernard E. Norrish,
former president and chairman of the
(Continued on page 5)

of

Northwest

Hone

SEATTLE, Nov. 26.— J. M. Hone
was reelected executive vice-president
of

Col.

in

Reelects

of

Cooformer

per,

ITO

of

John A.
J. J.

these
theatres
are
reminded," the
committee said, "that the Catholics of the U. S. are pledged
to remain away altogether from
(Continued on page 4)

a n

Moving Picture

MPT A

Columbia to Meet
Here on Monday

York

Hotel here.
Also honored

group,

(Continued on page 4)

the

in

Royal

Ontario.
Stein said,
The advisory
would function under tne auspices of
the Motion Picture Industry Council
of Canada, to which the project will
be recommended.
of
Directors elected by the
Ontario, which has a membership of
360 theatres, were Jack Clarke, E. C.
Eorsythe, Lionel Lester, H. S. Mandell, Morris Stein and W. A. Summerville, all of Toronto, and Morris
Berlin, Lou Sonsky, Angus Jewell,

dinner

nual

Stein made the proposal at the
annual meeting of the Motion
of
Association
Picture
Theatres

ada.
12th

"The management

the Independent Theatre Owners
Washington, Northern Idaho and
Alaska at the organization's 30th annual convention held here at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel.
H. B. Sobottka, vice-president of
the John Hamrick organization, was

treasurer of the group. The
of directors consists of MilWall, Mike Barovic, Dwight
(Continued on page 4)

elected

new board
dred

New

2-Year Agreement
Closed With Paramount

Following an agreement on a renewal pact for Paramount home office
employes, Local No. H-63 has started,
or is preparing to negotiate continuing
contracts with seven other companies
and a new contract for the home office
workers at Loew's. The union expects
to
consummate pacts for approximately- 2,500 home office white collar
workers by. the end of the year.
The Paramount contract was approved at a membership meeting held
here in the Woodstock Hotel. The
agreement is retroactive to March 21.
1 he major features provide for wage
increases ranging from $4 to $5.50 a
week; minimum hiring scales were
increased by those amounts and a
number of other hiring scales were
increased by a larger amount in cases
where it was believed that inequities
have occurred.
Severance pay was
uicreased from a maximum of eight
weeks to 10 weeks and an additional
half-holiday was agreed upon. Where
a contract half-holiday falls on a Fri-

(Continued on page 5)

Lining

Up

Talent

RKO

AB-PT Resumes Work on
Industry

Pictures Cuts

Loss to $248,377
RKO

Pictures
cut
its
loss
to
$248,377 for the three months ended
Oct. 3, according to a statement from

TV Pilot Films

RKO

company.
This loss for
Pictures and subsidiary companies, it
was added, is subject to audit and

the

TV

design ed to promote the motion picture
Work on the pilot
tman, vice-president of American
industry, is progressing, Robert
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, dis closed here.
Weitman acknowledged that for
awhile the project had been tabled, but
he said AB-PT representatives on the
Pa.
Coast now are culling through current
film releases and lining up personaliAllied
Resolutions
The show, tentatively titled
ties.
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 26.—
"Hollywood Parade," was envisioned
The board of governors of Alwhen it was
series
as a weekly
lied of Eastern Pennsylvania,
planned and received the approval in
meeting here, unanimously apprinciple of the Motion Picture Assoproved all resolutions and acciation of America.
tions of the national Allied conMonths ago, however, it ran into
vention held in October in
snags delaying its projected launching
Boston.
were
the
delay
for
Reasons
this fall.
film,

We

East

and

West

OK

partly attributed to the unavailability
of required personalities on the Coast.

Another factor was the unwillingness
of the American Federation of Musicians to go along with other talent
(Continued on page 5)

The board
Western

of

directors

of

Allied,

meeting

in

Pittsburgh, acted similarly on
the national Allied resolutions.

year-end adjustment and compares
with a loss of $1,064,932 for the third
quarter of 1952.
For the nine months ended Oct. 3,
operations resulted in a net loss of
$3,739,119, subject to audit and yearend adjustment, which compares with
a loss of $4,777,766 for the same
period of 1952.

20th-Fox to Release
9 in

Four Months

Nine productions, including four in
CinemaScope and color by Technicolor, three conventional films in color

by Technicolor, and two standard
black-and-white pictures, will be released between December and March
by 20th. Century-Fox, the company
announced.

;

Friday,

Motion Picture Daily
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Palm

Personal
Mention

Springs 'Female' Bow

In Theatre* on Telemeter
HOLLYWOOD,

SKOURAS,

president
of 20th Century-Fox, will return
New York by plane today from
P.

planted

into

the

;

;

;

—

HOLLYWOOD,

•

Terry Turner,
Inc.,

radio,

New

has

General

of

left

for

York.
Jr.,

Hollywood yesterday

producer,
for New

York.

Henry Ginsberg
plane yesterday for

Award

Skouras Theatres to
Aid Christmas Fund

Preferred Stock

Of AB-PT Cut

Arthur Hornblow,
left

Tele-

Hollywood

for

left

New

the Coast by

York.

Cinerama

In recognition of the roller-coaster
sequence in "This Is Cinerama" as
"one of the most thrilling scenes ever
filmed," the National Amusement Device Co. will present a special plaque
to Cinerama on Tuesday during the
annual convention of the National
Amusement Parks,
Association of
Pools and Beaches in Chicago. The
award will be presented by George
Hamid, president of the association,
in behalf of its membership and will
be accepted by Douglas Helgeson,
Chicago managing director of Cine-

rama.

A

ican

Broadcasting- Paramount Theatres through purchase of the stock by
the company was disclosed here on

Wednesday.

here.

The

purchase, which took place over
a period of months, was reported by
the company in a certificate of capital
stock reduction filed in Albany, N. Y.
The total number of outstanding preferred AB-PT shares, which carries
a $20 per share par value, was put at
533,624 shares following the reduction.

Christmas Program
Dec. 3 at Music Hall
a

The annual "Nativity Pageant" and
new holiday spectacle, "Christmas,

open Thursday at Radio City Music Hall here. It will be
accompanied by the first showing of
"Easy to Love," M-G-M feature.
U.

S. A.," will

1953

Birthday Clebration
Illinois Allied

CHICAGO,
Nomikos,

Nov.

26.

—

vice-president

of

Van A.
Allied

has been named
general chairman for that unit's 23rd
anniversary celebration, which will be
held Dec. 21 at the Chez Paree. Jack
Kirsch, state Allied president, who
made the Nomikos appointment, also
has designated Jack Clark as arrangements chairman, Charles R. Lindau
and Jack Rose as co-chairmen for
ticket sales and Bruce Trinz, Quigley
Publications' Chicago correspondent,
as publicity chairman.

Theatres of

Illinois,

George Spoor Dies;
Essanay Founder
CHICAGO,

Nov. 26.— George

K.

Spoor, 81, film pioneer who in the
early days of the industry was instrumental in establishing Chicago as a
production center second at that time
only to the New York area, died at
his home here Tuesday.

Spoor and Gilbert M.
(Bronco
Billy) Anderson in 1897 founded the
old Essanay Film Co., of which Spoor
was president.
For the next two
decades, until the studio was closed
in 1916, many of the industry's most
prominent stars were products of Essanay.
Among these were Gloria
Swanson, Charles Chaplin, Francis X.
Bushman and Wallace Beery.
Spoor was born in Highland Park,
in 1872.
111.,
A railroad worker in
his youth, he became associated with
entertainment industry in 1895
exhibited in vaudeville theatres the "kinedrome," an early type
of motion picture projector.
After
joining with Anderson to form Essanay,
Spoor experimented extensively
with three-dimensional films
and exhibited this type of picture noncommercially as early as 1925. However, attempts to exhibit the films on
a commercial basis were unsuccessful.
Spoor, whose wife, Ada, who was a
the

when he

sister-in-law of the evangelist Billy
Sunday, died in 1951, is survived by
a daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Weart.

The 49

theatres of Skouras Theahave been pledged to support the
New York "Journal-American" $50,000 "G.I." Christmas Fund campaign,
president Spyros S. Skouras reported

capital stock reduction of 74,422
shares of preferred shares of Amer-

27,

Chairmen Named for
Of

Nov. 26— The theme, "Broadway and 42nd Street transmiddle of a California desert," will keynote a two-day
celebration in Palm Springs in conto
pected to have 1,000 by Jan. 1, but
nection with the world premiere and
Hollywood.
only 75 are equipped so far to pick
press junket for Paramount's "Forup telemetered programs.
SunSaturday
and
ever Female" on
"Forever Female" runs concurrently
Walter Wanger, Allied Artists day.
at the Plaza Theatre, under arrangeproducer, has arrived here from the
Invitations have been sent to over ment with Earl Strebe,
who shares
Coast.
300 screen personalities and Holly- in the Telemeter receipts from setwood press correspondents to attend
Arthur Kwitney, of Columbia the event, which will take place at the owners. All pictures playing his house
will be available hereafter to home
contract
Pictures' home office sales
Plaza Theatre in Palm Springs and, set owners who prefer paying for
department, is the father of a boy at the same time, be presented by
them on Telemeter to coming to see
born to Mrs. Kwitney last Tuesday Telemeter to over 75 private homes
them at theatre.
at Bronx Hospital.
in the area on television screens.
If the Notre-Dame-Southern Cali•
Barney Balaban, president of Para- fornia football game played in Los
John McGrail, exploitation repre- mount Pictures, and Paul Raibourn, Angeles Saturday does not sell out,
sentative in New England for Uni- vice-president
charge of Para- in which case it may be televised
in
versal-International, has returned to mount
attend the generally, Telemeter will bring it to
will
Television,
his Hartford headquarters following event.
They will be met in Palm Palm Springs Telemeter subscribers
an operation.
Spring's by Y. Frank Freeman, vice- by closed circuit that afternoon.
president in charge of the Paramount
Walter J. B. Barber, Universal studio. Others slated to attend in- 2 Paramount Shorts
Pictures advertising production man- clude Carl Leserman, executive vice- On Telemeter Test
Dr. Louis
ager, is preparing to welcome his son, president of Telemeter
Two new Paramount one-reel subWalter, Jr., back from two years of Ridenour, vice-president in charge of jects will be included on the TeleArmy service.
engineering for Telemeter Don Hart- meter test presentation program, along
•
man, Paramount production head
with "Forever Female," at Palm
Arthur L. Pratchett, Paramount Russell Holman, Eastern production Springs, Cal., starting tomorrow.
Eugene Zukor, Telemeter
International division manager in La- manager
The short subjects are "Rough Ridtin-America, will arrive here on Dec. director, and Pat Duggan, producer in' Youngsters," a Grantland Rice
Paramount Sportlight, and
"Forever Female."
of
6 from Mexico City.
a Paramount Paceowns a 50 per cent interest in Tele- maker, "Million Dollar Playground."
•
meter.
Dorothy McCann, production suFollowing the first show on Tele- Ad Heralds Bow of
for
Days"
pervisor of "Death Valley
meter, approximately at 9 :00 P.M., Telemeter on Coast
McCann-Erickson, has returned to half an hour after the premiere in
New York from Hollywood.
Nov. 26.
The
the theatre, there will be another Tele- r
•
meter show of the picture at 11:00. first newspaper advertisement heraldJoe Minsky, film booker for Stan- The press and stars will see the Tele- ing the introduction of the pay-as-youley Warner theatres in the New Eng- meter at designated homes and at the see television system, Telemeter, in
Palm Springs, called attention to the
land zone, and Mrs. Minsky are the Racquet Club in Palm Springs.
parents of a baby girl.
Balaban, Raibourn and Holman will public that for the first time first-run
•
stay on the Coast several days to films will be available on TV.
Telemeter, which is affiliated with
vice-president
meet
with Freeman and other studio
Dozier,
William C.
Paramount Pictures, will program
of Cornwall Productions, has left here officials.
Palm Springs, walled off from tele- Paramount's "Forever Female" Saturby plane for Hollywood.
vision reception by mountain ranges day in a twin premiere at Palm
•
a mountain- Springs. The picture will also open
Herman Cohen, president of Abt- until Telemeter installed
top antenna and literally "wired" the on the same night at the Plaza Theacon Pictures, Inc., has returned to
town for the residents, has about 500 tre. The three-quarter page ad apHollywood from London.
peared in "The Desert Sun."
sets, total, at this time, and is ex-

SPYROS

November

tres

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSH) HALL
Rockefeller Center

All theatre staffs of the circuit will
help in distributing gifts to veterans
in 14 military and veteran hospitals,

Skouras

'KISS ME KATE" starring
Kathryn GRAYSON Howard KEEL
.

said.

ANN MILLER

High Theatre Prices
Hypo Reading: BLS
WASHINGTON,
Bureau

of

Labor

Nov.
Statistics

theatre

was largely

Print In

in

26.— The
reports

admission prices went
Issuing its
up again in October.
monthly Consumers Price Index, the
BLS noted a .7 per cent rise in the
It
reading and recreation group.
declared that "a temporary increase in
admission prices for special films"
that
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Advisory Plan
(Continued from page 1)
C. C. Main, J. D. McCullough and
Floyd Rumford from other points.

Stein Is Reelected by

—

Morris
Nov. 26.
manager of the East-

Famous Players Cana-

Corp., was reelected national
chairman of the National Committee
of Motion Picture Exhibitors Associations of Canada at a meeting held
here.
Named as vice-chairman were F.

dian

of St. John, and S.
R. Miles of Winnipeg. H. C. D. Main
is secretary-treasurer and Arch Jolley
of Toronto is executive secretary.

Gordon Spencer,

Columbia

to

Meet

(Continued from page 1)

San

for

scheduled

Praise

Dec.

Francisco

14-17.

Following the pattern established at
the Chicago sessions, Montague will
present to the delegates plans for the
continued sales of "From Here to
Eternity," as well as sales of "Miss
which will be
Sadie Thompson,"
given a limited number of pre-release

engagements in 3-D beginning at
"The Caine Mutiny,"
Christmas
which will go into pre-release in late
spring or early summer, and "It
Should Happen to You," Judy Holliday starrer.

Hollywood, Nov. 26
view of the unbroken record of mass response to Biblical subjects, there
cannot be much question about the commercial merit of this production
in which Paulette Goddard plays Jezebel
and she plays it in proper taste
and without overdoing the role that could have taken the screen back to
Theda Bara if handled for sensation instead of sense. Although produced on
a budget far below that of "Quo Vadis" and presents no artistic challenge
to "The Robe" or "Samson and Delilah," it is a blood-brother to them as

IN

to topic and, in proportion, as to box-office.
The picture is in Ansco Color and was shot for

Universal dispatched a camera crew
to

Bermuda

to

make an Eastmancolor

visit there of Queen
Elizabeth. Bermuda was the first stop
in the Queen's world tour.
The decision to make the subject,
which will be included in Universal's

recording of the

Code

release.

ITO

Film Shares
(Continued from Page 1)

in

"Theatres
which
may consider
showing a condemned film in the future should bear in mind the potential
loss of Catholic patronage not only
for that attraction but others which

follow

it in the same theatre."
resolution praising the Production Code was adopted at the annual
meeting of all U. S. Catholic Bishops
here last week. It was released today
by the Bureau of Information of the
National Catholic Welfare Conference.
_

wide screen (1.85:1) but
can be shown in standard dimensions also.
It is a Robert L. Lippert, Jr., production, and was produced by Sigmund
Neufeld and directed by Reginald LeBorg. It was written for the screen
by Richard Landau, who displayed a proper regard for his subject matter
and its source at all times.
The story opens with Jezebel journeying to Jezreel (in the 9th Century,
B.C.) to marry Ahab, king of Israel, who has pledged to his advisers, who
are opposed to this match, that he will not permit his queen to set up in
Israel an idol to her god, Baal. When, after their marriage, he violates this
pledge, the prophet Elijah calls upon God to bring thirst upon the land in
punishment. Followers of Baal set up a sacrificial altar and pray to Baal
for rain, but it is not until Elijah, after denouncing their worship of Baal,
prays to God for rain that the downpour begins. In following sequences
Jezebel meets reverse after reverse and finally meets her death.
Also in the cast are George Nader, John Hoyt, Edward Franz, John Shelton, Margia Dean, Joe Besser, Ludwig Donath and Carmen D'Antonion.
Running time, 7AYi minutes. General audience classification. November

Columa turnover of 10,300 shares.
bia Pictures, jumping 1% on a turnover of 13,200 shares, closed at \7Vi,
a new high for the year.
Columbia
preferred gained a half point, closing
at 63.

Loew's was in good demand with a
15,000 share turnover, closing at \2 l 2
for a gain of Y\.
National Theatres
was up Yi on a 10,800 share turnover, closing at 6|4- Paramount gained
to close at 27^.
Theatres
closed at 4}i, up %, to equal the high
for the year.
At 10M>, Stanley War-

RKO

The

tainment, be

ner was up %, while 20th CenturyFox was steady at 18%. Universal
gained V\, closing at 16%, and Warner Brothers was up
at 12%.

that

the

commended

as a

worthy

especially youth, against the harminfluence of morally bad motion
pictures."

lic,

ful

Meanwhile, the Bishops Comon Motion Pictures
noted a slight increase in the

number

Will Review Convention
Items on the agenda included a review of the recent Theatre Owners
of America convention in Chicago by
Joe Rosenfield of Favorite Theatres
of

declared

undertaking and one capable of affording vital protection to the whole pub-

Northwest

Spokane and a discussion

resolution

Production Code, "a plan of self-regulation developed within the motion
picture industry of the U. S. as a
means toward the maintenance of
right moral standards in screen enter-

mittee

Spracher, Ferd Nessel, W. B. McDonald, S. M. Higgins, Erwin Fey,
Joe Roserifield, Chester Nilsson, Fred
Mercy, Jr., Will J. Conner, L. O.
Lukan, B. F. Shearer, Fred A. Danz,
and William Thedford.

in

The

'Worthy Undertaking'

(Continued from page 1)

/

Filmed by Univ.

27, 1953

theatres which show such films
as a matter of policy.

(Lippert)

the

Federal tax situation by Fred Danz,
Council of Motion Picture Organizations representative.
Danz thanked
members for their support in efforts
to repeal the Federal admission tax

gion of
morally
for

Hollywood films
by the National LeDecency as Class B
of

classified

;

Queen's Island Visit

November

(Continued from page 1)

;

Canada Exhibitor Unit

TORONTO,

Review
"Sins of Jezebel"

H.

Stein, general
ern division of

Friday,

objectionable

The annual Legion
port

in

part

all.

of

Decency

re-

was given by the

Most Rev.
Ready, Bishop of Columbus

Michael J.
and chairman of the Bishops Committee on Motion Pictures. He said
that 140 or approximately 41.67 per
cent of films produced in the U. S.
were classified as A-I, morally unobjectionable for general patronage, and
that 124 or about 37 per cent were
classed as A-II, morally unobjectionable for adults.

A total of 71 films or slightly more
"U-I Color Parade," was prompted
than 21 per cent were put in the class
by the performances of previous films
On the American Exchange, Tech- and urged them to contact their Con- B category, an increase of 4 per cent
dealing with the Queen,
such as
nicolor
advanced 1% to 16 on an 11,- gressmen to support the new anti-tax over 1952. Out of a total of 336 films
"Royal Journey," "Royal Wedding"
reviewed, only one film "The Moon
300 share turnover.
Monogram was drive.
and "A Queen Is Crowned."
Is Blue"
was condemned.
to 4J4 on a turnover of 9,500
up

%

—

—

%

shares.

Oregon Exhibitors
Review TO A Topics

la.

Theatres Weigh

SALEM, Ore., Nov. 26.— Forty
Oregon exhibitors joined in a special
forum on the subjects brought up at

Bank Night Appeal

the recent convention of the Theatre
Owners of America. Art Adamson,
moderator for the session, advised on

Walcott

—

DES MOINES,
said

of

members

Nov. 26.
Leo
Iowa-Nebraska Allied
of

the

organization

would be polled on whether or not an
3-D,
CinemaScope, legislation and appeal should be taken from the retaxation during the session.
cent state Supreme Court decision
Another meeting is scheduled for which held Bank Night to be illegal.
early 1954.
A. H. Blank, however, said his TriStates circuit would not spend any

Gas Blast

in

Arkansas

HELENA,

A

tre here.

in

No

one was hurt.

BEST.

which have operated

many

FILMACK
SPECIAL

ijj7s.wmash

NEW YORK:

HO MIRTH 1VL

TRAILERS

in the

state for

years.

Eddie Cantor Honored
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 26. — Eddie

(

KANSAS

CITY, Nov. 26.—A

suit

has been filed in County Circuit Court
contesting the barring in Kansas City
of "The Moon Is Blue."
The motion picture reviewer had
required deletions, and the appeal
board to which the reviewer's decision
was appealed had denied showing of
the picture in the city.
The suit was
filed by
Holmby Productions, Inc.,

United

Artists,

the

distributor,

Seal Refusal

Bishop Ready noted with satisfaction that this film had been refused
the Production Code seal of the Motion Picture Association, and that no
_

and

film made by the industry with benefit
of a code seal had been condemned.

The committee expressed the hope
that the commercial success of pictures
which have been put in the B category
"would not act as an encouragement
to producers or theatre owners for
future exhibition of films of this type."
Bishop Ready's term both as chairman and as a member of the Film

A

suit is pending in Kansas against Coadjutor Bishop of Albany, has been
banning of the picture in that named to the vacancy on the commitstate by the Kansas State Board of tee and also to be chairman of the
Review. The picture has been shown committee.
in many theatres in Missouri outside
of Kansas City.

the

Luncheon for Walker

Cantor was honored as one of Amerfavorite entertainers at a luncheon-meeting of the Southern California Motion Picture Council. The
presentation of a special award citing
"The Eddie Cantor Story," Warner
Brothers, highlighted the -ceremonies
at the Assistance League Clubhouse.
Cantor accepted the award on behalf
of the studio from Mrs. William Burk,
president of the Council.
ica's

chioaoo:

Contest Barring of
Moon> in K.C.

Dickinson, Inc., a circuit that planned
money on an appeal.
Iowa theatres were given until Dec. to show the picture in its Kimo Art Committee has been completed. The
gas 16 by the court to end Bank Nights, Theatre here.
Most Reverend William A. Scully,

Ark., Nov. 26.—
an adjoining building
showered bricks and rubble on 15
rows of seats in the Paramount Thea-

explosion

Commends

Christman, of Ansco,
To Serve N. Y. Trade
Paul Christman, for the past four
years sales correspondent in Ansco's
New York office, has been promoted
salesman for motion
picture products
to producers
and
laboratories in the theatrical, educational and industrial film fields.
to the position of

Co-workers of Quigley Publications
gave Charlotte Walker a luncheon at
Tramer's Restaurant here Wednesday
on her retirement. She has been employed in the circulation department
for some 33 years and is retiring to a
new home in Florida. Miss Walker
has been assistant to Dennis Shea,
circulation manager, for a number of
years.

November

Friday,

In the
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THEATRE

Asides

(Continued from page 1)

—by James Cunningham

board of "Associated Screen News."
Presiding at the dinner, which was
attended by many city and provincial
dignitaries

World
• with

Fitzgibbons

& Interludes

Equipment
•

5

THANKSGIVING DAY

.

.

.

RAY GALLO

in

addition

to

representa-

up and gone, again, as it has ever since tives of all facets of the Canadian inNovember, 1621, when the Mayflower Pilgrims had their feast dustry, was N. A. Taylor, Canadian
Seems that the Pilgrims had a pretty good harvest, Picture Pioneers president.
at Plymouth, Mass.
Jerry
Pickman, Paramount Pictures' viceand the good ship Fortune had just arrived with pro%
president in charge of advertisingvisions from England (my, how times have changed).
publicity, was on hand from New
There was a great store of wild turkeys, and venison,
and everything oh, well, nearly everything. And the
York.
Prominent in the industry here
Pilgrims invited to the shindig, on this first Thanksgiving
since 1929, Fitzgibbons previously had
Day, the Indians who had helpeif them after they
received the Heart Award of the
touched The Rock at Plymouth. The Walter Winchell
Toronto Variety Tent, of which he
of the day tells us that the long and handsome Indian
Massasoit was on hand along with 90 other Indians, to
was a founder, and has been cited by
the Canadian Council of Christians
humbly offer thanks for the givings from above.
and Jews, of which he formerly
Thanksgiving Day is up and gone again, we repeat,
served as national chairman. For war
and we in the motion picture industry gave thanks at
service he was invested as a comthis Thanksgiving time to the almost certain (sic) estabmander of the Order of the British
lishment of an arbitration system of a single-track stereoMassasoit
Empire by King George VI.
phonic process that will run cross-wise, then up and
down, and come out here a distribution company's sales manager's drive to
Presented with Plaque
end division managers' drives to end branch managers' drives, to end bookers'
Fitzgibbons
also
has
served as
drives and let the film peddler go home and get some sleep.
president of the Motion Picture InWe gave thanks, too, for Arthur Newcombe's piece
is

'

—

THIS

year marks the 28th anniversary of the S. O. S. Cinema Sup-

New

ply Corp.,
York, and J. A. Tanney, president, is heralding the occasion by the issuance of a new

80-page catalogue
containing more than
different

1,000

;

items of motion

equip-

picture

;

ment with over

—

300 illustrations.

The book

is

en-

"Sturelab

titled

No.

A

and

10,"

contents are di12
vided
into

God

Cov-

sections.

J.

A.

Tanney

of commonsense,

pain that drive

ered are 35mm.
studio and newsreel cameras and ac-

of

my

me

Man's Thanksgiving

give Thee thanks for the heavy blows of
back from perilous ways into harmony with- the laws
I

being; for stinging whips of hunger and cold that urge to bitter

cessories
16mm. studio and profes- strivings and glorious achievement; for steepness and roughness of
sional cameras and accessories
film the way and staunch virtues gained by climbing over jagged rocks of
studio and television lighting equip- hardship and stumbling through dark and pathless sloughs of disment
optical,
magnetic and disc
couragement; for the acid blight of failure that has burned out of
sound recording equipment; projecsinews for fiercer battles
tion equipment, including
back- all thought of easy victory and toughened
ground editing equipment, laboratory and greater triumphs, for mistakes
have made, and the priceless lesequipment, printers, processors, etc.
sons
have learned from them; for disillusion and disappointment that
camera and recorder motors plus a
have
cleared
vision and spurred
desire for strong appetites and
section
on "last minute specials."
There is also a list of technical books passions and the power they give when under pressure and control;
on motion pictures. For a free copy for
imperfections that give
the keen delight of striving toward
of the booklet write to the company
perfection.
at 602 West 52nd St.,
York 19.
;

;

me

;

my

TV

I

;

I

my

;

my

my

New

God

•

In-car speakers for drive-in theatres
employing two heavy-duty
cones for extra protection against
rust have been marked by the Utah
Radio Products Co., Inc., Huntington, Ind. Available in two models,
the speakers are finished with deep
blue enamel over heavy cadmium
plating. The outer cone is designed
to prevent dust, dirt, gravel and

other foreign particles from getting
to the inner cone and voice coil.
•

An aluminum paint for drive-in
screens has been announced by the
Tropical Paint
Oil Co., Cleveland.
In announcing- the product, the corny
pany states that its researchers have
"sought a paint formulation that would
combine general screen brightness and
low light deflection with durability

&

and.

weather

The

resistance

in

outdoor

which has an aluminum base, has been tested and
checked by the Polaroid Corp., which
"rates it high in brightness and claruse."

paint,

of angle-viewing,'^
the manufacturer,
•

ity

A

portable

according

me

common good and human

brotherhood,
give Thee thanks
for siren songs of temptation that lure and entangle and the understanding of other men they reveal; for the weakness and failings of
my neighbors and the joy of lending a helping hand; for my own
shortcomings, sorrows and loneliness, that give me a deeper sympathy for others; for ingratitude and misunderstanding and the gladness of service without other reward than self-expression.
of

V V V
You know,

it's

easy enuf for those zvho

criticize

film

—

production costs,

—

_

is

in

the picture, too.

She's the Star

Who

—

put in operation in less than five
minutes, according to the company.

(Continued from page 1)
sha

be considered a full holifull holiday falls on
a Saturday, the preceding Friday will
be considered a half-holiday.
The
new contract will run until March
day,

it

1

l

day and when a

21,

1955.

Renewal negotiations have started
between Russell Moss, business head
of Local H-63, and the managements
of Universal and RKO Radio.
Conwith Warner Brothers will
on Tuesday.
Contracts with
those companies expired on Sept. 1,
did
as
Artists

those of Republic, United
and Stanley Warner Theatres.
The Columbia pact expired on Oct. 21,
while that of 20th Century-Fox runs

out today.

An

initial

contract will be negoti-

Loew's management, the
home office employes of which recently
were taken over by Local No. H-63.

ated

with

AB-PT Film
(Continued from page 1)

AFM

Louis Schwartz, in
York, has a gadget which cleans sidewalks and
streets in spots not accessible because of parked cars.
You know, the dirty
spots on the streets in front of and around theatres which are not approachable to the ministrations of the city's kindly (grrr) street beauticians, because
of parked cars.

guilds and accept less than the
regular fee for
broadcasting.
However, Weitman, in announcing the
resumption of work on the film, said
the AFM's position will not deter
AB-PT from completing the pilot.
The initial film will be screened for
the
for its endorsement.

Schwartz's gadget is a 2,500-gallon, hose-equipped motor-flusher, which, can
squirm in and around bumpers-to-bumpers, spray, perfume, bleache and detergent as' nasty, a looking junk pile in the street as any Music Hall master

C. P. Skouras, Jr.,

New

for use
in school, church and business auditoriums, road-shows and small theatres, has been marketed by the Victor Animatograph Corp., Davenport,
Iowa. Called the "Victor 1600 Arc,"
consists of three pieces
it
rectifier,
speaker, and arc lamphouse.
These
Units, finished in Victor sage-green,
are assembled and the arc can be

H-63 Aims

Is Born, I Think.

V V V

to

16mm. projector

created a number of Canadian monuments, postage stamps and coins.

start

Sometimes, however, they do not know whereof they speak.
Production costs can be costly. Just to shoiv you
Warner Brothers' studio at Burbank wired word to the home office that
it had completed furnishing a dressing room for James Mason, "the colorful
swashbuckling star" in "A Star Is Born." Warner Brothers' home office,
wifk great duty and dignity, immediately notified the press here that the
studio had equipped Mr. Mason's dressing room with
and we quote "two
Sicilian marionettes, pair of French dueling pistols, bust of St. Thomas
Aquinas, rubbing table, barber chair, two ancient German muskets, Spanish
settee, box of Kleenex, painting of a busty Frenchwoman, English fireplace,
bear rug, Turkish waiter pitcher, Swiss musical cigaret box, makeup table,
writing quill and 1953 noiseless typewriter."
That stuff cost dough, -mates.
Judy Garland

Trade.
Fitzgibbons was presented with a
bronze portrait plaque of himself.
Dinner Coordinator T. S. Daley, who
is manager of the University Theatre
and CPP secretary, said that the
plaque is the work of the Toronto
sculptor, Emmanuel Hahn, who has

ferences

talk.

Psst.

Committee, and the motion picture section of the Toronto Board of
ices

I

Thanks for Thanksgiving Day

to

dustry Council of Canada, the national
committee of Motion Picture Exhibitors Association of Canada, the
Canadian Motion Picture War Serv-

TV

MPAA

Wed

would want deteriorated pronto. We swear that Jack Benny or Jello had
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 26.
nothing to do with this part of the spiel, but Louis Schwartz, president of
Charles Peter Skouras, Jr., son of
Sidewalk Sanitation Service, says you can have your street facialed in your
Charles
P.
Skouras,
president
of
favorite scent.
Like lemon and lime.
National Theatres, was married here
Bourbon and soda is for play streets.
yesterday to Diane Marie Mellos.

—

.:

.

Qjul

dux Vucau.
starring

The

American- Language film from "the
world's most romantic director," the greatly gifted
first

MM) DEM

.
.

.

.
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SHERWIN KANE
Telemeter approach
making important motion

THE
[

available to

tures

home

to
pictele-

viewers for a fee, demonstrated publicly for the first time

YORK,

U.S.A.,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Mason's Plan

Compo

Urges Federal

Be Carried Out in
Line With Concepts

Gov't Abandon

vision

over

past

the

weekend in Palm
be welcomed

all

By

exhibitors.

J.

A.

OTTEN

WASHINGTON, Nov. 29.—Rep.
not only an important new
development in the entertainment Mason (R., 111.), who sponsored the
admission tax repeal bill backed by
world but, unlike Phonevision, it is
It

is

the industry early this year, has sug-

not conceived to be the ruthless gested that the Federal Government
competitor of the motion picture turn the admission tax field over to
theatre but, rather, the theatre's states and cities.
This was one point in a plan
partner and adjunct.
that Mason, a member of the
Telemeter's basic merchandising
House Ways and Means Commakes the exhibitor the
idea
mittee, presented to a govern"sponsor" of the film program
ment commission studying overlapping state and Federal taxes
viewed on the home television set,
(Continued on page 3)
just as he is the sponsor of the program shown on his theatre screen.
•
In

return for that television pro-

gram "sponsorship,"

receipts from

the Telemeter coin

boxes

home go

to the exhibitor.

in

the

They are

The executive committee of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizaapproved a program which
accord with the original
concepts embodied in its by-laws, it is
pointed out in a brochure issued at
the weekend by the organization.
This program, it states, calls for a
"continuance of effort to improve the
in

is

Springs, Cal., should

by

Projects Will 32 Meetings

tions has.

Ticket Levy

full

industry's

public
of

relations,

the estab-

development

tivities,

of

speakers'

a

bureau, continuance of COMPO's research activities, inauguration of an
advertising campaign in 'Editor &
Publisher,' development of the indus(Continued on page 3)

counted, for purposes of film
The roster of delegates to the secrental payments, exactly as are the ond Columbia Pictures' regional sales
meeting, which opens here today at the
receipts at his box-office.
Thus Telemeter actually adds to Savoy Plaza Hotel, was disclosed at
the weekend.
Leading the delegation
the participating theatre's seating
will be A. Montague, general sales
capacity. Every home television manager, who will preside at the foursef with a Telemeter attachment is day meeting.
Also scheduled to be
(Continued on page 3)
a potential customer of the neighStrebe's

Earl

The

managers

—

WASHINGTON,

The
Nov. 29.
Federal Communications Commission
has tightened up sharply on its rules
limiting multiple ownership of commercial broadcasting and TV stations.
The Commission said the limits
would apply not only to the number
of stations controlled by one party
but to the number of stations in which
one party has an interest, even a minority interest.
Formerly, the

Commission

Plaza

New

the

next

year,

be-

"

800-seat" theatre, without cost to him, merely by the in,000 Telemeter coin
stallation of
boxes in home TV sets in the community.
1

said no

(Continued on page 3)

Telemeter offers many intriguing

BMI Announces

Schedule

With December,
bad theatre month

a traditionally

at hand, there

suggested the possibility that
Telemeter one day may demonstrate that the Christmas shopper,
is

(Continued on page 2)

;

;

1,500_ seats,

$15.
Drive-in theatres

$5

;

from 201

to

:

Up

to 200 cars,

400 cars, $7.50

;

from

schedule of dues for exhibitors
(Continued on page 3)

Para. News on
Wide-Screen
Paramount News, beginning Jan.

401

500

to

cars,

$10;

over

500

rates,

theatres with

it was stated, are for
more than 26 weeks of

operation during the contract year.
For seasonal operation, the MBI
stated,
applying to theatres which
(Continued on page 3)

Home'
Itovc MY BABY BACK
JANET LEIGH
DONALD O'CONNOR

2,

to

correct

viewfinders

Bergman Chairman
Of Compo Press Unit
Maurice Bergman was elected chairof the press relations committee
of the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations at a meeting here on

man

cars, $15.

These

alerted

Friday.

Harry Mandel

•

IN THE

JAN. ISSUE

*

Technicolor

of

RKO

Theatres

and Art Arthur of the Motion Pic(Contimied on page 3)

ADVERTISED

starring

allotted.

(Continued on page 3)

ASCAP.

schedule of rates, which take
1, for MBI music, follows:
Motion picture theatres up to 600
seats, $5 a year; up to 1,200 seats,
over
$7.50
1,201 to 1,500 seats, $10

The

been

schedule of license fees applying to motion picture theatres was announced
weekend by Broadcast Music, Inc. The establishing of fees, as predicted in Motion Picture Daily on Nov. 17, are below the charges leveled

effect Jan.

salesman can be

Morgan said all Paramount News
camera crews and contacts throughout the United States and Canada have

Effective Jan. 1

The

from

ager.

A

by

salesmen

end by Oscar A. Morgan, Paramount
short subjects and newsreel sales man-

at the

prospects for the exhibitor.

and

be produced for exhibition on
wide-screen with an aspect ratio of
1.66 to 1, it was revealed at the week-

Music Charge

Of Fees

chairman of

will

,

1

distribution

the 10 major companies are expected to be present so that the
theatres to be canvassed by each

in

of last
might, within

come an

800-seat

Palm Springs, focal point
weekend's demonstration,

The Council of Motion Picture Organizations today will launch its annual canvass for dues at meetings of
distribution personnel in 32 exchange
cities. The canvass, which is expected
to cover every exhibitor in the United
States, will continue through next

the exchange area will preside
at each meeting. All branch

boring theatre.

Theatre

Salesmen Will Contact
Theatres in Each Area

Monday.

FCC's Rules
Col. Meeting Tightened

Opens Today

Dues Canvass
For Compo to
Start Today

an

information bureau,
amplification of COMPO's press aclishment

TEN CENTS
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30,
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5,750,000
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Skouras to Europe
For 'Robe* Openings

Personal
Mention
pHARLES

J.

FELDMAN,

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Century-

Fox
Uni-

versal Pictures general sales manager, will return to New York today
from New Orleans.

•

Joseph Rivkin, executive

weekend

for

Europe

The

assistant

to Harold Mirisch, Allied Artists
vice-president, and John C. Flinn,
director of advertising and publicity
for the company, left Hollywood at

the

president, will leave for

today to personally launch the first
Continental openings of "The Robe,"
which reportedly has grossed more
than $10,000,000 in 10 weeks of domestic engagements.

Dallas.

•

H. M. Bessey, Altec Service Corp.

Marty
vice - president;
Wolf, assistant general sales manager, and P. F. Thomas, treasurer,
have returned to New York from
business trips.
executive

•

Biblical picture, filmed in the
CinemaScope process, makes its debut

Monday, November

Skouras Is Host to
Greek King and Queen
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th-century
Fox Company,
executives and several hundred
home office employees, on Friday welcomed King Paul and
Queen Fredericka of Greece to
the company's home office here.
Their Highnesses, who in response to an invitation from

on Wednesday in
Rome.
Following a special twotheater opening in Paris on Friday,
"The Robe" bows in Athens on Dec.
scheduled for
14, after which it is
Brussels on Dec. 23. Two Christmas
Day openings have been scheduled for
Zurich and Cairo, with the possibility

Skouras, visited the offices for
a special showing of "The
Robe," were roundly cheered as
they entered the red-carpeted

of a third for Frankfurt.

whose party was Christopher

on

Continent

the

In Manila on Dec.
Meanwhile,

Movietone newsreel and still
photographers recorded the arrival

in

the

of

Axelos,
7

CinemaScope

the

lobby.

New

royal

couple

in

Greek Consul General
York.

pic-

will be introduced to the Far
East in Manila on Dec. 7, building to
a total of seven engagements during

Tradewise

radio and television of the motion
picture division of Donahue and Coe.

•

Harold Wirthwein, Allied Artists
general sales manager, left Hollywood
at the weekend for a swing through
the Midwest.

•
L. D. Netter, Jr., Altec Service
Corp. general sales manager, has returned here following a trip through
Upper New York State and Pennsylvania.

•

Leonard
estate

L.

Lewis

of Loew's real

department, was married yes-

terday to Ruth Woiler at the Concourse Plaza Hotel in the Bronx.

Christmas-New

Year

holiday
week, preceded by Australian openings
the

Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland and
Wellington.
Added Oriental debuts
will be held on Christmas Day in

E.

Blake,

chairman

of

Kodak, Ltd., returned to London Friday after several weeks in New York
and Rochester.
•
B. Konselman, director
of advertising for A. & M. Karagheusian, Inc., has left here for Albany, Ga.

Charles

•

Saul Shiffrin, Columbia

Pictures

manager in Albany, N. Y., and
Mrs. Shiffrin are the parents of a
son born at Albany Hospital.

office

Mike Jacobson, manager

of

the

Mayfair Theatre, Bridgeport, and
Mrs. Jacobson, have returned there
from Dallas.
•

New Export Group
Files With FTC

too exhausted from excursions
through crowded stores to attend
the neigborhood theatre at night,
still
might be a paying customer
for

a

first

run

film

available

at

home.
It

suggests

that

local

need

not

"die"

business

theatre
during

severe storms and temperature extremes; nor when an outstanding
public event is available on home
television
viewers otherwise lost
for the night as motion picture
patrons now may buy a film pro-

—

gram before

or

after

the

com-

mercial telecast event.

It
suggests,
too,
that
nontheatregoers, shut-ins and others
not normally found in the theatre

in

audience can become paying cusNov. 29.— The tomers, with the local exhibitor
Federal Trade Commission said that
Hong Kong, Kowloon and Singapore the Independent Motion Picture Ex- benefiting. And it may well be a
Bombay, Dec. 24 Tokyo, Dec. 27
port Association, Inc., has filed all of strong factor in re-winning from
Bangkok, Dec. 31, and Djakarta, the papers needed to act as an associa- TV the lost audience of all ages
Jan. 1.
tion to export films under the Export and creating
a future new one
Elsewhere in the world, Scandi- Trade Act.
when
that
"let's
go out tonight"
navia will get its first look at CinemaThe association is the export group
Scope and "The Robe" in Stockholm formed recently by the Society of In- urge strikes them, as it always
on Dec. 30.
Latin American en- dependent Motion Picture Producers. does.
gagements tee off at Panama City, Under the Export Trade Act, cooperExhibitors owe it to themselves
Dec. 23. Eleven other openings south ative associations engaged solely in exinvestigate this new developto
of the border get under way Christ- port trade are granted conditional exmas Day in Mexico City, Bogota, emption from the anti-trust laws. ment and its manifold possibilities
Port of Spain, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Among the conditions are that they file for them.
Paulo, Santiago, and Lima
Dec. 30 with the Commission copies of their
in Havana (two houses)
and Jan. 1 organization papers, annual reports
in Montevideo.
and other information concerning their

WASHINGTON,

;

;

Pays Krim Tribute

operation.

Col.,

Operations

20th-Fox Stock

At New 1953 Highs

FTC officials emphasized that the
FTC announcement does not mean
that the

Columbia Pictures common continued its upward climb Friday on
the New York Stock Exchange, advancing 1^$ to close at 18%, a new
high for the year, on a moderate turnover of 5,900 shares. Financial sources
attributed the showing to expected
good earnings for the current period
and possible dividend action at the December meeting of the board. Twentieth Century-Fox also set a new high
at

\9YA

.

May Now Begin

Commission

staff

has passed

all the qualifications of the new
group, but merely that the necessary
papers have been filed for the group
to start operating. Whether there will
be more detailed study of the group's
structure and operations depends on
later
Commission policy and on
whether any complaints ever arise
about the IMPEA's operations, FTC

on

spokesmen declared.

FTC

The
said that officers of the
association are Ellis G. Arnall, president ; George L. Bengali, treasurer
Marvin L. Faris, secretary Gunther
R. Lessing, board chairman.
Stockholders and members are the officers
and George Glass, Richard Hungate

Columbia preferred also advanced
a half point on Friday, closing at
l
Ed Feldman, 20th Century-Fox fan 62> /
Loew's gained another ¥% point
2
magazine contact, was married on to close at 12% on a turnover of
Saturday to Lorraine Kain.
10,100 shares. National Theatres adand George Slaff
•
vanced an eighth to 6%
Paramount
Edward E. Sullivan, 20th Cen- one-quarter to llYi Republic a quartury-Fox publicity manager, returned ter to 3% RKO Pictures a quarter
to ZY&
RKO Theatres steady at 4^4 /. B.
here Friday from Europe.
on a turnover of 26,500 shares UniPete Smith is celebrating his 22nd versal was up a half point at 16%,
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 29.—Joseph
and Warner Brothers a full point to
anniversary as an M-G-M producer
B. Zodovitch, RKO Radio staff de13%.
and commentator.
On the American Stock Exchange, partment head, died here last week at
•
Technicolor continued to advance fol- Temple Hospital. He had been with
Fritz
Goodwin, M-G-M studio lowing announcement of the printing RKO for 20 years. Prior to that he
publicist, left here at the weekend for deal with De Luxe Laboratory last was with United Artists and UniverPhiladelphia.
He is survived by his widow,
week, gaining another % point to close sal.
•
at 16%. It was one of the best weeks Branka, and two brothers, Andrew
Ivan Tors, producer, will arrive for amusements in a long time on the and Angelo, both of whom live in
here today from the Coast.
exchanges.
Yugoslavia.

In

UA

Sales Drive

A

tribute to Arthur B. Krim, United
Artists president, on the occasion of
UA's 35th anniversary sales drive was
paid at the weekend by Robert S.
Benjamin, chairman of the board of
directors.

Benjamin,
called

to do

which
tinue

Krim.

in

a

message,

special

upon the company's

sales force
their utmost in the sales drive,
began on Nov. 15 and will conthrough
15, in honor of

May

The board chairman

praised
for re-dedicating the company
to the profitable distribution of independently produced pictures.

Krim

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

.

•

;

Ernest

8

(Continued from page 1)

ture

Carl Rigrod and Mrs. Rigrod' became the parents of a boy born here
Wednesday. The father is director of

30, 1953

Was

Zodovitch Dead;
RKO Dept. Head

Honor Weiss on
Years With 'U'

30

Universal-International's foreign de-

partment was host at a luncheon here
Friday which marked the attainment
of 30 years with the company by
Irving Weiss, head of the U-I overseas service department.
Weiss joined Universal in 1923 as
an office boy in the foreign department and became head of the service
department within five years.

Heading the list of those present
were Milton R. Rackmil, president of
Universal Pictures
Alfred E. Daff,
executive vice-president, and Americo
Aboaf, foreign sales manager of the
organization.
;

Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center. New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
S«9j;? tar y; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building,
WilhamR. Weaver, Editor, Hollywood 7-2145. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street. Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative, 11
North Clark Street, FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as a section
of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter. Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York. N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Compo

FCC's Rules
(Continued from page
one party could

FM

than five
five

TV

own
It

stations,

more

or control

and more than
frowned on own-

more than seven
although there was no

formal rule to this
On Friday, the

effect.

Commission

an-

nounced that effective in about 30
days, any party or the officers, directors and stockholders of that party
will be barred from having any inter-

more than seven

est

in

six

FM

stations

and

five

AM

stations,

TV

stations.

COMPO
FOUR- WALL THEATRES

per cent of the voting stock.

Reasons Cited

govern-

as approved by the
ing committee is as follows

Up

:

;

;

DRIVE-IN THEATRES
and over 600

$18.75,

The
cities

:

chairmen and the
which meetings will be held

distribution
in

M-G-M

Atlanta, W. D. Kelly, Universal
Boston, J. M. Connolly, 20th CenturyKositski,
Buffalo,
Stanley
Fox
W.
Charlotte,
United Artists
J.
Chicago, WilGreenleaf, Universal
liam J. Devaney, M-G-M Cincinnati,
Edwin M. Booth, M-G-M; Cleveland,
;

said

it

was

tight-

;

ening the rules "because a holder of a
small interest may exert considerable
influence on station operations" and
because of difficulty encountered in
past
proceedings
in
establishing
whether or not a minority interest
control.
From now on, it
states, there will be no distinction between majority controlling interests

exerts

;

;

Harry

Buxbaum,

S.

Paramount;

H. C. Vogelpohl, Warner;
RKO
Goldfarb,
Marvin
Des Moines, Donald R.
Detroit,
Paramount;
Joe

Dallas,

Denver,
Radio
;

Hicks,
Baringhaus,

Warner

Indianapolis,

;

JackHargette, Columbia
Kansas City, Tom Baldwin, Columbia
Los Angeles, A. Swerdlow, Universal; Memphis, Louis C. Ingram,
;

Paul

;

AM

stations will be served with

show-cause orders. to show

why

they

should not divest themselves of their
excessive
stations within three

AM

years.

he suggested that the Federal

government

stop aiding the
states to build roads and that
the states and cities give up the
right to use the income tax and
liquor and tobacco taxes. In
return, he suggested, the Federal government should surrender its right to tax estates and
gifts, admissions, gasoline and

any

retail sales.

On the subject of the admission tax, Mason noted all theatres and places of amusement
come directly under the police
power of the states and that
about one-third of the states
issue licenses for the operation
of these places of amusement
and

collect

admission

taxes.

"The Federal government could
very well withdraw from the

BMI Announces
one half of the fee.
music rates run from $15

to $48 for conventional theatres
from $36 to $60 for drive-ins.
The move to charge theatres
intermission
playing
of
the

;

RKO;

D.
V. McLucas,
Philadelphia, Ed Heiber, Universal
Pittsburgh, Al Levy, 20th CenturyFox; Portland, J. R. Beale, Columbia
St. Louis, C. D. Hill, Columbia
Salt Lake City, C. R. Wade, Universal
San Francisco, Jack M. Erickson,
20th Century-Fox;
Seattle,
E. A.
Lamb,
Washington, Ira Sichelman, 20th Century-Fox.
In deference to industry problems,
the dues have been scaled downward
by 25 per cent from those of last
year, although the need for COMPO's
financial support is just as vital, the
organization asserts.
;

;

RKO

;

News

so that newsreels for release after the
first of the year will be in the 1.66
to 1 aspect ratio.
Shooting in the new dimension,
Morgan said, will not preclude any
theatre's showing the newsreel on the
normal, 1.33 to 1 aspect ratio screen.
"However, we consider the new ratio
to be an added value to the many theatres that prefer to show the reel on
wide screen," Morgan explained.
The first Paramount News issue in
the 1.66 to 1 ratio will be No. 42, due
for release beginning Saturday, Jan. 2.

Projects

music follows consultation with

for

lead-

ing exhibitor trade associations, BMI
It marks the first time BMI
stated.
has licensed theatres for its music in
the 13-year history of the organization.
said that it "was imThe
pelled to license its music for intermission use in order to put it on the
same footing as any other organization which has a licensing fee in force
and also to make available to theatres
a wider range of music."
More than 132,000 active copyrights
will be available to exhibitors for use

BMI

that

it

is

it

was

stated.

BMI

prepared to extend

;

;

;

;

manager

;

Vincent Borrelli, assistant

circuit

;

tions.

pro-

(Continued from page 1)
Industry Council of Hollywood
were elected vice-chairmen. Charles
McCarthy, COMPO's director of in-

was

elected secretary.
The group discussed methods of expanding press relations at the session
which was held at the Hotel Astor.

Abbott-Costello Back
On the Air in March

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Nov. 29.
Lou
now convalescing at his Van
Nuys home following a serious illness,
Costello,

has been permitted by his physician to
set the date for his return to the air
The
with his partner, Bud Abbott.
Abbott & Castello team will resume
their

vision

Colgate

program

Comedy
in

Hour

March.

with

tele-

John

Grant, their chief writer, is now preparing the script.
Costello has been under the doctor's
care since Oct. 29, when he collapsed
from nervous exhaustion.

to Attend

govern-

various

Also present will be Harvey Harment agencies and renewal of nick, sales manager of Columbia of
COMPO's campaign for elimination Canada. Heading the domestic field

of the discriminatory Federal 20 per
is

pointed out that

Col.

H. A.

Cole and Pat McGee will continue as
co-chairmen of the tax repeal committee and that the committee will remain virtually intact. It is expected
that most, if not all, of the state and
Congressional district tax committees
will carry on as before.
Although two of COMPO's projects,
the Movietime, U. S. A. campaigns of
1951 and the 1952 tax repeal campaign
have received more industry attention
than has been given the rest of
COMPO's work, the organization asserts that there has been no abatement
in its efforts to

carry out the original

program.

added

full

gramming facilities to exhibitors and
complete information on its recorded
music as part of its service.

formation,

relations

try's

It

ture

(Continued from page 1)

mestic selling force will gather in San
Francisco, Dec. 14-17, for the third
meeting.
Home office personnel attending, in i
addition to Montague, include Rube
Jackter, assistant general sales manager; Louis Weinberg, Louis Astor
and Irving Wormser, circuit sales executives
George Josephs, sales ex-ecutive
Maurice Grad, short subject
sales manager
LI. C. Kaufman, exchange operations manager
Joseph
Freiberg, sales accounting manager
department
contract
Seth Raisler,

George
sales executives
and
Sydney
Singerman,
assistant managers of exchange opera-

and cent admission tax."

BMI

in theatres,

will be dis-

Oklahoma for Midwestern and Southern sales
Omaha, personnel which was held recently in
The remainder of the doUnited Artists; Chicago.

City, R. B. Williams,

Canada Managers

the attitude that the first effort
must be to end the Federal admission tax, and that the industry could then later mobilize to

Para.

which

the topics

;

(Continued from page 1)

Bergman Chairman

tax.

and Canada.

Among

;

Compo

operate 26 weeks or less during the
contract year, the licensee shall pay

BMI

field sales

Northeastern

;

(Continued from page 1)

admission tax field and turn
this field over to the states and
local governments."
Industry officials have taken

prevent new state and local
taxes in place of the Federal

states

office,

the

Berman

ASCAP's

(Continued from page 1)

from

personnel

to

to

Mason's Plan

New York home

the

;

and minority non-controlling interests.
The few parties holding more than
seven

1

present are Montague's key aides from

Milwaukee,
M-G-M
Lou Elman, cussed will be the company's policy in
RKO; Minneapolis, J. T. McBride, regard to the Christmas pre-release in
Paramount
New Haven, Georgfe 3-D only of "Miss Sadie Thompson."
Somma, Republic
New Orleans, The meeting, which will last through
Luke Conner, Warner
New York, Thursday, follows a similar conclave

David A. Levy, Universal

cars, $37.50.

Continued from page

(

W. McKean, Warner

Claude

sonville,

to 500 seats, $7.50 yearly; up to 750
seats, $11.50 up to 1,000 seats, $18.75
up to 2,500 seats, $37.50, and over
2,500 seats, $75.
Up to
300 car capacity, $7.50 yearly; up to
500 cars, $11.25; up to 600 cars,

The stockholder provision will apply are as follows
to stockholders owning more than one
Albany, Jack Goldberg,

The Commission

Col. Meeting

(Continued from page 1)

ership or control of

AM

Scales for Dues

1)

stations

stations.

3

Testimonial Dinner

Tonight for Dipson
BUFFALO, Nov. 29.— Nikitas D.
Dipson, head of the circuit bearing his
name, will be honored at a testimonial
dinner tomorrow night in the Statler
Hotel.
Industry people from many
parts of the country will be here .to
honor the man who is celebrating 40
years in show business.
The dinner is being staged by Tent
No. 7, Variety Club of Buffalo, of
which

Dewey

barker.

Dave

Michaels
Miller, U-I,

is
is

chief

general

chairman and Myron Gross of Cooperative Theatres and Richard T.
Kemper of Dipson Theatres are assochairmen.
All proceeds from the dinner will
go to the Cerebral Palsy Clinic.
ciate

sales staff contingent are division managers Harry Rogovin, New England
Harry Weiner, Eastern PennsylvaniaSouthern New Jersey Sam Galanty,
;

Mideast

;

Nat Cohn,

New

York.

addition, the following branch
managers will attend
N. Jackter,

In

:

Albany; T. O'Brien, Boston; W. Silverman, New Haven
B. Felcher,
;

Buffalo;

Philadelphia;
L. Wurtele,
P. Fox, Cincinnati
O. Ruby, Cleveland; J. Judd, Pittsburgh; B. Caplon,
;

Washington

;

S.

Trauner,

New

York.

Moropticon Ordered
For 50 S-W Houses
Fifty theatres of the Stanley Warner circuit will be equipped with
Moropticon, the new one-strip 3-D
projection system, it was announced
by Matthew Fox, chairman of the
Pola-Lite Co.
This is the third major theatre circuit to signify its intention of utilizing this new projection attachment
which makes the exhibition of both
black-and-white and colored 3-D pic-

on one

possible

tures

The

strip

of

film.

other two circuits are Interstate

Theatres of
Tennessee.

Texas

and

Malco

of

Following the
Philadelphia
exdemonstration of Moropticon
at the Stanley Theatre last week,
technical units for Moropticon, headed
by Richard Morros, will leave this
week for additional key city exhibitor
hibitor

demonstrations.

New

Film

Moulin Production
To Warner Brothers

Caputo Gets

Associated British Pictures.

added to the original Spanish version.

"Path to the Kingdom," starring
Dominique Blanchard, winner of the
HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 29.—"Duel 1951 Donaldson Award for her work
in the Jungle," a Moulin production in "Ecole de Femmes," is now being
starring
Dana
Andrews,
Jeanne readied for release in the U.S. by
Craine and David Farrar, will be re- George Caputo, president of Master
leased by Warner Brothers. It is be- Films,
American distributors
for
ing filmed in South Africa and in Lon- Spanish-made features.
A narration
don by Moulin in conjunction with as well as English subtitles have been

D TECWtff COLOR
OR THE FIRST TIME U
DAMOAT

RUNYONS
1

'

1

HALWA
CO starring

M/lRJfE MILIAR- PflTCROW
ROBERT STRAUSS ££&4ZP MW£ 5//fl
z>/*fi?7H> ffy
MARSHALL- SCREENPLA
JAMES ALLARDICE and HAL KANTER
•

•

Laughs that are

MOWEK from

PARAMOUNT:

Jerry plays cold to the warm advances of Paramount's hottest new
starlet,

Pat Growley

.

.

production

is the most
hilarious steeplechase that
ever roared across the screen
to make audiences roar. And
Jerry's the winner!

Terrific laugh climax

•

RICHARD HAYDN

ON LEONARD ROMO VINCENT
>y HAL KANTER
adaptation by
•

•

ASED ON A STORY BY DAMON RUNYON

an's got a new partner
sings "Moments Like
This" to Marjie Millar,
armful of gorgeous blonde...

He

GLENN MILLER STORY

(Technicolor),

James

WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME

V

TO HOLD PRODUCTION AT
McCrea
PACE THROUGHOUT 1954

top

right,

Taylor; "Tanganyika," also in Techschedule of productions for nicolor, starring Van Heflin, Ruth
December, January and February Roman, Howard Duff; "The Crea-

W

guarantees a steady flow of pic- ture from the Black Lagoon," in
tures to the nation's theatres, the 3-D, starring Richard Carlson and

company states.
As previously announced,

Julia

Adams,

as

a

successor

bottom:

to

produce

these plans, facilities at the studio Technicolor, starring Audie Murwere being expanded to meet the phy, Lisa Gaye, Lyle Bettger.
demands of the increased activity
Production Steady
planned for the future.
The company's schedule calls for
Included in the expansion is a steady production throughout the
$350,000 construction program al- coming months, giving U-l a sub-

ready well under way for

a

new

two-story building to house the
studio advertising and promotion

departments
to

as well as

provide

ducers and

stars.

new bunga-

offices

for

pro-

There are also

many improvements being made

U-I's

in

Technicolor

"Border River"; Jeff Chandler
and Maureen O'Hara in "War
Arrow," in Technicolor; Tony
Curtis and Joanne Dru in "ForRock Hudson and
bidden";
Barbara Rush in the Technicolor
"Taza, Son of Cochise."

to

Outer Space";
U-l "It Came from
34 features, 22 of "Black Horse Canyon," in color by
them in Technicolor, during the Technicolor, starring Joel McCrea
"Drums
Blanchard;
Mari
current fiscal year which started and
November I, and that in line with Across the River," in color by

lows

Shelley Winters

Yvonne De Carlo and Joel

iNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL's

will

SASKATCHEWAN

(Techni-

Donald O'Connor, Janet Leigh

color),

Stewart, June Allyson

I

Monday, November
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which
have been completed but have not
yet been scheduled for release, including "Magnificent Obsession," in
color by Technicolor, starring Jane
Wyman and Rock Hudson; "The
Far Country," in Technicolor, starring James Stewart, Ruth Roman,
Corinne Calvet and Walter Brennan; and "Ma and Pa Kettle at
Waikiki," starring Marjorie Main,
Percy Kilbride and Lori Nelson.

stantial reservoir of pictures

U-I's

Winter

Releases Set
Universal-International

will

re-

during December, January
February, seven of its top
productions, six of them in color
by Technicolor and one in 3-D, the
company announces.

lease

and

the

In

group

Miller Story,"

in

is

"The

Glenn

color by Techni-

color, starring James Stewart and
will be backed
It
June Allyson.
comprehensive
of
the
most
one
by
advertising and promotional cam-

on the studio back lot, including
paigns in its history, U-l states.
roofing over some of the permaStarting with the January renent street sets so they can be
leases, practically all of U-I's picused for interior as well as exterior
tures will be suitable for widescenes; the enlarging of Pollard
screen projection in ratios up to
,
Lake to an area of one and oneU-I's talent development pro- 2 to 'i.
;
.
half acres to give the studio three
gram, calling for an expenditure
Television, radio and compreback lot lakes.
of a million dollars annually and hensive national promotional tiePlan Expansion
which has been responsible for all ups; extensive national magazine
U-I's present construction pro- of the stars now under term con- advertising and' touring of stars,
gram is the first to be undertaken tract to it, will be another high featured players and special perby a Hollywood company in some point in the coming year's activity, sonalities to key cities, will play a
years, U-l states, and is designed the company believes. U-l regards part in the promotional campaigns
to meet the long range needs of it as the only program of its kind for the winter product.
the studio in keeping with the in- now in operation in the industry.
December releases are "Walk;

creased activities planned.
Pictures to be made during the
During the past two months coming season will draw heavily on
when exhibitors have been com- important story properties by
plaining about the potential shrink- well-known authors, the company
age in the number of pictures be- promises. Included are "Foxfire,"
ing turned
out,
U-l
has been adapted from Anya Seton's novel
averaging between four and five of the same title, to be filmed in
pictures in production simultane- color by Technicolor, with June
ously, the company points out. Allyson and Jeff Chandler starring;

ing

My

,,

Baby Back Home,"

in

color

Donald
O'Connor and Janet Leigh, and
"Tumbleweed," also in color by
by

Technicolor,

Technicolor,

a

Audie Murphy,

starring

Western

starring

and
January releases are
"Forbidden," starring Tony Curtis,
Joanne Dru and Lyle Bettger;
Winding up during the past month "Men of Iron," adapted from the "War Arrow," in color by Technihave been "Johnny Dark," in color Howard Pyle novel of England in color, starring Maureen O'Hara,
by Technicolor,
starring
Tony the days of chivalry, also in color Jeff Chandler and Suzan Ball, and
(Continued on page 7, col. 2)
Curtis,
Piper
Laurie,
and Don
(Continued on page 7, rol. 3)
Chill

Wills.

Lori

Nelson
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(Technicolor), Alan Ladd,

Monday, November

Technical Advisory

U Production Pace Is High

Plan Is Approved
By Canadian MPIC
TORONTO,

Seven

Nov. 29.—The Motion

New

(Confirmed from page

Picture Industry Council of Canada
has adopted the recommendation for
a national technical advisory committee for the purpose of advising exhibitors on new techniques in film presentation.
The proposal was made last
week, by Morris Stein of Famous
Players Canadian at the annual convention of the Council here.
The
committee would consist of authorities
from equipment companies as
well as representatives of the Council.
Mayor A. J. Mason of Springhill,
N. S., was elected to continue as national
chairman of the Canadian
MPIC. David Griesdorf was reelected
vice-chairman R. W. Bolstad of Toronto, secretary-treasurer, and A. C.
Jolley, executive secretary.

6,

col.

Releases Set
(Continued from page

2)

by Technicolor, with Tony Curtis
and Janet Leigh as stars; "Dawn
at Socorro," in color by Technicolor; "Sign of the Pagan," a story
of the conquests of Attila the Hun,
also to be in Technicolor; "The
Galileans," based on the Biblical

novel by Frank S. Slaughter and
be in color by Technicolor;
"Bengal Rifles," another Techni-

to

color production adapted from the
novel by Hall Hunter; "Song of

;

the convention, said that various
industry troubles had been blamed on
television, but that in his opinion the
fault has been with people in the industry.
He said that confidence had
been restored and that the industry is
again moving forward.
at

Altec Will Supervise
'Sync' Installations

wan,"
starring

in

"It will eliminate the necessity of
projectionists stopping machines to rethread and start over again. Further
assurance of proper synchronization
will be assured by use of the Polaroid
projection filters, focussing filters, and
brightness filters, now available."
"These are all important steps in reestablishing 3-D as effective entertainment.
Of course, cooperation on
the part of film exchanges is still a

adventure story of the Near East
during the Middle Ages which will
be done in color by Technicolor;

Bamberger,

chairman of
J.
the motion picture producers and dis-

New

tributors division for the Greater
York Councils of the Boy Scouts 1954
fund-raising campaign, has set the fol-

lowing company and group chairmen
Allied
Artists,
John Michelson;
Columbia,
Mortimer
Wormser
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer, M. L.
Simons
National
Screen
Service,
Burton Robbins Paramount, Arthur
:

;

RKO

;

Radio,

20th Century-Fox,

J.

Cane

Irving

H. Lang

United

;

Artists, Norman Hasselo
Universal
International, Anthony Petti
Warners,
R. W. Budd;
and
;

;

MPAA

by Technicolor, Conference and recommends that its
members give their wholehearted supLadd and Shelley port to the campaign."

Alan

Sunday

Officers Praised

Frisch

expressed

gratification

to

Walter Reade, Jr., and other officers
and members of the TOA for lining
up circuits and independent theatres
behind the industry's drive to build
goodwill and understanding among
Protestants, Catholics and Jews.
He said the campaign, now launching its organizational phase, will climax its activities during "Brotherhood
Week," to be observed Feb. 21-28.
Theatres will stage special displays
for the observance to enlist contribuThey will also
tors in the campaign.
sponsor lobby ceremonies, publicity in
local
papers, special broadcasts on
radio and television and will mobilize
neighborhood
cooperation
of
the
stores.

Harry Brandt Heads

newspaper

including Colliers,

supplements
McCall's, Look

Federation Drive

cause of Federation."
Among industry leaders attending a
recent meeting to launch the industry's
"Play Girl," a modern story of a Federation campaign were Barney
Balaban, Paramount; Robert Benjasmall town girl who becomes the
min, United Artists George F. Demplay girl of New York; and other bow, National Screen Service Simon
H. Fabian, Stanley Warner Corp.
stories as yet untitled.

the

company

states.

;

;

Leopold Friedman, Loew's
Harold
Frisch
and
J.

Pathe Cinema Buys
5th Ave, Playhouse

House Leader Martin

Pathe Cinema, owner and operator
Paris
Theatre here, has
the
acquired the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
from Arthur and Rachel Kaplan, the
owners, and Stuart Baker of the

WASHINGTON, Nov. 29.—House
Speaker Martin (R., Mass.) said he
thought Congress next year should reduce some of the excise taxes now

of

& M. Amusement

who

has

operated the latter house for the

last

S.

Corp.,

10 years.

Pathe Cinema, represented by Duncan McGregor, Jr., and Lillian Gerard, has assumed title to the Fifth

Avenue and will rename it the Fifth
COMPO, Taylor Mills; importers, Avenue Cinema. It is now closed for
exporters & independent distributors, major improvements. The house will
Jack Hoffberg.

The 1954 "Brotherhood" campaign

Redbook, This Week, American
Harry Brandt, president of the InWeekly, Parade, Seventeen, Photo
dependent Theatre Owners Associaplay, Motion Picture, Movie Life,
tion and Brandt Theatres, has been
Technicolor story of the. famous
Movie Stars Parade, Hit Parade named chairman of the amusement
light
"Spring
Song,"
a
Indian chief;
division of the Federation of Jewish
and Song Hits.
romantic musical comedy to be
Philanthropies in the current $16,U-I's
television
Highlighting
Technicolor;
"Francis
in
filmed
950,000 drive, it was announced by
promotional activities for its winter Salim L. Lewis, general campaign
Joins the Wacs," fifth in U-I's
releases will be the use of a special chairman for 1953.
series starring Donald O'Connor
Brandt, long active in the leader15-minute "behind the scenes"
and the talking mule; "The Stunt
ship of the industry's campaigns for
television program prepared for
Men," another Abbott and Coscommunal
Federation
and
other
"Forbidden." All promotions de- causes, predicted that the industry
tello starrer harking back to the
old
Mack Sennett days; "Pan- veloped on a national level will be "would rally again with its traditional
adapted for use on the local level, open-hearted generosity to the great
South Sea
to

very necessary factor. Proper examining-room inspection of splices and
print matching will help tremendously, tang," a
island story
supplemented by exhibitors having be done in color by Technicolor;
their projectionists make a thorough
"Electronic Man," a science-fiction
inspection before show time," declared
story;
"Three Sons of Zantar," an
Wilschke.

Co-Chairmen Named
For Boy Scout Drive

Conducted by NCCJ
Endorsed by TOA

color

:

;

3)

Brotherhood' Drive

received the formal endorsement of
the Theatre Owners of America in a
"Border River," in Technicolor, resolution passed by the organization
McCrea, Yvonne at its recent annual convention held in
starring
Joel
DeCarlo and Pedro Armendariz. Chicago, it was announced Friday by
Emanuel Frisch, national chairman of
February releases are "The the amusement industry's campaign.
Glenn Miller Story," in color by
"The Theatre Owners of America,"
Technicolor, starring James Stew- reads the resolution, "fully recognizing the outstanding benefits afforded
art and June Allyson. "Taza, Son
to the nation and to the world by the
of Cochise," in 3-D and Techni- work of the National Conference of
color, starring Rock Hudson and Christians and Jews, hereby endorses
Rush,
and "Saskatche- the 1954 Brotherhood campaign of the
Barbara

a

E. O. Wilschke, Altec operating
manager, reports completion of arrangements
Polaroid
Corp.
with
whereby Altec engineering crews will
supervise installation of Polaroid 3-D
Sync Units.
Commenting on the Altec-Polaroid
arrangement, Wilschke said
"TheConrad Richter; "Captain Lightatres equipped with this Sync-Unit
can overcome mis-match caused by foot," a color by Technicolor verplay in the interlock system, projec- sion of W. R. Burnett's novel of the
tor 'drag,' or poorly-framed splices. same title; "Chief Crazy Horse," a

Israel

6, col.

Technicolor adapta- Winters.
tion of the famous operetta; "The
The campaign on "The Glenn
Long Hunters," a Technicolor story
Miller Story" is already under way
of the War of 1812 featuring such
leading up to its world premiere,
characters as Davy Crockett, Sam
to be held in Miami, Jan. 19th,
Houston and Andrew Jackson in
Miss Allyson
with Stewart and
their younger days.
making personal appearances and
following through thereafter with
Five Novels to Be Filmed
a tour of more than a dozen key
"Rose and the Flame," in color
cities.
by Technicolor, and adapted from
the novel by Jonread Lauritzen;
Big Campaign for 'Baby'
"Dolly Hessian," based on a novel
"Walking My Baby Back Home"
by MacKinlay Kantor; "Pillars of
also is being given a big national
the Sky," in Technicolor; "To Hell
magazine advertising and promoand Back," a Technicolor version
tional tie-up campaign. Color ads
of Audie Murphy's book on World
are scheduled to break during
War II in which Murphy will star; December and January in II na
"Tacy Cromwell," an outstanding
tional magazines and three major
love story based on the novel by

Norway,"

John Davis of the J. Arthur Rank
speaking
Organization of London,

Leon

7
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be reopened about Feb.

1.

;

Emanuel
Rinzler,

Herman Robbins,
Rinzler & Frisch
Samuel
Rosen,
National
Screen
Stanley Warner Adolph O. Schimel,
Samuel
Universal
Pictures,
and
Schneider, Warner Brothers Pictures.
;

;

Favors Excise Cuts

levied at high rates.
He did not name the admission tax
or any other specific excise.
However, he told a press conference that
he felt that excise rates should be
"readjusted."
Some excises at a 20
per cent rate, he said, are too high
and defeat their own purpose. "I'm
not sure," he stated, "if they would
not increase the yield if they cut them
to 10 per cent."

;

Columbia

to Release

Eagle's 'Waterfront'
Columbia

Pictures

will

distribute

"Waterfront," now in production in
Hoboken, N. J. It is planned to release the picture in the spring.

"Waterfront"

is being produced by
Eagle's Horizon Pictures and
is being directed by Elia Kazan, from
an original screenplay by Budd Schulberg.
Marlon Brando is in the lead.

S.

P.
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Will Offer Telemeter Deals Crest Appeal
Congressional To Nation's Non-TV Areas Highest Court
By WILLIAM
WEAVER
Hears First
Supports Seen

Hopeful Sign

R.

HOLLYWOOD,

In

Tax Drive

Nov. 30.— Exhibitors located in the nation's 225 nonareas which are next on Telemeter's expansion schedule will be

television

offered cooperative or participation deals covering pictures to be pay-televised over a closed circuit, as was

Early Reports to Compo Tells of Growth in
Reflect Renewed Pledges
Remittances

RKO

Earl}' reports from the field on
pledges of support by Congressmen
and Senators in the industry's renewed campaign for the elimination
of the Federal admission tax indicate
that the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations can expect the same cooperation in the second drive that it
received in the first campaign.

Although not enough reports
have been received by COMPO
to determine an over-all picture,

the belief

is

that

the informa-

if

from the unreported areas
are as optimistic as those from
the reported districts, the same
degree of support may be astion

sured.

chairmen were
committee
State
asked in mid-October by Col. H. A.
{Continued on page 6)

An

encouraging insight into

RKO

growth
mittances

over

the
past
years.

two

has

product

of

for

its

Al Crown

product

Develops New
N.
Ansco Color for

He

RKO

added that James
president, has as-

{Continued on page 2)

J.

Allied Meeting

CinemaScope Use

Today

The first use of the new Ansco
color for filming in CinemaScope was
disclosed here yesterday by M-G-M
following weeks of extensive tests.
Three CinemaScope pictures will be
filmed in Ansco, which the company's
engineers have been working on for
the past three years. First of the trio
is "A Bride for Seven Brothers," produced by Jack Cummings, directed by
Stanley Donen and starring Jane
Powell and Howard Keel.

variety of industry problems will
be discussed this afternoon in Passaic,
N. J., at a membership meeting of the
Allied Theatre Owners of New JerThe meeting will be followed
sey.
by a beefsteak dinner at the Ritz Restaurant in Passaic, to which all segments of the industry have been in-

"Brigadoon," produced by Arthur
{Continued on page 6)

Newspaper Strike
Boosts Radio,
Many New York

TV

theatres, especially

the circuit and first-run situations, increased their radio and television spot
advertising announcements yesterday
in the wake of the newspaper strike
which left only one daily newspaper
being published here.
Other theatres, those that did not
take steps yesterday to buy extra radio
time, planned to do so if the
or
{Continued on page 2)
'

TV

in Passaic

A

vited.

Among the topics that will come
before the meeting are new presentations, shortage of product, the Federal admission tax situation, the dues
drive of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations and the Bingo
situation in the state.

May
'IP

and was helpful

Even

told today that it is
being asked to strike down in the
Crest case the same distributor conspiracy that it had earlier condemned
in

Vote Higher
Dividend Today

the

Paramount

The

less definite

owns

Action on an increased dividend payto holders of Universal Pic-

common

stock reportedly will be
taken by the board of directors of the
company at a meeting to be held here
today.
50-cent dividend has been paid on
Some financial
the stock heretofore.
{Continued on page 6)

tures

A

came

from

the Crest Theatre, Balti-

more. He held forth for a full
hour as the court opened three
hours of argument in the case,
involving the right of distributors to refuse to license firstrun films to the neighborhood
Crest.

Anniversary Drive

Tomorrow,

the

court

will

finish

Will Start Today

hearing argument, with another half{Continued on page 3)

United Artists' 35th anniversary
international
sales
drive
honoring
president Arthur B. Krim will be

BVay

launched
today
in
Europe,
Asia,
Africa, South America and Australia.
The sales push, which will last for a
year, follows the Nov. 16 kick-off of a
six-month drive in the United States
and Canada similarly commemorating
the founding of United Artists 35
years ago and honoring the company's
president.
In a message sent to U.A.'s overseas
headquarters throughout the world,
Arnold
Picker,
vice-president
in
charge of foreign distribution and captain of the international drive, cited
the resurgence of U.A. under the leadership of Krim.
"U.A.'s re-emergence," Picker said,
"as the leading distributive medium
for independent films is reflected in

{Continued on page 6)

Grosses Hit

Lively Pace Over

Holiday Weekend
_

New York

lively

pace

first-run

grosses

hit

a

week, bolstered by
the Thanksgiving holiday weekend,
with
top
box-office
performances
racked up by such attractions as
"Cease Fire," "How to Marry a
Millionaire," -"The
Robe,"
"From
Here to Eternity," and "Kiss Me
Kate."
An excellent $45,000 is forecast for
the first week of "Cease Fire," in
3-D, at the Criterion.
At the Roxy,
this

,

a robust $85,000

is

indicated for the

{Continued on page 3)

'Robe' Sets Records

Six from

Paramount In London Odeon
In Next 3 Months
LONDON, Nov. 30.— In the
10 days of

ment

case.

argument

former Solicitor General Philip
B. Perlman, attorney for Theatre Enterprises, Inc., which

UA's International

adequate

line-up
for the next six
to eight months.

inception,

WASHINGTON, Nov. 30.— The Supreme Court was

{Continued on page 2)

a

flow

its

Test Suit

Contend Issues Same
As Those in Para. Case

thus far is the policy to be followed
in areas where, unlike Strebe's closed

foreign markets
and that it has

an

and kind of deal has not been determined, according to Telemeter officials.
Earl Strebe, whose Plaza Theatre was
playing "Forever Female" at the same
time it was telemetered, and who has
been close to Telemeter development

adopted generally.

said that

steady

However, the nature

obtaining the city council's approval
for stringing telemeter wires on existing public utility poles, has a stock
option of undisclosed proportions, but
this is not necessarily a pattern to be

Return-

RKO

nights.

in

ing from a 10week tour of
the
Far East,

Crown

Sunday

since

re-

in

R. Grainger,

MGM

RKO

was
operations
foreign
sketched here yesterday by Al Crown,
foreign manager, who cited a
Pictures'

done with Paramount's "Forever Female" in Palm Springs Saturday and

Run

Paramount has scheduled

six

pic-

during December,
January and February, A. W. Schwaltures

for

release

president of Paramount
Distributing Corp., reports. He
other pictures may be added as
ductions are completed.
Three of the pictures will be in
{Continued on page 6)
berg,

Film
said

procolor

its

Fox's "The
has broken

first

run here, 20th Century-

Robe"
all

in

CinemaScope

existing

box-office

records at J. Arthur Rank's Odeon,
including those set recently by "A
Queen Is Crowned", and "Limelight."
canvass of typical audiences at
the theatre, taken at various times of
the day, reveals first that patrons gen-

A

{Con tinned- on page

<3)

Tuesday, December
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RKO

Telemeter

Personal
Mention

RKO

situation, several exhibitors are oper-

ating theatres.

Paramount officials
READE, Jr., president who witnessed the weekend inauguraof the Theatre Owners of Amer- tion of pay-television service in Palm
will ieave here today by plane Springs were disposed today to allow
Kansas City.
time to test out the system's usefulTelemeter and

WALTER
ica,

for

•

and

ness

Orton H. Hicks, Loew's

International director in charge of the 16mm
department, has left New York for
Rome on the first leg of a worldwide
inspection tour.

•
Universal Pictures
manager, and Ted Rice,
division
branch manager, will be in Los Angeles next Monday from San Fran-

Barney Rose,

popularity

before

voicing

definite decisions about its future._

At

Paramount

president
Barney Balaban forecast big benefits
to the industry as a whole from paytelevision due to the increased revenues which would make the investment of greater sums in production
inaugural,

the

practical.

cisco.

Pictures has received a stay
hearings scheduled here yesterday before Referee Abraham Gcllinoff
on the "bona fide" issue of a Nevada
minority stockholders' action.
The stay was obtained from the Appellate Division of New York.
Pictures claimed that Judge DiFalco
was in error when he appointed a

RKO

referee to

the Saturday
meter, which

the

San Francisco.
•

Edward

L.

Hyman,

vice-president

American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, is in Boston from New

of

meter fee, as exemplary so far as
mechanical excellence was concerned.
Similarly, it was the concensus that
with only 72 sets Telemeter-equipped
there could be no permanent conclu-

York.

Additionally, it
sions drawn at once.
Palm
agreed that
generally
was
Theodore Black has been named Springs, essentially a winter resort

•

chairman for Republic Pictures in the
forthcoming Greater New York Councils Boy Scout Fund Drive.
•
O. C. Terrell, manager of the SunClarksville,
Theatre,
Drive-in
set
Tenn., has been elected president of
the

Clarksville

Scottish Rite Club.

•
Ben Goetz, head of the M-G-M
studios in London, arrived here from
the Coast yesterday en route to Eng-

in per capita wealth,
decidedly special in point of entertainment taste and economic ability.
Immediately next on the Telemeter
agenda are Burbank and Glendale,
Hollywood suburbs, which include
large television blank spots, and which
are considered more nearly typical in
most respects than Palm Springs.
is

Newspaper Strike
(Continued from page 1)

•

Barney Tarantul,

partner in the

ford, has returned there

from Durham,

N. C.
•

Edward Mannix, M-G-M
executive, arrived in
the Coast yesterday.

studio

New York

from

strike of the photo-engravers
York
settled shortly. The

New

playing

The

Loew's,

WMGM,

Theatre

of

in

Jones Dept. Head for

Campaign Associates
Charles Reed Jones, formerly direcadvertising and publicity for
Republic Pictures and more recently
research head for Sun Dial Films, has
joined National Campaign Associates
as head of that company's reorganized
and enlarged publicity and public relations department. The expansion of the

tor

A

was stated.
Judge DiFalco of New York Supreme Court appointed a referee in

department, said Albert Gary Gorson,
of NCA, will permit the inclusion of
general public relations and specialized motion picture promotion in addition to the organization's fund-raising

company.

RKO

held,

that the Schiff and Sacks suit should
be held in abeyance pending the outcome of the Nevada action, brought
by attorney Kipnis in behalf of Castlemans, stockholders, citing the similarities of the two suits.
The referee,
whose role is now questioned, was appointed to explore the intentions of
those bringing the Nevada action.

not

"Her-

Broadway and

in

theatres.

which owns radio station
found itself in an advanta-

WMGM

'Cell Block' to

Bow

In Dallas Feb. 25
DALLAS,

Nov.

30.

— The

world

premiere of Allied Artists' "Riot in
Cell Brock 11" has been set for Feb.
25 with a saturation booking throughout the entire Interstate Circuit and
Texas territory, it was disclosed today
by James Prichard, Southern division
manager, following a meeting with
R. J. O'Donnell, general manager of

will be

spearheaded by openings in the

following

Max

Remittances

theatres:
Majestic,

Crown, declining

to

approximate the

dollars earned by
that the level of

RKO
RKO

abroad,
said
foreign
business has been maintained. Dollar
remittances, he added, have increased
over the past two years due to the
total

Paris-bound

TWA

day, were due here last night and
funeral arrangements will be made
today.
Burstyn was stricken as the
plane neared Ireland and was pronounced dead upon arrival in Shannon.
Burstyn was a pioneer in the distribution of foreign pictures.
From
1936 until 1949 he was a partner with
Arthur Mayer in a distribution enterprise, ultimately buying out Mayer.
Survivors are a sister and four
brothers. Burstyn was born in Poland
and came to the United States in
1921.
After working as a diamond
polisher, he made his first contact
with the amusement business when he
became a press agent for the Yiddish

Theatre.

To Decide Future Course

Of IMPDA Shortly
The future of the Independent Mo-

tion Picture Distributors Association,
here, which was founded by Joseph

Burstyn, who died Sunday while en
route to Paris from New York, will
be decided at a membership meeting
shortly.
The
was guided

IMPDA

almost solely by Burstyn in its efforts
to compete with major companies in
the distribution of foreign pictures in
the U. S.

LeRoy Asks, Obtains
Release from
HOLLYWOOD,

M-G-M

Nov. 30.— Mervyn

uary to complete

work.

this

Majestic,

E. Youngstein, vice-president of

United Artists, will be the lecturer
on Thursday.

(Continued from page 1)
sured him that the product line-up will
be bolstered by new productions both
from the studio and from outside producers to fill the product requirements
for the next 12 months.

of Joseph Burstyn, 52,
who died on a
airliner on Sun-

LeRoy, producer-director who joined
M-G-M in 1938, has requested and
received his release from the company.
He gave as his primary reason a perInterstate,
and Joseph Rivkin and sonal desire for an extended vacation.
During his 15 years with M-G-M
John Flinn, AA executives who came
here from the Coast. Approximately LeRoy brought to the screen many of
100 additional theatres from other M-G-M's outstanding films, including
circuits in Texas will be dated in this "Quo Vadis," "Million Dollar Mersaturation. The premiere opening will maid," "Little Women," "Latin Lovbe backed by an extensive TV and ers" and "Rose Marie." The latter
picture is now being edited and LeRoy
radio campaign.
The Interstate saturation bookings will remain at the studio until Jan-

AMPA

RKO

The remains

foreign film distributor

part,

in

San
radio spots
geous situation.
Houston; Majesheralding pictures playing in Loew's Antonio;
were increased throughout tic, Dallas, and Worth, Fort Worth.
houses
Sunday and yesterday.
Radio City Music Hall, which has
Class to Vacation
"Easy to Love" and its annual ChristThe
Showmanship
School of the
mas show bowing in Thursday, took
radio and TV spots to make up for Associated Motion Picture Advertisadvertising. ers, which will hold its last session
the loss in newspaper
RKO Theatres, which normally uses of 1953 on Thursday at the Astor
both radio and TV for advertising, Hotel here, will vacation over the
Christmas and New Year holidays.
took extra broadcasting time

of

activities.

on

many neighborhood

Baltimore, has returned there from Atlantic City.
•
Benjamin Beck, one of the owners
of the Uptown Theatre in Baltimore,
is visiting in Italy with Mrs. Beck.
•
Foster M. Blake, Universal Pictures Western sales manager, has left
here for Denver.

Morris Mechanic, owner

New

is

ald Tribune," the only regular local
daily newspaper to publish yesterday,
consisted of only eight pages, minus
advertising. However, the "Tribune"
carried a column, itemizing the pictures'

•

in

town and high

land.

Burnside Theatre Corp., East Hart-

examine the Nevada action

behalf of minority stockholders by Louis Kipnis.
hearing
on RKO's position will be held in the
Appellate Division in mid-January, it

brought

and press alike hailed
performance of TeleRay Moon, assistant general sales
began with a closedmanager of Universal Pictures, has circuit showing of the Notre Dameleft here for the Coast, with stop-overs Southern California football game in
the
slated for Denver, Salt Lake City and
afternoon for a one-dollar TeleOfficialdom

•

Arranged Today for
Joseph Burstyn

in the

connection with the action brought in
behalf of minority stockholders Louis
Schiff and Jacob Sacks.
The plaintiffs,
suing Howard Hughes, board
chairman, and other directors, sought
an accounting and a receivership for

Industry and Press Pleased

1953

Funeral Rites to Be

Gets Stay in

Referee Hearing

(Continued from page 1)

1,

unblocking of funds in such areas as
Brazil and Japan. He credited Grainger for giving greater autonomy to
foreign managers and effecting savings
of approximately $750,000 in the foreign department by cutting down on
so-called "luxury" items while retaining key personnel.
RKO's foreign revenues, he said,
account for about 40 per cent of the
company's income.
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Grosses

{Continued from page 1)
11th

week

of

"Kiss

"The Robe."

Me

at Radio City Music Hall is expected to do a very good $120,000
for its fourth and final week, with
"Easy to Love" and the Hall's tradi-

Kate"

Christmas show slated to bow
in on Thursday.
Most Broadway theatremen were
in agreement that is too early to tell
of the consequences of the New York
newspaper strike.
tional

"How

Marry

to

a Millionaire," at

both Loew's State and the Globe, did
very nicely, with about $57,000 estimated at the State and $35,000 at the
The CinemaScope attraction
Globe.
is in its third week in both situations.
"Take the High Ground" is due to
register a nice $20,500 for its second
week at the Mayfair. At the Paramount, which currently has a nonstage policy, a fairly good $30,000
indicated for the second week of
is

"Three Sailors and a

Girl."

Week
"The Man

'Boy Lost' in 10th

BeVictoria,
predicted to hit a healthy
The 10th week of "Little
$25,800.
Boy Lost" is due to rack up a fine
$14,000, while a moderate $11,500 is
seen for the fourth week of "Queen
of Sheba" at the Astor. At the Holiday, the "Joe Louis Story" is expected
to do a fair $8,000 for its fourth week.
Among off-Broadway houses, a tremendous $21,000 is estimated for the
fourth week of "The Living Desert"
For "Captain's Paraat the Sutton.
dise" at the Paris, $1.7,000 is indicated
At the Trans-Lux
for a ninth week.
60th Street a fairly nice $4,800 is
forecast for the seventh week of "The
Actress," while at the Trans-Lux
52nd Street, a good $6,500 is estimated
fine
for the 38th week of "Lilli."
$12,000 is indicated for the two-a-day
"Gilbert and Sullivan" at the Bijou.

At

tween"

the

is

A

Chicago's Holiday Weekend
Boosts Grosses Generally

—

With big
CHICAGO, Nov. 30.
crowds turning out in the Loop for
the holiday weekend, theatres here
should mark up one of their largest
weeks this year. Betty Grable and
Harry James on the stage at the Chicago are, of course, responsible for
the terrific $95,000 which the house
reportedly will gross this week for
"Half a Hero." "How to Marry a
Millionaire" opened sensationally at
the Oriental for a probable $78,000,
and "Jack Slade," teamed with "Son
of Belle Starr" at the United Artists,
should hit $25,000, which is excellent.
The prospects are good for $12,000 at
the Grand for "All the Brothers Were

Roxy

Cut Price
For 12-Mile Reef
to

The Roxy

will

reduce

its

admis-

sion price with the engagement
of "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,"
20th Century-Fox's third Cine-

production which
The
opens there on Dec. 16.
price scale will run from $1 to

maScope

Crest Appeal

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)

"Money from Home"
(Wallis-Par amount

WHEN
Damon

—3-D)

Hollyzvood, Nov. 30

3-D and color in Technicolor production by Hal Wallis
Runyon story co-starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

gets
to the start of a steeplechase to end all horse-race comedies it is a
very fast, furious and funny picture indeed. What happens in this vital final
phase of the picture makes up in hilariously full measure for a variety of
earlier ingredients that assay perhaps 50-50, which is to say so-so, over-all.
Some of the Martin-Lewis record-breakers have had fewer laughs in total
than this one carries in its climactic sequence. It is to be remembered, too,
that in the first picture these boys ever made they executed a record triumphover-material. They are in far better case this time, with or without the
fact that this is the first film of its kind in 3-D, and can hardly fail to set

down

WILLIAM

"Give

A

Girl

Broadway.

is

not

likely

until

WEAVER

ANCE

—

itself

—

financially.

mount case was

The musical numbers

are by Burton Lane and Ira Gershwin, and they are
danced and sung by the principals in various combinations, with and without choral backing, and with the emphasis always on the dancing, although
the singing is good enough. The Champions' best number together is a special
by Andre Previn and Saul Chaplin, written to their precise skills, and stands
out, on points, from most of the others. The finale number, "Applause, Ap
plause," sung by Miss Reynolds and Gower Champion, with countless others
taking part in an incredibly complex production sequence, hasn't been equalled
in exact kind for a long while, if ever.
Jack Cummings produced the picture, fastidiously as well as luxuriously.
Stanley Donen directed the picture and co-directed the musical numbers staged
by Gower Champion. Musical direction is by Previn and Chaplin, a most
distinguished job.
The script by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich, who usually busj
themselves with weightier things, from a story by Vera Caspary, of whom
the same may be said, is another of those utilitarian tales about a show
beset by pre-opening trouble.
Running time 82 minutes. General audience classification. For February

W.

release.

R.

W

in

this

now

is

in its tenth

"Martin Luther"
at the Loop.

week

(Continued from page 1)
are

CHICAGO,

Nov. 30.— Will Brevall

named

public

relations

di-

and John Bull press agent, for
Cinerama, now playing here at the

rector,

Palace Theatre.

as

much

impressed by
by the picture itself

Secondly, a considerable proportion
of the patrons, many of whom had
travelled long distances to attend a

performance, said they had not been
in a motion picture theatre in months
In other words, "The Robe" clearly
is drawing not only regular film-go
ers but also that much sought-afte
"lost

audience."

Rome Bow Impressive
ROME, Nov. 30.—The
_

Asked by

Justice

Frankfur-

whether he was charging
"conconspiracy or merely
ter

Perlman
parallelism,"
scious
said the "undisputed, uncontradicted evidence in this case
shows the adoption of a uniform policy."

He declared that the distributors had
evidence
against
this
not
offered
He
charge, "but merely excuses."
said the Third Circuit court in the
Milgram case had "refused to allow
these same defenses."
Decrees Barred
Perlman said Theatre Enterprises
was also objecting to the fact that
judge had refused to allow

that the Clayton Act says they are
admissible." He declared it was "imnortant that the jury should have listened to the evidence in this case in
the light of the findings of this court
against the defendants in the Paramount case."
All nine judges were on the bench,
and Perlman was interrupted repeatedly for intensive questioning.

Houses by Christmas
first

Con
"The
at th

Capitol Theatre here Sat
urday night and was immediately ac
claimed a great success.
Audience
and press enthusiasm such has not
been accorded any previous technique
here was immediately manifest.
1,100-seat

and used

'Robe' Dated in 470

European showing of
Robe" in CinemaScope opened

tinental

has been

as

CinemaScope

active

in evidence the various decrees in the
Paramount case, "despite the fact

'Robe' Records
erally

still

case."

the trial

Valiant," and the McVickers is on its
way to $24,000 for "Botany Bay" and
"Flight to Tangier." The Surf will
get about $6,000 for
"Decameron
Nights."
"Big Heat" and "The 49th Man"
are going for a satisfactory $15,000
at the Roosevelt in the second and
final week, while the third week of
"Mogambo" at the Woods is still
good with $28,000. In the fourth, the
Monroe is getting only a fair $4,300
for "Torch Song."
"The Robe" is still packing the
State-Lake for $48,000, while "Cinerama" picked up nicely in the 18th

Cinerama Publicists Set

other competitive houses along

A

decision
ey.
early next year.

A Break"

duction.
The $1

$1.80 price range
will bring the Roxy in line with

hour by Perlman and one and onehalf hours by distributor attorneys
Ferdinand Pecora and Bruce Brom-

Theatre Enterprises brought an injunction and damage suit to force the
distributors to let it bid for first run
films.
The District court and the
Fourth Circuit court found for the
distributors, holding that each had
merely exercised its independent business
judgment, without any conspiracy.
Crest then appealed to the
some new attendance marks.
The screenplay by Hal Kanter presents Martin as a New York gambler high court, which agreed to review
in debt to gangster Sheldon Leonard and ordered under threat of death to the case.
prevent the favorite horse from winning a certain steeplechase. It presents
'Competition' Question
Lewis as his cousin, an interne at a veterinary hospital, who collaborates
Perlman told the justices that disreluctantly with Martin and who, in the final footage which is the footage tribution witnesses admitted that it
that counts, rides to a screeching victory the horse that Martin has been com- was industry practice to confine first
missioned to stop. Prior to that the comedians have been involved in such run films to theatres in the downtown
affairs as masquerading in the wear of an Oriental potentate's harem, seques- business districts.
He argued that
tering an alcoholic British jockey, and loosing a colony of ants in a ballroom. either the Crest is not in competition
Both boys do some singing in the course of the proceedings, with and with the downtown theatres, in which
without clowning.
under the Paramount case
event,
George Marshall, whose success in the handling of comedy material dates rules, it should be entitled to play
back to the very beginning of the art, directed.
films day-and-date with the downRunning time 99 minutes. General audience classification. For February town houses, or that it is in competirelease.
R.
tion, in which case it should be entitled to bid in competition with other
first-run houses.
"All of the defendants in this case
based their action on what they called
(M etro-Goldwyn-M ayer)
Hollywood, Nov. 30
their national policy," Perlman said.
T~\
is the main business of this addition to M-G-M's long and valued
"They admit they had a fixed and
»-f succession of musicals with color by Technicolor, and the dancing Cham- uniform system of runs and clearpions -Marge :and Gower are the top dancing names and talents in it, but
ances, and this court said in the Parathey're by no means alone, or even unchallenged. For Debbie Reynolds and
mount case that "they" couldn't do that.
Bob Fosse provide plenty of competition in the lighter forms of Terpsichore The very same system condemned by
favored by the Champions, and Helen Wood contributes some measures in this court in the Paramount case was
the ballet manner that have their own special merits. The production has
used against the petitioner (Crest) in
good humor, speed and expert craftsmanship in its favor, in addition to the this case. The same conspiracy conpersonal proficiency of its principals, and figures to take very good care of demned by this court in the Para-

week, with $40,000.

to

of a

this

compared to $1 to $3 for
"The Robe," current attraction
and the first CinemaScope pro$1.80,

3

As "The Robe"

continues

in

and Canadian
situations,
20th
Century-Fox
reported that by Christmas the
first
CinemaScope production
will have been shown in some
172

domestic

470 theatres.

1 have seen
two more
great completed

maSc
productions
1

:

"

V

!

"
'

I

1 -

)

"I

King Of The
Khyber Rifles

:

n

^CJjNlCOLOR_

^_TE£HNlCOLOR_
In "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef," Cinema-

Scope for the

first

time takes you under the sea,

Khyber Rifles," which stars
Tyrone Power, Terry Moore and Michael
"King

of the

twenty fathoms down to the domain of the killer-

Rennie, emerges as the

shark and the giant octopus and the manta ray.

ture entertainment in CinemaScope. It trans-

The marvel

ports you to the deserts of India, to the strong-

of

CinemaScope's stereophonic

sound engulfs you

known

in

excitement you've never

GinemaScope anamorphic

as the

lens

captures a spectacular undersea kingdom in a

manner unique

to the

prowess of CinemaScope.

first

sweeping adven-

untamed Afridi horsemen, the
colorful bazaars of Peshawar, and the terrorfilled "Night of the Long Knives" as the hill
holds of the

tribes

and Afridi lancers

join forces in startling

battle scenes.
It is a

remarkable human drama, combin-

ing a love story centering around Robert

ner and Terry

Moore with

Wag-

a heartwarming

father-and-son relationship between

Wagner

It is

a picture that stuns with

ous action,

panoramic range. Brilliantly painted on the
mighty canvas only CinemaScope can provide,

Khyber

"King

table themes in a photographic

the midst of the

entertainment honestly and stirringly acted by
its

entire cast, superbly produced by

Bassler, expertly directed

Robert

by Robert D. Webb.

tumultu-

fabulous fight sequences and

its

and Gilbert Roland. They evolve as unforget-

symphony, an

its

of the

Rifles" catapults

pomp and

you

glory and the

into
stir-

ring adventures that nourished the perilous

course of empire.

There are

truly great performances

by

all

romance between
Tyrone Power and Terry Moore. Frank P.
Rosenberg has produced "King of the Khyber
the principals and a tender

It

is,

too,

a breathless adventure in movie-

making, filmed entirely on location at Nassau

and

off

the

West Coast

of Florida in the throb-

bing heart of the sponge-fishing country.

Rifles" on a grand scale and

done a masterful job

Henry King has

of direction.

Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" and "King of the Khyber Rifles
are fresh and exciting new experiences in the ever-increasing
wonders of the CinemaScope process. Having seen these pictures,
from each other in story and locale and far different,
too, from the themes of the first two CinemaScope presentations,
I am convinced that there is absolutely no limit to the versatility
and range of this gifted new medium, no end to its qualities
far different

of

enhancement.

They

are in every

way

outstanding attractions in the glorious

CinemaScope predecessors,"The Robe" and "How
to Marry a Millionaire," which have swept the imaginations of the
ticket-buying public and are bringing back in historic fashion large
numbers of the audiences which made our industry great. I firmly
believe that "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" and "King of the Khyber
tradition of their

Rifles" are destined to bring business in

every

way comparable

to

their predecessors.

In the next few weeks, these two productions will have their
world premiere engagements at the Roxy and Rivoli theatres,

New

York. I predict that these engagements, and
engagements everywhere of "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" and "King
of the Khyber Rifles," will serve to reaffirm the position of Cinemarespectively, in

Scope as the hallmark
ductions

made

of quality that will identify all future pro-

in this process.

Al Lichtman, 20th Century-Fox

Tuesday, December
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(Continued from page 1)
Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of
the
tax repeal committee, to
submit their progress reports from

COMPO

(Continued from page 1)

with Pinky Herman-,

respective territories by today.
In effect, a deadline was set for Dec.
These reports, it was stated at
1.
headquarters here yesterday,
are beginning to "drift in" and it is
expected that data from each state
by the
will be recorded by
their

D ON'T

recall when we spent a more pleasant two hours than the
120-odd minutes last Thursday evening at the Town Hall where
a robust baritone, Oliver J. Dragon by name, sang, clowned, emceed
and ad-libbed his way through a gay musicale, supported by his TV
pals Kukla, Fran Allison, Colonel Crackie, Ophelia Ooglepuss and
Beulah Witch. The squeals of delight by about 150 children were
often drowned out by the hearty laughter of the grown-ups.
Bob Shapiro, executive manager of the Paramount (N. Y.) Theatre,
who learned his talent know-how from his ex-boss Bob Weitman,
will appear on Fred Allen's "Judge for Yourself" panel tomorrow
Clan Russell has given show business many a
-TV.
over
glamorous star, including Lillian, Jane, Connie and now adds another,
petite Ellie Russell, a regular on Jerry Lester's TV-er, whose M-G-M
platter of "The Lately Song" lias just been released.

COMPO

COMPO

end of this week.
Regional committees have been contacting Congressional representatives
during the last few months and the
information is being compiled for a
Cole and McGee also
final report.
have been working with the regional
groups personally in order to stimulate interest in the forthcoming cam-

.

NBC

.

.

.

.

.

paign.

Meanwhile, the dues drive, proceeds
will be able to
from which
carry on its work for tax repeal, got
under way yesterday and will continue
through next Monday.

ft

About 40 intimate friends of Burr Tillstrom, including Mannie
Sachs, Tallulah Bankhead, Faye Emerson, Skitch Henderson, Dorothy Collins, Raymond Scott, Arch Levington, Frank Cinnamon
(Drugstore Cowboy) and ye columnist paid tribute to Tillstrom's
artistry as the creator of "Kukla, Fran &
Ollie," at the Hampshire House last Thursday
John
following the Town Hall concert.
Scott will pinch-hit for honeymooning Harry
Hennessy's daily WORds of news for the next
In radio, daily changes,
two weeks.
counter changes, etc., are the rule but occasionally an exception to the rule manifests
itself.
Take the case of the "CBSecond Mrs.
Burton," which started almost eight years ago
and today has the same five principals, including Patsy Campbell, Dwight Weist, William
Podmore, announcer Hugh James and organist
Dick Liebert and the same sponsor, General
Mannie Sachs
Foods. The popular five times a week soapera
produced by Mary Harris with Wally
is
Chateauvert the director.
Ralph Edwards will present a
poignant drama of New York Life on tomorrow's "This Is Your
Life," originating at the Center Theatre in Radio City. Next week,
the program will be a colorcast.
Incidentally, Ralph's deviltries on
"Truth or Consequences" rounds out its 14th consecutive year on
the air, all but six months over NBC.
Stu Erwin and June
Collyer celebrating their 22nd year of wedded bliss.

High Court Passes
TransAmerica Case

.

30.—The

.

.

...

U. S. Supreme Court refused to review a lower court decision throwing
out government anti-trust proceedings

TransAmerica Corp.
Federal Reserve Board had
sued to break up the giant West Coast
The Third Circuit
banking firm.
Court of Appeals, however, had dismissed the suit. The government appealed to the Supreme Court, but lost

against

The

Black and
today.
Justices
Douglas said they thought the high
court should have reviewed the case.
Justice Clark took no part.
there

New

ft

ft

COMPO
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UA Birthday

Tax Drive

WASHINGTON,

1,

.

Pimstein Office

Harry M. Pimstein, former vicepresident
and attorney for
Radio, has opened offices here for private law practice.

RKO

.

.

U.A.

Arthur Krim Closes
Co-Production Deal
ROME,

Nov. 30.—Arthur B. Krim,
president of United Artists, has concluded a deal here for the joint production of the Figaro, Inc., presentation of "The Barefoot Contessa," by
and the Italian producing team of
Angelo Rizzoli and Roberto Haggiag.
"The Barefoot Contessa," color in

UA

Technicolor drama, which Joseph L.

Mankiewicz will direct
screenplay, will co-star

(Continued from page 1)

Freed and directed by Vincente Minnelli, starring Gene Kelly, Van Johnson and Cyd Charisse, will be the

The schedule is as follows Christmas release, "Here Come the Girls" second CinemaScope picture in Ansco
Technicolor )
starring Bob Hope, color, starting Dec. 7.
Third of the
Arlene Dahl, Rosemary Clooney and group will be "The Student Prince,"
:

(

his own
Ava Gardner

The co-producing pact was signed
by Krim, United Artists Continental
manager Charles Smadja, Haggiagand Rizzoli, who is one of Italy's
leading film financiers and producers.

E.

STARK~

Brokers and Financial Consultants

TELEVISION STATIONS

RADIO STATIONS
EL

SO E. 58th St., N. Y.
Specialists

to

5-0405
Motion Picture Industry

NOW BOOKING VERDI's
LA FORZA DEL DESTIN0
NELLIE CORRADI

TITO GOBBI
For

by Technicolor and two are three-dimension productions.

from

and Humphrey Bogart.

"HOWARD

information

contact

SCREEN ART SALES
CI 6-5883

723

-

7th Ave., N. Y. C.

,

Tony

Martin;
"Jivaro" produced by Joe Pasternak and diJanuary,
Technicolor ) starring Fernando La- rected by Richard Thorpe, starring
Rhonda Fleming and Brian Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, John
mas,
!"
Keith
Hal Wallis' "Cease Fire
Ericson, Louis Calhern and the voice
(3-D), and "Forever Female," star- of Mario Lanza, which starts Dec. 14.
ring Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
The daily rushes of the three picPaul Douglas and Pat Crowley Feb- tures will be processed in the Coast
ruary, Wallis' "Money from Home" studio's newly converted color labora(Technicolor, 3-D), starring Dean tory, which has been stepped up to a
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Marjie Millar capacity of 1,000,000 feet of film
and Pat Crowley, and "Alaska Seas," weekly.
starring Robert Ryan, Jan Sterling,
Brian Keith and Gene Barry.
"Money from Home" will be shown <U'
(Continued from page 1)
New Year's Eve at a limited number
of key theatres on a pre-release basis.
sources predict the payment to be authorized today may be as much as 75
cents to $1 per share.
Continued
in
with
strong earnings of Universal for the
Commonwealth Film and Television, fiscal year ended Oct. 31 are forecast,
Inc., has closed with station KBTV, although the annual report is not exDenver, a library deal for the com- pected until some time in January.
pany's package of 13 musical shorts
Milton Racktnil, Universal presifeaturing the tunes of the Viennese dent, and Alfred Daff, executive vicecomposer, Johann Strauss. The agree- president, are scheduled to leave here
ment provides for the unlimited use for the Coast tomorrow on another of
of the programs for one year.
their regular visits to the studio.
(

MITCHELL MAY,

Jr.

,

CO., INC.

;

INSURANCE

;

Dividend

CFT

;X

X|

Regularly scheduled daily flights.
See your trove/ agent or call
Trans

World

Airlines.

Deal

KBTV

Specializing
in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720

W.

6th

St.,

\

(

Rome

the special overseas commemorative celebrations, which will
parallel domestic observances of the
company's anniversary, are industry
dinners in Mexico, Paris, London and
Rome set for early next year. "These
international events, attended by key
U.A. executives and leaders of the
foreign film industry, are expected to
bolster international cooperation in expanding world film markets," said

.

Paramount M-G-M, Ansco

(Continued from page 1)

Mexico, Paris, London,

Among

.

.

Six from

the largest and finest product roster
in the company's history, with more
than 50 films slated for release during
our anniversary year."

Los Angeles

|:

j
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Run

1st

Test

Compo Group
'Jubilee'

Tells Under-Secretary
Of Treasury Need for Tax Relief
WASHINGTON, Dec. — A committee representing the Council

Conspiracy

Is

1.

To Mark 30th
to

by the industry with the Treasury and the Congress
lation of recommendations concerning the tax.

Run From

Jan. 1 to April 29
M-G-M

will

mark

its

30th

COMPO

committee consisted of Sam Pinanski, Wilbur
The
Snaper, Pat McGee, Col. H. A. Cole, A. F. Myers, Herman Levy,
A. L. Sindlinger and Robert W. Coyne, the latter COMPO's special
counsel.

RCA Shows TV Pictures
Recorded on Magnetic Tape

Last week the six

field sales manaterritorial meetings with

PRINCETON, N. J., Dec. 1.— RCA today gave its first public demonstrabranch managers and their staffs to tion of its system of recording television pictures on magnetic tape in color
outline details of the campaign.
and black-and-white at its David Sarnoff Research Center here.
John P. Byrne, Eastern sales manaBrig.
Gen. David Sarnoff,
( Continued on page 5)
board chairman, said the
held

RCA

Maas to Aid USIA
As Film Consultant
The appointment

of Irving Maas,
Asian division director of the Motion
Picture Export Association, as a consultant to' the United States Information
was
disclosed
here yesterday.

Agency

Maas,

who

retain

will

MP

his

here

leave

bert,
re c

o

well received on the 12-inch
screens and the color in all instances had commercial
quality, although it was a little

TV

brilliant

and

faithful

than

for the application of the
electronic method of recording
motion pictures, it was pointed
out that it would be available
when equipment became avail-

with

r,

Material used in RCA's demonstration of magnetic tape recording of television pictures in
Princeton, N. J., yesterday was

less

di-

and

Maas
others in reorganizing the agency's motion picture
division. The post vacated by J. Cheev(Continued on page 4)
Irving

Its use would be
able to TV.
in the concurrent recording of
picture signals for immediate
playback of the pictorial material as well as the sound.
G. S.

K-MTA's Convention
Follows Compo Meet 75-Cent Dividend
KANSAS

CITY, Dec. 1.— A

dis-

may

be

commercially

feasible for television broadcast-

As

Strei-

USIA
t

system

Recording
Well Received

use.

weeks

working
Theodore

Was

TV

TV

to-

day for Washington where he
will remain for
several

Tape

that in live transmission. Altogether, it was a very convincing
demonstration of a technique in
recording, offering every
promise of supplanting film recording for television studio

with the
E A, will

post

High Court Told

Voted by Universal

ing in "perhaps two years" and
"later" for the motion picture
and theatre industry, and others.

He

said the new method of recording sight is similar in basic respects
He deto tape recording of sound.
scribed the achievements as the first
major step into an era of "electronic

photography,"

which motion

pictures in color or black-and-white will
in

Profits

Dictate Sales Pattern
By

was revealed

by Charles Reagan, general sales
manager, at a recent meeting in Chicago with regional sales managers.
gers

Denied in the
Crest Appeal

birth-

day with a "30th Anniversary Jubilee" during the
17 weeks starting
Jan. 1 and ending April 29. The general plan of the jubilee

of the

conditions in the industry, with a view to continuing the cooperation
in the formu-

Anniversary
Campaign

Motion Picture Organizations today called on Under-Secretary
Treasury Marion B. Folsom to discuss with him the need of
the industry for relief from the 20 per cent Federal admission tax.
The committee agreed to submit data to the Treasury concerning
of

J.

A.

OTTEN

WASHINGTON,

Dec. 1.— Attorneys for the eight major distributors
told the Supreme Court today that in
licensing first-run motion pictures to
downtown theatres instead of neighborhood theatres the distributors were
following good business policy and
were not acting in a conspiracy.

"The

theatres that give the
rental are generally
downtown," distributor attorney
best

film

Bruce Bromley

said,

"and

it

is

not strange that each distributor aimed at downtown distribution wherever he did business.
He wanted to get the most
money for his pictures."

Bromley

and

former

New York

State Appellate Judge Ferdinand Peon page 4)
( Continued

BMI

Sets

Program

To Win Theatres

be produced quickly and economically,

without any photographic development
or processing.
Film industry observers pointed out
that should the system be perfected

and introduced commercially it would
mark the end of the present era of the
use of photographic film, cameras,
printing and processing, and of the
present film distribution and exhibition methods, requiring a complete retooling of theatre projection systems.
Sarnoff said "While this electronic
video tape equipment is still in the
developmental stage, the basic principles and principal elements of our
system have been tested and confirmed.
are confident that it is only a
:

We

(Continued on page 5)

Opinion

News

Split

on

Strike Effect

Efforts to win the cooperation of
theatres in accepting the new licensing
fees of Broadcast Music, Inc., will get
under way shortly.

Through correspondence and meet-

BMI

will promote its licensing
which goes into effect on
BMI will stress the comJan. 1.
parative lower cost of its service as
compared to ASCAP, it was exings,

program,

plained, in addition to pointing out the
active copywide selection of
rights.
It was indicated that initially

BMI

(Continued on page 4)

Thomas Will Handle
Moropticon in West
Harry Thomas, veteran

distributor,

will act as director of West
sales for Moropticon, the new

Coast
one-

meeting of the Council of Motion
projection
system,
antrack 3-D
Picture Organizations, with exhibitors
A wide divergence of opinion was nounced Al O'Keefe, Pola-Lite disUniversal Pictures Co. board of
attending, preceded the two-day an- directors yesterday authorized pay- expressed here yesterday by theatre- tribution vice-president, who heads the
nual convention of the Kansas-Mis- ment of a 75-cent dividend on the men on the box-office effect of the national Moropticon sales organizasouri Theatre Association today at the company's common stock, consisting current newspaper strike ranging from tion.
Thomas flew in from California
Hotel President.
Glen Dickinson, of a semi-annual dividend of 50 cents little or no influence on business to to conclude arrangements with
chairman, presided.
per share and an extra dividend of 25 dampening the appetites of the theatre- O'Keefe and Matthew Fox, Pola-Lite
The two area exhibitor organiza- cents per share. The dividends voted going public.
board chairman.
tions are cooperating in plans for an yesterday make a total of $1.25 per
Thomas will make his headquarters
This split was expressed as a num(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
(Contimied on page 4)
( Continued on page 5)
trict

•

;

Stanley

Personal
Mention

Kramer

of

of

all

its

1.

— Cessawas an-

Dec.

•

and Mrs. Pantages, are the parents
of a son born at Brady Memorial
Albany.

board members, George Glass, Sam
Katz and Kramer. The delivery to
Columbia Pictures of "The Wild
One" and "The Caine Mutiny," Kramer's last two pictures, marked the

ing-publicity director of the Odeon
circuit of Canada, arrived here yester-

day from Toronto.
•
Davis, vice-president of the
has reJ. Arthur Rank Organization,
turned to London from New York.

John

•

A. M. Kane, Paramount Pictures
South Central division manager, is in
this

week from

Dallas.

•

Bob

Johnson,

chief

Smalley Theatres, was
N. Y., from Cooperstown.
•

Ludwig Chaeell,

booker for
Albany,
in

director, has ar-

from Europe.

rived here

Seek Copyright

Change for

was

in 1949

Kramer

In association with Glass,

company

his

in

1949,

having

previously headed Screen Plays, Inc.
His production credits include "So

This

New

Is

York,"

"Champion,"

the

Kramer

in

close to Stanley
York said yesterday

New

would continue

production on an independent basis in
the near future. Cessation of production activities by the Kramer company
was regarded as a temporary stoppage
as a result of the termination of his
Columbia releasing arrangement.
Prior to the Columbia affiliation,

Kramer

through

distributed

United

Three of the giant 60-passenger
planes raced between New York and
Los Angeles with revenue passengers
on schedules which call for flights of
7 hours and 15 minutes Eastbound and
7 hours and 55 minutes Westbound.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

The "Hall

to Inspect

Funeral

for

services

Joseph

styn, foreign film distributor

who

Burdied

on a plane enroute to Paris on Sunbe held at the Riverside
Chapel here at 11 :00 o'clock Sunday
morning.
Bosley Crowther, motion

day,

will

picture

of

president, honors the outstanding boxoffice star, the most successful
manager, and the most alert and showmanly exhibitor of the year.

For

critic

The

for

New York

Warner, which purchased
Cinerama production-exhibition
rights, is now engaged in the filming
of Cinerama product, it was explained.
Other officers elected were Theodore R. Kupferman, vice-president and
the

:

secretary

;

Ira

S.-

Stevens,

and

treasurer

assistant secretary
Irving N.
Margolin, assistant treasurer.
Reelected to the board, in addition
to Cooper, were
Louis B. Mayer,
chairman, Alger B. Chapman, Paul
W. Kesten, Thomas L. Perkins, Dudley Roberts, Jr., Milo J. Sutliff and
;

:

The board

Thomas.

also elected an

executive
committee
consisting
of
Perkins, chairman, Chapman, Kesten

and Thomas.

A

company

representative said that

have been awarded the reelection of the board was unaniTaylor as "Star of the mous, with 80 per cent of the 984,000

1952, honors

Robert
Year"
M-G-M

to

manager

Landau (formerly

outstanding represented either
by proxy or by person.

Robert Taylor was proclaimed for
his box-office returns throughout the

Seek Yardstick for
Single-Track Test

;

Bronislau

of Israel and now
in Singapore), as distributor, and Giovanni Germani of Florence, Italy, as
exhibitor.

world.
The choice of Landau was'
based largely on his leadership of the

M-G-M

Will Hold Burstyn
Rites Here Sunday

airliners.

Fame'

M-G-M's "Hall of Fame" was unveiled here yesterday at the executive
offices of Loew's International Corp.
by Morton A. Spring, first vice-president.

sources

American Projects

rated a regular non-stop passenger,
mail and express service from Coastto-Coast in both directions with its
new 365-mile-an-hour Douglas DC-7

'Hall of

Three Honored

that they believed he

'Jukes'

Service

Own

Dr. T."

Law Schwartz

Airlines, Inc., has inaugu-

MGM

M-G-M

Industry

Lowell Thomas yesterday was reelected president of Cinerama Productions, Inc., following the company's
annual stockholders meeting" at the
Gotham Hotel here. The only change
in the executive line-up of the company was the resignation of Merian C.
Cooper as vice-president in charge of
production, a post considered superfluous by the company for the present.
Cooper remains on the board, of direc-

Stanley

Unveils Its

Convicts," "The Sniper," "The Four
Poster," "The Happy Time," "Eight
Iron Men" and "The 5,000 Fingers of

,

RKO

American

all

Fame," originated at
the suggestion of Arthur M. Loew,

of

Following disclosure in Washington S.
yesterday by Sen. Pat McCarran that
Sol A. Schwartz, president of RKO
he would press for the enactment by
the Senate of his measure rescinding Theatres, with Mrs. Schwartz, will
the juke box exemption in the present leave here for a combination business
Copyright Law, Stanley Adams, presi- and vacation trip to South America on
dent of ASCAP expressed his readi- Saturday, Dec. 12, during which they
ness to meet with others to attempt to will celebrate their 25th wedding anniresolve differences in the proposed leg- versary. Mr. and Mrs. Schwartz will
islation.
be gone about a month and will visit
"It seems to me," said Adams, "that the principal cities of Peru, Chile, ArSenator McCarran is on the right gentina, Uruguay and Brazil.
Schwartz stated yesterday that with
road toward correcting a long-standTheing injustice to composers and au- the full encouragement of
thors.
As president of ASCAP I atres' chairman of the board, Albert
have at all times indicated our readi- A. List, and in line with the company's
ness to meet with other segments of new policy of expansion, he is planning
the music industry in an attempt to to look into the possibilities of new
ventures in those five countries.
reconcile any differences that exist."

Has a New

which

in

Brave," "The Men,"
"Cyrano de Bergerac," "Death of a
Salesman," "High Noon," "My Six

"Home

Cinerama; Cooper
Post Vacated

tors.

Formed Firm
formed

drive,

said.

indicated he is considering
two distribution offers for pictures he
intends to produce independently at the
rate of three pictures in two years.

Artists.

American Airlines

The

United Artists branches in the
U. S. and Canada are competing, began on Nov. 15 and will
end on May 15.

operations, tem-

Kramer

Roxbury, Mass.

•
Loken L. Ryder, head of Paramount
Pictures sound engineering department, returned to Hollywood by plane
last night from New York.
•
Larry Graburn, formerly advertis-

the company's 35th anniversary
sales drive honoring U.A. president Arthur B. Krim.

Kramer, Glass and Katz will announce their future plans at a later
it

1953

ident

its

date,

Sam Pinanski, president of American Theatres Corp., was reelected
president of the Hebrew Free Loan
Society at its annual meeting held

New York

J. Heineman, vice-presUnited Artists in
of
charge of distribution, and B. G.
Kranze, general sales manager,
have been named co-captains of

William

Stanley
Co. in a statement issued by

Kramer

Clayton Pantages, 20th Century- end of the company's
Fox salesman in the Albany district, porarily, at least.
in

U.A. Drive Captains

nounced here today by the

adverC.
tising-publicity head of Stanley
Warner theatres in Philadelphia, is
recuperating at the Presbyterian Hospital in that city.

Hospital

Heineman and Kranze

activities

HOLLYWOOD,
tion

2,

Thomas Again Heads

Co.

Ceases Operations

CALLOW,

EVERETT

in
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office in

Israel to first place

over all other M-G-M offices in the
annual quota drive.
Germani was
named exhibitor of the year over the
nominees of other M-G-M offices after
having been chosen to represent Italy

by Lee Kamern,

M-G-M

manager.

Theatre Men Protest
Tax in Harrisburg
HARRISBURG,

1.—
Dec.
"Careful consideration" is being given
by the City Council here to a request
by a group of theatre managers for
the abolition of the eight per cent city
tax on theatre admissions. The managers declared that they have been "in
the red" since last spring and that
ending of the tax might enable them
to break even financially.
The tax adds approximately $140,000 yearly to the city treasury.
Pa.,

shares

Proposals on how to conduct the
projected test of the single-track version
of
CinemaScope have been
thrown into the laps of national exhibitor organizations by 20th Century-

Fox.

At

a meeting of top 20th-Fox exofficials of Allied and
Owners of America, the
two organizations were asked to define the yardstick on how to judge the
ecutives and
the Theatre

of "The Robe" without
stereophonic sound, it was stated.
20th-Fox official explained the company felt there should be agreement
on whether the yardstick in the projected tests should be business at the
box-office, critical acclaim, or other

effectiveness

A

measuring means.
Representing 20th-Fox at the session were Spyros P. Skouras, president
W. C. Michel, executive vicepresident William C. Gehring, executive assistant general sales manager
Charles Einfeld, vice-president, and
Earl Sponable, research director.
;

;

Kate Cameron Heads
N. Y. Film Critics
Wilschke in Hospital;
Kate Cameron, film
of the
New York "Daily News," yesterday Rademacher Subbing
critic

was named chairman of the New York
Film Critics at a meeting held in the
headquarters of the American Newspaper Guild.
Frank Quinn, of the
"Daily Mirror," was named vicechairman and Joe Pihodna, of the
"Herald Tribune," secretary.

"Times," will deliver the eulogy.
Burstyn's remains are due here from
Shannon, Ireland, tomorrow.
Death
The organization's balloting for the
is said to have been due to coronary best actor, director and foreign-lanthrombosis.
guage film will be held Dec. 28.

Hospitalization of E. O. Wilschke,
operating manager of Altec Service
Corp., has resulted in the designation
of A. J. Rademacher as acting operating manager.
Rademacher, long-time
assistant to Wilschke, took over his
chief's duties yesterday and will continue until Jan. 1.
Wilschke will undergo surgery at
Overlook Hospital in Summit, N. J.
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"Go away
Santa and
let

"You're the

4*7

one to
do it

me

J

,

take

Leo!"

over.'

EASY TO

Esther Williams

Van Johnson
Tony Martin

LOVE"
Musical!
The BIG
""'
(Technic

1

ft

Than

Robert Taylor

'7
£ve m

Deborah Kerr
Leo Genu
Peter Ustinov

ESCAPE FROJJ

William Holden
Eleanor Parker

John Forsythe

M-G-MERRY
CHRISTMAS!

M-G-MONEY

Wasterp.eceot

(Am

r)

"All THE

BROTHERS
were valiant
—

Ev ^ywhere!

Robert Taylor
Stewart Granger

Ann

Blyth

n

(Tech.)

NEW YEAR!

Marlon Brando
James Mason
John Gielgud
Louis Calhern

Edmond

A

O'Brien
Greer Garson

wealth of great enter-

Deborah Kerr

WO**"*

tainment for

all

needs.

BIG PICTURES NOW
and lots of BIG ONES
on the way. Year

COMPANY!

Howard

******

Ann

Keel

Miller

after

THE
FRIENDLY COMPANY
is the DEPENDABLE

year after year

Kathryn Grayson

THE BIG INDUSTRY EVENT!
M-G-M Brings NEW Scope To

CINEMASCOPE

"KNIGHTS OF THE

ROUND

TABLE"

(In Color Magnificence)

Robert Taylor

Ava Gardner

Mel Ferrer
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(Continued from page 1)

Forbidden"

(Continued from page 1)
cora argued this point and others for
an hour and a half today as the court
concluded argument on the Crest
Case. The case was brought by Thea-

1953

K-MTA Meet

Review

Crest Case

2,

area organization to

(Universal)

work

for repeal

of the federal admissions tax.
of Tony Curtis should be happily diverted by this modern-day
Myron Blank, president of Central
romance laid in the Portuguese port of Macao off the China coast. CoStates Theatre Corp., spoke at yesterslightly
tarnished
portray
too,
Dru,
starred with Joanne Dru, Curtis and Miss
day's luncheon, outlining research retre Enterprises, Inc., owner of the characters who move through a world of gunmen, smugglers and international
Crest Theatre in Baltimore, to force racketeers and emerge triumphant in virtue in the final fadeout. It is stand- sults in the industry, and Robert Livthe eight distributors to license first- ard melodrama, done with a glossy polish and featuring more than adequate ingston and Don Hults spoke on the
tax repeal prospects and procedures.
run films to the Crest. Philip Perl- amounts of carefully contrived suspense and action.
The afternoon was devoted to presmobster
who
man, former Solicitor General, argued
Philadelphia
is
sent
to
Curtis is seen as the hireling of a
for Crest for an hour yesterday, and Macao to persuade Miss Dru to return to the States. The lady, who also entation, explanation and demonstratoday another former Justice Depart- just happens to be Curtis' old girl friend, is the widow of another mobster tions of new equipment and processes.
The Filmack reel, "Courtesy Is
ment official, Holmes Baldridge, con- and has in her possession documents which could send the Philadelphia boy
Contagious," was shown, and the assocluded the case for Crest.
to prison for close to 1,000 years.
ciation voted to buy a print for rentIn Macao, Curtis finds Miss Dru the "house guest" of Lyle Bettger, a
Taken Under Advisement
ing to association members.
smooth talking cafe owner who supplements his income by various big time
of

argument, the

whom

were present,

At the conclusion
Justices,

all

of

A

took the case under advisement.
decision is expected early next year.
Both the District and Circuit courts
acquitted the distributors.
Picking up Bromley's remark that
the distributors chose downtown theatres for first-run exhibition as a good
business measure, Justice Frankfurter
declared that it seemed to him there
was a good deal of evidence that each
distributor "chose to be separately

FANS

The

marks the

encounter of the former
lovers soon turns to passion and they make plans to run away, only to be
caught up by their past, another Philadelphia gunman, and the present, Bettger
and his hoods. The climax is an all-out fist fight aboard a freighter, topped
by the spectacular explosion of the ship just after Curtis and Miss Dru make
their getaway. It then is understood they will return to the States for a
cleaner, happier life.
The screenplay by William Sackheim and Gil Doud, based on a story by
Sackheim, is heavier on incident than on credibility. Ted Richmond produced

smuggling

deals.

bitterness that

first

and Rudolph Mate directed.
Supporting the stars are Victor Sen Yung, as a Yale-educated, Chinese
piano player, whose philosophy and help is instrumental in bringing the young
Peter
Marvin Miller, as a dour Philadelphia gunman
lovers together
Mamakos, as Bettger's strong arm, and Mai Tai Sing, as a pretty bit of

Walter

Reade, Jr., president of
be the chief speaker at
Wednesday's luncheon and banquet.

TOA,

will

On Wednesday, also, the new equipment and processes will be discussed
in

open forums.

Thomas-Moropticon
(Continued, from page 1)

Hollywood

and will coordinate
by National Film Service,
the Pola-Lite-Moropticon distributor,
"They're
policy.
national
to
tied"
in West Coast states.
hanging separately but not together," Macao flotsam.
O'Keefe and Thomas left here yesFrankfurther said. "What evidence is
Also in the cast are Alan Dexter, David Sharpe, Howard Chuman, Weaver terday for Chicago to conduct the
this
that
there in the record to show
Levy and Harold Fong.
third exhibitor demonstration there
is not so?"
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For January today at the Century Theatre, with
distribueach
that
Bromley replied
release.
350
Midwest
exhibitors
present.
tor had been cross-examined at the
Richard Morros, head of the Moroptiand
Baltimore
in
trial
Court
District
con demonstration teams, and Herbert
that each had said his goal "was to
Berg, advertising-publicity chief, are
to
make money." The distributors told the
already in Chicago, making preparafirstexhibiting
(Continued
(Continued
that
page
page
from
from
District Court
1)
1)
tions with Charles Cooper, National
run pictures in downtown theatres was
will
promotion
program
a
misthe
be
er
Cowdin,
formerly
head
of
the Film Service Illinois representative.
Bromley
money,
make
to
way
best
the
sionary one in order to establish the agency's motion picture division, resaid.
principle of theatres paying for BMI mains unfilled.
Time Element Cited
music, and the acceptance of BMI as
It was learned that Streibert asked
the approval of Eric Johnston,
Pecora concentrated his argument an alternative service.

BMI Program

1948.

When

Baldridge took over
for Crest, he was attacked by
Justice Jackson, who claimed
that counsel for Crest had presented to the lower court judge
requests that were in the context of a criminal suit, and not

finest service to

California on

"THE

HOLLYWOOD"
Board United's famous
DC-6 Mainliner

one-stop

to Los Angeles at noon,
arrive at 7:55 p.m. Deli-

cious United lunch and
dinner aloft. Also "the
Advance Hollywood" and
"the Overnight Holly-

wood."
quoted

A BMI

Maas

spokesman estimated that

the organization has

a field staff of
about 22, covering every area of the
U.S. It was indicated, however, that
no steps have been taken to use this
field
staff
as a theatre "policing"
organization.

a civil suit, which the Crest suit
was. "In this kind of litigation,"

Jackson

"counsel should
present to a judge a request that
could be granted. In this case
counsel did not present to the
judge anything that he could
said,

Aid

Chicago Board Scans
MPEA
upon Maas 97 Films; Passes All

president, before calling
to aid the USIA, citing Maas's long
experience in the handling of films

487,000

may resume

entries.

his

consultant
from abroad.

as

a

work

in

Washington

following his

return

Houses Reopened

CLEVELAND,

Dec.

1.

— Three

theatres in this area, closed since
spring, have reopened.
In this city,
the Lower Mall Theatre has resumed
its foreign-picture policy.
In Youngstown, the Lincoln is again being operated by Charles Thomas, while in

Lima, Floyd Peterson has taken over
and reopened the Lincoln.

share paid on Universal's

Dec. 1.— Of a total of
film reviewed last

of

month by

the Chicago Police Censor
comprising 97 pictures, none
was rejected, one was pink-slipped for
adults, and six sequences were cut.
Foreign product made up 27 of the

Board,

The

city

tax collector's report for

on the previous month's
theatre receipts, shows an increase of

Dividend

<U'

feet

November,

(Continued from page 1)

During all of Baldridge's concluding argument he was questioned repeatedly by Frankfurter, and to a
lesser extent by Chief Justice Warren
and Justices Minton and Reed, on the
question of conspiracy and on the
admissibility of the Paramount case
decrees. Baldridge said the distributors could have introduced evidence
to prove the absence of any conspiracy.
He also maintained that the Paramount decrees should have been introduced at the opening of the trial
and not just before it closed, which
was when the District Court judge
permitted them to be entered as evidence.

CHICAGO,

Following Johnston's okay,
abroad.
Maas consented to take the job, which
initially is expected to keep him in
the nation's capital until the first of
the year.
Maas is then due to take
his projected trip to the Far East and

grant."

3 Ohio

sales efforts

;

;

on the admissibility of the Paramount
case decrees into the District Court
trial, arguing that the Paramount case
"could have had no impact" on the
Crest case since "Crest was not on
the face of the earth" until 1949 and
the Supreme Court decision in the
Paramount case was handed down in

in

common

this

11 per cent for October, 1953, over
the same month of a year previous.
Theatres last October paid $105,096
to the city in taxes, while for the
same period in 1952 exhibitors paid
out $88,957.

year.

Decca Records, as holder of approximately 60 per cent of the 999,306
common shares of Universal outstanding,
will
receive current dividends
amounting to nearly $450,000, and a
total for the year of approximately

share on
preferred
stock, payable Jan. 2 to
stockholders of record on Dec. 15,
was declared yesterday by the board

$750,000.

of directors of Republic Pictures.

Republic Dividend
A dividend of 25 cents per

The

75-cent dividend is payable on
Dec. 22 to stockholders of record on

Dec.

12.

'SHOWPLACE OF THE EAST"

Rose to Pathe 'Lab 9
As European Agent
Ben Rose, formerly European representative for Eagle-Lion Films, has
joined Pathe Laboratories in the same
capacity, it was disclosed yesterday by
James L. Wolcott, executive vicepresident of Pathe.
The first project of Rose will be to
implement the recent agreement for
the exchange of processing facilities
by Pathe and Denham laboratories of
London.
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MOVIELAB'S new pre'vTew theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
fr Three channel interlock projection
• 16mm interlock projection
MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE. INC.
619 W54thS»., N Y. 19, N. Y. •JUdion 6-0367
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Pre-Selling
UHpHE MOVIES MAKE

a great
dancing show out of 'Kiss Me

"

savs the motion picture editor
"By taking a 359-year old
of "Life."

by Shakespeare, and Cole Por-

script
ter's

smash

five-year-old

M-G-M

hit

musical,

has turned out "a splashy color

Me

Kate.'
plot still based on 'The
the Shrew,' it has kept the
wonderful Porter tunes and added a
quartet of violently successful dance
numbers. And just in case this might
not take it out of the class of ordinary filmusicals, 'Kate' is also the
first prestige film to be made in 3-D

movie, 'Kiss

"With a
Taming of

as well as flat."

•

'Walking My Baby Back
Home,' " reports Phil Hartung in
the "Woman's Home Companion's"
"

December issue, "is a story of DonO'Connor and his buddies who
made such good music in service
ald

that he tries to keep his band toHe has no
gether after the war.
trouble getting Janet Leigh to join

them.

"Both Donald and Janet have

(Contimted from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
matter

Kate'

MGM's 30th

Tape Recorded Sight

National

A

5

tal-

ent and pep and they give their all
in gay musical numbers that keep
comedy moving at a fast
this
pace."
•

of

time,

perhaps

two years,

before the finishing touches will bring
the system to commercial reality."

He

said that

its

"great possi-

bilities" are "first for television
broadcasting, and later, for na-

tional defense, for the motion
picture and theatre industry, for
industry in general, for education and for home entertain-

ment."

David Sarnoff Research Center here.
This program was seen as it arrived.
At the same instant, RCA's tape recording system recorded the television
picture on a strip of magnetically
coated plastic tape as thin as paper,

and one-half inch

width. During
part of this transmission, both the live
program from the microwave radio
relay and an immediate playback of
the magnetic tape recording were
in

shown.

ger,

named

gan,

"jubilee" captain by Reaa tour of all
offices
to obtain first-hand
on the projected sales pro-

will

branch
reports

soon make

gram.

There will be 10 Jubilee pictures
for the 30th anniversary event, headed
by M-G-M's

two CinemaScope

first

productions, "Knights of the Round
Table," starring Robert Taylor, Ava
Gardner and Mel Ferrer, and "Rose
Marie," starring Ann Blyth, Howard

Keel and Fernando Lamas.
Played Back Immediately
Others are "The Long, Long TrailAs soon as the tape reel was re- er," with Lucille Ball and Desi Arwound, it was played back and the naz as
stars
"Saadia,"
starring
recorded television pictures appeared Cornel Wilde,. Mel Ferrer and Rita
on two RCA color television receivers Gam: "Give a Girl a Break," starring
which were viewed by press repre- Marge and Gower Champion and Debre-used.
"Rhapsody," starring
"Magnetic tape requires no chem- sentatives who witnessed the demon- bie Reynolds
Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman
ical processing. The pictures can be stration.
In the first part of today's demon- and John Ericson
"Flame and the
viewed the instant they are taken,
which adds new flexibility in making stration, previously recorded magnetic Flesh," starring Lana Turner, Pier
motion pictures. An unlimited number tapes were run through the equipment. Angeli and Carlos Thompson "Tenof copies of magnetic tape recordings This phase included the reproduction nessee Champ," starring Shelley WinKeenan Wynn and Dewey
can be made quickly. Recorded tapes of both black-and-white television pic- ters,
can be preserved indefinitely or, if de- tures and color television pictures that Martin "Gypsy Colt," starring Ward
had been beamed over the same New Bond and Donna Corcoran, and "The
sired, can be electronically 'wiped off'
York-to- Princeton microwave link at Great Diamond Robbery," starring
and re-used again and again."
an earlier date.
Red Skelton and Cara Williams. All
Valuable for Newsreels
The same apparatus handled both except the latter are in color.
"It will speed the preparation of the recording and playback of the tape
newreels," Gen. Sarnoff said. "The for both the color and black-and-white Barnett to Speak
tape would not have to be sent away tests. The experimental equipment was
Herbert Barnett, president of the
for processing" with its attendant de- developed by a seven-man team of
RCA research engineers consisting of Society of Motion Picture and Telelays and extra costs."
In today's demonstration, a color Dr. Harry F. Olson and William D. vision Engineers, will be the principal
program originating in Houghton, who head the development speaker at the convention of the Motelevision
NBC's studios in Radio City, New program, and Maurice Artzt, J. T. tion Picture Theatre Owners of MisYork, was beamed by radio micro- Fischer, A. R. Morgan, J. G. Wood- sissippi, Tennessee and Arkansas in
Memphis, Dec. 7-9.
wave across the 45-mile span to RCA's ward and Joseph Zenel.

"According

our

present estimates," Sarnoff said, "the cost of recording a color television program on
magnetic tape would be only five per
cent of what it would cost to put it
on color film, since the tape can be
to

;

;

;

;

;

" 'So Big,' " reports Ed Miller in
"Seventeen s" December issue, "is
adapted from Edna Ferber's endearing
novel about a woman (Jane Wyman)
who meets life on its own terms.
There's an overabundance of material,
the philosophy seems a little quaint today; it's just right for a good 'cry,'
with Sterling Hayden."
(Continued from page 1)
In the same issue Maureen O'Hara
which
page
ad
is spotlighted in a full
ber of theatremen told of difficulties
calls the reader's attention to "War
in buying choice time on radio and
Arrow," and advertises "Playtex" television. They complained that deproducts.
partment stores in the New York area
have virtually sewed up choice time
However,
"The Long, Long Trailer," starring for spot announcements.
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, is re- other theatre executives who placed
cipient of a full page with many their radio and TV orders at the
photos in full color in "American weekend, said they had no trouble in
Weekly's" Nov. 29 issue.
buying spots.
The photos were taken on the proWith the apparent tightening up of
duction set, one showing Desi singing radio and TV time, most theatremen
in the trailer's shower bath.
were in agreement in expressing the
After the picture was finished, Lu- hope that the strike would end shortly.
Desi went right out and Least affected, according to the concille and
bought their own trailer, replete with census of opinion, are holdovers.
tiled kitchen, bath and nursery for However,
heralding
new product
their two children.
without the use of newspaper display
advertisements will present more of a
"Act of Love," was represented problem, it was pointed out. Such a
by a full page four-color caricature situation is faced by the Loew's neighin "Pictorial Review's" Nov. 29 is- borhood circuit which has a new picThe caricature was drawn by ture opening tomorrow likewise the
sue.
Jacques Kaprolik and appeared on Paramount on Broadway and Radio
the front cover.
The Paramount,
City Music Hall.
•
with "Hondo" set to open on Satur"The Actress" co-star, Jean Sim- day, plans to buy radio and TV spots,
mons, has many pages devoted to her while the Hall reports that its Christbiography in the current issue of mas show which bows in tomorrow
'
Photographs taken at the with "Easy to Love" appears to be
"Look."
studio and at home with her husband pulling in reservations.
Stewart Granger highlight the profile.

News

Strike Effect

;

'More

fh a

*

' "'tec

A1TEC GIVES BETTER SERVICE

•

"The Captain's Paradise," "Decameron Nights" and "The Big
Heat" are reviewed by Florence
Somers in "Redbook's" December
issue.

"Kiss

Me

Kate,"

"Paratrooper,"

"The Joe Louis Story" and "Calamity
Jane" are reviewed
sue of

in the

"Modern Screen."

January

is-

WALTER HAAS

Jan. 4 Deadline for
16mm Interrogatories
HOLLYWOOD,

—

The
Dec. 1.
deadline for returning of the interrogatories in the government's 16mm
conspiracy case against 12 defendants
today was moved back to Jan. 4th to
allow Republic Pictures time to complete statistical woi k entailed in answering the final two questions.

service CAN'T BE judged ON COST ALONE. Cheap service can be
expensive through unnecessary replacements and failures caused
by lack of knowledge. Every Altec Service Man is kept up-to-date
on the best method for servicing every piece of booth and sound
equipment. His know-how and the technical assistance at his fingertips are your most economical operating insurance. For trouble-free
operation have Altec install, service and repair your booth and
sound equipment.

161 Sixth Ave.,

New York

13, N. Y.

•

The

finest technical service for theatres

NO.

NEW

VOL.

74.

As

in U. S.

UK

106

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

TEN CENTS

1953

3,

Reade Urges Exhibitors

To Test Act

to

Appeal Filed

Exhibitors Revalue Their Policies

Resist Stereo

KANSAS

Weigh Protest to 20th
With Skouras in London
LONDON,

Dec.

BURNUP
2.

—

Spyros

Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president,
ran into the same type of exhibitor
opposition to installation of stereophonic sound for CinemaScope presentations on his arrival here from
New York that he had just left behind him in the States.
is making a 48-hour
here prior to attending the
Paris premiere of "The Robe"
in CinemaScope Friday night.
He met with 20th-Fox sales executives to report on performance of CinemaScope to date
and to outline the company's
plans for its immediate future.

Skouras

visit

No official statement was issued by
Skouras or the company here up to
late today but British exhibitors are
fervently hoping that their strong opposition to stereophonic sound being
made an integral part of any deal
for CinemaScope presentations has
(Continued on page 4)

Order Interrogatories
In Coast 'Trust' Suit
HOLLYWOOD,

—

Dec. 2.
Federal
Judge Ben Harrison, conducting pretrial hearings in the anti-trust suit by
Hawaii Theatre, Inc., against major
distributors, today signed an order directing the defendants to file interrogatories by Dec. 31 giving the negacost of all feature pictures released in the Los Angeles exchange
tive

area between May, 1940, and September, 1951, together with all film license grosses and the total number of
billings for each picture.

president of the Theatre

Trade

by Reade

CITY, Dec. 2.—"In-

terest yourself daily in the trade
press and industry bulletins and
put that information to work in
your behalf," Walter Reade,
president of the Theatre Owners of America, said here today
at the Kansas-Missouri Theatre

Association convention.
Reade further urged exhibitors to "demonstrate your faith
in our business by putting your

money where your mouth
determine what you think
policy

right

and

is

is;

the

as such.

Admitting that the innovations of
the past year have been a boost for
the industry, Reade asserted that they
were not "miracle drugs or jet-propelled hypos." He contended that "we
must not lose sight of the basic principles that have made motion pictures
and their exhibition the greatest mass
entertainment in the world a beauti-

—

ful

and comfortable showcase, sound
good pictures and the proper

operation,

merchandising of those pictures."
Officers elected by the association
today are
President, Leo Hayes,
:

stick

to it;
understand the phil-

study and
osophy of doing business under
our system of production, distribution and exhibition; become more active in your local
and national exhibitor associations and resist the cynics from
within and the detractors from
without."

Marshall, Mo.; vice-president, H. B.
secretary,
Doering, Garnett, Kans.
treasurer,
Earl E. Jameson, Jr.
;

;

Frank Weary,

Sr.,

Richmond,

Mo.

Directors reelected are Elmer Bills,
Dale Danielson, Glen Hall, Virgil
Harbison, Calvin Strowig, Lauren
Turner, Frank Weary III, and Ken
Winkehneyer. New directors are Ed
(Continued on page 4)

Conferences Here on Attack Rates of
Ohio Film Trucker
M-G-M's 'Jubilee'
COLUMBUS,
Plans

for the "30th Anniversary
Jubilee" of
will be completed
at conferences next week between
Howard Dietz, director of advertising and publicity, and Howard Strickling, studio publicity head, who is due
here from the Coast on Monday. The
"jubilee" will get under way on Jan.
1 and will continue for 17 weeks until
Apr. 29. Strickling plans to remain
here as long as is necessary to work
out plans for the campaign with various departmental heads and associates
participating in the event.

M-G-M

Kalmus Sees Gains
UA Sets Up 3 Groups From Sight-on-Tape
— Two
HOLLYWOOD, Dec.
For Sales Drive
principal
the
record2.

effects of

electric

ing of pictures on tape, when develAll United Artists branches in the oped to the final state, will be "first,
United States and Canada competing to reduce the amount of photographic
in
the company's 35th anniversary film that will be used in the television
sales drive in honor of U.A. president industry
second, to introduce the supArthur B. Krim have been classified plemental recording of theatrical mointo three groups for the duration of tion pictures on magnetic tape which
the six-month drive, each group con- can be immediately viewed by the di(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
;

In the Hillside

of

policies of operations

KANSAS
By PETER

Jr.,

America, today called upon U. S. exhibitors to revaluate their
and to improve the merchandising of pictures. Speaking
at the annual convention of the Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association here,
Reade said that the new dimensions
Press Value
in projection and sound were merely
added attractions and should be treated
Stressed

Owners

With C'Scope

CITY, Dec. 2.—Walter Reade,

crimination

in

O., Dec. 2.
rates charged

— Disby the

Huntington-Cincinnati Trucking Lines
among Ohio theatres was charged in
a hearing before the State Public
Utilities
Commission.
Nine Ohio
theatremen testified at the hearing.
The Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio is seeking a commission ruling

Rentals Case
Application of Federal
Act Involved in Action
The Hillside Amusement Co., operator of the Mayfair Theatre, Hillside,
N. J., has filed a notice of appeal in
U.S. Federal Court here from the dismissal of its suit against major companies and theatres formerly operated
by

Warner Brothers which charged

violation of the Robinson- Patman Act.
The deadline for the filing is today,
30 days from the date on which Judge

Sugarman

Sidney

judgment

had

in the action.

entered

The

suit

his

was

tried last June.

Arthur Fink, attorney for the

plainsaid here yesterday that the appeal would be based on the same
grounds as in the original case.
added that it seems probable that it
will come up for a hearing in about
tiff,

He

two months.
Jack Unger, who operates the Hillside Mayfair, had charged that Warner houses had obtained better rental
terms for identical product.
Under
the Robinson-Patman Act, it is unlawful to discriminate between customers on prices for commodities of

(Continued on page 6)

BOT

Holds Talks

With Pa. Allied

Negotiations are underway with ofof the two Allied units in
Pennsylvania to represent Box Office
Television in Eastern and Western
interpreting the rates and to establish portions of the state.
that film shipments are intra-state
Representing the Allied units in the
commerce. The carrier, claiming that negotiations are Sidney Samuelson,
such shipments are interstate com- president of Allied Theatre Owners
merce, has no rates for points between of Eastern Pennsylvania, of PhilaOhio cities.
delphia, and Harry Hendel, executive
Witnesses included John Gentile, secretary of Allied Theatre Owners
ficials

Paramount salesman L. J.
Hofheimer, Columbus; Paul R. De(Continued on page 4)

Cincinnati,

(Continued on page 6)

;

Kalmine, Benjamin

TO A Board Meet
Jan. 31-Feb. 2
The

board and
executive committee meeting of
the Theatre Owners of America has been set for Jan. 31Feb. 2 at the Mayflower Hotel
in Washington.
mid-winter

FJP Co-Chairmen
Robert S. Benjamin, chairman of
board of United Artists, and
Harry Kalmine, general manager of
Stanley Warner, have been named
co-chairmen of the Amusement Division of the Federation of Jewish Phithe

lanthropies

of

New York

by Harry

(Continued on page 6)
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HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 2.— National
Theatres' Ritz is running "The Captain's Paradise" without a Production

OSEPH

MOSKOWITZ, Code Administration seal. The United
H.
Century-Fox vice-president Artists release had been given a tenta-

20th

and Eastern studio representative, will
return to New York today from Eu-

tive

rope.

were not made, the
•

seal,

tions,

pending requested elimina-

when

but

the

cuts allegedly
seal was with-

Twentieth Century-Fox's

Eastern advertising and pubdepartment manager, and Jeff
Livingston, Eastern advertising manager, have left Chicago for Hollywood.
licity

•

a

"How

Millionaire,"

CinemaScope,

has

William Lleineman, general sales
manager of United Artists, said here
yesterday that no policy on the picture
had been determined as a result of
the withdrawal of the PCA code from

passed

the

pany reported here this week.
A new opening week record of
$40,400 was set at the United
Holdovers were reported in
Houston, New Orleans, Albany,
Memphis, Washington, Cleve-

"The Captain's Paradise." The

land, Dallas, Syracuse, Buffalo,

Boston

Pittsburgh,
Angeles.

Los

and

for the Schine Circuit in the Glens
Falls, N. Y., area, has resumed his
duties following hospitalization.
'

•

UA
it

acquired

several

of

Lopert's

Schreiber, executive assistant
to Darryl F. Zanuck, production
head of 20th Century-Fox, has arrived here from the Coast.

pic-

tures.

State Censor Board
banned the picture recently after the

PCA

had withdrawn its seal. The picture has been aimed primarily at "art"
theatres, the Ritz in Los Angeles being in that category.

R. P. Davis, one of the industry
returned
veterans in Atlanta, has
there as special sales representative
for Columbia.
•

Teet

Paramount

Pictures
studio publicity manager, will return
to

Carle,

Hollywood from

New York

on

Saturday.

George Schweig, Columbia Intermanager for Trinidad, is in
New York from the B.W.I, for a
national

Board

Theodore R. Colborn, a legal assoA. List, who recently

ciate of Albert

Walters, Altec Service
E. Z.
Corp. comptroller, has arrived in

New York

from Beverly

Hills.

•
P. T. Dana, Universal Pictures
Eastern sales manager, has returned

New York

from

$ll-Million

Brazil in

A Week

from Buffalo.

George Roscoe, Columbia Pictures
branch manager in Atlanta, has returned there from Florida.

to

Address

HOLLYWOOD,
Murphy,

Dec.

representing

MGM

2.— George

the

M-G-M

it

was

According to reports from Rio de
assurances have been given
Robert
to
Corkery,
assistant
J.

MPEA

Murphy

member companies,

stated.

director of RKO.
The election took place at a meeting of the board of directors held here
yesterday. Colborn's election expands
the board to seven members, with List
directly represented by three himself,
Dudley G. Layman, a business associate, and the newly-named member.
Colborn, a counsel for List, was
identified as a partner in the law firm
of Jones, Day, Cockley & Reavis of
Cleveland, and was said to have had
experience in corporate,
extensive
financial and tax matters. Other members of the board are: David J.

RKO

Exhibitors for
Variety International
Gets College Award

MPEA
Janeiro,

Greene, A. Louis Oresman, Edward
G. Raftery and Sol A. Schwartz.

•

At least $11,000,000 is expected from
Brazil in remittances within a week,
it was learned here from the Motion
Picture Export Association.
The remittances represent frozen
funds due member
companies
over a period of years and the estimated $11,000,000 payment would
clean
up Brazil's indebtedness to

acquired controlling stock interest in
Theatres, has been elected a

:

vacation.

to

Colborn, List Aide,

RKO

Smith formerly was a top sales executive for major distribution companies in the industry.
contacted

here
yesterday,
neither deny nor
confirm the report that he would head
up the U. S. Information Agency's
film division.
He said the story
would have to come from Washing-

MPEA

:

Put on

post.

Andy Smith would

The Maryland

Lew

WASHINGTON, Dec. 2.— Although the State Department declined
to comment, it is reported here that
Andy W. Smith, former industry executive, would be named head of the
motion picture division of the U. S.
Information Agency.
Under the setup, Smith would succeed J. Cheever
Cowdin, who recently resigned the

When

ture,

George L. Pugh, group manager

Succeeding Cowdin

pic-

produced in England, originally
was a Lopert Films importation and
took it over under a deal whereby

vice-president now in the
Brazilian capital, that the payment
would be made within a week. The
assurances were said to come from
"highest government officials." Brazil
has already paid between $5,000,000
and $6,000,000 on its indebtedness.
The Brazilian report came as Corkery planned to leave for Argentina
where he will seek to implement a
film agreement. Although a pact with
Argentina had been signed by Eric
president,
three
Johnston,
years ago, Argentina has failed to
comremit any money to
panies, incurring an indebtedness esti-

MPEA

ton.

On the other hand, sources at the
New York office of the USIA, indicated

that Smith's appointment appeared to be certain, despite the lack

of official confirmation.

Coast Dinner Is Held
By Publicists Guild

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 2.
The
seventh
annual
Panhandle Dinner for the press and,
this year for the first time, studio
heads, reached a record attendance
total
of
330 tonight, taxing the
capacity of the Ambassador Hotel's
Publicists

Guild's

Don Hartman made

Embassy Room.

the keynote address, prefacing the entertainment program, which featured

Danny Kaye,

Lena

Home, Hoagy

Carmichael, Slapsie Maxie
bloom, others.
The Guild presented a

award
drama

to

the

Rosenspecial

Los Angeles "Times"

department

editor,

Edwin

Schallert.

MPEA

mated up

to $3,300,000.

AA s

'Dragonfly' in

f

Latest Legion Listing
Has 6 in 'B,' 8 in 'A'
*

Allied Artists will release
Squadron" in both 3-D
ventional versions, Morey
general sales manager, said

Six pictures have been placed in the

"B" category

3-D, 2-D Versions

in

the latest listing of

National
Legion of Decency
which, at the same time, designated

the

"Dragonand con- eight

films as Class A.
an address in
In Class B are "Forever Female,"
Goldstein,
STEUBEN VILLE, O., Dec. 2.— Oklahoma City on Tuesday at the
here yes- "Hot Blood." "The Man Between,"
This year's Poverello Medal, the high- 36th annual convention and trade show terday.
"Man Crazy," "Miss Sadie Thompest non-academic award made by the of the Theatre Owners of Oklahoma,
Goldstein explained that the picture son" and 'Three Sailors and a Girl."
College of Steubenville, will be be- to be held at the Biltmore Hotel there
Three films in Class A, Section 2,
was shot in three dimensions and
stowed upon Variety Clubs Inter- starting Monday.
when interest in 3-D appeared to be are "Easy to Love," "Jennifer" and
national in recognition of that organMurphy is also scheduled to address on the wane, it was decided to release "Jack Slade," while in Class A, Secization's assistance and contributions the
MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern only the 2-D print. With the revived tion 1, are "Cease Fire," "Escape
to civic and charitable movements and Missouri and Southern Illinois at its
interest in three-dimensional pictures, from Fort Bravo," "Hondo," "Money
for its humanitarian activities desig- annual convention at the
Sheraton the company now has arranged to from Home" and "Project M-7."
nated to alleviate the misfortunes that Hotel, St. Louis, Dec. 14-15.
Mike make the version optional with the
befall the underprivileged child.

The award

will be presented here

on Sunday at the Founders Day Dinner and will be accepted by John H.
Harris, circuit operator and "Big
Boss" of Variety Clubs International.

open

deliver

Simons, M-G-M's director of customer relations, will also attend both
meetings.-

Shelton Acquires Film

been placed

Hamilburg Agency

will

distribution

New York

2.

headquarters at 444

Madison Ave. on Monday, with Marvin Sugarman in charge.

Palace to Make One
Film Yearly in N. Y.

agreement with Franco
London Films for the American rights
to "Le Ble en Herbe," from the pen
of the French novelist, Colette.

The

Dec.

Here

exhibitor.

Under a policy of producing and
distributing one picture a year, each

—

Office

HOLLYWOOD,
J.

will

William C. Shelton, president of
Imperial Film Distributors of America, and U. S. representative of producer Paul Graetz, has signed a

Hamilburg
Mitchell

studios,

fly

to be

made

ductions'

Wim

in

New

first

in

York, Palace Pro-

film,

"Violated,"

release.

I

in

$1,000,000 gross mark in its first
41 domestic playdates, the com-

Pic-

tures

Marry

to

Artists Theatre in Detroit.

drawn.

Charles Simonelli, Universal

Tops a
Million in 41 Dates
'Millionaire'

Coast House

1953

Andy Smith Seen As
USIA Films Head

Codeless 'Paradise'

Personal
Mention

3,

has

Produced by

Holland from a screenplay by
William Paul Mishkin, co-producer,
it
was made entirely in Manhattan.

Futter to Germany
To Inspect Lenses
Walter Futter, who recently

intro-

duced a new projector lens that is
said to provide wide-screen motion
pictures with standard equipment and
film, has left New York for Frankfurt,
Germany, by plane. The purpose of
his trip is to inspect factory samples
of the lenses and make final arrangements for their immediate manufacture
and shipment to the U.S.
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3 Dimension WarnerColor
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SCREEN PLAY BY
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I
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CAN
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Reade Urges
(Continued from page 1)

George Baker, Al

Harris,

Cook

and C. E. Cook.

is

"Killer

McClure

the retiring

president.

told the convention that the
new screens, new methods of projection and new sound are not the whole
answer; they merely make the picture
more attractive to the public, he said,

Reade

may make a good
but they will never
make a bad picture good."
president said that "probThe
ably now is a good time for all of
us to take stock, to inspect our theaadding that "they
picture

better,

TOA

tres for physical

improvements, to re-

examine our operations and to give
our personnel a refresher course in
maintaining that operation at a peak
of efficiency and in the proper handling of the public."

'Will Pay Dividends'
"Certainly this self-inspection will
suggest many improvements and just
as certainly they will cost us money,"
he said, "but this is one investment
that we know will pay dividends and
one that is not likely to be affected

(Continued from page 1)

Ape"

been made clear to the 2'0th-Fox presi-

(Columbia)
this latest in producer Sam Katzman's series,
INJungle
Jim continues to fight corruption in rural

Johnny Weismuller as

The

corruption
which renders
involves a group of scientists who are working
both man and beast incapable of resistance, a drug which obviously could
have disastrous effects if used to upset international relations.
The creature of the title, a seven-foot wild man, stalks through the story
in a black fur piece, murdering natives (both friend and foe), kidnapping
curvacious Carol Thurston and generally messing up a straight plot line,
which, however, won't bother the young action fans. Like other Jungle Jim
dramas, "Killer Ape" has its share of stock jungle shots which add interest
and passing authenticity.
Supporting Weissmuller are Tamba, his inseparable chimpanzee; Max
Palmer as the wild man, and Miss Thurston, an Arab girl who, with her
brother, Paul Marion, and fiance, Burt Wenland, collect animals to sell to
Nestor Paiva leads the unprincipled scientists whose vile deeds are
zoos.
brought to a timely end by the wild man, who, in turn, is dispatched by
Jungle Jim.
The film moves at a fairly brisk pace, climaxed by a surprise finale.
Spencer G. Bennet directed from a screenplay by Carroll Young and Arthur
Hoerl, based on a story by Young. The cast also includes Eddie Foster,
Rory Mallinson, Ray Corrigan and Nick Stuart.
Running time, 68 minutes. General audience classification. December reAfrica.
on a serum

lease.

"The Great Diamond Robbery"

—

not,

critic stated that

and indeed do

not,

patrons

may

know what

they are enjoying as "stereophonic
sound," and the suggestion was made
that means be taken to acquaint the
public with it so they will appreciate
Gehring was emits value to them.
phatic in thanks for the suggestion,
and said he would carry it back to
New York with him.
The session, extended to more than
an hour, ended on the note of constructive cooperative study of the uses.

Treasury Bond Film
Made on Wide-screen
WASHINGTON,

Dec.
Department has

2.

— The

made a
suitable for a widescreen showing, of its new bond-buying campaign short, "The Bond Be-

Treasury
special

print,

tween Us."

The

which Treasury officials
the first government print to

print,

claim is
be made for wide-screen, will be
shown Friday at the Motion Picture
Association of America's Academia

Theatre here.

Treasury

WILLIAM

release.

R.

WEAVER

officials

had

the wide-screen print made as an experiment, they said, since they believe
that eventually most theatres will have

The Cinematograph Exhibitor Association's general council at its meeting next Wednesday is scheduled to

consider the advisability of entering
into correspondence with the company
on the subject.
Should they decide
to do so the delegates no doubt would
point out that their action did not
constitute an attack on 20th-Fox but
was solely a matter of high principle
with exhibitors.
Feeling is running particularly high
the subject throughout C.E.A.'s
branches. John X. Prendergast, chairman of the Leeds Branch, while paying tribute to the confidence of thousands of exhibitor customers around
the world in 20th-Fox, asked "Is the
public to be denied the opportunity
of seeing screen masterpieces merely
because of stereophonic sound?"

on

:

The company's second CinemaScope
"How to Marry a Millionaire," now is scheduled to open at
the Marble Arch Odeon here early in
the new year.

M

Meanwhile,
-G-M held a secret
screening of an experimental reel of
its CinemaScope production, "Knights
of the Round Table," on a new Stableford screen just installed in its Empire Theatre here. Some of those who
attended the test said the optical results were as good or better than
those attained in projection of "The
Robe" on the Miracle Mirror screen
in the Odeon Theatre.

Ohio Film Trucker
(Continued from page 1)
Long, State Theatre, Ironton; A. M.
Motour Drive-in, Milford
Hoy O. Simons, Fayette, Washington
Court House James Malavazos, Ohio,
New Boston James Tracy, acting
city manager, Stanley- Warner TheaA. J. Sexton, Irontres, Portsmouth
ton, and Robert Wile, secretary of the
Fessel,

;

;

;

ITO

of Ohio.

ITOO

"Hot News"
(Allied Artists)

Vague on Sound
One

dent.

release,

D

in the future the company
of
Criticism
would take it on.
CinemaScope was also frank, but all
good natured.

1953

Resist Stereo

by innovations."
(Metro-Goldzvyn-Mayer)
Hollyzvood, Dec. 2
The open forum of the convention
ED
SKELTON
discarded
his caricatures and his face-falls for this picas
Danielson
Dale
this morning had
^- ture, undertaking instead to play semi-seriously a young man involved
moderator, with a panel of experts.
in a serio-melodrama hard to associate with the Skelton talent and quite
of
revelation
rapid-fire
produced
a
It
likely to prove upsetting to persons who go to see it in expectation of his
experiences with new processes, and
more customary type of entertaining. It is a Damon Runyon-type story,
also of knowledge of the processes by
although not of Runyon origin, and it has some good people in its cast
for
Engineers
the exhibitors present.
Whitmore, Connie Gilchrist, Cara Williams, Reginald Owen, Sig
supply companies and manufacturers, James
Arno,
Kurt
Kaznar, and others but it is hardly the picture a ticket-buyer
circuits,
of
heads
operations
also
answered questions with reports of attracted by either the title or the Skelton billing would expect. Its running
time may be taken as a reasonably accurate measure of its usefulness.
their own previous forums.
The screenplay by Laslo Vadnay and Martin Rackin, from a story by the
Tuesday
The visiting exhibitors on
Skelton as a long-time employee of a diamond dealer who
night had attended theatres in Kansas former, presents
declines
trust
to him the cutting of a $2,000,000 gem. Skelton is an orphan
to
3-D.
and
CinemaScope
City showing
Both "The Robe" and "How to Marry who has been seeking: since childhood the parents who abandoned him as
a baby on a Central Park bench, and when Whitmore, a catchpenny lawyer,
a Millionaire" were being shown.
The convention heard W. C. learns this, and that Skelton has $8,000, he conspires with pals to pretend
Gehring, of 20th Century-Fox, who to find Skelton's family for the purpose of getting his money. But his pals
decide to try for the $2,000,000 gem instead of the monev, and this leads to
laid the status of CinemaScope frankly
on the table, declaring that his com- a diversity of complicated but not very amusing complications that end in
pany wanted exhibitors to make the us^al manner. The picture was produced by Edwin H. Knopf and dimoney, and that if something better rerted by Robert Z. Leonard.
Running time, 69 minutes. General audience classification. For Januarv
and more profitable to exhibitors appeared

3,

Hollywood, Dec. 2
with plenty of plot and action concerning gamblers who
fix sports, and crusading sports writers has been turned out by Allied
Artists. Both the gangsters and the press people look and act like they are
popularly supposed to, and the heroic reporter gets the girl of his heart after
the police have hauled the badly beaten baddies off to the bastille. Stanley
Clements as the crusading reporter makes his daring look more genuine than
is par for the course, and the chief baddie, played by Ted de Corsia, convinces the onlooker that he's as bad as Clements says he is. Together with
Glorfa Henry, Veda Ann Borg and the others concerned, they take very

A

MELODRAMA

good care

of 61 minutes.

In the story, by Charles R. Marion and Elwood Ullman. Clements has
become a sports columnist after a near-fatal career in the ring, and when
a former pal of his is pressured bv gambler de Corsia to fight a champion
without training for it, thus getting himself killed, Clements gets his editorial
superior to give him room for swinging at de Corsia in print. Clements
takes a beating, and in other venturesome ways persists in his campaign until
he has all the evidence he needs to prove de Corsia's guilt in several directions.
When a final and personal attack on Clements by de Corsia and his thugs
fails, and the police take them away, Clements receives the praise of his
bosses and the hand of the societv editor in marriage. It's not all so tidy and
quiet as the foregoing suggests, naturally.
Ben Schwalb produced the picture, ablv in all respects, and the direction
bv Edward Bernds makes full capital of all the material and talents placed
at his disposal.

Others in the cast are Scotty Beckett, Mario

Hal Bavlor.
Running time,

Carl Milletaire and

here.

Knowland Dined
By 'Frisco Compo

Sen,

SAN

show "The Bond Be-

Dec.

2,—

hundred members of the industry
attended a luncheon at the St. Francis Hotel here, given by the Tax Repeal Committee of COMPO, honoring
Sen. William Knowland of California
for his work in the previous campaign
repeal

of

the

theatre

admissions

tax.

General audience classification.

tween Us" on wide-screens

FRANCISCO,

Two

for

61 minutes.

wide-screens and Treasury bond films,
to be shown in commercial theatres,
will have to be in wide-screen versions.
There are no plans, Treasury
officials said, to

Siletti,

claims that the carrier has
The
been charging excessive rates.
official rate since June 15 is 21 cents
per pound, plus one cent for each adITOO
ditional pound per shipment.
claims that the carrier has been applyIf the
ing these rates per package.
commission rules that there has been
an overcharge, ITOO will file a
claim to recover the overcharge, citITOO
ing the commission's ruling.
claims that the carrier's profits have
been excessive, citing the 1952 operatThe next
ing ratio of 62 per cent.
hearing in the case will be held on
Monday in the State Office Building

The
in

com-

mercial theatres, but rather in 16mm.
prints in industrial plants throughout
the country.
The film was made and
donated by Universal-International.

San

of

L.

Hamm,

S.

Irving
included
Francisco Theatres

committee

Levin

president,

California

Theatres Association; Hulda McGinn,
public

relations

representative of the
of Golden

CTA, and Roy Cooper
State Theatres.

IlllJilS

Mi WMJ ml

I"

NOW SHOOTING FOR CoLU

MARLON BRANDO
WATERFRONT
in

A

Horizon-American Corp. Production

y

:
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UA

Groups

(Continued from page 1)

Project M. 7"

of branches having approximately equal grossing potential, it was
announced by drive co-captains Wilsisting

THE

title

of this J.

Arthur Rank production stems from a secret

jet

air-

J.

:

:

:

BOT

'Sadie Thompson* at
Capitol on Dec. 23

Holds Talks

(Continued from page 1)

through a television circuit,
which will save time and money on
motion picture photography intended
for theatres," Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus,
rector

(Rank-U niversal)

craft capable of traveling three times the speed of sound. In its docuHeineman, vice-president in
genuine thrills. However, as a
charge of distribution, and B. G. mentary aspects, the picture provides some
thriller it offers only routine entertainment.
spy
Krauze, general sales manager of the
Phyllis Calvert, James Donald and Robert Beatty are among the leads in
company.
"The three-group system," it was this story about a group of famous scientists secretly at work on the develsaid,
"was inaugurated by United opment of the plane. As the day nears for the test run strange things begin
Artists and is the most equitable to happen. One of the scientists dies of a mysterious accident, and disagreearrangement possible for conducting a ments break out all over concerning the test flight. There are those who
sales drive.
With each group made insist that the flight should be ground controlled, opposed to Donald, who
up of exchanges of comparable aver- wants to fly the ship himself.
ages, exchanges are pitted against
Human interest angles in the screenplay by William Fairchild center around
others in their own class only, instead Donald, who has become so engrossed in the project that he has shut his
of against the entire field; the small wife, Miss Calvert, out of his life, and she becomes the object of another
exchange in a smaller situation does man's desires. Throughout the story a security agent strides, trying to track
not have to concern itself with the down the hand of enemy agents. After many dramatic and melodramatic
showings of a larger exchange in a happenings, Donald does take the machine up with the co-pilot turning out
larger situation."
The three groups to be none other than an enemy agent. The conquest of space runs pace
for the drive are
with the gun battle for audience thrills. By the time the plane plummets to
First group
Atlanta, Boston, Chi- earth the spy is choked to death by a disconnected oxygen tube, and Donald
cago, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, realizes his love for his wife.
New York, Philadelphia, San FranA Two Cities Film, it was produced in England by Anthony Darnborough
cisco and Washington.
and directed by Anthony Asquith.
Second group
Buffalo, Charlotte,
Others in the cast are Herbert Lorn, Muriel Pavlow, Noel Wilhnan,
Cincinnati,
Cleveland,
Denver, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Walter Fitzgerald, Petric Noonan, Maurice Denham, Marjorie Fielding,
New Orleans, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Cavan Watson, Herbert Lomas, Hal Osmond, Geoffrey Denton, Cyril Chamberlain, Marianne Stone, Tucker McGuire, Johnnie Schofield, Patricia Glyn.
Seattle and Toronto.
Third group
Milwaukee, New John Warren, Philip Ray, Douglas Bradley-Smith, John Martin, John Lorrell
Haven, Omaha, Salt Lake City, Cal- and Stanley Maxted.
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification.
gary, Montreal, St. John, Vancouver
and Winnipeg exchanges.

liam
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TV- on -Tape

Review

(Continued from page 1)

3,

N. D. Dipson Honored
By V. C. of Buffalo

president

of Technicolor, said today
to press questions.
"This possible adaptation of magnetic recording in studios should not
have any substantial effect on Technico'or's business, but may prove to be
in

answer

an advantage," he added.
'Ten or 15 Years Away'
Dr. Kalmus said
"We must also
consider the long-range problem of
producing final records for the distribution of pictures for exhibition on
large-size theatrical screens, and the
electronic problem of theatre television. The solutions of these problems
are probably 10 or 15 years away.
Due to the long experience and great
success which Technicolor has had in
the basic and practical problems of
color, and to contributions by its own
research and developmental laboratories, Technicolor necessarily is in
the midst of these long range develop:

ments.

Kalmine, Benjamin
(Continued from page 1)
Brandt, president of the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn., chairman of
the current industry Federation drive.
Benjamin will be in charge of the
drive in homes, while Kalmine will
conduct the organization's campaign

BUFFALO, Dec. 2.—"People can't
expect to get free in their home what in various fields that are close to the
they would pay for in a theatre. No amusement industry.
is in line with BOT's plan to build
dimension and color by Technicolor, advertiser will be able to pay what
Luncheon at the Astor
a network of
equipped theatres will have ir = world premiere at the movie houses will pay." In these
in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Indiana by
The
Federation's plans were made
Capitol Theatre here at midnight, words, Nikitas D. Dipson, president of
Feb. 1.
known
at a luncheon held yesterday
Dec. 23. Ferrer will be host at the N. D. Dipson Theatres, summed up
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that
at the Astor Hotel attended by many
his answer to what he characterized as
initial showing to scores of personalidecisions by the American Telephone
and the "motion picture-television crisis in industry executives, including Berties from the Broadway stage
nard Birnbaum, Brandt, William G.
and Telegraph Co. on the feasibility other
our industry."
fields of entertainment.
Brenner, Robert Burton, Abe Dickof installing theatre
sets in areas
"This is an industry that will never
For the engagement, the Capitol has
stein,
suggested by
Si
Fabian, Emanuel Frisch,
are due shortly.
secured from the Polaroid Corp. a die," said Dipson, whose talk was desaid that about 65 situations
new device to insure perfect synchron- livered at a testimonial dinner given William J. German, Arthur Israel,
which have expressed an interest to
Bernard Jacon, Kalmine, MarJr.,
ization of the 3-D protection on the in his honor at the Statler Hotel here
lease equipment are under study by
vin Kirsch, William Koblenzer, Nat
wide-screen and has stocked a new by the Buffalo Variety Club and
Lefkowitz, Harry Mandel, Harold
A. T. & T.
type of Polaroid viewers which, Col- which honored Dipson's 40 years in
Rinzler,
Samuel Rosen,
do1ph
umbia said, are "far superior to those the entertainment business.
The dinner was attended by promi- Schimel, Samuel Schneider and Morused previously." In addition, clip-on
ton Sunshine.
viewers will be available for those nent exhibitors from most major
patrons who wear glasses.
Eastern cities.
Among the speakers were Justice Lyons Heads FJP Unit
Leonard Lyons, columnist of the
Robert E. Noonan, of the State SuEnjoy the world's most
preme Court Leo
Lamberson, of New York "Post," will be chairman
"Miss Sadie Thompson," Columbia
Western Pennsylvania, of Pitts- picture starring Rita Hayworth and
burgh. The project, it was explained,
Jose Ferrer, and filmed in threeof

TV

BOT

BOT

TV

A

-

Margolies to Handle
9

luxurious air service

6 'Desert Openings

AT NO EXTRA FARE!

Albert Margolies

&

Co., retained by
to handle

Walt Disney Productions
the

TWA's

recent world premiere

"The Living Desert" in the New
York area, has been engaged by the
producer to supervise the openings of
the feature in six other cities, including Washington, Philadelphia, Boston,

Chicago, Cleveland and Miami.
Margolies has left here for Chicago to plan the Christmas opening
of the film at the Loop Theatre.

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
via

Chicago

Frienciiy iounge,

gracious
giant
tions.
cost.
call

superb

Tyers Heads Odeon
Ad-Publicity Unit

cuisine,

in
new,
Super Constella-

hospitality

TWA

TORONTO,

(Wanie)

See your travel agent or
Trans

ACROSS THE

FLY-

World
U.S.

Airlines.

AMD OVERSEAS

.

—

Dec. 2.
W. C.
long at the head
office of the circuit, has been named
by Odeon Theatres as director of ad-

Sleeper berths at extra

.

.

George H. Rowe,
Moir P. Tanner and Dave Miller,
manager of the Buffalo Universal ex;

Justice

change.

campaign

for

nightly from

J.

;

South Bend

Tyers,

vertising and publicity in succession
to Larry M, Graburn who had occupied the post for years.
Tyers was
the manager of the Toronto Odeon
when the leading house of the J.

Arthur Rank circuit was opened
World War II.

after

V.C.

New

Year's

Eve

of an amusement-industry committee
that will plan a luncheon on behalf
of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies to be held here at the Hotel
Astor on Dec. 17. Lyons will be assisted by Ted Cott, operational vicepresident in charge of the
radio

NBC

Dance Plans Are Set

network, and Oscar Hammerstein

New Year's Eve dance
Womens' Committee of the
New York Variety Club were completed here this week at a meeting in

Hillside Case

Plans for the

of

the

Tent

No. 35's headquarters in the
Piccadilly Hotel.
The proceeds from
the affair will go to the Variety Club
Foundation to Combat Epilepsy.
Approximately 500 guests are expected at the dance which will be held
in the Hotel Waldorf Astoria. Tickets
will sell for $75 per couple.
Dick
Mullinere's orchestra has been en-

(Continued from page 1)
the
to

same

quality.

Unger had sought

make

the Act apply for the first
time in a motion picture case.
In dismissing the case, Judge Sugarman had ruled that films were licensed
and not sold and therefore did not
come under the provisions of the law.

Entirely re-styled

gaged.

Chinich to Buena Vista
Jesse Chinich, formerly film buyer
and theatre supervisor for Rugoff &
Becker Theatres, has joined Buena
Vista Film Distribution Co. here as
a sales representative.

IT.

.

.

.

a newer

MIAMI BEACH
OCEAN FRONT . 40th Is 41(1 Sit.
COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED
'

N.Y. OFFICE. TR 4-3193

Your Hosts, The Family Jacobs
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New York Radio
And TV Stations

7

Six

Add Two Channels

Will Plug 'Reef'

To TV Network in
Albany -Buffalo Area

A promotional and advertising campaign embracing six New York television and radio stations has been
arranged by 20th Century-Fox for the
world premiere of "Beneath the 12Mile Reef" in CinemaScope, Dec. 16,
at the Roxy Theatre.
The drive, which will get underway on Wednesday and will continue
through the opening week of the third

CinemaScope production,

will see the

TV

flagship stations here of the National
and American broadcasting
companies and independent radio outlets

WNEW, WMCA, WMGM

WINS

and

The campaign

participating.

more than 200 video and 350
announcements, ranging from
20-second to one-minute messages,
on an around-the-clock schedule.
will see

radio

Wolfson Firm Loses
Bid for TV Station
WASHINGTON,

Dec.

2.—A

firm

which Florida exhibitor Mitchell
Wolfson has a small interest today
was turned down in its bid for a
in

Tampa

television

station.

Federal Communications Commishearing
examiner
Basil
P.
Cooper recommended that a Tampa
channel
go to the "Tampa
Times," rather than to either of two
sion

TV

applicants.
One of the other
applicants was the Orange Television
Broadcasting
in
which
Co.,
rival

Wolfson has a

five

Television-- Radio
with Pinky Herman,

AN

ENTHUSIASTIC GATHERING

TV

Awards Committee (headed
by Deems Taylor) and its selected winners of the third annual TeleDon G. Mitchell,
vision Sylvania Awards.
chairman of the board of Sylvania, welcomed
the guests, thanked the committee for a welldone job and sounded the keynote of competiwhen he accepted good-naturedly

Neiman (TV

script

on John O'Hara's "Appointment

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 2.—United
Productions of America will expand

commercial sales activities in the
New York and Eastern seaboard
television
spot and industrial
film
fields, according to Steven Bosustow,
president of UPA.
Bosustow's announcement follows the ending of a
two-year sales franchise agreement
between Screen Gems and UPA under
which Screen Gems served as sales
representative for UPA's one and twominute television spots.
UPA will
now both sell and produce these films
its

independently.

ft

UPA

will continue its current nonexclusive releasing deal for entertainment cartoons with Columbia Pictures.

Kraft

May Have

Color

"Kraft Television Theatre" will pre"To Live In Peace," in color on

sent

Wednesday (NBC-TV), should

it

re-

ceive the green light from the FCC.
The program, which originates at
NBC's New York headquarters, will
be presented at NBC's Colonial Theatre on upper Broadway. If telecast in
color, the general public will view the
program in black and white on the

existing receiving sets.

correspondent, will make an after dinner talk tomorrow evening at New
York's Central Presbyterian Church.
His topic, "The work of the United
Nations in the Current Session."

channels are now
operation on the Albany-Buffalo
system.
third channel, Eastbound,
is
under construction.
Ultimately,
four channels on the system two in
each direction will become part of a
microwave network serving
stations from New York to Chicago and

A

—

—

TV

back to New York via St. Louis and
Washington. Such an arrangement will
greatly increase the flexibility of routing network programs, long lines said.

WIS-TV
Long

Joins System

lines also

announced that

sta-

WIS-TV,

Columbia, S. C, has
been connected to the Bell Telephone
System's nationwide television nettion

work facilities.
The announcement

said

WIS-TV,

Columbia's third television station, received programs over a video channel
recently added to existing facilities between Charlotte and Jacksonville.
With the addition of service to

WIS-TV, video network programs
are now available to 217 stations in
134 cities in the U. S.

3,000

Viewers of

NAM TV Show Seen

Ryan

Network

of the 18th Precinct.
ft
ft
Versatile Janis Paige, after last

ft
week's

.

last-minute pinch-hit
role for Arlene Dahl on the "Bob Hope" T Vehicle, was personally
execs, agency and sponsors' reps and Bob
cheered by grateful
Radio and
rowgues have
himself, for a tremendous job.
When
discovered a new after-dinner drink. Blackberry julep.
talented Harrison Muller came onstage for rehearsals of the
Du Mont musical, "Melody Street," he was glad-handed by three
net's music head Mickey Celentano, an old classstaff regulars
mate, Kay Coulter, who was Muller's first show biz partner, and
maestro Elliott Lawrence, who's been making Muller's music
arrangements for years.
ft
•ft
ft
Betty Ann Welch has penned an interesting profile on the
nation's most famous red-head, titled, "Arthur Godfrey's Unbelievable Story," a feature in January's issue of Screenland-TV
That young nezvscaster on
Land mag.
gives a clear
and well enunciated program but each of the
times he
mentioned his sponsor's product (shoes) we couldn't distinguish
Mort Sackett's Commonzvealth Film
the name.
TV, Inc.
getting lots of regional bookings for its new series of 13 fourminute Johann Strauss musicales.
new concept in the
production of telefilms, co-produced by General Telecasting (General Teleradio) and Movietone News (20th Century-Fox) will
be highlighted at a cocktail party for the press today at

NBC

.

.

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WPIX
FOUR

.

&

.

.

.

.

A

Movietone headquarters in Gotham.
The
were written and directed by Mike Sklar.
ft

LeSueur Church Speaker
Larry LeSueur, CBS-Television UN

Two Westbound

"Merry Mailman" WOR-TV
Last Friday, on
show, Ray Heatherton devoted his entire program to the
juvenile delinquency problem stressing "Crime Does Not
Pay." Later that evening, Bob Goldeman, ass't. producer of
the M.M. program, parked his car, filled with props, at 58th
A shabbily-dressed man who tried to break
St. & 6th Ave.
into the car was shot and killed by rookie policeman Tom

IRONY:

:

William Bernal of UPA's creative
and film planning staff, has been
named by Bosustow to serve as sales
representative in New York.

additional channels.

Samarra.")

in

ft

ft
his

—

in

an unintended ad-lib plug for Westinghouse by
James A. Farley, a committee .member and the
First honors, for the
evening's first speaker.
timely news coverage of the "Coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II," went to ABC-TV, BBC
and CBC with Bob Weitman, ABC v. p. in
charge of programs & talent, the first to receive
Bill Todman
the coveted Sylvania "Clock."
was on hand, as were sponsor Jules Montenier,
John Daly, Bennett Cerf for the "What's My
Line?" award. Rod Steiger's performance in
Paddy Chayefsky's "Marty," won him "The Outstanding Actor of
the Year" honors with Paddy copping, via the same vehicle, "best
script written especially for TV" award.
ABC came in for another
citation when Danny Thomas' "Make Room for Daddy" (co-sponsored by American Tobacco Co. and Speidel Co.) was awarded the
"Clock" for "Outstanding Comedy Series of the Year."
Other
winners included Donald O'Connor (Colgate Comedy Hour), Jack
Webb (Dragnet), Mary Martin (Ford 50th Anniversary), Dr.
Frank C. Baxter (Shakespeare on TV), Dr. Frances Horwich's
"Ding Dong School," Edward R. Murrow (Person to Person),
Theodore Granik (public service program), Leland Hayward, Clark
Jones and Jerome Robbins (Ford 50th Ann.) and Irving Gaynor

per cent interest.

UPA Would Expand
In Eastern TV Field

of over 325 guests, includnetwork biggies and the press,

ing advertising agency execs,
paid tribute to the "All-American"

tive fair play

Plans to add two television channels
in each direction
to the Albany-Buffalo radio-relay route were
made public by the long lines department of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. The company has filed
an application with the Federal Communications Commission seeking authority to equip the route with the

—one

ft

quarter-hour

films

.

ft

.

.

.

.

.

ft

ft

ft

Waldorf-Astoria
telecast

banquet

of

the

.

.

will see the color
organization's annual

tomorrow
Television

night,

Theatre
here

estimated

yesterday.
The color telecast, booked and produced by TNT, will be seen by delegates in various ballrooms of the
hotel.

CFT

Holiday Special

Offered TV Stations
A holiday film package, comprising
"Stage Door Canteen" and "Miracle
on Main Street," is being released to
television stations by Commonwealth
Film and Television, Mort Sackett,

company

president, stated.

D. G. Will Honor
Best TV Directing

S.

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 2.—The
Screen Directors Guild, which
heretofore has restricted bestowal of its honors to directorial achievement in the the-

motion picture field, will
establish an award for the best
television directing also, Screen
atrical

Directors

LOTSA DOTS
Jack Webb, currently in N.Y. for the Look
Awards, guested on Milton Berle's NBComedy show Tuesday and
And don't overlook Madeleine Carroll's
was slightly terrific.
wonderful play-acting on "MBStarlight Theatre."
Bill Tabbert,
the song star of Rogers & Hammerstein's "South Terrific," could do
a fine emcee job on a TV audience-participation series.
.

Nearly 3,000 persons attending the
National Association of Manufacturers annual convention here at the

Guild

president

George Sidney yesterday disclosed.
The winner will be
chosen by a SDG membership
vote at the annual dinner in
January. Nominees are Robert
Florey, Richard Irving, Roy
Kellino,
Lew Landers, Ted
Post and Jack Webb.

.

Who,

me?

That's right,

Danny Thomas

Sylvania

presenting you with

is

for the "Outstanding

. .

the

1953 Award

Comedy Show

of the Year"!

for honoring Danny Thomas this way
we wouldn't be human if we weren't pleased and
proud. And grateful to Danny, Jean Hagen, Ben Lessy,
Sherry Jackson, Rusty Hamer, and Corky (the dog) for

The

Thanks, Sylvania,

guilty about this one.

.

two friendly networks, the

.

.

giving us such a hilarious show. Orchids, too, for the

wonderful guys whose job
.

.

.

it

is

to stay off the

TV

this

Thanks,

show

Company. Their brilliant
made this award possible.

and Canadian Broadfilms and superb coopIf

we can take

credit

for anything,

screen

important event to the country quickly and effectively.

a prize-winning series.

your second award... for timely coverage of the Coronation last June. But we feel a little
too, for

BBC

many

our producer, our director, and the stage crew ... for

making

casting

eration

glory actually belongs to those

But

it's

simply the fact that we brought

that's nothing special at

this

ABC.

Thanks especially to The American Tobacco Company
and Speidel, who sponsor the Danny Thomas Show. They
are the real winners of awards like these.

TELEVISION NETWORK
ABC
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

VOL.

74.

NO.

NEW

107

Majors Settle

Lea Action As
Trial Starts

Youngstein

Allied to

States Association will
observe its 25th anniversary
next year, beginning with the
annual meeting of its board of
directors at the Terrace Plaza
Hotel in Cincinnati on Feb. 5-6.
The observance will continue
through Allied's national convention to be held in Milwaukee next fall.
The annual meeting of the
board will elect officers and
name committees for the ensuing year; will receive the annual report and progress re-

Attorneys refused to divulge
terms, but Robert L. Wright,
former Justice Department official and attorney for Lea, said
that it would be a "fair assumption" to guess that Lea got
some monetary award and the
right to bid for first-run films.

ports on measures initiated at

Lea, who owns the Lea and North
theatres in Danville, brought the suit
eight
major
distributors,
against

United Paramount Theatres, WilbyKincey Service Corp. and Danville
Enterprises.
In Feb., 1951, Judge
dismissed the suit against the
(Continued on page 9)

Hits Uniting of
Sales, Service
— The

ditions prevailing at the time.

IMPDAA

will

open on Christmas

83 neighborhood theatres of
13 circuits in the Greater New York
area, it was announced here yesterday
by 20th Century-Fox.
in

Following its world premiere engagement at the Roxy Theatre, the
first CinemaScope production will bow
(Continued on page 9)

Meet

The election of a new president to
replace the late Joseph Burstyn will
top the agenda of a meeting of the
Independent Motion Picture Distributors Association of America, called
here for Wednesday.
Other items on the agenda include
the French and Italian situations, and
(Continued on page 9)

at

School

ship

conducted by

'Aware' Establishes
A 10- Point Program

Associated

the

Motion PicAdvertisers. The
ture

A

United

Artists
vice - president
was to have de-

voted

his

ture

to

lec-

'The

Red infiltration in the fields of
stage, radio, television, vaudeville, motion pictures, music and related cultural arts. The conference, held at the

Promotion
Max

Produced

Gotham Hotel, was conducted by Godfrey P. Schmidt, president of Aware.
Schmidt prefaced the parley
with the statement that "American entertainment-communica-

in connection

with its current Showmanship School, he read
"The philosophy behind the new program reflects AMPA's belief that advertising
and
publicity
personnel
should be thoroughly informed on the
(Continued on page 9)

tions,

prime

target of the international conspiracy.
It seeks to
use the field as a source of
funds for the Communist party

and
to

KANSAS CITY, Dec. 3.—J. A.
Becker of Independence, Mo., has been
named
area chairman here,
succeeding Glen Dickinson, Sr. Roland Means of Kansas
City was
elected co-chairman for Missouri and
R. R. Biechele for Kansas.
Each co-chairman has on his com(Continued on page 9)

and is a lever
public opinion in
(Continued on page 9)

its

COMPO

against 17.9 in 1951, and paid more
to get in, an average of 45 cents,
against 43 cents in 1951.
They saw
a larger proportion of color feature
films, 16 per cent against 13 per cent,
as well as features made in Hollywood, 75 per cent against 68 per cent
in

1951.

The
lected

3,416 theatres of all types col$118,434,481
or
$10,227,672

more than

in

1951,

Date Extended
WASHINGTON,

— The
to give

(Continued on page 9)

10,-

—

ing four or more houses constituted
38 per cent of all regular theatres
but obtained 72 per cent of the total

(Continued on page 9)

3.

National Theatres another six months,
June 7, 1954, to complete its
divestiture program under the 20th
Century-Fox consent decree.
Justice officials said the chain still
had 25 theatres and two other properties to sell.
The original decree
ordered National to dispose of 105
theatres and five other properties by

to
$12,975,298, from $11,887,226.
The country's 1,843 regular theatres
35 more than in 1951
continued to
do the lion's share of business in 1952,
getting 94 per cent of the paid admissions and receipts, and 95 per cent
of the taxes.
The number of driveins increased to 104, from 82. Theatres controlled by circuits operat-

—

Dec.

Department has agreed

until

from 262,963,287

paying customers, an increase of
804,162.
Ticket taxes climbed

satellites

influence

NT Divestiture

.

Theatre Grosses In '52
Dec. 3.— Canadians last
year spent a record $8.21 per capita
for motion picture entertainment, 49
cents more than in 1951, the Canadian
government reports.
Canadians in
1952 averaged 18.2 visits per capita,

employing hundreds of

thousands, providing access to
millions, has been and is a

Becker Heads Compo
Unit for Kansas-Mo.

Canada Reports Record
OTTAWA,

combat

to

in the

fight

of IndependentYoungstein
ly
Pictures," but he departed from the
prepared agenda to let loose his attack.
Quoting from the brochure issued

AMPA

program

entertainment field
was revealed here yesterday at a press
conference called by the newly-formed
Aware, Inc., which was launched to

Distribution and

by

10-point

Communism

Justice

(Continued on page 9)

Dates at 83 in N. Y.

to

Here on Wednesday

alleged coupling of equipment sales
and service may be the basis for court
action under the anti-trust laws, according to a letter sent to six national
service and manufacturing companies
by Thomas Vennum, local attorney,
on behalf of O. E. Maxwell of Northwest Sound Service, independent engineering firm here. In what may be a
precedent-setting step, Vennum sent

'Robe' Christmas

annual

convention
and will consider industry conyear's

this

"The Robe"

25th

Anniversary in 1954
WASHINGTON, Dec. 3. —

ury.

Day

Mark

Allied

3.

Group Formed
To Fight Reds

the Showman-

Dec. 3.— An injunction and damage suit brought
against major distributors by Leonard
Lea, Danville, Va. exhibitor, was settled here today after the case had
started on trial before a District Court

Dec.

TEN CENTS

1953

4,

An attack on what he called the "ingratitude, shortsightedness, stupidity and
appalling under-estimation" that characterizes the industry's attitude toward
its advertising-publicity personnel was delivered here last night by Max E.

WASHINGTON,

MINNEAPOLIS,

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Youngstein Castigates To Inform Public
Attitude on Ad. Personnel Entertainment

Terms Not Revealed But
Cash Award 'Assumed'

Tamm

U.S.A.,

Max

Jury Dismissed

j

YORK,

Hall to Prepare for

CinemaScope Tests
An

Astrolite Screen measuring 70
wide and 28 feet in height will
be installed in Radio City Music Hall
here on Thursday for testing purposes.
The screen, which tops the width
of the one in the Roxy by about five
I

feet

feet,

will

be

utilized

in
the early
before the
theatre
(Cqntiniied on page 9)

morning

hours

—

Motion Picture Daily

2

SEC

Personal
Mention

officers

GEORGE

the

WASHINGTON,

Dec. 3.— Several
and directors of film companies
report changes in stock holdings in

CARRINGTON,

is

due

New York

in

from Hollywood

early next week.
•

advertising-publicity,

of

reports

to

and Exchange Commission.

The SEC summary for transactions
reported as having taken place in OcDecca
tober includes these changes
Records acquired another 1,800 shares
of Universal Pictures common, boosting its holdings to 600,075 shares.
Sol A. Schwartz bought 500 shares

re-

RKO

common

turned to Hollywood yesterday from

of

Dallas.

holdings of 5,000 shares.
fax bought 200 shares

•

Americo Aboaf, Ben Cohn, Fortunat Baronat and John Spires,
foreign department executives of Universal Pictures, will leave here to-

morrow

Hollywood.

for

•

City.

o

A. L. Pratchett, Paramount Pictures Latin American division manager, will arrive in New York by
plane on

Monday from

A'lexico City.

Theatres

for total

Peter Coleof National
Theatres common and Earle G. Hines
bought 500 shares, for holdings of

and 2,500 shares, respectively.
Abraham M. Sonnabend bought
1,000 shares of Columbia Pictures
his total

holdings.

A

trust

account controlled by Albert Warner
bought 1,700 shares of Warner comWarner owns 159,675 shares
mon.
in his own name and 20,000 shares
through the trust account. Loew's
boosted its holdings of Loew's Boston
Theatres common to 131,635 shares,
with the purchase of another 1,175
shares.

•

Fayette W. Allport, Motion PicExport

Association representative in Britain, will leave London toture

morrow

for

New

York.
•

A. M. Kane, Paramount Pictures
South Central division manager, will
return to Dallas by plane tomorrow
from New York.
•

Arthur Kerman,

president of GovAttractions,
will
Television
ernor
leave here by plane at the weekend
for the Coast.

•

Mannix, M-G-M

studio executive, will leave here today for the
•
Coast.
exhibitor
M. L. Simons,
relations head, will leave here Sunday
for Oklahoma City and Memphis.

E. J.

M-G-M

Floyd C. Henry, Paramount Pictures Far Eastern division manager,
will arrive here tomorrow from India.
•

Emery Austin, M-G-M
tion

director,

returned

executive vice-president,
ville

from

New

Herman
theatres in

returned to

is

in

Nash-

York.

Rhodes, owner of drive-in
Georgia and Alabama, has
Atlanta from Florida.

"Popeye's 20th Anniversary" will
be the next Paramount one-reel color
in Technicolor short in the Popeye

Oscar

At Paramount Dec. 23
A

premiere of "The
Eddie Cantor Story" under sponsorEducational
Alliance
ship
the
of
Alumni Association and the Eddie
Cantor Camp Committee has been set
by Warner Brothers for the Paramount Theatre in Times Square on
The picture
the evening of Dec. 23.
will begin its regular engagement at
the theatre on Christmas morning.
gala

Morgan,

Paramount

short subjects sales manager, reported
here yesterday.
The short, in celebration of the cartoon character's 20th anniversary in
films, will incorporate the cartoonist's
visualization of such Paramount stars
as Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Dean

Martin and Jerry Lewis.

1953

On New

Jackson Park Case

—

CHICAGO,

Seen in January

Dec. 3.
Balaban
asked for a rehearing of
the Jackson Park case in Federal District Court and has been
granted a Jan. 26 hearing by
Judge Michael Igoe. The petition was filed by B. & K. attorney Alfred Teton to eliminate

& Katz

the

two-week

first-runs in the

on

restriction

benefit

The

premiere, on a reserved-seat
basis, will take the form of a tribute
to Cantor by the Educational Alliance,
which gave the comedian, as well as
many other figures in the entertainment world, assistance and guidance in
their formative years.
"The Eddie Cantor Story," produced by Sidney Skolsky and directed
by Alfred E. Green, stars Keefe
Brasselle and Marilyn Erskine.

Beresin Will Install
N. Y. Tent Officers
Ed

Fabian, incoming chief barker
Variety Club Tent No. 35, New
York, will outline specific plans for
the expansion of the club's activities
during 1954 at the installation of new
officers and crew at a luncheon-meeting to be held in the Hotel Piccadilly
next Friday.
Beresin,
chief
barker
of
Jack
Variety Clubs International, will be

Contracts

Loop.

Negotiations looking toward a new
contract between major studios and
the American Federation of Musicians are expected to start in midJanuary, it was learned here yesterday.
Indications are, according to an
spokesman, that the negotiations will take place in Florida, where
many top studio executives vacation
at that time of year.
The present
agreement, which expires Jan. 31,
was reached in Florida last year at
about the same time, when James
Petrillo,
president, held conferences in Miami.
The outlook on a studio pact negotiation was disclosed as
a 10-day
meeting here of the AFM's international executive board drew to a close
yesterday. At the meeting it was decided to open bargaining talks with
the recording and transcription industry on Dec. 15.

AFM

Judge Igoe also will hear
arguments on the Winston case
on Dec. 16, after the case had
been referred back to District
Court from the State Supreme
Court.

AFM

Jury to Get
'Moon' Case Tues.
N.

J.

A

hearing on the "Moon Is Blue"
Jersey City case will be held in the

Hudson County Court
Tuesday before a grand

House
jury,

it

on

was

disclosed here yesterday.
The city's prosecutor, who originally
brought charges against the Stanley
Warner Theatre there and its mana-

Arthur J. Manfredonia, has
turned over the case to the state for
action.
Testifying on Tuesday will

ger,

be Manfredonia on the theatre's position and that of United Artists, distributor of the film, will be stated by
former state senator John Milton, who
has been retained as counsel.
The city charged that exhibition of
the film was in violation of an ordinance prohibiting the showing of objectionable films.

NEW YORK THEATRES
RAUIO

61 ft

ft

US

HALL -

C

I

Rockefeller Center

"EASY TO LOVE"
ESTHER WILLIAMS

starring

van

JOHNSON

color by

tony

•

TECHNICOLOR

and The Music

MARTIN

M-G-M

• An

Picture

Kill's Great Christmas Stage

Show

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

and

STARTS TOMORROW

$157,635 to Charity in

Texas Compo Drive
DALLAS, Dec. 3.— The Gonzales
Warm Springs Foundation, devoted to
the treatment of any kind of a crippled
condition in children, has received
from the Texas Council of Motion
Picture Organizations a check for
$157,635, representing collections in
the 1953 Texas Theatres Crippled
Children's Fund sponsored by Texas
Co-chairmen in the drive
were R. I. Payne, vice-president of
Theatre Enterprises. Inc., and Claude
Ezell, president of Ezell and Associ-

COMPO.

ates.

PARAMOUNT
THEATRE MAN
AVAILABLE
Aggressive, experiended
phases show
business — free until March
— seeks an
all

1

assignment worthy of his time and talents.

Box

404,

M. P. Daily, 1270 Sixth Ave., N. Y. 20

of

Para. To Celebrate
'Popeye' Birthday

series,

'Cantor Story' Debut

exploitahere yester-

day from Cleveland.
•
H. M. Bessey, Altec Service Corp.

Jan. 26 Rehearing of

2,300

common,

W. C. Gehrixg, 20th Century-Fox
executive assistant general sales manager, has returned to New York from
Kansas

Securities

the

:

Joseph Rivkix, executive assistant
to Harold Mirisch, Allied Artists
vice-president, and John C. Flinn,
director

latest

4,

Studio-AFM Confabs

Lists Several

Stock Transactions

L.
president of Altec Service Corp.,

December

Friday,

the installing officer.

HOLLYWOOD,

Ace Cameraman

Killed in Crash
CLEVELAND,

Dec.

3.

Wellman, Girard, O., theatre owner,
suffered a compound leg fracture and
shock and his wife, Bessie, 48, was
instantly killed yesterday morning in

Dec.

3.— Officials

Paramount Pictures are returning

New York following conferences
here with studio executives. Paul Raibourn, vice-president, left tonight. He
will be followed tomorrow by Barney
Balaban, president, and by Russell
Holman on Saturday.

a 25-foot

embankment.

The

with Maurer Camera

— Peter

an automobile accident when Wellman's car skidded and plunged down

Para. Officials to N. Y.
of
to

Wellman Hurt, Wife
COLOR OR

B.

16mm

& W.

Available for day, week, or month
studio or travel anywhere. Reasonable costs.
Call PL 7-4559 ask for Mr. Coleman

accident

occurred on Route 51, two miles from
the Greater Pittsburgh Airport to
where the Wellmans had taken a
house guest.
Airs. Wellman was pronounced dead

and Wellman was in fair condition
upon arrival at Sewickly Valley HosFour sons and
pital at Sewickly, Pa.
one daughter also survive.
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ad campaign of Color Ads
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eyes of more than 112,000,000 readers!

-STARRING

K.T.

STEVENS -RUSSELL

JAMES STEWART JUNE ALLYSON
ink©

CHARLES DRAKE
and

•

GEORGE TOBIAS

•

HENRY MORGAN

these Musical "Greats" as Guest Stars!

FRANCES LANGFORD
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
GENE KRUPA
BEN POLLACK
THE MODERNAIRES
•

Directed by

ANTHONY MANN

•

Written by VALENTINE DAVIES and

•

OSCAR BRODNEY

•

Produced by AARON ROSENBERG

co-starring

UMILL f f I L LO

with K. T.

STEVENS

•

RUSSELL JOHNSON

^jftbin

its
Indian

Tomahawk

and Cavalry Sabre
fighting

MY BABY
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of the West!
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Entertainment Group

Youngstein
(Continued from page

set-up ?"

Youngstein castigated what
he described as "the industry's
'whipping-boy' approach to advertising-publicity staffs."
He said the industry took the
attitude that "when things are
going poorly, advertising and
publicity methods are to blame;
but when business is good, the
advertising and publicity forces
are completely ignored."

he

said,

and production executives,"
"seem to consider it their

prerogative to take entire advertising

and publicity campaigns and completely destroy them, without offering
a single constructive thought of their
What's more, they do so without any real knowledge of advertis
ing or publicity, yet consider themown.

selves experts.

Lauds Personnel

my

opinion," he continued, "the
in our advertising
and publicity departments are as
bright, as alert, as well informed peo
pie as any to be found anywhere in
the industry.
They are as fine
reservoir as exists for future executive manpower in all phases of opera-

"In

men and women

tions

—including

production and sales

operations."
"Yet," he said, "when there are cut
backs in our industry, when there is
a wave of firings, the first people to
be let out are advertising and publicity

men."
Youngstein concluded

the

direction

of

collaboration

with Communism."

The conference was attended by

repmagazines,
national
newspapers and trade papers. Schmidt
declared that Aware would not replace, compete or interfere with any
existing organization, but was offered
as a rallying ground for the anti-Communist convictions of the "vast majority of people in our field who have
deeply resented the impudent efforts
of Communist groups to speak for
resentatives

of

them."

Expansion Likely

"The indus

try owes it to itself to get wise to
the gold mine it has right under its
own roof in its advertising-publicity
forces."

that at present the Aware organization was strictly a local organization
but that it probably would expand on
It is maintained
a nationwide basis.
by dues of $10 a year per member.
It was stressed that Aware was not
a "vindictive" organization and that it
did not want to "smash" individuals,
but sought to eliminate what it termed
the Communist "conspiracy."
Schmidt listed four problems which

needed coordinated study and on which
Aware would issue recommendations.

They

d

are

What

is a fair and just policy for
employers toward Communists, users
of the Fifth Amendment and persons
with significant and unrepudiated front

records

?

What

is a fair and just policy for
unions in our field toward the same
persons as officers and members?

<f

What steps are appropirate to persuade Communists and their knowing
or unwitting helpers that they are
damaging themselves and their counCJI

(Continued from page 1)
with 20 or more
theatres got 58 per cent of the reCircuits

notice to

members

of

government pub-

lications.
4.

Monitoring and investigation

of

Communist

influences in all the varied
distribution
aspects of entertainment
of facts on the organizations and individuals employing Communists and
fellow-travelers and denying employment to non-Communists.
of factual material
5. Compilation
on Communist activity within the industry for the use of members, Aware
;

etc.

of facts on specontroversies arising in the industry from time to time. Public presen6.

Dissemination

cific

of

Aware's stand.

The

letter

carried the warn-

equipment
and service which excludes Northwest Sound would
Maxwell
mean court action.
has charged that Northwest
Sound has been excluded from

ing

that

coupling

sales

new

installations

of

stereo-

phonic sound equipment because manufacturers have conditioned sales upon service, insisting that the installations be
made by either Altec or RCA.

This conditioning, Maxwell asserts,
has been enforced, despite the fact that
many exhibitors who have purchased
equipment have indicated a preference
for Northwest and that since the installations

he

Wever,

actor,

first

vice-president

is

worth.

Majors Settle

IMPDAA

How

;

Meet

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
defendants on the grounds
that they did not do business in Wash-

to

of a resolution expressing
the organization's sentiments on the
death of Burstyn, a founder of the

approval

—

—

equipment.

have been made by others,
handicapped in selling a conForums Suggested
Denials of
tinuing service contract.
anti-Communist au- the charges have been made by the
7. Suggesting
thorities
for guest appearances on two
local
dealers,
National
other
forum programs in radio and televi- Theatre Supply and Frosch Theatre
sion, before organizations, etc.
Supply.
There also was a denial
with other anti-Com- from D. R. Greato, vice-president and
8. Liaison
munist groups both within and without general counsel of RCA, who promthe industry.
ised an investigation.
of legislation respecting
9. Study
May Seek Injunction
Communism and development of oppoVennum
said that if the practices of
sition or support as required.
which Northwest complains are not
10. Issuance of studies exposing the
discontinued, the company will seek
misused slogans of the Communist
injunctive relief in Federal Court and
"thought
control,"
conspiracy, such as
ask treble damages. His letters were
"blacklisting," "private political be
National Theatre Supply,
sent
to
"guilt
liefs,"
by association," and
Altec-Lansing Corp., Altec Service,
others.
RCA Sound Service, Motiograph,
Other officers of Aware are Ned Inc.,
and
National-Simplex-Blood-

tation

Average admission prices to reguwere higher in 1952 in ington.
The case against the distributors group.
provinces except Manitoba unall
Regarding the French situation,
changed at 39 cents and ranged from went to trial here yesterday, but tothe settlement was announced and IMPDAA has taken a strong stand
day
Newfoundland
to
49
cents
35 cents in
lar theatres

notice that theatre owners must be
free to designate their own sound
engineers for the installation of new

are the safeguards of our
€f
constitutional liberties to be applied to
these and related questions?
The 10-point program which has
been adopted by Aware is as follows
public relations to in1. Planned

last three

ceipts.

of Aware' s purpose.
Distribution of material on the
nature of the Communist conspiracy,
its activities, and the duty of those in
the entertainment field to fight back.
on Com3. Study of publications
munism, issuance of reading lists and
2.

Paul Milton, radio and television writRichard
er,
second vice-president
An official of Altec in New York
Keith, actor, treasurer, and Jeanne yesterday
said
that
comments on
The board of O. E. Maxwell's allegations in MinneSomerville, secretary.
directors consists of Howard Hotch- apolis would have to await the arrival
ner, William Neil, William Keene, here of Altec president George CarBob Novak, Jim Shean, Leigh Whip- rington from Hollywood early next
per, Wynn Wright, Vinton Hayworth,
week.
V. L. Chalif and Vincent Hartnett.

Canada Grosses
receipts.

(Continued from page 1)

form the public

Schmidt is a New York lawyer and
on constitutional and labor
law at Fordham University. He said committees,
lecturer

try?
:

Sales, Service

(Continued from page 1)

1)

structure and operation of the industry in all its ramifications."
"It's time to turn that quotation
around," Youngstein declared. "When
will the means be provided for the
industry to begin to learn something
about its own advertising-publicity

"Sales

9

Motion Picture Daily

1953

are
Exclusive of taxes, the the jury dismissed. The lawyers
Quebec.
final terms to
average admission price in Canada supposed to work out
was 40 cents, against 38 cents in present to the court on Dec. 21.
Wright said that Lea had obtained
1951, with Quebec reporting the highthe right to bid for first-run films
est average of 42 cents, and Newthat he assumed
foundland and Nova Scotia the low- about a year ago, and
The regular theatres this right would be continued. The
est at 32 cents.
jury trial was
had a total seating capacity of 954,- matter that went to the
for damages.
Lea's
claim
act
on
held
to
813 against 939,963 in 1951.
in

against the establishment in the U.S.
of a subsidized French distributing
agency as part of any new French

Hall to Prepare
{Continued from page 1)
for CinemaScope tests. RusV. Downing, Hall president, in
commenting on the projected tests,

opens,

sell

the policy of the house to
to play pictures in any
medium.
He declined comment at
this time on whether the Hall has

said

be

it

is

ready

booked M-G-M's first CinemaScope
production, "Knights of the Round
Table,"

as

a

follow

to

the

current

Christmas attraction, "Easy to Love."
Meanwhile, the Hall reported that
yesterday's business for the opening
T.
of "Easy to Love" and its annual
Christmas show was good, despite the
(Continued from page 1)
lack of display newspaper advertiseDivestiture was not ments due to the newspaper strike.
June 7, 1953.
About three out of every four films
completed by that date, and Justice The estimated first day's gross was
released in 1952 were U. S. products,
agreed to extend the deadline until put at $18,000, a figure called comparthe 75 per cent total rising from 68
Dec. 7, 1953.
As of now, it was re- able to the opening Christmas attrac(Continued from page 1)
The
per cent in the preceding year.
ported, National has sold 80 of the tions last year.
The Hall, like other
proportion of U. K. films released mittee exhibitors representing each
105 theatres and three of the five other Broadway houses and large neighborwas slightly higher, at 6.5 per cent, Congressional district. Where neces- properties, but needs additional time
hood circuits, bought radio and
against 6 per cent, but the proportion sary, each state co-chairman and the
to finish the disposal program.
time to compensate for the advertisfrom France was down to 17 per cent, chairman will form a sub-committee
ing loss in newspapers.
The Hall
from 23 per cent.
to assist in making contacts with
spokesman joined other theatre exCongressmen and Senators during the
ecutives in stating that it was difficampaign for tax repeal.
(Continued from page 1)
cult to assay the consquence of the
'Robe'
in
To promote the best possible condistrike on the box-office.
circuit,
LONDON, Dec. 3. The second tions for conduct of the campaign in in 30 theatres of the
week of "The Robe" at Odeon's this area, the Kansas-Missouri The- 25 Skouras theatres, seven Century
Leicester Square Theatre hit a very atre Association cooperated with the theatres, six Randforce houses, three AB-PT houses, and one theatre each
two each in of the J.J., Fabian, Cinema and Walbig $17,655, topping the first week's local Allied States unit in setting up independent theatres,
Loew's,
Brandt,
Prudential,
area organization.
and ter Reade circuits.
the
gross by $783.
agreement.

N.

Divestiture

Becker Heads

TV

Big

London

COMPO

—

'Robe' Dates at 83
RKO

COMPO

Friday,

Motion Picture Daily

10

Dec.

3.

—

Theatre

be good,
judging by extra year-end dividends
already announced.
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
reports that a bonus dividend of 20
cents has been declared on the common shares in addition to the regular
35-cent payment for the final quarter
of tiie year, payable on Dec. 24.
Marcus Loew's Theatres, which
has two units in Toronto, declared
the regular dividend of $1 for the
quarter and added an extra $1, both
of which will be paid to holders of
common stock on Dec. 31.
business

Canada

in

must

The Loew company
cial

statement lor the

ing

finan-

its

year end-

fiscal

which showed a net
of $94,188, compared with $4,944

Aug.

profit

issued

29,

for the previous

12 months.

Variety Clubs Elect

T?AMILIAR HOLLYWOOD INGREDIENTS

are combined with legend
and history to make "Captain John Smith and Pocahontas" standard enterSmith is portrayed by Anthony Dexter and the Indian maid is
tainment.
played by Jody Lawrence, who saves the life of the Englishman when she
throws herself between him and the poised axe of his would-be executioner.
The screenplay by Aubrey VVisberg and jack Pollexfen is told in retrospect
by Dexter in the court of King James I. As his story unfolds there emerges
Dexter sets out to make
a portrait of the unrest in the Jamestown colony.
peace with the Indians only to be captured and sentenced to death. At this
point the lovely Pocahontas makes her celebrated intervention, and instead of
a slaying, there is a wedding.
What follows back at Jamestown for John Smith is both marital bliss and
desperate efforts to keep the colony united and stave off Indian assaults.
It seems that within the camp there is a small unit which, for its own selfish
The exposure of the unit and the battles
gain, stirs up trouble and intrigue.
with the Indians make for most of the picture's standard excitement.
This Edward Small presentation ends in England where Smith decides not
to return to Jamestown where Pocahontas, believing him dead, has remarried.
Wisberg and Pollexfen also produced and Lew Landers directed.
Others in the cast are Alan Hale, jr., Robert Clarke, Stuart Randall, James
Seay, Philip Van Zandt, Shepard Menken, Douglas Dumbrille, Anthony
Eustral, Henry Rowland, Eric Colmar, Franchesca di Scaffa, Joan Nixon and

Cottrell.

Running

time, 75 minutes.

General audience classification.

"Song of the Land"

Altec Drive Leads

(United Artists)

Sales Drive"
will terminate Saturday, reports general sales manager L. D. Netter, Jr.
The standings, with one day remaining, show C. S. Perkin's Northeastern division maintaining a nineweek lead for division honors, followed in order by Altec's Southern,
Western, Central, Eastern and SouthAltec's

"ServiScope

western divisions.

Branch manager Fred Hall

of the

Northeastern division is still on top
for the managerial prize, with Charles
Bos worth, Detroit, and R. E. (Red)
Pierce, Boston, in second and third
positions.

In the field engineers' race, R. J.
Central
division
member
working out of Flint, Mich., jumped
into the lead from 33rd position.

Majeske,

Manding Heads

RKO

Manding, acting manager

O.

RKO

of the
Radio office in the Philippine Islands, has been named manager
of the office by Alfred Crown, foreign
manager of the company. Manding, a
native of the Philippines, joined
Radio in 1938. He was promoted to
the post of acting manager last July,

RKO

succeeding Ricardo Canals, who was
named Far Eastern supervisor at that
time.

Columbia Signs Foy
For 2 More Films
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. — Bryan
3.

Foy

Columbia Pictures have
signed a new agreement under which
Foy, who has just completed "The
Mad Magician" in 3-D, will make
two more independent productions for
and

Columbia.

Columbia

He

will

operate

PICTURE, which lends itself to many exploitation possibilioffered in this United Artists release. There is little doubt about
the interest-sustaining qualities of a picture such as this.
This is a presentation from producer Henry S. Kesler's editing of some
975,000 feet of color film exposed by naturalists Ed N. Harrison and Frances
Roberts.
To children, to adolescents, to adults who will appreciate rioting
colors and strange species captured in isolated areas by incredibly patient and
discerning observers this will be at times fascinating.
The scenes range from volcanic eruptions and their multi-colored fireworks,
to idyllic ranges of pasture and forest and mountain ranges, and the species,
from the bears of the Northwest, to the sea lions and pelicans of Southern
lands, and the giant and now nearly extinct and certainly pathetic condor
bird. The clips showing the eating, mating, and rearing habits of this bird are
extensive, interesting, and rare.
Joseph Henry Steele's commentary, narrated by Marvin Miller, is somewhat
pedestrian, and in its attempt to bind the varied scenes, is a jumble of platitudes on natural science. The color, by Color Corp. of America, is sometimes
too harsh.
Running time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
ties, is

—

"The Yellow Balloon"
Hollywood, Dec. 3

on

the

let.

Ornstein's 2nd Book
Will Be Out Dec, 15

AN

intimate study of a small boy is offered in this British import made
by Marble Arch Productions for Associated British-Pathe. The indicated public interest in the problems of a small boy could make a good deal
of difference in estimates of the trade value of this film, released here by
Allied Artists.
Principal character here is a small boy whose response to fears and
threats are in consequence of an accident to another small boy. To audiences
composed predominantly of persons especially interested in small boys, for
family or other reasons, the picture may be expected to yield considerable
satisfaction. To the general audience it is likely to seem a drab and drawnout account of life and crime in a bleak section of London. Some exploitation
gains may be had by mentioning to the customers that the boy in the case
is played by Andrew Ray, the boy in "The Mudlark."
The film, which is very well made, opens with Ray, a son of substantial
working people, snatching a yellow toy balloon from another boy, playfully,
and running with it until the pursuing boy falls accidentally to his death.
small time crook who observes the accident tells Ray he will be charged with
murder, and thus gains control over the boy, whom he intends to use in
a robbery. The story then follows out the natural steps between this beginning and the ending in which, the robbery having gone awry, the crook tries
to kill the boy, to silence him, and instead loses his own life in attempting
to escape from police.
Production was by Victor Skutezky, direction by J. Lee Thompson and the
script by the latter and Anne Birnaby.
Others in the cast include William Sylvester, Kathleen Ryan, Kenneth

A

More, Veronica Hurst and Stephen Fenemore.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience

Romulus Sets

a collection of 25 short stories.
Ornstein's first book, "Ma and Me,"
now is in its second printing.

featuring American players. They are
"Wr ine of Etna," "Story of Esther
Costello" and "Carrington, V. C."

is

November

re-

news

from

various

social

activities

LeRoy

in

other

cities.

Minneapolis branch
manager of Universal Pictures, was
elected chief barker of the V ariety
Club of the Northwest. The board of
directors of the Variety Club of Buffalo selected as its chief barker Billy
Keaton, well known personality on
Miller,

radio station

Form

WGR.

Cincinnati Auxiliary

Cincinnati,
the
Variety Club
auxiliary, sponsored by Tent
No. 3, as authorized at the international convention in Mexico City
last
May, will be organized at a

In

ladies

luncheon-meeting this week.
Baltimore Tent No. 19 will hold its
annual banquet at its clubrooms on
Saturday.
Governor
Theodore
McKeldin of Maryland has been invited.
Rodney Collier and William
G. Myers, both ex-chief barkers, are
co-chairmen.
The Memphis Variety Club has
elected as directors Ben Bluestein, M.
H. Brandon, Gil Brandon, Fordyce
Kaiser, Alton Sims, Jack Sawyer,

George Simpson, Ton)' Tedesco, M.
A. Lightman, Jr.. Howard Nicholson
and Nate Reiss.
Officers will be
elected next week by this group.

Albany Committee Named

A nominating committee for the
Albany, N. Y., Variety Club crew
election on Dec. 14 has been appointed
by chief barker Jules Perlmutter. It
consists of Harry Lamont, Saul J.
LTllman, Neil Hellman and Charles A.
Smakwitz, all ex-chief barkers.
A crew of 11 will be chosen. They
in

turn

will

select

officers

for

1954.

Report Interest High
In Dallas V. C. Meet
DALLAS,

—

Dec. 3.
Enthusiastic
the forthcoming Variety
Clubs International convention to be
held in Dallas March 22-25 is reported by a seven-man delegation of
the Variety Club of Dallas following
that group's visit to Variety tents in
Washington, Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
The delegation was headed by general chairman John Rowley and chief
barker C. A. Dolsen and also included

interest

in

Al Reynolds, Kendall Way, Charles
E. Darden, Jack Bryant and Frank
Details of the Dallas prooutlined and additional information was offered regarding train
service to Dallas from various sections of the country.

Bradley.

gram were

ABC Sued by Iturbi
For TV Film Showing
Pianist Jose Iturbi has filed a suit
for $100,000 damages in U.S. Federal

Court here against American Broadcasting, charging that the showing of
a short subject, which he had made

William Ornstein, trade press conM-G-M, has authored "Deep
Currents," his second book, which will
be published Dec. 15 by Story Book
Press" of Dallas.
The book actually

tact at

classification.

lease.

Club

Variety

sections of the country tell of the election of chief barkers in Minneapolis
and Buffalo as well as stepped up

27.

(Allied Artists)

Philippines Office
Jose

A NATURE

Nov.

Chief Barkers

'54

r

William

Perkins and Hall in

1953

4,

Buffalo, Minneapolis

Reviews

Canadian Circuits of
Loew's and FPC Pay
"Captain John Smith and Pocahontas"
Extra Dividends
(Small-United Artists)
TORONTO,

December

3 for U. S.

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 3.— Romulus
Films will produce three films primarily for the American market and

SDG

HOLLYWOOD,
third annual formal
tation dinner and

Dec.

3.

1939 for Artists Films, Inc., on the
network had prevented his
making his "live" debut on television.
Iturbi
claimed that he had not
granted television rights for the short
in

Dinner Jan. 24

— The

awards presen-

dance of the
Screen Directors Guild will be held
on the evening of Jan. 24, at the Biltmore Bowl.

ABC-TV

subject and that all reference to him
as a personality had been omitted
from the film.
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

.

YORK,

MONDAY, DECEMBER

U.S.A.,

KANE

which, for reasons presumably
best known to itself, gives the impression of being not only willing,
but anxious, to publish a do.wnbeat
story on motion pictures, gave out
with the following on page one last
I

Tax Surrender
To the States

new 20th Century-Fox department to produce
short subjects in CinemaScope,
with color in Technicolor, was
announced here by Darryl F.
Zanuck, production vice-presi-

posals

33 films

in

3-D.

picture in this

— evidence

Today, none has a
medium scheduled

of the public's cooling

on having to wear spectacles to
see films. 'It's obvious 3-D has had
its

day,' says a big studio official."

Had the Wall Street Journal
published that item two or three
months ago

would have been
relatively accurate. Today, as all
the industry and a large segment of

Dec.

verse.

A

quick glance at "Motion Picture Herald's" current release chart
shows at least 14 features in 3-D

ganization of a

that

the

official said

Federal

top

pro-

government

for the budgetary position of the Federal government."

He

also

noted that there

a question as
states

and

is

will

company

organize

the

pro-

new

department, which will produce
shorts encompassing travel, music, spectacles and major topical
events. First subject in Cinema-

Scope

be completed is "Vesuvius Express," filmed by Lang
and cinematographer Charles
Clarke in Italy.

Meeting Under

Way

at the Studio

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 6.— Seventy

executives and sales heads of Universal Pictures are here for a national
sales conference which will get under
way tomorrow at the studio. Charles
general sales manager,
J._ Feldman,
will preside at the sessions which will
be attended not only by domestic
branch and district managers, but also
by the company's foreign sales execu-

Compo Dues

1

1

Members

upbeat

may be

•

—

a yearly survey of theatre business,
getting information on total theatre
can be receipts, total receipts from admissions,
amount of admission taxes,
a strike
number of admissions and seating ca-

Otherwise, the item
ignored because, even in
period when the major New York
newspapers are not available, too
little of the motion picture audience to matter will be misinformed
by the item.

'Flexible'

pacity. The Bureau invited exhibitors
to take a look at the proposed census
forms by writing for copies to the
Census Bureau here. It said any suggestions for changes in the forms
should be submitted in writing.

Circuit Film Buyers Tell
Of
'Knights' Plan

MGM

MURRAY HOROWITZ

By

Warner Brothers

plans a flexible
of its CinemaScope producdistributing such pictures for

release
tions,

one-track sound equipment and in conventional form, it was learned here
at the weekend from circuit film buyers, who said they had been so advised
by the company.

sources said that
plans to confine its release of "Knights of the Round

M-G-M

and "Rose Marie" to
CinemaScope in the first year
and following that, it was
stated,
the M-G-M
CinemaTable"

drive of the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations will end
today and reports on the collections
and pledges will be made in each exchange city next Monday. On that
day, branch managers will meet and
submit the reports of their salesmen
who, last week, covered their respective territories, calling on alloted exhibitors. The distribution chairman in
each city will then forward the collection tabulation to COMPO's headquarters in New York.

The canvass covered every exhibitor
in the United States. The dues this
year were scaled downward 25 per

Census Bureau Adds 3-Day Meeting
To Theatre Data
M-G-M Promotion

in the forforgiven for
WASHINGTON, Dec. 6.
The
wondering whether everything to
Census Bureau has decided to expand
read
the
be
in
Wall Street Journal slightly
the information it hopes to
is as accurate as
its news of the gather annually
on theatre business.
state of the motion picture industry.
The Bureau said it hoped to make

tunes of 3-D,

Seen

The dues

i

of the industry, aware

Policy of W.B.

ReportDec.14

;

of the current

TEN CENTS

The same

cent from those of last year. A large
scheduled for current or December
portion of the dues is expected to be
to early January release; including
used in the forthcoming campaign to
such fine films as tvlGM's "Kiss Me tives.
repeal the Federal 20 per cent admiss- Paramount's
In addition to Feldman, executives sion tax.
Kate," Hal
There was no indication at the
"Cease Fire," Warner's "Hondo," who will address the meetings include
Milton R. Rackmil, president N. J. weekend as to the success the salesand not including Columbia's upmen had in their calls on the nation's
Blumberg, chairman of the board
coming "Miss Sadie Thompson,"
theatres.
(Continued on page 4)
for which the release date has not
yet been set.
for

Wa

impartial

CinemaScope

to

whether the
would actually

Executive Sales

Today

ducer,

to

cities

be able to move in when the
Federal government moved out.
While his remarks did not say
it in so many words, they indicated strongly that the Treasury will continue to oppose
complete repeal of the Federal
(Continued on page 4)

'IP

Lang,

Otto

6.—A

it

the theatre-going public is aware,
the actual situation is just the re-

if 4

dent.

"Goggle-plagued 3-D's decline surrender the admission tax and sevhas been as precipitate as its rise. eral other excise levies to the states
Only a year ago crowds stormed and cities "have serious implications
the amateurish
'Bwana Devil,' initial feature filmed
by this method. Studios revamped
schedules hastily and ground out

..

Media Question

Attacks Ticket

Treasury Department

see

;ise

1953

CinemaScope Shorts
To Be Made by 20th
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 6.— Or-

WASHINGTON,

Thursday:

to

7,

Oppose Repeal
.

"THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

theatres

Accurate

Scope productions
able

will be availconventional
form.
ascribed this information,

in

They

too, to

company

Distribution

sources.

executives

of

Warner Brothers nor M-G-M

neither
could

(Continued on page 4)

Will Test Multiple

Aspect Ratio Lens

At Paramount Here
Experimentation with a multiple
aspect ratio lens and a screen masking
process will be conducted shortly by

American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres at the company's New York
flagship, the Paramount Theatre.
The tests are to be in conjunction

with Paramount's booking of "Command," the first Warner Brothers
CinemaScope production, which is
slated to open at the Paramount on
(Continued on page 4)

A

three-day meeting of M-G-M's
promotional department heads has
been called by Howard Dietz, vicepresident, to discuss plans for the rethe
Round
lease
of "Knights
of

Table," M-G-M's first CinemaScope
production, its 30th anniversary drive,
and other promotion activities for the

Sees Market Only

For Top 3-D Films
A

market for a minimum number

1954.
The first session will start tomorrow in Dietz's office here. The world
premiere of "Knights" at the Holly-

quality 3-D pictures in the
coming year was predicted here at the
weekend by Edward L. Hyman, vicepresident of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, the AB-PT ex-

wood Egyptian Theatre on Dec.

ecutive

first half of

23,

as well as Christmas openings will be
discussed. Among those who will at-

(Contimicd on page 4)

of

top

who

heralded the arrival of
Devil," the first 3-D feature.
estimated a good over-all market

"Bwana

He

(Continued on page 4)

,
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Personal
Mention

ROCHESTER,

N. Y., Dec.

—Gen.

(Ted)

GEORGE

Eastman Kodak

Curtis,
vice-president,

back here

weekend

vicepresident and worldwide sales
director of National Screen Service,

has arrived in Hollywood from

York and

New

Dallas.

Adm. Riccardo Pontrkmoli, execu-

vision
port,

from

of Thetis Films, and
SERPE, director of the teledivision of Italian Films Ex-

director

Ralph

arrive in

will

New

Hollywood today

York.
e

Samuel Goldwyn,

Shaw,

F.

division

manager

Loew's Poli-New England Theatres, will serve as master of ceremonies tonight at the first annual citywide amateur show sponsored by the

Boys Club.
•

Roy Bogan,

at the

manufacture

for

New Haven

P.

assistant

after

manager

of
re-

earlier this year by Frank White who
asked to be relieved of the duties because of ill health. David Sarnoff has
been serving as president since that

time.

herfe.

Joined Network in 1949

Grand Theatre, Chicago, is
covering from a wound received in a
holdup two weeks ago.
•
Robert Wyler, brother and producthe

Weaver

Richard Yates a 'VP'
Of Video Affiliate
Richard G. Yates has been elected
a vice-president of Hollywood Television Service, Inc., a subsidiary of
Republic Pictures, Earl R. Collins,
Television Service president, disclosed
here at the weekend. Yates will handle

Eastern

sales.

Yates, who was previously assistant
director of sales of Republic Pictures,
assumes the post formerly held by
Morton W. Scott, now president of

Studio

which

Television

City

Productions,

will release all of its television

associate of William Wyler,
productions through Hollywood TeleParamount Pictures producer-director,
vision Service. Yates, who will also
returned here from England.
assistant to Collins,
tion

serve as executive

•

Oliver

will have headquarters
M-G-M home
office here.
maintenance repre-

Broughton,

C.

traveling exchange
sentative, will arrive in Charlotte today from Atlanta.

Louis de Rochemont

New York
States"

for

Friday
France,

sailed

from

on the "United
Switzerland and

Italy.

Nathan

•
E. Goldstein,

New Eng-

land circuit operator, and Mrs. Goldstein have left Springfield, Mass., for
Sarasota, Fla.
•

Rhoda Schreffres,

secretary in the
exploitation department of 20th Century-Fox, has announced her engage-

ment

to

Edward Silverman.

Collins reported that within a month
Television will offer a

FRB Sees No Action
The

Federal Reserve Board said it had
decided to take no further anti-trust
action against Transamerica Corp.
This decision was foreshadowed last

Monday when

the Supreme Court refused to review a lower court order
throwing out the board's anti-trust
suit against the West Coast bank holding company.
"Under the circumstances," the board announced, "the
board has decided that no further
action will be taken in this proceeding."

as

NBC

NBC

NBC

officer.

Stanley

Kramer

to

Form New Firm
HOLLYWOOD,

of

Dec. 6.— Corpora-

tomorrow

wide-screen for critics, columnists and
commentators here and in Hollywood

wyn

in Hollywood will be hosts at a
dinner for wire service columnists,
preceding a showing of the film. Tomorrow night the
Radio release
will be shown on a wide-screen at the
58th Street Theatre here to 150
representatives of the trade press, TV
and radio programs, magazine editors

RKO

RKO

and newsmen.

the

at

installation

luncheon of Variety Club Tent No. 35,
New York, to be held Friday at the
Hotel Piccadilly, will be Fred J.
Schwartz, president of Century Circuit,
and Bernard Brooks, Fabian
Theatres executive.
Jack Beresin,
chief barker of Variety Clubs International, will be the installation officer

Edward Fabian

at the induction of

as

chief barker.

ISSUE

N. Y. Stock Exchange
VOLNET

CLOSE

AB-PT

15%

9%

Decca

Eastman

45%
12%

Loew's
Nat'l

Theatres..

Paramount

RKO
RKO

Pic-

7

Zl 1/^

Pictures...

3%

Theatres
Republic
Stanley Warner
20th-Fox
Universal

10%
19%
17%

Warner

13

.

.

5

3%

UME CHANGE
2,100
4,100
6,900
2,600
5,800
1,600
6,100
9,180
8,300

400

—V

— Vs
s

+VZ
.',

.

.

—
+%
+%
—

2,100
4,006
3,500

American Stock Exchange
Monogram

4%

Technicolor

15

8,000
7,600

+%
—

'Mike' Dolid Retiring,

Moving

to Florida

I. F.
(Mike) Dolid, head of Warner's contract department and coordi-

nator of field activities for the home
office, will leave his post on Friday
and will take up residence in Florida.
Dolid has been associated with Warner Brothers since 1923 and during
his 30-year tenure he handled numerous sales department duties prior to
his present position.
Upon leaving the company, Dolid
and his wife will take up residence
their

new home in Miami. His
who teaches school in Port

Washington, will remain in New York.
Dolid will be given a testimonial
dinner by executives and members of
the Warner home office staff tomorrow evening at New York's Shelburne

;

Kramer

Hotel.

treasurer.

Funeral services were held here
yesterday for Joseph Burstyn, foreign
film distributor, who died on a Parisbound plane on Nov. 29.
Bosley

Crowther, film critic of The New
York "Times," delivered the eulogy
the rites

which were held in the
Riverside Memorial Chapel.
Burial
will be in Cleveland.
A large number of industry representatives were present. Joseph E.
Lcvine, president, and Joseph Wolf,

at

vice-president of

New

some

Embassy Pictures

England

of
distributors of
product,
were

Burstyn's
those from out-of-town.

of

among

Set Special Showings

Of Disney 'Package

9

A

Burial in Cleveland

Boston,

Schwartz and Brooks
V. C. Co-chairmen
Co-chairmen

Kramer

in

H old Bursty n Rites;

Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years
Our Lives" will be projected on a

&

;

Earl

On Wide-Screens

4. (Courtesy of Fahne stock
Co., Rockefeller Center branch.)

day, Dec.

daughter,

tures Corp., with Stanley Kramer
president
Samuel Zagon vice-president
Anne Kramer secretary and

Review 'Best Years'

New

in

Jesse James" and "Quantrill and His
Raiders." Five additional series are
now in various stages of production.

Tonight Goldwyn and Mrs. Gold-

D. Netter, Jr., Altec Service
Corp. general sales manager, has left
here for Atlanta and New Orleans.
•
Ch arles Koonce, of Coronet Films,
Chicago, has left there for Atlanta.

1949

tion papers will be filed
Sacramento for Stanley

tonight and tomorrow.

L.

in

Trading volume and closing prices

York
of amusement issues on the
and. American Stock Exchanges, Fri-

television operations after

23 years in the broadcasting and advertising business, including service
as vice-president in charge of broadcasting for the Young & Rubicam
agency and advertising manager for
the American Tobacco Co.
He was
put in charge of both radio and television networks for
in the summer of 1952, and became vice chairman of the board in December of that
year.
Robert Sarnoff, son of David Sarnoff, joined
in 1948 after several years with the Cowles publications, and has been serving as vicepresident in charge of the
film
division and as Weaver's executive

"The Greatest Outlaws

titled

NBC

joined

its

of the Century," consisting of "Billy
the Kid," "Belle Starr," "Frank and

•

Vs. Transamerica
WASHINGTON, Dec. 6. —

at the Republic

head of

Hollywood
series

of

NBC

television

Jr.,

producer for Columbia Broadcasting
System, became a father for the second time when his wife gave birth
to a son last Thursday at Doctors
Hospital here.
o

Harry

E.

Sylvester L. Weaver,
to the presidency of National
Jr.,
Broadcasting Co. was announced at
the weekend by David Sarnoff, chairand RCA,
man of the board of
following a meeting of the board.
The election of Robert W. Sarnoff as
executive vice-president also was announced.
Weaver will fill the post left vacant
Election

6.

Stock Quotations

NBC

President of

attending RCA's "sight" tape
recording in color and monochrome at Princeton, N. J., last
week, said he regarded it as an
"extremely interesting laboratory demonstration."
In reply to a question, Curtis
said that Eastman has been
making magnetic tape at its
plant in France but as of now
has not been interested in its

•
tive

Tape

'Sight'

'Interesting' : Curtis

DHMBOVV,

F.

Weaver Elected

S. L.

RCA's

1953

7,

series of special previews for exhibitors and "opinion maker" groups

has been arranged for Walt Disney's
"The Living Desert" in over a dozen
key cities, Leo F. Samuels, general
sales manager of Buena Vista Film
Distribution Co., announced.
The previews of the feature and
supporting subject, "Ben and Me,"
will be held during the next two
weeks in Chicago, Detroit, Washington, Cleveland, Atlanta, Dallas, Boston, Philadelphia, Columbus, Miami,
Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Portland.
Samuels and his sales
assistant, Irving H. Ludwig, left over
the weekend to attend the showings in
Detroit, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta and

Miami.

More Theatres
Order Stereo Sound

50

CAMDEN,

N.

J.,

Dec. 6.— An ad-

ditional 50 theatres in all parts of the
country will be equipped with

RCA

stereoscope

sound for early CinemaScope programming, RCA discloses.

Many
made by

of the installations are being

technicians of the

RCA

Ser-

vice Co.

'Money* to Be Shown
In 2-D on 1st Dates
Because of a shortage of prints, the
Martin and Lewis starrer, "Money
from Home," will be released initially
in 2-D for its Dec. 31 engagements.
The Hal Wallis production, released
by Paramount, will be available in
3-D during the first week of February.
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Warner Bros,
{Continued from page 1)
be readied for comment at tbe weekand
end.
The reported plans of

WB

M-G-M

on their CinemaScope productions answer in a large measure
exhibition recommendations that Cine-

maScope productions be made

_

avail-

for one-track sound equipment
and also in conventional form for
those theatres which have not converted, lack the capital to convert, or
find it impractical to renovate.
The reported plans of VVB and
represent a deviation from
the announced policy of 20th CenturyFox to concentrate solely on the production and distribution of Cinema-

able

M-G-M

has
Twentieth-Fox
films.
Scope
agreed, however, to test a one-track
sound version of "The Robe" against
the stereophonic sound version in a

number

month.

of situations next

M-G-M

plans
"de-luxe" distribution of their CinemaScope productions
This first-year disin the first year.
tribution, it was stated, will be fol-

Film buyers said that

what they

called

lowed by releasing the CinemaScope
pictures in conventional form.
Warner Brothers' aim, it was
stated, will be to release all of its
pictures, including those in CinemaScope, in conformity with the theatre's desire on how it wants to project
the film.

CLARENCE GREENE

and Russell Rouse team turn their talents
film, that of a woman who is no better
in
this
more
prosaic
theme
a
to
Beverly Michaels, a tall, electric blonde, plays the loose
than she behaves.
lady and she generates probably as much sex appeal as the screen will allow.
She's helped considerably by the camera, which photographs her long and

often in detail.

From her first provocative descent from a bus into a small town, it's obvious
that she's a well-traveled girl and that this is just another stopover on her way
to nowhere. She rents a room in a seedy boarding house where she doesn't go
unnoticed by one of the middle-aged tenants. And her quest for a job is successful when she's hired as a bar girl. The boss is Richard Egan, young, good
The latter is no barrier to her ambilooking, making money and married.
They plan to run away to
tions and she convinces him of her attributes.
Mexico and because the wife owns half of the business they concoct a scheme

Unfortunately, he added, his warning

went unheeded and many 3-D pictures
lacked other necessary qualities until
exhibitors, seeing the way the wind
was blowing, played those pictures
available in 3-D in conventional form.
Hyman added that currently there are
a number of top quality 3-D pictures.

Astrolite Screens to

Americas and Europe
CHICAGO,

Dec.
6.— Magniglow
Astrolite Screens now are used in
every major country of North and
Central America and Europe, according to Harry Eller, president of Radiant Manufacturing Corp., producer
of the screen used for wide-type pro-

Most of the screens sent
outside the United States, said Eller,

jection.

Switzerland,

U' Sales Meet
(Continued from page 1)

Jan. 15. One of the lenses being considered, it was said, offers five difIt
was also
ferent aspect ratios.
learned that an alternate lens of a
different manufacturer, the identity of
which was not disclosed, is being considered, too.

of the new lenses and
the masking process, it was explained,
is to make the screen adaptable to a

The purpose

a CinemaScope
scenes projected
on a smaller screen surface and spectacular scenes on the full CinemaScope size. In that way, it was said,
the screen could be adapted as another
means of reflecting the different dramatic content of the film.

particular
film,

scene

in

with intimate

Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-presi-

Edward Muhl, vice-president in
charge of production, David A. Lipton, vice-president, and Adolph Schimel, vice-president and general counsel.
Muhl will announce that James
Stewart has been set for another picture, entitled "Sonora," to be made
during 1954, to be filmed in color by
Technicolor,
produced
Aaron
by
Rosenberg, directed by Anthony Mann
and written by Borden Chase.
In addition to attending daily meetings, all will see a preview of "The
Glenn Miller Story" at the Pantages
Theatre on Thursday. They also will
attend the studio's own talent show,
"Inside U-I, 1953," tomorrow night.
dent

;

Gemmill, assistant to the Secretary
of the Treasury and the Department's
top legal expert on tax revision. The

remarks were delivered before a tax
symposium at Princeton, N. J., as part
of a paper on overlapping Federal,
state and local taxes.
Cites Overlapping

Gemmill noted that the excise field
shot through with overlapping taxes.
In recent years, he said, spokesmen
for state and local governments have
urged the Federal government to re-

is

pointed out that in fiscal 1953, the
taxes on amusements and local telephone calls produced over $750,000,000.
Gemmill said there is a special
Presidential commission now studying
Federal-state tax relations.

Move

Started by

Mason

The tax expert's remarks stemmed
from a recent proposal by Representative

Mason (R.

who sponsored

111.),

the admission tax repeal bill this year.
He suggested that the government
turn the admission tax field over to

and
one point
states

member
Means

cities.

The suggestion was

a plan that Mason, a
of the
House Ways and
Committee, presented to the
in

government commission studying overlapping state and Federal taxes.
1953 Admission Taxes
Down $17,986,254

Are

Para. Party Dec. 24
Paramount

Pictures'

annual

em-

ployes Christmas party will be held
on the afternoon of Dec. 24 in the

Hotel Astor here, it was announced
by Charles Hickey, president of the
Other
Paramount Pictures Club.
committee members are Monroe R.
Goodman, Herb Steinberg, Sid Mesibov, Burt Champion, Helen Duffy,
Pauline Nanista and Paul Ackerman.

Wide-Screen Offered
For Pete Smith List
HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

6.—Trans-

ference of Pete Smith's new season's
pictures to 1.75 wide-screen, in addition to regular size printing, has been
completed.
Smith subjects getting
the wide-screen., treatment are "'It
Would Serve 'Em Right," "This Is
Living?," "Landlording It," "Film
Antics," "Things
Could Do Without," "Ain't It Aggravatin'," "Fish
Tales," "Do Someone
Favor" and

A

"Safe at Home."

7

hrs.

55 min.

AMERICAN
NONSTOP
LOSANGELES
TO

FASTER THAN ANY OTHER AIRLINE
ON NEW DC-7

_

WASHINGTON,

Sees

NCAA

M-G-M Meeting

Limiting

tend the meetings are

Dan

Silas Seadler,
Austin, Oscar
Churchill and O. C.

Emery

Terrell,

Doob, Edward

Kingsbur}r, the latter two from Dona& Coe, advertising agency, and
representatives of M-G-M Records,
affiliated music
radio station
companies and Loew's Theatres.

WMGM,

prediction that the National Col-

legiate Athletic Association will vote
by an overwhelming majority to continue restricted television of college
football games next year, was made

by Asa

S.

NCAA TV

Bushnell, chairman of the

committee, here.

"More than 90 per cent of the
NCAA's member colleges," he said,
"approve the current TV policy." The
NCAA will meet in January, when
the

(Continued from page 1)

hue

Home TV Next Year
A

Dec. 6.— Admis-

sion tax collections on amusements
for the 1952-53 fiscal vear amounted
to $312,830,598, or $17,986,254 less
than those of the previous year. In
1951-52, tax collections totalled $330,816,852.

A

We

3 HRS.

The remarks were made by Kenneth

W.

money.
Miss Michaels poses as his wife when they sell the bar. Everything seems
to be working smoothly until fate in the person of the little man from the
boarding house intervenes. The plan blows up in their faces and Egan goes linquish or reduce particular excise
taxes.
back to his wife while Miss Michaels boards another bus for any place.
"Particular stress is being placed on
Egan convincingly portrays the man caught in Miss Michaels' tantalizing
the
taxes on admissions to places of
in
tenant
helpful
creating
is
also
the
leering
the
Helton
as
Percy
And
web.
sordid atmosphere desired. The picture is one obviously not for the juvenile amusement and local telephone calls,"
Despite its lack of names and he said. "These recommendations stem
trade, but its exploitable angles are apparent.
generally modest production, "Wicked Woman" is well made and holds inter- largely from the fact that these taxes
are suitable for local use without riskest, although it doesn't have the ingenuity of Greene's and Rouse's other films.
ing the imposition of a serious comGreene produced, Rouse directed and both collaborated on the screenplay.
petitive disadvantage on the businesses
Others in the cast are Evelyn Scott, Robert Osterloh, William Phillips and
of the communities employing them.
Frank Ferguson.
They raise the question whether FedAdult audience classification.
Release date, eral withdrawal from these fields
Running time, 77 minutes.
Dec. 9.
would effectively open the way to their
use by local governments." Gemmill
to get the

(Continued from page 1)

for approximately six top 3-D pictures
per year, all of excellent caliber.
Hyman, in his forecast, recalled his
warning at the time of the "Bwana
Devil" release that future 3-D pictures should have more than the
novelty ingredient to sell to the public.

1)

admission tax next year, even
if it does recommend a reduction, as President Eisenhower
promised.

(United Artists)

(Continued from page 1)

went to France, Italy,
Belgium and Mexico.

(Continued from page

"Wicked Woman"

Paramount Test

Top 3-D Films

1953

Tax Surrender

Review
THE

7,

TV

issue again will be ruled

upon

Akron Tax Eliminated
AKRON,

—

The Akron
Dec. 6.
City Council has revoked the three
per cent local amusement tax which,
reportedly, netted the city approximately $60,000 annually. Repeal of the
tax came in response to appeals of
theatre owners and managers, who
pointed out that of the 38 theatres in
operation in 1940, only 18 remain.

Monday, December
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Scenes from Indiscretion of

5

An American

Wife'

"INDISCRETION OF AN AMERICAN WIFE," produced and directed by Vittorio
Sica, was made in Rome, predominantly in that city's train terminal.
Made in
association with the Selznick Studio, it co-stars Jennifer Jones and Montgomery
de

Above, left, Miss Jones stands at a ticket window in the terminal. Above,
shown with Clift in a station platform scene and, at right, in one of the
numerous love scenes from the picture. The story relates the love affair between a
young Philadelphia wife and an Italian-American professor who meet in Rome.
Clift.

she

is

MONTGOMERY
to be seen

in

"From Here

CLIFT, currently

the highly successful

to Eternity,"

one of the

is

shown

tense
scenes being questioned by police
after having been apprehended.
Gino Cervi, leading Italian film
and stage star, known for his roles
in
"Fabiola"
and "The Little
World of Don Camillo," plays the
at right in

film's

police commissioner who helps decide the fate of the lovers when
they are faced with disgrace.

VITTORIO DE SICA, prominent

pro-

ducer-director of the Italian motion picture world, has undertaken his first

American-language film in "Indiscretion
of An American Wife."
Some of his
best known earlier productions, given
warm critical and audience receptions in
America, include "Shoe Shine," "The
Bicycle Thief" and "Miracle of Milan."

PRELUDE TO SHOOTING,
with a problem

in

de Sica was faced

directing "Indiscretion"

Scene above shows the

in English.

producer-director
carefully, if laboriously, emphasizing a point to Clift
as Miss Jones listens, de Sica frequently resorted
to French in conversing with Clift; used interpreters
to communicate with Miss Jones.
Italian

'INDISCRETION' was filmed entirely at night,
during the hours between midnight and five
a.m., when Rome's Termini Station was closed.
Scene below shows de Sica crouched beside a
camera giving directions to Miss Jones and
Clift in preparation for shooting of a sequence. With the restricted hours, production
was in progress over an eight-week period.

;
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Paper Prints Being
Converted to Film

By New Process

Added

modern

films.
said this will insure the

preservation of the historic films made
between 1894 and 1912. Otherwise, it
declared, most of these films would
soon be lost.
that
officials
explained
Library
when films were invented in 1894,
there was no provision in the copyright law to give them copyright protection, but there was a provision for
the registration of copyright claims for
number of motion
photographs.
picture producers therefore sought to
protect their works by making paper
contact prints from 35mm. film and
depositing these paper prints with the
Copyright Office in the Library. This
practice was followed until 1912, when

A

the law was amended to permit registration of motion pictures.

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 6.— Johnny
Weismuller will star in three "Jungle
Jim" films in accordance with an
agreement just signed with Sam Katzman, who has arranged with King
production

for

First California theatremen to
be cited by the Treasury Department in its plan to honor

rights to the newspaper strip.
It will
mark the seventh year that
eismuller will play the title role in three
of these films.

W

exhibitors for their work in promoting the sale of U. S. Savings
Bonds are Charles Skouras, Na-

with the Federal Communications
for permission to construct a second section of a new microwave route from Boston to Lewiston
and Bangor, Me., and to provide addichannels between Albany
tional

TV

and Buffalo.
All Sections Represented
Stations added during November
include: KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex.,

Minn.,

WVET-TV, Rochester, N. Y., KTVQ, Oklahoma
City KLZ-TV, Denver, WjMR-TV,

WHEC-TV

Stein,

Artists Theatres, and
Homer Gill of Bakersfield.
Citations are being presented
at local performances of "Cash
Stashers," a Pete Smith M-G-M
picture made with the cooperation of the Treasury Department, showing the millions of
dollars lost annually by those
who hide money in "old shoe
boxes" instead of buying bonds.
To date, citations have been
made in 14 states.

United

Commission

Rochester,

Fred

Theatres;

tional

filed

KROC-TV,

For

Promoting Bond Sales

the addition of these stations
network service is now available to
230 stations in 143 cities, reports
Ralph L. Helmreich, director of long
lines operations of A. T. & T.
During the month applications were

Ask More Expense

;

New

Orleans

C,

S.

WIS-TV,

;

WNOW-TV,

Columbia,
York,
Pa.,

Champaign, 111., KGTV,
Moines; WIBW-TV, Topeka

Data on Returns

Wayne;

Ind.,

Amarillo, Tex., WSIXTV, Nashville; KCRI-TV, Cedar
WIRK-TV, West Palm
Rapids;
Beach, Fla., WJBF-TV, Augusta,
Ga., and WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 6.— A House
Ways and Means Sub-committee

that the tax laws be
changed to require businessmen to
keep detailed records of the expense

they

claim

on

their

tax

Trans-Lux Dividend
A dividend of 15 cents a share

on
the common stock of Trans-Lux Corp.
has been declared by the company's
directors, payable on Dec. 18 to stockholders of record on Dec. 10.

ANNUAL

studying tax administration and which
today issued a final report setting
forth its recommendations, noted that
a 1930 court decision required the
Revenue Bureau to allow reasonable
deductions even without substantiating.
It urged that the law be amended to
prohibit deductions not supported by
reasonable evidence.

urged that the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue require taxpayers
to keep more detailed records of their
income sources that he enforce requirements of the present law that
persons inform the Bureau of any payments of more than $600 a year for
goods or services; that judges hand

WALDORF ASTORIA

Midnight Supper

For reservations:

Gala Entertainment

Women's Committee,

Dancing

Variety Club Foundation

Door

To Combat

Gifts for All

;

out stiff jail sentences for tax fraud
cases and that Congress toughen the
penalty for willful failure to file a
tax return.

Celebrity Ball
NEW YEAR'S EVE

Prizes

Oct. Average $116.40
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 6. — Craft
union workers in studios averaged
weekly earnings of $116.40 in October, the State Department of Industrial Relations has reported, with the
work week averaging 41.5 hours.

September

hours.
aged $115.76
38.6

That one

office.

"Mr.

is

Photogra-

pictures.

French,

British
each.

Italian,
6.5;
and
6.3,
and Guatemalan, one picture

Weekend Policy Set
For 5 Schine Houses
N.

Dec.

Y.,

6.—

Entertainment Industry's

Otto

Own

Charity

VARIETY CLUB FOUNDATION

New York

19,

for

42.2

month by the

local management of the
Irving Cantor, local manager,
stated that the State, West End, Cameo, Lake and Fairport theatres will
be opened only Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays during the Christmas holiday

circuit.

season.

The management recently re-opened
Cameo and Lake, which had long

the

been closed, and established operation
on an all-week basis. Now the sevenday Schine theatres are the Riviera,
Madison, Monroe, Liberty, Rialto and
Grand. Cantor indicated that the former schedule of the present weekendonly theatres may be resumed after

New

Year's.

Coast to coast and Transatlantic!

fWAs
CONSTELLATION
SKY TOURIST

hours.

Preminger
Europe

in

will

George

York from Europe today. He will
remain here until the end of the year.

New York

-

Francisco

Chicago

New York

-

Chicago

Los Angeles

-

99*
$99*
$ 33*
$ 76*
$

Los Angeles

New York- San

New York

-

London

$270

New York

-

Paris

$

290

*Federol Tax Extra

See your travel agent or
Trans

World

call

Airline:.

Cop' Next for Filmakers

—

HOLLYWOOD,

N. Y.

second experimental plan adopted this

were $107.40 for
October last year aver-

produce and
Bernard
Shaw's "The Doctor's Dilemma" and
James M. Cain's "Galatea." Rights
to both novels have been acquired by
Preminger, who is expected in New

s

TO COMBAT EPILEPSY

of Schine's local theatres will be
open only on weekends, under the

Regularly scheduled service

direct

8th Street,

— The

pher," featuring "Cantinflas."
Trade opinion is that 1953 production will not exceed 100 films and
that not much can be expected of these

figures

Preminger Will Film
Shaw, Cain Novels

Address below

5

6.

Coast Union Weekly

Epilepsy:

for the benefit of the

140 West

Dec.

The sub-committee, which has been Five

EVERYBODY WHO IS ANYBODY
IS GOING TO THE

SERT ROOM,

CITY,

ROCHESTER,

returns.

It also

FIRST

MEXICO

present year, apparently, will be the
worst period for the Mexican film industry since the production of the
first spoken film here 23 years ago.
The bleak expectancy is based upon
the report of the National Cinematographic Board, which points out that
of the 53 pictures made during the
first half of 1953, only 16 have been
released.
Of the 16, said the board,
only one has done well at the box-

has

recommended

deductions

Mexican Production
Faces Worst Year
In Two Decades

9.3;

WCIA-TV,

Ft.

1953

Hollywood, it is pointed out, dominates local screens, commanding some
58.1
per cent of the playing time.
Mexican films, according to the report, comprise 20 per cent; Spanish,

and

WKJG-TV,
KFDA-TV,

Weismuller Signs
For 3 'Jungle Jims'

Syndicate

Network

to

With

Des

Features

Cite Exhibitors

During November, 19 stations in 18
were added to the Bell System's
The nationwide TV network facilities.

—

The Library

Stations

cities

WASHINGTON, Dec. 6.
Library of Congress said a process has
been developed which can convert the
paper prints of early motion pictures
to durable,

New TV

19

7,

Dec. 6.
"The
Story of a Cop," an original by Paul
McNamara, has been selected by Filmakers as its next production. Shooting will start, under the direction of
Collier

Young, on Jan.

4.

ACROSS THE

FLY

US AND Ove»S£AS...

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

74.

DAILY
NEW

1C9

Growing Effect

YORK,

U.S.A.,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

8,

First for

Skouras Sees $3,500,000
British Gross for 'Robe

6

'

Press Strike

Takes Toll at
Theatres Here

Dec. 7.— Spyros Skouras 20th Century-Fox president, predicted
a British gross of £1,250,000 ($3,500, 000) for "The Robe" before leaving
here for the Continent. If realized, the figure would set a new all-time record
for a film in this country.
Despite exhibitor resistance here to
20th-Fox's requirement of stereophonic

Subsequent-run Houses
Seen Mostly Affected

Presses Action on

LONDON,

British Industry

The continued New York newspaper
taken its toll on theatre
grosses in the Metropolitan area, according to a consensus of opinion

among most Broadway and

circuit

executives yesterday.
The lack of display advertisements
is most keenly felt by subsequent-run
houses, a spokesman for Trans-Lux
stated.

The Trans-Lux

official

said

the beginning of the strike,
now in its 10th day, there was little
effect at the box-office, but grosses
(Continued, on page 3)
that

at

United Artists Will

Again Distribute
Kramer's Product
Kramer

Stanley

has concluded a
deal to distribute his independent molion pictures

through United Artists, it
B. Krim,

was announced by Arthur

president

within the next
few days.
returning
In

the

leasing

c o

re-

m

Stanley

Kramer

Bar B. & K. 'Knights'
Day-Date with 'Robe'
ruled

Harper

has

Noah

Dec.

RKO Holdings

WASHINGTON,

Dec.

7.

RKO

— Noah

Dietrich, a director of
Pictures,
sold his entire holdings of 1,000 shares
of
Pictures common stock in

RKO

it was
revealed here today
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
The SEC also reported that Decca
Records, direct beneficial owner of
more than 60 per cent of Universal
Pictures' $1 par common stock, bought
1,800 shares of that stock in October,
making its holdings 600,075 shares.

7.— Federal Dis- by

Charles Feldman Elected

A

'V.P.' of

Company

HOLLYWOOD,

_

presidency

it
was announced by

Ben

Kalmen-

son,

vice-presi-

dent

and

gen-

eral

sales
of

man-

the
Dolid

leaving Warner Brothers on
is

Friday

to
Florida.

in

live

Goodman's
new
Bernard Goodman

duties will

embrace

contracts
sales

He

and

activities

started

in

super-

of
of

coordination
with the home
the

publicity

of

company
were, revealed
here today by
Milton Rackmil,

president,
the ' comr
pany's national
at

sales

execu-

tives'

confer-

ence in the stu-

supervisor of
Warner Brothers exchange operations, will assume the sales contract
duties previously handled by I. F.
(Mike) Dolid,

company.

7.— Plans

the

dio.

Goodman,

Bernard

Dec.

for the production of two Universal
pictures in CinemaScope and the election of Charles J. Feldman to a vice-

'Mike' Dolid's Post

vision

Entire

CinemaScope

Goodman Takes Over

having

Dietrich Sells

2 Features In

include a 2,500-seater in the far
(Continued- on page 3)

rejoined

executive,
in 1952 to

sales

Harper joined M-G-M as a student
shortly after World War II. He previously had been a representative of
the National City Bank in the Far
East.

October,

Court Judge Michael Igoe today
that "Knights of the Round
Table" cannot play day-and-date with
"The Robe" at Balaban & Katz first
run theatres.
M-G-M had requested
unlimited-run
permission from the
(Continued on page 6)
trict

A.

IP to Produce

independents like
Alfred Black, whose operations

As Sales Executive
as a

Firm

Influential

MGM

Harper Rejoins

-

pany with which he started in the industry with "Champion" and "Home
(Continued on page 6)

CHICAGO,

stallations in 50 or so theatres in addition to the 10 already announced.

ager.

indeenter-

Kramer

000 ($19,600,000) will be necessary
to put the industry on a sound financial footing.
A wide divergence of
viewpoint has developed, however, between the two parties as to how the
abatement should be made.
Producers have proposed a flat-rate
(Continued, on page 3)

to Charles M. Reagan, in charge of
domestic distribution, and to Edward
Saunders, assistant general sales man-

e a d q u a rwill be selected

rejoins

Producers
and
exhibitors
have
agreed that a tax abatement of £7,000,-

Odeon-Gaumont circuit contemplates making CinemaScope inRank's

left the company
become
associated with the Jamestown Amusement Co. He will serve as assistant

H

prise,

ence.

Richard

Pictures Corp.

own

Dec. 7.— Leading trade
here will endeavor to
agree tomorrow on proposals for entertainment tax relief to be presented
to Chancellor of the Exchequer Richard A. Butler in the next week or
two. Butler is scheduled to leave for
Australia in early January to attend
the Commonwealth Finance Confer-

M-G-M

Kramer

pendent

LONDON,

associations

installations for CinemaScope
presentations, surveys of suitable theatres are progressing throughout the
country to determine their adaptability
to the 20th-Fox system.
It
is
understood that J. Arthur

sound

ager

of U. A. Kramer will operate
under the banner of Stanley

to his

Relief

PETER BURNUP

By

has

strike

Tax

Ticket

TEN CENTS

1953

sales
field
office.

depart-

The

pictures

to receive Cine-

Chas.

J.

Scope treatment
are "The Black
Shield of Fal-

Feldman

previously titled "Men
Iron," and "Sign of the Pagan
(Continued, on page 7)

worth,"

Boom Years Mistaken
For Work of Genius,
Bernstein Asserts
Sidney Bernstein, British circuit
owner, believes that the "wailing" he
hears in this business "comes from
people who mistook the boom years as
the work of their personal genius."
Bernstein, who is here from London

on

business,

said

that

patronage
he

ment of Warner Brothers in 1929, was Granada Theatres, of which
promoted to advertising accessory
(Continued- on page 7)
sales manager in 1941, then to assistant supervisor of the company's exchanges in 1944 and supervisor of ex-

changes in 1946.

of

U-I

WB

to

Make

in
is

25-30

Cartoons in 1954

Vicksburg Tornado
Kills 5 in Theatre
VICKSBURG,

Miss.,

Dec.

7.—

The Saenger, Paramount Gulf Theand Floyd Murphy's Strand were
demolished by the tornado
which wreaked havoc to 14 blocks in
atres,

virtually

the business district of this city last
Saturday.
Of 28 listed deaths, five
are children picked out of the wreck(Continued. on page 3)

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 7.— Jan. 4
has been set as the date for resumption of production by the Warner
Brothers cartoons studio. During the
past several weeks the company has
brought back manv of its key cartoon
people, including directors, artists and
animators.
Edward Selzer, head, of the cartoon
studio,
following
conferences
with

Jack L. Warner, stated that the company will turn out between 25 and 30
cartoons during the coming year.

%

)

Tuesday, December

Motion Picture daily

M-G-M Meetings

Personal
Mention
RUSSELL HOLMAN,

Preminger Bows to
U.K. Cuts in 'Moon'
LONDON, Dec. 7.— The British

made

Para-

cuts

in

"The Moon Is
it an "X" certi-

Blue" and given

Pictures Eastern studio
returned here yester-

mount

Board of Film Censors has

ficate

which forbids

being

it

children in any

representative,

shown before

day from Hollywood.
•

circumstances.

Cy Bridges, veteran M-G-M salesman of New Orleans, became a grand-

said in America
he would not agree to any cuts
being made in it by censors
there, said he has no complaint
against the British board. The
cuts in the film which the board
demanded were acceptable to

Otto Preminger, producer of
the film,

when his daughter,
Mrs. Bobby Brown, gave birth to a
recently

father

daughter.

•

Max

Lefkowich, head

of the

Com-

munity Circuit, Cleveland, and Mrs.
Lefkowich, have left there for their
winter home at Golden Beach in
Florida.

who

Do

Albert A. Duryea, vice-president

46%

of Oct. Gross

Pathe Laboratories, will leave here
by plane today for the Coast. He will
return on Friday.
Italian films
ROME, Dec. 7.
•
46
per
cent of key city theclaimed
chief
former
Barry Goldman
atre gross receipts during October,
barker of the Baltimore Variety Club,
American films accounting for
with
was honored by the organization at a
cent.
In the same month last
per
48
banquet last Saturday night.
year, Italian films grossed 35 per cent
•
Henry G. Putt, vice-president of and American films 57 per cent.
Trade observers point out that the
Paramount Gulf Theatres, has been
Italian films' percentage of receipts is
United
Cerereelected president of the
not likely to continue at that high rate
bral Palsy Association of Louisiana.
in the coming months with the most
•
Allen Rainwater, formerly of the important American releases schedof

—

,

United Artists booking department in
Atlanta, has joined the Universal
booking department in the same city.
•
Betty Bluffestone, head booker
Imperial Pictures, Cleveland, is
vacationing in Washington and New
for

uled to open.

Biggest Italian grosser during October was "The Return of Don Camillo"
with about $320,000 in 15 cities, second
being "The Wastrels" with about
$200,000. The total Italian film gross
for the

month

in

key

cities

was around

$2,200,000.

York.

to

Stock Quotations

Today

First of the three-day meetings to
be conducted by Howard Dietz with

Trading volume and closing prices
amusement issues on the New York
departmental heads of M-G-M and and American Stock Exchanges, yeswill get under terday, follow:
affiliated companies,
{Courtesy of Fahneway here today with "Knights of the stock & Co., Rockefeller Center
Round Table" the main topic of dis- branch.
There are 12 pre-release
cussion.
N. Y. Stock Exchange
bookings already set for the company's

CinemaScope production, seven
scheduled for opening on Christmas,
three on New Year's, one on Jan. 14,
and one on Jan. 28. The Christmas
openings are in Atlanta, New Orleans,
Cleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Kansas
first

_

manager of the Tivoli

a year in

Toronto as
Theatre for

Adams Minneapolis
Sales Head for IJ -I

Famous Players Canadian.
•
Sidney Kramer,,
Radio short
subjects sales manager, left here last
night for Detroit and Chicago.

RKO

Expect 400 to Attend
Memphis Convention
MEMPHIS,

Dec. 7.— Motion PicTheatre Owners of Arkansas,
Tennessee and Mississippi gathered
here today for the 44th annual conture

vention of the organization. President
Leon Rountree, of Holly Springs,
Miss., predicted it will be the "biggest
ever," with about 400 attending. By
late today, 180 had registered and
many more were expected, with the
meeting really not getting under way
until

Tuesday.

Theme

of the convention

is

"New

Processes in

Screen Entertainment."
Rountree will be succeeded as president by James Carbery, of Rowley
Theatres, Little Rock.
Alex Harrison, of 20th CenturyFox, will discuss CinemaScope at a
Breakfast Tuesday. Mayor Frank T.
Tobey of Memphis will speak at a
luncheon, along with Herbert Barnett,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, executive vice-president of Cinerama,
and technical consultant to the Motion
Picture Producers Association.

MINNEAPOLIS,

Dec.

7.

— Ken-

neth C. Adams, formerly salesman in
Minnesota-Wisconsin
Northern
the
territory, has been promoted to sales
manager of the local Universal International branch, LeRoy Miller, branch
manager, announced.. Adams fills the
post vacated by Pat Halloran following his promotion last summer to
branch manager at Milwaukee. Miller
has not announced a successor to
Adams in the Northern territory.

Arthur Davis Firm

Under New Name
Arthur Davis, importer

of

foreign

films, has discontinued the firm

name

Arthur Davis Associates and replaced it with The Arthur Davis Reof

leasing Organization. The present offices will be retained and enlarged.
The initial release under the new setup
will be "Strange Conduct," starring

Simone Simon.

tion of

mount

15%
18%

Columbia
Decca

Verne West, auditor

in

Para-

studio's accounting department,

and insurance department was announced by Morris H.
to head the tax

Simpson, studio comptroller. He succeeds Bixby Smith, who died last
week.

2,400
2,800
2,400
4,400
2,500
1,400
7,700
5,300
2,500
2,200
3,800
4,200

9%

Eastman

45%

Loew's

12V2

Nat'l

UME CHANGE
—%
5,100

Theatres..

7

+\i
—
—yA
—

Kan. and

St.

.

—
—
—

—

Spyros Skouras to

Aid FJP Campaign

WMGM, MGM

ITOA

amusement

React Favorably to
Moropticon in U.K.
LONDON,

Dec. 7.— British exhibreacted favorably to a
demonstration here of the Moropticon single strip 3-D system, presided
over by Boris Morros, who said he
hopes to produce a Moropticon picture
of his own early next year.
Equipment, to be imported from
Italy, will be available to exhibitors
here within two or three weeks, Morros said.
The indicated sales plan
calls for supplying the projection appliance free to exhibitors who contract
for Pola-Lite glasses at the rate of
2,500 pairs at 9d. a pair per month.
Morros surprised people here with
a statement that he has a process in
development which will give 3-D withThe screen, he said,
out spectacles.
may be available within a year. He
suggested it will be leased on preferential terms to exhibitors who do business with him now on Pola-Lite specitor

leaders

tutions, Skouras said that "the industry is keenly aware of its Federation
responsibility this year."
in the
forefront of the Federation campaign,
the amusement division will not only
live up to its splendid philanthropic
record, but may surpass it in the current campaign, Skouras predicted.

Now

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO GUT MUSIC HALL

"EASY TO LOVE"
.tarring

special

wide-screen

"The Best Years
be held by
night at the

RKO
RKO

of

and

tony
• An

MARTIN

M-G-M

Picture

Hell's Great Christmas Stage

Show

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

STARTS TOMORROW

showing

Our Lives"

•

TECHNICOLOR

and The Music

of
will

Radio

at 7:45 to58th Street Theatre. The invitational screening will be
preceded by a dinner at Toots Shor's
for guests of the company.
"The Best Years of Our Lives,"
winner of nine Academy Awards five
years ago, will be re-released by

...They called

him

HOflClO

noH WARNER BROS.
..

3 Dimension «.warnerColor

PARAMOUNT

RKO

in

ESTHER WILLIAMS

JOHNSON

color by

Will Screen
'The Best Years'

-

Rockefeller Center

van

RKO

division.
will assist

Brandt in conducting a campaign on behalf of Federation's 116 hospitals and social service agencies that have recently added
more than 54 new services.
Indicating that the current drive
must raise $2,450,000' more than was
raised last year to maintain FJP instiSkouras

tacles.

A

Verne West Promoted
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 7.— Promo-

NET

VOL-

CLOSE

ISSUE
AB-PT

27
Louis.
For New Paramount
Pictures.
3%
+Yt
Year's, the openings are scheduled in RKO Theatres..
5
RKO
Memphis, Houston and San Francisco. Republic
3%
The Jan. 14 opening is lined up for Stanley Warner 10%
19%
ys
Indianapolis and the Jan. 28 date is 20th-Fo«
Universal
17
ys
for Buffalo.
Warner
700
UVz
Y2
expublicity,
Plans for advertising,
American
Stock
Exchange
ploitation and international promotion
3,500
4%
whereby all facets of Loew's and its Monogram
%
15
4,300
affiliated enterprises will participate, Technicolor
will be gone into at today's session.
Howard Strickling, studio publicity
head, arrived from the Coast yesterday bulwarked with ideas promulgated
by his various staffs at the Culver
Also attending the sesCity studio.
sion will be Si Seadler, Ed Churchill
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th
and Ollie Kingsbury of Donahue and
Coe, Dan Terrell, Emery Austin and Century-Fox, has accepted the chairOscar A. Doob, as well as Ernest manship of the special gifts committee
Emerling and representatives from of the amusement division of the FedRecords, the eration of Jewish Philanthropies, it
station
Big Three Music Co. and News of has been announced by Harry Brandt,
president of the
and Brandt
the Day.
Theatres, and chairman of the FJP

City,

•

Fred Trebilcock, after
California, has returned to

of

.

him, Preminger said.

Italian Films

•

Start Here

1953
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Strike

International Producers Ass'n Resolves
To Try to Curb Number of Film Festivals

{Continued from page 1)

LONDON,

were affected as programs changed
subsequent-run
week.

houses

during

in

the

Sentiment that the strike has
grosses also was
voiced by executives of
Theatres, Paramount, Brandt
Theatres, the Criterion and Radio City Music Hall. A Loew's
bitten

into

RKO

held, however, that he
see no real box-office
problem as yet as a result of the
strike of photo-engravers, which
has caused the cessation of all
daily Metropolitan newspapers
except the "Herald Tribune,"
which has resumed publication
of an eight-page paper minus
any advertising.
official

could

A

spokesman for Radio City Music

Hall said

to

get

Increase in Radio,
Hall,

ad

Paramount

official

linage.

a

it

to a fairly strong estimated $58,000
at the Paramount for its first week.
to

Marry

A

Millionaire"

is

festivals.

The

council decided to support only those festivals which guarantee that the films shown will subsequently enjoy unrestricted distribution, outside any import quotas, in the country where the festivals have been held, and unrestricted transfer to the country of
origin of rentals accruing to the producers from commercial dis-

Vicksburg Tornado

due

the commercial district.
Property damage to the city at large
is estimated at more than $25,000,000.
The Saenger was the city's leading
also

atre,

theatre.
first-run

in

The Strand was a combined
and subsequent-run house.

Dividend Is Declared
By Stanley Warner

good $35,000 for its fourth
A dividend of 20 cents per share
week at Loew's State, while a nice yesterday was declared on the com$23,000 is seen for the same film at mon stock of Stanley Warner Corp.
the Globe, where it is also in its It is payable Jan. 5 to stockholders of
to hit a

U.K. Tax Action

record Dec. 22.

included the Thanksgiving holiday. A from time to time based on the earngood $23,000 is forecast for the 18th ings of the company and its cash reweek of "From Here to Eternity" at quirements.

Boston Editorial
'Blesses' Films
BOSTON,
way

Dec.

of "getting

—meaning
world—
the

7.— The best
away from it

woes of the
is
motion picture,
the Boston "Globe" commented
all"

in

an

the

editorial.

"A few hours

of

mental and

imaginative detachment from
our struggling planet do wonders for us," the editorial stated.
"They divert the mind, soothe
the nerves, loose the medicinal

power
still

Movies are
the superior mass medium
of laughter.

of entertainment in this coun-

While we are about it, let
us include movies in the list of
benefits for which we are truly
thankful."
try.

the Capitol, while a fair $14,500 is
indicated for the third week of "Take
the High Ground" at the Mayfair.
At the Criterion, a nice $22,000 is
predicted for the second week of
"Cease Fire," in 3-D. For its 11th
week, "Little Boy Lost" at the Rivoli
is expected to do a satisfactory $10,000.
An
Theatres executive, in
commenting on the strike, told of the
many phone calls now being received
at theatres from the public seeking
information.

RKO

Usher

in
Holidays at Rivoli

'Rifles' to

King, is urging consideration
for a plan for a preferential tax rebate of 50 per cent on the screening

of British films.
American distributors here would have much to say
about such a proposal, involving as
it
does existing international trade
agreements in regard to differential
taxation.
CEA's tax committee will meet tomorrow and if it agrees on a tax remission plan, which it must in view
of time limitations, it will meet jointly
with producer representatives immediately after.

Rogers Film Preview
For Skouras Benefit

marking the first showing of a
CinemaScope picture at that Broad-

miere,

way

show-spot.

and dignitaries from many

fields

exhibitors

Americans

the

like

adopt an opposing position on the high cost
will

of directional

sound technique."

There are many exhibitor opponents
here, too, to 20th-Fox's present insistence on certain screens for CinemaScope. Some of these attended the
showing of a test reel from

MGM's

CinemaScope production "Knights of
the Round Table" on a British-made
Stableford screen 52 feet wide. Many
thought the welded and non-seamed
screen exceeded the potential of the
Fox screen in use here.

Skouras

known

to have engaged
talks on the subject
while here and in Germany and elsewhere. The feeling grows that a gettogether is inevitable not only to endeavor to remove exhibitor resistance
but also looking to a general pooling
of ideas and resources.
is

significant

in

Arthur Abeles, managing director
for
that

Warner Brothers

Concern Over
Films' Moral Tone

ROME,
cal

Special Telecast for

'Reef Roxy Opening
Dorothy Kilgallen and Richard Kolmar will "emcee" the special 30-minute

program

A

here

here, confirms
a CinemaScope survey of the
company's Leicester Square Theatre
has been completed, adding that he
hopes "The Command" will have a
CinemaScope opening there early in
ture the pre-world premiere of War- February.
ner Brothers "The Boy from OklaIrving Allen and Albert Broccoli
homa," starring Will Rogers, Jr.
of Warwick Films, distributed by Columbia, announced that "The Cockleshell Heroes," a story of the Royal
will be on hand for the first-night Marines, will be filmed here
in Cinefestivities,
which will receive wide maScope and Technicolor.
coverage by television and radio networks, in addition to newsreel and
still photographers.
The Rivoli will
Voice
be specially decorated for the pre-

usher

ties

return

recent

his

"British

ander

ber

holiday season at the
Rivoli Theatre here with a formal invitational world premiere on the evening of Dec. 22.
group of show business personali-

On

from America, John Davis,
managing director of the Rank
Organization, was credited with
the remark that in his opinion

A

telecast of the invitational premiere of
20th Century-Fox's "Beneath the 12-

the

admirer, has publicly stated that the
majority of exhibitors cannot afford
stereophonic
equipment
asks
and
whether their customers are to be
denied in consequence what he calls
these "great masterpieces of entertainment."

section of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association, led by Sir Alex-

"King of the Khyber Rifles," 20th
Century-Fox CinemaScope film, will
in

has been in correspondence with 20thFox on the matter of the stereophonic
sound requirement and the subject will
be uppermost at the council's meeting

Exhibitors accordingly propose an
involved revision in the existing seat
price scales which, they claim, would
be fair to all theatres.

The 10th annual "Stars and Heroes"
show for the exclusive benefit of The
'The Robe' Still Strong
The board of directors, it was New York "Journal-American" War
About $47,000 is forecast for the pointed out, has not as yet determined Wounded Christmas Fund will be held
12th week of "The Robe" at the Roxy, a regular dividend policy for the com- next Tuesday night at the Skouras
which remains a healthy figure despite pany. The amount and date of future Academy of Music here.
dividend payments will be determined
Tuesday night's show will also feaits dip from the previous week which

fourth week.

Meanwhile, the executive council of
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association

on Wednesday.
John X. Prendergast, C.E.A. leader
in Yorkshire and a fervent Skouras

tribution.

reduction, calculated to aggregate £7,000,000, which exhibitors would deduct from the amounts they send
weekly to tax authorities. Exhibitors
object that such a plan would favor
large theatres.

was stated.
A number of situations, however,
did nicely. "Hondo," in 3-D, opened

"How

from such

noon.
Colonel Simpson of the U. S. Corps
of Engineers of the Mississippi River
Commission headquarters in Vicksburg described the unearthing job at
the Saenger as "touch and go," stating that the job was made slow and
hazardous because the damaged walls
had to be taken down to clean the
main wreckage over the seats.
At a late hour tonight there were
no reports telling accurately of the
situation at the Strand other than that
the damage to the house was very
great.
Nor was there any indication
of the actual extent of damage to the
Palace, a Bijou Amusement Co. the-

not negligible. Another factor contributing to the decline of Broadway
grosses in this pre-Christmas season
was the rain Friday and Sunday evenings,

resolution tc that effect was adopted unanimously by the coundesigned, in particular, to ensure that there should be only one
festival annually at which competitive prizes are given. The council
also agreed that the cost of entering films is too heavy and entirely
disproportionate to any commercial advantages which might accrue

age of the Saenger on Sunday after-

However, a
that

1,800-seater in Belfast; Brinley
Evans in Hull and a number of
others are known to have either
set dates for a "Robe" opening
or to have completed the necessary survey of their houses.

A

In-

wider
audience is attracted through newspaper advertising, although the impact
of "spots" on radio and television is
felt

North; Jackson Withers, whose
circuit is the key to
South
Wales; George Lodge, with an

cil,

last

TV

{Continued from page 1)

—The

{Continued from page 1)

like

newspaper

7.

{Continued from page 1)

other Broadway
houses and circuits, has increased its
radio and television advertising in an
effort to compensate for the loss in

The

Dec.

international film festivals.

the

quiries at the box-office, he said, were
much more frequent, explaining, in
part, the slow start for the Christmas
attraction. The weekend was good, he
added, with a very nice $139,000 estimated for the first week.

Skouras Sees

outstanding decision at the meeting here
of the administrative council of the International Federation of Film
Producers Association was that a determined attempt should be
made to curb the mushroom-growth in recent years of so-called

took longer than usual

it

word

around that
Christmas show had opened
Thursday with "Easy to Love."

for

3

Mile Reef" on the evening of Decem-

TV

16,

Roxy

Theatre.

The

will be presented over

ABC-

at

the

in New York between 8i00 and
Additional coverage will
8:30 P.M.
be gained over CBS radio as Bob
Haymes tape records celebrity interviews for his program.

Dec. 7.—The PontifiFilm Committee headed by

Monsignor O'Connor in a statement issued here today expressed regret that some motion
picture producers in many countries show a lack of concern for

good moral standards

in their

films.

The statement expressed the
committee's hope that the public

would

fulfill its

obligation

by

choosing and encouraging productions which reflect accepted
moral standards.

GINGER ROGERS
WILLIAM HOLDEN
DOUGLAS
PAUL
JAMES GlEASON
with

and introducing

PAT CROWLEY

Pat Crowley
the

is

girl,

young

hungry

for love.

jjpr

Produced by

F PAT

DUGGAN

Directed by

IRVING RAPPER
Written by

EPSTEIN

JULIUS

J.
and

PHILIP

G.

EPSTEIN

Suggested by
J.

M. Barrie's play " ROSALIND'!

BOXOFFICE PROOF THAT

IS

YOU CAN DEPEND ON PARAMOUNT
IN 1954 AS YOU DID IN 1953"..
Just a year ago this month Paramount opened

"Come Back,

New York

Little

City, to qualify it for 1953 "Oscar"

recognition which

won

Sheba" at the Victoria Theatre,

it

received

Victoria.

will

The

"FOREVER FEMALE"

open

picture

and the cast are

contenders for 1954 "Oscars."
fiercest love

dramas ever

It is

filmed.

Broadway where two women

for

Shirley Booth

Academy Award.

the

Soon we

is

when

all

at the

red-hot

one of the frankest,

The background

fight,

fang and claw,

one man, pitting experience against instinct

"FOREVER FEMALE"

is

a tremendous boxoffice

property and will be backed by tremendous selling

support by Paramount.
the

first

engagements.

We urge you to watch all

Tuesday, December

Motion Picture Daily

Kramer

Reviews

UA

to

the Brave."
He- also released
"High Noon" through United Artists
knowledge that Mount Everest had been climbed successfully was prior to establishing the company
timed perfectly as an added thrill to the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth bearing his name at Columbia Picearlier this year.
In honor of this historic event, Countryman Films of tures, where he recently completed
England has made a full-length feature from the footage taken on the expedi- "The Caine Mutiny."
tion.
Color by Technicolor is excellent.
Announcing his new affiliation,
Some shots from earlier, unsuccessful attempts are shown which lead into Kramer stated "The longer you are
the intensive and extensive preparations made for this one. Facts concerning in the motion picture business the
oxygen, food, clothing and other vital necessities which weren't known 30 more you realize how much there is to
years ago are graphically explained. And the various members of the expedi- learn about it. My experiences in the
of

(United Artists)

Walt Disney's

1953

(Continued jrom page 1)

"The Conquest of Everest"

ROB ROY

8,

THE

:

new

all live-action

Technicolor production

STARS
Richard Todd and
Glynis Johns, plus top

tion are introduced with the many chores detailed that each had to perform.
Then the account of the hazardous climb, beautifully photographed, is shown
in as much detail as could be expected.
In fact, this is the major shortcoming of the film. Scaling a mountain,
and especially the highest summit in the world, is inherently exciting to witWhether or not the viewer thinks the participants in such a dangerous
ness.
venture are foolish is unimportant. They expect to be thrilled and "The Con-

quest of Everest" simply isn't thrilling. This is mainly due to the fact that
those portions could not be filmed while actually participating in them. The
actual reaching of the top is never shown, just described. Here is a case
where fiction could do better justice to a theme than could fact.
However, the film is still an interesting, if lengthy, picturization of an imAnd the scenery is a wondrous thing to behold. The wellportant event.
written commentary is by Louis Macneice and is dramtically spoken by

Meredith Edwards.

supporting cast

Running

time,

78

minutes.

General

audience

classification.

For January

release.

past few years have taught

Hollywood, Dec. 1
Jeff Chandler, John Mclntire, Susan Ball, Noah
Beery, Charles Drake and virtually innumerable Indians and Cavalrymen put a lot of dash and movement, not to mention exploitation value, in this
production in color by Technicolor of a frontier story full of action, fighting,
uncertainty, suspense and all-around showmanship. It is a production by John
Michael Hayes which goes along great guns until settling for an over-convenient ending, probably late enough so nobody'll mind much. It was directed
with firmness and conviction by George Sherman. Just where it ranks among
the Westerns in Technicolor released by this company so successfully in
recent seasons is a matter of individual opinion, but it's fully up to snurf as
(Universal-International)

MAUREEN

a spectacular

romance

rich with adventure

and advertised during

FEBRUARY
to

more

than 12,000,000

women who

love

in the picture are good Indians, although most of
them are bad Indians, the former representing the Seminoles (under a pseudonym) and the latter the Kiowas. The place is Texas at a time when the
Kiowas are making the U. S. Cavalry under Col. Jackson Meade (Mclntire)
look so inept that Washington sends out Major Howell Brady (Chandler)
Mclntire is sweet on
to take appropriate steps to remedy the situation.
Widow Corwin (Miss O'Hara) and a few minutes after his arrival Chandler
is too, but the main stream of interest has to do with Chandler's persuading
the peaceful Seminoles to join him in fighting the ferocious Kiowas, a military objective accomplished in a series of minor attacks and ambushes
climaxed by a whopper of an attack by Indians on a frontier fort. The
Cavalry and Seminoles beat off the few Kiowas who manage to survive the
(Susan Ball, much in the new$
battle, and Chandler gets Miss O'Hara.
lately, plays with colorful effect an Indian maiden who seems for a while
to like Chandler pretty well but winds up in the embrace of a noble red man.)
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
R.

WILLIAM

WEAVER

"Clipped Wings"
7

Bowery Boys
THE
Wings." The

will again please their firm supporters in "Clipped
latest in the series, which has won a constant following at
the box-office, should prove to be a somewhat greater grosser than usual for

the series.

and who will love
your astuteness
in

booking

In this outing, a story by Charles R. Marion with the script by himself and
it's the U. S. Air Force that has to put up with Leo Gorcey
in their well meant but violent undertakings to find out the
score and square it. They are in the Air Force by reason of blunder, and
for a time Hall is in a
barracks, with the expected consequences.
Finally, after situations and complications have been wrung dry of laughter
and surprise, they are instrumental in the exposure and apprehension of spies
whose capture redounds to their credit, a redounding they can well use at

Elwood Ullman,
and Huntz Hall

WAF

the time.

ROB ROY
The Highland Rogue

Under Edward Bernds' comedy-experienced direction the indestructible
comedians make the 62 minutes of show-wise Ben Schwalb's production pass
pleasantly indeed. Others in the cast are Bernard Gorcey, Renie Riano, Todd
Karns and June Vincent.
Running time, 62 minutes. General audience classification.

Lillian

Berman, 47

Mrs. Lillian Spitz Berman, 47, secBill
Blumberg, Warner
to

retary

Brothers

home

office field

representa-

died Friday after a brief illness.
Burial was on Sunday at the Beth
David Cemetary, Elmont, L. I.

tive,

I

&K

United Artists

release.

'Knights'

(Continued from page

1)

court for its first CinemaScope picture in the hope that it could open in
Chicago before the year's end. Since
already has transcended the
Jackson Park decree with unlimited

B&K

run privileges for "The Robe," Judge
Igoe decided that the circuit could not
have the M-G-M film until "The
Robe" leaves State-Lake for its outlying run.

The outcome of the bidding will
probably depend upon which theatre
in the Loop could give "Knights of
the Round Table" its earliest date.

Byrne Touring for
M-G-M Campaign
John P. Byrne, M-G-M's Eastern
manager and named captain of

sales

the company's "30th Anniversary Jubi-

by sales manager Charles M.
Reagan, flew yesterday to Minneapolis
on the first lap of a tour of the country on behalf of the company's celelee"

bration.

Rudolph Monter Dead
Hollywood, Dec.

(Allied Artists)

McCALL'S

B

O'HARA,

to box-office potential.
Some of the Indians

that

happier when making one picture
at a time, and following it through
from start to finish. An independent
producer's job doesn't end when he
delivers the negative to the sales department.
Only then does it begin,
because he is very much a part of the
selling,
advertising and exploitation
campaign.
"Now I return to what I believe are
the
happiest
working
conditions
for me."
Kramer further stated he was negotiating for an outstanding literary
property and believed he soon would
be able to announce its acquisition
for his initial

War Arrow"

me

am

Rites for Mrs. Downing
BOSTON, Dec. 7. — Funeral services for Catherine Downing, wife of
John A, Downing, RKO Radio sales
manager Jiere- were held today at the.
Church of the Most Precious 'Blood,
Hyde Park, Mass.

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

7.

— Funeral

tomorrow at Pierce
Brothers Mortuary, for Rudolph Mon-

will

be

held

ter, theatrical and television film producer, 51, who died Saturday following a brief illness. His mother, wife
and daughter survive.

Negrete Rites in Mexico
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 7.— The remains of Jorge Negrete, 42, Mexican
film star and president of the Actors
Guild of Mexico, who died here Saturday, were flown to Mexico on Sunday, for burial.

Tuesday, December

8,

Motion Picture Daily

1953

7

2 in 'Scope

Bernstein

Television --Radio

(Continued from page 1)

chairman of

the. board, is

was a year

it

"We have always believed in showmanship in every Granada theatre,"
he said. "A steel engraving df P. T.
Barnum which hangs in every Granada house is our sacred god."
Granada has applied for a television
license and hopes to operate a station in London under the new comOne of
mercial operations system.
his objectives while in the United
States is to familiarize himself with
television station operations, especially
those of theatre owners, and with some
of the equipment his firm will have
He feels commercial
to purchase.
television will not appear in Great
Britain for another two years.
Most important in Granada's success is incentive to managers, BernHe promotes contests
stein believes.
and their prizes and bonuses provide
Profit-sharing is imthe incentive.
practical because of unequal opportufrom

which result
practices, he said.

has

THE
(5-6

with Pinky Herman,
"HALLMARK HALL OF FAME" on Sunday,

December 20
sponsor for the fourth consecutive year Gian
Carlo Menotti's opera "Amahl and the Night Visitors" over NBC-TV.
If by telecast time FCC approval of compatible color has been
Paul Winchell's
received, the program will be a colorcast.
kinescopes
of previBerle
and
Milton
coast.
on
the
father very ill
M. & A.
ous "Winchell-Mahoney shows" subbed Sunday.
Alexander Productions has acquired all rights including theatrical
and TV to two Chas. R. Rogers productions, originally distributed
Films are "The Powers Girl," starring Geo.
by United Artists.
Murphy, Anne Shirley and Dennis Day, and "Song of the Open
Road," starring Jane Powell, Edgar Bergen and Bonita Granville.
Auditioning with a hundred others for the role of a "woman
who disguises as a child," Athena Lorde won the part in the Dec. 20
episode of "Man Against Crime," TVehicle. For luck she wore her
Paddy Chayefsky,
little girl's (2) shoes, socks, hat and gloves.
play "Marty" won him the Sylvania Award
whose "Goodyear"
Bought one, however, for the
last week, never owned a Tuxedo.
travel?)
will
Paddy,
(Now,
you
presentation.
P.M.)

will

.

.

.

.

The

ballots

5th

About CinemaScope, he said he was
impressed with "The Robe" but had
come to "no conclusion." "How can
anyone come to a conclusion about
the
asked.

with

A

into production next

sum-

exteriors will be made in
the South of France, the studio shots
John Michael Hayes
in California.
Bernstein will
will do the screenplay.
be the producer, Hitchcock the director. No release arrangements have
Bernstein's next picture
been made.
then will be "Dark Duty," to be made
in

The

England,

:

60

Films from Unity
has

acquired

a

new

package of 60 feature films for exclusive first-run-on-television showings
in the

New York

area Starting Jan.

was announced by William C.
Lacey, manager of the station's film
1,

it

department.
Included in the 60-film package,
which is being distributed to
by
Unity Television Corp., are 20 Charlie Chan mysteries, 20 adventure films
and 20 British films produced by

TV

Alexander

Korda,

Hal Roach and

J.

Arthur

Rank,

others.

j^HOWARD

E.

STARK"

Brokers and Financial Consultants

I

TELEVISION STATIONS
j

SO E.

I
|

RADIO STATIONS
58th St., N. Y.
EL

Specialists
|

to

5-0405

Motion Picture Industry

ft

Annual

ft

to a vice-presidency, Rackmil
pointed out that he is one of the real
veterans of the motion picture industry, having started in Omaha as a

ft

salesman for United Artists.
He
Universal in 1929 as branch
manager in Sioux Falls and served
subsequently as branch manager for
the company in Denver, Salt Lake
City and Los Angeles. He was pro-

(TV)

joined

MOTION PICTURE

Critics' Poll, are

being tab-

moted to Western
in 1943 and Western

manager
manager in
1946.
In 1950 he became Eastern
sales manager and the following year
he was made general sales manager,

ft

•

Minority stockholders of

ft

ity

Schiff and Jacob Sacks
to be appointed general
counsel for both their minority action and the suit brought by Louis
Kipnis on behalf of Eli Castleman.
The motion was made after Kipnis
asked the
York Supreme Court
to
discontinue the Castleman suit,
pointing out that his suit is to be
brought to trial on Jan. 4 in Nevada.
Justice Greenberg also reserved decision on the bid to discontinue, which
was opposed by counsel of Halperin,
Natanson, Shivitz and Scholer, in association with Hoffman, Bondi and
Buchwald, representing minority stockholders Schiff and Sacks.
Meanwhile, pending in the Appellate
Division of the
York Supreme
for

New

of the old-time newsreels, authenticity
of the life and times of contemporary

ft

RKO promotion has made a natural tie-up with the "Princess Pat"
KRON-TV program in San Francisco, with the principals plugging
Walt Disney's "Peter Pan," which will open at the Golden Gate
Theatre, Wed., Dec. 16. Not only is this true showmanship but it
likewise is excellent salesmanship for the interest and curiosity of
the young
fans will be whetted enough to direct them to the
local motion picture theatre (many for the first time in their young
lives).
Ork pilot Sammy Kaye will launch a new series of

TV

.

.

.

programs over

WOR

Sunday (11:30

to

noon).

SomeQrie at 1440

Broadway made

a boo-boo in calling the\ program "Sunrrse" Serenade"
•because deejay Bill Taylor's Sunday series over the same station has
had that title for years. Tip to Dave Krengle: why not call the
new show "Sammy's Musical BouKAYE"? (you're welcome). JackBenny's ."Lucky CBStrike" TV-er Sunday, with Gregory Ratoff,
Irene Dunne and Vincent Price, guesting, was one of Jack's best.
ft

ft

ft

On his Dec. 15th telecast, Bob Hope will meet five beauties,
each, hailing from a different town in the United States bearing (his praise agent would have us believe "named after")
Cleveland Robert's surname. The quintette are from Hope,
Maine; Hope, Rhode Island; Hope, Michigan; Hope, Kansas
and Hope, Indiana.

Louis

who sought

charm

ft

suits.

The move was made by attorneys

by producer-writer Michael Sklar and supervisor Jack Kuhne.
The subjects, with imaginative and inspired running commentary
dubbed in, complementing the respective voices of the stars them-

—

RKO

Picbringing suit against the company, found themselves in open dispute yesterday in New York Supreme Court, where Justice Henry
Clay Greenberg reserved decision on
a move to consolidate the two minortures,

eral Telecasting Corp., is the product of painstaking research into
feet of film in the Movietone News library

ft

sales

Attorneys for RKO
Minority Split

more than 100,000,000

amd vivid delineation
America.

district

the post he has held to this time.

We previewed three iS-minute telefilms, "Babe Rath," "Gen.
Douglas Mac Arthur" and "Will Rogers," last week at Movietone
News and saw highly entertaining, replete with human interest,
highlights in the lives of these three great Americans. The series,
"The Greatest Drama," co-produced by Movietone News and Gen-

selves, possess the

CBS-TV Acquires
WCBS-TV

man

ulated and will be published soon after the
first of the year. Last year's tabulation spotlighted several repeat winners (TV), including Max Liebman's "Your Show of Shows,"
Sid Caesar (Best Comedian), Perry Como
Vocalist),
(Best
Male
John Cameron
Swayze (Best Newscaster), Kate Smith
Show (Best Daytime Show). Radio repeaters included: Jack Benny (Best Comic),
Guy Lombardo (Best Pop Orchestra), Eve
Arden (Best Comedienne), Edward R. Murrow (Best Newscaster) and Mel Allen (Best
Sportscaster).

Al-

fred Hitchcock for another Transatlantic Picture.
It will be "To Catch
Thief," with Cary Grant the star,

go

Kate Smith

how

process, until one sees
creative people use it?," he
this

,

DAILY-FAME

"We also had our own version of
stereophonic -sound," he said. "Yet noHe
body noticed it or the screen."
stated that other experiments convinced him that the improvements
didn't matter that much to his patrons.

will

.

that have been pouring in from radio-TV
editors and columnists from all parts of the
United States in the 18th Annual (Radio)

screens.

mer.

.

TV

'

and

.

.

ft

arranging

.

tests for

;

.

.

Granada has experimented with a
wide-screen at the Granada Theatre
at Tooting, playing "The War of the
Worlds," Bernstein said, in deprecating the business possibilities of such

is

.

been

camera

booking

Wide-Screen Being Tried

Bernstein

CinemaScope
conducting
both pictures for the
past several weeks.
"The Black Shield of Falworth," a
story of England during the days of
King Henry IV, will have a cast
headed by Tony Curtis and Janet
Leigh and including David Farrar,
British star
Barbara Rush, Herbert
Marshall, Ian Keith, Craig Hill and
Dan O'Herlihy. Production will start
Friday with Robert Arthur producing.
"The Sign of the Pagan," a story
of the Roman Empire, will be made
on an equally large scale.
Ludmilla
Tscherina,
European ballerina and
actress, was flown here from Paris to
co-star with Jeff Chandler. This picture is scheduled to get under way
next week with Albert J. Cohen producing and Douglas Sirk directing.
In announcing the elevation of Feld-

bigger than

ago.

nities

(Continued from page 1)

New

j

RKO

Pictures
a motion by
challenging the appointment of a referee to question the good faith of the

Court

is

RKO

Nevada

action.
Attorneys for
Pictures declared their neutrality in
yesterday's dispute involving the opposing minority stockholders' attor-

neys.

Organ Magic

JACK

WARD

on TV and Radio
23rd We«k at

Rainbow Room
Radio City,

N.

Y.

Ho w To Marry
A Millionaire"
TECHNICOLOR

will be the

secon

highest grosser in

20th s history .

1

Number One
/IW~ is "THE ROBE"!

VOL.

74.

NO.

NEW

110

YORK,

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

U.S.A.,

S-W

Upholds Film
S-W

Balto. Court

Hits

Law and

Blue."
The court's reversal of the censor
board's ban opens the way for exhibition of the picture in Maryland
as soon as the necessary formalities
for securing the seal of approval have
been met by attorneys for United
distributor,
Artists,
the
and Otto
Preminger, the producer.

In his opinion, Judge Moser termed
the action of the board in banning the
(Continued on page 6)

Five

More Cinerama

Houses in US Seen,
For a Total of 14
The expansion

of exhibition facili-

Cinerama in the U. S. during
1954 was reported here yesterday to

ties for

be limited to an additional five situawhich would bring the total
number of Cinerama installations in

tions,

country up to 14.
The Stanley Warner Corp., which
has exclusive production and exhibi-

jury to-

and Arthur Manfredonia, manager of the Stanley Theatre, for
showing "The Moon Is Blue"
in the latter theatre.
Stanley

Warner and

the

theatre

had

been charged with possessing
an obscene film. The grand jury

saw the picture
The decision

last Friday.

will clear the
for an immediate opening
of the film at the Stanley here.

way

of

Is

Hudson County grand

or insufficient evidence to
indict the Stanley Warner Co.

BALTIMORE,

on "The Moon

8.— The

bill"

Reverses Md. Ban on
'Moon' as 'Capricious'
Dec. 8.— Either the
Motion Picture
Censors should be abolished or a state
censorship statute should be enacted
which could be "constitutionally enforced," Baltimore city court Judge
Herman Moser suggested today as he
reversed the state censor board's ban

First 9

In 'Moon' Case
JERSEY CITY, Dec.

day returned a verdict of "no

Censor Board

Maryland Board

Is Cleared

National Dairy Meet

To Be Held Via

TNT

National Dairy Products Corp. will
hold a closed-circuit television business meeting through the facilities of
Theatre Network Television on Jan.
it was announced yesterday by Nathan L. Halpern, president of TNT.

21,

The

closed-circuit

"tele-session"
audiences of
salesmen, dealers, and subsidiary companies' personnel of the Sealtest division of the company, who will be
gathered in theatres located in 16
cities. The theatres designated in each
of the cities as the "tele-session" meeting place will be taken over completely
by the Sealtest audience. The television program will originate from New
York, headquarters of National Dairy.
The closed-circuit telecast will cover
will

in

An

9,

TEN CENTS

1953

Upswing for
Weeks with

Product Solution

Release Prints

$800,000 Profit

An operating profit of more than
$800,000 before provision for Federal
income taxes and before profit and
loss on sales of fixed assets was reported by the Stanley Warner Corp.
here yesterday for the first nine weeks
of the company's new fiscal year,
which began Aug. 30.
This information was contained

in

a financial report sent to stockholders
by Si H. Fabian, president. Accompanying the report was the company's
proxy statement for the annual meeting, set for Jan. 14, 1954, in Wilmington, Del.
The report, covering the period

from March

1

to

Aug.

on the process, was said
(Continued on page 6)

rights

'Knights' Promotion

Plans Told by Dietz
With

all

members

of the

M-G-M

promotion department and Loew affiliated companies in attendance, Howard Dietz yesterday revealed that
M-G-M plans one of the greatest
campaigns in its history for the
launching of "Knights of the Round
(Continued, on page 7)

Warns Against
MEMPHIS,
of prints,

Dec. 8.—The release
no matter in what media the

production was filmed originally, in
dimensions adaptable to small theatres

and

bert

Barnett,
president of the
Society of Motion Picture
and Television
Engineers.
In an address
before the convention of the
Motion Picture

$649,800 arising from sales of theatres
and other properties. Such operating
loss, it was added, is after deducting

(Continued on page 3)

De

(Continued, on page 3)

to Release

Sica Production

HOLLYWOOD,

Theatre
OwnDec. 8.— Negotiaers of MissisHerbert Barnett
have been completed between
sippi,
TennesHarry Cohn, president of Columbia
Pictures, and Frank I. Davis, Jr., see and Arkansas. Barnett declared
(Continued, on page 7)
president of Selznick Co., Inc., whereby Columbia will distribute (in the
Western Hemisphere) "Indiscretion of
an American Wife," co-starring Jennifer Jones and Montgomery Clift. The
picture marks the American-language
production and directional debut of
(Continued- on page 3)
tions

Moropticon Offering
Three Sales Plans
For New 3-D System

Prospects Bright

_

OKLAHOMA

CITY, Dec.

A

new

ticon

8.

Magnetic

was stressed here today by Robert
manager of Texas Inter-

Speaking at the annual
convention of the Theatre Owners of
Oklahoma, O'Donnell also discussed
Telemeter and urged a re-awakening
to showmanship.
The industry, O'Donnell said, can
look forward to a saving of $165,000,000 annually within the next two
state circuit.

or

three

size

potential impact on
O'Donnell, .vice-president

because of magnetic
tape.
The saving, he added, will be
effected through both production and
distribution, and "it will be up to us,

install

equipment now.

'Christmas Salute'

Ahead

of Last Year

years

the exhibitors, to demand and get our
share."
"By utilizing the new electronically

(Continued on page 3)

BOOK IT
RICHARD TODD NOW!

ADVERTISED

starring

DflV GLYNIS JOHNS

house to

Instead of the previously announced
(Continued on page 3)

tape's
J.

sales policy for the Moropsingle strip 3-D system was

revealed
here
yesterday
by
Al
O'Keefe, vice-president of the Moropticon-Pola-Lite Corp.
The policy, he
said, would enable operators of any

O'Donnell Sees Magnetic
Tape An Industry Boon
the industry
and general

was

advocated here
today by Her-

comprising an operating
of $320,900 and a capital loss of

Columbia

drive-in

situations

of $970,700,
loss

Stifling

Small, Drive-in Theatres

be exclusively for

Every minute flam es with furious action!

WaltDisney'sUrth

Barnett Urges

29, listed a loss

this

tion

In All Sizes,

All

Live Action

in

Technicolor

IN THE
FEB. ISSUE

Early reports on the annual "ChristSalute" of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital indicate that collections are running ahead of last year,

mas

it

was

lowing

disclosed here yesterday fola meeting of the executive

(Continued on page 7)

More than
5,750,000
Primary Readers

OF
THE"MGAZiNElO'tlOUNG

ADULTS

Wednesday, December

Motion Picture Daily
Columbia

Personal
Mention

Pays

SPG and AMPP Open

Stock Dividend

Pact Negotiations

network

television

CBS.

of

•
Altec Service
Wilschke,
O.
E.
Corp. operating manager, who underwent surgery last week at Overlook
Hospital, Summit, N.

J., is

recuperat-

ing.

•

Harry Goldstein,
representative,

field

Allied
in

Artists

Boston from

New

York, has been hospitalized
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital.
•

Dorothy

Blumenthal,

in

secretary

Swerdlove, of the Screen Guild,
Boston, is in Peter Bent Brigham

to

In conformity with the requirements of the New York Stock Exchange with regard to such accountingprocedure, the company's earned surplus account is being charged $15
per share for each new share of com-

•

on

several
distribution
and exhibition
corporations and three individuals will
be argued on Dec. 21.
The motion to dismiss is being
brought against a complaint by the
Martina Theatre Corp. of Albion
which seeks a treble damage judgment
charging that the defendants are acting in restraint of trade.
Names of the defendants are Schine
Theatres, Inc., J. Meyer Schine, Louis

ous fringe benefits.

Sarnoff a Sponsor of
6

Cantor' Premiere

mon

stock issued as a stock dividend,
excluding the dividend of shares held
The amount reprein the treasury.
sents the market value as of Oct. 8.

Al

Hospital there for surgery.

In Buffalo Dec. 21

Proposals, preOct. 25.
sented several months ago, include a 15 per cent wage increase, a pension plan and vari-

tional shares of common stock were
issued, those entitled to a fraction of
a share received a check for the cash
representing the value thereof.

Hub Cinerama Debut
To Aid Jimmy Fund

vice-presi-

dent of Altec Service Corp., has arrived in Beverly Hills from New

Fred E. Gkeenway,

manager

Loew's Poli Palace, Hartford,
Hartford Hospital.

is

of

hos-

pitalized in

Prichard, Allied Artists
Southern district manager, was in Atlanta last week from Dallas.

James

Poster vs. NSS Action
Slated for Feb. 1
PHILADELPHIA,

Dec.

8.

— The

anti-trust action of Independent Poster

Exchange

against National Screen
Service, Inc. and the major film companies will be argued before the Cir-

Court of Appeals here on Feb. 1.
The action is being appealed from a
dismissal in the district court by Judge
Kirkpatrick, who claimed that the action was barred because the plaintiffs
had settled a previous case with substantially the same defendants about
a decade earlier.

BOSTON,

Dec. 8.— The entire proceeds of the New England premiere
of "This Is Cinerama," to be held at
the Boston Theatre here on Dec. 30,
have been offered to the Jimmy Fund
of the Variety Club to be used for

Skouras, Boasberg
Plan BSA Meeting
Spyros S. Skouras and Charles
Boasberg, co-chairmen of the amusement division for the Greater New
York Councils of the Boy Scouts
Fund Raising Campaign, will speak at
a meeting of the division to be held
Friday at the' Hotel Astor. Also
scheduled to deliver an address is
Joseph L. Eckhouse, executive head of
Gimbel's, New York department store.
Nathan Lapkin has been succeeded
by Phil Harling, of the Fabian circuit, as head of the theatre equipment
committee for the drive.

cuit

WASHINGTON,

A

plaDec. 8.—
giarism suit against Paramount Pictures was appealed to the Supreme

Court today.

New 3-D System
From
A

Savini,

new 3-D

Feys

system, called the As-

The
Wiren,

suit

was brought by Myra Page
claims that the company

who

3-D

single

camera optical

unit, to

be utilized in the production of both
3-D pictures and wide-screen, has
been perfected by R. M. Savini and
John C. Feys, president and vice-presi-

Schine

in

and

John A. May, and

RKO

Radio,

Warner

Century-Fox, Loew's
Artists, Columbia and Uni-

Brothers,

20th

premiere committee for the opening of
Brothers' new color in Technicolor musical, "The Eddie Cantor

United

Warner

versal.

Story," which takes place on Wednesday evening, Dec. 23, at the Para-

that the Schine defendants are engaged
in a "combination of conspiracy" in
restraint of trade.
The complaint alleges the various corporations, by vari-

mount Theatre
will be

Youngstein
Toast
Variety Club Crew
Max

E. Youngstein, vice-president
of United Artists, will be toastmaster
at the installation luncheon of Variety
Club, Tent No. 35, to be held here
Friday at the Piccadilly Hotel. The
new crew will be inducted by Jack
Beresin, chief barker of Variety Clubs
It
is
expected that
International.
plans of the new administration will
be outlined by Edward L. Fabian,
incoming chief barker.

50-Cents-and-Under

Columbus Tax Ended
Dec. 8.— Neighborhood theatres here will be virtually
free of the city's 3 per cent admission
tax after Jan. 1. Repeal of the tax
on tickets of 50 cents and less was
voted by the City Council, following
a petition from theatremen here for
the action. General top admission in
neighborhoods is 50 cents. The tax
reduction will not pass to patrons.

used material from her play, "Most,"
for its production of "Death Takes
A Holiday." The Court of Appeals

RKO

for the District of Columbia
in favor of the company.

consisting

had ruled

served

Paramount,

In the complaint,

Martina charges

"deals" prevent independent exhibitors from obtaining films.
Martina also contends that "the pro-

ous

defendants
have
ducer-distributor
knowingly and continuously engaged
in a combination and conspiracy to restrain and to monopolize interstate
and foreign commerce in distribution
and exhibition of motion pictures in

Sherman law."
In an affidavite filed with the notice
of motion, the film corporations contend that Martina filed an identical
complaint in 1951, which was settled
violation of the

upon payment

of $23,000.

vit states there is
in the

The

affida-

no cause for action

present complaint.

Grainger, Raftery

Upheld on Appeal
The Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court yesterday unanimously approved the Bronx Surrogate Court's earlier ruling exonerating Edmund C. Grainger and Edward C. Raftery of charges of fraud
their

in

trusteeship

of

the

Maurice

A. Shea Estate.
Grainger, former president and gen-

manager of Shea Enterprises,
and Raftery, motion picture attorney,
were trustees of the estate with
eral

E. Shea. The action against
two, both now associated with
Theatres, was brought in 1952
by Dorothy Shea, daughter of the
founder of the Shea circuit and wife
of Gerald Shea, its present head. The
Surrogate's court approved the report
of a referee rejecting all charges of
fraud against the defendants and an
appeal to the Appellate Division was
taken by the plaintiff.

Thomas
the

RKO

Books Disney Show Alfred Gelbspan Dies

A

complete Walt Disney program,
of
"Peter Pan," "Bear
Country" and "Nature's Half Acre,"
Theatres
has been booked by
Killed
Drive-in
beginning Dec. 16 and extending into
houses throughCLEVELAND, Dec. 8.—Word has the new year.
Astor 3-D
respectively,
of
dent,
Films, Inc. The system is said to fea- reached here that Norris Wilson, own- out the country will play the program,
Radio
ture a single film, camera and lens, er of the Cadiz Drive-in, was killed said Charles Boasberg,
New York
and can be projected by a single or on Nov. 28 while on a hunting trip general sales manager.
dates, he added, have not yet been set.
in West Virginia.
double projector.

tor

Dec. 8-— Notice has
Federal Court here
that a motion seeking the dismissal of
$841,500 anti-trust suit filed against

W.

COLUMBUS, 0„

Plagiarism Suit
To High Court

BUFFALO,

been

David Sarnoff will be honorary
chairman of the Educational Alliance

here.
Arthur Murray
honorary vice-chairman of the
committee under the sponsorship of
the Educational Alliance Alumni AsYork.
sociation and the Eddie Cantor Camp
Committee.
Walter Reade, Jr., president of the
Sarnoff and Murray are alumni of
Theatre Owners of America, will re- the benefit of child victims of cancer.
Educational Alliance, New York
the
Memphis
turn here tomorrow from
Fabian, president of Stanley
Si
community service organization which
and Oklahoma City.
making
in
Warner Cinerama Corp.,
gave Cantor and other prominent citi•
the offer to donate the proceeds, sent
zens a guiding hand in their formative
that
he
has
Corp.
Service
York
Ward,
Altec
New
from
A. A.
word
years.
vice-president, has returned to New been awaiting the opportunity to parFollowing the special showing, "The
ticipate in the work of the Jimmy
York from Memphis and Nashville.
Eddie Cantor Story" will begin a reg•
BuildFund, having visited the Jimmy
ular public engagement at the ParaMilton Berle will be married to- ing on a recent trip to Boston and mount on Dec. 25.
rapid
the
himself
seen
for
having
day to Ruth Cosgrove. A reception
progress being made in this endeavor.
will follow at the Plaza Hotel.
•
to

H. M. Bessey, executive

To Argue Dismissal
Of Anti-Trust Suit

Dec. 8.— The
Screen Publicists Guild has
opened negotiations with the
Association of Motion Picture
Producers on a new contract to
replace the pact which expired

HOLLYWOOD,

Stockholders of Columbia Pictures
have received a stock dividend equal
to 2 l/2 per cent of the common stock
1TRIC A. JOHNSTON, president issued and outstanding on Oct. 23. In
of the Motion Picture Associa- lieu of cash, stockholders holding 40
next or more shares received one share of
tion of America, will be guest
Monday on "Chronoscope" over the stock for each 40 shares. As no frac-

1953

9,

RKO

Owner

RKO

RKO

Alfred Gelbspan, father of Herb R.
Gelbspan, vice-president of the Hal
Roach Studios, died here yesterday.
Alfred Gelbspan was formerly connected with Columbia Pictures. Funeral services will be held at Forest
Park Chapel, Queens Boulevard, Long
Island,

tomorrow.

Dr. Stanley Gelbspan, another son,
also survives.
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W Reports Profit

Magnetic Tape S(Continued from page
recorded tape," he
tion

and distribution costs can be prac-

since the tape will
be compact and light enough to be
Actually, the
shipped parcel post.
tape will be small enough to carry in
a coat pocket."
tically eliminated,

improvement
some
adjustments which the

The

technical

will necessarily result in

labor

economy can

absorb,
O'Donnell said, explaining that

over-all

personnel can be
reduced by 75 per cent; 3,125
employes will be able to handle
distribution

where

distribution

now

there

are

approximately 12,500 em-

ployes. He predicted that film
transportation costs will practically be eliminated with the

advent of
that

magnetic tape and
average $22,000,000

the
yearly

charges, including a charge of
depreciation
and
for
$1,345,100
amortization of buildings, leaseholds
and equipment. The operating results,
the report continued, were adversely
affected by charging to expenses certain non-recurring items relating to
the organization of the company on
March 1, when exhibition and producall

tion
into

of

Warner Brothers was

two separate

split

firms.

Other factors

contributing to the
results, the report stated, were expenses required to adapt theatre equipment to show 3-D films, and a portion of the expense relating to the installation of wide screens and stereophonic sound necessary for the exhibition of pictures produced in other
new processes.

Sees 'Public Response'
Regarding the brighter results

in

transporting
film can be reduced to less than
$1,000,000 by shipping parcel

the first nine weeks of the new fiscal
year, Fabian said that "while we cannot assert that operating profits will

post.

continue at this rate, it is a healthy
portent, reflecting the benefits from
some of the changes in operation instituted by your new management and
the basic public response to improved
motion picture product."

spent

for

"This technical achievement plus
smart analysis of picture selling can
be the solution for the motion picture
industry," O'Donnell said, adding that
appeared
"our
future
has
never

At the annual meeting,

brighter."

Telemeter,
regard
In
to
which was demonstrated recently by Paramount in Palm
Springs, Cal., O'Donnell said
that it could either become a
"tremendous boom" or a "tre-

mendous danger"
try.

to the indus-

controls

exhibition

If

and "we produce
special events and added attractions for Telemeter consumption, then we can expect the
he
boom," he said.
But,
Telemeter

our feature
simultaneously for Telemeter and theatre
screens, then we can expect the
O'Donnell
serious
hazard."
pointed
films

out,

are

"if

released

said that, in his opinion, feature
films should not be released to

Telemeter

without

a

As
had

for television, O'Donnell said it
hurts theabeen proved that

tres

in a

TV

it

is

first

TV

audience beintroduced, but the
gins to decline after 11 months. Exhibitors must start a progressive campaign to get that audience back into

To

date,

the

report

continued,

Columbia-De Sica
(Continued from page

O'Donnell said the Texas Council
of Motion Picture Organizations had
designed two campaigns for next year
The first is
to win back the public.
planned for April, with the goal being

Vittorio de Sica. The production will
be distributed in England and on the
Continent by de Sica, and throughout
the rest of the world it will be handled
by various territorial distributors.
The deal represents the first asso-

between Columbia and
David O. Selznick enterprises.
ciation

the

Davis stated that "we believe" Columbia "has few peers and no superiors in aggressive showmanship, and
in the sale of product to both exhibitors and the public.
So strongly
do we believe this that we did not even
entertain certain other offers, or even

picture for several other
distributors who had been
pursuing us for it.
are confident
that Columbia will get great results

April figures. Advertising will be increased and theatre employes will be
indoctrinated with loyalty to the in-

on

A

O'Donnell bemoaned the fact
dustry.
that the industry had decreased its
advertising since 1946 while other industries had increased it.
O'Donnell concluded with the statement that "we can look forward to
elimination or certainly a reduction
of the 20 per cent Federal admission
tax.
This is one more of the many
bright spots on our horizon for 1954."

Yesterday a group of theatre owners-

met with the Oklahoma Congressional

WTR1

sales

program which

committed

an

for a minimum of 30,000
Pola-Lite glasses over a period of
one year, O'Keefe said that the company's new sales policy consists of
three individual sales plans which now
make Moropticon "easily available to
all exhibitors."

exhibitor

Three Plans Offered

new

"In setting up this

O'Keefe

sales plan,"

said, "exhibitors will find

one

of the three plans definitely suited to
his particular situation.
These three

plans reflect some exhibitor reactions
following our Moropticon demonstrations recently held in New
York,
directors, approve and ratify the em- Philadelphia and Chicago."
The three new sales plans consist
ployment contract between Fabian
Enterprises and Stanley Warner, cov- of the following
Plan
The company will furnish
ering the services of Fabian and Sam
Rosen, executive vice-president, and the exhibitor a complete Moropticon
act on the proposal to amend the cer- system with a contract for 30,000 pairs
of Pola-Lite glasses in a period of
tificate of incorporation.
one year, at a minimum rate of 2,500
Directors Named
pairs per month.
The exhibitor may
The following were nominated by accelerate his purchases and it is posmanagement to be reelected to the sible that he can use the entire 30,000
board for a two-year term Harry M. pairs on his first engagement.
$500
Kalmine, Maurice A. Silver and Les- deposit will accompany the order and
ter Crown.
Kalmine is vice-president will apply against the last 5,000 pairs
and general manager of the corpora- of glasses furnished. This agreement
tion, while Silver is zone manager in is for the usage of the Moropticon
charge of theatre operations in the system for a period of 12 months. It
Pittsburgh and Cleveland areas, and can be renewed for an additional year
Crown is a vice-president of the and from year to year as desired.
Plan B The company will furnish
Marblehead Lime Co., Chicago.
According to a schedule of execu- the Moropticon system with a paytive salaries in the proxy, the remun- ment of $500 which will accompany
eration to Fabian and Rosen for the the contract and with a commitment
March to August period totaled for 12,000 pairs of Pola-Lite glasses
$78,000 David G. Baird, finance com- at the minimum rate of 1,000 pairs
The exmittee chairman, $18,200; Kalmine, per month for 12 months.
$65,000; and Silver, $19,500.
The hibitor will have the usage of, and retotal paid to all directors and officers tain the Moropticon equipment for a
for the period was put at $235,625. period of five years.
Under the Fabian and Rosen employOne for Outright Lease
ment contract, their earnings are paid
Plan C This plan is for the outto Fabian Enterprises, a family corright lease of the equipment for a twoporation.
year period with no commitment of
Pola-Lite glasses.
$500 deposit will
accompany the order and the exhibitor
will pay $62.50 a month, with the $500
(Continued from page 1)
deposit applying against the last $500
due under the terms of the agreement.
the merchandising, advertising, and
The total rental for the two years is
promotion plans of National Dairy for
$1,500.
the marketing of Sealtest products in
O'Keefe pointed out that other key
the coming year.
The tele-session city demonstrations of Moropticon are
will enable National Dairy to tie in
being planned

Schenectady, Troy and Albany area.
The annual meeting, according to
the proxy statement, will elect three

A

:

New

A

:

:

;

:

screen

the

front-line

We

'Indiscretion,'

and share

its

will lead to other associations

hope it
between

our companies."
"Indiscretion of an

American Wife"

will be released early in the

Extensive exploitation
are under way.

new

plans

delegation to discuss the

and will be announced

selling and
with the national

promotional efforts
program.
two-hour television entertainment
program will be featured in the telesession.
The entertainment will inlocal

A

achieve the biggest attendance in
the history of the industry in Texas.
second campaign is planned for
August for the purpose of topping the
to

45,500 shares of Stanley Warner common stock has been purchased by the
company, which utilized a portion of
the cash received from the sale of
theatres.
The cost to the company
for the purchase of these shares was
put at $465,394.
It was also noted in the report that
the company, subject to the approval
of the Federal Communications Commission, purchased a 50 per cent interest in the Van Curler Broadcasting
Corp., which is constructing the new
television
station
in
the

1)

National Dairy

1)

Praise for Columbia

Planned

(Continued from page

A

theatres, he said.

Two Campaigns

was

it

stockholders will be
asked to permit the company to
further diversify its business
activities by acting on a proposed amendment to the company's certificate of incorporation.
The amendment is being
offered, the report explained, so
that the company's income is
not dependent solely upon the
entertainment field. The present certificate limits the company, in general, to business in
the entertainment field, it was
added.
stated,

definite

availability date.

community when

Moropticon

(Continued from page 1)

1)

"transporta-

said,

3

year.

already

elimination

of the theatre excise tax.

tegrate
show - business background
with the National Dairy commercial
messages to its audience.
The use
of a specially created television show
marks a first in closed-circuit television showmanship, Halpern said.

Beverly Will Handle
McCarthy's 'Promise'
Glenn McCarthy, Texas

Pictures, Inc., by which Beverly will
over distribution
of
"Green

take

Promise," which McCarthy produced
in 1950 for
Radio release. The
picture stars Walter Brennan.
Beverly also is taking over distribu-

RKO

tion

of

"Mr.

Peek-A-Boo"

from

United Artists, and "Vicious Years"

The convention adjourned without from
electing new officers and directors.
The organization's elections will be
held by mail.

financier,

has completed an agreement with Herbert Bregstein, president of Beverly

Allied Artists, and will release
Hal Roach's recently completed "The
Lamb in the Manger," a Christmas
subject starring Maureen O' Sullivan.

when arrangements are

finalized.

B & K Planning Dual
Plus Stage
CHICAGO,

Show

Dec.

8.

—

The

first

double feature plus stage show ever
to be presented at the Chicago Theatre is scheduled for the Dec. 18 week,
just before the opening of "Kiss Me
Kate" on Christmas Day. Balaban &

Katz

is

selling

the

triplet

as

its

"Christmas present" to the public.
"Vicki" and "The Glass Web" are
booked as the features, and B&K is
with
leading
dickering
recording
artists to headline the stage bill.

Rank's 'Malta Story'
To United Artists
United Artists will release "Malta
Story," the J. Arthur Rank adventure
drama depicting the wartime defense
of the British island fortress in the
Mediterranean
and
starring
Alec
Guinness. The film was produced by
Peter de Sarigny and directed by
Brian Desmond Hurst.

THE GREAT EVENT THAT
USHERS IN M-G-M's
30™ ANNIVERSARY
TUBILEE!

Soon

tlie

FIRST

World

will

see

M-G-M's

Production in the madic of

^InemaScoPc

IN

COLOR MAGNIFICENCE
||

How
tke

fitting tkat tkis

start

"M-G-M's

of

a

great

migkty picture marks
industry celekration

30™ ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE"!

1

;
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National

Balto. Court
(Continued from page

Wednesday, December

Pre-Selling

1)

"arbitrary and capricious."
He
held that the picture is "neither obscene, indecent nor immoral, nor tending to corrupt public morals" but is a
story of "virtue triumphant."
The power of the censoring body is
film

"V/I OGAMBO,"
-VJ tung

in the

reports Phil

December

Har-

issue of

"Woman's Home Companion," "is the
story of a show girl, Ava Gardner,
who is jilted by a Maharaja. She

limited to banning what is "obscene
consoles herself with Clark Gable,
and indecent" because of recent U. S.
head of an African hunting expedition.
Supreme
Court
decisions,
judge
But wild animals are Clark's main
Moser said. He suggested that, under business and
he soon drops Ava, when
present circumstances, the state legisGrace Kelly and her anthropologist
lature either pass a censorship statute
husband arrive for a safari into gowhich could be "constitutionally enrilla country."
forced" or that the Maryland Board
"Mogambo" offers stunning shots of
Motion
Picture
Censors
be
of
the savage splendor of Africa, plus a
abolished.
good cast in a thrill-packed drama.
•
The functions of the board,
the opinion stated, could be
"How to Marry a Millionaire"
taken over by existing prosewas chosen as the picture of the
cuting officials.
month for January by Edwin MilThe court criticized the board for ler, motion picture editor of "Seven-

not having any "fixed standards" by

which to interpret what
Immoral and obscene,"

is

limits
stitute
the
authorizations.

the

Referring

in his

picture

tion

of

which

conboard's

opinion to the mo-

industry's

Production

Code Administration, which has

re-

fused its seal of approval to the film,
the judge said "those clauses in the
Code cited against 'The Moon Is
Blue' are not such standards as may
be constitutionally applied by governmental censors."
Sydney R. Traub, chairman of the
state censor board, said he thought
Judge Moser's decision should be appealed so that the Court of Appeals
could pass on the censorship law.

Cinerama
(Continued from page

1)

have plans for the foreign exhibi-

to

tion of

ing

the

Cinerama in 10
coming year.

teen."

•

"indecent,

situations dur-

The outlook

for
according to the same
1954,
source, is the operation of 24 worldwide Cinerama houses by the end of

Came from Outer Space," "All
American," "No Business Like Shoiv
"It

'

Business," "East of Sumatra," "Forever Female," "His Majesty O'Keefe"
and "Take Me to Town" are all advertised and the pictures' male stars
spotlighted in eight full color pages
appearing in December's "Coronet,"
which, incidentally, also advertises

Van Heusen

shirts.

•

"Sabrina
Fair's"
director,
Billy
Wilder, speaking about the picture's
star,

Audrey Hepburn,

factor limiting the number of
Cinerama installations is the availability of equipment.
It is understood
that Cinerama, Inc., the equipment
manufacturing firm, is due to deliver
equipment for seven more theatres by
June of next year. Other factors limiting the number of outlets is the expense involved in equipping a theatre,
the difficulty of producing for the medium, and the lack of product to maintain theatres in less populated areas.
The five situations set for next year
include St. Louis, scheduled to open
on Jan. 25 Minneapolis, to open on
March 29 Dallas, Miami and Cleveland, for which opening dates have
not been set.
Cinerama will open in
;

;

"She may

be."
Nine pages of photographs taken
on the set of "Sabrina Fair" appear

in

the

issue.

•

next year.

One

says,

be too good for most people.
She
gives the distinct impression that she
can spell 'schizophrenia.'
I ask her
to decide which is the best take because her judgment is so sound," reports "Life's" current issue.
Audrey, gazing off the front cover
of "Life," appears to be interested in
the reader's thinking. She said, "The
more I learn, the better actress I'll

"Decameron
Nights,"
reports
Florence Somers in December's
"Redbook," is three stories from
one of the most famous collections
of tales, Boccaccio's "Decameron."

They

are the basis of this adult love
keen student of human
nature, Boccaccio was so adept at
depicting the foibles and emotions
of his fellow men that his lusty
tales are as lively now as when he
story.

A

wrote them.
•

been awarded the
"Parent/ Magazine" medal of special
merit.
The medal will be presented
"Othello"

to

Max

has

Yonngstein, V. P. in charge

worldwide advertising and publicity
San Francisco on Dec. 25 and in Bos- for U. A., by Phil Willcox of
ton on Dec. 30.
"Parents' Magazine!' The announceThe foreign field, for which installa- ment will be made in the February
tions are being considered, involve Toissue.
ronto, Montreal, London, Paris, Rome,
•
Sao Paulo or Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
"Tennessee Champ's" star, Shelley
Buenos Aires, if a monetary agreement can be worked out with the Ar- Winters, writing in the January issue
gentine Government, and New Delhi, of "Modern Screen" about what she
believes, said, "Today I have come to
and two other cities.
The Pittsburgh Cinerama situation believe that faith is positive and that
opened yesterday, bringing the total the whole basis of religion is the interlocking of man's responsibility to
number now in operation to seven.
man.
Until this conviction forced
itself into my consciousness
(and it
Fischel in
Post
had to fight its way to recognition)
Ernst Fischel has been named gen- I had lots more trouble accepting myeral manager of Films of the Nations self as a mature person than I have
Inc.,
Distributors,
and will be in today."
HAAS
charge of distribution and sales.
of

-

New

WALTER

Wednesday, December

9,
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Kansas City

Barnett Urges

MPA
RKO RADIO

Elects 4 Directors
(Continued from page

"To do
stifling-

of this

in

less,

my

1)

opinion,

is

product will be available.
Barnett also called attention to a

tors,

new lens, called the Xpansa Lens,
which, he said, permits adjustment of
aspect ratios over a wide range of
values and which can be attached to a
normal projection lens. The
president said he had not seen a demonstration of the lens as yet, but
added "fundamentally, the idea is
Through its use," he consound.
tinued, "you will be able to adjust picture ratios to the best advantage of

SMPTE

your individual theatre."

Sees 3-D as 'Revitalizer'

An expression of optimism regarding the utilization of a wide-screen
process in some form was voiced by
Barnett, who heralded the debut of
Cinerama and "Bwana Devil," the
3-D commercial

feature, as revitalizers of the industry.
Regarding
3-D, he traced its declining box-office
pull due to what he called indifferent
audience reaction to 3-D product

without

quality

and

present reemergence in a number of current 3-D
releases in which "engineering knowl-

edge"

CITY,

8.—The

Dec.

is

its

applied.

eon.

Tomorrow,

election of officers will
be in the spotlight, with Leon Rountree, Holly Springs, Miss., out-going
president, slated to be named chairman of the board, as is customary.
James Carbery, Little Rock, will be
elected president.

WALT

RKO

membership.

THE HICHLAND ROGUE

Fox Screening Room,

(Continued from page

1)

the

of a series of three to get under
for
discussing
future
plans

M-G-M's
tion,

its

first

way
for

first CinemaScope produc30th anniversary jubilee and

Howard Strickstudio publicity head
Silas F.
Seadler, advertising manager
Dan
Terrell,
publicity manager
Emery
Austin, promotion manager Oscar A.
Doob, special promotion executive O.
;

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

Wabash Ave.

Tues. 12/15

1:30 P.M.

Fox Screening Room, 1638 Central P'kway

Mon. 12/14

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:30 P.M.

St.

Tues. 12/15

2:30 P.M.

St.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

St.

Tues. 12/15

1:00 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

1:00 P.M.

Fla. State Screen. Rm., 128 E. Forsythe St.. Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

Mo.

Pict.

St.

Oper. Screen. Rm., 498 Pearl

St.

Fox Screening Room, 308

S.

Church

St.

CHICAGO

RKO

Screening Rm., 1300

S.

CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room, 2219 Payne Ave

DALLAS
Republic Screen. Rm., 412 So. Harwood

DENVER
Paramount Screening Room, 2100 Stout
DES MOINES
Paramount Screening Room, 1125 High
DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Screen. Rm., 517 N. Illinois

St.

JACKSONVILLE
Paramount Scrn. Rm., 1800 Wyandotte

RKO

Exchange, 1980 So. Vermont Ave.

Fox Screening Room,

Halsey Raines, of the
publicity section, were present to take

NEW HAVEN

part in discussion
of the campaign.

NEW ORLEANS

of

phases

specific

Warner

151

stated M-G-M's promotion
undertaken with novelty of
approach and a determination for
reaching the greatest audience "in heralding one of the most important pictures a company has undertaken in

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

Scrn. Rm., 212

Vance Ave.

Tues. 12/15 12:15 P.M.

W. Wisconsin Ave.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Screening Room,

1015 Currie Ave.

Fox Screening Room, 40 Whiting

Fox Screening Room, 200

'Novelty of Approach'

Tues. 12/15

MEMPHIS

A. Kingsbury, representing Loew's
Theatres, and Dave Blum, representing the international department.
In
addition, Joe Flynn, of the promotion

and

St.

LOS ANGELES

MILWAUKEE

the business."

NEW YORK
RKO 58th
OKLAHOMA

S.

Theatre, 58th

St

Tues. 12/15 10:30 A.M.

Liberty St

& 3rd

Ave.

Tues. 12/15

8:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

19th Ave.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

Screening Room, 3143 Olive St
CITY
LAKE
SALT
Fox Screening Room, 216 E. 1st St. South

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 12/15

1:30 P.M.

Tues. 12/15
Fox Screening Room, 245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box Screening Room, 2318 2nd Ave. Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

St.

Fox Screening Room,

10

St.

North Lee

St

OMAHA
Fox Screening Room, 1502 Davenport

St.

PHILADELPHIA

RKO

Screening Room, 250 N. 13th St

PITTSBURGH

SAVE!
Hotels are uncrowded, your
dollars buy more and during
Thrift Season (Nov. through
March 31) you save up to

TWA

round -trip
tickets to Europe. See your
Airlines.

Tues. 12/15

Screening Rm., 122-28 Arlington

CHARLOTTE

;

Dietz
be

Trans World

2:00 P.M.

N.W.

St.,

BUFFALO

In attendance were

ling,

will

travel agent or call

Tues. 12/15

RKO

Screening Rm., 195 Luckie

KANSAS CITY

future releases.

section,

$101 on

2:30 P.M.

RKO

Blumenthals Screen. Rm., 2310 Cass Ave..

The meeting was

;

and

Tues. 12/15

BOSTON

'Knights' Promotion

Broadway

2:30 P.M.

the welfare items such as assisting 69
camp,
boys in attending the
and the numerous public relations and
educational activities, particularly the
recent participation in a "business and
schools" conference sponsored by the
Chambers of Commerce. Teachers and
parents were assigned in groups of
twenty to various industries.
The
twenty assigned to motion pictures attended a conference on Film Row at
which different aspects of the industry were explained such as routing
and selling pictures to exhibitors, advertising, and operations.
The 20
then attended the Orpheum Theatre
to see "The Robe."

YMCA

1052

Tues. 12/15

Senn Lawler, president, reporting
on the past year's work, emphasized

ATLANTA

;

EUROPE

TECHNICOLOR

Color by

ALBANY

;

nvTWA

DISNEY'S

ROB ROY

Lawler Reviews Year

Table."

Inc.

OF

fill the unexpired year of the fouryear term of the late Howard Burkhardt. Charles Crawford, office manaRadio branch, was
ger of the
Others
elected to the short term.
named are Ben Shlyen, "Boxoffice"
Louis Patz, National Screen Service
Richard Bros, Fox Midwest, and
Eddie Mansfield, Kansas City district
manager for Commonwealth Theatres.
The directors will meet within a
month to elect officers from the board

to

Among

other speakers heard today
were Eddie Aaron and Alex Harrison,
of 20th Century-Fox, and Edward
Lachman, of Nord 3-D.
Mayor Frank T. Tobey of Memphis
welcomed the theatre owners at lunch-

PICTURES,

TRADE SHOWINGS

Motion Picture Association of Greatof a very important segment er Kansas City today elected four diindustry."
rectors to fill expired terms, and one

Barnett, referring to the product
shortage, expressed confidence that if
exhibitor organizations gain the cooperation of producers and distribu-

first

KANSAS

a

7

TWA,

RKO

Christmas Salute
(Continued from page

committee Monday night.

1)

Star Film Scrn. Rm., 925

The Mem-

phis area already has passed its total
of last year, while the San Francisco
territory appears to be in the top position among the reported aras.
Arthur Mayer, new chairman of the
executive committee, told the group
of his recent trip to the hospital at
Saranac Lake and stated that in his
opinion the institution was the finest
of its kind in the country.
It was decided at the meeting to
postpone the annual board of directors

meeting from

this

month

until

Screen. Rm., 1809-13 Blvd. of Allies

PORTLAND

March.

ST.

N.W.

LOUIS

RKO

SAN FRANCISCO
1:00 P.M.

WASHINGTON
Film Center Screening Room
932 New Jersey Ave.

Tues. 12/15

2:00 P.M.

CinemaScope an amorphic

JAN. 18- .First

view preliminary GinemaScope

JAN. 26- .20th executives
JAN. 28- . 20th

-

FEB.

2

FEB.

23

MAR.

-

announces "The Robe" will be

20th adopts
,

lenses flown to 20th's studios.

GinemaScope

"The Robe" goes before

for all

the

first

its

production in CinemaScope.

productions.

GinemaScope cameras.

demonstration of CinemaScope unanimously acclaimed by

18- -First

exhibitors, industry executives, technicians

MAR. 18--Loew's,
APR.

test reels.

Inc.,

announces

M-G-M

24- GinemaScope demonstrations
showings in

and world

produce

will

start in

New

in

press.

GinemaScope.

York, followed by

principal cities of the world.

all

MAY 12- 20th announces

perfection of revolutionary single-film 4-track

magnetic stereophonic sound system.
JUNE 2

- United

GinemaScope.

Artists goes

JUNE 25 —Walt Disney goes GinemaScope.
AUG. 11 —Industry and press hail first demonstration of GinemaScope 4-track
magnetic stereophonic sound system.
SEPT.

16- Eight months

Premiere Presentation
SEPT.

24

First

week

of

GinemaScope

after first

at

"The Robe"

at

Roxy

"The Robe" has World

York.

grosses world record $264,428.

"The Robe."

OCT. 22

Canadian premiere

OCT. 29

Columbia goes CinemaScope.

NOV. 4

Warner

NOV. 9

"How

of

New

Roxy,

tests,

Bros, goes CinemaScope.

Marry

a Millionaire," second great CinemaScope productior
starts breaking records across the country.
to

London premiere

Rome

and

New

of

"The Robe."

Zealand premieres of "The Robe."

Paris premiere of

"The Robe."

Australian premiere of "The Robe."

Germany premiere

of

World Premiere

"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" at Roxy, N. Y.

of

Mexico premiere

World Premiere

of
of

"The Robe."

"The Robe."
"King

of the

Khyber

Rifles" at Rivoli,

84-theatre day and date Christmas holiday engagement of
starts in

New York City

area.

N. Y.

"The Robe"

VOL.

74.

NO.

A Look

NEW

Ill

at '54

YORK,

U.S.A.,

'Best Years

THURSDAY, DECEMBER
9

10,

Product Flow

a Very

Still

4

Sees Tax Relief Timely Motion Picture

Low

Sure for

By JAMES

'

Cole Would Cut Rates;
Reade Asks Nafl Drive
MEMPHIS,

Dec. 9.— Col. H. A.
Cole, Dallas exhibitor and a key figure in the campaign of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations to
bring about the removal of the Federal amusements tax, today told the
delegates to the 44th convention of

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi
that small town theatres "undoubtedly" can expect some relief from the
amusement tax next year.

The biggest convention in the history of the theatre owners of the tristates ended tonight with a dinner at
which Nat Williams, Thomasville,
(Continued on page 4)

Loewenstein Heads

Oklahoma
OKLAHOMA

T.O.
CITY,

9.

Morris Loewenstein, president of the
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma for

more than 30

years,

The Paramount Gulf circuit
will give a day's receipts from
each of its theatres in Mississippi to aid the citizens of tornado-stricken

through its president,
Gaston J. Dureau, Jr., has advised both the governor of
Mississippi
and Mayor Pat
Kelly of Vicksburg of the projcircuit,

The Mississippi Theatre
Owners Association will coop-

meeting

a

fol-

Paul Stonum of
Okla., chairman

o

M. Loewenstein

J.

f

the
H.

board
Goerke,
;

Canton,
vice-president,
and
Tulsa, secretary.

The new

directors

Ralph
are:

first

Talbot,

Ed Holt

(Continued on page 4)

Bank GetsUFilms,
Judgments for Six
HOLLYWOOD, Dec.
—

9.
The
America National Trust and
Savings
Association
today
was
awarded possession of 10 indepen-

Bank

of

dently
with

produced pictures, together
money judgments in six in(Continued on page 4)

Warner
New York
an

which

extendduring
he will

hold

prelimi-

ed stay,

nary

conferences and work

with the Warner talent department on the selection
of players for the production.
He is
particularly interested in finding fresh
talent.
Local theatrical offerings and
television
productions will be observed to find the most appropriate
performers for the screen version of

"Giant."

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

9.— Thirty-

features
will
be
made by
Universal - International
during the
coming year, representing the highest

four

p r oduction
budget in the
history

of

company,

ward M
vice

-

m^s3i

,.^

the

Ed-

u h 1,
president

charge of
production, disclosed here today in an address
before
U-I's top executives and sales
personnel, gathered
here
for
the
company's

Newbery

interna-

senior

(Continued on page 4)

Iowa Bank Night Ban
Affects Film Buys

assistant

Mohrhardt,

to

DES MOINES, Dec. 9.—The outlawing of Bank Night in Iowa is causing some booking delays while cirJ. H. Richardson
vember. It was
cuits and independent exhibitors are
a newly-created post. He formerly was seeking to determine new policies. On
a certified public accountant and had the nights on which the money game
been with Price, Waterhouse and Co. formerly was played, theatres operbefore joining Paramount.
ated on a single feature basis, but inThe board yesterday also voted a dications now are that the theatres
was

elected assistant treasurer in early No-

quarterly dividend of 50 cents per
share on the common stock, payable
Dec. 26 to stockholders of record on
Dec. 18.

will shift to a dual policy.
Meanwhile, film booking and

buying

are being held up until a definite plan
has been adopted.
The Bank Night

ban became effective on Monday.

5 Unions' Telethon

Up

Officers

and

to

UCP

United
Cerebral Palsy will meet here tomor3
row to authorize Leonard Goldenson,
UCP president, to effect agreements
Appointments of three executive as- with the five talent unions covering
sistants to handle various phases of the conduct of fund raising telethons.
Republic home office sales operations
The five unions, AFTRA, AGVA,
;
have been made by C. Bruce Newbery, SAG,
and Actors Equity, actdirector of sales.
ing in unison as the Theatre AuthorThe executive aides are John A. ity, have made known their intention
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

Assistants

AGMA

:

Edward Muhl

tional sales conference.
Not only will U-I maintain a steady
flow of pictures to the nation's exhibi-

deceased.

Pact

Republic's

Names

Line-up Represents Top
Studio Budget for Co.

re-

Richardson,
who had been

for

Henry Ginsberg

Mohrhardt,
cently

Ginsberg will

:

A nadarko,

Muhi Says

'54,

Fred

ceeds

George Stevens

be in

officers

were

in

Brothers.
Stevens will direct.

at

assistant

yesterday

treasurer of the
company at a
meeting of the
board of directors.
He suc-

association with

for

of

close of the annual convention
here last night.

elected

produce

Richardson,

Paramount,

of

was elected

is

will

H.

treasurer

here from the
Coast to scout talent for "Giant," the
Edna F e r b e r
novel, which he

Henry Ginsberg

lowing the

Other

James

Ginsberg: to Scout

directors of the

organization

Richardson Elected
Para. Treasurer

erate in the relief plan.

reelected to
that post by the

board

in

in

ect.

was

new

The

Vicksburg.

the screen of RKO's 58th Street Theatre here, to show it to the press prior
to its re-release in February. Rather,
those memories of the unusually human tale about the homecoming of a
trio of World War II veterans gained
added lustre from the knowledge that
here is one of the few great screen

masterpieces about contemporary life
that is as timely today as it was on
the day it made its debut, seven years
ago. For there are now "GI's" everywhere returning from Korea whose
lives,
home-life and problems are
pretty much the counterparts of those
(Continued on page 4)

Talent for 'Giant'

Again
Dec.

Para. Gulf to Aid
Tornado Victims
NEW ORLEANS, Dec. 9.—

IT to Produce

34 Features

CUNNINGHAM

The still vivid memories instilled by Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years of
Our Lives" 'way back in Nov., 1946, were not dimmed one iota Tuesday
evening when distributor RKO Radio brought back this great production to

Priced Ticket

TEN CENTS

1953

directors

A.A. Preparing 13

For 1954 Program

of

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 9.— With 12
films in its backlog, Allied Artists has
13 of its pictures for the 1954 lineup
various stages of preparation.
Included in the backlog are "Riot in
Cell Block 11," "Arrow in the Dust,"
filmed
in
color
Technicolor
by
"Dragonfly Squadron," "Pride of the
Blue Grass," "Loophole," "House in
(Continued on page 4)
in

'

:
;

Motion Picture Daily
Hendel Hits
Pittsburgh Levy

Allied's

Personal
Mention

PITTSBURGH,

Elect

Of

of

Stanley Warner Theatres, and William R. Latady, Cinerama installation engineer, are in New Orleans

from

New

York.

•
Seymour Peyser, vice-president and
general counsel of United Artists, became a father for the third time on
Tuesday when Mrs. Peyser gave
birth to a son at Doctors Hospital.
•

James E. Perkins, chairman and
director of Paramount In-

managing

ternational in London, and Mrs. Perkins, will arrive in New York from
England today on the "Liberte."

•

Bernard Jacon,

vice-president

of

Releasing Corp., will leave
here today for Cleveland on the first
leg of a trip to the Midwest, South
E.

F.

I.

and West Coast.
•
Brtjnet, vice-president

Meade
RCA, and managing

director of

of

RCA

International, accompanied by Mrs.
Brunet, will arrive here today from
Europe aboard the "Liberte."

•
Levy,
Radio Eastern and
Southern division manager, will return to New York tomorrow from

RKO

Nat

Philadelphia.

•

N. Peter Rathvon, president of
Rathvon Overseas Corp., will arrive
here from Europe today with Mrs.

Rathvon aboard

the "Liberte."
•

Tommy Thompson, president of
& Thompson Theatres

Martin

Georgia,
ville,

the
of

returned to Hawkinsfrom Jacksonville.

has

Ga.,

•
Joseph Gevaert, Belgian dealer in
photographic products, will arrive here
from Brussels today on the "Liberte."

•

Win

Barron, Canadian Paramount

promotion manager, has been elected
president of the Toronto Flying Club.
•
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
sales
his

consultant, will leave here for
annual Florida vacation on Dec. 20.

•

M.

E. McCarthy, manager of
the Allied Artists Los Angeles exchange, is in Phoenix.
J.

•

John

Houseman,

M-G-M

producer, will leave Hollywood today for

New

York.

tax.

In an open letter to Gallagher,

Hen-

A

short filmed "progress report"
describing the quality and magnitude
of CinemaScope will be supplied by
20th Century-Fox to all theatres playing forthcoming CinemaScope productions.
The description of the new

medium

will be followed by the voice
of an outstanding stage or screen personality, who will give views regard-

ing CinemaScope. The complete package will be available before the end
of December.

and

and budget prob-

Here
was

elected

and the City

cally familiar problems to local theTwenty-two theatres in
atre owners.
the city of Pittsburgh have closed their
doors in the last few years due to
financial difficulties resulting in part

Italian situations.

from discriminatory Federal and

city

admission taxes."
Hendel paid tribute to the achievements of the motion picture industry
and asked the Council to reconsider
its stand on the amusement tax.

22 Invited to Dais

At Variety Luncheon

Big Radio-TV Drive

Under

Way

for 'Reef

television and radio promotion
campaign totalling some 350
and
580 radio spot announcements for
"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" got under
York area.
way yesterday in the
The CinemaScope production of 20th
Century-Fox will have its world premiere on Wednesday at the Roxy
Theatre here.

TV

New

Announcements, ranging from twoto

full

one-minute messages,

augment the previously arranged airSome 22 industry executives have waves campaign which called for 150
been invited to the dais at the New announcements on television and 230
York Variety Club installation lunch- on radio.
eon at the Piccadilly Hotel tomorrow,
including Jack Beresin, Charles Boasto
berg,
Bernard P. Brooks, Harry
Brandt, Max A. Cohen, Russell V.
Downing, Edward L. Fabian, Simon
Leon J. Bamberger, distributor-proFabian, Emanuel Frisch, William J.
ducer chairman in the amusements
Heineman,
German, 'William
Harry division of the 1954 fund-raising camKalmine, Edward Lachman, Walter
paign of the Greater New York CounReade, Jr., Samuel Rinzler, Samuel
cils, Boy Scouts of America, will be
Rosen, Fred J. Schwartz, Spyros
joined by his committee in attendance
Skouras, Jr., Wilbur Snaper, Solomon
tomorrow at a general meeting to be
Strausberg and Max E. Youngstein. held at the Hotel Astor.
Also, Rabbi Bernard Birstein.
Also attending, with their commitBeresin, chief barker of Variety
tee members, will be Harold Rinzler,
Clubs International, will install Ed- exhibitor chairman
Nathan Lapkin,
ward Fabian as chief barker of the equipment and concessionaire chairYoungstein will be toast- man; Richard Walsh, theatre guilds
local tent.
master.
Schwartz and Brooks are and unions, and John Bergen, trade

Industry Chairmen

Attend

BSA Meeting

William Orr Here
For 'Battle 9 Talent
William

Orr,

Warner

Brothers

studio executive, has arrived in New
to interview talent and supervise screen tests for several leading
The novel by
roles of "Battle Cry."
Leon Uris, based upon exploits of the
U. S. Marines, will be produced in
CinemaScope as one of the top productions of Warner Brothers' 1954
schedule.

with

filming

slated

to

start

shortly

PITTSBURGH,

Dec. 9.— "This Is

Cinerama" opened at the Warner
Theatre here last night to a formal,
invitation audience as a benefit for the

"Pittsburgh Press" Children's HosFund, and was widely acclaimed
by the capacity audience. Pittsburgh
is the seventh city in the U. S. to get
Cinerama.
Attending last night's premiere were
pital

Mayor David

L.

Commissioner John

1.

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 9.
Seven
are before the cameras at
Paramount's studio, marking capacity
operation. All 18 sound stages, a rehearsal stage and two dubbing stages
are in use.
Peak production activity was attained with the start of filming during the past few days on Alfred
Hitchcock's
"Rear
Window" and
George Pal's "Conquest of Space."
At the same time, Perlberg-Seaton's
"The Bridges at Toko-Ri" started
filming aboard the aircraft carrier
"U.S.S. Oriskany" off Japan.

now

films

Others before the cameras are
"White Christmas" (color in Technicolor), starring Bing Crosby, Danny
Kaye, Rosemary Clooney and VeraEllen, with Robert Emmet Dolan producing and Michael Curtiz directing
"Sabrina Fair," starring Humphrey
Bogart, Audrey Hepburn and William
Holden, with Billy Wilder producing
and directing
"About Mrs. Leslie,"
Shirley Booth and Robert Ryan, with
Hal Wallis producing and Daniel
Mann directing
"Living It Up"
(Technicolor), Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis and Janet Leigh, with Paul
Jones producing and Norman Taurog
directing
"Legend of the Inca"
(Technicolor),
Charlton
Heston,
Nicole
Maurey,
Robert
Young,
Thomas Mitchell and Yma Sumac,
with Mel Epstein producing and Jerry
;

;

;

Hopper directing.
Hitchcock Producer-Director
Hitchcock is producing as well as
Window," which
"Rear
stars James Stewart, Grace Kelly and
Wendell Corey. "Conquest of Space"
directing

new

(Technicolor) features a cast of
faces

Pittsburgh Cinerama directing.
Debut Aids Hospital Morgan to Give

York

after Jan.

Seven in Work
At Paramount

from Broadway and television,
including Eric Fleming and William
Redfield, and is being directed by
Byron Haskin. Fredric March, William Holden, Grace Kelly, Mickey
papers.
The meeting will be addressed by Rooney and Robert Strauss are toplined in "The Bridges at Toko-Ri"
officials of the Boy Scouts.
(Technicolor), which Mark Robson is
;

luncheon co-chairmen.

1953

'White Christmas' Included

A

second

10,

of

Mayor Lawrence
Council now are tragi-

Raoul Walsh has been assigned to
direct and Henry Blanke will produce,

CinemaScope Houses
To Get Special Short

Mayer

the Independent
Motion
Picture
Distributors
Association of America at a
meeting of the group here
yesterday.
Mayer replaces the late
Other items
Joseph Burstyn.
on the agenda of yesterday's
meeting included the French

lagher of "a display of effrontery to
a tax-burdened industry" in his comments on the Council's refusal to repeal the 10 per cent city amusement

del said: "Financial
lems that confront

IMPDAA

president

Hendel, secretary of Allied of Western Pennsylvania, today accused City
vice-pres- Council president Thomas
GalJ.

M. KALMINE,
HARRY
ident and general manager

Mayer Head

Arthur

9.— Harry

Dec.

December

Thursday,

Lawrence, County
J. Kane and Cine-

AMP

Showmanship Talk
Oscar A. Morgan, Paramount short
subject and newsreel sales manager,
will deliver the fifth lecture at the

Showmanship School conducted by
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,

at

the

Paramount home

office

prevue theatre here this evening. His
subject will be "Production, Program
Building and Promotion of Shorts and
Newsreels."

rama

Hope's

'Girls' Is

Next for Mayfair
"Here Come the Girls," Paramount
musical with color in Technicolor, and
starring Bob Hope, Tony Martin,
Arlene Dahl and Rosemary Clooney,
will be the next attraction at the Mayfair

Theatre here. The

man-Hal Kantor

Edmund Hart-

story was produced
by Paul Jones and directed by Claude

Binyon.

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

officials
Fabian, Hazard
Si
Reeves, Samuel H. Rosen and Harry

Kalmine.

As A Stranger'
Bought by Kramer

'Not

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 9.— "Not As
Stranger," novel by Morton Thompson, has been purchased by Stanley
Kramer as his first production under
his
new independent-producer pact
with United Artists.

A

Hall Opens Earlier
For Holiday Crowds
To accommodate

large expected au-

Radio City Music Hall here
has scheduled extra performances of
its Christmas show on Saturday, with
doors opening at 8 :15 A.M.
On the holiday program are "Easy
to Love," and a two-part stage spectacle, with the "Nativity" pageant and
a new revue, "Christmas, U.S.A."
diences,
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3 Dimension andWarnerColor

SCREEN PLAY BY
•

MICHAEL PATE

•

JAMES ARNESS

•

JAMES EDWARD GRANT

CAN

PRODUCED BY
•

ROBERT FELLOWS

BE EXHIBITED

AND

INTRODUCING

GERALDINE PAGE

DIRECTED BY
•

JOHN FARROW

ON WIDE SCREENS

•

a

WAYNE- FELLOWS

production

.

o.stributeo by

WARNER BROS.

;;

;

;
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'Best Years

Yates and Newbery
Cite H. J. Schaefer

of

sales,

presented

director

Schaefer

an

portfolio,
elaborate
which includes a letter of commendation and a citation signed
by Herbert J. Yates, company
president, and Newbery.

with

Timely

Still
II,

as depicted in "Best Years."
Unlike most other top re-releases,
"The Best Years" will be handled in
the same manner as a new production

merchandised and promoted, with
complete campaigns and showmanship
is

treatment. Justifiably, much will be
of the fact in the contemplated
$250,000 promotional campaign that

made

Samuel Goldwyn-produced and
William Wyler-directed production is

HOLLYWOOD,

demands

cession of

have been voiced by spokesmen from
organizations like the General Federa-

Women's

tion of

Ga., former vice-president of the Theatre Owners of America, delivered
a humorous talk. New officers were
introduced.
Cole said he thought the tax relief
would come for theatres charging less
than 75 cents. He urged a reduction
price, where possible, in order to
gain the tax reduction. He definitely
indicated there will be some relief.
Walter Reade, Jr., national Theatre
in

and from newspapers
and writers, especially those speaking
for the generation that has grown up
since the production was withdrawn
from circulation some five years ago.
organizations

the "most honored picture of

all

time,"

with nine Academy awards and "virtually every other prize available to
a motion picture."
A new approach will be made to
advertising, accessories and trailers.

Daily's review of
said

No

Shortage, Says Reade

.

.

its

motion picture
its humor, its

glimpses

of

said he could see no picture
shortage, with plenty of good pictures
being made for everybody. As for
CinemaScope, he said he doesn't understand why small theatres have to
have stereophonic sound, that it is of
no value in a small theatre. He said
he believed 20th-Fox and others producing CinemaScope will let it be
shown without stereo sound, and if
this is done then drive-ins can also
use it. Reade said he doesn't think
20th-Fox will continue its present policy, as 20 per cent of the present
gross comes from drive-in theatres,
yet they now can't use CinemaScope.
Reade said the slump in theatre
revenue for the past three years on
a national average is 4 per cent, yet
in his area of New Jersey the gross
is up 8 per cent this year over the
national average for 1946, the peak
channels, he
year. Despite five
said the customers are "gradually
coming back to the theatres."

family

small-city scenes and social
life. It is quite likely they will swarm
The entire
to it for many months.
production is in the familiar Goldwyn
manner of excellence and completeness.
The acting is excellent
its

life,

Co-operative advertising will give the
production strong support and field
men will operate much in the same
manner as they do country-wide in
behalf of a brand new top production. throughout."
Not a word need be
left the theatre particularly imchanged for any review of "The Best
pressed with the picture's timeliness Years" today.
and significance, made so by the longMany names of the cast are highly
drawn-out participation of the armis- saleable besides March, Andrews and
tice negotiators in Korea while our Russell, there are Myrna Loy, Teresa
G.I.'s stood by tediously awaiting the Wright,
Virginia
Mayo,
Cathy
start of their trip home. They have O'Donnell, Hoagy Carmichael, Gladys
been trekking back to these shores for George, Steve Cochran, Ray Collins
months
home, too, are the para- and Victor Cutler, to mention some.
plegics, like Harold Russell in "Best
The production runs two hours and
Years'"
all needing the sympathetic
50 minutes; we enjoyed every one of
understanding that the sterling per- them, on this, our third time around.
formances of GI's Russell, Fredric This time,
projected it on wideMarch and Dana Andrews inspire in screen it enhances some, but it does
"The Best Years."
not need it. Robert Sherwood wrote
.

.

.

.

.

We

—

TV

Interest in

—

New Media

We

are told that a mounting sue-

the screenplay.

exhibitors

in

new

Alex Harrison and

Edward Aaron,

of 20th Century-Fox,
questioned at length regarding

were
CinemaScope, as was Edward Lachrepresenting
Nord 3-D
man,
the
system.

Aaron maintained that the industry
"ruined 3-D by trying to make a fast
buck and turning out poor pictures."
"Let's not kid ourselves," he said,
"we've got something in CinemaScope.
The public wants it. We're not going
to ruin it by trying to make a fast
buck."
The principal problem of small town
operators, as expressed by delegates
to the convention, is the cost of widescreen and of stereophonic sound, and
whether or not producers, who have
scheduled 53 wide-screen films next
year, will make this product available
to some 15,000 theatres which do not
have wide-screen equipment.

(Continued from page

1)

turn out more top
budget films than ever before, Muhl
stated.
In order to assure top boxoffice names to head the casts of the
tors,

but

it

will

more important

pictures,

the

studio

continue its policy of making
percentage deals with stars, it was
will

said.

These outside
augment U-I's

stars,
list

of

he added, will
contract stars

who have graduated from

the studio's
talent building program.
Such personalities, he continued, as Jeff Chandler, Tony Curtis, Rock Hudson, Julia

Adams,

Piper Laurie and Shtlley
already
have
established
themselves as top box-office stars,

Winters

Muhl

continued.

commenting on the big pictures
to come from U-I during 1954, Muhl
stated that while no decision has yet
Assistants
10
been reached as to which may be filmed
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
in CinemaScope to follow the studio's
first two pictures in this medium, "The
Alexander, in charge of contracts
stances, by Federal Judge William C.
Black Shield of Falworth" and "The
Albert E. Schiller, in charge of branch Mathes in an action against nine indeSign of the Pagan," consideration will
operations, and 'Frank A. Soule, in pendent
The
pictures
producers.

Republic

Bank Gets

charge of general administration.

were

First with

Company

in 1935

Soule, who recently returned to the
Republic organization, had been with

Films

Universal-Interreleased
by
national but this company had been
relieved of all liability prior to today's
action.

The judgments were: $88,355 plus
Hallmark
against
interest
$45,815
Productions, Inc., for' "Magnificent
Doll"; $500,152 plus $65,106 interest
torial Films.
against Diana Productions, Inc., for
Alexander and Schiller have been "Secret Beyond the Door"; $370,874
with the company for some time.
plus $52,915 from Walter Wanger
"Lost
Moment"
Productions,
for
$108,044 plus $21,498 against Rampart
Productions for "Letter from an Un(Continued, from page 1)
known Woman"; $45,157 plus $16,227
Productions,
interest against Kanin
Ralph Inc., for "Double Life" $234,057 plus
and Vance Terry, District 1
Drewry, Alex Blue, Paul Shipley and
$35,811 against Artists Alliance, Inc.,
Glenn Gilmore, Jr., District 2; Phil for "One Touch of Venus."
Hayes, Charles M. Proctor and C. D.
Possession of "The Senator Was
Hix, District 3
Ray Hughes, John Indiscreet" and "Mr. Peabody and the
M. Buffo and O. K. Kemp, District 4 Mermaid," produced by Inter-John,
Elizabeth Tucker, William Slepka and
Monte
Countess
of
Inc.
"The
Lester Nordeen, District 5
E. R. Cristo,"
of the Westwood Corp., and
Solsum, Loewenstein, Ed Thorne and
"Casbah" of Marston Pictures, Inc.,
Harold Combs, District 6; Avis Walwas awarded to the banking associadron, Paul Stoneman, Mrs. L. H.
the company from its inception in
1935 until 1942, and was subsequently
associated with Eagle Lion and Pic-

Okla. T.O.

;

strong interest of
projection media.

Produce

'IT to

In

;

Throughout the course of the convention there was evidence of the

in

exhibitors'
recommendations
that CinemaScope productions
be made available in conventional form for smaller situations and drive-ins.

will like

.

;

Reade

The announcement, made

Motion Picture
"The Best Years"

"The modern

:

audience
love-making,

was announced here today by

conjunction with the company's
sales meeting, answers, in part,

22, 1946,

RKO

a stronger national organization.

it

the company.

Goldwyn Manner'

'Familiar

On Nov.

;

of America president, said the
tax fight will be left up to the individual theatre owners. He called for

Owners

CinemaScope, will have versions "suitable for projection in
all aspect ratios up to 2 to 1,"

Clubs, from veterans'

.

(Continued from page 1)

Dec. 9.— All
Universal - International
pictures, including those filmed in

for the re-release

this

all

Expects Tax Cut

War

from World

of the returnees

1953

't/V 'Scope Films
Set for All Forms

(Continued from page 1)

Herbert J. Schaefer, Republic's
Boston branch manager, has
won the company's first citation as "Man of the Month,"
an award which will be made
monthly to a branch manager
for accomplishments in branch
showmanship and
operation,

community support.
C. Bruce Newbery,

?

10,

;

;

;

Goerke and H. D. Cox, Texas District, and H. S. McMurry and Claude
Thorpe, Panhandle District.

tion.

(Continued, from page 1)
of banning all

UCP

telethons unless

given regulatory control of the programs and 10 per cent of all collections

for

UCP

their

offered

Eves Is Division Head

charity fund.
sign agreements

who

started
Canadian as

Dec. 7.— Robert Eves,
with Famous Players
an usher in 1927, has

been named by

J. J.

president, to the
division manager,
here.

Fitzgibbons, FPC
post of Western

flow of high quality product going to
exhibitors,"

Muhl

said.

A.A. Preparing 13
(Continued, from page 1)

Sea" and "World For Ransom,"
and five others.
Films currently in preparation inthe

clude four to be made in Technicolor.
They are "The Annapolis Story,"
"The Black Prince" (to be done in

CinemaScope)

and "Wichita," all to
produced by executive producer
Walter Mirisch, and "Eagles of the
Fleet," which Hayes Goetz will probe

duce.

The others are "Ketchikan," "Massacre at Dragon Wells" and "Crashing Timber," which Lindsley Parsons
will produce; "Wanted by the F.B.I.,"
produced by William F. Broidy
the Monsters" and "Jungle
Gents," Bowery Boys' comedies starring Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall, to
be produced by Ben Schwalb, and
three Vincent
M. Fennelly films,
"Quantrill's Raiders" and "Tonopah,"
to star Wild Bill Elliott, and "Cheyenne Crossing," to star Wayne Morris.
to be

Travis Funeral Friday

HOLLYWOOD,
state

UCP

affiliates.

UCP

reportedly

New York, Baltimore and has concluded it has no alternative
Harrisburg but the unions demand a but to sign the national agreement denational contract binding all local and manded.
covering

"U-I's main objective during the
coming year will be to keep a steady

with headquarters

actors'

to

filming.

"Meet

TORONTO,

UCP-5 Unions

be given to the suitability of the content of each picture for CinemaScope

services

be
Travis,

will

Dec. 9.— Funeral
Friday for C.

held

Merwin
59, public relations
counselor, who died Tuesday, following a heart attack a month ago.

TONY CURTIS IOANNE DRU
LVIE BETTGER
screenplay by

WILLIAM SACKHEIM and GIL DOUD

rr

1

•

With

produced by

MARVIN MILLER
TED RICHMOND

•

•

DIRECTED BY

RUDOLPH MATE

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Pictures with that Universal appeal"

.

:

.

with a bow to Gimbels
11JE happened

when

to notice,

.

glancing through

Gimbel's illustrated Christmas catalog, that Motion
Picture and Television
is shown in a pair of
handsome book-ends
apparently intended to suggest
those book-ends as a gift to owners of the ALMANAC.

ALMANAC

—

Conversely, this suggests that to owners of handsome
book-ends (or to accompany a gift of book-ends) sending
the
would be a most appropriate idea one
which most certainly would be highly appreciated by anybody in or connected with the motion picture or television

—

ALMANAC

industries.
Jjk

But (we can almost hear you thinking) he may already
be an ALMANAC subscriber! And that is indeed not
unlikely, which may also be the case with anything else
especially appropriate that you might select. So here's a
simple way to solve the problem
Authorize us to send him Motion Picture and Television

ALMANAC

in

your name;

greeting card from you;

we

we'll
will

gift-wrap

it

and enclose a

also enclose a notice advising

ALMANAC

he can simply
he already has the
and we will autore-mail the gift, in its shipping carton, to us
matically enter his name for a subscription to the 1954-55

him that

if

—

Edition.

he does not have the ALMANAC,
he will be delighted with that handsome and uniquely
useful gift; or, if he already has the current edition, he
will assuredly want the 1954-55 edition (and will appreciate your thoughtfulness all over again when it comes
to him during next year with another reminder card that
it was a gift from you). Nothing else he can receive is

You can't go wrong
As shown

in

GimbeVs catalog

like the

many

:

If

ALMANAC. He

times what

it

cost

will find this gift to be

you

—

in

worth

continuous practical

usefulness.
Price $5 per copy, including postage

and gift-packing.

Quigley Publications
1270 Sixth Avenue

New York 20, N. Y.
On the understanding

set forth in the advertisement from which this
clipped, please send gift/gifts of Motion Picture and Television

coupon

ALMANAC

my/our name TO:

Name.

.

Address.

(For more than one

gift,

please attach

Check herewith

Name

of

Address

PURCHASER

list

names and addresses)
me/us

of

Bill

is

in
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Minneapolis May Try
Single-Track 'Robe'
In Berger House
MINNEAPOLIS,

Dec.

9.

— The

CinemaScope production, "The Robe,"

may undergo a

run here without
Negotiations now
under way between M. A. Levy, Midwest district manager of 20th CenturyFox, and Benjamin Berger, president
of North Central Allied, provide that
the test could be made either at Berger's Gopher Theatre here or at his
Fergus Falls house, both of which are
equipped with wide-screens.
It was
agreed at a recent board
meeting of
that members should
stand aloof from the new medium untest

stereophonic sound.

NCA

til

promby 20th Century-Fox have been

the single-track sound tests

ised

World Role of Films
Praised by Diplomat
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 9. —
Mahmud Shafqat, Secretary of
the Pakistan Embassy, Washington, today told the international committee of the Association
of
Motion Picture
Producers at a luncheon in his
honor: "When the situation developed in which international
leadership was thrust on the
United States, other nations
were prepared for it because,
through your motion pictures,
the rest of the world knew the
United States. It is little appreciated to how great an extent
impressions created by films
lessened stress of international
realignment."

completed.

Many Accept Bid
'Miller

9

to

Preview

Heavy RKO Air Time
At Christmas in UK

Industry leaders, civic officials, entertainment industry personalities and
Radio,
Dec. 9.—
representatives of the press, radio, television, the stage and the music world for several years a heavy user of radio
have accepted invitations to attend the and television publicity here during
invitational preview of Universal-In- the Christmas season, this year has
Glenn
Miller contracted for what is possibly its
ternational's
"The
Story," the color in Technicolor mu- most comprehensive program to date
sical
starring
James Stewart and on the stations of the governmentcontrolled British Broadcasting Corp.
June Allyson, to be held at the
86th Street in New York on Monday
'Snow White' Scheduled
evening.
similar invitational prePan45-minute program of excerpts
view will be held at the
tages Theatre in Hollywood this eve- from Walt Disney's "Snow White
ning for Hollywood executives and and the Seven Dwarfs," which opens
stars,
and press, radio, music and here on Dec. 18, will be heard on
On Christmas Day a
television representatives. Sales execu- Christmas Eve.
tives attending U-I's sales conference Disney show is to be screened on TV.
The one-hour program is a replica
at the U-I studios will also attend.
"The Glenn Miller Story" is to of the recent Johnson and Johnson
have its world premiere at the Miami, show in the United States. The day
Carib and Miracle theatres in Miami fo#owing, Boxing Day, there will be
an hour-long broadcast of Disney's
on Tuesday, Jan. 19.

RKO

LONDON,

RKO

A

RKO

A

.

Panoramic Sets

4;

6 Others Shooting
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 9.— Formed
Goldstein's
August,
Leonard
Panoramic Productions has completed
four features and has six more before the cameras, for release by 20th
Century-Fox.
"Man in the Attic," with Jack Palance, Constance Smith and Byron
Palmer, will be released late this
month "Three Young Texans," with
Mitzi Gaynor, Jeffrey Hunter and
Keefe Brasselle, in color by Technicolor, is set for January
"The Siege
of Red River," with Van Johnson
and Joanne Dru, in Technicolor, for
February, and "Gorilla at Large,"
with Cameron Mitchell, Anne Bancroft, Lee J. Cobb and Raymond Burr,
in Technicolor, is scheduled for March.
last

;

Royal Performance film, "Rob Roy,
the Highland Rogue."

Warner Release Set
For San Quentin'
(

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 9.— Warner
Brothers will release "Duffy of San
Quentin," independently produced by
Berman Swarttz and Walter Doniger.
The film is based on the autobiography of Clinton Duffy, former warden of the California island prison.
Louis Hayward, Paul Kelly, Joanne
Dru and Maureen O'Sullivan are
featured.

;

W.

B. Signs Harvey,
British Star, for 6

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 9.—Laurence
Harvey, star of England's Stratfordon-Avon Players, has been signed by
Jack L. Warner for a minimum of
Parsons to
'Timber' six Warner Brothers pictures during
next five years. The first will be
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 9.— "Crash- the
"The Talisman," CinemaScope and
ing Timber," an original story written
WarnerColor production, in which
against the background of a lumber
Harvey will star opposite Virginia
camp, has been chosen by Lindsley
Mayo.
Parsons, producer, as the next star-

Film

ring vehicle for Barry Sullivan.

43 Entertainers on
Entirely re-styled

..

.a newer

Overseas Mission
HOLLYWOOD,

MIAMI BEACH
'

OCEAN FRONT

•

40th to 41st

Stt.

COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED
N. Y. OFFICE,

TR 4-3193

Your Hosts. The Family Jacobs

Dec.

9.—Forty-

three volunteer entertainers, comprising six units, will leave here on Dec
18 for Armed Forces
in
stations
Korea, Europe and Alaska, returning
on Jan. 5, the Hollywood Coordinating

Committee announced.
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Sturdy Mites

Short Subjects

A

$30,000,000

Item:

Morgan

Says Theatre Owners Are
Passing U p 'Gold Mine'
In asserting that too many exhibitors in their preoccupation with feature product have completely ignored
"the big money-making potentials in

the

promotion

of one-and-tworeelers," Oscar

Morgan,

short

mount's

ub

Para-

and
newsreel
sales
manager, said
here last night
that shorts and
newsreels were
s

a
a

-

e c t

j

$30,000,000boxy e a r

adjunct

office

the industry
Oscar Morgan
in
the
United
States alone.
Morgan was guest lecturer at the
Showmanship School of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers and
to

(Continued on page 6)

To Pay $500,000,
Implementing Pact
Argentine
government has
to
an initial payment of

$500,000 to American film distributors,
representing the first
payment by
Argentina in over four years.

The agreement was

said

to

been worked out by Robert
kery,

J.

have
Cor-

assistant

vice-president of the
Motion Picture Export Association,
now in Buenos Aires. Details on the

remaining moneys owed to American
film companies, estimated to be be(Continued on page 3)

Tushinsky
Details of

Clarifies

New

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

Lens
10.— Circu-

lated reports attributing virtually unlimited achievements to a lens still in
development at the
Radio studio

RKO

by Joseph and Irving Tushinsky are
inaccurate in most details, although
close to factuality so far as screen re-

(Continued on page 3)

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

11,

TEN CENTS

1953

Fox Says Small Houses

Discussed by Sales

Heads on Monday

MAY CHOOSE ANY

General sales managers who comprise the sales managers committee of
the Motion Picture Association of

CSCOPE SCREEN

America will meet here Monday for
the primary purpose of discussing the
reopening of discussions for the establishment of an industry arbitration
system. While other subjects are reported to be on the agenda, it is understood that the spotlight will be on
arbitration.
It is believed that some sales managers are reluctant to enter into any
arbitration conferences with exhibitor
association leaders without the participation of those from Allied States.
The Theatre Owners of America, at

M-G-M Completes

Those Satisfied with
Less Than Top Quality

Promotion Plans
For New Product

May Have

With

convention in Chicago last month,
voted to initiate steps for a plan, with
an open invitation to all exhibitor
groups to participate but, lacking
them, to go ahead on its own. The

10 pictures set for release during the first four months of 1954, plus
a special handling of "Julius Caesar"
and the wide-screen version of "Quo
Vadis," M-G-M's promotion agencies
yesterday mapped campaigns for the
pictures. Howard Dietz, vice-president
of advertising-publicity, met for the
third and final day with department
heads of promotion branches of the
company, as well as those of Loew's

possibilities are that Monday's session
will explore the advisability of dis-

of the Day,

its

Theatres and Donahue

&

Coe,

News

W-M-G-M

and M-G-M
(Continued on page 3)

(Continued on page 3)

It:

Skouras

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th Centurypresident, announced from Paris,

Fox

France, yesterday that the company
henceforth will leave to the operators
of "narrow and small" theatres the
choice of screen they wish to use for
presentations of 20th-Fox CinemaScope productions.
The requirement that either the
Miracle Mirror or Astrolite screen, or
some screen adjudged by the company to give the same standard of
quality, be used in the larger or first
run houses of the country will be
continued by the company, Skouras
said.

May Attend

Allied

'Holders' Meetings

.

Allied States representatives "may
very well" attend stockholders' meetings of major film companies, Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, declared
here yesterday.
this

comment

in

re-

sponse to a query regarding action on
Allied's 1953 convention plan to gain

Argentina Agrees

The

U.S.A.,

Arbitration To Be

Snaper made

agreed

YORK,

Dividends Set by
Technicolor Board
Dividends were declared by TechniInc.,
yesterday following a
meeting of the board of directors a
dividend of 25 cents a share on the
new $1 par common stock and 50
cents a share on the old no-par comcolor,

:

mon

stock

not

special year-end

{Contimied on page 3)

exchanged

;

also,

a

dividend of 10 cents

(Continued on page 7)

$1,500,000 Top Budget
For U-I Ads in 4 Months
HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 10.— A record $1,500,000 budget for advertising has
been allocated by Universal-International to back up the company's major
releases during the first four months of 1954, it was disclosed here
today

by

David

U-I

sales

for advertising during the early period
next year, Lipton said, attests to the
company's confidence in the box-office
quality of its forthcoming pictures as
well as its optimistic outlook for the
future as a whole.
As outlined by Lipton, the company
will continue its policy of substantially

executives

con-

selling

ference

in

The announcecame

as
highlight
of today's session of the na-

the

tional

pictures
to
the public
national magazines and of
pre-selling its product to exhibitors
through the trade press.
its

through

progress at the
studio, with
more than 70
of the c o m pany's top ex-

Emphasis, however, in accordance
with the company's past policy, will
be on substantial spending in daily
David Lipton
ecutives
and
newspapers for point-of-sale purposes.
sales personnel from all sections of Increasingly
large
expeditures
for
the country in attendance.
radio and television advertising will

The

:

(The complete text

of Skoustatement is published as
an advertisement on the back
ras's

page of

this issue of

MOTION

PICTURE DAILY.)

Skouras said
"The exhibitors in
the case of the larger theatres of the
country have appreciated the importance of a proper screen and there
have been installed in the larger
:

(Continued on page 3)

Hall to Use Stereo

Sound with 'Knight'

A.

Lipton, vicepresident.

ment

Skouras emphasized that in the experience and judgment of the company the Miracle Mirror and Astrolite
screens provide the best quality for
CinemaScope presentations. He said
to the operators of. the smaller theatres, in effect
If you are satisfied
with less than the best, you are free
to choose it.

decision to set aside this

sum

(Continued on page 3)

Stereophonic
sound equipment,
already installed at Radio City Music
Hall, will be utilized in conjunction
with its initial CinemaScope presentation, M-G-M's "Knights of the Round
Table," it was disclosed here yesterday by a Hall spokesman.
The Hall, it is understood, will
make alterations on its sound equipment to accommodate the four-track
process employed by M-G-M.
The
picture will follow the Hall's current
Christmas show, "Easy to Love" and
its traditional holiday stage presentation, opening some time in January.
Meanwhile, tests of the Hall's huge
Astrolite screen, measuring 70 feet
wide and 28 feet high, are expected
to get under way today.

n

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention
XT'

U. S. Film Firms Aid
A Voice' Project
Film companies are cooperating with the Voice of America
in a program aimed at the
Middle and Near East, it is understood.
The project, designed to win
a wider audience in those areas,
features a series of weekly radio

Mannix, M-G-M studio executive, who arrived here yester-

day by plane from London, will leave
today by plane for the Coast.

Sol

A.

Schwartz,

Theatres,

will

president
leave here

shows on American
will be

sections
lation

exhibitor
returned here yester-

head,

Emily Torchia,
studio

the

The

world.

the

the

of

plots,

graphed pictures of

will

of

tells

stars.

The

Motion Picture Association of
America acted as liaison between "the Voice" and foreign
publicity managers of the film

Louis.

M-G-M

department, arrived
yesterday from London

publicity

New York

in

of

He
St.

of

screen personalities, and features a contest with prizes taking the form of signed auto-

Mike Simons, M-G-M
relations

made

program highlights a recapitu-

South America.
•

day from Oklahoma City.
leave Sunday by plane for

films which
available for those

of

by

plane tomorrow with Mrs. Schwartz
for a combined business and vacation
trip to

companies.

•

Sam Zipkin, head shipper at the
Universal exchange in Hartford, is
on a three-month leave of absence.
•

New

Allied Artists
division sales manager, is in

Louis from Milwaukee.

Michael Curtiz, Paramount
arrived in New York by

tor,

direc-

plane

yesterday from the Coast.

Howard

Strickland,

M-G-M

studio publicity head, will leave here
tomorrow for Hollywood.

Year's V.C. Ball

Draws Big

Harold Wirthwein,
St.

An

impressive

Gift List
of prizes, ranging

list

from clothing and home appliances to
a week's vacation for two at the Virgin Isle Hotel on St. Thomas in the
West Indies, the latter donated by
Sidney Kessler, will be presented to
guests at the New Year's Eve party
sponsored by the women's committee
of the New York Variety Club Foundation to

Mrs.

Combat

Howard

Epilepsy.

Kolbert and Mrs. Ed-

ward Rubin,

Richard Kennedy, owner of theatres in Alabama and Tennessee, visited
in Atlanta this

week.

Sidney Skolsky, Warner Brothers
producer, arrived here yesterday from

Hollywood.
•

Charles Adams, owner
morial

Theatre

in

father of a boy, born to
this

of the

Atlanta,

is

co-chairladies of the prize
committee, have stated that they expect to double the list of gifts before
the night of the affair, which will be
held in the Waldorf Astoria.

'Moon' Finally Gets
Maryland License
BALTIMORE,

Me-

Dec.

10.

—

The

Maryland board of censors has lithe
censed "The Moon Is Blue" for public

Mrs. Adams

week.
•

Pat Silverio and Loren Lankammer, both managers in district headquarters of Tri-States Theatre Corp.
in Omaha, became fathers within a
week when Mrs. Silverio and Mrs.
Lankammer each gave birth to a girl.

Tiomkin and Staub to
Produce A Series
HOLLYWOOD,

Letter

Dec. 10— Composer-conductor Dimitri Tiomkin and
Ralph Staub have closed a deal under
the terms of which they will make
a series of six 45-minute short-features, each devoted to a famous composer and the circumstances under
which he wrote his greatest work.
Biographical subjects for these films
will be Mozart, Mendelssohn, Liszt,
Wagner,
Beethoven
and
Chopin.
Tiomkin will write the scripts and,
of course, do the composing, arranging and conducting of the music, and
Staub will produce and direct the series to be filmed next year at General
Service.
Staub is the producer of
Columbia's "Screen Snapshots."

Stereophonic sound has proved itand is here to stay, according to
Walter E. Green, president of National Theatre Supply, who urges exhibitors to "take stock of their own
situations, to keep up with progress
and to look upon their admitted substantial investment in new equipment
not as an expense but as an investself

—

—

ment

in their future."

In disclosing that his company had
booked orders for more than 600 installations
of Simplex stereophonic
sound equipment in the last four
months, Green declared that it was
significant that during recent weeks
an increasing proportion of sales were

made to theatres in the 500 to
1,000-seat bracket.

being

December

formally
exhibition
in
Maryland,
bringing to an end the controversial
ban which the censor board imposed
June 29 on the film.
Maryland's Attorney General, Edward Rawlins, said this week's ruling

TO THE EDITOR,
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
After reading the news story published in connection with the current
Shea Company litigation with E. C.

Grainger, et al., in the December 9th
issue of Motion Picture Daily, I
feel that in the interest of clarity ref-

erence should be made directly to the
decision of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court.

Paragraph

one of the decision
do not have to agree with
all the fundings in the Referee's report to agree with the conclusions that
appellants have not made a showing
which would warrant vacating the
states

The opinion further states
that the court opens avenues for relief "independently of estate accounting."
In our opinion, these rulings of the
ments."

value of stereophonic sound.

Burstyn Award to
Best Foreign Film
A

plaque,

to

be

known

as

Court do not conclusively and finally
substantiate the statements advanced
in your news article of the ninth inthe

stant.

"Joseph Burstyn Award," will be preforeign
annually
for
the
sented
language picture selected by New

York film critics as the best of the
year, it was disclosed here yesterday
by the Independent Motion Picture
Distributors Association of America,
which will underwrite the award in
honor of Burstyn, former

IMPDAA

president.

IMPDAA,

meeting, also
pledged to oppose any subsidized film
distribution
which might encroach
upon private enterprise. In addition
to Arthur L. Mayer, the new president, the meeting elected the following
officers
Max A. Goldberg, first vicepresident; Martin Lewis, second vicepresident;
Walter Bibo, secretary,
and George Margolin, treasurer.
at

its

:

Gerald Shea,
M. A. Shea Theatrical Enterprises,

New York

To Induct Fabian at
N.Y. Variety Today

CAMBRIDGE, Mass, Dec. 10.—
Simon Markell, owner of the Eliot
Theatre here, and father of Harold
Markell, who operates the house, died
here Tuesday.

NEW YORK THEATRES
n-

the

New York

are expected
induction lunch-

Variety Tent No.

9

'Enemy and 'Caesar
Strong Reissue Dual

9
tt.rri

van

:

MARTIN

M-G-M

Picture
|

ami

Hall's Grea t Christmas Stage

Show

r

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

JOHfi WAYNE
...They called

him

HOUCiO

Will Distribute

Fred J. Schwartz and
Bernard Goodman are co-chairmen of
the affair. Edward Lachman, retiring

Shooting will start next week.
"Desperate Men" is an original story
by Karen De Wolf and is a Western
drama.

barker, will be a speaker.

tony
• An

3 Dimension «oWarnerColor

John Payne will star in "Desperate
Men," which Benedict Bogeaus will
produce for distribution by RKO
Radio.
Alan Dwan will direct the
picture which will be filmed in color
by Technicolor and the anamorphic

of-ceremonies.

•

TECHNICOLOR

noH WARNER BROS.

Bogeaus Production

Max

JOHNSON

and The Music

strike.

RKO

J

U ESTHER WILLIAMS

color by

Edward G. Robinson.
The dual
opened Tuesday during the journalistic "blackout" caused by the newspaper

as chief barker by
Jack Beresin, chief barker of Variety
International.
Fabian will outline
plans for the organization in the comYoungstein, United
ing year.
Artists' vice-president, will be master-

be installed

—

"EASY TO LOVE"

Edward
35 in the Hotel Piccadilly.
Fabian, executive of Fabian Theatres,
will

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

More than 200 barkers
attend today

City.

Simon Markell Dead

A

eon of

"We

:

Initial sales, he said, were made aldecree settling the intermediate acmost wholly to large first-run houses,
count."
Paragraph two "There may
adding that the grosses achieved on
be some transactions in the dealings
major productions available only with
between respondent Grainger and the
four-track magnetic
recording had
estate corporations which appellants
convinced the smaller exhibitors of
may question, e.g., the bonus paythe added entertainment and box-office

by Judge Herman Moser in Baltimore
strong $3,500 gross is reported by
City Court that the film is not "indecent or immoral," as the censors al- the management of the Holiday Theleged, is the final decision and could atre here for the opening day of Warnot be appealed.
Board Chairman ner Brothers' reissue combination of
"Public Enemy," starring James CagSydney R. Traub then conceded.
ney, and "Little Caesar," featuring

to

1953

10,

:

and Paris.

Western

Green Says Stereo
Sound Here to Stay

11, .1953

*

J.

RKO

December

Friday,

lens.
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Fox CinemaScope Screen

M-G-M Plans
Records. No definite release dates are
the
to
"Invitation
scheduled
on
"BeSuite,"
"Executive
Dance,"
trayed," "A Bride for Seven Brothers," "Beau Brummell," "Valley of
the Kings," "Brigadoon" and "The
Student Prince," but the various members assembled discussed long range
activities in connection with these pictures, all of which are expected to be
released by the end of next year.
There are five in CinemaScope
scheduled for release or to be released
The company's first,
during 1954.
"Knights of the Round Table," has
already been scheduled in at least 12
This does
cities starting Dec. 23.
not include Radio City Music Hall
here which has the picture scheduled
to follow "Easy to Love," now in its
second week. Also, definitely set for
release is "Rose Marie," M-G-M's
second CinemaScope production, now
Others unslated for mid-March.
scheduled on the release chart in the
CinemaScope class are "A Bride for
Seven Brothers," "Brigadoon" and
"The Student Prince."
in

Skouras reiterated his and
the company's frequently stated
conviction that CinemaScope
will restore the motion picture
box office to health and, there-

"must be safeguarded"

fore,

insure

of

all

its capabilities.

to

He

(Continued from page 1)

said the first two CinemaScope
releases,
"The
Robe"
and
"How to Marry a Millionaire"

box

performances
the soundness of the company's
their

Allied

office

position.

All of the components of CinemaScope are equally important to realizing

its greatest business potentialities
the box office, Skouras said.
In
the case of the screen, he held that
despite recent improvements in makes
other than' Miracle Mirror and Astrolite, his company feels that light distribution is inadequate.
He called
particular attention to the action which
takes place at the sides of the screen
in CinemaScope productions, as well
as in the center, and warned that audiences may be disturbed if they were
unable to see "both sides of the screen
with equal brilliance."
"In the long run," he said, "an inadequate screen could have a destructive effect on the whole CinemaScope

at

program."

May Attend

(Continued from page

Tushinsky

Clarifies

(Continued from page 1)

1)

management of film com- suit obtained is concerned, Joseph
The Allied president said he Tushinsky today told Motion Pichas received a number of unsolicited ture Daily. The first reports on the
proxies from Allied members owning Tushinsky device broke early last
produced by Albert Lewin stock in various film companies. He spring when Vistarama was intro-

A

A

be provided, the funds for which will
be added rather than taken from its
newspaper and magazine budgets.
total of $400,000 will be spent for
pre-selling in national magazines, he
said, and $600,000 in newspapers for
advance and cooperative point-of-sale
ads.
The remainder, $500,000 in all,
has been ear-marked for trade paper
advertising, radio and TV, miscellaneous expenses, and in the concentrated promotional activities which are
planned for the period.

A

already have demonstrated by

Color

Of the 10 releases scheduled between January and April, only one
That is "The Great
is not in color.
Diamond Robbery," down for January
Girl
release, along with "Give
Break" and "Knights of the Round
Table."
For February there will be
"Saadia,"

houses approximately 1,800 Astrolite
or Miracle Mirror screens.
"As to the larger and first run
houses, of which nearly all have been
equipped with either Miracle Mirror
or Astrolite screens, we must continue to insist that they use a screen
providing equivalent results for our
CinemaScope productions."
"We are presently concerned,"
Skouras continued, "with the medium
sized and small house. Believing that
every exhibitor has a responsibility to
give his patrons the very best in
CinemaScope exhibition we therefore
have determined that henceforth we
will leave to the exhibitor in the case
of the narrow and small theatre to
choose whatever make or type of
screen he desires to use."

Ads

U-I

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Nine

3

a voice in

panies.

U-I plans,

it

was

stated,

on

the same extensive trade paper
advertising it has maintained
for several years, with a possible increase in prospect. "We

have found effective results,"
Lipton stated, "in our policy of
advertising every one of our
pictures in trade papers and our
use of full color inserts at least
four times a year to fully
acquaint exhibitors with our
volume of product, our consistent, balanced monthly releases, and with our pictures'
inherent box-office values."
Lipton also pointed out that this
all-time high in pre-selling advertising
by the company is especially noteworthy in that the industry generally
has been pruning its pre-selling budgets for such purpose.
The heaviest campaign during the
first four months will be placed behind

French Morocco, and "The Long, would not go beyond saying that Al- duced.
These reports proved un- "The Glenn Miller Story" and "SasLong Trailer," the Lucille Ball-Desi lied representatives may attend annual founded. A fortnight ago, a New katchewan." Other major productions
Arnaz starrer. For March there will stockholders' meetings in an apparent York market letter carried a similarly which also will be given heavy adverbe "Tennessee Champ" and "Rose effort to voice exhibition sentiments ill-founded report. The common de- tising support are "The Creature
in

production
Marie" and in April, "Gypsy Colt," against curtailment
of
"Rhapsody" and "The Flame and the schedules and other complaints.

The recommendations, adopted

Flesh."

at

Allied convention in Boston in
October, presented a two-fold approach to the problem, either the acquisition of stock in production-distribution companies by Allied units in
order to gain representation on boards
of directors, or garnering proxies and
attending stockholders' meetings to
present exhibition's case before stockThe latter
holders and management.
approach was suggested from the floor
of the convention, and apparently is
now being explored by Allied.
the

United Artists Gets
2 More Productions
United Artists' production roster
has been increased by the acquisition
of two additional productions.
"Go, Man, Go !" starring the Harlem Globetrotters basketball team and
Dane Clark, has been acquired for release, it was announced by William
J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
Produced by Anton
of distribution.
M. Leader and directed by James
Wong Howe from a screenplay by
Arnold Becker, "Go, Man, Go !" presents the life of

Abe

Saperstein, the

man who
a

built the Globetrotters into
sports attraction.

"Heidi," Lazar Wechsler's producof the book by Johanna Spyri,
has also been acquired and will begin
tion

American premiere engagement

its

at

Carnegie Theatre, New
York, on Dec. 19 as a special holiday
the

Little

presentation.

"Heidi," which received the grand
prize

special

award

at

Venice Film Festival, was
Luigi Comencini.

year's
directed by

this

NTFC

Will Combine
Elections with Party
The National Television Film Counyear will combine
meeting and its annual

cil this

The

its

election-

Christmas

dual event will be held
Thursday noon at the Warwick Hotel
here.
Arche Mayers, president of the
organization, has planned the presentation of door prizes and other gifts,
as well as a special entertainment.
party.

Columbia Executives
Off Today for Coast
Discussion of plans for the continued
"From Here to Eternity" as
distribution of forthcoming
product is planned by Columbia Pictures at a four-day meeting to be
sale of
well as

held,

starting

Monday,

the

at

St.

Francis Hotel in San Francisco. Home
office executives and top sales personnel of the company will leave New
York today to attend the conclave.
Similar meetings were held last month
in

Chicago and

New

office

these unauthorized rebeen the claim that the
Tushinsky system enables a projectionist to spread a normal 35mm picture from the standard 1.33-1 aspect
ratio to as wide as three-to-one.
Tushinsky said today this is not
ports

contingent

in

has

correct, explaining that extensive expansions from standard films observed

by some studio executives is obtained
by optically reprinting the picture

from the negative in such a manner
as to produce an anamorphically-compressed image from which, by use of
an anamorphic lens, the desired width
is

derived.

Similar to 2 Others
Questions and answers, the only
means available until the studio releases a formal statement of the subject, revealed that the Tushinsky system compares in vital respects to the
so-called "Chinese camera" system in
use at Paramount on "White Christmas" and to a similar horizontal

camera being built by the M-G-M
camera department head, John Arnold.
Tushinsky expects to have his system far enough advanced within a
fortnight
press.

York.

Heading the home

nominator

various

to

demonstrate

it

for

Only production executives
companies

have

seen

it

the
of
in

leaving today is A. Montague, who work so far. Tushinsky says the dewill preside at all sessions. Accom- vice will give satisfaction in aspect
panying him will be Rube Jackter, ratios beyond three-to-one with film

Louis

Astor,

Maurice

Kaufman and Joseph

Grad,

H. C. photographed for this process.
Meanwhile, Benedict Bogeaus

on

from the Black Lagoon," 3-D "War
Arrow," "Taza, Son of Cochise,"
3-D; "Yankee Pasha," "Forbidden"
and "Fort Laramie."
;

Argentina Agrees
(Continued from page 1)

tween $2,500,000 and $3,500,000, were
said to be under discussion between
Corkery and Argentine officials. The
initial

payment

indicates

the

imple-

mentation for the first time of the
1950 film agreement, recently renewed.
Meanwhile, it was learned that
Brazil has indicated that beginning tomorrow, it will pay off an additional
$5,100,000

American
the total

indebtedness
owed
to
film
companies, bringing
of Brazil's payments up to

more than

$15,000,000.

Corkery, who was in Brazil before
proceeding to Buenos Aires, is due
back here next week. However, he
may return to Brazil for a short while
in February to attend the Brazilian
film festival.

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
tribution taking part in such a procedure.
Allied is expected to take no action
on arbitration before its winter board

meeting in February. TOA's midwinter board and executive committee
chorus of claims by asserting he has meeting in Washington in February
Leaves L.
G.
his own otherwise undefined anamor- is expected to give considerable attenHARTFORD, Dec. 10— Russell D. phic system which he calls Sceniscope tion to arbitration, but whether it will
Ordway has resigned as district man- and which he says he will use on meet with distributors before that time
ager of Lockwood & Gordon Theatres "Desperate Men," which he will pro- is not known.
release
in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and duce independently for
It is reported that the decision of
furnishing partial the sales managers to discuss arbitraNew Hampshire, and has returned and with
says he has no deal tion on Monday was made on their
here to help his wife, Dorothy, in the financing.
operation of a children's wear outlet. to use the Tushinsky process.
own, without overtures from TOA.
Freiberg.

Wednesday added

Ordway

to the dimensional

&

RKO
RKO

RKO

'

AN INDUSTRY SERVICE
and a guide

to the future

. .

J

20th Century- Fox is happy
to reproduce the remarks of

CinemaScope Solves Product
Shortage For T. T. Rembusch
By Merlin Lewis
that

"In addition

to being a big

money maker and

CinemaScope

installation in

my

of the enthusiastic report of
of National Allied, to

The

a presentation most pleasing to

my

patrons, I've found

theaters has solved the product shortage, at least for me,"

Trueman T. Rembusch,
Film Daily this week.

of Syndicate

was

part

Theaters of Indiana, former president

"In any town where I have two theaters there has been an enormous problem of finding at least 300
pictures to show," Rembusch claimed, "but with CinemaScope in one theater, with its attendant long
run, I can pick and choose to find the best pictures available for my other house.
"CinemaScope has been an agreeable surprise to me.
Mode Theater in Columbus, Indiana is!
the first of our theaters to be equipped.
have used the Ballantyne Co.'s equipment throughout except-)
ing, of course, the screen, since we had to have the Miracle Mirror screen to show 'The Robe'."

My

We

Patrons Delighted
patrons are delighted with the stereophonic sound and so am I. I've fooled around with elec-|
and sound reproduction practically all of my adult life," Rembusch continued, "and this sound*
system is so good as to be almost unbelievable. There is none of the 'hiss' associated with optical sound!
systems and it is a bit surprising when there is no sound emanating from any of the speakers to find that!
there is absolute silence in the theater
just nothing except what sound the audience itself makes. This]
is the ultimate to me
there may be some improvements made but as far as I am concerned this is it.
"As an instance of how much I like the equipment I have placed orders with the Ballantyne Company)
to equip five more of our theaters, starting with the Vogue Theater in Elwood. The Vogue is a long,
narrow house seating a bit less than 400, but the success of our equipment in the 700 seat Mode, also]
long and narrow, convinces me that it will be even better, if possible, in the Vogue.
"Of course, 'The Robe' is an outstanding attraction but just to give you an instance of how valuable the new equipment and the film means even to a theater so small as the Mode, we grossed more
on opening day (Thanksgiving Day) than we average for a four day week end, even with outstanding

"Our

tronics

—

—

pictures."

Wall To Wall Screen
Rembusch told this reporter that the Mode theater was only 28 feet wide, wall to wall, but that
CinemaScope screen was 26 feet wide, with the curved traveler becoming part of the wall decoration on each side of the theater when completely opened. Rembusch is convinced, he stated, that almost
any theater of any size or any shape could profitably install complete CinemaScope equipment including
the

stereophonic sound, if a careful engineering survey indicates that complete structural changes of the
theater are not necessary.

I

Se°retary
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Even when "I" beams had to be removed or changed he thought that the investment would be worth
while, particularly in view of the large flow of product in the offing.
For the smaller theater such as the ones he operates in the two theaters in Columbus and Elwood,
Rembusch is convinced that the sound-head must be easily interchangeable from a pent house to a rack
it eliminates an additional cost of about $4,000.
Theater, completely equipped, but without contract labor costs ran "quite a bit" under
$9,000, including lenses, screen, curtain, track and motor to operate the curtain, speakers (about 20
units) and all necessary booth equipment.
Installation in the Vogue Theater, although a considerably smaller house, would not be much less,
Rembusch estimated, since most of the equipment was basic. Only the number of auditorium speakers
would affect the difference in cost if any occurred, he said.

for 3 channel stereophonic sound, because

The Mode

No Amperage
"The

picture in the

Mode

Theater

is

26

feet

Increase

wide by lO 1/^

feet high,"

Rembusch

said,

"and we

We

burn only 45 amps using our Peerless Magnarc lamps.
have an 88 foot throw and get a perfect picsaw no reason at all to step up amperage, particularly since the anamorphic lenses allow more
light to reach the screen," he said.
"One thing that very few people in the industry seem to realize, is that with our Ballantyne equipment we can run both 3 track stereophonic sound when the magnetic reproducer is used in a rack, and
at the same time use the optical sound system, if it is desired to do so to achieve a particular dramatic
effect. This is very important to us, too," he said, "since we can do things the non-equipped theater
cannot hope to do.

ture.

We

3 Years Amortization?
"I'm very glad we equipped our first theater," he declared, "and I'm very sure that the Internal
Revenue bureau will allow us to amortize the equipment over a 3 year period. Obsolescence for most
theater equipment is very quick and very high," he said, "and from past experience I'm pretty sure I'm
right
and of course, it should be that way.
"Nobody in his right mind will predict just what the results of CinemaScope productions will be,"
Rembusch declared, "but in about two months we should come pretty close to predicting at least what
the next year or so will bring. The public likes it
I certainly like it and as the returns to the box office
continue to be high I'm sure that more and more theaters are going to spend the money to install the
equipment to make it possible for them. I hope all Of them are as successful with it as we are."
Rembusch, long an exhibitor leader of national stature, until recently was president of Indiana Allied

—

—

as well as a

member

of

COMPO's

triumvirate.

—

ma

:
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ax TNISTRUT,"

a metal framing
\J system, has been adapted to
wide-screen frame construction by the
Unistrut Products Co., Chicago. The
frame channel is made of cold rolled
steel, and a framework can be built
with combinations of five basic sizes
made in three gauges— 12, 16 and 19.
In construction no drilling is required
since the channel has a continuous slot
into which a nut can be inserted at
any point. The nuts are made with
serated grooves which "bite into" the
wedge-shaped, inturned edges of the
channel for positive clamping action.
Rounded edges of the nut are designed to permit easy insertion, and
spring construction permits holding
the nut snugly in place for bolting.

•

The methods of research, testing
and inspection used by the American Seating Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich., in the manufacture of its
public seating line, including theatre
chairs, are described in a new bookcompany.
let just issued by the
Entitled "Research, Testing and Inspection," the 34-page booklet is in
color
and profusely illustrated.
One test for product durability
shown in the book imitates "the
gyrations
of
an active theatre
patron enjoying an exciting movie,
testing beyond doubt the quality of
the spring construction, padding
and upholstery."

is

is

the naine

of

a

seamless screen made ivith a plastic
base and designed especially for widescreen and 3-D projection by the
Trans-Lux Corp., New York. It is
being produced in sizes up to 90 feet
in length and 50 feet in height.
The
screen is uniformly perforated.
•

Expansion of

and office
facilities has been announced by the
Star Cinema Supply Co., New York,
with

its

acquisition

building at 447

of a three-story

West 52nd

The

St.

company
tion

specializes in rebuilt projecequipment and has available a

catalogue covering its complete equipment line. An increase in the volume
of orders from abroad was one of the
factors necessitating new and enlarged
quarters, according to Saul Tanney,

"Numerous indeed are the hearts to which Christmas brings a brief
season of happiness and enjoyment. How many families whose members
have been dispersed and scattered far and wide, in the restless struggle of life, are then reunited and meet once again in that happy state
of companionship and mutual goodwill, which is a source of such pure
and unalloyed delight, and so incompatible with the cares and sorrows
of the world, that the religious beliefs of the most civilized nations, and
the rude traditions of the roughest savages alike number it among the
first days of a future state of existence, provided for the blest and
happy How many old recollections, and how many dormant sympathies,
Christmas-time awakens !"

T
The

publishers of "Silver Screen," a fan magazine, have notified our
News Desk, and, presumably, the news desks of the world, via press
releases, the tidings that "Rita Hayworth's yearning for a son may have
played an important part in her decision to marry Dick Haymes."
"I've always wanted a boy," continues Silver Screen's account of Rita's
remarks, "but never married a man virile enough to give me one."

comment,

T T
vited to see a film in the first
They promptly introduced a resolution closing the theatre for 10 years as
"a menace to innocent Himalayan youth".
You know all the "Special
Weeks" which we have here in the picture business well, "Printer's Ink,"
trade magazine, just counted 204 Weeks for the 52 alloted per annum
like "National Pickle Week," "Kraut and Frankfurter Week," "Cage

—

.

.

—

Bird Week," "Laugh Week."
Barney Balaban and Spyros Skouras
have been elevated for their world achievement, justifiably. Wonder how
they'd feel if they got the REAL TOP honors as "Main Wipers" from
the National Baldheaded Club, Inc., like "Ike" got the other day.
.

AMPA

publicity

vertising,

and

exploitation

fields.

Short

subjects

reels represent the

and newsmost highly

competitive sphere in the industry,
Morgan observed.
He
pointed out that 483 one and
two-reelers came from major
companies in the 1952-53 season, not counting serials, with
perhaps another 50 put on the
market by independents. The
five newsreel companies, he reminded, turn out a total of 10
issues a week "and that spells
real competition."
Morgan deplored the relegating of shorts
and newsreels to being the
"orphans"
of
the
industry.
Paramount is constantly striving to correct this situation, he
added.

The Paramount

executive described
procedures Paramount follows in publicizing and exploiting its shorts and newsreel on
both national level and local level.
He screened for the students short
subjects which in the past lent themfor

the

class

the

selves effectively to profitable

Sikkim State in the Himalayas were intheatre ever opened in Gangok, the capital.
of

.

AMPA

judged by an
committee,
be offered to trade publications for
use as feature articles.
In that way,
iie
pointed out,
theatremen could
familiarize themselves with the thinking of
students, virtually all
of whom are professionals in the ad-

—

!

.

intro-

Lige

.

promo-

tion.

Morgan also discussed at length the
newsreels' value in the public service
sphere, and cited the extent to which
newsreels have served America in
times of war and peace.
Exhibitors
and distributors who do not promote
shorts and newsreels, "whose great
popularity has been reflected in publicopinion polls, are only hurting themselves,"

it

was emphasized.

T

Those junior-sized

railroad trains
the Miniature Train Co.,
Rensselaer, Ind., received special
attention recently in a three-page

made by

illustrated

article

Many

throughout

the

in

"Business

drive-in

theatres

country have

installed the trains in their children's
playgrounds. The article traces the

history

We

T T T

—

who was
by

AMPA,

Holiday Note, by Charles Dickens:

— Legislators

to

as

:

Absolutely, no

lecturer,
class

the

Brien,
president of
invited the students to submit compositions on the
topic,
"Why the Exhibitor Should
Advertise and Publicize Short Subjects and Newsreels."
Morgan said
ne would suggest to Brien that the
best three or four such compositions,

Altec Service Corp. has a press agent, here in New York, who is so
persuasive and enlightening that, after breathing down our neck for a
coupla weeks, he finally made us read "Stereophonic Sound and Altec," a
booklet published by Altec.
Notice to Altec press agent Bert Ennis
have read the document, and
liked best the conclusion that "Stereophonic sound is still a new art," and
that "Many pictures will be made before the full quality and dramatic
possibilities of stereophonic sound are realized and used."
The aforementioned is called to the special attention of Mr. Skouras,
Mr. Rembusch, Mr. Myers, to Mr. Walter Reade, and to any others who
might be subject to stereophonic ulcers.

president.

Week."

subject,
"Production, Program
Building and Promotion of Shorts and
Newsreels," held that the failure of
many exhibitors to give short subjects
the kind of promotion they deserve
amounted to "passing up a gold mine."

The guest

T

Short Stories:

of the
lecture on

to

the

duced

gratulations.

plant

its

chairman

Compositions Invited

Just Think. The running time of J. P. Adler's Forty Five
Years in Show Business is twenty three million six hundred
and fifty two thousand minutes and at the standard projection
speed of ninety feet per minute, it would require two billion, one
one hundred twenty eight million six hundred eighty thousand
feet of motion picture film, enough to encircle the earth sixteen times, to portray the part you have played in bringing the
magic and joy of the theatre to the people of marshfield. con-

new

Bergman,

Showmanship School,

Wisconsin

•
" Luxuria"

addressed the class in the company's
home office prevue theatre.
Morgan, who had been invited by

James Cunningham

celebrating his 50th anniversary in the motion
picture industry. United Artists is black-happy on the occasion of its
35th anniversary. M-G-M is a-stirring itself 'cause of a 30th anniversary.
All of these joyous events have been duly recorded. May we add another?
John P. Adler is now celebrating his 45th anniversary in show business,
out, in, and around Marshfield, Wisconsin.
John P. was the recipient, the
other day, of the following telegram from Allied Independent Theatre Owners of

1953

(Continued, from page 1)

Maurice

ZUKOR

11,

Short Subjects

& Interludes

Equipment

December

Friday,

of

the

company

whose

product started as a hobby of P. A.
Sturdevant of Chicago, now president and principal owner of the
business.
It also tells of the part
that R. D. Robertson, vice-president

and general manager, has played
expanding the business.

in

The solemn, studious and stately Library of Congress came up, the othei
day, with a list of 76,000 motion picture title copyrights, dating back to
1894; Title No. 1: "Edison's Kinetoscope Record of The Sneeze." . .
Rotus Harvey speaks for Western exhibitors, frequently. He also pubPage one of a recent
lishes "Exhibitors Digest," in San Francisco.
issue of "Exhibitors Digest" has a killer-diller filler, taken from the
"Arkansas Baptist": "The trouble with this country is that there are too
agree, we
many wide open spaces entirely surrounded by teeth."
Dr. Nathan Torrens of the Pennsylvania
agree, we thoroughly agree.
Association for the Blind, says that the re-use of 3-D glasses can bring
on "pink eye." The good doctor has a point. We've seen 2-D glasses
re-used, and re-used. They brought on pink elephants, and red eyes. . .
kinda feel uneasy these days when we hear the word Cinerama. Lynn
Farnol, usually a swell guy, speaking in behalf of Cinerama, as public
relations consultant, quotes Cinerama inventor Fred Waller as tipping
the tip, that, "with Cinerama, we can photograph the inside of a thimble."
We'll have to change our hoarding spot. Nothing's sacred, any more.
.

We

.

.

.

.

We

Investors Would Buy
Canada Circuit Stock
TORONTO,

—

Dec. 10.
General
Investment Co., Ltd., Toronto, has made an offer to buy the
96,855 outstanding common snares,
effective to Dec. 31, of Theatre Properties (Hamilton), Ltd., which owns
the Palace and Capitol theatres and

Theatre

has a substantial interest in the
Savoy, all of Hamilton, Ont. These
houses are leased to Odeon Theatres
for operation.
The offered price is
$15.34 per share, compared with the
recent trading price on the Toronto

Stock Exchange of $13.50.

Friday,

December

11,

Motion Picture Daily

1953

1)

a share on the new $1 par common
stock and 20 cents a share on V e
old no-par common stock, not exchanged.
The dividend will be paid to stockholders of record at the close of business on Dec. 18, Dr. Herbert T. Kaltnus, president and general manager,
stated.

In considering the payment of the
special year-end dividend the directors
of Technicolor "have very carefully

long-term
license and engineering agreements
entered into between Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. and De Luxe Laboratories, Inc. and the demonstration
of the
at Princeton, N. J., by
considered

recent

the

Tax Easement
Urged by the MPIC;
Members Approve
Stars'

Review

Technicolor
(Continued from page

7

RCA

results of its researches to date which
may lead ultimately to electronic photography," the company stated.

See Long-Range Benefit
Technicolor directors were said to
believe that the short range consequences of these developments will not
materially affect the company but that
in the long range they should be of
considerable favorable importance.

"Although definite figures for the
last two months of this year are not
yet available it is clear that there will
be a sharp decline in profit as compared with the earlier months of this
year," it was stated.
"It is thought that for the most
part this is brought about by the uncertainties and delays of the industry
with the advent of wide-screen and
three-dimensional productions, and the
extended use by producers of rela-

Fighter Attack
Hollywood, Dec.

(Allied Artists)

7

THE

suspenseful and vital events in Nazi-occupied Italy prior to the Allied
invasion form the background of this production in which Sterling Hayden,
as an American flier, and J. Carrol Naish, as an Italian guerilla, are the top
names and principal characters.
The story opens with Hayden as a flight commander raiding the mainland
from a base on Corsica. It gets into high gear after he's shot down by the
enemy and taken in by the Italian underground, and comes to a climax in an
attack by Allied planes and a guerrilla band afoot, on a secret transit tunnel.
It is a well made film, ably enacted by a large and competent cast, and can
be projected in any aspect ratio from 1.33-1 to 1.85-1.
The picture was produced by William Calihan, Jr., and directed by Lesley
Selander, from a script by Simon Wincelberg. It has a full measure of
melodramatic situation and unexpected developments, but it is pleasantly free
of the soap-box oratory and declamatory dramatics that have crossed up _so
many wartime melodramas in recent years
Hayden, with 200 missions to his credit, is due for shipping home when
his commandant prevails upon him to stay on until a secret supply line to the
enemy can be located and bombed out. Looking for it, Hayden is shot down,
landing safely and being taken in hand by a girl guerilla (Joy Page), who
takes him to the mountain hideout where Naish is in charge. Sharing venturesome incidents, many fatal and all dramatic, he and she fall in love, but
the story emphasis is on the discovery and destruction of the secret tunnel,
in which conflict they fight side by side. (He comes back to her after the
war to a happy ending, but this isn't tipped early enough to discount plot
interest.)" Also in the cast are Kenneth Tobey, Anthony Caruso, Paul Fierro,
Maurice Jara, Tony Dante, David Leonard, James Flavin, Harry Lauter,

John Fontaine, David Bond and Louis Lettieri.
Running time 80 minutes. General audience

tively

new

types

of

color

negative

which has necessitated the adoption of

new

Technicolor's
in
procedures
manufacturing process which have not

classification.

FCC
•

Re-hearing Granted
WASHINGTON, Dec. 10. — The
_

Federal Communications Commission
become standardized," it was said. has agreed to reconsider its earlier
"There is a high prospect that the action dismissing an application by
low level of volume and profit for the Jefferson Amusement Co. for a telechannel at Beaumont, Tex.
last two months of this year will not vision
continue into the first quarter of The commission set a hearing for
1954," said the company.
Dec. 16.
yet

seventeen's

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

10.

— The

"lean years taxation provision" to
cover actors and others in the film
industry whose incomes are high during a short period of years and drop
drastically thereafter sliould be given
"every support of the entire industry,"
Carey Wilson, chairman of the overseas production committee of the Motion Picture Industry Council, told the
membership Wednesday night
at a meeting called to hear the longdelayed report by the organization.
Tiie report covered a canvass inspired several months ago by repeated
contentions that Hollywood employment was adversely affected by a declared increase in production of films
American producers.
overseas
by
Uppermost among the charges made
at that time was the claim that top
stars taking advantage of an 18-month
tax loophole, no longer in effect, made
foreign production necessary. The report said that foreign production had
never reached the extent, numerically,
indicated by announcements of intention, 75 per' cent of which had failed
to materialize.
Seven principal reasons for producing overseas were listed in the report
18as
need for authentic locale

MPIC

:

;

month tax advantage ; currency restrictions and quota systems
availa;

bility of foreign financing

;

split-hemi-

sphere deals; supposed lower production costs
general importance of the
;

foreign box

office.

The membership approved

the

re-

port unanimously.

'

<

\

award-winning

,-,/

V

january
picture of the

month
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HOW TO MARRY A

technicolor

CINema!
you see

it

without glasses

starring

MARILYN MONROE
BETTY GRABLE

LAUREN BACALL
and co-starring

WILLIAM POWELL

seventeen

MILLIONAIRE

the magazine that sends teens to the movies

_

/

MPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
By MR. SPYROS

P.

SKOURAS

President, Twentieth. Century-Fox Film Corporation

REGARDING SCREENS FOR PROJECTION
OF

CinemaScopE PICTURES

cannot overemphasize our belief and conviction that CinemaScope is the only remedy to combat
the ravages of television at the box office and recapture lost audiences. CinemaScope must be safeguarded to the end that superior entertainment,
which is so much needed to attract audiences to
theatres again will do what it is capable of doing.
CinemaScope is a complete new process engineered
to provide a whole new form of entertainment.
CinemaScope is not merely a lens, or a screen, or
stereophonic sound, or a new size, or a new aspect
CinemaScope involves the proper use of all
ratio.
these components as an entirely new system designed
to tell a story in a new and more dramatic fashion.

sides of the screen as well.

from the first two CinemaScope productions are ample proof of the soundness
of our position as to the way CinemaScope should be
CinemaScope demands a bigger story,
exhibited.
more action, whether outdoor or indoor or intimate.
It requires more material, for instance when Darryl
Zanuck produced the second CinemaScope picture,
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE, he combined two great Broadway stage plays THE
FOR IT, by Zoe Akins,
GREEKS HAD A
H. Harris, Jr.,
William
produced on the stage by
and LOCO, by Dale Eunson and Katherine Albert.
Exhibitors know that the public wants to see only
great pictures, and since CinemaScope requires bigger and better pictures, this system represents to the
theatre man the answer to the box office drop.

Astrolite screens are superior in the distribution of
light equally to all seats in the theatre.
Especially
is this so in a wide theatre with balcony and high
angle projection where we are of the definite opinion
that other screens are not adequate although improvements are promised. The Hollywood demonstrations of CinemaScope were directly responsible
for providing an entire new market for screen manufacturers and afforded them new opportunities of
prosperity, and they were further aided by the announcement of other producers of their intention to

E

The

results obtained

HOW

WORD

—

We

have conducted many tests on screens other
than Astrolite and Miracle Mirror and while we find
the manufacturers of these other screens have recently made improvements in their screens to meet
our CinemaScope requirements it is our feeling that
they have not yet made a reflective screen which will
distribute the light evenly over the full theatre area
as is accomnlished with the Miracle Mirror and
Astrolite. The Astrolite and Miracle Mirror screens
contribute substantially to this superior entertainment in Droviding clearer and sharper pictures with
improved color brilliancy.

The

must keep in mind the dramatic
CinemaScope and that the action no

exhibitor

qualities

of

longer

restricted to the center but occurs

is

on both

Therefore, this could be

very disturbing to the theatre patron who does not
see both sides of the screen with equal brilliance.
While one outstanding picture like
ROBE may
have so much appeal as to outweigh this disadvantage
still in the long run an inadequate screen could have

THE

a destructive effect

gram.

It is

on the whole CinemaScope pro-

comparatively easy to make a screen
it is extremely difficult to

bright in the center but

maintain brilliance and effectiveness clear to the
edges of CinemaScope's enlarged area of effective
action.

In order that there will be no misunderstanding
of our attitude we still feel the Miracle Mirror and

make CinemaScope

We

have encouraged
many screen manufacturers and promised our fullest
cooperation to improve the quality of their screens
to meet the exacting CinemaScope requirements.
pictures.

The

exhibitors in the case of the larger theatres
of the country have appreciated the importance of
a proper screen and there have been installed in
the larger houses approximately eighteen hundred
Astrolite or Miracle Mirror screens. As to the larger
and first run houses, of which nearly all have been
equipped with either Miracle Mirror or Astrolite
screens, we must continue to insist that they use a
screen providing equivalent results for our Cinemaare presently concerned
Scope productions.
primarily with the medium sized and small house.
Believing that every exhibitor has a responsibility
to e;ive his patrons the very best in CinemaScope
exhibition we therefore have determined that henceforth we will leave to the exhibitor in the case of the
narrow and small theatre to choose whatever make
or type of screen he desires to use.

We

(

A dvertisemen

t)
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NO.

DAILY
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Tradewise

U.S.A.,

to waive
Mirror or
Miracle
insistence upon

decision

as

HOLLYWOOD,

or their quality

Astrolite screens,

condition

a

for

"narrow and small" theatres' licens-

is

in

Europe, it is important to note the
considerable pains Skouras took in
making the announcement to emphasize the need of safeguarding

meeting

of

company

s

Twelve

pic-

designat-

is

Alfred E. Daff

sound advice

for the exhibitor as

it

is

delivering

•

its

present

number

high

of quality releases and the reliability
of
entertainment
to
the
provided
please the exhibitors' customers and
keep them coming to the box-office."
More than $36,000 will be distrib-

proper perspective on the
subject, one need go no farther
back than the industry's experience
this year with 3-D.
(Continued on page 4)
It was not poor quality production alone that hastened 3-D to its Allied
undeserved loss of audiences. It
was equally the fault of a disregard
Policy
below
of quality by the theatre
Allied States Association, which has
standard projection, lighting and
been critical of 20th Century-Fox's
viewers. Only now is 3-D regaining
insistence on its own approved screens
its proper place at the box-office,
for CinemaScope presentations, is the
and is enabled to do so only by first exhibitor group to officially laud
a fresh start, from production the company on its new policy. In a
through presentation, based upon joint weekend statement by Wilbur
(Continued on page 4)
a return to quality standards all
along the route.
For

Commends

—

•

Twentieth Century-Fox has safe-

guarded production quality in
CinemaScope pictures. It has been
endeavoring, and continues to do
to

so,

safeguard

CinemaScope

the theatre.
would be tragic indeed if
It
exhibitor shortsightedness were
permitted to consign CinemaScope
to the same doleful setback as that
meted out to 3-D, even if only
quality

in

temporarily.
It

is

hoped than an innumber of exhibitors will
necessary to take advantage
to be

finitesimal

find

it

{Continued on page 2)

in Plea for

Variety Support
that New York showmen
support
the
local
Variety
tent's
"Heart" project to aid epileptic chil-

plea

Urges Turning
Ticket-Taxing

Back

to States

Would Ease Overlapping,
C.ofC. Tells Commission
WASHINGTON,
U. S. Chamber of

Dec.

13.— The

Commerce on

Fri-

'

have been produced in 3-D.
The theme of the drive, Daff
stated, "demonstrates U-I's confidence
for 20th-Fox and other producers in the industry, the company's responof CinemaScope pictures.
sibility to the exhibitor to continue

good

as

will launch a "Charles

to 'Ike'

day urged that the Federal Government surrender to the states the right
ed as U - I s dren was sounded here on Friday by to impose taxes
on theatre admissions.
"Golden Dozen" Edward L. FaThis suggestion was one point in the
will be released bian, who was
chamber's program presented to Presiduring the drive, installed as chief
dent Eisenhower's commission studyDaff disclosed. barker
at
a
ing the overlapping of Federal and
Nine are in luncheon-meetstate activities.
color by Tech- ing at the Hotel
The chamber outlined various dunicolor and two Piccadilly.
ties
which it felt the government
tures,

CinemaScope.

guarding quality

Fabian
A

weekend.

the box-office potentialities of

Every exhibitor who considers
the subject honestly must concede
that Skouras's stress upon safe-

—Universal-International

the
national sales executives conference at the U-I
the
at
studios

company's CinemaScope
presentations, remain unanswered
in the absence of Spyros Skouras,

who

13.

Feldman Annual Sales Drive" on Jan. 3 and continue it through May 2, it
was announced by Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president at the concluding

J.

ing of the

president,

Dec.

TEN CENTS

1953

'

w:

Century-Fox's

company

14,

'Golden Dozen Are Set
For Univ. Sales Drive

fHILE a number of vital
questions concerning 20th

equivalents,

MONDAY, DECEMBER

Memo

. .

SHERWIN KANE

By

YORK,

Fox Screen

Fabian

de-

should relinquish to the states. Among
them,
it
said,
were various tax
sources,- including the admissions tax.

clared that
"Tent
in

No.

the

city

35,

largest
of

Such a move, said the chamber,
would greatly aid the individual states
in meeting their
growing financial

the

needs a
$25,000
per year to supworld,

mere

obligations.

port the clinic
Edward Fabian
epileptic
for
Columbia Presbyterian
children
at
(Continued on page 4)

TOA

Conclave
At Mid-Winter Meet
to Set

Columbia Pictures' net profit for the
weeks ended Sept. 26 soared to
The site of next year's Theatre
Owners of America's annual conven- $762,000 from the corresponding 1952
13

tion will be selected at the mid-winter
meetings of the executive committee
and the board of directors, Herman
Levy,
general counsel, said here
again
at the weekend. Whether

TOA

TOA

(Continued on page 4)

TOA Asks That
In Theatres Be

Uncalled-for Clothing
Sent to Korean Relief

A

Korean relief project whereby uncalled-for articles of clothing in
theatres' lost-and-found departments will be sent to Korean children
who are in need of clothing for the winter months is being sponsored
by the Theatre Owners of America. Walter Reade, Jr., president of
the TOA, is urging members and all other exhibitors to cooperate

in the

move.

from an appeal which was made public in the
officials promptly con"Daily Mirror" on Dec. 10.
ferred and decided on a course of action.
Albert M. Pickus of Stratford, Conn., has been named chairman
of the appeal. He asked that the articles be mailed to S/Sgt. Robert
L. Ziegner, 20634766, 3rd Food Service Squadron, APO 64, San

The

project stems

New York

Columbia Net
In Sharp Rise

TOA

Francisco.

Pickus will appoint regional chairmen throughout the United States
to assist in bringing notice of the appeal to all exhibitors.

period's net of $128,000, the company
revealed at the weekend. The big increase in the net earnings was credited
largely to the heavy business being
done by its current "From Here to
Eternity."
As an indication of the rise in profits for the single quarter, it was noted
that the net earnings for the entire
year ended June, 1953, were $942,000,
while the 1952 net was $803,000.
Operating profit for the last quarter
before taxes, was $1,947,000, compared
(Continued on page 4)

Appoint Schwartz to
Federation Post
appointment
Fred
The
of
J.
Schwartz, president of Century Circuit, as chairman of the exhibitors
committee of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, has been announced
by Harry Brandt, president of the
Independent Theatre Owners AssoTheatres.
ciation
and
Brandt
of
Brandt, in addition, is chairman of
(Continued on page 4)

.
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Personal
Mention
JOHN
J sales

BYRNE, M-G-M

P.

manager,

will

wood today

for Salt
ver and Kansas City.

leave

Lake

'Gimmickless' Films
Win 'Holiday' Salute

Eastern
Holly-

City,

Den-

•

Albert M. Pickus, vice-president
of Theatre Owners of America, and
owner of the Stratford Theatre, Stratford, Conn., has been named chairman
of the Stratford Shakespeare Committee

establishment

the

for

Shakespeare

American

the

of

Festival

Theatre.

Max

Reserve.
•

Brothers

the Northwest, has
been promoted to studio field man and
will leave Seattle to make his headquarters in Los Angeles.
•
for

Bill Spencer, formerly a salesman
for Manley-Burch Popcorn Co. in the
Los Angeles territory, is leaving there
for Seattle, where he will become
Northwest representative for the firm.
•
John G. Moore, Paramount Pictures assistant Eastern division manager, has returned to Boston from
New York.
•

Howard

Minsky,

G.

Paramount

Pictures Mid-East division manager,
returned to Philadelphia Friday from

New

York.

M.

E.

•
J.

McCarthy, manager

of

Allied Artists' Los Angeles exchange,
returned there at the weekend from

Phoenix.

Walter Hoffman, Paramount

Northwest publicity director, has
returned to Seattle from Los Angeles.
•
E. Hobb, branch

manager

of

Monogram Southern Exchanges, Atlanta,

has

left

there for Florida.

Goldsmith, Mayers
Will Address NTFC

in

a

"From Here

''Roman

to Etern-

Holiday,"

"The

Moon

Is

"Stalag

17,"

"Tanga-Tika" and "The

Little

Blue,"

"Lili,"

Columbia Meeting
In 'Frisco Today
SAN FRANCISCO,

continuing

"From Here

Home

summation

to

color television.

Arche Mayers, NTFC president
and president of Unity Television
Corp., will summarize television film
distribution activities and progress in
1953 and will forecast the future of
film distribution for television in 1954.
Both talks will be a part of the
combined Christmas party and election

NTFC

meeting.

sale

of

Columbia's

to Eternity."

personnel attending will

office

Rube

Jackter, assistant sales
Astor, circuit sales
executive
Maurice Grad, short subjects sales manager; H. C. Kaufman,
manager of exchange operations, and
Joseph Freiberg, manager of sales
accounting.

Louis

;

;

A

request to open negotiations on
a new musicians contract in Miami
jn Jan. 25 has been made to major

companies by James Petrillo,
American Federation of Musicians
film

president.

A

Industry Leaders to

Bow

company presidents
talks would cover

indicated that the
studio musicians and newsreel dubbing.
The selection of Miami as the scene
of the negotiations is due to the presence in Florida of top film executives
and Petrillo at that time, it was

pointed out.
The previous

two-year agreement,
which was worked out in Miami, expires on Jan. 31.

3-Picture Paramount
Deal for Hitchcock
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 13. — Alfred
a three-picture contract as
producer-director. The new contract
will start following the completion of
to

"Rear Window," which Hitchcock is
currently producing and directing at
Paramount.
Llitchcock's first production under
the new contract will be "Catch A
Thief," in which Cary Grant will be

•

•

response at the RKO
58th Street Theatre here last
week to the reintroduction of Sam-

AUDIENCE

uel

Our

Soldwyn's "The Best Years of
Lives" was impressive demon-

that the public is ready
once more for the Academy Award
winner of 1946. It was an intent,
appreciative audience throughout
the two hours and 50 minutes of
stration

running time.

The Robert E. Sherwood script,
has been observed in many
Top industry leaders will be among
the 3,000 persons slated to attend to- quarters, is as timely today as it
night's invitational premiere here of was
the post-World War
in
Universal-International's "The Glenn period.
It remains to be observed

Attend

'Miller'

as

RKO

Miller Story," at the
86th Street
only that it is equally timely in a
Theatre.
Among industrv leaders scheduled trade sense.
to attend are
Here is a potent box-office
Charles J. Feldman,
Harry Brandt, William Brandt, Leo attraction being made available
Brecher, Max A. Cohen, Jack Cohn,
in wide screen, with fresh prints,
Ned E. Depinet, Russell V. Downing,
Charles
Einfeld,
Ernest Emerling, advertising and press books, at a
exhibitors, large and
S. H. Fabian, Matthew Fox, J. R. time when
Grainger, W. J. Heineman, Julius small, are voicing apprehensions
Joelson, Harry Kalmine, Robert Kintabout their supply of product.
ner, Robert Mochrie, Charles B. Moss,
Abe Olman, Eugene Picker, Jerry
:

Pickman,

Samuel

Rinzler,

Samuel

Rosen, A. W. Schwalberg, Sol A.
Schwartz, Spyros Skouras, George
Skouras, Emanuel Sacks, Jules Stein,
Wilbur Snaper, Albert Warner and
Robert M. Weitman.

Noble's $2,000M0
Swells Foundation
An

additional gift of $2,000,000 has

been made to the
Foundation by

Edward John Noble
Edward J. Noble,

committee of
Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres. Income and principle of the
foundation are used for support of
education, charities, hospitals and the
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 13.— "Courtesy
needy in a broad field. Among the
Is Contagious," instructional short for
beneficiaries are St. Lawrence Unitheatre personnel which was produced
versity in Canton, N. Y., of which
by Filmack Trailer Co., Chicago, for
Noble is chairman of the board of
the Theatre Owners of America, will
trustees, and North Country Hospitals,
be screened for the delegates attendthree New York institutions located
ing the annual convention of the Moin Canton, Gouverneur and Alexantion Picture Theatre Owners of St.
dria Bay, N. Y.
Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois at the Sheraton Hotel here
oily
tomorrow and Tuesday.

Slate Courtesy Short

of the finance

American

For Midwest Meet

H

Johnston

Should there be any significant
evidence of disregard of quality
standards,
even in "small and
narrow"
theatres,
this
industry
might well begin to despair of ever
recapturing the ground it has lost
to newer claimants of public favor.

II

letter, sent to

mount

.

13.— A.

and "It Should Happen to You," and
the

manager

Asks Talks
Be Opened Jan. 25

.

(Continued from page 1)
Dec.

regional sales meetings with a general session at the St. Francis Hotel
here.
Scheduled to be present are
Montague's key aides from New York
and sales personnel from the West.
Among the topics which Montague
will introduce at the sessions will be
the company's policy in regard to the
Christmas pre-release in 3-D only of
"Miss Sadie Thompson," the forthcoming release of "The Caine Mutiny"

include

Fugitive.'

Tradewise

1953

14,

Montague, Columbia Pictures' general of 20th-Fox's dispensation with resales manager, tomorrow will open the spect to
screens of quality for
last of the company's three special
CinemaScope presentations.

chairman

of 1953's
technical
developments in television and their portent
Dr. Goldsmith will speciin
1954.
fically discuss the effects these developments will have on color film, the
advancement of color television, and
the development of magnetic tape for

contributions

sists of
ity,"

starred.

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief consultant to RCA, will address a meeting of the National Television Film
Council on Thursday at the Warwick

Hotel here,

vidual picture, not technical
discoveries and improvements.
Hine-selected product con-

Hitchcock has been signed by ParaPic-

tures

James

of the year has
indi-

Petrillo

Warner

Bercutt,

exploiteer

news

been the quality of the

"Mogambo,'

Herbert J. Erlanger, assistant secretary-assistant treasurer of the Motion Picture Export Association, has
been promoted to the rank of major
in the military intelligence branch of

Army

really big

"Shane," "The Band Wagon,"

•

the U. S.

"Holiday Magazine" film critic
Al Hine's selection of the "10
best motion pictures of the
year" consists only of conventional pictures having no new
processes or technical "gimmicks."
In his January issue
column, Hine states that "the

Monday, December

to

Speak

Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, will be the guest speaker here
today at a Town Hall forum on the
future of the motion picture industry.

wood

Charities
Nearina Year's Goal
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 13.—The Permanent Charities Committee chairman,
Steve Broidy, has announced plans for
a "cleanup" campaign designed to
bring donations up to the year's goal,
$1,225,000 within two weeks.

'Boy Lost, 'Caesar'

Win

'Sign' Citation

Paramount's "Little Boy Lost" and
M-G-M's "Julius Caesar" have been
selected as the outstanding pictures of
1953 by "The Sign." national Catholic
monthly magazine. Jerry Cotter, the
publication's
motion picture editor,
stated that the two films had been
selected on the basis of moral value,
artistic
achievement and entertainment content for the Catholic audience.
Scrolls will be presented to Wil-

liam Perlberg and George Seaton,
producers of "Little Boy Lost," and
to Joseph Mankiewicz, who produced
the Shakespearean tragedy.

Dassow Heads Sales
Dep't of Astrolite
CHICAGO, Dec. 13.— R. William
Dassow, formerly with National Theatre Supply in New York and here,
has been named sales manager for the
theatre and television screen division
Radiant
Manufacturing
of
Corp.,
which handles sales of the Astrolite
screen.

Herschel Feldman will continue as

manager of the photographic,
educational and industrial screen divisales

sions,

Adolph

Wertheimer,

Radiant

vice-president, stated.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

rita

HAYWORTH

jose FERRER

mm m
with
Play by

HARRY KLEINER

•

in rnlor

ALDO RAY

Based on a story by

W. SOMERSET
a

MAUGHAM

hv

TECHNICOLOR
•

A

JERRY WALD

BECKWORTH CORPORATION

Picture

Production

•

Directed by

CURTIS BERNHARDT

;

;
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U-l Sales Drive
(Continued from page

Bad

My

;

;

Yvonne DeCarlo and Pedro Armendariz
"The Glenn Miller Story," Tech;

James Stewart and June Allyson; "Taza, Son of Cochise," Techni
color and 3-D, Rock Hudson and Bar
bara Rush "Saskatchewan," Alan Ladd
and Shelley Winters, Technicolor
"Ride Clear of Diablo," Technicolor,
nicolor,

;

Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea, Susan
"The CreaCabot and Abbe Lane
ture from the Black Lagoon," 3-D,
Richard Carlson and Julia Adams
"Ma and Pa Kettle at Home," MarMain and Percy Kilbride;
jorie
;

"Yankee

Pasha,"

Technicolor,

Set Conclave
1)

tie up with the Theatre Equipment and Supply Manufacturers Association in a trade show also will

will

be determined at the sessions, he said.
known that
prefers to
make the Conrad Hilton Hotel in
Chicago the permanent locale of the
trade shows, which may mean that
would have to again hold its
convention in Chicago if it decides to
hold a convention with the equipment
group.

TESMA

It is

TOA

The

TOA

mid-winter meetings will
Mayflower Hotel in
Washington on Jan. 31-Feb. 2. The
executive committee will meet on Jan.
31 and the board will hold its sessions
on the afternoons of Feb. 1 and 2.
Other items scheduled for discusbe held

at

the

sion at the conferences are the latest
developments in arbitration, the 16mm.
Coast anti-trust suit, subscription television,
stereophonic sound, specified
screens, film rentals and the Federal
20 per cent admission tax.
A. Julian Brylawski,
vicepresident, is chairman of the host
committee.
Alfred Starr, chairman
of the executive committee and of
the board of directors, will preside

TOA

at

all

sessions.

Notes Drop in
Purchase Warrants
Col.

WASHINGTON,

A

Dec. 13.—
decrease of 2,740 shares of Columbia
Pictures non-par value common stock
issuable under purchase warrants was
reported here to the Securities and

Exchange Commission.

As

of

Oct.

31,

the

company

Each Other

(Continued from page

Columbia)

A

YOUNG

and redemption form the basis of this story
in which Charlton Heston and Lizabeth Scott have the principal roles.
Set in a Pennsylvania mining town, the picture has been put together with
doctor's corruption

a resourceful
imaginative.

production hand, but the story

is

not

particularly

fresh

or

When Heston returns to his home town from Korea, where he was a
doctor with the rank of colonel, he finds everyone suffering from the effects
Even though Heston's brother was killed in the
of a mining explosion.
tragedy, people still hold him accountable because he held a key safety position.

Before long Heston finds two alternatives open to him. He can dedicate
himself to the amelioration of human suffering, or can grow rich and lazy
by associating himself with a swank, impressive medical office. Heston makes
the latter choice and lives in luxury by flattering wealthy women with imaginary ailments and lots of time and money. With that choice also goes Miss
Scott, spoiled, wealthy, twice-divorced young lady with a burning rage to
live. The choice between good and evil in a mate is contrasted between Miss
Scott and Dianne Foster, a nurse bent on helping her fellow man. It takes
a mine explosion to wrench Heston out of his parasitical living and really
find himself spiritually and romantically. That in the screenplay by Irving
Wallace and Horace McCoy, means that Heston goes to a little coal mine
area to work with the miners and it also means he abandons Miss Scott in
favor of Miss Foster.
William Fadiman was associate producer and Irving Rapper the director
Others in the cast are Mildred Dunnock, as the mother of Heston, and Arthur
Franz, as a doctor who is killed in a mine explosion.
The cast also includes Ray Collins, Marjorie Rambeau, Lester Matthews,
Rhys Williams, Lydia Clarke, Cris Alcaide, Robert Keys, Frank Tully, Ann
Robinson and Dorothy Green.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.

Jeff

Chandler and Rhonda Fleming', and
"Fort Laramie," Technicolor, starring
John Payne and Dan Duryea.

(Continued from page

(

for

re-

ported 46,050 shares issuable under
purchase warrants compared to 48,790 on Sept. 30.
The decrease was
attributed to the cancellation of warrants issued to Irving Briskin, executive assistant to the studio vicepresident.

Appoint Schwartz

14,

1953

Columbia Net

Review

1)

uted in prizes to the company's dobranch and office
mestic division,
managers, salesmen and bookers.
"Considering the high quality of the
pictures and the $1,500,000 advertising campaign with which they will
be backed, U-I officials feel that business during, the Feldman drive will
reach an all-time high for the company," it was stated.
Pictures scheduled to be released
Baby Back Home,"
are "Walking
color in Technicolor musical starring
Donald O'Connor and Janet Leigh
"Forbidden," starring Tony Curtis,
Joanne Dru and Lyle Bettger "War
Arrow," Technicolor, starring Maureen O'Hara and Jeff Chandler "Border River," Technicolor, Joel McCrea

Monday, December

Fabian

in Plea

(Continued: from page 1)

(Continued, from page 1)

the amusement industry's drive on
behalf of the 116 hospitals and social
service institutions of the Federation.
Schwartz, a former board chairman
and president of the Metropolitan
Motion Picture Theatres Association,
will take charge of the Federation
campaign among exhibitors that will
tie in with other aspects of the total
industry drive that will be .climaxed
by a luncheon to be held in January
at which key entertainment figures

Hospital, and if we cannot do this
with a membership nearing 500, then

1)

with $360,000 for the same 13 weeks
Taxes were estimated at $1,-

in 1952.

185,000 for the 13 weeks ended last
Sept. 26, while the same quarter's
taxes in 1952 were $232,000.
Earnings per share on the common
stock in the 1953 quarter were $1.01,
against nine cents in the same 13-week
period of 1952. It was noted by the
company that the comparative earnings per share of common stock after

preferred stock dividends were calculated on the increased amount of common stock which was outstanding on
Sept. 26. The number of shares outstanding on that date was 687,436 and
the number outstanding on Sept. 27,
1952,

was

670,669.
the strength of the
favorable financial report, Columbia
common and preferred stocks continued their advance begun a week ago,
setting new highs for 1953 on the New

Obviously on

York Stock Exchange
The common closed at

Friday.
ari advance of one point, the preferred at

67y2 up iy2
,

Allied

last

19*4,

.

Commends

(Continued from page 1)
Snaper, Allied president, and Abram
F. Myers, general counsel, it was said
that Allied "hopes the company will
now take the next logical step and
make stereophonic sound optional."
On Thursday, 20th-Fox president

Spyros Skouras announced from Paris
that the company henceforth will leave
to the operators of "narrow and small"
theatres the' choice of screen they wish
to use for presentation of Cinema-

I,
as chief barker, will personally
place the padlock on the door and
return our charter to International
Variety."
Scope productions.
Fabian also announced that the
The
Snaper - Myers
statement
tent's first event in the coming year pointed out that throughout
its
25
will be an all-industry luncheon for years, Allied has insisted that
exhibiWilliam J. German, president of W. J. tors "and they alone control operating
German, Inc., to be held in April in policies of the theatres. This principle
honor of German's many charitable has been vindicated by the courts."
endeavors.
will be honored.
"We recognize 20th Century's right
Edward Lachman, retiring chief to recommend the screens and sound
Assisting Schwartz, as a co-chairman of the Federation exhibitors com- barker, was presented with a symbolic which it feels will display its product
mittee, is Morton Sunshine, executive medallion in appreciation of his serv- to best advantage but will continue to
The presentation was resist all efforts to dictate," the statedirector of the Independent Theatre ice to the tent.
made by Max E. Youngstein, who was ment said. "If all companies would
Owners Association.
toastmaster.
only announce that they will release
CinemaScope pictures in whatever
media the theatres are equipped to
handle, it will contribute mightily to
9
make 1954 the year of recovery."
Dec. 13.— Irving Allen
In his announcement from Paris,
and Albert R. Broccoli, on behalf of
Highlights of the world premiere
Warwick Productions, Ltd., have con- of 20th Century-Fox's "Beneath the Skouras said that the requirement
cluded negotiations with 20th Century- 12-Mile Reef," Wednesday evening at that either the Miracle Mirror or
Fox president Spyros Skouras for New York's Roxy Theatre, will be Astrolite screen, or some screen adjudged by 'the company to give the
the production of two films in Cinema- beamed to Europe and the Near and
Scope.
Warwick is the first inde- Far East by the Armed Forces Radio same standard of quality be used in
the larger or first-run theatres, will be
pendent British company to use the Service.
continued by the company.
process.
Microphones of the
will be
Allen and Broccoli, executive pro- placed in the lobby of the Roxy and
ducers of Warwick, disclosed that the celebrity interviews will be tape refilms
will
"The
be
Cockleshell corded for programming around the
Heroes," an original by George Kent world later in the week.
and screenplay by Hugh Hastings, to
Studio conferences will be conducted
go into production March 1, and Max
on the Coast by A. W. Schwalberg,
Catto's novel, "The Prize of Gold,"
president of Paramount Film Distribscreenplay
British
by
playwright
uting Co., who left here at the weekR. C. Sherriff.
Both will be filmed
end.
in color by Technicolor.
No release
50 per cent stock dividend on outIn
a
Chicago
stop-over
today,
has been set for the films.
standing common shares of Polaroid Schwalberg i s slated
to confer with
Allen and Broccoli are now com- Corp. has been declared by the com- Central division manager
J. J. Donopleting production of Alan
Ladd's pany's board of directors, subject to hue. While at the studio, Schwalberg
"The Black Knight," third of their approval by stockholders at a special will meet with Y. Frank Freeman,
contracted group for Columbia release. meeting which has been scheduled for vice-president in charge
of the studio
Tay Garnett is directing.
Their Jan. 28.
Don Hartman, executive producer,
"Paratrooper" will open in Boston on
Also authorized is an increase in and other executives concerning
fuChristmas Day, and "The White common shares from 407,375 to 750,- ture production plans. In
addition,
South" print will be delivered to Co- 000, thus providing sufficient shares Schwalberg is planning
sales sessions
lumbia by Broccoli before the end of for the stock dividend and for future with George A.
Smith, Western divithe month.
rompany requirements.
sion manager, in Los Angeles.

Warwick

in First
U.K. 'Scope' Deal
LONDON,

'Reef Premiere to

Be 'Piped Abroad

AFRS

Schwalberg Enroute
To Coast for Talks

Polaroid Proposes
50% Stock Dividend
A

A New Look

New

for the

Movies...

Wide-Screen and 3-D Projection Lighting
The

film industry

currently

is

being revitalized by the third great

improvement

technical revolution in

ing equipment will enable

First,

its

history.

sound; then color; now pano-

ramic and tri-dimensional realism

major

lighting; nothing short of a
in

your present

light-

you

to

take full advantage of their terrific

mass appeal.

are having their profound effect on

movie-making and showing

New

tech-

niques.

Equipment

Needed
For these new screen media you

Record Sums Spent

need not only much more
Exhibitors in the race to equip

themselves for these

new

box-office

you need

literally all the light

—equipment

and tens of thousands of dollars on

capacity carbons at

new

rents.

ment.

Where does

equipment

fit

sound equip-

screen lighting

into this picture of

modernization?

.

.

.

you

can get! This means new equipment

bonanzas are spending thousands

optics, screens,

light

to

operate the higher-

maximum

Give your patrons
these great

media

—

cur-

— and

new entertainment

the light they need.

Don't delay— call in your theaLight Losses

equipment supplier for a
complete diagnosis of your

tre

Serious Problem

projection lighting needs.
In wide-screen projection, screen
light is distributed over

2V2 times

the area of conventional screens. In

3-D systems,

filters

reduce the total

screen light to about half

its

former

value, even with two projectors
trained on a

new screen

of

much

higher reflectivity. Both wide-screen

and stereoscopic

effects suffer seri-

ous handicaps from inadequate

The term "National"

is a registered trade-mark
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

Look

to

National
TRADE-MARK

for Everything

New

A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 Cast 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago. Dallas,

Kansas City, New York. Pittsburgh, San Francisco

IN CANADA: National Carbon Limited
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

in Projector

Carbons
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LARGE

AND SMALL
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74.

NO.

NEW

114

YORK,
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15,

TEN CENTS

1953

Test Cases

Central Shipping Closer;
Supreme Court Table Arbitration to '34
To View Two A
may

IncomeAbroad

More Films

$180,000,000

Forecast

'

decision on the industry's so-called distribution "streamlining" project
be handled through a central depot in each
whereby film shipments
exchange city may be reached within the next few days, Charles Feldman,
chairman* of the general sales managers committee of the Motion Picture

To
At

Legality of Censorship
By States Is Involved

WASHINGTON,

Dec.
14.— The
U. S. Supreme Court has agreed to
view the two motion pictures involved
in pending cases testing the constitutionality of state film censorship.

The

cases

challenge

New

Cite Jack Kirsch
111.

Allied Event

CHICAGO,

Dec. 14.— Allied Thea-

tres of Illinois will celebrate its 23rd

anniversary here next Monday night
with a party at the Chez Paree and
Jack Kirsch,
Illinois
Allied
president,

will

York's censorship of the film
"La Ronde" and Ohio's censorship of "M."
The court has
agreed to review lower court
decisions upholding state bans

presented
with a plaque
from national

on the two films. Argument will
be heard by the court either on
Wednesday, Jan. 6, or Thursday, Jan. 7, with a possibility
that the cases might take part
of both days.

tion will be
made personally

gested the advisability of the court's

(Continued on page 6)

20th-Fox to Resume
Filming of Shorts;

Lang

in

Charge

HOLLYWOOD,

features.

Otto Lang

U. K.

Tests of C'Scope

Kirsch
Jack
J

500 reservations already have been received, according to Van Nomikos,
Illinois
Allied
vice-president
and

in

is

charge of shorts production.

LONDON, Dec. 14.— The executive
committee of the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association has adopted a
resolution requesting 20th CenturyFox to conduct single track sound

The

present plans of 20th-Fox call
for
production of subjects of the
travelogue type and public events of
general interest, these to be followed
later by the fictional type of product.
1

(Continued on page 6)

Midwest Exhibitors
Hear Talks on Media
ST. LOUIS. Dec. 14.— New developments in motion picture production
were described to approximately 400
delegates attending the 35th annual
meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of St.
Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois at the
Sheraton Hotel here today.
George
(Continued on page 6)

Industry in England

Agrees on Formula
For Tax Campaign
By

RKO

Dec. 14.— An additional 56,967 shares of
Theatres
common stock has been acquired by interests of Albert A. List, chairman of
Theatres board of directors and principal stockholder in the company,
it was disclosed here to the Securities

RKO

and Exchange Commission.

The

for the

The $1,750,000 figure, according to the Roxy management,
breaks all grossing records for
the house, in addition to the
theatre's long-run record, held
previously by "Wilson," which
ran eight weeks.

of

(Continued on page 5)

Buys

WASHINGTON,

weeks and six days run of
"The Robe" at the Roxy here
was estimated last night, virtually on the eve of its departure
from National Theatres' showcase.
"Beneath the
12-Mile
another
Reef,"
CinemaScope
production, will open at the
Roxy tomorrow night.

exhibition

of its CinemaScope production,
Next year's predicted five or 10 per
"The Robe," in small theatres here cent decrease was attributed by Johnas the company has agreed to do in ston to such factors as the wind-up of

56,967 More Shares of RKO

12

the

tests

(Continued on page 5)

Big $1,750,000
For 'Robe* Here
A tremendous $1,750,000

that

Johnston, questioned by trade
press newsmen following an address at Town Hall, estimated
that foreign revenues, including
those from Canada, will decrease from five to 10 per cent
next year.
He estimated that
the total revenues from the foreign market for this year will
hit a record $200,000,000, a figure swollen by the unfreezing of
blocked funds in Brazil and
Japan.

Wants I-Track

List, in 'Holders Bid,

Dec. 14.— Following a lapse of two decades, 20th Century-Fox will resume the production
of short subjects, it was disclosed
here yesterday by Darryl F. Zanuck,
studio production head, who stated
that the films, to be made for widescreen, will be produced in a quantity
in proportion to the company's Cine-

maScope

than

forecast

Picture Association of America.

The

of the national
organization.

More

A

(Continued on page 5)

by A b r a m F.
Myers, general
counsel and
board chairman

Ohio case, both the film's
distributors and the state censors sug-

of too many absentees
the sales managers, the subject

because

among

presenta-

In the

Johnston Sees Revenue
Dip of from 5 to 10%

American pictures abroad will earn
The meeting yesterday resolved into from $180,000,000 to $190,000^,000 in
a general discussion of the proposed 1954 was made here yesterday by Eric
arbitration system for the industry, A. Johnston, president of the Motion
but

b e

Allied.

Association of America, said here yesterday following a meeting of the committee.
Feldman said that although
no definite formula had been determined, the project is "closer to a realAnother meetity than ever before."
ing is scheduled for later this week to
consider the subject further.

In '54 Put at

additional

56,967

shares

were

purchased by List in the open market
in connection with his Nov. 13 offer to
buy at least 400,000 more shares of
the company's stock at a price of $4.50
per share. The Cleveland Arcade Co.,
called "an associate of List," was said
to be the beneficial owner of the

PETER BURNUP

LONDON,

Dec. 14.— The basis of
industry program for entertainment tax relief, to be placed before
the government, has been agreed upon
here by a joint committee representing
producers'
and exhibitors' associa-

an

tions.

The program, to be presented to
Chancellor of the Exchequer Richard
A. Butler prior to his departure for
Australia on Jan. 8, calls for tax relief
in

the

amount of £4,000,000
(Contitvued on page 5)

($11,-

56,967 shares.

RKO Ohioans

At the end of November,
Theatres in its SEC report said List
was the beneficial owner of 917,542
shares and the record owner of 943,-

320 shares constituting approximately
24 per cent of the voting securities of

RKO.

The company

claims"

said it "disof control by

the existence
List in its
report.
In a separate
report, it was
said that Dudley G. Layman, an
Theatres director and an associate of

SEC

SEC

(Contimied on page 6)

RKO

Act Against
Delivery Rate Rise
—
COLUMBUS, Ohio, Dec.
14.

Sixty-five Ohio theatre owners have
signed a protest aimed at forestalling
rate increases ranging from five per
cent to 200 per cent by five film carriers in the Cleveland area.
The In-

dependent Theatre Owners of Ohio
(Contimied on page 5)

is

n

Tuesday, December
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Roxy Ready for Bow
Of 'Reef Tomorrow

Personal
Mention
QPYROS

'

SKOURAS,

20th Cen*J tury-Fox president, is expected in
London from the Continent at the end
of this week and will leave there for
New York early next week.
•

Edward

P.

Hyman,

L.

vice-president

Details were being completed here
yesterday for the formal world premiere tomorrow night of 20th Cen12-Mile
the
"Beneath
tury-Fox's
Terry
Reef" at the Roxy Theatre.

Moore and Robert Wagner stars of
the picture, are here for the event and
they will be joined by a large delegation of personalities from the entertainment, civic and business worlds.
Dorothy Kilgallen and Dick Kolmar will handle television interviews

W.
$1,000,000 Chicago

'Cinerama' Gross
CHICAGO, Dec. 14.— Douglas
Hegelson, managing director of
Chicago Cinerama Corp., disclosed that "This Is Cinerama"
has grossed almost $1,000,000
since its opening here July 31,
with advance ticket sales now
running over $70,000. Concession income, Hegelson added,
has been running over $5,500
per week.

American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, accompanied by Bernard
Levy and Al Sicignano, will be in over ABC-TV's Channel No. 7, while
Rochester on Thursday from New Bob Haymes will tape the proceedings
A 30-man drill team
for CBS radio.
York.
from the Merchant Marine Academy
at Kings Point, L. I., will highlight
vice-president and gen-

Despite Seasonal Sag

Corp., and
R. O. Strock, commercial engineering manager, are in Hollywood from

CHICAGO, Dec. 14.— With the
pre-Christmas slump setting in here,

of

_

E. S. Gregg,

manager

eral

New

Westrex

of

York.

Cy Bridges, veteran M-G-M
man of New Orleans, became a

sales-

the premiere festivities.
The picture is the second CinemaScope production to play the Roxy.
"The Robe" will end its 13-week run
there tonight.

Press

Lensmen

Cite

great

Terry Moore, Wagner
grandfather recently when his grandTwentieth Century-Fox stars Terry
daughter, Mrs. Bobby Brown, gave
Moore and Robert Wagner have been
birth to a daughter.
named the "outstanding new motion
picture

Portle, manager of the
Stanley Warner Port Theatre, Newburyport, Mass., is the father of a
girl born last week to Mrs. Portle.

Robert

stars

of

1953"

by the

New

York Press Photographers Association.
The team will be crowned offi

daily at ceremonies this afternoon at
Danny's Hideway Restaurant here.
Miss Moore was the guest of the
•
U.
S. Coast Guard yesterday in a
Ernie Grecula, advertising-publicround of activities, which included
Theatres,
Hartford
the
director
of
ity
christening of the "12-Mile Reef," a
and Mrs. Grecula are marking their
new harbor patrol craft, and a visit to
18th wedding anniversary.
the Marine Hospital on Staten Island

•

F. Callahan, United Airlines salesman, has been named an
account executive to concentrate on
the advertising and theatrical fields.

John

•

M-G-M

Phil Gravitz,
manager in New
elected president of

exchange
Haven, has been
the Beverly Hills

Civic Association.

Sam Shain,
office,

was

New

York.

of the local

in Buffalo last

COMPO

week from

•

Maurice Moriarty has been named
New Haven Local No.

president of
273, IATSE.

•
L. E.

Eastern division

Allied Artists
sales manager, has

arrived in Detroit from

Herman

Ripps,

New

M-G-M

York.
assistant

Eastern sales manager, will leave here
today for Buffalo.
•
Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert
Films, will return to
London today.

New York

from

•
Schnee,

M-G-M producer-executive, has returned to Hollywood from Cairo, Egypt.
Charles

•
Fritz Goodwin, M-G-M studio pubis in Boston from Hollywood.

licist,

30-cent

WB Dividend

Warner

Brothers' board of directors
yesterday voted a dividend of 30 cents
a share on the common stock, payable
on Feb. 5 to stockholders of record
on Jan. 15.

runs are a bit off from recent
weeks but still holding up surprisingly
well for this time of year.
"This Is
Cinerama" continues strong at the
Palace with a fine $35,000 in prospect
for the week. The advance sale indicates that receipts will reach $40,000
for the holiday weeks.
"How to
Marry a Millionaire" is chalking up a
good $33,000 in its third week at the
Oriental after a terrific second session
of $48,000.
Other good grossers are
"The Robe," hitting $28,000 in its
12th round at the State Lake
"Decameron Nights," topping $4,300 at
the Surf in its third week; "Sins of
Jezebel"
and "Man from Cairo,"
opening to $18,000 at the McVickers,
and "The Captain's Paradise," still
over $3,000 in its sixth week at the
first

;

German Heads

Lab' Committee

Of the

F. J. P.

William J. German, president of
J. German, Inc., has accepted the
chairmanship of the laboratories committee of the amusement division of
the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, it has been announced by Harry
Brandt, president of Brandt Theatres
theatre group asks that the proposed
and chairman of the Federation cam-

W.

paign

Chicago Takes Fair

1953

now being conducted

in

all

divisions of the industry.
Long active in campaigns on behalf
Federation's
of
116 hospitals and
social
service agencies,
German is
well-known for his participation in
philanthropic efforts supported by the
industry.

In accepting the chairmanship of the
laboratories committee, German revealed that the Federation is seeking
$2,450,000 more this year than was
raised last year to support enlarged,
expanded and new facilities that have
already afforded 54 new services to
the community.
The total campaign
goal is $16,950,000.

Sign Canadian Pact
For 5 Italian Films
Film

International

Distributors,

Canada, has signed with ReFilm Corp., Ltd., of England,

Ltd., of

gent

for distribution in Canada of five
major Italian productions. The deal
was closed here by N. A. Taylor, representing International, and Richard
Gordon, who acted for Regent.
Ziegfeld.
The films are "Three Forbidden
'U'
Stories," "Bellissima," "Duel Before
Three Doing Poorly
for
the Mast," "Society Defends Itself"
On the downbeat side "Appointment and "Devotion."
stock
and
Universal
Columbia
in Honduras" is sagging to $25,000 at
issues hit new highs for 1953 on the
New York Stock Exchange yesterday. the Chicago after a mediocre opening
Columbia, in demand and advancing week of $39,000, and the Monroe is
dropping to a poor $4,000 with "The
steadily for the past two weeks on
Yellow Balloon" and "Jennifer" in a
continuing exceptionally
reports
of
second and final week.
strong' earnings and the possibility of
dividend action at next week's board
closing at 19%.
meeting, advanced
-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Is

Shares Hit

Col,

New Highs

1953

NEW YORK THEATRES

Universal, also favored with continuat 17J-4.
ing good earnings, was up
Columbia preferred also set a new
high for the year, closing at 68, an

advance of

Goldhammer,

J.

15,

J/j

point.

WB Signs Starr to
New

5 -Year Pact

WASHINGTON,

Herman

Starr,

and Exchange Commission.
The contract, which calls for weeklv
pavments of $1,500, beginning Jan. 1,
1954. will replace the one dated Nov.
1951,

amended
31,

so that

it

expires

1953.

'Everesf Topping Record
United Artists' "The Conquest of
Everest" will complete the first week
of its American premiere engagement
at the Fine Arts Theatre here with
an estimated gross of $19,000, reported
to be a record opening week at the
house.

Vivian Moses, industry veteran and
former press book editor of RKO
Radio Pictures, has joined the Samuel
Goldwyn Productions office here and
and will prepare the press book for
the re-release of "The Best Years of

Our

eeneral manager of Music Publishers
Holding Co., a subsidiary of Warner
Brothers, was executed last month, it
was disclosed here to the Securities

on Dec.

Preparing
'Years' Press Book

Rockefeller Center

"EASY TO LOVE"
starring

van

ESTHER WILLIAMS

JOHNSON

color by

*

TECHNICOLOR

and The Music

tony
• An

MARTIN

M-G-M

Picture

Hall's Great Christmas Stage

Show

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

and

Lives."

Dec. 14.— A new

five-year contract for

27,

—

Moses

R. L. Dann, Industry

JOHN WAYNE

Banker, Is Dead
Roger Lewis Dann,

...They called

an assistant
treasurer of the Bankers Trust Company in the amusement industry division, located in the Rockefeller Center
branch, died Sunday in ColumbiaPresbyterian Medical Center following a long illness. He is survived by
his widow and two sons.
51,

him

HOHClO

WARNER BROS.
i. 3 Dimension ». warnerColor
niOM

PARAMOUNT

Ernest Creech Dies

—

COLUMBUS, Dec. 14. Ernest
Creech, 62, former Columbus theatrical booking agency operator, died last
Thursday in Phoenix, Arizona. He is
survived by his wife and a sister in
California.
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A YARN WITH A READY-MADE AUDIENCE OF
SCIENCE-FICTION READERS WHO ARE CERTAIN

most
unusual

campaigns
around...

entire

industry's
talking

about

ALLAN DOWLING PRESENTS

S BRAIN
LEW AYRES,„ 'DONOVAN'S BRAIN
co-starring

with

SCREENPLAY BY

A

GENE EVANS- NANCY

DAVIS
TOM POWERS LISA HOWARD
PRODUCED BY TOM GRIES DIRECTED BY

that startled
millions

STEVE BRODIE and

FELIX FEIST

•

DOWLING PRODUCTIONS PRESENTATION

•

*NNIVERS

The
best-seller

now
FELIX FEIST

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

shocks

the screen!
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Studio Plans

Reviews

'Scope Picture

El Alamein
(Columbia)

TEAMED

TTUMPHREY BOGART'S

1943 war drama, "Sahara," has been dusted
by Columbia, .dressed up in a script which flashes back from the
present year and remade under the title of "El Alamein." It is the saga of
an Allied tank lost during the battle of North Africa. Scott Brady stars this
time and has a competent, but fairly unknown supporting cast. The film itself
has become a modest action drama, sincere if not very exciting or surprising.
The story opens in 1953, with Brady returning to the sandy wastes of
El Alamein to relive his role in Field Marshal Montgomery's routing of the
German forces under Rommel 10 years before. At that time Brady, an American tank expert, is separated from Allied forces while demonstrating a new
tank to his British customers. In the tank with him are a British captain,
Edward Ashley a sergeant, Robin Hughes, and an Indian corporal, Peter
off

James Stewart
June Allyson

;

Mamakos.
While lost

TO MAKE
a warm, romantic film

from Universal
in Technicolor

.

.

.

.

.

.

with

WONDERFUL
music

.

.

sure to be

.

women

loved by the

who mean

in the desert, the tank stumbles onto a number of adventures,
including a group of stranded Australians, a fatal brush with a downed Nazi
airman, the discovery of a Nazi munitions dump in an oasis and, for Brady,
at least, a slight romantic encounter with an extremely untidy, if pretty, Arab
Climaxing the film is an all-out fight at the munitions
girl, Rita Moreno.
camp, in which the tank single-handedly holds off the Nazis until Montgomery's victorious armies arrive in the nick of time.
The film's modest production scale is supplemented to an extent by the use
of many authentic news clips of the North African campaign, and at one point
the narrative seems to stop completely while the camera goes back over some
of the general strategy involved in that theatre of war.
Brady is uncompromisingly straight-faced as the hard American, while the
the others, especially Robin Hughes, as a much-married British sergeant,
give him good support. Herbert Purdum and George Worthing Yates did the
script, from a story by Purdum. Wallace MacDonald produced and Fred F.
Sears directed. "El Alamein" is designed for and will be most appreciated in
the action market.
Also in the cast are Michael Pate, Peter Brocco, Ray Page, Benny Rubin

and Henry Rowland.

Running

time,

67 minutes.

General audience classification.

For January

Line-up Grows

To 39

for '54

The growing line-up of CinemaScope production plans was capped
this week by the announced CinemaScope projects of Columbia and Unibringing the total number of
CinemaScope pictures already set for
1954 by Hollywood studios to an estimated 39.

versal,

The

estimated total, culled
announcements
studio
over the past three months, is
apt to change, growing larger
or smaller depending on the
long-run box-office fortunes of
CinemaScope productions. The
two current CinemaScope features, 20th Century-Fox's "The
Robe" and "How to Marry a
Millionaire," now in release, are
cashing in at the box-office and
may be the harbinger of good
tidings for the future of the

from

medium.
Twentieth

Century-Fox's faith in
the medium is shared, in varying degrees, by Warner Brothers, Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer,

Walt Disney

Proand Columbia.
Twentieth Century-Fox, which developed the medium commercially and
(Lippert)
Hollywood, Dec. 14 which plans to produce only CinemaScope pictures, plans 16 features
of George Raft will find this one to their liking because it is the
through 1954, in addition to Cinematype of story with which he has been best identified. The locale is Algiers Scope
short
subjects.
Warner
where he is known during his stormy stay as the man from Cairo.
Brothers has announced 16 CinemaMystery surrounding the people he meets and the things he does, and has Scope productions, with "The Comdone to him, derives from a war-time theft of $100,000,000 in gold which mand," the first for the company, set
reposes somewhere in the adjacent desert. A great many people of various
to open here at the New York Paranationalities and intentions are seeking to obtain possession of the treasure
mount on Jan. 15. Metro-Goldwynby whatever means they deem necessary, and the mystification is quite well Mayer,
which has just completed its
maintained until the indestructible American bests the principal looter in a first
CinemaScope picture, "Knights
man-to-man battle aboard a speeding train. It's an okay subject for the Raft of the Round Table," also has "Rose
crowd. Bernard Luber produced the picture, abroad, with Ray H. Enright Marie"
slated
for
production
in
directing.
CinemaScope and "several others."
Heading the English-speaking Italian cast in support of Raft is Gianna
First Disney CinemaScope
Maria Canale, whom a character like the one portrayed by Raft would term
a looker, and the story is correct for this kind of casting. So is the locale,
"20,000 Leagues Under the Seawhich includes independently interesting shots of Algerian street groups.
will be Walt Disney's first CinemaThe screenplay is by Eugene Ling, Philip Stevenson and Janet Stevenson, Scope feature production, in addition
from a story by Ladislas Fodor. It is a Michaeldavid Production.
to CinemaScope Donald Duck short
Others in the cast are Massimo Serato, Guido Celano, Irene Papas, subjects and others.
Universal has
Alfredo Varelli, Leon Lenoir, Mino Doro, Angelo Dessy, Richard Mc- set "The Black Shield of Falworth"
Namara and Franco Silva.
and "Sign of the Pagan" for Cinemarelease.

ductions,

Universal

The Man from Cairo

FANS

BOXOFFICE
.

.

.

the

more than

12,000,000 readers of
McCall's

know

the

.

.

.

who

will

of

GLENN

Running

time, 81 minutes.

General audience classification.

Scope treatment, while Columbia has
"The Pleasure Is All Mine" in
CinemaScope.
Allied Artists is planning to produce "The Black Prince" in Cinemaslated

MILLER

Undercover Agent"
Hollywood, Dec. 1,4
British-made melodrama has Dermot Walsh, Hazel Court and
Hermione Baddeley in the top roles. They are unknown in this country
and the picture itself is by no means the best of recent imported product.
(Lippert)

THIS

STORY
because

it's

advertised in

February

The scene of the screenplay by Guy Elmes and Michael Le Fevre is contemporary England, and Walsh plays a hired auditor who comes into possession of an envelope containing some prints and drawings which, it turns out,
the government is as anxious to obtain as are a great many other persons
who try to get them away from him by any means. He takes a considerable
beating in the course of events, and winds up on an operating table with the
heaviest of the heavies about to apply the scalpel before the government agents
rescue him and capture his captors. Some of the tight spots he escapes from
are of familiar cut, such as dropping the papers in a mail box for safety, and
some are

A

the operating-table

but the over-all effect is unrefew dialogue lines and some minor bits of business are open to

not,

like

markable.
question on grounds of

W.

bit,

taste.

H. Williams is down as producer, Vernon Sewell as director. It is a
Herman Cohen presentation.
The cast also includes James Vivian, Archie Duncan, Alexander Guage,
Frederick Schrecker, Hugh Latimer, Bill T ravers, John Penrose, Gwen
Bacon, Maxwell Foster and Howard Lang.
Running time, 69 minutes. General audience classification.

Scope.

Dallas Preparing for

Variety Convention
DALLAS,

Dec.

14.— Preparations

for the annual convention of Variety

Clubs International here on March
22-25 are moving into high gear, according to William McCraw, executive director.
McCraw said that special trains would be made up in

New

York and would

pick up delegations

from other Variety Club

tents along

the way.

The Dallas
an

office

in

tent No. 17 has opened
the Adolphus Hotel here

for convention activities.
McCraw is
asking all tents to send in their registrations immediately so that accom-

modations can be arranged.
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the Marshall plan, making it more difficult for foreign countries to have
dollars available, and the lack of any
large indebetedness due American film

companies which might be paid off
Regarding the latter
In a petition addressed to the Inter- during 1954.
state Commerce Commission and the aspect, Johnston pointed out that this
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, year $15,000,000 was realized from
the theatre group asks that the pro- Brazil and $10,000,000 from Japan in
posed rate schedules be suspended payment of past deots. Johnston stated
pending a hearing by the PUCO. The that although total revenues in 1954

Leonard Aibrecht.

also asks that the rate increases be investigated and the carriers required to j ustify the boosts.
petition

O

of Ohio secrethe cases of Gross
and Tuccio the changes will not
amount to an increase in most cases.
"In some instances the increase would

Robert Wile, ll
said that

in

be only $1 per week," Wile said. "In
all fairness, we cannot dispute such
small increases and will therefore not
protest these particular carriers' new

However, rate sheets showing
what each carrier should charge unrates.

der the

new

rates will be sent to every

may

decrease, earnings, exclusive oi
past accounts, wdl probab.y increase
as they have done tor the past four
to five years.
Of the $200,UU0,U0U in
revenue this year, Johnston estimated
that from $150,000,000 to $160,000,00^
was received by the industry in cash,
and the balance was used by the companies abroad in p.yment of expenses
such as upkeep, promotion and exploitation, and the cost of prints.
The
banner current year revenues is from
10 to 15 per cent larger than the
revenues realized in 1952, Johnston
estimated.

ITOO

member."
Sees Tape 'Revolutionizing'
Wile asked Ohio theatremen served
In
his Town Hall address, titled
by Film Transit Co., E. S. Johnson
"The
Future of the Motion Picture,"
and Leonard Aibrecht to send him
four November weeks, if
these weeks are typical. He said that
drive-ins should send bills for four
consecutive weeks of typical programs.
The bills must be received by Dec. 25,
Wile said, so that attorneys can use
them for analysis in presenting the
protest to the PUCO.
for

bills

Jack Kirsch
(Continued, from page 1)

chairman

of

the

23rd

anniversary

celebration.
In a letter to Kirsch from Myers,
the general counsel said that "you
have been awarded a testimonial for
your splendid service to national

Allied as president in 1946 and 1947
and for your outstanding showmanship
and business ability in planning and
staging the great 1952 national convention."

.— Arguments
Monday in Federal
dis-

missal of a $841,500 anti-trust suit
against 14 distribution and exhibition
corporations and three individuals.
The motion to dismiss is being
brought against a complaint by the
Martina Theatre Corp. of Albion,
which seeks treble damage judgment
against the film corporations, charging
they are acting in restraint of trade.
The Schine divestiture hearing",
which has been postponed many times,
is scheduled to be held two days later,
on Wednesday, Dec. 23, before Federal

will "revolutionize" phases of the industry.
The radical changes he foresaw would take place in the making
and processing of theatrical films at
the studio.
He was more cautious in
his approach whether the entire industry, including exhibition, would retool for the innovation demonstrated
recently at Princeton, N. J. Johnston,
who is also president of the Motion
Picture Export Association, mentioned
that studios, too, have been experimenting
the
magnetic
tape
with

method.

Regarding

new

screen techniques,
president said that the
the
public will decide which presentation
likes best, as it did when sound
it

MPAA

Status of

RKO Grand

at Chi.

CHICAGO,

Dec. 14

be heard
Court here on a motion seeking

will

Johnston predicted that the magnetic
tape method of taking and projecting
motion pictures unveiled by RCA

Up

Hearing on Monday
On Martina Action
BUFFALO,

(Continued from page

{Continued from page 1)

1)

backing the move to prevent "excessive" rate increases. The five carriers
are Film Transit Co., E. S. Johnson,
Larry Tuccio and
L.
Gross,
C.

tary,

U.K. Tax Plan

Income from Overseas

Carrier Rates
(Continued from page

5

Dec.

was

first introduced, leading to the
eventual adaptation of one basic sound
system.

Calls

He

Code

'Perfect'

the Production Code a
recognition by the industry of its responsibilities to the public, terming it
so "perfect" that it has been copied
by the television industry in its attempt for self-regulation. In response
to
a question from the audience,
Johnston said the number of "gangster" films produced in Hollywood is
negligible compared to Hollywood's
total output.
called

MPAA

The

welcomed

pres.dsnt said he

the

importation

of

foreign films in the U. S. and
pointed out that although foreign countries have all sorts of
restrictions on the exhibition of
American films abroad, the U. S.

has no such limitations.
He
said he would like to see more
British films playing in the
The main stumbling
U. S.
block, he stated, is that many
of the British films fail to win
acceptance in the American

market.

The

MPEA

president declined comof negotiations
with France, repeating, however, that
the outlook is favorable.
He also declined comment on the future status
of Italian Films Export, explaining
that its status will be a matter of negotiation next year.
He said that
he would probably return to the
Middle East in February or March
fur two or three weeks as special
Ambassador for President Eisenhower.
Irving Maas,
Asian
director now aiding the U. S. government in setting up its film information division, will leave for Japan in
business, Johnston
January on

ment on the progress

MPEA

MPEA

amount.
in arriving at the agreement, producer representatives aDanaoned their
proposal lor a flat-rate reduction, and
the suggestion of a preferential abatement of tax when the theatres' programs consist ot .bntisn films was
dropped Dy a section of tne Cinematograph Exnibitors Association.
The joint committee now will prepare a report on tne industry s finan-

supported by a general
argument, to present to
Chancellor butler wlien an interview

cial

position,

is

granted.

Breakfigures Likely Issue

Meanwhile, tne C.E.A. has given
indications tnat the question of breakfigures may be raised as an issue
within the tax abatement battle.
It
has for long maintained that breakfigures should not be set arbitrarily
by distributors, as all but the Rank
Organization do, but should be a matter for negotiation between buyer and

agreement with the
Renters Society on
that point, tne C.E.A. now has announced it will denounce the Eady
agreement clause under which exhibitors agree not to endea\or to recover any part of their Eady contribuFailing

seller.

Kinematograph

by reductions in film rental.
meeting last week, the K.R.S.
agreed that tnere should be meetings
with C.E.A. representatives "to deal
with the break-figure dispute and
tions

At

its

allied questions."

Central Shipping
(Continued from page 1)

was more or

less

the first of the year.

tabled

until

after

Three companies

were not represented at yesterday's
sessions and three others sent alter-

said.

nates.

Brandt Sets Full

14.

publicity director of

Lopert Films, and
United Artists and

Feldman said that the committee
would formulate an arbitration procedure and submit it to the distribution

heads early next year.
Eagle Lion and Owners of America, at

who

RKO

was

with

Radio

in ex-

1 lie
its

Theatre

November

convention

in Chicago, voted to initiate arbitration discussions and
the
resolution
to
that effect
was forwarded to Eric A. Johnston,
president.
Johnston yesterday for-

ploitation posts, has completed establishment of a new type ot independent
advertising-publicity service organization for service to producers and dis- mally presented the resolution to the
tributors.
.committee.

MPAA

The new Brandt organization here,
with associates in Los Angeles and
Chicago, provides complete service in
pre-release publicity,
premiere and personal appearance activity, exploitation and advertising. It
includes the services of an art director,
copy and feature writers and
others, in addition to full publicity and
exploitation personnel.
Its purpose is
unit

publicity,

complete campaign services,
through step by step under
single control, Brandt states.
to provide

Judge John Knight.

200,000 ) on theatre admissions of two
shillings or under, and an aggregate
tax reduction
of
£3,000,000
($8,400,000) on tickets priced above that

economic

Hearing Campaign Service
— The RKO Leon Brandt, former advertising-

Grand, granted temporary exemption
from the provisions of the Jackson
Park decree by the U. S. Appeals
Court pending review of a decision b_,
Judge Igoe of Federal District Coun
which had freed the Grand from the
decree, will be the subject of arguments to be heard in District Coun
here Wednesday as to whether the
theatre should be permanently exempted from the two-week first-run
limitation and other restrictive clauses
of the decree or should be required
to remain subject to the decree. The
Appeals Court recently returned the
case to Judge Igoe with instructions
that further evidence be gathered in
order to reach a final decision.

1)

carried

Plan Double Debut
Warner Reduces His
'The She-Wolf
WB Stock Holdings For
A dual New York premiere being A.A. Plans 4 Tests
WASHINGTON, Dec.
— Jack arranged by Jules Levey for the Ital- For 3-D 'Dragonfly'
L. Warner, vice-president and a
ian-made feature, "The She-Wolf."

Binyon Writing

New

20th-Fox Comedy
HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 14.— While
awaiting the setting of a starting date
by Darryl Zanuck for the filming of
"A Woman's World, which he wrote
and will direct for 20th Century-Fox,
Claude Binyon has started writing an
original story which may serve as the
vehicle for his 1954 commitment at
that lot.
It is tentatively titled "The
Pest."

is

14.

di-

Warner

Brothers, in November decreased his holdings in the
company by 3,700 shares of common
stock through gifts, the Securities and
Exchange Commission reported. This
brings his direct holdings to 228,999
shares. Through a trust, Warner holds
rector of

12,750

common

shares.

The

picture will be unveiled simultaneously in a Broadway theatre and in
one of the city's "art" houses early in
January. Levey acquired the American
and Canadian distribution rights to the
film when he was abroad last summer.
It was produced by the Italian team
of Ponti-de Laurentiis.

Four

Meadow Acquires Short

engagements early in
Noel Meadow has acquired U. S.
1954 for "Dragonfly Squadron" in 3-D distribution rights to "Sunday by the
are planned by Allied Artists. The en- Sea," a two-reel subject which regagements will be heavily supported cently was awarded the Grand Prix
by advertising and exploitation, ac- for best short film shown at the
cording to current preparations made Venice Film Festival. The picture reby Morey R. Goldstein, vice-president veals a typical day at a popular seaside
and general sales manager.
resort patronized by London workers.
test
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At U-Fs 'Glenn Miller Story' Preview

AS oneh
U-l

of the most important film productions to
recent years, "The Glenn Miller Story,"

be made by
in color by

James Stewart and June Allyson

Technicolor, starring

last

night

received a unique invitational preview at the RKO 86 th Street
Although the picture is not scheduled to
Theatre, New York.
have its world premiere until Jan. 19 in Miami, almost 3,000
industry leaders, personalities of stage, screen, radio and television and trade press, nev/spaper and magazine representatives

Supreme Court
(Continued from page 1)
seeing the film in advance of the arguments, and a similar request was filed
by the distributor in the New York
The court today agreed to view
case.
both films— "M" on Jan. 4, after the
court finishes its official session for the
day, and "La Ronde" on jan. 5, after
the daily court session.
The court took similar action once
before when it agreed to look at " i he
!

Miracle" before hearing argument

in

that case.

hours of argument have been

Two

Ohio case, which is to be
and one hour set aside for
York case. Court officials ex-

alloted to tne

argued
the

first,

New

plained that it was felt that the New
York case would present much the

same problems as the Ohio case, and
that a shorter time was therefore alloted to avoid too much duplication in
arguments.

$34,225 Gross for 2

Warner Re-releases
Test engagement of Warner Brothcombination show of "PubEnemy," starring James Cagney,
lic
and "Little Caesar," starring Edward
G. Robinson, is understood to have set
a new house mark at the New York
Holiday Theatre at the conclusion of
its first week's run which ended last
night to a "take" of $34,225._ Despite
rain yesterday, the Holiday is said to
have drawn continuous box-office lines
all day, with receipts of over $4,500.

Midwest Exhibitors

Offering 12 Sizes

(Continued from page 1)

Murphy, M-G-M actor, told of an
experimental process that can magnetically record both picture and sound
on a single film strip. The strip can
be piayed back immediately for the

the U. S. A. during the next month.
C. E. A.
delegates conceded that
CinemaScope represented a step forward in entertainment potential but
that present costs are beyond the potential of most exhibitors here. The
question was also raised of possible
inter-changeability of the 20th-Fox
and M-G-M systems. C. E. A.'s secretary was instructed to raise the
point with 20th-Fox. Exhibitor feeling here tends to the necessity of an
early pooling of all available ideas.
Meanwhile, the British Kinematograph Society, following a survey of
more than half the country's theatres,
concluded that, if a change in standards is desired, it would recommend
a ratio of 1.65-to-one be adopted for
the time being. It contended that this
would require the smallest amount of
height reduction in the fewest number
of theatres
only six per cent of the
theatres would be required to reduce
their present height by approximately
six per cent.

and actors
directors
without the present necessity for developing and printing, he said.
New camera lenses increasing the
vision range offered by CinemaScope
were described by Myron Blank of
Des Moines, chairman of the research
committee ol the Theatre Owners of

judgment

of

He said CinemaScope has
America.
widened the camera's field of view
from 45 to 60 degrees, and said that
a new lens has been developed which
will increase the range to 122 degrees.
Three-dimensional films printed on
a single film strip and shown through
single projector will be shown in
some theatres shortly, predicted Edward Lachman of New York, general
sales manager for the Nord Process
Glasses will still be reCompany.

a

quired for viewing such films, he said.
The convention and trade show will
close Tuesday night with a banquet
at which new officers will be installed.

quirements, is now making available
to theatre owners large screen frame
in 12 basic sizes, .„each with its own
ratio, height and other requirements.
.

His company
frames for the

Modern

circuits.

installed,

Shea,

v

the

.

-.screen

Ski,rball
;

,

Two Films

Set on
Queen's World Trip

—

Both the J.
LONDON, Dec. 14.
Arthur Rank Organization and Associated British-Pathe are making special fi'ms of the Queen's round-theworld tour, which are expected to be
ready for release earlv next year.
A. B. -Pathe will have three halfhour films in Eastman color. One
covers the West Indies; one, Fiji and
Tonga the third, New Zealand. The
first is scheduled for release Jan. 4.,
the others in February and March,
respectively.
The Rank Organization, in collaboration with the New Zealand: National Film Unit, will turn out a feature picture in Eastman color covering
the 'events in Fiji, Tonga and
;

AKRON, Dec. 14..— John Selhv
head of Selby Industries, lift., having
completed a study of wide-screen re-

•

and

Sound Tests

(Continued from page 1)

ers' reissue

Akron Frame Maker

participated. Among those present at the event which saw the
the if re closed to regular business for the evening, were (left to
right) first photo:
Fred Schwartz, Century Theatres head, and
Mis. Schwartz. Second photo: San Rosen, Warner-Fabian Theaires executive: Piper Laurie, U-l star; Charles J. Feldman, U-l
vice-president and general sales manner, and Mrs. Feldman.
Third pholo: Mr. and Mrs. Ned E. Depinef and Cudd Rogers,
member of the U-l board of directors.

New

Zealand.
It
will be supervised by
Castleton Knight and will be released
at the end of Eebruary.

—

A

check on equipment makers shows

that G. B.-Kalee has 18 CinemaScope
orders in hand from independents, and
Western Electric has 20. Figures are
not yet available from RCA. It is estimated that a total of 150 orders will
have been placed by the end of March.
Thereafter,
equipment makers will
have a monthly production potential
of 100 installations.

Ohio ITO Ratifies
Allied Resolutions
COLUMBUS,

O.,

Dec.

14.— Five

resolutions which were passed; at the
October national Allied convention
have been ratified by the board of
directors of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio. The resolutions concerned choice of screens for CinemaScope, standardization of sound reproducing equipment and of aspect ratios
of 2-to-l, clearance dates for subsequent runs and condemnation of the
"shabby treatment" accorded to Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel, at
the Senate Small
us i nes s, Committee

B

meetings.

'.

....

Buys More

List

(Continued from page 1)

November bought 3,000 shares
common, making his holdings 13,-

List, in

of

A. Louis Oresman, anTheatres director and an
associate of director David J. Greene,
in
November bought 5,956 shares,
000 shares.
other

RKO

making

his holdings 42,556 shares.

Hughes Has
As

part

Hughes'

246,500 Shares

the

of

RKO

sale

of

Howard

Theatres stock to List,

Hughes increased

RKO

his

Pictures

by 246,500 shares. Hughes,
Pictures board
chairman of the
of directors and principal stockholder,
was said to have exchanged his theatre
stock for the picture stock owned by
List as part of the deal. Hughes' total
stock

RKO

holdings in the picture
put at 1,262,120 shares.

Sympathetic'

'Ike' Is

To Tax Cut:
WASHINGTON,
can

company was

Federation

Petrillo
Dec. 14.— Ameri-

of Musicians' presiPetrillo said he found

dent James C.
President Eisenhower "very sympathetic" to his proposal for repeal of
the Federal admission tax.
However, he emphasized that he got
no definite commitments from Eisenhower on this proposal or on another
proposal for the Eederal government
to pay subsidies to symphony orchestras in small cities.
Petrillo called at the White House
to. ask for government aid to combat
widespread unemployment among mu-

sicians.

He

told

the

President

the

was due largely to television
competition, and suggested the tax
repeal and subsidy program as ways
in
which the Federal government
situation

could help.
After the

conference, he told reporters the President was "very sympathetic" to both proposals but made
no promises.
He added that the
President was "well versed" in both
matters.

PRESENTS

35mm and 16mm *»
TO THE MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES:
Now

you can get

scene — in

35mm

Lifelike color in every
as well as

16mm — plus

24-hour processing service.

ONLY THE GREAT

NEW

C #L#R
OFFERS YOU THESE
EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES:
— indoors

1.

Lifelike color in every scene

2.

Twenty-four hour processing.

or out.

Volume print orders on highest speed
equipment in the industry.

3.

4.

Direct

16mm

prints from original material.

TO PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS, CAMERAMEN:
Demonstration

Phone now

reels of Pathecolor

for Your

HOLLYWOOD:

Laboratories,

Inc., is

a subsidiary of

CHESAPEAKE INDUSTRIES,

ready.

showing:

NEW YORK:

£$eeJ%e

now

TRafalgar 6-1 120

Hollywood 9-3961

INC.

GREAT MOTION PICTURES ARE PROCESSED BY

*^€mfte'

—

"
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Our Thanks
—

number

record

editors, critics

and columnists of

and newspapers throughout the nation

magazines

Picture Daily

II

and radio

to the television

s

Thanks

for

the

and returned, in Motion

of ballots filled in

FAME

"Critics" PolF' for

—

magazine.

also for

||i||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllll

—

the constructive criticism pertaining to programs, performers

and commercial presentations which accompanied the returned
the greatest

ballots

==

volume of such comment

history of

Motion Picture Daily

magazine.

(

Because of
critics,

s

in the 18-year

Poll" for

FAME

18th year for radio, 5th year for TV.)

this record participation

there will be added to

—

,

by the nation

s

best-qualified

"The Television and Radio Hall

Fame" section of the forthcoming
Comment department a voicing

==

"Critics

1

issue of

FAME

of

a "Critics'

of constructive opinions in

the interests of the industry.

The

critics" ballots

are

now being

tabulated.

recorded in the uniquely ornate issue of

The

FAME—the

Personalities, " for distribution throughout the

TV

and radio industries. The

results will be

FAME Awards

"Audit of

motion picture,

results also will be

released for publication in magazines and newspapers through-

out the nation

==

— and

the

Awards

will be presented

on the

TV

and

radio programs of the winners.

P.S.

Another innovation

FAME
vision

will

be

in

the forthcoming edition of

cover for "The Tele-

a separate stiff

and Radio Hall of Fame," so that the book

can be quickly opened to that section for reference.

FAME

IS

1270 Sixth Ave.,

A

QUIGLEY QUALITY PUBLICATION

New

York City

•

Yucca-Vine Building, Hollywood
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Hollywood Group to
Aid Tornado Relief

First National Film,

New TV

Firm, Buy s

Television-Radio

Eagle Lion Studio
HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

of the Eagle Lion studio to a
syndicate of investors and television
producers was completed here Saturday. For a consideration of $1,100,000,
the plant passed into complete con-

TV

trol of

interests.

The studio was acquired from
Chesapeake Industries, Inc., represented by William McMillen, Jr. The
purchasing syndicate is headed by Edwin W. Pauley. The board of directhe new corporation, to be
as First National Film Productions, includes, in addition to Pauley, Daniel F. Reeves, president of the
of

tors

known

Bertram GamGamble's Western

Rams

Los Angeles

;

president of
Edward
Auto Supply, Minneapolis
Matz, president of the Metal Moss
Corp., Chicago F. R. Long, Los AnFred
geles independent oil operator
Levy, Jr., Los Angeles financier and
ble,

with Pinky Herman,

14.— Trans-

fer

;

in

T^HE

slot on Channel 2 has been a CBSongfest
and will continue to feature the vocalisthenics of
Perry Como (Mon.-Wed.-Fri. for Chesterfield cigs), Jane Froman
(Thurs. for G.E.), and starting Tues., Feb. 2, Jo Stafford will sing
The Tues. and Thursday
in praise of Gold Seal's Glass Wax.
"Garry Moore Show" segs will be expanded to one full hour each
starting next Tuesday with Peter Arnell's "I'll Buy That" moving
Lovely Barbara Ann Scott,
into the 11:00-11:30 A.M. CBSlot.
International Skate Champ, whose recent tome, "Skating for Beginners," has just been published by Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., will
appear on the "Lucky Strike Hit Parade" Sat., Dec. 19, her pulsating
skating to originate from the Rockefeller Plaza skating pond.
Aviation and TV biggies will be guests tomorrow at a dinner at
the Belmont-Plaza Hotel in Gotham and preview of a documentary
film, "We Saw It Happen," produced by United Aircraft Corp.
The
58-minute documentary film, depicting the history of aviation from
Kitty Hawk (50 years ago) to the present breaking of the sound
-*

7:45-8:00 P. M.

for a long time

.

barrier,

will

be

made

and one

organizers

ducer

of

the

of

World Broadcasting System and

the

Radio Luxembourg.
Bernard Prockter,

New York TV

producer, will be executive producer
in charge of production, while Conne
will

have charge of studio operations.

Levy

will be treasurer.

Chaplin Coast Studios Leased

By Kling, of Chicago
CHICAGO, Oct. 14.— The

and director of motion pictures and
and Lee R. Blevins, vicepresident in charge of West Coast

television,

operations.
The studios will be used to expand
the company's production of films for
television, industry, public relations,
and sales training.

Sees 21
lit

TV Stations

Canada

in

will be served

by television, he

said.

.

.

.

RICHMOND,

Dec. 14.— Virginia's
division of motion picture censorship
examined 885 films, ordered 87 eliminations in 23 of them and rejected five
films in toto during the fiscal year
ended June 30, it states in its annual
'report.

"HOWARD

E.

STARKE

TELEVISION STATIONS

RADIO STATIONS
EL

50 E. 58th Si., N. Y.

5-C405
Speriulists to Motiun Picture Industry

.

.

.

a tour of Mississippi theatres for the
relief of victims of the recent Vicksburg tornado.
units will play the
state's larger cities as part of the

Two

support being given by the Hollywood
^cordinating Committee.
Julia Addams, co-star of "Mississippi Gambler," and Mr. and Mrs.
William Demarest will comprise one
unit. Another will be headed by Jerry
Colonna, Mamie Van Doren, co-star
of "All-American," and Marie Blanchard, U. S. winner of the "Miss Uni-.
verso" contest, who is under contract

to Universal.

The teams

will appear in Meridian,

Laurel, Hattiesburg, Gulfport, Biloxi,
Clarksdale
Greenville,
Greenwood,
and Columbus over a three-day period.

George White Forms
New Personnel Firm
— Sun
HOLLYWOOD, Dec.
14.

Island Agency, an employment firm
serving members of the entertainmenindustry, has been formed here by
George White, for more than 25 years
a film editor at the M-G-M studios.
The company will handle 38 different types of workers and artists in
the fields of motion pictures, television
and radio, and will also offer to producers original and unpublished stories.

.

Every week-day

is

.

—

.

wait

FRAMER

"Top-rating" day!

ft

tCt

The Thursday., Dec. 24, "Dragnet" episode zmth a Christmas
theme, has been filmed in color and, subject to FCC approval,
will be a colorcast with the millions of TViezvers receiving the
program, in black
zvliite.
Should color reception be fairly
plentiful Jack Webb hopes to reschedule this particular episode
during the Christmas week, 1954.
Arthur Rosenbloom, formerly with Bernard Prockter Productions, and Ruth Cade have
formed Marvo Productions and zviU produce several video pack
ages based on short stories selected from various national magazines.
"Ma Perkins," CBSerial, starting its 2\st consecutive
year for the same sponsor, Procter
Gamble, with the original
Virginia Paynem, Charles Egclsion and Murray
principals,
Forbes, still doing their make-believe "hoping," "moping," "groping" and "soaping."

&

.

.

.

.

&

ft

ft

ft

Audrey Totter, who scaled Hollywood heights via radio, where
she was hailed as the "girl with a thousand voices," will make her
telefilm debut in Ford Theatre's "Ever Since the Day," regionally
NBCast during Christmas week. Richard ("The Kiss & Sword")
Stack and Edward Arnold will co-star.
contract from
CPFL, London, Ontario, brings the total stations carrying Guild
Films' "The Liberace Show" to 140.
Perry Como will head a
talented roster of guest stars on "Stars on Parade," Wed., Dec. 23,
over Du Mont, which includes June Vallj, Fontaine Sisters and
Helen & Howard. This sparkling musical series, which features
Bobby Sherwood as emcee, Elliott Lawrence inaestroking an allservicemen ork, is produced by Roger Gerry and directed by Richard
Eckler.

... A

.

Brokers and Financial Consultants

.

Six Hollywood personalities are due
Jackson, Miss.., tomorrow to make

TV

to

.

.

Va. Censor Board
Viewed 885 Films

.

ft

.

director of CBC, stated here.
With 21 stations in operation, about
75 per cent of the Canadian population

tion

.

Jan Murray's good-natured joshing of contestants, his
breezy ad-libs and the hilarious "consequences" make for
enjoyable TViewing Sundays of "Dollar a Second" Du Mont
series, sponsored by Mogen David Wines, produced by Mike
Dutton and directed by Frank Bunetta.
Youthful Jan, with a wealth of experience
acquired via nite clubs and the two bestknown ciicuits (DeLuxe Theatres and
Borscht), has found a natural habitat for his
The Gross-Baer production,
tahnts.
"The Tommy K enrich Show," seen locally
TVia ABC, will be increased to a 40-station
net coverage, starting January 22.
Seven years ago, a quartet just honorably
discharged from the U.S. Coast Guard, did a
guestint on "Fred Allen Show," thence to
Arthur Godfrey's program and fame. The
group is The Mariners.
Alex Drier,
NBC's "Man on the Go," recently aired a
Jan Murray
sage observation.
"Jet planes," he said,
"have passed the speed of sound and are fast approaching
that of gossip."
ABC (TV and radio) making a strong
pitch for local "class" listening audience with the round-theclock skedding of George Hamilton Combs' news comments.
A former Congressman, and with more than 14 years on the
air, Combs ranks with the best as an analyst of current events.
ft

Dec. 14.— By the en',
of 1954, there will be at least 21 television stations in operation in Canada,
seven of them owned by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and others privately operated, Ron Fraser, informa-

.

ft

ft

Year

OTTAWA,

.

.

Calhoun Studios

stations.

.

Charles
Chaplin studios in Hollywood have
been acquired by Kling Studios of
Chicago on a long-term lease basis,
Robert Eirinberg, Kling president,
disclosed here today. Assisting Eirinberg in the 10-day negotiations were
Fred A. Niles, Kling vice-president

.

available free, as a public service,
is the national distributor.

;

Conne, Los Anand radio pro-

.

.

;

realtor, and Edward
geles television, film

In Mississippi

.

FRAMER

wait

PRODUCTIONS
."AMERICA'S LEADING

.

INDEPENDENT TV PRODUCER"
1150 AVENUE'

New

of the

York ;3o, N.

~Y.

AMERICAS,
'

OXford 7-3322

6V2 Million Curved Mirror!
in
of

Every Square Yard

Pure Silver Astrolite Screen Surface
On/v Magniglow Astrolite

Uses a Pure Silver Surface
that

is

Optically Engineered to

give you the finest All-Purpose

Screen available anywhere
Here

the "inside secret" of the amazing performance of
Astrolite Screens which are being installed in theatres from
coast to coast. The diagram above shows a greatly magnified
view of the 8-layer sandwich construction of the Astrolite
Screen with the top protective coating rolled back so that
the pure silver layer is exposed. The choice to use silver was
is

based upon careful tests which showed that metallic surfaces with silver had the capacity to reflect the highest
proportion of light energy. As far as we know, Astrolite is
the only screen which uses pure silver for its reflection base.
In addition, of course, Astrolite is the first and only
screen surface that successfully utilizes the one optical pattern that permits "perfectly controlled light distribution."
This pattern provides Q A million perfect curved mirrors in
every square yard of Astrolite surface. This means that all
the reflected light can be aimed into the desired area in

More Uniform
show

Light Distribution— Actual laboratory tests

Astrolite Screens control light reflection

more

effec-

tively than any existing projection surface. This insures
uniform illumination throughout the seating area of theatre
with no visible fall-off. That means no dark corners, no
empty seats, no dissatisfied patrons!

—

l

front of the screen. It also assures:

More

Light Energy Return

— Actual laboratory tests show

91.5% against
a maximum possible energy of about 93% for any reflective
surface. Astrolite provides greater brightness for 2-D or 3-D
projection than is available from any other existing projection surface. That's why in most instances, no amperage
boost is required when an Astrolite Screen is installed!
Astrolite Screens give a light energy return of

Still

MORE

Theatres Installing ASTROLITE

"Our new Radiant screen has now been in use for six weeks. We are more than
pleased with it and enthusiastically endorse it for any house, large or small."
Ritz

Amusements,

Inc.,

A. B. THOMPSON
North Vernon, Ind.

you that it has been a month since we had our ASTROLITE Screen inwant you to know that this is a fine screen. feel it is good insurance
for a theatre to have an ASTROLITE screen.
hope that very soon we will be able
to install one at the New Mock Theatre because we are very much satisfied with
the one at our Wellman Theatre."
PETER M, WELLMAN
""Just to tell

stalled

and

I

I

I

P.

M. Wellman Theatres, Gtrard, Ohio

More

Brilliant, True-to-Life Color Rendition— Actual
Spectro-photometer tests prove definitely that Astrolite
Screens give the best color rendition of any theatre screen
on the market today. Every color value throughout the visible
range of the spectrum is reproduced precisely as it appears
on the film. This means beautiful, true-to-life color projection
that thrills your customers!

Don't

buy a new screen

tion of the Astrolite

you have seen a demonstra-

All-Purpose Screen! Write, wire or 'phone

us today

— or contact

'Trade Mark, U.

S.

&

until

your dealer.

Foreign Patenri Applied For

Exclusive

World-Wide Licensee under Glowmeter Magniglow Developments

ASTROLITE
RADIANT MANUFACTURING CORP.
World's Largest Projection Screen Manufacturer

2627 W. Roosevelt Road, Chicaqo

8, Illinois

•

CRawford

7-630\
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Heavy Backlog

Justice Views

On

Technicolor Product
Eighty feature productions with
color by Technicolor are cur-

Practices

To SSB

of

rently in release. Some 97 features in Technicolor have been
completed and are now in distributors' backlogs awaiting re-

Staff

lease.

There

are

27

Technicolors

Dec.
15.— AnSmith, Jr., for a long time
a top industry executive, has been
named chief of the government's overseas film pro-

gram,
it
was
announced today by Theo-

Justice
on film industry trade practices were
given today to the staff of the Senate
Small Business Committee for study.
The Department's view took the
form of answers to a questionnaire
committee early last
sent by the
month. There was no indication when
the answers would be made public.
In a letter dated Nov. 3, Sen.
Schoeppel (R., Kans.), chairman of
a Small Business subcommittee which
had studied industry trade problems,
asked anti-trust chief Stanley N.
Barnes for a progress report on sub-

committee recommendations. Specifically, Schoeppel asked if the Department had determined whether the
pre-release practice was price-fixing, if
the Department wanted to reopen any
{Continued on page 4)

the U. S. Infor-

Compo 'sDues
'Doing Well'

Motion

Because of the 25 per cent
tion in dues to the Council of

reduc-

Motion

Organizations,

the collection
reports from the field "naturally" are
not as big as those of last year, but
the canvassing campaign has been "going very well," Robert W. Coyne,
special counsel, said here
yesterday.
Coyne stated that he expected to
have a complete report from the field

COMPO

in

Exchange

about two weeks.

Andrew W. Smith

I

Coyne said.
Although an

as

ot J

Ch e ?v r
Cowdm.
'

,

York

B&K

Units

Getting CinemaScope
CHICAGO,

dollars,

at

Dec. 15.— Installation,
way, of CinemaScope

14 Balaban and Katz
a cost of half a million

brought from

B&K

president David B. Wallerstein, the
number of following statement
reports have been recieved to make
"Spyros Skouras, president of 20th

Century-Fox,
entire

when

put the future of his
organization in the balance
he converted the studio to Cine{Contimied on page 4)

tional distributor of the new Polaroid
line of 3-D viewers.
Nord had pre-

ment with

Magic Viewer and

will

continue this association.
At the same time, Nord announced
a "pay-as-you-go" plan which will
permit exhibitors to acquire, without
{Continued on page 4)

Midwest Exhibitors
Elect Lester Kropp
ST. LOUIS,

Kropp today was

Dec.

15.— Lester R.

elected president of

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois on the closing day
of the organization's two-day meeting.
Kropp, who has been secretary of the
the

organization for the past five years,
succeeds Tom L. Bloomer.
Other
newly-elected officers include
Tom
Edwards, chairman of the board
{Continued on page 4)
:

'Beneath the 12-Mile Reef
\_20th

Century-Fox

THE

W.

Coyne,

special

dance halls and legitimate theatres on over-all repeal matters,
but Coyne indicated yesterday
that the committees for the
other branches would work sepapparent that a number of admission tax repeal measures will be
introduced
in
the
next
Congress.
Whether they will go into "one pot"
It is

—CinemaScope]

Hollyzvood, Dec. 15

THIRD CINEMASCOPE ATTRACTION

to go into
release proves two important things beyond question.
It shows,
in its pictorial superiority, that the 20th Century-Fox artisans
have made tremendous strides in exploring photographic advantages of
the process which well may be limitless.
And it demonstrates, in its
primary dependence upon the CinemaScope process itself, the unlimited
confidence of the 20th Century-Fox executives whose frank declarations
of technological supremacy it puts to practical test under four-square
conditions. What happens to this picture, gross-wise, figures to prove
fairly conclusively whether CinemaScope is simply a great process or a

box-office star of first magnitude in its own right.
"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" differs from its predecessors in several
vital respects.
It has a cast of principals that includes good names but
no marquee giants Robert Wagner, Terry Moore, Gilbert Roland,
such as both of the
J. Carrol Naish, Richard Boone, Peter Graves
It has no best-seller background (being an original by
others had.
A. I. Bezzerides), and no theme as big as religion or money, although

—

—

{Continued on page 4)

{Continued on page 4)

NTS

to Offer

vice-

insufficient

The Nord Corp. reports that in the an accurate prediction of the final
development and installation of its collection outcome,
headnew system of single-strip 3-D pro- quarters appeared to be satisfied with
jection, it had been appointed an addi- the data to date.
viously announced a similar arrange-

Robert

counsel for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, has
met with representatives of
committes for outdoor shows,

city

possible,

COMPO

the film industry will work hand-inhand with the other amusement segments has not been determined.

arately.

Fourteen

theatres

quickly

ag0
er

{Continued on page 4)

warded to the
as

some weeks

A

now under
equipment in

headquarters

tion

Smith declared he "hopes to maintain the close cooperation of the entire
film industry," according to a U. S.
Information Agency release.
veteran of more than 35 years

began collecting the data
submitted by film salesmen on Monday
and this information will be for-

COMPO New

Picture

Service. He fills
a vacancy left
by the resigna-

>>

Picture

Strei-

C.

Outdoor shows, dance halls and the
mation Agency.
legitimate
theatre are preparing admisSmith will head
sion tax repeal campaigns, but whether
the agency's

chairmen

Nord in Deal
With Polaroid

dore

Dance Halls, Legitimate,
Outdoors Set Campaigns

bert, director of

production.

15.—The
Dec.
Department's current views

Joining Hands?

drew

in production.
Fourteen of the 80 current
releases are British; 18 of the
97 awaiting release are British,
likewise 10 of the 27 now in

WASHINGTON,

TEN CENTS

To USIA Post 4 Amusement
Groups Plan
WASHINGTON,
W.
Tax Drives

now

Responses to Committee
Queries Being Studied

Impartial

1953

16,

Andy Smith

Progress Report

and

Xpansa Lens
A

new adjustable focal length lens,
described as an attachment which
offers multiple wide-screen sizes, will
be marketed in the near future by
National Theatre Supply.
Called the Xpansa Lens, it was reported to be developed by Merle
Chamberlain, head of projection at the
M-G-M Coast studio. Currently the
lens was said to be in production at
the Pacific Optical Co. plant in Los
Angeles.
Now in limited supply,
{Continued on page 4)

Zimmerman Joining

New York Law Firm
William Zimmerman, who recently

RKO

resigned from
the
law firm

of

Radio, has joined
Leon, Weill &

Mahony, with offices in New York
and in Washington, London, Basle,
Switzerland, and an associated office

The firm represents a number of international companies. It is
also active in motion picture matters.
Harold Weill and V. L. Chalif of the
{Continued on page 4)
in Paris.

Wednesday, December

Motion Picture Daily

2

Personal
Mention

CinemaScope Issue
Of 'Dynamo' Is Out
A 52-page special edition

STEINBERG,
HERB
Pictures publicity

Paramount
director, was
Washington yesterday from New

in

York.

Byrne, M-G-M Eastern sales
manager, will arrive in Des Moines
today from Omaha. Herman Ripps,
P.

J.

his

assistant,

left

New York

yester-

day for Buffalo.

Harry

Myron Mandel,

son of
Theatres national publicity manager, will be married. Sunday at the Hotel Plaza here to Norma

RKO

Mandel,

of

20th Century-Fox's "Dynamo,"
company house publication, has
been prepared by editor Roger
Ferri for distribution to theatres
throughout the world.
The issue is devoted entirely to
CinemaScope and the plans of
the company, as well as those
of other companies, for the new
process during 1954. Stills from
current CinemaScope productions and an account of the
events leading up to the introduction of the system are contained in the book, of which
35,000 copies have been printed.

Judith Haft.

Minus Cuts,
Set for Memphis Ban

'Sadie,'

Abe Olman, general manager of
Robbins Music Co., is in London from

New

York.

•

-

RKO

MEMPHIS,

Dec.
Pictures in New York said today it
had refused to cut a scene from its
new Technicolor production, "Sadie
Thompson" to which the Memphis
and Shelby County board of censors
objected, and it appeared that the film
would not be shown in Memphis.
It had been booked and advertised
already by the Malco Theatre.
Watson Davis, manager of the
Malco, said Columbia's New York office,
when informed that the Memphis censors wanted a scene deleted
before
approving it for Memphis
showing, said, "We're through cutting
our pictures for censors."

Radio

salesman in Cleveland, will spend
the Christmas holidays in New York.
city

•

Joseph Bellfort, RKO Radio general European manager, will arrive
in New York today from Paris.
•

Helene Jenseen,

NBC

press
department, became the mother of a
boy at Flushing Hospital yesterday.
of the

Columbia Declares
Extra Dividend

One

An

extra dividend of 25 cents in
cash on Columbia Pictures common
stock and voting trust certificates for
common stock was declared at a board
of directors meeting here yesterday.
The dividend is payable on Jan. 19
to stockholders of record on Dec. 29.
There was also declared a two and
one-half per cent stock dividend on the
common stock and voting trust certificates for common stock, payable in
common stock on Jan. 19 to stockholders of record on Dec. 29. Cash
will be paid where fractional shares
of common stock are due.
The company stated that its "generally high level of current business,
due in good measure to the extraordinary grosses of 'From Here to Eternity,' was responsible for the board's

ford said, "I didn't have anything to

do with that. Avery Blakeney handled
it.
Blakeney is secretary of the
board.

in

the

On

Jan.

dition

1.

week at the
Paramount, "Hondo" has
second

its

held over four weeks in Detroit and
Birmingham, and for three weeks in
Baltimore,
Louisville,
Philadelphia,

Washington, Wilmington, Atlanta and

Two-week

hold-overs are
recorded in Allentown, Boston, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Memphis, Miami,
New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Kansas
Omaha, St. Louis and Fort
City,
Buffalo.

Worth.
Called Tribute to 3-D

to Dallas

'Desert

9

3-D include

"Phantom

:

of

the

Rue

Morgue," WarnerColor, based on Edgar Allen Poe's "The Murders in the

Rue Morgue"

"Dial

;

'M' for

Sesqui.

Broidy, Clark Talk

AA-ABP Program
Plans

co-production of a
by Allied Artists
and Associated British Pictures are
being discussed here by Steve Broidy,
president, and Robert Clark, production head of ABP, here from

program

Com-

MOTION PICTURE DAILY,

for

the

of pictures

conferences are
centered principally on the spring production of "The Black Prince" in
England, Broidy said yesterday that
the parleys included the joint production of further product.
.

"The Black Prince" is slated tentaCinemaScope treatment and

tively for

the process
pictures,

RKO Radio

CinemaScope

'Prince' in

Mur-

WarnerColor, directed by Alfred
Hitchcock, and "The Bounty Hunter,"
in WarnerColor.
der,"

may

Broidy

be used in subsequent
said.

Sets Deal

For Russell Film
Dec.

15.

—

The

third independent releasing deal which
Radio has closed in recent

7 DAYS IN

weeks was concluded here today by
Howard Hughes and Frederick Bris-

HAWAII

RKO

son of Independent Artists Pictures.
The acquired property is "The Girl
Rush," which will star Rosalind Russell, and will be made in CinemaScope
or some other wide-screen process.
To be filmed in color by Technicolor,
"The Girl Rush" will have a Western
background and is described as "a
multi-million dollar musical extravaganza." It will go into production
next summer after the completion of

Bows

sales

er's "Killers

W.

Lee Wild-

from Space."

Two
at.

mana-

ger of Buena Vista Productions, a
subsidiary of Walt Disney Productions.
Samuels has left here for
Dallas, where the conferences will
take place.
Meanwhile, Charles Levy, Eastern
publicity manager, is in Philadelphia
for meetings with officials of Stanley
Warner. In addition, field exploiteer
Bob Dorfman has left for Cleveland
to prepare for the opening there at
the Lower Mall on Dec. 25.

mittee sub-committee will hold a brief
one-day closed hearing here tomorrow. The only witnesses subpoenaed
so far are television persons.

Metro Crow's Nest
formerly called the

is

Theatre,

AA

maintained in 3-D."
Productions completed and soon to
be released by Warner Brothers in

and Lizabeth Scott, and

and Leo Samuels, general

15.—The

Activities

go into national distribution around

reported by Morton A.
Spring, vice-president of
Loew's International. The ad-

Now in
New York

was

$

441

(from New York), including
round-trip transportation

and hotel accommodations
Fly United DC-6 air tourist
service all the way, with stopover on the West Coast, if you
like. Only United features 2abreast seating and wide center aisles

on

all planes.

UNITED AIR LINES
Fare plus tax.

recently for Benedict Bogeaus'
"Desperate Men," starring John Payne

release of "Living Desert" in
Texas and the Southwest area will
be mapped in a series of meetings
between Robert J. O'Donnell, vicepresident of the Interstate Circuit,

Meet

Aus-

made

courts.

The

,

of

tralia of a sixth theatre in Sydney, bringing the total of the
Australia circuit to 12 theatres,

for
that a

Samuels

high.
The common closed at
19%, the same price as on Monday,
while the preferred hit a record high
for the year, closing at 69]/2 an advance of XYi.

House Un-American

Sixth in Sydney
M-G-M

spokesman

pealed

new

to

in

Acquires Its

Acquisition by

Columbia Pictures Miss Russell's engagement in "Wonhere said
Memphis ban on derful Town" in New York.
Previous independent deals were
"Sadie Thompson" will not be ap-

A

Meanwhile,
on the New York
Stock Exchange Columbia shares continued in heavy trading yesterday, the
common maintaining its high price and
the preferred stock advancing to a

Dec.

business

HOLLYWOOD,

was banned in Memphis although it
played in Memphis years ago, and was
shown at the Sunset Drive-in in West
Memphis.
Asked about the censor
board's action on the new "Sadie
Thompson," chairman Lloyd T. Bin-

'Eternity' Praised

HOLLYWOOD,

is

every single prerelease engagement, it was reported
by Warner Brothers. "Hondo" will
over

Re-issue Banned

Several previous film versions of
the story and play have played Memphis.
When one of the "Rain" films
was re-released recently, however, it

action."

House Probers

15.

M-G-M

1953

"The business recorded by 'Hondo',"
Jack L. Warner, executive producer London.
Although current
15.— Columbia stated, "substantiates the faith we have

•

Arthur Goldsmith,

Heavy 'Hondo' Dates
Cited by Warners
— "HonHOLLYWOOD, Dec.
do,"
3-D WarnerColor production
starring John W ayne,
doing hold-

16,

pictures currently are in
the studio here. They are

Big

Rainbow"

and

"Susan

£?3tS<$

COMPARE THE FARE AND YOU'LL GO BY AIR

work
"The
Slept

Here."

Report 'Conspiracy9
Suit
A

vs.

Universal

derivative

against

Universal

stockholders
suit
Pictures has been

by Mortimer Smolka, reportedly a stockholder, in New York
Supreme Court, charging a "conspiracy" among Universal directors and
other defendants, looking toward the
control of Universal by Decca.
The relief sought in the action is
an accounting of profits and damages,

(ffflr

flf^

(fflfr

1
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flW* tffl^fffsSv

brought

among

MOVIEIAB'S new preview theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
•k Three channel interlock projection
•

16mm

interlock

projection

MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE, INC.
619 W 54th St., N Y. 19. N.Y.»JUdion 6-0367

other things.
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Nord Deal

Wednesday, December

'Beneath the 12-Mile Reef

company
showing

make

the
stated,
of 3-D pictures by using only

single

a

of

strip

possible

standard

35mm.

Although specific details of the
plan have not yet been disclosed, Nord
officials revealed that exhibitors will
be able to obtain the equipment without cost by purchasing a reasonable
amount of Polaroid glasses.
film.

"The Nord

3-D system

single-strip

eliminates the necessity of coupling
projectors, insures absolute synchronization of the left and right eye images, and can be installed without
changing the position of the projectors in the booth," said the company.
The system was' described as "3-D
projection at 2-D cost and with 2-D
simplicity of operation."
Columbia Pictures has already announced that its 3-D product will be
made available in the Nord system
of single-strip projection, "and further announcements concerning other
major films to be released in this
form are expected shortly," said

Nord.

Tax Drives
is

matter

a

Coyne

still

to

be

determined,

He

added that a
one amusement

said.

bill

group
troduced "By
be unsatisfactory to the film in-

Mason

reported that Representative
is willing to again introduce

(Continued from page

the repeal measure which was known
as the Mason Bill during the first
campaign this year to eliminate the
tax.

Meanwhile, COMPO's
state tax
committees are continuing to contact
Senators and Congressmen for their
pledges to again support the tax re-

While

peal.

statistics,

cations

it

of

COMPO

is withholding
reported that the indisupport are encouraging.
is

B&K-CinemaScope
(Continued from page 1)

maScope
'The

Reception of
and 'How to Marry a
have amply proven the

Millionaire'
validity of his faith.
tors,

feel

the

We,

as exhibi-

same confidence in
Mr. Skouras and are

CinemaScope as
willing to do as much in its behalf
on the exhibition front."
The 14 theatres selected for CinemaScope installations are the Chicago
in the Loop, and the outlying Marbro,

Uptown,

V arsity,

Southtown,
Gateway, Regal,
Belpark, State, Berwyn, La Grange.

Harding,

Tivoli,

—

—

RKO

Streibert also officially announced
that Motion Picture Association of
America president Eric Johnston had
agreed to loan the government the
services of Irving A. Maas to act as
Streia consultant for the agency.

DeMille would
said Cecil B.
continue to serve as chief consultant
for the U. S. Information Agency.

mass production reportedly will get
underway in 30 to 60 days.
The Xpansa Lens, which was said
not to be adaptable for CinemaScope,
understood to offer a convenient
means of reducing the focal length
is

of projection so that a
ture can be flashed on

larger picthe screen.
As described by a source close to its
development, it is attached to the
present projection lens and by sliding
it back and forth, the desired picture
size on the screen can be procured.

The Xpansa Lens, it was added, cannot be utilized to change the aspect
ratio, which is governed by the aperture plates.
But in a fixed aspect
ratio,

Wisconsin Exhibitors
Cautious on Media
MILWAUKEE,

Dec. 15.— Some 40
exhibitors attended a zone meeting of
Allied of Wisconsin at Prairie du Sac.
On the agenda was a discussion of
media. All seemed in favor of widescreen with the rank and file taking a

is

it

was

stated, the

said to offer a

Xpansa Lens

multiple of screen

sizes.

SSB

;

A

TOA

Levy Praises Association
Herman Levy, TOA general counsel, said that membership in exhibitor
associations affords an important type
of insurance.
It gives him a measure
of protection against predatory sales
practices and allows him to fight adverse, discriminatory, and unjust legislation, said Levy.

Other speakers on the program included Alfred Starr, chairman of the
board
of the

and immediate past president
Leo Hayob and George

TOA

Murphy,

;

actor.

Correspondents to

Show

WASHINGTON,

(Continued, horn page 1)

in the industry, Smith was most refrom 1942 until 1951 vicecently
in
president and general manager
charge of distribution for 20th CenFrom 1940 to 1942 he
tury-Fox.
served as general sales manager for
Pictures and from 1938 to 1940
in the same job for United Artists.

Thomas James, vice-president Joseph
C. Ansell, treasurer, and L. J. Williams, secretary.
plea for greater harmony and cooperation in the industry was made
by Walter Reade, Jr., president of the
Theatre Owners of America, at his
banquet address. Reade proposed that
sales heads of the distribution companies be contacted and asked to meet
with
groups on regular scheduled occasions to exchange viewpoints,
tell
results of research, reveal new
fields of exploration and better ways
of doing business.
He called upon
distributing companies to let owners
know what their plans are.

WEAVER Sponsor 'Lives'

Xpansa Lens
1)

bert

production.

Robe'

A

Andy Smith

dustry.
is

using a little of each in the telling of a story about sponge fishing. It is not,
as has been charged to each of the others, a package that might have been
It is,
a great grosser in any other presentable dimensions, automatically.
save in the wide sweep and sheer beauty CinemaScope gives it, an interesting
pictorial narrative about fishing folk who live picturesque and sometimes
perilous lives.
CinemaScope makes it a big movie.
The story concerns, in the large, two family groups engaged in the spongeOne group, calling itself the Greeks,
fishing business off the Florida coast.
gets its sponges by diving for them, in diving suits, and detaching them from
The other group, calling itself the Conchs, and
the ocean bed by hand.
referred to also as English, harvests its sponges by means of long poles
with hooks attached. The Greeks work the beds off Tarpon Springs, and
the Conchs work the waters around Key West, and when the former invade
The romantic triangle that
the latter's territory unbidden, there is trouble.
narrows the narrative down to personal terms has Miss Moore as a Conch
maiden sought in marriage by Peter Graves, also a Conch, but won by
Wagner, a Greek.
The semi-tropic terrain, the marine setting, underwater as well as above,
are photographed wonderfully well in harmonious color in Technicolor by
Edward Cronjager, the only cinematographer whose use of natural lighting
It can be said
has matched Royal Gregg's post-storm scenes in "Shane."
without reservation that the 102 minutes of this production are worth the
money for eye pleasure alone.
There are several incidents of violence, notably a beating administered to
diver's fight with an
Wagner by Graves, which give the story tension.
octopus is convincingly depicted, and a sub-sea fight between Wagner and
Graves (their second) which ends in the former saving the latter from
drowning, is effectively handled.
Gilbert Roland's brilliant performance, which keynotes the production until
his death somewhere near mid-picture, is the one the people will remember
and talk about maybe enough to roll up powerful word-of-mouth publicity.
Robert Bassler produced the picture with his always admirable attention to
Robert D. Webb directed.
proportion and dramatic appropriateness.
December
Running time, 102 minutes. General audience classification.
R.
release.

WILLIAM

in-

may
It

{Continued, from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

—

(Continued from page 1)

1953

Midwest Meet

(Continued from page 1)
cash investment, the Nord projection
equipment and accessories which, the

16,

Staff Studies

(Continued, from page 1)

Dec.
15.— The
White House Correspondents Association will serve as hosts for a special
Washington invitational showing on
Feb. 3 of the reissue of Samuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years of Our
Lives."

This was announced by association
Robert J. Donovan, correspondent for the New York "Herald
Tribune."
The showing will be at
Keith's Theatre.
Goldwyn has said
the film is being reissued at the request of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs and other civic organizations because of its timeliness
in connection with the return to cipresident

vilian life of

Korean

War

veterans.

TED A Members
Joining SMPTE

Are

Most of the members of the Theatre
Equipment Dealers Association are
now members of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers,
according to a report by Ray Gallo,
chairman of the membership and sub-

watchful-waiting outlook on installa-

scription committee of the SMPTE,
if the subcommittee hearings had disclosed any and equipment advertising manager of
decree violations, the number of com- Quigley Publications. The movement
of TEDA members toward SMPTE,
plaints in recent months and other

tion of other equipment.

matters.

Granada,

said Gallo,

was accelerated following

The Department's answer was re- the recent trade show of
ceived late last month by Schoeppel, Owners of America and

7h rs,
55

TO

THAN ANY OTHER AIRLINE

ON NEW

DC-7

but turned over to the staff for study
only
today
on
his
return
from

Kansas.

Wm. Zimmerman
(Continued from page 1)

Equipment-Supply Manufacturers As-

sociation.

T. B. Walcot, for the past 20 years
branch manager for
Radio in
New South Wales, has been named

RKO

firm served on the board of directors
of United Artists for years.
Zimmerman had been connected as
counsel and executive with the
companies for almost 20 years. In
1952 he served as general counsel,
vice-president and a director of
Radio Pictures, and general counsel
and vice-president of
Pictures
Corp.

RKO
RKO

RKO

the Theatre
the Theatre

Allied Artists Names
Agent for Australia

n

AMERICAN
NONSTOP
LOSANGELES
3 HRS. FASTER

of the consent judgments,

Allied Artists special representative in
Australia by Norton V. Ritchey, president

Corp.

of

Monogram

Walcot

will

take

International

over imme-

diately.

Through a recently concluded agreement, Allied Artists product in Australia is distributed through
United
Artists.

FILMAKERS
RELEASING

ORGANIZATION
ALBANY-BUFFALO
LEWIS

i

505 Pearl

LIESER

J.

MA. 3856

St., Buffalo 2,

ATLANTA
JOHN W. MANGHAM
193 Walton

f

^ay

—

N.W., LA. 0421

St.,

BOSTON
ALBERT SWERDLOVE
54-58 Piedmont

(16), II. 2-6754

St.

CHARLOTTE
SCOTT LETT

\..lda Lupino's
performance (and
directing) in 'The

300 W. Third

(1), 4-6426

St.

CHICAGO
ALBERT DEZEL

Wabash

831 S.

Ave. (5), HA. 7-3626

CINCINNATI
JAY M. GOLDBERG
1632 Central Parkway (10), Main 4852

Bigamist'

will

get an Oscar!"

CLEVELAND
BERNIE RUBIN
2108 Payne Avenue 14) Main 9376
,

(

DALLAS

WAITER WINCHELL

HERMAN BEIERSDORF
2011 Jackson

8055

(1), RA.

St.

DENVER

\..A

TOM

solid 'sleeper'-

WILLIAM FELD
1112 High

WO.

2310 Cass Ave. (1),

1-0646

INDIANAPOLIS

It

JOSEPH W. BOHN
441 N.

(4),

Illinois St.

4438

LI.

KANSAS CITY
118

W. H. GAFFNEY
W. 18th St. (8), VI. 8498

LOS ANGELES

melodramatic !"

CHARLES KRANZ
1968

L.

Des Moines, 2-6583

DETROIT

at their

JIMY

St.,

ALBERT DEZEL

has all
the elements
without being
eyes...

MOINES-OMAHA

DES

a hit that should
have the gals

dabbing

BAILEY

H.

2071 Broadway (2), Acoma 0639

S.

Vermont Ave.

(7)

,

RE. 1-1141

MEMPHIS

STARR

FRED A. MEYERS
361 S. Second St., 5-2386

A. Herald-Express

MILWAUKEE
WM. BENJAMIN
706 W. State

(3), BR. 2-6922

St.

MINNEAPOLIS
DONALD

SWARTZ

E.

1109 Currie Ave. North (3),

LI.

7013

NEW ORLEANS
>say<J

HAROLD

if~

150

COHEN

F.

(12), RA. 9538

S. Liberty St.

NEW YORK
JACK BELLMAN & JOE FELDER
630 Ninth Ave. (36),

CI.

OKLAHOMA

3-0980

CITY

CARR SCOTT
708 W. Grand Ave. (1), 7-7125

PHILADELPHIA
JACK ENGEL
1315 Vine

(7), LO. 3-9020

St.

PITTSBURGH
M. BRAUMAN & B. STEARN
415 Van Braam St. (19), AT. 1-1630

PORTLAND
ENGERMAN &

J.

1806 N.W. Kearney

ST.

VOLCHOK

Z.

(9), BR.

St.

5465

LOUIS

G. PHILLIPS & H. GORELICK
3216 Olive St. (3), JE. 6397

SALT LAKE CITY
TOM
260

E. First

BAILEY

H.

South

(1), 9-7663

St.

SAN FRANCISCO
AL GRUBSTICK
255 Hyde

St.

(2),

OR. 3-9846

SEATTLE
J.

ENGERMAN &

Z.

VOLCHOK

2414 Second Ave. (1), SE. 4787

WASHINGTON,
B.

1001

New

MILLS &

Jersey Ave.,

J.

D. C.
BERKSON

N.W.

(1), RE. 7-0776

dim and Hs CO/Hpgiofi
//

proved

I

twtiest

However pressing their engagements may be, people just can't seem to keep themselves away from
CoMPANlON-approved movies. That's why — as most any successful movie maker will be delighted to tell you —
CoMPANlON-approval always means big, bright, beautiful box office.
It's all

because 4,458,152

women buy the Companion

and many more millions read it
for authoritative
movie neAvs and guidance. These folks happen to form the
most intensely loyal movie audience in America today.
every

Currently advertised
n

the

Kiss

Me

Kate

THE CRO WELL COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY,
-

.

.

.

.

That's the big reason
in the

COMPANION

Knights of the Round Table

month

Companion

why Hollywood

in the last

monthly magazine.*

.

.

has invested more

money

seven years than in any other
-Except, of course, the fan magazines.

MGM
MGM

640

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

19, N. Y.

— PUBLISHERS OF WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION, COLLIER'S, THE AMERICAN MAGAZIN

MOTION PICTURE
VOL.

NO.

74.

DAILY
NEW

116

YORK,

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

17,

Six-Month Stay

Officers

Jackson Park

Decree Asked

CHICAGO,

Dec.

16.

—

Attorney

C. McConnell
at the hearing

new

In CinemaScope

RKO

A

Steve Edwards Heads

Group

Steve Edwards, director of advertising
and publicity for Republic

was

Pictures,

the

ciation of

A

ica's advertising

a n d
publicity
directors
committee
at
a

held

meeting

yesterday

STEEN

serious misconception of the alleged advantages of magnetic tape for
sight and sound recording, insofar as
motion pictures are concerned, is confusing many segments of the industry,
in the opinion of authorities close to
(Continued on page 3)

Amer-

officers

was

elected first assistant chief
Weiner, second assistant
Iz Sokoloff, dough guy, and William
blatt

barker

WB

Reports

Reorganization Limits
Figures to Half Year

Iz

;

Barker, property master. New crewmen are William Miskell, Fred Fejfar,
Pat Halloran, Don Hammond,
Virgil Sharpe and Joe Jacobs.

Rodney

Collier,

manager

of

the

Stanley Theatre, was elected chief
barker of Baltimore's Tent No. 19.
I. K. Makover and Pete Prince were
named first and second assistant chief
barkers,

respectively

;

Sol

Goodman,

property master, and Aaron Seidler,
dough guy. The new board of governors consists of Bernard Seaman,
Irwin Cohen, Nate Klein, Fred Sapperstein,

A

,

net profit of $1,575,000

its annual report
stockholders.
It is explained in
the report that on Feb. 28, pursuant
to the amended plan of reorganization,
the production and distribution assets
and liabilities of Warner Brothers
Pictures, Inc. (1923), since dissolved,
together with all other assets and
liabilities not related to the domestic
exhibition of pictures, were transferred to the new company.

to

Net earnings

for the previous
(Continued on page 3)

Edward

(Continued on page 6)

Initial

theatres'

steps

to

campaign

map
against

legitimate
the 20

WB

At

Sales

New York
is

A

president

in
of distribution,
presiding. Ten productions will be
discussed.

charge

(Continued on page 6)

Productions
be discussed
include
"Hondo," 3-D, WarnerColor, starto

of-

'The Eddie Cantor Story'

The term
six
for

months,
standard tenure for
rotating

ring
Steve Edwards

post.

Edwards

Rodney

Bush,
exploitation manager of 20th CenturyFox, who, yesterday was accorded a
unanimous vote of thanks for his
services as committee chairman since
last

succeeds

April.

Outlook Dim for
Industry Series
The

Meet

two-day sales meeting of Warner
Brothers district managers will" get
under way today at the company's
home office with Ben Kalmenson, vice-

the association's
fice.

Up

10 Productions

per cent Federal admission tax will
be taken at a meeting here today.
The meeting, called by James F.
Riley, executive director of Legitimate
Theatres of New York, will take
place at the. Hotel Astor. Attending

at

the

Brothers Pictures in

Myer Rendelman and Bob

Cincinnati's Tent No. 3 has

for

months ended Aug. 31 was reported here yesterday by Warner
six

Rappaport.

Says Tape-Film Will Legitimate Stage
Tax Drive
Up, Not Lower Costs
By AL

Motion
Picture
Asso-

and crewmen.
In Omaha, J. Robert Hoff, theatre
equipment executive, has been elected
chief barker of the tent. Max Rosen-

(Continued on page 6)

named chairman
of

For 6 Months,

It's election time again for additional Variety Clubs, with new chief barkers
being ushered in by the various tents th roughout the country along with other

created a stir
today
of the
(Photos on Page 6)
Grand Theatre's petition to be exempted from the provisions of the
Ushering in the Christmas season
Jackson Park decree. McConnell, rep- in New York, 20th Century-Fox's
resenting the Jackson Park, said he "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef," the third
needed more time to prepare his argu- CinemaScope production was given its
ments and suggested a three-month world premiere last night at the Roxy
suspension of the decree's provisions Theatre before more than 5,000 inaffecting downtown theatres inasmuch vited guests.
as he also would not be ready by
formal high-fashion opening, with
Jan. 25, the date set for hearing of stars of Hollywood, the stage and telethe Balaban and Katz motion for ex- vision joining with industry leaders
(Ccntinued on page 6)
and persons from the civic, political
and social worlds, the premiere activities were seen by thousands jamming the 50th Street and Seventh

MPAA Ad

$1,575,000 Net

and Crewmen

Expect June 14 Hearing 20th-Fox Unveils Its
To Set Booking Pattern '12-Mile Reef,' 3rd
Thomas

63c Per Share

New

Variety Tents Elect

Suspension of

TEN CENTS

1953

on-again-off -again

TV

American

Broadcasting television show designed
to promote the motion picture industry appeared as distant as ever
yesterday following a meeting of Motion Picture Association of America's
(Continued on page 6)

[Warner Brothers]

PRODUCER
—

John

Wayne and
Hollywood, Dec. 16

Geraldine Page
in a Wayne-

SIDNEY SKOLSKY

of the epochal "Jolson Story"
and director Alfred E. Green of the same land-marking attraction
first
film in which a living actor supplied his own
voice via sound-track to another actor impersonating him in the story
of his own life
have performed in that same relationship the same
services in behalf of perpetuating similarly the career of the late

Fellows production
"His Majesty O'Keefe," color by Technicolor,
starring Burt Lancaster and Joan
(Continued on page 3)

Al Jolson's most directly comparable contemporary. And they have
a directly comparable picture, with Eddie Cantor sing-

Sharp Drop

—

brought forth
ing 20 of his
years in show
Ziegfeld, Will

great songs in the course of the telling of his 40-odd
business, and with such other all-time greats as Florenz
Rogers and Jimmy Durante weaving in and out of the
story as it touches their lives and times. Additionally, and warmingly,
Cantor himself and his good wife Ida appear momentarily, as themselves and as onlookers, at the beginning and end of the picture. All
in all, it is an expertly wrought film record of a great entertainer's
finely lived and happily continuing career.
The story, scripted by Jerome Waldman, Ted Sherdeman and Skolsky,
(Continued on page 3)

Ben Kalmenson

;

in

Film

Company Dividends
WASHINGTON,
licly

of

Dec. 16— Pubreported cash dividend payments

film

months
behind

companies in the. first 11
of 1953 ran almost one-fourth
1952

Department
It

said

totals,

the

Commerce

reports.
film
companies

(Continued on page 3)

in

the

Thursday, December

Motion Picture Daily
French Agency Here
Seen in New Pact

Personal
Mention
A

WARD,

Altec Service Corp.
and E. Z. Walters, comptroller, have returned to the
West Coast from New York.
•
Carl Schaefer, of Warner Brothers' publicity department in Hollywood, has been elected president of the
Foreign Trade Association of Los
Angeles.
•

A.

•

vice-president,

Boyce Nemec, executive secretary
of the Society of Motion Picture and
Television- Engineers became a father
yesterday when
birth to a boy.

Mrs.

Nemec

gave

•

Ray

Pollack, Schine Theatres
booker for the Albany territory, has
returned to duty following hospitalization resulting from an automobile accident in Gloversville.

Louis

Astor,

Columbia

sales executive, will leave

Pictures

San Fran-

cisco today on a six-week tour of ex-

changes.

U. S. film companies would underwrite the possible establishment here
of an agency to promote French films
the American market
broad, tentative agreement
in

under a
with the

French government, it was learned
here yesterday.
The agreement, subject to clarification of details, was said to have been
signed by Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of
America, during his last visit abroad.
The details on which apparent hitches
have developed are currently beingnegotiated in Paris by Jacques Flaud,
director general of the Centre National de la Cinematographie, and Ted
representative.
Smith, Paris

MPEA

The

situation,

fied,

may

to the

which remains unclari-

result in Johnston returning
French capital shortly.

William Blowitz,

advertising-pub-

Santana Productions,
returned to the Coast from New York

licity director of

last night.

the tentative two-year pact,
the so-called subsidy provision is tied
to past disputes, with American companies agreeing to turn over to the
French government 150,000,000 francs
in settlement. This sum, it was stated,
is expected to be used by the French
to set up an organization similar to
Italian

Films

Export,

ing the field of distribution.
The settlement was said to clear up
the issue of 300,000,000 francs held in
a reserve fund, belonging to American
film companies, and disputes involving
past permits.

110 Permits per Year
Effie Engel, formerly assistant
Under the tentative agreement, 110
manager of Loew's Kings Theatre in
Brooklyn, has been promoted to the permits would be issued per year, similar to the past pact. In addition, it
post of manager at Loew's Kameo.
was stated, there is some possibility
of more permits for special bonus

Tornado Relief Tour
Opened by Film Stars
—
NEW ORLEANS, Dec.
16.

films, festival films,

co-production pic-

and similar product. The remittances in the projected pact have been
increased from $120,000 monthly to
tures,

William Demarest and Mrs. Demarest, $200,000.
Jerry Colonna and Julia Adams flew
here from Hollywood last night enroute to Jackson, Miss., today, where
they will open a three-day tour of

Chesapeake Suit

Mississippi theatres to raise funds
for the victims
of the Vicksburg
tornado. Joining them this morning

Trial in

to

March

An

order

RKO

ELC

RKO

Party Tonight

details.

throughout Greater New York
and Westchester, will be closed
all day Thursday, Dec. 24, to
prepare for showings of "The
Robe" which start on Christmas
morning.

To make
is

"The Robe"

RKO

theatres

was on Broadway
CinemaScope and with stere-

exactly as
in

certain

presented in
it

ophonic sound, projection and
sound technicians will spend
the entire day in each theatre
to complete the installation of
equipment,
and
in
testing,
checking and rehearsals, reports
William W. Howard, vice-president in charge of the circuit's
operation.

McGeary, 53,
Radio Veteran

C. A.

RKO

Clarence A. McGeary, assistant to

manager

the

of

the

Western

sales

RKO

Radio,
approval department at
and an employee of the company since
its formation, died Monday following
a brief illness. He was 53 years old.
McGeary joined Pathe Pictures in

and became an employee of
a few years later when Pathe
was absorbed by the company. He
is survived by his widow, Mary, seven
1926,

RKO

—

children Joseph, Elizabeth, Gerard,
James, Robert, Claire and Joan, three
sisters and one brother. The funeral
will be held Saturday morning from
the Richmond Routh Funeral Home,
Jersey City, followed by Mass at St.

Church

Patrick's

in

that

city.

Double Opera Bill
For Cinema Verdi
The world premiere of the filmed
double operatic bill of Verdi's "La
Traviata" and Mascagni's "Cavalleria
Rusticana" will be held Dec. 26 at
the Cinema Verdi here. Both operas
have been filmed for the first time
in color,

tion

of

singers

it

was

said.

Giuseppe
featured

Under

the directhe

Bamboschek,

include Mario Del
Valentino, of the

Metropolitan Opera, and Rina Telli,
Richard Torigi, Lucia Evangelista and
Giulio Gari.

Ettinger D.C. Office

Under Frank Luther

Italian
The

Union Elects

Producers
National
Film
Union of Italy has elected as president Gofredo Lombardo, head of
Titanus Films, according to word
received here by Italian Films Export. Giulio Manenti was chosen vicepresident.

1953

Expect OK for Films
Of President's Press
Confabs in Capital
WASHINGTON,

Dec. 16.— In a
precedent-setting move looking toward
the eventual filming and televising of
Presidential
press
conferences,
the
White House released a recording of
President Eisenhower's press conference today for use by the nation's
radio and television networks. Press
Secretary James C. Hagerty called it
a "first step" in expanding the coverage of Presidential press conferences.

Had Been Promised

Earlier

Broadcasting officials indicated the
recording would probably get wide
use, most likely against a background
of stock film shots of the President.
Soon after the inauguration, White
House officials said they hoped eventually to permit filming and televising

The release of
of press conferences.
the recording is the first step in that
direction.

Katz Resigns Post

As Roxy Director
David T. Katz, executive director of
the Roxy Theatre, has resigned his
post with National Theatres, after 20
years with the Broadway showplace,
it was disclosed here yesterday.
Katz, who joined the Roxy in 1933,
was associated with Howard S. Cullman, then receiver, as an executive of
In 1947, he was
the theatre staff.
appointed managing director, and concerned himself with theatre operation, labor relations and stage show
production.
Later, he was named executive director by 20th Century-Fox,
succeeding A. J. Balaban. Following
a Florida vacation, his future plans
will be disclosed.
Meanwhile, Dick Dickson, National
Theatres executive, will continue to
make his headquarters at the Roxy
as personal representative of Charles
P. Skouras,
president.
No successor to Katz has been named.

NT

Krim, UA Officials
Appeal Suit Order
Artists
president Arthur
officials yesterday
other
filed an appeal against an order subjecting them to an examination in the
$200,000 suit filed by Eagle Lion Studios involving two pictures, "Man

United

UA

Krim and

from Texas" and "Lost Honeymoon."

The appeal was
late Division

filed in the Appelon the order of the New

The Ettinger Co., publicity-public
relations firm, has opened a Washington office under
direction
of
the
Frank W. Luther, Capital public relations counsel, whose association with
the Ettinger office became effective
this week.
The Ettinger Co. also
has offices in London and Paris.

The suit
York Supreme Court.
charges that Eagle Lion-Classics and

Show Train

Andre Fontaine, formerly associate
editor of "Collier's Magazine" and for
the past five years a free-lance writer
has been
publications,
for various
named editor of "Bluebook Magazine"
by Phillips Wyman, publisher. Fontaine succeeds Maxwell Hamilton, who
"Bluebook Magarecently resigned.
zine" is a publication of the McCall

ELC.

The Quigley Publishing Company's
employe's Christmas party will be
held at The Tavern on the Green
this evening.
Jack Lasher, manager
of the United Nations restaurant,
Manny Wolf's Chop House, and The
Tavern on the Green, and Harry Anastasia of the circulation department
of Quigley Publishing, arranged the

To Prepare for 'Robe'
RKO theatres in neighborhoods

Monaco and Frank

putting the $15,000,000
at Moisant Airport was Joy Windsor. Chesapeake Industries anti -trust suit
Henry G. Plitt, vice-president of at the head of the New York Federal
Paramount Gulf Theatres, sponsors Court calendar for trial in March, was
of the relief fund, said the troupe signed here yesterday by Judge John
will
split
into two units to tour C. Knox.
Greenwood,
Greenville,
Clarksdale,
The suit was brought against Loew's
Columbia, Meridian, Laurel, Hatties- and
Theatres by Chesapeake, as
burg, Gulfport and Biloxi. The three- the owner of the now-dissolved Eagle
day fund drive, Plitt said, has been Lion-Classics, charging
had been
endorsed by the Mississippi Theatre denied access to the New York marOwners Association, of which A. L. ket because of an alleged product split
Royal is president.
Theatres. It was
by Loew's and
said that this arrangement prevented
any opening of the market here to

QP

Houses Closing

Will Not Enter Distribution

Under

which would
the U. S. It
French
films
in
promote
manager in Italy, will leave New York
guard against
by plane today for Paris, en route to is understood provisions
the projected French agency to enterRome.

Pilade Levi, Paramount's general

RKO

17,

A

special

to the Hall

New Haven

Railroad

"show train" tomorrow will bring
more than 750 New Englanders to

New York

UA,

failed

to

exploit

the

two

films

properly.

Andre Fontaine

Now

Editor of 'Bluebook*

to witness the Christmas
Radio City Music Hall. The
train also will carry three. Music Hall
Rockettes in costume to add to the
festive atmosphere of the occasion. Corp.

show

at
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'The Eddie Cantor Story'

National
Pre-Selling

(Continued front page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
six

a <LJONDO' is 3-D's Best,"
Ll ports "Life's" current
sue. "

'Hondo'

is

what

is

known

reis-

to

the trade as an 'offbeat Western.
This implies that there is a moral
or psychological meaning underlying the gunplay, beautiful scenery
and Indian ambuscade inevitable in
"
the usual 'oater.'
Three pages of photographs taken
during the filming of action scenes
illustrate the review of "Hondo."
•
Among the pictures reviewed and
recommended in "Woman's Home
Companion's" December issue are

"The Robe," "Decameron Nights,"
"The Living Desert' and "The Joe
Louis Story.
An ad on "Kiss Me, Kate" appears on the table of contents page.
•
A large jour-color photograph of
Lieutenant Keeper, one of the central
characters in "Caine Mutiny," appeared on Louella Parsons' Hollywood page in "Pictorial Review's"
Dec 14 issue. Keeper is played by

opens with Eddie, a lad of 13, making his first public appearance as impromptu singer at an election rally, a disastrous incident, and moves next
to his successful appearance at an amateur show where he finds out for
sure what he wants his life work to be. The script takes him then on tour
with Gus Edwards, back home to marry his childhood sweetheart, and on
through his repeated successes in Ziegfeld shows and on the radio, before and
after crashing with Wall Street in '29, and down through World War II,
stopping just short of his entry into television.
There are many musical numbers, staged and directed by LeRoy Prinz,
which are spectacularly handsome in well-judged color by Technicolor. And
the musical direction by Ray Heindorf, using arrangements by Frank Cornstock and Gus Levene, does full justice to melodies and rhythms fondly
familiar to everybody's ears.
Aline MacMahon's portrayal of Cantor's grandmother is the outstanding
characterization among many, although Will Rogers, Jr., is, of course, Will
Rogers, Sr., to the life, and Jackie Barnett as the young Durante is excellent
enough to suggest that somebody'd better sign him up quickly now and do
the "Jimmie Durante Story" with him.
Keefe Brasselle plays Cantor and Marilyn Erskine is Ida. These were
tough assignments to tackle, with Eddie and Ida still so very present and
accounted for, but Eddie had full approval right over the casting, and if he
okayed Brasselle for the role, it would seem the rest of us haven't much
qualification for quibbling about it.
Running time, 120 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
WILLIAM R.
Dec. 25.

WEAVER

beautifully
colored phototaken on the production sets

graphs
of "Prince

Valiant" and "Knights
Table" appear in
"Look's" current issue. In reviewing
the

these

Round

pictures

"Look" says

:

"These

two new Technicolor productions set
in the turbulent times of King ArCourt have, in the broad screen
CinemaScope, truly heroic room
knights
the
to
swing their
swords and woo their fair ladies."

thur's
of
for

In the same issue there

is

a strik-

The statement made
Oklahoma City last week by R.

the subject.

in
J.

O'Donnell, vice-president and general

manager

Texas

Interstate circuit, to the effect that magnetic tape
would save the industry $165,000,000
a year drew critical comment here.
Among those who not only chalof the

but
savings
lenged the estimated
pointed out that projection from tape
would increase costs and require just
as much manpower as is needed today
was Harry Jones, a pioneer in the
field of sound recording, a former- associate of Dr. Lee DeForest and a
former technical expert for RCA.
O'Donnell told the convention of the

page ad on "Miss Sadie
Thompson," a half page ad in two
colors on "Walking My Baby Back
Home" and a quarter-page ad on
"Knights of the Round Table," on Theatre
ing

full

the table of contents page.

•

"Miss Sadie Thompson," Colum-

"Here Come the Girls," Paramount; "Walking My Baby Back
Home," U-I, and "Knights of the
bia;

Owners of Oklahoma that
the utilization of electronically-recorded tape would mean that transportation costs "practically would be eliminated since the tape will be compact
and light enough to go parcel post."
10-reel feature of 35mm. film today is approximately 10,000 linear

A

Round Table," M-G-M, will be represented by ads in the January issue feet in length and weighs about 60
A magpounds, Jones pointed out.
of "Seventeen."
netic tape version of a 10-reel feature,
•
projection speed of 30
"Calamity Jane" "Botany Bay," because of its
one-half the width
"Walking My Baby Home" and feet a second and
of present film, would be 158,400 feet
"Kiss Me, Kate" are reviewed and
Despite the
recommended in the January issue oj in length or 30 miles.
thickness of photofact
that the
"Photoplay."
#
graphic film is three times that of
A full color photograph taken on tape, it is estimated that a 10-reel feathe production set of RKO Radio's ture on tape would weigh more than
"French Line," spotlighting the pic- 300 pounds.
ture's stars, Jane Russell and Gilbert
Sees Personnel Unchanged
)
Roland, appeared in the Dec. 13 issue
of "American Weekly."
AccompanyInstead of decreasing exchange pering the photograph is a biographical sonnel, as O'Donnell indicated, Jones
sketch of Roland.
said that the adoption of magnetic tape
•
for theatre use in its present developTwo pages are devoted to reviews ment would mean the need for just as
and production photographs in the many employes and possibly more, beDecember issue of "Redbook." cause of the additional poundage.
Some of the pictures reviewed are
The predictions that tape projection
"The Captain's Paradise," "The may be possible within two or three
Big
Heat,"
"Forever
Female," years, as stated by O'Donnell, is out
"Mogambo" and "Little Fugitive." of line with possibilities, some ob•
servers believe. In fact, RCA spokes"Cosmopolitan Movie Citations" for men have indicated that the method
December are:
would be ready for TV kinescope re"Easy to Love," best production; cording in about two years, for reproJanet Leigh and Donald O'Connor, ducing from a negative in another two
most promising performances ; "Bot- years and for projector use in an addiany Bay," best adventure; "The Eddie tional five to 10 years. It is admitted,
Cantor Story," best drama.
however, that experiments on improvements may shorten the time.

WALTER HAAS

months, ended Feb.

28,

were

$1,333,000, for a combined net of
$2,908,000. This compared with
a net of $7,085,000 for the year
ended Aug. 31, 1952, which,

however, included Warner theatres which since then have
been acquired by Stanley Warner through the Si Fabian-Sam

Rosen

interests.

Income from, film rentals, sales, etc.,
for the six months ended last Aug. 31
totalled
for
the
$34,282,000;
six
months ended Feb. 28, income from
the same sources amounted to $32,097,000, for a combined total of $66,Income from these sources
379,000.
for the year ended Aug. 31, 1952, was
$69,062,000.
Provision for Federal income taxes
during the six months ended Aug. 31
amounted to $2,100,000 for the previous six months, $1,784,000, for a
combined total of $3,884,000, compared with $7,050,000 for the year
;

ended Aug.

31, 1952.

Per share earnings for the six
months covered by the report were 63
cents,

with dividends paid per share
to 60 cents.

amounting

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

•

of

Warner Sales Meet

Magnetic Tape

Fred MacMurray.

Many

Earnings

Rice
"The Eddie Cantor Story,"
Technicolor musical starring Keefe
Brasselle and Marilyn Erskine "The
Command," the company's first Cine-

Net

May Be Lower

;

;

maScope production, in WarnerColor,
"The Boy
starring Guy Madison
from Oklahoma," Technicolor, starring Will Rogers, Jr. and Nancy Olson; "Crime Wave," starring Sterling
Hayden, Gene Nelson and Phyllis
Kirk "Duffy of San Quentin," produced by Berman Swarttz and Walter
Doniger, starring Louis Hayward,
Paul Kelly, Joanne Dru and Maureen
O'Sullivan; "Phantom of the Rue
;

;

Morgue," 3-D, WarnerColor, starring
Karl Maiden, Claude Dauphin, Patri"Ridcia Medina and Steve Forrest
ing Shotgun," WarnerColor, starring
Randolph Scott, and "Lucky Me,"
CinemaScope, WarnerColor, starring
Doris Day and Robert Cummings.
;

All Sections Represented
District
managers attending the
meeting include Norman J. Ayers,

William G. Mansell, CenEastern
tral
Robert H. Dunbar, Midwest
Art W. Anderson, North Prairie;
Hall Walsh, South Prairie; W. O.
Williamson, Jr., Southeast; Ed WilHenry M. Herliamson, Southwest
Haskell M. Masbel, West Coast
Smeltzer,
ters, Canada, and Robert
Washington.
in
headquarters
with
Ben Abner, New York Metropolitan
branch manager, will also attend.
;

The

report states that the operating results of the company for the
quarter ending Nov. 28, were not yet
available, but from information on
hand, gross domestic and foreign film
receipts will be lower than those of
the old company for the corresponding
period last year, resulting in lower
net profits.
The report shows that cash on hand
on Aug. 31 amounted to $9,805,486
and on Feb. 28, $6,828,417. Total current assets, including inventories of
released, unreleased and in-production
pictures, accounts receivable, advances
to outside producers, story properties
and materials, totalled $48,542,799 on
Aug. 31 and $44,861,021 on Feb. 28.
The stockholders were informed that
seven pictures are being prepared in
CinemaScope and that one has been
completed, "The Command."

Company Dividends
(Continued from page 1)

;

;

;

Home
include
dent

executives present will

office

Albert

Warner,

period
dividend

this

year

payments
totaling
compared to
$16,519,000,
$21,509,000 in the same 1952 period.
November payments were put at
$1,018,000, compared to $104,000 last
November.
Commerce officials exreported

cash

that Warner Brothers
November paid a dividend which
year was paid in October.
plained

this
last

vice-presi-

Samuel

Schneider, vice-president
Roy Haines, Western division
sales manager Jules Lapidus, Eastern
;

January-November

;

;

Bamberger Lecturer
At AMP A Tonight

and Canadian division sales manager
Leon Bamberger, RKO Pictures
John F. Kirby, Southern division;
Norman H. Moray, short subjects sales promotion manager, will be the
sales manager
Ed Hinchy, head of lecturer this evening at the sixth sesBernard R. sion of the showmanship school conthe playdate department
Goodman, supervisor of exchanges, ducted by the Associated Motion Picand Robert A. McGuire, auditor of ture Advertisers at the Hotel Astor.
exchanges.
He will discuss the industry's community relations.
The session will
start at 6:15 P.M.
at
;

;

Nancy Myers

SMPTE

Nancy Myers has taken over

as
secretary of the membership committee of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers. She now is
preparing direct-mail material for a

membership

drive.

Kelly to Europe
Arthur W. Kelly will fly to Europe
on Monday for conferences with
Charles
Chaplin
in
Switzerland.
Kelly is Chaplin's representative here.

.

4
starring

DEAN MARTIN JERRY LEWI
•

'

One woman, four men, deep

in 3-D

•

Color by Technicolor

in the wild

headhunter country

.

.

first

JIVARO
starring

1RNANDO LAMAS RHONDA FLEMING
•

in 3-D

*

Color by Technicolor

in a steadj

of ample produc

backed by g
selling techniq

all

muse

drama to come from Korea.
This is the war as it was lived

The

top

.

HAL WALLIS'

CEASE

»

Hot for next "Oscar" awards! Watch
first

openings soon

.

.

FOREVER
FEMALE

Produced and photographed
realistically on the
battlefields of Korea
in 3-D

4
starring

GINGER ROGERS WILLIAM HOLDEN
PAUL DOUGLAS PAT CROWLEY
•

•

The wonderful American musical

piese are the
jjear-long flow
:

.

all

thafs great as the 48!

.

.

RED GARTERS

great- and

starring

ROSEMARY CLOONEY JACK CARSON
GUY MITCHELL PAT CROWLEY GENE BARRY
CASS DALEY Color by Technicolor
•

iat

Paramount

•

•

•

-AND PARAMOUNT NEWS AND SHORTS

WILL MAKE DUSINESS SOAR THRU '54

;

;

Motion Picture Daily

CinemaScope production, 20th Century-Fox's "Bethe 12-Mile Reef," starring Robert Wagner, Terry
Moore and Gilbert Roland, was world premiered last night at
the Roxy Theatre, New York. Attending the auspicious bow of
the color by Technicolor adventure drama were a galaxy of stars
third

neath

from every branch of the entertainment world, plus industry
leaders and magazine, Metropolitan and trade press guests and

Stage Tax Drive

20th Unveils

Ed

Sullivan,

Fred

representatives
of
other
organizations, in addition to
officials from Actors Equity.
spokesman for Equity said that his organization would offer a motion to combine
the drive with the film industry, if
motion picture interests are so in-

theatre
at

Waring,

Ben
Arlene Francis,
Rose,
Grauer, Eleanor Holm Rose, James
A. Farley, Barry Gray, Bert Lahr,
Billy

Michael Todd, Ed and Pegeen FitzEarl Wilson, Paul Stewart,
and Dave Garroway.
Dorothy Kilgallen and Dick Kohlmar, stationed on a platform erected
outside the Roxy's entrance, interviewed arriving notables in a 30-minute telecast over ABC-TV's Channel
No. 7, while inside the theatre, Bob
Haymes, of CBS radio, and the
Armed Forces Radio Service, taped
gerald,

proceedings for broadcast domestically
and abroad later this week.
"Vesuvius Express," 20th CenturyFox's first short subject in CinemaScope, also made its debut with the
unveiling of "12-Mile Reef."
The
film is the first of a series to be made
in the process by Otto Lang, who
heads the new company's CinemaScope
short subjects department.

Hugh McGuire Promoted
Hugh McGuire, Paramount salesman in New Haven, has been promoted to sales manager of the Philadelphia office.

A

clined.

However, Robert

W.

Coyne,

counsel for the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations, indicated on Tuesday that
may not join other entertainment
industry branches.
bill introduced
by one amusement group may be unsatisfactory to the film industry, he
explained.
special

COMPO

A

Had Opposed Mason

Bill

During the last tax drive, legitimate theatre organizations opposed
the Mason Bill on the grounds that
it

confined

picture

tax relief to motion

theatres.

NTFC
And

the

above arriving at the theatre are: (left to right)
photo: George Skouras, president of the United Artists
Theatres Circuit, and Mrs. Skouras. Center photo: J. Myer
Schine, president of the Schine Circuit; Mrs. Schine and Charles
Einfeld,
vice-president of 20th Century-Fox.
photo:
Third
W. C. Gehring, executive assistant general sales manager of
20th Century-Fox, and Mrs. Gehring.
first

(Continued from page

be

will

Guests of honor invited to the premiere were 20th Century-Fox stars
Robert Wagner and Terry Moore,
topcast in the color in Technicolor
production, and celebrities Aldo Ray,
Roberta Peters, Arthur Murray, Herb
Shriner, Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, Gloria DeHaven, Sherman Billingsley, Bennett Cerf, Jessica DragoHenry R. Luce, Maggi Mcnette,
Neills,

Holiday Party

Election Today

The Christmas

party of the National
Television Film Council will take
place here today at a luncheon-meeting at the Warwick Hotel. The occasion will also mark the announcement of the election of officers and
members of the board of directors
for
1954.
Outgoing officers are:
Unity
President,
Arche
Mayers,
Television Corp. vice-president, Sally
Perle, Harry Lawrence Associates
;

1)

C. Salzberg, manager of the Screen
Classics branch, as its new chief barker.
Phil Fox was named first assistant
chief barker and Harry Hartman was
elected second assistant. Ruben Shor
was elected dough guy and Saul M.
Greenberg was reelected property
man for the 18th consecutive year.
Herman Hunt, retiring chief barker,
was named international canvasman.
In Milwaukee, Tent No. 14 has
elected and installed Ben Marcus as
Other officers are
its chief barker.

Jackson Park
(Continued from page 1)
emption

newer

MIAMI BEACH
OCEAN FRONT • 40th

la 41st Sic.

COMPIETEIY AIR-CONDITIONED
N.Y. OFFICE.

TR 4-3193

Your Hosts, The Family Jacobs

their

theatres

first-run

Edward Raftery and George

Siegel,

representing the Grand, agreed to the
suspension if the period would be excounsel
tended to six months. B &
Alfred Teton concurred, but also
asked relaxation of the one-week
limitation on subsequent runs in theatres covered by the decree. When McConnell balked at this request Judge
John Schuyler and Jack Lorentz, first Igoe informed Teton that petitions for
and second assistants, respectively
extended neighborhood runs could be
Ed Johnson is property manager, and filed at such time as the Jackson Park
Harold Pearson, dough guy. Eddy defendants felt it was necessary.
Weisfeldt was named chairman of the
Suspension of the decree in effect
public relations committee and Sam eliminates the two-week limit on first
Kaufman was appointed chairman of runs in all four B &
Loop houses,
the tent's Heart Committee.
of which only the State Lake has been
M. H. Brandon, Sr., president of holding pictures for extended showthe Film Transit Co., has been re- ings.
elected chief barker of the Memphis
The situation undoubtedly will be
tent.
Ben Bluestein is the new first watched very carefully by Judge Igoe
assistant and Gill Brandon second and McConnell to ascertain whether
assistant. Jack Sawyer of the Malco relaxation of the decree cuts off the
Circuit was elected dough guy and flow of pictures from the Loop to the
Paramount's Howard Nicholson prop- Jackson Park and other outlying theerty master.
atres, and the hearing on June 14 at
the end of the sixth-month period
Vickers Named in Charlotte
could very well determine future patIn Charlotte, John Vickers was tern of buying and booking in Chielected chief barker of Tent No. 24, cago.
The suspension order is scheduled
succeeding Robert Alander.
Other
new officers are H. F. Kincey, first to be entered formally on Friday.

K

K

assistant
assistant

;

;

Frank Beddingfield, second
Francis White, dough
J.

William Van Praag, Van guy, and Bob Simril, property master,
Praag Productions treasurer, Waldo the latter a reelection. New crewmen
Mayo, Mayo Videofilm Productions. are J. E. Holston, Cy Dillon, William
secretary,

TV

Industry Series
(Continued from page 1)

;

White, Bob Saunders, Jack Webb and committee of advertising and publicity
directors.
Earl Mulwee.
Is
Advertising and publicity directors
Albany's tent will elect officers on
attending,
it was learned, took a dim
Saturday.
Meanwhile, the tent has
that
elected the following crewmen Harry view of AB's recommendation
George T. Shupert has been elected Alexander, Gordon Bugie, Frank Car- it be allowed on studio lots to film
president of the Radio and Television roll, Norman
stars performing for the
Jackster, Sylvan Leff, footage of
Executives Society by that organiza- Jules Perlmutter,
series, tentatively titled "HollySaperstein,
Joseph
Shupert, George
tion's board of governors.
Schenck, Lewis A. Sumberg, wood Parade." The recommendation
who is vice-president of the Amer- Sidney Urbach and Aaron Winig.
of AB, a division of American Broadican Broadcasting division of ABcasting-Paramount Theatres, was conPT, in charge of film syndication,
sidered impractical. Despite the pesvoiced,
it
was
will fill the unexpired term of James tion of vice-president and .general simistic
sentiment
M. Gaines, who resigned as president manager of Southland Industries, Inc., learned that there are indications that
of RTES when he accepted the posi- of San Antonio.
AB will revise its recommendations.

Shupert

Elected

President of

RTES

TV

'

of

from the decree.

;

Entirely re-styled ... a

1953

others. Pictured

Variety Tents

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

Avenue area and by many more
home watching on television.

17,

CinemaScope Premiere at Roxy

*Z?ee/' in

THE

Thursday, December

with a bow to Gi
\\7E happened

when

glancing through
Gimbel's illustrated Christmas catalog, that Motion
Picture and Television
is shown in a pair of
apparently
intended
to suggest
handsome book-ends
those book-ends as a gift to owners of the ALMANAC.
to notice,

ALMANAC

—

Conversely, this suggests that to owners of handsome
book-ends (or to accompany a gift of book-ends) sending
the
would be a most appropriate idea one
which most certainly would be highly appreciated by anybody in or connected with the motion picture or television

—

ALMANAC

industries.

But (we can almost hear you thinking) he may already
be an ALMANAC subscriber! And that is indeed not
unlikely, which may also be the case with anything else
especially appropriate that you might select. So here's a

way

simple

to solve the

problem:

Authorize us to send him Motion Picture and Television

ALMANAC

your name; we'll gift-wrap it and enclose a
greeting card from you; we will also enclose a notice advising
him that if he already has the
he can simply
in

ALMANAC

re-mail the gift,

in its

matically enter his

shipping carton, to us

name

—and we

will

for a subscription to the

auto-

1954-55

Edition.
""

.„*
ttJJ

As shown

in

48A

Gimbel' s catalog

he does not have the ALMANAC,
he will be delighted with that handsome and uniquely
useful gift; or, if he already has the current edition, he
will assuredly want the 1954-55 edition (and will appreciate your thoughtfulness all over again when it comes
to him during next year with another reminder card that
it was a gift from you). Nothing else he can receive is
like the ALMANAC. He will find this gift to be worth
many times what it cost you in continuous practical

You can't go wrong

:

If

—

usefulness.
Price $5 per copy, including postage

Vi

y.

$
w
M

and gift-packing.

Quigley Publications
1270 Sixth Avenue

New York 20, N. Y.
On the understanding

set forth in the advertisement from which this
clipped, please send gift/gifts of Motion Picture and Television

coupon

ALMANAC

my/our name TO:

r
!§'
•
j

Name

«'

Address

..^

$
(For more than one

l

gift,

please attach

Check herewith

|

I

Name

'

Address

of

PURCHASER

.

list

of

Bill

names and addresses)

me/us

is

in

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

rita

HAYWORTH

jose FERRER

w% tk\a
with
Screen Play by

HARRY KLEINER

•

'

aloo RAY

Based on a story by

W. SOMERSET
a

MAUGHAM

n c °'° r t>v

4p

TECHNICOLOR
•

A

JERRY WALD

BECKWORTH CORPORATION

Picture

Production

•

Directed by

CURTIS BERNHARDT

MOTION PICTURE
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Einfeld Describes

Theatres Plan

Complete C'Scope
Theatre Program

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

Stereo Sound
See Project Applicable
For Smaller Situations
A

plan

to

convert

stereophonic

sound to conventional sound through
the use of special theatre equipment
is
under consideration here among
exhibitors, it was learned yesterday.
The plan, designed for smaller situations, is aimed at what one exhibitor
described as "the interim situation,"
when film companies will release their

wide-screen productions in both conand stereophonic
sound.
Rather than wait for the film companies to deliver such prints with conventional sound, a step which will take
ventional

(Continued on page 3)

Altec Sales Drive

Winners Announced
Awards to winners in Altec Service
Corp.'s "ServiScope" sales drive will
be made at the company's New York
headquarters here on Monday.

presentawill
by L.

tions

made

Netter,

Jr.,

The

be

D.
gen-

The
h

i

c

Dec.

most

around CinemaScope" ought to be
designed to impress upon the audience
that it was getting something "newer
and bigger" in the way of entertainment. To this end, he said, it was
preparing a full program of varied

Netter, and
participated

was

was stated.
According

to

the

Anica statement,

plications

L. D. Netter, Jr.

Altec divisions.

Final tabula-

produced
record-breaking
a
(Continued on page 3)

Stage Theatres in

Tax Drive Sessions
The first of a series of executive
meetings of organizations of the legitimate theatre to discuss strategy for a
Federal admissions tax repeal or reduction campaign to be waged during
the next session of Congress was held
at the Astor Hotel here yesterday.
Officials were noncommittal following the meeting, stating that other
Continued on page 3)
(

A

OK

To Compatible
Color -Video
CBS and NBC

Lead Nets

In Race to Start Service

tem urged by most of the television industry through the National Television System Committee.
The com-

High Court Case
WASHINGTON,

Dec.

of

New York

state

censors

to

ban

(Continued on page 6)

Rapid TV Growth
Cited by Goldsmith
There are 28,000,000

television sets

in operation in the United States today, Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, consultant
for RCA, said here yesterday at the
year-end luncheon meeting of the National Television Film Council. Doctor
Goldsmith revealed that 326 stations
currently were telecasting, of which

(Continued on page 6)

Urge Theatre Support for
March of Dimes in 1954
request for exhibitor support in the 1954 "year of decision" polio drive
officials of The National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis at a luncheon at Club 21.
Exhibitors, who were thanked for were pointed out by Basil O'Connor,
past cooperation, were asked to show Foundation president, and the industry
the new March of Dimes musical trail- was urged to get into the act in 1954,
er, starring Howard Keel, during the the year which may mark the greatest
period of Jan. 22 to 30.
However, step forward.
Referring to theatre
the polio drive officials said they were collections of the past, it was pointed
not seeking theatre collections for out that the first year, some 12 years
next year's drive, the goal of which ago, theatres raised $200,000, while
is a minimum of $75,000,000.
in 1946 the amount rose to a record
The strides in fighting the disease
(Continued on page 3)

was issued here yesterday by

Final

WASHINGTON,

—

in

in

FCC

mission decreed that the new standards would go into effect 30' days after
the FCC order is published in the
Federal Register early next week.

However, in New York, CBS
and NBC raced to start color
telecasting immediately.
Both
had color telecasts on the air
shortly after six tonight, and
said they planned to color-telecast their regular shows on a
rotating basis from now on.

Lenses

lenses will be leased to Italian producers of CinemaScope pictures at a
cost of $5,000 per picture, according
to an agreement between Fox Film,
Italian subsidiary of 20th CenturyFox, and Anica, the Italian film indus-

on the Air

Dec.
17.—The
Federal Communications Commission
today made final its approval of the
new compatible color television sys-

Censor-Free Video
Made an Issue in

17.— Film
CinemaScope shorts as well as the censorship in New York keeps "La
newsreel clips.
Ronde" from being shown in theatres,
These clips, to be inserted at the even though it could be shown on
end of newsreels preceeding a Cin- television, the Supreme Court was
emaScope feature film, discuss the told today.
(Continued on page 6)
The statement came in a brief filed
by Mrs. Florence Perlow Shientag,
counsel
for
Commercial
Pictures
$5,000 for 'Scope
Corp., distributors of the film. The
Supreme Court has agreed to hear
in Italy
argument on Jan. 6 or 7 on the distributors^ appeal from a New York
ROME, Dec. 17.
Anamorphic court decision upholding the decision

addition to the leasing prices. Apmust be made to Anica, it
was stated.
However, owing to the
(Continued on page 6)

to

all

fered to exhibitors, Einfeld explained
that
20th-Fox felt the "program

was the
successful

according
by

position.

Before showing the press the first
full CinemaScope program being of-

no royalty or indemnity must be paid

m

the government's plan
commercial television is im-

plemented.
The plan was approved by
Commons yesterday by a vote
of 302 to 280, despite brisk op-

office theatre.

ended

5,

House

before
for

new

20th CenturyFox CinemaScope feature film, Charles
Einfeld,
vice-president
of
the
company, told members of the trade
press yesterday at the company's home

drive,
h

op-

of Comto agitate behind the scenes today for an
all-party conference to be held

CinemaScope program

offered with each

it

in t li e c o
history,
pany's

tions

complete

try association.
The leasing is more
than 50 per cent higher, bringing the
cost to about $12,000, if the picture
is an international co-production deal,

eral sales manager, and Marty
\Volf,
assistant
sales chief.

w

A

Now

mons continued

for theatres, consisting of a newsreel
clip and a "suitable number of short
subjects
in
CinemaScope" will be

TEN CENTS

1953

Commercial TV in
U.K. Still an Issue
LONDON, Dec. 17.— The
position in the

Conversion of

18,

Both the commission and industry
cautioned that the widespread
introduction of color broadcasting and
color sets would come slowly.
Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, chairman of the
NTSC and of the television committee
(Continued on page 6)

officials

Plan Quick Action on
Central Shipping
Plans to push the industry's central
shipping depot project as rapidly as
possible will be undertaken by the gen-

managers committee of the
Motion Picture Association of Amer-

eral sales
ica

at

a

meeting of the group next

week.
Charles

Feldman, committee chairman, said here yesterday that he was
having difficulty rounding up the full
committee for the sessions because of
the holidays but that he hoped to get
(Continued on page 3)

Bamberger Stresses
Community Contact
The value of community relations
was stressed here last night by Leon
Bamberger, sales promotion manager

RKO

of
Radio, in his lecture before
the Showmanship School of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers in
the Hotel Astor.
In substance, Bamberger's address was the same as
(Continued on page 3)
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Dismiss Birn Suit
Against Warners

Personal
Mention

HOLLYWOOD,

A RTHUR
ists

B. KRIM, United Artpresident, is scheduled to re-

turn here from an extended European
visit immediately after Jan. 1.
•
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president

Broadcasting-ParaAmerican
mount Theatres, and Bernard Levy,
of

assistant,

his

the

here

return

will

over

weekend from Buffalo and Roch-

ester.

Harry Goldstein,

Artists
Eastern publicity manager, will leave
Boston today for New York following treatment at Massachusetts Memorial Hospital for an eye infection.
•

Raymond

J.

Allied

Friedgen,

Dec. 17.— Federal

Judge William C. Mathes today

California

Y. S.
distributor, and his
Chen, are leaving Los Angeles by air
for Japan, Manila and Hong Kong.
•
Ed Smith, for many years Syracuse representative for the Buffalo exRadio, is retiring and
change of

dis-

missed the multi-million dollar suit
Dec. 15, 1948, against Harry M.
and Jack L. Warner, and Milton
filed

Sperling, by Edward S. Birn, stockholder in Warner Brothers Pictures,
Inc., on the charge that Warners had
conspired to enrich Sperling through
his United States Pictures, Inc., to
the detriment of Warner Brothers
stockholders.
The plaintiff, now deceased, and reDresented by administrator Charles E.
Smith, had alleged additionally that
Warners had violated their fiduciary
duties as company directors.
Charges that the Sherman-Clayton
Act had been violated were stricken
from the complaint some time ago.
Judge Mathes today ruled that no
Federal jurisdiction now exists.

associate,

RKO

will

leave shortly for Florida.

Henry, Paramount's Far
F. C.
Eastern division manager, will leave
here by train on Tuesday for the
Coast, en route to Manila.
•
Perkins,
Paramount
managing director in Great Britain
and Eire, will leave here by plane on
Sunday for Hollywood.
E.

•

Mrs. Hal Horne has been named
chairman of the National Women's
Division of the United Jewish Appeal for

1954.

Maurice Bergman, Universal
tures

turn

executive,

here

scheduled

is

to

Pic-

cities, it

re-

from the Coast today by

plane.

•

Dual L. A. Premiere
For 'Act of Love'
"Act of Love," originally scheduled

Schenck, producer, and to open at the Ritz Theatre in Los
Howard Koch, writer, left Holly- Angeles on Christmas Eve, will have
wood last night by plane for New a dual premiere that night in that city,

Aubrey

•

Spyros

S.

was

Theatres,

from

Ritz
at the
a Benagoss Productions film, released by United Art-

opening

York.

New

and

Skouras
in

of
Skouras
Chicago yesterday

York.

Stephen Slesinger
Dies in Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 17.— Stephen

Slesinger, 53, producer and distributor
of film shorts, died today in the
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital following
a gastric hemorrhage.
was the
founder and owner of Stephen Slesinger, Inc., and Hawley Publications,
both of
York, and of Stephen
Slesinger, Inc., here. His companies
produced cartoons, comedies and west-

He

New

ern films.

Chromatic Tube

Is Elected

A

licensing agreement to produce
the 21-inch and larger Lawrence
color
tubes
has
been
signed
by
Thomas Electronics, Inc., of Passaic,
and Chromatic Television
N.
J.,
Laboratories, developers of the tricolor tube which is owned partially
by Paramount Pictures.

TV

The announcement was made jointly
by Richard Hodgson, president of
Chromatic, and Thomas L. Clinton,
president of the independent picture
tube firm.
In commenting on the agreement,
Hodgson said, "this is a major step
towards bringing to the public color
television on the large screen it has
become used to having in black-andwhite."

It

is

ists.

Music Hall Slates
Extra Holiday Shows
The Radio

City Music Hall here
has slated extra performances of its
Christmas screen and holiday stage
show for four days of the Christmas
week beginning Dec. 26. Doors on
Saturday will open at 8:00 A.M. and
on the three week days at 7 :45 A.M.
In addition to "Easy to Love," the
traditional
featuring
its
is
Hall
Christmas stage show.

Carbon Co. Meeting Held

—

conclave.

18, 1953

N.S.S.,

President

Of the N.T.F.C.
Mel Gold of National Screen Service was elected president of the National Television Film Council here,
yesterday at its filial meeting of the
year.
He succeeds Arche Mayers,
president of Unity Television.
Other newly elected officers were
John Schneider of the Biow Co., executive vice-president
Mayers, dis-tribution vice-president
Bert Hecht
of the Bill Sturm Studios, production
vice-president
Ardien
Rodner of
ABC, station vice-president Jim Ellis,
the
Kudner Agency,
of
Jr.,
:

;

;

;

;

vice-president
John Bergen
of Radio-Television Daily, memberSally Perle, exship vice-president
ecutive secretary
Sydney Mayers of
Unity Television, general secretary,
and Sam Spring of the law firm of
Spring and Eastman, treasurer.
The new board of directors consists
of Waldo Mayo, Lou Feldman, Bill

agency

;

;

Monaco Re-elected
President of IFE
ROME, Dec.
— Eitel Monaco,
17.

as

managing

director.

New members of the IFE board of
directors include Comm. Italo Gemini,
honorary president of AGIS, the Italian
association
of
exhibitors,
and
Comm. Carlo Civallero, head of Cines,
a government producing enterprise.

Fine $15,000 for
'Reef Opening Here
"Twelve Mile Reef" opened with
a $15,000 gross yesterday at the Roxy
here, estimated on the basis of business before box office, closing.

;

Reddick, Henry Brown, Norman BarAudrey Jaeger, Lester Schoenfeld, Alvin Stahl, Burton Zucker, Herbert Gelbspan and Doctor Goldsmith.
Officers will be installed formally
on Jan. 28.
The luncheon meeting yesterday
was a Christmas affair with door
prizes for almost every guest.
nett,

De Wolfe Requiem Today
CHICAGO,
Mass

will
Sisters of

be.

Dec.
held

—

Requiem
17.
tomorrow at the

Faith, Hope and Charity
Church, Winnetka, for Louis P. de
Wolfe, 64, who before his retirement
earlier this year, was for 14 years

manager

of

Essaness

circuit.

various

of

theatres

the

The Roxy management, expressing
more than satisfaction with the estimated gross, said the second CinemaScope picture to play the house may
$100,000 the first week.
However, factors such as the current
cold wave and the pre-Christmas season may may bite into the estimated
hit

first

close

to

week

gross.

simultaneously

Rialto.

CHICAGO, Dec. 17.— The National
Carbon Company's first convention
William Nelson, 73
and sales meeting, other than regional
BUFFALO, Dec. 17.
William conclaves, in three years will wind up
Nelson, 73, engineer of the Paramount tomorrow at the Edgewater Beach
Theatre, is dead here. His son, Rob- Hotel. Over 400 representatives from
ert,
assistant engineer, will assume all over the country are attending the
his late father's position.

Mel Gold, of

was announced by Fran- Gualino was confirmed

M. Winikus,

national director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation
for United Artists, and Ted Loeff and
Myer P. Beck, for the producer.
An aggregate of 64 weeks of teaser
space, with an approximate expenditure of $25,000, has been scheduled
for the film, it was stated.
Leading off the campaign is current
advertising in Los Angeles on the
pre-release world premiere at the
Rialto and Ritz Theatres there on
Christmas Eve. National distribution
of 'Act of Love" teaser ads probably
will be late in February, with the
picture itself being tentatively scheduled for March release.
cis

December

Licensing Deal for

president of Anica, Italian Association
of Film Industries, has been reelected
National advertising for Anatole president of the Italian Film Export,
Litvak's 'Act of Love" will be high- the company for the promotion of
lighted by a teaser campaign in 30 Italian films in the U. S. Dr. Renato

key

•

James

Teaser Campaign Is
Set for 'Act of Love'

Friday,

9

'Sodom, Gomorrah
Slated For Filming
"The Last Days of Sodom and
Gomorrah" is scheduled for production in Europe and the Near East by

NEW YORK THEATRES
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

r

"

van

ESTHER WILLIAMS

JOHNSON

color by

•

TECHNICOLOR

and The Music

C. I. Productions of the United States
and Titanus Studios of Rome. With
Robert Siodmak directing, the film

n

EASY TO LOVE"

starring

and

—

Rockefeller Center

tony
• An

MARTIN

M-G-M

Picture

Hill's Great Christmas Stage

Show

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

JOHN WA¥^E

will be a joint production venture of

the two companies.
C. I. Productions was formed last
year by Dr. Paul Ilton and du Maresq
Clavell, former British producer. Ilton
wrote the original story based on the
Biblical account of the two cities.

..They called him

HOflClO

mm Warner Bros.
» 3 Dimension «.warnerColor

PARAMOUNT

Funeral for Mrs. Prado
WOBURN, Mass., Dec. 17.—Funwere held here at St.
Catholic Church for
Mrs. Margaret Wall Prado, 51, sister
of Edward J. Wall, Paramount Picand
advertising
tures
director
of
publicity in the Albany and Buffalo
territories.
She is also survived by
her husband and two daughters.
eral

services

Charles

Roman
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Stereo Sound
{Continued from page

1)

time in many instances when the original production is made utilizing only
stereophonic sound, theatres would be
capable of making the conversion
under the plan, it was explained.
The equipment needed, it was
claimed, runs in the neighborhood of
a few thousand dollars and it was
added, most of the equipment could
be utilized later by the theatre for
stereophonic sound presentation. One
exhibitor declined to be more specific
on the equipment needed, or the manufacturer, stating, however, the plan

was

entirely feasible.

Warner Policy an Issue
The need

for the plan, it was stated,
is underlined by the reported policy
of Warner Brothers to release its
CinemaScope films in both stereo-

and conventional

phonic

sound

ver-

In such instances, it was
pointed out, a theatre could use the
stereophonic sound print if the conventional print was not available.
sions.

Theatres Tax Drive
{Continued from page
executive

would

sessions

1)

be

3

Altec Drive

Reviews

{Continued from page 1)

"Act of Love"

number

{United Artists)

sound

PRODUCED

and directed by Anatole Litvak, "Act of Love" is a sympathetic treatment of a "G.I.'s" romance in Paris during the Allied occupation. It is told in flashbacks as Kirk Douglas, the former G.I., sits on a
terrace in a South of France hotel and relives mentally the events of the
previous nine years. The picture introduces Dany Robin, a very charming
French miss whose appeal should result in starring productions for her on
this

side of the Atlantic.

"Act of Love" was produced in France, partly in Paris and partly on the
Riviera, the authentic locales adding much to the story's value. The screenplay
by Irwin Shaw was based on a novel, "The Girl on the Via Flaminia," by
Alfred Hayes.
The story concerns Douglas' romance with Miss Robin who is separated
from her family by the war and has no place to live. Through her friend,
Barbara Laage, she accepts his offer of shelter but it is necessary that she
share his room over a cafe. Although strictly an arrangement of convenience
their association blossoms into love, but the necessity for
secrecy brings about a number of situations that border dangerously close
to exposure. On the day that they are to be married, Douglas is transferred
to another part of France, is arrested when he tries to escape from the
transportation truck to meet his bride-to-be and is held in the guard house.
Meanwhile, Miss Robin, believing that she has been deserted, jumps into the
river. The picture opens and closes at the Riviera hotel, the view from which
the girl had described to him as a scene of contentment.
Douglas capably handles the role as the tough, hard-fighting, two-fisted
drinking soldier, impatient and restless. In addition to Miss Robin, the supporting cast has been expertly selected with fine performances enacted by
Robert Strauss as the friendly, but tough sergeant
George Matthews as
Douglas' commanding officer who unwittingly causes the event that leads to
Miss Robin's suicide, and Serge Reggiani, as a bitter young Frenchman
whose dislike for Americans is somewhat puzzling. Others in the cast are
Gabrielle Dorziat, Gregoire Asian, Mathe Mercadier, Fernand Ledoux, Brigitte Bardot, Gilberte Geniat, Leslie Dwyer and Richard Benedict.
Running time, 108 minutes. Adult audience classification. For January
at the beginning,

;

held

throughout the country to rally national support for the campaign in
the coming weeks. Ralph E. Becker,
attorney for the National Association of Legitimate Theatres, gave a
planning report at yesterday's meeting.
Dr. A. G. Saxon, Yale professor, has been retained by the Theatre
Arts Council to prepare a report for
use in the campaign on the effects of
the Federal tax on the theatre.
Organizations represented at yesterday's meeting included, in addition
to those named, Actors Equity Asso-

New York

installations and booth
contracts, Netter said.
Cash awards
and incentive prizes in the form of

an extra week's vacation will be made

Monday's presentations.

at

In the divisional race Altec Southern
division manager M. G. Thomas, Atlanta, won top honors.
Northeastern division manager C. S. Perkins,

New

York, finished second, and K. J.
Eastern division manager,
Newark, was third. Less than three
sales points separated these three winPatton,

ners.

Branch

"Terror Street'
(Lippert-Exchisive)

THE
make him

story of an American officer, caught in a series of circumstances that
the chief suspect in his wife's murder, is unfolded in this film,
starring Dan Duryea. It finds Duryea being smuggled into England for 36
hours to find out what's become of his wife.

manager

R.

"Red"

E.

Pierce, Boston, won the cash award
and the extra week's vacation in this
category. F. W. Newborn, Atlanta

branch manager, was second

D.

;

S.

McLean, Newark, third M. M. Goulson, San Francisco, fourth, and Fred
;

Hall,

New

York,

fifth.

Topping the 200 Altec field engineers were C. R. Archer, Bangor,
Me., first; L. R. Davies, New York,
second; R. M. Ingraham, Dallas,
third; C. W. Horvat and H. Hornbeck, Washington, fourth and fifth,
respectively, and Frank Brown and

Dave Waddell, New York,

sixth and

seventh, respectively.

Bamberger

AL STEEN

release.

of contracts for stereophonic

service,

(Continued from page 1)
those which he had delivered previous^ at exhibitor connventions.
Using the two theatres operated by
the Elkin brothers in Aberdeen, Miss.,
as examples, Bamberger pointed out
the harvest of good will created by
the exhibitors in making their theatres
community centers for the town and

surrounding area.
TheThe production by Anthony Hinds, directed by Montgomery Tully, was
Bamberger was introduced to the
American
National Theatre and Academy, The- filmed in England, with an otherwise all-English cast, and for a good part AMPA students by president Lige
On the dais were Gordon
atre Guild, Committee of Theatrical of its running time it stands up as a well made suspense story. After that Brien.
Producers, Council of the Living The- it deteriorates into a snarl of gun-flourishing surprises and counter-surprises White of the Motion Picture Associaatre and the American Educational and limps to a reasonably satisfactory conclusion, but maybe the outright tion of America and Al Floersheimer,
publicity-advertising director of Waladdict of the murder-mystery type of film won't mind this a great deal.
Theatre Association.
Legitimate theatre organizations opThe story and screenplay, by the accomplished Steve Fisher, places Duryea ter Reade Theatres.
posed the motion picture industry's bid in his wife's apartment and unconscious at the time of her murder by a
for exemption from the Federal ad- criminal known to the audience but not to him. Reviving before police arrive,
Their tax he takes flight in a desperate hope of proving his innocence by catching the
missions tax last year.
campaign for next year apparently is real murderer inside the 36 hours before he must fly back to the United States.
(Continued, from page 1)

League

ciation, the

atres,

of

I.A.T.S.E.,

the

the

Central Shipping

being planned entirely independent of
the renewed campaign by the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations.

Dimes Drive
{Continued,

from page

The British cast gives the usual crisp enactment of criminal investigation,
and Eric Pohlmann is properly sleek and lethal as a criminal posing as a
customs official.
It's an Exclusive Films production.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Dec. 4.

1)

$6,000,000, one-half of the total take
However, last
in the drive that year.

Plan Strike-Period

year only $800,000 was raised through
theatres, although the total take was

Delivery in Canada

$51,000,000'.

The motion

theatres were
praised for doing more in raising
funds to combat polio than any other
industry.
The reference to 1954 as
"the year of decision" was explained
by the progress already made through
the "trial vaccine" development, in
addition to gamma globulin, in the latest treatment of polio.
Attending for the Foundation were
Joe Nee, national director of fund
raising
Nick Bernard, theatres' representative and Everett Thorner, pub-

picture

;

;

O'Connor arrived after
relations.
the luncheon and explained many of
the problems facing the organization.
Theatre leaders in Boston and Chicago, it was said, already have pledged
theatre collections.
The trailer runs
four minutes and 20 seconds, it was
lic

stated.

TORONTO,

Sydney Crowds Hail
MGM Theatre Debut

sufficient number at next
meeting to avoid undue delay

a

week's
in get-

ting the test plan started.
He said
he was opposed to waiting until after
the first of the year to initiate the
proj ect.
Under the plan, distributors in each
exchange city would pool their shipping and inspection facilities.
Two
cities may be the "guinea pigs" for the
test plan.
They are New York and
Charlotte, Va.

Dec. 17.— Emergency
preparations have been lined up at
the headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatres Association of Ontario
to meet the threatened tie-up of Canadian railways early in January because of strike action by employes
over a question of union jurisdiction.
Arrangements are planned for the

Turn-away crowds yesterday heralded the opening of the Metro Crow's
Nest
Theatre,
Sydney,
Australia,
latest addition to the M-G-M Australian chain, it was disclosed here by
the company.
"Mogambo," projected on a panoramic screen, was the opening at-

maintenance of film deliveries to all
Ontario exhibitors similar to the successful measures to cope with the
national railway strike three years
ago when no theatre missed a show.
Key men in the semi-permanent

presiding at the ceremonies, praised
M-G-M for rendering a service to the
Crow's Nest district of the city of
opening a theatre there.

set-up are Arch H. Jolley, executive
Motion Picture
the
secretary
of
Ontario;
of
Association
Theatres
Clare J. Appel, executive director of

"Hondo," Polaroid placed run-of-theGeorge J. Waldman has been named paper ads in local newspapers and
by Louis de Rochemont Associates assigned its own engineers for projecto sell "Martin Luther" in the New tion
consultation,
with exploitation
York exchange territory. National work for the company's new viewers

the Canadian Motion Picture Distributors Association, and George Altman, for delivery service.

traction.

The

Mayor

of

Sydney,

Polaroid Cooperation
On 'Hondo' Premieres
Strong gross and holdover
formances being recorded by

ners' 3-D production, "Hondo," indicate in part the cooperative activities
of the Polaroid Corp. on some of
the picture's engagements, as was the
case in the recent
tests of

M-G-M

its

'Luther' to

Waldman

Screen Service will continue to handle
physical distribution of the picture.

per-

War-

3-D "Kiss Me, Kate."
For some of the premieres

conducted, as

men

said.

well,

of

Polaroid spokes-

JUDGE HERMAN M. MOSER OF THE

THE MARYLAND STATE BOARI
THE MOTION PICTURE FILM
In His Opinion the

"The Court

finds as a fact that

'THE

Judge States:

MOON

indecent, immoral, nor tending to corrupt morals

banning

".

.

.

Even though

was wrong

more
IS

was arbitrary and

this film

in

it

BLUE'

IS
.

.

.

is

neither obscene,

the action of the

Board

in

capricious.

might well be urged that the Production Code Administration

banning the

essential point

film, as

has been done by some film magazines, the

that those clauses in the

is

BLUE' are not such standards as may

Code cited

against

'THE MOON

constitutionally be applied

by a govern-

mental censor.
".

.

.

One cannot

consider, in applying this test, only the sensibilities of the prudish

or to condemn a
ant, the

"..

work

as salacious because of

immature and the sensually

.The 'accepted'

can result

in

test,

meaning that

all

inclined'.

sin

(

possible effect

U. S.

vs.

upon

'the ignor-

Levwe, 83 F. 2d 156.

must be shown as

socially

)

condemned,

a formula for popular pornography whereby sin can be presented

with the most exaggerated attraction
tion. It

its

if

accompanied by a bogus theme of retribu-

would perhaps not exceed the bounds

pornography

of judicial notice to say that

of the 'true experience' type purports to

show

almost

that sexual im-

morality leads to shame and disgrace, the theory apparently being that the
superficial morality fools people into enjoying salacious stories or salves their

conscience. This

'V.vlf

may

be good business, but it

the Production

is

not a test of decency.

Code were law

it

would be plainly

unconstitutional."

(Advertisement)
!

baltimore court has ordered that
f

censors approve and license

the moon

(Entitled

is

blue"
DECEMBER

And

7th, 1953

the Following Facts Support the Judge's Opinion:

WEEKS "THE MOON IS BLUE" HAS PLAYED
MORE THAN 3300 THEATRES IN THE UNITED

21

IN
IN

STATES AND CANADA.
21 WEEKS "THE

MOON

BLUE" HAS GROSSED
OVER $8,500,000 AT THE BOX OFFICES OF THESE
THEATRES.
IN

IS

68 COMPARATIVE ENGAGEMENTS "THE MOON
IS BLUE" HAS GROSSED 81% MORE THAN "HIGH
NOON" IN THE SAME 68 CITIES.
IN

P.S.

The

action of

Berry

Commissioner

of Public Safety,

of Jersey City, against the

Bernard

owners and manager

of the Stanley Theatre charging the possession of "an

obscene, indecent and immoral film",

by the

HUDSON COUNTY GRAND JURY

December
of

was thrown out

"THE

8,

way

for showings

in Jersey

City the be-

1953, thus opening the

MOON

IS

BLUE"

on

ginning of January.
A PREMINGER-HERBERT PRODUCTION
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

(Advertisement).

;
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(Continued from page
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importance of the anamorphic process
and something of the extent to which
it
is being adopted by the film inAfter this clip, the screen
dustry.
goes dark while a voice on the
stereophonic sound track welcomes
the audience "to what has become
established as a unique and thrilling
experience motion pictures in CinemaScope."
Thus the feature film
will be introduced with appropriate
showmanship, he said.
Shown to the trade yesterday was
program being offered with
the
"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef," consisting of "Vesuvius Express," a short

—

in Italy and showing
Milan-Naples train ride a musical
short featuring the 20th-Fox symphony orchestra playing the final
movement of Tschaikowsky's Fourth
Symphony, and the newsreel clip.

subject filmed

a

;

The

latter, said Einfeld, is offered to
exhibitors free of charge with the
different clip will
feature film.
be offered with each new feature,
he added.

A

'Offering a Suggestion'
Einfeld emphasized that 20th-Fox
was not trying to usurp the prerogative of theatre managers and tell
them what programs they should play

CinemaScope

films.

20th-Fox

is offering a suggestion in these
programs, he said. The executive, also
noted in passing that there has been
a general pickup in all film attendances

only

"Folly to

18,

1953

(Continued from page 1)

Be Wise"

(Fine Arts)

of

THIS
a

British import has a good cast, a noted producer
clever germ of an idea. But somewhere along the line

and director and
somebody forgot

that it was an adaptation of a play, not the play itself. The result is that it
becomes too wordy. It is saved by some very fine performances and a few

bright lines.
Alastair Sim, who hasn't been seen here for a while, plays the leading role
and he is responsible for most of the fun. He is seen as an Army chaplain
who becomes entertainment officer at a camp. His big problem is to find
the proper attractions for the troops who had been staying away in droves.
He gets the idea of putting on a Brains Trust, such as the B.B.C. has,
with the soldiers providing the questions and local celebrities the answers.
Among the "brains" invited are an artist, his writer-wife and a professor,
friend to the couple. The performance goes smoothly until the chaplain's secretary, a girl who wishes she had more education so she and her boy friend
could be better suited for marriage, asks a simple question. "Is marriage a
good idea?" starts an oral bedlam on the stage resulting in the trio's private
lives becoming a public seminar. The problems of the intellectuals and the
young innocents are resolved in a manner which gives credence to the title.
Sim plays the befuddled and bewildered chaplain expertly. Roland Culver
and Elizabeth Allan as the married couple and Colin Gordon as the friend
are properly smug and pedantic. Martita Hunt is also featured as a rather
light-headed woman of title and breeding. And Miles Malleson is quite humorous as a member of the panel.
The picture is a Launder-Gilliat production with Sidney Gilliat and Frank
Launder listed as co-producers and Launder as director. The screenplay was

co-authored by Launder and John Dighton.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification.

Be Honored 'Cantor' Star Aids
By FJP at Luncheon New York Premiere
to

Keefe Brasselle, who plays the
Eddie Fisher, Deborah Kerr, Edwin
Murrow and Bishop Fulton J. title role in "The Eddie Cantor Story,"
Sheen will be honored by the Federa- will leave Hollywood by plane Monsince the box office successes of "The tion of Jewish Philanthropies at a day for New York to appear in perRobe" and "How to Marry A Mil- luncheon to be held in the grand son at the premiere of the Warner
ballroom of the Hotel Astor here on Brothers picture at the Paramount
lionaire."
Jan. 14. Harry Brandt, chairman of Theatre on Wednesday.
Following the. premiere, Brasselle
the amusement industry drive on behalf of the FJP, and Leonard Lyons, will fly back to Hollywood to take
(Continued \rom page 1)
who will preside at the luncheon, bows at the West Coast opening set
stated that the four guests of honor for Dec. 29 at Warner's Beverly
Mrs.
showings of the film in the state.
were chosen for their "outstanding Theatre. Brasselle returned to HollyShientag held a press conference to
achievements in the media of radio, wood earlier this week from a sevendiscuss the brief she filed today.
TV, recording, motion pictures and city personal appearance tour in conThe brief argued that censorship
Each will nection with "The Eddie Cantor
the legitimate theatre."
prior to screening violates the First
receive special awards noting particu- Story."
and Fourteenth Amendments, and that
lar distinction in the world of "instates can enforce sanctions only after
spirational and entertainment media
films are shown.
during 1953."
Pointing out that the First and
Among those serving on the lunchFourteenth Amendments have been
eon committee are Barney Balaban,
BUFFALO, Dec. 17.—A committee
extended to cover press, radio, televiH.
Simon
Pictures
Paramount
to guide the admission tax repeal camsion and comics, the brief declared
Robert S.
Fabian, Stanley Warner
paign has been selected here. The
that motion pictures must also be inHarry
Benjamin, United Artists;
group consists of Elmer Lux, head of
cluded. "Motion pictures, a combinaWilliam
Kalmine, Stanley Warner
Elmart Theatres Jack Chinell, RKO
tion of pictorial and auditory techniGerman, and Fred J. Schwartz, Cen- Pictures
branch manager
Stanley
ques, are not so different from the
Spyros Skouras, 20th
tury Circuit
Kositsky, United Artists manager
press and radio as to warrant censorCentury-Fox, and Harry Mandel,
Jack Mundstuk, M-G-M local manship," it was stated. "Motion pictures
RKO Theatres.
ager,
and Dave Miller, Universal
do not go into the home of the. viewer
Mandel has just accepted the chair- manager.
without invitation, as does the censormanship of the vendors committee in
Area chairmen are as follows Jay
free television program.
The irony
the Federation's drive for its hospitals
Golden, Rochester; Dalton Burgett,
is that "La Ronde" could be shown
and institutions.
Dunkirk Tom Roberts, Elmira Henon television in New York and not
Abe Dickstein, New York branch ry Berinstein, Syracuse, and Frank
in a theatre for which admission has
manager for 20th Century-Fox, has
Dietrich, Endicott.
to be paid."
the exchanges
The brief also stressed the distri- been named chairman of
committee for the campaign.
butors' contention that the term "immoral," under which the film was
banned, is so broad and indefinite as
to violate the Constitution. The term
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 17.— An adcould cover any thought or expression
vertising
budget of $35,000 has been
'Flattering'
which does not happen to square with
set
by Irving Levin, president of
the views of the censors, the Justices
Dr. Raymond Clapp, inventor of the
were told. The brief said that in the Nord System, was forced to cancel a Fihnakers, Inc., for the opening of
"The Bigamist" on Dec. 24 at the
"Miracle" case, the court had declared press interview scheduled for yesterAstor Theatre in New York. Radio
the term "sacrilegious" to be too in- day and left here for Minneapolis.
and television are included in the camdefinite, and that the term "immoral"
He said before leaving "I am paign.
was equally indefinite.
happy to learn that the scientists of
Identical arguments were contained the
the
Film
industry,
Research
'Diamond' Title
in a brief also filed today by Superior Council, having witnessed a demonFilms, which is appealing a decision stration of my invention, the Nord
Title of "Million Dollar Diamond,"
of Ohio state censors to ban the film System, of one-strip 3-D, have come
first 3-D film made in England, has
"M." The Ohio case will be argued up with a virtual duplicate.
It
is
been changed to "The Diamond."
just ahead of the New York case next both flattering and a confirmation of United
Artists
is
distributing the
month.
my work."
film, produced by Steven Pallos.
R.

Censor Case

Tax Committee Set
For Buffalo Area

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Big Promotion for

Dr. Clapp Calls Film

N.Y. 'Bigamist'

Council

:

Trim

Radio-Electronics-Television

the

Manufacturers Association, said "only
a trickle of color television receivers
will be manufactured during 1954" and
that "it will be some time before more
than a few hours weekly are devoted
to color broadcasts."
Dr. Baker declared it might be
years before quantity production can
be reached. Moreover, he emphasized,
early receivers will be very expensive,
with small screen sets costing, he said,
about $1,000.

Compatible color broadcasting is a system which can be
received in black-and-white on
black-and-white sets, and in
color on new color receivers.
Previously the commission had approved the CBS non-compatible system.
However, this was never used
to any great extent, and now CBS
has gone along with most of the rest
of the industry on the new compatible
color standards.

"Best of 3 Systems'

For December

release.

Four

December

Color -TV

Review

Einfeld

with

Friday,

Bow

The commission

said the new standards "provide a reasonable basis for
the development of a color television
service in the public interest." Accordingly, it added, "they are being
substituted
for
the
non-compatible
system approved in 1950 as the best
of three systems then proposed, but
which has not since been exploited."
It declared the new standards "produce a reasonably satisfactory picture
with a good overall picture quality"
and are sufficiently flexible to accom-

modate

improvements

later

and

re-

finements.

Goldsmith, on

TV

(Continued from page 1)

two are non-commercial and that there
have been 1,251 applications for TV
permits since April, 1952.

TV

With

1,600
stations in prospect
the not-too-distant future, Doctor
Goldsmith said that a big question was
whether there were sufficient advertising dollars to keep them in operation.
However, he said that an optimistic
feeling existed in the trade and that
it
was believed generally that the
future
outlets would prosper. Doctor Goldsmith traced the past events
in color television and painted a glowing picture for the future.
promising future for magnetic
tape recording for sight and sound
consultant
was predicted by the
who saw the immediate use of it for
television only.
He said that a number of other organizations as well as
in

TV

A

RCA

RCA

were experimenting with

including

Armour

the

tape,
Institute
of

Technology, Bing Crosby Enterprises,
DuPont, General Precision Equipment and Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.

'Scope in Italy
limited

number

of available optical dewill lease the lenses
only for the production of outstanding
feature films, it was added.
Industry
circles consider the cost of leasing the
lenses quite cheap, pointing out that
it
represents only about one to two
per cent of the cost of a top picture
in color in Italy.
The comparative
low cost is seen as aiding Fox's policy of promoting the adoption of
vices,

Fox Film

CinemaScope
world.

in every section of the

I

Happy

a

t's

Boxoffice

New

Year for you, Mr. Exhibitor,

U-Fs "Golden Dozen"

with

for the Charles

Feldman

J.

Annual Drive.
Never

company's

in this

history has there been a strong-

group of pictures released

er

in sequence.

Again

demonstrates

it

U-Fs confidence in our Industry

..

RESPONSIBILITY tO yOU,

.

the Exhibitor,

keep on

to

delivering our present high

number of

releases

.

.

.

and

reliability of entertainment
to please

your patrons and

keep them coming.
Confidence
bility

.

.

.

.

.

.

Responsi-

Reliability!

The Charles

Annual Drive

J.

Feldman

gives these

words more meaning (meaning
"

I-J

"

1

-SIT;

«iitnI3 .zlvjdo'A

more

profits) for

you than

m
>1--rvitti:

ever before!

'

'

ft

JANUARY

3

THROUGH MAY

2,

Join us for your happiest
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boxoffice
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RELIABILITY
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Universal-International
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DONALD O'CONNOR
JANET LEIGH

Walking My Baby
Back Home
COLOR BY

Technicolor

with

BUDDY HACKETT

• SCAT MAN CROTHERS
THE MODERNAIRES • THE SPORTSMEN

LORI NELSON

McCREA
YVONNE DE CARLO
JOEL

BORDER RIVER
color

ROCK HUDSON
BARBARA RUSH
TAZA, SON OF

COCHISE

BvTechnicolor
COLOR

co-starring

with

by

Technicolor

GREGG PALMER
MORRIS ANKRUM

with
•

ERIKA NORDIN

•

BART ROBERTS

•

JOE SAWYER

Available in both 2-D

and 3-D

alan ladd
shelley winters

RICHARD CARLSON

Saskatchewan

%e

color
with

BvTechnicolor

ROBERT DOUGLAS

CARROLL NAISH
HUGH O'BRIAN • RICHARD LONG
LOWELL GILMORE
•

J.

JULIA

ADAMS

Cieatu/ie

with RICHARD

DENNING

ANTONIO MORENO
in

faom

iaqoon

iKe "Btaclc

Available

•

•

NESTOR PAIVA

WHIT BISSELL

MARJORIE MAIN

Yankee Pasha

MA e PA KETTLE

color

BvTechnicolor

with LEE

J.

and the

• MAMIE VAN DOREN
BART ROBERTS
MISS UNIVERSE BEAUTIES

COBB

color

BvTechnicolor

CHARLES DRAKE

•

GEORGE TOBIAS

and Guest Stars
FRANCES LANGFORD • LOUIS

ARMSTRONG

GENE KRUPA • BEN POLLACK
THE MODERNAIRES

AUDIE MURPHY

DAN DURYEA
SUSAN CABOT
ABBE LANE
RIDE CHAR OFDIABIO
color BvTechnicolor

both 2-D and 3-D

chandler
rhonda fleming
jeff

GLENN MILLER STORY
with

PEDRO ARMENDARIZ

HOWARD PETRIE

JAMES STEWART
JUNE ALLYSON

PERCY KILBRIDE

AT HOME
with ALICE KELLEY

•

BRETT HALSEY

ALAN MOWBRAY

Printed

in

U.S..

December

Friday,

18,
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'Cease Fire' to

In the

THEATRE

Bow

In 'Frisco Dec. 22

SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 17.— Arrangements have been completed between representatives of headquarters,
Sixth Army and Paramount Pictures
for the West Coast premiere of Hal
Wallis' "Cease Fire." Opening at the
Francis Theatre Tuesday, the
St.
premiere will be attended by high officers of the Army and Navy as well as
representatives of the state and city
government and leaders of local society, union groups, women's clubs,
a film religious and fraternal orders and

Equipment
with

THE

RAY GALLO

"Westrex Editer"

is

other top Bay area figures.
Gen. Mark W. Clark, former commander-in-chief of United Nations
forces in the Far East, is sponsoring
Corp.,
York. The in- the premiere and will be host to such
tegrated unit personages as Maj. General William
can handle both F. Dean and Wallis.
The Sixth Army band, the honor
standard and
the new small- guard detachment from the Presidio
perforated of San Francisco, searchlights, a spefilms, film cial formation made up of veterans

editing machine with a

number

of

9

many

Italian Films Total

Mexicans Plead for
Governmental Aid
MEXICO CITY, Dec. 17.—

Months
Of Present Year
159 for 11

Prompt government aid, in the
form of enacting "any kind" of
practical plan, is an imperative
necessity to save the Mexican
industry from such complete
collapse that "Mexico will be
dependent for films
entirely
upon the United States (dubbed-in Spanish versions), Cuba
and Spain," independent producers and studio operators told
Angel Cravaja, Secretary of the

Eight Italian features and one
Italo-French film went into production in November, bringing the tally
on Italian pictures for the first 11
months of 1953 to a record-breaking
total
according to figures
of
159,
received here by Italian Films Export.
Of the total number, 34 are co-productions.
In addition

Italo-French
to the
Maurizius," based on the
Wasserman novel which is being
directed by Julien Duvivier, titles of
the projects begun last month are:
Da Pazzi" ("Crazy Busi"Case.
ness"), "Disonorata" ("Dishonored"),
"La Corda D'Acciaio" ("The Steel
Wire"), "La Palude Delia Morte"
"L'Affaire

Interior.

improvements and innovations for the
new techniques, made by Westrex

New

Jhole
strips,

picture

magnetic
or photographic
films,

sound films
(single or mul-

Korean campaign and manned
combat bunkers inside the theatre will
add to the military atmosphere.
of the

Soldiers

who

starred in the picture
on the stage follow-

will be presented

and com- ing the film, as will Generals Clark
posite release and Dean. Introducing the personages
prints.
One of will be Maj. Raymond Harvey, Conthe
new fea- gressional Medal of Honor winner
tures of the machine is that it is from the Korean war who served as
designed to make possible projection technical advisor for "Cease Fire."
viewing of an enlarged image on a
tiple)

wall or screen without extra attachments. In addition, timing belt drives
have been substituted for gear driven
mechanisms and continuous optical
projection is used to eliminate noisy
operation. The editer was designed
and engineered in the Hollywood laboratories of Westrex, in close cooperation with motion picture studios.

•
portable vacuum cleaner with
a flexible "accordion" hose that
stretches from six to 16 feet has
been marketed by the Pullman Vacuum Cleaner Corp., Boston. Designated the "Pullman Model 90
Theatre Vacuum," the unit weighs
only 30 pounds and converts to

A

—

both a power blower and wet pickup. The manufacturer points out
that the cleaner can be easily carried in one hand and that the flexibility of the hose "permits parking
the cleaner in the aisle while an

attendant goes down a whole row
of seats without cumbersome dragging, maneuvering and hose kinking.

•

Portable in-car heaters for drive-in
theatres have been added to the line
of

Arvin Industries,

hid.,

Inc., Columbus,
manufacturers for 20 years of

CinemaScope Bought

By AB-PT
BUFFALO,
Theatre

will

in Buffalo

Dec. 17.— The Center
be

the

downtown house here
maScope equipment.

third first-run
to install Cine-

This

Yonkers Firms File
Trust Action Here
Two anti-trust suits seeking a total
of $1,170,000 in treble damages have

("The Marsh of Death"), "II Grande
("The Great Farewell"),
Addio"
("Love
Di Un Amore"
"Storia
Story"), "Pellegrini D' Amore" ("Pilgrims of Love"), and "The Virgin
of the Roncador," in Ferraniacolor.

U. S. Federal Court
operators of two theatres in Yonkers, N. Y. The Vilastor
Kent Theatres Corp., owner of the
Kent Theatre, is asking $675,000 and
Bur-Don Theatre Enterprises, owner
of the Terrace, is asking $495,000.
All major companies with the exception
of
Columbia are named defendants.
In addition to the distributors,
other
defendants
are
Theatres, Loew's Theatres, Brandt
Theatres, Cinema Circuit and 10 others.
been
here

filed

by

in

the

WB Winds Up Sales
Meeting Here Today
A

RKO

The

plaintiffs

been unable to
uct because of
and that they
subsequent-run

two-day

sales

meeting of Warner

Brothers' district managers and home
today
office executive will wind-up
further discussions slated on
witli
the company's product for the winter
and spring months.
Ben Kalmenson, vice-president in
charge of distribution, will lead the

charge that they have
obtain first-run prod-

a RKO-Loew's split
also have been denied
pictures because the
distributors allegedly favor the theatres of the other defendants.

District managers will
discussions.
return to their respective territories
at the weekend.

AB-PT

theatre will present its first CinemaScope production starting Jan. 8. It
will be "The King of the Khyber
Rifles." Shea's Buffalo was the first
here with CinemaScope and an eightweek run of "The Robe." The Century was second with a four-week
engagement of "How to Marry a Mil-

Everybody

Who Wants
will

to

Have Fun

be at

lionaire."

Raise Congressmen's
Pay, Urges Johnston
WASHINGTON,

Dec. 17.— MoPicture Association of America
president
Eric A. Johnston urged
higher pay for Congressmen, Federal
judges and other Federal employes,
in testimony before a special government commission studying govern

AMPA'S Annual Christmas Luncheon

at the Hotel Piccadilly

tion

ment pay

Dec.

Come

and get your

scales.

Technicolor Elects

portable electric room heaters. The in-car units weigh five pounds and have
an all-steel shell finished in sun-tan,
baked-on enamel. Three bakelite feet
keep the units stable on irregular sur
faces. Other features include a handy
on-off szwitch and an W-foot rubber
cord zn'hich permits placing the heater
conveniently anywhere in the car. Th
unit uses a three-contact polarised
plug that goes into an outlet on the
same post as the car speaker.
•

Lewis and Clark

Three new pieces of literature describing and picturing improved mod-

dedicated

George F. Lewis, Jr., has been
elected secretary of Technicolor, Inc.,
by the organization's board of direc
tors.

The directorate of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. has named Lester
G. Clark as a member of the board

Plaque for 7 Deceased
WASHINGTON, Dec. 17. — The
of Washington today
plaque at the Hebrew
for the Aged in memory of
deceased Variety Club mem-

Variety

Home

AMPA

SURPRISES
.

.

.

.

.

.

p.m.

Christmas Gift

STARS

ENTERTAINMENT

.

.

for reservations phone:

Lige Brien at Circle 5-6000
or Al Floersheimer Jr. at Circle 5-5250

Club
a

els of its floor maintenance machines
seven
William
Louis Bernheimer,
and vacuums have been issued by the bers
Holt Mfg. Co., of Oakland Cal., and Bernheimer, William Biron, Josepl
Newark, N. J. The literature contains Fields, Samuel Forst, William Janof,
complete specifications, including sizes, Herman Rubin and Benjamin F
Young.
capacities and lists of accessories.
:

22nd -12:1 5

$2.50 per

WILL
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ticket

BE THERE
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Eiecuti»e Producer

WHITER MIRISCH

PfOd»c«l

E»y

WILLIAM CALIHAN,

STEP AHEAD WITH THE DOUBLE

Jfi.

Directed b,

A

LESLEY

SEMER

Screenplay by

SIMON WINCELrffiC
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VOL.

74.

NO.

NEW
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

MONDAY, DECEMBER

Demand Heavy

. .

Lower Rates for Theatre Advertising

KANE

Urged, Established by N.

FRESH examples of the frequently odd and always irritating appraisal
of values of Hollywood
news by major metropolitan dailies
were provided last week.
First came a story out of Hollywood concerning a number of
stars and lesser lights who would
spend their holiday season in
Korea and Japan entertaining
troops. Then came a story about
Hollywood personalities who had
volunteered to appear in Mississippi and Louisiana theatres which
were turning over a day's receipts
to the disaster fund for tornadoravaged Vicksburg.
•

A

TEN CENTS

21, 1953

HACKENSACK,

J.

Publisher

Dec. 20.— The practice of treating amusement advertising as a special classification and at a high flat rate
will be abandoned here on Jan. 1 when all such space will be sold

N.

RCA

Reports

J.,

by the "Bergen Evening Record" at the same transient and contract
rates which apply to all other display copy. Guaranteed page position, however, will carry an extra charge of 25 per cent. Nevertheless, space plus page position will, after Jan. 1, be considerably less
than for identical space under the old rates.
Donald G. Borg, editor and publisher of the "Record," disputed the
general contention that editorial columns of film news, reviews and
gossip columns should be levied directly against the theatre operator.
This material, he holds, is as much "news" as any other type of

Upsurge

in

Stereo Orders
100 Independents, Plus
Five Circuits in Bids

reporting in the paper. If it is not, he added, it should not be
published.
The new rate card supersedes the old schedule which has been in
effect since 1946.

CAMDEN, N. J., Dec. 20.— More
than 100 independent theatres as well
as five circuits placed orders for RCA
stereophonic sound equipment during
the month of October and activity
continues on an unprecedented scale,
it was disclosed
here on Friday by
A. J. Piatt, manager of RCA theatre
equipment sales.
In order to enable theatre operators
to show CinemaScope and other wide
screen productions with directional
sound, RCA has begun delivery direct
"Very good" headway on an experi- from the factory, with trucks being
mental device to convert four-track sent
as far as Michigan and Rhode
magnetic stereophonic sound to con- Island
the installakeep abreast

Reade Circuit Tells
Shortage of Prints,
On Heels of Product Of Headway Made on
Problem, Held Acute Stereo 'Conversion*

few large papers gave both
items a small paragraph, some of
them buried in Hollywood colAn alleged new print shortage,
umns. Several papers published coming concurrently with what many
one or the other, not both. Many exhibitors claim to be a serious prod-

to

of

uct shortage, is creating a "critical" ventional sound in a theatre was tion demands.
ignored both items.
problem, Wilbur Snaper, president of reported here at the weekend by Ed"We are doing everything possible
But two weeks ago, an inactive Allied States Association, asserted on win (Pete) Gage, vice-president of
to aid the exhibitors in meeting their
Walter Reade Theatres.
feature player was arrested in Hol- Friday.
opening dates," Piatt declared. The
Snaper said he has received comGage said that the Reade circuit,
lywood on a charge of driving
(Contbuwd on Page 3)
plaints from brokers on the problem in its experiments, is using a test strip
while intoxicated.
throughout
the of "The Robe," designed for the less
print
supplies
of
Naturally, there was no need to country, claiming the situation has than 1,500-seat theatre. He added that
'IP to Re-release
look at the newspapers
not all, grown more difficult as the availability while results so far have been good,
but many of them
to know how of product has decreased. As an ex- there are still a number of refinements
Jan. 15
ample, Snaper said that when a picture to be made which would allow a
that item was played. Page one,
"breaks" in New York with 100 prints smaller theatre to take a four-track
with art. Natch.
Universal will re-release "Hamlet"
needed to supply the city's theatres, sound film and, through the process
the New York situation consumes 25 of conversion, play the sound through starting Jan. IS, Charles J. Feldman,
vice-president and general sales manper cent of the prints available for conventional equipment.

—

—

'Hamlet'

point was well made by offi- the particular picture, leaving the
of the country in short supply.
cials of the National Foundation

THE
for

Infantile

Paralysis

last

week

campaigns

any
other industry or enterprise, would
than

has

"Miss Sadie

do

themselves, as well as that
worthy cause, a valuable service
by cooperating strongly in next

month's drive.
•
In the coming year, officials of
the Foundation said, there are reasonably good indications that the

will be proved.
The theatres, which have done

cure for polio

the past to help make
possible the continuing research,
surely
should
prominently
be
among the Foundation's supporters
when and if the long-sought cure
so

is

much

in

announced.

Cincintaati.

(

—3-D

Columbia

JERRY

Used

in the device,

it

is

explained,

a penthouse,
preamplifiers,
a
"mixer" and a power supply unit for
"boosting" purposes. These parts, it
was explained, are used to convert
(Continued on page 3)

are

He said the print shortage, among
other problems, will head the agenda
at the February Allied board of direc-

that motion picture theatres, which
over the years have raised more tors meeting in
funds for the annual March of

Dimes

rest

Thompson"

ager, disclosed.
Originally released
in the United States in 1948, the J.
Arthur Rank production will be Universale first reissue in almost seven
years.
prints and advertising accessories as well as a special press book

New

supplement have been prepared. Feldman said that the picture would be
suitable for wide screen exhibition.

RKO

)

WALD's

modernized production, in three-dimension and
color by Technicolor, of W. Somerset Maugham's "Rain," under
the title of "Miss Sadie Thompson," with Rjta Hayworth, Jose
Ferrer and Aldo Ray contending for pre-eminence, is hot stuff for any
man's theatre.
It is money merchandise, first, last and always, fitted out with several
word-of-mouth ensuring features, including the screen's first use of the
word "prostitute" as standard equipment, that are likely to prosper it
mightily in such locations as it is designed for. In some other locations
the story may be different.
Wald's objective apparently was to re-energize Maugham's wellknown story, and it's to be written in letters of fire and brimstone that
he surely did. Producer Wald's extraordinary professional proficiency
sticks out all over his picture. When he turns Miss Hayworth loose to
(Continued on page 3)

to Distribute

Lesser's 'Friday*
A

world-wide

distribution

agree-

ment for "The Saint's Girl Friday,"
produced by Julian Lesser, was signed
by RKO Radio at the weekend,
Charles Boasberg, general sales manager, disclosed.

was pointed out

that the deal
that signed last
week with Frederick Brisson of Independent Artists Pictures for the
production of "The Gold Rush," next
summer, with Rosalind Russell in the
starring role. Also, the company has
(Continued on Page 3)
It

is

in

addition

to

;

:

Motion Picture Daily
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Full Supply Year

Personal
Mention
MORAY,
NORMAN
Brothers short subject
ager, has returned to

New

Warner

manHollywood from

York.
•

executive assistant to Steve Broidy, president of
Allied Artists, returned to the Coast
at the weekend from New York and

•
j'.
P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern sales
manager and captain of the company's

30th Anniversary jubilee, arrived here

Louis at the weekend.
•

Lawrence

Weingarten,

M-G-M

studio executive and producer, will
arrive here by plane today from London.
•

Kenneth Hall, Warners'

booker

L. A. Ireland, Republic Pictures,
and R. T. Belcher, Queen City Booking Service all of Charlotte have
announced additions to their families
twin boys to Hall and a daughter each
to Ireland and Belcher.

—

—

;

•

Mary

Rafferty, formerly assistant
of the Warner Theatre in
Cincinnati, has been married to E. L.

manager

Attela

•
ploitation

was

L. Morris, publicity-exdirector for Schine Thein

Albany from Glovers-

ville.

e
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M sales
consultant, has postponed his departure for Florida until Dec. 26 or 27.
•
Frank Mattison, Warner Brothers assistant director, has returned to
Hollywood from Europe.
•
William
Piper,
Paramount InJ.
ternational secretary, returned here
Saturday from the Far East.

•

Mike Simons, M-G-M

exhibitor
head, has returned to New
from St. Louis.

relations

York

New standing committees of
New York Variety Club were

12-month period will elapse before the Radio Corporation of
America will reach mass production of color television sets, Frank M. Folsom,
president of RCA, stated at the weekend. He said those color TV sets manulave a 14-inch
factured by RCA will have
will be viewed in color."
picture size and will be priced between grams
Meanwhile, 20th-Fox launched a
$800 and $1,000.
least a

.

made

these

comments

in

connection with the Federal Communications Commission approval of the
compatible color tele\ision system.
Joining him in hailing the FCC decision was David Sarnoff, chairman of
the board of RCA, who said the
FCC's action speeds the day of
color television in the home.
Speaking for the Columbia Broadcasting System, Dr. Frank Stanton,
CBS president, said that during 1954,
"CBS television, in its color broadcasting will make available to the
public its regular programs on a
rotating basis so that before the end
of the year, each of the regular pro-

.

.

Broadcasting"
Co.'s
program
is
well underway, it was
stated.
Each of NBC's major programs will nave had its "color premiere"
within the next few months
under an introductory year plan blueprinted by Sylvester L. Weaver,
sc .eo'ule

NBC

president.

81st Street Theatre to
CBS for Color-TV

The Columbia Broadcasting System
has taken a long-term lease on the
2,000-seat

RKO

The house

here.

81st

Street

Theatre
by the

will be used

network as a color-television production

studio.

Public Balcony Seats

'Khyber' Premiere

For

'Sadie'

Premiere

crew,

held

Theatre here

be
closed all day tomorrow in preparation
for the world premiere in the evening of 20th Century-Fox's "King of
the Khyber Rifles" in CinemaScope.
The event will be covered by radio,
television and newsreels.
Scotch
bagpipe group the Lovat Pipe Band
will perform in full regalia in front
of the theatre.

A

—

—

will

20th-Fox launched a
and radio advertising
and promotion campaign on the picutilizing
over
the
weekend,
ture
Meanwhile,

saturation

Station

TV

WNBT

for the television seg-

ment and Stations
and

WMCA

WNBC, WNEW,

WMGM

for radio.

at

the

Piccadilly

The executive committee
sist of

Hotel.
con-

wi'l

Fabian, Ira Meinhardt, Harold

Rinzler, Saul Trauner, Martin
bluth and Edward Lachman.

Other

committees

are

—

as

Korn-

follows

Membership Arvid Kantor, chairman John Schneider, Tack Rosenfeld, John
Bergen, Jr., "Max Wolff
and Jack Hoffberg. House— Leon J.
Bamberger,
chairman
George J.
Waldman, Bernard Myerson, Jack
;

;

Hoffberg, Jack Rosenfeld, Cy Seymour, Jerome J. Cohen, Hugo Kessler and Harry Mansfield.
WelfareHarold J. Klein, Morris Sanders, Jack
Farkas, David Snaper and Cy Seymour, chairman.
Golf— Charles A.
Alicoate and John J. Bergen, Jr.
Trauner will be chairman and form

new finance committee.
Preliminary plans for the testimonial
dinner honoring William J. German
a

were discussed.
Al Gorson reported
on the celebrity ball to be held on
New Year's Eve at the Waldorf Astoria, with proceeds
earmarked for
Variety's

Rivoli

the
anL.

nounced bv chief barker Edward
Fabian at the first meeting of the new

tional

Rivoli Prepares for
The

of that city.

Seymour
atres,

At

1953

21.

Standing Committees
Are Designated by
N.Y. Variety Club

Mass-Produced Color TV
Set Put at $8004 1,000

Folsom

Washington.

St.

Away

sales

Roy M. Brewer,

from

Monday, December

Epilepsy

Foundation.

The

public will be permitted to purchase balcony seats for the midnight
invitational premiere of "Miss Sadie
Thompson" at the Capitol Theatre on
Wednesday.
The last showing of
"From Here to Eternity" will start
at 8 :30 and the theatre will close at
10 :30 for one hour.
Among the personalities who have
accepted invitations to attend the premiere are, according to Columbia Pictures, Eddie Fisher, Walter Winchell,
Ed Sullivan, Sid Caesar, Dave
Garroway, Earl Wilson, Janet Blair,
Gregory Ratoff, Leonard Lyons, June

Havoc,

many

Sloane

Simpson

and

very

others.

Johnston to West
Coast for Holidays

—

WASHINGTON,

Dec. 20.
MoAssociation
president
Eric Johnston was scheduled to leave
here late today to spend the Christmas holiday period at his home in
Spokane, Wash.
officials said
there is a strong likelihood that following the New Year's weekend, Johnston will go from Spokane to Hollywood, remaining there about a week
and returning here sometime around
Jan. 11 or 12.
tion

Picture

MPAA

Skip Weshner Wins
Stars Leave Coast to lFE's Italo-U.S.
Completed B'nai B'rith Cadillac
Entertain Servicemen Program
David E. (Skip) Weshner, proIFE Releasing Corp's program for

—

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 20. Fifty- its quality group of sub-titled films ducer's representative, was the winner
Harris Dudelson, Lippert Pictures
six film and radio personalities left
aimed primarily at the Italo-American of the Cadillac sedan offered by CinMidwest sales manager, will return to
here by plane Friday, taking holiday audiences
ema Lodge of B'nai B'rith in its 1953
Cincinnati today from Des Moines.
is now in operation throughentertainment and season's greetings
•
out the United States in addition to fund raising project. Joseph M. Sugar
Kenneth McKenna, M-G-M story to American servicemen in 70 military New York, Phil Levine, sales manager of United Artists who sold Weshner
throughout the world.
installations
head, left here at the weekend for the
of the quality group, disclosed here at the winning certificate, will receive
The

Coast.

Franklin
named booker
art

McCann

has

in Cincinnati for

Pictures and Lippert

been
Real-

Pictures.

entertainers, divided into four
troupes of six units each, will travel
more than 65,000 miles in giving approximately 200 performances before
250.000 service personnel.

•

Herbert Asher has resigned as
manager of the Gorman and St.
Framingham,
in
theatres
George
Mass.
Gottfried Reinhardt,

M-G-M

di-

rector, will leave London in a few days
for Kitzbuhl in the Austrian Tyrol.

•

Howard Wallace, president of the
Wallace Film Exchange in Atlanta,
has returned there from Florida.

George Murphy has returned
Hollywood from St. Louis.

to

the weekend.

a

$500 U.

active distribution
special department,

list
it

of

was

this

WANTED

IFE

stated.
1

AMPA's Christmas
Party Tomorrow
The annual Christmas Party of the
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers will be held tomorrow at the Hotel
Piccadilly here starting at 12:30 P.M.
Tickets are still obtainable from Lige
Brien, president of AMPA, at United
Artists.

Among the gifts to be given away
are a vacation for two at the Empress
Hotel in Miami Beach and a portrait
of the recipient by Vince Trotta.

Savings Bond.

S.

Approximately 25 films, most of
which were premiered at New York's
Verdi and Major theatres, are on the

6mm

Bell

contact

printer

and Howell Model

Charlotte, Cincinnati
'Luther' Agents Set

Box 421. Motion Picture Daily
1270 Sixth Ave.. New York 20

Sales representatives for "Martin
Luther" in the Charlotte and Cincinnati areas have been named by Cresson E. Smith, general sales manager
of Louis de Rochemont Associates.
Jay Goldberg, of Realart Pictures,

FOR SALE
sound printer. Excellent condition

Cincinnati, will handle the film in that
territory while the agent for the Charlotte area will be R. F. Pinson, of

Box 522, Motion Picture Daily
1270 Sixth Ave.. New York 20

Depue 16mm contact

picture and

Astor Pictures Exchange.
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Stereo Sound

"Miss Sadie

(Continued from page 1)
installations are being made
service
cians of the

RCA

it

was
The

Thompson "

Reade

by technicompany,

added.

largest orders in the 100 received in October, it was stated, were
and the Stanley-Warthose of
ner circuits. The latter will install
stereoscope systems in an additional
36 houses. Among the orders were 13
from the Schine circuit, eight from
Loew's, and five from Tri-States,
,

Piatt said.

RKO 'Friday' Deal
(Continued from page 1)
for early release W. Lee Wilder's
"Killers from Space."
In production at the studio are
"The Big Rainbow," "Susan Slept

In adproductions
dition, it was stated,
are being prepared for early filming
by the studio's seven producers.
Here," and "Desperate Men."
15

Six-city Premiere Set

For 'Best Years'

the

The Harry Kleiner

screen play re-sets the

Maugham

story in a

more or

the

guests

of

Newspaper
To 'Sadie' Premiere

Officials

Executives of New York newspapers have accepted invitations to
of
premiere
the midnight
attend
Columbia's "Miss Sadie Thompson"
Wednesday at the Capitol Theatre.
Among the press men who will
attend are Julius Ochs Adler, general
manager, and Arthur Hays Sulzberger, publisher, of the New York
"Times" Richard E. Berlin, president
Kent Cooper,
of the "Daily Mirror"
executive director of the Associated
Press; Whitelaw Reid, president of
;

;

Frank D.
"Herald Tribune"
the
Schroth, Sr., publisher of the BrookJames Wechsler, editor
lyn "Eagle"
of the "Post," and Lee Wood, executive editor of the "World-Telegram
;

;

and Sun."

Allied Artists Drive
Has Three Leaders

To Be Filed Today

Ferrer influences her further before the ship arrives, and she becomes
remorseful about her past and sincere in her desire to atone for it. Ray,
meanwhile, has fallen in love with her and wishes to marry her. She spurns
his offer to get her passage to Australia where he would meet and marry
her after his discharge from service. She refuses.

of the order suspending operation of

CHICAGO,
the Jackson

Indianapolis and Detroit
exchanges are division leaders in the
Allied Artists branch managers national championship drive, which carries $10,000 in prize money, vicepresident Morey R. Goldstein disclosed Friday. Leaders in the short
subjects drive are Portland, Los Angeles and Detroit.

The

drive,

ends Jan. 29.

which opened Nov.

A MUCH

better than average film about teen-agers and their problems
has been fashioned by Security Pictures, an independent company releasing through 20th Century-Fox. In fact, it is far superior to most in this category due to good acting and writing and an excellent directing job by Irving
Whether or not these factors will be an added boost at the box
Lerner.
office depends on the attendant exploitation because there isn't one marquee

6,

Dec. 20.— The entering

Park decree

in the

Loop

between now and June 14, 1953, has
been postponed until Monday because
attorney Thomas C. McConnell, representing the
Jackson Park, was
called out of town over the weekend.

L. A.

In

Among

UA

Leaders
Sales Drive

The Los Angeles, New Haven and
Charlotte exchanges of United Artare leading the 32 branches competing in the 35th anniversary sales
drive, it was reported on Friday by
co-captains
William J. Heineman,
ists

vice-president in charge of distribution,
and B. G. Kranze, general sales manager.
These latest standings cover the
first four weeks of the six-month sales
campaign, honoring president Arthur
B. Krim. The Los Angeles branch

managed by Richard Carnegie;
Harold Keeter heads the Charlotte
exchange and Sidney Cooper directs
the New Haven exchange. Runner-up
name in the cast.
to the Los Angeles exchange in the
The story tells of three young girls living a dull life in a small town. Their first group is Joseph Sugar and his
dreams of glamour and excitement are made into realities by their discovery New York branch, while the third spot
of some illegal money hidden by one of their employers. They take it, go to is held by the Atlanta exchange manHollywood, buy a car and clothes and rent an elaborate house. There they aged by B. Adams.
each meet a boy, one of whom proves eventually to be their downfall. For
the man who was robbed goes to great pains to discover their whereabouts
and in a combination of incidents, both plausible and contrived, he does find Invite
9
them. There's a bitter and generally unromantic ending to their dreams which
is in keeping with the realistic tempo of the film.
Mayor-Elect Robert Wagner, Jr.,
The unknown cast is headed by Neville Brand as the boy friend of one of
the girls who, in trying to help them, comes to a tragic end. His performance will head a list of luminaries invited
to attend the Wednesday premiere of
is extremely good as is that of Christine White as the leader of the trio. John
Brown as the victim intelligently plays a basically good man who has cheated "The Eddie Cantor Story" at the New
and been cheated himself. Sidney Harmon and Philip Yordan both wrote and York Paramount here.
The Educational Alliance Alumni
produced this well-made budget picture.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. For December Association, with Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff acting as honorary chairman
release.
of the premiere committee, and the
Eddie Cantor Camp Committee, are
is

Mayor-Elect

To 'Cantor Opening

'Paratrooper' Dec. 30

'Spice' at 55th St.

Columbia's "Paratrooper" will have
New York premiere at the Criterion Theatre on Dec. 30. With Alan

Life," will have its
at the 55th Street

its

Chicago,

the

Rebellious, she tries to fight back, but Ferrer's influence is
great enough to have issued orders for her return to San Francisco to face
the music.

to confront her.

"Man Crazy"

atnong

in

Jackson Park Stay

;

be

utilized

I

contemporary South Pacific island, occupied by a Marine detachment,
dependent upon the meager recreation and amusement devices provided by
the locale and the natives. Into this setting comes Miss Hayworth, possessor
of a shadowy past from which she is fleeing. With her, there arrive Ferrer,
cast as a planter with a bent for reforming those around him whom he
believes to be in need of straightening out. He carries a lot of weight in the
islands, inherited from a well-liked father who was a missionary.
Miss Hayworth, always ready for a good time, goes to the island's lone
rendezvous with a group of Marines, where she is the uncontested life-ofthe-party with her torrid songs and dances. Already having incurred the
displeasure of Ferrer aboard ship, he recalls something of her past in Honolulu gyp joints and breaks up a post-party gathering of Marines in her room
less

;

will

sound,

$8,000 for stereophonic sound equipment.
Gage said there are theatres which
can accommodate only
a 20-foot
screen, making the three horns behind the screen unfeasible.
In such
theatres, he contended, the auditorium
horns also used in stereophonic sound
are distracting.
It is for these theatres, he stated, that the device is
designed.
He added that he knew of
two or three other circuits which are
experimenting along similar lines.

violent language to pitch back at him. Everything that is done productionwise is done in Wald's extremely able fashion, which is not to say that this
attribute of professional quality adds anything to the refinement.

1

stars,

magnetic

and dance the torrid number, "The Heat Is On," inside arm's four-track film, to the conventional
reach of a ring of woman-hungry Marines, he uses everything but optical sound system.
The cost, at
delicacy to make his point. And when he sends Ferrer into her chamber this stage, was estimated at about
to throw the "prostitute" charge at her, he gives her plenty of comparably $3,000 for a house which would spend
sing-

Ferrer confronts her in her room before she is to leave for the States and
of
Early premiere engagements
attacks her. Thoroughly disillusioned, the experience returns her to her forSamuel Goldwyn's "The Best Years
mer devil-may-care personality and, when Ferrer's body is found at the foot.,
of Our Lives" will be held simultaneof a sea cliff, a suicide, she and Ray are in key again for the future they
ously in six cities Feb. 4, it was dishad planned.
A.
James
by
weekend
the
closed at
All roles are well played. There is beautiful photography by Charles LawMulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn
ton, Jr., firm and graphic direction by Curtis Bernhardt, potent background,
Productions. RKO Radio is re-releasmusic by George Dunning, and expert musical direction by Morris Stoloff.
ing the picture.
The color is excellent and the sound, rain effects and other technical features
Bookings have been set for the Asare tops.
Orpheum, New Orleans
tor, Boston
The 3-D process here exhibited produces splendid effects, enhancing beach
Kansas
Missouri,
Atlanta;
Rialto,
and tropics scenes and emphasizing the impact of numerous of the sequences
City; Orpheum, Denver; and Keith's,
Washington, D. C. The Washington of the picture. Running time, 90 minutes. Adult classification. Release,
engagement will be preceded on Feb. 3 January.
by an invitational premiere at which
the White House Correspondents AsHarold
sociation will serve as hosts.
(20th Century-Fox)
Russell and Teresa Wright, film's
honor.

Circuit

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

RKO

.

3

Ladd starred, the
in England with
the

British

picture was filmed
the cooperation of

Airborne Forces.

Ridgway a Sponsor
WASHINGTON,

Dec.

20.— Gen-

eral Matthew Ridgway, Army Chief
of Staff, will sponsor the Washington
military premiere of "Cease Fire" at
the Ontario Theatre on Jan. 14.

The French comedy, "The Spice
Dec. 28.

of

American premiere

Playhouse here on
Imported by Arthur Mayer

and Edward Kingsley, the picture
in French with English titles.

is

Burget Buys Four
BUFFALO,

Dec. 20.— Dalton Bur-

get has purchased and is now operating the Regent, State and Capitol
Theatres in Dunkirk and the Winter-

garden

in

Jamestown.

the sponsors of the premiere. Others
slated to attend include Countess de
Beaumont, Sir Cedric Hardwicke and
Ilka Chase.

'Knights' to Toronto

TORONTO,

—

Dec. 20.
Toronto
be showing its second Cinemascope production when Loew's Theatre opens the engagement of "Knights
of the Round Table" in mid- January.
The first CinemaScope is at the
Imperial where "The Robe" is in
its eighth week.
will

INSURES A PRO

FOR THEA1

PEROUS NEW YEAR
1?ES LARGE AND SMALL

Speaking

of

Crystal Balls
the Looking Forward section — an
INinnovation
in the 19
of FAME5 3

f orthcoming

issue

motion pictures were

selected as "Candidates for

the then

coming

Selections

About the only value of hindsight is to
check on the accuracy of foresight. That
the method developed for "Candidates
for Fame" in the Looking Forward
section is sound was proven most decidedly by the fact that it rang up an
amazing score of 79% subsequently
recorded as box-office "Champions."
in the light of
Look at these titles
what you know about them NOW:

Fame"

for

year.

were made according to

—

a

pre-evaluation of the assets of
features slated for release during the

THE BAND WAGON*
CALL ME MADAM*
FROM HERE TO ETERNITY*
HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN*

—

next twelve months an experiment in
prejudging on the basis of the advance
information available.

JULIUS CAESAR
It

is

notable that taken into

LITTLE

MOGAMBO*

performance record of the stars,
writers, directors and producers of
each of the features concerned data

MOULIN ROUGE*
PETER

—

industry.

.

.

.

SCARED STIFF*

SHANE*
THUNDER BAY
it

.

selected

is

for

issue of

ing for

it.

a

for

Fame"

Forward
Thousands

the Looking

coming

many

E

SALOME*

Denotes a box-office "Champion" recorded
monthly reports published in Motion
Picture Herald during 1953.

in the

The 1954 "Candidates

A

PAN*

THE ROBE*

taken from the records published in the
"Audit of Personalities" sections of the
same issue of FAME. The significance
and reliability of the records in FAME
have long been realized throughout the

F

BOY LOST*

consideration was the up-to-date

FAME.

The

findings of

FAME

are

now

being

section in

the

watchare quoted to

will be

millions.

Quigley

Quality Publication

VOL.

74.

NO.

NEW

119

Stockholder Plan

YORK,

U.

S. A.,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

Study
Proposal For
Col. to

Subsidiary
Would Rent or Sell Old
Films; Board Elected
Columbia's board of directors yesterday was asked to consider the formation of a new company which would
hold old product and other assets that
are carried on the company's books for
The proposal was made by Lesil.
jter Martin, a stockholder, at the company's annual stockholders meeting
here.

March

to

INDUSTRY MEETS

Semi-Active Status
N. B. Spingold, vice-president
charge
of
advertising-publicity

TEN CENTS

1953

TOA PLANS JOINT

Columbia's Spingold
Retires in

22,

in

Reade Discloses Plan for

Columbia

of
Pictures, will retire to a
semi-active status in the company's

Says Arbitration in

management

Distributors'

when

Theatre Owners of America is
awaiting word from distribution on arbitration, TOA president Walter Reade said here
yesterday. He said until such

his current contract is

concluded

in
March. Spingold said here
yesterday that
he would continue as a direc-

and

tor

word

is
received from distribution there can be no round-

table talks on setting up an arbitration system. "We can't arbitrate with ourselves," Reade
declared,
reaffirming
TOA's
position in favor of arbitration
with or without Allied.

would

be available for
counsel on com-

pany

matters

when

the occaarose.

sions

Hands

.The day-to_
„T
N „B Spingold
day details now
handled by Spingold will be taken
over by Paul Lazarus, Jr., home office
(Continued on page 3)

Exhibition-Distribution
Talks on Trade Problems
By

MURRAY HOROWITZ

A

proposal to hold regular exhibition-distribution
meetings
is
being
drafted by the Theatre Owners of
America, it was disclosed here yesterdaj by VVal_. _T .._ .._
_

..

a

i

Hl
^^f^^^^fc
m

TOA

JB

the benefit of the shareholders
and that the new company
could operate on a tax-free ba-

Charles Schwartz, Columbia secretary, said the matter
would be considered by the
board. Earlier in the meeting,
sis.

Martin

was

nominated

with

20th's

Lenticolor Status

TORONTO,
McCulloch

of

—

Dec. 21.
John M.
Iroquois Theatre,

the

Petrolia, has been reelected president

the Ontario Theatres Association
by the new board of directors. Other
officers for 1954 are
vice-president,
of

:

E.

G.

Forsyth,

Odeon

Theatres,
Lionel Lester,

Subpoena

sales

com-

of

the

Motion Picture
Association of
America
and

-4

to Protect

Distributor Witness

representing exhibition

would

committee
named by the
be a

COLUMBUS, O.— To

protect disrepresentatives requested to
Reade
Walter Reade
°,
testify in legal actions, the Independent
explained.
Theatre Owners of Ohio will "resort to
In outlining TOA's program for
the subpoena," said Robert Wile ITO
1954, Reade said that the organizasecretary.
Wile's disclosure followed
tion hopes and intends to set up a
a protest sent to the Paramount home
(Continued on page 3)
office by L. C. Gross, Cleveland film
carrier, who objected to the appearance of John Gentile, salesman for
Paramount in the Cincinnati territory,
at recent hearings before the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio in the
tributors'

T

A

•

;

Toronto
secretary,
Twentieth Century-Fox's status on
Studio Theatre, Toronto
treasurer,
may
this
Lenticolor
be determined
Huntington-Cincinnati trucking lines,
week with the return here from Eu- Jack Clarke, Loew's, Toronto execu- rate hike case.
tive secretary, Arch H. Jolley; memrope of president Spyros P. Skouras.
bership committee chairman, Lionel
Wile said that Gentile consented to
For the past five years, 20th-Fox
Lester
chairman of budget and fin- appear after Cincinnati branch manhas been working on the development
However, the ance, Angus Jewell, Jewel Theatre, agers had been requested by Wile to
of the color process.
Cannington, Out.
(Continued on page 3)
recent deal between DeLuxe Laboratories, a 20th-Fox affiliate, and Technicolor, whereby DeLuxe will process
9?
Technicolor prints, may change the '
(Continued on page 3)
;

the

managers
mittee

"

McCulloch Reelected
By Ontario Owners

from

(Continued, on page 7)

To Determine

"

president,

The
meetings
would be held

.

Martin said that the old pictures could be sold or rented for

Reade,

ter

j^fijttBtf^

Sales

Heads

to

Talk

Shipping Plan Today

;

;

;

'King of the Khyber Rifles

\_20th

Canadian Council to
Sponsor Trade Show
TORONTO, Dec. 21.— To give
national scope to the feature
event, a move has been made
to transfer the sponsorship of
the Canadian Theatre Equipment Trade Show from the Motion Picture Theatres Association of Ontario to the broader
Motion Picture Industry Council of Canada for the staging of
the second exhibition here next
fall. The step is voluntary.

The Council is expected to
have the co-operation of the
Canadian section of the Theatre
Equipment Dealers Association.

Century-Fox CinemaScope]

CINEMASCOPE

A MEDIUM

AS
again takes top honors in this
production, the fourth to be filmed in the anamorphic process.
Scenes of deserts and villages of India are breath-taking and the
color in Technicolor is brilliant, offering the patron a pictorial treat.
The splendor of the wide-screen image should, in part, compensate for
weaknesses in the story such as a formula plot, lack of sufficient action
and inability in some parts to achieve sufficient suspense. There are
moments, however, when action and suspense do unfold on the screen
and in those intervals, with a tremendous assist from the medium, the
film is engrossing.
Heading the cast is Tyrone Power, who looks resplendently handsome
in uniform. He is assisted by Terry Moore, a young, comely lady living
at the garrison, and Michael Rennie, commandant of the garrison and
Miss Moore's father. The romance, which has a rocky start but finishes
nicely, is adequately handled by the two principals.
The story opens with a near ambush of a British contingent of troops
led by Tyrone Power, the captain. The native rebels are commanded
(Continued on page 3)

Further study of the central shipping project will be made here today
at a meeting of general sales managers
who comprise the national distributors committee of the Motion Picture
Association of America.
Charles Feldman, chairman of the
committee, said that he expected the
session to be devoted exclusively to
the proposal to pool the shipping and
inspection facilities of the various
cities. The subject
not on the agenda,
he said, but that topic and others
may be brought up by individual committee members.

distributors in
of arbitration

key

is

Boasberg

to

Head

Distributor Group
Charles Boasberg, sales manager of
Radio, has been

RKO

named chairman
distributors

of the national
of the
Association of

committee

Motion Picture

America. He succeeds Charles
Feldman, general sales manager
of

Universal.

Boasberg

hold the post for
term, starting Jan.

a
1.

will

one-year

Tuesday, December
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Personal
Mention
SPYROS

SKOURAS,

P.

U.S.

president
scheduled

Eu-

rope.

Thomas

L.

Holling, former

presi-

dent and now secretary of the Buffalo
Bill Tent, Circus Saints and Sinners,
has been elected president of the Capitol Hill Club, political organization
in the upstate city.

•

Steven E. Perakos, attorney and
son of Peter Perakos, head of Perakos Theatre Associates, New Britain, Conn., has been elected president
of the Young Republican Club there.
•
Charles Einfeld, vice-president of
20th Century-Fox, and Mrs. Einfeld,
have announced the engagement of
their

Lise,

daughter,

Paul Malkin

Richard

to

of Brooklyn.

•
president of Warner Brothers International Corp., has
arrived in Hollywood from Mexico

Wolfe Cohen,

City.

•
Fredrick Brisson, producer, and
Leonard Gersh, writer, have arrived
in New York from Hollywood.

Disney Tan' Contest

For

For 'Cantor Story'

Tax Receipts

WASHINGTON,
Internal

of 20th Century-Fox, is
return here tomorrow from

to

Celebrity Premiere

Lists $32,437,000

RKO Field Staff

Dec. 21.— The
Revenue Service released ad-

is

'Caesar* Tops 10 Best
Of Board of Review

of Motion Pictures.
rest of the board's list follows
"Shane," "From Here to Eternity,"
"Roman
"Martin Luther,"
"Lili,"
Holiday," "Stalag 17," "Little Fugi-

Review

The

United Artists Gets
'Top Banana* Film

N.E. Bookings
To Start on Feb. 25

'Riot*

Openings at the Paramount and
Fenwick theatres in Boston on Feb.
25 will spearhead a New England
saturation booking for "Riot in Cell
Block 11," Allied Artists' Morey
Goldstein has disclosed, and will coincide with 150 bookings in Texas
preceded by an intensive radio and
television campaign.

Crane, Pathe 'Lab*
Coast Head, Quits
Resignation of George Crane as
superintendent of Pathe Laboratories
on the West Coast was announced
here yesterday by James Wolcott,
Crane has
executive vice-president.
been with the company since 1939.
His resignation becomes effective on
Jan. 1. No replacement has been designated as yet.

:

"Mogambo," "The Robe."
The board chose as the best foreign
musical, has been acquired for release film of the year "A Queen Is Crownby United Artists, it was announced ed." George Stevens was named the

"Top Banana,"

in the

starring Phil Silvers

film version of his

tive,"

Broadway

offering

Productions for a picture.

"The Eddie Canhave its premiere at
Theatre here tomorrow night with a reserved-seat opening for which a large contingent of
celebrities have accepted invitations.
The premiere is being sponsored by
alumni,
Educational
Alliance
the
along with the Eddie Cantor Camp
Committee.
Among those who have accepted
bids to the affair are Sloane Simpson,
Mayor-elect
Robert
Wagner, Jr.,
Fisher,
Lady Montgomery,
Eddie
Robert Q. Lewis, Sam Levenson, Rise
Brothers'

mission tax collections figures for
October, but cautioned that a change
in reporting requirements made them
incomplete as a basis for comparison
with 1952.
The IRS reported that general admission collections, plus various miscellaneous taxes on over-charges and
box leases, amounted to $32,437,000 in
October, compared with $32,210,000 in
Oct. 1952. Total collections from July
through October, it said, totaled only
$80,814,000 this year compared to
$121,662,000 last year, a drop of $40,- Stevens, David Sarnoff, Julius La
Rosa, Martha Raye, Henry Morgan,
848,000 or just about one-third.
However the Service said, "the Fritzi Scheff, Jackie Gleason, Jane
pattern of excise tax collections by Pickens, and many others, including
months throughout the current fiscal Keefe Brasselle, who portrays Cantor
year will differ from prior years due in the picture. The regular public
to the recent changes in the methods engagement will start Friday.
by which excise taxpayers file their
Inreturns and report their taxes."
stead of filing monthly returns, theatres need now file only a quarterly
return.
Moreover, this return has a
"Julius Caesar" heads the list of
10-day grace period following the end
the 10 best films of 1953 as chosen
quarter,
so
after
each
of the month
by the Committee on Exceptional
that even the October returns would
Films of the National Board of
not show the total returns.

by Arthur B. Krim, president of the
company.
Filmed in color by Color Corp. of
the RKO sales force prizes totalling
$10,000 in a sales contest for "Peter America, "Top Banana" features a
Pan," all-cartoon color in Technicolor series of tunes with music and lyrics
feature currently in general release.
by Johnny Mercer. The film was
SupCapital prizes of $1,000, $750 and directed by Alfred E. Green.
$500 will go to district managers porting Silvers is the entire original
whose offices deliver the best all- Broadway cast, including Rose Marie,
around sales record. Managers who Danny Scholl, Judy Lynn, Jack Alreach their booking goal by contest bertson, Johnny Coy, Joey Faye,
closing dates, May 6 and June 3, will Herbie Faye and Walter Dare Wahl.
receive $250 and $200, with graduated Harry M. Popkin presents "Top Bansmaller amounts going to sales man- ana," which was produced by Albert
agers and all salesmen in the winning Zugsmith and Ben Peskay, with the
offices. This is said to be the largest
latter as executive producer.
sales contest ever sponsored by Disney

Walt Disney Productions

Warner

tor Story" will
the Paramount

year's best director for "Shane." Jean
Simmons was chosen the year's best
film actress for her work in "Young
Bess," "The Robe" and "the Actress."
James Mason was voted the
year's best actor for his work in

"Face to Face," "The Desert Rats,"
"The Man Between" and "Julius

Dec.

21.— The death

in Vancouver of John Albert Schuberg, 79, has been learned here by
Schuberg was refilm executives.
garded as one of the first film theatre
operators in Canada, having started
a store show in 1898. He was one of
the six "old-timers" who were honored at the first awards dinner of the

Canadian Picture Pioneers which
held a year ago.

was

;

J

;

]

|

I

\

Collusion

Still

Barred

While the Towne decree

still

Preview Party for
'Heidi* at Carnegie
at

the

ATLANTA,

Dec. 21.— Stein Theahas taken over the
Joy Auto Drive-in Theatre in Ashburn, Ga., and has named Mrs. Estelle
Hay, formerly cashier at the Turner
Theatre, also in Ashburn, as assistant
of

Florida,

manager.

Carnegie Theatre
on the weekend which
was attended by more than 400 children brought by representatives of
New York newspapers, film trade
publications, wire services, radio and
TV stations and national magazines.
"Heidi," a Lazar Wechsler production which won the grand special
award at this year's Venice Film Festival, was shown with "White Mane,"
grand prize winner at the 1953 Cannes
Film Festival. The American premiere
of the two productions followed the

in

en-

repetition of collusion by the
erstwhile
defendants,
the
Jackson
Park decree still has more teeth by
virtue of the fact that its provisions
regarding neighborhood theatres operated by the defendants still are in
force and that the present exemption
of Loop theatres is for a limited period, with further hearings to be held
starting June 14, 1954.
Although the one-week limitation
of defendants' outlying theatres in
Chicago has not been lifted, a current
report has the Jackson Park agreeing,
inasmuch as that theatre is not
equipped for CinemaScope, to the defendants bidding for "The Robe,"
scheduled to open in first subsequent
run on Jan. 15, on the basis of twoweek runs.

joins

tres,

eon

TORONTO,

[

documentary.

director
of
Childs,
Eversley
a
Technicolor, Inc., and of Technicolor
Motion Picture Corp., died here Sunday following a protracted illness. He
was 86. He was a pioneer in the field
of color films and had been with the
its
organization
since
Technicolor
earliest days. Funeral services will be
held tomorrow afternoon at the Frank

John Schuberg, 79

CHICAGO, Dec. 21.— A general relaxation of court supervision of the
motion picture industry was foreshadowed by two important court actions |
here today
the entering of a formal
order by Judge Igoe of the Federal I
District Court
suspending for six 1
months all provisions of the Jackson I
Park decree affecting Loop theatres, I
including the two-week limitation on
first-runs in "defendant" theatres and
the requirement that films be released
to neighborhood theatres the day after
the end of their first runs in "defendant" theatres
and the elimination
from the Towne decree of all defendant film companies but United Artists following an out-of-court settlement, freeing "defendant" theatres in J
Milwaukee from run and clearance
limitations heretofore enforced by the
decree.

Buys Florida Drive-in

Thousands of giveaways for youngsters and adults featured the "Heidi"
invitation preview and party lunch-

Home.

Jackson Park, Towne
Decrees Relaxed by
Chicago Courts

Caesar." Walt Disney's "The Living
Desert," the first feature length picture in his True Life Adventure
Series, was cited as an outstanding

Childs, Technicolor
Director, Dies at 86

E. Campbell Funeral

22, 1953
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New York
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O'Keefe Moves Office
Al O'Keefe, vice-president in charge
of distribution for the Pola-Lite Co.,
manufacturer
of
plastic
the
3-D
glasses, has moved his headquarters
the company's
Center Bldg. here.

to

office

in

the

.

They e&Ued him

Hondo

mm Warner Bros.
.
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'King of the Khyber Rifles " Spingold

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

much

I

[

better liaison with distribution.
In order to achieve that aim, Reade
said he will send a letter shortly proposing regular meetings to Charles
Feldman, chairman of the
sales
managers committee.
would want to meet with them quarterly or as often as necessary" to
discuss problems ranging from trade
practices to the availability of acetate

MPAA

'We

by a ruthless would-be tyrant, played by Guy Rolfe, who is attempting to
oust the English on the 100th year of British rule there, in the year of 1857.
The ambush is thwarted by a deserting tribesman who warns the British.
Soon after, it is established that Tyrone Power is a half-caste, his mother
being Indian. This leads to a number of instances of him being snubbed by
fellow officers at the garrison in the hills of India and initially, blocks his

romance with Terry Moore.
However, much of the story unfurls on the half-caste angle. Because of
his knowledge of the language, Power is put in command over the fierce, proud
Khyber tribesmen. Sheer accident, too, plays its role. Power, according to
film, the TOA president stated.
the story, was brought up in India by natives following the death of his parSeveral Projects Considered
ents and the boy he was brought up with, his half-brother, leads the rebellion
Among other TOA projects for against the British. Following one unsuccessful attempt on his half-brother's
This time,
1954, Reade said, are a research pro- life, which almost leads to his disgrace, Power tries another.
gram to aid in the fight to eliminate however, with the help of his Khyber tribesmen, an expedition proves
the 20 per cent Federal admission bloody, exciting and successful.
The Khyber tribesmen, incidentally, in the
tax, and to give more assistance to last action scene give up their new rifles, fearful that the cartridges are conlocal and regional
TOA organiza- tafninated, being greased by the fat of pigs. The knives they wield compensate
tions.
for the then modern weapon.
Interwoven in the story are striking scenes of Indian cafes, dancing girls,
Reade, commenting on the
mountains and panoramic vistas of the desert. All add up to a visual treat
general outlook for 1954, said
which should draw many words of approval from the audience.
he saw more and more films beFrank P. Rosenberg produced, while Henry King directed, from a screening made in color, the probable
play by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts, and from a story by Harry Kleiner, based
standardization of a 3-D, single
on a novel by Talbot Mundy. Others in the cast are John Justin, Guy Rolfe,
film
strip
process,
and the
Richard Stapley, Murray Matheson and Frank de Kova.
improvement of stereophonic
Running time, 99 minutes. General audience classification. For January
sound in the production of films.
;

On the latter score, Reade said
the technical advances on stereophonic sound at the studios
will increase stereophonic sound
installations in theatres. However, he predicted that studios
will release films in conventional sound, too, to those theatres in which it is "impractical"
to install stereophonic sound

equipment.

TOA

The
product

described the
"very
being
blaming what he

president
as

shortage

right now.
one of the worst Decembers
in years on the lack of product. Being a believer in the law of supply

acute"
called

and demand, Reade forecast that
condition would correct itself.

many

,

'

he

this

In
exhibition

added,
will be helpful in the product situation.
Some will go into production,
others will supply financing and still
others
will
lend
encouragement
through such means as promising
playing time, he said.
However, the
president saw no "big concerted
action" generally by exhibition to get
into production.
respects,

TOA

Sees East and

West Strong

Regarding general business condiamong exhibitors, Reade said
he had been talking a great deal

tions
that
all

TOA

over the country, referring to
meetings, and he was

regional

in-

formed of improved business conditions in the East and Far West. These
areas, he maintained, have weathered
the

competition of television while
in the South and Southwest

many areas

ji

are first feeling the effect of TV, a
competitive factor which lessens with
the years.
There will be many fine
films for release in 1954, he stated,

and they should be of much help. One
the great problems, Reade continued, is to get some consistency in
the grossing performances of pictures,
of

and to try to eliminate the tremendous
grossing ups

and downs of pictures

"Paratrooper"
(Columbia-Warimck)

THE

for

Theatre-TV Activity

Hollywood, Dec. 21

FACT THAT ALAN LADD

all-time peak in drawing
power as this Warwick production co-starring him with Britain's distinguished Leo Genn comes to American release is its best qualification for
success in today's market on this side. It is a picture about the activities and
achievements of British-trained paratroopers in World
II prior to, and
slightly overlapping, this country's declaration of war.
In it the American
Ladd, portraying a former member of the American army who has enlisted
as a Canadian in the British force, is given frequent opportunity to swing that
flat-footed right of his to the vulnerable jaw of other service men who have
the ill luck to have (1) wondered aloud how long it will be before the Americans join the war, (2) jest casually concerning the red beret his paratroop
wears as uniform, or some such. The swinging of that flat-footed right having
won this impassive performer one of the biggest fan followings in show business it's right and proper to figure it'll win him fans and influence box-office in
this instance also. Color by Technicolor is another selling point.
The story is from "The Red Beret," a book by Hillary St. George Saunders,
via an adaptation by himself and a screen adaptation by the American Sy Bartlett which was used in turn by the American Richard Mailbaum and Frank Nugent in writing the screen play. The American Irving Allen and Albert R.
Broccoli produced the picture and the British Terence Young directed it. In
who takes care of the rothe cast with Ladd and Genn are Susan Stephen
mantic responsibilities involved in the narrative Harry Andrews, Donald

IS

at his

War

—

—

Houston, Anthony Bushnell, Patric Doonan, Stanley Baker, Lana Morris,
Tim Turner and (literally) hundreds more.
The training given the paratroopers is interestingly presented, and several
sequences showing parachute drops, solo and mass, have high visual value.

The

story, apart from the personal material, is factual.
The two instances of
one a raid on the Continent, the other a clash in the North
conflict

—
—are

armed

African, desert

Running
release.

very convincingly handled.
General audience

time, 81 minutes.

classification.

WILLIAM

,.

For January
R.

WEAVER

Many Houses Closing

Johnston to Address
In Chicago Territory MPIC on Jan. 7
CHICAGO,

Dec.

21.—Adversely

affected by a combination of sub-normal business over the Thanksgiving
holiday, the pre-Christmas slump, the
first cold wave of the year and the
advent of television in smaller towns,
several theatres in this area have,
closed their doors. Among those closing, or scheduled to close by the first
of the year, are Lyle Leek's Oneida,

Prentice Hampton's GlassVernon K. Baker's
Glassford
Fern, Alexis
Rudd Lohrenz's Brad,
Bradford Warner Brothers' Cosmo,
Chicago the Bailey Circuit's Stark,
Toulon, and Enos Guanajuato's San
Luis, formerly the White Palace, Chicago. Spiro Pappas, who operates the
Saunders, Harvard, has taken over
the opposition Harvard and will close
Chester Kirk's Bement,
it on Jan. 1.

Oneida;

today.

Looks

MURRAY HOROWITZ

release.

ford,

;

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 21.— Eric A.
Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America, on Jan.
7 will address a special meeting of
the Motion Picture Industry Council
in response to an invitation tendered
by MPIC president Arthur Freed and
in line with a suggestion made by
Carey Wilson, chairman of the committee on overseas production, in a
report submitted at the last previous
meeting.
_

;

On

theatre TV, Reade said he
looked for more activity in that field
during the coming year, foreseeing
more shows and additional installations.
TOA, he continued, is now
engaged in a project to try to expand the children's library of the

MPAA.

;

;

executive. It is reported that Lazarus
be elected to a vice-presidency
upon Spingold's semi-retirement.

may

Spingold joined Columbia in 1933.
Previously, he had been a general
press representative and prior to that
had been a reporter on Chicago
newspapers.
Reports that

Joseph

McConville,

president of Columbia Pictures International, also would retire to a semiactive status after Jan. 1 were denied
yesterday by McConville. McConville
said he would continue in his present
capacity.
It had been reported that
Lacy Kastner, a vice-president of the

company who now

is

in

Europe, would

take over the international subsidiary.
Kastner may come over here to perform executive duties at the home
office shortly after Jan. 1.

Subpoena

to Protect

(Continued from page 1)
send a representative to the hearing
could testify on the handling of
film. "We could have subpoenaed a
witness but we did not wish to discommode anyone," said Wile. "We
raised no objection to the trucking
company having subpoenaed James
Christian, head booker for UniversalInternational," added Wile. "Christian
neither testified for or against us.
He simply told the truth. So did Gen-

who

tile:"

"The only
from

implication one can

make

this affair is that the truckers are

afraid that they will lose their case
on the facts and therefore have to
resort to such tactics as Gross has at-

tempted," concluded Wile.

Lenticolor
(Continued from page 1)

company's participation in the further
development of Lenticolor.
The Lenticolor board of directors
met in New York last week to discuss the 20th-Fox status in view of
the Technicolor affiliation. The board
decided to ask Skouras what his company intends to do in regard to its
future activities on behalf of Lenticolor. Skouras is due back here from
Europe tomorrow.

Pre-Christmas Dull;
Chicago Grosses Off
CHICAGO,

Dec.

21.— The

pre-

slump continues to grip
both first-run and outlying theatres
here, with only a few exceptions to
brighten an otherwise drab box-office
Christmas

picture.

One

of these bright spots

is

topping $26,000 in its
fourth week with "How to Marry
Millionaire"
another is "This Is
Cinerama," still going strong and topping $30,000 in its 20th week at the
the

Oriental,

A

;

Palace.

Other

good showings are being
by "Decameron Nights,"
surprisingly good for this time of
year with $3,000 in its fourth round
at the Surf
"The Captain's Paraturned

in

;

Bement, was virtually destroyed by
a fire last week and no plans are be-

dise," also topping $3,000 at the Ziegfeld in
sixth week, and "The
its

ing made for its reconstruction at the
present time.
The sole bright note in the picture
is the announced reopening of the Alger Circuit's La Salle, in La Salle, on
a week-end operation.

Robe" still over $25,000 in the 13th
week of a great run at the State Lake.
Most first-runs are marking time until
Christmas Day, when business is expected to bounce back from its present low estate.

IX-

/
'

hi*

y

HARRY KLEINER

ERR/ W.ALD
A

•

Production

Based on.a story by W.
•

Directed by

SOMERSET MAUGHAM

CURTIS BERNHARDT

BECKWORTH CORPORATION

Picture

75
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Better Business Bureau

Reports on Status of

MERRY CHRISTMAS
To

Ye movie

all

men

Because of widespread public confusion on the subject of color television,
the National Better Business Bureau has conducted a questionnaire-survey of
all the nation's television manufacturers and presented a concensus of their
opinions in a report, titled "The Facts
About Color Television."
The report states that returns from
questionnaires clearly demthe
onstrate that there is no basis for pubexpectations that color receivers
lic
will be available in quantity in the
near future or that the difference in
price between color and black-andwhite receivers will soon be a negliIt is the concensus of
gible factor.
the manufacturers' opinion that production of color sets during 1954 will
be extremely small that color television receivers will be relatively expen-

NBBB

To exhibs,

distribs

and front-office sahibs
like Barney, Sam, Harry
Jack, Milton, D. Schary

;

who used our magazine to show
teen-age fans why they should go

sive, retailing somewhere between $700
and $1,000; and that picture sizes of
the first color receivers will be rela-

tively small.

to all the films listed below.

See Color Telecasting Limited

"While a few color programs on
a limited network will be broadcast
to a number of our larger cities during 1954, most authorities in the indus-

Hans Christian Anderson

By the
!

Roman Holiday

. .

All

,

I

Desire

Sl !very
,

From Here

So\o^e

Woon

to tternity

^

Back Lmle Sheba

black-and-white

NBBB.
presi-

ductions, which will occupy the space
when the building opens in the early
spring. The transaction involves a net
13,200
floor area of approximately

more

feet.

The new

in '54!

quarters will house the
Disney organization and its subsidiaries, Buena Vista Film Distributing
Co., Walt Disney Character Merchandising Division and the Walt Disney

Music Co. All now are

at

1270 Sixth

warm your

seats,

fill

your

tills

Publish all your blurbs and stills
Get our multi-million teens
Regularly before your screens

Along with- folks, friends and beaus
Young and. old, cats and schmoes
To watch your wondrous tales unfold

i

"On

the contrary, these sets will
future color broadcasts, and
reproduce the pictures in conventional
black-and-white with the same high
quality as is provided by the standard
black-and-white broadcasts on the air
today.
"This is good news for those who
have invested over $7,000,000,000, in
the 25,000,000 black-and-white television receivers now in use in the United
receive

States.

"These

should also allay the
of other American
who have deferred the purchase of a
television set in the mistaken belief
that the advent of color would automatically relegate all black-and-white
receivers to the junk heap. No longer
need they deprive themselves of the
entertainment and cultural advantages
which television of the present day
fears

facts

millions

offers."

Society

in Canada
TORONTO, Dec. 21.— The forma-

tion of
for the

the Canadian Film Society
combining of an estimated 40

community

film councils as a separate
section of the Canadian Film Institute,

with headquarters in Ottawa, is regarded here as a significant development.
Ian MacNeill of the National Film
Board has been named provisional
president of the society until

its

first

meeting next year in Toronto. One
purpose of the group will be the operation of a film booking service throughthe

country.

Named Remhusch Chairman

Co-Presidents

For Publicists Guild
The

of

'

out

Ave.

We'll

:

Formed

new 23-story
building at 477 Madison Avenue here
has been leased bv Walt Disney Proentire floor in the

square

stated
"Color television will
develop gradually as one more stage
i
the orderly evolution of the television industry.
It will not foment a
revolution which would destroy or impair the value of television receivers
now in use. Specifically, it will not
obsolete the black-and-white (monochrome) receiving set you now own or
contemplate purchasing.
dent,

New Film

Disney to Move to
New Quarters Here
An

HAPPY NEW YEAR
for

that

Kenneth B. Willson, NBBB's

Metro's Pictures of
the Month

Come back

opinion

their

telecasts," said the

Scared atm

The Girls of
Pleasure Island

The Actress

try are quoted as agreeing that color

programs will be infrequent for many
months or until enough color sets have
been sold to make color programs
worth while to the sponsor. It is also

programs may always outnumber color

Those Redheads from Seattle

TV

Of Indiana Tax Drive

has

Trueman T. Rembusch has been
named chairman of the COMPO tax

They are Dick
manager
publicity-promotion

repeal drive committee for Indiana.
Others on the committee are Alex

Publicists Guild of

for the first time
elected co-presidents.

in

its

New

York,

history,

Linke,
Records, and Walter
Capitol
for
Kaner, public relations. The other officers are
John O'Malley, first 'vicepresident Spencer Hare, second viceLillian Pickard, treasurer,
president
and Edward N. Mintz, secretary.
:

;

Marc Wolf of
Kreighbaum of
Rochester, S. J. Gregory of Chicago,
Richard Lochry of Indianapolis, Duncan Kennedy of Chicago, Oscar Fine
Manta

of

Chicago,

Indianapolis,

Lisle

of Evansville,

Al Borkenstcin

;

And

help you build your pot of gold.

Wayne and Bruce

of Fort
Kixmiller of Bick-

nell.

Legion's Latest List

Has

WASSAIL from seventeen

2 in

f

B/ 6

in 'A'

in
"Fugitive
and
been placed in Class
B in the latest listing of the Legion
Six films are in Class
of Decency.
A: "Stranger on the Prowl" and
"Anita Garibaldi" in Section II and
"El Alamein," "Give A Girl A
Break," "Rob Roy" and "Song of

"Forbidden"
Trieste" have

the

Land"

in

Section

I.

FILMACK
SPECIAL

TRAILERS

Tuesday, December

22,
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Col. OldFilrns
(Continued from page

Television

1)

the floor for a board membership but he asked that his name

be withdrawn.
All present directors of the company
were reelected by the stockholders
yesterday.
They were Harry Cohn,
Jack Cohn, A. Schneider, Leo M.
Blancke, N. B. Spingold, A. Mon-

^HE
*

two independent

directors be elected
to represent the smaller shareholders

.

who

represent 60 per cent of the outstanding common stock. He was critical of what he termed excessive salaries and expense accounts of some of
the executives.
Mardfin asserted that
the company management needed reorganizing.

.

program which starts CBSaturday, Jan. 2
(11:00-12:00 noon) is completely sold out.
Veep Bob Weitman has arranged for
Martin Block's "Block Party" program, which preems at midnite Thursday, to originate at the Little Theatre on 44th St.,
where top-flight screen, radio and TV stars will drop in to
ABCongratulate Martin on a coast-to-coast network.
Jack Lescoulie

.

.

.

in

.

creasing his direct holdings to 130,236
shares, the Securities and Exchange
Commission reported. Cohn also has
direct holdings of 400 shares of preferred

Sign Sales Pact for
'Sovereign Theatre'
Dec. 21.— Televi-

The

contract permits

E.

STARK—

Brokers and Financial Consultants

TELEVISION STATIONS

RADIO STATIONS
50 E. 58th St., N. Y.
Specialists to

if

.

.

.

if
if
if
has just completed shooting 39 new introductions, station-breaks and closing segs for the NBC-TV film
division's Paragon Playhouse series (formerly "Douglas Fairbanks
Presents").
Walter Abel is the program's new host.
Ida
Lupino makes her
debut on Thursday's telecast of "House for
Sale," over CBS (8:30 P.M.) on the "Singer Four Star Playhouse."
Gillette will spend a cool three hundred grand in a special
(NBC) and radio (ABC) program on Christmas Day
tri-city
titled, "Christmas with the Stars," from 10 :00-11 :00 P.M., with which
Bob Hope, Tyrone Power, Tony Martin, Rochester and the Sportsmen Quartet (from Hollywood), Victor Borge, Eddie Fisher, Roz

Sound Masters,

Inc.,

.

.

.

TV

.

.

.

TV

Hamilton Watch Co.

^HOWARD

.

.

.

Sovereign to sell the films jointly
with TPA.
The series consists of
52 half-hour dramas originally produced as the "General Electric Theatre" and "Jewelers Showcase" for

if

TV

network time can be cleared next month, Raymond
Spector Adv. Agency will exercise its option on Demini Productions' new action quiz, "Fast Money," which is serviced by the
Ralph Edwards office and stars Richard Llewylln for Hazel
Bishop.
Mavro Productions has signed Hy Turkin, "Daily
Nezvs" (N.Y.) sportswriter and WPIX sportscaster, to write
and narrate a series of 13 historic fight telefilms for regional and
network schedules.
VIDEOKAYS : Dorothy Marucki's
("S. Pacific" ballerina,)
dramasterful emoting in a recent
"CBStudio One" ; Jackie Cooper's great performance as the jazz
musician on Bob Montgomery's "Birth of the Blues" presentation
on NBC-TV last week; Herb Sheldon's fine personal efforts
towards wiping out local juve delinquency ; Warren Hull's smooth
emceeing on "CBStrike It Rich"; Walter Cronkhite's thrilling
"You Are There," CBSeries of TV"eludes ; Big Jon Arthur's
intelligent story-telling for moppets via ABCincinnati.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 21.— Harry
Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures,
in November purchased 1,000 shares of
common stock in the company, in-

eign Productions.

.

show's stage crew with a wrist watch. ...
Radio dead?
Not by a long shot if
CBSquire Robert Q. Lewis is any criterion
(and he is).
Bob's new full hour radio

If

"Sovereign Theatre" in accordance
with an agreement signed with Sover-

.

mas Gleason's greetings, presented every
member of the orchestra and the entire

Harry Cohn Increases
His Columbia Holdings

HOLLYWOOD,

.

.

Incidentally, Jackie, as this Christ-

tions.

of

sion Programs of America will distribute the series of films known as

if

if

.

meeting

stockholders, although he had been provided a list
earlier this year.
In answer to questions regarding
company business, A. Schneider, vicepresident and treasurer, said the stepup in income started in June and that
the first quarter did not reflect the
grosses of "From Here to Eternity."
The September quarter, he said,
showed a gross of around $18,000,000,
of which $1,500,000 resulted from
"From Here to Eternity." It was estimated that the December quarter
would see a gross of approximately
$20,000,000.
list

.

if

List of Stockholders

new

a

.

.

.

EL

5-0405

Motion Picture Industry

Helen Hayes and Rosemary Clooney (from N.Y.) and the
Boston Pops Orchestra, sounding off from the Hub. Jimmy Powers
will emcee, with Joe Santley the producer.
Last time Gillette spent
a similar amount was for the World's championship prize fight
telecast between Jersey Joe Walcott and Rocky Marciano which
ended in a first round K.O.
Russell,

her "wicked".,

and

didn't

&

in present black

Jack (Smiley) Lescoulie, announcer on "The Jackie Gleason
Show" and Dave Garroway's "Today," will cover the Mardi
Gras portion of the latter program when it originates from
New Orleans at Mardi Gras time next Feb.
His fine job
on the Affair and "Page One Journal" has
earned Ted Nelson reappointment as director of the Newspaper Guild's annual ball
next May.
Jackie Gleason has just
cut an album for Capitol consisting of eight
songs written around his TV characteriza-

was held about two months earlier
than the usual time, Mardfin said he
was unable to contact the other stockholders in order to put his proposals
into a resolution.
He asserted that
he had been denied the opportunity to
get

and others viewing the proceedings

.

three who sought to "streamline" the
company's management. Mardfin proposed that a policy of cumulative voting for directors be adopted and that

stockholders'

Roses
be colorcast via NBCoast-to-coast
with at least 21 cities picking up the

They called

of

white
reception.
F. W. Woolworth will pick up the tab for the show,
which will be emceed by Don Ameche, announced by Roy Neal and
Jimmy Wallington, and will feature Gen. William F. Dean, as grand
marshal of the parade.
Mike Dutton, producer of the hilarious
"Mogen David Wine"derful Sunday nite "Dollar a Second" series
via Du Mont, emceed by comic Jan Murray, will resign from the
show to produce a new Dutton-Moss TV package, "A Fool and His
Money," starring Ed Wynn, who'll "explain Rube Goldberg inventions."
Jess Kimmel will take over the Jan Murray series reins.
Ziggy Talent, former comic-saxaphonist with Vaughn Monroe
ork, has formed his own quartet, Ziggy Talent & His Talent, vocal
and instrumental group that's going places.
color,

Donald S. Stralen, Alfred Hart
and Abraham M. Sonnabend.
Another proposal was made by V.
H. Mardfin, a stockholder, who said
that he represented a committee of

Had

Radio

with Pinky Herman,
COLORFUL PAGEANTRY of the Tournament

parade in Pasadena will
(12:15-1:45 P.M.) on Jan. 1

tague,

Because the

- -

know the
half of

it!

FILMAKERS
RELEASING

ORGANIZATION
ALBANY-BUFFALO
LEWIS
505 Pearl

i

LIESER

J.

MA. 3856

St., Buffalo 2,

ATLANTA
JOHN W. MANGHAM
193 Walton

ay —

f

N.W., LA. 0421

St.,

BOSTON
ALBERT SWERDLOVE
54-58 Piedmont

(16), LI. 2-67541

St.

CHARLOTTE
SCOTT LETT
.

300 W. Third

Ida Lupino's

performance (and
directing) in

Bigamist'

The

CHICAGO
ALBERT DEZEL
831

A

(5), HA. 7-3626

CINCINNATI
JAY M. GOLDBERG
1632 Central Parkway (10), Main 485

CLEVELAND
BERNIE RUBIN
2108 Payne Avenue (14), Main 9376

DALLAS

WALTER WIHCHUL
\..

Wabash Ave.

S.

will

get an Oscar!"

(1), 4-6426

St.

HERMAN BEIERSDORF
2011 Jackson

(1), RA. 8055

St.

DENVER
TOM

solid 'sleeper'-

DES MOINES-OMAHA

a hit that should
have the gals

dabbing at

WILLIAM FELD
1112 High

Des Moines, 2-6583

DETROIT

their

2310 Cass Ave. (1),

WO.

1-0646

INDIANAPOLIS

It

JOSEPH W. BOHN
441 N.

4438

(4), LI.

Illinois St.

KANSAS CITY
118

W. H. GAFFNEY
W. 18th St. (8), VI. 8498

LOS ANGELES
CHARLES KRANZ
1968

S.

Vermont Ave. (7), RE. 1-114

MEMPHIS

JIMMY STARR
L.

St.,

ALBERT DEZEL

has all
the elements
without being
!"
melodramatic
eyes...

BAILEY

H.

2071 Broadway (2),Acoma 0639

FRED A. MEYERS
361 S. Second

A. Herald-Express

St.,

5-2386

MILWAUKEE
WM. BENJAMIN
706 W. State

(3), BR. 2-6922

St.

MINNEAPOLIS

wm

DONALD

SWARTZ

E.

1109 Currie Ave. North (3),

LI.

701

NEW ORLEANS
COHEN

HAROLD

F.
S. Liberty St. (12),

150

RA. 9538

NEW YORK
JACK BELLMAN & JOE FELDER
630 Ninth Ave. (36),

CI. 3-0980

OKLAHOMA

CITY

CARR SCOTT
708 W. Grand Ave.

(1), 7-7125

PHILADELPHIA
JACK ENGEL
1315 Vine

(7), LO. 3-9020

St.

PITTSBURGH
M. BRAUMAN & B. STEARN
415 Van Braam St. (19), AT. 1-163i

PORTLAND
ENGERMAN &

J.

1806 N.W. Kearney

ST.

1.
St.

VOLCHOK
(9), BR. 546

LOUIS

G. PHILLIPS & H. GORELICK
3216 Olive St. (3), JE. 6397

SALT LAKE CITY
TOM
260

E. First

BAILEY

H.

South

St.

(1), 9-7663

SAN FRANCISCO
AL GRUBSTICK
255 Hyde

St.

(2), OR. 3-9846

SEATTLE
J.

ENGERMAN &

Z.

VOLCHOK

2414 Second Ave. (1), SE. 4787

WASHINGTON,
B.

1001

New

MILLS &

Jersey Ave.,

D. C.
BERKSON
N.W. (1), RE. 7

J.
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Skouras Adamant

Central Depot
British,

Committee Set
For Shipping
Survey
And Report in January
to

A

three-man committee was appointed yesterday by the national distributors
committee
to
all
study
phases, angles and problems in connection with the proposed centralization of film shipping and inspection in
key

Dec.

22.

The

manager of M-G-M; A. Montague, general sales manager of
Columbia, and

William

Gehr-

ing, executive assistant general
sales manager of 20th Century-

Fox.
Charles Feldman, chairman of the
national committee, said here yesterday following a meeting that the appointment of the committee was an
important step toward the establish{

Court Reverses

Itself,

Italian Producers

Ask Government Aid

Hollywood Plant
Taken by Paramount
HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

22.— In

a

transaction believed to involve several million dollars, Paramount Pictures Corp. today purchased the 100acre Hollywood studio of Warner

Brothers, where the
tures

were made.

move

its

first

talking pic-

Paramount

will

— KTLA

television station
together with the studio to the newlyacquired property and will provide
space there for the long-planned museum of the Motion Picture Relief

istence status.
One of the films,

previously

ROME,

Dec. 22.— With a
in

new

film

Italy,

the

of Producers is
urging the Government that such law

Italian

WB

Association

contain provisions for special licensing
distributors and producers which
will raise the compulsory projectiontotal of native films from 80 to 120
days yearly for each film.
It is also suggested that the present
government subsidy of 10 per cent
of the gross income of all pictures
be increased to 16 per cent.
It was confirmed here today that
of

{Continued on page 4)

Moser,

had

transaction also provides that

Paramount

back to Warners
a portion of the space which the lat{ Continued on page 4)
will lease

Filmakers Schedules
Five Features in '54
HOLLYWOOD.

Dec. 22.— FilmakReleasing Organization will produce five features during the coming
year, with "Story of a Cop"' as next
to go, with production starting next
month, it was disclosed here today by
Irving Levin, president of the company. Collyer Young will produce and
Don Siegel will direct a cast headed
by Ida Lupino.

"Street Corner,"

been

approved

by

he

revised his decision
after listening to additional medical
testimony offered by the censor board.
Medical reels were ordered deleted
from that film and also from two
others, "The Story of Bob and Sally"

and
In

lint

"Mom

and Dad."

affirming

Rank's Theatres Accept
Sound, Screen Demands
By

PETER BURNUP

Dec. 22.— Spyros Skou20th Century-Fox president, stood
adamant on two fronts here today
against changes
in
the
company's
CinemaScope sales policy with respect
either to approved theatre screens or
to stereophonic sound.
At an informal meeting with leaders of the Cinematograph Exhibitors
Association,
and later with John
Davis, managing director of the J.
Arthur Rank Organization, Skouras
steadfastly refused to make conces-

the

board's

action,
that

sions either in the way of waiving
the company's insistence upon fourtrack stereophonic sound for its CinemaScope presentations or modifying
its demand for Miracle Mirror, Astrolite
or other screens of equivalent
quality.

In the case of the Rank Organization, Skouras' stand will
mean the replacement of Stableford wide screens already installed in many of its theatres
{Continued on page 4)

Judge Moser took the position

the medical reels are the only reasons
for the film.
He stated he could not
"in good conscience permit well-prepared, good intentioned medical reels
to be used as an excuse for motion
{Continued on page 2)

'Knights of the Round Table
[Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer"]

Fund.

The

BALTIMORE, Dec. 22.— The Maryland Board of Motion Picture Censors'
ban on "medical" reels in three motion picture productions was affirmed today
by Judge Herman Moser in Baltimore City Court. At the same time, however, Moser urged an appeal from his
ruling by the distributors to determine
whether the state board has a legal ex-

law under consideration

Continued on page 4)

Policy in U. K.

ras,

Bans 'Medical' Films

committee consists of
Reagan, general sales

In CTScope

LONDON,

cities.

Charles

ers

Bars Changes

— Screen

advertising concerns here and on the
Continent have formed the International Screen Advertising Service
which, it is planned, will be extended to the United States, the
British Commonwealth and other parts of the world, giving global
circulation to screen advertising.
It is claimed that present members have contractual advertising
outlets in approximately 15,800' theatres in Britain, France, Germany,
Belgium and Italy. Negotiations for the extension of the organization
are in progress now. Members will pool resources and ideas.
Moving spirits behind the organization are the heads of the British
firm of Pearl and Dean, Ltd., formerly with the J. Arthur Rankcontrolled screen advertising firm of Langford's. They have exclusive
advertising rights in the A. B. C. circuit and a considerable number
of independent theatres here.

To Study Plan
3-Man Group

European Screen Ad Firms Plan

Global Circulation Setup, Including U.S.
LONDON,

TEN CENTS

1953

(CitiemaScope)

2nd-Run

Chi.

Terms

For 'Robe' Revealed
CHICAGO, Dec. 22. — Confirming
a report circulating here yesterday,
the Jackson Park attorney, Thomas
C. McConnell, verified the fact that
he and his clients have waived the
two-week outlying run limitation on
"defendant" theatres to allow them to
run "The Robe" for two weeks, inasmuch as the Jackson Park will not be
equipped for CinemaScope by the time
the picture is released for its first subsequent runs on Jan. 15. McConnell
{Continued on page 4)

Hollywood, Dec. 22
a magnificent production a tremendous attraction. It tells in eloquent Eastman
color spread lavishly but validly over its sometimes mile-wide
vistas of terrain how the fabulous King- Arthur and his heroic "Knights
of the Round Table" held young England together in the Fifth Century
following the departure of the Roman legions and when lordlings, big
and small, competed for power, fairly if convenient; otherwise, if not.
The film has a great cast, with literally thousands taking- part in the
rousing' battle scenes. It is certain to make impressive box office history 55,
wherever and whenever shown.
Aage A. Schubart, 55, RKO Radio
Robert Taylor, whose "Ivanhoe" is among the screen's financial
manager
of branch operations since
toppers, plays here with equal or greater conviction the role of Sir
1937, died suddenly Monday night at
KingLancelot,
Arthur's staunch right hand. Ava Gardner is properly
Columbus Hospital here, from a
decorous as Queen Guinevere, whose love for Lancelot is not kept cerebral hemorrhage.
secret in this version, and Anne Crawford is strikingly fair and gentle
Schubart, who was born in CopenMel Ferrer is noble and stately enough, without hagen, started in the industry in 1921,
as the ill-fated Elaine.
{Continued on page 6)
{Continued on page 6)

MGM's

FIRST PICTURE
;

in

CinemaScope

is

RKO's A.A. Schubart,
Dies Suddenly
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Irving Sulds Joins

Personal
Mention
[
*~J

AWRENCE

Theatre Network

Irving Paul Sulds, for the past three
years theatre television consultant to

WEINGARTEN,

executive
studio
plans to leave New

and

York

Hollywood on Sunday.

for

Century-Fox

20th

Indianapolis, has
chief barker of Indianin

been elected
apolis Variety Club Tent No.
•

10.

tative,

covering Portland and Seattle.
•

Victor Mature

it

here last night
for the Coast, with stopovers scheduled for Chicago and Louisville.
left

-

Paramount

was announced by Nathan

L.

Hal-

TNT.

Sulds will
assist Halpern in all phases of the
network's operations but will emphasize sales and production for Telepresident of

the division which specialclosed-circuit television uses
by industry and business.
Sulds is a pioneer in the medium.
Sessions,

izes

Willard Cochlan has joined Warner Brothers as Northwest represen-

Broadcasting

American

Theatres, has joined Theatre Network
Television in an executive capacity,
pern,

•

Conn,
branch manager
Bob

'Medical Film'
(Continued from page 1)

M-G-M

producer,

TV

Wednesday, December

in

picture productions allegedly designed
for entertainment purposes."
Judge Moser declared he feels "the
time has come when the powers, even
the very existence of the Maryland
Censor Board be settled by the highest court in the state.
At that time,
he added, the Maryland Court of Appeals should also have the benefit of
U. S. Supreme Court decisions in two

pending cases.
It has previously

been

stated

by

Moser that the Maryland Censor
Board has failed to establish standards
While with AB-PT, he was responby which it measures and determines
television
theatre
such
for
sible
is obscene and indecent, the basis
Notre Dame football what
"firsts"

at
Civil

Defense training sessions,
the first New York Technical Career
Conference, and the first use of closed-

games,

kinescoping for sales training
He has written and lectured
films.
on the subject and has conducted
technical and programming seminars
with the Special Devices Center of

for

banning a

Abe Olman,

general

manager

of

AMPA's

150 Attend

Murray and Burkett
Joining Pathe 'Lab'
Pathe Laboratories has created two

new

executive positions

in

its

West

Coast division, in anticipation of an
for color processing, both of theatrical and television
motion pictures.
The new Pathe officials, both of

increase in

demand

have been executives of Color
Corp. of America, are Otis W. Murray and James S. Burkett, as announced by James L. Wolcott, com-

whom

pany vice-president.
Murray will be Pathe vice-president
in

charge of West Coast operations.

For two years he has been vice-president and general manager of Color
Corp., manufacturers of Cinecolor motion picture film and was Color Corp.
director of research for five years.
For 10 years he was a color research
engineer for duPcnt.
Burkett was named sales manager
for Pathe's West Coast division under
Charles Amory, Coast sales vice-

U. S. Navy, the Theatre Guild,
and the Symphony Concert Orchesthe

tras
Managers group, as well
numerous advertising agencies.

'Eternity' Sets

Marks

as

New

at Capitol

Yuletide Party Here
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers

closed

its

will

strictly festive.

a dais at which sat several past presiPA, including Martin
dents of
Bamberger,
Starr,
Leon
Gordon
White, Vincent Trotta, Rutgers Neil-

AM

"From Here to Etern- son and Harry
bow out of the Capitol Floersheimer of

Theatre here
20 weeks and
record at the
the standpoint

tonight after a run of
one day, breaking every
34-year-old house from
of gross receipts, length

of stay and attendance, Columbia and
the theatre management reported yesterday.
Opening on Aug. 4, the picture rang
up a gross, after Federal taxes, in
excess of $1,450,000.
It also set a
new mark for a single day when
$31,496 passed through the box-office,
and for a weekend with $59,788, as
well as for a week which took in
$171,674.

activities

President Lige Brien presided from

Columbia's
ity"

year's

here
yesterday
with
annual
its
Christmas luncheon which was attended by approximately 150 persons
in the Hotel Piccadilly.
The affair

was

circuit also

MPA, MGM

Promote Reopening
NORWALK, CONN., Dec.

—Pat

22.

Crowley, Paramount's
new star, East for the holidays,
will be Hollywood's representative at the opening of the Norwalk Theatre Saturday night.
The date was arranged by Paramount as a goodwill gesture to

Norwalk citizens who are voluntarily campaigning to assure
the success of the house that
has been closed three years.
Also pitching in for the premiere are the Motion Picture
Association of America and

M-G-M, whose "Easy
will

to

Love"

be the opening feature.

film.

circuit

Robbins Music Co., has returned to
New York from London.

Citizens,

1953

23,

was

McWilliams.
the Walter
a dais guest.

Al
Reade

Prizes Plentiful

There were door prizes galore,
ranging from bottles, jewelry, books,
records and cosmetics to a trip to
Florida.
The lucky fellow who won
the latter prize was Merlin Lewis of

"The Film Daily."

Lifts Ban on
'Captain's Paradise'

Md.

Alda to 'M.C on TV
At 'Cantor' Premiere
Robert Alda will be the master-ofceremonies tonight at the 30-minute
telecast from the Paramount Theatre
lobby here where Warner Brothers'
"The Eddie Cantor Story" will have
its New York premiere at a special
evening performance.
Alda will interview
prominent celebrities over
ABC-TV as they enter the theatre.
The premiere is being sponsored by
the
Educational
Alliance
Alumni
Association and the Eddie Cantor
Camp Committee. Keefe Brasselle,

who

plays the

title

role,

also will be

present.

"Hondo," the current attraction at
Paramount, will resume tomorrow, the "Eddie Cantor Story" opening on Christmas Day.
the

Aaronoff Will Open

Own

Publicity Office

Ed

Aaronoff, veteran show business
publicist, has resigned from the Universal-International home office publicity department, effective Jan. 1, to

BALTIMORE, Dec 22.—The ban open his own office.
on "Captain's Paradise" was lifted toAaronoff, who was with Warner
day through a reluctant approval by
Capitol were "Moulin
Brothers in New York for several
the
Maryland
Board
of
Censors.
EarBurkett has been Color weeks; "Gone with the Wind," 11
president.
years, will handle commercial and
lier the board had declined to license
show business accounts in New York.
Corp. vice-president in charge of sales. weeks and two days, and "Since You
the
film
and
United
Artists
appealed
Starting in distribution in 1914, he Went Away" and "Anchors Aweigh,"
for reconsideration.
operated his own film exchanges for 10 weeks each.
The order issued today permitting
for
"From Here to Eternity," it was
a period, and for 10 years was a
exhibition of the film in Maryland
pointed
played
with
no
stage
show
out,
Republic
and
Monogram,
for
producer
57
and its only concession to the so-called stemmed from that appeal. The cenEagle-Lion.
Henry
said
continuation
of
Reiner,
sor
board
its ban
York sales
57,
New
Wolcott pointed out that Pathe, a "new look" was that the Capitol and
undoubtedly would find the board in representative for National Screen
other
theatres
which
some
of
the
in
Industries,
is
subsidiary of Chesapeake
Baltimore City Court.
Service for 17 years, died Monday
receiving an increased flow of Pathe- it has played across the country utilThe picture does not have a Pro- night at Royal Hospital after a brief
color business from its Hollywood ized a wide-screen and stereophonic
illness.
Reiner had been in the screen
At the Capitol, the picture duction Code seal.
laboratory, with a much greater in- sound.
announcement service for many years.
1,200,000
crease expected because of the begin- was seen by more than
He is survived by his widow, Claire,
ticket-buvers, with a one-day high of
ning of color telecasts.
and
three sons, Lawrence, Richard
more than 25,000.
and Robert.
U.S.
to 'Test'
Funeral services will be held from
"Sadie Thompson" Opens
United States distribution rights to the Riverside Funeral Chapel at 10:15
Tonight at Capitol
"The Final Test," new J. Arthur this morning.
Columbia's "Miss Sadie Thompson" Rank comedy, have been acquired by
LONDON, Dec. 22.—Nat Cohen,
director with Stuart Levy of Anglo- will have its premiere tonight at a Continental Distributing, Inc., in acAmalgamated Film Ditributors, has midnight premiere at the Capitol cordance with an agreement just
Abraham Mopper, counsel to the
Theatre here. The late debut was ar- signed by Frank Kassler, president of
left here for the U. S. with a print
of the just completed "Dangerous ranged so that Broadway stars can Continental, who is now making ar- New York Independent Theatre OwnVoyage," starring William Lundigan. attend after performances in their re- rangements for an American premiere ers Association and a member of the
engagement at a New York special- New York law firm of Wiseman,
He will discuss distribution and fur- spective theatres.
Celler, Allan & Spett, died here yesJose Ferrer, co-star with Rita Hay- ized film theatre.
ther joint production projects.
Walter Reade, Jr., president of the terday. He is survived by his widow
The company is now shooting "The worth in the picture, will be present,
Sleeping Tiger," at Nettlefold studios, along with five other cast members, Reade circuit and the Theatre Owners and a daughter.
Services will be held this morning
Alexander Aldo Ray, Harry Bellaver, Russell of America, is associated with Kassler
Smith,
Alexis
starring
at the Park West Memorial Chapel.
Collins, Rudy Bond and Henry Slate. in Continental.
Knox and Dirk Bogarde.
Previous

the
Rouge," 15

record-holders

at

Services Today
Henry Reiner,

Continental Acquires
Rights

Nat Cohen Due Here

On

Release Plans

Abraham Mopper Dead
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ALL THIS AND A
MILLION DOLLARS

WORTH

OF PROMOTION TOO!
America's No.

1

favor/fes, the stars of

famed "/ Love Lucy" come to the
screen in a riotous M-G-M comedy
promoted sky-high!
TV's

JUST ONE OF THE
BIG "JUBILEE" HITS!

Eagerly Awaited by The Fans!

LUCILLE BALL DESI
•

ARNAZ

THE LONG, LONG TRAILER
{Everything gorgeous in color!)

SEE TRADE

SHOW

JAN. 4th and Plan Your Campaign!

In addition to M-G-M's great magazine and newspaper campaign on "THE

LONG, LONG TRAILER"

there will be:

Duplicates of the deluxe New Moon Trailer used in the picture (see photo above) will spark the
ballyhoo in all key city openings. A big New Moon Trailer magazine saturation campaign simultaneous with picture's release.

Two beautiful starlets will

cover key

cities in a

New Moon Trailer for colorful newspaper promotion.

Vast national TV coverage on America's No. 1 program, the Philip Morris "I Love Lucy," starring
Lucy and Desi. Tied in locally for theatre penetration by 500 field representatives with special
posters, window cards and other material selling "The Long, Long Trailer" through supermarkets,
drug chains, tobacco stores, etc.

Mercury dealers from Coast

to Coast in big

promotion for

their car used in the picture.

M-G-M presents LUCILLE BALL DESI ARNAZ in "THE LONG, LONG TRAILER"- with Marjorie Main-Keenan Wynn
•

Screen Play by Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich • Based on the Novel by Clinton Twiss • Photographed in Ansco Color
Print by Technicolor • Directed by Vincente Minnelli • Produced by Pandro S. Berman

:
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'Rifles,

A GALA

fourth

WORLD PREMIERE greeted the
CinemaScope production from 20th Century-Fox,

INVITATIONAL

Bows

Rifles'

At Rivoli Here

(Continued from page

representing the arts,

audience

social

Among

those

and

political

invited

busispheres.

were

Mrs.

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Mr. and Mrs.
James Farley, Martha Raye, Jackie
Gleason, Maggi McNellis, Eddie Albert, Piper Laurie, Vanessa Brown,
Jessica Dragonette, Audrey Meadows,
and scores of other top names.

Among

front-of-the-house acconnection with the opening was the appearance of a Scotch
bagpipe band and the arrival of two
models on a mechanical elephant.
The premiere was covered by Movieand radio
tone newsreel cameras,
and newspaper photographers.
Included on the program was a
tivities

the

in

TV

special

CinemaScope

short

subject,

"Dancers of the Deep," a water ballet
filmed at Cypress Gardens, Fla., It
was produced try 20th-Fox's new

CinemaScope

short

subject

depart-

ment, headed by Otto Lang.

Tax Relief Meeting
Gets U.K. Gov't Nod
LONDON, Dec. 22.— ChancelExchequer Richard A.
Butler today told the industry
here he would be unable to
meet the trade delegation on
entertainment tax relief prior to
his departure for Australia early
However, Butler
in January.

lor of the

arranged for a meeting to be
held by the delegation with
Boyd Carpenter, Treasury financial secretary, to discuss the
trade's plan for a £7,000,000
($19,600,000) cut in the tax on
theatres.
date for the meeting remains to be set.

A

*Robe'

view of those tests he could not
a change in policy now but
would meet with C. E. A. representatives again, probably at the end of
January, when the Ohio tests will have
been completed.
Following the meeting with Davis,
definitely confirmed here that
it was
Rank's theatre company agreed to
equip 75 of its key theatres with the
full CinemaScope requisites. It is understood that Davis demonstrated the
Stableford screen tor Skouras but to
no avail.
By the end of next May, it is anticipated, there will be 300 full CinemaScope installations here.
Skouras let it be known here
in

discuss

CinemaScope,

that

insofar

as

concerned, is a matter of
all or nothing, and he is not
disposed currently to consider

he

is

partial installations.
have left here for
by plane later this

"How

to

Marry

A

He was to
New York
evening.

Millionaire" will

open at Rank's Marble Arch Odeon
on Jan. 14. Full stereophonic sound
and a Miracle Mirror screen are being installed in the theatre now. In
addition, 12 of Rank's Gaumont Brit-

Bow

1)

provincial
being
ish
houses
are
equipped to open the picture on Feb. 1.
Meanwhile, "The Robe," playing at
Rank's Leicester Square Odeon, continues to gross about double what a
normal picture does there, despite the
current pre-Christmas lull.
It is learned from Rank's British
Precision
Engineers
Optical
and
group, maker and distributor of CinemaScope equipment, that it costs £200
($560) to get a Miracle Mirror screen
the
S.
here from
U.
by plane.
B.O.P.E. now imports CinemaScope
materials from America but hopes at
an early date to be able to manufacture it completely here.
The 450-theatre A. B.C. circuit here,
which has been shying away from

CinemaScope installations, now is installing panoramic screens made by a
parent company,
Picture Corp., in
houses with the claim

subsidiary

of

Associated

British

its

several of its
that it will accommodate CinemaScope
and any other wide screen process.
G. E. Fielding, the circuit's chief
S. to study
engineer, is in the LT
.

equipment systems apart from CinemaScope. Under a working arrangement
with M-G-M, A. B.C. has first refusal
of all that company's product and it
regarded as certain that Metro's
is
"Knights of the Round Table" in
CinemaScope will be played throughout

the

circuit.

with Metro's
system.

film was made
single track sound

The

own

Terms

(Continued from page 1)

in

which have contracted to play
"How to Marry A Millionaire."
Twentieth Century-Fox's "King of
the Khyber Rifles" in CinemaScope
Skouras told the C. E. A. delegawas unveiled here last night at the tion of the tests which 20th-Fox has
Rivoli Theatre where the invitational agreed to make in the U. S. next
world premiere was held before an month on single track sound. He said

was emphatic, however, in asserting
that the exception has been granted
by the Jackson Park for only this one
instance.
Written

bids for first subsequent
exhibition of "The Robe" here
must be in the 20th Century-Fox
office not later than noon tomorrow,
according to the bid letter sent out
by the company. Conditions for running the film are outlined as follows
in the letter

run

'Properly Equipped'

"To be

in a position to

compete for
'The Robe,' your theatre
must be properly equipped for the reproduction of the sound from four
tracks on the same film as the picture,
and all other necessary changes which
run

a

of

are required to project CinemaScope
including a curved screen in the
proper dimensions and of such quality
as to properly reflect the CinemaScope
image. All proposals to be considered
must contain the following terms 50
per cent of the gross receipts after tax
deductions with no deduction of any
kind from the gross receipts for any
additional attraction or second feature.
Minimum playing time seven days.
Maximum playing time, this run
fourteen days."
film,

:

:

WB

Hollywood Plant
(Continued from page 1)

company now uses

ter

Warners

Italian Producers
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

ment of the project. The three-man negotiations are in progress between
group will pursue the plan in order to Italy and the U.S.S.R., for a film
"weed out some of the bugs," Feld- agreement between the two countries.
The association revealed that imraan said, and will report back to the
general committee at a meeting to be ports of foreign films to Italy during
'

held in January.
The plan will be tried out initially
The idea
in New York, it was said.
of putting the project to a test also in
Charlotte will not be attempted, at
least until after the New York trial.

1953 totaled $10,000,000 less than in
the previous year, while the nation's
exports in the same period doubled.

Six major producers in Italy have
scheduled production totaling 13 billion lira for

1954,

it

is

estimated.

for the produc-

tion of cartoons.

acquired

Boulevard property

Committee Set

1953

photo: Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, and Mrs. Goldenson. Center
photo: Otto Koegel, general counsel of 20th Century-Fox; Jack
Cohn, vice-president of Columbia Pictures, and Charles Einfeld,
vice-president of 20th Century-Fox in charge of advertising and
publicity. Right photo: J. Myer Schine, president of the Schine
Circuit, and Mrs. Schine.

C'Scope Policy in U.K.

Gala Premiere

ness,

in Rivoli

23,

right) first

"King of the Khyber Rifles," at the Rivoli Theatre here last night.
Attending the debut of the adventure drama starring Tyrone
Power, Terry Moore and Michael Rennie were industry leaders,
stars of show business, civic and social leaders, and the press.
Pictured at the theatre for the festive program, are: (left to

'Khyber

Wednesday, December

CinemaScope,

in

:

talking

1928
in

to

in

Sunset

the
1920, developed

pictures there and moved in
the present Warner studios

Burbank.

Color

TV Standards

Effective on Jan. 22
WASHINGTON, Dec. 22. — The
new

color television standards, as ap-

proved on Friday by the Federal Communications Commission, will become
effective on Jan. 22, in accordance
with a commission directive issued this
week.

Shod***
Headline stories in magazines and
newspapers across the country
have alerted the nation to the
scandalous conduct of the unknown
doctor behind the mask- the man
they call "The Ghost Surgeon"!

Now, for the first time, the screen
brings movie-goers the inside
story of the medical shadow-world

WERE

IS

DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT... LOADED WITH BOXOFFICE DYNAMITE!

FROM

\
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'Knights of the Round Table

National
Pre-Selling
reports "Look's"
current issue, "was directed by
Owen Crump who arrived in Korea
for shooting with a crew of six and
the bare essentials of equipment. Having no boom for his microphone, he
sent Korean boys to find a tree."
"Crump selected his actors by circulating through the 7th Division,
looking for men who fitted certain
story types. In general, the men selected played themselves, acting and
speaking as they would in combat sitV-J

Filmed

England, the picture is rich in broad, deep scenes in which men
and in armies, using broadswords, lances and arrows, all equipment that went along with suits of shining armour when knighthood was in
flower.
All that people ever have read into any King Arthur story is seen
here in grandeur and glamour which not even the imagination has achieved

Hartung

in

Pandro S. Berman's famed grasp of big projects is much in evidence
throughout this Herculean endeavor. Richard Thorpe's handling of one of
the largest casts ever assembled is a distinguished accomplishment.
The
screenplay by Talbot Jennings, Jan Lustig and Noel Langley is from Sir
Thomas Lamory's "Le Morte d'Arthur."
Running time, 116 minutes. General audience classification.
WILLIAM R.

Hersog and Louis LachenaJ, topped
mountain peak over 26,000

Phil

"Woman's Home Com-

current issue, "is a bitter record of the
price paid by two indomitable men
for a historic achievement and has jusi
reached the U. S., three-and-a-half
years after that exploit took place.
"The film 'Annapurna' is a stark
chronicle of how these two, Maurice
"Life's"'

it

high

and

in a

Pictures.
panies, he

RKO Radio. In 1937 he was
promoted to the position he held at
the time of his death.

All of the editorial matter in the

January issue of "Seventeen" was

injured leader Herthe blue ice of 'Annapuma's' steep sides and then through
the steamy green jungle that leads to

Ardath Perkins, an
freshman at Stanford

written by teen-agers.

safety."

•
Story's"

star,

Jimmy

Stewart, shows off his twoyear-old twins to the readers of "Mc-

January issue. Jimmy says,
"The twins always want to do the
Call's"

things at the same time, only in
opposite directions."
Many photographs of the twins,
showing them at meals, in twin cribs

lame

"A Look

of

title

served successively with
Distributors, Pathe, and

then

in Technicolor, the film takes
the party of French Alpinists and
Shcrpia aides on a desperate retreat
to

Through mergers

Producers

•

— almost fatal
aog — down from

1)

Hodkinson
of com-

in the auditing division of

the issue.

"Shot

Roxy

(Continued from page

bathtub together, appear in

was

said.

"The Glenn Miller
Annapurna," reports

feci

for the first time in history,"

a

Westman

and

Schubart Dies

WEAVER

panion's" January issue, "as a musical version of "The Taming of the
Shrew,' is more Cole Porter than
Shakespeare."
Summing up, the "Companion's"
reaction was that "the fine cast is
at its best singing and dancing to
Porter's clever songs in this handsome musical."
"

Wisper

theatre here.
The current picture is "Inside the Walls of
Folsom Prison."

heretofore.

a special screening. "It was so real
it made me sweat." he said.
•

reports

in

battle, single

Major General William Dean, Korean war hero saw "Cease Fire" at

Kate,"

—

DETROIT, Dec. 22. Three
escaped convicts whose daring
break from Southern Michigan
Prison in Jackson made national news Sunday spent several hours hiding out in the

to

sinister.

uations."

Me,

Film Featured;
Convicts Hide There
Jail

perform some feats of arms for readers who have doted on his
deeds of daring all these generations. M. Stanley Baker's Modred is properly
failing

23, 1953

9

{Continued from page 1)

t</^EASE FIRE,"

"Kiss

Wednesday, December

New

at

Schubart is survived by his widow,
Funeral services will be held
at 8:00 at the Fred Herbst
Funeral
Parlor,
Brooklyn.
The

Doris.
tonight

Under the
Movies,"

18-year-old
University,

tomorrow morn-

funeral will be held

writes about a survey she made at
five San Francisco high schools to
find out the likes and dislikes of
teen-agers to motion pictures now

ing.

'Knights' on

A

being shown.
In the same issue, Arnold Alpert,
17-year-old student of De Witt
Clinton High School of New York
City, reviewed "The Best Years of
Our Lives." Alpert was nine years
old when "The Best Years of Our
Lives" was released for the first

TV

Friday
M-G-M's

three-minute portion of

"Knights of the Round Table" will
be

featured

part

as

the

of

Gillette

Christmas show over the Coast-toCoast television network of NBC
which will be broadcast from Hollywood on Friday. Mel Ferrer, who costars in the film with Robert Taylor,
will appear on the show in person.

time.

by exhibitors everywhere!

60 THEATRE

*

NEW ENGLAND SATURATION JANUARY
OPENINGS PARAMOUNT -LOEWS

Bigamist

•

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT -TEXAS

^PARAMOUNT GULF THEATRES

— and many

New

Orleans

more!

starring

JOAN FONTAINE. EDM0ND O'BRIEN- IDA LUPIN0
and

$et Set.

COLLIER YOUNG
LUPINO

Written for the screen and Produced by
Directed by (OA

Distributed by Filmakers Releasing Organization

CHARLOTTE
SCOTT LETT
Sf. ID. 4 6426

FILMAKERS RELEASING

300 W. Third

LEWIS
505 Pearl

St.,

J.

LIESER

Buffalo 2,

MA. 3856

ATLANTA
JOHN W. MANGHAM
or,

Si

,

N.W.. LA. 0421

BOSTON
ALBERT SWERDLOVE
34-58 ?iadmonfSt. (16).

II.

ALBERT DEZEL
B31

S.

Wobosh Ave. (5). HA. 7-3626
CINCINNATI

JAY M. GOLDBERG
1632 Central Parkway (10). Main 4852

112 High

2011 Jackson

St.

(I). RA.

St..

Acoma 063°

1968

S.

Vermont Ave. (17). RE. 1-1141

MEMPHIS
FRED A. MEYERS
361 Second St.. 5-2386

Dei Moines, 2-6583

2310 Cass Ave.

( 1

) .

WO.

MILWAUKEE
BENJAMIN

0646

1 -

706 W. State

Illinois St.

(4). LI.

118 W. 18th

St.

(8). VI.

(3). BR. 2-6922

MINNEAPOLIS
E. SWARTZ

4438

1109 Currie Ave. North (3),

LI.

7013

1315 Vine

8498

150

S.

F.

(1

) ,

260

J.

(7), LO. 3-9020

9538

ENGERMAN &

1806 N.W. Kearney

Z.
St.

South

St.

J.

ENGERMAN

I.

S.

2414 Second Ave.

VOLCHOK
5465

B.

1001

Now

MILLS &

J.

Jersey Ave..

VOLCHOK

SE.
)
D. C.

( 1

WASHINGTON

(9), BR.

(I), 9-7663

AL GRUBSTICK
255 Hyde St. (2). OR. 3-9846
SEATTLE

PORTLAND

COHEN

Liberty St. (12). RA.

St.

E. First

SAN FRANCISCO

PITTSBURGH
M. BRAUMAN & B. STEARN
415 Van Braam St. (19). AT. 1-1630

NEW ORLEANS
HAROLD

SALT LAKE CITY
TOM H. BAILEY

7-7125

PHILADELPHIA
JACK ENGEl

DONALD

KANSAS CITY
W. H. GAFFNEY
8055

St.

G. PHILLIPS & H. GORELICK
3216 Olive St. (3). JE. 6397

CARR SCOTT
708 W. Grand Ave.

LOUIS

ST.

JACK BELLMAN 8. JOE FELDER
630 Ninth Ave. (36). CI. 3-0980
OKLAHOMA CITY

WM

INDIANAPOLIS
JOSEPH W. BOHN
441 N.

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES
CHARLES KRANZ

BAILEY

H.

DETROIT
ALBERT DEZEL

CLEVELAND
BERNIE RUBIN
2108 Payne Avenue (14). Main 9376

DALLAS
HERMAN BEI ERSDORF
2-6754

DENVER

TOM

2071 Broadway (2),

DES MOINES-OMAHA
WILLIAM FELD

CHICAGO

ORGANIZATION

EXCHANGES
ALBANY-BUFFALO

Hew

tyttif
EASTERN PREMIERE, ASTOR THEATRE
ON BROADWAY OPENING CHRISTMAS
FOR EXTENDED RUN!

EDMUND GWENN

.

4787

BERKSON
N.W.

(1). RE. 7-0776

Those Cost-of-Living hurdles appear insurmountable
.

.

.

particularly

when placed squarely

in the path of

profits!

Several of the

Bureau of Labor

main

Statistics

obstacles are noted in the

report

.

.

.

showing an

in-

FOOD, FUEL, RENT, HOUSE FURNISHINGS and APPAREL ... of 92.8% since 1939! The

crease for your

98.9% rise in the cost
your THEATRE EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES since

Exhibitors Digest reports a

of

1940! These are formidable obstructions that

dis-

courage profits!
You'll find, however, that you've had
ble hurdling the negligible increase, IF

received

no

trou-

ANY, you've

from NSS during this very same period!

Compare

all

your

costs,

with the

LOW COST,

Service-With-A-Smile Policy of the Prize Baby

mmwL,\cyteM

service

!

in big

cities-small cities... big theatres-small theatres

THE TWO-TIMING
CAPTAIN

IS

MAKING

B OXOFFICE TIME
EVERYWHERE!
LONDON FILMS

present

The

Captain's

paradise
starring

ALEC GUINNESS
with Charles Goldner

YVONNE DE CARLO

•
•

Miles Malleson

AN ANTHONY KIMMINS PRODUCTION
NICHOLAS PHIPPS

•

•

•

Bill

•

CELIA

Fraser

JOHNSON

Nicholas Phipps

•

Screenplay by ALEC COPPEL and

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY ANTHONY KIMMINS

A Lopert Films Release

•

Distributed thru United Artists

engagements!

'Should do hefty gross!"

Doing smash business

'Wonderfully

SYRACUSE -ECKEL

LOS ANGELES -RITZ

'The tills should jingle
merrily!"
fad. Film Journal

BOSTON -ASTOR

HARTFORD -ART

'Sure to be one of Guinness'

DAYTON -ART

MEMPHIS -WARNER

NEW HAVEN -LINCOLN

NEW YORK -PARIS

CHICAGO -ZIEGFELD

CLEVELAND -STILLMAN

STAMFORD -PLAZA

DENVER -ESQUIRE

—Variety
—Time
funny!"
—

biggest money-makers!"
M. P. Herald

—

'Bright, frisky,

pungent fare!"

—

Film Daily

'One of the merriest of the
mischievous Guinness films!"

—N.Y. Times

Great fun on

all

counts!"

—Cue

NOW

waich for hundreds more general- audience

situations
•uns!
'A natural for long runs!"

—Boxoff/ce

in all first

coming up

9

JWerrp, iWerrp

&U

Cfjrtatmasi fto
from

MOTION PICTURE
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74.

7 -City

NO.

121
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86,500,000 by

Seen

For Cinerama
Si Fabian Estimates That
3,500,000 Will View It

A

tremendous $6,500,000 gross was
seen for "This Is Cinerama" by Jan. 1,
in its seven-city engagement, by Si H.
Fabian, president of Stanley Warner.
It will be seen by 3,500,000 people,
he stated.
_

For a

limited, key-city presentation,

Fabian claimed that the gross and
attendance are unmatched by anything in the history of the business.
Since its premiere in New York on
Sept. 30, 1952, where it continues to
play to capacity business, "Cinerama"
has opened equally successful engagements in Detroit, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington and
Pittsburgh, Fabian continued.
It will

bow

in

San Francisco on Christmas
(Continued on page 7)

Chas. Skouras, Stein
Cited for

Bond Aid

LOS ANGELES,
Messick,

Dec.

23.— Joe

California representative

of

Treasury Department, has
presented citations to Charles Skouras, head of Fox West Coast theatres,
and Fred Stein, managing director of
United Artists Theatres. Documents,
signed by George Humphreys, Secrethe U.

U.S.A.,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

Personalities Greet

Gross

Jan. 1 Is

YORK,

"Cantor Story' Here

At the Paramount
(Photos on Page 4)

A

capacity audience of celebrities
greeted
the
premiere of Warner
Brothers' "The Eddie Cantor Story"
at a reserved-seat premiere in the
Paramount Theatre here last night.
The debut was sponsored by the Educational Alliance and the Eddie Cantor Camp Committee.
Traffic in Times Square was almost
stopped as crowds swarmed around
the theatre entrance where
television and Pathe newsreel cameras
photographed the arrivals who were

ABC

-nterviewed by Robert Alda, masterof-ceremonies.
Among those who
welcomed
the
personalities
were
Keefe Brasselle, who plays the title
(Continued on page 4)

Industry Group Is

Enlarged for Drive
Arthur Klein, theatrical producer,
has been named third co-chairman to
head the amusement division for the

New York Councils of Boy
Scouts' fund-raising campaign.
He
joins Charles Boasberg and Spyros
S. Skouras, who were previously announced as co-chairmen in this industry's part of the drive.
Klein will appoint field chairmen
covering performers, producers, legitimate theatre owners, managers and
(Continued, on page 7)
Greater

410 Holiday Openings
For 'Scope Films

A

record

number

of

engage-

ments for the Christmas

days was claimed here yesterday
Century-Fox,
by 20th
which will have a total number
of 410 Christmas Day openings

CinemaScope pictures.
There will be 254 engagements of "The Robe" across
for its

the U.S., 94 openings of "How
Marry a Millionaire," 56 for
"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef"
and six pre-release engagements of "King of the Khyber
to

version,

on

Tuesday

For 20th -Fox
Skouras Holds Firm on
Stereo, Screen Policies
Gross revenues of 20th Century-Fox
1953 will hit a record $106,000,000,
was disclosed here yesterday as
Spyros P. Skouras, president, returned

20th-Fox to Release
Eight More 'Scope

New York

to

from Europe.
Skouras, at a
press interview
at the home office,
reiterated
that he will not
compromise o n

Films by Next Sept.
A

schedule of eight

releases from
of next year,

February

CinemaScope
to

what he
''the

September

was disclosed here yesterday in a 20th Century-Fox report
to stockholders rendered by Spyros
Skouras, president.
It was also stated that earning prospects for the fourth quarter of 1953
are excellent and will exceed earnings for the first 39 weeks, which
were $1,433,000. Earning prospects
for the first quarter of 1954 are likewise excellent, the report stated. Regarding "The Robe," the report said
that in the United States and Canada
alone, playing in approximately 260
(Continued on page 4)

Today; Early Closing

original

Seen

it

Given Code Seal

acted favorably on U.A.'s request for reconsideration of it.

'53 Gross

in

Home

HOLLYWOOD,

$106,000,000

Rifles."

'Captain's Paradise'
Dec. 23.—
Production Code seal has been
issued to "The Captain's Paradise," London Films' production, being distributed here by
United Artists, following revisions in the film suggested by
the P.C.A., it was confirmed
here today.
The Maryland censor board
which had refused to license the

Top Business

holi-

S.

tary of the Treasury, commended the
two for "outstanding service to the
government in presenting the case of
United States Defense Bonds."
The citations were delivered simultaneously with the local release at
Loew's State and the Hollywood
Egyptian Theatre of Pete Smith's
"Cash Stashers," M-G-M. The subject, made at the request of and with
the cooperation of the Treasury Department, hints strongly that Defense
Bonds are a better way to safeguard
savings than hiding $100 bills at home.

TEN CENTS

24, 1953

Offices Frolic

It will be a half-day of business
operations today at all home offices
here, as a majority of them will turn
to their annual
personnel Yuletide
parties.
M-G-M held its Christmas
festivities
yesterday with a buffet
luncheon.
The Columbians will stop work at
1 :00 o'clock and then join in an office
get-together.
Paramount's employes
will move across the street to the
Hotel Astor shortly after noon for
their Christmas party, while Repub(Continued on page 6)

called

com-

ponent

s"

of

C n emaScope,
i

refer ring
stereo

sound

to

phonic
and an

approved
screen.

Spyros P. Skouras

Expres
his

tion

to

"keep

the

sing

determina-

medium

Skouras acknowledged that
(Continued on page 4)

intact,"
in
his

Snow Storm Reduces
K.C. Business 85%
—

KANSAS CITY, Dec. 23. Although weather cleared in this area
yesterday following a severe storm
on Monday, theatre attendance was
cut by 85 per cent. An eight-inch
snow caused much traffic congestion
and warnings were broadcast advising residents to avoid unnecessary
motoring.

Highways were open but side roads
were blocked. Public and parochial
schools reopened today after having
been closed yesterday.
preview of "Knights of the
Round Table" at Loew's Midland
Theatre was held yesterday morning

A

despite the storm.

IUALI1

PICTURES
in

QUANTITY

;

Motion Picture Daily
'Sadie

Personal
Mention
OI FABIAN,

O

Warner,

president

of

Harry

and

New

Stanley

Kalmine,

vice-president, are expected to return

here from San Francisco on Monday.
•
Adeline Struzziero, secretary at
the office of Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., Boston, will be married on Feb.
13 at Immaculate Conception Church,
Stoughton, to Paul A. Carter, of
Braintree.

•

Norman W. Elson,

president of
Embassy Newsreel Theatres, left here
yesterday aboard the "Flandre" with
Mrs. Elson and their children on a
12-day cruise to the West Indies.

•

Steve Nowalski

has leased
Cleveland Heights Theatre,
closed
Cleveland, and will reopen it shortly
after the first of the year.

Mrs.

the

•
Parker,

New

"Miss Sadie Thompson" was ushered in at the Capital Theatre here
last midnight before a celebrity-filled

Columbia

The,

audience.

color
in
version of the Maug

New

of

New

A

York.

from the
cast of "Miss Sadie Thompson" was
on hand, led by featured player Aldo
Ray and including Harry Bellaver
contingent

Slate.

Sheen, Ball, Sullivan
Catholic Poll Victors
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, Lucille Ball
and Ed Sullivan took first, second
and third places, respectively, in the
poll of readers of the "Catholic
Digest" to determine their television
preferences. Eight of the 12 programs

which headed the

poll

emanate from

Brazilians Tell Of
Plans for Festival

"Our Miss
Remember Mama,"
"I
Brooks,"
"Jackie Gleason," "Studio One," "You
Bet Your Life" and Liberace.
The poll will continue on a monthly

My

"What's

delegation of stars and executives
from Hollywood will attend the Brazilian Film Festival in Sao Paulo
Feb. 12-26, it was asserted here this
week by Dias Menezes, festival press
director, at a luncheon given by Brazilian officials.
Consul-General J. B.
de Berenguer Cesar said that the
event would rank in importance with
those held in other countries.
Robert Corkery, negotiator for the
Motion Picture Export Association,
told of plans for the festival and for
the reception of foreign visitors.

Cite

M-G-M

for Shorts

The annual award of the Nostradamus Society was presented to
M-G-M this week at a banquet in
the Waldorf Astoria here and was
accepted by Silas F. Seadler, advertising

manager

of

M-G-M. The award

honors M-G-M for its series of Nostradamus shorts produced by Carey
Wilson.

To Show Italian Films
The Momart Theatre

in

Brooklyn

will inaugurate a policy of first-run
sub-titled Italian films aimed primarily

for the Italo-American neighborhood
residents.
Harry Brock, manager,
will present initially Beniamino Gigli

"The Singing Taxi Driver" and
Yvonne Sanson and Amedeo Nazzari

Line,"

Rev. Hayes Assistant
Secretary of Legion
Rev. Paul

J.

Hayes has been named

executive

assistant

on Motion Pictures.
Father Hayes is a priest of the
Archdiocese of Newark and was
released for this work by Archbishop
Thomas A. Boland, D. D. He is
presently stationed at St. John the
Baptist Church in Jersey City.

their

1950 against
claiming he had
been injured in the. clearance position
assigned to his two Danville theatres.

Paul Gregory Forms

Company
—

film

productions.
to

Gregory

is

headquarter

here after the first of the year, and
expects to have first picture, "Night of
the Hunter," a novel by David Grubb
for which he paid $75,000, in production

by July.

Cumbaa and Martin
Circuit Now Has 17

A

8.

Buys Half

of

PORTLAND,

KOIN

Ore.,
of

publisher

Frey,

Dec.
the

23.

— M.

Portland

purchased a
Mt. Hood Radio and
Television Broadcasting Corp., operaand FM, and
tors of KOIN,
"Oregonian,"

has

half

interest in the

AM

television

Gamble

station,
is

KOIN-TV.

president of the

Movie

Ted

corpora-

tion.

and

had
agreement, involving a
monetary award to Lea. Today, the
agreement was formally announced to
reached

the court, the case dismissed, and the
money handed over to Lea.
However, Lea didn't enjoy possession of the check very long. An Internal Revenue service agent announced the government claims Lea owes
back taxes and is therefore attaching
the check. Lea denies he. owes any

Federal taxes.

Wm.

Free to

William Free, who wrote the screen
for "The Son of God," based
on an adaptation from the Revised
Standard Version of the Holy Bible,

play

is
en route to Hollywood to start
preparations for a flight to the Holy
Land where the four-hour feature will
be filmed. Free will produce, direct
and will play the lead. Negotiations
are said to be underway for release

through United Artists.

of
officers

of

the

circuit

are

Hugh
Hugh

G. Martin, Sr., and Major
G. Martin, Jr., now serving
with the 7th Army in Germany.

Dec. 23.— The

suit

Is

Shea Circuit
Ray Smith

Named

'V.P.'

now a vice-president
Jamestown Amusement Co. While
is

continuing as head of the buying and
booking department, he will engage
himself further in over-all operations
as assistant to Gerald Shea, president
of the company. Smith has been with
the organization for 24 years.

of

the Martina Corp., of Albion, N. Y.,
against 14 distributors and exhibitors
and three individuals, has again been
postponed, this time to Jan. 18. The
corporation
seeks
treble
damages
against the defendants, charging they
are acting in restraint of trade. The

NEW YORK THEATRES

— RADIO

n

Court.

color by

.t.rrine

The Schine

ESTHER WILLIAMS

JOHNSON

and The Music

ami

Dec. 23.— James J.
57, former Lieutenant Governor of Arkansas and owner of the
Sharum Theatre at Walnut Ridge,
Ark.,
died here today at Baptist
Hospital of a heart ailment.

•

TECHNICOLOR

tony
• An

MARTIN

M-G-M

Picture

Hill's Great Christmas Stage

Show

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

STARTS TOMORROW

1HI

James Sharum Dead

—n

"EASY TO LOVE"
van

Circuit divestiture hearing, which had been scheduled for
trial before Judge Knight today, also
has again been postponed for a month,
to Jan. 25.

CITY MUSIC HULL

Rockefeller Center

postponement was agreed to by Judge
John Knight, in Buffalo Federal

MEMPHIS,

Make A

Religious Picture

County.

Other

distributors

an

Ray Smith

Uma

was announced

it

the

Garden
Drive-in,
Eustis
Princess, Mt. Dora, and the
at
Umatilla. The purchase, a cash transaction, brings the M. C. M. circuit to
17 theatres, 10 of which are in Lake

BUFFALO,

a series of special young
Is
people's performances of "This
Cinerama" will be held here Monday
morning at the Warner Theatre. Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts of the Metropolitan area will be admitted for
$1, on a non-reserved-seat basis.
second showing for youth groups,
including grade, high school and college students, on the same dollar
basis, will be held on the afternoon
first in

of Jan.

Fla, Dec. 23.— Bill
P.
Cumbaa, general manager of
M. C. M. Theatres, with headquarters
in Leesburg, reports that his company
had purchased four theatres from B.
B. Garner and associates of Lakeland.
The theatres are the State, Eustis,

month

this

Lea

that

suit in

distributors,

Early

Paul
Dec. 23.
Gregory, stage producer, has formed
Paul Gregory Productions and has
stated he will personally produce two
pictures annually under that insignia.
Charles Laughton, who has been associated with Gregory in his theatrical
enterprises, will be similarly related
to his

Walter

three-year

differences.

Lea brought the

eight

making arrangements

a

and the distributor defendants
formally announced they had settled
_

HOLLYWOOD,

dismissed

Lea

2nd Postponements
Of 2 Buffalo Cases

Special Cinerama
'Youth' Shows Set

J.

Motion Picture Daily will not
be published tomorrow, Christmas Day, a legal holiday.

the
by the
Scully,
of

mittee

"Tormento."

No Paper Tomorrow

secretary
.

National Legion of Decency
Most Reverend William A.
D.D., Co-Adjutor Bishop of Albany
and chairman of the Episcopal Com-

in

in

proposed by France for
imports, but this subject
will be discussed at a meeting
next week.
S.

Production

Judge

old anti-trust suit brought by Leonard
Lea, Danville, Va., exhibitor, after

objections to the 110 per-

mits

U.

has

23.— Fed-

Dec.

Court

District

Bastian

LEESBURG,

basis.

The

eral

actors

of

Rudy Bond and Henry

Russell Collins,

WASHINGTON,

was reported here following

some

story stars Rita Hayworth and
Ferrer.
The latter was host
at the premiere to his friends of the
theatre world and outstanding figures
from many walks of life in the City

The other high-rated shows, in the
order of their running, were "Drag"Godfrey and His Friends,"
net,"

A

pleted by the end of next week,

ham

Alice Ginsberg of the TOA office
will be married on Jan. 3 to
Leonard Margolis.
here

Of Leonard Lea
Formally Dismissed

Jose

CBS-TV.

•

in

Its Final Stages
A new French pact is in its
final stages and may be comit

195S

24,

Danville, Va., Suit

French Pact

a meeting of distributors' foreign managers. There were

Technicolor 3-D

first

of J. J. Parker
Theatres, Portland, Ore., has returned
there following a trip to
York.
J. J.

Thompson' in
York Premiere

Thursday December

*

\*

\

liiit fni

Sharum,

.technicolor
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Glittering Turnout for 'Eddie Cantor'

GLOWING

SALUTE to the world-famed comedian, a
A
capacity audience of celebrities from all walks of life turned
out for the glamorous special premiere of Warner Brothers' "The
Eddie Cantor Story," in color by Technicolor, at the Paramount
Theatre here last night. The opening was held under the auspices
of the Educational Alliance Alumni Association and the Eddie
Cantor Camp Committee. In addition to a half-hour telecast
from the theatre lobby over ABC-TV with Robert Alda as
master-of-ceremonies, the premiere was the highlight of last
IN

night's telecast of Ralph Edwards' "This

portrays Cantor in the picture, and Mrs. Brasselle. Third photo:
Sloane Simpson, Hulan Jack, borough-president-elect of Manhattan, and Paul

Whiteman.

been accepted by Mayor-elect Robert
Wagner, Jr., Denise Darcel, Dolores
Gray,
Jane Pickens, Countess de
Beaumont, Bobby Breen, Nina Foch,
Roberta Peters, Sir Cedric HardEddie Fisher,
Chase,
Ilka
wicke,
Aline MacMahon,
Jackie Gleason,
Paul Whiteman, Bess Myerson, Fannie Hurst, Bill Stern, Charles Corwin,
Robert Q. Lewis, Sam Levenson,
Lady Montgomery, Sloane Simpson,
Geraldine Page, Jackie Miles, Rise
Julius
La Rosa, Martha
Stevens,
Raye, Rocky Graziano, Al Capp,
Gloria DeHaven, Henry Morgan, Tex

stereophonic sound or 20thFox's screen requirements.
He said
that CinemaScope cannot be a sucstereophonic
without
cessful
job
sound or the required screen.
The 20th-Fox president maintained
either

that the success of CinemaScope depends on the superiority of that
medium over the conventional one
and to take any of the components

away from CinemaScope would tend
to bring that medium down to the
of

level

conventional

films.

thinking, Skouras declared, is responsible for the closing of 6,000 theatres
in the U.S.

Defer Col. Election
of direc-

tors, at a meeting here yesterday, deferred the scheduled election of officers

until another

meeting

in

January.

said that yesterday's meeting
devoted to "routine matters."

was

It

was

attended the conference, cited the
estimated gross earnings of the company.
The $106,000,000 world-wide
gross revenues, the 'biggest in the history of the company, compares to the
gross of $93,000,000 for 1952, he said.
Einfeld attributed the rise in revenue
to CinemaScope and such pictures as
"The Robe," "How to Marry a Millionaire," "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,"

and

Skouras Set 'Scope
Deals in Europe
From

25 to 40 deals for Cinema-

Scope productions were comin Europe during the
three-week visit there of Spyros

pleted

Skouras, 20th

Century-Fox

Skouras said here
yesterday on his return.
The 20th-Fox president said
he made deals in every country
he visited, including England,

president,

Germany, France and

Italy.

"King

of

the

Khyber

Rifles."

Skouras predicted "The
Robe" will prove to be the industry's
Previously,

greatest grosser.

Einfeld broke up the estimated $106,000,000 gross into an
$67,300,000 domestic
$38,250,000 foreign, compared with 1952 domestic gross
of $57,400,000 and $35,737,000
foreign.

estimated

and

Skouras, in response to a question,
said 20th-Fox's CinemaScope policies
will not be governed by how other
film companies release their CinemaIf other companies
Scope pictures.

{Continued from page

upon stereophonic sound,
screen requirements, that
is
up to them, Skouras said.
The
20th-Fox president declined to define
what he considers a "small, narrow
theatre," the type exempted from the
CinemaScope screen requirements of
20th-Fox. He said initially that such
a theatre is one in which its screen
presents the same angle from any
part of the theatre. He then amended
this by saying that each theatre will
be considered on an individual basis.
do not

insist

quality

or

Discusses Ohio Tests

Such

Maggi
Scheff,
Fritzi
and
Jinx,
Einfeld Makes Comparisons
McNellis and others.
Skouras, pressed by a business en"Hondo," the current Paramount
had to bring the conference
Theatre attraction, will resume its gagement,
Charles Einfeld,
abrupt
end.
to
an
Eddie
engagement today and "The
charge of advertisCantor Story" will start its regular vice-president in
ing, publicity and exploitation, who
run tomorrow.

Columbia Pictures' board

20th Releases

{Continued from page 1)
three-week tour of Europe he was
met by exhibitor complaints regarding

program

Life"

NBC-TV

'Cantor Story' Spyros Skouras Says
role in the picture, and David Sarnoff,
chairman of the premiere committee.
Invitations to the premiere had

Your

Bow

network, with Eddie Cantor as the subject.
Pictured above arriving at the theatre are: (left to right), first
photo: Aline MacMahon, featured in the production, and Judge
Jonah Goldstein. Second photo: Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
vice-president in charge of distribution; Keefe Brasselle, who

over the

I

{Continued from page 1)

Is

24, 1953

In this connection, he maintained
that all screen manufacturers in Jhe
U.S., due to the impact of the Magna
Glow and Astrolite screens, have improved their screens. In passing, he
mentioned the forthcoming tests in
Ohio of CinemaScope, with and without stereophonic sound.

Skouras said that he planned

England Feb. 1.
He said that any policies
adopted by the company domestically will also be adopted on a
to

return to

world-wide

basis.

The lower-

ing of the screen requirements
for small, narrow theatres here,
he added, will also be adopted
abroad, provided that satisfactory local screens are developed.

Regarding the future of the indusSkouras underlined his belief that
it will be good provided it advances
artistically.
He
technically
and

try,

pointed

example

to the auto industry as an
of one that has had tremen-

dous success because it has changed
its styles.
The motion picture industry, he went on, has not had a new
innovation since the introduction of
sound.

Would Not

Raise Prices

In response to a question, Skouras
expressed his belief that current admission prices are as much as the
public can afford.
He said he would

theatres, the theatre gross

1)
is

already

more than $15,000,000.
The following release schedule for
CinemaScope films was contained in
the report February, "Hell and High
Water"
March, "Night People"
April, "Prince Valiant" May, "River
:

;

;

No

Return"
June, "We Believe
in Love"; July, "Garden of Evil"
August, "Demetrius and the Gladiators"
September, "The Egyptian."

of

;

;

All of the pictures except "The
Egyptian," it was noted, have been
completed. As previously stated, at
least 14 CinemaScope productions will
be released in 1954 by 20th-Fox.

Schneider

Named

RKO Sydney Head
Dan

RKO

Schneider has been named
Radio Sydney branch manager,

succeeding Tom Walcott, resigned,
Alfred Crown,
foreign manager,
announced.
Schneider entered the. Australian
film industry in 1927 in the head

RKO

department of First NaPictures. After a short period
as Victoria sales representative, he
was transferred to North Queensland.
Radio
In 1930 he left to join
In 1934,
as
Queensland salesman.
office

sales

tional

RKO
RKO

Radio
Schneider was appointed
branch manager in Brisbane and
served

for

nearly

20

years

in

that

capacity.

have an announcement regarding the
drive-in situation shortly, adding that
he recognized the importance of the
drive-ins.

While

he
Germany and England, and everywhere
acclaim for CinemaScope was unaniAn additional 350 to 500
mous.
visited

in

Italy,

CinemaScope

Europe,

Greece,

he

said,

Ireland,

installations in

England

by the end of May and at least from
500 to 750 installations for Continental
Europe was predicted by Skouras.

Branches at strategic centers .
inquiries invited from all members
.

of the industry. Address:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York

17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
1 37 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Watt Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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Censor Ignores

Memphis;

'Sadie' in

Thursday, December
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Durwood Wins His

Reviews

8-Year Litigation

"Drums of Tahiti"
Barred in Theatres
Columbia)
3-Dhnension)
didn't
MEMPHIS. Dec. 23. —

In Kansas City

(

man

of

the.

Memphis

and

County board of censors,

chair-

88,

Shelby

in the least

Hayworth dance scene
from "Sadie Thompson" was shown
on television in Memphis.
The scene, ordered cut by the Memthat the Rita

phis censors before the film could
be shown here, was on Dave Garroway's "Today," an early morning
today.
news program on
Garroway said it had been found
objectionable in some places, although
he did not mention Memphis. It was
shown twice on the program.
"We have, no authority over tele-

WMCT

vision,"

Binford

said.

"It

is

some-

thing that comes into their own homes.
Citizens can be their own censors
of television. I know one man who
said he put his television set up into

the attic because he objected to things
he saw on it."
Columbia Pictures said the film
would not be shown in Memphis
rather than submit to the censorship
of the dance scene, although it had
already been booked and advertised

THE ADDED
WITH
Sam Katzman has

LURE

well-focused 3-D projection, producer
a picture here that should do as well as, and perhaps
better than the others in his series of adventure thrillers in color by Technicolor, it's a well-paced picture with many exciting moments and a fairly
unconventional finale.
In the latter part of the last century, Tahiti was a French protectorate with
its queen plotting a revolution to turn it over to the English.
Helping her is
The French
Dennis O Keefe, an American brought up by the islanders.
police in the person of amiable Francis L. Sullivan, is there to thwart their
attempts.
In order to smuggle thousands ot rifles from ban Francisco in
conjunction with the arrival ot the British fleet, O'Keefe goes to the Barbary
Coast presumably to bring back his bride. Of course, there is no bride, so he
has to hire one lovely and not-too-willing Patricia Medina. The guns are
hidden on a desolate, volcanic island near Tahiti, but sly Sullivan is fully
aware of the forthcoming plans. However, there is neither a revolution nor
a fight between the two men, but rather a wild, double-pronged climax. The
volcano erupts just as a tropical storm hits the islands and the two rampages
of nature make a thrniingly improbable windup.
As a matter of fact, the
island and its inhabitants are exactly where they started at the beginning.
To take advantage of the extra dimension, a few objects come flying through
the air at the audience, but it is not overdone. Photography is excellent, especially at the climax, and the coloring is lush. The three stars perform
adequately.
William Castle directed with an eye toward general audiences.
Douglas Fleyes and Robert E. Kent wrote the story from a screenplay by
Kent.
Others in the cast are George Kaymas, Sylvia Lewis, Cicely Browne, Raymond Lawrence and Frances Brandt.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. For January
of

—

for the Malco Theatre here. Columbia hinted at court action and Binford
replied he welcomed a court test.
However, all Memphis saw the
dance scene on television that Memphis censors had refused to let be
shown in the theatre.

"The Wild One

ATLANTA, Dec. 23.— The City of
Covington, Tenn., about 40 miles from

to the present one, this Stanley Kramer production tells what happens
when a gang of motorcycle racers stop off in a small town on their way back
from a meet and spread terror among the townspeople. The picture is loaded
with action, excitement and suspense but these ingredients are somewhat

Memphis, where some of the films
banned by the Memphis film censorship board have been shown, has appointed

its

own

censor board.

Record Album

From

'Miller'

Cut
Sound
Is

A

record album, featuring highlights from the orchestral sound track
of "The Glenn Miller Story," is being
completed by Decca and Coral Records for Universal-International and
will be used as an integral part of the
promotional campaign for the picture,
which will have its world premiere
at
the Miami, Carib and Miracle
Theatres in Miami on Jan. 19. The
film

stars

Stewart and June

James

Allyson.
In addition to the album taken from
the sound track, Decca is planning a
special
campaign on Jerry Gray's
album, "Salute to Glenn Miller," and
Coral is planning a campaign on an
album presenting the Modernaires,
who are featured in the picture.

release.

(

Kramer- Columbia )

PRODUCED UNDER THE

dimmed by

TITLE OF

"Hot Blood" and then changed

The cyclists, led by
disgust. It is hoped that
when the picture is released for overseas consumption that the foreign audiences
won't judge all American youth by the actions of Brando and his gang. On
the other hand, our own hoodlums may be incited to vandalism by the screen
characters.
From the standpoint of direction, production and portrayal, the film is
almost flawless. Laslo Benedek's direction arouses a realism that has rarely
And John Paxton's screenplay leaves little to be desired
been matched.
insofar as detail and smooth dialogue are concerned. In fact, the honesty of
the dialogue borders on perfection.
As the crude, tough leader of the racers, Brando is excellent. It is assumed
that his lack of ethics is linked somehow to his past, but this never is clarified
exactly.
The romantic interest is supplied by Mary Murphy, who works in
the town's combination bar and restaurant at which the cyclists headquarter
during their interlude. Miss Murphy also gives a capable performance, and
so does Robert Keith, her father and town cop, whose weakness in enforcing
the law largely is responsible for the hoodlums' antics. Brando is ably assisted by Lee Marvin, as one of his buddies.
When the cyclists stop off in the town, they immediately cause confusion
by causing a car accident and then descend on the bar and create havoc in
Brando is attractive to, and is attracted by, Miss Murphy and as
general.
their friendship warms there is a feeling that he will reform. But reformation
never materializes and, actually, there is no retribution for the disservice
which he and his gang do to the town. The gang merely alters the town,
That, with the slight
practically tears it apart and then go on their way.
romance, is the story.
"The Wild One" is a picture that is sure to hold patrons' interest despite
the fact that they probably will have little or no sympathy for the principals,
outside of the girl and her father.
Others in the large cast are Jay C. Flippen, Peggy Maley, Hugh Sanders,
the obnoxiousness of the central characters.

Marlon Brando, are such hoodlums that they arouse

Brown, Will Wright, Robert Osterloh, Robert Bice, William
Vedder, Yvonne Doughty, Keith Clarke, Gil Stratton, Jr., Darren Dublin,
Johnny Tarangelo, Jerry Paris, Gene Peterson, Alvy Moore, Harry Landers,
Jim Connell, Don Anderson, Angela Stevens, Bruno VeSoto and Pat O'Malley.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not
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MOVIELAB'S new preview theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
tAt Three channel interlock projection
• 16mm interlock projection
MO VI EL AB THEATRE SERVICE, INC.
619

W 54th

St.,

N,

Y;

19, N. Y. •

JUdton 6-0367

CITY, Dec. 23.
An
eight-year legal battle, arising from
the disputed ownership of a $2,000,000
theatre circuit in Missouri and Kansas, has ended here in Circuit Court
in favor of Edward D. Durwood of
Kansas City. An amount in excess
of $2,000,000 was at stake in several
issues passed on in a report submitted
by a court-appointed referee, Paul
Barnett.
In a major finding, Barnett held
that Durwood (formerly known as
Ed Dubinsky) was the intended victim
of a "conspiracy to
defraud" and
decreed that he was entitled to take
over at cost substantial theatre properties acquired by his brothers, Irwin
and H. W. Dubinsky, while in Durwood's employ from 1946 to 1949.

Claim Pact Violated
While in Durwood's employ, it was
charged that Irwin and H. W. Dubinsky, with other partners, acquired the
Starview Theatre, Lincoln, Neb., the
River Lane, Rockford, 111., and the
Altwood at Wood River, 111., and
managed them from headquarters in
St. Joseph, Mo. Ruling that Durwood
may elect to purchase those properties
at cost, the referee's report stated that

Ray

itflrr

—

KANSAS

(

It

worry Lloyd T. Binford,

Teal, John

..

Buffalo Coliseum Elects
BUFFALO, Dec. 23. — Selwyne

a newer

BEACH
'

Durwood
William

represented
was
by
Boatright and Terence

G.

O'Brien.

Christmas Parties
(Continued from page 1)
lie's personnel will travel to the Essex
Flouse for an afternoon of fun.
At
Radio, individual departments

RKO

own festivities.
The 20th Century-Fox "crew" again

are having their

and be merry at the City
Center Casino, starting at 12 :30. The
United Artists contingent will hold
forth at the Warwick Hotel and
Warner Brothers is hosting its persornel at a party in the Dorset Hotel.
Companies that are not having parwill eat, drink

ties
(

are quitting

work

at

1

:00 o'clock.

Sheha' to Lippert

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 23.— Robert

L. Lippert has concluded a deal with

William

Pizor

and

Bernard

Luber

for Lippert Pictures to release "Queen
of Sheba." The film was presented by
Pizor and Luber at the Astor Theatre,
New York, where it is going into
a ninth week.

AL STEEN

set.

Entirely re-styled.

the Dubinskys violated their employment contract by failing to give their
exclusive time to the business, while
continuing to receive compensation
from the plaintiff.
If
Durwood decides to take the
theatres, he will be entitled to rentals
from 1949 to the date of purchase, or
approximately $384,000, if he buys by
the end of 1954. Durwood also was
awarded approximately $121,000 resuiting from violations of the contract
by the two brothers.

OCEAN FRONT

.

40th to 41st

Stt.

COMPLETELY" AIR-CONDITIONED

N.Y. OFFICE, TR 4-3193

Your Hosts, The Family /acobs

Ginsler, a member of the local United
Artists sales staff, has been elected
president of the Buffalo chapter of
the
Coliseum
of
Motion Picture

Salesmen. Other officers are

:

Francis

Maxwell, RKO Pictures, treasurer,
and Eddie Seuss, M-G-M, secretary.

That Get You BEST
RESULTS and Always
YourNnt Arrive ON TIME Is

Send Ut
Order!

What You Get From

IT

75
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Cinerama

Thrill of Your Life," currently
being produced by Louis deRochemont, will be ready for a premiere.

"The

Cinerama Screening
For Boston Unions
23— A

midnight
BOSTON, Dec.
screening of "This Is Cinerama" will
be held here Tuesday for members
of the Projectionists Union, Local No.
182, and the Stagehands Union, Local
No. 11, each member getting two

newlyof

the

theatre, stated that the screening will
held not only to acquaint the
guests more fully with the technical
details of Cinerama but also to supply
a dress rehearsal for the opening

be

on the following evening when friends
of the Jimmy Fund have taken over
the house for a benefit performance.

Ann del Valle

{Continued from page

"Heidi"

Day and opens in Boston on Dec. 30.
With cumulative weekly grosses increasing with every new engagement
and four more key-city runs scheduled
for early in 1954, Fabian predicted
that "This Is Cinerama" will reach a
peak of its national business by early
summer of 1954. At that time, he
added, Cinerama's second attraction,

Rudolph F. Kuehn,
appointed managing director

IndustryGroup

Review

{Continued from page 1)

tickets.

7

with B.&M.

Ann del Valle, publicist in Hollywood, has arrived in New York to
join Brenon and Morgan Associates,
clients of which include Jane Froman, Martha Rountree Productions,
Sophie Tucker and others.

(Wechsler-UA)

PRODUCER LAZAR WECHSLER'S

on-the-spot locations have pastoral
beauty and quiet realism in this story about mountains and mountainclimbing.
"Heidi" has an idyllic quality that suits this latest version of the
children's

For U.

classic

by Johanna Spyri.

has been dubbed into English with Amerisynchronization, though, is wanting and distracts to some
extent from the general charm of the film.
However, children, to whom
"Heidi" is primarily addressed, should not find this a disturbing element in a
film which will please them as much as one of Disney's.
S. audiences, the picture

The

can voices.

1)

press representatives, talent agents,
play brokers, theatrical costumers, de-

The familiar story tells of the little Swiss orphan girl who lives with her
grandfather in the mountains. His quarrels with the villagers have kept them
apart. One day Heidi is suddenly whisked away by her aunt to a new life in
the big city of Frankfort.
The aunt works for a wealthy man there whose
daughter appears to be a hopeless cripple. Heidi becomes the girl's playmate
and through Heidi's encouragement and patience, she learns to walk again.
Her father, out of gratitude and love, wants to keep Heidi with him forever,
but her homesickness becomes almost unbearable.
So back she goes to her
mountain village making her grandfather so joyous that he once again makes
peace with God and his neighbors.

prop suppliers, ticket agenmusic publishers and allied fields.
Ed Gage of the Walter Reade Theatres will be in charge of the music
fields, and Ted Husing, sports com-

signers,
cies,

mentator,

will

supervise

sports

the

Other

committees in the
amusement division are headed by
Leon J. Bamberger, for motion picproducers
and
distributors
ture
Harold Rinzler, for exhibitors RichPhil
ard Walsh, guilds and unions
Hading, theatre equipment and laboratories, and John Bergen, film trade
division.

;

;

papers.

Chairmen in the exhibitor division
Gene Picker, Loew's Thea-

include

Gage, Reade; Charles Hacker,
ParaMusic Hall
Sid Markley,
William
Vorzimer,
mount
Louis
Brandt Circuit, and Morris Seider,
tres

;

;

;

A

lovely and talented little Swiss girl named Elsbeth Sigmund plays the
with a great deal of professional skill. She is surrounded by a capable cast of Swiss and German players. Luigi Comencini directed from the
screen play by Richard Schweizer and Wilhelm M. Treichlinger.
title role

Running

98 minutes.

time,

General audience classification.

For March

release.

Prudential Circuit.
All committeemen and their campaigners will gather in the Waldorf
Astoria grand ballroom at 8:00 A.M.
Jan. 6 for a "Dawn Patrol" breakfast,

which Mayor-elect Robert Wagner
delegate Henry Cabot Lodge,
and
at

Crosby
Jan. 3;

to

Bow on TV A A

Benny a Guest For

Sunday, Jan.

has been set by the
CBS television network as the date
for Bing Crosby's debut in the sig'ht3,

and-sound medium. The program

will

be telecast from 9 to 9 :30 P.M., EST.
under the sponsorship of General
Electric. Crosby's guest on the program will be Jack Benny.

a
COLUMBIA

UN

Offers 5,000 Kits
'Cell

Allied

Block IV

is
preparing 5,000
special
showmen's exploitation kits
to supplement its regular pressbook
for "Riot in Cell Block 11."
The
kits will contain various types of tie-

Artists

up material, specially written feature
stories and suggestions for radio and

TV

promotion.

Jr.,

will be speakers.

Rosenberg Buys 'Cliff'
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 23.— Frank
P. Rosenberg, independent producer,
has purchased "Steeper Cliff" from
20th Century-Fox, where it was on
his
production agenda during his

term
it

in

at that studio,

and will produce

Germany next summer.

m

SERIAL
Reprint

HOTTER-THAN-HOT SUPER-SERIAL
IT
.

.

.

HAPPENS

IN

THE

JUNGLE!

HOTTEST LOCALE WITH MOVIE AUDIENCES

LnJ

JT_
ALL AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE
ALL WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
(is my two front teeth)
AROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE
AT CHRISTMASTIME

for

I

AT THE SANTA CLAUS PARADE

BABES IN TOYLAND
BECAUSE IT'S CHRISTMAS
BOOGIE WOOGIE SANTA CLAUS
CAROL OF THE CHRISTMAS CHIMES
CAROL OF THE LITTLEST ANGEL
CHRIST IS BORN
CHRISTINE, THE CHRISTMAS TREE
CHRISTMAS (long, long ago upon
a winter night)

CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS ALLELUIA
A CHRISTMAS ALLELUIA
CHRISTMAS AND YOU
THE CHRISTMAS BALL
CHRISTMAS BELLS
CHRISTMAS BELLS ARE RINGING
CHRISTMAS CANDLE
CHRISTMAS CANDLES
CHRISTMAS CAROL
CHRISTMAS CAROLS BY THE
OLD CORRAL
CHRISTMAS COMES BUT ONCE
A YEAR
CHRISTMAS DAY
CHRISTMAS DREAMING

DON'T WAIT TILL THE NIGHT
BEFORE CHRISTMAS
EVERYWHERE, EVERYWHERE

NG HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
GONNA MISS YOUR KISS ON

CHRISTMAS NIGHT
HANG UP YOUR CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS
BEGINNING TO LOOK LIKE
CHRISTMAS
IT'S CHRISTMAS
IT'S MERRY CHRISTMAS TIME
I'VE GOT THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
I'VE HAD A VERY MERRY
CHRISTMAS
THE JINGLE BELL POLKA
JINGLE BELLS BOOGIE WOOGIE
IT'S

STOCKING
THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS FOR ME
HAPPY CHRISTMAS, LITTLE FRIEND
HAPPY CHRISTMAS MORNING
HAPPY HOLIDAY
HAVE YOURSELF A MERRY LITTLE
CHRISTMAS
HE'LL BE COMIN' DOWN THE

CHIMNEY

JOLLY, JOLLY JINGLE

MISTER KRINGLE
HERE COMES SANTA CLAUS
(right down Santa Clause Lane)

HELLO,

THE JOLLY OLD MAN IN THE BRIGHT
RED SUIT (and the whiskers on
his chin)

A CHUBBY LITTLE FELLOW
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS

HE'S

JOLLY OLD SAINT NICHOLAS
KISSES FOR CHRISTMAS

I

IN

tan't wait

(I

little

CHRISTMAS
DREAMED OLD SANTA LOST

I

CHRISTMAS ECHOES
CHRISTMAS EVE
CHRISTMAS EVE SONG
CHRISTMAS EVERYWHERE
A CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
CHRISTMAS HYMN
CHRISTMAS IN KILLARNEY
CHRISTMAS IN MY HEART
CHRISTMAS INTROIT
CHRISTMAS IS FOR CHILDREN
CHRISTMAS ISLAND
CHRISTMAS LOVE
CHRISTMAS LULLABY
CHRISTMAS MARCH
CHRISTMAS MORN
CHRISTMAS MORNING
CHRISTMAS MUSIC BOX
CHRISTMAS NIGHT IN HARLEM
CHRISTMAS OFFERTORY
CHRISTMAS ON THE FARM
CHRISTMAS POLKA
CHRISTMAS PRAYER
A CHRISTMAS PRAYER
CHRISTMAS RHAPSODY
CHRISTMAS ROSES
CHRISTMAS SERENADE
CHRISTMAS SONG
THE CHRISTMAS SONG
(merry Christmas to you)

CHRISTMAS

greatest collection of

CHRISTMAS
(a

AN
OLD-FASHIONED

.SANTA CI.AUS

DON'T WANT TO BE ALONE FOR

early this year)

HIS REINDEER

DREAMED THAT

I

I

WAS SANTA

CLAUS
HEARD THE BELLS ON
CHRISTMAS DAY

I

\THE LITTLE BOY
THAT SANTA
JCLAUS FORGOT

holiday songs for
every type of use.
.
3,500 mem.

I
1

!

.

CLAUS
TOLD SANTA TO BRING ME YOU
WANNA SQUEEZE YOUR RED NOSE
SANTA
WANT A CHRISTMAS DRUM
WANT A DOG (for Christmas)
WANT AN OLD-FASHIONED
CHRISTMAS
WANT YOU FOR CHRISTMAS
I'D LIKE TO FIND YOU IN MY
STOCKING (when
wake up

bers of the Society

LITTLE RED RIDING

HOOD'S CHRISTMAS
TREE

I

I

in the

I

,„„

entertainment
world

Christmas Morn)
LIKE TO HITCH A RIDE

was New Year's

Eve)

i

THE CHRISTMAS SPELL
CHRISTMAS STORY
A CHRISTMAS SYMBOL
THE CHRISTMAS SYMPHONY
CHRISTMAS TIME
CHRISTMAS TIME'S THE TIME
FOR LOVE
CHRISTMAS TOYS' PARADE
THE CHRISTMAS TREE
(sweet Angie) THE CHRISTMAS
TREE ANGEL
('round the) CHRISTMAS TREE
AT HOME
CHRISTMAS VARIATIONS
(before you know it) CHRISTMAS
WILL BE HERE
CHRISTMAS WITHOUT YOU
A CHRISTMAS WREATH
DANCE OF THE DOLLS
DAWN OF CHRISTMAS DAY
DEAR MISTER SANTA CLAUS
DEAR SANTA CLAUS
DEAREST SANTA
DO YOU BELIEVE IN SANTA CLAUS?
DOLL DANCE

Season's Greetings

and best wishes for a

Happy and Prosperous

New Year

THE LITTLE RED TRAIN
SAID AH-CHOO!

WHO

MERRY CHRISTMAS EVERYWHERE
MERRY CHRISTMAS MORNING
THE MERRY CHRISTMAS POLKA
MERRY CHRISTMAS WALTZ
THE MERRY MERRY CHRISTMAS

WAS CHRISTMAS

(and ev'ry night

PARADE

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR
MERRY CHRISTMAS DARLING

Happy New Year)
EV'RY DAY

TOWN

MERRY CHRISTMAS

WITH

SANTA CLAUS
IF THE BOYS COME HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS (we'll all have a
IF

LITTLE TOY

LITTLEST ANGEL'S CHRISTMAS

I

I'D

LITTLE JACK

THE LITTLE RAG
DOLL WITH THE
'SHOE BUTTON EYES

extend to their friends

I

CHRISTMAS
DONKEY

POLKA
MERRY TEXAS CHRISTMAS, YOU ALL
MISTER SNOWMAN
MISTLETOE KISS
THE MISTLETOE SONG
MRS. SANTA CLAUS
A MUSICAL CHRISTMAS CARD
MY CHRISTMAS WISH
NEW CHRISTMAS MORNING,
HALLELUJAH
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
IN TEXAS, THAT IS
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
SONG
A NIGHT IN BETHLEHEM
LA NOCHE BUENA (Christmas Eve)
NOW IS THE TIME FOR CHRISTMAS

ON THIS CHRISTMAS DAY
ONLY THING WANT FOR
CHRISTMAS IS JUST TO KEEP
THE THINGS I'VE GOT
I

PICNIC
IF

I

IF

1

WERE SANTA CLAUS
WERE SANTA CLAUS FOR
A DAY

IF

IT

DOESN'T SNOW ON

CHRISTMAS
I'LL

BE

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS

TRAIL

SANTA CLAUS LOOKS LIKE MY
DADDY
SANTA CLAUS LULLABY
THE SANTA CLAUS PARADE
SANTA CLAUS' PARTY
SANTA, DEAR SANTA
SANTA FOUND A LITTLE LAMB
SANTA GOT STUCK IN THE
CHIMNEY
SANTA, SANTA, SANTA
SANTA SERENADE
SANTA WATCHES LITTLE CHILDREN
SANTA'S HELPER
SANTA'S ON HIS WAY
SANTA'S ON THE WAY
SANTA'S PARADE
SEND ME YOUR LOVE FOR
CHRISTMAS
SHAKE HANDS WITH SANTA CLAUS
SILVER BELLS

SING A SONG OF SANTA CLAUS
SLEIGH BELL SERENADE
SLEIGH BELL TIME
SLEIGH BELLS IN THE

I

I

LITTLE

FROST GET LOST

SAW MOMMY KISSING SANTA

I

SNOW.

^LETTER TO

DON'T WANT A LOT FOR

I

IT

SNOW

IT

LET'S HAVE

ertory provides the

DIDN'T BELIEVE IN SANTA CLAUS
(till the day he gave me you)
I

I

LET

Quith-muth Day)

'til

SNOW. LET

.LET IT

The ASCAP repS

SANTA CLAUS
CAN'T WAIT 'TIL CHRISTMAS DAY
BELIEVE

I

SANTA CLAUS BALLET
SANTA CLAUS BLUES
THE SANTA CLAUS EXPRESS
SANTA CLAUS FOR PRESIDENT
SANTA CLAUS GOT STUCK IN
MY CHIMNEY
SANTA CLAUS IS COMIN' TO TOWN
SANTA CLAUS IS RIDIN' THE

IN

(the toys

THE SNOW
gave a party

for)

POPPA SANTA CLAUS

SNOW

SLEIGH RIDE

SNOW DEER
SNOWFLAKES
THE SNOWMAN

SNOWMAN
SONG OF THE BELLS
SONG OF CHRISTMAS
SONG OF THE SLEIGH BELLS
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM
STAR OF BETHLEHEM
THE STORY OF CHRISTMAS
SUZY SNOWFLAKE
THE TEDDY BEARS PICNIC
THAT CHRISTMAS FEELING
THAT'S WHAT CHRISTMAS MEANS
TO ME
WHAT XMAS MEANS TO ME
THAT'S WHAT
WANT FOR

THAT'S

I

CHRISTMAS
THERE IS NO CHRISTMAS LIKE
A HOME CHRISTMAS
THERE'LL ALWAYS BE A
CHRISTMAS
THERE'S A CHRISTMAS TREE IN
HEAVEN
THIRTY-TWO FEET AND EIGHT
LITTLE TAILS

THIS CHRISTMAS

TOY PIANO POLKA
TOYLAND
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS
UNCLE MISTLETOE
WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
WHAT AM
GONNA DO THIS
CHRISTMAS
WHAT'CHA GONNA GET ME FOR
CHRISTMAS?
WHEN CHRISTMAS COMES
WHEN CHRISTMAS COMES TO
OUR HOUSE
WHEN IT'S CHRISTMAS ON THE
RANGE
WHEN SANTA CLAUS GETS YOUR
.

I

'

PUT A LITTLE GAL IN MY STOCKIN'
RED CHEEKS AND WHITE WHISKERS
RED, WHITE AND BLUE CHRISTMAS
ROLLING IN THE SNOW
ROOT'N, TOOT'N SANTA CLAUS
RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED
REINDEER
SANTA CI AIIS

LETTER

WHITE CHRISTMAS
WHO SANTA CLAUS
WHY DOESN'T SANTA CLAUS GO
NEXT DOOR
WINTER WONDERLAND
A YANKEE CHRISTMAS
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Feel Need for Hard-Driving

See Success Of Anti-Tax
Compo's Dues,

Campaign
By

J.

A.

in '54

OTTEN

WASHINGTON,

Tax Drives

Dec. 27.— Another selling job, just as tough as the previous one, faces the industry in 1954 if the 20 per cent Federal admission tax is
to be completely repealed by Congress. This is the word from members of
Congress and from seasoned tax ob

Coyne Optimistic Over

servers in Washington, who
against over-confidence.
The hard-driving anti-tax

Congressional Support

warn
drive

won Congressional approval
year will have to be duplicated
this year for effective legislative results, it was pointed out.
The worst
thing that the industry can do, the
seasoned observers say, is to think
that this year's "selling" job will carry
over to next, without very much new
or extra effort.
Of course, getting some tax relief
a reduction to 10 per cent, say
should
be easier.
President Eisenhower, in
his veto message of the Mason repeal
which

Para. 25- Year Club

Inducts 42 Members

Rush

Set for

BVay. Houses
Push Novelty
For Holidays
See New Media, Product
Sending Grosses High

last

The Council of Motion Picture Organizations' dues collection and its
poll of Congressmen and Senators for
their support of industry efforts to
eliminate the Federal admission tax
have been moving along toward what
are expected to be highly satisfactory
results.

Robert Coyne, special counsel

COMPO,

said here that
while all tabulations in the dues
drive have not been compiled,
figures to date indicate that "we
will be able to operate."
This
means that
will be
able to carry on its efforts with
for

COMPO

a comfortable margin, to push
the tax repeal campaign and to
conduct other projects which
the organization has on its 1954
agenda. The dues drive started
on Nov. 30 and ended on Dec. 7,

with
their

film
salesmen covering
territories on behalf of

(Continued on page 3)

Subscription Video

Faces Obstacles,
Says the FCC
WASHINGTON,

Dec. 27.— Subengineering and public
policy questions must be determined
before the Government could okay any
subscription
television
system,
the
Federal Communications Commission
stantial

legal,

states.

Issuing its annual report for the
fiscal year ending last June 30, the
Commission noted that it had pending
various proposals to authorize pay-asyou-see television.
"In addition to
(Continued on page 3)

FCC May Relax Rule
On TV Ownerships
WASHINGTON,

Dec.

27.— The

Federal Communications Commission,
which had proposed relaxing its rules
limiting the number of television stations that can be owned by any corporation, individual or group, proposes- now to raise the limit from four
to seven, providing that no more than
five stations are in the
band

VHF

(Continued on page 3)

—

last summer, promised that the
Administration would urge some reduction.
But complete repeal is quite
another matter.
Problems confronting the industry
here are two-fold
bill

<f

The Treasury Department

faced

huge Federal
(Continued on page 3)

with

a

is

still

deficit,

Added French Permit
Hinted in

New

Pact

Hope that France will issue an
additional permit for an American
film import for each French film that
is successfully exploited in this country was expressed at the weekend by
Peter Riethof, president of the American Dubbing Co. and vice-president
and treasurer of the newly-formed
Parkway Amusement Corp. The
ter
was organized to widen
(Continued on page 3)

lat-

the

Paramount
employes
year completed 25 years of
service were inducted into the Paramount 25-Year Club by Adolph
Zukor, board chairman and founder
of

this

Paramount

Pictures, at

home

office

ceremonies joined in by company executives and department heads. Zukor
this year celebrated his 50th anniversary in the industry.
Barney Balaban, president of Paramount, opened the ceremonies with
an address to the 25-year employes,
who received citations and gold
watches marking their induction into
the club.

Inducted from the home office were
Helene Coleman, Adeline Lewis, Ruth
Mikels, Marguerite Scrivani, Edith
(Continued on page 3)
C

UV Lorber to Testify

On

U.S. Health Plan

Benjamin Lorber, insurance manager of Universal Pictures, will be
the first witness before the Congressional Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce in Washington on

Wednesday, Jan.

6,

when

the

Com-

mittee's health inquiry gets under way
to determine the proper legislation required for the promulgation of a program of government-subsidized health

(Continued on page 2)

Administration Considering Changes
In the Federal Minimum Wage Law

WASHINGTON, Dec. 27.—Theatres might well be affected by two
changes which the Administration is said to be considering in minimum wage and unemployment insurance programs.
The changes may be recommended to Congress for action at the

coming session.
One would extend provisions of the Federal Minimum Wage Law
to retail and service fields. Practically all theatres are now exempt
from the minimum wage law under an exemption in the present law
for certain retail and service industries.
The U. S. Labor Department is seriously considering recommending the repeal of this
exemption. Any such recommendation is almost certain to provoke
a bitter fight in Congress.

The other change would require states to bring under their unemployment insurance programs all companies with three or more
workers. At present, the states need cover only firms with eight
or more workers, though many states do have coverage of smaller
firms.

By

Forty-two

who

MURRAY HOROWITZ

Broadway film houses are putting
the new techniques to the fore this
holiday season with first-run showcases featuring three CinemaScope
productions and two 3-D films.
The
factors of novelty and top product
weigh in favor of excellent business
this holiday season and in preparation for the rush many of the Broadway showcases have slated extra performances.

The CinemaScope medium

is

on

dis-

play at the Roxy where "Beneath the
12-Mile Reef" will round out its sec-

ond week this Thursday; at the Rivoli,
where "King of the Khyber
Rifles" has just opened, and at Loew's
State and the Globe, where "How to

Marry A Millionaire" is continuing.
The Capitol is offering "Miss Sadie
Thompson,"
over 3-D
at

in

3-D, while the hold-

"Cease Fire," continues
the Criterion.
Last year, at this
(Continued on page 3)
film,

Decca Proposes to
Increase Its Stock

Holdings in Univ.
WASHINGTON, Dec. 27.— Decca
Records has notified the Securities
and Exchange Commission that it
proposes to increase its holdings of
Universal Pictures common stock.
Decca filed a registration statement
with the Commission to increase its
own outstanding capital stock to offer
to Universal stockholders in exchange
for their Universal stock.
The Decca statement sought registration of 145,842 shares of 50 cents

(Continued on page 3)

M-G-M Anniversary
Drive Under
M-G-M's

Way

30th anniversary drive has
been launched and early indicatjons
point to exhibitor cooperation, according to communications received from
the field by general sales manager
Charles Reagan.
The home office has been informed
that exhibitors plan to decorate their
lobbies with campaign material relat_

ing to the jubilee.

motion Picture Daily

2

WILLIAM
M-G-M

here yesterday for
•

Ra"French Line," in 3-D, will have
a world premiere here on Tuesday.
"Teaser" ads on the picture, which
stars Jane Russell, have been running
dio's

consultant,
Florida.

left

Louis daily papers for the past
week. The premiere is set for F. &
A. W. Schwalberg, Paramount dis- M.'s Fox Theatre.
tribution chief, will remain in HollyThe picture has not yet been granted
wood until after the first of the year. a Production Code seal but local
spokesmen said discussions to that end
William Dock has been named di- are continuing in Hollywood. P.C.A.
rector of publicity and public relations disapproval is understood to be cenfor the Southern division of Florida tered on a dance sequence by Miss
Russell and costuming.
State Theatres.
in St.

j

John Dervbin,

New

tures,

Stafford Picvisited in Atlanta
of

York,

Miami from

while en route to

here.

•

Walter Mirisch,

Allied Artists
executive producer, returned to Holly-

wood on Saturday from New York.
Oscar Doob, Loew's executive, will
New York today from Pitts-

return to

burgh and Cleveland.

Ted Mendellssohn,

New

Pictures,

from here

last

NBC

For
NBC

Fred R. Greenway, manager of the
Loew's Poli Palace Theatre in Hartford is convalescing from an illness.
•

of

York, was

Concordia
Atlanta

in

TV

Wile Heads Coast

Network

will

come

1930 at CBS. In 1934 he joined
radio department of Young &
Rubicam, where he was associated
with Sylvester L. Weaver, Jr., now
president of NBC. Both Weaver and
in 1949.
Wile joined

in

the

NBC

week.

New Academy Rule

Lorber to Testify
and medical care

HOLLYWOOD,

for the entire coun-

try.

Lorber will be the first of a group
of industrial and labor leaders and
medical authorities who have been

Washington for a
to
preliminary
series
of
month-long
hearings. He will testify on manage-

summoned

ment's part in this program and the
development of group insurance programs to assist in providing adequate
medical care through industry.
The major medical insurance pro-

gram which was adopted by UniverPictures under Lorber's direction
1952, for more than 3,500
of its employes from Coast to Coast,
has, according to the company, "be-

Dec. 27.— Documentary and foreign language films, in
order to qualify for Academy Awards,
must have been exhibited in the
United States. This rule has been

by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
which previously had ruled that the
films, in order to be considered, must
have been exhibited in Los Angeles
re-established

County.
Short subjects, however, in order
to be considered for the awards, must
be exhibited publicly in Los Angeles
County.

sal
in

Sept.,

come

a

model for industrial medical

insurance plans all over the country
and has received recognition by the
National Industrial Conference Board
as well as by the entire insurance
industry."

New

PORTLAND,

—

Tom
Ore., Dec. 27
have a new drive-in on
S. E. Powell Boulevard, opening in
Moyer

will

The

$150,000 17-acre theatre
will have a capacity of 10,000 cars and
a "balcony" for 200 cars. It will have
June.

ARCADIA,

Join

ABC-TV Web
more

Five

stations

with the
casting division of
affiliated

have

become

American BroadAmerican Broad-

casting-Paramount Theatres. As listed
by Alfred R. Beckman, national direc-

ABC-TV

department,

they

station relations

are:

KIMA-TV,

Yakima, Wash. WNCT, Greenville,
N. C.
KIDO-TV, Boise; WINKTV, Fort Myers, Fla., and WDBO;

;

TV, Orlando, Fla.
The addition of

the five stations
brings to 185 the total number of outlets served by the network.

widow and a

son, Wallace, of

Colo.

—

which

top

grosser,

"Mogambo,"

on

opening day.

hit $3,200

its

Receivers in 1954

undertakings
of

are
Story",

War

"The Pri-

(M-G-M)

;

"Susan Slept Here," (RKO Radio)
and "The Sign of the Pagan," (U-I).
Camera work was completed on
"The Black Knight," (Columbia),
"The Kid From Outer Space," "Fire
Over Africa" and "Duel in the
Jungle," (Independent)
the Kings," (M-G-M)

Up" (Paramount)

;

;

"Valley
"Living

of
It

"Johnny Guitar,"
(Republic), and "Fireman Save My
;

(U-I).

Robert C. Sprague, chairman of
the board of the Radio-ElectronicsTelevision Manufacturers Association.
This would compare to the 1950
record of about 7,460,000 sets and to
a 1952 production of 6,096,279 sets.
Sprague predicted that 1953 retail
sales would set a new record, topping
the 1950 record of about 6,500,000 sets.
Sales last year totaled 6,144,990.

"With good merchandising," and
without any major general economic
recession, sales in 1954 should run at

RETMA

Mono. International

Be A.A. Jan. 2
— MonoHOLLYWOOD, Dec.

Will

least 6,000,000, the
official
declared. He said most manufacturers
felt
that
black-and-white
receivers

would continue to constitute the bulk
of set sales "for years to come."

Few

27.

gram

International
Corp.,
effective
Saturday, will operate under its new
name of Allied Artists International
Corp. "It is appropriate," said Norton
V. Ritchey, president of the Allied
Artists foreign subsidiary, "that this
change be made at the start of a New
Year a time of fresh endeavors and
new beginnings a time also when
Allied Artists is forging ahead as
never before, filming in all media with
stress on bigger properties, bigger

—

;

and bigger box-office."

Install Ampex Sound
For 'Robe' Openings
45 theatres in the New York
scheduled to open with "The
Robe" during the holiday season, will
be equipped with Ampex multi-directional sound, reports Harrison John-

Some

area,

ston,

27.— Pro-

Dec.

to

New
soner

WASHINGTON,

duction of television sets in 1953 will
total about 7,250,000 sets, according

sales

manager

for

the

Ampex

Corp.

The Ampex

stereo system

is

sold

manufacturer furnishing everything from the
sound head, which "buttons on," to
any standard commercial projector to
power amplifiers and speakers, it was
as a complete unit, with the

Color Sets Expected

"All

agree," he continued, "that
relatively few color receivers will be
available in 1954, and that these of
necessity will be very high priced and
will have screens that are small in
comparison with the larger screen
black-and-white sets available at a
third the price or less.
"Certainly, color
programs will
be distinctly in the minority for a
long while,
despite
understandable
ballyhoo that will attend color broad-

TV

casts in 1954.
Sponsors will be slow
to spend money for color programs

which so few persons
see,

except

in

will be able to
black-and-white."

Perlmutter Reelected
Albany Chief Barker
ALBANY,

N.

Y., Dec. 27.

—

The

new Variety Club crew has

reelected
Jules Perlmutter, president of Perlmutter Theatres, chief barker for 1954.

Other officers named were Lewis A.
Sumberg, executive director of Albany
:

TOA,

first

assistant

chief

barker

Sylvan Leff, Realart Pictures and
Utica
exhibitor,
second
assistant
Aaron Winig, property master, and

Frank Carroll, M-G-M office manager
and head booker, dough guy.

Glenn Miller 'Week
And 'Day in Iowa

9

9

CLARINDA,

Pleshette Is Cited

By

Charity Group

Dec. 27.—The
Eugene Pleshette, executive manweek of Jan. 11 has been proclaimed
ager of the Brooklyn Paramount The"Glenn Miller Week" by Iowa Gov.
atre, has been selected to receive the
William Beardsley, while Mayor Don"Showman of the Year" award by the
ald Drake of this community, birthKnights Before Christmas, a group
place of Miller, has declared Wednesof Brooklyn professional and business
day, Jan. 13, to be "Glenn Miller
men who are active in year-round
Day." James Stewart and June Allycharitable enterprises.
Pleshette anson, co-starred in Universal's "The
nually stages the Knights' all-star
Glenn Miller Story," will come to
benefit show for needy children.
Clarinda for the festivities, which also
will include the dedication of a new
Stein with
armory, a parade and a banquet.
ROME, Dec. 27. Lou Stein, a
reporter on the "Rome Daily Amerin English
ican," has taken a three-months leave
The Joseph Burstyn organization, of absence to serve as American publa.,

IFE

Lou

An 'Tomorrow'

LOS ANGELES, Dec. 27.
opening day record of $4,000 was
chalked up by "Knights of the Round
Table" at the Egyptian Theatre. The
film, which had its premiere two days
before Christmas, beat the theatre's

Ordway, previous

TV

—

$4,000 for 'Knights*

Neb., Dec. 27.— Percy
E. Doe, 74, owner of the Arcadia
Theatre for nearly 30 years before
his retirement several years ago, died
after a long illness. Survivors are his

editors.

stated.

in-car heaters.

Percy E. Doe, 74

Dec. 27.— Producdipped a little, as is customary
at this time of year, with only three
new pictures going before cameras,
while eight others were sent to film

Five More Stations

tor of the

Oregon Drive-in

HOLLYWOOD,

stars

On Foreign Films

(Continued from page 1)

In Production of

television

under the direct
supervision of Frederic W. Wile, Jr.,
the network's vice-president for production, who will transfer to Hollywood on Jan. 1 as vice-president in
charge of the television network program division on the Coast.
Wile's career in broadcasting began
Coast

1953

tion

Child,"

programming, production and operations on the West

28,

Sprague Sees Record

3

3-D Trench Line'
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 27. — RKO

RODGERS,

F.
sales

Films Started,
8 Are Completed

Premiere for

St. L.

Personal
Mention

Monday, December

;

'

.

distributor of "Tomorrow Is Too
Late," starring Pier Angeli and Vittorio de Sica, has ready for release
an English-language version of the
picture. The original production was
in

Italian.

licity

unit man in
of God,"

Scourge

Rome
Lux

for

"Attila,

Films'

new

Stein
color in Technicolor release.
will be working under the supervision
of Robert Gordon Edwards, Rome
publicity liaison man for IFE.
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See Need
larger

even

than

the

one

of a veto of the
Department
year.
Officials feel obliged to continue to
resist any substantial tax reduction

Mason

favor

in

this

bill

beyond those recommended by
Some Treasury ofPresident.
ficials indicate they are already unEisenhower
that
President
happy
promised to support any reduction at
others
admission tax
the
all
in
emphasize they are committed to reduction, but no more.
<R Members of Congress will be faced
efforts

the

;

many more competing

next year by

demands

for excise cuts for other industries.
This year, many other industries held off their tax-relief campaigns on the theory that Congress
would not act on excises and that they
should save their strength for the 1954
election year, when Congress might
be more attentive to excise relief.

Many

industries

turers, telephone companies, luggage
makers, jewelry firms and many more

be making intensive drives for
The more revenue lost
excise cuts.
in relief for other industries, the less
can be afforded for the film industry,
will

On

will

feel.

brighter side, 1954
election year, in
members of the
all
and one-third of the

the

be

will

which

House

an

Senate will be up for re-elecThese lawmakers will be
conscious of the vote-getting
tion.

potential of excise cuts. Moreover, due to the 1953 film in-

dustry

campaign,

most

law-

wellalready
are
acquainted with the industry's

makers

problems and needs.

The

in-

made many friends by
policy of thanking, even
after the veto message, those
lawmakers who supported the
dustry
its

Mason
Under

bill.

the tone of the

set-up,

this

While
industry's case may change.
complete lifting of the admission tax
_

may remain

officially

the goal,

more

—

and more emphasis may be put in
private talks with Conunofficial,
gressmen, at least on obtaining com-

—

plete relief for lower-priced tickets
and partial relief for the higher-priced
tickets sold mainly by the larger
theatres.
Such a scheme would have the advantage of cutting the revenue loss

government and

for the

—

in a

Metropolitan newspapers here heralded the Christmas Day openings of
"The Robe" in 82 neighborhood situations.
Ads were placed by 20th-Fox
on a cooperative basis for several successive -days .preceding-- -the opening,
Theatres, playplan an extra New Year's Eve show Christmas Day.
with advanced admission prices. How- ing "The Robe" in New York, inciever, during the week, most Broad- dentally, reported a very good sale of
way theatres are not increasing their its season gift books. The sale of these
coupon books "went much better than
prices.

With

the pre-Christmas lull transformed into a rush to the box offices,
all houses in the New York Metropolitan area look forward to a prosperous week, to be topped off by the
New Year's holiday. Most situations

Radio City Music Hall, featuring
"Easy to Love" and its traditional
Christmas stage show, expects capacity business throughout this week. All
reserved seats for the holidays were
sold long ago by the Music Hall.

The

price for

Year's Eve

is

its

midnight show

still

remain-

ing politically attractive to the Congressmen trying to please the largest
number of voters at the lowest cost to
the Treasury.

New

$1.80.

a
of

good
"Be-

shooting
current
The New Year's Eve
second week.
price at the Roxy will be $2.00 top.
The Paramount, without a stage show
this year, is featuring "The Eddie
Cantor Story." It has scheduled extra
shows and will increase its admissions
Joining other
for New Year's Eve.
Broadway houses, the Warner Theatre, playing the long-run "This Is
Cinerama," has added performances
during the holidays, with a midnight
show scheduled for New Year's Eve.
The Bijou, current featuring "Gilbert

neath the 12-Mile Reef,"
for

a

neat

$200,000

for

RKO

usual" this year,

management

is

the

Decca Proposes

The Polaroid Corp., continuing its
cooperative advertising activities, on
important 3-D film openings, used
run-of-the-paper ads in Metropolitan
newspapers with plugs for "Miss Sadie
Thompson."
See How
"Now
Great 3-D Can Be!," the ad headlined,
pointing out, among other things, Polaroid's new adjustable 3-D glasses
which "slip on easily
and stay on."
Columbia and the Capitol also engaged in lavish cooperative advertising
on "Sadie Thompson" for several days
.

in

The ratio of exchange is
Co., Inc."
to be filed later.
According to the prospectus, Decca
now owns 600,075 shares of the outstanding Universal stock. "The purpose of the present exchange offer to
Universal stockholders," the state-

.

.

.

advance of the opening. This adtoo, carried copy extolling

the "new type" 3-D glasses, including
the clip-on type for those who wear
spectacles.

The heavy ad
pay

schedules

began to

with business the past
weekend headed for record-setting
levels at many houses, barring adverse
weather during" the remainder of the
week and through Sunday.
off

early,

French Permit
(Continued from page 1)

American market

for the

French

films.

understood that a provision
for an additional permit is included
It

COMPO,

is

the proposals for a new French
film pact with the Motion Picture Association of America.
Riethof said
that such an arrangement would benefit the U. S. distributors and French
in

on exhibitor

calling

accounts.

Coyne said that some areas had been
slow

reporting on their activities
Congressional opinion on
the admission tax situation, but that
the information gathered to date indicates a justified feeling for optimism.
It would appear,
Coyne said, that
Congress "is lining up for industry
in

in soliciting

relief."

State

and regional chairmen of
have been contacting perand by mail Congressional

COMPO

sonally
representatives
in
their
respective
areas under the direction of Pat
McGee and Col. H. A. Cole,
COMPO's co-chairmen of the tax
repeal committee, and Coyne.

Subscription

TV

(Continued from page 1)

.

vertising,

(Continued from page 1)
par value capital stock, "to be issued
only in exchange for shares of $1 par
common stock of Universal Pictures

reported.

Polaroid Plugs Glasses

.

Increases General

The Roxy, which enjoyed
waging $95,000 for the first week

active tax relief campaigns this year,
in addition to the film industry, were
legitimate theatres and the fur indusNext year, appliance manufactry.

many Congressmen

Broadway

Have Hopes

Industries

About the only

was only one picture on and Sullivan," has gone to a three-anew medium "This Is day schedule, with an extra performCinerama," which is still doing strong ance at 5 :30 P.M. this week.
Large display advertisements in
business.
there

time,

Drives

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

which greatly influenced the Administration

Compo

Holiday Grosses

(Continued from page 1)
probably

3

the basic policy question whether the
authorization of a subscription
service would serve the public interest," the report said, "substantial legal
questions must be determined, particularly, whether such a specialized service is 'broadcasting' within the meaning of the Communications Act, or
common carrier or some other special
radio service.
Also, there is the engineering problem of where such a
service could be squeezed into the
crowded radio spectrum."
The report noted that during the
year the Commission had disposed of
the film industry's request for special
theatre television frequencies, holding
that this service should be performed
by common carriers using existing
common carrier frequencies.
Other features of the FCC report
were these
As of Oct. 31, there were 545 commercial television stations authorized
and 315 actually on the air. There
were also 22 educational
stations
authorized, of which four were on the
air.
As of June 30, there were 601
applications pending for new commer-

TV

TV

TV

TV

cial
stations.
Of 398 new
stations authorized during the 1953
producers alike.
The first three French pictures on fiscal year the first year after the
ment said, "is to increase the cor- the Parkway lineup have arrived in lifting of the "freeze" 256 were in
band and 142 were in
poration's holdings of Universal com- this country and dubbing will start the new
band.
immediately. Riethof, whose company the
mon."
Issuance of the additional 145,842 did the dubbing on "Heidi," "Anna,"
shares of Decca capital stock would "The Iron Crown" and "Bitter Rice,"
stock
to has developed a dubbing process of 25outstanding
its
increase
The prospectus said his own. He said that only by achiev1,500,000 shares.
(Continued from page 1)
that as of Aug. 1, Universal had out- ing perfection technically and artisHenry Bachman, W. G.
standing 999,306 shares plus warrants tically can dubbed foreign product Talcott,
Stephen
for an additional 180,001 shares. Any find a market here. Deny Robin, who Cherry, Herbert Guilfoyle,
Universal stock acquired under these co-stars with Kirk Douglas in "The Kolankowski, Arthur Israel, Jr., Edwarrants would be eligible for the Act of Love," is due in New York ward Ryan, Edgar Skerritt, Thomas
shortly after Jan. 1 to dub one of Tinston and Joseph Zammitt.
Decca exchange offer, Decca said.
Paramount News Alexander Black,
Decca declared the ratio of the ex- her French pictures.
Albert J. Cereda, Anthony Calabro,
would be determined by
change
Co-Production Planned
Albert Mingalone, Harold Silver, JoDecca's board of directors sometime
Riethof said that Parkway also is seph Gimblet, E. Warren Wood and
in January, upon the basis of the
earning records of the two companies, planning co-production of pictures Lou Hutt.
New York branch Eva Cohen, Milthe dividends paid, the book value, with French producers in France.
the market history of the two stocks, The plan is to shoot a scene in French dred Nochese, Richard Magan and
the prospective earnings of the two and then, with the same English- Myron E. Sattler.
Laboratories!:
Florence
Holland
speaking players, shoot the scene in
companies and similar matters.
English.
Because of the accents, the and Elizabeth Yunginger.

—

—

UHF
VHF

Year Club

:

:

FCC
(Continued from page 1)

[

and that the sixth and seventh are
in the

UHF

band.

The Commission

said

it

was pro-

this step to "encourage the
rapid and effective development of the

posing

UHF

It added that it was
band."
acting on the basis of petitions for
the change from American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, National
Broadcasting and Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories.

Nepo Takes Chicago Lex

—

CHICAGO, Dec. 27 Harry Nepo,
veteran Chicago exhibitor and long
time sergeant-at-arms of Allied Theatres of Illinois, has taken over the
new Lex Theatre here and reopened
The theatre,
on Christmas Day.
once part of the Indiana Illinois
Circuit, last was operated by Morris
Kaplan.
it

latter

scenes

will

be

dubbed

with

From

the field: Helen

Lomax, Los

Angeles
Margaret Mistele and Joseph Petrusek, Milwaukee
Virginia
Rich, Atlanta; Helen Rodgers, PittsHartford Drive-In
burgh; Jeannie Lou Taylor, Dallas;
HARTFORD, Dec. 27.— Sal Ador- Calvin Johnson, New Orleans; Mauno, Jr., assistant general manager of rice Simon, Detroit
John Vos, DenEdward Wall, Albany; Ellen
M. and D. Theatres, has announced ver
plans for construction of a drive-in, Shannon, Calgary
P. M. Griffin, St.
to be called the Middletown Drive-in, John; W. Turner, Toronto, and William Young, Montreal,
on Saybrook Road at Middletown.
$

American

voices.

;

;

Plan

;

;

;

asss

56 PAGES

packed with

in-

formative data about CinemaScope.

A

valuable guide for a prosperous

future for theatres large and small!
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Move

Goldwyn Asks
Meet on Code

Five Stage Shows

At N.Y. Paramount
Under New Policy

29,

TEN CENTS

1953

GROSSES SURGE UP
IN HOLIDAY BOOM
Major Circuits Report

Cecil B. DeMille

'Modernizing'
Move to
Would End

Tells Johnston
'Nullify' It

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 28-.— In a letter to Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, Samuel Goldwyn suggests that a
meeting of producer signatories of the
industry's Production Code be called
"to discuss the need for modernization
of the code and the specific manner in
which it can best serve not only our
industry but the public."

Goldwyn' s letter, which
was addressed to Johnston in Washington, D. C., last week, was released
by the Goldwyn studio here today.
Johnston is now at his home in
Spokane, Wash., and could not be
reached immediately for comment.

The

text of

quarterly meeting of
AA board for 1954, date
the
for which is set by the organization's bylaws, is scheduled to
be held in New York about

The

first

MP

and presumably
(Continued on page 6)

mid-January

Christmas"

will be the studio's first picture shot
on a "loose" 166-to-l aspect ratio to
allow projection up to a 2-to-l basis,

Don Hartman,

uct will be made so as to allow projection up to 185-to-l, he said.
Hartman is here for the purpose
stage
of seeing current Broadway

plays and to hold informal conferences
proat the home office on next year's
duction schedule. He plans to return

tomorrow.

WASHINGTON,

Dec.

28.—New

State today defended the constitutionality of its censorship law in
a brief filed with the Supreme Court
in support of its right to ban as "im-

York

moral" the French film "La Ronde."

Commercial Pictures Corp.,
of

distribu-

appealed the
(Continued on page 3)
the

the old

New York

Hip-

£

screen
tion,

.ffj

.

produc-

"The Ten

Command-

___j

merits," DeMille revealed

„

podrome, with each screen and stage
(Continued on page 3)

that

approxi-

mately four
:

.

lion

bil-

persi ins

'Here to Eternity' and

throughout the
world have seen

Zinnemann Voted

his 69 previous
films during the

'53

Best by N. Y. Critics

last

four

The New York Film Critics have
"From Here to Eternity" as

the best production of the year, from
among five candidates the other four
were "Conquest of Everest", "The
;

Robe", "Roman Holiday" and "Moulin
Rouge." Special citations were given
to

"A Queen

Is

Crowned" and "Con-

film,

New

Receipts Everywhere
Theatres

across the nation racked
grosses with the advent
of the Christmas holidays as representative
circuits
reported
greater
business this Christmas weekend as

up

sizable

compared

with Radio City Music Hall establishing a new high for a
Saturday. Other key houses did
extraordinarily well with such
attractions as

12-

Rifles."

the

RKO

1913, that DeMille produced his
picture, "The Squaw Man," in a

first

(Continued on page 3)

Fox, <U' Stocks at

New Highs for
Despite

Fitzgibbons Reports

Quality Product and
TORONTO,

"Beneath the

Mile Reef," "Miss Sadie Thompson," "The Eddie Cantor Story"
and "King of the Khyber

Over

barn
in the middle of an orange grove on
tle World of Don Camillo" and "Sevthe corner of Vine and Selma Streets
en Deadly Sins."
in Hollywood. This barn has since
Fred Zinnemann was named the been removed to the Paramount studio
(Continued, on page 6)
where it is now used as a gymnasium.

Media a Boon

to last year's.

The general business upswing
was reflected on Broadway,

Among the circuits reporting a
higher level of Christmas business this
Cecil B. DeMille
;
average admis- year were American Broadcastingsion paid was 17 cents, DeMille said. Paramount Theatres and the Stanley
Theatres, which
Three of his pictures, "The Great- Warner circuit.
est Show on Earth" (the 1952 Acad- had "The Robe" opening on Christemy Award winning picture), "Sam- mas Day, reported the circuit enson and Delilah" and "The King of joyed a week-end box-office record in
the New York Metropolitan area. It
Kings" are still in circulation.
It was 40 years ago today, Dec. 29, was learned from other quarters that
ades.

these years

voted

Business Tops 1952

dec-

to

New

Canada

—

Dec. 28. Despite the introduction of telecasts in some areas
Canada during 1953, motion picture theatre attendances in Canada have
held up remarkably well, with the better quality of films shown, together
of

N. Y. Brief on 'Ronde'
Given Supreme Court

tors

to

on his 70th

production head, here

yesterday.
said
Hollywood,
from
However, subsequent Paramount prod-

to the Coast

parable

Cecil B. DeMille, 72-year-old showof Hollywood, today will celebrate his 40th anniversary as a motion picture producer.
at work

man

which

will be launched
with the anticipated opening of "The
Command" on Jan. 15, seeks to establish the Paramount as a theatre compolicy,

A Showman
Now

Paramount Theatres.

The

40 Years

;

Shot for Two-to-one
"White

recently went into a straight picture
policy, plans to have from five to
six stage shows of outstanding calibre
in the coming year under the "flexible"
policy
adopted for the Broadway
flagship of American Broadcasting-

quest of Everest." "Justice Is Done"
was voted the best importation of the
year other candidates were "The Lit-

White Christmas'
Paramount's

The New York Paramount, which

with the introduction of such technical
improvements as three-dimension pic- diction of John J. Fitzgibbons, presitures, wide-screens, etc., boosting at- dent and managing- director of Famous
tendances particularly in the latter Players Canadian Corp., that "the high
months of 1953.
quality of product now available and
With the continued improvement in the expectation of a continuation of a
the quality of films as well as techni- high level of employment in Canada
cal developments, it is expected that takes us into 1954 confident that the
1954 attendances will not only hold up industry here can look forward to anas well as 1953 but probably exceed other successful year."
these records since favorable economic
He points out that a number of films
conditions and high employment levels to be made available in 1954 have
are expected to continue.
been previewed and these are of the
(Continued on page 3)
There is strong support for the pre-

a

generally

1953

weak

stock

market in all major and most secondary issues, strong interest continued
to give support to motion picture
shares with 20th Century-Fox and
Universal closing on the New York
Stock Exchange yesterday at new 1953
highs.
In the last

two trading days on the
Exchange, 20th-Fox advanced two and
one-half points, with volume ranking
it among the first three issues traded
during the period. The stock closed
yesterday at 21, up one-half, with
(Continued on page 3)

Columbia in 3-Film
Deal with Warwick
Columbia Pictures has concluded a
three-picture
deal
with
Warwick
Productions, headed by Irving Allen
and Albert R. Brocolli.
The first picture they will make is
"Prize of Gold," screenplay by R. C.
Sherriff with Mark Robson directing.
The second property will be "Cockle(Continued on page 3)

;
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Personal
Mention
HARTMAN,
DON
production
head,

is

Paramount
New York

in

from Hollywood.
G. Neumann, district manager in Connecticut for Interstate
Theatres, has been reelected a vicepresident of the Woodstock Agricul-

Eewin

tural Society.

•

from Hollywood.
•
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal Pictures Southern and Canadian sales
manager, left here yesterday for

Miami.

James Boyle returned

New

New York

to

Orleans, where

he worked on the holiday opening of
"Miss Sadie Thompson."
•
James Sarno, of the Paramount
Pictures studio publicity department,
will leave New York tomorrow for

Rome.
•

Nakajima,

Yasuo

and
director
of Eiga Haikyo Co.,
Ltd., Japanese distributors, has arrived
York.
in Hollywood from

manager

business

New

•
Stubbins,

Howard

co-franchise
Allied Artists West
Coast exchanges, has left Los Angeles
with Mrs. Stubbins for Phoenix.

owner

of

the

Abe Goodman,
advertising

from

New

Helen
Morgan

manager,
York.

Associates,

Hollywood from

Century-Fox

20th

Morgan,

is

in

Florida

Brenon and
of
publicists, is in

New

York.

been reelected business agent of Local No.

IATSE,

Is

Refuse Rate Increase
To Ohio Truckers
COLUMBUS, Dec. 28.—Three
truckers in the Cleveland
were denied boosts in
rates by the Ohio Public Utilifilm

Designed

primarily

with

seating capacities
seats,
a three-channel

Commission which suspended proposed increases after
protests came from the Indeties

sound system has been developed by
Ampex Corp. of Redwood City,
Calif. The system will sell for $3,995.
This was disclosed here yesterday by
Spyros S. Skouras, of the Circuit
Construction Corp., who will serve as

the

pendent
to
25.

quested by Film Transit Co.,
Leonard Albrecht and E. S.
Johnson. If the firms object to
the rate increase suspension,
they will be required to justify

manager

for the system.
At a trade press conference yesterday, Skouras said that each channel
has a 30-watt amperage and will be
known as the Ampex Master Series.
Ampex also has two other stereophonic sound systems, the "deluxe"
and "super" for larger houses.
In addition to the low price for the
.

three-channel system, Skouras pointed
out that other advantages were a
guarantee against sound failure and
its ability to channel sound through
one or two of the other amplifiers
in the event of a failure in one.

Greater Safety Claimed
According, to Skouras and

Ross

Snyder, engineer for Ampex, the Master Series provides more safety features than are employed in any fourchannel system. It was claimed that
if a failure
should occur in one or
two of the power amplifiers or one or

two

Theatre Owners of
The increased rates were
have become effective Dec.
The rate increases were re-

Ohio.

the increases.
has petitioned

Commerce

The

ITOO

also
the Interstate
Commission for sim-

ilar action.

K.C. Services Today

For

F. D.

KANSAS
D.

Snow,

Snow of <IA'

CITY, Dec.

28.

— Felix

third vice-president of
the IATSE, died Friday afternoon
at a hospital here, following a recent
heart attack.
He had been business agent of Stage
66,

Employes Local No. 31, Kansas City,
since '\1925, and a member of the

of the pre-amplifiers, none of the general
executive board of the Interthree sound tracks will be lost be- national
since 1940.
He had helped
cause the three sound tracks will be organize many unions
throughout the
mixed into the remaining one or two Midwest and traveled constantly
as
power amplifiers or one or two of the an IATSE field man in that
territory
pre-amplifiers which will carry all until he
was taken ill.
three sound tracks to the stage speakServices will be held at Freeman's
Likewise, it was stated, if one Funeral Parlor, Kansas
er.
City, tomoror even two of the stage speakers row. His
widow survives
should fail, again the emergency device provides that all sound is channeled through the remaining speaker.
If a four channel is desired, it was
'53
explained, it can be obtained for between $200 and $300.
Dec. 28.— Granada TheFirst deliveries on current orders atres, Ltd., reported
net profit for the
for the Master Series will be made year ended last Sept. 30 of
£72,572
on Jan. 15 and full deliveries are ($203,200), compared with a net
promised on or after Feb. 1. Approx- profit for the preceding year of £72,167.
imately 40 theatres of the Skouras
After payment of dividends on prefcircuit
will
be equipped with the erence shares the previous year's diviAmpex system by Jan. 15. Approxi- dend of five per cent on the ordinaries
mately 100 other houses around the was continued.
country have ordered the Ampex
systems.
Snyder said that the design of the
Relative Killed
.

has

of Minneapolis.

RKO

Radio Gets
5th Independent Film

Reports

Eight

co-production

deals

between

American producers and Anglo-Amalgamated Film Distributors of England
are planned for 1954, Nat Cohen, executive of the latter company, said
here yesterday. Cohen arrived over
the weekend from London.
"Dangerous Journey," recently completed,
and "The Sleeping Tiger,"
which is now in production, are coproduction deals

with

Robert Gold-

Cohen said he planned to go
Hollywood on Thursday to nego-

stein.

to

tiate for acting talent

distribution

deals

and to discuss
"Dangerous

for

Journey" and "The Sleeping Tiger."
The former picture stars William
Lundigan and the latter lias Alexis
Smith, Alexander Knox and Dirk

Bogarde
Cohen

in the top roles.

also

plans

to

discuss

joint

production projects with Hollywood
producers during his stay on the West
Coast.

2nd Cinerama in Work
"The Thrill of Your Life," Cinerama's second film, to be produced by
Louis deRochemont, will go into work
shortly, with release scheduled for
May, 1. Robert L. Bendick has been
signed as director of the European
episodes of the drama. He will fly to
Paris Sunday to join deRochemont.

Variety Party

A

Sellout

The New Year's Eve party and
reception to be held for the benefit of
the New York Variety Foundation
to Combat Epilepsy in the Sert Room
of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel is a
complete
sellout,
reports
Charles
Reed Jones,

publicist for the event.

Profit

NEW YORK THEATRES
-

series

had

-

"EASY TO LOVE"
stirriu

color by

md
and

ESTHER WILLIAMS

JOHNSON

van

been

engineered
simplifying as

RADIO CUT MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center

Weitman

Funeral services for Captain DudRKO Radio Pictures has signed a with the purpose of
ley Newstein, 30, a brother-in-law of
distribution deal with Robert Still- many complicated electronic parts as
man Productions for the release of possible and to derive greater effi- Robert M. Weitman, vice-president
American
Broadcasting - Para"The Americano," making the fifth ciency from the component parts of of
mount Theatres, will be held here
film in as many weeks to be placed the system.
this afternoon at Midwood Funeral
on RKO's 1954 agenda from indeHome. Capt. Newstein, a doctor in
pendent producers.
Gillette the U. S. Army, was killed in a
Other films which have been listed
highway accident while traveling from
for distribution are "The Girl Rush,"
Fort Campbell, Ky., where he was
starring Rosalind Russell for FredHe is survived by his
DES MOINES, Dec. 28.— Al My- stationed.
erick Brisson's Independent Artists
widow, Bernice, and a son.
"Desperate Men," co-starring John rick of Iowa-Nebraska Allied has
Payne-Lizabeth Scott for Benedict been requested by Sen. Guy M. GilBogeaus "Killers from Space," fea- lette of Iowa, member of the Senate
Mills Services
turing Peter Graves and Betty Bestar Small Business Committee, to forward
for W. Lee Wilder, and "Saint's Girl exhibitors' complaints of unfair trade
Funeral services will be held today
Friday," starring Louis Hayward and practices to him for study by the in White Plains for Mrs. Laura Mills,
committee.
Naomi Chance for Julian Lesser.
wife of Jesse T. Mills, comptroller of
Ursula Thiess, German star under
Sen. Gillette and other members of Loew's, Inc., who died Saturday folcontract to RKO, will play the femi- the committee were represented as lowing a heart attack while visiting
nine lead in "The Americano," which being concerned about reports of many their daughter in Newburgh, N. Y.
stars Glenn Ford, Arthur Kennedy small
exhibitors continuing to be Burial will take place at Chesterfaced with possible business extinction. town, N. Y.
and Cesar Romero.
;
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quality.

He

The

also points to

the fact that early in 1954 a large number of CinemaScope installations will
be made in Canadian theatres, emphasizing that this has already proven
tremendously popular in this country.

Robe"

grossed

said that during

Edward

State's

new

Were

the

market

was

%

Brothers

made

all

good

fractional

On the American Exchange, Allied
Artists was up
A closing at 4% to
equal its 1953 high.

y

4

A

business, said that Loew's
neighborhood houses did "very well,'
about the same as last year. He saw
an upsurge over last year later in
the week, with "From Here to Eternity" opening in Loew's Metropolitan
situations tomorrow.

,

La RontiV
(Continued from page 1)

weekend

is

recently,

gains.

Stanley Warner spokesman said
that grosses over the weekend were
much better than last year."
Loew's official, commenting on

"All
the
Valiant," opened there

spotlight

one-half point to 21
yesterday.
Leow's,
Paramount and
Warner

off

York ban to the high court after it
had been upheld by the state tribunals.
The case will be argued on Jan. 6 after
the judges have viewed the picture.
New York Attorney General Nathaniel Goldstein argued in his brief that

a state has a constitutional right "to
screen pictures before exhibition in
order that immoral pictures may be
the recognized and excluded."
And, he added, "La Ronde" is "imChristmas weekend, first runs snapped
out of their pre-holiday slump here, moral" from beginning to end.
Furthermore, he declared, the New
with several new bills opening well
and some holdovers bouncing up from York film censorship law is a bulwark
the previous week's figures. Among against juvenile delinquency, and New
the newcomers, "Kiss Me Kate," top- Yorkers generally believe in the need
ping $60,000 at the Chicago; "Walk- for film censorship by the state rather
ing
Baby Back Home," heading than by local authorities.
the
for
strong $20,000-plus
at
The brief answered the plaintiff's
a
United Artists "The Living Desert," argument that laws forbidding the extopping the opening week of "Martin hibition of objectionable films should
Luther" at the Loop, with a fine $22,- be effective after the showing, not by
000 expected "Here Come the Girls" prior censorship, by declaring that, in
and "Those Redheads from Seattle," the light of increasing juvenile delinsoaring over $30,000 at the McVick- quency, it is just as wrong to allow
ers
"Easy to Love," turning in a a theatre to start exhibiting an imGrand, and moral film as it is to allow the sale
good $16,000 at the
"Annpurna," lifting the Surf to a of liquor and drugs to minors.
hefty $6,300 are showing the way.
The top holdovers are "This Is
Cinerama," winding up a $31,000
week at the Palace, but expecting to
go much higher during the coming
Five New England state governors,
week with nine extra performances
Lt. Governor Sumner D. Whittier of
scheduled
"The Robe," back over

New

and Holdovers
Draw Well in Chicago
CHICAGO, Dec. 28.— Aided by
Bills

My

;

;

A

good $35,000

week

first

is

Week

indicated for the

"Here Come the

of

;

Girls'

Mayfair. "Cease Fire," in 3-D
is expected to hit a nice $15,000 for
its fifth week.
fair $20,000 is seen
for the first week of "The Bigamist"
at the Astor while a satisfactory $15,500 is forecast for the sixth week of
"The Man Between" at the Victoria
Many off-Broadway first-run houses
also enjoyed good business.
"The
Living Desert" at the Sutton is ex
pected to register a fine $14,300 for
The long-standing
its seventh week.

A

N. Y. Paramount
(Continued from page 1)
attraction big enough to command the
attention of all New York. Two screen
attractions already have been lined up,
for Murder," in 3-D, and
"Dail
"Lucky Me," a Warner Brothers Cin

M

emaScope production which has been
booked for Easter. Interspersed with
such pictures, it was explained, will
be stage shows of such calibre as
Nat King Cole and his band, which
drew $18,000 for a two-day Reserved
seat engagement in Buffalo s 2,/OU-

The

stage
seater Paramount Theatre.
shows, coupled with a screen attrac
tion will be utilized intermittently.
The anticipated opening of "The

Warner

Brothers first
CinemaScope production, may be de
layed beyond Jan. 15 if "The Eddie
Cantor Story" is held over. "The
Eddie Cantor Story" got off to a
strong start, following a round of
premiere festivities on television and

WABC.

Warwick-Col.
(Continued from page 1)
property

this

AB-

A

attraction,

'Cease Fire' in 5th

1952."

shell Hills" and the third
as yet untitled.

in

affiliates.

at the

radio station

business

that

said

last week.
Universal was up Y% to close at 18^
for its new high for the year. Universal preferred also rose one point to
63. Columbia, which also has shared

PT theatres compared to the holiday
business done last year.
He pointed
out that this was true for the circuit
despite the "Bwana Devil" grosses last
year, which swelled the business done
in the circuit's Texas and Southwest

yesterday.

Warners

vice-president

Christmas weekend was higher

"This Is Cinerama" at
estimated to zoom to $65,
000 for its 30th week, with extra
performances slated for the holidays

CKCR

nounced

Hyman,

L.

Theatres,

A

Brothers

22,900 shares changing hands. Activity
is ascribed in the
Street to reports
of
the
company's record business
volume in the current quarter, an-

three-

American Broadcasting- Paramount

of

TV

radio stations and the other is at
Kitchener, Out, in affiliation with Staand Carl Pollock, presition
dent and general manager of Dominion
Electrohome Industries Limited.
The president pointed out that the
final-quarter disbursement "brings the
total dividend payments per share for
1953 up to the total amount paid per
share for the year ending Dec. 31

Robe,"

first

last five years.

to

_

its

day showing it broke all weekend records of the circuit for the

RKO

during 1954.
Round Table," M-G-M's first
the
In a letter to stockholders, FitzgibCinemaScope
production, will open
bons dealt with the development of
there on Jan. 7.
Telemeter and its recent experiment
At the Roxy, a big $130,000 is
at Palm Springs, Cal., and added:
estimated for the second week
"Your company has the Canadian
of "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,"
franchise for Telemeter and the time
in CinemaScope.
"Miss Sadie
not far distant when Telemeter
is
Thompson," in 3-D, is due to
experiments will be conducted in
register nearly $100,000 for its
Canada."
first week at the Capitol, an outIn making this announcement, he
standing gross.
At the Paradid not say where the pay-as-you-see
mount, a fine $86,000 is inditelevision system would have its start
cated for the first week of "The
in Canada but the first installation is
Eddie Cantor Story." Another
Ontario
an
in
made
expected to be
CinemaScope production, "King
area.
of the Khyber Rifles" at the
Activity Planned
Rivoli, is predicted to rack up a
A portion of Fitzgibbons' year-end
swell $75,000 for its first week.
of
expansion
the
message dealt with
Millionaire," in
"How to Marry
Famous Players into the television
"Your company is interested CinemaScope, ended its run at Loew's
field.
State on Sunday, with $25,000 for the
in two television stations now under
One project last six days of its seven-week run.
construction," he said.
The same picture at the Globe is exis at Quebec City where the company
pected to do a good $22,000.
The
is associated with the owners of two

(Continued from page 1)

1)

commenting on "The

over

$735,000

the weekend in the 82 neighborhood
situations in the Metropolitan area,
situations.
among which are 27

Radio City Music Hall, with "Easy
Love" on the screen and the annual
Christmas show on stage, is expected
Expect Little TV Influence
to hit a tremendous $181,000 in this
Under these conditions, there is no
fourth week.
Long lines around the
doubt now that motion picture attendHall, now forming daily, are evidence
ances in Canada will reach high levels
of the capacity business being done
and judging from the reactions to
there.
The Saturday business, which
television in 1953, such attendances
established a new Saturwas
$31,500,
will not be affected much, if at all,
day record for the Hall. "Knights of

Command,"

Fox and TP

\Grosses in Upsurge

Fitzgibbons
same high

3

is

at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street
due to hit a neat $7,500 for its 42nd
week. "Annapurna" at the Trans-Lux

"Lili"

is

Street

60th
I

indicated

for

a

satis

f^tory ^^foTi^tod^we^'wlalle
..

1

is

The

mandie
its

Fugitive" at
due for a good

Litt i e
is

the

Nor

67,000 for

5 Governors at N.E.

Cinerama Premiere

;

W. Howard,
of

RKO

vice-

Theatres,

its

;

14th

at the

its

expected to
first

week

IFE

re-

hit a big $12,000

at

New York

the

Theatre

here following
record gross of $6,475.

a

three-day

28.

elected a member
of the board of directors of King
Brothers Productions, Inc., at the an-

C.

nual stockholders meeting.

Marge and Gower Champion,

Frank King was reelected president
and Maury King was renamed viceHerbert Nusbaum was
president.

lumbia's

Potter has been

named by Jerry

Wald, executive producer
Pictures,

to
first

"Pleasure

Is

direct

of

dignitaries

Boston

including Back
and leading

B.
list

Bay

socialites

publishers and merchants when "This Is
Cinerama" has its premiere in Boston,
ninth

Cinerama

Mayor Hynes

cial

host

the

event,

city,

tomorrow

will act as offi-

Boston Theatre for
by the Jimmy
Fund of the Boston Children's Cancer
Research Foundation.
Radio and television newsreels will
record the festivities prior to showtime and during intermission, highlighted by a presentation to Cinerama
from the Daughters of the American
at

the

sponsored

Revolution. S. H. Fabian, president of
Stanley Warner, who will head a
group of S-W executives attending
the premiere, will accept the scroll.

Columbia

Betty Grable and
in

Co

CinemaScope production,
All Mine."

pictures will be made abroad, "The
again made corporate secretary.
Plans for the new year were an- Boy and the Bull," to be filmed in
Warwick already has completed two
made
films for Columbia release, "Para- nounced, with four pictures lined up Spain, and "The African," to be
trooper" and "Hell Below Zero," both either for release or production. "Car- in and around Nairobi, Africa. The
starring Alan Ladd. The third, "The nival Story," starring Anne Baxter King Brothers' "Attack," a story of
Black Knight," another Ladd starrer, and Steve Cochran, will be released the U. S. Marines, will be filmed at
through
Radio this spring. Two Camp Pendleton.
currently in production.
is

RKO

of

night.

King Brothers Elect, Potter Will Direct
Set Four Productions 1st Col. CinemaScope
— Felix HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 28.— Henry
HOLLYWOOD, Dec.
Guggenheim was

Massachusetts and Mayor John
Hynes, of Boston, are to head a

the

Big $12,000 for 'Sila'
At New York Theatre
"Lure of the Sila," an
for

William

week
Marry a

State
Millionaire,"
Lake "How to
also still topping $30,000 at the Oriental,
and "The Captain's Paradise,"
holding steady with $3,500 at the
Ziegfeld in its ninth round.

$30,000 in

lease, is

13th week.

president

RKO

Radio Drive for 'Cantor'
HOLLYWOOD; Dec. 28.—Warner
Brothers has concluded a deal with

Henry Bubeck,

radio program director for National Broadcasting Co., for

full

Coast-to-Coast network coverage

of the premiere of

"The Eddie Cantor

Story" tomorrow night at Warner's
Beverly Theatre. In addition, there
will be a television presentation of the
activities over ABC-TV.
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That factor should add in good measure to the
drawing power of this production which Samuel
Goldwyn has wisely timed for re-release around
the first of the year.
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duction, such as "The Best Years of Our Lives,"
was sensationally successful, doubtless because
it was initially released at a time when its story
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Goldwyn Asks

N.Y. Critics
(Continued from page

Television

1)

director; other candidates were
George Stevens, Joseph Mankiewicz,
William Wyler and John Huston.
Burt Lancaster was named top actor,
from among candidates William Holden, Spencer Tracy, John Gielgud and
James Mason. No. 1 actress was
Audrey Hepburn, with Eva Gabor,
Anna Magnani, Jean Simmons, Leslie
Caron and Colette Marchand as other

-

Radio

(Continued from page 1)

would be the

best

candidates.

TV

CBC

Stations,

with Pinky Herman,
ORIGINALLY

for the first time at the company's annual
N. Y., last July, Sylvania will hold its
Buffalo,
convention at
second color reception demonstration when several of its key city
offices will screen the Tournament of Roses colorcast on New Year's
Film producer Frank P. Rosenberg has just acquired the
Day.
rights to the popular game, "Scrabble," and will produce a series
.

shown

.

.

TV

featuring a moderator, comic and regular panel. Ted Ashley AssoExtension of its NBConciates is handling the package in N.
of America (oldest
Band
Service
weeks,
Cities
tract for another 52
consecutively-broadcast program) enters its 28th year on the air.
Paul Lavalle has been the conductor for the past ten years.

28.

broadcasters and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. have reached an agreement denning their respective fields
in obtaining television programs outwill make the arside Canada.

CBC

rangements with the outside networks
in getting "all programs which are
being carried currently" by outside
networks, while the privately-owned
TV, stations will deal with the outside
networks in obtaining filmed commerThe latter programs
cial programs.
will not be carried by CBC without
agreement of a majority of the 14

General Foods has signed the Ed Wolf Package, "Masquerade Party," to a long-termer and until such time when a regular
time slot can be arranged, the cleverly-concocted quiz will be used as a periodic replacement for the "Red Buttons Show." Incidentally, could G. F. have had in mind the

in

CBS-Col. Post

David J. Hopkins, son of the late
Harry L. Hopkins, has been named
director of sales for CBS-Columbia,
TV-radio manufacturing division of
Columbia Broadcasting System.

Every week-day

wait

is

FRAMER

"Top-rating" day!
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.
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.

.
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.
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York 36, N. Y.

AMERiCAS,
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OXford 7-3322
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.

.
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.

"AMERICA'S LEADING

.

Radio City buzzing with chatter about
'changes' contemplated by NBC Prexy Pat Weaver.
Don
Hollenback's CBSunday 'News Special' TVer renewed for. a
year by Norwich Pharmacal.
Dial Soap (Armour & Co.)
comes CLEAN and reveals that "in four years Dial Soap has
come from nothing to up among the very top few in soap
sales
we credit Dave Garroway
with a large share of re."
sponsibility for the success
(Dial, smarnya, dial.).
Dr. Frances Horwich's TV "Ding Dong School" from NBChicago, has earned her Women's Home Companion award as one
of the country's 'six most successful women.'
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

letter

moment wavered

—

my

in

belief

we must

realize that

maturity among audiences than there
was 25 years ago and this is true of
the young people as well as the older

—

ones.

"Audiences today realize what creahave always known that
drama is worthless unless it has integrity and resembles life. To portray
life honestly on the screen requires a
greater degree of latitude, within the
bounds of decency, than exists under
the code. The time has come to rec-

—

ognize this

fact.

course, there are many aspects
of life that can never be portrayed on
the screen. The production code seal
must never serve as a license for filth
or vulgarity or for violation of the
basic principles upon which the code
founded. Neither must the code
is
serve the purposes of every pressure
group which has a special prejudice.

"Of

a 'Respected Guide'

ft

Milton Gordon, Prexy of TV Programs of America, will be host
tonight at the Waldorf-Astoria's Perroquet Room, where a cocktail
party will be held in honor of Edward Arnold, new host of TPA's teleCBStarting Sunday, the stafilm series, "Your Star Showcase."
tion will begin its TV schedule at 7 :45 A.M. with trailers highlighting
the day's screen fare.
Since Mark Stevens took over the "Martin
Kane" TV'er ten weeks ago, the show has attained a Nielsen-sational
rating of 33.9, highest 'mark' since the program started five years
ago.
Bill Tuttle, new veep at John E. Gibbs & Co., has acquired
telefilm rights to Street & Smith's popular radio whodunit, "The
Lindley
Shadow," with production slated to start next month.
Murray Jones, Jr., starts a new TV program Saturday. Lindley Murray Jones ? ? Who's he ? He's none other than Spike Jones, whose RCA
platters have sold more than 5,000,000 in one year (Der Fuehrer's
Face) who'll henceforth be called the NBCaliph of Corn.
.

Goldwyn's

follows.
"I believe the time has come when
it is imperative to bring the production code up to date. As one of the
initiators of the code, I have never

Wants
ft

it."

of

tive people

.

ft

text

"Nevertheless,

Sponsorship of alternate week telecasts of the "Annie Oakley"
CBSeries by national accounts and local advertisers, is a new
syndication pattern that may zuell set up a novel and unique phase
Bill Nimmo, whose 'bartending' for
in TV merchandising
Pabst Blue Ribbon between rounds of the Wednesday prisering CBSlugfests, is as smooth as the amber liquid he sells, was
a former boxer of note himself in his native Cincinnati.
.

The

in the almost quarter of a century
since the code's adoption, the world
has moved on. But the code has stood
still.
Today there is a far greater

The many 'firsts' that he and his orchestra have accomplished
including 'first orchestra to be televised/ 'first pop music record
album featuring vocal chorus/ 'first to be featured in all-talkie
movie/ and 'first to feature choral music in radio/ among others,
are some of the reasons why Tin Pan Alleyites call Fred Waring,
"Number One Man in the Music Industry." (And to this listener,
Fred's fine musical programs will never be 'Waring' out) ....

.

regard and nullify

'Far Greater Maturity'

ft

ft

:

lead to unbridled censorship.

asked visiting guest Steve Belloise about his
fight with Sugar Ray Robinson. "Not much
to tell," ad-libbed Steve; "the only time I
touched him was when we shook hands."

Ed Wolf

In his letter, Goldwyn reaffirms his
confidence in and support of the Production Code, of which he describes
himself as "one of the initiators," and
says
"I am sure that out of this
(the
suggested
discussion)
would
come a better and sounder code and an
end to the present movement to dis-

for a

.

.

.

MPAA

firmative action.

nor do I now that the principle of
the code is essential to the well being
of our industry. It is only through
sound self-regulation that, as an industry, we can avoid the excesses that

imminence of color when it set the deal?
Kermit Schafer, producer of several
TVideo shows, "Talent Search," "Quick on
the Draw" and others, found time to pen a
tome, "Your Slip Is Showing," published by
Grayson Pub. Corp., a most hilarious collection of TV-radio fluffs. ... On last Wednesnite's after the fight "Sports Spot," Mel Allen

stations.

Hopkins

ft

ft

ft

earliest opportunhold the discussion Goldwyn suggests, should Johnston
and the
board take afity to

Y

in

Program Agreement
— Private
OTTAWA, Dec.

affiliate

1953

29,

"Unless the code is brought reasonably up to date, the tendency to. bypass it, which has already begun, will
increase. This can lead to excesses
which will do our industry a great
deal of harm. I want to see the code
continue as a respected guide of conduct which is observed, not disreBut to
garded, by picture makers.
preserve it as such, we must bring it
into harmony with the times.
"I therefore suggest that a meeting
be called of all producers who are
signatories to the code to discuss the
need for modernization of the code
_

and the

.

manner

in

which

it

can

best serve not only our industry but
the public. I am sure that out of this
would come a better and sounder code
and an end to the present movement
to disregard and nullify
that this be done before

-HOWARD

E.

it.

it is

It is vital

too late.
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Seeks Perfection

RKO

20th Outlines

Fine of $25,000 as
'Line' Premieres

Exhibitor Aid
'Scope Plan
Entire Company Joining
In Presentation Program

A

to aid exhibpresentation of
CinemaScope pictures was unfolded
here yesterday by 20th Century-Fox.
The plan, which calls for the mobilization of division and branch managers, salesmen, field exploitation representatives and home office executives, is being initiated at a time when
the process is being introduced in
hundreds of theatres domestically, in
Canada, and in principal cities of the
It seeks to "insure that milworld.
(Contimted on page 4)

itors

program designed
in

the

proper

Add Seven More TV
Stations to Bell

System

Facilities

Seven more television stations have
been connected to the Bell Telephone
System's nationwide network of television facilities.
Thev are

KOA TV, Denver;
WROL-TV and WTSK-TV, KnoxWOSH, Oshkosh, Wise;
ville;
WSTV, Steubenville, O. WDANand KWTV, OklaTV, Danville,
-

;

111.,

homa

City.

The

Knoxville, Oshkosh

(Continued on page 4)

$250,000 Take for
1st 'Knights' Dates
M-G-M's "Knights of the
Round Table" is understood to
have grossed close to $250,000
in the first four days of seven
Christmas Day openings, including six days at the Egyptian Theatre in Los Angeles.
This is said to be record-breaking business. For the Los Angeles tally, "Knights of the
Round Table" grossed $40,200
in the first six days of its world

premiere engagement.
For four days each in the following towns, the picture
grossed $19,405 in Atlanta, $27,-

New

Orleans, $24,190 in
$35,210 in St.
Louis, $33,401 in Cleveland,
$27,640 in Detroit, and $34,700
in Pittsburgh.
150 in

Kansas

City,

Liable to

PCA Ford

RKO

ST.
LOUIS,
Dec.
29.—
Radio's "French Line" opened at Fanchon & Marco's Fox Theatre here at
noon today, playing without an industry Production Code seal and preadvertised with newspaper copy not
approved by the industry's Advertising Advisory Council.
The immediate results were record
crowds at the box-office of the theatre
and RKO, the distributor, a member
of the Motion Picture Association of
America and a signatory of the Production Code, laying itself liable to
a $25,000 fine by the Association for
(Continued- on page 6)

Sets

30,

Mark with Goldwyn

Closed Circuit

TV

In 31 Theatres
The Ford Motor Co. has concluded
a deal with Box-Office Television calling for the most extensive off-hour
theatre
show in the history of
the medium.

TV

The show, which

will

be

Told:

Code Changes
Will Receive

MPAA

Study

tele-

cast in 31 theatres in the same
number of cities, will be staged
on Jan. 28. The national closed-

program will begin at
11:00 A.M. and end at 1:00
P.M. (EST).

Johnston Reply Asks

For

Specific Ideas

circuit

Invited to the Coast-to-Coast teleon the -promotion of new Ford
(Continued on page 4)

cast

THE CODE DISPUTE
MARTIN QUIGLEY
SAMUEL GOLDWYN in

Any suggestions for changes in the
industry's Production Code from Samuel Goldwyn will receive "the careful
attention" of the Motion Picture Association of America, Eric Johnston,
president, said in a reply to the producer's request for a meeting to consider what Goldwyn termed in a letter
to

Johnston

last

week "modernizing"

the Code.

Johnston asserted in his reply,
public by his office here

By

made

a letter to Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, asserts his belief
that "the time has come when it is imperative to bring
the Production Code up to date". He further remarks that
"in the almost quarter of a century since the Code's adoption,
the world has moved on. But the Code has stood still."
Mr. Goldwyn's voice is one of authority in the motion picture
industry and one of towering prestige with the amusementseeking public the world over. It is unfortunate that the Goldwyn voice is now raised in chorus with that continuing cabal
of clamor against the Code by those who seek the destruction
of all restraints and standards in motion picture entertainment
dedicated to the maintenance of decency and morality.
Mr. Goldwyn has not, I am sure, intended any such purpose.
In fact, in the Johnston letter he states, "It is only through
sound self-regulation that, as an industry, we can avoid the
excesses that lead to unbridled censorship." But the public
position which Mr. Goldwyn now assumes inevitably will have
the effect of lending the weight of his influence to the comfort
and support of those who, despising all regulation, want to
tinker with the Code to the point of making it nothing other
than a sham and a pretense.
To say that the Code ought to be brought up to date sounds
on the face of it as an entirely reasonable observation. The
world moves on and institutions and individuals who want to
be abreast of the times must keep up with the procession. However, any such dictum applies to customs and conventions. It
most emphatically does not apply in the area of morality. Principles in the area of morality are as unchangeable as are the
pertinent principles in the area of mathematics. Theft, perjury,
adultery and all of the other serious infractions of the moral law
are morally wrong now, always have been and always will be.
code that would drift with any current of contrary thought
would be a fraud.
Hollywood has been distantly familiar with the Code for
nearly a quarter of a century. It would seem that such a span
of time would have been sufficient for both Hollywood and all
other elements of the industry to come to understand its essen-

A

(Continued.

TEN CENTS

1953

on.

page 6)

yesterday, that "a starter in
consideration of the subject"

would be some

and

"specific
(Continued, on page 6)

Londoners Forsake
TV; Theatres Set
20-Year Records
By

PETER BURNUP

LONDON,

Dec. 29.— British theup
their
greatest
grosses in the past 20 years yester-

chalked

atres

day.

London's West End showcases were
with entertainment seeking
hordes which gave virtually all houses
(Continued, on page 6)

mobbed

Booming Pace Along
Broadway Continues
Booming Christmas holiday
business continued yesterday in
the Times Square area here,
with Radio City Music Hall attracting lines five blocks long.

Other

Broadway showcases

chalking up excellent business
included the Capitol, with "Miss
Sadie Thompson," the Roxy,
featuring "Beneath the 12-Mile
Reef," Paramount, headlining
"The Eddie Cantor Story," and
the Rivoli, with "King of the

Khyber

Rifles."

The

Hall,

which is featuring its annual
Christmas show and "Easy to
Love," continued to do capacity
business, with crowds waiting
outside for four hours in order
to gain admission.

:

;;; ;
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Annual Communion

Personal
Mention
EDWIN

W. AARON,

return

New York Monday

to

from Los Angeles.

James M. Connolly, branch manager for 20th Century-Fox in Boston,
has been named chairman for the Suf-

Communion
Annual
Fourth
Breakfast were launched here at a
meeting of the Committee of Sponsers
held in the Paramount board room

the industry has spread to other cities.

is

in

New York

for the holidays, will return to Hollywood on Jan. 15.

Tickets for the affair will be disstarting next week in all
home offices of the sponsoring comtributed

Members

mittee.

committee

the

of

are

Beverly Hills Honors
Cantor and His Film

MPEA;

John W.
"Film Daily" William E.
Marguerite
Barry, Shea Enterprises
Bourdette, Paramount; Frank Bryan,
Frank E. Cahill,
Skouras Theatres
Warner Brothers Francis X.
Jr.,
PatrickCarroll, 20th Century-Fox
Casey, Casey Enterprises John ConRobert W.
fort, Jr., Contort and Co.
Coyne, Compo Thomas Crehan, RKO
Theatres William Cronin, Comerford

Frank

J.

Alford,

Alicoate,

;

;

;

—

Eddie
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.
Cantor was honored here tonight by
more than 800 film celebrities and
civic leaders at the premiere of Warner Brothers' "The Eddie Cantor
Story" at the Beverly Theatre. The
formal premiere came as the climax
of "Eddie Cantor Day," officially proclaimed by the Beverly Hills City
Council as a tribute to the comedian.
Invited to the premiere were Gov.
Goodwin Knight, Lieut. Gov. Harold
Mayor Norris Poulson of
J. Powers,
Los Angeles, Mayor F. E. Fisher of
Beve rly Hills and Sheriff Eugene
_

Biscailus.

;

;

;
;

;

;

Theatres.
John Dervin,

Edward

C.

Monogram

Pictures
Albert
Laboratories

Dowden, Loew's

;

Duryea,
Pathe
A.
Fabian
Theatres;
Eagan,
Joseph
James M. Franey, United World
Films Joseph M. Geoghan, Century
Theatres Edmund C. Grainger, RKO
Theatres James R. Grainger,
Pictures Agnes Mengel Grew, Paramount William J. Heineman, United
Higgins
Walter
F.
Artists
J.
Prudential Theatres
John Hughes,
United Artists
James David Ivers,
Quigley Publishing Co.
;

;

RKO

;

;

;

Invitation Premiere
For 'Female' Jan. 12

;

,

;

;

premiere scheduled
evening of Jan. 12 at the
Victoria Theatre here will introduce
Paramount's "Forever Female," starring Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
Paul Douglas and Pat Crowley. The
guest list is expected to include many
top names of stage, screen, radio and

An

for

invitational

All Fields Represented

the

James J. Jordan, Universal PicJohn Kane, Columbia Pictures
Frank J. Kiernan, Stanley Warner
Corp. Austin C. Keough, Paramount
Fred Leo, American BroadcastingMrs. James
Paramount Theatres
television, as well as many leaders Looram, International Federal CathFred L. Lynch, Radio
in the civic, social and journalistic olic Alumnae
Thomas J. Martin,
City Music Hall
life of the city.
tures

;

;

;

;

;

;

Joseph A. McConville, Columbia Pictures
Joseph McWilliam
Mahon, Republic Pictures
Radio; William
McShea,
J.
Paul C.
Moclair, Roxy Theatre
Mooney, Sr., National Screen Service.
Peter J. Mooney, Audio Productions
James A. Mulvey, Samuel
F.
Productions
Goldwyn
John
Thomas Murtha,
Murphy, Loew's
IATSE, Local No. 4; L. Douglas
Netter, Jr., Altec Service Corp. Paul
O'Brien, O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery
Robert H. O'Brien, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres John J.
O'Connor, Universal Pictures ThomTheatres; Edas F. O'Connor,
ward K. O'Shea, Paramount Martin
Quigley, Quigley Publishing Co.

Warner Brothers

Correction
In

a

story

in

;

;

yesterday's

Motion

should have been 'fourth' the sentence
should have read, "If a fourth channel
desired, it can be obtained for
is
between $200 and $300."
;

Sanborn Services Held

RKO

;

;

;

;

for field exrepresentatives are being
held by Universal-International here
recently announced a
under the direction of Charles Sischedule of rates to theatres,
monelli, Eastern advertising-publicity
effective Jan. 1.
spokesman
manager. The meetings will continue
for
said that he expects
through today. On the agenda are the
the organization to make an ankey city tour of James Stewart, who
nouncement shortly.
plays the title role the observance of
"Glenn Miller Day" in Iowa and the
world premiere in Miami as well as
the national promotional tieups which
are being keyed to the national release of the film on Feb. 22.
The world premiere in Miami will
be held at the Carib, Miami and MiraBishop Fulton J. Sheen, Dr. Moshe cle theatres on Jan. 19. The CoastDavis, Eddie Fisher, Deborah Kerr to-Coast release in February includes
and Edward R. Murrow will be guests an opening at the Capitol Theatre
of honor at the Jan. 14 luncheon of here.
the amusement division of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, to be
held at the Hotel Astor here.
Harry Brandt, president of the Inploitation

A

BMI

;

Five to Get Awards

From Federation

;

WOLFBORO, N. H., Dec. 29.—
Funeral services were held here yesterday for Ansel Sanborn, veteran
owner

of this state.
a son, Norris.

He

is

RKO

;

Edward
coll

&

C. Raftery, O'Brien, Dris-

Raftery

;

Charles

M. Reagan,

Booked for 30
Chicago 2nd Runs

'Robe'

dependent

Owners Associa-

Theatre

making

announcment,
honor guests will
receive "Mark of Achievement" gold
medallions for bringing "happiness and
hope to countless thousands during
1953."
Brandt, who is chairman of
the industry's current effort on behalf
of the 116 hospitals and social service
in

tion,

added that the

the

five

agencies of the Federation, said that
Bishop Sheen and Dr. Davis, former
program director of the radio program,
"The Eternal Light," will be awarded
their
medallions
for
"inspiration
brought to millions."
Miss Kerr,
Fisher and Murrow, he added, are being honored for having made their
mark of achievement in 1953 through
various entertainment media.

Jennifer Jones Out of
'Country GirV Cast
HOLLYWOOD,
Jones, at her
be replaced in the
fer

Dec.

29.—Jenni-

own

request, will
title role of "The
Country Girl," Paramount film in
which she was to have starred with

Bing Crosby and William Holden.
Miss Jones, who in private life is
Mrs. David O. Selznick, is expecting
a child next summer.
Negotiations for Miss Jones' appearances in other films also have
been necessarily affected. These include "Mary Magdalene", "The Doctor's Dilemma" and "Bell, Book and
Candle."

MPEA

Cleve.

Meet

to

—

CLEVELAND, Dec. 29.
The
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Association will hold its annual business meeting for an election of officers on Jan. 12.
A buffet luncheon
will precede the meeting.

;

;

survived by

Promotional planning meetings on

"The Glenn Miller Story"

;

Picture Daily, concerning the Ampex three-channel stereophonic sound
system, it was erroneously stated that
a four channel unit would cost between $200 and $300. The word 'four'

circuit

understood that no conhave been signed by in-

is

1953

BMI

The breakfast, to be held
yesterday.
Jan. 31 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
here following Mass and Communion
at 9:00 A. M. at St. Patrick's Cathedral, is for Catholic members of the

Sal Adorno, Sr., general manager Last year similar affairs were held in
of M. & D. Theatres, Middletown, Los Angeles, New Orleans, Toronto
has left there with Mrs. and Detroit.
Conn.,
Adorno for Phoenix.
Tickets Available Next Week

who

It

30,

Promotional Confabs
For 'Miller Story'
In Progress at 'IP

dividual
theatres
or
circuits
with Broadcast Music, Inc.,
governing payments for playing of BMI music.

Plans for the motion picture industry's

County March of Dimes. John
Feloney, 20th-Fox sales manager, and industry and their families.
Phil Engel, publicist, have been desStarting four years ago in New
ignated co-chairmen for the motion York, the movement for annual Compicture industry.
munion Breakfasts for Catholics in
folk

Irving Berlin,

No

tracts

Century-Fox Western sales manager,

will

See

Contracts
With BMI as Yet

Breakfast of Film
Industry on Jan. 31

20th

Wednesday, December

M-G-M
tional

Pictures

Screen

;

C. J. Scollard,

Service

RKO

;

Edwin

NaJ.

CHICAGO,

Dec. 29.— Thirty the-

and around Chicago will play
"The Robe" in its first outlying run

atres in

starting Jan. 15, according to the latest
figures available here.
Although the one-week limitation
on outlying runs in B. & K. and
Stanley-Warner theatres, both circuits
defendants in the Jackson Park case,

was waived by the Jackson Park
picture, no Stanley-Warner,

for this

and only three B. & K. houses, the
LTptown, La Grange, and Berwyn,
have booked the film for two weeks.
Should the picture do exceptional business, however, it is likely that it will
be held over for additional playing
time in the circuits' theatres where
it
is booked for only one week.

A-A,

'U' Stocks Set

New Highs

for 1953

Allied Artists and Universal common stocks set new 1953 highs in
yesterday's market trading, A. A.
advancing
of a point to close at

%

and Universal went up one-half,
closing at 18^. Loew's was in good
demand with a 15,000-share turnover
for the day, closing at 13, up one5,

quarter.

Columbia and 20th Century-Fox,
market leaders for the past week,
were both off fractionally yesterday
on profit-taking, having set new highs
for the year on the preceding day.

Bible Tale of Joseph

Bought by Columbia
"Joseph and His Brethren," one of
the best

known

of the Biblical stories,

has been acquired by Columbia Pictures from Louis B. Mayer and has
been placed on the studio's 1954 schedThe screenplay by John Lee
ule.
Mahin will be personally produced
Columbia's
executive
producer
by
Jerry Wald, with color in Technicolor

Radio Nick Tronolone
Frank C. Walker, Comerford
Theatres
Eugene Walsh, Universal
Pictures, Inc.
Richard F. Walsh, and directed by William Dieterle in
IATSE; William A. White, Skouras various sections of Europe and the
Theatres.
Holy Land, as well as in Hollywood.
Smith,

Jr.,

;

;

;

;
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KNIGHTS OF THE
BOX-OFFICE!

Esther Williams:

Van Johnson,
Tony Martin.

NEWS

is

that

CINEMASCOPE

is

sensational everywhere

The BIG
It

M-G-M's FIRST

in

leads Leo's Battalion of Box-office Big

Ones

as

M-G-M's 30th Anniversary Jubilee

gets or! to a terrific start!

Robert Taylor

Stewart Granger
Ann Blyth

Robert Taylor

Ava Gardner
Mel Ferrer

William Holden
Eleanor Parker

John Forsythe

Robert Taylo

Deborah Kerr
Leo Genn
Peter Ustinov

Marlon Brando \
James Mason
John Gielgud
Louis Calhern

Edmond

O'Brien
Greer Garson

Deborah Kerr

Marge and
Gower
Champion
Debbie Reynolds"

—

;

Wednesday, December
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20th Outlines
(Continued from page 1)

technical

at
stated.
its

best,"

company

the

"Executives and representatives of
the company will make periodic theatre visits to see CinemaScope shows,
and confer with managers on ways
and means of maintaining at highest
quality level performances of films
lensed in the new medium, said 20th.
Information regarding latest scientific

developments regarding Cinemascreens,

Scope,

stereophonic

sound,

and suggestions for better program-

ming

will be discussed at the theatre
Among the technical sub-

meetings.

stressed will be proper
illumination of theatre auditoriums
proper presentation of CinemaScope
to new audiences by way of the comjects

to

Asks

'Calibre'

WB;
Republic

Films

'Man of the Month'

be

pany's progress reports and special introductory messages, and also the
maintenance of natural sound levels
to present four-track magnetic sterophonic sound at its best.

Mexico Faces Strike
In 2nd-Run Houses

damages

in the amount of $2,500,000
for alleged violation of the lease in
closing the theatre in 1951.

branch
Runners - up
were
managers Nat Wyse, Memphis;
Ed Brauer, Atlanta; and Her-

The

Schaefer,
Boston.
The
"Man of the Month" award is
made for accomplishments in
branch operations, showmanship and community support.

complaint, filed on behalf of
the landlord, Mrs. Blanche Sarasin,
alleges that Warner Brothers violated
their lease, calling for a base rent
of $2,000 per month plus a percentage
of the annual gross over $140,000, by
playing inferior pictures in the 1,847seat Grove and booking the better
product into the nearby 2,456-seat
and 1,432-seat Rhodes, a
Capitol
practice which led to the receipts
dropping below an average of $8,500
per week over the course of a year
and enabling Warner Brothers to take
advantage of a clause calling for cancellation; of the lease if the receipts
dropped below that figure for such
a period. The lease was to
in force until 1960.
Warner
as
Inasmuch

have been

demand of
members of

25

their

the

per cent pay hike
unionized workers,

National

Industry

graphic

Cinemato-

Workers

Union

(STIC). The exhibitors contend
their

them

that
ceilinged 36-cent price allows
so small a profit that they are

unable to meet STIC's demand. STIC
contends that these theatres are doing
a bigger business volume and have
less expenses than first-runs, which
have a top 46-cent price and that
they can afford the new pay scale.
The Federal Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration is seeking to avert
the walkout.

Blackmer to Lecture
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 29.— Sidney
featured in Wayne-Felrecently completed "High and
Mighty," has joined his family_ in
Salisbury, N. C, where he will deliver
a lecture at Catawba College on "The
Art of Acting" and will present to
century-old school the Sidney
the
Blackmer Award for the best performance of the year by a student.

Blackmer,

lows'

to the suit will be determined by provisions of their agreement covering

such contingencies

Warner

in

taking over the

George Fisher.

Gets 6 -Month

Divestiture Stay
WASHINGTON,
Justice

Dec.

29.

Department has agreed

— The
to give

California on

"THE

HOLLYWOOD"
Board United's famous
one-stop DC-6 Mainliner
to Los Angeles at noon,
arrive at 7:55 p.m. Deli-

cious United lunch and
dinner aloft. Also "the
Advance Hollywood" and
"the Overnight Holly-

wood."
Local times quoted

and Steubenville stations were the first
to be connected for network service in

November has been

New

Orleans
branch manager Leo V. Seicshnaydre, it was disclosed here
yesterday by C. Bruce Newto

TV

this week for the location shooting site of Nassau, in the Bahamas,
where all underwater footage will be
photographed. The troupe will remain
in Nassau approximately eight weeks,
and will then return to the studio
to complete production. Kirk Douglas,
first of the stars to be cast, will join
the production crew early in February.

now
152

was

Florida Link Sought

News Truck

Meanwhile, the

ment

Strike

neapolis

theatres

Dec.

were

29.— Min-

hit

by

long

depart-

lines

American Telephone and

mission to construct a microwave
route between Orlando and West
Palm Beach, Fla. The additional
channels provided by the proposed microwave system would permit the release of two channels on the existing

Hits Minn. Houses
MINNEAPOLIS,

of the

Telegraph Co. reports that an application had been filed with the Federal
Communications Commission for per-

the

six-day strike of "Star-Tribune" truck
drivers which halted newsstand and
home delivery of papers containing
However, extheatre advertising.

agreed that if there had to
be a strike, its consequent "blackout"
of advertising could not have come
at a better time than during Christmas week when business is ordinarily

Jacksonville- West
axial cable route.

Palm Beach coThe released chan-

would then be used for

nels

television.

TV

Ford on Theatre

(Continued from page 1)
will be salesmen, dealers, and
others.
The make-up and details of
the program are now being worked

cars

it is understood, with J. Walter
Thompson, the advertising agency for
hazard the Ford Motor Co.

poor.

Few
exhibitors
would
guesses as to what percentage of the
from

normal

was due

to

the

but estimates ranged from 25
40 per cent.
Minnesota Amusement Co., operator of four Loop and four neighborhood houses, softened the blow somewhat by buying heavy schedules of
strike

to

TV spots and chartering a
RKO Orpheum and
sound truck.
Pantages theatres also channelled ad
budgets into radio and TV.

Revised Bank Night
Held Legal in Iowa
DES MOINES,

Dec.

29.—A

BOT

In the meantime,
has started
lining up theatres.
An announcement
on the cities involved and the
by
theatres signed up for the telecast is
expected shortly.

BOT

'Khyber' Is Set For
17 Dates by Jan. 8
Twentieth

Century-Fox

will

open

fourth CinemaScope picture, "King
of the Khyber Rifles," in 17 key theatres by Jan. 8, the company announced.
The picture will open today at
the Fulton, Pittsburgh
Hippodrome,
Cleveland Fox, Philadelphia United
Artists, Detroit, and the Metropolitan,
Boston. Scheduled for openings tomorrow are the Metropolitan, Houston
New, Baltimore; Fox, Atlanta,
and the Alabama, Birmingham. Early
January dates are in Fort Worth,
Jacksonville, Miami, New Bedford and
Buffalo.
Meanwhile, 20th-Fox has produced
and released four CinemaScope short
subjects,
namely, "Dancers of the
Deep," "Finale of Tachaikowsky's
Symphony No. Four," "Vesuvius Express" and "The Coronation Parade."
its

;

re

vised form of Bank Night devised by
an exhibitors' committee has been
declared by Leo A. Hoegh, state at
torney general, to comply with Iowa's

anti-gambling laws and can be used
by theatres throughout the state. The
Iowa supreme court last month de
clared Bank Night as previously conducted in most Iowa theatres to he
lottery.

revised form of the game is
said to eliminate payment of a con
sideration by participants in theatre
Bank Nights, and the time of the

Cleve. Tax Total Up,
First Time Since '48
CLEVELAND,

out,

;

;

on Walt Disney's first full-length drawing now must be held apart from
CinemaScope color in Technicolor regular theatre operating hours, on
production, "20,000 Leagues Under the or off the premises, in order to comSea," will get under way on Jan. 11. ply with the state law.
A 54-man crew, headed by director
Richard Fleischer, will leave Holly-

wood

is

bert

The

Dec. 29.— Filming

KOA

their respective cities, while
Denver's fourth
station.
Network television service has
been extended to 246 stations in
cities in the United States, it
tated.

bery, sales director.

a

Disney Will Begin
'20,000' on Jan. 11

finest service to

Month"

radio and

Stanley Warner Theatres a six-month
extension, until July 4, of its theatre
divestiture deadline.
Justice officials said that the circuit
still had to sell about 22 theatres out
of a total of 54 prescribed for sale
under the Warner consent decree.
The original decree, effective Jan.
4, .1951, gave the company two years,
until Jan. 4, 1953, to get rid of the
Extensions had pushed
54 theatres.
the deadline back to Jan. 4, 1954,
and now the latest extension gives
the circuit until July to finish.

HOLLYWOOD,

awarded

drop

theatres.

Preliminary hearing on the suit is
scheduled for tomorrow before Judge

S-W

citation for

of the

hibitors

Brothers

CITY, Dec. 29.— Thirty Theatres now have become part of
local subsequent-run theatres in Mex- the Stanley Warner chain, Stanley
ico face a strike on Jan. 22 unless Warner Theatres' position in regard
grant a

(Continued from page 1)

Dec. 29.— A suit filed
in state Superior Court here today
against Warner Brothers Theatres
asks an injunction forcing the company to reopen the Grove Theatre
and to book "pictures of a high
calibre" into the house and seeks

MEXICO

they

"Man

1953

TV Stations

7

Names

Republic's

CHICAGO,

moviegoers see CinemaScope

of

lions

Exhibitor Sues

30,

;

One Film in Class C
As Legion Scans 17
The Italian film, "Three Forbidden
Stories," has been placed in Class C
in the latest listing of the National
Legion of Decency. Sixteen other pictures are cited. Of these, three were
designated as Class B and 13 as

dinner-dance at the
Hotel
here on Jan. 11 will mark the 50th
anniversary of the formation of Local
No. 113 (AFL) stage employes union.
William Donnelly is business agent

Dec. 29.— For the
time since 1948 the city admission Class A.
tax revenue has shown an increase
In Class B are "The Captain's Parrather than a decrease from the pre- adise", "Man in the Attic" and "Lure
ceding year. This year's take, accord- of the Sila." "Captain John Smith
ing to Stanley P. Nemec, commis- and Pocahontas" and "Both Sides of
sioner of licenses and assessments is the Law" were placed in Class A,
about $400,000, compared to $394,000 Section 2. The 11 remaining films
are "Anin 1952.
In 1948 the revenue from all in Class A, Section 1
the three per cent city admission tax napurna," "Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,"
was $650,000. Since then there has "Fighter Attack," "The Fighting
been an annual 15 per cent drop Pimpernel," "Geraldine," "The Great
until now.
Diamond Robbery," "Heidi," "Red
Nemec estimated two thirds of the River Shore," "Texas Bad Man,"
Marshall" and "War
revenue comes from admissions to "Two Gun

of the

motion picture theatres.

Union 50 Years Old
MINNEAPOLIS,

local.

Dec. 29.
Radisson

—

first

—

A

Arrow."
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30,

National

Reviews

Pre-Selling

^
*'R
Tv

ROY"

is

French Line
(RKO

represented by a

stirring full color page ad in
the current issue of "Life."
•

Hartung

Philip

in the

January

is-

sue of "Woman's Home Companion" rates: "Gilbert and Sullivan"
"a most delightful movie." "Calam"bubbles over with high
ity Jane"
"has
spirits." "The Golden Coach"
gorgeous color and English dia-

—

—

logue."
a

A

column

full

tzvo-color

ad

on

My

Baby Back Howe" ap"American Weekly's" Dec.

"Walking
peared in
27 issue.

5

"Knights of the Round Table" was
represented by a full page four-color
caricature on the front cover of "Pictorial Review's" Dec. 27 issue.
This department received a copy of
Dick Cook's work sheet which illustrated how color ad pages in "Pictorial Review" were timed to playdates in 10 key cities during 1953.
o

Radio. 3-D and 2-D)
KO's "French Line" is, basically,

Hollywood, Dec. 29
the long-familiar "poor little rich girl"
type of story, fitted out with songs, with color by Technicolor, and
available in three-dimensions or two. It has Jane Russell, Mary McCarty,
Joyce MacKenzie and many other young actresses capable to sustaining the
extremest of decollete costumes, and it has Gilbert Roland and Arthur Hunnicutt heading up the minority, or male, contingent. However, it is not its
basic story that sets "French Line" apart from pictures of the general kind.
Its distinguishing content, and its characteristic, is anatomical candor in the
photographing of feminine breasts, all and sundry, and it can be said with
complete accuracy that whatever you may have imagined a three-dimension
camera might be made to do with subject matter like this has been done
at long range, in middle distance, and close up. Miss Russell's is by no means
the only bosom explored to the utmost by the cinematographer's roving lens,
but it is she alone who performs, down near the close of the picture, a dance
of declared desire such as hasn't been seen on any unrestrictedly public
screen in all these 50-odd years. Unwillingness to eliminate this dance is
chief among the reasons why the Production Code Administration has not
given the film its seal of approval. Exhibitors who elect to run the picture
with this dance still in it should personally familiarize themselves with it

D
1V

fully beforehand.

The script, by Mary Loos and Richard Sale, has Miss Russell playing a
Texas millionairess whose wealth keeps men from wanting to marry her,
and it has Roland as a Frenchman who marries her in spite of her money.
The story travels, slowly, from Texas to New York, to Paris, spending much
time on shipboard before the final clinch conclusion.
Nine songs, originals written for the picture, are sung during the production three by Miss Russell, three by Roland, one by Miss McCarty, another
by a chorus of models and one as a duet by the Misses McCarty and Russell.
Production is by Edmund Grainger and direction is by Lloyd Bacon.
"Walking My Baby Back Home"
Running time, 102 minutes, plus intermission. Adult audience classification.
is represented by an eye-catching
WILLIAM R. WEAVER
two-colcr ad in the January issue
:

of "McCall's."
•

Bravo" zvas
month for
January by Florence Sowers of "Redbook." She reports, "It is a fascinat"Escape

named

from

Fort

picture

the

of

the

"The Limping Man"
(Lippert)

Hollyzvood, Dec. 29

HERE
Bridges

good British-made melodrama previewed here, with Lloyd
the only American name in a well balanced cast. Other players
ing mixture of romance, intrigue and are Moira Lister, Alan Wheatley, Leslie Phillips, Helene Cordet, Andre
adventure zvhich zcill please both men Gyseghem, Torn Gill and Bruce Beeby.
and zt'omcn."
The script by Ian Stuart and Reginald Long, from a story by Anthony
©
Varney, stacks puzzle upon puzzle, hint upon clue, in the best British manner,
"Red Garters" co-star Pat Crow- getting the chain of events so completely ensnarled, toward the end, that the
ley is on the cover of "Look's" cur- only possible way to avert turning the heroine over to the constabulary seems
This lets the beholder down, of
rent issue in full color. Inside the is- to have been by resort to the dream-finish.
sue six pages of pictures are devoted course, but it may be said that he has had a long enough ride anyway.
The producer is Donald Ginsberg and the director is Charles de Lautour,
to the new star's recent vacation in
both gentlemen keeping matters steadily in hand within the limits of the overHawaii.
•

Free Posters Offered

By

'Seventeen''

HOW TO MARRY
MONROE

MflftlLYN

A MILLIONAIRE

BETTY GRABLi LAUREN

RACAU

WILUAM POWtLL

is

a

complicated plot delivered by the writers.
Bridges plays an American arriving in London to pick up an interrupted
romance with Miss Lister, whom he hasn't seen in six years. At the airport
a man standing alongside Bridges is slain by an unseen sharpshooter and he
is detained by Scotland Yard briefly for questioning.
When he gets to Miss
Lister's apartment he discovers, following ardent preliminaries, that she has
had intimate association with the slain man which she is loath to discuss.
As Scotland Yard knows of this also, he and she are never long free of
surveillance, and after complications involving the dead man's wife and
some blackmailing, plus discovery that the dead man isn't the man he's supposed to be don't try to comprehend all this at second hand but is alive and
still villainous, Scotland Yard settles everything to official satisfaction and
Bridges wakes up in his plane, as it comes into the airport, to learn he's been

—

minims

dreaming the whole business.
Running time, 76 minutes. General audience

OF
THE

"The

:

y

'
:

-->;

".:

The

in the Attic
has selected that classic thriller

"The Lodger" by Marie Belloc Lowndes for his first independent production for 20th Century-Fox. The last version was released more than 10
years ago but this re-make is tame by comparison. Although the plot basically
The few
is the same, the film is slow-paced and only occasionally exciting.

"

right

Man

PRODUCER LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

times that thrills are achieved are short-lived.
Jack Palance plays the role of the psychotic killer, Jack the Ripper. His
strange mode of living and recluse-like manner arouse the suspicions of the
aged couple who rent rooms in their home to him. Their niece, a vaudeville
She continually allays their suspicions until police
star, finds him fascinating.
take note of his behavior. Palance almost kills the girl, and while trying to

DnemaScopE

poster has

For December

(20th Century-Fox)

MONTH
'

classification.

release.

PICTURE

:

—

hand panel of the
from "Seventeen's"

stills

picture of the month for January,
Millionaire."
"How to Marry

A

These posters are one-sheets and
they can be obtained promptly from
the Promotion Department of "SevMadison
enteen"
magazine, 488
Avenue, New York City.

Walter Haas

presumably is drowned.
Explanations of his twisted mind almost create sympathy for him. Palance,
Constance
in his first solo starring role, gives a competent performance.
Smith, as the girl, is attractive, and Frances Bavier and Rhys Williams, as
her aunt and uncle, provide some comic relief. The young, romantic Scotland
Yard inspector, played by Byron Palmer, appears rather pompous.
Robert L. Jacks produced, Hugo Fregonese directed and Robert Presnell,
Jr. and Barre Lyndon wrote the screenplay.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. For December

escape,

release.

i

-

jf

She uses sex
the

way

a

hoodlum uses
a loaded gun!
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Goldwyn Told

THE CODE DISPUTE

(Continued from page 1)
detailed

recommendations" from
"to bring the Code up
as you suggest."

at the same time expressed
gratification for Goldwyn's expressed
faith in the Code and reminded him
that changes and revisions in the
document and interpretations of it have
been made from time to time, and
that more will be made by the

Johnston

MPAA

board.

Goldwyn Reticent
Queried

by

newsmen

yesterday,

Goldwyn

said in Hollywood that he
will give his views concerning Code
changes in full detail when a meeting
for that purpose is called, but declined
to disclose the suggestions he has in
mind at this time.

who

Spokane, Wash.,
at his home and goes to Hollywood
from there next week, did not suggest
The regular quara meeting date.
board,
terly meeting of the
Johnston,

is

in

MPAA

the first likely to be held which could
take up suggestions for Code changes,
is scheduled for mid-January.
Replying to Goldwyn's assertion
that "the world has moved on while

the

code

stood

still,"

Johnston

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

Goldwyn
to date,

Wednesday, December

re-

tial

character.

But very little
were not so

in this direction

30, 1953

Liable

(Continued from page 1)

has actually hap-

breach of

agreement not to

its

dis-

would not be popular to talk tribute a film lacking a Code seal.
pened.
An RKO publicity release said the
vaguely about "bringing the Code up to date."
5,000-seat house was doing 25 per cent
The Code document consists primarily of the application of more business than the previous house
If this

it

moral principles, based on the Ten Commandments, to the subject matter of motion pictures. The duty of the Production
Code Administration is to apply the principles of the Code, in
an advisory manner, to the scripts and pictures which producers
submit.
Secondarily, the Code document consists of a number of regulations based on matters of policy and expediency.

WITH

—

respect to the primary and in effect the essential
part of the Code to call for its revision is tantamount
to calling for a revision of the Ten Commandments and the
moral order of the Western world which is rooted in the Ten
Commandments. It does appear that in the private lives of
many persons such a revision has indeed been effected. But it
is hardly to be argued seriously that if an individual or a group
chooses to declare the Ten Commandments out of date and in
need of revision to meet the conditions of the modern world
that any such attitude makes the Decalogue invalid.
As to the secondary and impermanent part of the Code, consisting of a number of regulations based on policy and expediency, this has been subject to revision and amendment fre-

—

minded the producer that "Code regu- quently throughout its entire life.
lations were not intended ... to lay
Incidentally, it is this part of the Code which has caused
a dead hand on creative and artistic much criticism to be visited upon the Code as a whole. That
endeavor and integrity. And they have
this should be so is indeed proper and logical because some of
not done so."
the policy regulations which have been in effect have been plain
'Experienced and Eminent'
silly, such as the regulation against the use of the words "Hell"
Text of Johnston's reply to Gold-

record and that the attendance was
unusual in that the Fox has not had
matinees for five years past.
Indications were the company anticipates
the gross will be an all-time record
for the house.
The picture is being
protested by Catholic organizations
here.

Doubts

RKO

Will Dodge

P. C. A. Fine Liability

HOLLYWOOD,
that the

RKO

Dec. 29.— Reports

Hughes Tool

Co.,

owned by

Pictures board chairman

How-

ard Hughes, would purchase "French
Line" outright from the company and
handle it without a Production Code
seal on a roadshow basis in order to
avoid liability for breach of Code Administration

regulations

were

dis-

counted by a spokesman for Hughes
Tool Co. here today.
"I know of no such plan and have
serious doubts that there is anything to
the report," the spokesman said.
Under P. C. A. regulations, signatories of the Code, of which
is
one, are liable to a $25,000 fine for
distribution of a picture without a
The picture stars Jane
Code seal.
Russell, who said she agreed with the
P. C. A. that her dance scenes in the
film, to which she objected, should
not be shown. Hughes and Miss Russell were involved in the release of
"The Outlaw" without a Code seal
several years ago.

RKO

and "Damn."
To Mr. Goldwyn and to other serious and responsible critics
of the Code the question might well be asked, "Just what do
you want revised in the Code and what is the thought and lanhave the careful attention of us all.
"It must be deeply gratifying to guage of the revision you seek?"
If the revision requested from whatever source involves an U.K. Grosses
everyone who believes in the American
motion picture to know of your re- alteration of a moral principle based on the Ten Command(Continued from page 1)
affirmation of faith in the principles of
the answer must be an emphatic, "No." Failing to make
ments
the Production Code.
These prinfigures that threatened to make bookthis answer the Association would become party to so emas- keepers dizzy counting them. For exciples, rooted in the Ten Commandments are, as you surely recognize, culating the Code as to make it a hollow pretense which would ample, "The Robe," now in its sixth
eternal and unchanging moral verities. betray its own and the public interest.
week at the Odeon, grossed £1,385
"You will recall, I am sure, that our
($38,780), the second biggest gross in
board of directors, meeting this fall,
the critics of the Code want a change in the regulations the history of the house, excelled only
also strongly and unequivocally reaf- IF
based on policy and expediency let them state what changes by the gross for the first Saturday of
firmed its support of and faith in the
"The Robe's" run.
Code.
Members of our board feel are wanted and to what purpose. At the present time there are
The glad sterling harvest was being
that, in adhering to the Code, they pending for adoption by the Association a group of policy reaped by all other houses, notably
are fulfilling a solemn and unbreakable amendments; others might likewise be considered. But if other M-G-M's Empire, which played to
obligation to the public to provide dewith "All the Brothchanges in this category are to be considered it will be neces- S.R.O. business
cent and' moral entertainment on the
ers Were Valiant."
Even the Rank

wyn follows.
"Any suggestion

from a picture
maker so experienced and eminent as
yourself deserves and will of course

sary for their sponsors to speak, not in vague, general terms,
"Over the years, as I am confident but in specific language. Obviously to discuss the Code or any
you must be aware, regulations under part of it in specific language, serious study, and not merely
the Code have been amended as the
casual acquaintance with the document, is imperative.
necessity arose to meet new and
Over the misty vista of these many years Mr. Goldwyn rechanging conditions. This is as it
should be.
members himself as "one of the initiators of the Code" in his
letter to Eric Johnston. Simply for purposes of historical acCompared to Constitution
"The Code regulations were not in- curacy, he is reminded that the Code was not initiated by anytended at the beginning, and are not one in Hollywood. As Mr. Goldwyn will recall from this reintended now, to lay a dead hand on minder it was originated and brought
to Hollywood by the
creative and artistic endeavor and inperson
whose
name
is signed to these lines. If Mr. Goldwyn
tegrity.
And they have not done so.
The Code, like the Constitution of the should view any of the lines in this discussion as vehement, I
United States, is a living document am sure he will ascribe this to parental ardor and not unfriendfor living people. That has been demliness.
onstrated, I think, through the amendAlso for the purpose of historical accuracy, it should be noted
ments and the interpretations, all within the basic principles of the Code, that Mr. Goldwyn, from the time of the meeting of the Prothat have been made since the Code's ducers Association in January 1930, at which the Code plan
adoption.
was first submitted, was an interested and constructive sup"You have obviously given a good
deal of study to the Code. It would be porter of the Code idea and its administration.
most helpful to us all if you would
This record is proof of his loyalty to the principle of selflet me have your specific and detailed regulation and an assurance that when the dust
of the current
recommendations to bring the Code
subsides he will be found standing staunchly on the side
debate
up to date, as you suggest.
I think
this should be a starter in considera- of that kind of a Code which makes for decency in motion piction of the subject."
tures and a good name for the industry.
screen.

Haymarket Gaumont,
from the West End and

Organization's
half a mile

playing the modest, home-made film,
"Kidnapers," was sold out day and
night.

Extends

to

Suburbs

A

check-up of suburban houses resimilar record-making gold
rush, with managers confessing they
were completely unprepared for the
crowds. Many patrons told managers
they were completely fed up with television programs at home over the
Christmas holidays and that they actually were running away from their
Needless to say, all cinema mansets.
agers were happy to offer them
vealed a

refuge.

Many

business houses here gave
an extra day's Christmas
vacation on Monday and apparently
the long holiday weekend left many
sated with home and fireside. The result was they swarmed to theatres
yesterday, and the rush continued today in proportion. The unprecedented

employes

result

was heartening

distributors,

to

showmen and

who have watched

ness recede over recent months.

busi-

&
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Leroy Leaves

MGM

™?Z£^" Y?™—

Offer Film

HOLLYWOOD,

Dec.

Mervyn Leroy, who

M-G-M

Cans and Reels

ing

Development to Be
On Market by Mid-1954

than

is

slightly less

compared with
(Continued on page 6)

39

pounds,

53

scored here yesterday, making it the
sixth consecutive day of the Christmas holiday season which had booming grosses.
familiar

five-block

lines

around Radio City Music Hall formed
again, sending- the Hall gross on
"Easy to Love" and its traditional

show

near record high.
to
"The Eddie Cantor Story" continued
to draw at a hefty pace at the Paramount. Other houses doing extraordistage

Cooper No. 1
In HeraldV

By

4

PETER BURNUP

LONDON,
kins

Dec. 30.— Jack Hawswept the British and interna-

tional fields in the 1953 "Motion Picture Herald" annual poll of "Money-

Stars."
British
exhibitors
participating in the poll
vote for three
groups, the top
10 British players, the top 10

Without Seal
HOLLYWOOD, Dec.
— Inter-

Line'

and Texas Consolidated circuits,
headed by Karl Hoblitzelle and Rob-

combined

and

stars.

Hawkins took
place

in

RKO

RKO

The

elaborate plans were canwhen the

Hughes

in

violation of

Code

restrictions.

In consequence, premiere plans for
the picture were switched to Fanchon
& Marco's Fox Theatre in St. Louis

(Continued on page 4)

'Living Desert' Hits

Records in

6

Dates

Awards from

the

HOLLYWOOD
of

14

awards

its

first

six

major engagements,

and

Allied

Walt Disney's "The Living Desert" Artists stocks continued their upward
has set new box-office records, it was climb in yesterday's trading, both setnarily well were the Capitol, Roxy disclosed here yesterday by Leo Sam- ting new highs for the second sucand Rivoli. Neighborhood situations, uels, Disney general sales manager. cessive day. Amusement shares conAt the 560-seat Lower Mall in tinued popular, with virtually every
especially those houses playing "The
Robe" and "From Here to Eternity" Cleveland, the picture drew $12,000, motion picture issue registering solid
were also chalking up strong grosses.

(Continued, on page 6)

votes

^BHi

and

circuits

independent theat r e
e n and

m

places
Cooper
for
the 14th
time in the top
10 list, although
this

is

tial

appearance

his

ini-

in the ace position.

The

nine

runners-up,
the
their

order
votes,

in

of

are

Gary Cooper

be

Film Shares Continue
Strong; 2 New Highs
Pictures

selection

30.— A recmade by Hayward and Randolph Scott.
Guild of Amer(Continued on page 5)

Dec.
will

the Screen Directors'
ica at its third annual awards dinnerdance to be held on January 24 in
the Biltmore Bowl of the Biltmore
Hotel, according to George Sidney,
Guild president.
Heading the list will be the critic's
award to be made to the outstanding
(Continued, on page 6)

Universal

of

The

the

Martin and Lewis, John Wayne, Alan
Ladd, Bing Crosby, Marilyn Monroe,
James Stewart, Bob Hope, Susan

a

In

exhibitors.

represents

the team of

Directors' Guild
ord

One

"Motion

in

American

first

14

the No.

American

O'Donnell, cancelled plans for both of the former categories, while
Gary Cooper was the choice in the
holiday openings this week of
Radio's "French Line" when Howard Western field.
In the second to 10th positions in
Hughes.
board chairman, refused to make the changes in the pic- the British money-making star bracket,
(Continued on page 5)
ture which would have given it a
Production Code seal, it was learned

The openings of the picture had
been planned more than six weeks ago

Gary Cooper was voted
"Money-Making Star"

Picture Herald's" 22nd annual poll of

ert J.

today.

First-Timer in 'Top Ten'

interna-

Western
Jack Hawkins

Marilyn Monroe Is Sole

tional players
including-

British
stars
and the top 10

30.

state

Talent Poll

Making

both

would not eliminate the dance and
costume sequences which the Production Code Administration held to be

of brisk business at
first-run theatres was

British Poll

Rejected 'French

celled several weeks ago
Interstate
heads
learned

(Pictures on Page 6)

Exhibitors Vote

Say Texas Circuits

circuits.

Again on B'way

The now

resignation

TEN CENTS

1953

will leave

for simultaneous holiday week premieres all over the two large Texas

Business Is Brisk

Another day
Times Square

his

31,

Hawkins Wins

tomorrow, implement-

three more to go, will announce
future plans within two months,
following a vacation which will
include visits to New York and
to Brazil's International Film
Festival in February.

New

fiberglass reels of film

30.

tendered
several weeks ago after 15 years
under a contract which had

In Fiberglass

After several years of research and
experimentation, film cans and reels
made of fiberglass will be ready for
the market by mid- 1954, it was disclosed here by a spokesman for the
U. S. Fiberglass Industrial Plastics,
Inc., which is preparing to manufacture the containers and reels on a
large scale. The company now is processing the machines and tools with
which to make the products.
The fiberglass standard three-reel
case weighs between five and six
pounds in contrast to the present metal
case which weighs between 16 and 18
pounds. The new reels weigh about
one and one-quarter pounds. The
weight of the fiberglass case with three

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

(Continued, on page 6)

Goldwyn Hopes

Miss

for

Early Code Meeting
HOLLYWOOD,

Dec. 30.— Samuel
his correspondence with Eric Johnston, president of
the Motion Picture Association of

Goldwyn, continuing

America,

on

the

subject of what
the industry's
"into harmony with

Goldwyn terms bringing
Production Code

the times," said today he hopes Johnston will call a meeting of "producers
promptly" to discuss "this important
problem."
Goldwyn made public his reply to
Johnston's letter assuring the producer his suggestions would receive serious consideration and asking him, "as
(Continued, on page 6)

PICTURES
in

QUANTITY

;

MOTION PICTURE DAILY

2

16

Personal
Mention
HARTMAN,

T^ON

Paramount

Thursday, December

New

Showed Profit

Haven, Boston
V.C. Tents Elect

FCC Indicates Most New
TV Stations Losing Money

Officers for '54
Variety Club tents in Boston and
have elected officers for

New Haven

Pictures executive producer, with

Mrs.

Hartman

and their son,
night for Hollywood.

here last

left

Omaha

Variety Club, has been

named head of the newly-formed
board of the Douglas County chapter
of the Nebraska Society for Crippled
Children.

•

Lindsley Parsons, producer, has
been awarded a Citation for Service
by the Crippled Children's Society of
of Los Angeles for his production of
a film depicting the needs
capped youngsters.
•

of

Dec. 30.

— The

handi-

Perry Lieber, RKO Radio publicity
and advertising director, became a
grandfather on Dec. 23 when his daughMrs. Charles Lieber,
ter-in-law,
gave birth to a boy at Good Samari-

new television stations are losing money.
released figures gathered on the financial operations of
stations authorized since the lifting
It
freeze in July, 1952.
of the
said that it had figures from 83 of
Offices to
the 101 new stations which started
the
operating between the lifting of
Of these 83,
freeze and Aug., 1953.
Nine home offices, most other
16 reported an over-all profit, while
establishments here and the
67 reported an over-all loss. By conMotion Picture Association of
trast, 94 of the 101 pre-freeze staAmerica are scheduled to close
in
tions
had profitable^ operations
at 1:00 P. M. today. Paramount,
1952.
as of late yesterday, was indefiaverage
that
the
cautioned
The FCC
nite on an early cessation of
post-freeze station had been operating
business activity.
Slated, defionly five months by the time of the
nitely, for half-day operations
of
these
and that several
report,
are Allied Artists, Columbia, Mmonths were in the slack summer
G-M, Republic,
Radio,
period.

The Commission

TV

Close

At One P.M. Today

RKO

•

1-Day Preview Of
'Money from Home'

Norman Shigon,

Approximately 340 key theatres

tan

Hospital.

industry attorney,
has been named regional chairman for
the youth division of the 1954 Allied
Jewish Appeal in the Overbrook Park
section of Philadelphia.
•
Victor H. Blanc, Philadelphia attorney and former chief barker of Variety Club Tent No. 13, has been
selected general chairman of the 1954

March

of

Dimes campaign

in that city.

•
associate publicity
of 2'0th Century-Fox, is the

father of a son born to Mrs.
on Tuesday.
•

France

'

principal cities across the country will

"Money from
Paramount's
Home" tonight on a one-day prerelease basis and in two-dimension.
Starring Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis in their first color by Technicolor offering, and produced by Hal

Dr. Swerdlin

Heads

Film Exchange Transfer Co., dough
guy. Kenneth Douglas of the Capitol
Theatre Supply Co. was elected property manager.
Crew members consist
of the officers and Arthur Lockwood,
George Roberts,
Meyer Stanzler,
Harry Browning, James Stoneman,
Louis Richmond and James Mahoney.
New Haven's Tent No. 31 elected
Henry Germaine, manager of the

Paramount exchange,
Other

chief barker.

Levine,

to

assistant

first

the post of
are Hy

officers

chief

barker

John Pavone, second assistant
Sam
Germaine, dough guy, and George
Webb, property manager.
International chief barker Jack Beresin will
;

V. C. of Northwest to
Install Miller Jan. 4

Foreign Press Unit

MINNEAPOLIS,

Dr. Nathan Swerdlin, editor of the
Day-Journal,"
has
been
"Jewish
Foreign
elected
president
the
of
Wallis, "Money from Home" will Press Critics Circle, comprising film
be shown in three-dimsension when reviewers of 18 foreign language newsrelease in Feb- papers in New York.
it goes into general
Also elected
ruary.
were Dr. Armando Romano, editor

Among the cities where "Money
from Home" will play to New Year's

Hutner Eve

audiences are

Lake
of the

Lawndale

has

returned

Theatre, Philadelphia,
there from Florida.

:

Boston, Los Ange-

Buffalo, New Haven,
Chicago, Indianapolis, Des
les,

for Europe.
•

Henry Friedman

sistant chief barker, Michael Redstone
of Redstone Drive-in Theatres, second
assistant, and James Marshall of the

attend installation in late January.
in

show

Buster Keaton sailed from New Omaha,
York yesterday aboard the "He de Denver,
-

20th Century-Fox, United Artists,
Universal and Warner
Brothers.

In

Dec. 30.— InstalMiller, Universal
branch manager here, as chief of the
Variety Club of the Northwest will
be held Monday at the Hotel Nicollet.
Benjamin Berger, retiring chief barker, will officiate.
lation

LeRoy

of

:

Meyer Hutner,
manager

coming year.
Boston, Walter Brown of the
Boston Garden, was reelected chief
barker.
Philip Smith of the Smith
Management Co. was elected first as-

the

Federal Communications Commission has

indicated that most

•

general manager
J. Robert Hoff,
of the Ballantyne Co. and chief barker
of the

WASHINGTON,

1953

31,

Detroit,

City,

Kansas
Milwaukee,

Portland,

Ore.,

City,

Salt

Seattle,

Miami, Charlotte and San Francisco.

Coast Communion
Breakfast Feb. 14

Robert Rossen, director, will leave
The
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 30.
by plane tomorrow for
third annual Communion breakfast for
Rome.
film industry members in the Los
Angeles
area will be held on Feb. 14
Pictures
Spires,
Universal
John
director, and Mrs. Spires left for Eu- at the Hollywood Palladium, followrope yesterday on the "He de France." ing Mass at 9 :00 A.M. at the Blessed
Sacrament Church. Cardinal James F.
•
will preside. George Smith,
Mclntyre
Barney Pitkin, New Haven
Paramount
division manager, will be
branch manager for RKO Radio, is
chairman for the third year.
recovering from surgery.

—

New York

Paramount Ups McGuire
PHILADELPHIA,

—

Dec. 30.
Hugh McGuire, formerly Paramount
salesman in New Haven, will assume
new duties here on Jan. 4 as local
sales manager.
He has served 10
years with Paramount in the Connecticut territory.

New York

Catholic film people will
attend their fourth annual Communion
breakfast at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria on Jan. 31, following Mass at
9:00 A.M. at St. Patrick's Cathedral.

Yarnall Is Reelected
Head of Color Corp.
HOLLYWOOD,
Color

No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will not
be published tomorrow, New
Year's Day, a legal holiday.

Corp.

of

Dec.

Progresso,"

vice-president;

Rebecca Issachar of the "National
Greek Herald," reelected treasurer,
and Sigmund Gottlober, reelected ex-

Moines, ecutive secretary.

Minneapolis,

Memphis,

"11

of

30.

— The

America board has

The

organization shortly will anits annual awards for the best
films of the year, as has been its custom for the past 11 years.

To Film Rose Parade
In Vistarama Process
— The
HOLLYWOOD, Dec.
30.

Year's

Day Rose Parade

will

the Vistarama process
into completion
as
a
color featurette for earliest possible
theatrical release, Vistarama's president Carl Dudley has disclosed. The
distribution channel for the film has
not yet been determined.

be

filmed

and

To

UNESCO

Johnson
Group

—

WASHINGTON,

Dec. 30.
G.
Johnson, assistant to Eric A.
Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Association of America, has
been named by the Department of
State to be a member of the United
States National Commission for the
United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization. Johnston
is one of 18 new members named to
commission, a citizens' group
the

in

rushed

NBC Press Party

which acts as liason between the
government and the people in their

UNESCO.

relations with

NEW YORK THEATRES
n

— RADIO

MUSIC HALL

CITY

—

ri

Rockefeller Center

"EASY TO LOVE"

More than

125 members of NBC's
press department, their
relatives and friends attended the department's annual party Tuesday night
at Toots Shor's.
Syd Eiges,
vice-president for press and publicity,
and Richard T. Connelly, director of
the press department, were hosts.

New York

»«8mn 8

ESTHER WILLIAMS

nn JOHNSON

NBC

color by

and

•

TECHNICOLOR

and The Music

tony
• An

MARTIN

M-E-M Picton

Hall's Great Christmas Slags

Show

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Mexico Strike Settled

—

re-elected W. R. Yarnall president
MEXICO CITY, Dec. 30. The
and installed board member Joseph granting of increases ranging from 10
to 15 per cent to film music writers
J. Rathert as executive vice-president.
John Glavin, plant executive, and of Mexico has brought to a close
treasurer Paul Fralic were appointed a strike which had been in effect since
vice-presidents.

G. G.

Griffith

nounce

New

Name

Nov.

PARAMOUNT
.

(.'TIMES'

SQUARE

:.':"..

15.
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projection and
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Trench

Line'

Editor Tells Cause of
Cure for Bad Publicity

(Continued from page 1)

where the picture opened this week
without a Code seal. All details of
the St. Louis premiere were handled
by the RKO studio staff- here with
Harry Arthur and his F. & M. associates. The RKO Radio distributionthe
forces
at
home office were given instructions
not to interest themselves in the St.
publicity-advertising

Louis premiere arrangements.
Radio production,
Yet another
"Son of Sinbad," is ready for release
and has not been granted a Production Code seal, nor has the advertising
for it been approved by the industry's
Advertising Advisory Council. Speculation here is that Hughes may
open the picture, regardless, as he

RKO

"French Line."
In opening the latter,

did

RKO

made

it-

Equipment

—

Tradewise editorial stories about Christmas gifts led off
column in Motion Picture Daily of with a Jerry Lewis gag. If the HollyThe column pointed out wood stars did anything for the unDec. 21,
contrasts in neivspaper attention given, derprivileged or in any other way
on the one hand, to the arrest of a showed that they had a great big
Hollywood
character
minor
for heart to wear for Christmas, the story
drunken driving and, on the other, to was not sent by the studio publicity
holiday entertainment provided troops departments or the press services.
in Korea and elsewhere by Hollyzvood
Used Only as 'Filler'
personalities, and the voluntary appearances of others at benefits for torNow, it was all bright copy and we
nado stricken areas in Mississippi.
shoveled some of it onto our pages as
Because Mr. Murphree' s letter sheds filler. But we would have appreciated,
the news- do appreciate and will run with top
light on the other side
paper's of the question, and because play any story out of Hollywood that
response

to

World

a

—

—

'

t

paints the celluloid heroes in a better
light.
I

know

many

a great

31, 1953

THEATRE

In the

Note The following letter shots of dames with their derrieres
Alex Murphree, drama editor wrapped in tinsel and their breasts
"Denver Post," was zvritten in pinked out with a sprig of holly. The

(Ed.
from,
of the

a $25,000 fine for breach
of its P. C. A. agreement. Action on
imposing the fine may be taken at it contains potentially valuable sugthe January board meeting of the gestions to remedy the situation, it is
Motion Picture Association of Amer- being published in full herewith.)
self liable to

Thursday, December

fine folks

in

.

ADVANTAGE OF
THE
phonic sound
motion

stereopicture

to

technique and the wide appeal

demonstrated

to

the

are

a

new

cited

"The

in

.

RAY GALLO

• with

•

.

theatre
booklet

it

has

public
called

New Look

in Motion Picture
Presentation," by Fred C. Matthews,
vice-president in charge of sales for
Motiograph, Inc., Chicago, and newlyelected president of TESMA.
The
booklet also contains a description
of Motiograph's five different models
of stereophonic sound equipment for
various size theatres and a list of its
many installations in theatres during
1953. There is also a list of the company's equipment dealers throughout
the country.
•

Hollywood but I do find that it's the
Should Hughes
Editor, Motion Pictuee Daily
cheap ones who talk about nothing
refuse to pay the fine, the company's Your "Tradewise" column in
membership in P. C. A. and, pre- on Dec. 21 put a probing finger on a but sex who get the play in interviews.
sumably, the
A A, could be can- serious motion picture industry prob- Why? Because the Good Joes and
celled.
lem but it doesn't seem to me it quite Janes apparently can't think of anything quotable to say. A good public
touched the sore spot and the diagClark Rhoden of the Popcorn Inrelations program would put some colNo Police Action
nosis, therefore, went a bit awry.
stitute, Chicago, reports that over
orful, industry-useful words in their
Vs. 'Line' in St. L.
Says Korea Story Was Played Up mouths before they went out on a per- 5,000 theatres from coast-to-coast
ST. LOUIS, Dec. 30.— Members of
are getting excellent results with the
Any press service reporter covering sonal appearance iunket.
the police morality squad here said
I note that
now has a pub- "3-D promotional kits" which the
they found two sequences in "French the police beat, the divorce courts and licity_
Institute prepared to boost sales at
committee
and
I wonder if it
Line," playing at the F. & M. Fox other spot news sources in Los Antheatre snack bars. The kits contain
is going to be useful in any other area
Theatre here without a Production geles can get all the details of scandal except tax reduction.
point-of-sale display pieces in bright
Code seal, to be objectionable but stories about Hollywood characters,
colors for placing at the stand, as
Sees Press Agents Inadequate
recommended no action by the Pros- big or little, Gail Russell or the "inwell as in the lobby and other areas.
ecuting Attorney.
This theatre promotion is part of a
They said, how- active feature player" you mention.
It also might be a good suggestion
The story about the Hollywood conhuge advertising and publicity camever, they stood ready to carry out
to appoint an advisory committee on
any order against the theatre the lat- tingent going to Korea and Alaska industry public relations from among paign which the Institute is sponwas played up in our paper and many
ter might direct.
working newspapermen who know, soring in cooperation with a number
others
far above the scandal stories.
The prosecutor, in turn, said he
love and write about motion pictures of firms, including the Severf-Up
plans no action unless the police seek Then what happened ? One of the in- and the people who make them.
They Co., Morton Salt Co., Wesson Oil
dustry's
publicity
hungry featured
a warrant.
would
be broad-minded enough to plan and Snowdrift Sales, Inc.
•
Meanwhile, despite derogatory no- players with the aid of one of the in- stories that would reflect credit on
dustry's press agents, no doubt, stole
tices by reviewers, the film continued
Something new for the drive-in
the entire industry, which is something
to do good business, obviously aided the play with a tasteless gimmick you need not expect from press agents refreshment stand is offered in a salty
about
ermine
bathing
suit in which
an
by the heavy publicity attendant upon
whose daily bread comes from doing cracker-flavored cone in which to
the sappy quote was uttered that she
its opening.
serve hot cliili. Perfected after long
"thought it made me look a little like a job of a single studio and its properresearch by the A ational Cone Co.
Santa Claus" (or a shore leave din- ties and not the industry as a whole.
Meanwhile
I suggest that the trade
of St. Louis, the new product is
ner?).
press quit assuming that the reason being put on the market zt'ith a special
We got the story about the disaster amusements
editors use material which formula chili by the Chili Cone Co.
fund shows from no source at all.
The cup-type cone
gives Hollywood a hit on the head is of Kansas City.
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 30.— A new
that they take a perverse delight in can be eaten just like an ice cream
Information
Group
Suggested
independent film production company
damaging the industry. We make our cone and thus eliminates clean-up
has been formed by Gregory Peck
The answer is a top level, industry- living from the motion
manufacturer points
the
picture indus- problems,
and Robert Parrish, who have just wide publicity committee, probably
try, too.
We
like it
we
respect it. out.
purchased screen rights to "The Won- within the
setup, which will
•
However, we can't help what Esperderful Country,' novel by Tom Lea. supply upbeat material from Hollyanza says about John in a divorce
Also for refreshment service is a
They plan to produce the film in wood, plain, unadorned and without
court and we have no way of prevent- new under-the-counter cash drawer
Mexico.
whitewash.
ing Robert from accusing a cop of of large capacity, recently introduced
Peck currently is in Europe. He
Since many of the ones who went to
stealing his driver's license.
We are by the Indiana Cash Drawer Co. of
will leave there on Jan. 3 for Ceylon Korea were free-lancers, you can bet
not so stuffy that we don't enjoy a Shelbyville, Ind. Known as "Model
to make "The Purple Plain," which the studio publicists wasted no time
smarty-pants crack about sex which G-l," the unit has two sections the
Parrish will direct and which United on them. Therefore, we were inadesome one told Marilyn to say, though. lower with 10 currency compartments
Artists will release.
quately served with pictures and maand the upper a sliding tray with five
'The Worst Part'
terial.
Besides
ica

in

New

York.

:

MPD

MP

COMPO

r

Production Unit Set
By Peck and Parrish

COMPO

;

—

it was apparently the
thinking of the studio publicists that
it would be hard to tie in the name of
latest
picture,
the
complete
with
credits.
So what? So let it go, they

seemed

to say.

—

The holiday publicity pictures celebrating the birth of Christ, mind you
were the traditional cheese cake

—

coin

The

courts, the police

(Itr*
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MOVIEIAB'S new preview theatre brings
TO THE EAST the ultimate in projection.
• Three dimensional projection
Three channel interlock projection
• 16mm interlock projection
MOVIELAB THEATRE SERVICE, INC.
619 W'S4th'St:.

NY

19.

N. Y. •JUd.on 6-0367

Entirely re-styled

..

stars'

own

big mouths do a complete job of
the worst part of the Hollywood story. The press agents are
plenty hep on setting over the trivial
Dart of the Hollywood story. Who is
telling the better part of the story?
telling

If

anyone

is.

it

Very
fffllt

and the

isn't

reaching

my

tills

N.Y. OFFICEi TR 4-3193

coins,

lacquer.
The interior is
finished with several coats of shellac
and lacquer.

desk.

truly yours,

Drama

Editor.

That Get You

BEST

RESULTS and Always

'Rob Roy'

Bows

Feb. 4

YoarN.it

'

Your Hosts, The Family Jacobs

loose

of natural

The Denver Post
BEACH

handling

Alex Murphree,

.a newer

OCEAN FRONT • 40th to 4llt Sic.
COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED

for

and five compartments for handling
packaged coins. The drawer is made
of white oak with an exterior finish

"Rob Roy, the Highland Rogue,"
Walt Disney's all-live-action feature,
will have its premiere at the Criterion
Theatre here on Feb. 4.

Arrive

ON TIME

Is

What You Get From
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

327 S. Wabash
630 Ninth Ave

1

FILMACK
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Motion Picture Daily

Reviews

Rogers Again Tops
Western Players
Roy Rogers was
"Money-Making
ern field for the
11th t i
e in
''Motion P i c ture Herald's"

m

22nd

annual

poll.

Gene Au-

'His

declared the best
Star" in the West-

HHH

S§

before

going into the
Air Force. Rex
Allen was a

third,

with Bill

Elli-

and

Roy Rogers

Allen
Rocky Lane taking the fourth and

ott

fifth positions, respectively.

CooperNo.One
(Continued from page 1)

Monroe

the sole first-timer in the
top 10 echelon.
Cooper's first appearance in the
"Herald's" annual poll was in 1936
when he took 10th place. His record
shows two seconds, one third, three
fourths, two fifths, one sixth, one seventh, one eighth and one ninth.
Martin and Lewis, last year's toppers, are on this year's list for the
third consecutive year, having made it
in 1951 as runner-up to John Wayne.
Third position on the 1953 list is occupied by the two-time winner of
first

is

place,

On

Majesty O'Keefe"

(Warner Brothers)

BURT
time

LANCASTER'S

Hollywood, Dec. 30

now

popularity and drawing power,

their

at

all

peak in consequence of his stardom in the tremendously attended
"From Here to Eternity," are a showman's best assurance that this unrevealingly titled tale of island adventure can be counted on to run up a commendable score at the box-office. Other principals Joan Rice, Andre Morell,
Abraham Sofaer, Archie Savage, Benson Fong, Tessa Prendergast and Lloyd
Berrell, to name the toppers
were chosen to fit their roles rather than the
American marquee. The name of Technicolor, however, is universally of star
importance, and the process is always at tops on a diet of island scenery.
It's the Fiji Islands that are dealt with by the Technicolor cameras in this
case, and they look mighty peaceful when the O'Keefe of the story isn't stirring up the inhabitants one way or another, always actionfully. By and large,
the picture figures to do the kind of business the names of Lancaster and
Technicolor combine to promise.

Wayne, now making

his

consecutive appearance in the upper brackets. Ladd is back in the
top 10 circle for the first time since
fifth

1947.

a

year again reveals that the

Canadian

Steady Winner

ex-

hibitors' experience in the

matter of boxoffice values is

not

quite the
as their
U.S. colleagues.

same

This year,
the Canadians
listed their

The period of the picture is 1870, a time when the Pacific Islands, as here
the Fijis, were coveted by tradespeople of several nations because they were
rich in copra. O'Keefe arrives at the island of Yap after the crew of his
sailing vessel had mutinied and cast him adrift. On Yap he finds Andre Morell,
resident representative of a German trading company, in charge of things
generally, under sufferance of the native chief, and makes a deal with him
to increase the copra crop by persuading the natives to work harder at gathering it. This plan fails momentarily, after which O'Keefe goes away, obtains
a ship and crew, returns, engages in frequent, assorted and violent conflict
with native tribes and competitive trading groups, and marries an island girl,
happily winding up, in the closing sequence, a changed and chastened man.

The Canadians omit these American-chosen stars: Susan Hayward,
Randolph Scott and James Stewart.

Harold Hecht produced the picture, which was filmed on the Fiji Island
and Byron Haskin directed. The screenplay is by Borden Chase
and James Hill.
Running time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

Hawkins

John Wayne

leaders in this

order John
Wayne, Bing Crosby, Gary Cooper,
Martin and Lewis, Alan Ladd, Bob
:

Hope,

Marilyn Monroe, Gregory
Doris Day and Burt Lan-

Peck,
caster.

location,

WILLIAM

Jan. 16.

R.

WEAVER
(Continued from page

"Red River Shore"

the

(Republic)

following were

1)

Britain's

exhibi-

Alec Guinness, RonSTANDARD Western designed and executed with the younger action ald Shiner, Alastair Sim, Dirk Bofans in mind is offered in this Republic release, starring Rex Allen, his garde, Dinah Sheridan, Jack Warner,
miracle horse, Koko, and his side-kick, Slim Pickens. The principals play Nigel Patrick, Ralph Richardson and
Anthony Steel.
In the international
themselves with their usual aplomb.
This time Rex is the marshal of a little town in the Oklahoma territory group, British exhibitors cast their
caught in an oil hoax. The hoax was perpetrated by Trevor Bardette, an votes as follows from the second posiBob Hope, Alan
otherwise law-abiding citizen who has sought to recoup his finances by get- tion to the 10th
Ladd, Gregory Peck, Martin and
ting the town's gullible to invest in what he knows to be a worthless oil venLewis, Bing Crosby, John Wayne,
ture. Bardette organizes a stickup to get the money out of the town bank,
Stewart Granger, Doris Day and
only to be killed by Rex in the ensuing chase. Bardette's innocent son then
Danny Kaye. Aside from Cooper, the
nature.
knowing
their
true
activities,
not
comes home
carry on his father's
selections

tors'

A

:

:

to

Crosby

Star Choices

The 22nd annual poll of "MoneyMaking Stars" conducted by "Motion Picture
Herald" this

—

racking up six

close

Canadians Differ

—

try took second
place for the
sixth time after
firsts

5

Rex

British favorites

among

the

Western

hard put to track down the elder Bardette's henchmen, while players, in order, were
Randolph
trying to keep the son from knowing the truth about his father. Complica- Scott, Wayne, James Stewart, Audie
thus

is

:

Crosby, casual incumbent of fifth
position in the 1953 finals, is the only
top 10 star of the year who has made
his mark on box-office as many times
14
as this year's top winner, Cooper.
Miss Monroe's placement in sixth
position cannot be classified as unexpected.
She had been voted the
No. One choice in the 1952 "Star-ofTomorrow" poll, conducted by the

—

"Herald"

when oil actually is discovered, thereby making Rex look
Needless to say, the marshal emerges triumphant at the end,
but not without a lot of hard-riding and shooting and a couple of close

tions are multiplied
like the heavy.

Murphy, Roy Rogers, Rock Hudson,
Gene Autry, Rod Cameron and Rory
Calhoun.

escapes from death.

Five

seen as the young son and pretty Lyn Thomas as his girl
friend. Douglas Fowley, the proprietor of the town's local shooting gallery
(no saloons here), is the real villain of the piece and, as such, comes to no
Bill

Phipps

is

It

'52

Toppers Absent

will be noted that only

one wo-

man

—

placed in the all-British field
Miss Sheridan, a newcomer. Heads

went

good end.

Rudy Ralston was

producer and Harry Keller the director.
Arthur Orloff and Gerald Geraghty wrote the screenplay.
Others in the cast include Douglas Fowley, William Haade, Emmett
Vogan and John Cason.
Running time, 54 minutes. General audience classification. December reassociate

at mid-year.
Stewart's third appearance in the
rating accrues from performances in
four pictures.
His work in "The
Glenn Miller Story" plus two others
lease.
on the way should be assurance that
he will be again in a major position
by the time next year's poll rolls 10 represent the combined votes of
around. Hope, who was No. One in circuits and independent operators, the
1949, is present in 1953 for the 13th individual group ballots showed the
time in the top 10 territory. Miss Hay- following selections, in order of numward, who made her first appearance erical tabulation
in the category a year ago when she
Martin
and
Lewis,
took ninth place in the poll, repeats fl[ Circuits
Cooper, Wayne, Miss Monroe, Ladd,
that accomplishment this year. Scott,
scoring his fourth consecutive place- Crosby, Stewart, Ava Gardner, Hope
ment among the top 10, earned it by and Miss Hayward.
gross-building performances in "The CI
Independents Cooper, Martin and
Stranger Wore a Gun," "Hangman's Lewis, Wayne, Ladd, Crosby, Miss
Knot," "Man in the Saddle" and Monroe, Stewart, Hope Miss Hay"Thunder Over the Plains."
ward and Scott.
In the second top bracket, or the
Doris Day, Peck 11th, 14th
next 15 positions among the moneyRoom at the top for the ascending makers, were the following, in order
Ladd and Miss Monroe careers was
Miss Day, Esther Williams, Kilmade by Doris Day and Gregory bride and Main, Peck, Ava Gardner,
Peck, who went to 11th and 14th posi- Clark Gable, Burt Lancaster, Jeff
tions, respectively, in the American
Chandler, Jane Wyman, Abbott and
poll, although they still did very well
Costello, Stewart Granger, Jane Rusin the Canadian tally.
Humphrey
sell,
Charlton
Heston,
Although the ratings in the top Bogart and Rita Havworth.
<J
:

:

:

tumbling in the international
Five of the eminents in last
year's choice
Betty Hutton, Mario
Lanza, James Mason, James Stewart
and Humphrey Bogart figured noclass.

—

—

where

in this year's poll.

Last year, Hawkins ranked fourth
This year he led
the field by a majority unprecedented
in the poll's history on this side of
the Atlantic. Hawkins has figured in
scores of films, reaching his full stature in Carol Reed's "Fallen Idol."
M-G-M's "Tom and Jerry" series
was voted the champion in the British
short subjects market.
in Britain's polling.

Bugs Bunny Scores
1st in 'Shorts'
Bugs Bunny,

for the ninth consecuthe leader in the realm
of short subjects among exhibitors
voting in the "Motion Picture Herald's" annual poll of "Money-Making
Stars." The Warner rabbit, in fact,
received more votes in this category
than did Gary Cooper, the No. One
tive year,

is

star.

The other nine winners in the short
subject field are as follows: M-G-M
cartoons
Walt
Disney
cartoons,
;

RKO

Radio; Pete Smith Specialties,
M-G-M Popeye, Paramount Stooge
comedies, Columbia
"Mr. Magoo,"
Columbia Merrie Melodies and Looney Tunes, Warners "Joe McDoakes,"
Warners, and True-Life Adventures,
;

;

;

;

;

Disney-RKO.

Norwalk Trio Forms

Nutmeg Theatres
NORWALK,

Conn.,

Dec.

30.—

Norman

Bialek, Leonard E. Sampson
and Robert C. Spodick, who have
taken over the Norwalk Theatre here
and the Empress in South Norwalk,

Nutmeg Theatres, Inc.
Bialek is president, Spodick is vicepresident and treasurer, and Sampson
is secretary.
Nutmeg now runs six
houses in Connecticut.
The others
are the Lincoln and Crown in New
Haven, the Art Cinema in Bridgeport and the Fine Arts in Westport.
have organized

:
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What New Year 's Holds for Theatres
STRONG

NEW

PRODUCT,
SCREEN PROCESSES and the holiday spirit combined to make this Christmas week one of the liveliest throughout the nation,
as on Broadway, where many thousands packed Times Square theatres
The lines at Radio City Music Hall curved around five blocks, with people
waiting three and four hours to see the Hall's show, which features "Easy to Love"
on the screen and the traditional Christmas presentation on stage. The Hall's
take zoomed to $184,000 this week, the fourth week of the dual attraction.
CinemaScope played to outstanding business both at the Roxy and the Rivoli.
"Beneath the 12-Mile Reef" at the Roxy hit an estimated hefty $135,000 for its
second week, which ended yesterday. At the Rivoli, "King of the Khyber Rifles"
grossed a mighty $77,000 in its first week.
Three-dimensional films, too, were up among the big grossers. "Miss Sadie
Thompson" at the Capitol headed for a big estimated ,95,000 for its opening
wee
:ek, making
lg it one ot
of the Capitol's top gr
qrossers.
"The Eddie Cantor Story" at the Paramount rolled up the biggest first week
straight-picture gross in the history of the theatre, with a take of $90,000.

O

*

Music Hall Lines Encircle Several Blocks

(Continued from page 1)
in

reviews

a starter," to present something "specific."

Goldwyn

told

Johnston

today

to present

he

them

of code changes) fully
any meeting of producers which you

(suggestions
to

-

may

the subject.
call to discuss
Johnston, however, in a prompt
reply to Goldwyn, apparently ruled
out the possibility of any mass meeting of "producers," saying
"As you may remember, our board
of directors must act on any suggested
changes in the association's Production Code. So I would like to repeat
that it would be helpful if your specisuggestions could be put before
fic
'

I
am
the board at an early time.
sure the board would welcome them

as

I

would."

date" received the editorial approval
of the New York "Herald-Tribune"
yesterday. "It sounds like good, common sense," the H-T's editorial writ-

among comments which

re-

vealed little or no familiarity with the
industry Code.

Fisher Writing 'Monster'

HOLLYWOOD,

'Living Desert'
{Continued from page

Roxy

Fiberglass
1)

the United States whose
have been both constructive

2-a-Day Normandie
Policy for 'Coach*

Samuel Goldwyn' s proposal that the
Production Code be "brought up to

er opined

Grosses Heavy at the

topping by almost $2,000 any film to
(Continued from page 1)
play the house, Samuels said.
The
initial
week at the 1,300-seat Aladdin pounds of metal cases and film reels.
and beneficial to the industry.
The company claims that the fiberFor the first time, an award will in Denver grossed $13,050, said to be
be made to the best TV director and the all-time high for any picture to glass cans will last 25 per cent longer
play that theatre.
than the metal containers and that they
assistant director.
At the 800-seat Loop Theatre in have the same, if not greater, strength.
Also to be given this year will be
the D. W. Griffith award for long Chicago, the first week of "The Liv- It is further said to be buoyant, heat,
and distinguished achievement in mo- ing Desert" pulled $21,948, which was cold and fire resistant and will not
reported to be $2,000 in excess of the stretch, shrink or absorb moisture, as
tion picture direction.
One award will be given for the previous record. In its second week well as being weatherproof and shatmost outstanding directorial achieve- at the 600-seat Fine Arts in Los An- terproof.
In addition to the film cans and
ment of 1953. A similar award to the geles, the picture grossed $12,855, topping the first week's $11,750. In New reels, the company is making cases
assistant director will be presented.
Four awards for outstanding direc- York, the picture completed its seventh for the dairy, soft drink and beer intorial achievement during 1953 and week at the Sutton with $12,450 and is dustries and is preparing to market
similar awards to assistant directors reported to be heading for a $17,000 advertising display letters.
eighth week.
U. S. Fiberglass Industrial Plastics
will also be given.
Record holiday business also was is headed by Harry Greenman, manreported from the Sheridan in Miami aging" director of the Capitol Theatre
Beach and the Playhouse in Wash- here. Irving Brown is chief engineer.
ington.
Efforts to perfect a lighter film can
have been going on for several years.
A two-a-day reserved seat policy
Some containers have been made with
9
will be instituted next month by the
to
plastics but their durability has not
Normandie Theatre here for the
been tested.
American premiere of Jean Renoir's
Twelve military-style openings have
"The Golden Coach," which stars
Anna Magnani in her first English- been scheduled by Paramount for
speaking role. The picture will open "Cease Fire" in six cities during the
(Continued from page 1)
on Jan. 21. It will be distributed by first five weeks of the new year. Following a premiere in Newark, N. J., fractional gains and trading volume
IFE Releasing Corp.
tomorrow, seven Los Angeles first- putting them among the market
run houses will open with the Korean leaders.
Drive-in
L.
G.
Loew's, with 27,400 shares changing
war drama on Jan. 13. The film will
was among the most active
hands,
30.—
Lockwood
the
HARTFORD, Dec.
open at
Ontario Theatre, Wash& Gordon Theatres have leased the ington, on Jan. 14, and on the next issues on the Big Board yesterday.
East Windsor, Conn., Drive-in Thea- day it will bow at the Metropolitan It closed at 13^4 f° r a S ain of
tre, heretofore operated by the KupTheatre in Boston. On either that Paramount was up Vs. National Theachunos Brothers. L. & G.'s acquisi- day or Jan. 22 it will start at the tres, A Republic, A Stanley Wartion of the property brings the circuit Stanley Theatre in Philadelphia and ner, Vs; 20th-Fox, %; Universal, 5/s,
Warners, l/2 and
into the drive-in field in metropolitan on Feb. 4 will make its debut at closing at 19*4
Technicolor, */&.
Hartford for the first time.
Detroit's Palm State Theatre.
critic

(Coyitinued from page 1)

would "be very happy

Throngs Storm the Capitol

Awards

Goldwyn

*

Dec. 30.— Colum-

bia Pictures has signed Steve Fisher
to write
"Monster of the Deep,"
scheduled to go before the 3-D and
Technicolor cameras in 1954. More
than half of the picture will be photographed under water. Tests are now
being made at Tarpon Springs, Fla

'Cease Fire
Get 12
'Military Premieres'

Film Shares Strong

&

Lease

^

V

Y

;

;

;

,

